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January 2, 1937 korning T:

Sin Wan Pao and other local newspapers (Nanking tele gramps
Gj^R^L CHANG HSUEH LIANG SENTENCED TO TEN YEARS' ILPBISONEENT

General Chang Hsu eh Liang was sentenced "by
court-martial on December 31, 1936 to ten years' imprisonment' 
and deprivation of civil rights for five years in connection 
with the recent coup in Sianfu.

At 4 p.m. the same day he was removed in a
prison van from Dr. H.H. Kung's residence to the Lilitary 
Gaol where he will be confined until a special pardon is 
granted by the National Government.

Generalissimo Bequests Pardon of General Chang Hsueh Liang

As soon as he learned of the sentence passed
by the court-martial on General Chang Hsueh Liang, Generalissimo 
Chiang Kc i Shek at 2 p.m. on December 31 submitted a. petition 
to the National Government requesting that in view of his 
voluntary surrender General Chang Hsueh Liang be granted a 
special pardon.

Generalissimo Elies to His Native Place

On the morning of January 1, Generalissimo 
and kadame Chiang Kai Shek left Nanking for Fenghua by aero-
plane to attend to the funeral of his late brother. He is 
on one month’s leave.

Shun Pao and other local newspapers »-

kartial L&w in Shanghai Lif ted

The Woo sung-Shanghai Garrison Commissioner's 
Headquarters has issued the following notification l-

"kartial 18w was proclaimed in this locality 
shortly after the outbreak of the revolt in Sianfu. This Head
quarters is new in receipt of a telegram from the Military 
Affairs Commission stating that the Sianfu revolt having been 
settled, the martial law should be lifted. Accordingly, this 
Headquarters hereby notifies the public that the martial law 
is cancelled from date."

Llh Pao published the following editorial on January 1 s- 

"OUR NEW YE AB WISHES"

We wish the New Year will bring, us tjje 
following two things »• ^^CL****^***^

1. Beal National Unifiea
With the settlement of>tìSB5Kwa.ngtung-Kwangsi

problem, the nation appears to be upirfied. But remember that 
one-sixth of our terri toly com>pt^ing the Three Eastern 
provinces, Jehol, the norjbeTn part of Charhar «.id à., number 
of hsiens in Jforth ChjjHf? wi th a population of several tens 

fll under the control of our enemy. We 
tjj<26th year of the Bepublic, these

terrdtojiers will Jbe replaced in the map of China. We wish 
tha>--with the incoming of 1937 the Hopei-Charhar Political 
-CtTuncil tlie Tangku Truce will become things of the past 
and Yifig Ju Keng and other traitors will be executed one 
after another.



January 2, 1937. Morning Translation

Sin Wan Pao and other local newspapers (Nanking telegram)

GENERAL CHANG HSUEH LIANG SENTENCED TO TEN YEARS1 IMPRISONMENT

General Chang Hsueh Liang was sentenced by 
court-martial on December 319 1936 to ten years’ imprisonment 
and deprivation of civil rights for five years in connection 
with the recent coup in Sianfu.

At 4 p.m. the same day he was removed in a 
prison van from Dr. H.H. Kung’s residence to the Military 
Gaol where he will be confined until a special pardon is 
granted by the National Government.

Generalissimo Bequests Pardon of General Chang Hsueh Liang

As soon as he learned of the sentence passed 
by the court-martial on General Chang Hsueh Liang, Generalissimo 
Chiang Kfc-i Shek at 2 p.m. on December 31 submitted a petition 
to the National Government requesting that in view of his 
voluntary surrender General Chang Hsueh Liang be granted a 
special pardon.

Generalissimo Flies to His Native Place

On the morning of January 1, Generalissimo 
and Madame Chiang Kai Shek left Nanking for Fenghua by aero
plane to attend to the funeral of his late brother. He is 
on one month’s leave.

Chun Pao and other local newspapers »-

Martial Law in Shanghai Lif ted

The Woo sung-Shanghai Garrison Commissioner's 
Headquarters has issued the following notification

"Martial law was proclaimed in this locality 
shortly after the outbreak of the revolt in Sianfu. This Head
quarters is now in receipt of a telegram from the Military 
Affairs Commission stating that the Sianfu revolt having been 
settled, the martial law should be lifted. Accordingly, this 
Headquarters hereby notifies the public that the msftial law 
is cancelled from date."

Lih Pao published the following editorial on January 1

"OUR NEW YEAR WISHES"

We wish the New Year will bring us the 
following two things »-

1. Beal National Unification
Wi tfei the se t tiemen t of the Kwang tung-Kwangsi 

problem, the nation appears to be unified. But remember that 
one-sixth of our territoiy comprising the Three Eastern 
provinces, Jehol, the northern part of Charhar c.id a number 
of hsiens in North China, with a population of sevb^al. tens 
of millions, are still under the control of our enemy. We 
wish that iir 1937, the 26th year of the Republic, these 
territories will be replaced in the map of China. We wish 
that with the incoming of 1937 the Hopei-Charhar Political 
Council end the Tangku Truce will become things of the past 
and Ying Ju Keng and other traitors will be executed one 
after another.
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of General Chiang were delivered and a decision was passed 

that' all members of the various labour unions be instructed

■ I to participate in a mass meeting to be held at 2 p.m.

December 28 in the Public Recreation Ground near St. Catharines 

Bridge, to celebrate the return of General Chiang Kai Shek.

In commemoration of the safe return of General 

Chiang to Nanking, two aeroplanes chartered by the China 

Aviation Club, 80 Ayenre du Albert, will fly over Shanghai

. I during the afternoon of December 28 and distribute coloured

paper slips bearing slogans appropriate to the occasion. 

The slips will be supplied by the Shanghai City Government.

¡
Proclamation issued by the ^oosung-Shanghai Garrison 

Commissioner

On fiecember 26, copies of the following proclamation 

issued by the -Voosung -Shanghai Garrison Commissioner, were 

posted ip Nantao and the City :*

"Since the Sian coup, martial law has been enforced I

I
 in this locality. In order to prevent undesirable elements

IQ from resorting to illegal activities, the ^oosung-Shanghai 

Garrison Commissioner’s Headquarters hereby issues this 

proclamation notifying that military law will be employed 

to deal with any person who spreads rumours, disturbs the 

peace and order, impairs the national currency, harms 

foreign nationals, calls illegal meetings, forms societies, 

holds processions, stages demonstrations, instigates strikes 

or incites a suspension of studies."

' I \ -



H’HE NORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS, WEDNESDAY,

BUDDHISTS, TAOISTS 
PETITION HEAVEN

Praying for Safe Return of
Gen. Chiang Kai-shek

SPECIAL SERVICE HELD 
AT SINZA TEMPLE

Three petitions for the safe return 
of Gen. Chiang Kai-shek from Sian 
are being sent to Heaven by hun
dreds of Buddhists and Taoists in 
a three-day service which began on 
Monday night. Mr. Shao Lu-shihg, 
one of the sponsors of the prayer 
meeting, told a representative of the 
“North-China Daily News” yesterday 
that since he had devoted himself to 
the service, he had a feeling which 
enabled him to predict the General
issimo’s freedom within the next three 
days.

The Buddhists and Taoists are 
gathering in two separate buildings 
in Tsing Liang Temple, Sinza Road. 
In. front of each building are ex
hibited a group of gorgeously em
broidered umbrellas, while a huge 
pailou made of yellow cloth was 
erected at the entrance to the temple. 
The two buildings are expected to 
be filled to capacity to-day when the 
second petition is to be sent, and a 
still larger crowd is expected to wit
ness the closing ceremony.

Sponsored by the World Peace 
Meeting Preparations Committee, the 
service is the second of its kind held 

1 in Shanghai, the first taking place in 
the Moore Memorial Church in Yu 
Ya Ching Road on Sunday when over 
600 Chinese Christians prayed for 
Gen. Chiang.* Similar prayer meet
ings are being planned by adherent? 
of other religions. w

Abbot Tsinghai Presides
Abbot Tsinghai, former chairman 

of the National Buddhist Association, 
presided over the service by Budd
hists. Well-known abbots from Hang
chow and Pootoo are also taking part 
in the closing ceremony. Among the 
sponsors are Messrs. Wen Lai-ting, 
Wang Ih-ting, Yu Wei-chow, Hsu Kai- ’ 
ling, Loh Lien-kwei, Chao Yung-chao, 
Yu Sheng-po, Tung Sing-yuan, Fong 
King-chun, Chu Wei-sung, Chao Yu
le wei, Chien Yo and Chen Kuan-tso.

Only vegetarians are admitted in 
the two buildings where the cere- j 
monies take place. In addition to 
monks and Taoists, scores of men and , 
women who follow the religions also 
attended. Each petition, written *on a 
piece of yellow paper, is burnt after 
a certain member of hymns have been 
recited by the gathering.

Meanwhile meetings were held by 
public bodies and university students 
yesterday, urging the Government to 
capture Chang Hsueh-liang and sup
press the revolt at an early date. 
Under the auspices of the Shanghai 
Kuomintang Headquarters, a meeting 
of representatives of public bodies 
will be held at the Chinese Chamber 
of Commerce to-morrow afternoon to 
pledge local support to the punitive 
expedition ordered by the Govern
ment against

/i/J/

DECEMBER 23, 1938

Hundreds of Buddhists are gathering at Tsing Liang Temple. Staza Road, 
for a three-day special service to pray for the safe return oi uen. cniang 
Kai-shek. Pictures above show those who took part in the prayer meeting 
yesterday. The ceremony consists of the recitation of hymns and; tne burning 

of three petitions to Heaven.
x> VM ___  __ ; -- - . - . ■ -----

the Sian rebels.
Chon Lu DueMr.

Mr. Chou
Chung Shan 
is due in Shanghai on Christinas Day 
in, the Empress of Asia en route 
to Nanking to take part in the discus
sions on the Sian revolt

Mr. Chou made a dramatic exit 
from Canton last summer just be
fore the open rift between the South
west and Nanking, and spent several 
months visiting 
in Europe. He 
late in the fall 
health he was 
Nanking.

Lu, President of the 
University atJ Canton, '

various institutions 
returned to Canton 
but owing to poor 
unable to come to



■The Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, Thursday, December 1886-

-What Happened At Sian?
(In Two Parts-Part One) 

pRECISELY what happened at Sian? There 
have been many rumors but little to. 

substantiate their details. The following! 
summary, based on reports received by for
eign correspondents in Peiping from Taiyuan,
whdre it was brought by delegates from Sian, 
has been checked in a variety of quarters 
and may be taken as representing the facts, 
though there are differences of interpretation 
which will be noted.

General Chang Hsueh-liang’s Tungpei, or 
"Northeastern Army”, has long been dis-1 
affected. Dispossessed of its Manchuria 
homeland and resentful against Japan, J 
objected to its role of opposing the Chiiyj 
ese Communists. As the Communist policy’ 
turned toward stress on "national resistance” 
at the expense of all other features of policy,j 
some form of entente must have been easy; 
enough to achieve—-a development certain to 
annoy General Chiang Kai-shek exceedingly.

At once we come to conflicts of inter-. 
pretation, which may be dismissed briefly. 
In some quarters to the northward there is 

^an apparently full belief in the sincerity of 
the Tungpei officers. We have access to 
other quarters by no means unfriendly to 
‘the, young Marshal” which take a consider- : 
ably' more cynical view, believing that the j 
Tungpei aims less at the Japanese than at j 
domination by Nanking, and finding the whole'

• situation comparable to the 1933 "Foochow j 
rebellion”—where, it will be recalled, there

J was a similar "marriage of convenience” withj 
the Communists of interior Fukien and 
similar protestations of regard for the 
t national weal.

These conflicts of interpretation come to 
; a head on the issue of General Chiang’s 
i attitude. It seems to us feasible that the 

Generalissimo may have been at once annoy* * 
; ed by liaison between Tungpei and Com

munists, and still sincerely determined to 
resist Japan in his own way. But to those 
cynically disposed toward the Generalissimo’s 

j Intentions as to Japan, his insistence upon a 
“fight-the-Communists” policy for the Tung- 

• pel would seem clear proof that he preferred 
civil war to the demanded war against Japan. 
And to ♦ many Chinese of all shades of 

’ thought, the notion of fighting an invader is 
explicably more congenial than the notion of 
fighting feHow-Chinese.

i self increasingly torn betWeehthis and in- 
sflhctive loyalty to his own men. Announce-

• ment ofthe Japan-German treaty raised 
fresh doubts as to Nanking’s sincerity, for 
among the Tungpei it was said that no such 
open agreement could haye been made with-: 
out private assurances from General Chiang. 
ItaiianTrecDgnition of “Manchukuo” posed the 
samp problem. Our own view is that all this 
is 100 per cent rot, but from the viewpoint of 

| interior China it all seqms to us to hang 
togetl^r very well and If Nanking has been 
misunderstood the fault has been Nanking’s, 

19 in our opinion; unless; 6f course, one is so out 
of sympathy with any criticism of Nanking 

i that it is felt the whole thing was cooked up 
g by Sian politician-propagandists. Usually in 
si such a tangled state of affairs there is some 
i truth to every point of View, no matter how 
jiAany!

General Chang had been completely loyal 
toward the Generalissimo but he found him*

The Suiyuan and Tsingtao crises owr 
fresh discussion, and though General Chiang 
sent three divisions to Suiyuan, the Tungpei 
felt tha t this was done tardily and that they, 
took no part in the fighting but, occupied 
positions t; the rear and. flank of Fu ‘fso-yi, * 
in Suiyuan and Shansi. Nanking planes had 
been ordered to Sulyfian, said the reports;
but not a single machine took part in offen
sive operations. In late October, General 
Chang is said to have sent urgent wires to 
General Chiang, urging a policy of flat re
sistance and a united front with the "Anti- 
Japanese fted Army”—only to meet flat lre^ 
fusal.

General Chiang visited Sian in the first 
week of October and the Young Marshal had 
hopes of persuading him to declare a new 
policy through personal interviews; but 
Chiang made a point of insisting in a lecture 
in the Sian military school tMt the Red 
Army was the real enemy,, and the enemy 
close at hand, while Japan was a remote^ 
Senace _ This had immediate response in I 
open and outspoken criticism of student
commanders. When these attacks werer con
tinued in the assembly, Chang out of loyalty 
to the Generalissimo dismissed three men 
fjrdm the schools. But at Loyang Chiang re
peated these remarks in a lecture to the 
military academy, and showed no disposition 
to concede to the general mood.

When Chiang departed, there was an out
burst of activity by local secret groups (in 
some quarters termed “Blue Shirts”, but 
others recently from Sian question the ac
curacy of this designation) and General 
Chang wrote a letter to the Generalissimo 
appealing for “the right and opportunity to 

drive out the Japanese ai_ ___ ...
homeland” and concluding: “In any case, I 
must tell you that I cannot control my army 
much longer?*

Subsequently there Vras a Loyang meet
ing; reports differ as to whether Chiang or 
Chang asked this. Chiang explained his » 
failure to send strong forces to Shansi on a 
basis of objections by Yen Hsi-shan, governor , 
of the province. The only real outcome of J 
the interview was Chiang’s promise to come 
to Sian and meet the Tungpei leaders in ' 
person—the fateful visit leading to the pre
sent crisis.

Behind the scenes at Sian the secret 
groups, led by Chiang’s nephew Chiang Hsiao- 
hsien, had established centers With wireless 
communications. There are allegations that 
kidnappings of students and workers took 
place; finally early in October three student 
delegates from North China are said to have 
been seized and when General Chang phoned 
the Kuomintang office to make inquiries he 
was told nothing was known of their where- 
about». That night he moved swiftly, otfed 
the city gates, conducted a raid on Kuomin
tang headquarters, and is said to have found 
the students, afterward deporting the agents 
while a protest was wired to the General
issimo.

At the same Genferal Hu Chung-nan with 
three of Chiang’s best divisions renewed the 
campaign against the Communists but after 
getting 8Q 11 into the fled he 
took a severe beating and had to a



while two brigades of the crack first division 
were captured.^ This caused Chiang to be 
convinced the situation was serious and he 
went to Sian on December 7 to consult the 
Tungpei commanders and those under General 
Yang Hu-cheng, who had just voted to fight 
the Japanese.

Chiang himself, with his secretary Chen 
Ta-chen, his nephew, Chiang Hsiao-hsien, and 
a heavy personal bodyguard, took up theix i 
quarters in the special hotel-temple at Lin- 
tung, some twelve miles from Sian, northwest 
of the city. An imposing retinue of generals 
put up at the Sian Guest House in Sian. 
Here there were also General Ma Chan-shan 
famous for his activities in the north, and 
Yu Hsueh-chung, an anti-Japanese com
mander who had been transferred from Tien
tsin to Kansu by Chiang Kai-shek, on thq 
demand of the Japanese. These were the 
only supporters of Chang Hsueh-liang in the

i guest-house.
The Tungpei and Yang Hu-cheng com* 

. manders had expected a general conference 
' in which they might discuss the Japanese 
situation with Chiang’s staff; but the General 
issimo insisted on seeing them only one at 
a time, keeping the others waiting outside. 
These tactics did ndT destroy the unity ot 
their demands, which may be summed up in 
the word of one representative:

“Your word we must obey, Generalissimo, 
and we have done so up to today. But we 
refuse to fight, our own people any longer. 
We wish to return to our native homeland, 
which calls us gpd needs ns”

To one and all Chiang Kai-shek replied: 
“You have only one duty before you—to des
troy the Reds.” ___

The interviews were not a success.
(Concluded Tomorrow)
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JThe Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, 'Wednesday, December 2^1936
The secret groups centers were rapidly 

invested, and captured with their staffs and
What Happened At Sian?

(In Two Parts—Part Two} 
(EXISTING tension was increased by the 

events of the next day, December 9, In Sian. 
This was the anniversary of the new student 
movement that began last year, in resistance 

rto the Japanese so-called Autonomous Move- 
( meat in the north. Thousands of students 
marched through the streets of Sian in silent 
massed formation, with slogans demanding 
that armies be sent *to the defense of Suiyuan 
and Shantung.

General Chiang ordered Hsiao Li-tze, civil j 
governor of Shensi and, controller of the j 
police force, to break up the demonstration | 
and not allow the students to march out to
Llntung to his residence. And so, as the pro
cession marched towards Lintung, the police 
fired, seriously wounding two schoolboys of 
twelve and thirteen years of age. The in-: 
cident at once brought Marshal Chang and : 
other leaders to Llntung in angry protest.

Another immediate issue was the question j 
of the seven National Salvation Association j 
leaders, sig of whom were being held in pri- 
s^TTTSl&nghaL Chang Hsueh-liang and the 
S&n people demanded their release, in com 
mon with other student demonstrations all 
over the country« Chiang refused pointblank 
to consider their release; and stated finally, 

v in the most definite terms, that he was entire- 
' ly opposed to a People’s Front. Here was an** 
other Impasse.

By December 11 a very serious and critical 
situation had developed in Sian. The crisis 
was precipitated by further activities on the 
part of the secret groups, who had been 
quietly armed, and were preparing for a 
violent coup. Chiang Kai-shek was rmnorfid 
to have approved blacklist for 
arrest, and counter-measures of some sort 
were bound to be nrnvnked

On the night of the 11th there was held 
a conference of all the commanders of the 
Tungpei army, and of Yang Hu-cheng. The 
decision taken then is declared in some quar
ters to have been only on anticipation of ac
tion their men would have taken, perhaps, 
without them.

The coup was swiftly planned, and as 
swiftly executed. At 6 a.m. next morning, 
December 12, Chiang Kai-shek’s headquarters: 
at Lintung was surrounded. The first man 
captured was General Chiang’s nephew, 
Chiang Hsiao-hsien, leader 01 the Blue Shirt
gendarmerie. When the soldiers learned whO- 
he was, they^ood him up and shot him dea^X 
on the spot-,

Chiang Kai-shek escaped in his night
shirt, accompanied by one member of his 
bodyguard. But the guard went only a short 
distance, and on second thought turned back 
and told the Tungpei men where Chiang was. 
The Generalissimo was captured with his en
tire staff.

In Sianfu, the Sian Guest-house was oc
cupied by Yang Hu-cheng’s troops, and none 
Df Chiang’s men escaped. Hsiao Li-tze, who 
bad ordered the firing on the students, was 
captured with most of his officials. The 
Bureaus of Public Safety under his control 
were all occupied and their chiefs taken pri- 

many documents. One of Chiang’s airplanes, 
landing to investigate, was captured im
mediately, and added to the main squadron 
of Government bombers that had already 
changed hands.

At the same time, similar action was 
taking place in Kansu. The Tungpei troops 
attacked Hu Chung-nan, capturing an entire 
brigade outright in Lanchow. With * the 
Chinese Anti-Japanese Red Army (Com
munists) there was open fraternisation on 
the part of the Tungpei troops. Martial law 
vas proclaimed in Sianfu for one day only; 
after which shops were opened and life went 
on as before.

A new administration was set up in Sian** 
fu. It issued an eight-point program as 
follows:

1. Reorganization of the Nanking Govern
ment to include all anti-Japanese repre
sentatives from all parties, groups and 
organizations (throughout the country.

2. Stop all civil war.
3. Immediate release of National SalvaXiim 

Association leaders in Shanghai
4. Release of all political prisoners through

out, tho whole country.
5. Remove all laws and restrictions upon the 

patriotic movement;
6. Proceeticn of civil rights of the people- 

free speech, press and assembly. Full 
political freedom.

7. The immediate realization of the last will 
and testament of Sun Yat-sen, which calls 
for an a1liance between China and all 
countries that believe in its freedom and 
independence.

8. The immediate convocation of a National 
Salvation Congress.
With this proclamation appeared many 

other manifestoes guaranteeing all civil rights 
to the people. Mass demonstrations were held 
In the streets.

The “provisional government” also issued 
ft long project of the People’s Anti-Japanese

National Salvation, urging and outlining es
tablishment of People’s United Front. On 
December 14 a United Chinee Anti-Japanese 
Military Affairs Council was organized, in
cluding all military leaders on a collective 
basis. It was made clear that General Chang I 
wanted no personal leadership or control, and | 
it was stated that the “Anti-Japanese Red 
Armies” will be represented on the Council 
together with any and all armiep “willing to 
fight the Japanese.” ,

General Chang has been making daily 
radio broadcasts from Sian, outlining the 
new program; on December 15 he gave a long 
story of his efforts to induce General Chiang 
to fight the Japanese, and one sympathizer 
declares: “These broadcasts, if they could 
only reach the whole nation, would make 
clear enough to all the struggle that has been 
going on for at least a year between the two 
leaders. The essential point is, of course, 
that General Chang continually obeyed the 
orders of the Generalissimo  uh til he was 
threatened by the united action of his entire 
army. This is the mass basis of a movement 
that has been so widely described as the 
wanton action of a discontented individual”

Finally,it is declared by this same source: 
“Peace or war rests _ with The
Northwest will not fire the first shot against 
a Chinese army/’ .

loner.



Deliberate suppression of the facts is 
charged by some northern quarters and it is 
strongly asserted that Sian represents “a 
popular movement that can only be compared 
with similar movements in Western countries 
for a united front against Fascist aggression.” 

Here,* again, we come to a divergence of 
view which stretches in more than two direc
tions. It is not easy to represent such events 
in sharp black and white, the powers of evil' 
agains« those of good (with the respective 
roles assigned in accordance with one’s own 
ideas).

To assign to Nanking nothing but the 
purest of acts and motives would obviously 
be an incredibly native attitude, for Nan- i 
king has its full quota of politicians and! 
politicians are—politicians—the world oyer. 
But we must confess to a feeling that any
one who tries to assign to the Tungpei a 
similar purity»of act and.mptlve proves himself 
at least equally naive if not more so, for 
certainly our information (and some of it 
comes very direct) is that those about General 
Chang number their full proportion of 
hypocrites and self-seekers, willing to capit-j 
alize a “fight the Japanese” slogan or any 
other slogan to prevent Nanking and its 
Generalissimo from gaining complete domina
tion.

And Nanking has on its side, as has been 
.quite clearly shown by the widespread rally-, 
ing behind the National Government, a basis; 
of accomplishment which no rebel group cant 
have in the very nature of things. Again and 
again we have heard Chinese and foreigners 
alike express themselves as convinced, against 
their earlier judgment, by the things the Na- 
itional Government has been able to do in the 
¡way of unification, reconstruction, establish
ment of peace and order, and general con
duct of a modern 
the warlordism of

Perhaps Sian 
lordism; perhaps
provisional government’* are to be taken at 

full face value; but we doubt if there is any 
national majority taking such a view. While 
the country has been increasingly pressing 
for a stronger and stronger attitude against 
Japan, it is our judgment that Nanking’s 
handling, of events both at home and with 
reference to Japan has met with general sup
port even though there has been plenty of 
criticism in detail. The important thing to 
us has been that Nanking seemed to be con
stantly dping better—strengthening its policy, 
abandoning some of the misguided tactics 
(including terrorism against its 
which smirched its earlier record, 
country seems to feel this* which 
turn the issue in this crisis.

government as opposed to 
old.
does not stand for war- 
the words of the Sian

enemies) 
And the 
may well

some 
down

of the wild talk 
from Nanking as 

not a

But we regard 
which has drifted 
harmful and mischievous. This is 
situation to be handled with violence and
abandon. Firmness must be unflinchingly the 
course—but not hysteria. Above all, it seema 
to us necessary if in any way possible to i 
prevent the outbreak of civil warfare which 
might well be disastrous to every national 
cause at this juncture.

Madam Chiang’s trip has afforded a 
breathing-spell. It would be idle optimism to 
say that the situation gives grounds for 
optimism. But at least it gives time for an 
all-aroqnd cooling-down. Nanking must 
understand such grievances as Sian may put 
forward, but Sian for its part must realize 
that it cannot be permitted to strike in out-, 
law style at the National Government either 
direct or through its leaders. Sian is quite 
right in pointing to the nation’s crisis; it is 
now for Sian to see that it is accentuating 
that crisis, not in any way leading toward 
solution.
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December 26, 1936. ^*7 , Morning Translation. I

Ta Kung Pao and other local newspapers (dated Dec.25)»

Processions, Demonstrations, Strikes Etc. Prohibited

On December ¿4, the Woosung-Shanghai Garrison 
Commissioner’s Headquarters issued the following proclamâtionx- 

"Since the Sian coup, martial law has been 
enforced in this locality. In order to prevent undesirable 
elements from resortmng to illegal activities, the Woosung- 
Shanghai Garrison Commissioner’s Headquarters hereby issues 
this proclamation notifying that military law -will be employed 
to ddal with any person who spreads rumours, disturbs the 
peace and order, impairs the national curreney, harms foreign 
nationals, calls illegal meetings, forms societies, holds 
processions, stages demonstrations, instigates strikes er 
incites a suspension of studies.”

National Herald and other local newspapers»

The Shanghai Tangpu and City Government yesteroay 
jointly issued the following noticex-

”At the present time when our nation is facing 
a crisis , the maintenance of peace and order is a matter 
of first importance. Employers and employees in industries 
and commercial undertakings should realize this and refrain 
from doing anything that is liable to give rise to disputes.

"With a view to ©jpe^w^g labour troubles, we 
hereby advise employers not to reduce staff or wages,v/hilo 
employees should refrain from going on strike* Both sides 
should work in a spirit of dh-operation so that all causes 
for dispute might be elimihated* Any person who instigates 
labour disputes with the intention of disturbing the peace 
and order will be severely punished*”

Min Mao and other local newspapers»

TEE QUESTION OF FACTORY INSPECTION

When interviewed yesterday by our representative 
on the question of factory inspection in the International 
Settlement, Mr. Wei Yung Hsi )» a special
delegate from the Ministry of Industry, stated that the 
Chinese authorities are detexmined to resume the negotiations 
over this question in order to uphold our administrative 
rights and the Central Factory Law. A satisfactory 
solution of the subject maybe expected before long.

Jl



December 24, 1936. Afternoon Translation

Hwa Tung Yen Pao dated December 23 *-
CHANG HSUEH LIANG DEMANDS $30,000,000

Rumours are rife in Nanking to the effect 
that General Chang Hsueh Liang, the leader of the Sian 
revolt, is demanding from the National Government a sum 
of $30,000,000 for the release of General Chiang Kai 
She'k after which he (Chang Hsueh Liang) will retire« 
This news cannot be fonfiremd.

Chin Pao (4-^-) publishes the following article on Dec. 24»- 

iiiE CASE OF A ROAD REPAIRING COOLIE
(Continued from this morning)
Why did not the XX lords pull Siao Sz Tse 

(M»yy ) to their headquarters to torture him, to take 
out nis heart and lungs, to cut off his genital organ, 
to remove his eyes or to have his body dissolved by 
sulphuric acid? (These are the customary practices of the 
XX devils when dealing with Chinese.) The reason why th^r 
treated the coolie so leniently is because they saw he 
was wearing the uniform of a certain Council.

I wonder why this Council has not disclosed 
this incident, but has quietly endured this insult.
Probably this Council wants to wii^iavour of the XX people? 
furthermore, the victim is not a man with ’’yellow hair 
and blue eyes”. The Council may yet blame Siao Sz Tse 
for not having got out of the way quicxly enough.

Central China Daily News and other local newspapers (Hangchow 
telegram) •-

BnNDITS ATTACK CITY Li CHEKIANG PROVINCE
. On December 23, Mr. Chiang Chao Hsiung

Chief of the Peace Preservation Headquarters 
of the Chekiang Provincial Government, made the following 
statement on the disturbances created by bandits in the 
city of Chong Hua Hsien (</io-rf.), Chekiang Province, on 
the afternoon of December 21 »-

’’Chong Hua Hsien borders on Anhwei Province. 
A small party of the Peace Preservation Cnrps is stationed 
in that city. At 4 p.m. December 21, some 60 bandits 
entered the city. As the Magistrate was absent at the 
time, no resistance was offered. The bandits wounded or 
killed a number of officials oi the Hsien Tangpu. A 
reportyOf the trouble soon reached the Peace Preservation 
Corpses tat ioned at Yui Zien (•/t*<') and a large force was 
detailed to the city to suppress the bandits.

’’Upon learning of the arrival of reinforcements 
the bandits immediately withdrew. The Provincial 
Government the same evening also detailed a large body of 
troops to the city. Many bandits were killed”.
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EBP BANDITS APELAR IN CENTRAL CHINA

A telegram from Hangchow 
reports that at 4 p.m. December 21 red troops occupied 
Chang Hwa Prefecture in Chekiang Province about 200 
Chinese li west of Hangchow. The office of the 
Prefectural Government and the District Kuomintang 
were destroyed, Mr. Chang Barg Van, a member of the 
District Kuomintang,was killed and Mr. Ching Lih Ming, 
a Prefect, was detained by the Reds.

The Provincial Government has 
dispatched.soldiers to the place to suppress the outlaws.

BRITISH AND AMERICAN AMBASSADORS TO MEDIATE IN 
SIAN AFFAIR

A Daito telegram from Tientsin 
reports that the mediation by Mr. Donald, advisor to 
General Chiang Kai ^hek, and Mr. T. V. Soong in the 
Sian incident has failed. General Yu Yu Jen, Pacification 
Commissioner, and General Yen Hsi Shanks representative 
left for Sian on December 23. It is reported that 
British and American diplomats are endeavouring to 
mediate betveen Sinn and Nanking; they are persuading 
General Chang Hsueh Liang and General Yang Hu Chung to 
go abroad.

JAPANESE MARINES WITHDRAW FROM TSINGTAO

A Domei telegram from Tokyo 
reports that on December 23 the Japanese marines landed 
at Tsingtao on December 3 to protect Japanese residents 
duringHnH.ll strike have been completely withdrawn to 
the Japanese warships because the strike situation has 
become normal.
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Lih Pao publishes the following telegram from Nanking »-

THE COUP IN SIAN

According to a certain high Government 
official, the recent revolt of the rebel General Chang 
Hsueh Liang was a pre-arranged plot* After Mr. Siao Nai 
Hwa, Personal Secretary of the Generalissimo, was killed, 
the code oook was seized by the rebels. Using the code 
Chang Hsueh Liang at once sent telegrams in the name of 
General Chiang Kai Shek to Generals Liu Shih, Ho Chen Chin, 
Ho Ying Ching, Chen Chi, Chu Pei x'eh, Tong Sung Tse and 
others, instructing them to proceed immediately to Sian to 
receive confidential instructions verbally from the 
Generalissimo. Chang Hsueh Liang's object was to do away 
with all the military leaders of the National Government at 
one stroke•

Upon receipt of this false telegram, 
General no ling Ching and others at once made arrangements 
to fly to sian.

General Feng Yu Hsiang, however, said to 
them* •'Why should we all be required to proceed to Sian at 
one time. The matter requires careful consideration.”

The proposed trip was postponed for aoout 
two hours. .In the meantime news of the Sian uprising was 
received from the railway authorities.

Shun Pao and other local newspapers *-

To-Day's General Meeting of Representatives of Shanghai 
Various Circles to Slipport the Central Covernment

At 2 p.m. to-day, the local Kuomintang 
headquarters will call a "General Meeting of Representatives 
of Shanghai Various Circles in Support of the Central 
Government to Send an Expedition against the Rebels” in 
the auditorium of the Chinese Chamber of Commerce, North 
Soochow Road. A notification is published by the Tangpu 
in the advertisement columns of local newspapers to-day 
inviting Party and government organs, public bodies and 
schools to send three delegates each to attend the meeting.

The following will compose the presidium 
of the meeting»- Mayor V/u Teh Chen, General Yang Fu, 
General Tsai Chin Chun, Messrs. Pan Kung Chan, Dong Ying 
Bah, Wong Shao Lai, Tu xuet Seng, isu xisueh Van, Chang Shou 
Yung, Pang Kung Pih, Yue Chung nwei and nuang Chao lung.

The Bureau of Public safety will detail 
policemen to maintain order at the meeting.

The programme of the meeting will be as 
follows •—
(1) Opening of the meeting.
(2) Music by the Band of the Public Safety Bureau.
(3) Respect to the National and Party Flags as well as to 

the portrait of the late Dr. Sun Yat-sen.
(4) The reading of Dr. Sun's will.
(5) Three-minute silence in memory of the martyrs who fell 

during the Sian incident.
(6) Chairman's report.
(7) Speeches
(8) Discussion of proposals
(9) Shouting of slogans
(10) Music
(11) Meeting ends.
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With a view to making the local community 
acquainted with the reoellious acts of Chang Hsueh Liang, 
the local x'angpu has prepared a large quantity of coloured 
paper slips bearing slogans denouncing Chang nsueh Liang, 
supporting an expedition against the rebels and urging the 
rescue of General Chiang *\ai ohek. It has arranged to have 
these paper slips distriouted this afternoon by an aeroplane.

Lih Pao and other local newspapers *-
Death of a German Dentist

During the trouble in Sian, a German dentist 
named Dr. Herr Wunsch was killed by the rebels. This tragic 
news was confined yesterday by our representative at various 
sources.

Dr. V/unsch in the early part of this year 
was in practice in Shanghai at No. 1191 Bubbling Jell Road, 
but owing to bad business he went to Sian where he had been 
doing very good business owing to the fact that he was the 
only German dentist in that place.

. During the revolt on December 12, a group
of rebel troops arrived at his place and Owing to language 
difficulties, a misunderstanding arose as a result of which

/ the rebels opened fire* The German dentist died 
zy> instantaneously *

V I At about the same time, another German
named Mr. Friese, advisor to General Chang Hsueh Liang, was 
likewise assaulted by the rebels, but fortunately he did 
not sustain serious injury. With the exception of these 
two incidents, no harm has befallen any foreign resident 
in Shensi.

According to information secured from the 
Eurasian Aviation Corporation, Mr. '’Rots”, a German pilot, 
and Mr. ”Fisu”, assistant pilot, of the Corporation are 
still being detained in Sian by the rebel Chang hsueh Liang.

It is also learned that recently Chang 
Hsueh Liang sent a telegram to the Eurasian Aviation 
Corporation stating that if the Corporation would despatch 
an aeroplane to Sian, the two aviators would be released, 
but the offer was ignored because the Corporation regards 
Chang hsueh Liang as a man who is insincere and cannot be 
trusted.

Lih Pao *-
JAPANESE MOTOR CYCLIST KNOCKS DOWN HAWKER

At about 9 a.m. yesterday, a certain Japanese, 
whilst passing near the corner of Gordon Road and Fenang Road 
on a motor cycle, knocked down a Chinese hawker named Chu Sin 
Dah ( w^° was selling fried puffed flour balls. The
Japanese cyclist decamped at a high speed in a northerly 
direction.

The accident was witnessed by several 
pedestrians who at once reported che .natter to the Police. 
The injured hawker was removed to a hospital for treatment. 
A slight injury to his leg was treated and he was able to 
leave the hospital immediately.
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Political

Movements of Notables /-*

To Nanking

Depax ted at 11 p.m. December 23 :-

Dr. Chu Ming-nyi, member of th^zdiE.c. of the 
Ku omi nt a ngz

Mr. Liu Vee-ts, Chief or the Construction Department 
ojzihe Kwangtung Provincial 

^-^overnment.
Fr om NankingX^^

Arrived at 7 ef.m. December 24

Mr; Hsu Zoong-ts, Vice President of the Control Yuan.

S'Mr. Fu Jui-ling, member of the C.E.C. of the 
Kuomintang.

Mr. Hsu Kai, Vice Minister of Finance.

General Meeting of Representatives of Shanghai Various 
Circles in Support oi' the _Cpntral ¡Joyernment to Send 
an Expediti o n Aga i ni? t th e'Re be1 s - A~*rcp lane to 
distribute propaganda in Chinese Territory

In connection with the "General Meeting of 

Representatives of Shanghai Various Circles in Support 

of the Central Government to Send an Expedition Against 

the Rebels" to be held in the Chinese Chamber of Commerce 

Building, North Soochow Road, at 2 p.m. December 24 

(Vide Supplementary I.R. 23/12/36), the local Tangpu ha.s 

arranged to distribute pamphlets from an aeroplane, which 

will fly over Chinese controlled territory during the 

meeting. T he pamphlets will contain slogans appropriate 

to the occasion.

Public Bndies despatch telegrams to Natiojjaj<Governnient

The following bodies serij>-t€iegrams on December 23 

to the National Gcverpaseiit requesting that a punitive
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Hwa Tung Yen Pao dated December 23 t-
CHANG HSJEH LIANG DEMANDS $30,000^000

Rumours are rife in Nanking to the effect 
that General Chang Hsueh Liang, the leader of the Sian 
revolt, is demanding from the National Government a sum 
of $30,000,000 for the release of General Chiang Kai 
Shek after which he (Chang Hsueh Liang) will retire. 
This news cannot be fonfiremd.

Chin Pao publishes the following article on Dec. 24s-
iHE CASE OF A ROAD REPAIRING COOLIE

(Continued from this morning)
Why did not the XX lords pull Siao Sz Tse 

(M»^y ) to their headquarters to torture him, to take 
out nis heart and lungs, to cut off his genital organ, 
to remove his eyes or to have his body dissolved by 
sulphuric acid? (These are the customary practices of the 
XX devils when dealing with Chinese.) The reason why they 
treated the coolie so leniently is because they saw he 
was wearing the uniform of a certain Council.

I wonder why this Council has not disclosed 
this incident, but has quietly endured this insult.
Probably this Council wants to wi^iavour of the XX people, 
furthermore, the victim is not a man with "yellow bair 
and blue eyes'* • The Council may yet blame Siao Sz Tse 
for not having got out of the way quicKly enough.

Central China Daily News and othe«? local newspapers (Hangchow 
telegram) *-

BnNDITS ATTACK CITY IX CHEKIANG PROVINCE
u On December 23, Mr. Chiang Chao Hsiung

, Chief of the Peace Preservation Headquarters 
of the Chekiang Provincial Government, made the following 
statement on the disturbances created by bandits .in the 
city of Chong Hua Hsien (^/iuM.), Chekiang Province, on 
the afternoon of December 21 »-

"Chong Hua Hsien borders on Anhwei Province. 
A small party of the Peace Preservation Corps is stationed 
in that city. At 4 p.m. December 21, some 60 bandits 
entered the city. As the Magistrate was absent at the 
time, no resistance was offered. The bandits wounded or 
killed a number of officials oi the Hsien Tangpu. A 
report of the trouble soon reached the Peace Preservation 
Corps stationed at Yui Zien (-^*v^F) and a large force was 
detailed to the city to suppress the bandits.

’’Upon learning of the arrival of reinforcements 
the bandits immediately withdrew. The Provincial 
Government the same evening also detailed a large body of 
troops to the city. Many bandits were killed”.
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Lih Pao publishes the following telegram from Nanking .-

IhE COUP IN SIAN

According to a certain high Government 
official, the recent revolt of the rebel General Chang 
Hsueh Liang was a pre-arranged plot. After Mr. Siao Nai 
Hwa, Personal becretary of the Generalissimo{ was killed, 
the code oook was seized by the rebels. Using the code 
Chang Hsueh Liang at once sent telegrams in the name of 
General Chiang Kai bhek to Generals Liu bhih, Ho Chen Chin, 
Ho Ying Ching, Chen Chi, Chu Pei Teh, long Sung Tse and 
others, instructing them to proceed immediately to Sian to 
receive confidential instructions verbally from the 
Generalissimo. Chang Hsueh Liang's object was to do away 
with all the military leaders of the National Government at 
one stroke.

Upon receipt of this false telegram, 
General no ling Ching and others at once made arrangements 
to fly to Sian. |.

General Feng Ku Hsiang, however, said to 
them* "Why should we all be required to proceed to Sian at 
one time. The matter requires careful consideration." 

The proposed trip was postponed for about 
two hours. • In the meantime news of the Sian uprising was 
received from the railway authorities.

Shun Pao and other local newspapers x-

To-Day's General Meeting of Representatives of Shanghai 
Various Circles to Support the ¿entral (Government

At 2 p.m. to-day, the local Kuomintang 
headquarters will call a "General Meeting of Representatives 
of Shanghai Various Circles in Support of the Central 
Government to Send an Expedition Sgainst the Rebels" in 
the auditorium of the Chinese Chamber of Commerce, North 
Soochow Road. A notification is published by the Tangpu 
in the advertisement columns of local newspapers to-day 
inviting Party and government organs, public bodies and 
schools to send three delegates each to attend the meeting.

The following will compose the presiijium 
of the meeting*- Mayor V/u x'eh Chen, General Yang Fu, 
General Tsai Chin Chun, Messrs. Pan Kung Chan, Dong Ying 
Bah, Wong bhao Lai, Tu xuet Seng, isu nsueh Van, Chang Shou 
Yung, Pang Kung Pih, Yue Chung nwei and nuang Chao Kung. 

The bureau of Public bafety will detail 
policemen to maintain order at the meeting.

The programme of the meeting will be as 
follows •-
(1) Opening of the meeting.
(2) Music by the Band of the Public Safety Bureau.
(3) Respect to the National and Party Flags as well as to 

the portrait of the late Dr. Sun Yat-sen.
(4) The reading of Dr. Sun's will.
(5) Three-minute silence in memory of the martyrs who fell 

during the bian incident.
(6) Chairman's report. I||
(7) Speeches
(8) Discussion of proposals
(9) Shouting bf slogans
(10) Music
(11) Meeting ends. L‘
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dith a view to naking the local community 

acquainted with the reoellious acts of Chang Hsueh Liang, 
the local i'angpu has prepared a large quantity of coloured 
paper slips bearing slogans denouncing Chang xisueh Liang, 
supporting an expedition against trie rebels and urging the 
rescue of General Chiang f^ai ohek. It has arranged' to have 
these paper slips distriouted this afternoon by an aeroplane.

Lih Pao and other local newspapers *-

Death of a German Dentist

During the trouble in Sian, a German dentist 
named Dr, Herr Wunsch was killed by the rebels. This tragic 
news was confixed yesterday by our representative at various 
sources.

Dr. Wunsch in the early part of this year 
was in practice in Shanghai at No. 1191 Bubbling Well Road, 
but owing to bad business he went to Sian where he had been 
doing very good business owing to the fact that he was the 
only German dentist ih that place.

During the revolt on December 12, a group 
of rebel troops arrived at his place and owing to language 
difficulties, a misunderstanding afrose as a result of which 
the rebels opened-fire. The German dentist died 
instantaneously.

At about the same time, another German 
named Mr. Friese, advisor to General Chang Hsueh Liangj was 
likewise assaulted by the rebels, but fortunately he did 
not sustain serious injury. With the exception of these 
two incidents, no harm has befallen any foreign resident 
in Shensi.

According to information secured from the 
Eurasian Aviation Corporation, Mr. ’’Rots”, a German pilot, 
and Mr. ”Fisu”, assistant pilot, of the Corporation are 
still being detained in Sian by the rebel Chang Hsueh Liang.

It is also learned that recently Chang 
Hsueh Liang sent a telegram to the Eurasian Aviation 
Corporation stating that if the Corporation would despatch 
an aeroplane to Sian, the two aviators would be released, 
but the offer was ignored because the Corporation regards 
Chang Hsueh Liang as a man who is insincere and cannot be 
trusted.

Lih Pao *-

JAPANESE MOTOR CYCLIST KNOCKS DOWN HAWKER

At about 9 a.m. yesterday, a certain Japanese 
whilst passing near the corner of Gordon Road and Penang Road 
on a motor cycle, knocked down a Chinese hawker named Chu Sin 
Dah ( ) who was selling fried puffed flour balls. The
Japanese cyclist decamped at a high speed in a northerly 
direction.

The accident was witnessed by several 
pedestrians who at once reported the matter to the Police. 
The injured hawker was removed to a hospital for treatment. 
A slight injury to his leg was treated and he was able to 
leave the hospital immediately.
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EED BANDITS APPEAR IN CENTRAL CHINA

A telegram from Hangchow 
reports that at 4 p.m. December 21 red troops occupied 
Chang Hwa Prefecture in Chekiang Province about 200 
Chinese li west of Hangchow. The office of the 
Prefectural Government and the District Kuomintang 
were destroyed. Mr. Chang Pang Ven, a member of the 
District Kuomintang,was killed and Mr. Ching Lih Ming, 
a Prefect, was detained by the Reds.

The Provincial Government has 
dispatched soldiers to the place to suppress the outlaws.

BRITISH AND AMERICAN AMBASSADORS TO MEDIATE IN 
SIAN AFFAIR

A Daito telegram from Tientsin 
reports that the mediation by Mr. Donald, advisor to 
General Chiang Kai £>hek, and Mr. T. V. Soong in the 
Sian incident nas failed. General Yu Yu Jen, Pacification 
Commissioner, and General Yen Hsi Shan’s representative 
left for Sian on December 23. It is reported that 
British and American diplomats are endeavouring to 
mediate betx’een Sian and Nanking; they are persuading 
General Chang Hsueh Liang and General Yang Hu Chung to 
go abroad.

JAPANESE MARINAS WITHDRAW FROM TSINGTAO

A Domei telegram from Tokyo 
reports that on December 23 the Japanese marines landed 
at Tsingteo on December 3 to protect Japanese residents 
durin^Sffilll strike have been completely withdrawn to 
the Japanese warships because the strike situation has 
become normal.
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Reported Death Of
German Unconfirmed

Inquiries made at the German 
Consulate and other German 
sources here yesterday failed to 
elicit any further news or confir
mation of the alleged death of one
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¡American Is
i Prisoner Of 

Chang At Sian
Chief Hangchow School 

Air Mechanic Held 
By Insurrectos

.Mr. Edward Weingart, 
______________

A vTatiogAcMemy at He 
being held a prWdntr^ 
reneralChahg W^-flang, accord-f 
ing to iniormaUon obtained from < 
authentic sourcesby The Chnia

Made a prisoner on December 12, 
the same day Generalissimo Chiang 
was seized by General Chang, Mr. 
Weingart is in no danger, the re
ports continued. It stated that he 
has been informed by his captor | 
that he will be released as soon as 
the present trouble has been clear
ed up. He a]so has been warned i 
against trying to escape.

Weingart left Hangchow a few 
days before the seizure of the Gen
eralissimo and arrived in Sian on 
the morning of December 12. He 
was asked to make the journey to 
Sian by aviation authorities' at 
Nanking, the purpose of his trip11 
being to make some repairs on 
Government planes stationed at the 
Sian held.

Picked Up In Street
At the time of his arrival, Thb 

China Press informant stated, Sian, 
was in turmoil due to the fact that 
Generalissimo Chiang s bodyguards, * 
rather than lay down their arms as 
requested by General Chang, elected 
to fight. Weingart was picked up * 
on the street and taken to General ? 
Chang where he was informed off 
his detention. No reasons for his 
being held have been revealed.

The China Press also learned that 
Mr. Royal Leonard, American, who 
is General Chang Hsueh-liang’s 
pilot, has been elected to the task 
of keeping watch over Weingart. In 
other words. Leonard is really the 

'mechanic’s jailor and responsible if 
'the man gets away until General 
Chang is ready to release him.

Beside the two Eurasia pilots and 
Weingart. one other foreigner is 
being held prisoner by General 
Chang. The China Press learned. 
This prisoner is Captain Bennies. 
German aviator and also the captain 
of Generalissimo Chiang's body-

»guards. Thb China Press informant 
branded reports that the captain oî 
tile guard« ha& been killed As false 
and stated that Bennies was being 
held in a house together with the 
three other foreigners.

Quartered In Same House
The foreign pilots whohavc, made 

trips to Sian and bach with Mr. T. V, 
Soong, Mr. W. H. Donald and others, 

¡have quarters in the same house 
While they are in Sian but are not 
permitted to fraternize with the for
eign prisoners.

> Mr. Weingart. the detained Amer
en, is from New Jersey, and has 
been stationed at Hangchow as chiei 
mechanic of the aviation School fô* 
many months. He hits his wile and 
children in China with him. Thev 
are reported tb tie in Hangchow at 
thé* present time.
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Eastern Times and other local newspapers publish the following 
repo rts t

MADAME CHIANG KAI SHEK TO FLY TO SIAN

At 10 s.m. December 22, Mr. T.V. Soong went with 
Madame Chiang Kai Shek and Mr. Donald to Sianf.u by aeroplane. 
They were expected at the rebel city by 3 p.m.

A refugee from Shensi gives the following account 
of the rebellion at Siani-

On the morning of December 12, the rebel troops 
surrounded the Bailway Station and General Chiang Kai Shek’s 
Field Headquarters. Under the leadership of Generals 
Chien Ta Chung and Chiang Shao Sien, the 200 bodyguards 
of the Generalissimo put up a brave resistance. The Chief 
Bodyguard Chien was wounded, while General Chiang Shao Sien 
was killed. Most of the bodyguards were either wounded 
or killed. Some of the bodyguards escorted the 
Generalissimo to a cave on a hill. Pah Feng Hsiang, 
a battalion commander under the rebel leader, pursued them 
to the cave. The bodyguards resisted, but were ordered 
by the Generalissimo to desist. General Chiang Kai Shek 

told Pah to kill them all if he liked, but the latter 
replied that he had no wish to do this and that he had been 
instructed to protect him to the city.

After the incident, the railway stations at Ling- 
chun and We in an were destroyed by fire. The Stationmasters 
together with some 10 othrr officials were killed. Bebel 
soldiers and ruffians then started looting the houses of 
the dead. The food supplies in the city are running 
short and the people are panic stricken.

46 Followers of Generalissimo Killed

When General Chiang Kai Shek proceeded to Shensi, 
he had 52 attendants. After the rebellion, only six of 
the guards were alive.

Chinese edition of the Shanghai Niohi Nichis

Mr* Chiang Meng Ling, Principal of the Peiping 
University, together with the principals of other universities 
recently sent a telegram to Chang Hsueh Liang requesting him 
to protect General Chiang.

In reply, General Chang stated as followsi- 
"I guarantee the safety of General Chiang Kai Shek. The 
incident of December 12 was inevitable and was carried out 
in the hope that General Chiang Kai Shek would change his 
policy and resist the enemy immediately. My movement will 
end when this object has been attained. After that I shall 
submit myself for punishment."

Lih Pao:

BROADCASTING PROG RAMMES TO BE CENSORS D BY CENTRAL ----
BROADCASTING'AFFAIRS CONTBOLJ^ÊlU---^^

Commencing.Xpesr'Tféxt month, the programmes of 
local radio, broadcasting stations will be censored by the 
Central Broadcasting Affairs Control Bureau.
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TIENTSIN STUDENTS SUPPORT GENERAL CHANG HSUBH LIaNG

A Daito telegram from Tientsin 

reports that at 7 p.m. December 21 the Tientsin Students 

Federation held a meeting to discuss the Sian incident.

The meeting decided to support 

General Chang Hsueh Liang and to hold a demonstration on 

December 22.

The Bureau of Public Safety, 

as a precautionary measure, ordered the various schools 

in Tientsin not to allow their students to leave school.
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China Times and other local newspapers:-

THE COUP. IN SIAN: PRO-GO VE'^LIBNT J<ETING_ TO J3E HELD
’ DECEMBER ^24,

The Shanghai Kuomintang Headquarters has sent 

notifications to public bodies, schools and branch Tangpu 

asking them to send three representatives each to a meeting 

of representatives of the various circles in Shanghai to 

support the Government and to suppress the rebels in Shensi, 

to be held at 2 p.m. December 24 in the hanghai Chamber of 

Commerce, North Soochow Hoad«
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Central China Daily News and other local newspapers»

TEE SIAM COUP» COMMUNISTS SEEKING ALLIANCE WITH 
GENERAL CHÄUG HSUEH LIANG

TJ ¿Taking advantage of the coup in Sian, Chow Heng 
Lai (Al X 4» ), one of the leaders of the Chinese Communist 
party, is reported to have gone to Sian and is arranging 
an alliance with General Chang Hsueh Liang and General Yang 
Fu Chen.

In the meantime the Nanking Government is 
intensifying its operations in the punitive expedition 
against the rebels.

Formation of Group cf Representatives of Shanghai 
People to Rescue General Chiang Kai ghek

At 2 p.m. yesterday people from all walks of 
life held a meeting at No.692 Newchwang Road and formed 
a Group of Representatives of Shanghai People to Rescue 
General Chiang Kai Shek.

China Times and other local newspapers publish the following 
telegraphic reports:

Mr. T.V. Soong Sees Generalissimo

Mr. T.V. Soong flew from Nanking to Loyang
on the afternoon of December 19. At 8 a.m. December 20 
he left Loyang by plane for Sian. He was met at the 
aerodrome at Sian by Generals Chang Hsueh Liang and Yang 
Fu Chen. After a short rest Mr. T.V. Soong accompanied 
by General Chang Hsueh Liang saw General Chiang Kai Shek. 
Mr* Soong returned to Nanking by the same aeroplane at 
4.25 p.m, December 21 and made a report to Madame Chiang 
Kai Shek, Dr. H.H. Kung and General Ho Ying Ching. He 
may go to Sian again on December 22.

It is said that Madame Chiang Kai Shek has 
decided to fly to Sian.

Acting in a private capacity, Mr. T.V. Soong 
left Nanking on December 19 to see General Chiang Kai Shek 
in Sian. He returned to Nanking at 4.30 p.m. December 21. 
It is said that Mr. Soong has returned in order to accompany 
Madame Chiang Kai Shek to Sian.

The Chinese Edition of the Shanghai Nichi Nichi, a Japanese 
newspaper, publishes the following telegraphic reports»

A certain committeeman’of the Shensi Provincial 
Kuomintang who managed to escape from Sian on December 20 
disguised as a merchant gave the following account of 
conditions in Sian prior to December 16:-

•General Chiang Kai Shek is being held in the 
New City Building and cooks his own food. On December 16 
Sian was thrown into confusion, but order was restored 
soon afterwards. It is not true that red flags have 
been flown in Sian. A North-West Military Commission 
has been formed with General Chang Hsueh Liang as Chairman.
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NICHI-NICHI

GENERAL CHANG. HSUEH LI.XNG ADVISES ALL MILITARY 
LEADERS TO FORM ANTI-JAPANESE MILITARY 

(TCMLÌTtÈÈ

A Daito telegram rtports that 
General Cnang Hsueh Liang has abolished the North- ,est 
Anti-Comr.:unist Comi-ander’s Headquarters and has organized 
an Anti-Japanese United Military Committee of which he 
is the chairman. General Chang Hsueh Liang is reported 
to be advising all Chinese military leaders throughout 
China to join the Committee. T..e authorities of the 
Charhar-Hopei Political Council are believed to have 
received General Chang’s advice but they have not yet 
decided upon tnbir attitude.

NIPPO

CHINESE COM .UNIST LEADER ENDEAVOURING TO ''IN OVER 
. GENERAL YEN HSI SHAN

A telegram from Taiyuan reports 
that owing to the Sian incident* General Yen Hsi S rn 
now holds the key to a solution of the incident. The 
Nanking Government is reported to be endeavouring to 
induce General Yen Hsi Shan to help Nanking and has detailed 
General Whang Hsiao Soong, Chairman of the Hupeh Provincial 
Government to call on him.

Attaching great importance to 
the position held by General Yen Hsi S ten, the Chinese 
Communist Party on December 17 sent Chow Hang Lai, a 
leader of the Party, to Taiyuan to secure an interview 
with General Yen Hsi Shan through an introduction of one 
of General Yen’s pro-communist officers.

In the course of the interview 
the following suggestions are said to have been made to 
General Yen Hsi Shani-

1. That a telegram be issued supporting General 
Chang Hsueh Liang.

2. That a manif«-sto be issued announcing co-operation 
with the Comr.unist Party and resistance to Jopanj that 
the Nanking Government be urged to enforce this policy.

The communist leader is believed 
to havt gone to Sianfu.

Upon receipt of this information, 
the Nanking Government is reported to be actively engaged 
in discussing an adequate policy to deal with this 
situation.

Judging by the above reports s an 
understanding seems to have been reached between General 
Yen Hsi Span’s troops, General Chang Hsueh Liang’s troops 
and the Red Army.
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Sin Wan Lao and other local newspapers publish the following 
telegraphic reports f-

THE COUP IN SIAN ; GENERAL CHIANG KAI SHEK STILL DETAINED.

Up to the evening of December 19, no info nnation 
was secured regarding the liberation of General Chiang Kai 
Shek or of his coming to Nanking. The Headquarters of the 
Comiander-in-Chief to direct the punitive expedition against 
the rebel troops has sent an urgent telegram to the front 
instructing that bombardment of Sian be resumed on December 20.

hr, Shao Yuan Chung, Madame Shao Lih Ts and two 
others dead

During the revolt in Sian that took place on 
December 12, hr. Shao Yuan Chung, a member of the Central 
Executive Committee of the Kuomintang, Mr, Chiang Shiao Sien, 
Chief of the Bodyguards of General Chiang Kai Shek, Mr. Siao 
Nai Hwa, a. clerk, and Madame Shao ^jih ^s were wounded. They 
have since succumbed to their wounds.

In the meantime, many bodyguards of General 
Chiang Kai Shek were killed during the revolt for they 
resisted bravely.

Mr, T.V. Soong ELies to Sian

At 1 p.m. yesterday, Mr. T.V. Soong left 
Nanking for Sian by aeroplane for the purpose of interviewing 
Gen.;rcl Chiang Kai Shek. The plane was forced to alight 
at Loyang owing to bad weather.' If weather permits, 
Mr. Soong will fly to Sian on December 20.

Activities of Mr. J. Elder

JamegEldeiy economic advisor to General 
Chang Hsueh Liang7 arriveainNanking on December 18 acting 
on instructions from the young Marshal. On the evening 
of the t day, he came to Shanghai and sojourned at the 
Metropole Hotel, Kiangse Eoad.

On the morning of December 19, Mr. Elder 
was very busy in approaching the various sources interested. 
He will return to Nanking to-day whence he will proceed to 
Sian to cell on General Chang Hsueh Liang.

Deposits of General Chang Hsueh Liang in Local Foreign Bank 
Drawn Out

According to reliable information secured 
from the banking circles, a. deputy who was sent to Shanghai 
by General Chang Hsueh Liang drew huge deposits on the 
morning of December 19 from a certain foreign bank on the 
Bund on behalf of the General. A part of the deposits 
will be remitted to England, while the other part was 
taken by this deputy to Sian for the use of General Chang.
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Shun Pao and other local newspapers publish the fo 
telegraphic reports *-
x'hE COUP IN SIAN i GENERAL CrtlANG KAI SEEK EXPECTED TO 

RETURN TO NANKING TO-DAY.
General Chiang Ting Wen, Commander of the 

Second Army, arrived at Loyang on the afternoon of December 17 
and left for Nanking by aeroplane on the morning of 
December 18. He landed at the Ming Palace Aerodrome at
11.50 a.m. December 18 and was met by Madame Chiang Kai Shek, 
Mr. T.V. uoong, General Feng Yu Hsiang and members of the 
families of the other high officials detained in Sian. 
In reply to inquiries put by Mr. i.V. soong and General 
Feng xu Hsiang regarding General Chiang Kai shek’s health, 
he said that General Chiang is safe arid sound.

General no Ying Ching’s Statement
In an interview with a newspaper reporter, 

General no Ying Ching, minister of War, said *- ’’Since 
ny appointment as Commander-in-Chief of the Punitive 
Campaign,»I have already directed the Government troops 
to push on to Sian in accordance with the instructions 
of the National Government. * I am now in receipt of the 
following letter dated December 17 addressed to ¡ne by 
General Chiang Kai Shek at Sian and handed to me by 
G?neral Chiang Ting Wen »-

*1 have learned that the air force started 
bombing Weinan yesterday. I wish you to order the 
operations to cease immediately. According to ny 
observation of recent events, I may return to Nanking 
before Saturday this week. Therefore, fighting should 
be avoided before Saturday, particularly the bombing 
by aeroplanes must cease’.

"As soon as I received the letter, I 
sent telegrams to the front directing a cessation of the 
bombing until 6 p.m. December 19. If rebel Chang Hsueh 
Liang fails to escort General Chiang Kai Shek to Na.king 
by that time, I shall have to carry out the original plans 
to the full so as to stamp out the rebellion".

General Cniang Ting Wen’s statement

interviewed by newspaper reporters foxlowing 
his arrival at wanxing, General Chiang ring Wen gave the 
following account of the coup in sian »-

"Immediately after the outbreak of the revolt, 
General Chiang Kai shek and a number of other high political 
and military officials and ■'lyself were detained and held 
separately. Chang Hsueh Liang frequently visited us. ne 
said that at every visit he bad paid to General Chiang Kai 
Shek he was scoffed. At the first visit he was severely 
reprimanded by General Chiang Kai shek who saidi ’since 
you address me as Chairman of the Military affairs Commission, 
this means that you are my subordinate. To-day you have only 
one way to deal with met if you recognize me as your superior 
officer, you must immediately send me back to Loyang, other
wise you are a rebel. In that case, since I am in the 
hands of you rebels, you can kill me. There is nothing 
else to say.'
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••During the past few days, the Government 
troops have been pushing on and detailed aeroplanes to drop 
bombs. Chang Hsueh Liang asked me to call on General Chiang 
Kai Shek. I saw General Chiang Kai Shek at 9 a.m. December 17 
in company with Chang Hsueh Liang for the latter did net 
permit me to converse alone with General Chiang. The 
Generalissimo was calm. He wroto two letters and ordered 
me to hand one to General Ho Ying Ching and the other to 
Madame Chiang Kai Shek. He then said to met ’You can go 
baok and tell the public that even Chang Hsueh Liang and his 
followers must new have an understanding of my views about 

national affairs. The rest is explained in detail in 
my letter to General Ho Ying Ching. According to my 
Observation of recent events, I may return to Nanking in a 
few days.' After my interview with General Chiang Kai Shek,
I left Sian by a military aeroplane at noon December 17 for 
Loyang.”

Inreply to further questions put by newspaper 
reporters regarding the situation in Sian, General Chiang Ting 
Wen said that as he had been entirely removed from touch with 
the outside world, he knew nothing of what was going on there.

Mr. Yu Yu Jen On Way to Loyang

On December 18 the Control Yuan received a 
telegram from Kaifeng stating that Mr. Yu Yu Jen, ¿-resident 
of the Control Yuan who had been detailed by the Government 
to Sian to appease the troops and people, arrived there on the 
morning of December 18. Mr. Yu interviewed General Shang 
Chen, Chairman of the Honan Provincial Government, and other 
officials. Mr. Yu’s special train was expected at Loyang 
on the afternoon of December 18.

Mr. Yu Yu Jen passed through Chengchow at
II a.m. December 18. Cn arrival at Loyang he will get into 
touch with General Chang Hsueh Liang by telegram before 
proceeding to Shensi.

Return of Mr. Wang Ching Wei

In response to a summons from the National 
Government, Mr. Wang Ching Wei is now on his way back: to 
China and is due in Shanghai in the latter part of January.

Chang Hsueh Liang’s Mother Going to Nanking
It is reported that General Chang Hsueh 

Liang’s mother, who is now staying at Tientsin,is leaving for 
Nanking on the afternoon of December lb.

Search For General Chang’s Family

Chang Hsueh Chen and Chang Hsueh Ming, the 
brothers of General Chang Hsueh Liang, who reside on 32nd 
Street, French Concession, Tientsin, and Hongkong Read, 
British Concession, Tientsin, respectively, escaped with 
their families on the night of December 17. Their homes are 
being looked after by the British and French authorities.
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Organizations are being formed by youths in 
Tientsin to search for members of Chang's family in order 
to send them to Nanking to be held as hostages against the 
release of General Chiang Kai Shek by Chang Hsueh Liang.

Attitude of Former Officials of the North-East

General Chang Teo Siang, ex-Governor of Kirin 
Province, is Tientsin. All the elder. members of the 
North-Esst clique are highly indignant at the action of 
General Chang Hsueh Liang, and have warned their relatives 
and friends against having any social intercourse with the 
family of General Chang Hsueh Liang. A certain retired 
high official of the North-East clique on December Ifi sent 
a private letter to General Chang Hsueh Liang advising him 
to repent before it is too late.

I

Lih Pao and other local newspapers I-

Arrival of Mr, Elder, Eoonomic Advisor to General Chang 
Hsueh Liang

On December 16, Mr. James Elder, economic 
advisor to General Chang Hsueh Liang, left Sian for Nanking 
by aeroplane. When passing through Pengpu, the plane 
alighted owing to heavy rain. Mr. Elder then took a train 
and arrived at Nanking cn Deoember IB.

Upon reaching the Capital, Mr. Elder kept 
hie movements very secret. He called on Dr. H.H. Kung, 
but did not meet other high Government officials.

Mr. Elder arrived in Shanghai at 11 p.m. 
yesterday from Nanking by train. He travelled first class, 
but he alighted from a second class carriage. Lest his 
whereabouts should become known to the public, he took a 
ricsha to Zung Chi Road where he hired a motor car
from the Ford Hire Service to iake him to the residence 
of Dr. H.H. Kung on Route Herve de Sieyes, French Concession

The public are paying much attention to the 
movements and activities of Mr. Elder.

Lih Pao

No Japanese at Sian

Following the revolt in Sian, the authorities 
of foreign countries in China are paying close attention 
to the safety of their residents in Sian.

Mr. Yatani of the Intelligence Section of 
the Japanese Embassy declares that there are no Japanese 
residents in Sian.

Min Pao and other local newspapers

Chang Hsueh Liang's Act Unpardonable

Following the revolt of the rebel Chang 
Hsueh Liang, the National Government, with a view to 
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upholding the nation’s prestige» issued an official 
mandate for a punitive expedition against the rebels. 
General Ho Ying Ching was appointed Commander-in-Chief 
of the operations against the rebels.

Yesterday General V/u Teh Chen» Mayor of 
Shanghai» sent a telegram to the Military Affairs Commission 
the various Yuans and Ministries and other military and 
government organs» newspapers» etc.» throughout the 
country pledging his heartfelt support to the punitive 
expedition. Mayor Wu denounces Chang Hsueh Liang whom he 
accuses with having committed an unpardonable act not only 
against the Government but also the Kuomintang and in 
this connection he deserves to be put to death by any 
person who can get at him.

Mayor Wu Teh Chen has also sent a telegram 
to Generals Ho Ying Ching» Liu Shih and Koo Tsoh Dong 
wishing success for the punitive expedition.

Action Condemned By Nation

Yesterday Mr. YU Ya Ching expressed the 
following views on the coup at Sian»-

”Just*as political conditions have become 
more stabilised and unified» the national defences 
consolidated and the suppression of the communists nearing 
its completion» the people received a rude shock througg 
the revolt at Sian» a revolt which has aroused the highest 
indignation and resulted in a strong denunciation by the 
public througiyuihe country. Due to the painstaking and 
fearless efforts on the part of our leader» General Chiang 
Kai Shek» both internal and diplomatic affairs have 
triumphed over a series of crises and have taken a turn 
for the better» thereby enabling China to become a united 
nation and be in a position to resist invasion. The 
meritorious service done by General Chiang Kai Shek is 
unprecedented in Chinese history and this fact is also 
recognized by foreigners. The sudden detention of General 
Chiang Kai Shek as a hostage in Sian will do great harm 
to the nation and people. I am unaware of the motive of 
the leader of the Sian revolt but he will» no doubt» be 
condemned by the whole Chinese nation. I hope that he 
will quickly repent and at onae liberate General Chiang» 
he should also resume the operations against the communists 
so as to make atonement for his terrible mistake."

Min J?ao and other local newspapers »•

ENTERTAINMENT IN AID OP 3UIYUAN

With a view to raising contributions in aid 
of the bandit suppression forces in Suiyuan, many iocal 
dramatic bodies arranged a general broadcasting programme 
to be given on December 20 from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m. the next 
day» from the broadcasting station of the Great China 
Dispensary» Poochow Road.

Yesterday the Broadcasting x'rogramnie 
Committee of the dramatic bodies issued a notice announcing 
the cancellation of the admission tickets already sold 
and stating that these tickets may be contributed towards 
the purchase of ambulances.
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Political

Movements of Notables

Prom Nanking

Arrived at 10.50 p.m. December 18 ;-

Mr. Liu Vee-ts, Vice Minister of Industry.

Dr. C.T. Wang, Ambassador to U.S.A.

Arrived at 7 a.m. December 19

Dr. Chu Ming-nyi, member of the C.E.C. of the 
Kuomintang.

Mr. Ma Ying-chu, member of the Legislative Yuan.

To Nanking

Departed at 11 p.m. December 18

General Chu Ching-lai, Chairman of the National 
Famine Relief Commission.

Anti-Japanese slogans

On the morning of December 18, an anti-Japanese

slogan was found written in Chinese on the front door of

a house on Haining Road.

Pro-government propaganda

On December 18, two pamphlets denouncing General 

Chang Hsueh-liang and supporting General Chiang Kai-shek 

were found posted on the walls of Houses Nos.452 and 505 

Honan Road»

In the early morning of December 19, posters bearing 

slogans of a similar nature were found posted on walls and 

shop windows on Nanking Road near Chekiang Read»
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Chine Tjr'ea end other local newspapers |-

Kr, Yu Yu Jen Appointed Pacification Commissioner To 
Appease Troops and People of the North-West

Mr. Yu Yu Jen, President of the Control Yuan, 
has been appointed Pacification Commissioner to Appease the 
Troops and People of the North-West in accordance with a 
resolution passed at the Central political Council on 
December 16. »i'

Mr. Yu left for Tung Kwan ) on December 17
and will establish his office at Loyang, Whether he will 
proceed to Sian to interview Generalissimo Chiang Kai Shek 

£ will depend on circumstances,

Messrs, Wong Shiap Lai, Tu Yuet Sen end Zien 
Sing Ts Offer Themsgive's As Hostages

Mr, Wong Shiao Lai ( )» Chai iman of the
Shanghai Chamber of. Commerce, and Messrs Tu Yuet Sen 
and Zien Sing Ts Chairman and Vice-Chairman
respectively of the shanghai District Association, yesterday 
sent the following telegram to General Chang Hsueh Liang;- 

MThe uneasiness caused throughout the 
country by the events at Sian has become unbearable. 
We love our country and a re ready to come to Sxan as 
hostages for the release of the Generalissimo. All 
discussions of policy can be made af ter Generalissimo 
Chiang’s return to Nanking. *

Lih Pao (Nanking telegram)»

General Chang Hsueh Liang and General Yang 
Fu Chen have not yet given any sign of their sincerity te 
repent. On December 14 they abolished the Headquarters 
of the Commander-in-Chief of the North-west Bandit 
Suppression Forces and inaugurated a bogus Provisional 
North-west Military Commission. On December 17 they 
issued a circular telegram announcing their assumption of 
posts of Chairman and Vice Chairman respectively of the 
Commission.

Soviet Official Interviewed

Interviewed by cur reporter yesterday, 
Mr, "Salatoff-Kas", Officer-in-Charge of the Intelligence 
Office of the U.S.S.R. Embassy in China, made the following 
statementi-

"Since the Sian incident, some misunderstanding 
about the position of the U.S.S.B, appears to have arisen 
among foreign circles, especially the Japanese newspapers $ 
it is being stated that two cliruesj one pro-Japanese 
and the other pro-Soviet, will come into existence in China. 
Such a report is only propaganda on the part of Japan, 
for the U.S,S.B. has no advance knowledge whatever of the 
Sian incident. At present, there is not a single citizen 
of Soviet Russia in either Kansu or Shensi, The report 
that the U.S.S.B. is taking advantage of the incident and is 
secretly aiding General Chang Hsueh Liang is absolutely 
untrue. The attitude of Soviet Bussia has always^?® support 
the National Government and to respect its independence."
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the "Shanghai Municipality Labourers' National Salvation 

Society" alleges that the failure of the recent strike 

was due to the activities of labour traitors and calls for 

the support of the U.S.S.R. as well as the Chinese Communist 

Party.

Pro-Government ¿Propaganda

Handwritten posters containing the following slogans 

were found posted on walls along North Honan Road, Nanking 

Road (between Honan and Chekiang Roads) and Paoshan Road, 

Chapei during the night of December 17/18 :- .

"Return our leader to us

"Rescue Chairman Chiang J

"Send an expedition against the rebels !

»Down with Chang Hsueh-liang !

"Destroy Chang Hsueh-liang J

"Chang Hsueh-liang is the traitor who sold the 

North Rast J

"Eliminate the Communist Party !

"Restore the lost territory

"Chang Hsueh-liang has sold the country for his 

own glory !

"Chairman Chiang is our only leader !"

Public Bodies Send Telegrams to General Chang Hsueh-liang 

On December 17, the N.S. and S.H.N« Railways Workers'

Union, North Railway Station, despatched a telegram to 

General Chang Hsueh-liang.requesting him to release 

General Chiang Kai Shek.
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MAU IGHI

NANKING GGVERKIZEET INSTixUCTS BANKS IK TIENTSIN 
TO SB1 SILVEn TO SHANGHAI

A Daito telegram from Tientsin 
dated December 17 reports that, owing to the unrest in 
the money market since the Sian incident, the Nanking 
Government on December 16 ordered the Bank of China, the 
Central Bank of China and the Bank of Communications at 
Tientsin to send their silver stocks(about %>50,000,000) 
to Shanghai immediately.

The representatives of the 
three banks held a conference to discuss the matter. 
The amount of silver held by the banks is less than 
^50,000,000. The financial situation in the North 
will become serious should the instructions be earried 
out.

REDS PLAN TO ESTABLISH INDEPENDENT STATE AT SIAN

A Daito telegram from Hongkong 
dated December 17 reports that local Chinese newspapers 
are publishing reports received by Europeans to the effect 
that General Chang Hsueh Liang’s action in detaining 
General Chiang Kai Shek was done at the instigation of 
communists.

Chu Mao and Mo Tse Tung, 
leaders of the Chinese communist party , are co-opexating 
with General Chang Hsueh Liang to establish an independent 
state at Sian.

NICHI-LICHI

General Chang Hsueh Liang’s secret connection 
with the Reds

It has been ascertained that 
General Chang Hsueh Liang is in a close co-operation with 
the red army and the popular front because a red flag was 
hoisted in Sian and a joint headquarters of the Kuomintang 
and the Communist Barty has been established by the 
General•

When General Chang Hsueh Liang 
was in command of the anti-communist campaigur^e reached 
an understanding with the red army.

A young American aviator named 
•’Hazavy”, who was detained at Dihwa, Sinkiang Province, 
fot violation of aviation regulations, states that-he saw 
many trucks transporting war materials from Outer Mongolia 
or Soviet Russia to China.

General Chang Hsueh Liang has 
sent money to Shanghai to assist the activities of the 
popular front and to demand the release of Chang Nan Chi 
and other leaders of the popular front. Since last suraner 
General Chang Hsueh Liang has been in close touch with 
Sheng Shih Zai in Sinkiang.
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Shun Pao and other local newspapers ...

CENSORSHIP OF broadcasting prograii.es

Recently 'the Shanghai Radio Station 
Owners Association received a notification from the 
Central Radio Broadcasting Affairs Control Bureau of the 
Central Propaganda Department stating that commencing from 
December 15 all broadcasting programmes of local radio 
st. tions must bez Submitted for'censorship by the Bureau 
and that commending' from that date the Shanghai Telegraph 
Administration of/the linistry of Communications and the 
Shanghai Bureau of Social Affairs will cease censoring 
radio brao d'ca s ting programmes. The Association has also 
received a. set of measures governing the control of 
radio broadcasting programmes.

1embers of the Executive Committee of 
the association held a meeting at its office on Kiangse 
Road yesterday, when it was resolved that the Central 
Control Bureau be requested to modify some of the measures 
drawn up by the Bureau; that in case of necessity, delegates 
be detailed to Nanking to make a verbal explanation of 
their request.

Hwe. Mei V£n P'ao dated December 17 i-

GENERAL CHIANG KAI SHEK STOPS PROPOSED BOMBING OF 
SIAN*~BY 400 AEROPLANES

While on his way back to Nankint, oil the 
night of December 16, Hr. Donald sent a message to Madame 
Chiang Kai Shek stating that on his arrival at Sian he 
occupied the same residence as the Generalissimo and the 
latter instructed him to accompany Mr. T.V. Soong and 
General Koo Tsoh Dong to Sian as soon as possible. The 
message further stated that Generalissimo Chiang Kai Shek 

/ had given an order stopping the proposed bombing of Sian 
by aeroplanes.

General Chiang Ting Wen, one of the high 
officers held at Sian, has sent a telegram to Generals 
Ho Ying Ching, Liu Shih and Koo Tsoh Dong stating that, 
in compliance with an autograph order from the Generalissimo 
he will fly to Loyang on December 17 and that the proposed 
bombing must be abandoned.

A serious panic was caused, in the City 
of Sian by the report that 400 aeroplanes of the Central 
Airforce were about to bomb the city.

On the morning of December 17 Mr. Donald 
flew from Loyang to Pengpu where he boarded the night train 
for Nanking to make a report on his mission. Mr. Donald 
will fly to Sian again at 7 a.m. December 17. It is said 
that he will remain with the Generalissimo.

On the morning of December 17 the 
Central Authorities received a telegram from General Chiang 
Ting »Ven from Sian stating that he would fly to Loyang 
shortly. In the afternoon a telegram was received from 
Loyang reporting that General Chiang Ting Wen hod arrived 
a t 11 a.m. by plane. No information was received as to 
whether General Chiang Ting Wen had escaped from Sian or had 
left with the permission of General Chang Hgueh Liang.

OF_broadcasting_prograii.es
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kerning Translation

Shun Pao and other local newspapers publish the following 
telegraphic reports •-

THE COUP Iff SIAN i NATIONAL GOVERNMENT ORDERS A PUNITIVE 
CAMPAIGN AGAINST REBEL TROOPS

In accordance with the resolutions passed at a 
meeting of« the Central Political Council, the National 
Government on December 16 issued the following orders

(1) That a punitive campaign be started against 
the rebel troops in Sian.

(2) That General Ho Ying Ching, Minister of War, 
be appointed as Commander-in-Chief to direct/the operations.

(3) That Mr. Yu Yu Jen, President of the Control 
Yuan, be appointed to pacify the military and civilian 
population in the North-West.

Fighting Between Government and Rebel Forces near H way in

According to reliable information received, 
fighting took place between a detachment of Government troops 
and General Chang Hsueh Liang’s men on the morning of 
December 16 in the vicinity of Hwayin, Shensi Province.

The rails of the Loong Hai Railway to the east 
of Hwayin Station were wrecked by the rebels who had also 
bombed several bridges.

General Chang Hsueh Liang’s forces are now 
concentrating in the vicinity of Ling Dong and Sian. A 
portion of his forces is understood to be willing to surrender 
to the Government.

Shanghai Nichi Niehl (Chinese Edition) i-

Madame Chiang Kai Shek Still Believes Her Husband Alive

At a meeting held on December 16, the Central 
Political Council resolved to order a punitive campaign 
against General Chang Hsueh Liang and also to appoint Mr. 
Yu Yu Jen, President of the Control Yuan, as the Pacification 
Commissioner of the North-West. The latter appointment was 
made in order not to disappoint kadame Chiang Kai Shek who 
still entertains the hope that her husband is alive.

Shun Pao and other local newspapers I-

Mayor Wu Refutes Report Published by a certain foreign paper

Interviewed yesterday by a reporter of the 
Central News Agency as to the truth of a report published in 
a certain foreign newspaper that General Chiang »Kai Shek is 
dead, kayor Wu Teh Chen saids- "The reports published in a 
certain foreign newspaper are deliberately fabricated rumours 
intended to alarm the public. Yesterday a telegram was 
received in Nanking from Mr. Donald in Sian stating that he 
had seen General Chiang Ka.i Shek. To-day Reuter's News Agency 
also received a telegram from Mr. Donald to the same effect. 
This shows that General Chiang Kai Shek is still alive. 
However ungrateful General Chang Hsueh Liang may be, I can 
definitely say that he will not dare to haim General Chiang 
Kai Shek*s person.''
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Shun Pao and other local newspapers publish the following 
telegraphic reports :- e «

THE COUP IN SIAN : NATIONAL GOVERNMENT ORDERS A PUNITIVE 
CAMPAIGN AGAINST REBEL TROOPS

In accordance with the resolutions passed at a 
meeting of the Central Political Council, the National 
Government on December 16 issued the following orders l-

(1) That a punitive campaign be started against 
the rebel troops in Sian«

(2) That General Ho Ying Ching, Minister of War, 
be appointed as Commander-in-Chief to direct the operations.

(3) That Mr. Yu Yu Jen, President of the Control 
Yuan, be appointed to pacify the military and civilian 
population in the North-West.

Fighting Between Government and Rebel Forces near H way ip

According to reliable information received, 
fighting took place between a detachment of Government troops 
and General Chang Hsueh Liang’s men on the morning of 
December 16 in the vicinity of Hwayin, Shensi Province.

• The rails of the Loong Hai Railway to the east 
of Hwayin Station were wrecked by the rebels who had also 
bobbed several bridges.

General Chang Hsueh Liang’s forces are now 
concentrating in the vicinity of Ling Dong and Sian. A 
portion of his forces is understood to be willing to surrender 
to the Government.

Shanghai Nichi Nichi (Chinese Edition) «-

Madame Chiang Kai Shek Still Believes Her Husband Alive

At a meeting held on December 16, the Central 
Political Council resolved to order a punitive campaign 
against General Chang Hsueh Liang and;also to appoint Mr. 
Yu Yu Jen, President of tire Control Yuan, as the Pacification 
Commissioner of the North-West. The latter appointment was 
made in order not to disappoint Madame Chiang Kai Shek who 
still entertains the hope that her husband is alive.

Shun Pao and other local newspapers I-

Mayor Wu Refutes Report Published by a certain foreign paper

Interviewed yesterday by a reporter of the 
Central News Agency as to the truth of a report published in 
a certain foreign newspaper that General Chiang Kai Shek is 
dead, Mayor Wu Teh Chen said:- ’’The reports published in a 
certain foreign newspaper are deliberately fabricated rumours 
intended to ala 151 the public. Yesterday a telegram was 
received in Nanking from Mr. Donald in Sian stating that he 
had seen General Chiang Kai Shek. To-day Reuter’s News Agency 
also received a telegram from Mr. Donald to the same effect. 
This shows that General Chiang Kai Shek is still alive. 
However ungrateful General Chang Hsueh Liang may be, I can 
definitely say that he will not dare to haim General Chiang 
Kai Shek's person."
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REVOLT OF CHANG HSUEH LIANG

Following the revolt of General Chang 
Hsueh Liang, all his foimer subordinates who used to live 
in Shanghai have gone into hiding.

General Chang Hsueh Liang leased the 
house at No. 2 Hue kollere, French Concession, after his 
return from abroad. Some say that it was purchased 
outright, while others state that it was given him by 
somebody as a. present. It is a magnificent building located 
to the west of the French Park. Opposite is Madame Sun 
Yat Sen's house.

General Chang Hsueh Liang used,to 
have a representative named Tong Kuo Tseng /$) in
Shanghai, but he went into hiding on December 124as "soon 
as he leinrt of the Sian revolt. It is said that he was 
arrested on December 135 this cannot be confirmed.

China Times and other local newspapers

THE VALUE OF LAND ; REASSESSMENT DESIRED

Yesterday the local Land Owners 
Association sent the following petition to the Shanghai 
City Go veinmen ti-

nThe value of land in Shanghai has 
dropped considerably during the past year owing to tiie general 
trade depression. Some land owners have gone into bankruptcy.

"The land tax now in force is based 
on the value of land as assessed several years ago by the 
former Land Assessment Committee of the Bureau Of Land 
according to the market values at that time. Owing to the 
depression and the absence of any prospects for immediate 
recovery, most of the land-owners have, at the request of 
their tenants,reduced the rent, but they are still psying 
the tax according to the old assessed value of the land, and 
this has been going on for a long time.

"It is an established law of economics 
that the tax should be based on the rent. The present situa
tion is obviously unfair to the land-owners and several 
requests have been received frofii our members that a petition 
be made for a re-assessment of land.

"We hereby request you to order the Land 
Bureau to re-assess the value of land with effect from 1937 
so that the tax may be reduced."

THE "LIVELIHOOD WEEKLY MAGAZINE"

The "Livelihood Weekly Magazine11 
published the following notice in Issue No. 28, Volume 1, 
dated December 13»-

.. ¿Beaders are,probably aware that kr.
Chow Tao ^eng (« f ), former publisher and editor of the 
"Livelihood" ( *1 ), was removed to Soochow on’December 4
for detention. On December 6 this magazine received an order 
to cease publication, but by virtue of a new registration 
made with the Bureau of Social Affairs, the publication of 
tins magazine will be continued with Ir. King Chung Hwa 

) as publisher and editor*



Decanter 16, 1936 Morning Translation

Lin Pao ¿nd other local newspapers *-

General Labour Union HoldsMoeting

In addition to despatching a telegram to 
General Cheng Hsueh Liang advising him to “rein in his horse 
before re ehing the precipice” and liberate the Generalissimo 
the Sh-.i .hai General Labour Union is doing everything 
possible to prevent labour troubles as a precaution against 
radical elements who might take advantage of the opportunity 
to create disturbances in this locality.

At 2 p.m. yesterday, the General La.bour 
Union held an informal meeting of representatives of labour 
unions to discuss measures to deal with the present situation

Mr. Chu Yoh Wei $4 ), who presided,
made a brief report on the Sian rebellion and urged all 
members of the General Labour Union to co-operate with the 
Government in the maintenance of peace and order, to. adopt 
strict precautionary measures against labour troubles, and to 
keep a sh^rp look-out for reactionary elements, traitors 
and such like persons who might attempt to start unlawful 
activities.

China Times and other local newspapers s-

Association of Shanghai Journalists Sends Telegram

The Association of Shanghai Journalists 
sent the following telegram to the Central Kuomintang and the 
National Government yesterdayi-

"The coup in Sian will affect the Communist 
suppression campaign and the military operations in 
Suiyuan. We sincerely hope that the National 
Government will devise immediate measures to suppress 
the rebellion.”

The newspapers in Shanghai, Nanking, Peiping 
Tientsin, Canton, Hongkong, Hankow, Changsha, Chungking etc. 
have issued a joint manifesto pledging their support to the 
Government and expressing hopes for the safety of General 
Chiang Kai Shek.

Meeting of the District Association

The Shanghai District Association held a 
meeting ¿t 5 p.m. yesterday at its office. The presidium, 
which w£ s compose^ of Messrs. Tu Yuet Sen (/»i ft ), Wong 
Shiao Lai (x 6%, ) and Zien Sing Ts ), ma de
the following reporti-

”In the midst of the victories in Suiyuan, the 
news of the coup in Sian came as a great shock to the 
whole country and grave anxiety was felt for the safety 
of General Chiang Kai Shek. According to the latest 
news, Mr. Donald, advisor to General Chiang, has 
returned to Loyang from Sian and has sent a telegram 
to Dr. H.H. Kung, Minister of Finance, reporting that 
General Chiang is safe. We*are much relieved by this 
message.

”The plans to encourage the Government troops in 
Suiyuan should be carried out as previously arranged."
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Mr. T.V, Soong Ready to Proceed to Shensi

Mr. T.V. Soong, member of the Standing Committee 
of the National Economic Council, returned to Shanghai 
from Canton on December 13. Immediately after his arrival, 
he ms de the following statement <■*

"It is known to all that I am closely connected, 
officially and privately, with General Chiang Kai Shek.
I am also an old friend of General Chang Hsueh Liang.
I am willing to render any service that may be required 
by the Government. I will proceed to Sian if it is desired 
by the Government",

On the morning of December 15, Mr. T.V. Soong 
sent a telegram to General Chang Hsueh Liang informing 
him of his intention to fly to Shensi to interview him 
after Mr. Donald's return to Nanking.

Rumour Mongers Arrested by Bureau of Public Safety

Acting on information that certain unscrupulous 
elements were instigating the people to create disturbances, 
officers from the Jessfield Village Branch Bureau of 
Public Safety- at 2 p.m. December 14 arrested on board a 
16th Route trolley ^nison Robison Road a newspaper vendor 
named Ghi Kuo Tsu (7^ )» age native of Kompo,
who was shouting the sale of reactionary printed matter 
and extras on the bus.

Two rumour mongers were also taken into custody 
by the Bureau of Public Safety.

In an interview with a. reporter of this paper 
on the morning of December 15, a responsible official of 
the Bureau stated that in order to facilitate communications 
traffic was not interfered with at night although martial 
law is in force.

Shanghai Nichi Nichi (Chinese Edition) s-

Gcncral Chiang Kai Shek Reported Killed

According to a special telegram received from 
Nanking on December 15, General Chiang Kai Shek has already 
been put to death despite the propaganda of the National 
Government to hide the truth.

According to information ‘received by a. certain 
news agency, General Chiang Kai Shek was killed by General 
Chang Hsueh Liang1s troops at the Hwa Ching Tse Sprihgs 
on the morning of December 12. This information seems 
to be reli abl e .

A special telegram from Tientsin dated December 
15 reports that a wire received by a Chinese official organ 
on the night of December 15 confirms the death of General 
Chiang Kai Shek. At dawn on December 12, when the revolt 
broke out, fighting took place between General Chang Hsueh 
Liang's men and General Chiang Kai Shek's bodyguards.
The latter were completely demoralized. One Tan Hai ) 
belonging to General Liu Tou Zien's Di viaion, shouted« 
’’Kill the national traitor". Rushing forward with a knife, 
he stabbed General Chiang Kai Shek to death.
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Movements of Notibles

From Nanking

Arrived at 7.40 a.m. December 15 and left for Hangchow at
3 p.n.

Er. Chu Kia-hwa, Chairman of the Chekiang Provincial

Government.

Arrived at 7 a.m. December 16

Mr. Tseng Yoong-fu, Vice Minister of Railways.

Mr. Tseng Yang-fu, liayor of Canton. I

Mr. Chang Ting -pan, member of the C.3.C.of the

Kuomintang.

Mr. Chang Kung-chuan, Minister of Railways.

Tq Nanking

Departed at 11 p.m. December 15 x-

Dr. C. T. ’’Tang, Chinese Ambassador to the U.S.A.

Woosung-Sh^nghai Defence Commissioner^ Headquarters
proclaim 1 ai~t.‘.al~Law

On December 14, the Toosung-Shanghai Defence Commissioner's 

Headquarters declared Martial Law in the area under the 

jurisdiction of the Shanghai Municipality. A copy of the
/ ’ the

proclamation was posted at^North Station on December 15, By 
^1

virtue of this declaration, public meetings, demonstrations,
I I

strikes, etc. are strictly prohibited and offenders will be 

treated under military law. Acting on the authority of 

this declaration, armed patrols consisting of members of 

the Paoantui have been increased in Chapei.
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Bin Wan Pao and other local nev/spapers publish the following 
telegraphic reporte:

THE COUP IN blAN: GENERAL CHIANG KAI SHEK SAKE

Mr. W.H. Donald, advisor to General Chiang Kai 
Shek, and Mr. Huang . Zung Ling, Chief Secretary of the Li Tse 
Zoe Club at Nanking, left Loyang for Sian'by air at 9 a.m. 
December 14. Mr. Donald left Sian in the same aeroplane 
at 3.10 p.m. December 15 and arrived at Loyang at 4 p.m.

On arrival he immediately sent the following 
telegram to Nanking: “I have paid several visits to General 
Chiang Kai Shek and General Chang Hsueh Liang. General 
Chiang is in very good spirits. Mr. Huang Zung Ling is 
remaining in Sian to attend to General Chiang. Genera}. Zien 
Dah Chuin was slightly wouhded and is being treated in a 
certain hospital in Sian. I have paid him a visit. I 
have not seen Generals Chen Tiao Yuan, Wei Lih Huang, Chiang 
Ting Wen, Cfren Cheng, Chiang Tso Ping and Mr4 Chao Yuan Chung, 
a C.E. C* member, as they are being held separately."

It is reported that Mr. Donald will again fly frcm 
Loyang to Sian on the morning of December 16*

General Yen Hsi Shan’s Reply to Tnlogrem Issued by 
Generals Chang Hsueh Liang and *ang Eu~Chen.

On December 14 General Yen Hsi Chan despatched the 
following telegram in reply to a joint wire sent to him by 
Generals Chang Hsueh Liang and Yang Eu Chen reporting the 
coup in Sian:-

*My surprise and grief knew no bounds upon reading 
your telegram. I have four questions to put to you:-
1) How do you propose to undo what you have already done?
2) Does your action tend to increase or weaken the nation's 

strength against the enemy?
3) Would you turn civil strife into war against the external 

aggressor, or vice versa?
4) Are you sure your action will not plunge the nation into 

slaughter and bloodshed?
"One day at Loyang you (General Chang Hsueh Liang) 

wept and while admitting General Chiang Kai Shek's determination 
to save the nation, you said that his plan differed from yours. 
In your present move, you are endangering the State in your 
eagerness to save the nation. The country is face to facd 
with a crisis and dissension will bring disaster to the country."

Mr, Wang Ching Wei To Return Prom Abroad

On December 14 Mr. Wang Ching Wei, who is at 
present recuperating his health abroad, sent a wire to the 
Central Executive Committee of the Kuomintang stating that 
he is returning to China despite his indisposition.

Government Aeroplanes Drop Handbills

A squadron of aeroplanes of the National Government 
are flying over Sian distributing large quantities of hdndbills 
stating that the saving of General Chiang Kai Shek is equivalent 
to the salvation of the nation and that those who effect General 
Chiang's release will be given the highest awards.

It is understood that the rebels have been touched 
by the contents of the circulars.
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Shun Pao and other local newspapers

THE COUP IE 31 AN : WOCSUNG-SHANGHAI GARRISON CCJ.1£ISSIONER 
PROCLAIMS MARTIAL LAW

The news of the mutiny of General Chang Hsueh 
Liang’s troops in Sian has come as a great shock to this 
city, but the authorities as well as the inhabitants are 
calm. With a view to maintaining peace and order and as 
a precautionary measure against disturbances by radicals, 
the following notification proclaiming martial law in this 
locality was issued yesterday by General Yang Fu, the 
Wo osu ng-»Shanghai Garrison Commissioner, on instructions 
from General Ho Ying Ching, Minister of War i-

"A telegram has been received from General 
Ho Ying Ching, Minister of War, instructing this Headquarters 
to proclaim martial law immediately lest the news of the 
mutiny in Sian should affect peace and order in Shanghai» 
Accordingly, this Headquarters proclaims martial law in 
this district as from date» Any lawless element who 
attempts to jeopardize the peace and order when the martial 
law is in force will be severely dealt with according to 
martial law.*

Urgent Meeting of General.Labour Union ; Measures to Prevent
Strikes

Ten members of the Executive Committee of the x 
local General Labour Union including Messrs Tsu Hsueh Van^^Hi 
(in the chair), Chow Hsueh Siang(^ |*§- R® ), Chao Hsu Bah 

* ) and Loong Pei Yuin( ) held an urgent
meeting at 10 a»m. yesterday to discuss measures to prevent 
labour strikes and to guard against activities by reactionary 
elements•

The following resolutions were passed s-
(1) That a meeting of labour unions be held 

on December 15 at which a report on the Sian rebellion be 
made and labourers be urged to remain calm»

(2) That a circular order be issued instructing 
all labour unions to be on guard against activities by 
reactionary elements and not to do anything to give rise
to labour disputes»

(3) That the Kuomintang and Government organs 
be petitioned to issue a joint order strictly advising 
employers not to dismiss workers or to reduce wages during 
the present crisis so as to avoid giving rise to labour 
disputes«

(4) That a circular telegram be issued urging 
all public bodies throughout the country to appoint delegates 
to proceed to Sian to persuade General Chang Hsueh Liang not 
to resort to fighting and to restore General Chiang Kai Shek 
to liberty»

(5) That Messrs. Tsu Hsueh Van, Chow Hsueh 
Siang and Chao Hsu Bah be appointed to make arrangements 
with the Chinese Chamber of Commerce and the Shanghai 
District Association for similar measures to be taken to 
deal with the present crisis«
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The news of the mutiny of General Chang Hsueh 
Liang's troops in Sian has come as a great shock to this 
city, but the authorities as well as the inhabitants are 
calm« With a view to maintaining peace and order and as 
a precautionary measure against disturbances by radicals, 
the following notification proclaiming martial law in this 
locality was issued yesterday by General Yang Fu, the 
Woosung-Shanghai Garrison Commissioner, on instructions 
from General Ho Ying Ching, Minister of War s-

"A telegram has been received from General
Ho Ying Ching, Minister of War, instructing this Headquarters 
to proclaim martial law immediately lest the news of the 
mutiny in Sian should affect peace and order in Shanghai» 
Accordingly, this Headquarters proclaims martial law in 
this district as from date* Any lawless element who 
attempts to jeopardize the peace and order when the martial 
law is in force will be severely dealt with according to 
martial law«11

Urgent Meeting of General Labour Union ; Measures to Prevent 
Strikes

Ten members of the Executive Committee of the f 
local General Labour Union including Messrs Tsu Hsueh Van^M^U 
(in the chair), Chow Hsueh Siang(4) )» Chao Hsu Bah
( ) and Loong Pei Yuin( % ) held an urgent
meeting at 10 a.m. yesterday to discuss measures to prevent 
labour strikes and to guard against activities by reactionary 
elements•

The following resolutions were passed :•>
(1) That a meeting of labour unions be held 

on December 15 at which a report on the Sian rebellion be 
made and labourers be urged to remain calm»

(2) That a circular order be issued instructing 
all labour unions to be on guard against activities by 
reactionary elements and not to de anything to give rise
to labour disputes.

(3) That the Kuomintang and Government organs 
be petitioned to issue a joint order strictly advising 
employers not to dismiss workers or to reduce wages during 
ths present crisis so as to avoid giving rise to labcur 
disputes *

(4) That a circular telegram be issued urging 
all public bodies throughout the country to appoint delegates 
to proceed to Sian to persuade General Chang Hsueh Liang not 
to resort to fighting and to restore General Chiang Kai Shek 
to liberty.

(5) That Messrs» Tsu Hsueh Van, Chow Hsueh 
Siang and Chao Hsu Bah be appointed to make arrangements 
with the Chinese Chamber of Commerce and the Shanghai 
District Association for similar measures to be taken to 
deal with the present crisis.
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DEATH OF CH IMG KAI SHEK RUMOURED

A Dome! telegram from Nanking 
dated December 13 reports that a rumour is prevalent that 
Chiang Kai Shek has been put to death. The people in 
Nanking have become restless. Many policeman have been 
detailed to the Japanes Consulate-General at Nanking to 
give protection.

RED FLAG FLYING OVER CHANG HSUEH HANG'S 
HEADQUARTERS

Tientsin, December 13.

According to information 
received from reliable sources, General Chang Hsueh Liang 
had made full arrangements with the Chinese Commuhist Party 
and the Comintern before carrying out his move.

The government planes which flew 
over Sianfi- report that a red flag was flying over General 
Chang Hsueh Liang's headquarters.

MR, T.V, SOONG MELTS I LAN AGER OF HONGKONG- 
SHANGHAI BANK

At 12.30 p.m. December 13 Mr.-
T.V. Soong, Director-General of the Bank of China, returned 
here from Canton and at 5.00 p.m. called on Mr. Henchman, 
Manager of the Hongkong-Shanghai Bank, to secure his 
assistance in case of financial crisis due tOyiran incident.

a The general public/of Shanghai
is holding/grave view over the Chinese currency system 
because it would be destroyed if General Chiang l ai shek 
was murdered, and China’s relations with the Powers would 
be completely changed should another regime come ihto power 

at Nanking.

Japanese views of Sian Incident

Tokyo, December 13.

The Authorities of the Army, the 
Navy and the Foreign Ministries are paying close attention 
to developments in the incident. The Japanese authorities 
will take adequate action should the incident lead to a 
civil war endangering the lives and property of Japanese 
in China.

The following are the view of 
important Japanese circless-

1. It is true that General Chang Hsueh Liang is 
dissatisfied with his treatment by the Nanking Government. 
It was foreseen that he would revolt if a chance came. The 
activities of the Comintern in the North-' est succeeded in 
winning over General Chang Hsueh Liang to carry out the coup.

2. The red influence behind General Chang Hsueh Liang 
must be watched closely. The revolt will greatly affect the 
Nanking regime, even should the latter succeed in suppressing 
General Chang Hsueh Liang, for his 200,000 soldiers will
go over to the Reds, thereby becoming a source for future 
trouble.
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3. Japan should adopt a careful attitude in the present 
situati n because the lives and property of Japanese in 
China would be exposed to danger should the Sian incident 
develop into a civil war.

4. Japan does not like to se^ a civil war in a 
neighbouring country for the sake of the peace of the 
Orient and because she desires to secure better relations 
with that country. She hopes to see the incident settled 
immediately and she  on guard and give the rcds x.o 
grounds to carry out the/^activities.

must.be

Vice Admiral Hasegawa issues a statement

Upon arrival in Shangha, Vice 
Admiral Hasegawa, Commander-in-Chief of the Japanese Third 
Fleet in Chinese waters, made the following statements-

"I assumed the post of Commander- 
in-Chief on December 8. The Third Fleet is composed of the 
10th and 11th Squadrons, the 5th Torpedo Flotilla and the 
Shanghai Special Naval Landing Party. The coast line of 
China extends from the Gulf of Pechili in the north 
to Canton in the south; the Yangtsze River extends 1,400 
miles to Chungking. All this has to be guarded by the 
Third Fleet, I have been entrusted with the duty of maintain
ing the prestige and rights of our nation and protecting 
the lives and property of our nationals within this vast 
area extending over 3,000 miles in length. The responsibility 
is very great, especially at this time when the Sino-Japanese 
situation is so delicate. A number of pending questions 
ere still unsettled and in this connection the Imperial Navy 
is determined to adopt a just at itude towards a settlement. 
I firmly believe that it is the destiny of the two great 
nations in the Orient to co-operate ultimately and to assist 
and support each other for the peace of the world. It is 
my sincere intention to carry out my duty with this belief 
in co-operation with our nationals in China."

Editorial Comment

The Shanghai Mainichi publishes 
the follow ing leading articlet-

The revolt of General Chang 
Hsueh Liang's army in Sian against the Central Government 
came like a thunder bolt from a cloudless sky» The important 
officials of the Nanking Government have become exceedingly 
bewilder*d and the whole country was thrown into a state of 
great confusion. The world, especially London, was shocked 
at the news.

The revolting troops detained 
General Chiang Kai ^hek and sent out circular telegram 
denouncing the present Government. The troops declares that 
they will proceed to the front after declaring war against 
Japan in order to reorganize the present Government. So far, 
the degree of determination and the preparations of the 
rebel troops have not yet been ascertained. The situation 
may throw the whole of China into a state of fx^moil, thereby 
delivering a fatal blow to the Nanking Govemme*. which has

must.be
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be n doing very good work at the re-establishing of the 
country.

The slogans of the retel troops 
are anti-Japanese and anti-General Chiang Kai ^hek. 
General Chang Hsueh liang took this step because his 
position iiad o- come dangerous as a result of the Manchurian 
incident and the appointment of General Chiang Ting en as 
Commander-in-Chief of the anti-communist campaign in the 
North-’.'est. It is clear that the fate of the former 
North-Last Artsy will become a grave problem whatever the 
result of the campaign may be.

General Chang Hsueh Liang, 
who still entertains a hope of recover ing^ Manchuria, 
was much elated by the successful military operations in 
Suiyuan and conceived the idea of co-operating with the 
reds. Consequently General Chang Hsueh Liang commenced 
his revolt against the Central Government and Shouted 
for the immediate declaration of war against Japan with 
a view to uniting all the anti-Chiang Kai bhek parties in 
China.

Undoubtedly the anti-Japanese 
and anti-Chiang Kai Shek slogan will be well received by 
General Pah Soong Hsi’s clique in the South as well as 
by General Feng Yu Hsiang , Mr. Sun Fo and Yu Yue Jen who 
are all pro-Soviet. General Yen Shi Shan and General 
Han Fu Chu will maintain a neutral attitude in the anti- 
Chiang Kai Shek movement.

-The all China popular front 
will become active. On December 13 the Nanking Government 
authorities dismissed Chang Hsueh Liang from government 
service and appointed General Ho Ying Chin as Commander- 
in-Chief of the National Army. The Nanking Gov er» ment 
is attempting to open negotiations with General Chang 
Hsueh Liang and General Chang Chi, who was closely related 
with the late General Chang Tso Lin, was sent to Sian. 
There are now about 100 govenment airplanes at Loyang 
and some of them have been sent to Sian for reconnoitring 
service. It is believed that the Government has not yet 
decided to use military force to punish the rebel troops. 
This may be due to a desire bjr the Nanking to do nothing 
that may endanger Chiang Kai ^hek's lifeyto the influence 
of a number of high officials of the Nanking Government 
who are connected with the pro-Soviet party in Sian.
Chang Hsueh Liang's army will not move towards the East 
without first securing assistance. Therefore, it will 
be some time before an armed clash may occur. However, 
it is a fact that the Nanking Government is face to face 
with a crisis. Big trouble will take place among 
Government circles should Chiang Kai Shek be put to death 
and a powerful man cannot be found to Succeed him. The 
militarists will become active again and feudalism will 
again come into being. ?he communists too will become 
more active.

In our opinion the Sian incident 
will set China back by ten years.
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Shun Pao and other local newspapers publish the following 
telegraphic reports »-
THE COUP In SIAN 1 GENERAL CrilANG KAI SHEK EXPECTED TO 

RETURN TO NANKING TO-DAY.

General Chiang Ting Wen, Commander of the 
Second Army, arrived at Loyang on the afternoon of December 17 
and left for Nanking by aeroplane on the morning of 
December 18. He landed at the Ming Palace Aerodrome at
11.50 a.m. December 18 and was met by Madame Chiang Kai Shek, 
Mr. T»V. ooong, General Feng Yu Hsiang and members of the 
familiAs of the other high officials detained in Sian. 
In reply to inquiries put by Mr. T.V. ooong and General 
Feng Yu Hsiang regarding General Chiang Kai shek’e health, 
he said that General Chiang is safe and sound.

General no Ying Ching's Statement
In an interview with a newspaper reporter, 

General Ho Ying Ching, minister of War, said »- ’’Since 
ny appointment as Commander-in-Chief of the Punitive 
Campaign, I have already directed the Government troops 
to push on to Sian in accordance with the instructions 
of the National Government. I am now in receipt of the 
following letter dated December 17 addressed to me by 
General Chiang Kai Shek at Sian and handed to me by 
General Chiang Ting Wen »-

»I have learned that the air force started 
bombing Weinan yesterday. I wish you to order the 
operations to cease immediately. According to noy 
observation of recent events, I may return to Nanking 
before Saturday this week* Therefore, fighting should 
be avoided before Saturday, particularly the bombing 
by aeroplanes must cease' •

"As soon as I received the letter? I 
sent telegrams to the front directing a cessation of the 
bombing until 6 p.m. December 19. If rebel Chang Hsueh 
Liang fails to escort General Chiang Kai Shek to Na.king 
by that time, I shall have to carry out the original plans 
to the full so as to stamp out the rebellion"»

General Cniang Ting Wen's statement

interviewed by newspaper reporters following 
his arrival at ranking, General Chiang ling Wen gave the 
following account of the coup in sian •-

"Immediately after the outbreak of the revolt, 
General Chiang Kai shek and a number of other high political 
and military officials and myself were detained and held 
separately» Chang Hsueh Liang frequently visited us. ne 
said that at every visit he bad paid to General Chiang Kai 
Shek he was scoffed» At the first visit he was severely 
reprimanded by General Chiang Kai Shek who saids 'Since 
you address me as Chairman of the Military affairs Commission, 
this means that you are my subordinate. To-day you have only 
one way to deal with mex if you recognize me as your superior 
officer, you must immediately send me back to Loyang, other
wise you are a rebel» In that case, since I am in the 
hands of you rebels, you can kill me. Tn ere is nothing 
else to say.'
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"During the past few days, the Government 
troops have been pushing on and detailed aeroplanes to drop 
bombs. Chang Hsueh Liang asked me to call on General Chiang 
Kai Shek. I saw General Chiang Kai Shek at 9 a.m. December 17 
in company with Chang Hsueh Liang for the latter did not 
permit me to converse alone with General Chiang. The 
Generalissimc was calm. He wroto two letters and ordered 
me to hand one to General Ho Ying Ching and the other to 
Madame Chiang Kai Shek. He their said to met 'You can go 
baok and tell the public that even Chang Hsueh Liang and his 
followers must now have an understanding of my views about 

national affairs. The rest is explained in detail in 
my letter to General Ho Ying Ching. According to my 
observation of recent events, I may return to Nanking in a 
few days.' After my interview with General Chiang Kai Shek,
I left Sian by a military aeroplane at noon December 17 for 
Loyang."

Inreply to further questions put by newspaper 
reporters regarding the situation in Sian, General Chiang Ting 
Wen said „that as he had been entirely removed from touch with 
the outside world, he knew nothing of what was going on there.

Mr. Yu Yu Jen On Way to Loyang

On December 18 the Control Yuan received a 
telegram from Kaifeng stating that Mr. Yu Yu Jen, President 
of the Control Yuan who had been detailed by the Government 
to Sian to appease the troops and people, arrived there on the 
morning of December 18. Mr. Yu interviewed General Shang 
Chen, Chairman of the Honan Provincial Government, and other 
officials. Mr. Yu's special train was expected at Loyang 
on the afternoon of December 18.

Mr. Yu Yu Jen passed through Chengchow at
II a.m. December 18. On arrival at Loyang he will get into 
touch with General Chang Hsueh Liang by telegram before 
proceeding to Shensi.

Return of Mr. Wang Ching Wei

In response to a summops from the National 
Government, Mr. Wang Ching Wei is now on his way back to 
China and is due in Shanghai in the latter part of January.

Chang Hsueh Liang's Mother Going to Nanking
It is reported that General Chang Hsueh 

Liang's mother, who is now staying at Tientsin,is leaving for 
Nanking on the afternoon of December 18.

Search For General Chang's Family

u Chang Hsueh Chen and Chang Hsueh Ming, the
brothers of General Chang Hsueh Liang, who reside on 32nd 
Street, French Concession, Tientsin, and Hongkong Read, 
British Concession, Tientsin, respectively, escaped with 
their families on the night of December 17. Their homes are 
being looked after by the British and French authorities.
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Crganizacions are being formed by youths in 
Tientsin to search for members of Chang’s family in order 
to send them to Hanking to be held as hostages against the 
release of General Chiang .Kai Shek by Chang Hsueh Liang.

Attitude of Former Officials of the Ncrth-Eaet

General Chang Tso Slang, ex-Governor of Kirin 
Province, is In Tientsin. All the elder. members of the 
North-Epst clique are highly Indignant at the action of 
General Chang Hsueh Liang, and have warned their relatives 
and friends against having any social intercourse with the 
family of General Chang Hsueh Liang. A certain retired 
high official of the North-East clique on December 1R sent 
a private letter to General Chang Hsueh Liang advising him 
to repent before it is too late.

Lih Fao and other local newspapers I-

Arrival of Mr. Elder, Economic Advisor to General Chang 
Hsueh Liang

On December 16, Mr. James Elder, economic 
advisor to General Chang Hsueh Liang, left Sian for Nanking 
by aeroplane. When passing through Pengpu, the plane 
alighted owing to heavy rain. Mr. Elder then took a train 
and arrived at Nanking cn December 16.

Upon reaching the Capital, Mr. Elder kept 
his movements very secret. He called on Dr. H.H. Kung, 
but did nut meet other high Government officials.

Mr. Elder arrived in Shanghai at 11 p.m. 
yesterday from Nanking by train. He travelled first class, 
but he alighted from a second class carriage. Lest his 
whereabouts should become known to the public, he took a 
ricsha to Zung Chi Road where he hired a motor car
from the Ford Hire Service to Take him to the residence 
of Dr. H.H. Kung on Route Herve de Sieyes, French Concession

The public are paying much attention to the 
movements and activities of Mr. Elder.

Lih Pao s-

No Japanese at Sian

Following the revolt in Sian, the authorities 
of foreign countries in China are paying close attention 
to the safety of their residents in Sian.

Mr. Yatani of the Intelligsice Section of 
the Japanese Embassy declares that there are no Japanese 
residents in Sian.

Min Pao and other local newspapers 1-

Chang Hsueh Liang’s Act Unpardonable

Following the revolt of the rebel Chang 
Hsueh Liang, the National Government, with a view to
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upholding the nation’s prestige, issued an official 
mandate for a punitive expedition against the rebels. 
General Ho Ying Ching was appointed Commander-in-Chief 
of the operations against the rebels.

Yesterday General 'JU Teh Chen, Mayor of 
Shanghai, sent a telegram to the Military Affairs Commission 
the various Yuans and Ministries and other military and 
government organs, newspapers, etc., throughout the 
country pledging his heartfelt support to the punitive 
expedition. Mayor Wu denounces Chang Hsueh Liang whom he 
accuses with having committed an unpardonable act not only 
against the Government but also the Kuomintang and in 
this connection hi deserves to be put to death by any 
person who can get at him.

Mayor Wu Teh Chen has also sent a telegram 
to Generals Ho Ying Ching, Liu Shih and Koo Tsoh Dong 
wishing success for the punitive expedition.

Action Condemned By Nation

Yesterday Mr* YU Ya Ching expressed the 
following views on the coup at Siam-

“Just as political conditions have become 
more stabilised and unified, the national defences 
consolidated and the suppression of the communists nearing 
its completion, the people received a rude shock through 
the revolt at Sian, a revolt which has aroused the highest 
indignation and resulted in a strong denunciation by the 
public through^uthe country. Due to the painstaking and 
fearless efforts on the part of our leader, General Chiang 
Kai Shek, both internal and diplomatic affairs have 
triumphed over a series of crises and have taken a turn 
for the better, thereby enabling China to become a united 
nation and be in a position to resist invasion. The 
meritorious service done by General Chiang Kai Shek is 
unprecedented in Chinese history and this fact is also 
recognized by foreigners. The sudden detention of General 
Chiang Kai Shek as a hostage in Sian will do great harm 
to the nation and people. I am unaware of the motive of 
the leader of the Sian revolt but he will, no doubt, be 
condemned by the whole Chinese nation. I hope that he 
will quickly repent and at once liberate General Chiang$ 
he should also resume the operations against the communists 
so as to make atonement for hie terrible mistake.*

Min i?ao and other local newspapers »-

ENTERTAINMENT IN AID OF SUIYUAN

With a view to raising contributions in aid 
of the bandit suppression forces in Suiyuan, many local 
dramatic bodies arranged a general broadcasting programme 
to be given on December 20 from 8 a.m. to 2 a.m. the next 
day, from the broadcasting station of the Great China 
Dispensary, Foochow Road.

Yesterday the Broadcasting programme 
Committee of the dramatic bodies issued a notice announcing 
the cancellation of the admission tickets already sold 
and stating that these tickets may be contributed towards 
the purchase of ambulances.
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THE COUP CP GENERAL CHANG H3UEH LIANG

Mr. Donald, advisor to General Chiang Kai 
Shek, arrived at Nanking from Shanghai in company with Dr»H»H. 
Kung* Vice President of the Executive Yuan» Later, lir. Donald 
and General Huang Zung Ling left for Loyang by air on their 
way to Shensi to sedc inf ormation about General Chiang Kai 
Shek. Prior to his departure* Hr» Donald received a 
telegram from General Chang Hsueh Liang in reply to a wire 
sent by him earlier in the day»

It is learned that General Chiang Kai Shek 
is still safe in Sian in the hands of the insurgent tröops• 
Generals Chiang Ting Ven* Chen Cheng and Tsu Shao Liang have 
also been deprived of their freedom. Generals Chiang Kai 
Shek* Chiang Ting Wen* Chen Cheng* Tsu Shao Liang* Zien Dah 
Chuin and several guards were resting at Hwa Ching Dz when 
the rebellion broke out; the suddenness of the movement 
took them completely by surprise» Generals Chiang Kai Shek, 
Chiang Ting Wen, Chen Cheng and Tsu Shao Liang were escorted 
by the insurgents to Sian* while General Zien Dah Chuin* who 
opened fire as soon as he became aware of the situation* 
was seriously wounded; one report states that he is dead*

The insurgents who seized the military leaders 
are reported to belong to the 105th Division under the 
command of General Liu Tou Chuen (4p| 5 £ ) * General Chang 
Hsueh Liang's most trusted officer•

According to a report submitted by officials 
sent by aeroplanes to make an investigation in Sian* the oity 
is quiet* A red flag has been hci^tad on the city wall 
tower. Several sections of the raiL'i’roin Sian to Dong 
Kwan have been removed»

Up to the evening of December 13, communications 
between the Capital and Sian were still interrupted because 
the wireless stations have been placed under surveillance by 
the insurgent troops and the telegraph lines have been out» 

Communication with the radio station of the 
Eurasia Aviation Corporation at Sian is also interrupted» 
The company's aeroplane, which left Chengtu, Sz'iohuen 
Province, for Shanghai on December 13* did not land in Shensi; 
it arrived at Nanking at 4 p.m» and later left for Shanghai»

The Shanghai Niohi Niohi (Chinese Edition)!

Circular Telegram Issued by General Chang Hsueh Liang

According to a Dome! telegram from Tientsin 
dated December 13, the gist of General Chang Hsueh Liang's 
circular telegram* which was received in Tientsin late on 

/ the night of December 12, is as follows**
"Acting on ¿instructions from the National 

Government* my men, duringupast few years* have been engaged 
in the bandit suppression campaign for the safety of China 
and the welfare of her people» However, the Nanking 
Government under General Chiang Kai Shek has committed many
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acts of maladministration which have resulted in tne loss 
of North China and the independence of Bast Hopei 
and Charhar, with Suiyuan coming next« The National 
Government should have declared war on Japan» but instead 
it still adheres to a diplomatic policy of compromise. 
The nation and people are in imminent danger. We take 
this opportunity to denounce the present National Government» 
to reorganize the country, to drive away the foreign enemies 
and to recover the Four North-Eustern Provinces and other 
lost territories."

National Herald and other local newspapers!

Broadcast on Situation by Mayer Wu Te Chen

Yesterday the Mayor of Shanghai and the Woosung- 
Shanghai Garrison Commissioner sent the following telegram 
to the Executive Yuan»-

"Upon learning of the rebellion in Sian» we called 
a meeting of local leaders and devised measures to maintain 
peace and .order in this district« It is gratifyihg 
to note that the people are calm and peace prevails. The 
various circles in Shanghai are extremely indignant at 
the rebellous act of a military officer in service, and 
are unanimously of the opinion that severe punishment 
should be meted out to him by the Central Government."

The Mayor will make a report on the political 
situation at the City Government's weekly memorial meeting 
to be held at 9.30 a.m. to-day. The r eport will be broad
casted through the Shanghai City Government’s Broadcasting 
Station (XGOI) (K.C.900).

The Shanghai Education Association, the Shanghai 
Middle Schools Association and the Shanghai Agricultural 
Association sent the foilowing telegram to General Chang 
Hsueh Liang yeaterdayt-

"We have learned from newspapers that you are holding 
General Chiang Kai Shek by force at a time when a tense 
situation exists in Suiyuan and when our soldiers are 
gaining victories at the front. Our country is now in 
a dangerous and critical situation. We will not be 
able to resist foreign aggressions if the country does 

.not rise as one man; we cannot achieve national recovery 
unless we pursue a unified course in accordance with the 
national policy« This unfortunate incident has occurred 
at a time when the whole country has been unified and 
the complete extermination of bandits is in sight« 
Should the confidenoe^^^^e army be shaken and the 
downfall of our oeuntrjifwno is to be blamed? As a 
militarist, your duty is to obey and to guard the country« 
If your subordinates follow your example and act as they 
like» how is discipline to be upheld? The.situation 
is serious. We anxiously hope that you will "pull up 
your horse on the verge of the precipice"?
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The Shanghai Special District Kuomintang 
Headquarters publishes the following advertisement in the 
•’Shun Pao" and other local newspapers:-

Notice is hereby given that an enlarged weekly 
memorial service will be held at Parity Headquarters at 10 a.m 
to-day (December 14). All committee members of party 
branches in various districts are requested to attend.

Sin Wan Pao published on December 13 the following article 
contributed by one Chiang Yen Chung ^/„ $ )

ACTION AGAINST STREET VEGETABLE HAWKERS CRITICISED

On the morning of December 12» as I was walking 
on Sinza Road, I saw a number of vegetable hawkers, carrying 
their wares on their shoulders, walking hurriedly away in 
front of me as if they were convicts. In surprise, I 
stopped walking and saw two persons pursuing these hawkers, 
some of whom were given several heavy slaps by the two 
pursuers whose, hands were "as large as rush fans" and were 
deprived of their bamboo poles and scales. The two men 
seized two baskets of vegetable and placed them all in a 
raiding van. Those vegetable hawkers who were assaulted 
had to put on a smiling face and to implore the two men 
as follows: "Gentlemen, thank you. Please return the wares 
because our families depend on them for food." Instead 
of being moved by the words, the stone-hearted men raised 
their voice and flourished their batons which they were 
holding. The hawkers retreated several steps, holding their 
heads in their hands. A large number of on-lookers soon 
gathered} they were all in sympathy with the hawkers. 
Judging from their attitude, they were all withholding their 
indignation.

"Pigs", shouted the hawkers wrathfully, gnashing 
their teeth at the departing van.

The vegetable hawkers who shout out their wares 
on the streets or in the alleyways are following a lawful 
profession. If they are not allowed to sell their wares 
in the market, then where are they to sell their wares? If 
it is said that these vegetable hawkers were selling their 
wares unlawfully (? without licences), they still deserve 
some sympathy in view of the fact that their profession is 
one of great hardship. Why should it be becessary to 
confiscate articles indispensable to them in their business? 
Or if it is said that this measure was taken for the purpose 
of improving the appearance of the streets and facilitating 
traffic, then we sould ask: Will the action of driving the 
hawkers left and right improve the appearance of the streets 
and facilitate traffic?

This incident reminds me of the fatal assault 
of a 13-year old vegetable hawker by a certain foreigner 
last year. The life of a vegetable hawker is indeed to 
be pitied.
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Sian in a quiet manner, which falls onof the Coup d'etat at

This organization is not maintaining

and has assumed the pseudonym "Tsui Wei“

to cover its true identity and to avoid

detection by the authorities

connection with the observance of the anniversary,In

this organization has secretly dispatched a circular notice

to persons affiliated with it to the following effect»-

(1)

meetings at which lectures will be delivered on the

significance of the Sian incident

(2) That various bodies will hold meetings of sections to

incident upon thestudy the repercussions of the Sian

general political situation and the present war of

resistance

That various bodies will separately dispatch letters

to Generalissimo Chiang Kai Shek and Generals Yang Hu

Cheng and Ch. jag Hsueh Xiang supporting them in the war

of resistance

That various bodies will send letters to the Central

Executive Committees of the Ehomintang and the ChLneji

It is reported that the Shanghai Vocational Circles 

Association to Save the Ration whose office

was formerly located in the Sin Kwen Vocational School,

That various bodies, whenever possible, will hold private

Deceiriber 12, 1937

November 5, 1937, has

270 Chungking Road, and closed by the Municipal Police on

a definite address 
(4- t ) in order

planned to observe the first anniversary

«)
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Communiât Party and the commanders of the 8th Route

Army (formerly "Red* armlee) raqueating them to

cooperate and to conduct the war of résistance to the

bitter end

(5) That various bodies will publish, whenever pocaíble

wall newspapers supporting Generali esimo Chiang and

appraising the cooperation between the Communiât Party

and the Kuomintang in furthering the war of resistance.

(fi) That the following problems will be discussed at

meetingai»

The difference between the Sian Incident and ordinary

rebellions

(b) The attitude of the various political cliques towards

the Sian incident

The reason why the Sian incident did not result in

civil war

(7)

(d)

(f)

(g)

The effect of the Sian

between the Kuomintang

The effect of the Sian

united front.

The effect of the Sian

Japan

What would have become

incident have not been

That the following slogans

incident upon the

and the Communist

incident

incident

of China

upon the

upon the

cooperation

Party

racial

war against

should the Sian

settled as it did?

will be adoptedi-

J

(a) Support Generalissimo Chiang who will direct the

war of resistance to the end!
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(b ) Support the cooperation between the Kuomintang and 

the Communist Party I

(o) Consolidate the people’s united front!

(d) Eradicate traitors and pro-Japanese elements!

(e) Establish a democratic government on the lines 

of national defence!

(f) Strengthen the organization of the masses and 

make vigorous efforts in furthering the war of 

re si stance!

<30, 4.

D.C.  (Special Branch)
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General Yang Hu Cheng who arrived in Shanghai

from Sian by aeroplane on May 27, departed for U.S.A. and_____ 

Europe on a mission to study military tactics by the s.s. __

"President Hoover* at noon June 29. _ _____

 The General who was Chairman of the Shensi

Provincial Government until the Coup in Sian, is accompanied 

his wife, a staff officer and, two secretaries.__________ ___

During his „sojourn in Shanghai he resided at No.l _ .

Lane 195 Route Ghisi and visited Messrs T.V.Soong and' 

__Yu Yue Jen, EresXdeilt__oiLtk§ Supervisory Yuan« very frequently. 

______________ General Yang_alao visited Kultng on June 4 and

__ returned to Shanghai_on June 8 after interviewing General

Chiang Kai 3hek.____________
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With reference to the report in the Shanghai Times 

and in the Chinese press on the above subject, enquiries 

made of local officials and arrivals from Fenghwa have 

failed to noniirm the information.;_______
A great num be r of officials and notable s have 

recently gone to Fenghwa to attend the funeral of the 

deceased brother of Generalissimo Chiang Kai Shek and it 

would seem impossible for the Fenghwa Authorities to keep

• the news secret to themselves if such a serious crime had_________

happened*_______________ _______________________________ __, _______
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According to reports emanating from official source

_ it is generally believed that the impasse arising out of the___

Sian Coup d*etat will be brought to a head within the next_____
few days with the return to Nanking of Mr. Li Chih-kan, the____

receiving his trusted followers but refuses to receive any

_________ Hissennion is rife among the Nanking political 1 ea.dera

■nd General Chiang Kai-shek is now at Feng-hwa, where he is___

members of cliques opposed to his programme«________________
___________ According to well informed sources, General Chen 

Da-chuen, Chief of the General Staff, who is now recovering

envoy of General Yang Hu—cheng

leaders will participate in a military conference at which

Plenary Session of the Kuomintang to be convened shortly in

expects the strongest opposition to his plans for dealing with

Kwangae, and it is not expected that^-he will be presen

uch is not the case, for General Pai has refused to leave

plans for the expected campaign will be discussed.__ Although.

td Feng-hwa. This officer and a number of other military

Nanking._____________ ' _______________________________________

_________ It is from the South-west clique that the generalissimo

reports appeared in the press a few days ago to the effect that 

,General Pai Tsoong-hgi had gone by air from Kwangs! to Feng-hwa.

the present situation in Shensi. It is the difference of

opinion between the leaders of this clique that prevents them 

offering any strong opposition to the Plans of General Chiang 
Kai-shek at this stage, for whilst General Pai Tsoong-hai and 

Yu Han Mo want immediate action, other leaders believe that

gradual re-armment-supposedly against Japan - wnnid in .» f

v
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months put them in a more favourable position to oppose ths 

Nanking Government«

That the communist offer of the formation of a united 

front »gainst Japan had met with such popular approval was not 

realized by the Generalissimo until he was detained in Sian« 

when it was with the utmost difficulty that Madame Chiang_______

induced a member of the Government to undertake negotiations 

with the rebels for her husband’s release* At the time many 

leaders in Nanking hoped that General Chiang would be forced 

to acknowledge the proposed United Front« whilst others« expect

ing a complete change of power, refrained from expressing any 
sentiments on the situation«

_i_________It is now feared that eomnunist elements in Shanghai

will again become active, and for this reason a number of_______

specialists in anti-communist work have been sent here from_____

| Nanking to try to locate persons who are acting as the agents 
of the Red Forces in the Northwest«

_________ Although Nanking officials dn not, cxpreea dniiht. TPgrpr-d- 

ing the reported death of tfong Yao Jaof they must be aware of 

the fact that the report is without foundation, and was circula

ted by the KWangsi military with the object of misleading______

Nanking agents who were trying to locate him» Unless the_______

situation in the Northwest is speedily cleared up, it is feared 

that a state of affairs will ensue similar to those existing 
in summer of 1936» when terrorists in the employ of cliques__

opposed to the Government committed acts in Shanghai which they 

hoped would further embarrass the Central Authorities-___________

Although the local Chinese Authorities have not been 

active during the past eighteen months it i« airpan-tart tbnfr-------
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with the arrival of these additional agent» from Hanking a drive

; will he made against the reactionary elements in ShanghaiT whn, 
during the past few weeks have been exceptionally active.______
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Under the auspices of the 1st and 2nd Special .District

Citizens' federations, a meeting attended by sixty persons 

representing various local public bodies and the local langpu 

was held oetween 2.40 p.m. and 3.40 p.m. January 21 in the

Chinese Chamber of commerce, north Soochow Hoad, for the_______
A
purpose of enumerating the crimes committed oy Chang xxsueh-liang 

against the nation._____xhe following persons formed a preaidinmt

______Uhen Chi-zung ( ), Principal of the Shanghai
Middle School.

______*j‘sao Tse-kung ( ), Committee memoer of the 1st 

Special .District Citizens' federation.

Chang Ih-zung i ~ ), Committee member of the 1st

Special District Citizens' federation.

'l‘sao nsu-pei < 5J Staff member of the general

Labour Union.______________________________________________ _
Yu Tseng-hwei ( )_» Chairman of the feasants*

Association.

Ling Kong-hou ( M ), Chairman of the 1st Special

District Citizens' federation.

chun Tsing-yen ( ), Committee member of the Dried

fnve (ioods Shop Owners' Association.

l‘he following resolutions were discussed and passed s_

1) That the eleven crimes committed by uhang nsueh-liang

against the nation oe published in the newspap^ra,'

2) That the Military Affairs Commission be requested to pyt.radite

Uhang nsueh-liang to the civil court for trials

That the Ministry of Justice dr requested i^°truct the
Supreme Court to undertake an investigation into the cri mes

committed by Chang xisueh-liang and to institute a public
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prosecution against him»

4) That a circular telegram be sent to various public organizations 

throughout the country asking them to take a similar stand.

5) That the national Government be requested to launch immediately

a punitive expedition against Yang .uu-cneng, Pacification______
Commissioner for Shensi.

6) That a group composed of representatives of the following nine 

organizations oe formed for the purpose of submitting an 

appeal to the national government for rhe immediate despatch 

of the punitive expedition t-

The 1st Special District Citizens* federation.

The 2nd Special District Citizens* federation*__________________
The General .Labour union.

The Chinese Chamber of Commerce. ■*

Th® feasants* Association.

The Chinese j»ar Association. 1 

The Chartered Accountants* Association»

The Shanghai Educational Association»

The Citizens* Association.

7) lhat telegrams—Us—addressed_ tn—varmus ev~iMorth*~H?astern_______
commanders and General Sun Wei-ju, newly appointed Chairman

of the Shensi Provincial u-overnment, advising them to abide 

by the orders of the Central Government.

8) That a circular telegram oe addressed to various public

organizations throughout the country requesting them to adopt 

a similar attitude,________________________________________________ _

9) That General Chiang Kai-shek oe requested to return to ranking 

at once to take charge of tne affairs of the Government.

10) That a circular telegram oe addressed to various public bodies
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throughout the country asking them to urge general 
Kai-shek to resume his duties.

xhe following are the eleven crimes enumerated to have

_ peen committed py Chang xisueh-liang against the nation

I 1) Offence against a superior officer by detaining general

Chiang Kai-shek.
2) commenced civil war on several occasions.

3) Loss of the four worth-Bastern .Provinces without offering any

resistance.____________________________ ;_______ _____________ _______
4) Lost the war at the ureat rfall during the Mukden incident 

through pleasure seeking at Tientsin or reiping.

5) Utilized the national crisis to ootain control of north china.

g) Misappropriated money for the support of his troops.

7) Surrendered to the Communist bandits^

8) Obstructed the national government in suppressing the_______ _

Communist Pandits.__________________________________________________

9) Destroyed the national defence and th? invasion
of the country oy the enemy*

10) During the mukden incident, detained a large numper of railway 

cars for the use of the enemy..

11) Bxacted money from the people to line his pockets.________'



January 22, 1937. Morning Translation.

Shun Mao and other local newspapers »-

iUNISHMEET FOR REBEL LEADERS DISCUSSED BY LOCAL PUBLIC BODIES

At 2 p.m. January 21, about 100 represen
tatives of various local public bodies held a meeting at 
the Chinese Chamber of Commerce, North Sooohow Road. Tho 
presidium was composed „of Messrs. Ling Kong Hou( ),
2ung Chi Cheng ( PT. 7^ KV ), Chao Shu Bah( 7|) jiHp ), Zau 
Ts Kungi T Yu Chung Hui( 7 , Chuin Zing
Mgan( ) and Chang Ih Zing( ).

During the course or the meeting, the 
following resolutions were passed I-

(1) That the Military Affairs Commission 
be petitioned to hand over General Chang Heueh Liang to 
the Court to be tried for his offences (11 counts) of 
endangering the State and the people.

(2) That a group be formed to submit an 
appeal requestii;g the Central Government to launch a 
punitive campaign against General Yang Hu Cneng, who is 
joining hands with Red bandits and starting a rebellion.

(3) That a telegram be sent urging General 
Chiang Kai Shek to cancel his leave and take charge of 
government affairs.

As regards the group to appeal to the 
Central Government to launch a punitive expedition against 
General Yang Hu Cheng, the meeting appointed the General 
Labour Union, the District Association, the Chinese Chamber 
of Commerce, the Farmers’Association, the Educational 
Association, the Bar Association, the Chartered Accountants' 
Association, the First Special District Citizens’ Federation 
and the Second Special District Citizens’ Federation to 
elect their delegates to form the group.
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in the name of the 1st and 2nd Special district 

Citizens* Federations (Settlement and French concession

— respectively) certain members of the local xangpu» especially 

nuang Shiang Koh y-ffi , Chief of the .propaganda x>epartment

of the local langpu, and the leader of the 2nd Special -vistrict 

Citizens* federation, will convene a meeting of representatives 

of local public bodies at 2 p.m. January 21 in the Chinese 

Chamber of Commerce x>uilding, north Soochow Ko ad, to discuss 

the political responsibility of ueneral chang nsueh-liang, 

leader of the Sian rebels, circulars to this effect have been 
issued by the 2nd Special district Citizens* Federation to some 

16 local public bodies and it is expected that some thirty 

persons will be present. rhe meeting will confine itself to 

discussion of the denounciation of chang nsueh-liang and «¿a__
and means to express this sentiment. 



January 19 » 1937. Forcing Translation.

Fin Pao and other local newspapers »-

As the breach of discipline recently 
committed by Chang Hsueh Liang is a serious offence
detrimental to the nation, the Shanghai First and Second 
Special Districts Citizens Federations have jointly 
proposed to convene a meeting of representatives of the 
various local public bodies at the Chinese Chamber of 
Commerce at 2 p.m. January 21 to discuss ways and means 
of punishing Chang Hsueh Liang and his confederates.

The following public bodies have been notified 
by the Citizens Federations to send four delegates each 
to attend at the meetings**

The Shanghai Peasants Association, General 
Labour Union, the Chinese Chamber of Commerce, the 
Shanghai Cultural Association, the Shanghai District 
Association, the Federations of Professors and Teachers 
of Various Local Universities, Fiddle Schools and Primary
Schools, the Students Federations of Local Universities 
and Fiddle Schools, the Shanghai Women’s Society, the 

—Shanghai Peace Maintenance Committee, the Chinese Bar
Association, the Auditors Association, the Medical
^¿adtit loners Association, the Chinese Medical practitioners 

,<A$^ciation, the Journalists Association, and many others*
1 

. CHA
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Information has been received from an authentic

source that two important members of the Central Tangpu, 

Messrs. Hsu Ung Cheng and Chang Chun, have arrived

in Shanghai, the former staying in a house off Route Ghisi and 
the latter at Ko.704 Rue Bourgeat, French Concession. Their 

mission is said to have brought about the various meetings held

tf'p ■

locally condemning Chang Hsueh Liang and his followers and the 
dispatch of numerous telegrams denouncing them as well as

urging the immediate declaration of hostilities against the 
rebels in Sian and Kansu. The holding of the mass meeting in 

the Chamber of Commerce on January 21 is probably the work of 

the delegates.

Mr. Chang Chun will leave for Fenghua to-day whilst

Mr. Hau will remain in Shanghai for one or two days._____________
There was a gathering of these officials in Room Ko .5

of the Central Restaurant, Foochow Road, between 7 and 9 p.m. 
January 19 at which General Tsai, the Commissioner of Police 

Bureau, Mr. WU Kai Sien, the head of local Tangpu, Mr. Pan Kung 

Chan, the Commissioner of the Social and Bducation Bureaux, 

were present.
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pamphlets which were distributed in Sian during and after

the coup d’etat of December 12» 1936. These handbills
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OUTLINE OF PROPAGANDA FOR "DECEMBER 12*.

(1) Historical meaning of "December 12*.

(2) Eight national salvation proposals of Generals Chang

and Yang.

(3) How the people should give support.

(4) Conclusion.

(1) HISTORICAL MEANING OF "DECEMBER 12".

At daybreak on "December 12", out of rifle shots and bombs

there flashed a brilliant spark of the Chinese nation !

Four hundred and fifty million people have suffered

severe hardships for five years and three months and have lost

several tens of millions of square li of land. Several 

tens of millions of our brethren have been slaughtered. 

Every Chinese knows that Japanese robbers have long sinaa 

reached the determination to destroy our China.

From the northeast to North China, then northwest, then 

Central China, and then South China, they will carry out 

their plans, step by step. The resistance against the enemy 

in Eastern Suiyuan has unveiled the programme of a sacred 

war of the nation. All the people of the entire 

country, regardless of all differences, are zealously and 

actively participating therein in one accord.

Unfortunately Chiang Kai-shek is dominating the Nanking 

Government and is carrying out his erroneous policy 

and his plan of selling the nation. The armed 

resistance put up at Woosung, Shanghai^ along the 

various passes of the Great Nail, and by the Northeastern



only hag refused to accept

contrary has taken

cold-blooded and cruel measures to put out the flame of the

ardour of the people and has always resorted to extremes

Recently* he has acted even more perversely and has

put Mr Mao Hsiang-po* an old man of 97 years of age*

in jail at the Capital and has further instigated policemen

upon an nightwear old child petitioner at Sianto fire

After the outbreak of the Tsingtao incident and the Suiyuan

war* General Chang and Yang and the people of the entire

country have tearfully made remonstrances and presented weeping

him immediately to mobilizeand earnest requests to him* urging

troops and to declare war on Japan

carried out his planhas not been moved in,slightest and has

He has Northwest to makeof slaughter of Chinese by each other

keen patient* thea final venture Should we continue to

the extinctionof the end of the country andserious calamity

With a viewof our race will fall upon us.

the country

carried out

the history of existence of the Chineseglorious page in

an excellent chapter ofyears and which isnation for 4,500

to preserving

Yang have

Volunteers* and the ardent movements conducted at the various

armed remonstrance* which is the most

the will of the people* but on the

However* General Chiang

and the nation, Generals Chang and

such as Mr. Chang Nai-chi and others have been arrested

places for national salvation all show how brave and energetic 

our nation is. General Chiang not

in oppressing the people. All national salvation leaders

2 .



the essay in the revolutionary history of mankind. •

The "December 12* movement is the beginning of the new 

life of the Chinese nation.

The late martyrs of our nation had made the history 

of 4,500 years and had in the course of their time experienced 

great hardships and dlffieulties, but had not encountered 

a crisis more serious than that which we are facing 

to-day. This crisis has been overcome by the eight great 

proposals of "December 12* made through the hands of Generals 

Chang and Yang.

Several tens of millions of the people of our Northwest 

and our 450,000,000 brethren of the entire country must 

strongly and firmly support the eight proposals of Generals 

Chang and Yang, in order to show the bravery and courage of 

the Chinese nation and win a victory of emancipation.

A new and real democratic Republic of China will then 

appear on the Continent of Asia.

(2) EIGHT GREAT NATIONAL SALVATION PROPOSALS OF 

GENERALS CHANG AND YANG.

Generals Chang and Yang have assembled the wishes oft he 

people of the entire country and presented the following 

proposals for national salvation s

1. Be-organization of the Nanking Government to include 

able men of all parties and cliques to assume responsibility 

for national salvation.

The Nanking Government has during the last ton 

years carried out many erroneous policies and taken many 

actions against the will of the people. Superficially, it

is a government ruled by the Kuomintang, but in reality 
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it is an organization dictated by General Chiang Kai-shek 

himself* All the ministries» administrations and members 

are equivalent to empty ones. The nation is facing an 
unprecedented calamity which cannot be aided by the 

strength of one party or one clique. Therefore* 

it is impossible to assume responsibility for national 

salvation unless able men of all parties and cliques 

are concentrated*

2. Cessation of all civil strifes.

9 The principal reason why Japanese robbers were in 

the past able to carry out their plan of destroying our 

country easily* was that they succeeded in making 

us slaughter each other. Chiang Kai-shek’s policies 

of “setting the house at peace before resisting 

external invasion" and "unification by military force" 

are entirely dictated by Japanese robbers. Of late 
negotiations for the prevention of communism have publicly 

been held* The contents of the negotiations have already 

been disclosed by Matsumuru, Chief of the Special Service 

Office of the Japanese robbers at Peiping. Chiang Kai-shek 

still desires completely to stop up the ears and befog 

the eyee of the Chinese people with his own hands. The 
terms are s "Manohukuo" will be responsible for the areas 
east of Kalgan while Chiang himself will be responsible for 

those places extending from the west of Kalgan to Ninghsiaj Mr. 

Chiang and the Japanese„robbers will assume joint responsiblity 

for area from Kinghsia to Sinkiang. With the terms signed*



Chiang is now strongly determined to carry them into

of civil wars in China in the

past was innumerable Somebody has estimated that the

military expenses for bandit suppression have coat each

persons $80,000, and that several tens of millions of

must be stopped in order to save the country

Release of leaders arrested at Shanghai

the Rational Salvation Union of the Various Classes

of the People of the Entire Country, Shanghai, are

well known to the public as enthusiastic patriots

Chiang Kai-shek acted wiMly against his good conscience,

number of national salvation leaders and determined

paxA patriots have been arrested at various places

All of them should be released at present

Kai-shek has greatly increased Party crimes and

man power as a result

Mr. Chang Hai-ch'i and others, seven leaders of

communists1*, and "Red bandits'*, and has
has often charged others with being "reactionaries**

effect. Let us close our eyes and consider such negotiations

continue to live ? Really, the loss of the country's

cannot help weeping and trembling. Therefore, civil war

for mutual manslaughter. How can the Chinese nation

youths have been sacrificed. Upon recollection, we

and arrested them on the 22nd ultimo. A great

5
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Release of all political offenders of the entire country

Since he has held the reins of Government, Chiang



adopted manners of the barbarian age in Asia 
to poison others. He has many ways of manslaughter 
and different means of torture. He has created 
novelties which are unprecedented in history.
Almost 800,000 young men have been cold-bloodedly 
killed by him during the past few years. Several 
millions (Somebody has e stimated that it at about 7 
millions) of the people have been directly and in
directly slaughtered) He has actually burned books and tear 
buried scholars alive. Even in remote and poor villages 
where prisons are located, most of the prisoners are 
political offenders. It is estimated that their number 
is also two millions. Those persons are all pillars 
of the state and the best spirits of the nation, and 
should all be released in order to preserve the 
constitution of the nation.

5. Lifting of the ban on the people’s patriotic movements. 
Chiang has publicised his traitorious theory and 

has created the feeling of "to be a patriot is to be 
guilty". He has executed the murmurers and made the 
people ignorant. He has prohibited all patriotic 
movements. Any national salvation association 
has without exception been considered illegal. He has 
organized different kinds of detective nets to be spread 
far and wide among the populace,thereby causing the people 
to be unable to move even though they desire to do so. At 
present, the nation cannot be rescued from extinction 
unless the ban of people’s patriotic movements has been
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lifted sincerely the wishes of the people have "been 

given full publicity, and the people’sX organizations 

expanded•

6. Protection of all people’s political freedom of assembly 

and association*

The Nanking Government has been established for ten 

years during which period the people have been deprived of 

their political freedom entirely. It has monopolized 

elections and has forcibly fabricated the will of the 

people and has done whatever it wishes. Generals 

Chang and Yang not only insist upon the protection of r

people’s political freedom of assembly end association,

• but at the same time they advocate that the people 

should enjoy all democratic rights of fublication, 

speech and movement.

7. True observance of Leader Sun Yat Sen’s will.

Dr. Sun Yat-sen was engaged in the revolution 

for more than forty years for the sole purpose of the 

realization of a democratic Republic of China, which 

was clearly pointed out in his posthumous instructions. 

However, Chiang considers himself as successor to 

Dr. Sun but has purposely violated his will and has 

misinterpreted the posthumous instructions. Generals 

Chang and Jfang insist upon observance of the Lead el's 

will and posthumous instructions, particularly the 

three major policies of Dr. Sun for national salvation,

i.e.  "Peasants and Labourers*, "Alliance with Russia", and 

"Incorporation of Conmunists in the Kuomintang", which are
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truly the correct way for fundamental cooperation 

among all parties and cliques for emancipation of 

the nation.

8. Immediate convocation of a national salvation congress.

Since "September 18th" the nation has learned 

bloody lessons and the various classes of the people, 

parties, cliques, and all patriotic masses have under

gone innumerable and valuable experiences. They have 

learned many principles and methods of struggle. 

At present it is only necessary to convene a 

National Salvation Congress of the representatives 

of the entire country and to assemble leaders of 

different factions in one hall jointly to discuss 

the policy of the state. In this way the United 

National Salvation Front may be strengthened and

consolidated and the great victory of "December 12" move

ment safeguarded.

The above eight great proposals are the only measures 

for national salvation at present, and should be carried 

out by Generals Chang and yang in cooperation with the 

people of the entire country with firm determination, 

only after which will the final victory be gained. As 

regards the immediate despatch of reinforcements to Suiyuan, 

the organization of an allied army to reinforce Suiyuan, and 

the expansion of ermed resistance by general mobilization 

throughout the country, Generals Chang and Yang had taken 

activie measures long before they carried out armed remonstrance.



How it is desired that the people conduct an enlarged- 

movement in the midst of oppression.

(3) HOW TH® PEOPLE SHOULD GIVE SUPPORT

For the ”Decemberl2* movement, the people should melee 

firm detesrminption to strongly support*

(1) The military movement and the people*s movement should 

be properly arranged; (2) Mass organizations should be enlarged» 

and the masses should be armed, thus enabling every patriotic 

element to be included in the Rational Salvation Association 

and everybody to take up arms; the various National 

Salvation Societies consisting of vocational groups 

such as merchants, labourers, peasants, students, 

and women should be immediately established; (3) Wide 

publicity should be given, and the people of the entire 

country should be made to understand the great meaning of 

“December 12* movement; All rumours and false allegations 

made by Fascist traitors should be destroyed; a regular 

and temporary propaganda corps should be organized 

in order not to lose any opportunity for propaganda;

(4) The various kinds of volunteer corps and the 

vanguards of national emancipation should be organized, 

and military training should be expended thus enabling 

everybody to receive sufficient military training and to 

go to the front at any time and at any place; (5) People at 

the front and the rear should carefully and sincerely cooperate 

in order to enable warriors at the front to gain victory, <

the people must devote their full energy to strengthening 

the defence in the rear; war zone service corps, comfort corps,
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transport corps, and relief corps should be organized; a wide- 

sp* ead contribution raising movement should be conducted;
(6) Traitors should be exterminated; this is the most Important 

work of strengthening the defence in the rear; after the 

outbreak of a war different kinds of traitors will devise 

means to become active, and traitors cannot be suppressed 

unless the people's impeachment against them is acted upon«

(4).  CONCLUSION.

Brethren of different classes! The great "December 

12" movement has commenced in the Northwest! How fortunate 

our people of the Northwest are! How glorious they are! 

During the national crisis of the last five years, we 

have suffered all sorts of insults. After the outbreak of 

the war in Eastern Suiyuan, our ardent feeling has long, in 

fact, become the anti-Japanese and national salvation 

vanguard. The student demonstration of "December 9" and 
the à inc ere sympathy expressed by all classes of the people 

show exactly the brave courage and strong determination 

of the people of the Northwest« Had there been no "December 

9" movement and had the widespread national salvation 

movement of our brethren of the various classes and of 

the people of the entire country not been developed, 

the great memorial day of national emancipation movement 
on "December 12" created by Generals Chang and Yang could 

never have been brought about«

Although "December 12" was created by Generals Charg 

and Yang, the people's movement was the only material for 

these two Generals to work with« In other words, Generals
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Chang and Yang conducted the "December 12* armed 

remonstrance movement entirely for the purpose of complying

with the wishes of the vast and large masses«
Furthermore, "December 12* may be considered 

as excellent work jointly completed by Generals Chang 

and Yang and the people of the entire country. The

people of our whole country should support it with the

utmost sincerity« Besides urging them promptly to 

carry out these eight great proposals, they should

Immediately and hurriedly despatch troops to Eastern 

Suiyuan and extend the general mobilization of anti-

japanese propaganda throughout the entire country«

Let us shout:

Long live Generals Chang and Yang, Anti-Japanese 
heroes l

Long live the memory of "December 12" 1

Long live 4e the emancipation of the Chinese nation!

Long live the democratic Republic of China!

Printed by the Propaganda Department of the 
National Salvation Union of the Various 
Classes of the People of the Northwest«



RESOLUTIONS of the lass meeting of the various glasses 
OF THE PEOPLE F THE NORTHWEST HELD ON DECEMBER 16th 
IN SUPPORT OF THE NATIONAL SALVATION PLAN OF (3BKRALS 

CHANG AND YANG.

1. Issue a telegraphic circular to the people of the 

entire country for united support of the anti

Japanese and national Salvation plans of Generals 

Chang and Yang. U

2. Telegraphically request General Fu Tso Yi to put 

up armed resistance to the end.

3. Request Generals Chang and Yang immediately to mobilize 

the allied army to reinforce Suiyuan.

4. Immediately convene a national salvation congress of 

representatives of all parties and cliques to establish 

a national salvation government.

5. Issue a telegraphic circular to all parties and cliques 

and military and political leaders in the entire country 

for united resistance against Japan.

6. Immediate release of patriotic leaders arrested in 

Shanghai and all political offenders.

7. Immediate organization of a war zone service corps of the 

people of the Northwest for resistance against the enemy.

8. &x Immediate enforcement of anti-Japanese and national 

salvation mass education.

9«. Earnestly urge Mr. Chang Yu Huan immediately to represent 

the National. Salvation Union of the Various Classes of the 

people of the Entire Country end the Students* National 

Salvation Union of the Entire Country in devising national 

salvation plans jointly with Generals Cheng and Yang.
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10. Immediate organization of a people’s traitor-suppression 

corps for b^sic eradication of traitorous Chinese.

11» Issue of a telegraphic circular to the people of the

entire country for the organization of anti-Jspanese 

volunteers.

18. Immediate organization of a society to support Northeastern 

volunteers.

13. Immediate inauguration of a society to inspect Japanese goods.

14. Confiscate the property of traitorous Chinese for the use

of defraying expenses to be incurred in resistance against

Japan.

15. Immediately mobilize the navy, army and air forces of the

entire country to recover lost territory.
of

16» Request the Northwest Provisional Military Council iax the

Anti-Japanese Allied Army immediately to shoot the traitors,

Ma Chih Ch’ao and Chou Hsueh Ch’ang.

Printed by the Mass meeting of the Various 
Classes of the People of the Northwest in 
support of the National Salvation Plan of 
Generals Chang and Yang.



MANIFESTO OF THE NATIONAL SALVATION UNION OF THE 
VARIOUS CLASSES OF THE PEOPLE OF THE NORTHWEST 
IN SUPPORT OF THE NATIONAL SALVATION PLAN OF 
GENERALS CHANG (HSUEH-LIANG ) AND YANG (E®-CH’ENG).

Whilst the sacred armed resistance in Suiyuan is 

progressing victoriously and the people of the northwest 

and the people of the entire country are unanimously advo

cating immediate severance of relations with Japan, 

immediate cessation of civil strife, immediate consolidation 

of all parties, cliques and classes in the entire country 

for unity of accord in assuming joint responsibility for 

national salvation, and immediate mobilization of navy, 

army and air forces of the entire country promptly to 

reinforce Suiyuan and to advance further for the purpose 

of recovering lost territory, Chiang Kai-shek has neverthe

less flown to the Northwest to call a military conference 

for the purpose of making preparations for winding up the 

warfare in Suiyuan and making more vigorous efforts to 

continue civil strife. He has decided not to alter his 

policy of ’’setting the house at peace before resisting 
external invasion", which will ruin the country. He has 

decided not to relinquish his "pro-Japanese" policy, which 

will ruin the state. It appears to be very likely that if 

the people and military commanders of the Northwest refuse 

to comply with his policy, he will,regardless of all, be 
prepared to take drastic action against the people and 

military commanders of the Northwest.

In such circumstances the people of the Northwest 
consider that they are facing a very grave menace, that 

the crisis of the extinction of the Northwest has arrived, 
and that it is the final opportunity for the people of the 

Northwest to make the necessary sacrifices for protecting 
the Northwest. Therefore, the people of the Northwest

immediately held a mass meeting of petitioners at Sian on

December 9th, and presented correct and urgent proposals

for national salvation to Chiang Kai-shek with the request

Hi



that they be accepted by him. However, he etill stubbornly 

adhered to his personal views and was not in the slightest 
moved by the demands filed by the vast and large masses.

Generals Chang and Yang accepted the demands filed 

by the vast and large masses and bitterly implored Chiang 

Kai-shek to do the same. Nevertheless, he still turned a 

deaf ear to the advice of the two Generals.
Seeing that the people of the Northwest as well as 

the life of the entire nation and the f ate of the country 

will be spoiled by Chiang Kai-shek, one pe rson, and will 

be given away by him, these two Generals were requested 

to carry out “aimed remonstrance" on December 12th.

We consider that the action of "armed remonstrance* 

taken by Generals Chang and Yang toward Chiang Kai-shek is 

a great act of national revolution. This action is in 
compliance with the demands of the people of the Northwests 

as a whole and is in conformity with the General demand of 
of the entire nation. It is a preliminary step for the 

Chinese nation to seek fundamental emancipation, and it 
opens a new era in the history of China.

This action is taken to add powerful safeguards 

to the peace of the Far East, to open a new path for the 

oppressed nations in the world, and to add great strength 
to the peace front of the world.

Generals Chang and Yang are indeed saviours of the 

entire nation. All warriors of the Northeastern Army and 
all warriors of the 19th Route Annyare heroes of our 
nation.

At last, let us shout:

Support the national salvation plan of Generals 
Yang and ChangI

Immediate mobilization of navy, aimy, and »-i r 
forces of the entire country for armed 
resistance against Japan!



Immediate convocation of a national salvation 
congress of representatives of all parties 
and cliques in the entire country to establish 
a national salvation government; immediate 
organization of the Northwestern Anti-Japanese 
Allied Army)

Immediately am the people of the Northwests

Long live the emancipation of the Chinese nations

Long live the sacred war for national revolutions
Long live Generals Chang and YangJ

Long live all anti-Japanese warriors for national 
salvations

Printed by the Propaganda Department of the

National Salvation Union of the Various
Classes of the People«
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REPORT Dg/g„LJ.WAljlMtf-tfll I p wr

Subject.................................Interwption. on..Lu^ha.i„.Railway»...................

Made b/y....................and.............................Forwarded by..Sb*O-liang*

According to information from the Railway

Admini stration, west hound trains of the Lunghai Railway are 
gnjng as far as Tung Kwan only« Buses to Sian are still 

available»______  _________ ________________ ________ __________ _
It appears that General Yang Hu Cheng is the most

obstinate and stubborn person amongst the rebel ranks« He 

has not only ignored Banking^ orders to quit his post but 
has styled himself chairman of the Shensi Provincial Government« 
General Yang was formerly a bandit leader and has little 

knowledge of political organizations» Being busily engaged 
in military preparations for defence, he has thus given 
communists an opportunity to check the activities of the 
Kuomingtang.

_It is reported that the attitude of General Yu 

Hsueh Chung, the military leader of Kansu has become milder 

and is still in communication with Nanking politicians. 

_______ ____ HankinS still hopes of effecting a peaceful

settlement °£_thesituation through General Chang Hsueh Liang 
and General Yen si san.
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— ... Precis of Despatch No. 1504, Character TSENG, from Public
rans^ a ton,̂  g^fety Bureau, Shanghai City Government.

December..31,............J93 .6.,

To

Major F.W. Gerrard, 

Commissioner of Police, 

Shanghai Municipal Council.

Sir,

According to Instructional Order No. 1236, 

Character TSAN, received from Woosunr-Shanghai 

Garrison Headquarters, the martial law proclaimed 

in the municipality of Shanghai following the 

Sian Incident is lifted forthwith but vigilance 

on the part of military and police authorities 

during the period of- "winter defence" should be 

continued.

Apart from directing the men under me to 

comply with the above instructions, I request 

that you take note accordingly.
(Signed): Tsai Chin Chun

Chief of the Bureau

SKHO:
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S.l, Special Branch_
REPORT Banember j I

Subject........general Meeting of Representatives of Shanghai Various Circles 
in supp6ft"of ' the "CeniraT'^oVerhmeht 'to send' an expedition................... !
against the Rebels

Made $$......................®J?.d................. ................Forwarded by .D.».S. I. .......Mo.Qr.e............................ ....... I

- -------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------ I
_ Some 700 per8ons claiming J;o represent various

circles in Shanghai held a meeting in the Chinese Chamber

of Commerce, North Soochow Road, between 2«15 p.m. and
I

3.45 p.m, December 24 in support of the Central Government

to send a punitive expedition to subdue Marshal Chang Hsueh 

Liang, pan Kung Chai, Chief of the Bureau of Social Affairs 

presided and made a report on the revolt organized by_______

General Chang. He also urged the people throughout the 

country to support the Central Government in the campaign 

against the rebels in Shensi. Similar speeches were 

delivered by Tsai Ching Chun, Chief of the Bureau of Public

Safety, Chang Shou Yung, ex-Vioe Minister of Finance

Dung Ying Pah, a committee member of the local Kuomintang 

, Headquarters. The following resolutions were discussed

_ and passed : -_ 
ljThat a manifesto be issued in the name of the Meeting

2. That the Central Government be requested to send a 

punitive expedition to suppress Marehal Chang Hsueh-liang

That the people throughout the country be requested to

support the expedition.

4.__That telegrams be despatched to the North-eastern

generals requesting them to surrender to the Central

Government
That a representative group of fifty persons, including

Messrs. Doo Yueh-sung, ^Tong Shiao-lai, Zien Sing-tse

Chu Hsueh Fan, Loh Ching Dz, and Dung Ying Pah be 

organized and sent to Sian or Nanking to welcome

General Chiang Kai Shek.________________________

6. That the troops in Suiyuan be requested to continue
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.................... Station,
REPORT 

Date. io
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Subject..................................................................................... -............................... ~v-...........................-.......................................................................

_______ their bandit suppression campaign. ____  __ ______________

7. That General Yang Hu Cheng in Shensi be urged to escort

_______General Chiang to Nanking.______________________ _____ ______

________ The meeting was concluded by the shouting of the______ 

__ following slogans ______________________________________________ _ |

1. Suppress Chang Hsueh-liang who betrays the Party and______
I

_______ the country.____________________________________________________ I
2, Punish Chang Hsueh-liang who offends his superiors_____

._____ and starts a rebellion.________________________________________

__ 3. Overthrow Chang Hsueh-liang who is in conspiracy with______ 

the "Red* bandits.

Made byForwarded by..............................-............................................ ..............

Overthrow Chang Hsueh-liang who has caused the loss of 

our territory and brought humiliation upon our nation

Generalissimo Chiang is the saviour of the Chinese

nation

Let us rise up and save him.

Long live Generalissimo Chiang.

Long live the Three Principles of the People

Long live China and the Chinese Kuomintang.________

Copies of five different kinds of leaflets were

distributed during the meeting. These chiefly dealt with

Chang Hsueh-liang*s revolt and the necessity to support 

the Central Government in suppressing the rebels and the

Red bandits.

D.C> (Special Branch)
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Suhjer.t Terme for thè Surrender of Rebel Leaders and thè Releaee of
Generalissimo Chiang Kai Shek.

Made ................«4................................ Forwarded by.....Supt ...TaA..ShaO-li«lg..........................

It is reported from well informed sources that
Generalissimo Chiang Kai Shek is insisting that General Chang 
Hsueh Liang and the rebel officers should surrender unconditionally 

and submit themselves to whatever punishment that may be meted 
out to them by the Nanking Government. This resulted in a 
deadlock in the negotiations and hastened the departure of 

Madame Chiang to Sianfu to endeavour to persuade her husband 
and General Chang Hsueh Liang to come to terms.

It would appear that after the coup in Sianfu, General
Chang Hsueh Liang made the following demands in a circular
telegram to Nanking;-_______ .________________________

(1) The re-organization of the Nanking Government.
(2) The dismissal of Generalissimo Chiang Kai Shek.
(3) The immediate declaration of war against Japan.
(4) The cessation of hostilities with the Reds

(5) The treatment accorded to his troops in the North-West
to be improved and his troops to be equipped like other* 
Nationalist troops (or Government troops under Nanking.)

Nanking ignored the demands, dismissed General Chang
Hsueh Liang from all his posts and ordered a punitive expedition

or three days later, the attitude of General Chang Hsueh 
Liang became milder. It was said tha1?%ad abandoned the

demands for the dismissal of Chiang Kai Shek and the re
organization of the Government but insisted that war be declared

Japan and that his troops be sent to Suiyuan to fight with 
better equipment*. He himself will resign on payment of an 

allowance and will hand over military control to General Yu 
Hsueh Chung, the Defence Commissioner of Kansu who is one of

his subordinate officers.___These demands are reported to
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G. 40M--9-^Sr File No............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

..................Station,

Subject......................

REPORT

(2)
Date.... ........................... 19

have been transmitted to Nanking through General Chiang Ting

Wen who was the first captive to be released»___________ _______
After much discussion, it is reported that Mr» T»V» 

Soong was sent to Sianfu with a reply to the effect that_______
General Chiang Kai Shek must first be released, that the 
question of the safety of General Chang Hsu eh Liang and the 
issue of an allowance to him and other rebel officers will be

considered after the control of troops in Shensi and Kansu 
has been transferred to General Yen Hsi San who will decide 
how to dispose of them»(? to Suiyuan front or otherwise)» 
____________ It is said that when Mr. T» V» Soong conferred with 
Generalissimo Chiang Kai Shek, the latter disapproved of any 

terms being made for the surrender of the rebel officers who, 
in his opinion, should be punished according to law» Mr« T»V» 

Soong brought the news back to Nanking and in view of the 
opposition of the military leaders, none of the Nanking officials 

dared to give a decision or to carry on the negotiations any

further. Hence, Madame Chiang's flight to Sianfu in an -,

D» C» (Special Branch)»
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REPORT D«UenflJiT83|pM»

Subject Further messagefrom P.S.B. re meeting in Chamber of Commerce on
December 24. .................................................................

Made bj. .............. and .... Forwarded by......ShftQ-lla.hg*...........

Mr. Wong Ta Jui, Deputy Commissioner i/c Division«,

telephoned at 11.30 a.m. stating that a batch of 60 unarmed 

Policemen in uniform will pass through the Settlement on their 
way to the Chamber of Commerce. The meeting on December 24 
will be attended by approximately 1,500 to 2,000 persona. 
The P.S.B. truck carrying the officers will reach Avenue 

Edward Vii and Yu Ya Ching Road about 11.30 a.m. He requests

an S.M.p. eacort to North Honan Road.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
S.l, Spe.Qi&l 3/o\

REPORT '
Date..... J)eS.«.-....!!.8.8|j..."i‘ÿ . *

Subject Pray f°x ^he
early return ’ tol&nkïng of Generäl ' Chiang SÂÏ-shëk 
and for World Peace. „

.............................................................. ................................
Made by----- ELo-S-o....JPittB................   Forwarded by............

k religious service entitled * Pray er Meeting

7 p.m, December 24, 1936

OM'L

and for World Peace" is now being held by some 20 male

and 30 female Buddhist adherents under the leadership of 
some 11 monks» in the Taing Liang Temple „CM __L_

JSinza Rpad. The service, which coniets of prayer only» 

commenced at 5 a.m. December 22» 1936, and will terminate
__ at 5 p»m, to-day. The prayers will again commence at

7 a.m. December 23» 1936, under the leadership of the monks
and will continue right through the day and night until

_____ The principal promoter is one Zap Dsu-shing

( ), who is a Taoist and Buddhist adherent and the
) Hospital, pah

Rue EugeneBard.___ He has invited the following
to be sponsors of the service t-________________________

Wong Ih-ding (-3^- —), a well known philanthropist 
and Chairman of the Board of Management of the 

______Shanghai flour Stock Exchange.________________

Vung Iai-ding(/Ml), Chairman of the Board of 
l®nagement of the Chinese Cotton Goods

______Exchange.____________________________________

Zi Jien-liag a member of the Board of
Directors of the Chapei Benevolent Society»

Zao YUin-tsao )> Manager of the Kugg Tuh
______ Xing Vegetarian Restaurant, Jarla Road._____

Mo meeting of any description denouncing marshal
Chang Hsueh-ljang or putting-.forth any views relating to 
peace among nations will be held» the sole feature of the
service being prayer

D^C. (Special Branch)
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File No 
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8.1, Special Branch 
REPORT

D^ DeceiAhGT. '7"3B
Local Movement to Rescue General Chiang Kai-

Of Loyang for distribution at Si

a.

G. 45MJ-36

Subject.

Made by.. D.s.i........KanYen-ken .Forwarded by.......

With reference to the attached newspaper cutting

__ "Association of Comrades to Rescue the Leader*, enquiries __
among local labour and cultural circles and the Chinese____
Y.M.C.A. at 599 Szechuen Road and 123 Boulevard de Montigny

_ indicate that no such meftt_ing_ has taken place Further

mvesxigaxions snow xnax xne arricie was maixea to xne_________
various newspaper offices in an envelope and that there were

__ no indications as to the source of origin*___________________ __
On December 21, a new organisation styled "The __

Group of Representatives of Shanghai Citizens to Rescue______ _
^Mand Welcome Ge neral Chiang Kai-shek* —

was formed at a meeting held in the office of a Lawyer named ..
Chang 8hih-ying (?fe A )» 2nd floor, 692 Hewohwang Road,   

which was attended by eight persons including four lawyers^____
and two journalists._______ The foilQwing_resolutions were______

discussed and passed «-________________________________ —--------

le That new members be canvassed*_______------------ -
í 2* That arrangements be made to print handbills containing--- _

propaganda in favour of General OhiahK Kai-shek addressed---
to the people and soldiers in Sian*__________________________

3. That the pamphlets be sent to the Garr^8°n Commissioner-----



December 20, 1936. Morning Translation

Sin Wan P20 and other local newspapers s-

Inaugural Meeting of the "Association of Comrades to Rescue 
the Leader71 '

The inauguration of the "Association of Comrades 
to Rescue the Leader" took place at the Chinese Y.M.C»A. 
Building (address not mentionedj at 5 p.m. yesterday. About 
70' representatives erf the labour, cultural and -various other 
bodies were in attendance.

After 21 persons had been appointed rtembers to 
the -Jlxe cut ire and Supervisory Committees of the Association, 
the following proposals were passeds-
1) That a telegram be despatched to the National Government 

requesting it to immediately issue an order for a 
punitive expedition against the rebel troops and to 
besiege the Sian city? that a circular telegram be issued 
to the people throughout the country to render support.

2) That representatives be appointed to form a "Group to 
Rescue the Leader" which is to leave for Sian to welcomo 
the return of the leader.

3) That picketing groups be formed to assist the military 
and police authorities in preventing the activities of 
Chinese traitors and reactionary elements.

I 56 persons, including Messrs. Chang Shih Ying 
(JAtJiUr) snd Tsai Yi )» of the cultural, educational,
medical'and legal practitioners circles have taken the 
initiative to form a "Group of Representatives of the 
People throughout the Country to Rescue and Welcome General 
Chiang Kai Shek."

Yesterday Mr. Chang Shih Ying and others held a 
meeting at which the following resolutions were passed«-
1) That representatives from various bodies be requested 

to attend a meeting to be held by the Preparatory 
Committee of the Group in question on 2nd floor, No.692 
Newchwang Road, at 3 p.m. December 21.

2) That Mr. Wong Shao Lai be requested by letter to immediately 
leave for Loyang and to devise way» and means for the 
departure for Sian to rescue and administer consolation
to General Chiang Ka i Shek.

3) That a telegram be despatched to General Ching Hsueh 
Liang asking him to accompany the Generalissimo back to 
Nanking.
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Date------ Dea. rfS£J

Subject Local Buddhist and Taoist adherents pray for the
.........early’fe’t’urn’’’tb’’irahk’i’ng of (iehBraT Chiahg Kai-she-^

................... and for World Peace.

Made by ....3• .............  F ortvarded by..........7• ■.•.. ..^.9.9?.®?...P.*............................  I

__ ___________ A religious service entitled "Prayer Meeting______ 1 a
for the early return to Nanking of General Chiang Kaj-shek______ I

__ and for World Peace" is now being held by some 20 male________  

„■and 30 female Buddhist adherents under the leadershln_pf________
__ some 11 monks» in the Tsing Liang Temple ( A d f. I

Sinza Road. The service» which consists of prayer only, 

commenced at 5 a.m. December 22, 1936, and will terminate 

at 5 n.m. to-day. The prayers will again commence at______ _____

7 a.m. December 23, 1936, under the leadership of the monks_____ 

and will continue right through the day and night until________

7 p.m. December 24,. 1'036.  _________ —_____

______The principal promoter is one 7.ao Dzu-shing________ ___

.is a Taoist and Buddhist adherent and the 
owner and-I.anager of the rih Zung (--M^ ) Hospital, pah

Kong Li, Rue Eugene Bard. He has invited the following

to be sponsors of the service;- ~_
» -r i.»_______Wong Ih-ding ( -t- ) , a well known philanthropist____  

and Chairman of the Board of Management of the
__________ Shanghai Flour Stock Exchange.

Yung Lai-ding (/XJ ), Chairman of the Board of
———Management of the Chinese Cotton Goods——————

_______ ______ Exchange » _____ __________________________

Zi Jien-ling ( 7^-^ > a member of the Board of
Directors of the Chapei Benevolent Society. ~~

Zao Yuin-tsao Manager of the Kung Tuh
Ling Vegetarian Restaurant, Park Road.

____________No meeting of any description denouncing marshal

Chang Hsueh-liang or putting forth any views relating to_____

peace among nations will be held, the sole feature of the 
service being prayer.’

___ (sd.1 F.A. Pitts
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Subject Various Public Bodies of the Shanghai Municipality meet witn the vie*

........... of supporting the Central Go ver nennt in their attempt to free General
. Chiang Kai Shek. , . _fv _

* e by..........-B* .3.f.i.?....GdieldS.............. Forwarded ■..?.................................

Sir«

C.D. 3. 133 reports thnt between 2.25 p.r. and 3.50 p.n.

24/12/35, about 700 representntives of the Shanjrhai Municipality
Various Public Bodies to Support the Central Government and

Exterminate iebel, held a meeting in the Chinese Chamber of
Commerce Building, .'forth Soo chow Road, and Messrs. Pan Kong Teen 

(¿1 li Yue Hong q'iuen liLh Loh 0x1 2n C /4 Z .
Bong ling Bah (jHj ) presided. The following resolutions
were passed*»_____________________________________

1. That telegrams be despatched to the Central Government
__________asking tuem to exterminate the rebel Caang Haueh Liang 

|i| _________ UL3LA )•_______________________________

2. To Woo Ting Ching /$. ffi) asking him to give iaetruc- 

tions to all officers to exterminate the rebel Chnng 

Hsueh Liang._____________________________________________

■3. To the people of the whole nation to extreminate the 

rebel Chang Hsueh Liang and free Clin ng Kai 3hek the 

'inistar of the Executive Yuan._______ ____ ___ _ _
4. To 3ian and advise the rebel army to refrain from 

rebellion a nd free Chiang Kai Snek.___________ ________

8. To Yang Ho Zung ( asking him to protect Chiang

_________ Kai Snek and free him.___________________ _______________ __
6. To the officers in Suiyuan asking them to object to the 

attitude of Chang Hsueh Liang. 
dp Chinese policenen unarmed unuer the comand of Liang 

_ Poo Too officer in enlarge of toe Bor th Station Brunch
™ Bureau and 8. P. 3. Bureau band attended.___________

So untoward incident occurred.



6.25 p.m. Dec. 23

10.30 a.m. Tomorrow

4

From Supt. Tan Shao-liang to D.C. Div.--”
D.O. *A* 
C.D.I. Roes

Referring to the application of the p.s.B. for

permission to allow 60 unarmed

the Settlement on their way to

North Honan Road at 11.30 a.m

policemen to paes through

the Chamber of Commerce

December 24» Tomasrow

is further learned that these men will enter the Settlement

at 10.30 a.m. instead of 11.30 a.m. and our escort should

meet them on Avenue Edward VII and Yu Ya Ching Road before 

(AH concerned informed)

vè-'

»



SUPPLEMENTARY TO INTELLIGENCE REPORT OF DEC-iMBER 23,193£.

. D. 
»sSpecial Branch, ..... ......

December 23, 1936.

General Meeting of Representatives of Shanghai Various_
Circles to discuss the Sian incident and to~support the 
Central Government,to be held in the Chinese Chamber of 
Commerce on December 24, 1936

A general meeting styled ‘'General Meeting of Representa

tives of Shanghai Various Circles in Support of the Central 

Government to Send an Expedition against Rebels," will be held 

under the auspices of the local Tangpu in the Chinese Chamber 

of Commerce, North Soochotv Road, at 2 p.m. December 24, 1936 

for the purpose of discussing the Sian incident and measures 

to be adopted to deal with General Chang Hsueh-liang. Circulars 

inviting local public bodies to send delegates to attend the 

meeting have b.een issued.

It is learned that the chairmen will be Mayor V/u who has 

approved the holding of this meeting, and Mr. Pan Kung-chai, 

Chief of the Bureau of Social Affairs,and that speeches 

appropriate to the occasion will be delivered by prominent 

Chinese including Tao Pah-chuen, committee member of the local 

Tangpu, and Wong Shiao-lai, chairman of the Chinese Chamber of 

Commerce.

The agenda of the meeting is as follows:-

1) Respects to the National and Party Flags as well as to the 
portrait of Dr. Sun Yat-sen.

2) The reading of Dr. Sun's will by the chairman.

3) The chairman will make a report outlining the present 
political situation.

4) Speeches will be delivered by prominent persons



5) Proposals, if any, will be submitted, by the attendance.

6) A suggestion to send circular telegrams and issue 
manifestoes will be put to the meeting for approval.

7) The meeting will close with the shouting of pro-government 
slogans.

It is expected that approximately 1,500 persons will 

be present. as a precaution against any possible attempt 

by radical elements to create disorder during the proceedings 

sixty unarmed Chinese Police of the Bureau of Public Safety 

have been detailed for duty inside the premises of the 

Chinese Chamber of Commerce. The Chinese Authorities 

have requested that the Municipal Police adopt similar 

measures on North Soochow and North Honan Roads in the 

vicinity of the Chamber Building.
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-^General meeting of representatives of Shanghai Various Circles in 

support of the Central Government to be held, on December 24, 1936.

Made ................ Forwarded by..................................................................................

A meeting entitled "General meeting of representatives 

of Shanghai Various Circles in support of the Central Government 
to send an expedition against rebels* sponsored by the local 

Tangpu will be held in the Chinese Chamber of Commerce, North 

Soochow Road, at 2 p.m. December 24, 1936. The programme of 

__the meeting is as follows t-_____________________________________
1) Opening ceremony. Respects will be,paid to the National

and Party Elags as well as to the portrait of Dr. Sun

,Yat-sen..
2) The chairman of the meeting will read Dr. Sun s Will.l

3) The chairman will make a report on the present political

situation. .

4) Prominent persons will deliver speeches._____________________

fi) Proposals, if any, will be moved by the attendance.__________
6) The suggestion to send circular telegrams and manifestoes 

 will be put to the meeting for approval.
7) Meeting will close with the shouting of pro-government

 slogans.
It is learned that the chairman will be Mayor Wu and 

Mr. Pan Kung-chai, Chief of the bureau of Social Affairs, and 

that the persons who will deliver speeches will include Mr. 
Tao Pah-chuen (/^) )*| ),committee member of the local Tangpu,

and Mr. Wong Shiao-lai ( ), chairman of the Chinese

Chamber of Commerce.__________________________ _
A circular, invit^ng local public bodies to send 

delegates to attend the meeting, has been issued by the local

. ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------V .._____________
9^ \ D. C. (Special Branch) ________________ D. I. _________
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* SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S.2,Special BrsnxShz/oat
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Subject Telephone message from P.S.B. re mass meeting to be held in 

........... Chamber of ...Commerce« : ..............  I

Made /y.............. »d................................ Forwarded by........S’»»**...T»"  ^aO“l*?Pg......................

Wong Ta Jui, D. C. i/c Div is i on s, telephones  

stating that at 2 p.m. December 24, a ma— meeting of 

various organizations will be held in the Chamber of Commerce, 

North Honan Road, to discuss the Sian incident and the_________
measures to be adopted to deal with General Chang Hsueh 

Liang«
The meeting has been approved by the Mayor but 

fearing that Communists may mingle with the crowd and create_____

trouble Mr« Wong will adopts every precaution inside the 
building and requests that the S.M.P« take similar measures 

on North Honan Road«

■Superintendent.

D. C. (Special Branch).
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
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Subject Re attached

REPORT Date....~9£.

Made i/.____________ ....................................Forwarded by___ .....

Sir, JM
I have to report that the cartoon referred to has been 

removed by D.S.I» White, Chengtu Hoad Station after consulting 

the factory people on the 21-12-36«, ■

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Officer i/c, Chengtu Road District.

4*
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File N.q,

s.i, ó~
REPORT .

Subject (in full).......Cartoon. e.^ibi ted..in..the...Chengtu. Road..DtetfMietn...

Made by.«.Sei.*........... ..........................................................Forwarded by.

With reference to the attached report regarding a 

cloth eartoon exhibited on an unoccupied house situated at 

62 Chungking Road, on December 19, observation ehowe that it 
is still there thia morning. December 19._________________ _

____________ It has been appertained that only one copy of this 

cartoon has been produced.__It is not for sale and serves _
as a medium attracting customers to the Yung An Hosiery



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. s ,s rì_g.STHY
S. 1 , '’pe.eial Branch. j

REPORT _ _ '

Subject (in full)...........Cloth. ..Cartoon ..dejrtcting...*Prea.ent Bi Co ndi tion" „............. Í........ 

bdade by.....

.found..e xhibl.t.e.d..in.. C.h.e.ngt.u.Road PLotrlet......

Ka.O..Yen-ken...........Forwarded by.....

A cloth cartoon entitled "National Criéis W*rl -

Present Wi Condition* and purporting to emanate from the
Yung An (xK-&• ) Hosiery Factory»»was found suspended from

the wall of an unoccupied house situated at No«62 Chungking 

Road (Chengtu Road Dietriet)« this afternoon« December 18.____ •
The cartoon depicts two soldiers of different factions 

challenging each other. One wars a steel hemlet and la

___ xtessed in a suit of yellow-green uniform and carries a rifle 

with fixed bayonet, while the other wears the grey uniform__
of the Chinese National Army and brandishes a sword.

The Yung An Hosiery Factory is situated at No.60

Chungking Road, next door to the unoccupied house in question.
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Subject

Date..üect......21,..... i9 36
Plan to celebrate General Chiang Kai-shek»8 return

.Sfan

Made by.....D«J....... Sih. Tee -lia ng .Forwarded by.

__ Beports are to hand which indicate that local

residents are preparing to fire crackere when news ie

received of General Chiang Kai-shek*» restoration to

freedom.___ Although enquiries at the majority of Chinese

candle and fire cracker shops show that so far there has

been no large sales offireprackera during the past few 
days, it is reported that the Office of the Chief of the

Membership Canvassing Group of the China Aviation Society«_____
Chinese Y.M.C.A, Building, Boulevard de Montlgny, has__________

already purchased fire crackers to the value of $10 for 

uaa when required. It is also learnt that workers of the

- Yee Tsoong Tobacco factory, 674 Thorburn Hoad, have
contributed 10 cents each to a fund raised for the purchase

I of firecrackers, and that a total of about |100 has been

. raised«

D. ;
It is to be noted that on March 4, 1932, during

the Sino-Japanese hostilities in Chapel, a rumour was current 

that General Shirakawa, commander of the Japanese forces.

A had been killed in action.___ following the circulation of
”- /sthie rumour, many Chinese residents resorted to the firing

yf crackers which procedure resulted in a mass demonstration 

tn the Settlement
General Chiang is at present respected by the

majority of Chinese, and there io every reasoy to belisva 
that his safe return to Banking from Sian will be celebrated

nch)
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
REGISTRY |

Subject

S.
REPORT

2, Special.Branchi^^^^ ¿4

Date........P.ec.<.

Arrival oí ..General...Chiang .at ^a^ing^

and Forwarded by. Supt. Tan Shao LiangMade ¿■/..

Dr. Hung Chi telephoned this afternoon conveying

the following information which he has received from an 

authentic sourcea-

General Chiang Ting Wen» Pacification Commander of

yokien» who was one oi the prisoners detained at Sianfu as 

a result of the coup» arrived at Nanking at 1 p»m» to-day» 

General Chiang Ting Wen*s release was evidently ordered by

General Chang Haueh Liang to convey messages from Generalissimo

Chiang Kai Shek to the Nanking officials who had ordered the 

punitive expedition

___________ It appears that General Chang Hsueh Liang had 

appealed to Nanking to send an important official to discuss 

the situation but Nanking refused stating that if General

Chang Hsueh Liang had anything to say he could say it to the

officials detained there.________________________________________
 General ChiangTing Wenis reported to have carried 

the following message from General Chiang Kai Shekt-

*80 long as I am alive» I have no desire to see war

and bloodshed amongst our own people»*

This means that he does not approve of the punitive

expedition ordered by Nanking and prefers an amicable solution 

pf the crisis

*"*_________General Chiang Ting wen was recently summoned by

‘Generalissimo Chiang to a conference at Sian to discuss the 
transfer of his troops to that area for the suppression of

Communists to replace the troops of General Chang Hsueh Liang 

forces which were to have been removed to yokien

Supe rintenden t
D «C. (Special branch)
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REPORT 3ft.
Request of Chinese Authoritiestoclose wirelessstationinFrench.........

...Concession supposedtobecommunication organ ofGeneral Chang Hsueh Liang’-

Made tfy

According to information from Public Safety Bureau

the French Police on the strength of a letter from the Public

Safety Bureau, raided house at No.28 Huo Yuen Fang, Route 

Pere Robert, on December 14, and found the premises being

used as a wireless station under instructions of Marshal Chang

Hsueh Liang. A watch was kept on the premises. Later in 

the evening Mr. C. C. Keng, Secretary to Mayor Wu, acting on 

instructions from Dr. H, H. Kung, went to the French Police

and requested not to take any action.___This request was
complied with and the Police were withdrawn.____________

This is another instance tending to show that the

Nanking Government is at present very nervous and is exercising__

much care when dealing with political opponents._________________

D. C. (Special Branch)



December 17, 1936

Hwa Mei Wan Pao dated December 16 1-

Raid on General Chang Hsueh Liang's Radio Station in 
Shanghai

Oh December 15 the radio station 
established by General Chang Hsueh Liang in Shanghai was 
raided by members of the Bureau of Public Safety with 
the assistance of the French Police. The aerials were 
cut and all the important accessories were removed. The 
responsible persons of the station were interrogated. 
Later, on the suggestion of a certain high Government 
official, everything was restored to its proper place. 
The French Municipal Police have detailed officials to 
guard the premises.

The radio station is located in House 
No. 28 Hwa Yuan Fong alley off Rue Pere Robert. Its 
aerials extend to the roofs of Houses Nos. 26 and 27. 
The place was generally known as the Shanghai Communications 
Office of the North-eastern Army prior to the revolt of 
General Chang Hsueh Liang. The place was raided because 
it was still in touch with General Chang after the Sian 
uprising.

When our representative called on the 
morning o£ December 16, there was only one person named 
Chiang ( jR- ) on the premises. He stated that all 
telegrams received by the radio station during t>.e past 
few days were identical with those published in the 
newspapers. She man further stated that when a certain 
high Government official arrived in Shanghai, he instructed 
him to get into touch with Sian as usual so as to be able 
to secure news from that place. Owing to the r?id, the 
station has ceased operating.

Lih Pao t-

Precautiens Against Students Movements

The other day, the Ministry of Education 
sent telegrams to universities and Education authorities 
througn^the cbqntry* instructing^Xfiem to exert their 
utmost to guardNigainst illegal/inovements by students 
and to submit reports from tÿaie to time regarding the 
situation in schoolsf

Ta Kung pao and other locgl new^apers

SHANGHAI HSIEN TANGPU TO HOLD>BOPAGANDA MEETING

• / In order to draw the.?ttent ion of the
people to the importance of the campaign for the suppression 
of bandits*/the extermination of traitora^and resistance 
to insult?, the Shanghai Hsien Tangpu will nqld a propaganda 
meeting On December 21 in the Dr. Sun Yat Son*® Memorial 
Hall of the Tangpu« Theatrical performances will be 
given during the meeting« .

The ’’Min Chung Pao* ) of
Shanghai Hsien will publish an extra issue to be x.resented 
gratis to the public«



Hwa juei Wan Pao dated December 15 »-
GENERAL CHANG HgUgH LIANG*S HOULE IN

¡m,QVwa>
[CH COiCSSSlCK

Following the shocking news of the revolt 
of General Chang nsueh Liang, developments in the situation 
are being watched closely« Definite information is lacking 
owing to interruption of telegraphic communication between 
Shanghai and Sian.

It is known that General Chang Hsueh Liang 
has a residence in Shanghai at No. 2 Rue Corneille, French 
Concession* After the outbreak of the Sian uprising, the 
place received great attention. General Chang has a 
5-year old child for whom he has great affection and whom 
he used to leave at Shanghai underthe care of an Italian 
amah* With a view to ascertaining whether General Chang's 
child is still in Shanghai, our reporter called at the 
address on the afternoon of December 15* The house was well 
guarded by a party of Chinese, French, Russian and Annamite 
detectives and uniformed officers from the French Municipal 
Police. Similar strict precautions were adopted on the 
premises. There were a number of servants in the house> 
but they all stated that there was no responsible person 
present who could reply to questions put by a reporter. 
They also stated tha^ the youngest son of General Chang 
had left the place long ago.

The reporter noticed that all the windows and 
doors were securely fastened*
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
S.l, Special Branch 

............... S E. 
pecembe^^REPORT

Subject (in full) ***4.1*1.Pi...Q®perai Chiang..Ting-wen.aVHankinj

Made by....... Forwarded by.

File No.

It Is reported that General Chiang Ting-wen, 

Pacification Commissioner for Pukien, who is one of the ■
Government officials detained by General Chang Hsueh-liang 

at Sian was released on December 17 and arrived at Hanking 

from Loyang by air at 12 noon, to-day, December 18 bringing- _ • a
with him a message from General Chiang Kai-ehek to the

Hanking Government. The message is said to contain the

of General Chang Hsueh-liang for consideration by the

proposals of General Chiang Kai-shek to answer the demands
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Subject oa.^ke wall of the V,B. Brewery, 94 lohang Koad

_______ At 11,05 p«m« 19-12-36, J.E,3.31 and J,B«Q»107 brought 
to thè atation a poetar wrltten in Qhlneee inh whieMtboy fOund 
paatoA on thè wall of thè G«B« Browery« X Xohang BooAU Mfca 
tranci ation of ehi oh reato w3upport General Qhiang, thè Chaimaan 
of the Military Potinoli to return to the capitai andLaeattoam 
to maintain the reaiatanoe of outaide invasione«

I an. Sir,
Tour obedi
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Subject Radio message purporting to emanate from various public bodies in

.th.e..®or1^-We.st.„re.ceiye.d. i.n.,.Shanghailt

Made by..................Forwarded by..Z.

It is learned that a radio message purporting to 

emanate from various public bodies in the North-ffest has been 
received by local Chinese news agencies and papers» This 

message, which is not complete» denounces General Chiang Kai-shek 

and contains eight demands,



TRANSLATION

(The first few sentences containing information regarding 
Japanese invasion and the hostilities in the North-Bast, 
at Shanghai and Shanhaikwan are missing.)

The North-Bast volunteers and national troops have 
been engaged in resisting foreign aggression for some time. 
The sacrifices made by these men are supreme and glorious. 
Owing to the ignorance of Chairman Chiang on public opinion 
and the situation in the country, and on account of his 
vain talks on war preparations, the resistance put up by 
the volunteers has been of no avail. Although they have 
gained victories, yet a final triumph cannot as yet be 
achieved.

Following the outbreak of war in Suiyuan, the 
people of the country have demanded that the army be 
immediately mobilized and the invasion resisted, and that 
the lost territory be recovered. Chiang, however, has 
ignored these demands with the intention of concluding 
the hostilities in Suiyuan as early as possible. He 
continues to send troops to Shensi and Kansu to suppress 
communists.

General Chang Hsueh-liang and General Yang Hu-chen 
and other North-Eastern generals who have been guarding 
the frontier of China became alarmed at the unfavourable 
development in the situation and advised Chiang to repent 
and to order all the national troops to resist the enemy in 
order to pacify the people, but Chiang rejected the advice 
and rebuked Generals Chang and Yang. As Chiang1s attitude 
concerns the safety of the country, the two generals on 
December 12 detained him at Sian in order to make him repent, 
while the people and troops in the North-West submitted the 
following demands :-

1) That the Nanking Government be reorganized in order to 
enable all parties and factions to take part in national 
salvation.

2) That civil War be stopped.

3) That the leaders of the national salvation movement who 
were recently arrested in Shanghai be released.

4) That all political prisoners be pardoned.

5) That freedom to conduct patriotic movements be granted.

6) That freedom of assembly and organization and other 
political privileges be granted.

?) That the bequeathed teachings of the late Party Leader, Dr 
Sun Yat-sen, be put into effect.

8) That a congress to discuss national salvation be convened.



The various national salvation associations in the 
North-West are supporting the two generals» as they are 
carrying out the wishes of the people» It is hoped that 
the people of the whole country will unite and save the 
nation*

The North-West Various Circles National 
Salvation Association*

The Delegation of the National Salvation 
Association of China.

The Sian Students National Salvation
Association*

The North-East People's National Salvation 
Association*

The Sian Cultural Society*
The Sian Middle School Teachers and 

Staff Employees' Association.
The Sian bar Association.
The Chung Hwa Industrial Acceleration 

Association.
The Sian Ceramics Trade Association.
The Sian Branch of the Red Cross Society 

of China.
The Sian Newspaper Publishers* Association

December 12*



J

F. 439 Inst. 12-31.
IOOO-2-33: Miao.813/36 

19-12-1936.

Report sent with—________________ pamphlets, to
Special Branch. 11 Ju .

S. fl.
Where found ^g^c^n^^Rj|ad^neay Time found

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

i ,. . r rde
Shopping Centyo.

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc. Shopping Uiatrict.

How distributed ? 
(If known).

Pasted on mils and shop 
windows

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Governmfent etc). Pro Qovenvnent

Arrests or not, if so how many ? Nil.

Class of man arrested ? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.) *

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code? *

_ , 19th December, 1936 Date_________ f——■ -------f

Signed.
U.S. 211

INTELLiGEN 

x REPORT.

for C. I» etc» t/c. S'QUsa . Station.



Mine. 76T/M.

1«

Be* Below»

Central

See Below»

Marshal Chang
'.WJMi.

At 7*£5p*m* on the 18/12/36 C»B»C» £19 reported to 

the station that two pamphlet« of a reactionary nature 

with the following slogan s "Down with 

Hsiah Liang support Gen. Chiang Kai Shu 

had been posted at the following locations* one on the 

wall outside Vo* 454 Honan Road* and the other on the wall
IHk ■ 

outside Vo. 505 Honan Road*

Inquiries by the undersigned and C*D*C* 44 ascertained 

that the pamphlets were white with black Chinese characters 

measuring about •* X ••»

As the pamphlets could not be taken off the wall they



and.

declaring Martial Law in Shanghai

confirmed.

REPORT

Superintendent

'File No,.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. L

Special.Braj^qhr.
Date...December 15, 3d.

Situation createdbySian Rebellion.Subject

Made tyy. Forwarded by.........Supt. T.an.Shao.-liang,

General Yang Hu, the Woosung-Shanghai Defence

Commissioner, on instructions from General Ho Ying Ching» the

Minister of War, issued a proclamation yesterday (December 14)

The enforcement of Martial Law is intended to nut

a stop to mass meetings etc.___________________________________
_________ It is also reported that Mr. T. V. Soong has offered 

the Government to negotiate for the release of Generalissimo

Chiang as he (Mr* T.V.Soong) is on good terms with Chang 

years ago but in view of the complicated situation in Sianfu 

and the risk of travelling there by aeroplane, the offer was 

not accepted. There is no definite news regarding Generalissimo

Chiang Kaj Shekt the report that he has been shot cannot be

It is reported that only one Division (the 105th) of
Chang Hsueh Liang*s soldiers-took part in the mutiny, the 

other Divisions are indifferent. Thus, it will not be 

difficult for the Government forces to suppress the rebels

15 DEC. —
D. C. (Special Branch)
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Participated in the revolt and the 
nothing more than a farce con*

Chien Ta-chub, Chief Viide-de- 
Shao Li-tse, Chairman of the

*

i

■ *

THE CHINA PRESS, MONDAY, DECEMBER 14, \

16 iVames Signed To 
Chang Declaralicni F^Lë^
NANKING, Dec. ¡13.—HCehtrah^it Was nowrevealed that of the 

eighteen persons whose names appeared together .with that of J 
Chang Hsueh-liang in the telegram from Sian yesterday, at least 
thirteen could pot possibly have 
appearance of their names was 
cocted by the real conspirators.

To say such men as Gen.
Camp of the Generalissimo, Mr.
Kansu Provincial Government, and Gen. Yang Hu-cheng, pacifica
tion Commissioner for Shensi, have Joined an open rebellion 
against the Government is to ins tilt the credulity of anybody, it , 
was Mated.
V - The inclusion in the telegram names of Gens. .Chen - 
Hao-yuan, Chen Cheng, Chu Shao-liang, Chiang Ting-wen, W01- 
Li-huan, Wan Yao-hUan, Chen Chi-cheng, and Ma Chafi-shan 
was also farcical. All < these eight political and military leaders 
summoned to Sian by Gen. Chiang Kai-shek, it was pointed but*

The name» of Gens. Feng Chlng-tsai and Sung Wei-ju, It Was 
further pointed out> were also am: ng the co-signatories of Chang 
Hsueh-liang’s telegram. A report from Sian, however, stated that 
both of them are now under surveillance by the rebels, and direct
ly disproved their alleged complication.

The remaining five signatures to the telegram included Gens. 
Ho Chu-kuo, Wang l-chih, Miao Cheng-liu, Tung Ying and Yu 
Hsueh-chung. Even 4n the case of these /Vb men, it was problem- •; 
atical if they actually placed theiF*sffcnatures on the telegram 
out of their free wilt it was "said.

Hi®

'ft?



THE SHANGHAI TIMES, MONDAY- DECEMBER'14, 193«

LOYALIST TROOPS CONVERGE
ON SHENSI; TRAFFIC UPON s B d“V2~~ 

RAILWAYS NOW DISLOCATEiLJZ“^
General Chiang Kai-shek 
And Other Army Leaders

Definitely Held Captive
MME. CHIANG STOPPED FROM FLYING TQ 

LOYANG IN AN EFFORT TO SAVE 
HUSBAND FROM CAPTORS

MARTIAL LAW DECLARED IN VARIOUS 
PARTS OF CHINA; NANKING TENSE

Generalissimo’s Grave Differences With Ex-Warlord 
At Mukden; Reasons Behind Revolt; Soldiers’ 

Friendliness With Red Forces

NANKING, Dec. 13.—-Thousands of Central Government 
troops were on their way to Shensi to-day in full war-kit in an 
attempt to quell the revolt of Marshal Chang Hsueh-liang’s 
forces, who are holding General Chiang Kai-shek and several 
other notables prisoner.

General Chiang Kai^shek was dramatically seized yesterday 
morning by troops belonging to .Marshal Chang Hsueh-liang, 
commander-in-chief of the anti-Communist forces in Northwest 
China, who had given an order for his arrest. In this manner 
the “Young Marshal,” who had been lifted from disgrace by the 
Generalissimo after he had lost Manchuria, rewarded the man 
who had saved him from total eclipse.

It is learnt that the rebellion broke out when General Chiang 
Kai-shek expressed dissatisfaction with the progress of the anti
Communist campaign and indicated his intention to transfer some 
of the Young Marshal’s troops, who had fraternized with the 
Reds instead of fighting them, to Fukien province«

Besides General Chiang Kai-shek, 
several other military leaders are 
reported to be in the hands of the 
mutineers:—

General Chiang Tso - pin, 
Minister of the Interior and 
former Ambassador to Tokyo;

General CJ^apg Ting-wen, Paci
fication Commissioner for Fukient 

General Chea Chi-chen, Paci
fication Commissioner for the 
Honan, Hupeh and Shensi bord
ers;

General Chen Cheng, Vice- 
Minister for War; and

General Yu Hsueh - chung, 
formerly a staunch supporter of 
Marshal Chang Hsueh-liang, who 
opposed the suggestion of a revolt.

Heavy Troop Movements
So heavy were the movements 

of Central Government troops to
day that freight traffic on the 
Lunghai and Tlentsin*Pukow  Rail
ways had to be suspended and the 

; passenger services severely cur
tailed.

i Martial law has been declared, 
i as a precautionary measure, in 

Nanking, Hankow and many other 
4 cities in various parts of China. At 
i Hankow, curfew is being imposed 
1 for the entire population, including 
t foreigners, at midnight.
| Two divisions of troops have ar- 

■ rived in Nanking to reinforce the
• local garrison/

Large-scale fighting is considered 
inevitable in Shensi.

The Central Government was gra
tified to-day to receive telegrams 
pledging allegiance and support 
from various military leaders, in
cluding General Sung Cheh-yuan, 
chairman of the Hopei and Chahkr 
Political Council, General Yen Hsi- 
shan, Pacification Commissioner for 
Shansi and Suiyuan, and General 
Yu Han-moti, Pacification Commis
sioner for Kwangtung.

Anxiety Over Safety
Although the Government au

thorities are confident that the re- 
volt will be suppressed quickly, 
anxiety is felt in all quarters over 
the personal safety of General « 

i Chiang Kai-shek.
Among the loyalist troops in the 

neighbourhood of Sianfu are several 
thousand men under General Chu 

j Min-tao, formerly comander of the 
Public Safety Crops in Chekiang. .

Mr. W. H. Donald, who is a close 
friend of both GeneraUChiang Kai- 
shek and Marshal Chang Hsueh- 
liang, is trying to make arrange
ments to fly to Sianfu to ascertain 
the precise position and, if possible, 
to secure the liberation of the Gen-

The Lunghai Railway authorities 
have placed 100 trains at the dis
posal c‘ the military and the Tien- 
tsin-Pukow Railway 60.

eraljssimo. Mr. Donald, whlugSMaHU 
Hankow when news of thé rebellion; 

! was received there, is reported to j 
have left to-day fdr Loyang.

Dramatic Scene
A dramatic scene was witnessed t 

at the Nanking aerodrome this 
inorhing whert friends succeeded, 
at the last ininute and only after 
persistent entreaties, in dissuading 
Madame Chiang «Kai-shek from 
leaving by air ^for Loyang, from . 
which city she planned to conduct 
negotiations for thé Release of her f 
hubband.

It was feared that Madame 
Chiang might have flown direct to i 
Sianfu, thereby endangering her i 

;own life, in an attempt to be at 
¡her husband’s side in his hour of r 
! trial.

Red flags were flown at Sianfu 
this morning, but when Central . 
Government ’planes flew over the • 
city tliey were hastily removed.

Reliable information reaching 
Nanking shows that the revolt start
ed at 8.30 on Saturday morning, 

. when rifle fire was audible in all 
s parts of Sianfu. The previous night 
. General Chiang Kai-shek had given 
orders for a special train to be held 
in readiness for him the next mom- >

* ing, for he intended to leave Sianfu 
after delivering an address before 
Marshal Chang Hsueh - Hang’s 
officers.

When the Generalissimo failed to- 
arrive at the appointed hour, the 
railway officials ware worried, and 
their anxiety increased when firing* * 
broke out and sections of the rail
way track were torn up.

After an all-night sitting a spe
cial meeting • of the Central Poli
tical Council, hastily summoned to 
discuss the emergency, this morn
ing dismissed Marshal Charig 
Hsueh-liang from his post as act
ing commander-in-chief of the anti
communist forces in north-west 
China and all other appointments/ 
and ordered the Military Affairs 
Commission to take disciplinary 
action against him.

General Ho Ying-chin, Minister 
of War and one of the Vice-Chair
men of the Commission, has been: 
placed ip charge of military opera
tions against the rebels. \ |

Strongly-Worded Mandate
The office of the ’ National Gov-! 

1 ernment to-day issued a vigorously- 
worded mandate denouncing Mar
shal Chang as a traitor to his 
country for his part in the rebel
lion.

“Although the Government gave 
him an opportunity to make up for 
his past mistakes,” declares the, 
mandate, “at a time of national 
crisis he chooses to adopt the role 
ôf a bandit and kidnaps the Gén-, 
çralissimo.”

Marshal Chang, on his part, has 
sent a circular telegram to lead
ing civil and military-leaders 
throughout the country bitterly as
sailing the Government, which he 
demands should be reorganised, and 
calling for a national war against 
Japan in co-operation ' with the 
Communists.

On receiving the hews of the re
bellion. Dr. H. H. Kung, Minister 
of Finance and Vice-President of 
the Executive Yuan, and Madame 
Chiang Kai-shek hurried tq Nan- 

. king from Shanghai last ■ night, ar
riving here this morning.
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Mme. Chiang To Rescue
Mâdame Chiang is flying imme

diately to Loyang personally to 
supervise measures to suppress the 
rebellic^and secure the release of 
her huroand.

In a telegram to her last night, 
Marshal Chang guaranteed her hus
band’s life.

Dr. Kung arrived too late for the 
meeting of the Central Political 
Council, but he presided at a ses
sion of the Executive Yuan this 
rporning. Another meeting of the 
Council was held at the head
quarters of the Kuomintang this 
afternoon.

Nanking yesterday was thrown 
into a flurry of alarm when the 
news of the rebellion reached the 
city during the afternoon, Trains 
on the Lunghai railway, 
learned, were unable to 
westward of Tungkuan, 
Honan-Shensi border, and 
officials 
graphed what they knew of 
situation to Nanking.
| For several hours official 
I grams to Sianfu remained 
answered.

’ When the rebellion broke
• General Chiang Kai-shek is b«»«.*» ■ 
to have been at Huachingtze, a hot I 
springs resort about 20 miles from 
Sianfu. On learning of the event, 
he immediately hurried back in an 
attempt to restore thé situation, 
and was detained by the rebels. 
General Chiang flew to Sianfu from 
Loyang, Honan, a few days ago.

The troops under Marshal Chang 
Hsueh-liang are stated to number 
about 100,000, and are at present 
scattered through Shensi and Kan
su, where they are supposed to 
have been engaged in operations 
against the Reds.

Reason For Rebellion
It is understood that the imme

diate cause of the rebellion was an 
order issued by the Generalissimo 
transferring to Fukien certain 
troops suspected of fraternising

I with the Communist enemy.
• The Central Political Council, at 
1 its meeting this morning, ordered
the whole of Marshal Chang’s 
forces, the old North-Eastern Army, 
to be placed under the direct com
mand of the Military Affairs Com- 
mission.

Other decisions taken to ensure 
continuance of the Government in 
the absence of its leaders were—

l.^«Dr. H. H. Kung to assume 
charge of the affairs of the Execu
tive Yuan;
x 2~-Generals Ho Ying-chin, Min
ister of War, Chen Chien, Li Lieh- 
chUn, Chu Pei-teh and Tang Sheng- 
shih and Admiral Chen Shao-kuan 
appointed to the standing com
mittee of the Military Affairs Com
mission;

3. —General Feng Yu-hsiang, Vice- 
Chairman of the Military Affairs 
Commission, to be in charge of the 
Commission in conjunction with 
the members of the standing com
mittee; and

4. —General Ho Ying-chin to be 
in charge of all troop movements 
and operations.

Marshal’s Demands
In his circular telegram, Marshal 

Chang makes the following de-1 
mands in return for the release of 

' the Generalissimo: —
1. —The adoption by the nation? 

of positive resistance to continued 
Japanese encroachments on China’s 
territory and administrative rights;

2. —A truce with the Communists;
3. —Efforts to be made to form 1

an alliance with Soviet Russia; J
4. —Reorganisation of the Kuo- . . . w

mintang to admit Communists to tsa.1 aiY* Sung Wei-ju, it is further 
membership; and .pointed out, were also among the

5. —Establishment of a constitu- «»-signatories. A report from SSian
tional government in place of the ?tetes that both are under SUIV“1- 
dictatorship. ’lance*

Marshal Chang expresses his flrm 
determination to fight the country’s 
foes both internal and external and 
bitterly denounces the National 
Government for maladministration. 
—Reuter.

Reasons Behind Revolt
PEIPING. Dec. 13.—The dramatic 

■news of the revolt at Sianfu came 
| as a shock to most circles in Peiping 

to-day although telegrams received 
here from the Shensi 
days ago had indicated 
not well.

These messages had
General Chiang Ting-wen, Pacifica
tion Commissioner for Fukien, had 
been appointed Commander-in-Chief 
of the bandit suppression activities 
in the northwest. On the face of it, 
this step appeared to be a direct 
blow at Marshal Chang Hsueh-liang.

This appointment, it is also be- 
. lieved, precipitated the crisis, which 
began over a difference of views be
tween General Chiang Kai-shek, and 
Marshal Chang Hsueh-liang regard
ing action to be taken against tho 
Communists.

The Generalissimo desired that j 
v firm action should be carried out! 
* against the Reds, and is reported toj 

have stated that those who talked;

Japanese Anxiety
TIENTSIN, Dec. 13. — Cutting 

short his tour of inspection, Gen
eral Kanichiro Tashiro, commander 
of the Japanese forces In North 
China, returned here at 4 o’clock 
this afternoon for a conference with 
staff officers on the Sian rebellion.

Japanese military circles show 
intense concern over the whirlwind 
developments of the last 24 hours.

According to Intelligence here, 
eleven Central 'Army divisions Sre; 
concentrated along the Lunghai 
lire. These forces would probably 
bear the 
cainpaign against Chang 
liang,.

Involved
pokoible civil war would be 
with the likelihood that the 
may spread to Hopei and other 
provinces.—Domei.

Japanese Watching 
Sian Crisis

brunt of any

at the outset

punitive 
Hsueh-

of the 
Shensi, 
turmoil

tele
un- j of action against the Japanese while 

L Communists still 
out, ) Chinese soil were 

stated | country.
It has been well 

some months that the forces of Mar
shal Chang Hsueh-liang have been 
on friendly terms with the Reds and
have done no fighting against them 

, for at least nine months.
Anti-Japanese Feeling

& Anti-Japanese feeling and a com-
- mon desire to undertake military 

action against the Japanese appear I
. to be the basis of the bond between i 
! the Communists and Marshal Chang

Fears that the possible reper
cussions of the Sian mhtiny might 
affect Japanese communities in 
China were freely expressed last 
night by Japanese diplomatic add 
military officials stationed hero.

These officials said they were 
mystified by the recurrent reports, 
of General Chiang' Kai-shek’s 
death, but expressed unwilling
ness to believe that General 
Chang Hsueh-liang would slay the 
Generalissimo.«""*Domei.

Hsueh-liang’s troops.
All eyes here are watching a num

ber of military commanders in north 
and north-west China in order to 
observe their reactions to Marshal 
Chang Hsueh-liang’s move.

The' majority of the Marshal’s 
troop-i are reported to be concen
trated at Tungkwan, on the Honan- 
Shensi border, where the railway 
line enters Shensi.

If the revolt at Sianfu proves to 
have been instigated jointly by Mar
shal Chang Hsueh-liang and the 
Communists, the Hopei and Chahar 
authorities here will make no ex
ception in their anti-Communist 
policy, and will oppose the rebel
lion.

This statement was made by a 
spokesman of the Hopei Chahar au
thorities during an interview with 
the Chinese press here 
Reuter.

to-day.—

Farce 
is reveal-

Chang’s Telegram A
NANKING, Dec. 13.—It 

¡ed that of the eighteen persons 
whose names appeared together with 
(hat of Chang Hsueh-liang in the 
telegram *from Sian yesterday, at 
least, thirteen could not possibly 
have participated in the revolt.

To allege that such men as Gen
eral Chien Ta-chun, Chief Aide-de- 
iCamp of the Generalissimo, Mr. 
I Shao Li-tse, Chairman of the Kansu 
Provincial Government, and Gen
eral Yang Hu-cheng, Pacification 
Commissioner for Shensi, have 
joined in open rebellion is to in« 

I suit the credulity, it is, stated.
The inclusion in the telegram 

. names of General Gens. Chen Tiao- 
; yuan, Chen Cheng, Chu Shao-liang, 
I Chiang Ting-wen, Wei Li-huan, 

Wan Zao-huan, Chen Chi-cheng, 
and Ma Chan-shan is also farcial. 
All were summoned to Sian by Gen
eral Chiang Kai-shek.

The names of Gens. Feng Ching-

The remaining five signatures to 
thê. telegram included Ho Chu-kuo, 
Wang I-chih, Miao Cheng-liu, Tung 
Ying, and Yu Hsueh-chung. It is 
problematical whether they actual
ly placed their signatures■ on the 
telegram of their free will.—Cen
tral News.
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As a result of a joint conference held yesterday by 

local military and civil officials on the Shensi trouble,________
Mayor Wu Teh Chen and General Yang Hu, the Defence Commissioner, 

despatched a circular telegram pledging their loyalty to the 
Nanking Government» Mayor Wu will broadcast a report at I

10.30 a.m, to-day on the situation in Shensi* 
A prominent official of the City Government states that 

it is fact that Generalissimo Chiang Kai Shek and his staff 

officers have been held captive in Sian but it is doubtful_____
whether Marshal Chang Hsueh Liang was acting with his freewill 
or whether it was he who started the movement» His brother- 
in-law, General Yu Hsueh Chung, the Governor of Kansu, is one 

of the prisoners reported held by the mutineers; he went to

Sian in response to a call from Generalissimo Chiang»______
With the pouring of Government troops into Shensi from 

Honan, Kansu and Shansi and with the assistance of a portion of 
the loyal troops amongst the forces of Chang Hsueh Liang, the

Government believes that the rebellion will be quickly quelled.
Meanwhile, the local Chinese Authorities have adopted

measures to suppress all movements that may be fomented by
radicals in the name of national salvation
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______On.December 12, 1936, Marshal Chang Hsueh J.
Commander-in-Chief of the Communist Suppression Forces,______
together with a number of members of his staff, revolted_____
against the authority of the Central Government and issued a 
proclamation denouncing the Kuomintang» General Chiang Kai 
Shek, President of the Executive Yuan, General Chiang Tso Pin 
(7^- Minister of Interior, and a number of military___

officers of high rank aere detained by the rebels at Sian and

In his denouement Chang Hsueh Liang attacked, the Kuomin-

tang for refusing to form a united front with the communist
forces against the Japanese in the north-east, and gives this

the transfers ordered by General Chiang Kai Shek on December 11» 
By this order, General Chiang Ting WenO/^fflr^), Fokien_____

Pacification Commissioner, was appointed Commander-in-Chief 
of the North-Western Bandit Suppression Forces and General 

Wei T.i Huang Pacification Commissioner for the Honan-
Hupeh-Anhwei Border, was appointed Field Commander of the______

Bandit Suppression Forces for the Shansi-Shensi-Nlnghsia-Suiyuan
Border. In addition to this several regiments of Chang 
Hsueh Liang*s troops were ordered to Fokien» These changes
Indicate the deprivation of executive power of Chang Hsueh 

yang, who for some time (vide report of November 6) had

¿failed to press the caiqpaign against the communist forces in 
the north-west» From the orders of the Generalissimo
the renewal, of the camp; »peered imminent, the object
being, it is believed, the driving of a wedge between the
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THE SHANGHAI SUNDAY TIMES, DECEMBER IS, 1936

I—vomei,

TWO IMPORTANT 
APPOINTMENTS

I SIAN, Dec. 12.—The following 
' important appointments are an-, 
| nounced by Gênerai Chiang Kai 4
I shek, President of the Military!
I Affairs Commission: —

General Chiang Ting-wen, Direc- h 
tor of the Fukien Pacification Head- ! 
quarters, is appointed Commander-I 
iii-Chief of the ^North-Western i 

; Bandit-suppression . Forces at the | 
i front.

General Wei Li-huang, Pacifica- 
| tion Commissioner for the Honari- 
l Hupeh-Anhwei Border, is appointed 
Field-Commander of the Bandit
suppression Forces for the Shansi- 

j Shensi-Ninghsia-Suiy van Border. — 
Kuo Min.

I
i

ä»-»



December 14> 1936» Morning Translafiofrr-

Shun jPao and other local newspapers*

THE COUP C? GENERAL CHANG HSUEH LIANG

Mr. Do\iSid, advisor to General Chiang Kai 
Shek, arrived at Nanking from Shanghai in company with Dr*H*H. 
Kung, Vice President of the Executive Yuan. Later, Mr .Donald 
and General Huang Zung Ling left for Loyang by air on their 
way to Shensi to se&information about General Chiang Kai 
Shek* Prior to his departure, Mr* Donald received a 
telegram from General Chang Hsueh Liang in reply to a wire 
sent by him earlier in the day*

jt is learned that General Chiang Kai Shek 
is still safe in Sian in the hands of the insurgent troops* 
Generals Chiang Ting Ven, Chen Cheng and Tsu Shao Liang have 
also been deprived of their freedom. Generals Chiang Kai 
Shek, Chiang Ting Wen, Chen Cheng, Tsu Shao Liang, Zien Dah 
Chuin and several guards were resting at Hwa Ching Dz when 
the rebellion broke out} the suddenness of the movement 
took them completely by surprise* Generals Chiang Kai Shek, 
Chiang Ting Wen, Chen Cheng and Tsu Shao Liang were escorted 
by the insurgents to Sian, while General Zien Dah Chuin, who 
opened fire as soon as he became aware of the situation, 
was. seriously wounded; one report states that he is dead*

The insurgents who seized the military leaders 
X) are reported to belong to the 105th Division under the 

ocramand of General Liu Tou Chuen (4H $ £ )' General Chang 
Hsueh Liang's most trusted officer* .

According to a report submitted by officials 
sent by aeroplanes to make an investigation in Sian, the oity 
is quiet* A red flag has been hcigd^d on the city wall 
tower* Several sections of the raiL^from Sian to Dong 
Kwçn have been removed*

Up to the evening of December 13, communioations 
between the Capital and Sian were still interrupted because 
the wireless stations have been placed under surveillance $y 
the insurgent troops and the telegraph lines have been cut* 

-Communication with the radio station of the 
Eurasia Aviation Corporation at Sian is also interrupted. 
The company's aeroplane, which left Chengtu, Szcchuen 
Province, for Shanghai on December 13, did not land in Shensi; 
it arrived at Nanking at 4 p.m* and later left for? Shanghai*

The Shanghai Niehi Niohi (Chinese Edition)»

Circular Telegram Issued by General Chang Hsueh Liang

. According to a Domei telegram from Tientsin
dated December 13, the gist of General Chang Hsueh Liang's 
circular telegram, which was received in Tientsin late on

\q \ i the night of December 12, is as follows»-
/ "Acting on instructions from the National

Government, my men, duringrpast few years, have been engaged 
in the bandit suppression campaign for the safety of China 
and the welfare of her people* However, the Nanking 
Government under General Chiang Kai Shek has committed many 
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acts of maladministration which have resulted in tne loss 
of North China and the independence of Bast Hopei 
and Charhar* with Suiyuan coming next« The National 
Government should have declared war on Japan» but instead 
it still adheres to a diplomatic policy ef compromise« 
The nation and people ere in imminent danger« We take 
this opportunity to denounce the present National Government» 
to reorganize the country» to drive away the foreign enemies 
and to recover the Pour North-Eastern Provinces and other 
lost territories«*

National Herald and other local newspaperst

Broadcast °h Situation by Mayer Wu Te Chen

Yesterday the Mayor of Shanghai and the Woosung- 
Shanghai Garrison Comnissioner sent the following telegram 
to the Executive Yuant-

*Upon learning of the rebellion in Sian» we called 
a meeting of local leaders and devised measures to maintain 
peace and order in this district« It is gratifying 
to note that the people are calm and peace prevails« The 
various circles in Shanghai are extremely indignant at 
the rebellous act of a military officer in service» and 
are unanimously of the opinion that severe punishment 
should be meted out to him by the Central Government.*

The Mayor will make a report on the political 
situation at the City Government's weekly memorial meeting 
to be held at 9.30 a«m. to-day. The report will be broad** 
easted through the Shanghai City Government's Broadcasting 
Station (XGOl) (K.C.900).

The Shanghai Education Association» the Shanghai 
Middle Schools Association and the Shanghai Agricultural 
Association sent the foilowing telegram to General Chang 
Hsueh Liang yesterdayI-

•We have learned from newspapers that you are holding 
General Chiang Kai Shek by force at a time when a tense 
situation exists in Suiyuan and when our soldiers are 
gaining victories at the front. Our country is now in 
a dangerous and critical situation« We will not be 
able to resist foreign aggressions if the country does 
not rise as one manj we cannot achieve national.recovery 
unless we pursue a unified course in accordance with the 
national policy« This unfortunate incident has occurred 
at a time when the whole country has been unified and 
the complete extermination of bandits is in sight« 
Should the conf idenoer^n^e army be shaken and the 
downfall of our ocuntrj^who is to be blamed? As a 
militarist» your duty is to obey and to guard the country. 
If your subordinates follow your example and act as they 
like» how is discipline to be upheld? The situation 
is serious« We anxiously hope that you will *pull up 
your horse on the verge of the precipice*?
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The Shanghai Special District Kuomintang 
Headquarters publishes the following advertisement in the 
nShun Pao" and other local newspapers

Notice is hereby given that an enlarged weekly 
memorial service will be held at Party Headquarters at 10 a.m. 
to-day (December 14). All committee members of Party 
branches in various districts are requested to attend.

Sin Wan Pao published on December 13 the following article 
contributed by one Chiang Yen Chung i»/, dt ) :-

ACTION AGAIKST STREET VEGETABLE HAWKERS CRITICISED

. On the morning of December 12, as I was walking
on Sinza Road, I saw a number of vegetable hawkers, carrying 
their wares on their shoulders, walking hurriedly away in 
front of me as if they were convicts» In surprise, I 
stopped walking and saw two persons pursuing these hawkers, 
some of whom were given several heavy slaps by the two 
pursuers whose hands were "as large as rush fans” and were 
deprived of their bamboo poles and scales. The two men 
seized two baskets of vegetable and placed them all in a 
raiding van. Those vegetable hawkers who were assaulted 
had to put on a smiling face and to implore the two men 
as follows: "Gentlemen, thank you. Please return the wares 
because our families depend on them for food." Instead 
of being moved by the words, the stone-hearted men raised 
their voice and flourished their batons which they were 
holding. The hawkers retreated several steps, holding their 
heads in their hands. A large number of on-lookers soon 
gathered; they were all in sympathy with the hawkers.
Judging from their attitude, they were all withholding their 
indignation.

"Pigs", shouted the hawkers wrathfully, gnashing 
their teeth at the departing van.

The vegetable hawkers who shout out their wares 
on the streets or in the alleyways are following a lawful 
profession. If'they are not allowed to sell their wares 
in the market, then where are they to sell their wares? If 
it is said that these vegetable hawkers were selling their 
wares unlawfully (? without licences), they still deserve 
some sympathy in view of the fact that their profession is 
one of great haidship. Why should it be hecessary to 
confiscate articles indispensable to them in their business? 
Or if it is said that this measure was taken for the purpose 
of improving the appearance of the streets and facilitating 
traffic, then we sould ask: Will the action of driving the 
hawkers left and right improve the appearance of the streets 
and facilitate traffic?

This incident reminds me of the fatal assault 
of a 13-year old vegetable hawker by a certain foreigner 
last year. The life of a vegetable hawker is indeed to 
be pitied.
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Sin Wan Pao, Shun Pae and other local newspapers publish 
the following telegram from Hanking:**

GENERAL CHIANG KAI SHEK DETAINED BY GENERAL CHANG HSUEH LIANG,
On the morning of December 12 telegraphic 

communications between Nanking and Sian, capital of Shensi, 
were interrupted. Subsequently it was reported that 
General Chang Hsueh Liang together with his forces in Shensi 
had mutinied: In a circular telegram General Chang Hsueh Liang 
suggests Uxe overthrow of the National Government and also 
points out that he has given his final advice to General 
Chiang Kai Shek whom he has now temporarily detained at Sian.

Upon receipt of the above report, the Central 
Standing Committee of the Kuomintang and the Central Political 
Council held an emergency conference at 11.30 p.m. (Dec. 12) 
at which the following decisions were reached:-*

1) That Dr. H. H. Kung, Vice-President of the 
Executive Yuan, should act as President ad interim.

2) That the members of the Standing Committee of 
the Military Affairs Commission should be increased to seven; 
that the power to call meetings of the Commission should be 
invested in General Peng Yu Hsiang and other members of the 
Standing Committee; that General Ho Ying Ching, Minister of 
War and a member of the Standing Committee, mobilize the 
Nationalist Armies.

3) That the official rank of General Chang Hsueh 
Liang be cashiered and all the troops under his command
be placed under the direct command of the Military Affairs 
Commission.

The National Government issued a mandate to the 
above effect on December 12.

It is reported that the motive of the coup by 
General Chang Hsueh Liang and his north-eastern forces is 
to bring about an attack on Manchuria.

Another rumour says that certain military officers 
are suspected of being in conspiracy with the Reds.

Dr. H. H. Kung and Madam Chiang Kai Shek left 
Shanghai for Nanking by train last night in company with 
Dr. Wang Shih Chi, Minister of Education, and General Wang 
Shao Hsiung, the.nwly appointed Chairman of the Hupeh 
Provincial Government.

National Herald and other local newspapers:

THE RAISING OF FUNDS TO GUI YUAN

The "Committee to Console and Aid the Bandit 
Suppression Poroes in Guiyuan Province", the "Association of 
Cultural Circles to Support and Console Suiyuan Troops" 
and two other bodies will hold a meeting at the Chinese 
Chamber of Commerce, North Soochow Road, at 10 a.m. 
December 15 to discuss the raising of contributions.

With a view to extending the movement to solicit 
contributions and in order to win the sympathy of the public, 
the "Comittee to Console and Aid the Bandit Suppression
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Counter-Revolt Reported 
From Shensi; Rescue Of 
Chiang By Loyal Forces

LATEST ACCOUNTS RECEIVED IN NANKING 
LACK CONFIRMATION, ARE REGARDED 

WITH THE UTMOST RESERVE
massing at Hwahsien and 
defences there.
Yang Hu-cheng, Paciflca-HEAVY FIGHTING IN SUNFU AND 

SIENYANG FOLLOWS COUP

General Yang Hu-chen Said To Be Hero (X Ingenious 
Trick Played Upon Young Marshal; Gen. Chien 

Ta-chun Wounded During Attack

NANKING, Dec. 14.—A counter-revolt headed by General 
Yang Hu-chen, Pacification Commissioner of Shensi, has 
occurred at Sianfu, the capital of Shensi province, according to* 
reports reaching Nanking to-night., The reports at présent lack 
positive confirmation, and are regarded here with the utmost 
reserve. » -- > • ,-, • . 3

As a result of the counter-revolt, it is stated, General Chiang 
Kai-shek, President of the Executive Yuan and Chairman of 
the Military Affairs Commission, has escaped from his rebel 
captors.

After having apparently joined Marshal Chang Hsueh- 
liang’s rebellion, General Yang is reported to have persuaded 
the “Young Marshal” to transfer General Chiang to his custody 
in the new, or inner, city of Sianfu. Having secured the 
Generalissimo’s safety, he announced his allegiance to the 
Central Government, and fighting broke out between his troops i 
and those of Marshal Chang.

General Yang is said to have two 
divisions numbering 20,000 men 
against Marshal Chang’s three divi
sions totalling 30,000.

Nine Government aeroplanes flew 
over the city in an attempt to aid 
General Ygng’s forces, but with 
what result is not yet known.

Hitherto there is no confirmation 
of the report that General Chiang f Mr

Mr, Donald’s Dash
Mr. W. H. Donald, Australian 

confidant both of General Chiang 
and Marshal Chang, to-day made a 
dramatic dash by air to Sianfu in 
an attempt to save the former from 
possible death and deter the latter 
fronf what may well prove a fatal nnnerw mere is no connrmauon! course of action.

o£ the report that Genera Chiang Mr Donald hopes to eflect a 
^Sen u*eaYe Sianfu, or peacefui settlement of the revolt 

that Marahal Chaqg has been de-.which has confronted the nation 
tained, but both these developments ¡with one of the most dramatic crises 
are now considered not Uhlikely.—»jki .~ . With the rebels under Marshal'

Chang holding the head of the Gov
ernment and other valuable hostages 
in the hollow of their hands, the 
Government’s chief hopes of retriev
ing the situation rest at present 
with Mr. Donald, whose singlemind- 
ed honesty has in the past won him 
the confidence of all Chinese.

Dr. Donald left Nanking by train 
for Loyang, ih Honan, last night,, 
and a long distance telephone re
port from that city at noon to-day

Fighting At Sienyang
NANKING, Dec. 14.—Fierce fight

ing was proceeding to-day at Sien
yang, 15 miles north-west of Sian
fu, the Shensi capital, between Gov
ernment troops and Marshal Chang 
Hsueh-liang’s rebels.

A division ofLoyalists, numbering 
about 10,000, is stubbornly defend
ing, the town against superior, num- _ _ ______ _____
bers, according‘ to. reports brought jstated that he had flown to Sianfu 
back by Government aeroplane. >*Jat 10.30 to make contact with Mar-

It is learned that there was con- shal Chang.
siderable street fighting in Sianfu The fact that the rebel leader has 
when the revolt occurred. evidently given permission for Mr.
-jQyee .. Government Donald to land at Sianfu raises
trodps stetldned^n^Hie cTty resisted hopes that he is ready to negotiate, 
the rebels, comprising a division of Moreover, Mr. Donald’s first re
Marshal Chang’s troops commanded port is awaited with deep anxiety i

ing rapidly ahead along the Lunghai 
railway towards Sianfu, and to-day 
were only about 70 miles from the 
rebel stronghold.

Two divisions of Government 
troops which crossed the Tungkwan 
pass, on the Honan-Shensi border, 
yesterday reached Hwayin to-day 
and are still advancing at a fever
ish pace, while Marshal Chang’s 
forces are 
pi eparing

General 
tion Commissioner for Shensi, has 
joined the revolt.

In an interview here to-day 
General Hu Tsung-nan, Commander 
of the 1st Army Corps, stated that 
Lapchow,’ the capital of Kansu, 
which adjoins Shensi province, is 
at present peaceful.

General Yu Hsueh-chung, one of 
Marshal Chang Hsueh-liang’s most 
powerful subordinates, and his

> troops, which are stationed in i 
Kansu, are loyal to the Govern
ment. He added that Sianfu is de
fended by only one division of k 
Marshal Chang Hsueh-liang’s troops.

General Hu arrived this morning 
by air from Lanchow and imme- ‘ 
diately called on General Ho Ying* ; 
chin, the Minister of War, together i 
with other divisional commanders. i 
They petitioned the Government to i 
order a punitive expedition against 

! Marshal Chang Hsueh-liang. General
Hu returned to Lanchow by air > 

I this, afternoon.
Mme. Chiang’s Determination

In spite of the persistent plead
ings of friends Madame Chiang Kai- 
shek is determined to go to Sianfu 
to be by her husband’s side. She 
will probabV leave by air to
morrow.

It is learned that Mr. Donald took 
two letters to Sianfu to-day—a 
personal one from Madame Chiang 
Kai-shek to Marshal Chang Hsueh- 
liang in English and a brief note, 
also to Marshal Chang, from Mr. 
Chen Pu-lai, secretary-general of 
the Generalissimo’s headquarters.

In this note Mr. Chen said “the 
Central authorities are anxious to 
be informed of the daily doings of 
the Generalissimo” the purpose of 
which was tactfully to invite an 
assurance that General Chiang was 
still unharmed»

General Feng Ching-chai, one of 
the two' divisional commanders* 
under General Yang Hu-cheng, 
Pacification Commissioner of Shensi, 
to-day issued a manifesto pledging 
his loyalty to the Central Govern
ment.

The Nanking office of Marshal 
Chang Hsueh-liang was searched to
day, and his representative fled t > 
Shanghai.

It is significant that the local office 
of General Yu Hsueh-chung, one of 
Marshal Chang’s subordinates, has 
not been molested, a fact which is 
held to indicate that he is consider
ed loyal to the Government.

__ _  _____ General Yu is in Sian, presum- 
by General LiU To-chuan, for sev- as it will contain the first authentic whlle ■ s
eral hours. Although resistance was'information concerning actual ’ ’ *
virtually quelled by nightfall, there events in Sianfu since the revolt 
was some fighting the following occurred on Saturday morning. It 
morning. hoped that he will be able per-

Meanwhile, although the Loyalists sonally to reassure the outside world
continue to move towards Sianfu, J of General Chiang Kai-shek’s safety, 
it is learned that the general Gov-J tfaa»« Advance
eminent drive against the!
rebel stronghold may be withheld J Meanwhile, it is reliably reported 
for the present while mediation is I that. Government troops are push- 
attempted.

Many veteran leaders such as 
General Ye(i Hsi-shan, Pacification 
Commissioner for Shansi and . Sui* \ 
yuan, and Mr. Yu Yu-jen, President 
of the Control Yuan, have offered 
to mediate.

troops sûre in Kansu.
Other prominent detenus are now 

known to include Mr. Shao LM^» 
Governor of Shensi, General Mao 
Ping-wen and General Chen Tiao- 
yuan, chairman of die Military 

i Advisory Council, in addition to 
Generals Chiang Kai-shek, Chiang 
Tso-pln, Chiang Ting-weft and Chen 
Cheng.—Beuter.



Rapid Advance On Sian
k NANKING, Dec. 14.—Central Gov- | 
trnment troops are expected to be I 
at the gates of Sianfu, capital of | 
Shensi province, which is held by I 
rebel foices, by to-morrow evening, I 
according to the latest reports re- ! 
ceived here to-night.

The vanguards of the Government g 
troops, commanded by General Fan 
Zung-su, have reached Weinan, only 
about 45 miles from Sianfu, after 
advancing 60 miles in two days along ■, 
the Lunghai railway.

Much to their surprise, .very little 
resistance was encouAgred from 
Marshal Chang’s force^lfcnany of 
whom allowed themselves to be dis
armed with little or no fighting.

It is believed, however, that Mar
shal Chang will make a determined 
attempt to defend Sianfu itself.

General Fan is in telephone com
munication with General Feng 
Ching-chai, one of the two divisional) 
commanders under General Yang 
Hu-cheng, Pacification Commissioner 
of Shensi. General Feng has pledged 
his loyalty to Nanking.

Chien Ta-chun Wounded
The death of General Chien Ta- 

thun, chief aide-de-camp to General 
Cxdang Kai-shek, President of the 
Executive Yuan and Chaiiman of the . j 
Military Affairs Commission, wast 
reported to-day in a telegram from 
Marshal Chang, but it is now stated* 
that he is alive.

Marshal Chang's telegram said . 
that he committed suicide, but ‘ 
officials here believed that he wasi 
killed when the rebels attacked j 
General Chiang Kai-shek’s body
guard.

Apparently, however, he escaped 
to Sienyang, 15 miles north-west of 
Sianfu, after being seriously wound
ed in the left shoulder.

The rumours current here to-night j 
of a counter-revolt in Sianfu are! 
now generally discredited in the1 
absence of official confirmation. The 
Government is in constant communi-1 
ration with the Loyalist troops in 
Shensi.—Reuter.

Sung Cheh-yuan’s Policy
PEIPING, Dec. 14.—General Sung 

Cheh-yuan, Chairman of the Hopei 
and Chahar Political Council, has 
telegraphed Nanking expressing the 
belief that Chang Hsueh-liang is 
being used as a tool by the Com-, 
munists, and urging that measures 
be taken to suppress the revolt and 
effect the release of General Chiang 
Kai-shek.

“I am ready with my troops/* he 
says, “and await the orders of the 
Central Government.’*

In a statement announcing his 
policy, General Sung formulates it 
under three heads: (1) Preservation 
of peace and order ip Hopei and 
Chahar; (2) Continuation of the 
anti-Communist policy of the Hopei^ 
and Chahar Political Council; and; 
(3) Execution of the orders of the

Q9Y?nHweat wiwtber Gwj-1 
eral Chia»« Kai-shek is in Nanking 
or not.—Reuter.
f High Officers Killed

TOKYO, Dec. 14—Reports from) 
Peiping said that the , coup was 
staged on Saturday morning, when 
the former North-Eastern forces oc
cupied the Sian Railway station and 
cut tracks east of Sian. This move 
forestalled General Chiang’s 

’ scheduled departure by train for 
Loyang.

Almost simultaneously, another 
group of mutineers attacked General 
Chiang’s quarters, disarming the 
bodyguards and killing several high 
officers accompanying the General
issimo. ;

By 9 o’clock that morning, the 
rebellious troops were in contrql of 
a large portion of the Sian-Tung* 
kuan line and of a number of post 
offices.—Domei.

The Money Factor
NANKING, Ded. 14.—It is stated 

in financial circles that the rebel
lion of Chang Hsueh-liang had long 
been planned.

On the pretext of the approach 
of the New Year, the Commander - 
in-Chief’s Headquarters of the 
North-Western Bandit - suppression 
forces, of which Chang Hsueh-liang 
was acting Commander-in-Chief, re
peatedly telegraphed to the Minis
try of Finance last week requesting 
that the expenses of the said Head
quarters be remitted on the 10th 
inst. in one instalment, instead of 
in two, instalments on the 10th and 
25th inst. in the usual manner. The 
request was turned down by the 
Ministry.

The fact that the rebellion broke 
out at Sian on the 12th inst. con
firms this view.—Kuo Min.

Order To Seise Banks
NANKING, Dec* 14.—It is reliably 

learnt that upon the outbreak of the 
rebellion at Sian on Saturday, 
Chang Hsueh-liang, the insurgent 
leader, telegraphed to Major- 
General Huang Yun-an, Commander 
of the Artillery Brigade stationed at 
Loyang, Western Honan, to seize the 
bank% ammunition depot and aero
drome.

Refusing to obey the order of his. 
superior, Major-General Huang call
ed on Lieut-General Chu Shao- 
chou, Garrison Commander of 
Loyang, and produced Chang's tele
gram after pledging loyalty to Gen
eral Chiang Kai-shek, President of 
the Military Affairs Commission. He 
assisted Lieut.-General Chu in dis
arming his own brigade. Loyang is 
quiet as usual.—Kuo Min.

Yen Hsi-shan Wants Release
TAIYUANFU, Shansi, Dec. 14.— 

General Yen Hsi-shan, Pacification^ 
Commissioner of Shansi and Sui- 
yuan, declared in an interview to-; 
day that he had telegraphed to; 
General Ho Ying-chin, the War 
Minister, endorsing, the suggestion 
that all measures should be taken 
immediately to secure the release 
of General Chiang Kai-shek from 
the hands of the mutinous forces of 
Marshal Chang Hsueh-liang im 
Sianfu.

His first intimation of the trouble/ 
he said, came from Nanking. Since ; 
then he had several conferences 
with his subordinates, all of whom; 
were agreed that the first efforts« 
had should be directed towards^ 
securing the release of thé General
issimo.

General Chiang, along with sever-; 
al other Nanking officials, was seiz
ed by the Young Marshal’s troops 
oh Saturday after the Generalissimo 
had reportedly expressed dissatis
faction with the prpgress of the 
anti-Communist campaign and in
dicated his intention to transfer 

. some of the Marshal’s troops, who- 
had fraternized with the Reds in
stead of fighting them, to Fukien; 
province.

Among the others heM prisoner' 
by the mutineers are said to $e 
General Chiang Tso-pin, Minister of 
the Interior and former Ambassador 

I to Tokyo; General Chiang Tfng- 
| wen, Pacification Commissioner for 
| Fukien; General Chen Chi-chén, 
j Pacification Commissioner for the 
! Honan, Hupeh and Shensi borders;

and General Yu Hsueh-chung, 
I formerly a staunch supporter of 

Marshal Chang, who opposed the 
suggestion oA a revolt.

Général Chen Cheng, Vice-Minis
ter of War, is also said to be a cap
tive at Sianfu, although an unconn 
firmed report here says that he left 
.the • Shensi capital before the 
trouble started.—Reuter.

Move To Save Chiang’s Life
NANKING, Dec. 14.—A stunned 

and uneasy Chinese nation to-day 
moved warily to save the life of 
General Chiang Kai-shek, its great
est soldier and leader of the genera
tion, and nearly a score of high 
officials, being held as hostages' by 
mutinous troops in Sian.

I While drastic mandates ordering
* the arrest and punishment ot the 
j rebels were issued and trains
rumbled westward along the Lung
hai line, tactful efforts were being 
made to obtain the release of the 
prisoners by means of the typical 
Chinese way out of a tight spot— 
compromise.

Mr. W. H. Donald, adviser to the 
Generalissimo, who once served 
under General Chang Hsueh-liang,1 
the alleged leader of the mutiny; 
Mr. Yu Yu-jen, President of the I 
Control Yuan, and a known advocate < 
of co-operation between China and^ 
the Soviet Union; General Chang 
Ki, a member of the Central ’ 
Supervisory Committee of the Kuo
mintang, and one-time associate of 
the father of the “Young Marshal,** 
converged by air upon Sian to sblve 
the impasse by negotiation.

General Yen’s Message
General Yen Hsi-shan, Chairman 

of the Shansi provincial govern-, 
ment, telegraphed Nanking to with
hold punitive measures against the 
insurgents and seek to save by all 
means the life of the captive Gen- 
4-raliasimo.

In his message, General Yen is 
reported to have declared that he 
had Mwwd by radio from 
Sian that General Chiang was 
alive and safe, but had lest his 
liberty «if movement.

While Central troops moved 
westward along the Lunghai line, 
Peiping reports received here said 
that twe divisions under General j 
Chang had been concentrated at 
Tungkwan on the eastern boundary 

, of Shensi province, assertedly to j 
’ resist an invasion by Nanking : 
punitive forces.

< The strength of General Chang’s i 
rrmies was estimated here at 120,- .

♦ 000 men, whereof only 70,000 men 
were in fighting trim, the other be-

’ irg only auxiliaries.
I’ Two brigades of Central troops 
¿are still remaining in Shensi 
| besides the formidable First' Army 
Corps, consisting of 25 regiments 
under General Hu Tsung-nan and 
the four divisions under General 
Kuan Lin-cheng. The latter two 
forces, however, are now deployed 
along, the borders between Shensi 
rnd Kansu and Ninghsia.

To be counted as potential allies 
of the rebels are the Red forees 
of Chu Teh and Mao Tze-tung, 
whose strength could not be ac
curately gauged.—Dome!.

Need Of Evacuating Japanese
TOKYO, Dec. 14. — Japanese 

residents in the interior of China 
will be evacuated and concentrated 
in centres where adequate protec
tion is available should the revolt of/ 
General Chang Hsueh-liang in Sian 
lead to a general civil war, naval 
authorities here said to-day.

, The outbreak of hostilities would; 
not only endanger Japanese lives in 
the areas directly affeefed, but 
might have repercussions in the 
form of civilian and military upris- i 
ings in isolated districts.

In view of the avowed anti- ‘ 
Japanese aim of the mutiny at Sian,. 
such disturbances would seriously 
jeopardize the security of Japanese 
residents, naval officials here felt.

While measures to cope with such j 
an emergency were being mapped 
cut as a precautionary measure, 
Japanese officialdom awaited with' 
undisguised concern reports regard
ing the fate of General Chiang Kai- 
shek, outstanding leader of the 
Nanking Government, and the other 
officials who are being held . as 
virtual hostages in Sian.



Danger Of Turmoil
The death of General Chiang, 

officials said, would plunge China 
into chaos.

This, observers held, would be 
disastrous to Japan in view of the 
recent rapid improvement in Sino- 

; Japanese trade which has been 
t growing by leaps and bounds un
affected by political difficulties con
fronting the two Governments.

Sales of arms to contending fac
tions would not offset this loss, as 
Japanese ammunition firms are 
now devoting their entire activities 

: to fill orders under the huge
* military rearmament programme 
now under way.

Instructions to maintain a close 
\ watch over developments 
issued to-day to 

LKiyoshi Hasegawa, 
I chief of the Third « 
' in Chinese waters, who yesterday 
; arrived in Shanghai, and to various* 
. resident naval officers in Chinese
• cities.
| Jo.nt conferences for the ex
change of information are scheduled 
to be held frequently between 
officials in charge of intelligence in 
the Ministries of War, Navy and 
Foreign Affairs.—Domei.

were
Vice-Admiral 

commander-in- 
Fleet, stationed

Ex-Subordinate’s Criticisms
PEIPING, Dec. 14.—No patriotic 

j Chinese would excuse General 
' Chang Hsueh-liang for his rebelty 
i ous action, declared General Wan 
Furlin, member of the Hopei- 
Chahar Political. Council, upon his 
departure for Paoting yesterday 
afternoon in commenting upon the 
Sian affair.

General Wan, who was formerly 
• Chairman of the Heilungkiang pro

vincial government and Commander 
of the Northeastern 29th Army, 
said that 
orders of 
—Central

he would abide by the 
the Central Government. 
Newp.

Steady
NANKING, Dec. 

stream of telegrams has arrived in 
Nanking from various regional 
military commanders, pledging -solid 
support to the Central Government 
in whatever measures may be de
cided to cope with the Sian situa
tion.

In addition to those from General 
Yen Hsi-shan, Pacification Com
missioner for Shansi and SuiyUan, 
General Sung Cheh-yuan, Chair
man of the Hopei-Chahar Political 
Council, and General Yu Han-moU, 
Pacification Commissioner for 
Kwangtung, wires have also been 
received from:

General Ho Chien, Chairman of 
the Hunan provincial government. 
General Han Fu-çhu, Chairman oil 
the Shantung Provincial/ Govern
ment, Mr. Chen Kuo-fu, chairman i 

« of the Kiangsu Provincial Govern* I 
• ment, and General Ho Cheng-chun, 
I Pacification Commissioner 
Hupeh.

Release First
In his telegram, General Han 

Fu-chu stressed the necessity of 
first devising means to effect the 
release of * General 
Kai-shek,. President of the Execu
tive Yuan and Chairman of the 

. Military Affairs Commission, who is 
now being detained in Sian hF 

1 troops under General Chang Hsueh- 
liang.

General Han stated that after 
receipt of news of the revolt in4 
Sian he had not slept a 
throughout the night. He 
revealed that General Liu 
Pacification Commissioner 
Honan and Anhwei, and General, 
Shang Chen, Governor of Honan,, 
had wired him discussing measures 
for securing the release of the 
Generalissimo, and that he has 
sent Mr. Chi Wen-hçi, Counsellor, 
to Honan.

Stream Of Telegrams 
14.—A steady

to

and

Governor Ho Chien of Hunan, inj 
a telegram to General Ho Ying-. 
chin, Minister of War, strongly i 
denounced the revolt of General. 
Chang Hsueh-liang and offered the* 
services of his troops should wj 
punitive expedition be decided ' 
against the “Young Marshal/"

General Ho Chien, it was learned,; 
has sent another telegram 
General Chang Hsueh-liang, bit« 
terly criticizing his action 
asking him to repent and redeem 
himself.

General Ho Cheng-chun, Pacifica
tion Commissioner for Hupeh, and 
27 other army commanders in 
Hupeh, declared in their telegram 
that they were ready to comply 
With orders from the Central 
¡Government in dealing with the 
Sian situation.

In his telegram Mr. Chen Kuo-1 
fu expressed the regret that! 
General Chang Hsueh-liang should I 
take such a step to disrupt the 
work of national salvation during 
this hour of grave national crisis.

He appealed to ", the nation to 
exert its influence in inducing 
General Chang to repent of his 
mistake and to release General 
Chiang Kai-shek so that the latter 

I may continue to lead the nation in 
its task of national rejuvenation.

Punitive Campaign Demanded
Of a more militant tone was the 

wire sent by 170 “Young Officers” 
of the National Army, led by 
Lieut-Generals Chung-nan and 
Yang Chieh, in which they demand-, 
ed the launching of an immediate 
punitive campaign against General 
Chang Hsueh-ljang.

Natives of the North-Eastern pro
vinces resident in Nanking have 
also issued a telegram, urging the 
Central Government to immediately* 
launch a punitive expedition against 
the “Young Marshal.”

Special Precautions
( Meanwhile, special precautionary 
measures are being taken in Tsinan/ 
Hsuchow, Nanchang, Canton, and 
other cities to prevent against any 
contingencies as well as to stabilize 
the currency situation.
I Dispatches from Honan state' 
that immediately after the receipt; 
¡of reports of the Sian revolt, Gén
érais Lou Shih and Shang Chen;« 
(Pacification Commissioner and Gov
ernor respectively of Honan, have 
«returned to Kaifeng from Haichow 
¿and Shunteh respectively«
I To personally direct measures for 
the maintenance of peace and order 
in Szechwàn. Général Liu Hsiang, 
Governor of Srechwan, has can- 

j celled his sick leave 
to his desk.—Central

and returned 
News.

In reply, General Sung asked 
Marshal Chang Hsueh-liang to con
sider the situation he had created, 
and to restore the Generalissimo's 
freedom« Marshal Chang’s demands, 
General Sung added, might possibly 
be considered after the release of 
General Chiang.

General Han Fu-chu, Governor of 
Shantung, in a communication to 

¡General Ho Ying-chin, the Minister 
|of War, agreed that the first steps 
^to be taken for the solution of the 
Sian crisis must aim at securing 
the release of General Chiang Kai- 
shek.

General Han added that he had 
sent a delegate to Kaifeng to con
sult General Shang Chen, Governor 
of Honan, and General Liu Cheh, 
Pacification Commissioner of Anhui, 
regarding pleasures for the release 
Of the Generalissimo.—Reuter.

Missionaries In Shensi
HANKOW, Dec. 14.—About 30 

British and 20 American mission
aries scattered throughout Shensi 
province have been advised by the 
English and American consular 
authorities to “use their own dis
cretion” as regards evacuation.— 
Neuter.

Hupeh Supports Nanking
HANKOW, Dec. 14.—Hupeh pro

vince, it is announced, will give its 
fullest support to the Nanking Gov
ernment in the solution of the pres
ent crisis.—Reuter.

Anxiety In Tokyo
TOKYO, Dec. 14.—Mr. Biji Arnau, 

the Foreign Office Spokesman, point
ed out to-day that Japanese interests 
were likely to suffer considerably 
from the disturbed conditions in 
Chirfa, which have arisen following 
the capture at Sian of General 
Chiang Kai-shek and other promin
ent Government and military load
ers, by rebellious troops under the 
command of Marshal Chang Hsueh-1 
liang.

It was difficult to foresee the 
future, Mr. Arriau added, owing to 
the lack of reliable information, but 
he confirmed the report that Japan 
would pursue, for the present; a 
watchful and waiting policy.— 
Reuter.
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Conference In Peiping
PEIPINC. Dec. 14.-^All{the lead,« 

ers of the 29th AVmy have now ar- 
rived hers to confer with Genml
Sung Cheh-yuan, Chairman of the 
Hopei and Chahar Political Council, 
on the situation arising out of the 
revolt at Sian.

Other prominent officials who 
have hurried to Peiping to discuss 
the affair include General Liu Ju- 
naing, Governor of Chahar, General 
Feng Cfchhan, Governor of Hopei, 
and General Chang Tsu-chung, 
Mayor of Tientsin.

Telegrams regarding the safety qf 
General Chiang Kai-shek, President 
of the Executive Yuan.and Chair
man of the Military Affairs Cbm- 
mission, were exchanged to-day be
tween Marshal Chang Hsueh-liang 
and General Sung Cheh-yuan.

The “Young Marshal” sent a mes- 
fOrj sage to General Sun stating that the 

Generalissimo was in Sian city, 
that he would guarantee his safety 
and that no anxiety need be felt.
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F#Z<jSV^...JRfcÄÄTh> 

s. b.
^ec.ÌaX,.Bff^.h/^0^^2' 3<~

REPORT

Sul,ject Cti.e£ Detective Inspector ChenTz. Ghing, political Section, French
Police, suspected of espionage by Chinese Police»

Made Xy.... *-............. and....................................Forwarded by...... Supt._..Tan Shao^liang.

With reference to my report dated December 7 on 
the above subject, Chief Detective Inspector Chen Tz Ching of 

the Political Section, French Police, has approached Hwang 

Ching Yung for assistance in clearing up the allegations made 
against him. The latter called on Mr. Tu Yueh Sung who, in 
turn, communicated with Mr. C* C. Keng, French Secretary to 

Mayor Wu Te Chen. Through their Joint efforts, Mayor Wu Te 
Chen has agreed to forward an explanation to the Nanking 
Government.

This no doubt will prove satisfactory, and the 

order for an investigation into the activities of the Chief 
f) Detective officer will probably be withdrawn. 

_____________ _________-V-= ---
Superintend ent•



Fil&N&t. * H 1
OLICE* S. B. D..~2^
Spec4.^1.,,^^yi;Qh./^^a^2

Date....gfi.O.filP.bfj.T...?.,... jy S'6"
J«^c/.?.bÀ®f...P.®.Î.®2.tiY®...J.?.®.P..®.?^or Ghen Tz Chir^Ç^^Î^^ ) , Politic^ ^®.?.ÎÀ23a.... —

...^.®.Dph_Pi licejt^suspectedofespionagebyChineBe  ...A^.Î-.QiÀÎi®.®«....................... -........

M.ade bjf)  .................OSQForwarded by Bu.p_t_,_ Tan...ß/Aa.Q.T.l.lang.,............ -............

It has been rumoured during the past days that an

order has been received by the Public Safety Bureau from

Nanking to investigate an allegation that Chinese Chief_____-—-----

Detective Inspector Chen Tz Ching of the French Police has_____ _

been doing espionage work for the local Japanese Authorities._ _—-

Detective Inspector Chen has been in charge of the _ —-

Chinese Section of the Political Branch, Preach Police, for a__ —

Formation

number of years ana the recent allegation against him_____

apparently arose through his loyalty to the .Erench Police 

rather than ato devotion to the Japanese. It appears that

this Chinese officer has been endeavouring to ascertain the

troop movements in various parts of China, especially a

regards their strength, the names of commanders end the places 

at which they are to be stationed and in the course of his____

enquiries he called oh certain Chinese officials to seek

This gave rise to a misunderstanding, particularly so

as the officer is a native of Kiangpeh(7^-). and it is a 

common belief among Chinese people that mostly natives of

Kirngpeh a^e working for Japanese as spies.________________

It is believed that the Public Safety Bureau will

forward, a report explaining the circumstances and this will

clear the officer of all suspicion.

_ _______ There are also rumours in circulation and several 

reports have been received to that effect by the P.S.B., that

the French Police* are on extremely good terms with the local

Japanese Authorities.

D.C.(Special Branch)

Superintendent.
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Special Jrenoh deport No 17

Strike at the foing Yik Cotton Mill« 150 Robison Roe#
,H 

" I 
<
At about epm, 4/11/41, • telephone message was received 

from Mr Smith, manager of the above Mill, reporting the workers 

numbering approximately 1630 males and females, had gone on strike.

D,S.I* reeks and D«S, Kasukawa of the Special Branch 

attended and in an Interview with Mr Smith learned that on 4/11/41 

the workers were given the following increases >• . ■

(a) 30$ increase on Basis Pay

(b) 70 cents per day Special Allowance

(o) S lbs of rice per pay in lieu of Rlee Allowance«

However, when Informed of this, the workers refused the above increases 

and ^snanded that they be given»•

(a) 50$ increase on Basic Pay

(b) #5.00 per week gpeeial Allowance 

(e) 17 lbs of rice per week In lieu of Rioe Allowanee*

As no sottlemont could be reached. Police were posted In 

the Mill until 6pm when the workers finished their shift. '

At dan, s/11/41, all workers returned to the Mill, but only 

stood by their machines whilst awaiting th<$ resalt of disodssione 

between the management and their representatives*
Afterjlengthy discussion, which was atteaMM by 3upt Hall* 

A/Deputy Commissioner, and members of the Special Branch, the werkera 

on being informed that the S*M*d* had refused to supply the management 

K with sufficient rice to enable than to give each worker the 17 lbs they 

had demanded, emended their demands and aggood to accost the original



twee

Sheet Ho 3
4M .

allov.'ano© of 2 lbs of rice par day»
At 3pm, the management informed the worker» that they 

were willing to grant the following increases:-

(a) 50< increase on Basic Pay

(b) 85 cents per day Special Allowance

(0) 2 lbs of rice per day in lieu of Rice Allowance
These allowances were accepted by the workers and work wan i

immediately resumed in all departments»
The Police party was therefore withdrawn. There were no 

untoward incidents during the strike.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POM®1
LDö^-------------- ------- ~ /

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 469/39
__ "B*................Division,

...Police Station.
January 4 th, 4o.

Diary Number:— 3< Nature of Offence:— writ of jet

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
29-12-Ö»

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

Court



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POyCfc.2
170M-1-39

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 489/39
Division.

R.9v*4. Police Station.
27th9 IQ 39

Diary Number:— 8« Nature of Offence:— V/rJLt Of Det#

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
Deo» 21st to 27th 1939. 

_______________________________

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

S»s»D» court»
Kung Yih cotton Mil & 
Detective Office»

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

D»D»0»*B" Div

Div

û.C.(SP«2r.)

•¿ho five arrested mill workers afaredescribed 

appeared before judge wo ng at thu 3.S.D. court on the 

morning of December 22nd and. were placed on writ of 

Detention until Dec>jmber 29th.

During this period of detention it has been 

ascertained the five men have not been previously 

charged»

Enquiries made at the Kung Yih Cotton Mill» 160 

Robison tiotid, 0*0elicited the ¿act that although 

the mill machinery was shut off on December -1st there 

is no direct evidence against any of the five men in 

custody to show that they ordered the shutting off of 

motors» Furthermore, tnese men admit having» on 

previous occasions» taken part in conversations among 

workers regarding the demands» already under considers*» 

tlon by the management» in connection with pay» rice or 

bonus increases» At these meetings nothing of a cri*» 

minal nature occurred» t^^refore in view of insufficient 

evidence to prefer charges the court is respectfully 

requested to cuncell the writ of detention and release 

the five suspects on their appearance on Deo» 29th»
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.’
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—Ml»»« «»/äo

*^♦1 . .
__ __ ....................Division.

police Station
.uecenber «¿lut* * 39.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

At 2,40 p^u. December 21st, 1939 ax. o. WOrley 

Assistant, of the kung Yih ( zm ) cotton Mill (british)i 

100 nobleon Road brought to Gordon Road Station five 

raill employees nar.alyt -
1st Tsung chi nr Kwoi (^'1. f* ), 24, Hupeh, 

R/rill worker, 416 Singapore Road,

2nd Yit^ ling Fob (/^ $7®), 3b, Shanghai, 

../Alli worker, 0.0 JU, Jea«field,
*

3rd 'you Soonr Shoe )• 21, Yongohow,

S/kill worker, 51 joh Yoh off Ferry Road,

4th woo at iW ( rj 1) ■ 22, yangohow, 

M/m111 worker, 25 Robison Road,
5th 3h«l Yuan Fing ($ ^ ^» 35, «ueih, 

>/vlU worker, 540 Ccnnaught Poad.

ar, Worley ropoxtod that whilst the foreign staff 

were at luiuC* v>e miinngar Mr. >• Soith hoard that the 

mill had suddenly shut down at 12,45 p,xa, (21st) there

fore Mr. Worley was deapatohed to ascertain the causa. 

On hie arrival he discovered that a lightening strike ' 

had baaa called in the oil! which lasted for 45 minutes, I 

After soxe perooasion all operators were got working 

at their machines again but not before it was ascertain- 

od the five above described were active agitators of 

the strike the chief spokesman of whosi woe the 1st

Diary Number:— 1/1 Nature of Offence:— Writ of BSt

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

2,4u p*m,  to 7 „••bi.

11-1—39

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

Jet. office.



G. I70M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— lilac. 409/39.

Diary Number:—

....................  Division.

.............................Police Station.

............................................. .....................................

Nature of Offence:— -

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

described tBUHg ) •

'xttS&u ucu 1--d co;-due ted meeting* ox* the worker» 

in the xuill on 1 ouday l&th a>id Wednesday 20th -then 

cei'tuin do ,v..du were put forward to the menagenent for 

improved U’vi-fc.t rogardliuj rice allowance and bonus«

Mr« liorloy states that these damiido were reaelv» 1 

iug the co.'.»idoratloi. cl the co^4u</*s director3 and 

operators wore given to aj.dexwtand *a»ta therefore today’s! 

(2X61; fctrike was unocllad for«

Vr« iorloy intimated the wish of Ut employes* 

that rollso ¿.ction be taken t the five men arrested 

for incitiix^ iLx'ikc« however owing to insufficient 

tire to ¿U.OVX uas-.i faller details the five suspects« who 

^uve bocu closoly qu^sll^el Iqt D«8«X« Liao Taung see 

0«S« HMOLkiig oi sae bpocial Branch and above detectives« > 

hav*i boo., held and appHoutica inaue for a Writ of 

Detention« 11W will appear before court on nee« 82nd»

1939«

D.D.0.'*B" D1V.

D.O.’B" Div.

D.C. (S>. Br.)
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G, 90M-Ì-39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

Miso File No..34A/ò9 
POLICE.

REPORT
dorhOh-hOad.__ -

/ a ¿7 . 3*7

Subject K® ?083ikle li tour trouble
^¿¿.-S^p^eBab-er-S-i*

Yih Cotton Mill. 150
Robison Road»

Made aÌK-I-ÌÀ Forwarded by
Officer i/c<

At 10*45 a»m* w-9*59 Ghe andursigned in comp any 

with G*B*a* 299, visited, tue Kung Yih ("¿S'Js. ) Cotton 

hill, ISO Hoblson KOc.d,Uio therein 1 terviewed kr* Smith 

who is te General Maiictger ox Gaa Mill*

-*&i • aJiii tn s twvted vile, v u<.cHi., l*u d p »m• j. JL •• 9 *• 59 

tiie night sailc cuiplcy^d at une uoovc iuixl coai»o opera** 

tions owing to a snortage oi* materials»

Jnw ui^iit shift is co* .tri«»od of approximately* 1,000 

female miG. -^*5^

Approxim&teiy oue third of tue maae workers now 

employed m tae uigLt shift will ua taxen on the strength 

of the ¿¿.y shift wnilat. tne xaju»ir;ing maids wid the 

ie:.icj©b will hot be required for an indefinite period« 

rr. bnith furtuev statua u.at tuc nignt shift 

workers have ,iA been >.>■ t their work will be

stopped from 6 pun« 11-9-39 and that it is his opinion 

that, no trouble with these '.^oxxers will be experienced«

A.c. (Sp. hr.)
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File No.............
* SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Mbo. Ho. 2^37. Gordon Hoad „ta . M

R?«RRT n > Jun® 3rd 37.(64) Date............. ....................ig
Subject Glianß*?* in ■uAbour System at Kung Yih Mill ISO Robison Road.

™ade by.......... ®*®*?*..®**?.......................Forwarded by...........

Six* f

At 10.50a.m. 3/6/37 Inept, i/c and the undersigned 

proceeded to Kung Yih Mill and Interviewed the Manager who 

stated that he had been informed by hie Head Offioe that the 

three demands made verbally by workers on 31/5/37 were refused.

Mr. Davie had called for an officer from 6th Div. and

3. I. ^fia attended who was informed of possible trouble by 

the workers on the above decision being communioated to them.

S.I. i^ria whilst attempting to obtain additional men was called

wuy from the Kung Yih and the informing of the workers of the 

above decision was postponed. Inspt.i/c and the undersigned 

returned to the station

At 11.25a.m. a telephone message was received at G.R.from 

y.S. wise at Kuhg Yih to the effect that the S.C.G. Police

had Just rushed inside the Mill

All available men attended under Inept.i/o. D.O. and D.D.0

a180 *n &tt,endBnce on arrival.

Prom enquiries made the cause of the trouble was due to an

«enIt of a forman of the Spinning Department named King

S.C.G.Polioe entered this department and took into custody 

4 male and 10 female Chinese who were oonoerned after which

no further disturbance occurred. - - ' "

The Reserve Units of both S.M.P. and S.U.G.Polioe had

both attended and advantage was taken of this opportunity with 

a strong force present, to notify the workers of the fact that 

throe demands had been refused.

The three workers representatives were notified by Mr.

Davis and allowed to comunioate with the workers. At approx 

1 p^a. the representatives stated they would be responsible

g



File No............
45M-1-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Ills 0.10.23/57 ............
t REPORT

..................Station,

( 64)S >0.2. Date.....—...............
Subject-.........................

Made by..........v...........—............................... Forwarded by..............................-...............-........-..... -........—.

that no strike or incident^occurred after which, the main 

body of Police withdrew,_______

_____________D.S.Larby(S.B.) attended,________________________________  

At 1,36 p,n, all the workers etspped the machinee and 

ceased work demanding that those 14persons arrested in the 

■orning by s,c.G,PJ» »» released, the three rcprcaentativee 

(1) Pen Ka Shing)»(2) Wong Ah Nyi( £*>7^ )and (3) 

a»wg shine B*m( »epoke to the workcro aai after prsais*

Ing then that they would proceed to Santas to effeot their 

release induood the workers to reeuae work which they did at 

1,66 P*m,

.It was learnt that the three ropreoentatiTss proceed» 

ed to Baroau of social AffMre,Q>apei to plead for th» release 

„ of the Id porkers,__________ __ ____________________________________

At 8.40 p.m. 3/6/37 a telephone message was received 

free y.s,(&annllXo l/o Radio Van Patrol(Gordon Road a Pootoo 

Road Dietriots) to the effeot that the workore of y^h 

Mill had gone on strike again and that a large orowd wae_____

gathered outside the mill,_____________ ________________

Inspector i/o D.S.white and party of ?t>lioe attended 

but upon arrival found the crowd had already dispersed. 

From enquiries redo the following was ascertained:- 
------------------------kt 8 pau i msie workers in the___ _____________________  

Spinning Department. ____________ --

______________ (1) Tong K»si 3u»g(  

_______________ (2) wong Shi Ryio (________ )•_______  

__ ____________ (3) me shi Yon )  

 (4) Twiang Ah aing(Z^^L) ______________________  

_______________(6) Hsia 7,Ung Foh (^^ ^.)  

Were observed by the foreman to intimidate the workers in



—£JL_2— File No.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Ml»«« 23/37 ...............................Station,
REPORT

(M)»«3 Date................................ '9
Subject......................................................................................................................................

Made by............................................................ Forwarded by.....................................................................................

the spinning Dept«to cease work wich resulted In the machinery 

in toils Department being stopped.

 Lx, Davies»the Manager was informed and he with the 

assistance of Uhapel Police already on the mill premise»« 

removed the above b person» to the mill office from v.hsro 

they ware subsequently handed over and taken arty by off leer» 

of the 6th Division 8.C.G.P.B« (believed that they will be

___ later »ent to Hantao)«

work was resumed in the ¿pinning Dept .at 8 «20 p.m.

after the 5 persons referred to had been removed and no 

______further disturbance took place«________________________________ 

D.S.Laxiy (S.B.) informed«

Of the dry shift 4.6.37»977 had attended for work» 

______ 364 workers being absent«^/* 70^ •________________________________



Made by. D.S.I.Re&d Forwarded by.

Sir

information

REPORT
(53)

D.O."i3* informed and precautions taken

t v
FM. 2 

G. 45M-I-36

Subject.

Copy sent to Special Syeam»

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL 
Miso* 23/37.

File No.
POLICE. 

Gordon Road „ ................................. Statton,
n t June 3rd» 37

ReChanges in Labour System at Kung Yih Mill, 150 Robison Road

At 11.40 p.m. 2/6/37»a telephone message «as received

from the Special Branch informing the station that further 

trouble was expected at the Kung Yih Mill at 5.30 a.m. 3/6/37

nt 5.25 a.m. 3/6/37 the change over of shifts occurred

without any incidentoccurring»but rumours are going round___

that trouble nuy arise when Er. Davies,the Mill Manager»leaves

the mill premises for the Head Offioe at 2 p.m. to-day._________

Enquiries are proceeding to try and gain further___

The addreea No »7 Hing Jung Li »wherein the business

of the Tsoong Myi *ei and later 3rd Cotton weavers Union was

conducted» has now been closed down. 3rd cotton weavers Union

have now opened up at House 4,Lane 905 Jessfield Road

I a»» Sir»

Your obodj^nt servant»



F M. 2 »
G. 45M-1-36

File No.

Subject

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Misc.Ko. 23/37. Goraoj! Koad ...Station,

R(E»1°RT W Slit....... zi>37.

Re Changes in Labour System at Kung Yih Mill 150 Robison Hoad

Made fry D.S.I. Read. ..Forwarded by.

Sir, "___________

A telephone message was received from Mr. ^avis(Manager)

at 9.10a«m« 31/5/37 to the effeot that all the workers of the

Weaving Department were on strike (in the Wearing Room)

Mason. D.S.l. Read with party of Police immediately

attended. D.D.O. *B", P.O. *B" and C.D.I. Ross (S.B.) being

informed. by Charge Room Sgt

On arrival the actual disturbance had subsided though all 

operatives (about 600) of the weaving room were congregated' 

near the door and were excitedly conversing between themselves__

_ and with the manager (MT. Davie) and his staff.____________________

There was evidence of bobbins haring been thrown bat

little damage was done.

The workers demand at this time was that they be granted

an allowance of 3 cents per head per day for "rice money"

(an all ownace of this nature was previously paid (aoolished in__

936) owing to the high price of rice at that time).

IThe manager told the workers representatives that he would

jve them 15 minutes to deoidei

1,-To continue working and submit any demands to the management

for consideration or

2.-To leave the Mill

As a riot in the weaving room was possible at any timoe

the R.U. was called and "stood by* outside the Mill« on Robison

Roar'.

At about 9.45a.m. Woo Vung Paung (Memberof Local Tang-pu)

and Pen Yeu Noong (private assistant of the farmer and Leader 

of 3rd Cotton Weavers Union 7 Ming Sung Li) came in the Mill & 

spoke with the workers._______ ____________________________________________



G 45M-1-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Hiso.NO» 23/37• ................................Station,
REPORT

, Date................................. iq
(51) S2»

Made by. ........................................................Forwarded by.............................................. ......................................

Three unsuccessful attempts were made to "resume" work* the 

110tors were started* but the workers ehut off their machines on 

»ach occasion after about 1 minutes running» An Iron bar was 

thrown during the third attempt which struck a female worker in 

the face causing superficial injury»

ns Soo Vung ?aung and ?en Tea Noong could exorcise no 

control over the workers* they left the weaving room and MT »Davis 

requested that all the workers* who refused to leave* bo ejected 

by the Police»  .

Inspector Koo of 6th Div» was present and requested ths 

B»0. "B"(hr» Crouch) to be allowed to call for S.C»G»P»B.Reserve 

Unit to effect the ejection of the workers» TothisD.O.*B* 

agreed at 10»40a»m»______ ________ ________ __________________________

Inspector Koo from that time* by phone and messengers,called 

for 3,C»G»P.B» Reserve Unit but at ll»50a»m» stated that he osuM 

not obtain any men to attend»

Hr»,Davis then requested D»O»"B* that the S»li»P» eject these 

weaving room workers»

In addition to the above, due to delayed action^further 

complication wus caused by the arrival of food cans from outside 

and workers in other departments collecting food at the gates* 

general apprehension of impending "trouble* throughout the Mill 

and the fact that the weaving room workers also wanted their 

food* but were reluctant to leave ths weaving roan»

In view of the above the Reserve Unit called for reinforce

ments and a seoond squad arrived and stood by on Robison Road»

»0 action however was called for and at approx l»3Qp»m» 

the weaving room workers resumed work on conditions that an answer 
bo given to their demands within 3 days (same premised by Mr.Davls)



36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Ml BO« 23/17. ........................... Station,
REPORT

Date.... .... ;........ zp
, (31) S3«

Subject...............................

NI ade by Forwarded by....

The demands put forward are

1«-That an allowance of 3 cents per head per day be granted 

as a "Rice allowance"•

2«-That one extra days wages be paid as a bonus for each 14 

days working without absence.

3«-That work in the weaving room cease at 12 noon ou Sundays 

Instead of at 4p«m« as at present« 

D«S« Larby of Special Branch attended«

I am« Sir«

Your Obedient Servant

Copy to Special Branch«



rjl a File No.
4“*" SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

/ b*f J
Miso. No.23/37. Gordon Road..¿¿.Ration, ¿y

REPORT , __ /
2«»............. ^37.

Subject............. _.............. ^....Qhi^gee to l^bour„.^.stem at 1.................... „

Made by ..................................Forwarded by............. ......................................................................

Sir, ________ ________________________________

At 7.35 p.m. 27/5/37 a telephone meacago was 

received from C.D.I.Ross(s.B.) to the effect that awTal —g* 

strike was contemplated by workers atthe KungY|hMillat8 

p.m. 27/5/37._____ 

______________ Precautions were taken by Inapt, i/o bat the strike 

did net materialiqe.thA workers representatives having assured 

the management at about 3.40 p.m. that there would he no strike. 

_____________ inquiries rc the cause of present unrest reveals 

that a number of weavers wlio had worked extra hours ut the__

__ recmast of the mill (6 a.m.to 10 p.ru| failed ta_________»aiHr____  

_ at 6 a.m, the following morning. The majiatfamant tn ok ftirnaptian- 

__ to til is. and following a dismission with the orkars took on___  

_.extra-Jxanda.____________ _ ------

_This caused farther unrest amongst the weaveri> fay 

of present settlement not yet ascertained»;• 

_______________Later enquiries at the mill a.m. ^/8/CT revealed 

that a ooolie of the waving Dept, named Taung Stuta )

was assaulted at 9.30 p.m. 27/5/37 off Je»afield Bead and is at 

present detained in the Lester Chinese Hospital. Extent of_____ 

tnfalrlsg net yet known._________________ .______ ■______ _



File No.............
*■ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Xiao. Ho. 23/37. a c •/
” ...MQrdon. Road Sz<?z/ow,-- s«

REPORT >r
(50) Date........May. 24.1^..../9 37.

Subject R® Changes in Labour System at Kung Tih Mill 150 Robison R*d.

Made by................................Forwarded by................................

Sir*

The remaining dismissed workers received the money 

due to them p .m. 24/5/37»

The Mill is now working under normal conditions__

and Uniform duties have been withdrawn.______________________

Copy to Speolal Branch>



G. 45M-1-36
File No,

Subject

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
lilBa.No« 23/37 < Gordan. Road

R^4?)RT ....21ot....3£7 • "

Re Changes in Labour System at Kung Yih 11111,150 Robison Road«

Made by.........Read. Forwarded by.

Sir*

Payment of monies due was made to a further three -------- ———— --------------------------- ,__________________________________  

dismissed markers at 3«3Qp«m« 21/5/37»______

______The remaining 14 dismissed workers who hare yet to 

take the money due to them,are expected to collect «ama 

at the Millt at »»OOorfa» 34/1^7»



G. 45M-1-36

Subject.....

Made by.

File No............. 
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Mis C.No • 23/37 • Gordon HO.ad Station,
REPORT

Date.liay 21f>............. 19 37 •

Rs Changes in Labour System at Kung Yih Mill >150 Robison Road..

...........  ......Forwarded by.......... ..............................................................................

Sir»________ _____________________________ __________________________________

_______ During the afternoon of 20/5/37 about $8000 was 

paid, out by the Kung Yih Mill(at Kung Yih Mill) to 63 of the 

dismissed workers.

Payment was made according to conditions of 

original agreement l.e. (1) Superannuation>(2) Superannuation 

made up to 3 months pay (3) 3 months pay._____ ______

A further 17 dismissed workers failed to agree 

that the amounts due to thorn were correct. This matter is 

being "gone into* and it is possible that payment win be 

made to these 17 sometime on 21/5/37.

The following persons were present at the time 

above payments were madetj-
£#1f -

Zung Chi Mo. Bureau of Social Affairs. ------------- -------------------------------------------

Pen Yeu Mocng.City Tangpu.

ifrla Ong Chiao. Inapt.S.C.G.P.B. 6th Div.

Copy sent to Special Branch._______________________________ _



G. 45M-1-36

Subject

. File No*,....—......
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

ltiao.HO.23.3?. Bfut.Smbo,

” WT D.u.....W W-

Re Changes in Labour System at Kking Yih Mill 160 Robison Road*

D,S,I, Road, JwM-A’
Made by^^ ....... ...................... Forwarded by.^........................................... ...................... *—

Sir,

Payment of compensation to the 60 iltr.i8 -ed v/orkers 

was scheduled to oomnsnoe 9 a»m. 13/5/37, The 60 workers____

however did not attend at that hour, but awaited the arrival 

of woo Vhng pong (JtjQp ) of Qity Taag»m»____________________

At 11,300*10, they were called to the Mill by Zung Chi 

Mo ) of the Bureau of social Affaire eho had attended

as deputy for Wong Ping ( ) of the earns Bureau,

On the workers becoming aware that they were not being___

paid 3 months wages and any superannuation monies due to than 

they refused to accept any money and all congregated outside 

the MUI at 12 noon, 

Station was informed and Inspector i/o» S«X, Mason and 

the undersigned attended, only to learn that the workers had 

already moved off in company with Zung Chi mo (Bureau of social 

Affairs), _________________________________________

Inspector i/c informed C,D,I. Ross Special Branch of 

this on his return to the station at X?«25p^n,

Information has later been received that representatives 

of these 60 workers are now contacting Bureau of Social Affairs 

and City iang*pu to mediate for a settlement of this question.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Subject

Mlsc»No»23/37» - ünBiiL Statton>
REPORT

O«#*.........................................../937»

BBühangerlJiI^KiurSyateB.a^KhngYlhMilllbORpbisonRoad«

Made by.......... ..................................................  .Forwarded by...

Slr»___ ___ ___  _______ _____ _______________

At about 10p»su 17/5/37 information was received from

Mr» Pavla to the effect that labour trouble was expected In 

the Kung Yih Mill» No»150 Robison 4pad>

In view of the above circumstances Inept» Hall and the 

undersigned inmediateljr proceeded to the Ktmy yjh Mill where *__

It was ascertained that trouble was expected because of 4 reoently 

engaged female overseers^two of wham had had bobbins thrown 

at them at about lla»m. 17/5/37» 

________ further enquiries however anaertainad that Mr. Daria

Had aeveraly reprimanded the ahiaf factory labour rapraaantativa

namely Rao Koh Shing z± ) with the result that at about-------

ll»30p.m. 17/6/37 he ausured all concerned that there would----------- -

-bo no trouble 01' any description on the 17th or 18th May 1937«------

have b4>eaAln the factoiy and C»P»S» 173 hew boon Instruotod------
to mix with the workers in endeavour to ascertain the definite 

cause of the unrest and those responsible«____________________ ______



FM. 2 File No.......¿j../ ff j
G. 45M-I-36

Subject...........

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 

MjB0.23/37. GerdedROad....Station,
REPORT L__ __  sw

ZJazi'.lihy .14.*........... ig 37.

..... As Changes in Labour, System at..Kung..YjUi,.Mill*1.50.. ^b.isoii,.Boaid

Made by........... D.S.I.Hfiad.........................Forwarded by.

sir,__________

On 13/5/37 a further 500 workers registered at 

the Mill»

Over 2000 workers (Dey & night shift) met between__

5 a«a. and 6 aaa» 14/5/37 at No.7 Ming Sung Li from where they 

—ware led by an Officer of s.C.Q.P.B.and a member of BMMMt of_,_ 

—social Affaire to the Mill._____________ L------- —

----------------The opened a«d worteara ware informed as t?--
-which shift (day nr night) they were to be employed on.------------------

___________________About 1100 workers cnmmaneed day shift and those---  

- detail ad for night shift quietly left.--------- -- -----------------------------------------

----------------The mill is now working and no untoward incidents, 
—occurred«-------- -_____ i----------------------------- :________________ ._____——>----------- «—

Copy Sent to Special Branch.



p'lle^H-'-3e SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Misc.MO.23/57. _ .
- - - Go. r don. SnaA-Statton, 

REPORT
(44) Date—Maylfcth.../? 37

Subject...................... fie. .Ghari.asinLa.boU.r .3y8terj.atKhdgYihMilll50Robi8pnK,d,

Made by..................D.-SmI*.. JR©ad>..............Forwarded by...................................................

Sir»

During the day 11^5/37 a further 700 workers we re 

registered, at the Mill without incident« ___

At fla«m, l</E/37 a notice to workers was posted on 

the Mill gate translation ex which reads;-

Notice._____

_________ "This Mill has decided to open for work on 14/5/37« 

All workers loust bring their registration elips. Those not 

yet registered must do so before 16/5/37 failing which «they_______

Jill be considered as having retired and their pay will be________

-pairi nn a latar date whan they must produce their work record 

books* ■--------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------- ----
 On 14/5/37, Kung Class on Day shift«

 Yih Class on Kight shift. 

___________________________________________ Signed Kung Tlh Mill.= _

I am. Sir*

Copy sent tb branch.



G. 45M-J-36 File No.

Subject

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
liisc. Bo. 23/37. . „ .r -Gordon Road-

REPORT
(43) Date MayUth¡9 37.

Re Changes. In.lab&ur. ^stajaatKung-Ylh-Mill. .150 Robison «*4,

Made by. ^•.S<Ie...Keadi Forwarded by.

_Sir,

---------------j*>rlng the day 11/5/37 , 936 workers registered at 

the Kung Yih Mill. The whole proceedings ware fra a frw>_____

Incident of any Act rd T______ *_____________ ._______________ ____________



,2— File No .■........
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

RE(«)HT c"’.....■*..»**......”•

Subject Re Ghangee in Labour System at Klang Yih Mill»150 Robison Road*

Made by.............................................. Forwarded by..:..........................................................
__ ______________ ___________ * •___________ 

sir,__ ______________________________________ ~
During the day only 51 workers attended for registration 

(47 of wham registered during the morning)•

Thougha wrtlim sized crowd accumulated in the vicinity 

of the Mill gates during the morning no incidents took place» 

Rumours of registering workers have been stopped and quest!oned 

by other strikdeg workers 0»0»L» were received but no confirmation | 

obtained»______________________________________________________ ;------------
____  Mr» flavis was interviewed on his «return at from a ____ I 

meeting at Jardine & Mathesons Offices and stated that a 

settlement had been arrived at which had been agreed to ty all— 

the parties concerned»_____ '■ _____________________________

At about 5»30p»m» two masons .actually worlrtny at the Itll 

wore assaulted by a crowd of strikers Q.O.L. and ware ta*fn ta— 

ths 6th Div», kept there for approx 2 hours and than permitted------

to leave» Mr» Davie brought these men to dnrdnn Road atwtiwn---------

at a»30p»m» and reported the incident»_____________________

Mr» Davie then conveyed them to the Lester Hospital where 

oertifioates were issued (in poeeession of Mr» Davis) will url 

as follow^-Ching sing yph(^>i M ) Bruise of Left arm and_____

______________ contusion of chest»______________________________ _________
Llag Sih Dau (f^^>^[ ) Contagion of face & cheat»— 

Ip view of ths fact that a settlement has been arrived ata 

registration of workers will continue on 11/5/37 according to the 

programme as shown on Report No»40 and it is anticipated that--------

the Mill will be able to open within about 4 dwiya»_______________

-______________________ I am. Sir____________g-------------------------

 Your Obedient Jorvant.------ —

'-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------

Copy to Special Branch» D» ^kkl«

~j ¡ J’ * * i F-Wfd s ife '



6 48* '-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
^i8c.no. 23/37♦ __ , „ .

--Gordon ftoad -5Mno”>
REPORT 

(4X) Date......IAy9th....... '937.

Subject..........

Made by...... »•—S*...X.»...SU®41®  ..Forwarded by...---«P^...--,-.-..................... :

Sir»________________;

________Mr* Davis was interviewed at lQ»nw» B/6/37 and he stated 

that he had received information through his workmen to the 

effect that the strikera intended to greats a disturbance____

outside the MiXX during the naming XO/6/37,................  .. ____ __ —_

G.D.S*173 had also hoard aninetiling tn thin affect_ard______

-C,D,S, X73 later reported (at 6p»su) that it was than proposed
-for striking workers to enter the _;ill ooc/ound with workers—- -

-the Mill eowponnd»--------------------- - ------------------------------- -------------------------------------
_________ D»3<X* Ghu Meng *el has eoMnunleated with logoaptor_______

Kvia Ung Qhiaoi ' c ) (6th Div) who was conversant with 

the situation thoudi he could nut definitely say as to the____ ___

_ jlnns^_Jht^ja^erS-J^J!he-m<>rnlJlg o^^ ___

stated that he had arranged, Wat the 60 workers whan the---------------

Managerient nr> to dXWilMir would not go ta the MX! a<m.lo/^/37 

and alnop that the Mill aanngamont had sgrewd not to publicly___

__________ Spacial Branch infomed of above by Inapt» j/g.



- fM? 2 File No...... ......
G 45M '-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Minn. No.23/37. Gordon. Hoad....Station,
REPORT „
(Ho.40) ...........„31.

Subject.....................Bo.. .<fca£ge8 in

by..,............. Da-SaXa ^ead..............  .... Forwarded by................. .....................................................................

Sig»_____ *

It «as learnt ,..*.8/5/37 that the Kung Yih Kill 

intended to sXart registration again on Monday 10/5/37 at 9 a«m. 

 The Management have received a notion from wcng Ping 

of the Bureau of Social Affairs stating that the workers are__

- for the following conditiohst___________________________

1. Registration to start on Monday 10/5/37.__________

2. The Mill wnwgs—at to got into touoti with the 3.C.G.P.B. and 

—1c for protection for worlcsre when registering.

3. jettleaent Police to bo withdrawn from the mill in order not

_______ to cause aay misunderstanding.___________________________________

4. a~ roproeantative of the woricoro to bo present at the regie«

Ping by telephone

1. Agreed.________ _

8 arfa. to 12 noon. 1 poi. to 6 p.m.

tratlon. ____ _________________ ________________________
The mill management made the following replies to > ong

Mr. Gordon of Jardine Mathesons would got into touch with

Acting Major O.K. Yul and ask his good offices in arranging 

for S.C.G.jfoB. members to be present to prevent disorders.

3. The matter was not of their hands and they could do nothing.

4. Definitely not agreed.___________________________________________

Special Branch were informed of the above by Inspector l/o 

At 2 p^n. 8/5/37 a notice was posted on the Bing

Yih Mill Oates »translation as followst-

"Thls mill will commence registration of all male 

and femhle workers on next iiondey(10/5/37) time from

Mondw«— All fine cotton Dept., f—ala workers.



FM. 2
G. 45M-1-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT
...................Station,

(Ho.40).
Date.............

Made by. Forwarded by.

___________mt Dqpts« conctmM»______________________________________

wsflntflTjr—Ml male a fannle warkera of com* ootton -Oapie----------

______________-it W%a» _________________________ _ _—_______  

T^nrwMp—»Ail wptlrffli of w—vlniy ™Vt ■_____________________

__________________________________ T*»W t/fyfr? Ktfsg YfH WU**—

— ____________Hu ring the game af tampan a notiea <taa posted OP th.«

—fc^ta nf ;ot7 King -ung .1 f Brannan :oadr trnnalatinn an follow«» -

n-ll nn^ya nh/>nl<l nnma tn t.h< ■ [Ininn far yagiatm

- -p«a» an4 6p,u. on Monty (äo»7 Ujng ungld) a meeting will ba

~ hdA—to—dlacuaa the .ung Uh -*lla mala & female worker« and a 

—whether-thy^-ahoul^d-resuiaG-work-or-nat^»---------------------------------------------
_____ _________ At about 4»30 p»tu 8/5/57 Inspector JEQrla Ung Chlao 

—two of the workaro reprasmtatlYes

—V** —* MiWf Ittm T—W Ht hit 
—office an<L told Uim t^iat the nanftgement intynfl to dismiss 60__

workayarbut thAfta two xepreBeatatiToe stated that would not 

—bi»na tn ihis. ------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------



G. 45M-1-36

Subject

File No............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Ml»o,Ho.13/37. Gordon Road
................................Station t

(*E»r d...„ **. . „ »•
Ro Changeo in Labour System at Kung Yih Mill»150 Robison Road.

. D.S.I.headMade by..........................................Forwarded by...

sir*

C.D.S.173 reports that at 3 p.m. 7/5/37 about 200

strikers of the Kung Yih Mill congregated at Ho.7 Ming Sung Li» 

Brennan Road. Two representatives attended from the city Tangpu

and addressed the strikers, these representatives being woo

VengPong( )and one namedPeu(;),

The strikers were advised to resume work as it was

possible that new hands would be taken on if they failed to 

do so. Howver.the strikers intimated that they would not resume. 

The meeting broke up at 4.30 p,m. there hating boon

no incidents.



FM' 2 _ File No.............
. -G. „«-»sr SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

liisc.NO .23/37 • .Gordon ..$A&&.Station,

38 )RT Date.............................. I9Vt*

Re Changes in Labour System at Kung Yih Mill,ISO Robison Road.
Subject....................................................................................................................................................................................

Made by........... ..®**^*..........................................Forwarded by............

8ir • _____ _______ ____________________________________

At 3p.m. 6/5/37 a notice to the effect that on the 

resumption of work wages would be increased by 5 per-cent 

was posted on the Gates of the Kung Yih Mill. This Notice 

was issued by Jardine Mathesons. Translation as follows!- 

"This Concern have today increased the wages at 

the Kwo and Yangtsepoo Mills by 5 per-cent» and 

on the resumption of work by the Kung Yih Mill 

the same increase will take effect* • 

liisc.NO


File No............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 

Miso. Ho.23/37. Gordon Hoad station,

W.W DateApril^9,........ ig •

Subject..........................RocrhangeoinjL^our...Wystan. at Kuiig Yih Mill ,150 Robioon Road.

At 8.55 a.m. 29/4/37 a telephone message was

reoeivod from the Manager of the Kung Yih Mill to the ofioot 

that one of his shroffs had been assaulted on '»bison Hoad. 

Immediate enquiries by D.S.X.Read and D.S.I.Ghu Mang el 

revealed the following«- Ying Ying Klu( > ? Jwarlng Depart

ment shroff (employed for past 9 months) has resided In the mill 

compound dtiwlng the period of the strike and has only left to 

make small purchases on Robison Hoad»

At 7.20 a.m. 29/4/37» he left the mill to 

purchase food at a shop on Rob.tean Road about 50 yards distant 

from the mill gates.

hen returning, and whilst walking In the middle 

of Robison Hoad he was approached by two male Chinese descrip

tion as follows«•

Ist.Height about 5*7"-fl",age 25«Quare faoo.long 

hair,wearing black cotton Jacket A panto,Spoke 

Fompo dialect«

2ad.Helght about 5*6"-7",age $Q^oarlng black cotton 

Jacket and pants,round faoe,hair out short« 

These men accused Ying Ying Klu of going out to oall 

other workers to go in to work. He denied this and the above 

two males,assaulted him with their fists.

C.P.C.S 2920 and 2856 observed a conmotion on the

roadway and ran to the soeno »whereupon the above two males 

ran away. C.r.0«8 oannot again identify these two man but Ying 

Ying Klu knows them as wearing Department man though he does 

not know their names. Ho oan readily identify than again and 

dee ires to proceed against than for Assault. This is now thf



File No.......... -
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

M180.No.23/37.
........... ...........  ..Station,

REPORT . -4-
( NO .37-2- ) Date..................v............i9

Subject

J Made by-^—-__ .............. -........... -............ Forwarded by_________ .______ .______ -..............................

•object of G.K.y.I.K.276/37, and every effort le being made 

to locate the two nan concerned and hare then charged With 

with mininm delay.

Dr»,certificate in respect of Ying Ying Kin*» 

injuria» is as foliowet-

_______________ • Abrao ion of Rt*knoo»Contn»ion Rt*eh*»t end M< 

_____________ am—not fit for work for 2 day» will require- --- :
about 6 day» treatments Dr .Lao !I»i Chuen(Le»ter

_____ ■____________ Hospital).______________________

I am. pir» 

Your obedient »errant» ,

—to Special ¿ranch.



G 45M ,'36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Mi8o.No.23/37. Gordon Road station, *

R?36°)RT Date. -AprU 28th P57’

Subject... Ghan®es in labour System at Kimg Yih Mill, 150 Robison Road,

D.8,1, Read,
Made by................  Forwarded by.

sir. 

At 5.30p.m. a telephone message was received from the

Bung Yih Mill stating that a large number of striking workmen 

were at the rear of the Mill (Chinese Controlled Area).Detectives 

attended only to learn that the strikers had already left, 

inquiries were instituted when it was learnt that about 

300 male and female strikers had congregated together between 

1 abd 3 p.m. on the Chung San Road with the intentions of 

proceeding to the City Government. The 6th Division had been 

forwarned and it is understood,had received instructions from 

City Government to turn these strikers *baok*, This the 6th 

Division did and the strikers moved back and at 5,30p,m, passed 

the rear of the Ring Yih Mill. The orowd did not stop near 

the Mill and no attempt was made to create any incidents,

On ranching Brennan Road the crowd broke up and all went___

their rospootive way s •■__________

In the procession a largo number of banners were being 

carried on-which were Qilneee Qiaracters stating___

____  "We want to appeal to Nanking".

C,D»8, 173 has been instructed to keep close observation 

for the strikers mart two,_____ _ _____________________ , ~*______________

I am. Sir,



File No.

Subject

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Miso.Ho« 2^/37. aordon Road c ,

Statton,

Date. 57•

tie changes in Labour System at Kung Yih 11111,150 Robison Road
"W1,

Made by. D.s.I. Read
..Forwarded by.....

bir

At 2p.m. and continuing to 3.30p.m. 27/4/37 a meeting

was held at Tsooag Nyi wei 7 Ming Sung Li and was addressed

by rai Koh Liang who pointed out that it had been learnt

that the Mill contemplated opening up again soon. Tai Koh

ill a ng told the workers that should the Mill re*« open* they

were not to start work and should any workers start working,

men would be sent to their homes. The above was repeated

by Tai Koh Liang to the workers who came and left during

the above times (about 200 workers attended)

Six females attended at the Mill on 27/4/37 and requested

their »ay and the management met their request

I am, Sir,

Copy to Special ^ranchi
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FM. 2
G. 45M-*~36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Misc.HO. 23/37. n 
Gordon Raad, station,

REPORT
(34) 81« April .23th.....zp 37.

Re. Caiangesin Labour:..^rstem.at . Kung Y i h ]& llr^5 object

At 10a.m. 26/4/37, C.D.S. 173 reported that the following 

elogane were posted in the office of the 1'eoong ityi «ei, No. 7

king Sung Li* Brennan iload.

_ 1,-Down with Zing Tuh gating* rtf #-) 

2,-mediation according to law. 

3*-Protect and uphold Kuomintang and City Government 

to
4 »-Pellow-workers, maintain peaoe and good order.lffi^#t%2^‘7 

5*-Unite together inone group. _

6,-maintain our object to very end. 

During the morning of 26/4/37 a notice was poo ted outside 

ths tea-shop on Robison Hoad directly opposite the Kung Yih Mill 

translation of which reads_as follows!~

  Dated ? April* 26th Year of

Chinese Hepubiio.

"Regarding tho disputes between the workers and the

capitaliats, they should co-operate for tiieir existence. This

Government and Bureau have repeatedly notified Doth parties

concerned to this effect._______________________________________________

 Recently the disputes between the labourers and capitalists 

have been prevalent and have gradually increased in the number 

of cases* it is not only detrimental to productions of industry 

but also will do ham to the peace and good order of the district 

concerned.__________________________________________________ _
During the reoonstruction period of our country, the 1

opinion between the labourers and capitalists should bo cooperation I 

and together uphold each others interests so that ths market 

>111 hswwne imnrovod. ^Ithoujjh sometimes they have disputes*_____

wk. - - - -<w- < ■ ' ’’W"

• . ■■■ ■ ,



FM. 2
G. 45M-Î-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 

Mise. 23/37.

REPORT
(M) 32. Date.

File No.............

............ Station,

................19

Subject

Nlade by. Forwarded by.

they should request this organ for the dissolution of the 

problems, and their disputes will soon be justly mediated 

according to la^u It is forbidden that strikes be carried out 

without first obtaining instructions properly «and with this 

strike the labourers lodged unreasonable demands. In so doing

the labourers future prosperity will be embarrassed,andthe 

capitalists enterprises will be put to an end.

Thia government and Bureau,seeing these evil actions,have

adoptedmeasurestosettle the disputes in order to keep peace 

and good order of the social community and also to try and 

improve the conditon of the industrial production. The parties 

concerned now take particular notice that commencing from this 

date, all the labour disputes should be referred to this

_Oovernement and Bureau for dissolution according to law, and_____

before the parties concerned have been summoned forse ttlement 

of the dispute,or whilst the matter is in the course of mediation 

no strike should be declared by labourers nor the owners oloeo 

down their mills. In suoh a case,this Qovernemtn and Bureau will

make striat enquiries as to the party who started the trouble 

and they will be dealt with severely. If any bad elements attempt 

to inetigate the strike with a view detrimental to peace and 

good order of the social community .they will also be punished 

according to las.*__________________________________ ’_______________

"The above notice must be strictly obeyed".  

Hotioo issued jointly by Shanghai City Government ahd the

Bureau ofSocial Affairs. Signed & Choppedf-

Peu Koong Tsai.

Dau Pah Chun.

__________________________ Tung Shing Bah._______________
Yue hung Chun.

Bxeoutive Committees of Kuomintang party, Shanghai.



FM. 2 
G. 45M-U36

File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Miso» 23/37. 
.......  Station,

REPORT
(34) S3. Date-................................. ¡9

Subject

Made by................................................................Forwarded by........................................................................................

Ur» Davis (Manager) and Inspector i/c have been in 

conversation since the posting of this notioe. but Mr* Davis----------- — - I
has nothing of import to convey. _______



File No.............
3S SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Mlso,No, 23/37, Gordon Road'^^o«,
REPORT 

(33). Date.. April 23rd 19 37,

Subiect................^....G^ajnges...in labour..^.».t^..a.t.Jtang..Yih..3iilX»lfiO. Robison Readr

' Made by.............P,S,I. Read,.................... Forwarded by........ .............................................................................

Sir, __ ____ ____

Information was received at 10,30a,m, 23/4/37 that striking 

workers of Kung Yih Mill intended to leave Shanghai in small

numbers (to avoid clashes ^ith_Police) and to congregate at 

Cheng-ju Railway Station preparatory to proceeding to Nanking___

by^train, Inspt, i/c and Special Branch informed at 10,35a.m.

C,D,S, 173 was detailed to keep in touoh with the situation 

and to proceed to Cheng- Ju if necessary to observe proceedings, 

______ At 4,30p,m, C,D»S, 173 reported that during the afternoon

BO jnany of the worker» dissented to the plan nf going to fheng^jn 

that the idea was abandoned.-------------------------------------------------- _----------------

_ _ _ C,p.3,173 further reported thiit ha had heard a nuxnber of — 

the workers during the afternoon of 23/4/37, had proceeded to-----

„*Dee^ Faung Yah Wei." (jp Frengh nonnesei on though no_

.confirmation of this nor the objectofsamecould beobtained,------

jCopy. to Special Branch*



FM. 2
G.- 45M-1-36

File No..
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

liiso. Ko. 23/37. jgordan Road Station,

Subject....

REPORT
(32)

. Re. Changes in Labour. Sy st«a at Kung Yih Mill, 15.0 Ro bison. R’d-

Date.. April 22nd <<37

Made by. .....D.SJL... Bead. Forwarded by.

Sir, ___________ ___

 At 9.30a.m. 22/4/37 C.D.S. 173 supplied the information__

that a notice had bean posted in Ho. 7 Ming Sung Lit(Tsoong

Nyi *ei) translation as follows^

R
KB

m
m

m
br // "Hotice to all_piekets» "Go and boat up 2nd engineer  

|l . S Kah Lin".l-C-X ) Bated 22nd.________________________

______ After informing Inapt i/o and D»-PaO^"B" the undersigned 

firstproceededtothe Kung Yih Kill to ascertain who "S Kah 

.Lin" referred, to aa same

The nearest name to this was that of the Ho. 1 motorman 

"Ling Shu Kwei" whichre-»ar ranged could read "Shu Kwei Ling".

The undersigned next proceeded with D.8.X. Chu Meng Wei to_____  

6th Division and interviewed Inspector Chia lung Zau ( ifl -e ¿5 ) 

where the facta were explained to him and together a visit_____  

was made to Ho.7 Ming Sung Li at about 10.30a.m, Mo notice

however was in evidence as aoove reported though from the________

condition of the wall it was obvious that numerous notices_______  

had been posted, and later taken away.

On again visiting the Mill at 11.15a.m. one named Yuan 

King Bel (^• /V ) Weaving shroff was present reporting that 

at 8.30a.m. 22/4/37 10 or more strikers had gone to his homo 

O.O.L. and taken him from there to the Tsocng Kyi Weiwhere 

ho was »accused* of having started work it being pointed out 

_ to hjm that information had been received via Ling Shu Kwei 

to that affect.______________________________________ ____

He satisfactorily explained that he had merely called _ 

at the Mill at 3.30p.m. 20/4/37 to speak with Mr. Zing and was__

penalttod to go havjng suffered no injuries or abuse.

 Ling Shu Kwei denies having passed any Information on_____



fm. 2 File No.............
6 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Ui sc.23/37. ............... Station)

■*rrz<jRT ............... ,9
Subject.............................................................................................................................................................................

Made by........................................................... ..Forwarded by....................................................................... ........... .

__ to the Tsoong Nyi Wei. 

The posting of the notice and the affair as above 

reported may in some way be connected ML now appears to be 

of no great importance• ___________________________________________________

I am. Six.---------------------------
J 

_ Your-Cbedignt servant

Copy to Speoial Branch.___________



T. ««-¿as _ File No............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Miso* 23/37. Gordin Road „ .* ................................. Station,
REPORT April 218t, __
(»0.31). 1)ate................................. 19

Subject................ Re Changes in Labour System at Kung Yih Mil 1*150 Robison Road*

Made by................... D.S.I.Read..................Forwarded by............ ............................................................................

___ sir, ____________ ________  

The situation at the Kung Yih Mill remains unchanged.

Information was received that a meeting of workers was to be 

held at Kang Koong School()l21 Brennan Road at 1 p.m* 

21/4/37. C.D.^.173 attended at that time but there was no 

attendance of workers* and it was learnt that the meeting had 

been indefinitely postponed owing to the inclement weather*___

I an, sir

__  _________________Your obedient servant*

_____Copy to Special Branch*



G 4SM’'"36 . SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Misc.Ho. 23/37» Gordon Read Station* 

RE(P30?T April. 19th 37.

Subject.... Re Changes in Labour System at Kung Yih Mill. 150 Robison Road.

Made by.......... .......Forwarded by.

Sir»

a translation has now been made of an official Notice

issued by the Bureau of Social Aflairs and posted on the gate 

of the Mill alongside that of the management with regard to the 

registration of workers)«

Offical Notice No.9705 of The Bureau of Social Affairs»

"A petition has been received from the Kung Yih Cotton Mill 

British concern» to the effect that the mill management have 

prepared to re-open the mill» but before doing so» they have 

decided to register the striking workers names etc. and a qequest 

was made to this Bureau that an official notice be issued to 

inform the workers for their registration in the mill.

________ Itis learnt by this Bureau that owing to the contracting 

system of workers in this mill» no registration of workers was 

made before and therefore their names, addresses» etc. can not 

be located._Now preparations have been made to re-open the mill» 

their request for registration of workers is hereby approved and 

notice accordingly issued, as regarding the dispute between 

workers and the mill» it will be dissolved by this Bureau 

according to law• ______ _________________________

The workers are therefore notified that the order of this

Bureau for their registration be strictly obeyed!

Signed» Pan Koong Tseu (Chief of the Bureau of Social affairs 
Ss*  Chopped, BureFAi of Social Affairs.

At 9.30a.m. 19/4/37 a number of females attended at the 

mill for registration some (about 1/3) were selected and the

Q4 recia^n^n8 2/3 rejected. Unconfirmed: information was received 

during the morning that pickets were being formed by the strikers 

and that those registering would be assaulted. Further rumour



fm . 2 File No..............
G 45“-'-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Kinc* 23/37, _r .................... ............Station,
REPORT
(30) 32. J)ale................................. 19

Subject........................................................................................................................................................................................

Made by. ..Forwarded by.

to the effect that the placeta inteadoa tiirowing lime on

registering workers were also at one time current.

6th Div* were communicated with wiio stated they were

conversant with the situation and were taking precautions* 

following registration» the faruU.es were bain given slips

at paper with iOwtruotions to go to a photographers and have

their photographs taken for record purposes* Information was

however received»that these females were being taken to the

Tsoong 3yi »ei offices where they were being compelled to

surrender thane slips* 6th Div* wore again notified and stated

they Lad cent a man to the Isoong Kyi *ei to stop than doing this 

_ _At J^oout lla*m* a Male Chinees was arrested by 3*C*G*Pollos

just off Robison Road near the Lili (reason not known) he was____

taken to Robison Road Sub-station and shortly after transferred 

to 6th Div* Station where he was icunodlatoly released*

A small crowd had been in the vicinity of the Kill gates

tiiroughout the morning and at about ll*5fia.*m* these were Joined

by a crowd of workers who wore earring the above released nalo

shoulder high and firing craotcero, _

At thio tine an incident appeared imminent and following

receipt of information to this efxeot Inapt* l/o and the under»

signed immediately attended. On arrival a sized crowd was in __

evidence though there was no commotion as the unruly element __

has juat previously moved on*___________________________________________

There were about 20 registering females in the Kill who

wished to leave and as it was highly probable that an incident

would "break0 on their leaving the Kill the Reserve Unit was

called and stood by whilst the fanaloe left at L2*06p*n*_______ ___

It was very noticeable that on ths arrival of the Reserve

faruU.es


FM. 2 '
G. 45M*i-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

File No.

Mleo. 23/37. ..............................  SMiolh

REPORT
(30) S3« J)ate................................. 19

Subject

Made by............................................................ .....Forwarded by...................................................-...........................

Unit all members of S.C.G.P.B. (about 6 under S/lnspt.Khoo) 

who Lad been outside mill throughout the morning immediately 

left, _______ ___

__ No clashes with police occurred and no reports of assault 

on registering workers have been received. 

_______The management have realised that it is not practicable 

to carry on with their scheme of registration under present 

conditions and have therefore closed the Kill gates and do not 

intend (at present) to continue.__________________________________

Copy to Special Branch.----------------



fm. z File No........ ....
G 45M-'-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Mis9. Gordon Road _ .
......... .............. Station'
7> , April 19, 37.(NO.29) Date “.... ..........Y........19

Subject 9han£®s Labour System at ming Yih Mill,ISO Robison Road.

sir»

At 12.30 pua. 18/4/37,a notice was posted outside 

the Mill stating that the registration of male and female workers < 

by the mill would commeno on 19.4.37 and that following registra- I 

tion of workers a further notice would be posted stating the 

date on which work would start.

It las been learnt by C.D.S.173 that at 4.30 p«au 

17/4/37 Tai Koh Liang (workers representative) received a letter 

from Bureau of Social Affairs instructing him (Tai Koh Liang) 

to appoint 2 representatives to attend at the Bureau^« on 

20/^/3? to discuss the present dispute«

Copy to Special Branch.



—♦ 2 > File No............

this demons teatian are»*_______ :___ __________
______________ 1. Tai Koh Ljang (W^ ^ ^ )

<5M*''36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Misc.So.23/37« 

REPORT 
(88)

Garton Road Station,

Date... Apr 1116 th ■'?37»

Subject .............. Rft.axan^ainl^bo.ur.SystOT.atKUngYihMll»15QRoblaon..Road>.

Made by.. .Forwarded by.......... D.*.S.«i X.<.. ?«ad».

Sir»

At 9.15a.xL. information was received from C.D.3. 173

that a large number of striking workers (about 400) had gathered 

at 121 Branan Road and intended marching to the City Government.

Immediately after receiving this» D.S. Larby (3p. Br.)phoned the

same information to the undersigned. ______

enquiry was Immediately instituted to ascertain the 

route the striking workers into ended to take» and at one time it 

was understood they intended to pass along Robison Road in front 

_ of the Kung Yih Mill. accessary precautions were taken lay Inept, 

i/o but at about 11 a^a. it was learnt the party had moved off in 

_ the direction of the Chun San Road. 

______________ Angular at 6th Piv. revealed they were fully conversant 

_ with the situation, and B.w. Station were also notified._________

As rain began to fall about 11 a«un. a number of the 

__workers “fell out" of the parade and it was later learnt that 

__ the reiaainder were net on the Chun ¿an Road by Inspector Qria 

__of 6th Div, and liis subordinates who persuaded the striking____  

__ coxkers tn break up and return to their homes._____________________  

________________ q.p.s. 173 later reported that when the striking

workers r ^yed off from brenan iioad it was their intention to 

split into twn parties, one to visit the City Government and

___ the othcr to visit the bureau of social of¿airs both parties

___to rnaira for the rw.Mnptt on of wo vie. It wan alee intended

—at that time that they remained at. the above place a until such

a. a aatory reply wan given.
It is further reported that the prime movers in



G. 45M-1-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. File No............

REPORT ........ ......................Station,

(28) 32. .... -......................... .

Made by.............................................................. Forwarded by..................................

2. Wl Pao Pao )

3. Loh Ying De« ( j

4» Tea Joo Ying )_______________________
5* Mina Daong Hyi (ffi X~ )

____________________6« Tseng *oo Zong )______________________  
____________ 7e Lee lyung Leong (f/M }

enquiry at the nUl reyealadthat the fitter« and ____

carpenters again resorted for work 16/4/37 f ith additional 

worker« of the same trade — about 55 of thane are now working.

It ie intended by the management to poet a notice 

galling for the regia tret ion of worker«. This notice ie in the 

no area of preparation (the management wiehl ng to hare eam________

phpnped by the Bnreaa of Social Affaire before posting)•___________

I am. Sir»

Copy sent to Special Branch.

iy



___LM,,;
G. 45M-1-36

File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Mìbo.No.23/37.

REPORT
(27)

..Gardon Road Station,

Date.. April.¿¿th..../? 37.

Re.GhangeslnJAb.o.ur^ 150 Robison B«d.Subject....

______ The labour manager (MT. Zing) was interviewed a.m. 15/4/37 

on the subject of appearance in the Nantao Court p.m. 14/4/37 

with three others (shown on Report No« 21)« Ho stated that_ _

they were all questioned by the procurator on questions 

relevant to the cause of the present labour trouble« the 

—disturbance at the mill at 6 a.m. 1/4/37 and their responsibilities 

in these matters« after which« they were permitted to leave __

at about 4«45p«m._________________________________________________________

Approximately 46 fitters and carpenters of the Kong Yih I

kill reported for work on their own initiative a.m. 15/4/37_____

_ and were set to work by the management.- 

_ At 7 a.m. 15/4/37 a meeting was held at the Tsoong Nyi Wei 

_ and the return t o work of the above carpenters and fitters_______

was discussed. It was later learnt that the Tsoong Nyi Wei 

_had decided to form a number groups of 10 workers in a group 

to assault these fitters and carpenters when they left off_____

work (5 p.m.).£_

Special Branch was informed, precautions taken by Inspt.i/c

aad 5 th Civ . P .3 . were communi outed with and requested to 

anticipate trouble in the vicinity of the mill under their 

aontral._____________________________________________________________ -

No incidents however took place.____________________________

2S________________ __________ Ï Wfa ^11 r »



Subject

Made by

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Miso.No. 23/37

File No.

Gordon Road S(ation<

D'te.
Re Changes in Labour System at Kung Yih Mill, 150 Robison R’d

D.S.I. Head

Sir,

REPORT
(26)

.... .Forwarded by..

C.D.8. 173 reports that the following representatives

oi the workers met at the Tsoong Nyi Wei, No. 8 king Sung Li,

The intenti one of the a o p ve ut che conclusion of the

Brennan Road, at 2.30p.m. 14/4/37.

1,-Tai Koh Liang ifl'O )
2,-<. el Rao rao

3,-x.oh Ying Dee ( ^_)
4,-i‘su koo Ying i j >____________
5,~jq.au Dfcong Cyi _lïüAj_

_________6,~T»qhg eoo Zong ( )
________7,~x.e« Kyung Loo ng (f )_________________

meeting was that tno workers be divided into three groups

and to voice their demands simultaneously at the following

three places;

1,-Bureau of Social Affairs

. $ ,-City Bovernn.ent

4
3,-To the Nanking Government (proceed by train)

Tai Koh Lian¿> then told the workers that an answer

was expected from the General manager of jardine Mathereon»

on 15/4/37 and the ref ore no definite arrangements were made

to carry out their intentions

X aat Sir

Your Obedient Servant,

~ 4^. lit fl
L____Skl*-

Copy to Special Branch.

Miso.No


FM, 2 
G’. 45M-Î-36

SHANGHAI
File N oH.Se&ÀS

Qordon .Mestatiti,

REWT Date‘April 13thZ9 37.

Subject Re Changes in Labour System at Kung Yih Vi11, 160 Robison Road*

bdade by D.S.I. Read,
Forwarded by.

Sir, '

The labour manager (Mr. Zing) and 3 others (as shown on

Report No. 21) have each received a further summons to appear 
_ ____ __ ___________________________ _________________________________ _ _______ -_
at the Nantao Court at 1 p.m. 14/4/37. The summons shows

"For causing injury"• These 4 persons intend to answer to this

summons by attending the Court as ordered. Special Branch

(D.S. Larby) was informed who stated they would inform Asst.

M*A.Mr. Tsien.

A number of workers came to the Mill during the morning 

of 12/4/37 and requested their pay. The management acceded to 

this request and about 100 workers were paid during the 

morning and 20 during the afternoon.

A total of approx. 140 workers have now been paid and the

management do not intend paying out any more under present

conditions.

Between 9.30 a.m. & 10.30a.m. 13/4/37 about 200 male and

le workers held a meeting at Ming Sung Li, Brennan Road
meeting was address by Lau Lieu (^ ) and the foliowin®

Copy to Special Branch

demands were approved; -

1, - Dismiss ¿kng Tuh Faung )

2, - Medical expenses to be paid to the injured workers

S,y That 9 days wages be demanded from the Mill as strike pay
—<#-------------------------------------------------------------
i^a^Old workers should be promoted to foremen instead of

bringing in new foremen.

5,- No workers to be dismissed without reason.

It is also learnt that the "Tsoong Nyi Wei" (

has informed the workers that if the Mill does no re-open

after two weeks they will distribute 20 cents perJ to each

worker



FM 2 File No.............
«• «*"-«• SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

MIeC.MC. «.3/37« BOU<L ...Station,

RE(P24*T D^....AprlX..X2>.....19 37.

Subject -Head»

Made by..?£.?.................................. Forwarded by.............. ............................................................................

Sir,_____________________________________________________________________
The meeting scheduled for 8a.m. 12/4/37 (as shown on

Report Ho. 23) did not materialise. About 200 workers 

(male and female) were in evidence from 8.30a.m. to 10a.m. 

but as no one attended to address the meeting, all quietly 

left. 

Ho incidents have occurred and the situation remains 

unchanged.

Copy to Special, Branch.



-4

File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

liiBC.So* 23/^7« OjHjdon Boaa Station, 

REPORT
(23) D«M....Xprll-10tb-'9 37«

Subject................Be...^ang9p...ln..Jbabour. 5y.at.eiJ.atKixng..Ylh..liill»BQ»lbQRQhiaonR*4.

Made by.............D.».S.».I.....Rea 1«....................Forwarded by............. .........................................................................

Sir« 

____________During the morning of 9/4/37 only one coolie_____________  

reported to the office and accepted his wages and during_____

the afternoon two female workers were the only others to_______

attend and take their w.___________________________________________ _

____________ Throughout the day a number of workers were ob»erred____ 

tn be loitering in the vicinity of the Mill, but no in ci dent a— 

__ took place«______________________________________________________________ 

____________no 10/a/37 two farmin workers and nine male workers_____  

__ attended and received tlieir pay._______  . ___________  
____________ It h-ia also been learnt that tho worker« intend----------------  

j holding a meeting at about 8 a^n. Monday 12/4/37 in tha----------------
l| w^w pramloaa -nf Tsnnnrr Wwp 811k T?antoiy( 4^ )

-B off Brennan Road, Zau-krydoo.—C.D.S. 173 haa been instructed — 

—to attentw--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------



-Grohs' File No......................

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Misc.No. 23/37. Garden RoadL...Station,

REPORT ~ __
(22) Date...¿¡>211. .8 th. 19 37«

Subject.......... He Changes in Labour System at -^uag Yih Mixl, IbO Robison Hoad*

** h- F«rvMrded by..........^^^..................................   ...

Sir,

No further incidents hare occurred at or in the vicinity 

of the thingYih Mill._____________________________ 

The Labour Manager (Mr. Zing) was interviewed A.M. 8/4/37 

and the proceedings being taken against hint* and 3 others were. 

discussed. It was Learnt that nona of the four persons 

summoned attended the Nantao Court as directed but through_

their legal adviser, Dr. S. Ho, they petitioned the Nantao 

Court to arrange for their attendance at a different time to  

that of the petitioning workers, in oraer to avoid any clash

3JÌ <»

and possible incidents.

The management has made arrangements to "payment" on________

9/4/37 and the following notice has been posted on the Mill

.®te<________._ _____________________

"Notification of tim6s of paying workers wages%•»

_________ 9 a.m. 9/4/37_______ 1st, part of Spinning Department.________

_________ 2 p.m, 9/4/37_______ leaving Department.__________________________

_________ 9a.m. 10/4/37________2nd part of Spinning Department._________

Coiet to Special Branch

Misc.No


FM. 2
G. 45M-1-36

File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Mi8C.Ho.23/37« Gordon Road Station, 

REPORT(2X) Date April 7tk¡9 WK

Subject................. ..$**•“* .at ...Kung.Yih.Mill»..1SQ BoblecnRoad*--

Sir,_______ _______ __ _____________________________________________

_______ Bo further incidents have occurred at or in the vicinity-------  

of the Kung Yih Mill.

_____At8a.m.7/ ./37 Summonses wore served ny the Summons

------Zing Teh Pong Cak __ )_ (Tabnur manager)-------------------------

Zung Yoong Hyi( ) (ff|arir)

_____Wong Zang Gha ) w______________
King Tuh Ling ( >

at the Kung Yih Mill for their appearance at the Man tan nnnrt

at 2p «m« 7/4/37 «____ .________ _______________ ___________________ _________

It is understood that no detajln were shown nn tha aiimwinnaeH 
though it is known to refer to a preliminary hearing / enquiry— 

regarding allegations of assault made by those worker« injiimd----

during the disturbance A.M, 1/4/37.__________________________

____Jt was later learnt that arrangements had been mads fnr----------  

Asst. M»A. S.K. Tsien to be resent at thia haari ng/enqni ry to----

hold a "watching brief*«



fm. z File No............
6 4’''-'-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

(5) Lee Kwei Shoe ). (5) Wong Sing Kwung(^/t^

Mis c.lk> • 23/37 • Gordon Road „ .
................................Station y

REPORT April 5, 37.
No.20. — “ate................................ 19

,. Re Changes in Labour System at Kung Yih Kill.ISO Robison Road.inurt ______ ____ __ w ...... ........

.. . , D.S.I.RoadMade by...................................... Forwarded by....................................................................................

Sir* ______ _

No further Incidents have occurred at the Kung Yih 

Mill and though prevailed rumours of anticipated trouble on the 

5/4/37 and precautions were taken nothing eventuated.

Between 8 aua. and 9/L5 a^n. 8/4/37 a meeting of 

the mill workers and representatives of Kung Yih Mill was held 

at 121 Brennan Road in the premises of the Kang Koong Primary 
SohoolC^^ At the meeting the 8 demands submitted to the

management previously were dis cussed »besides which the workers 

were told not to receive their wages from the mill on 9/4/37____

unless the dmaands were granted. The workers have also been 

informed that representatives would be despatched to various

Government organs to lodge requests asking the latters to support 

and protect them in dissolving the trouble with the management. 

The speaker (nano not known) also informed the audience that the 

two mills in Yangtssepoo district are supporting them in this 

strifes both financially and in their movements.

The following are presentatives of the workers who 

attended the meeting »carrying banners inscribed "Groups No.l»No .2 

etc. ___________________________ _ _____

Cotton Loosening Room (Group Np.l)

(1) Lee Loh Yue ) (2) Zung Ah Lpong

(3) Tsang Tsung Ching (4) Vong Ching Pau (),

(5) Kao Ziang Poh ) (6) Tsang Ah San ).

(7) Wong San Pau )»-

________________ Reeling Room (Group No.2),___________________

(1) Lieu Ling Zau )♦ (2) Zung Shah HaU ).

(3) Zee Dau Tuh (). (4) Yang Foh Ziang 5



File No..
-drafcfer SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ’

................ ............ Station, 
REPORT
So.20 -2. Date..................... 19

Subject..........................................................................     -

Made by......................................................... Forwarded by..............................................................................

(?) Yoe Tuh Kong ( ), (>) ae« Tgapg ?.*l
(9) Yui zou Sing ( J fffit )»(X0) Zung Sing Sai (?JÜgx£),

(IX) ung sing lUng«( )._____________ _________ __

___________________________9W— fifty HO<&)_______________
(X) zau Ah Ling ($±[11 )• («) Li— Tnh Ling (^fj^__h

(» Wi Ta—g ToeRg(Jfei?& ), (4) Wgff 41» Rfflg I
(9) Taang Ah am )« (g) wjy Khh ■?—<
(?) t—a Ah Myi____( ), (a) 3laYm am 1 I

____________—__  ZlaS-CgtUn Roon (group Ho.4)__________ _________
(X) zong fhing <fl> Wft *»>■»* 1 11

(a) Ting Um Pah (4) anw» 8nm ( h

_ (*) Z— Ung «hui ( ). (4) TWIP zwy w----- )

(?) Z«R« TnWK Wt ( )» (a) Myl TWIT Wfti < )
.. (?) M SaLJn______ -XfciU*__________________ ._.... 

Wftft^lftft Rftyf qyoftft Nn-Sl
(X) zm Aii T«oag (»Vti )» (g) j^ang zmg_______ ),

(>) a—g vmg pm( )e (4) zaag ah—____________ ( jt )«

(a) si— 0» z—g ( )e (g) at— >— 1—< ( )■

(?) y— aing )• (•> sum 1—ng___________( )«

(>) T«Ing Ung (0^^; ), (XO)Tch Bn*(4^-^ )
Paokin* Group 2io.6)__________________ _

(X) Tung fang?—nt^^^ ), (i) 14m m am (4^#/^)*
(3) Loe Pau Hyoh__ L^'^jE, ). (4) zu wo M^nh (

(B) Chat Tu Chung ( )» (•) T«ang P— ?oh (

(?) Taoong Ying (|| TftHf s<

(?) Tsang z— zal ). (xo) si— Tuh sung ( ü»4f^/)g
_______________** Zu Xoamt than <u— Uny* Taua is ihn p—
who io reap—uibXo fog the Taoyg Eyi woi Aasouiati—«_______

___________ ;_______ AXX the workers who ha— J oinod the Teocng lyi



FM. 2
G. 45M-1-36 SHANGHAI

File No.............
MUNICIPAL POLICE.

................................ Station,
REPORT
No.20 »3. Date..........................-19

Subject.

Made by. Forwarded by.

wet wtri introduced by one Ts 3ian Mau( ). Baah_____

_ _____ worker subscribas 50 cent» for member^ fee._______  

______ At 2.30p.m. 5/4/37 Mr. Zing (Labour Manager) sent his boy _ 
Zung Tuh Shing (7^ ) from the Mill to purchase 12.00 worth .

of Cigarettes. When near Robison Penang Road 00rner Zung Tuh _ 

Shing was approached by several strikers who remonstrated with 

him for buying things on b«hATV nf th« nianagement. The strikers 

were then insisting that Zung Tuh Shing accompany them to the 

Union (7 Ming Sung Li) when the Chape i Police came on the scene 

who, after taking Zung Tuh Shing to the Robison Road Sub-station 

for immediate safety» escorted him to the Mill. There was no 

violence and no arrests were made by S.C.G.P.B#___________________

I am, Sir,

Copy sent to special Brandi



y*“

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
—g°r^P,n, station,

REPORT
Date,. ^A.giP'i-1 —■ Sy---- jg 37.

Subject (in full âttached file.

Made ffJ
***"' --»---------- .and.___ .__________Forwarded by _ Inspector R.G. Hall

Sir >___________________________

With ^reference to attached file and the remardks of 

the D.C. (Divisions) I beg to report that on receipt of the 

information from lfr< Davis of the Kung Yih Mill, I enquired and 

found that D.S.I. Read was also in possession of the same

_ information and I inferred that he would inform the Special 

Branch and the D.D.O. '*B*. I then tried twice at about

8.30 p.m. to get into touch with the P.O. *BW but each time his 

room phone was engaged. I telephoned again at about 9 p.m. and 

on this occasion there was no answer to the room phone. I 

then arranged for a Police detail to be at the Mill at 5 a.m.

Since finding that the Special Branch were not 

informed, I have myself informed them by telephone of all 

developements since 9 a.m. on the 1st irfst.

I am, Sir,

Yours obediently»_____________

(sd.) R.G. Hall_ 

Inspector.

Remarks of b.Q.«b* to D. G. Divisions

Sir, ___________
Acting on your instructions. I warned 

__________ Inspector Hall in reference to his neglect 
regarding the warning that trouble might be 
expected at the Kung Yih Mill. These reports 

—“___________are attached irr explanutlbrr;

fgd. )—J. Sinclair



Fna. ‘
G. SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

File No.

Miso .No .23/37. _ G_ordon Rça.&Statton, 
REPORT

Date__ April 3» 193.7a

Subject (in /«///--Be.. Changes ._in Labour System at Kung Yih Mill, 150 Robison Road*—

__________—------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------

Made by Read Forwarded, by^------------------------------------ ---------------- ------

31 Tt------------------------------------ ----------- ----------------------- —---- —-—
With reference to the remarks of p,c. (Divisions) —— 

on the report made by D.S* Lockwood re Special Branch not being— 

informed; It is admitted that this was not done and the_________ __

ommission, following the developement of events, is regretted«.___

It is however submitted in extenuation thereof, that at the time*. 

the Kung Yih Mill was not the only concern occupying the atten«—-

tion of the station staff and rumours of trouble In nonnaction----- -

with the Silk Weaving Strike were also prevalent, none of which
had materialised. Through personal contact with Mr. Davis,
the undersigned has been forced to the conclusion that he is 

liable to be over apprehensive upon receipt of unfounded rumours 

and making allowances for such apprehensiveness, the undersigned 

admits that at the time, presautionary measures as taken by 

the station "(Detectives and Uniforms) appeared ample to meet 

the situation

This incident has now been carefully noted and

Special Branch will in future be informed in every instance

At 7.05 p.m. 2-4-37 Mr. Davis telephoned to the

station requesting assistance stating that one of his foremen

had been arrested by the Chapei Police. The Inspector i/c and
D.S. Eynstone with C.D.S. 173 immediately proceeded to the Kung
Yih Mill and following enquiry, the following was learnts-

A foreman Wong Doong Zung ( ) at about 6.55

when near Brennan Piece called upon the Chapei Police

for protection when a number of male Chinese stopped the ricsha

in which he was He was escorted to the 6th Div. Station
forsafety and later permitted to leave

C.D.S. 173 visited the 6th Div. but V?ong Doong Zung



Fm. 2L <
G. 35m-il3ji File No._______

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
__  • ___  _ Station^

REPORT
Date____ ___ _____ __zp

Subject (in full)_________________________________________________________________________________________
-2-

Made by—----------------------------------- ---------------Forwarded by

would not or could not identify any of those concerned in 

stopping his ricsha«

Special Branch were informed of this incident»

I am» Sir»

Your obedient servant» 

(sd.) Read

D*S»I.



EM. 2 . p^e J^Q
s 45M , ?6 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Mis c.No.23/37 GordonRoad ..Station,
REPORT 

Nu.19. "Date.April..3rd, 19 37«
Subject Re Chang«8 in Labour System at Kung Yih Mill, 150 Robison Road.

A foreman long Doong Zung()at about 6,55 

p.M. when near Brennan Piece galled upon the Ghapei Police 

for protection when a number of male Chinese stopped the ricsha 

in which he was riding. Ho was escorted to the 6th Div.Station

foraafaty and later permitted to leave.______________________
_________________ G.p.d.173 visited the 6th Div, but Wong Doong zung

Made by. D.S.I.Read .Forwarded by.

sir,_________ _____ ________________________________ __________________

 with reference to the remarks of D.C.(Divisions)

on the report made by D.S.Lockwood re Special Branch not being

informed; Itisadmittedthatthis was notdoneand the  

amniasion»following the developement of events, if regretted.

It is however submitted in extenuation thereof »that at the time

the Kuhg Yih Mill was not the only concern occupying the atten

tion of the station staff and rumours of trouble in connection 

with the Silk weaving Strike were also prevalent none of which 

___ had materialised. Through personal contact with Mr. Davis,____  

___ the undersigned has been forced to the conclusion that he is

liable to be over apprehensive upon receipt of unfounded rumours 

and malting allowances for such apjrahensiveness, the undersigned 

adwitta that at t.ha timefpreoautionaxy measures as taken by

------the stationi-^ateatives and Uniforms) appeared ample to meet

_________ This incident has now been carefully noted and 

____Special Branch will in future be informed in every instance.

At 7.06 p.m. 2/4/57 Mr. Davis telephoned to the 

____ station requesting assistance stating that one of his foremen 

____h^ haun. arrested by the Ghaoei Police. The Inspector i/c and 

____h-s-Aynstnno with c.D.3.173 immediately proceeded to the Kung 

__ Yih Mill following enftiHry.,the following was leantf



A
—FMC2_. File No. .
s SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Miso. No.23/57. C/ ..... ............................ Station,
REPORT

Date....  ioHo#19.  9
Subject................................................................................................................................... •

Made by.............................................................. ..Forwarded by...........................................................................................

__ WQU^d n0* or could not identify any of those concerned in 

stopping his ricsha# 

Special Branch were informed of this incident#



Forwarded by.

Sir.

No further incidents have occurred at the Mill which

The damage caused by the disturbance a,at 1/4/37 has now

A meeting of workers representatives was held at Ming Sung

D.S.I. Read

Subject.

them to settle the trouble and tn give considerati nn-

I am« sir.

Your Obedient Servant«------

Copy tn Special Branoh

G. 45M-1-36
File No,............

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Mise« No.23/37. . .' flordon BfML& Station,

REPORT „ „
No«18« Date. AprilJ2nd«...i9 37,

i^« Yih Mill» .15Q ilobisQn BoacU

Made by

remains closed

been r0ughly eetimate.d at slightly over $500and was confined 

to baroken windows and damaged bobbins

Li ( & 4 f ) between 8 and 9 a«m. 2/4/37« C.D.S. 299 could

resolutions were passed«

No workers should go to the Mill to get their wage« before 

the settlement of the trouble

_ 2»«» No workers should resume work at the Mill.________ ___________

„ 3»- Representatives to be sent to the bureau of Social Affaire

_______regarding the injured workers.-------------------------------------------------- —

______ Mr« Davis has been interviewed p«m« %/4/37 and states he

has not yet been contacted by any of the parties concerned 

in the dispute._____________________________________________ ________



s
FM. 2

G. 45M-1-36
File No.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Miso.No.23/37. Gordon Road Station,
REPORT A .Date April 2nd.» ia 37.NO .17. ................ ' 9

Subject...............................Changes in(Labour System at Kung Yih «111,150 Robison Read.

Made by. ..............Forwarded by......

Sir»

No further incidente have occurred at the Mill whi oh

is now definitely cloaed down and the management hare decided 

to keep the mill closed down for at least one week.

A notice has been posted on the gate»translation 

of which reads as follows» 0 _____ ________________________________

***The bad element amongst the workers who hare falsely 

represented themselves in order to create a disturbance and

_ stop the machines without first having obtained permlsHinn_

from management, has thereby caused a a trike in the Ktfig Yjh —

__ Lin«_____This mill owing to thia trnubXe,nny. to M closed

_ down by this firm. It has been decided that beginning fyo«—

_ 9 a.m. 9/4/37.the workers wages winch have been dopnaitari fn

the mill will ba paid,__ signed. The awe GniHpany*r_________________

It is learnt that a meeting was hold at 7 Ming___

Sun Lidsoong Nyl wei) at between 1 and 1 p.m. 1/4/3? when____

it was decided to noxd another meeting at the same place_______

_ ,tn proceed to the Jity vumi.ip.nt.____________________________ _____
>  Chow Opng Kyi ^"7^c)of Tsoong Nyi -ei is a prime 

mover in this present unrest.

________________It ia known that Special Branch have their detec

tives and agents covering these meetingaand C.P.3 299 has been 

detailed to attend the meeting at 8 a.m. 2/4/37.______________

*opy sent to Special Branch

I am, ¿ir»

Your obedie;



F. 19 Instituted 12-24

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION DEPARTMENT.

REPORT ON STRIKE
-Oardon-RsM------- Station ..................................... 198.

Time and date reported ani* date 1.0. informed-1» - Vuhg •

Trade or professsion of strikers ...OattTO..1I -̂---
Number of strikers... gggQ..... Male. __ Female... ..............Apprentices-------
Employer’s name, address and business pwa yi)'loptfrng.y.pi..J(tXl>130 RphAeonROSUl•

Union to which strikers belong—offlelallyithough "Teoong Hyi W®l« elalM 
Cause of strike and demands madfrty M&£3„■»>*!««?•.....

3 Resultant on previous change oVer
............ trim ««Mtoet ta aiwet'Xahour ana 

.............adversely ....................................

When did discontent amongst strikers first commence 19/^Sf • ~ 
What action (if any) did employers take to remedy cause of discontent prior to commencement

of strike-------- rlrevlOttslyn^goti^.tedwithiiureauejtSo<lulAfi>4»»-aad

.....eettlWent readhed. ■......... -~r—- .........
What action (if any) have the employers taken to meet the demands of the strikers

Atafeovc»

Names and addresses of strike leaders..............-Jqa ■ by gipaAiM!1g

Has the strike or its cause any political inspiration------------

Meeting places of strikers.....___
Number of persons arrested for offences arising out of strike ...........
Particulars of literature (if any) circulated relative to strike.. IU.

Name and address of printer of such circulars___ --------------.............................-,f_-
Precautions token by Police.............. att«nd«<»

NOTE. ’“Further” reports should be submitted on the usual Report form.



G. I20M-11-36

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

Diary Number:— 1 Nature of Offence:—

Mi S celiane OU 8 z Division.
EBTICTntKHtgflCtSCXKB/ No:— 101/37. „....YUllnFd.....Police Station.

>■ ..........April. ......19

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Attempt ~:iade by Ku.ir Yih Mill employ aet tu induce the 

Bwo & Y.?art8zepoo, fill workers to go Qu ayinphthetia 

strike.

About 1 p.u. 1-4-37 2 motor hire cars carrying about 

12 persons drew up at the j]wo Mill Yangtezepoo Ro&d and 

the pe?senp.,rrf requested to be allowed to enter. it was 

ascertained by tb.e watchman that the pyest-ngers were Kung 

Yih Fill 'Torkere from l.obcrson Road as they requested

permission tb interview the Kwo Mill eiaployees, they were i 

refused admittance &nd left.

At 5.30 p.m. 1-4-37, as a r-sult of the clush between!

Tolle>5 ?nd workers at t ha "Ku ng Yih" Cotton Mill Robison 

Load 1-4-37 «.n., about 100 of ths Kung Yih employees 
gathered at Thorburn and Chemulpo Loads extentions 0.0.L. I 

for the purpose of meeting the rtRwo Mill • and"Yangtaze- 

poo" Mill 'ork^rs proceeding to the mills for night shift«!

The Kung Yih workers attempted to get the workers to go 

on a sympathetic strike and explained how uiany workers 

had been injured An the clash with the police. The worker« 

of the Ewo and Yangtezepoo Kills refused to go on strike 

and proceeded to work

D. C. (Sp.Br.)

B. 0. (orline)

D. 0. (Divs.) 

D.Û.0."D«



K
fm. z '■ “ File No.............

G 45* '-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Mi 8 o,No• 23/37 . .. Gordan. RoaA-Station,

Date. 37 •

Contemplated Changes in Labour System at Kung Yih Mill.
Subject..............................................................................'■............................................. ...........................................

D.S.I.headMade by................................................................ Forwarded by..................................................................-...................

<g^>-4^-
Sir, ____________________________

At 8 p.m. 31/3/57,Mr. Davis of the Kong Yjh Mjll

telephoned to the station and passed the information that he

had heard trouble was contemplated by the workers during the

changing of shifts A. V. 1/4/37._______ ____________________________

Deteotiresanduniform partieswereposted.

_______________________ During the changing of shifts,(at 5.45 a.su)___

_trouble arose throughout the mill resulting in shouting and 

__bobbin throwing,and on the seriousness of the situation being_

___ realised >ho Reserve unit was turned out .attended and operated.

and by approximately 7.45 a.m. the mill was cleared of workers»

_ At about 7.45 a.m. the Rusaian Regiment S.V.C. 

attended but their active services were not required and they 

merely stood by outside the mill on Robison Road.________________

_ enquiries reveals that at the time the trouble 

__ started approximately 3,000 workers (day & night shifts) were in

the various departments of the mill. It cannot be ascertained

___in what department the trouble first broke out and it would

appear from enquiries that it had been arranged for a fixed

time and so occurred simultaneously in all departments,_________

____ Damage has not yet been estimated but at present

it is believed to be confined to damaged bobbins and a few

broken windows,_____________________________________________________ ____
It is known that the Tsoong Toe Wei(^*j^^ )

------------------------- ~ ~~ 3E-------------------- !---- 1---- 1------ *--- -
have since the resumption of normal working been trying to get

the management to accept their damande—jnainly same as those

shown on Report No.11,____________________________

It has now been learnt that at 2.15 p.m, 31/3/37

Mr, wang Tsah Tsang of Bureau of Social Affairs call o’1 m



FH, 2 
G. 451M-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

File No..

........... .Station,
REPORT
scid-a. Date.... ....................^9

Subject............. ...............................................

Made by. Forwarded by.

— the labour manager(.Ur.~ing) and discussed thesa demands during
________whi ftki—ri £ ftAii a,12! £» ■■. jLywy——him il hi.i .. iin < ici m iS r> faifr WÄMIM* W O «4* * & wvw VTWKWi

--- aooeptod. tr. ongTsuhI'aangafter-louring the jtJU.1 is oaid

-----to have visxted the i’aeong Nyi -ei ftpganisation and at 5 p.m.

xhe workerswho have actuiilly ruoe Xved increased 
____ wages uudar these ne» conditions(direct labour) have lit tie_
___ grievance of their-asm but are merelyoclnguaadas"tools* 

____ by tboTsoasgMyl welt-----------------------------------------------------------
J MA ring the diatyubanae 11 workers received____

injuries end a collective Pre.Chit from the fled Crete Hospital 

-------shows os folloue**——----------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------*ll peoi>le brought tn-by .nlioe at fl aua. 1/4/37

- ooffertM ft* TiiterTrtiMi feelyr r* 0*1*- A** ■■f—■»»».
—-- ad to Ghwng flw Heap*tel.----Pigaed Pung*.---------------

The 11 psrsona referred to shew ares«---------------
________ 1, woo Ah Hyi(X/3gr~ ).age M, Kongo »ree idle« 1> flim

-------- B» flung Teoii(i^^-)»ago 21 .Konyo.residing 20 Feh 7.«ng 
------------_____ ---- ¿j, Robin on bond.--------------- -——------------------------  

a, pel wing iäMig(^p^i/o,tt.r>nps>ien r^eg ts> e^d.
----------- —— ---------------------- -tfmpstw-----------------------------------------
■---------------- <» £au Tua Lnmg(^ ^¡iJ»8bo'iisnpe»it8/IÄ Rsbieos Road«

-------- fteflos Ching 3tfi )|Bft|Kettpe»lH Kweeg >«h Road» 
-------- d»wong flinit--------------------** *“*• T1*— 
——---------------- -------- —-----------------ftobtoan-üeadv- 

t.ts “i nt i aT^ 1 jid^nwgiMiiitfr Ts—r mti rw> 
—--------------------- Bubbling . ell Road.----------------------



FH. 2
6. 450-1-36

File No*......__
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.................. Station,
REPORT 
HOelS-3* Date. *9

Subject............................. ................. ................................ ........................ ......  ..........................

Made by............... .... ............. Forwarded by.... ......................................... .'..... ....................... .....

j L \_______ *♦ &oh Jsuug( J- )»age 17>iCaaapo»«trag hnt.Tai

 Plag Li.Robleta Road#

9. hao 4ifl iMBg It J) »ago SltJCoaipOyMO ¿rung Fob 

___________________________ RoaH»a>apal#

10#ion Sea ixmg# ) ,agt 4d,3ungkiang»39tLing Ka 

ilong» /»»«field ¿¿oad»_______

11»2— slat " )#age a6»sbaagh<»14 shea Ka

_____________________________________ RO._______________________________  
The mill le now cloned down. 

Preotuiionaxy detail« noeted.



V Jd
FM, 3

File No.......
G. 45M-1-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Miso. Ho.23/37. .Gordon. Road....Station, .
REPORT n Feb. 28.

Ho» IS. Date................................ i p 37.

Subject................ Contemplated Shades in Lîüjour Sys ton at Kung Y ih Kill.

Made by................... „......................................... ..Forwarded by.........................................................................................

at*»__________.:________ 

_The 80/ workers for day shift 27/2/37 increased 

to 95/ as other workers arrived after 7 a.a»

 Night shift 27/2/37 attended to the strength of 

approx. 90% and day shift 28/2/37 attended, full complainant. 

 The notioe by the*Tsoong Nyi vei* (referred to 

in Report No.14) was again posted on the mill gate during___

the night 26/^37, and 13?. Davis, after consultation with 

his head office and on their advice,has permitted same to 

remain.posted.
No untoward incidente have occurred and further

reports on this strike will be discontinued until something 

of interest(other than number of workers attending)occurs.

Copy to Special Branch.



fm, v’ File No......j
•• 45H'36 ’ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Mi80.H0.23/37. n
Gordon Road Station,

REPORT (14) February 26th;937.

Subject Contemplated Changes in Labour System at Kung Yih Mill*

150 Robison Road.

Made by.?*.?*.?..................................Forwarded by.....................................................................................

Sir,

The Mill continued to operate throughout the day shift

with only approx* 10$ of workers (Just over 200)*

Some of the returned workers who* during the strike* had 

been acting in concert with the "Tsoong Yee Wei" revealed that 

pickets had been posted by the "Tsoong Yee Wei" at the points 

shown below and that in all probabiliV these pickets would 

be continued* 

1*- Connaught Road and Singapore Road Corner*

2**» Brenan Road Edinburgh Road Corner*

3*» Robison Road in front of Bdison Works*

4*- Zau Kah DooBridge*________________________________

5*- Jessfield Road Kinnear Road Corner*___

This information was passed to Inept* i/c who* it is under- 

^Pstood* with the oo-operation of B* W* covered points* 1» 2* 3* 

\ ‘and 5* In addition to this a Gordon Road detective was detailed 

for each point (including Zau Khh Doo Bridge for observation only)

At about 4p*m* 26/2/37* Mr* Savis telephoned to the under-

signed to the effect that members of the "Tsoong Yee Wei" had

openly posted a notice-on top of the Kung Yih Mill Hoti00- on

the gates of the Mill* Mr* Davis at this time was rather

indignant that this had been done under the eyes of Police posted 

at the gate to guard against any such inoidents*

inquiry on this point revealed that at the time the notice 

was posted* a foreign employee and two clerks of the Mill were 

standing at the gate and as they took no notice of the incident 

and the notice itself read favourably to theMill* the two C*P*C*s 

were under the impression that everything was "in order"•

Within a short time the notice was taken down by Mr*Davis*



\ *
—OL—i— File No..............

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Mlsc.No« 23/37.

.... Station, 
REPORT U<)

Date....... ..........................ig

Subject....................................................................................................................................

Made by. .......Forwarded by.

his original notice (re opening of the mill) was re-written and 

again posted.

The translation of the notice referred to above reads as

follows;- Hotico.

"Notice is hereby given that workers of this Mill haw

already been on strike for nine days. Now that the Mill has ------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ | 
already granted most of the demands and under instructions from

The Mayor negotiatione for those unsettled demands will continue

(The results will be proclaimed later).

All workers must resume work starting from to-day and must .__________________________  ■
wait quietly for all demands to be settled)

Chopped with the seal of "Shanghai City Tsoong Yee Wei

Kung Yih Cotton Mill Staff

and Workers Club" Bated,26/2/37.

There is no foundation to the assertions made by the "Tsoong

Yee Wei" as they have not been recognised by the Management in

this dispute and incidentlyno negotiations have been conducted

be tween these parties.____________________________________________

The change from day to night shift 26/2/37 was effected 

without incident. The day workers left quietly and the night 

workers attended in satisfactory numbers (approx 65% of full 

complement)»

A definite "split" is now apparent between the workers 

and the seven foremen whoso services were dispensed with as well 

as the four forewomen who were responsible for the initial unrest. |

Mr. zing (Labour Manager) has been approached by certain 

workers representatives who request, in view of the fact that 

workers have lost nine days wages, the compensation promised to 

the seven foreman be withheld and that the workers be consultod

■■ .• . ■■ •/



fu. .» File No.............
8 45M '-36 ’ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

MIbo. «VW.

REPORT 
W Date........... 19

Subject

Made by Forwarded by.

before same ¿s paid« This has not been put forward as a 

’•demand11 but as a request by the workers» who are at last 

realising that they have been cheated«

Copy to Special Branch



fm. File No.
’■4SH ’36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Misc. No.23/37 Gordon Road ^iaf;on^

REPORT 1 .
JJO,14e Date.ff^^*. 26»..................ig Vf •

Contemplated Changes in Labour System at Kung Yih Mill» 
.............................................................. ISO Robison Road,

i D.S.I.Read o ... </,
Made by..............................................................Forwarded by.......................................

Sir,

At 3.30 p.m. 26/2/37 Mr. Davis posted a notice outside 

the Mill stating that the Mill would re-open for the day shift 

26/2/37 ( 5.30 a.m.).

Up to 7 a.m. 26/2/37 about 200 workers had attended 

and attempt is being made to run part of the mill with these 

workers in the hopes that more will attend at a later hour.

T^ere have been no incidents.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

0 
—«------------------

_______________ zn] I y

D,Spi,/

Copy to Special Branch,________________ _________________ _______________



fm, 2^ . File No..... t..... .
6 4SM-’-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. i\ 'yl?A

Miso. No.23/37. Goidcn.^oad .Station) .' 
REPORT
NO. 13 (1) Date, i'eb,25,........ rp 37.

Subject Contemplated Changes in Labour System at Kung Yih Mill»150 Robison
Road.....

Made by........... ................................................. Forwarded by..................................................

Sir, .

No attempt was made to open the Mill during ths 

day, 24/2/37. 

At 6.30 p.m. 24/2/37 Mr. Davis received intimation 

from his Head Offioe that the dispute had been settled as far 

as negotiating with Bureau of Social Affair and Labour Union

Leaders and that an attempt was to the bo made to open the Mill 

for the day shift 25/2/37 ( 5.30 a.m.)____

At 5 a.m. 25/2/37, a notice chopped by the Head 

of the Bureau of Social affair was posted outside the Mill. 

Translation as follows1- 

" The cancellation of the contracting system in __

the Ktfig Yih cotton Mill of the British combine, it is for the 

benefit of workers and not to their disadvantage.

____________"The settlement has now been reached be tween the.__  

two parties and the workers should cause no further trouble. 

Recently the workers have been instigated by the bad elements 

and suddenly declared a strike*._____________________ __________________

"The unreasonable demands made to the management 

show that the strike is detrimental to Peace and good order. 

Members have repeatedly been despatched by this Bureau and the 

Kuomintang Party to give advice to the workers. The majority 

of workers have now realised that this strike is to no purpose 

but a few of the bad elements are still instigating their fellow 

workers and are preventing the willing workers from working". 

"This is against the law and an investigation will be made by 

this Bureau of their movements and the Jeaders actions. They-------

will be arrested and severely dealt with".------------------------------ ----------------

"This notice is to all the workers of the mill that



FM. 2*
G. 45M-1-36

File No.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL p OLICE.

......................... ........ Station,
REPORT 

Date........ .... ig
Uo»13/(2)

Subject....................................................................................... ........................... .....................................................................

Made by. Forwarded, by.

work should be resumed as soon as possible without any heaitrf) nn 

or delay in the interest of the workers".__________________________

--------¡Signed & Chopped.»_____________

___________________________________ Pea Kung Tsai, 

Head of Bureau of Social Affaire•

Beu Pah iseu,

________________________________ Peu hung Tsai,____

hong Ming»

________________________________ .executive committee of the 

Shanghai .Kuomintang Party*»

_______ As this notion was not posted until 5 a.m. little time 

was thereby left for the news to reach the workers in their 

homes and none had attended for work up to 7 a.m»

Copy to Special Branch,



. 439 Inst. 12-31.
50OM2-34. Mise. 69/37.

> * .

Report sent with ..........Qne........
Special Branch.

Where found 1 Ew0 Cotton Mills 
______________ 1 670 Y Vpoq Hoad*________

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

......... pamphletoHmndbiHs- or -newspapers to

rime found | Date |25/3/37.

Industrial.

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc. Cotton Mill premises.

How distributed ? 
(If known).

Thrown down in the compound*

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc).

Calling for a sympathetic strike 
with Kung Yee Strikers.

Arrests or not, if so how many ? Nil.

Class of man arrested ? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.) Nil.

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code? Nil.

Date

Signed__

for C. I. etc. i/c..... /^•Station.



fm. z • ' Mi 80« File No.6?/??*
6 45M '-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

YUlin Rd....Station,
REPORT „ .

Date. F®b.25th,.jp 37.

Subject .?.a,nphlf.* s ..found inside the Ewo Cot ton Mill, 670 y ♦ poo Road«

Made by Ikl»...Hutton............................. Forwarded by........................................

Six,

Between 7 a. m. & 8 a.m. 25-2-37 a number of pamphlets similar 

to the attached, which when translated reads as follows: -

* Fellowmen of the Ewo Cotton Mill! we declare strike for 

the sole purpose of struggling for existence. Down with our

________ traitors Pang zung poo ), Pang Lau zee ) and 

Tai Tuh Pong Theyare no good to us. On sereral

occasions, they sent for loafers to assault our fellowmen.

________ They are managers* running dogs! They have caused 3 or 4

________ of our fellowmen to be dismissed by our employers. By doing I
________ so, they can employ their own men to take places of our

fellow men. Now our fellow me nt. Wake up and go on strike 

against our traitors and their fellowmen!. We must work 

together, and protect our fellowmen from being dismissed.

________ Ry doing so, we have to send our representatives to the 

Jardine Matheson & Cow any to hand in our petition. Fellowmen! 

make haste with this matter.______________________________

//Workers of the Kung Yih Cotton Mills

7 __ 24-2-37. *

were found to have been dropped on the premises of the Ewo Cotton I 

Mill 670 Yangtszepoo Road.

Enquiries were made by C.D.s. • s 98 and 10 4 bu t the per so n

__responsible for the dropping of the pamphlets was not traced. As 

will be seen from the translation the pamphlet requests the work- 

ers of the Ewo Cotton Mill t o go on strike in sympathy with the 

workers of the *Kung Yih* Cotton Mill, Jessfield Road.___

_______Precautions have been taken by detectives being posted in the 

vicinity of the Ewo Mill when the Mill changes shifts, for the 

purpose of preventing any intimidation or pamphlet distribution.



FM, Z
G. 45M-1-36

File No,............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT
............ . .........  5 tati on,

Date................................... 19

Subject..............................................................................................................................................................................................

Made by. Forwarded by.

Up to the present tin» no trouble has been experienced at the 

Mill in question and detectives have not found any sign of unrest 

amongst the workers._____ 

The Mill management were interviewed by_the undersigned and 

stated a number of pamphlets were dropped in the mill compound 

but they had only secured 3 copies 2 of which were forwarded to 

their Head Office. The other copy is attached to the report for

warded to P.O. Special Branch.

C.D.I.  Ross Special Branch was informed of this incident at 

4 p.m. 26-2-37.________ ________ ______ ____________________________

___________________________________________X am. Sir._____________ 

---------------------------------------------------------------- Yours Obediently,
M

------------------------ -----------------------------------------------D. I._____________

P. C. (Divs.)________________________________ .___________

D. C. (crims)____________________________ __________ _____________

P. C. (So.Br) ____________________ ____________________________

D.D.Q. *D*___________________________________________________________



A rough translation of the attached paiaphlet. 

jellowmen of the Ewo Cotton Milll We declare strike for the 

sole purpose of struggling for existence. Down with our traitors 

Bang Zu ng Poo iau Zee and Tai Tuh Jong
* //" )• They are no good to us. On several occasions, they

sent for loafers to assault our fellowmen. They are managers’ running 

dogs! They have caused 3 or 4 of our fellowmen to be dismissed by our 

employers. By doing so, they can;employ their own men to take places 

of our fellowmen. Now our fellowmen! Wake up and co on strike against 

our traitors and their fellowmen! We must work together, and protect 

our fellowmen from being dismissed. By doing so, we have to send 

our representatives to the Jardine KathAioat*Company to hand in our 

petition. Fellowmenj make haste with this matter!

Workers of the Kung Yih Cotton 
Mills. 24/2/37.



G. 45M-1-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL 
Mise.23/37. 

REPORT 
Mo.lt«

SHANGHAI BIXIFAl PCLPt
File A®. B. REGISTRY

POLICE. g B
GordepfUftad ¿Vaz.’W ~77 i

Da/e.. .Mel) .. 34.j "i y 8? a

Subject...........Contemplated ^angesin^ at.Jinng..Yjh MiH4lSQ.Rab.laan
Road*

Made by L^c.l.Read Forwarded by.

Sig» _________________ _
The mill did not operate during the day 23/^37. 

Mo workers attended for night shift 23/2/37» and none have 

attended for work K.M.2t/2/37. fhere have oeen no untoward 

incident._____________________________________________________________________
Mr. Davie» up to 5 p.m. 23/2/37» had not been 

farther contacted by any representatives of the workers» and 

stated that his Head Office was handling the dispute,with Labour 

Union Leaders. Mr. Lavis had not been notified of any progress 

made by his Head Office, bat will be visited again 24/2/37 by 

the undersigned whan it is possible he will have something of 

interest to report. 



File No............ *f (¡. I i.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. i * .

Miso* Ho*23/57* v
Gordon Road Station,

REPORT (n)
Ki . ' D^Pebruary 22» 37.

/eCt
........Qan^effiiXl.&tad Chn^c.o in J^bQur ^stom at Knng Yih Xiill»15Q.............

* Robiacn Hoad*
z ..........................................................

..............4®^* .............................. Forwarded by................................................ ...................... -..........

Sir» __ ______ _ __ ___________ _ _____________________

The kill was kept working at about 10^ strength until about 
--------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------- ----------

3p*m*^after which time the workers ware permitted. to leave the

Mill in snail groups in order ta prevent any incidents*________ ___

 It was learnt daring she ¿uornin^ (22/2/37) that a meeting___

was in progreoB ut 7 king Sun Li off Brennan Road presided aver 

by GhOJ ¿fcri ) and Li Too Sung ) the firet

pamod being the lejal Mviaer ¿1’ thd Tsaoa^ Myi ..et Organ!satiniL
<k /• X\ »

( Ah 4j 2;_ )*__ At the meeting a net of dw»^n4a w<re drawn up*_____

These temande wore presented to trie hill hanagnr Itr* pavle-----

at 3p*«U br ll. )W Gong Kvl who wae accompanied by Van filing rfung— 

(residing 12/47 Ohengtu Read) who attended in the capacity of------

1 nter-pre taM-en.___ _ —

. The six demands are aa followst-

(1) heauuid ttAat the No» 1 men who hare been retired to be__

paid tlelr oonpenaation and their superannuation fund all

at once in a lump sum.

(2) .Demand th^t all those diBOkarged workers to be allowed to

* i

return to work» If this demand oannot be granted that these 

people to be paid six months wages as oompensation*

(3) Not to disoharge any more workers without reason*

(4) Demr.nd that the recently employed staff to be dissolved*

In their places to raise the old workers» to take their plaoss

(5) Demand that the Mill rooogniges the staff and workers Club*

as a j.e;?al organisation» ^11 this clubs expenses are to be

____ paid by the Mill* This club how*yay that ths 

workers will work quietly» and that they mauo no trouble

and that there shall no more strike*________ .______________________

(6) J?«naM th^t during the period, of strike the ■.y.^^g uro to--------



G. 45M-1-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Miao« 23/37.

...................................Station,
REPORT

Date...... ................ ...........ig

Subject......................................................................................................................-......... -...........................................................
... ......           ,/2.
Made by....................................................................Forwarded by....................... K .....

be paid ae usual.  

Shanghai City Teoong Nyi ¿Mil, Kang Yih Cotton Illi

_______________ Staff ana werkarw dub.________ 22/3/37,__ 3p^a._________  

_______The above ¿Luanda are ;nalnly a repetition of previous_______  

euouimd throaga die aureuu of Social -*17 airs and to____

uhioh conaiderati an hm o>.en given nnd certain aoncesfllone made.

Translation of the above deatande was not made until 9p«n*__

at>d game have therefore, not yet been considered by the L'iil.

_________Chow Guru ^yi claims that 2.700 worker» have now registered 

aith the "iJun.; Yih Cotton kill .verkere Club'* which is claimed___

to be a branch of the "Teoong dyl »ei Or^anieation*._____________ ___

_________Chow Conj t<.’i is not in a position to prove the above_______  

assertion and the ilgurfi_.Qi 2,700. it ie though^rnerely renreaenta 

the nrenber of mwwa nolle otad.______________ ____________________________

_____Uo buccusb attended efforta to noerate with e niyht shift. 

i^aB than 100 workers atte-uled nf ¿nich cnly 7 were of the_____ 

Spinning Depiirtrent. It wj h therefore decided to close down and 

all vortex1» left witiiaut incidents._________________________________ :—

It is intended to open up the kill for the day shift a*m* 

23/2/37 and if possible to keep running throughout the day*



Forwarded by.

Sir,

A reply to the Mills attitude as regards the workers 6

demands wag not received, on 20/2/37 although the manager remained

in hits office until 9«20p«m

Information was received from detectives a«m. 21/2/37 that

4

Those present were the seven retired foremen (shown on Report

The actual proceedings of the meeting were not ascertained

To those discharged boys who were originally offered M«00

compensati on

To the Winding shroffs 3 months compensation

The male element of the Mill now appear satisfied though

no definite assertion to this effort has been made by representative

(Report No.9) the management has now offered months pay ae

were mad e/^the location ascertained as the home of Kau Sung Foh

) Kau Chia Tea (_____________ ) off Connaught Road«

6) and the following  ̂Yau Ziang»^^ ) Lau Kao Foo (f^JB 

and Hoo Tai San ( - ) «

D«S«I« Read

a meeting of workers representatives was to be held about 1 p.m. 

21/2/37 in the vicinity of Connaught Road* Further enquiries____

.Oordm.^ad....Static^

Date. ?•*•.

Contemplated Changes in Labour System at Kung Yih Mill,

150 Robison Road«

«8. The parties who have definitely registered their dispatiof ao- 

-tion aro the four Mo. 1 Females who state they will not come bask 

on these conditions though efforts by the management to contact

but the results through representations through Kau Sung Foh and 

Bureau of Social *ffdirs representative (Mr. Tsang),were that the 

management of the Mill has conceeded further points as followef«»

compensation and later (Report Mo.9) offered $5«00 and $6.00,the 

management has now offered $6.00 to all these boys*________________

To the Winding down coolies who were originally offered 

une months pay compensation and later increased to 2 months______

File Wo

Subject

G. 45M-1-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Mi so «Io «23/37

REPORT 10

Made by



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Misa.K0.2V37. ................................. Station>

them for disoussion have failad. It is their wish that they be

retired under the same generous conditions as have been given 

to the l«o. 1 foremen (cities)._________________

These four feaxulas.«»

(1) Ah Liu ( ) _____

________(2) ' Q jng So.. )___________________

________________(3) Paii ¿kwai (M )

 (4) Peng Yiq (4£  ̂ )

have in the past been responsible for 13 So. 2 females and the 

attitude of these lb is not yet known. though it is thought they

will follow the loud of she io. Is.

The xuanageiuent have now decided to dismiss the four Mo. 1

females (above) as trouble teuere (without compensation).

The laiinagement in the knowledge that most of the workers 

are desirous of returning to w^rk have posted a notice outside

ti.e kill which reads aa follows]» 

"Owing to th® fact Uh.t some wcrkei’S hud been prevented 

from going to worx» trouble was o&uead. Through the mediation 

of the Bureau of Social ■''ffairs this has now been settled.. It 

is now decided to open the mill for work on 22/V^7 (Monday)

Hoping that all male and female workers will have no fear and 

por.e to work ae usual*._________________________________________________

Day shift 2W37 Yih Glass.

Might shift 22/2/37 Long

Signed Lung Yih Cotton Kill

The opening of the hill is beltxg done in an attempt to

Arrangements have been made for increased Police»supervision

in the vioinity to guard against incidents 

copy to special Branoh.



G. 45M-1-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

HAWNW MUNICIPAL r,‘ J'6 
s B. REGISTRY 
7Vîx.£J_ / fa?

MISO. Bo* 23/37 
REPORT 
No.9 (1)

Gordon . Ro ad Station,

Subject

Date Feb* 2Ot......... 19 37

.ÇPP.^^latad .Change» in labour system at Kung YihMill*......
150 Robison Road.

Made by..............._D... 3...I..Head,......... ..........Forwarded by..................

__sir* ______________________

_After consultation at the Head Office the following 

reply to the workers demande has been formulated by the manage

ment!-__________________ _ _________________________________ =_____ Î________

Cannot agree to pay 4 months salary as compensation  

together with superannuation fund at once. On the____

__ contraryt since the Hp.l men hare broken faith with 

the mill in that they hare been engaging in harmfull 

activities directed against the mill* they hare» 

____________ strictly speaking, forfeited their superannuation 

fund, but in view of their long service,, the mill is 

Prepared to grant 4 rnonths salaxy ag oompensation____

payable at the end of one month.provided that during 

that period, the will has bean running with a full__

complement of worker« in all dapartmante« Tha w>HJ|____

at the end of six mnntha will ba prapayafl tn pay tha 

suparannuatian fund»_______________________________________

_________ Cannot agree*---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

---------------- 3* The mill ia_ prepared to grant the 14 winding down----  
__ annllaw a ItAfl of 2 jowMb* iff *Ma **drfAt-— 

____ ---------------ional 1 month*a wagoe to that alrtsdy pnmltTd._______  

Winding Room bays will ba paid $6.00 aacfa,i.e.__

an addition of $2, each to that already promieed and— 

____ ________ Doffing boys $5.00 each i^a. an addition-of $1^ to____  

____________ that- already promised._____________________________________  

__ Ic further claim» will ba considered._____________  

4. Cetfinot agree. on tha onntrary tha mill no desire



__ FM ¿2
G. 45M-1-36

File No.,.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Miao. 23/57
............ .........  Station y

REPORT
No »9 (2) Date.................................. zp

faithfully under the new system, but if workers onnee

---------- ,--------- trouble or are inefficient at their work the mill west
■ 

reserve the right to dfWHise tbw*T________

______ Jk Cannot agree»_ __  ___ 

¿* Cannot agree* The mill cannot accept any responsibility 

__________for the strike*_______________________________ I

7. The ERnngc&ent is prepared to ro-open os soon as these 

terns have been accepted* —----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------—------------ ---------------------
The auave was trcuia-iittod to Bureau of Social Affairs

A .li. 20/2/37 who iu turn passed same bn to the workers* represent 

tatives, up to 3.30 pua. 2o/i/37, no reply had been received 

by the mill management*

The mill is «till oiosed down and the situation continues 

to be free frcsu untoward incidents*

I am» Sir»

Ypnr obedient sexvaO,



rn. ft__
G. 4JM-1-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

NoS B D MJ
File

Miso,23/37,

REPORT 
No.8*

POLICE.
aordon

D.„ K,b« 37

Subject

Made by.

Contemplated Changes in Labour System at Kung Yih Mill.
.........  ..................150 Robison/Hoad. '

................... Forwarded by..................

Sir»

A.M. 19/2/37 the representative of Bureau of Social

Affairs (Mr. Tsang Teo J<mg) net the following seven ropresonta-

_tiTes of the workers in the home of the first named at 68

Brennan Roadi .- ■

___________ 1. wei Dau Kung )« ________ ______________  
1all foreman who were paid 

_ ___________ 2, Loh Foh Sung ( fT/wz )off on change of scheme 
, i; z’ (shown on Report No.6)

3, Ying Kung Sing ( yf/rQ )____________________________

4, Yang Ai ziang ()

5. Too Toang Saa (  

____________ C, Tung Lien Pall ( J  

_____________ 7. Pan Ching Yun,_______________________________ _____________
» alias Pai ah Ching( ^« )•

During this meeting the following demands were

presented by them:- 

1. The foremen who have bean retired demand immediate

I___P’rtMnt of the 4 months compensation and full superannuation in

R^qrt a lunp sum.

Note. (It will bo recalled that the offer of the management 

was 4 months wages to be paid monthly and full 

superanimation to be paid after 6 months had expired, 

___ all to be oonditional on no trouble being onyerienoed 

in the Mill in respect of thio change over).

2. All workers diamissod after February 8th,1937 to bo 

re- instated.

3» To those workers who cannot be re-instated payment

of 10 menthe sompensation be made»- 

d. Mo mere worteers to ba dteMawed,________________________ _

5. Cancel the qkew appointements made under the new scheme.



Date...

Subject

Made by Forwarded by...

reached,

REPORT
Ho*8(2)

Station.

■m

File No.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Ho tee (this refers to the overseers of an eduonted type

who have boon taken on—heport Bo*2 para*2 refers).

__ 20/2/37 by the undersigned for any further information
The mill is now entirely closed dome» and it is

not intended to re-open until some definite settlement is_

I am» Sir»

Your obedieA servant



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
M18O* HO* 23/3?. R(>ad Station,
REPORT/«) 

' • DaieJs^TW^rj l&f .ig 37* 

Contemplated Changesin labour System at Kung YihMill* 150..............

Robison..Bead* ..................

D*S*l*..iie_ad*...... ........... Forwarded by............................. ........................................,..............

S**> _______________________

______ It has been learnt that the following persons are probably _  

the prime movers in the present strike)-_____________________ ______
1»-Yang S (^%> <^7 ) winding Boom fitter whose services were 

originally dispensed with» but was re-engaged in_____

above capacity on 15/2/37* This man left the ¥111__

10a*m* 16/2/37 on the pretax of visiting a sick___ _

relative but failed to return* It is reported he__ -

________________is falsely advertising the fact that he has been 

__________dismissed*_________________________________ __________________

2 »-Wong Sung Ching (X- i ) Doff in boy leaders

3»-Ching Tah ao i whose services were

4»-Loh Ching Kwei ) dispensed with* _

Sian San Is_____ ( h i )__________________________________________

7»- Ah Ling ( ^* j female Mo*l spinning) Both at present__
8»- Yoong Sung( j Mtta* i -______ :

C»D»S> Liao of s 1 hug coxit&o^od Hos< X & 7 Bbovo __

report anything of impart direct to S 1*;____________

_______ ¿’«h* 18/2/57 Mr* Javis received a visit from kr. Tsang Tso _ 

Jang_____________ ) of Bureau of Social affairs and the undersigned

was present during the interview* hr* Tsang was merely seeking___

information.__ He stated that seven persona had called at the____

Bureau P.k. 17/1/37 (Lili working as usual then) but as he_______

(Mr*--Tsang) was not present and the report had not been "passed _ 

back", he was not converaant with detail *__ He did howeve^dmit___

_ towards the end of the interview that Wong Sung Ching (believed
2 above) was the spokesman of the deputation* Though Mr* Tsang 

would not definitely state demands» it would appear that they
^T' 

are such as to return to old oondltons with no dismissals or_____



FM. 2*
G- 45M-1-36~

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No.

M|SC»Mo.23/37» ..........Station >

l retirement. —At the present time it is not believed that ary 

of the seven foremen (shovaa on lieport Ho« 6) are directly 

involved»__________________________________

Mr» Tsang also stated that the Chief of Bureau of Social 

_ Affairs had been visited by Mr» Keswick and that the Bureau were 

_ sympathetic to the changing of conditions to the present system. 

________after Mr. Tsang had left the Mill C.D.S. Eao learnt that 

_he had roceeded to a teashop in the vicinity and was attempting 

__to contact certain persons on the strikers side.

Ur» Davis is as yet uncertain as to the policy the Mil* 

will adopt out this will oe reported upon when known»

________C»D»S» 173 and C»D»C» 242 were placed on Special Duty__  

18/2/37 but failed to learn anything whatever» They have been 

taken off and C.D.3» 187 and C»D»C< 226 have now been placed 

on this duty»__________________________________ ______________________________

6 _________  ill closed down owing tn ahartage of y»m. aorimre left
8/2/37» with no incidents*

6«30 a.m» 
19/3/37.

...bout 40 female workers attended prepared to work bat wore 

told at ti.s gate by the watchman that the mill was not opening.

all left without incident»_____________________

_________________________________I Mb Mir,____________ ___

 Yjur Obediejjfft oervant»-

O* sk X»

Copy to Special Branch.

r-



•• 4SM-'-3S File No........ 7 6? 1

(6) Pou Chin« Vun( / ).___* * w_—

(7) Voo Tsang Sa»( )* Beawing Sub-Contraoto:—
winding Sept.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. , o.' ,
Miso, No.23/37 . 00ld0n R0ad5^f0«, ' A >

REPORT yen, is,
No .6. ^ate...................*...................37,

Subject.......... Contemplated Changes in Labour system at Kung Yih Mill.

sir*

As no No.l Sc 2 women and 174 workers of Spinning 

Dept, attended for work* day shift 5.30 ajn, 18/2/37 the Splnnin 

Dept, was unable to continue working with the 126 workers who 

did attend. The spinning Dept* has therefore been closed down 

for the day. 

This will cause a stoppage later in the day in the 

winding and Reeling Depts, owing to shortage of yarn*(about 10 < 

). The weaving Dept it is expected, will continue working througl 

out the day._________________________________________________________________

No demands have yet been made and the reason for 

this sudden stoppage is balieveu to be due to agitators operat

ing amongst and intimidating the workers 0.0 J». and whilst 

on their way to work 0.0 J*»______________________________________________

__________ C.D.8.173 and C.D.C.242 have been detailed to_____  

make enquiries amongst the workers in an effort to find who 

is behind this latest move

The following are the 7 foremen who were paid

off during the New Year»»
(1) Tung Lien >ah(~^lt^j~ ) »Foreman.

(2) Loh Foh Sung ( )* "____________________ •

(3) Wei Dau Kung(^li^ )* * Spinning Dept.

(4) Yjng Kung Sing _____ •______ * ------_

(3) Yang Ai Ziang) * Speed Dept.   67*

Copy sent to Special Branch

I_am. sir*__
Your Obedi rvant»



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

Subject

F orwarded by...

Sir

Made by..........P-.S.I.ttead

G. 45M-Î-36

POLICE, o. S. B.D.- Z
QojrdoRe Road-..Station,"'

»7.Date.. ?

Lilac, No.23/37
REPORT 

HO.f"
Changes in Labour System at Kong Y ih Mill 

.........................150 RobláónRoad.....

A.M. 14/2/37 Mfr. Davis telephoned to the station

stating he had received information to the effect that a 

meeting of workers had been arranged in the vicinity of Bua

__ Coy Connaught Road at about 5 p.m. C.D.S.173 and C.D.C.242 

covered this vicinity but report no meeting was held nor were

any groups of persons noticed in that vicinity

■a, 15/2/37 reveals thd

working full complement.

Your obedient«servant.

Cèpy sent to Special Branch.



File No............-rrsteSr SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Mi8°* 23/37. Gordon Road station,

REPORT Bebruary 10

Contemplated Changes in Labour “ystem at Kong Yih Mill
Subject................................................................

150 Robison head

Made by..........P’“’1.*. .......Forwarded by.

Sir, ,*__________ ____ ___________----------- .-------------------
Final payments were made at Kong Yih Mill from 2p«m« 

10/2/37 in respect of compensation in respect of the 220 boys 

whose services have now been dispensed with« 

Everything has passed without ary untoward incident and_____

none is as yet expected«_________________________________ ___________

a notice has now been posted by the management roughly 

outlying the New System for the benefit of those workers whose 

services are being retained«_______ _ _____________________________ _______

C«D«8« 173 and C«D«C« 242 have been detailed to keep in 

touch with the situation as regards the attitude of the workers 

in&n attempt to learn in advance of any contemplated moves________

by them.



_ FW- » • File No
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Confidential Miao. So.93/37 ___ — ..■ ........ Trr<" 11 Gordon ROeAStatioti,

tractors.

REPORT 7 
No^U ‘ Date.. February10^9 37.

,. Contemplated Changes in Labour System at Kong Yih Mill.
ib'iect.........................................................................

150 Robison Road.

Made by.... Forwarded by......

Sir»

An alteration was finally made in the program as Bet

out in Report No.l, .in that the affairs as shown under para.b

page 3 were conducted P.M. 9/2/37. after all hands had been paid 

and had left the factoxy without incident.

Apart from about 200 boys(who will be notified of 

their dismissal later by their respective foremen) the manage

ment has decided to dispense with the services.of

2 Foremen in Spinning Section.

2 No .Is in " " 

2 No.Is in Card Room.

1 Sub-Contractor in the Winding Room.

It is now proposed to keep the above 7 persons on 

the pay roll(without working for a period of 2 months or more 

to be settled after discussion) and then to pay ^»compensation, 

finds due etc after such time has elapsed. Thio arrangement 

to hold good,only if these 7 persons refrain from causing any 

interference with the introduction of the new system.

Those directly concerned were notified by the 

management (Mr. Gordon) of the changes at 4 p.m, 9/S/37. This 

information was placidly received, with regards to the 7 persons i 

above it was finally decided to keep them on the pay roll 

for a period of 4 months, (without wonting)and to pay all funds I 

due after a period of 6 months had elapsed.L 

______________ 3o far nothing untoward has occurred._________________ | 

It is proposed further to compensate the dismissed 

boys(approx.200) to the extant of |4. per boyfoalf month*s 

wages to No.l boys and 2 months* wages to ths chief boy con
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File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

................................. Station,
REPORTMo.2(2) Date..............................19

Subject

Made by. Forwarded by......................................................................................... I'

Arrangements are being made for the payment of 

this money to the Ho .Is involved p.m. 10/2/37 who will then 

be responsible for making payment to the boys privately i.e. by

outside contact with them.

This is being done to prevent the assembling _ | 
of these dismissed workers at the mill. ■

I-

Copy sont bo Special Branch.__________________________________ _



G. 45M-1-36 File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Conf 1 dential.
Miso. Ho.23/37.

REPORT (2)
Gordon Road .Station, 

Date.... ï8b* * 8th....... t9

Sir»

Mr. Davis (Manager of Kong Yih) was again interviewed 

by the undersigned at 10a.m. a/2/37 when it was learnt that 

no deviation is being made from the program as shown in the 

first report.
---------------V-----------------------------------------------------------------—....................................i.  . .. .. ....... ..... .... —..

With regard to the new overseers to be engaged it is

learnt that about 12 men oome under this Reading and they will 

__take up their quarters (in the Mill compound) sometime during 

14/2/37.___________ _______________________________ 

37.

-4

Subject Contemplated Changes in Labour system at Kong Yih Cotton Mill,

No. 150 Robison Road.

,, , , U.S.I. Read. 
iiilß by......... Forwarded by...................

*



Gordon Ro ad Station,
Confidential

D.S.I.Road .Forwarded by.......

Sir»

In oomplianco with instructions of D.O."B* the

From past oontacts with this mill and from information revealed

believed that they were convicted and sentenced to 15 year*

imprisonment eaoh(.See G.R.Miso« no.107/35)

From October 1935 the son of one of the above labour

contractors was permitted to deputise for the above two under

___arrest and continued to be so employed in the capacity of Labour

Contractor until the later part of 1035« by which time,the

management had realised that this arrangements was unsatisfactory

undersigned interviewed Mr» Davis» Manager of Kong Yjh Kill 

at 9.30 a»m» 6/%/37 on the matter the subject of this report*

Mjsc. lio »23/37 
REPORT

___ during the above interview the position can be set out as undete 

_______________In October 1935 the two mill labour contractoro were

£>az<?.February 6» .. / ¿31 •

ContemplatodOtiauges inlabour system at Kong Yih Gotten Mill» 
150 Robison Road.

arrested (on behalf of P.8»B>) by G»R*» and after lengthy legal 

arguments were handed over to the Procurator of Shanghai______

District Court to be held pending investigations into murder 

teargas* They wore later both charged with murder, and it is

File No..
POLICE.SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

Subject,

^ade iy

-1

Oí

4*

St

r- given the position of Labour Contractor

____________ This change (Mr. Zing Tuh Fong is a foreign trained

student) caused apprehension amongst the workers.mainly amongst 
Hew 

saw the possibility of changes being made to x

. fallowing a promise made by the naw Labour Contractor Mr» Elttf 
Tuh Fong to the effect that he would not teles radical changes

and would not dismiss the oíd Mo*ls and substituto othero of

his own selection.(Gordon Road Mise. Ho. Political 19/36 refero} 

The systcm in the past has been the usual one of
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G. 45M-1-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No............

Miso. 23/37-2- 
REPORT

...................Station y

Date.................................l9

Subject................ ..........................................; .......................................................................................................................

Made by. .Forwarded by.

contractor «sub» contract or and^ sub-contractors, with sub-contrao-*

tors responsible for taking on workers« Payment of wages has

been from offics to Labour Contraotor«who then pays his sub.

contractors who in turn passes the payments on.___________________

This system is definitely detrimental to the workers.

and to the management in that tnere are numerous persons not

actually engaged on production who are getting appreciable___

__profits from their respective positions.________________________ ___
Osre.

The now proposed changes is being made in an effort

to re-organise the whole system and to bring each worker direct-

ly under the management for appointment »pay and control«

The management are proposing to cancel the labour

contract with Mr. Zing Tub. Fong but will offer him the position

of labour manager, (he has not yet been told of this« and his

acceptance is therefore at present uncertain).______________

__________ ____ A system has been worked out to bring all workers

under control of the office and this will necessitate the

dismissal of 8 to 15 Ho«l foremen or sub-contractors(exact

number not yet known)« It will bo noted that these are the men

who received promises of continued employment from the labour

contractor but of course,the matter has now been taken of his

hands by the Head Office«

The changes will also involve the dismissal of about

200 small boys who have been employed in moving bobbins from

spindles eto« It would therefore appear that in addition to

those dismissed, the workers will have to continue without the

assistance of these boys and may therefore have cause for_______

dissatisfaction on that score«________________________________________
The program of events planned to close down for
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
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REPORT
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Subject.

Made by. .Forwarded by.

the New Year Holidays and to bring these changes into effect 

are,shown below as given by Mr. Davis»-' 

} Wages and yearly bonus to workers will be paid on 

9/2/37 commencing at about 2 a.m. for night workers 

and later in the morning for day workers» 

b The Firms Annual bonus to foremen and forewomen and 

staff will be paid on'10/%/37(tims at present proposed

__is 9 a»m.)

At this time the new conditions will bo explained and 

_____________ those foremen (sub-cont motors) whose services are no 

_____________longer required will be paid off and given amounts 

\ y standing in certain funds to their credit (in the 

region of tlOOQ. in some oases).____________

In this respect2Ur• Davis requests the service of a 

Foreign Police Officer to witness this paying out. 

 May I request, if it is*lin order"for a Polios Officer 

to function in this capacity. 

o The mill will be closed down from after paying out on

9/2/37 until 5.30 a.m. on 15/2/37. Precautions against 

incidents will have to be taken at this time, and for 

_ ____________the subsequent changes of shifts^i.o. 6 a.m. to 7 a»m.

and 6 p.m. to 7 p.m.) In addition, the Weaving Depet. 

which has no night shift, leaves the mill at 8.30 p.m. 

and this time will also have to be covered. 

The new system calls for the engagement of a number(at 

present unknown) of overseers. These will be of the educated 

class and will reside in Mill Quarters at the Mill.

About 2800 hands are employed at this mill and the 

proposed changes are suah,that trouble in some form is only to
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REPORT
Miso, MO.23A7 -l9

Subject

Made by- Forwarded by.......

be expected*
The undersigned has arranged to again interview 

Mr* Davis at 9 a*m* 8/2/57 to again discuss the situation* 
It is requested that the above info zmat ion be 

considered as confidential until such time as the management 
has made its decision known to the workers*

I am* Sir*

Copy to Special Branch.



Subject

Forwarded by.Made by.

Sir,

by C.D.S. 173}

Association of Shanghai* Western District,__

Wei Nyi

present employed at the Kung Yih hill

D«S«I« Read.

Date.....2»th

..^M®4j>atod Unrest at Kung Yih Cotton Hill

Zung Ah Nyi ( - )

Yue Kÿung Bai )

fm. Wf
G. 45M-I-36

Gordon

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL 
Political 19/36 

REPORT
(4)

JileNo 
POLICE.

The following further information has been obtained

The President of the Mutual Aid Labour Union of Kung Yih

Mill workers is one named Zung Yoeh ( ) and this

man is also a member of "Truthful and Righteousness

2,- The foremen of We Kung Yih hill who are known to have

joined the Mutual z^id Association are_______________
Lau Lieu ( -fa fr-'j ) Foreman packing Room.

Foreman Fine Cotton Room

Foreman Weaving Room«

Foreman Coarse Cotton Room

A meeting was held on a piece of waste ground off Chung

San Road, Chapel, at 9 6>»m« 27/12/36 and about 50 persons___

attended« It was decided that no trouble would eventuate

if the new contractor does not change the foremen at

I cmif SXxTf

Your ObedieAt Servant»

D, Sl/l,
Copy to Special branch
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Subject.
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Political 19/36 
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(3)

Mil®*#®*®* unrest at Kung Yih Cotton Mill

D.S.l.R' ad Forwarded by

Sir

File N

SISMI

'^Station

C.D.S. 173 reports that during his enquiries he has

learnt that the address of the Kong Yih Mill Mutual Aid Association 

offices is at House 44,Lane 162 Connaught Road.

One named Lau Lieu(yC/|/j )believed to be a foreman

of Kong Yih Mill is said to be actually engaged in the formation 
of this association with one named Tai( & ) ,an outsider*

Mr. Davis when interviewed stated he did not know

anyone of the name of Lau Lieu amongst his foremen but as this

may be a nickname, Mr* Davis is having enquiries made to ascertain 

if such a man is employed.___________________________ ______ _

Observation at the mill-gates during changing of shifts 

lias been continued witnout incident*_________________
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6 «s"-'-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. g & £) ■
Political 19/36. Gordon Road 

REPORT (2) \
' ' Date.....-Deo. 2Xefc.. rflfi,

Pose ration has been kept by C«D.S.s 299, 173 and

C.P.C, 16 during the changing of shifts and none other than____

workers have been observed in the vicinity* _—-

Discreet enquiries amongst the workers have failed _________

to reveal anything of interest and it would appear, that the 

workers are not themselves desirous of making any trouble

but that outsiders are responsible.

______ The situation is normal and observation and enquiries _ 

are being continued.



0

Ho.l weaving Dept

No.lStarahing Dept.

lo.l Machanic Dept.

No.l weaving Dept.

M0.l winding Dept«

Mo*l Weaving Dept.

No.l Jitters Dept

ISA ^36

Forwarded by..

G. 45M-1-36

Subject.

File Na.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ~ r\ 

Gordan Road' *-—$-■ 
........ r-— rxv....xiUStatioi^2 

REPORT..December 19
Political Bq *19/36 .Dafg--------

Anticipated Unrest at Kung Tih Cotton Mill

Made by. D.S.I. Read

Sir,

t At 7.30 a.m. 19/12/36, Mr. Davis, Manager of Kung Yib

Mill,telephoned Gordon Road requesting the services of a 

detective between 9 à 10 a.m. same date

At 9.30 a.m. the undersigned and Q.D.S.899 interviewed

Mr. Davie in hie office» from which interview, the following

was learht

It had oome to the notice of Mr. Davis that p.m. 14th

December,1936, a meeting had been held by the workers of thia

mill in Chapel(due to the changing of shifts»all spinning & 

weaving workers could have attended though the number who did 

actually attend is not known).___________________ ___________________
At the changing of shifts 6.30 to 6 P*®. 15/12/36, the 

following seven employees of the mill were handed lettere 

outside the mill gates by unknown persons

Tsu Ah Chuen

Zung Ah Loong(

Joo Tseng Zai(^ 

Tong Sung Kwei5J

The originals of only two of these letters can be 

obtained, translations as follows»

(1) To Mr. Voo Tseng San,__________

___________ Foreman of winding Dept.

__________ Information has been received by this association 

to the effect that you did not attend the Joint meeting 

of various departmental foremen held yesterday



FW. W File No............
•• SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.................... Station,
REPORT

Date.......  .. ig
-2-

Subject...........................................................................................................................................................................

Made by.. ...........   .............Forwarded by..... . ________ ___

----- ------ •-----  ---------------- TUI Teli Bah & j»uUg 'JmiMg Mlug-ylwi
Mow, owing to the above faet,/Li<jK^H2^9d^» oner of 

our comrades, has been despatched to you in order to 

_________ have a conversation with you in which, matters regarding 

your department should be consulted with him truthfully.

,ritten &

Shanghai Spixmars & ieavers
hutual Aid ^saciatiOÄ.-----

—(2). To Mr. Lieu Bah ¡¡«yung.
yoreman of litters Dept -LS/lS/Sd

—Information has bean received by this association

Mew

your department snould be consulted with him truthfully

------------.-------------------------------------- ¿rittmA-----------------------------------  

-----------------------------------------------/—81—pel)—Secretary Dept*-------
— -------—------------------ ------ 3h«nghai Spinners a Weaver»

— -------- —------------------------------------- J----------- Mutual Aid Association«----
____ Mr. Pavia made his own enquiry before notifying Gordon

Road and he state» that none of those receiving the letters have 

held any conversation with the man delivering same. The method 

of delivery ma that the letter war r1ant^ in the h°nd of the------
addyea-Tl »rW *Wr,W‘ <Mtwi.HA»« l__
to be fallowed and then Inn 1 »wedlately walked »»Mr«------------- --------
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Subject............................................................................................................................... ■■........................................... -

Made by.............................................................. Forwarded by.....................................................................................

There la no definite unrest at the present time «unenget 

workers« Mr« Daria has conferred with all the foremen and asked 

them to state aojr dissatisfaction which may exist« Nothing 

however was brought tolight and all stated conditions wore 

satisfactory and no unrest existed«____ ____

There is however a rumour af#Q< that efforts are being 

made to organise a union but no confirmation of this has been_____

obtained«_ .

There is also a rumour afoot that a strike will ba_______

declared in the near futurn«______ _____________________ _________________

although no demands have been gwde th* "***
granting an increase in wages of 5# effective fm 27/1 p/M 

notices to this effect have been poeted. This is being 1»____

▼iw of the fact that 8$» increase have boa« granted in nth««-----------

mills recently and that the voluntary innmee^ng q£ wages hy the 

management may avert further trouble« 

_________ a lie lie apprehension has been shown by the workers_____  
for the past month since kr« Zing Tub ?ong(,^^^' ) haa taken 

over the position as labour contractor«but as no changes in  

staff have bean effected and Mr« ling Tqh Fong has given assur

ances that nene is intended1 this apprehension has greatly 

diminished«_______ _______ _______________ _________ _______________________

It will be recalled that the previous contractors 
Zau Tseng Zee(^^^ )and Zau Ping Zoe( )were arrested on 

1/10/35 at the request of P.S.B. on charges of Murder(kugust 1928) 

and wars later,after much legal arguement, handed over to the 
■ ' ........... on
Procurator cf Shanghai District Cour^(Qordon Rd«Miso«No.l07/35 

ref ere} 

These two men are believed to bo serving sentenooo
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REPORT 
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Made by... Forwarded by.

of IS years each though no confirmation of this has been 

received

The now contraotor(Hr. Zing Tuh Fong) is Foreign

educated and has been appointed by Jardines. He has no connection 

with the previous contractors or with the events which caused 

them to cease being contractors. Ur. Davis hasassured the 

undersigned that Jardines made special enquiry on this point 

before his appointment. This new contractor is conducting the 

supply of labour according to his foreign training and not in 

the old stylo manner of chtinglng staff

The persons named in the body of letters delivered

are unknown.

"B"*s copy) for any scrutiny which may be desired.

enquiries and observation during the changing of shifts._______

___________The two letters referred to are attaehedi to D.D.O

Detectives have bean specially detailed to make

Copy tn Special R-ranch
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1382/37 Statybn.
Crime Register No.____ \

• ♦ .... —zp. 37 •

Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence:— 35 O0O0L

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

8.20p.m. - 1a.m.

11-12/11/37/

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

Detective Office.
Zau Ka Doo S.C>G.P.B.
Kung Yik
Edinburgh Hoad.

RECORD 07 INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of ' _ , _ _ -> . _ .
premises. Brenan Road near Edinburgh Road.

Time and date of offence. About 6.45p»m. 11/11/37«

M
M

»*

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

N umber of criminals with 
full individual description.

8.20p.m. 11/11/37. ___________ .______________
(1) Mr. T.r. Zing ) Chinese Staff Manager.
_ ________ t « Kung Yik Mill. -
(a) xoen sung An ) bodyguard of above.
(3) Pei Mow Lien (ii? ) bodyguard of above. A

Arrests. One.

Classification of property 
stolen.

About twenty; one arrested.
(1) Yih Tsung Foo ( Jr ), Shanghai, age about

35, 5'6/7*, round sallow face, gold tooth 
left upper, flower tattooed at base of thumbs, 
blue short clotjaixig, present address not known

(2) Kyau Ching Kung /f ), Kompo,age about 22,
5'4/5*, bump over one eye, thin face, slim 
build, one gold tooth each side upper jaw; 
blue ooolclothing.

(b) Zien Ah 8 ),_ Kompo (?), age about 35.
(4) Ju Ching Nyoen ( X T )» Shanghai^?) age

about 35.
(5) 2ung Ching Poh ), Shanghai, 31,
------------^unemployed, living'in & refugee-Camp oh

Kiaoohow Road near Singapore jRo^d.Arrested.

Classification of property 
recovered.

Value $

In cases of Murder or 
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be 
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered.
(b) Position, appearance and marks on 

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
a)', the points(e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 

of food etc.)

The first oomplainant and his bodyguards were 

assaulted by a maxed crowd of ex-workers of the 

Kung Yik Mill and loafers. The 2nd complainant 

received an axe wound in the head. 

_ i___________
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(j) What staff employed on premises 1
(k) Are they all “old” servants Y
(l) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long ?
(m) What was their “characters” t
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason 9

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks
(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer). Znquiries by D.S. '.Tare and G.B.S. 142.

At 8.15p.m. 11/11/37 Major K.M. Bourne D.G. 

(Special Branch) telephoned Bubbling Jell Station 

and ordered the undersigned to make enquiries concern 

ing a mob assault on Brenan Road at about 6.45p.m.
which involved Mr. T.F. Zing ifrtl ) Chinese

Staff Manager of the Kung Yik Cotton Mill, 150

Robison Road, and some dismissed employees.

Prior to the above report, C.D.S. 142 had been 

making preliminary enquiries concerning an assault

case reported by St. Luke's Hospital, Avenue Haig. 

At 8.20p.m. he brought to the station Mr. T.F. Zing 

and his two unarmed bodyguards Yoen Sung An ( 

and Pei Mow Lien ( f? ). Yoen Sung An was

treated at the hospital for scalp injuries.

Mr. Zing ) gave the following outline

of events leading up to the assaultr-

During April 1937 a strike occurred at the Kung 

Yik Cotton Mill, 150 Robison Road, subsequent to the 

suspension of contract labour in favour of direct 

employment through Mr..,Zing the Chinese Staff Manager 

As a result of the strike about 60 employees were 

dismissed during May. The majority dismissed (about 

40) received full superannuation benefits while the 

remainder received a gratuity of three months pay. 

Among those receiving superannuation benefits were 

four men who were prominent during the strike, namely 

Yih Tsung Foo ( i%> ), Kyau Ching Kung \ //fr)
Zien Ah S ( ) and ’Ju Ching Nyoen <£i I®)

The results appeared to be satisfactory to both
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Diary Number:— l/sheet 3.
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investigation begun 
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................................ Division.

.............................. ..Police Station.
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Nature of Offence:—

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

parties until the beginning of September 1937, when Mr. 

Zing was stopped on his way home by Yih Tsung Foo and 

some others who demanded three months full salary in 

addition to their superannuation gratuities Mr. ¿ing? 

appears to have given a non-committal reply because 

during September and October 1937 he was stopped near 

the mill by grounps of former employees including at least 

one or two of the four previously mentioned, and oeoasion- 

ally loafers. The demand for three months* pay was 

repeated on each occasion and Mr. Zing 'a reply was the 

same as before.

Owing to the hostile appearance of Yih Tsung Foo 

and his associates, the Kung Yik Mill employed from - 

12/10/37 two unarmed bodyguards named Yoen Sung Ah and 

Pei Mow Lien to accompany Mr. Zing when travelling 

between his home at 824 Yu Yuen Road and the mill 150 

Robison Road.

At 6.35p.m. 11/11/37 Mr. Zing and his bodyguards 

left the mill and walked west along Brenan Road. When 

about 150 yards east of Edinburgh Road It» Zing was 

surrounded by about twenty men who closed in an him from 

both sides of the road. The mob consisted of former 

employees of the mill and local loafers in about equal 

numbers. Among them were Yih Tsung Foo, Kyau Ching Kung, 

Zien Ah S and Vu Ching Nyoen. Yih Tsung Foo, who
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investigation begun 
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................................Division.
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Nature of Offence:—

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

appeared to be the leader, demanded that Mr. Zing answer 

whether or not the demands for three months wages would 

be met. Mr. Zing replied that he was not in a position 

to make any promises.

As Mr. Zing attempted to walk away from the mob, 

the latter shouted "ta" (strike) and roughly dragged 

the former to a piece of waste land by the P.K.D. 

sewage sump* .Vhen the two bodyguards Yoen Sung An 
( Jjr '/fa. ) and Pei Mow Lien ( |5> & A) attempted to 

rescue their master, one of the mob shouted "take your 

weapons" (i.e. nauka-sang)( Sticks were then

used freely on the bodies of Mr. Zing and his bodyguards.

A few moments later, Mr. Zing broke free from the 

crowd and ran back toward Brenan Riece for police 

assistance. On the way he met Mr. Broadman (also 

employed by the Kung Yik) and by the time he had 

explained What had happened, the fight was over.

After Mr. Zing’s get-away, the bodyguard Yoen Sung 

An was holding the mob leader Yih Tsung Foo, but was 

compelled to relenquish his grip when one of the mob 

struck him on the back of the head with a small axe. 

Yoen Sung An turned and grasped his assailant who was 

later arrested by a S.C.G.P.B. officer and taken to Zau 

Ka Boo Station. However, the axe was not found.

The arrested man stated himself to be Zung Ching
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Foh (/^> 4^ ) aged 31, Shanghai, m/unemployed, living

in a refugee camp on Kiaochow Road near Singapore Road.

Mr. Zing then took the injured bodyguard to St. 

Luke's Hospital, Avenue Haig, where he was examined by 

Dr. K.I. Liu. The medical certificate reads:- 

"Laceration of the scalp and abrasion of the right 

shoulder. May bee one serious."

Zung Ching Foh (accused) was handed over by the 

Zau Ka Doo S.C.G.P.Bureau, fhen questioned he stated 

that he was only a passer by who had been too inquisitive 

and had become involved in the assault unwillingly.

Later he admitted that he had known Yih Tsung Foo (1st 

described) for about 13 years. Zung Ching Foh (accused) 

stated that he met Yih Tsung Foo by accident at 4p.m. 

10/11/37, on Kiaochow Road near Singapore Road and was 

asked to assist in an assault. He admits being party 

to the assault but denies having used either an axe or 

a stick.
At 9p.m. 11/11/37 Zung Ching Foh (accused) led 

detectives to the home of Yih Tsung Foo at No.41 Nan Zau 
Ka Zah ¿J) off Brenan Road. It was learned

that Yih Tsung Foo and his wife had moved to some unknown 

address on the morning of 10/11/37.

Mr. N.J. Davies, manager of the Kung Yik Cotton

Mill came to Bubbling »Veil Station at 9.45p.m. 11/11/37
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He was asked if he could furnish any addresses at which 

any of those mentioned on Sheet No.l might be. Only the 

approximate address of Kyau Ching Kung (2nd described) 

as a "straw hut opposite the mill" could be gained.

Questioned concerning the efforts of the dismissed 

employees to obtain an unjustified grant of three months 

pay, both Mr. Davies and Mr. Zing were reasonably sure 

that up to the present there had not been any expression 

of sympathy from the workers in employment.

The accused Zung Ching Foh has been charged and will 

appear before the S.S.D.Court on 13/11/37. a remand of 

one week will be requested.

On the instructions of the D.C.(Special Branch) an 

application has been made for a S.S.D.Court Circular 

Order of Arrest of the four men named on Sheet No.l. 

Enquiries proceeding.

Copy to Special Branch.

Sen .Det. i/c
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At 4 p»m. on the 11.6.37, information was received from

Mr. Davies, manager of the Kung Yik Cotton Mill» 160 Robison 

Road, 0,0.x*, to the effect that Mr. Tsu Zangf^^L ), a 
director of the Foh Shing (^%j£^)Mews Agency, 16 Foh YUin Xae,

Ih Ya-ching Road, had visited the mill and shown the manage- 

went a copy of a petition (translation attached) which the 

three allegedrepresentatives of the workers had prepared

with the object of presenting it to the following associations__

and Government bodies*»

The local Tangpu, Shanghai Citizens Association» Bureau

_ of Social Affairs, General Labour Union, Shanghai City

___ Government, City Government Police Bureau, Shanghai-Woosung 

Garrison Commander’s Headquarters, Chamber of Commerce, 

Special District Citizens Federation, and various Government 

Authorities in Ranking.

Theactualdetails of this petition will be observed to 

semble closely a series of demands prepared by the same

three representatives and described in Special Branch Report 

dated 31.5.37.

judging by the behaviour of the news representative, as 

described to the undersigned by Mr. Zing Tuh Fang, labour

manager of the mill, there would appear to be little doubt that 

the primary object of his visit to the mill was to endeavour 

to extract money from the management in return for promises of 

publicity favourable to the mill’s interests»

five In addition to the above, it has been reported that at

7 p.m. on the 10.6.37, one, Vong Vah Tsui(^^ )» a loafer 

in the Jessfield village area, residing at Ko. 48 Yoong ching
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¡t.), who it will be recalled ha» been the arch trouble 

maker and representative of the 60 dismissed worker*, at 41 

Yoong Ching Lee and accused the latter of having accepted 

bribee from the management of the mill. Eventually Wong 

induced Tai to accompany him to hie (Wong’s) home where he 

detained Tai and demanded |20. for hie release.

At the request of Tai’s mother, one of the three 

representatives of the workers, Wong Ah Nyi(£ {kj a ), telephoned 

Mr. Yao Kwang-nai, Chief of the West Gate Branch of the Chinese 

Police Bureau and a leader of the Chung Kyi Association, who 

immediately passed the information to the Je»sfield Branch of 

the Police Bureau. Wong Whh Tsui was then arrested by the 

Police attached to the above branch of the Police Bureau at 

8.15 p.m. the »ame evening (10.6.87) and is at present detained 

at the Hantao Headquarters.

The meeting place of the 60 dismissed workers of the 

Kung Yik Cotton Mill i» at present located at Wo» 85 Chung Shan 

lee, Jessfield Road, the home of Ah Ljang(ffi ), one of the 

ex-foremen of the mill; this address is also frequented by 

the three representatives of the worker*.

Prom the information in the last three paragraphs, on» 

cannot help but conclude that the Chung Kyi Association has 

been surreptitiously assisting both the 60 dismissed workers 

and the so-called authorized representatives of the mill 

employee» with any following that they may posses».

In view of the various unconfirmed reports circulating 

in the Jessfield Village area, to the effeet that another 

bemadeto intimidatetheloyaloperativesinto 

ceasing work, the situation i» being closely watched and any
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developments will be at onoe reported»

Mr. Davies reports that there are no signs of unrest 

among the workers and that their behaviour is excellent»

D.C» (Special Branch)



In requesting for your assistance to uphold Justice 

and to "help* the arrested workers, we, Zung Shing Han
), »an KUh Shing($^ ) and Won« ** >»

representatives of the workers of the Kung Yik Cotton Hill, 

British concern, at Jessfield, bog respectfully to lay before 

you the following factsl

owing to the continual increase in the coat of living 

and the difficulty of maintaining a livelihood with our 

scanty wages, wo, workers of the above mentioned ad.ll, wont 

on strike in April of this year following the refusal of 

the wsuBagsasant to consider our demand for an increase in 

wages* Subsequently we resumed work on the conclusion 

of an agro estent between the employer and the employed, which 

war effected through the mediation of the local Tangpu, the 

Bureau of Social Affairs and other official organs» The 

terms of the agreement were as follows!»

(1) Ths issue of a rioe allowance of 3 cents each psr day»

(2) The issue of a bonus equal to one day’s wages in every 

two weeks* time»

(3) The issue of a food allowance of 2 cents each to thoss 

employed on the night shift*

(4) Mo adatm workers to be dismissed without reasonable 

cause»

As the management failed to observe the agreement, 

wo, the petitioners, appointed by our follow workers as their 

representatives, interviewed Mr. Davies, the manager, and 

Mr» Zing Tuh Mong, the Chinese manager, at • auu May 31, 

and roques tod them to enforce the agreement without further 

delay They promised to give us a reply in Juno 3, Thursday 

However, the management had the evil intention of 

upsetting ths agreement and started to make trouble with the 

workers» Cm Juno 8, when the workers had entered the 

factory, the management suddenly reduced the work of one 

named Zung Ching Moi, a female worker in the fine yarn 

department, from 3® spindles to 24» As this is unreasonable 



and affects her livelihood» the female worker applied 

to foreman Tsui for restoration of the original 
number of spindles» Instead of getting satisfaction» 

she was dismissed» Another female worker named 

Tsang Ying Dah, in the same room» was annoyed, as» 

according to the agreement, no workers could be 
dismissed without reasonable cause» and she consequently 

argued with the foreman. The foreman, however, 
deliberately found fault with Tsang and assaulted and 

injured her with his fists» This aroused the indignation 

of all the other female workers who demanded him to 

give an explanation of his violence» In a short while, 
the foreman Tsui called in a large number of Chinese and 

foreign detectives and policemen, who had been hiding 
on the factory premises. Without enquiring into the 

cause» the police summarily arrested all the operatives ♦ 

10 females and 4 males. This was evidently a 

premeditated plot of the management who intended to 

break the agreement by finding fault with the workers. 
The workers wore then surprised and» through the 

persuasion of the petitioners, they continued operations 

until the time to cease work.
When the night shift workers came to work and 

learned of the incident, they, for the sake of justice, 
requested the management to effect the release of the 

arrostod workers. However, when they had hardly 

completed their statement, policemen and detectives 

rushed in and arrested five workers without having 

first enquired Into the ease. The other workers wore 

so sfidti that they feared to utter a single word. 

On the following day, June 4, a female worker 

named Yuan Ah Mei (^^3^) was arrested*



Afterwards we learned that the arrested persons 

were handed over to the Josafield Police station by the 

Settlement Police, and finally were sent to your 

Headquarters (? Woosung»Shanghai Garrison Commander's 

Headquarters) where they are still detained»

Rumours are current that the management is not 

content with the number already arrested and intends 

to hare arrested tho workers who took part in the previous 

strike, numbering at least 120»

We workers are only interested in our work and have 

never acted lawlessly» The management is not justified 

in oppressing us to such an extent» To avoid further 

development of tho dispute and to show pity for the 

families of the arrested workers, we request you to 

uphold Justice and release the workers, who are innocent, 
that

at onoe. Wo also request^you will kindly instruct the 

management to fulfil tho agreement and to refrain from 

arresting workers indiscriminately.
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______________ The Shanghai Municipality Cotton Weaver«1 Union,------------- 

originally known aa the Kung Yik Cotton Mill Employees* Club 

of the Chung Nyi Association, was removed on June 1, 1S37 from | 

No.7 Ming Sung Lee, Brenan Road to No.4.Lane 905 Zung Tuh Fong . 

off Jeaafield Road, 0.0 J..---------------------------- 1---------------------------------------------- f

Thia Union,though it is still in the courae of forma- B 

tion, claims to have 3,500 members which consist of the workers 31 

of the Kung Yik Cotton Mill (British), 150 Robiaon Bold and thaws 1 

_ of the China A.B.C. Underwear and Weaving Mill (Chinese) 1099___ I i 

__Connaught Road, 0.0J». Members who join the Union will he_____  

required to pay $1 as the fee for a badge, and they will also_ JI

be required to pay a 10 cents monthly mestberahip fee.______________

------------------------Mr. Pan Yeu-nung. a private assistant to Mr. Wu Vung— I

--Paung, .member nf the Incal Tangpnt ante aa the director of the----

above Union- ___________ _

Special Branch). _____________________________________ _
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______ Further to Special Branch Report dated June 3 referring to 

the unrest existing among the employees of the Kung Yjk Cotton 

Mill, 150 Robison Read, O.O.L,, during the morning of June 3._

members of the Shanghai City GoYernnient Police -Bureau arrested _
i the undermentioned 14 workers for being concerned in an assault

1) W<mg Yung-sung

3) Zung Tsoh-kung
4) Ching Zuag-ehlng ( )
5) Jung Byoh-Yeu_____ ( j)

) Wong Sjn-tseng (i )
) Tsang Aj-ying_____(.Mz^ A )

) Tsang Ying-mei (J&<u j

»eM

Tsang Ching-kung

Yao HungT^dee_____
Yao Ling Dee____11)

12) Yao Nyoh-ying
& KkA ^5) Twang Ching-foong ( (fL>) 

Zar Ai-tseng_______( f1 )

*?•*>»*

><r es

Subsequently,atapproximately1.30 Pania tb$ workera wwnfr 

ipn strike as a protest against the arrest, of th a abova __
enployees. The three representstiy_es of the workers namely.

1) Zang Sjng-han ( )__________________ _____

______g) Pan Keh-Bing

_____3) Wang Ah-nyi
kafter conferring with the operatives» Rucneeriari in peranarilng_____ 
them to resume work at 2 p.m._________ __________________

_At_3jjg»»»__in_the_afteinofia^_thfi_thr£fi__rfipr£aen±a±iyea______ _

Lilt jliSf.) 
(IB—)
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proceeded to the home of Mr. Wong Ring ) » a represen

tative of the Bureau of Social Affaire* at 428« Sing Ming I>i, 

Rue Brenier de Montmorand. At first Mr. Wong was not disposed. 

to see these representatives* however*_ he afterwards told then

to prepare a petition stating the alleged requirements ofthe 

workers which should then he presented to the Bureau of Social

__ Affaire._______________________________________ ______

visited Mr. Tseu Heng-kyi UtJ )> a responsible member___

__of the Chung Myi Association and informed him of the present

situation. Whether any particular course of action was proposed 

or discussed is« however* not at present known-____________________
a-a/

________ Sometime after 8 p.m. all departments of the mill with_____

__ the exception of the weaving department struck work as a______ __ I 

further protest against the arrest of the 14 workers already__ I

_ named.Atthispoint the undermentioned employees________________
1) Wong Ah-nyi_____ ( i ~ )_____________________________________
2) Tsang Ah-kung ( ) _ 1

3) Tya Kwai-sung ( 1'^7 }  I

__ 4)Lee Ah-yeu_____________________________________________________________
5 )Hs ia Zung-fah _( S & )

were observed by the management to have been intimidating the 

workers in the Spinning Department in order to compel them to 

cease operations» At the request of the management these five 

workers were arrested by the Chapel Police and conveyed to the 

Jessfield Branch of the Police Bureau.

_____Work was then resumed and Continued during the night of June ‘ 

3 Without any further incident occurring,

________ On the morning of June 4« approximately 3SQ employ sea_______ |
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flailed to arrive at the mill to resume work. A number of 

pickets were observed to be operating in the vicinity of •nrenan 

Piece where it was noted that the Chape i Police made soma_______ I

endeavour to disperse them. At g a.m. about 100 of the workers 

visited the Jessfield Branch of the Police bureau and damandad- 

the release of the 19 arrested persona.____'ihe police, however,

were successful in dispersing the crowd.-------------------

It has now been learned that the disgruntled workers wish to 

pre sent a petition to the City Government, asking for the_______

immediate release of the 19 arrested workers and that the mill 

management be forced to grant the three demands already placed

__before the management, and further, that the 60 diamisaed workers I 

each be granted a retiring gratuity equivalent to 3 month»* pay, 

During the morning (June 4) numbers of the workers have

been congregating in the new union premisae at Bo,-4f I*pne 905, 

Zung Tuh Pang, Jessfield Boad, where it is reported a number of 

theworkers are advocating action tantamount to a mans attank

iM
H

M
I
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In connect io nwi th the continual umest existing

among the operatives employed at the Kung Yik Cotton Mill»

150 Robison Road» O.O.L., it has now become increasingly______

evident that Mr. Woo Vung-paung ( ) of the local____

Tangpu and hie assistant Mr. pan Yeu-nung ) have 

been conducting an active campaign amongst the mill

____employees in order to Induce them to become members of the

Shanghai 3rd District Cotton Weaving Workers* Union» formerly 

___ known as the Kung Yik Cotton Mill Employees* Club of the 

Chung gyj Association, whose premises have now been removed
from No.7 Ming Sung Li, Brenan Road, to No.4» Dane 905, Zung

and his satellite Mr. Pan Yeu-nung, the Presiding Judge of

the Shanghai Wooeung Military Court, namely. Colonel Doh

Acting on the instructions of the last named and of Mr

_ Acts of intimidation, both within and without the

activities of certain of the ringleaders in the present

shan and Chiang Ngoh-wu of the City Government Police Bureau

rith a view to bringing an end to the present situation

Ching-dz, has now begun to interest himself in the dispute

mill having increased to an alarming extent, the two

As a result of the activities of Mr. Wbo Vung-paung

agitation. With this object tn view, Inspectors Tsang Ts-

O.K. Yui, A.cting Mayor of Greater Shanghai, Mr. Teang Tsoo-

representatives named above, decided that it was time that 
the Chinese Authorities should take action to curb the

jang a member of the Bureau of Social Affairs,
and Mr. Yu Yao-chiu committee member of the

Tuh Fang, Jessfield Road

£■*' local Tangpu visited the factory on the afternoon of June 2
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visited Lonza Station at 6 p.m. on June 2 with the request 

that the Shanghai Municipal Police effect the arrest of the

following i- ___________ _____________ _
(1) Tsu Ah-chuen

(2) Woo Ching-yuan (-^ )____________________
(3) Yuan Ah-liang ()____ _ _
(4) Tai Koh-1 i a ng

(5 )Chow King-kung

(6) Yeh Tseu-foh ()______________
(7) Zee Ah-sze )______________

________ (8) Lee Sing-an______ (4 »r» )______________
all of whom are dismissed employees of the Kung Yik Cotton

_  Mill and were expected to be meeting at 8.30 p.m, at the Sing 

Soo Day Hotel, Room 6, House Ho.4, Lane 203, Hupeh Road. It
Xy was pointed out to the two inepectors that nothing effective

■/i DS»—'b'l could be accomplished, unless they were in possession of the____

p necessary warrants. However, though they had no such document a,

the two police officials requested that they be permitted to 

visit the hotel and talk to any of those named who might be____

present. This was accordingly agreed to and in company with 
members of the detective staff of Louza Station, and of the 

Special Branch, the two inspectors visited the hotel and 

discovered the following to be present t-______________ _________
(1) Tau Ah-chuen ( ’*j ), 50, Chengchow,

’ 16 Zung Sou Li, ttoblson'Road (a dismissed------------
_________ employee).

________ (2) Woo Chi ng-yuan ), 34, Shanghai, ____________  
75 Zung Sou Li, Robison Road (a dismissed——— 
employee).

________ (3) Zung Ah-san______ ). 47, Ningpo, 19 Loh Ka 
Chai, Pootung (a friend of the above).
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^ ), 31, Yangchow,
. Robison Hodd (an employee

____of the mill and representative of the operatives)•

— _ - It was evident that the last named was extremely

_  embarrassed at being discovered, affording as it did, proof

— of his complicity in the present agitation._________ _

L— The manager of the hotel was advised, that in_________

view of the nature of the proposed meeting to be held on the___

__ premises, to request the above named occupants of Room No.6____  

to leave the hotel, which they accordingly did at 9.30 p.m.  

_ approximately.______________________________________________________

To date, the position may be briefly described as 

this. Mr. Woo Vung-paung, in his anxiety to obtain the

._ numerical support of the mill workers, has now completely______

lost control over them and ae a consequence is being subjected 

to the orders of coterie composed of certain of the 60 

dismissed workers including the eight already mentioned, who 

it is rumoured are receiving the support of the Chung Nyi 

Association.______________________________

In the mill, discipline among the workers is 

conspicuous by its absence and it would appear that unless 

the Chinese Authorities are prepared to take strong measures,

another strike will eventuate.________________ _____________

D, C. (Special Branch)
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__ _______ 4.^. p.on the 29/5/3?» the operatives employe4 

in the Spinning Department of the Kung Yik Cotton Mill» 150 

Robison Road, 0.0.L. went on strike in order to enforce a

-__demand for a rice allowance of 3 cents per day. Three
representatives of the workers» namely »

(1) Zung Si ng-han

(2) Pan Keh-sing 'S \
££. Ì

(3) Wang Ah-nyi

__ who have already represented the mill employee8 in connection

with previous dieputee with the management» then promised to 

convey the workers* demand to Mr, E.J. Davies, Manager of the

Mill, whereupon the strikers resumed operations.________

On the 31/5/37» the workers - about 400 - employed 

in the Weaving Department struck work at 9 a.m. and demanded 

that they also should receive a rice allowance of 3 cents

>er day.

The mill management then requested the assistance of

Mr. Woo Vung-pang (-A )« a representative of the local
Tangpu, to try and effect a settlement of the dispute. Despite 

the persuasive efforts of the above named and his assistant 
'.Mr. pan Yeu-nung (130th of whom appear to be 

singularly incapable of successfully conducting negotiations 

with any body of workers» the strikers refused to resume work.
Later» the management requested the S.M.P« to eject the 

ma 1contents but prior to any action being taken» Mr. Woo 

suggested to Mr. Davies that the services of the Bureau of

Police ratherthan those of the S.M.P. be utilized. MT. Wbo 

thereupon endeavoured to obtain the necessary police reinforce

monts but was uns ucce a afui «___ The mil J management then.
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communicated with Mr. Kya Ung-taau ( )> Chief of the

Jeaefield Village Branch Bureau, requesting that sub-Inapector 

_ Koo and hie aubordinatea be authorized to co-operate with_

the S.M.P, in forcing the strikers to leave the factory, 

Thia request was refused, the Bureau of Police regarding the 

proposed procedure as unnecessary.________ __ ________________

.__________ At thia juncture while the S.M.P, were preparing_____

___ to take action, the atrikera formulated three demands, namely,

1) Restoration of rice allowance of 3 centa per day.____________
ft

2) A bonua of one day*a wages be paid on the completion of____

every fortnight*a work,________________________________________

3) That on Sundaya the workers ahould cease work at 11 a.m.

instead of 4 p,m, as at present,_____

Theae demands were at once presented by the workers*_ 

1epraaentativea already named to the management who promised _ 

to give an answer within three days. On being informed of 

the management’s answer, the strikers resumed work,_____________

During the morning, Mr, Davies, who expressed great

dissatisfaction with the actions of Mr, Woo, communicated with 

Mr. R. Gordon of Jardine, Matheson & Co., Ltd, and suggested

that Mr. O.K. Yui, acting Mhyor of Greater shanghai, be

requested to ask the Bureau of Social Affairs to take the

bickerings

necessary atepa to bring about a conclusion of these continual

(Special Branch}
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May 26th

Messrs. Jardine Matheson, Ltd 
General Managers, 

Ewo Cotton Mills, Ltd», 
SHANGHAI.

Sent lernen:

I have to acknowledge receipt of your

letter dated May 25th, 1987, and in reply have to 

inform you that your expression of appreciation 

for the services of the Police during the recent 

labour troubles at the Kong Yik Cotton Mill, will 

bo duly conveyed to those officers concerned.

I am. Gentlemen:

Youf obedient Servant

IM F. W. Qarwd

Commissioner of Police



EWO COTTON MILLS. LTD
• g—MB** (INCORPORATED IN HONGKONG) 

^JARDINE, MATHESON & Co.. LTD.

C. P. O. BOX NO. 611

CABLE ADDRESS "EWOMILLS'

TELEPHONE NO. 15290

27. THE BUND.

Shanghai.

25th May, 1937.

The Commissioner,The Shanghai Municipal Police, 185, Foochow Road, SHANGHAI
Dear Sir,

With reference to the recent troubles at our Kung Yik Cotton Mill, 160, Robison Road, which necessitated the closing of the Mill from April 1st until May 14th this year, we wish to record in writing our very sincere appreciation of the services rendered by your force, both Foreign and Chinese.
Those on duty within the Mill compound must have found their task one of extreme monotony day after day, but our Manager advises us that nothing was too much trouble for them, that they were always eager to render any assistance they could to our staff and always courteous.
We shall esteem it a favour therefore if you will be good enough to convey our grateful thanks to all those members of your force under Inspector Hall from Gordon Road and those in the Special Branch who were detailed for duty at Kung Yik Mill during our recent troubles.

We are, dear Sir, Yours faithfully,

LJMleneral Managers WO COTTON MILLS, LTD.
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In connection with the strike of operatives employed

at the Kung Yik Cotton Mill, 150 Robison Road, O.O.L.,

arrangements were made by the management to commence registration

of workers on Monday, May 10, 1937. During the morning, some

forty-seven workers registered, the presence and activities

of a number of pickets undoubtedly deterring many others

from recording their names.
In the afternoon of May 10, between 2 p.m. and

4.50 p.m., a mediation meeting which was attended by members

.of the Mill Management, Jardine Matheson & Co. Ltd., the

local Tangpu, the Bureau of Social Affairs, the Bureau of

Police, in addition to three representatives of the strikers

¡Was held in the board room of Jardine Matheson & Co. Ltd.

The various representatives attending were as

-^follows

Mr. R. Gordon, representing Jardine Matheson & Co. Ltd

Mr. J.R. Mothersill, -do-

Mr. E.J. Davies, manager of the Kung Yik Cotton Mill

Mr. Kya Ung Tsau, representing the Bureau of police

Mr. Wong Ping, representing the Bureau of Social Affairs

Mr. Woo Vang Paung, representing the local Tangpu

Zung Sing-han ), representing the operatives of

Wang Ah-nyi

the mill.

Pan Keh-

, labour manager of theZing Tuh Paung

-do-

-do-

Mill who was also present, acted as interpreter.

An agreement containing the following details was

then drafted:-
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Mediation Agreement drawn up between capital, as 

represented by the Kung Yik Cotton Mill» and Labour, 

as represented by the Workers of the aforesaid Mill t

In view of the strike caused through the changing

_____ of the labour system at the Kung Yik Cotton Mill» the 

Bureau of Social Affairs, the Tangpu and the Police

_____ Bureau have effected a settlement - with the except!on____ 

_______of the 5# increase which the company sanction of its

____ own accord ■» with the following terms which are agreed______

_____to by both sides : ____________________________________ _
1. Tai Koh Liang (^#0^5 and. 60 others whose names

 are in the list handed to the Bureau of Social Affairs 

by the Management sever their connection with the

____ _______Kung Yik Cotton Mill.______________________________________ 

 2. of the above mentioned workers, those entitled to

the benefit of the superannuation fund shall be so 
fund

paid.. Those workers whose superannuation/amounts

____ _______ to less than 3 months* wages ?nd those workers not 

entitled to the benefit of the superannuation fund.

shall have their superannuation fund made up to the

__ _________equivalent of three months' wages or receive three 

___________ months* wages as compensation.___________________________

3, The Company shall not discharge any worker except 

when the latter commits insubordination, larceny or

____________ serious misconduct, in which case, the Company will

____________not only discharge the worker without payment of

__ _________compensation but may also have him punished according 

to law. Otherwise, should the Company discharge a 

worker or workers when changing its labour system,
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_ these workers shall be compensated according 

to agreement.

4. The Company shall commence registration of all 

workers as from May 10, 1937, the registration 

to be completed within four days. Workers not 

appearing for registration within the next three 

days shall be considered as having resigned of_______

their own accord and will not be entitled to. 

___________ superannuation benefits or any other compensation.

5. The workers shall resume work as from 6 a.m.

May 14, 1937.

 6. Distribution of superannuation and compensation fund 

will take place on the mill premises on May 18, 1937. 

_ __The draft form of the settlement was then initialled 

by the various representatives already mentioned who signified 

their willingness to sign the above accord when re-written. 

It is not without interest to note that the three 

representatives of the strikers claim that they represent 

the workers of the mill as a whole and are not the pawns_______  

of a particular union or workers* clique.

The possibility of the dismissed workers giving vent 

to their disgruntled feelings should not be overlooked but 

as on the other hand any show of force would jeopardize their

chances of obtaining the compensation promised them by the 

management, it is possible that they will realize the

prudence of refraining from creating any further trouble.
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—_inquiries have been made at various quarters re

the situation of the Kung Yik strike and the following_____________  

information has been obtained as a result

The Kung Yik Mill workers may be divided into

tor’s

three parties, viz, a majority under the leadership of Chung

Kyi Association; another portion under the local Tangpu and

Social Bureau, and yet another smaller portion who are 

independent of either parties

In view of the little success attained by the

Chung Nyi Association in its recent agitations against the 

management of the Kung YikMill» it has lost much confidence 

with the workers and it is true tnat a number of them 

originally attached to the Chung Nyi Association nave gone 

over to the Tangpu but this can1lbe considered a total

failure of the Chung Nyi Association which, besides backing 

up by the Fascist Clique of Nanking, possesses considerable

ifluence among the police officers who would not cease 

T> ■
their activities if there is the least chance of profiting

D ' 
4

themselves._____________________________________________________ _____

_____________ The decision,recently arrived at at a joint 

meeting of delegates of official organizations at the

■angha-i City Government presided over by Acting Mayor O.K

ill that the Social Bureau would be the only competent _____

organization to solve and mediate in labour troubles, inflicts

a deadly blow on the activities of the Chung Nyi Association, 

It is also reported that General Tsai, the Police Commissioner

subordinates not to interfere with labour disputes already
haw haen personally advised by Mr. O.K.Yui to warn his
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It may^be safe to state that the Chung flyi 

Association has not been so popular with the mill workers____

but it has shown no signs of giving up control of these________

ignorant people so long as they remain loyal and, subordinate 

to its instructions,_________________________________________________

superintendent.

D, C. (Special Branch).

For your confidential and unofficial 

information. Source of information 

not to be disclosed outside your ôffice.

With the Compliments of the 

Deputy Commissioner of Police, 

(Special Branch).
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While the strike of operatives employed at the Kung Xxk 

Cotton hill, 150 Hoad (0.0.1.). continues, nevertheleee thpro 

are now certain indications which tend to show that a satis

factory settlement to all concerned may soon be arranged.____ _

________ This morning (3-5-37), the undersigned learned from my,
J.R.Mothers ill that negotiations were carried on with Mr. Wong 

Ping, representing the bureau of Social Affairs. though no 

definite arrangement was arrived at, it was evident that the__

demands of the workers as elucidated by Mr. Wong were of a far 

less preposterous nature than heretofore._________________________

________ It has now been learned that the workers are proposing to

_ I*orm a union which will be entirely free from the influences of 

the Chung Kyi Association. 1‘his union will be known as the

_ 3rd District Cotton Weaving Workers* Union whose membership wilt 

be composed of those workers employed in mills operating in the 

Western District.

______ A meeting of workers took place at Ko,7, Ming Sung li on 

the 2-5-37 between 3 p.m. and 4 p.m, when one fang 'Jeo-yih______

(), an employee of the A,b,C, Weaving & Dyeing Mi 11,ltd 

1099 Connaught Road (0,0.1.) was elected chairman, and ^ai_____ 
Koh-liang (j^ ), an employee of K-ung ¥ik Cotton Millf and

five others whose names have not as yet been ascertained, ware__

made members of the preparatory committee responsible for________

4 UM

the organizing of the union, permission for which has dready-----

_ granted by the local Tangpu (vide permit, Bo.540)._ — 

as suggested, the new union materializes and remains 

^fjee from the support or influence of the Chung Kyi Association, 

sap settlement of the present strike situation woul mt be 

imminent.
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_________Relative to the strike of operatives employed at the 

Kung Yik Cotton Mill» 150, Robison Road, at 9 a.m. April 25__

in the premises of the Chung Nyi Association, a notice was 

posted, a translation of which reads as follows t-

“Labour friends,__________________________________ ________

■__We must wait quietly and not attempt to______

create disturbances amongst ourselves. We have endured__

the past 30 days and after a few more days we shall 

emerge victorious from the dispute. The Bureau of 

Social Affairs is now mediating in the dispute and you 

can all be assured that within the next three or four 

days, there will be good news as a result of this__________

•Fellow workers 1 Maintain peace and good order.•

¡J'2

________ mediation.________ _____ ______________________________________
(Signed) The whole body of the workers.*

Furthermore, it is reported that at 10 a.m. April 26,

the undermentioned slogans were posted in the office of the

p Chung Nyi Association ?

) *Down with Zing Tuh-fang )•"_____________
Z*/

•Mediation according to law.*

_______ “Support the Party and Civil organs.*________________________

"Let us unite together."

“Maintain our object to the very end.1*

(Vide Gordon Road Report Mo.34, Mi sc. No.23/37). 

During the morning of April 26, a notice was posted 

outside a teashop located on Robison Road directly opposite 

the Kung Yik Mill premises, A translation of this notice 

follows herewith s

“It has been repeatedly urged by this Committee
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•and Government that the capitalists and labourers should
"work in harmony for their mutual prosperity* Of late
"however, disputes between capitalists and labourers have
"again become rife, and this not only obstructs productive
"industry but is liable to endanger local peace and order*
"At this time when a movement is under way for national
"economic reconstruction, both capitalists and labourers
"should strive to co-operate with each other for their

______ ___________________________ yaezgLS_* -—=—---
______ “them, they should apply to the competent authorities for_

"mediation according to law. If no result comes from the
_____"mediation, the dispute may be submitted for arbitration.

"This is the proper way to settle a dispute and both
"parties should refrain from resorting to strike or_______

_ "suspension of operations as a means of threatening each_
______ "other, as this will only endanger their own existence and

"culminate in ruin for both.
"In order to settle disputes between capitalists and

______ "labourers, to maintain good order in the community and____
_____ "to promote productive industries, this Committee and_____

"Government hereby issue this notification that henceforth
"all disputes between capitalists and labourers should be
"submitted to the competent authorities for mediation and
"that prior to the mediation or during the period of

______ "mediation severe punishment will be meted out to persons
"found instigating either party to declare a strike or
"go-slow strike or to suspend business. No leniency will
"be shown to those unscrupulous elements who dare to
"instigate labour disputes so as to endanger peace and

SKSSSOSi

WM

■
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_____«order. The public are warned, strictly to observe 

«this order.

Pan Kung-chan )

_______________ ____________ Dao Pah-chuen ) :
Doong Ying-pah (“f )

Standing members of the Executive Committee_____

of the Shanghai Special District Kuomintang.

_____________________________0. K. Yui )____________  

Acting Mayor of Shanghai City Government.

________ _____ _____________ April 19th of the 26 Year of the_____ 

Chinese Republic."

It will be recalled that this notification is 

identical with one wh^ch was published in the advertisement-————______---------------------------------------------- ■
columns of the Shun Pao and other local newspapers on 

April 19» 1937. (Reference newspaper translation of 20/4/37).

Officials of Jardine Matheson & Co. Ltd., in addition 

to the Officer in charge of Gordon Road Station have 

cognizance of the present situation, any further developments 

in which will be made the subject of a further report.
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Relative to the strike of operatives at the Kung

Yik Cotton Mill, 150 Robison Road, 0.0.1., it is learned that

a notice has been posted outside the offices of the Chung Nyi

I
Association, 7 Ming Sung Li, Brenan Road, staging that a mass 

meeting of the strikers will be held at 1 p.m, at the Kang

rimary School, 121 ^renan Road, 0.0.1, after which the

ody of workers will proceed by rail to Nanking to request____

ssistance from the Government Authorities.;

It is possible, however, that the notice referred 

above is in the nature of a bluff as it has been learned 

that at a secret meeting of about a dozen of the leading 

agitators in the present strike, held in the premises of the 

Chung Nyi Association at approximately 12 mid-night (20/4/37), 

it was decided that the strikers should attend en masse 

at the North Railway. Station in the afternoon of the 21/4/37 

for the purpose of obtaining accommodation on the 4 p.m, train 

to Nanking where they intended to petition the Government

Authoritiee for assistance in the settlement of the strike 

is move, however, in view of the present weather conditions 

been indefinitely postponed.

It has also been learned that, at the me eting already 

described, a proposal was put forward to the effect that in 

the afternoon ofthe 21/4/37 at least 60 pickets should be 

posted to the various approaches in Chapei, leading to the

Ewo and Yangtszepoo Cotton Mills of Jardine, Matheson & Co

Ltd«, in an endeavour to intimidate the operatives of these 

two factories.__________________________

Further to the above information, it is reported

that a number of handbills, purporting to emanate from the
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employees of the Ewo and Yangtezepoo Mills, are at present 

in circulation amongst the strikers of the Kung Yik Cotton 

Mill» It is understood that the subjectma11er of these____

pamphlets consists of a demand that the Kung Yik management 
K

ma|fe uee of the good offices of the Bureau of Social Affairs_

to bring about an ending to the present impasse»_______________

The present situation, particularly that pertaining 

to the possibility of unrest being fomented amongst the_______

employees of the Ewo and Yangtezepoo Cotton Mills, is being 

carefully watched and any developments will be made the 

subject of a further report,________________ ______________________
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____ In connection with the strike of operatives employed 

at the Kung Yik Cotton Mill (British), 150 Robison Road, two 

notices pertaining to the dispute were posted outside the 

miH on the 18.4.37 at 12.30 p.m.

_______ On one notice it was stated that registration, of male 

and female workers of whom the mill management approved

would be commenced on the 19.4.37. Following completion of 

this registration a further notice informing the workers of ___

the date of resumption of operations would then be posted.______

________ The other notice which was chopped by Mr. Pan Kung-chan, 

Chief of the Bureau of Social Affairs, informed the strikers _

that the action of the management in commencing registration 

of the workers met with the approval of the Bureau. In

»^addition to the above, the notice stated that a proper

Settlement of the present outstanding differences between the 

ement and its employees would receive the wholehearted

attention of the Bureau,

Following the posting of these two notices, in the after-

__noon of the 18.4.37, about 100 strikers gathered in the

premises of the Chung Nyi Association, No. 7 Ming Sung Li,_______

Brenan Road, Q.Q.L*, and held a meeting at which one Tai Koh 

Liang(^E^ ) presided. The aforementioned person addressed

__ the meeting and stated that the workers' union had received 

a letter (No. 7929) from the Bureau of Social Affairs._________

Contained in this letter were instructions to the effect that 

the union was to appoint two representatives to attend a 

meeting of the Interested parties, with a view to obtaining

__a settlement satisfactory to all concerned. This meeting was

scheduled to take place at the Bureau on the 20.4.37»
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K discussion then arose and finally the meeting was 

terminated by the passing of the following resolutions?"i 

1. That as a counter-measure to the notice posted by the_ 

mill management outside the mill on the 18.4.37, instruct- 

____ ing the. workers to.proceed tothemillfor registration,— 

pickets should redouble their efforts and prevent any of____

_____ the workers from so registering._____________

8, That on the 20.4.37 Tai Koh-liang and five others proceed 

to the Bureau of Social Affairs to attend the proves ed 

mediation meeting._______________________________________________ _

3. That, in the event of the meeting failing to achieve a  

settianent of the dispute, all the workers should proceed 

_____ to Hanking and appeal for assistance from the Government 

_____ Authority s._________________________________________________________  

_ 4. That all wrunning dogs1« and spies opposed to the workers_____

____ should be dealt with severely._____________________ 

Subsequently, it was learned from Mr. J. R. Mothersill 

that Jardine Matheson & Co. Ltd, had addressed a letter to___

the Bureau of Social Affairs stating that as the dispute was 

in no wav connected with the payment of wages, no useful 

purpose would be served..if the mill management were to___________

appoint any representatives to attend the proposed mediation 

meeting to which reference has already been made.

During the day, (19.4.37) registration of workers 

commenced but picketting became so active, many of those 

.. registering being forced to proceed to the Chung Nyi Association 

and hand over their registration slips, that the management 

decided to cease signing on employees for the time being« One 

picket was arrested by the Bureau of police but was subsequently
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released, no action being taken by the Chinese Author!tie a_________

despite assurances given by Mr. 0* K» Yuly, Acting Mayor of______

Greater Shanghai, that full protection would be giventoall______

employees desirous of returning to work. Considerable________ _ __

rowdyism occurred in the vicinity of the mill after the____________

release of the picket by the Chinese Authorities, but the ______

workers eventually left the locality without in fact clashing____

with the police of either jurisdiction. It was noticeable_______

that the Bureau of Police took little or no action to control ___

or disperse the crowds which gathered, this duty being_____________

performed by the Municipal Police. 

Later| it was learned that representatives of the___________

strikers had expressed the intention of visiting the Special 

Branchy Shanghai Municipal Police Headquarters, on the morning 

of the 20.4.37 with a view to requesting mediation by the 

Municipal Police. Realising, however, that this was likely 

to prejudice any chances of obtaining assistance from the 

Bureau of Social Affairs at the meeting arranged for the 

afternoon of the 20.4.37, the proposed visit was postponed for 

the time being.- 

_____The situation to date is therefore a stalemate with no _-----

immediate prospect of a settlement being reached. Judging by ___

the trend of reports and the informa,tion to hand, there would 

appear to be little or no doubt that the majority of the_______ —

operatives would be only too glad to return to work, their_____

present actions and demeanour being nothing more than the ____

result of the incessant threats of intimidation propagated by —
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______ With reference to report No» 27 (Gordon Road Mi sc»
No.23/37) dated 15.4»37, relative to the appearance in the

District Court» Nantao, of four members of the staff of the

Kung Yik Cotton Mill on the 14»4»37, the following details

ara submitted herewith:-
At 3.45 p»m., on the 14»4»37, the four undermentioned

staff employees, vis.,_______________________________________
(1) Zing Teh-f a ng (^ ), 33, Ningpo, 984 Bubbling

Well Road»
(2) Sung Yoong-nyi)» 38, Ningpo, 150 Robison Rd<

(3) Wong Tung-zung(.£ ), 39, Hupeh, 150 Robison Rd»
(4) Ching Teh Ling(^%^), 29, Ningpo, 150 Robison Rd,

appeared in Court No» 2 before Procurator Chiang Yuan Liang 

(4c~ ) to answer a charge of assault brought against them by
|*%Le operatives of the aforesaid mill»___________________

p It has been learned that the defendants were questioned 
^¿fc^fly in connection with the incidents which occurred in the 

'jftlll premises at about 6 a»m» on the 1»4.37, when a number of 

the workers received minor injuries during a clash with the

Municipal Police.

The Procurator Insisted on the defendants giving an

explantion as to the reason why the Municipal Police, instead 
of the Chapel Police, were called to the scene of the

disturbance.

In reply, Mr. Zing Teh-fang stated that it was probable 
that the Municipal Police had come to an arrangement with the 

Chapel Police whereby the former would take the responsibility 

of maintaining order within the mill premises» Moreover, Mr* 

Zing argued, it was the foreign manager who had requested the
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necessary police assistance• __ __ . ________________ 
Questioning wag concluded by 4.30 p*m» when the defendants 

were permitted to leave the Court* The defendants’ lawyer 

la Dr . Ao Sen(ffi ), who, although he was in attendance at 

the Court on the above date, was not permitted to be present 

during the questioning of the defendants by the Procurator, 

owing to the fact that the latter insisted on the interrogation 

being held in camera. None of the plaintiffs were present

during the proceedings.

D»C, (Special Branch)
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. ________With reference to the strike of operatives of the
Kung Yik Cotton Mill. 150 Robison Road. information has been

_ received to the effect that at 9 a.m. 17-1-37. seven represen-_
tatives of the strikers headed by one. Tai Koh Liang

—proceeded to the Bureau of Social Affairs to appeal—for--------
—madip.t.i on in the present, dispute.-- --------------------------
_________It hag been learned that pickets have warned the______

strikers that if the management of the mill should post a_____
notice on the 19-4-37 requesting the workers to resume_________

__operations, they (the workers) are to ignore.--.i.t unless a. full----- 

settlement of the dispute has first been reached. Any_________ 

workers who return to work prior to the dispute being fully-
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Yik Cotton Mill, 150 Robison Road: at 9 a.m. this morning,

April 16, information was received to the effect that a

meeting of strikers was about to be held in the Kang Kungjffi^

Primary School whose premises are adjacent to those of the

China Industrial Corporation Ltd., 15 Brenan "Road, 0.0.L.

_____________ Detectives attached to Section 1, Special Branch_____

proceeded to the locality and noted that by 10 a.m.,_

approximately 1,000 strikers had assembled. Numbers of ______

pickets waving flags inscribed with the characters____________

“Picket of Kung Yik Cotton Mill," were parading up and

down Brenan Road in the vicinity of the meeting._______________
_____________ At about 10*45 a.m* the workers formed a procession

____ and walked along Brenan Road for about 100 yards prior to_____

their entering Chapei in order to proceed along Qhungsan 

Road to the Civic Centre where they (the workers) intended

to visit the Bureau of Social Affairs and request for
F P . s

Assistance in the settlement of the strike.
1 y> //______ In addition to the flags displayed by the pickets,

¿yr one large banner was also carried by the body of the workers.

On the banner, a number of Chinese characters were inscribedt

which ••ould be freely translated as "An appeal by the workers

____ of the Kung Yik Cotton Mill for assistance from the Kuomintang

and the City Government in order that work may be resumed. *

Subsequently, the procession was dispersed by the

Chapei Police whereupon the strikers returned to the

premises of the Chung Nyi Association, No.7 Ming Sung Li,

Brenan Road, afterwards proceeding to their respective homes.

The management of the Kung Yik Cotton Mill. Gordon Road and
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Bubbling Well Stations were kept informed of the situation 

as it affected them and any subsequent activities of the______

strikers will be made the subject of a further report._________  |
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Attached herewith is a copy of a letteraddressed 

to Jardine Matheson & Co. Ltd, which purports to specify

the grievances of the striking operatives of the Kung ïik

This morning, April 15, D.S.I. Shih and, the undersigned

were given to understand by Mr. J.R. Mothersill, that

.1, acting on behalf of the Shanghai City Government
had assured Jardine Matheson & Co. Ltd that the Bureau of

Police would take all necessary precautions to prevent any

- intimidation of employees who wished to resume work« On the 
strength of this promise, the Kung Yik Mill Management

within the next few days propose to post a notice at the

entrance to the factory, inviting the workers to resume

work, the Management reserving the right to select those 

whom it regards as satisfactory. It is the intention of

ent to have this notice chopped by the Bureau

v.c.(Special Branch).

of Social Affairs, thereby, it is hoped, encouraging the

/Operatives to resume their duties
This morning, April 15, thirty-eight members of the

maintenance department resumed work, subsequent to which it

was rumoured that members of the Chung Nyi Association were

endeavouring to influence the strikers to intimidate.these

loyal employees, thereby forcing them to cease work

Mr. g. J« Davies, Manager of the Mill, Mr. J. R.Mo there ill

Mr. R, Gordon, in addition to the Officer in charge Gordon 

Road Station, are fully cogmizant of the situation to date.



. Shanghai, April, 14th, 1937.

The Manager,Jardine, Matheson &. Co.,Ltd.,
27 The Bund, SHANGHAI
Dear Sir,

We the undersigned take the liberty to write you these few lines not only in the' interest of the livings of more than 3,000 
workers but for the benefit of the Kung Yik Cotton Mill and the Sino-British relations as well.

We are the workers of the Kung Yik Cotton Mill, which is understood to be under the management of your esteemed firm. Until recently, we had been in perfect harmony with the authorities of the Mill, which may be verified by the satisfactory result of the 
operations of the Mill during the past years. Since the appointment last year of Ching Tuck-fang as engineer of the Mill, oiir treatment has been considerably worsened, such as the manhandling of the workers,! disengagement of the old hands, etc., etc. These resulted in the 
general strike on February 19, 1937, which was called off through the mediation of the Chinese Party and Government authorities, who asked the workers to resume operations prior to formal negotiations: during the period of more than one month following the resumption of work, not only the demands of the workers were not accepted by the Mill authorities, but also Ching Tuck-fang, instead of modifying his attitude, intensified his maltreatment of the operatives. On April 1, 1937, he struck Chang Ho-sheng of the Fine Cotton Yarn Dept, without reason so seriously that the latter bled in his mouth on the spot. This again caused a "go-slow" strike. Immediately afterwards, Ching Tuck-fang called for more than 100 police, who, under the former's direction, manhandled all the workers of the Mill without discrimination with the result that 19 hands were seriously injured and over 70 received skin wounds. All these are actually responsible for the 
present standstill of the operations of the Mill, which is naturally much affected financially although the workers are forced to be put 
in a desperate state.

Although workers, we do realize the pleasant relations 
between Great Britain and China. We are really compelled to.resort to strike, which, however, does not mean any ill feeling against Great Britain and your esteemed firm, but is a reaction of Ching 
Tuck-fang's high-handed attitude toward the employees.



Assuming that you have little knowledge regarding the 
present situation of the Mill, we are writing you this letter 
in the hope that something be done to remedy the condition and do not let things go as they are at the sacrifice of the. interest of the Mill as well as the operatives.

Obediently yours,-
(signed) 

Da, Kuw-Lion Cheow, Jin-Gon 
Ye, Shen-fu Shue, Ah-Sae Miau, Chong-ye

14th, April, 1937.
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Further to Special Branch Report dated April is, 1937, 

the proposed meeting of strikers which was scheduled to takp 

place at Ko.15 Brenan Road this morning, April 14, failed to 

materialize.

____________During the morning, groups of workers were observed 

in the vicinity of the above mentioned locality, but it is 

probable that the presence of considerable members of the 

Chapei Police among the strikers was instrumental in 

influencing the operatives to refrain from holding the
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. Informât io n has been received to the _ effeet that certain

— of the striking workers of the Kung Yih Cotton Mill» 150 Robison

—a^ad, nnni-.eaplate-the. organizing of a general meeting ofaLLjthe

- workers to be held at 9 a.in»« 14.4.57« on a piece of vacant _

_ gronndf the property of the China Industrial Corporation Ltd.»

-—J nested at 15 Brenan Road._ o.o.L. In addition, these strikers

--^ve~.suggested that, at the. conclusion of. themeetings the workers

—should divide_ into two bodies, one party proceeding to the City

—frnyprniriRnt and the other to the Bureau Of Social Affairs« for the 

Pnrpnee of requesting asaistance _ln_the settlement of the strike.
------------------- It ig f q.rther rumoured that if thelr iequesta for aid 

-^xe-jtefiiaedJ?y-the__said authorities^ the workers will march to

the_tcung v-ih Ootton Mill and endSAypuj to force an entrance into
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Relative to the strike of operatives at the Kung Yih

Cotton Mill, situated at 150 Robison Road, information has come

to hand that at 9 a.m., 10-4-37, two representatives of the

werk era, named Jau. .Ching Kung rnd Lee Ching Loong

to the Yangtszepoo & Ewo Cotton Mills«

Qi for

employees of these .±wo mills.___________________________________________

It is reported that the main desire of these represen.

t^tives is to endeavour to organize a single union embracing the

workers of all three of the Ewo Mills

C

: Ji

y
At about 11 a.m» 10-4-37, a male Chinese who was said

^-tpz'be a representative of the workers of the Ewo Cotton Mill,___

d, visited the Kung Yih Employees* Club, Ko«7

.150 .00 to one Jau Ching Kung, a representative of the Kung Yih

strikers

In connection with this strike, it is reported that

7 representatives of the Kung Yih employees will proceed to the

Bureau of Social Affairs this morning (April 12) with a request

for mediation and assistance in the present dispute between the

workers and the management.__ further,it is learned, that if the.

there is a likelihood of a sympathetic strike being declared by

taempl oyees of the A Yang t.ay ppon kills.__________________________
SSI

Sfcu From the preceding paragraphs, it can b e seen that the

Wybility of the operatives of the Ewo & Yangtszepoo Mills being

luencéd into declaring a strike in sympathy with their fellow

workers at, the Kung Yih Cntton Mill cannot he overlooked. However,

Mi7
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to dater no organizations or signs of unrest have been noted

in the two factories concerned.

Distribution:

D.O.MD*
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In connection with the strike of operatives at the Kung 

Yih Cotton Mill, 150 Robison Road, it is reported that at 2 p.m. 

on the 11/4/37, a meeting of about 50 workers was held in the 

Kung Yih Cotton Mill Employees Club situated at No«7 Ming Sung 

Lee, Brenan Hoad, when it was decided that the following demands 

should be put to the management;-_____________________________________

1» That in the event of the management deciding to close down 

the mill, compensation equivalent to 18 months' wages be 

given to each worker.

2. That any medical expenses incurred by the workers who were 

_____ injured in the recent fracas be paid by the mill management. 

_ 3, That a retiring gratuity equivalent to one month's wages for 

______every year of service be paid to those employees who retirn 

after 10 or more years' service•

4» That the instigator of the present dispute, one Zing Teh 

frong, labour manager of the mill, be severely punished.
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Information has been received, that at 10 a.m. April 8. 

1937 a meeting of approximately 100 workers of the Kung Yih 

Cotton Mill was held, in the Kung Yih Employees’ Club, 7 Ming 

Sung Li, Brenan Road, when it was decided to instruct pickets 

not to permit workers to draw their wages on April 9, 1937.

A copy of the photograph of the nineteen injurdd workers, 

which was taken by the Jah Sing Studio, 960/2

Jessfield Road is attached to this report. Thia photograph 

__was produced before the Nantao Court by the injured workers 

as evidence to support their accusation against Mr Zing Teh-fong 

et al._________ _____ _______
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At 9 a.m. April 7» 1937« information was r eceived from

Mr. Davis, manager of the Kung Yih Cotton Mill, to the effect

_ that a summon a issued by the Nantao District Court at the

remiast. of the injured workers had_been served at 8 a.m. the___ _

-?ame day on Mr. Zing Teh-fa ng ), Labour Manager of the
Kung Yih Cotton Mill and three assistants, instructing them to 

appear at the Court at 2 p.m. April 7, 1937.
 Mr. Zing Teh-fang(^ ) and the three assistant», 

acting on the advice of their lawyer Dr. Ao Sen, with offices 

at 299 Szechuen Road, failed to appear at Court. Dr. Ao Sen 

has, however, forwarded a petition explaining the non-appearance 

of his clients. (A summarized translation of the petition is 

attached)

Acting on the instructions ofthe Deputy Commissioner 

In Charge, Mr. S. K. Tsien, Assistant Municipal Advocate, 

accompanied by D.S.i. Shih Ssu-chien (Special Brandi) proceeded 

to the Nantao Court. Owing to the n^n-^appearance of the

examination.

principals Mr. Tsien interviewed the^Procurator and informe d 

him of the facts of the case. The Procurator stated that he

would make detailed enquiries when the case came up for

D.C. (Special Branch)



Summarized translation ofa petitionsubmitted to toe 
Nantao District Court by Lawyer Ao ~Sen on^behalf of 
Mr Zing._Teh-fong and his three assistants in connection with the case of assault brought against them by certain 
workers the Kung Yih Cotton Mill•

APPLICATION FOR R^vAND AND EXPLANATION OF FACTS.

Following the abolition of the contracting system and 
toe adoption of direct control by the management, the workers 
of the Kung Yih Cotton Mill went on strike on February 19, 
1937, but,through the mediation of the Bureau of Social 
Affairs, they resumed work on February 27*

On March 31 * 1937 Mr Waung Tsoh Sung , attached
to the Bureau of Social Affairs interviewed the manager of 
the mill and stated that the workers had submitted eight 
demands. At 5*30 p.m. the same evening information was 
received that the workers would create trouble in the mill. 
Mr Davies, Manager of toe Mill informed Gordon Road Police 
Station and requested assistance. At 5.30 a.m. April 1, 
Mr Davies visited toe working rooms and found that the night 
shift workers had put on their day clothes and tjiat the day 
shift workers had not put on their working clothes. After 
questioning, the workers adopted a defiant attitude and threw 
spindles at Mr. Davies. At the same time it was learned that 
Ur Hargreaves, Chief of the Cloth Department, had been 
assaulted and injured. Although one foreign and four Chinese 
policeman were on duty cutside the mill gates they were not 
in a position to enter owing to the question of jurisdiction. 
Subsequently with the consent of the Officer in charge of the 
Robison Road Sub-Police Bureau, the Shanghai Municipal Police 
were permitted to enter lathe factory. Mr Davies then telephoned 
to Gordan Road Police Station requesting for reinforcements. 
He, then accompanied by another foreigner, went to the rescue
of Er Hargreaves. Then he returned, twenty Indian Policeman



-2-

in charge of a British Subject named Hall, had arrived.

The workers, at this time, were throwing iron bars, weighing 

about two pounds each, out of the windows. Owing to lack 

of police strength, Mr Hall telephoned for the Reserve Unit, 

the vans arrived approximately one hour later. During this 

period the workers were given the opportunity of leaving the 

premises. The female workers tried to leave but were prevent

ed from doing so by the male workers. When the Reserve Unit 

arrived a tenure situation prevailed. The above are the 

facts mlated in brief.

It should be noted that the workers committed acts of 

violence. The rtajamm General Manager requested for police 

assistance in order to cope with the situation. There must 

be some ulterior motive as the workers have maliciously 

accused the defendants. The workers, who, number more than 

2,500, were armed with iron bars etc, while the defendants 

were unarmed and thus were not in a position to injure the 

workers.

In view of the fact that workers might seize the 

opportunity to attack them during the meeting, the defendants 

request your honourable Court to question the plaintiffs 

first and then remand the case for a further hearing in order 

that the defendants may be questioned and so avoid unfortunate 

incidents.

To:- The Procuratorate Office, 
Kantao District Court.

(Hames of the defendants!
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__  At 11 a.m. April 5, 1937, a notice was posted in the

Kung Yih Cotton Mill Employees’ Club of the Chung Nyi Associat

ion, No. 7 Ming Sung Lee, Brenan Road, to the effect that in 

addition to the demands already presented to the management,

the following three demands would be added to the listt-

_____ (1) That Zing Teh-fong(^ B ^), the Labour Manager, be 

punished.
(2) That compensation and medical expenses be issued to 

the injured workers.
(3) That wages be issued during the period of the strike .

All No» 1 and Np. 2 foremen of the Kung Yih Cotton Mill 

e contributed $1 each to the Employees’ Club of the Chung

Association. The money thus subscribed will be utilised 

for the payment of travelling expenses for the representatives

of the workers, whilst proceeding to interview the various

authorities

Strikers' pickets were active yesterday,April 5, 1937» At

2.30 p.m. pickets detained at the corner of Penang and Robison 
Roads one Zung Hsing-kung, a coolie employed by the Kung Yih

Cotton Mill. They attempted to escort him to the Employees’

Club, 7 Ming Sung Li, Brenan Road. The pickets were prevented

^E^pm carrying out their intention by the arrival of the Chapel
777 —------------------------------

3riCe, who brought both parties to the Robison Road Sub-

on»___ After enquiries Zung was escorted back to the mill 

emi ses by the Chapéi Police

Information has been received that the pickets intend to 

prevent the departure of trucks loaded with cotton goods from 

the mill. To date, the transporting of goods from the mill 

godown to purchasers has not been interfered with, the work of
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loading being undertaken by the motor truck coolies» One 

case of interference has, however, come to notice when 

representatives of the Association made an unsuccessful 

attempt on April 2, 1937 to prevent the unloading of raw 

cotton from boats moored on the creek to the rear of the

_Kung Yih Mill.______________________________ ___________ ____________

D.C. (Speeial Branch)
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During the afternoon of April 2, 1937, seven representatives

of the workers of the Kung Yih Cotton Mill called on officials

« EHA*

of the local Kuomintang, Feng Ling Jao, off Route Ghisi

the Chinese Ratepayers* Association, 59 Hongkong Road, and_

. the Shanghai Citizens* Association, 16 Hue de la Porte du___

Nord in order to present a petition and to aquest for 

assistance in the present dispute It will be recalled

that a similar visit was paid to officials of the Shanghai

Government and the Bureau of Social Affairs during

morning of April 2, 1937

With reference to the activities of the workers, information

been received that the strikers have formed six picket

groups, each consisting of thirty men for the purpose of

preventing workers from breaking the strike

At 6 p.m. April 2, 1937 a staff foreman of the mill
named Wong Tong Zung^j/^’i^ ) was molested by a number of 

-strikers whilst he was riding in a ricsha near Brenan piece

e foreman appealed to the Uhapei Police for assistance

was escorted to the 6th Division Station for safety and

;<%ater permitted to leave.

During the morning of April 3, 1937 information was

received from the mill management that the strikers intended

to assault the mill on Monday morning, but confirmation to

that effect is lacking. Rumours are., however, current that
the strikers intend to assault Mr. zing Teh-f o ng j

labour Manager of the Kung Yih Cotton Mill

At 11 a.m. April 3, a representative of the Bureau of 

Social Affairs named Wong Tsoh-sungl^^T^ ) visited the 

Kung Yih Cotton Mill and the Employees' Club of the Chung

I
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Kyi Association, No* 7 Ming Sung Lee, brenan Road» and________

made enquiries regarding the cause of the present strike*

At 2 p,m* April 3, the 19 workers, who, it is alleged,___ _

received injuries during the clash between the Municipal_____ 

Police and strikers, proceeded to the Nantao District Court i 

and requestsd for a medical examination as they intended tq 

take legal action against the management» Their request 
was granted by the Nantao Court and medical certificates 

were issued to each individual*____________________________ ________

At 10 a*m» April 5, about 200 of the Kung Yih Cotton

Mill workers held a meeting in the compound of the Katt 

KungV£< Primary School, 121 brenan Road, when the_______ -_

following resolutions were discussed and passed:- _______________
1) That Tai Koh Jiang^j^^ and, five other workers be 

detailed to call on the Bureau of Social Affairs and request 

for mediation in the present dispute.

_ 2) That pending a settlement of the dispute, no workers 

^-gheuld call at the mill on ^pril 9 for their wages. _

\_____ The meeting was presided over by one Hsu Ah _____

a worker of the spinning department of the Kung Yih Mill.

A translation of the petition which the workers presented 

to the City Government and various public bodies is a ttached.



X1 'Mij.. -«..aTL-m, __________

Translation of a petition presented td the City 
Government on April 2 by workers of the Kung Yih 
Cotton Mill»

On March 22 the petitioners submitted appeals to the 

local Tangpu and the Bureau o,f Social Affairs in which they 
of 

compìainedathe bad treatment accorded workers by the management 

and of assaults on workers by new staff employees, and requested 

mediation in the dispute»
At 6 p.m.. April 1, Zing Teh-fongf^^-^" ), a new staff 

employee, assaulted and injured Tsang Ho-sungp^), a worker 

in the Fine Yarn Department of the Mill» The petitioners were 

annoyed at Zing’d brutality and demanded the reasons for the 

assault. The management immediately convened a meeting which 

was attended by all foremen. While the foremen were relating 

the circumstances regarding the incident, about one hundred 

Chinese and foreign policemen arrived. Zing Teh-fong instructed 

the police officers to assault the workers, as a result many 

of our number were injured»

During the aeeault, the mill gates were closed, thus 

preventing the escape of the workers. Members of the Bureau 

of Police were not permitted to enter the mill by the management 

and the Shanghai Muniéipal Police. Eventually the management 

allowed the gates to be opened and the workers were permitted 

to leave the mill premises.

The action of the members of the Shanghai Municipal 

Police in preventing the Bureau of Police officers from entering 

the factory is an insult to the dignity of the country. The 

petitioners herebyrequest that a responsible officer be 

appointed to take up the matter with the Shanghai Municipal 

Counc ili .
■r"

Mr» O.K. Yui,

Acting Mayor of Greater Shanghai» 1



Meating..oi..w.orker.s...of.. Kung..Yih...Cotton .Mill

by Boo Vung Ling

Affairs at 9,30 a.m, April 3.

For this purpose

workers of the Ewo Cotton Mill

..... -D<S.SLl.«u..IIin.ÇJroO.t.Q.«.................Forwarded by...
j^aàe ______________________________________________

Ÿ'ite Co
shanghai MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S.P.O., -Headquarter-s^siirae,
Date... April....5,....zpS?REPORT

Information has been obtained from certain Japanese

sources to the effect that at 7,20 a,m, April 2, 1937, workers

of the Kung Yih Cotton Mill held a conferenoe at No. 7 Min Sung | 
Li ( 'È- ^ ), Brenan Road. Boo Vung Ming (), Yang___

Chun Ying ) and Lee Ts Bing r ) of the Chung

Nyi Association attended the meeting, which was presided over

Boo Vung Ming reported that.
.»■

me to the office of the Chung

sent to the Bureau of Social

It is learned that the following resolutions were passed:-

1) That thé workers of the Ewo Cotton Mill, Yangtszepoo Road

delegates have already been sent to the Eastern District to

p.) That two groups, each consisting of seven persons, be

organized to visit the hospital and to express their sympathy___

with the wounded workers._____________________________ __________
L C^t^That the running-dogs of the management of the mill in 

quérikton be checked in their activities,________
Gjh/That picketing and communication Corps be organi zed.

5) That the punishment of those responsible for the assault

*^on the workers be demanded,_____________________ '________
^XThat a manifesto be issued requesting the Chinese Authorities 

eal with the matter impartially

Asst, Commissioner (J),
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KUNG YIK MILL.

With reference to the labour trouble at the 

above Mill, the management are somewhat apprehensive 

as to the attitude which may be adopted by the ’strikers’ 

in reply to the look-out.

It is rumoured that an assault on the mill might 

take place on Monday morning.

Please have further enquiries made through 

agents and detectives» and take precautions in advance 

to meet any possibility of disturbance.

(Sd) K. M- Bourne.

Deputy Commissioner in Charge.

IW/.
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"0TJ YXK 3XXX.

with roforcnoe to the labour trouble at the 

above ill. tt® QMaaMont are ooaaehat apiwconaiv© 

m to the attitude vhtoh any be adopted by the »iitrihero* 

in reply to the loohxxit.

It ia rusMurod that an aeeault on the ad.ll sl(jht 

take plaoe on Mtjnfiay turnip.

r'leaae have further enouSrleo oedo throufjh 
a@enta anfl deteetivea. and take preoaatloae in advance 

to oeet any poeetbility of «Meturtanse.

(Sd) K. M. Bourn

i eputy Damlaaioner in Charge.

W.

Cenimi Regitirnr
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D.C. (Divs.)

Officer i/c Special Branch.

D. 0. B.

Officer in/c. Gordon Road.

A.C.  (A. & T.R.)

KUNG YIK MILL.

With reference to the labour trouble at the

above Mill, the management are somewhat apprehensive 

as to the attitude which may be adopted by the ’strikers 

in reply to the lock-out.

It is rumoured that an assault on the mill might 

take place on Monday morning.

Please have further enquiries made through 

agents and detectives, and take precautions in advance 

to meet any possibility of disturbance.

Deputy Commissioner in Charge.
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Between 1 p.m. and 2 p.m. April 1, 1937, a meeting of

about 150 workers of the Kung Yih Cotton Mill was held in the

Kung Yih Cot ton Mill Employees' Club of the Chung

Kyi Association, No.7 Ming Sung Li,Brenan Road.__ One Ts eu Hung

Chi- of the Association took an

During the meeting the _fp1 lowing seven workers of the

Kung Yih Cotton Mill were selected from among the workers, to

for better treatmentj-

Liao Chung Kyi

Tsang Woo Zan Wei Pao Pao

Tsu Foo Ying

Loh Nien Dee

At 9.30 April 2, the representatives together with

irities. At 10.30 a.m. April 2, the representatives left in

); Tai Koh Liang

P.O

D.C.(SpecZel Branch)

19 other workers, who, it is alleged,were injured during the clash

between the Police and strikers on April 1, met in the premises of 
. r

Chung Kyi Association, No.7 Ming Sung Li, Brenan Road, and

ftlnal preparations for the visit to the City government_____

removing van to crll on officials of the City Government and

Bureau of Social Affairs in order to present a petition and to 

request for assistance in the present dispute. They will pay a

similar call on officials of the local Tangpu Headquarters, Feng
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Date.

Subject Kung .Yih. Çotton. x 150 Robison Road.- strike, declared

Made Lockwood Forwarded by..

At 5»45 a.m. April 1, 1937, approximately 3fanQ._day an^ 
night shift workers of the Kung Yih Cotton Mill declared a 

strike and commenced to destroy machinery and equipment in order 

to force the management to accept a series of demands which 

had been drawn up by Lee Ching Loong and six representatives 
of workers of the Kung Yih Cotton Mill and presented to the 

local Tangpu Headquarters for approval on March 22, 1937,(vide

'3.B.report March 23, 1937), Owing to the refusal of the workers

leave the premises the management requested the assistance__

the Municipal Police. Following the arrival of the Police__

affray took place during which a number of workers were 

injured. The Police succeeded in ejecting the workers from the

mill premises. No arrests were affected»

_______At about 2.30 p.m.Marsh..31, JL237_one_ named Wong Tsoh-sung ..
(-yi- /*% ), a member of the Bureau of Social Affairs called.

on Mr. Zjng Tuh Foxig, labour contractor of the Kung Yih Cotton
Mill and informed him that a series of demands had been 

presented to the Bureau by representatives of the workers

subsequently left the mill

and suggested that a meeting be arranged between the management

.nd the workers1 représentatives No definite reply regarding 
this suggestion was given by the management to Mr. Wong, who,

After leaving the Kung Yih

Cotton Mill, Mr. Wong proceeded to the Kung Yih Cotton Mill

JjEmployees* Club of the Chung Nyi Association. No,7 Ming Seng Li. 

pBrenan Road, 0.0.L. and informed the workers of the result________ 

of the interview with the management.

At 8 p.m, the same day, the management informed-(in rd on.

Road Station to the effect that trouble was likely to break

out during the night. March 31 - April 1 Pr e c au t i on ary----
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REPORT
Date.

Station y

Subject....................................................... ..................

Made by Forwarded by........

- 2 - __________________

measures were immediately adopted and police details posted__

in the vicinity of the mill.______________________________

__ .________ It is learned that during the morning of April 1._______  

a number of workers congregated in the premises of ths above 

mentioned club at No,7 Ming Seng Li, Brenan Road, when it___

was proposed to detail representatives to proceed to the_______
<

local Tangpu Headquarters to appeal for asistance in the 

dispute._____________________________________________

Information has been received to the effect that the 

management has decided to declare a "lockout" until further 

notice. The management has also informed workers that wages _ 

due will be paid on April 9, 1937.

---- ----------__ , 
~ u----------------

D. C. (Special Branch) ______3^-
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Subject...........The Kung Yih CottonMin,...(Brttish>,..150 aobison Boad.

Made ¿y. P*3*i.* ‘’hih Ssu—Chien.... Forwarded by.

At about 10 a.m. on March 22, Lee Ching T.oong 
) and six other representatives of workers of the Kung

_ Yih Cotton Mill, 150 Robison Road, proceeded to the local 
Tangpu at Feng Ling Jao off Routa Ghisi and expressed their 
desire to ailmit the following demands to the management of thft 
above mentioned Mill:-—----------------------------—
-(1)« That the new staff engaged by the management___
be discharged, and vacancies such as "engineers* be filled by 
experienced workers at present employed?________

____________ (2)« That the management make an assurance that no__
1 worker will be dismissed without reasonable cause;_______
____________ (8). That when a worker is on leava and a substitute 

is engaged, full pay for the substitute be paid by the management; 
__ (4)'.That workers be given extra pay for increase in

management establish a club, to be 
)r the benefit of the workers} 
rice allowance be restored, and the 10%

deduction in pay effected last year be abolished;

(7) • That wages be paid forthe periodofthe recent 
strike; _______ _

(8).  That an agreement between the management and the 
workers be signed if the above demands are accepted by the 
management^__________________ __________________________

_____________ The workers* representatives were received by Lee 
Wei Hsiun (__________a committee member of the Tangpu, who 
adviflftd tihflgi “to wRit for a rsply»

It is learned that the representatives appealed to
the local Tangpu at J
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE..-; j’J
v' ♦ Section 1, Special Branch

RE PORT A o. 8, b. D.... ?■ •

< ^7 util.....«....... /
Subject (in full) The Kung Yih Cotton Kill, (British), 150.. Robson Road. ■

Made by.....-s-1Shih Ssu-chien........... Forwarded by........ ..............................£ J<L

Owing to the fact that only about ten workers

_ of the Kung Yih Cotton Mill put in an appearance at the office

- -9 f_ the 3rd JDi.s tri c t Cot ton Spinning Yorker sj_ Union at No, 5 

—Ying Sih Lee, Tonquin Road,in the afternoon of March 14, 

—the scheduled meeting was abandoned,_________

(Special Branch).
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File No.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S.l, Special Branch
REPORT

<3

Date. ...fech .A?,, . p37 

Subject The Kung Yih Cotton Mill (British), 150 Robison Road.

Made ¿y..D.».S...J^...Sh ih-Sau...Chien....... Forwarded by.

D.O."B*

Gordon rtoad

_ Poo too Hoad

_ Distribuii on

Information has just been received to the effect that

Wong Tsoh Ping (^ jJ, chairman of the 3rd District Cotton 

Spinning Workers* Union, is contemplating holding a meeting

of the Kung Yih Cotton Mill workers at No.5 Ying Sih Lee

Tonquin Hoad, the Union’s office, at 2 p.m. March 14 for the

purpose of discussing the organization of a branch union to 

deal with the affairs of the said workers

D.C. (Special Branch).

Mr .Gordon, Jardm es C . ;
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Made .........Forwarded by

At a meeting held at No.7 Ming Seng Li, Brenan Road,______

__between 6.30 y.m. and 7.30 p.m. on March 11, Tseu Hong-kyi,__ a 

responsible member of the Chung Nyi Association addre ssed some 

30 workers of the Kung Yih Cotton Mill, ISO Robison Road, and

_ stated that Mayor ïu had nowrefused to negotiate w i th the Mill 

Management regarding the demands put forward on March 7._There

fore their plan would have to be abandoned. Tseu then said___

that according to Mr, Yao Kwang-nai, the workers of the Kung Yih 

Cotton Mill should organize an independant labour union them-__

selves, whilst the Chung Nyi Association would surreptit.iausly 

render assistance. By so doing, the Chung Nyi Association would

be free from the accusation that it is dominating the workers^ 

movement. At the termination of the meeting, Tseu Hong-kyi_____

urged the workers to follow his advise, stating that in case____

the mill management discharge any more workers, their union,____

(Special Branch)D.C.
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Subject Tfe®...Kung.9”. MUlt150 Rohiapn Road.......................

Made by.Shth Ssu-chier1.. .. Fo rwarded by......... . iUJ..................

About 30 workers of the Kung Yih Cotton Mill, 150 Robison 

Road, held a meeting at 7, Ming Seng Li, Brenan Road, between 

9 p.m. and 10 p.m. on March 7, when the following resolutions 

were discussed and passed;------------------------------------------------------—
1. That the Mill Management be requested to pay the workers 

full wages for the period of the recent strike;_

2. That the Mill Management be requested to recognize the

__________ Kung Yih Cotton Mill ^Employees1 Club, and issue a 

___________monthly allowance of #60 to the Club;_________________
3. That the Management be requested to deduct membership

sympathy of the workers of the Cotton Mills in Yangtszepoo

 fees from the workers* * wages each month for the Club. 

(Amount of membership fee to be fixed later).

*5^ 4» That the Management be requested not to engage any_____
x • xt
yyff_______ new employees;___________ _______________________________

5. That the Management be requested not to discharge any mor 

 of the present workers.__________________________________ 
The meeting was presided over by Tseu Hong-kyi, a member 

of the Chung Nyi Association.

At 9 p.m. on March 9, Tseu Hong-kyi assembled some twenty 

workers of the Kung Yih Mill to his office at No.7 Ming Seng Li, 

Brenan Road, and told them that the above resolutions had been 

forwarded to Mayor Wu through Mr. Yao Kwang-nai and the Mayor 

would soon open negotiations with the Mill Management for a 

solution. Tseu claimed that the present movement had won the
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Date......MaTCh-. 6J< 19 37.
Sub'ect The Yih Cott0nMill(Britlsh)15ORBbi8onRoad.........................................

*.S.I. Shih Ssu-ChienForwarded by.......... ................................................................................

During the tiffin hours on March 5, several meetings__

of Ko.l foremen of all departments of the Kang Yih Cotton Mill» 

ISO Robison Road« were held when the suggestion to declare_______

another strike bb a protest against the ant of nine days* pay 

by the management was discussed. The proposal was re.lected by 

__a number of loyal foremen and no agreement was reached, a a a____  

_ consequence of which the intention to hold a meeting at Uo» 7... 

_Ming Seng Li, Brenan Road at 8.30 p.m. on liar ch 5. was abandoned. 

______________The retir ing gratuit iee granted to the seven foremen----  

_ the four recently d iecharged forewomen amounting to some--------

t2,000 ^Pre paid to them on March 5.

=ZZZ= ~
------------------ ---- - ---------------------- ' D.S.I.
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...............................15.Q..HabiaQn...iLo.ad.<.......................................................................................................

Made by. and.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Forwarded by...........  .C.».0a.I.»......RQS5.

The contents of the attached report regarding

agitation among workers of the Kung Yih Cotton Mill» 150 Robison

Road, were brought to the notice of the undermentioned officials 

of the local Tangpu, Bureau of Social Affairs and General Labour

Union, through Superintendent Tan Shao Liang on March 5, 1937«

They promised to take the necessary precautions in the matter»
Chun Yu-ding ( jt 

a Committee member of the
< V

General Labour Union;___

_Qhu Ching-taol a representative of the Mediation

Section of the 3rd Dept, of the Bureau of Socia- Affairs

Yu Yao-cheu ( a secretary of the Investigation

--------------Department of the local__Kuomintang;_________________

Loh. .Ying-chut secretary of the Peoplefs
Movement Training Department of the local Kuomintang.
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Made by. Shih Ssu-chien.....  ..Forwarded by........

Between 9 p.m. and 11 p.m. on March. 4, about 80

workers of the Spinning Department of the Kung Yih Cotton Mill»

—150 Robison Road» held a meeting at No.7 Ming. Seng lAe^ R-renan—

Road» 0»0«L., the office of the Kung Yih Cotton Mill Employees*

Club of the Chung Nyi Association» and discussed the results of

the recent strike» Lee Tien Tsoo, a member of the Ghnng My1____

Association who presided over the meeting, stated that the only 

persons to benefit as a result of the strike were Tsang Tana Jang 

a representative of the Bureau of Social Affairs. Wong Tsoh Ping,

__Committee Member of the 3rd District I

discharged workers» while the strikers had had to sustain a loss 

nine days* pay without benefit» Lee Tien Tsoo also informed 
^|e meeting that he had learned that the mill had decided tn 

‘discharge a further batch of No.2 foremen on March 28-_ In—_

conclusion he urged that measures be adopted to cope with the

situation* The following resolutions were discussed and passedt- 

_________ 1« That a meeting of the foremen of all departments of 

the mill be held in the mill*s dimming hall during the tiffin____

hours on March 5th to. discuss the declaration of another strike

J for the purpose of submitting further demands.

g» That another meeting be held in the Club office at

No.7 Ming Seng Lee» Brenan Road at 8.30 p.m* on March 5th to 

discuss the situation further._
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The Kung Tih Cotton Mill (British) - strike situation.

.i .1.............Made by..... Shih SfiU-Chien .Forwarded by.

__ All the employees of the Kung Yih Cotton Mill, 150____ _ 

Roh la on Road resumed work on February 28 th bringing the strike __

tn im end, and on March 1 .normal operations were resumed.

____________ The compensation granted to the fourteen discharged__

gpninr boy workers and the 220 junior boy workers agreed upon in.

the compromise between the Management and the Bureau of Social 

Affaire, will be paid as from 2 p .m. on March 1. 

The Management has decided to withhold, temporarily, -------------------------------------————-------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

payment of the retirement gratuities and superannuation originally i
I

granted to the seven foremen whom it was agreed should be retrench- I 

ed, owing to the disloyal attitude of these employees during the

period of the strike. This matter is now being discussed by the

Management and Mr. Tsang Tsoo Jang of the Bureau of Social Affairs•

D.S.I.
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Made by.....Seu-chien ..Forwarded by.

Ab a result of the change of attitude of the Chung Kyi

Association and the consequent absence of the pickets at all. 

approaches to the mill, about 600 strikers (approximately 60# 

of the total night ehift complement) resumed work at 5.30 p«™- - 

on February 26th without the occurrence of any untoward, incident 

About 860 hands (approx. 80% of the day shift workers) turned. 

up for work thie morning, February 27th.__ The situation is now

practically normal.___________________________________________ ...... .___ _

When the notice, posted at the Mill Gate by the Chung____

__Nyi Aasociation, was removed by the mill management, in the_______  

afternoon of the February 26thf another notice, similarly____

worded, was re-posted at the mill gate late to the night of_____

February 27th by a member of the Chung Kyi Association.

Since the resumption of work by the strikers, no reeponei« 

.. ble members of the Chung Kyi Association have attended office 

at 7 Ming Seng Li, Brenan. The activities of members of the 

Association are being closely watched.___________________________ __
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Date February 26th; 37.

^^bject Th? Kung Yiil Cotton Mill (British) -strike situation...........................

*1<ide by ?*?.*i*. ShihSsu-Chien ..Forwarded by......................................... .

At 5 a.m. on February 25th a. proclamation issued, jointly 

by the local Tanpu and the Bureau of Social Affairs, instructing 

the strikers to resume work, was posted outside the mill. A 

notice issued by the Mill Management to the effect that the Mill 

would re-open at 5.30 a.m. on February 26th, was also posted 

ontside the Mill at 3.30 r.m. February 25th.

In compliance with the above proclamation some 200

workers out_of a total of about 1,700 hands appeared for work this

morning, February 26th. while a large number of workers were 

prevented from resuming work by pickets posted in Chinese territory 

near the following placest-

1, Jessfield Road near Kinnear Road;

2. Jessfield Road near the Jessfield Police Branch

Bureau;

3. Brenan Road near Edinburgh Road;

4. Brenan Piece near the Ming Seng Li alleyway;______

5. Hung Fee Theatre. 136 Jessfield Road;

6. Robison Road near the Kung Yih Mill;_________________

7. Connaught Road near the General Bus Company;

8. Connaught Road and Singapore Road corner.

At 7 a.m» on February 25, copies of a handbill urging

the workers of the Swo Cotton Mill, 670 Yangtszepoo Road, to

support the strike of the Kung Yih Cotton Mill workers, were found

in the premises of the former concern. This document, which 

purports to emanate from the "Whole body of the Kung Yih Mill 

Workers", and which is dated February 20, accuses Pan Tseng Poo,

) Pan Ts Chien ) and Zing Teh Fong

.eaolovees of the Kung Yih Cotton Mill, of having emmitted acts 

_of violence against the workers and of having dismissed a number
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of others without reasonable cause* It calls upon the workers_ _

of the Old and New Ewo Cotton Mills to declare a sympathetic 

strike* to embarrass the Mill Management and to carb the activi

ties of the “running dogs“ by force*______________________________

Di sere et enquiries made at 7 Hing Seng Li, Br ensnRoad, 

the rendezvous of the Kung Yih Cotton Mill strikers* failed to_

confirm the purported source of the handbill* Further enquiries 

_ regarding the origination of the handbill are now being made by 

detectives attached to this section*________ _ __________________ -
Between 2 and 3 p*m* February 25th, a meeting of over

_ 30 strikers was held at 7 Ming Seng Li* Brenan Road at which one 

_ Kung Yen Nan , a notorious female labour agitator and 

_ a member of the Chung Nyi Association, presided* As a result of 
this meeting 5 representatives were appointed to present a 

petition to the Bureau of Social Affairs pleading recognition of

their demands by the Mill Management, Owing to their late arrival

at the Bureau, they were unable to obtain an interview with a

responsible officer, so they left, leaving the petition at, the__

Bureau*

The continued unsettled situation at the Kung Yih Mill 

has aroused general dissatisfaction amongst the strikers* At 

9 a«m, February Z6th, Ah Ling, one of the four No.l forewomen 

of the spinning department, approached Mr. Zee Tien Ling, 

a fairly well known merchant in the Western district, in his 

residence at No.421 Haiphong Road and iirgsH bin ----
order to acelérate settlement of the strike
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The Kung Yih Cotton Mill (Britieh) -Strike situation*
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At 4.10 p«m. February 26th, a notice issued by the Chung

Nyl Association was posted outside tha Kung Yih Gotton 

Robison Road. A translation of this document reads as

Mill, 150

follows1-

*The workers of this mill have been on strike, for nine

dayeand the management have accepted, the majority of the workers*

demands. Now the Mayor of Shanghai has.given an order that the

_ other demands

result of the

will be discussed later with the management. The 

discussion will be made known tothe workers later

--------- - All workers are hereby expected to resume work from____ 

to-day and to wait quietly for the settlement of the dispute. 

---------------- ^QS-Jjhangha i Municipality Chung Nyi Association*»

_________ Kun g Yih Cotton Mill Employees* Club.

Management

.D^Ç^USieclal^ç^

February 26th, 1937.*______

26th,_ this notice was removed by theAt 4.40 p.m. Feb

D.S.I

2)o



Translation of a letter from Yao Kwang Nai to

Mr. Tan Shao Liang. •i mwE
s. B. REGISTRY

I No. S. ß.

Pebruary Ê4, 1937.
I Date....... .-■■■-/j

Dear Shao Liang,

After leaving your office, I went to 

Zau Ka Doo and interviewed the delegates of the 

workers. After repeated pursuasions, I failed to 

get any result. It is my opinion that if the Mill 

Authorities continue to adopt a firm attitude and 

refuse to give concessions, the dispute cannot be 

settled unless some other method of mediation is 

f ound•

Yours,

Yao Kwang Nai.
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Mr. Chang Yin Chun( 5u'&#)t officer in charge 

Investigation Department of the local Tangpu, telephoned this  

morning stating that the Targpu has written to the Police 

Bureau requesting steps to De taken to prevent intimidation 

of the agitators who obstructed workers from returning to work.

ho reply has yet been received. As Mr. Wu Kai______
bjen, Chief of the rangpu, and Mr. Pan Kung Chan, Commissioner 

of the Social Bureau, are now in hanking, nothing further can 
be done for the present.

Mr. Chang is of the opinion that a protest if lodged 

to the Mayor by the British Consulate will expedite the 

settlement of the labour demands and bring an end to the strike.
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Subject Proclamation referring strike in Kung Yi Mill«

Made /y. .............. .«nd............ .... . .Forwarded by........^P.^t. ...Shao-liang .

Mr« Chang of the Social Bureau and Mr. Li of the 
local Tangpu called this afternoon and produced a proclamation

jointly issued by the Tangpu and social bureau instructing 
the strikers to resume work at once and threatening to deal 
with those obstructing the instructions«

The two gentlemen also suggested that the Mill

issue a notice at the same time directing the workers within

a specified time failing which measures will be taken to 
cancel all superannuation fund etc« to the strikers and to 

take on new workers to take their place«
The two officers also suggested that representations

be made through the British Consulate to the City Government 

on the matter in especially Mr« Yao beipg a Police officer 

should not interfere and obstruct the workers from returning«
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a 
Translation of proclamation No. 4416 issued on 

February 24, 1937, by the Shanghai Kuomintang 

Headquarters and the Bureau of Social Affairs.

The action taken by the Kung Yih Cotton Kill* 

a British owned concern, in abolishing the contract 

system is beneficial to the workers, and there should 

be no dispute since both parties have consulted together 

and decided upon certain measures for settlement. 

The workers, however, went on strike, being instigated 

by the bad elements, and submitted demands on this pretext. 

They disregard the peace and order ©f the locality. 

Although after repeated advices given by delegates of 
*

the Tangpu and Bureau, a large number of the workers |

have awakened to their senses, yet a number of the 

bad characters among the workers have compelled their 
■ 

followers to prevent workers from resuming work. Such 

activities are unlawful. Investigations will be made 

regarding the ringleaders and if found,they will be 

se^rely punished. This proclamation is jointly issued 

by the Tangnu and Bureau warning all workers of the mill 

to resume work forthwith and not to wait any longer. 

Standing Committee of the Tangpu : 

Tao Pah Chuen 
Pan Kung Chai 
Tung Ying Bah 

Commissioner of the Social Bureau : 

Pan Kung Chai.
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-- ---------- Chow Hung-chi Ju t member of the Chung 

----Nvi -Association, addressed some 100 foremen and, strikers 
-___ of the r.ung fih Cotton Mill, in the office of the Strikers!--  

Mutual Aid Society, 7 Ming Sung Fang, Brenan Road, O.O.L,_
at about 4 p.m» to-day, February 24 and informed them that___

---- Mr. Cordon._ Ceneral Manager of Jardine, Matheson & Co.---- --  
had refused to accept the demands of the strikers for the 
dismissal of all newly employed hands. It was then__ ____

_____unanimously decided by the attendance to persist in.the — 
____ strike and redouble the efforts of pickets to intimidate-----  

any "traitorous* workers who aimed at strike-breaking.---
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REPORT Date..^^n:..‘̂ .a.i9

Subject__ The Kung Yih Cotton Mill - strike situation»

^Lade b• I .. Forwarded by... ...Zzj^jQjL..................

i*he Kung Yih Cotton Mill« 150 Kobison Hoad, remained
— closed this morning« February 24th« and although a small number
—_Qf workers turned out for work at 5.,^O p.m» on jfebnin.ry 23rd___
- and 5«30 a.m« on 24th« they were s ent away by the Management;__
- the number being insufficient, for resumption of operations»____

At about 3 n«m. on February 23rd, a meeting was

A-SlUtf-

held at No»7, Ming Seng Li« Brenan Hoad« the office of the_____
"Kung Yih Cotton Mill employees club of the‘Chung Nyi Assoc ia-

- tion" between members of the Chung Myi Association and tbe_____
representatives of the strikers of the Kung Yih Mill« Lee

. Tien 'i'soo presided at the meeting« during which it waa decided
to form a. picket outside the mill consisting of thirty persons,
with the object of preventing workers from resuming work, ‘ihe_
group was immediately organized and Liao 1'soong kyi
■&id Yao Yoong Seng ) were appointed to take charge of_

«'the picket» it is learned that during the afternoon of February 
23rd, many workers were warned by members of thia group that
they would be assaulted if they come to work._________________

At about 5 n«m» on Jfebruary 23rd, Mr. Yao Kv/ang-nai, 
Chief of the west Gate Branch bureau of the Chinese Police_____
Bureau, visited the office of the Kung Yih Mill jamployees* Club 
and held a meeting at which the following four -B'orewomen, whom 
the Mill Management had decided to discharge for agitation_____ 
among the strikers, attended»-________________________________

_1» Ah Ling ( );
__________2» Yoong Tseng );______________ ___
____________3» Foong Ying )i______;_____________

4. Yoona-Kwel 1.__________________________________

Tseu Heng Kyi and Lee Tsoo Zung were also present at the
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meeting, which lasted for almost an hour» From the above 
Forewomen it was learned that the object of krt Yao*s visit 
to the office was to inform them that the Kill Management

_ v;a.s_wilJJLng_to pay out a_sum.of $5,000__ I 
__ t. iea and ¡duperannunti an on the ir being discharged»_ Xhe_four— 
___Forewomen expressed their willingness to accept these terms.__ j 
_________ According to Lee Tann Sung, a responsible Member of_____ I 
___the Chung Fyi Agsc,ci. ?t. j_on> the following terms have been ___ - 
___agreed to by the Management in reply to the demands presented

by the strikers»-__________________________________________ _
________ 1» That the Retirement Gratuity and Superannuation_____  |

I 
shall be paid to the seven discharged Foremen in a lump sure;__ I

2. That the discharged male workers shall be reinstated;
3. That Zing Tuh Fong, the liingineer« shall be dismissed;

.________4. That in future no workers shall be dismissed without_ 
reasonable cause;____________'___________________ ‘

5, That no wages shall be paid to the workers for the

6. That the Mill Management shall consider recognition 
of the Kung Yih Employées* Club. ___ __

Information has .just been received to the effect that . 
at about 11 a.m. on Feburary 24thf twenty seven No.2 VorewoTnen 
of the Kung Yih Mill held a meeting at the office of the Kung_
Yih Employees* Club when it was decided that should the four__ 
Forewomen be discharged by the Ull irenagement, they would_____ 
demand thet the management discharge them, likewise, on the_____ 
seme terms as those granted to the No»l Forewompn.^_ »________

_ ------------

P.O. (Special Branch). ‘ t
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At 12*15 p.m* February 23, Mr. Yao Kwang Nai(Zr)p^’, 

Divisional Officer of the West Gate Division, Chinese Police 

Bureau, called at this office and discussed with Chief Inspector 
Ross and the undersigned measures for a solution of the strike 
in the Kung Yih Cotton Mill*

Although Mr* Yao at first denied having had anything

to do with the strike, he was gradually induced to speak and 

began to realize his responsibility*
He stated that he knew the lawyer named Chow, now 

entrusted by the Chung Nyi Sen Society( ) to look

after the strike, and he would use his influence through Chow 
to induce the strikers to come to terms without further delay■

He produced a paper containing the six demands of the workers
mentioned in Report of Gordon Road dated February 22, 1937
and expressed the following opinions-

Referring to No*l demand that the seven No.l men who 

ad retired be paid their compensation and their superannuation 

fund in a lump sum, Mr* Yao said this demand must be complied 
with as payment in instalments would not satisfy the workers*

Referring to the Ao *2 demand that all the discharged

workers be allowed to return to work, Mr* Yao said that if this 

demand cannot be granted they should be paid six months wages 

as compensation*
Mr* Yao was informed that the management would

probably agree to reinstate all the workers with the exception

of the 4 head women* As regards the six months wages as 
compensation, the management would probably consider the issue 
of compensation according to the length of service* It would_g______
be unreasonable to issue six months pay to a worker/had
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been at work for one or two days*

Demand Bo.3 s Not to discharge any more workers without 

reason#
Mr. Yao considers this demand reasonable and insists

that it be granted.
Demand No .4: That the recently employed staff be

dissolved and old workers be engaged to take their places.

Referring to this demand, Mr. Yao states that it

particularly refers to one Ching Teh Foong, a head man of the
Mill, who lacks intelligence and consideration when dealing

with workers) it was he who recommended the discharge of the
last batch of workers. Had the discharge been carried one by 

one or a few workers at a time, the trouble would have been
averted. Mr. Yao thinks that this man should be dismissed.

Referring to demands 5 and 6, Mr. Yao states that he

will endeavour to bring about their withdrawal.
During the discussion, Mr. Yao esqpressed dissatisfaction

with mt. Chang Cho Chiang of the social Bureau whom he described
as a man of "double face" and whose mediation is not sincere.
Mr. Yao refused to have anything to do with him or to attend
the joint conference with him at the manager's office this

afternoon.
Before leaving Mr. Yao assured the S.M.P. officers that

he would do his best to induce the workers to resume work and

to communicate with the undersigned as soon as his efforts
meet with success. He added that although he would work hard
to attain this end, he would leave the credit to the Tangpu

and Social Bureau.
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suggests that if the management insisted on discharging the

women have not yet completed four years service and are not

back to work

D. C. (Special Branch)

some indoor work. if these conditions can be granted,'

File No.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

..... Station >

Superintendent

25/1

Mr. Yao called again at 4 p.m. stating that he has

interviewed the strikers and found that the points objected to 
by them were the discharge of the four fore-women and the 

demand (No.4) for the dismissal of Ching Teh Foong. mt. Yao 

four women, compensation should be paid to them. As two of the 

entitled to the compensation, a certain amount of compensation 
should be paid to them as a compromise to solve the dispute.

As for Ching Teh Foong, he should be transferred to

Mr* Yao will accept full responsibility to bring the workers

L
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The Kung Yih Cotton Mill. 150 Robison Road closed down__

again at 5»30 P»nu on February 22

cient hands to continue operations, as only some 1lOworkers___

appeared for work. The mill remained closed this morning, Feb.

23 as less than 100 workers attended

At about 1,30 p.m.

and Lee Tsoo Zung ), members of the Chung ITyi Aesocia-

Fi

tion, together with a female striker of the Kung Yih Mill

proceeded to the home of Mr. Chu Hsueh-fang, a standing committee

member of the General Labour Union, in the French Ccnnsssinn

to discuss matters relating to the strike at the Kung Yih Mill

At about 4 p.m. Feb. 22« Tseu Heng Kyi

one named Hsi

) and

ers of the Chung Nyi Associa-

tion and who claimed to be representatives of the strikers,_

called on Mr. Davist manager of the Kung Yin Mill, and presen ted

six demands, Which, with the exception of the fifth one, are

»almost a repetition of those the strikers presented to the mill
_ I

management on February 19 through the medium of the representativeI

of.Jtbe. Bureau of Social Affairs.__ A translation of these demands

reads as follows?-

-------------------£1). Th”t the retiring gratuity together will supeT-annation

— *° paid to the seven discharged foremen in a lump sum;_________
----------- -------(,2j. That all discharged workers to be reinstated» hut in 

_ case this demand cannot be granted, all the adult as well aa the 

.—Boy yorkers be granted retiring gratuities equivalent tn r1t

— months* wages?

(3)» That no worker is to be dismissed without any reason

able causes

■z.
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__vacancies be filled by „old workers having good qualifications:__
(5).  That the mill management recognize the_"Employees*

Club** a.s a proper organization and that the mill defray all its

F-z-ripn g RS rhe. Club ..wil1,-however^.guarante e t hat all the _worker s

will work peacefully and will not create disturbances or unreaaon-

H
M

H
H

I

_ ably declare a strike;______________________________ ___

(6)«  That all workers* wages be paid for the period 

of strike._ ___________________________________________________ ______

._________Presented by the Kung Yih Cotton Mill Employees* Club 
of the Shanghai Municipality Chung Kyi Association» 

______ __________________________ 3 p.m. February 22, 1937«________ I 

Mr. Tseu declared that these demands were handed to__

him by the representatives of the strikers» but it is learned___
that they were made out by members of the Chung Nyi Association 

for the strikers and were then given to Mr. Tseu to present to _ 

the mill management.___________________________________ ______________

The mill management told Mr. Tseu that they would like 

to have a translation of these demands in English from him and 

added that the management was not prepared to consider the_____ 

demands again unless the strikers first resume work. Mr, Tseu_

promised to bring an English translation of the demands to the 

office at about 9 a.m. on Feb. 23» but expressed doubt that the 

strikers would resume work before these demands were accepted. 

At. this .juncture, (6 p.m.) some 300 workers congregated outside 

.... the mill gate but declined to enter. Mr. Tseu was requested by 

the management to tell the workers to enter the mill to resume 

work» since he had declared that ne had been trying to persuade 

them to return. Tseu, however» flatly refused tn comply with_

this request, saying that he would only speak tn the____
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representatives of the strikers. Mr. Tseu left the mill with._  

Mr. Hsi, who acted as interpreter to the former* at about 6.30— 

p.m. Feb. 22.

Up to 4 p.m. February 23, the management had not_____ 

received the translation of the demands from Mr. Tseu. who.______ 

it is believed, was summoned by Mr. Yao Kwang-nai to his office

regarding this matter.________

D.S.I.

P.O. (Special Branch).
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______ jit 4 p.m, 21/2/37 a notice was posted outside____ _ 

the mill gate by the management of the Kung Yih Cotton Mill,__ —

150 RobisAn Road, instructing all workers to resume work» A— 

translation reads as follows:--

"Through the mediation of the Bureau of Social -

Affairs, the misunderstanding which has arisen______ —-

out of the activities of a few dismissed em-___

the mill will be resumed from the 22nd inst»

It is hoped that all workers will resume work as________

usual.*

When the mill was re-opened at 5,30 a.m, February

some 170 workers out of about 1,700 hands reported

Office

*re as follows:-

__for work. .Flckatfl._aent.-Qut by the strikers were very active 

at the undermentioned approaches to the mill, and prevented

Brenan Piece;

2» Siau Moh Jao, Jessfield Road near Kinnear Road

3. Connaught Road near the China General Bus Coy*s

Brenan Road near Edinburgh Road

JSnauiriflfl-Show that through the mediation of Mr

Tsang of the Bureau of Social Affairs, the management,in answer 

■ to the demands of the strikers.made further concessions which

1/, That the compensation of boys who had been dis-

charged, to be increased from ft5.qn and tn |«,00.______

_ ____________ 2/, That the boy chiefs who were granted to two

months* nay compensation, to be granted to 24- months* pay.
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That the Winding shroffs be granted to three

months* nay as compensation

When the strikers received the foregoing reply to

forevzomen ^ j the management have decided to dismiss these four

forewomen whom they believe to be the source of the trouble)who

! Bureau of Social Affairs

of this, Lao Liu who is believed to be connected with

___ the "Chung Nyi Association Textile Trade Employees Club»11

giatian which, he declared, would give better assistance than

could be obtained from the Bureau of Social Affairs. Several

discussions took place between the executives of the Chung Nyi

Association and the representatives of the strikers, and as a

result an association entitled "Kong Yih Cotton Mill's employees

club of the Chung Nyi Association** was organized at No.7 Ming

Seng Li, ). Brenan Road, O.O.L. Thia association

started to function on Feb. 21, and was successful in

persuading most of the Kung Yih Mill workers to register at

its office. It is estimated that up to the present some 1.300

workers have registered. The following two persons were

detailed by the Chung Nyi—Association tn aipprvise the

registrations-

1

2. Lee Tsoo Sung

At about 10.30 a.m. 22nd Feb., the Chung Nyi Associa-
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—tion held a meeting at the above office when one Lee Tien Tsoo - 

__ (_ ), a member of the Association presided. Alao present 

_ were 40 representatives of the workers including Lao Liu. _____ 

—I___________decidedthat pending.. — fur tlierjpeetingto be. field .

__th±s_aftemoon. the following seven demands -atatrhi be presented _

to the mill managementt~_____________________________ ______________

 1, That the retiring gratuity ecuivalent„to four months

wages together with superanuation be paid at once to the .seven

discharged foremen in a lump stgn»_________________________ -
-itü

 2. That., all discharged workers other thanAabove foremen

to be reinstated.___________________________________________________

3. That in c*se the boy workers cannot be reinstated,__

they are to receive the same treatment as the seven discharged

__foremen._____ ________________________________________________________  
That

4>/Ko workers will be discharged without a reasonable

cause. _
That

5»/All newly engaged employees be dismissed.

__________ 6. That all workers* wages be paid for the period of

strike. _______________________________________________ _________

7. That the mill management should recognize the "Kung

Yih Cotton Hill Employees' Club" and that the management promise

to defray all its monthly expenses.________________________________
- <

, The Chung Kyi Association, the activities of which

formed several reports by this section, is reported to have been 

formed by graduates of the Whampoa Military Academy and it has 

members having military and police influence. Mr. Yao Kw«ng-naif 

chief of the West Gate Branch Bureau of the Shanghai City Police,
1 was reported to be one of the leaders in this Association, it

| is believed to be a rival labour party to those, under the control
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of the Bureau of Social Affairs and the local Tanpu and this__

belief is supported by the fact that the mediation by the Bureau

__of Social Affairs in the Kung Yih Mill dispute.<ail-^^

the interference of the Association»______________________________ |
'' t~

D.S.i. _ I

P.O, (Special Branch)
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_________At 11.30 a .m. February 20, 1937 the management of the 

__Kung Yih Cotton Mill, 150 Robison Road gave the following reply

— .thraugh the medium of LCr, Tsang Tsoo .Tang, representative of the

—Bureau of Social. Affairs, to the demands submitted by tbg________

strikers;-_______________________________________________________

_______ 1» That the demand of reinstatement of all discharged 

workers was not accented;_______________________________________

_______ 2«. That the demand to pay off all newly engaged emplnyaris 
was not accepted;________________________________________________

3»__That the seven discharged foremen will each be given

a retiring gratuity equivalent to four months* wages, and the 

payment will be made in a lump sum one month after the resumption

-o£_work._ The superanuation of ..these workers will be issued after
^six months* time from datep 
*5

decided;

That the fourteen boy overseers will be given two

^ihonths* pay as compensation instead of one month as originally

_______ 5. That among the discharged boy workers, the old ones 
each 

will be paid $6 each, whilst the remaining ones $5/instead of 

$4 each as originally decided/upon.

A report has been received to the effect that one Wong

Tsoh Ping, Standing Committee Member of the 3rd District Spinning

Union, Nq.10 Ying Sih Lee, Pootoo Road,has been trying to 

persuade the strikers to Join this union, in order to gain control
of the strike movement.

ing at the Union office for the reply tot, hair nPmanHa.__

The strikers have not yet joined the union but are want
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At 5.30 a.m. .18.2,37, 174 of the. 300 female workara of_  

the 300 fomale wuikers of the spinning department of the.Kung Yih 

Cotton Mill, 150 Robison Road, failed to nut _in__an appearance___ .

without giving any reason and, aa a reeult, the department, wap----

closed down.__The other denartmenta wera- closed down by the

_ managernent at 6 p .m.18.2.37 owing to shortage of cotton yarn.—

- A total of about 1,700 hands was thus affected.-------------------------

____________ At 2 p.m. 19.2.37 the following demands were presented 

. to the Mill management by the strikers through the medium of___
.. _ z7AjÉ£ xMr. Tsang Tsoo Jang ) of the Bureau of Social Affftlrgt-

(1).  That the 7 discharged foremen each be given a____

retiring gratuity equivalent to four months* wages in addition__

to their superanuation and the payment be made in a lump sum____

instead o f. by _ 1 n s t aime n t s.________________________________ _______ _

__________ (2). That the other workers discharged after the 8.2.37— 
be reinstated._____________________________________________________

_________ (3) ._ Th.at _in .c aee the & ecoed demand is not granted,______ _ 
"'Viese ex-workers will each be given a retiring gratuity equivalent

10 months* wages.______________________________________________

l/_______ (4). That assurance be given that no-further workers_____

will be discharged in future._____________________________ j_________

(5), That all newly engaged employes«? h$ paid off.------------

(6).  That all workers__wages be paid for the period of__

-J_t_rjLkja.----------------------------------- ;---------------------------------------------------------
...________Enquiries show that the sudden absence of the female____

workers from work on IB.2.37 was believed to be due to the_____ _

received, sent out pickets to prevent the workers from entering__

-the mill in the, early morning of 18.2.37.---------------------------------------

L
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Several cases of intimidation of workers on theArway— 

tn will, were reported to the mill management. 0Qe of th>-- 
nnnrple.1 nante. named Loh Ah Yye ( Ho. 1 foreman, employed—

in..the mill, when interviewed by the undersigned, stated that at 

5.45 a.m. 16.2.37 whilst he was on hie wav tO-the jailL,. he was

_ encountered by two young, male ChineseT bath aged about 16.—in the 

vicinity of the mill, and was warned against go Ing to work or he 

would be assaulted. At about 1 p.m. the same day, Loh met, two 

male Chinese of the loafer type on the roadway near..the mill, and 
again he received warning from these men. Loh stated that he had 

never seen these men before.;_____

At 1 p.m. 17.2.37 five representatives of the discharged 
boy wnrkers, namely (1) Hwo Poo Dong ('^ ), (2). Hsu Sie

Sai ( ^ ^~ ), (3). Wong Yoong sing ), (4). Zung Sien

Kao ( ),A(5) Yang Ling Sing ( ) proceeded to the

Bureau of Social Affairs and presented the following demands

-------------------1/. That all the foremen and boy workers, who have-------  
beep discharged,the reinstated._____________________________

g/. That, if the above mentioned demand Is not accepted 

by the management, a retiring gratuity equivalent to 6 months* 

wages be Issued to each of the discharged foremen and workers.

a/. That engineer Zing Tuh Ming ( ) be dismissed.

---------- fl Bain»—IB»2»37—'the—following 7 persons again----------  
to the Bureau of Social Affaire and oxoressed ths above 

demandsi«

_ ___________ la Tong Tsung Ching   
_____________2. Zung Tah Pao Ts--------------------- , 

------------------- 3. Loh Ching Kwel ),-

---- ----------------- 1« Slau San Ts._______( J ,
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------------------------- 5. Yoong Teeng_(2» /" ),____  

_________ _______ 6.__ Yang s._____(_________), 
___________ -____7.----Ah Ling, ( f*L )._____ _____  

------_ At 3 p«ifla 18«2a37 the above mpnt innad Mr» Tfl&Rff____ 

Tsoo Jang, representative of the Bureau of Social Affairs, called 
on Mr. Davis. Manager of Kung Yih Mill, with a view Ao finding 

out the policy and attitude of the management of the mill regard- 

ing the strike. Members of the Special Branch and detectives T 

from Gordon Police Station were present in the course of the aboveI 

interview. On leaving, Mr. Tsang promised that he would make 

every effort to persuade the strikers to return to work.

__that among the agitators, the following two are more or lees the i 
leaders»- '

________ ______1/. Yang S ( ___ ) winding room fitter,___________ i

2/. Ah Ling ( ), No. 1 forewoman of the spinning |

department.I

The 1st named person. Yang S., when interviewed by_ 1

members of this section, was reluctant to disclose anything about I.______ I

his activities but expressed his dissatisfaction over the amount

nf gratuities to 'be issued to the discharged boy workers, i.e.

_ each. He also stated that he did not care whether his servicea I 

are retained or not, so long as the discharged boys get satisfac- 

tion. __________________________________________________________

The 2nd named one, Ah Ling, was in no way affooigd |

^.financially by the. enforcement of the new system,—Mex_diaaaila_-- 

fact ion being due to ths fant that unriar the old system sha had 
a much easier time than under the new system, under which she -gill I

have ahAAk sox work. It is believed that it is under I .u lu ano ok ncr
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thepersuas ion of Yang S^that she has adopted such-anatt Ltude* 
_________ Bfforts to interview Ah Ling* No«l forewoman, have so__  

jfar been unsuccessful* When the undersigned and 0.4tL_visited 

hexh q u s e at 2/697 Ferry Ro ad,, at 4.30 p.m. 16.2.3 7, 11 r. T e an g— 

of the Bureau cf So c1al Affa i rs waa also the re, but.Ah Ling had - 

not yet returned*_________________________________________________
 Lao Liu (fe ), an ex-worker of the Kvng Ylh MUlj____

at. whose home, amaating was held on F&bruary 14,and whois--------

susnected to have taken cart in.the present st.riJca, ia being  
general

kept under/WBervat ion._________________________________________

D.S.I.

P.O. (Special Branch).t 

Distribution :_________________

Gordon Road

Mr. R. Gordon, Jardine»Matheson & Co.
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The Nosl and 2 forewomen and some 174 of the 300
/X'l female workers of the Spinning Department of the Kung Yih

Cotton Mill, 150 Robison Road, failed to put in an appearance
at 5.30 a*m
any reason
Closed down,

this morning, February 18, 1&37, without giving
hands, this Department was

the 126 workers present being sent away
Operations are being continued in other departments, but it

is expected that the Winding and Reeling Departments will 
be compelled to suspend operation later in the day ewing 
to a shortage cf yarn in consequence of the closing of the 
Spinning Department.

S’;
■
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Made by....-M*...A*...Sih xse-liang...........  .....Forwarded by

The decision of the recently dismissed fourteen »o.l

joya of tne Aung xih votton »ixl, IbO houison noad, to appeal 

to the sureau of social Affairs and tne local xangpu on jteuruary

_1& for assistance in securing an increase in retiring gratuity 11 

nas oeen aoandoned for the time being on tne advice _if_aa____ _____ «

ex-worker Qi' tne »ill, wno intimated tnat aay agitation would 

result in nothing oeneficial uut a forfeit ot the gratuity

already promised tnem by tnemanagement*

/V/h/2o witn reference to tne newspaper article on tne alleged

appeal uy tne “strikers" oi tne nung xih. Cotton ..ill, x beg to 

report that there is no strike among tne workers or tne »ill 

in question and tnat tne news of tne appeal, wnicn is evidently 

meant i or tne one jo„ue_made_ oy tne 14 ^o*l~oy8, as mentioned 

above, is entirely unfounded-



Min jPao and other local newspapers: / i -¿'3 T(fsl )

THE SITUATION IN KUNG YIH COTTCN MILL
The strikers zi. the Kung Yih ( *4* j&. ) Octton 

Mill» No.150 Robison Road» held a meeting on the night of 
February 14.

At 10 a.in. February 15, 14 represent at it es were 
appointed by the strikers to submit an appeal to the local 
Tangpu, the Bureau of Social Affairs and the General Labour 
Union demanding8-

(1) The payment of a retiring gratuity equivalent to 
six months’ pay to each discharged foremen and worker in 
accordance with the regulations governing the discharge 
of foremen.

(2) In case the first demand is not granted, the
discharged foremen and workers be reinstated.

(3j The dismissal of the engineer Zing Tuh Min
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Subject............. Kung Yih Cotton Mill - Unrest among dismissed boys.

Made .... .Sih..Tse-li.ang........... Forwarded by...... ............................................................................. ........

__ __________ The_ deposit money equivalent to nine days* wages

_ which was deducted from each worker or foremen at the beginning

-__of their service with the Kung Yih Cotton Mill.was refunded

_ at 2 p.m. February 10 to the dismissed hands - 7 foremen and 

_ 220 boys - through the foremen.

—---------------------10 a.m. February 14, four No.l boys called upon

——management of the_Kung Yih Cotton Mill and requested that 

——~?-e^^rtnK..^?.^uity equivalent to 6 months wages be issued to 

—Ifeem. The management however consented to fix the sum of______

—-£*atuity At—one month* s wages instead of half month as__________-

0U£ly a.nnouncad. The callers were not satisfied with___

——concession and subsequently withdrew. _____________

It

*i>S^over eeer s

wage s.

.the "boys" held a conference in the house.

an ex-worker of the Kun.c:_Yih—-—

at ll.Tsih Teh Fang, ^renan Road, 0.0.L, at 3 p.m
and

■February 14,decided _to_£roceed to the Bureau of Social Affalx*- 
- *v tp-y-Pd the local Tangpu on_February 15 and appeal for assistance_ -

■ —in securing a retiring .. . - . . .--------- “----------- tuit-' equivalent to six months* __---------------------

________Some unrest aigo exjets among the boys who are 

agitating for -Ln_increjiae jn the sum of retiring gratuity, —-

I_  -¿4 eanh

which accor-^lQg--to_the_announceaent of management will Jbg-—

.4
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Made by p. I. Sih Tse-liang Forwarded by

Sallowing the payment of workers’ wages and. annual 

bonus during the night of ?e bruary 8/9 and throughout the 

day on bruary 9, the management of the King Yih cotton 

Fill, 150 Robison load, announced at 4.30 p.m» February 9_

the introduction of a new system governing the engagement 

of workers, and the resultant discharge of seven out of the 

thirty No»! foremen, and the 220 boys who have been employed 

by No.l foremen chiefly in moving bobbins from spindles.

The names of the discharged foremen were

subsequently revealed and they were taken to the manager's 

office where they were informed that in compensating for

their services, gratuities on the following scale would be 

granted to the discharged persons _______________________________

(1) Fo remen_____________

(DlVXSV

■©.ch will be given a retiring gratuity equivalent 

to four months' wages. This sum will be given in four 

instalments at the end of each month from date.

The superannuation due to them will be issued at 

the end of six months from date, but will be withheld 

from any one, should he during this period, be guilty

of agitation against the factory

ig.) Boys

A sum of $4 will be granted to each of them and

in addition half month's wages to Nb.l boys and

2 months* wages to the chief boy contractors. It will 

Be issued on February 19 through the foremen.

(5)The deposit money equivalent to nine days' wages

which was deducted from each worker or foreman at the 

beginning of their service with the factory will be
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issued to discharged workers at 2 p.m. February 10.

 The seven discharged foremen out w ar dly expreseed 

their satisfaction with the system, and subsequently withdrew. 

It is learned that owing to the approach of the lunar Slew 

Year, these discharged persons will refrain from any. 

activities for a few 'days, although it has been learnt. 

that they are contemplating enlisting the assistance of _______

their colleagues, who are still in employ of the factory, 

to persuade the management to retain their services. __ _

The situation is being carefully watched and any___-

sign of unrest or agitation will form the subject of 

another report.
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On December 15, 1936, seven employees of the Kung

Yih Cotton Mill, 150 Robison Road, 0.O.L., received letters_ _

purporting to have emanated from the Shanghai Spinners* and 

:_ Weavers* Mutual Aid Association taxing them with not having

attended, a meeting of departmental foremen convened by the

___ Association.The manager of the mill, Mr, Davis had 

previous information that the workers had held a meeting in___

Chapei on December 14. Therefore, it was presumed that____ ■

trouble was in the making, although there was no definite 

sign of unrest and no grievances had been expressed.

Rumours are afoot, however, that a strike may be declared,

and that a labour union is being formed. The appointment

of a new labour contractor, Mr. Zing Tuh Pong caused some

uneasiness during the past month but the fact that no

changes have been made in the staff and Mr. Zing has given 

an assurance that none are intended has done much to remove 

the uneasiness. Again, the management has recently granted 

an increase of 5# in pay to the workers so there appears to 

be no legitmate grievance.______________________________________

_________ The promoters of the Mutual Aid Association, No.44

King Sz Doo Miau Ka, off Connaught Road, are exerting all 

their efforts towards enlisting mill workers as members, but 

the latest information indicates that this is the extent of 

their immediate activities. The meeting mentioned by Mr. Davis

is presumably the one convened by the Mutual Aid Association 
x

in the Ping Ming Tsung, Chung San Road, Chapei (Vide General

_ Report dated December 22, 1936).

D.C. (Special Branch).
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consultation with the local Tangpu, deene it necessary 

to adopt thia measure in order to check the agitation^ail^ 

illegal activities of workers of silk weaving Calories 

for which the unions concerned are held^r^eponsible.

Upon the receipt of this order tjad^unione are reported to 

have suspended functionipgf^but the Preparatory Committee 

of the 1st Di striji-'oilk Weavers’ Union on June 3 sent 

a petition^fro the Bureau of Social Affairs and the local 

Tangpti denying participation in labour agitation and 

requesting the withdrawal of the order.

Kung Yik Cotton Mill (British) - labour situation

In connection with the present unrest existing among 

the operatives employed at the Kung Yik Cotton Mill, 150 
nineteen workers 

Robison Road, 0.O.L.,/alleged to have been stirring up 

trouble within the factory were arrested by members of 

the Shanghai City Government Police Bureau on June 3.

Ae a result of the activities of pickets, some 300 

employees failed to report for work this morning, June 4. 

/t about 6 a.m. a visit was paid to the Jeesfield Branch 

of the Police Bureau for the purpose of demanding the 

release of the 19 arrested employees, by a number of the 

workers who were subsequently dispersed by the Shanghai 

City Government Police.

Nakayama Steel Wbrks (Japanese) - Strike situation

The strike of approximately three hundred workers of 
the Nakayama Steel Wbrke, No.485 Brejinn Ro nil, L1 11 1 j 

which begaja-jûja-4iay Ü8, continues this morning, June 4.



June It 1937

4. That a reception for^aewepEperpeti, motion picture and; 
other circles beheld at 4 June 4^-tfC'the Chirjeee 
Y*X.C* '»^^23jk$ulevar d de^Mont ignyx^

5. ThsV^tt. Sting Chu-kyr^and eight o t her g-be 
a^ointjau to bro^dtsaet ape^ehea on June^-T3 on the 
movement.

Labour

Kung Yik Cotton Mill (British) - Strike Situation

The day shift workers of the Weaving Department of 

the Kung Yik Cotton Mill, 150 Robison Road, O.O.L., who 

want on strike at 9 a.rn. May 31, resumed work later on 

the same day, when the management agreed to consider the 

following demands and to give a reply to the workers in 

three days i-

1. Restoration of rice allowance of 3 cents per day.

2. A bonus of one day’s extra pay to be paid to those 
workers who complete a full half month’s work.

3. Work to cease at 11 a.m. instead of 4 p.m. on Sundays.

Approximately 400 workers were involved in the

strike. The workers are operating normally this morning

June 1.

China A,B«C< Underwear and Weaving Mill (Chinese)
- Strike situation

The strike situation in the OjiflS'A.B.C. Underwear 

and Weaving Mill, 1099 Cop-naught Road, O.O.L.» remains 

unchanged. Mr. TuYueh-sung is now mediating in the

dispute



THE CHINA PRESS, FRIDAY, JUNE 4, 1987

> Mill Workers
L“Go Slow” To
i.

-Get Demands
, Six Riot Vans Called 

From Two Stations To
Kung J^^Plant

A brief period of excitement was 
experienced at the Kung Yue Cot
ton Mill on Robison Road at noon 
yesterday when several riot vans, 
four from the Gordon Road Police 
Station and two from the Zauka- 

. doo District Bureau of Police, were 
rushed to the mill in response to 
request from the management.

The call for riot vans was made 
when more than 2,000 workers, both 
men and women, suddenly resort
ed to a “go-slow” strike to acce
lerate their demands for higher 
wages and better treatment pre
sented by them during the strike 
some time ago.

Policemen from the Gordon Road 
Police Station who rushed to the 
mill aboard four riot vans later ar
rested 16 of the workers. The ar
rested workers were subsequently 
handed over to the police from the 
Zaukadoo District Bureau for 
questioning and detention.

The riot vans were withdrawn 
from the scene at 1 o’clock yester
day afternoon when the workers 
agreed to resume their duties.
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Political

Movements of Notables

To Nanking

Departed at 4 p.m. May 13 l- 

Madame Wang Ching-wei.

Departed at 11 p.m* May 13 • —
Mr. Ma Ying-chu, member of the C.L.C.of the 

Kuomintang.

Mr. Chen Hung-nyien, /-do-

Fyom Nanking

Arrived at 9.26 p.m. May 13 I-

Mr. Chang Ts-pen$i member of the C.E.C,Of the 
/ Kuomintang.

Mr. Zia Tso—min» —do—

Arrived at 7 a.m. May 14 «-
General Ho Ying-ching, Minister of War.

Mr. NaWg Kwen-lun, member of the C.E.O.Of the 
Kuomintang.

/ Mr ./Chang Jang» -do-
/ Labour

/
Shanghai Leather Company (Spanish) - strike situation

/ The strike of the 200 workers of the Shanghai 
/

Leather Company» 59 Brenan Hoad» O.O.L.t which commenced 

on May 10, continues this morning. May 14. Thirty-nine 

Russians are now engaged in cleaning stock.

Kung Yik Cotton Mill (British) - re-opens

The Kung Yik Cotton Mill, 150 Robison Road, 0.0,L. 

which closed at the beginning of April, 1937 following 

the declaration of a strike by its employees, re-opened 

this morning, May 14, when 1,010 workers commenced 

operating.
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These workers first assembled in the vicinity of the 

3rd District Cotton leavers’ Union, 7 Ming Sung Li, 

Brenan Road, 0,0,L, and were accompanied to the mill 

by two officials of the local Tangpu at 5.45 a.m. On 

entering the mill, crackers were fired by the workers.

Up to the present, a total of 2,100 workers have 

registered with the management for the day and night 

shifts•

Great South-Eastern CigaretTe Factory (Chinese) ~ workers 
demand re-opening

The Great South-Eastern Cigarette Factory,,Dane 

474, No.17 Route de Zikawei, closed at the beginning of 

this month, owing to over-stocking. The 300 workers 

affected by the suspension called at the factory at 8 a.m. 

today* May 14, with a view to demanding employment and 

are remaining in the vicinity with the French Police in 

attendance. /

Local Chinese Silk ^saving Factories- strike situation

The 140 workers oythe Ching Sing Silk Weaving 

Factory, Lane 464, No.16-36 Yulin Road (Yulin Road District) 

and the 500 employees of the May ar No.10 Silk Weaving 

Factory, 1097 .Xeng Pang Road, Chapei, continue on strike 

this morning, May 14.

Th^Tien Yee Silk Weaving Factory, 352 Jansen Road, 

which/^losed on April 9, 1937, owing to a shortage of 

material, will reopen on Jfey 17, ’.'his factory employs 

262 hands.



May 11, 1937.

¿trike at Kun£ ïlh Cotton Mill

Registration of ’"orkerg to be employed at the 

Kung Yik Cotton Mill, which commenced yesterday, Ms>y 1C, 

continues.

A meci-tion meeting which was attended by officiale 

of Jardine, Matheeon & Co., Ltd., the local Tengpu, Bureau 

of Social 'ff'ire and bureau of Police in addition to 

three representatives of the workers, was held yesterday 

afternoon, May 10, between 2 p.ra. and 4.30 p.m. when an 

accord satisfactory to all present was reached.

By the terms of this agreement the Mill management 

reserved the right to dismiss 60 operatives on payment of 

a minimum gr tuity equivalent to three months wages. An 

all round 5> increase in the workers' wages was also 

confirmed by the management.

It is the intention of the company that operations 

shall recommence at 6 a.m. May 14, 1937.

Mi scellaneoue

Price of rtice

The wholesale price of Chinese rice rajtgee from 

#10.60 to $12.00 per picul this mornijagend the retail 

prices quoted by locrl rice ehopsere as follows i- 

Chija^ee _Ri_ce Sa i go n Hice 
Beet Auu’lity .. » •$12.10 $10.80
Good '• •>** $11.40 $ 9.80
Ordinary * .xm. • $10.70 $ 8.80

Naval
Movemente>erNaval Vessels

Jflie gunboat "Chukwan" and yacht "Kanlu" left Shanghai 
for ifanking and Ningpo respectively at 1 p.m. May 10.

B. C. (Special Branch)
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1. That the C.M.F, be requested to re-consider the /
increase in the licence fees of Chinese employmaift 
agencies in the Concession. /

2. That a telegram be sent to the Ministry of/ic reign
Affaire requesting that negotiations be conducted 
with foreign powers for the abolition o/extra
territoriality. /

Shanghai Educational .Association -greeting

Seven committee members ofJfne Shanghai Municipality 

Educational .Association heldyft meeting in their office, /
200 Dah Chih Road, Nantaox between 3.30 p.m. and 5 p.m. 

.April T9, and passed the following resolutions I-

1. That the euggejdnon of the Chinese Bax Association 
regarding the/^tbolition of extraterritoriality be 
supported* /

2« That Educational Associations at various places in 
China requested to approve of the decision of the 
Shanghai Educational Association to hold the inaugural 
meeting of a new organization to be known as the 
“Jf^tional Educational Federation11 in Shanghai on 
June 15e

Labour

Kung Yih Cotton Mill (British) - Strike Situation 1 J ’
The strike of the workers of the Kung Yih Cotton

Mill, 150 Robison Road, O.O.L., which commenced on April 1, 

continues this morning, April 20.

In response to notices posted outside the mill by 

the management and the Bureau of Social Affairs, about 30 

female workers came forward to register with the management 

on the morning of April 19 and three of them, upon leaving 

the premises, were interfered with by a number of strike 

pickets. One of the pickets was arrested, by the Chinese 

Police who also detained the three females ae witnesses. 

Following an appeal made by workers' representatives



... —I
to the Jessfield Sub-Police Station» the arrested man was 

releassed on the same morning and the witnesses were 

dismissed later in the day. At 11.30 a.m. April 19» a 

large number of the strikers celebrated the release of 

their colleague by setting off firecrackers outside the 

mill. They were immediately dispersed by the Municipal

Police
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April 19, 1937.

Kung Yih Cotton jjill (British) - strike situation

The strike of the workers of the Kung Yih Cotton 

Mill, 150 Robison Road, O.O.L., which commenced on 

April 1, continues this morning, April 19.

It is reported that the Bureau of Social Affairs 

will call a mediation meeting of representatives of 

the strikers and the management on the afternoon of 

April 20.
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Movements of Notables

To Nanking

Departea at 4 p.m. April 16 . - S

Mr. Tsiao Yih-tang, member of the C.LX;.of the 
Kuomintang. /

Departed at 11 p.m. April 16 .-

Kir. Tan Chen, Vice Presidencyof the Judicial Yuan.
Mr. Wei Tao-min, member of" the C.S.C.of the Kuomintang.
General Chu ching-lai, -do-
General Chang Shih-chpng, -do-

Mr. Hsu Yung-chong, X -do-
Dr. J.Heng Liu, Director of the Health Administration

of the Executive Yuan.
General Feng Citing-tsai, Conmander of the 27th Route 

Army.

From Napping

Arrived at a.m. April 17 $-

Mr. Siau Chung-tseng, member of the C.E.C.of the 
Kuomintang.

/ Mr. Siau Cheng, -do-

Labour

Aung Yih Cotton kill (British) - strike situation

The strike of the workers of the Kung Yih Cotton 

Mill, 150 Robison Road, 0.0.L., which commenced on 

April 1, continues this morning, April 17.

At 10.45 a.m. April 16, approximately 1,000 strikers 

of the above mill assembled in the Kang Kung Primary 

School, adjacent to the China Industrial Corporation, Ltd. 

No.15 Brenan Road, O.O.L., and proceeded along Brenan Road 

en route to the Bureau of oocial Affairs, Civic Centre, 

where they intended to lodge an appeal for assistance 

in the settlement of the strike. The procession however 

was dispersed by the Chinese Police before this objective 

could be attained.
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Kung Yih Cotton Mill (British) ~ strike Situation

The s trike of the workers of the Kung Yih Cotton 

Mill, 150 Robison Road, 0.0.L., which commenced on April 1, 

continues this morning, April 16. Approximately 45 fitters 

and carpenters, however, reported for work on their own 

initiative on April 15, 1937 and are engaged in cleaning 

the machinery,



THE NORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS, TUESDAY, JUNE 1, 1Ô37

SHORT-LIVED STRIKE
I AT KUNG Y1K MILL

f Weavers Want Rice Money: 
Restored to Them

I A short-lived strike occurred yes- .
erday at the Kung Yik Cotton Mill, 
British establishment, 150 Robison

toad. Some 1,000 day-shift workers
1 I h the weaving department walked 
; fut at 9 a.m., but resumed in the 

i fternoon.
I The strike was largely due to a 
fiesire on the part of the employees 
,tor restoration, of & rice

jjsrjfâuisKUaEfflit- 
try provided by the management.
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KunfLlji»
Mill Now

Re-opened
60 Workers Dismissed;

Wage Increase Of 5 
Cents Per Day

After several weeks agitation dur
ing which the management was 
forced to close business and to 
declare a lockout, workers of the 
Kung Yik (Ewo) Cotton Mill, a 
British mill in Robison Road, re
turned to work yesterday as a result 
of mediatory efforts made by officials 
of the Bureau of Social Affairs.

According to a Chinese news 
agency report the workers have 

: agreed that 60 of their number will 
. be dismissed after obtaining retiring 
I gratuities. Those dismissed work- 
. ers, who have worked for one year 
; for the mill are each entitled to get 

an extra month’s wage as gratuity, 
which will be proportionately in
creased in case they have worked 
for a longer period. All workers re
turning to work will have their daily 
wage increased by five cents.

It will be recalled that the work
ers had been agitating for better 
treatment for some months. On 
April 1, they declared a strike, al- 

/ leging that their management had
- failed to accept their demands. A 
a serious riot broke out just after the 1 
s strike was called. More than 10
- workers were injured in the riot, 
s The management later decided to 
7 effect a lockout and to close the
- mill. The workers became desper- 
* ate. They tried several times to go 
> to Nanking to petition for help,

after their managemnt had failed to
send representatives to official 
mediation meetings.

1



Lih Pao and other local newspapers:

KUNG YIK COTTON MILL STRIKE SITUATION

Yesterday the workers of the Kung Yik Cotton 
Mill in .tha Western District of Shanghai appointed Tai Kuo- 
liang ) and six others as representatives to call
at the Bureau of Social Affairs of the Shanghai City 
Government with the request that the latter order the management 

s to accept the demands submitted by the workers and to resume 
ft operations immediately.

■ The Bureau of Social Affairs will hold a
mediation meeting in this connection on April 26.
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Translation.

Shun Pao and other local newspapers:-

KUNG YIH COTTON MILL STRIKE SITUATION

The recent mediation by the Bureau of 
Social Affairs for the settlement of the labour strike in 
the Kung Yih Cotton Mill, 150 Robison Road, O.O.L., produced 
no result owing to the absence of representatives from 
the employers.

MM
MN

HH
HH

M

Owing to the wet weather, the meeting 
of workers scheduled to the held at 1 p.m. yesterday in 
the compound of the Kan Kung Primary School ( XI y- J -^ ) did 
not take place. The meeting will be held this afternoon 
to discuss measures for proceeding with the matter and for 
election of representatives to submit appeals to Nanking.

A notice has been issued by the cotton mill 
intimating that all workers be re-registered, but this 
has been refused by the workers during the period of 
mediation.

It is learnt that the Bureau of Social 
Affairs will refer the dispute for arbitration.
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April 21, 1937.

NIPPO

DISPUTS BETWEEN LABOUR AND CAPITAL IN SHANGHAI

Inspite of the suppressive 
action adopted "by the Shanghai City Government and the 
Kuomintang, labour strikes in Shanghai are spreading. 
It is not known yet whether these strikes are due to the 
rising cost of living or to outside influence. However 
the strikers are very well organized and they are believed 
to be receiving instructions from certain outside persons.

Changing it s policy of appealing 
to the masses by using communistic slogans, as a result of 
the changed political situation in China, the Chinese 
communist party is believed to be extending its activities 
to the important industrial organizations in Shanghai.

It is natural for the Chinese 
communist party, which regards itself as a political party, 
to try to curry favour with industrial labourers in a 
place like Shanghai where the industries are so important. 
We cannot regard the present industrial labour trouble 
as a matter concerning the Chinese only, for the reason 
that the Japanese have much capital invested in cotton 
mills in Shanghai and the North. If the trouble extends 
to the Japanese cotton mills it will be a serious problem 
which will require out attention. All Powers should 
co-operate to suppress such trouble.
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April 21, 1937. Afternoon Translation

Chin Pao a mosquito newspaper, publishes the following
article »-

A TRIVIAL AFFAIR
Appearing before Judge Chu Tsoo-tsoh(-«^ k,*#) 

of the Shanghai Second Special District Court on a charge 
of having stolen a piece of copper in the af ternoojrof 
April 12, one Chang Yu-san>5 ), aged 43, native of 
Shantung, pleaded guilty to the charge and aaidf "I know 
it is a bad thing to steal, but I was compellka to do it 
because of hunger. I risked the danger of/btealing the 
piece of copper with the intention of latpr selling it to 
enable me to buy some cakes to satisfy my hunger." 

"Can you not work?" asked/the Judge of the 
prisoner in the dock. /

"I am homeless in Shanghai, My eyes are bad 
and I cannot find any work,* replied the prisoner.

The Judge again asked, "Can you make a living 
by begging if you are released^*

The prisoner replied, "It is not an easy thing 
to beg for alms in Shanghai. I have been begging for many 
days without much succesdT I have no other alternative but 
to drown myself if your Honour releases me."

It is the general, opinion of the public that 
stealing is to be detested and that whenever an individual 
is at his wit's end to earn a living, he can turn into a 
beggar and should refrain from committing theft. Some 
thieves willipgly commit thefts, but most of them are 
forced to steal because they have been unsuccessful at 
begging. /Frankly speaking, the Chinese and Settlement 
authorities of Shanghai do not permit begging on the streets 
by the/poor because in their eyes it impairs the good 
appe^rfanoe of the district. Was not a beggar sleeping 
on A bridge "thrown" into a creek? Are not the tramps 
on the streets arrested and put into vans to be driven out 

/of the prosperous metropolis?

Hwa kei Chao Pao and other local newspapers t-

KUHG YIH COTTON MILL STRIKE SITUATION

At a mediation meeting convened by the Bureau 
of Social Affairs at 2 p.m. yesterday in connexion with 
the dispute between the management and the workers of the 
Kung Yih Cotton Mill, Bobison Road? O.O.L., the management 
of the cotton mill refused to appoint a representative to 
attend. This action has greatly aroused the indignation 
of the workers who have decided to call a general meeting 
on the vacant ground at the Kan Kung Primary School ,
Bren an Road, at 1 p.m. to-day, after which representatives 
will be appointed to proceed to Nanking to petition the 
Ministry of Industry.

Ewo Mills In Sympathy With Kung^YihJUorkers

As a pledge of their support to the workers of 
the Kung Yih Cotton MiJ_l-r''tEie workers of the old and new 
Ewo Cotton Milla submitted yesterday three demands to
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KUNG YIK TROUBLE IN 
UMELIGHTAGAffl

Workers Said Angry On 
Outcome Of Parley 

With Company
There were indications yesterday 

that the labour trouble among •; 
workers of the suspended Kung 
Yik CEwo) Cotton Mill, Robison | 
Road, and its affiliated mills in ; 
Yangtzepoo would assume serious : 
proportions should the management r 
continue to take a firm attitude. I 
Workers in Yangtzepoo mills have 
threatened to strike.

Angered by the fact that the ! 
management failed to send any re-

11 presematives to" tKe official media- II
1 tiQn meeting held yesterday, the1

I worlœrs~of~ffîe> Kung Yik Cotton 
Mill, ~wKoÜave been locked out 
by their management, declared 
that '"‘they a meeting
tffls"afternoon in Brenan RôaçTjn

I ordeF~to~elect representatives_who 
i wôüIcT feTêF their 'grievances to the ’ 
I Ministry of Industry in Nanking.
F "'Officials oFTfie Bureau "of Social 

Affairs tried to effect a compro
mise yesterday by holding a media
tion meeting at which the manage
ment was not represented. The pre
siding official, Mr. Wang Hsien- 
ching, declared that official media
tion had failed and that the matter 
should be referred to an arbitra
tion committee in accordance with 
the revised regulations.
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Women Workers OLKung 
Yik Dispersed By Police

Group Of 600 Form .Procession To March To Civic' s Centre; Settlement Riot Squad Stands By
Near Mill Awaiting Eventualities

With, a large . number of them 
showing discontent with the strike 
and expressing their wish to return 
to work, about 600 female workers 
of the Kung Yik (Ewo) Cotton Mill, 
150, Robison «Road* - which has been 
closed since April 1, gathered for a 
mass meeting yesterday morning on 
the playground of the Kang Kung 
Primary School on Brenan Road.

|*ojlowing a abort meeting the wo
men formed a brocession with the 
intention of marching to the Civic

Centre in order to request the Bur
eau of Social Affairs to mediate with 
the management on their behalf. 
Settlement authorities feared that 
the women might decide to march 
on the factory and cause damage 
there and immediately the Reserve 
Unit was rushed to the scene.

The workers, however, marched 
into Chinese territory, only to have 
their procession broken up by the 
Chinese Police. The rain that came 
down later completely disperser 
them.

After the workers, sòme 3,000 ir 
number went on strike on April 1* 
the management declared a lock-ou 
and recently posted a notice tha 
new hands would be hired.

Silk Situation
The strike wave among Chines« 

silk filatures still continued yesterday 
with workers of one filature return 
ing to work, and those of anothei 
calling a general strike. Under the 
supervision of officials from the 
Bureau of Social Affairs the strikim 
workers of the Ching Shing Sill 
Weaving Factory, Pingliang Road 
returned to work yesterday morning 
Because their management did no 
allow a 10 per cent, increase ir 
wages as ordered by the Bureau 
workers of the Fu Ching Silk Fila 
ture, Brenan Road, called a strike 
yesterday.

Representatives of workers of th» 
10 factories of the Mayar Silk Works 
all of which were recently closet 
because of lack of refined silk re 
suiting from the strike called by tht 
No. 1 factory of the company ir 
Nantao, went to the Bureau to peti 
tion for help. They insisted tha 
their management should increase 
their wages by 10 per cent., as was 
mentioned in a Bureau order, tc 
which their management took excep: 
tion. The matter has been referrec 
to the Shanghai City Governmen 
for a final settlement..
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April 10, 1937.

Kung Yih Cotton Mill (British) - strike situation

The s trike in the Kung Yih Cotton Mill, 150 Robison 

Road, O.O.L., (which began on April 1, continues this 

morning, April 10.

Owing to the activities of strike pickets, the 

workers did not proceed to the mill to receive their wages 

yesterday.
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The delegates further requested that the assistance gZ^the 

Chinese Ratepayers’ Association, the local Kuomintang and 

other bodies be solicited.

Labour s'
Local Chinese Silk having FactorZ^s - Situation

The majority of the wpaikers of the Ching ling Silk.

Weaving Factory, Lane 46Z; Mo.36 Yulin Road, continue on 

strike this mornins^/April 9.

The Ath^Snstrict Silk '‘’savers' Union will hold a 

meeting ofziommittee members in its office, Lane 130,

No• 13fr ’’hashing Road, this afternoon to discuss the 

>fiuatidn in the Ching Sing factory.

Kung Yih Cotton I'ill (British) - Strike Situation

The strike situation in the Kung Yih Co.ton Kill, 

150 Robison Road, O.O.L., (Vide I.R. April 1, 193V), 

remains unchanged this morning, April 9.

It is reported that approximately 100 strikers held 

a meeting in the Kun3 Yih Employees' Club, 7 ?ring Sung Li, 

Brenan Road, on the morning of April 8, and decided to 

instruct pickets not to permit workers to draw their wages 

to-day, April 9.

Tien Tsang Paper rill (Chinese) - labour situation

Following the settlement of the strike of its 

workers on April 7 (Vide I.R. 7 and 8/4/37), the Tien 

Tsang Paper Kill, No.313 North Fu Tang Road, Pootung, is 

now operating with a normal complement of approximately 

230 hands.
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April 8; 1937 when an application for their detention will 

be made to enable further enquiries.to be madey/ 

1st Special District Citizens ’ ~'ederation'eeting

Sixteen members of the co miittee/of the 1st Special 

■District Citizens' federation held/a meeting in the Chinese

Chamber of Co fierce Building, ^¿>rth Soochow Road, between

3 p.;t. and 5 p.,i. April 7^/^nd passed the following 

resolutions z s'

1. That the su ges^dron of the Chinese Bar Association that 
the T-xecutive/^oan be requested to abolish extra
territoriality in China, be supported.

2. That threa^re pre tentatives, namely Ling Kong-hou,
Zau and Liu Zoong-ying be appointed to
co-operate with the Chinese Ratepayers' Association 
and the Chinese Chamber oi Co/—tierce in opposing the 
proposed increase i-^i liunicipal Rates.

3. That a letter of thanks be addressed to the french 
Concession Chinese Pas epayors ’ Associ-ition for its 
support in opposing the proposed increase in the

/ ?'uni ci pal Rates.

Labour

Kung Yih Cotton î i 11 __JÀLgmlL ~ Strike Situation

The strike situation, in the Kung Yih Cotton 'ill, 

150 Robison'Road, C.O.L., which co . ienced on April 1, 1937, 

remains unchanged th?9 corning, April 8.

The hearing of case of assault filed with the 

Nantao District Court against Zing Teh-fang, overseer of 

the Kung Yih Co. ton I'ills and three of his assistants, 

by the nineteen workers alloged to nave received injuries 

during the clash betwfeen Municipal Police and the 

strikers on April 1, v/as "b; ourned owing to the absence 

of the defendants.
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Intelligence Report 
Political April 7

Movemente of Notables

From Hangchow

Arrived at 6.30 p.m. April 6 :~

Ut. Jan Chen , Vice-President of the Judicial Yuan.

Mr. Kwei Yung-ching, member of the C*E.C. of the 
Kuomintang.

From Nanking /

Arrived at 10.20 p.m. April 6 s- S'
Mr, Chen Kyi-zung, member of/irie C.E.C. of the 

Kuomin^eng.

To Nanking /

Departed at 11 p.m. Apr>l 6

Mr, Tan Chen, vice President of the Judicial Yuan.

Mr. Kwei YJjfig-ohing, member of the C.E.C. of the
Kuomi ntang •

Mr. W^ng Pah-chun,

Mr. Vung Yih-yeu,

Labour

Kung Yih Cotton Mill (British) - strike situation

The strike situation in the Kung Yih Cotton Mill, 

150 Robieon Ro-d, O.O.L., which commenced on April 1, 1937, 

remains unchanged this morning, April 7.

The nineteen workers who, it is alleged, received 

injuries during the clash between the Municipal police 

and the strikers, have filed a petition with the Nantao 

District Court against Zing Teh-fang ( ), overseer

of the Kung Yih Cotton Mill, and three of his assistants 

on a charge of assault, and the Court has issued summonses 
for both parties to appear in Court at 2 p.m. April 7.

-do
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1) Recognition of the workers* union by the management. >

2) Reinstatement of dismissed workers. /

3) Issue of full wages for the period of strike. /

4) Payment of $500 by the management for the expenses
incurred by the workers’ representatives during the 
strike. /

that /
The petition concludes by stating/the workers would 

strike again on April 7, 1937, should/¿he demands be ignored.

General Labour Union - appeal tj/'Chinese Authorities

In compliance with a resolution passed at a meeting on 

April 2, four delegates or the General Labour Union, 

including Chow Hsueh^Slang ( ), Acting Chairman

of the Union, mad^r appeals to the Bureau of Social Affairs, 

the Shanghai City Government, and the local Kuomintang 

Headquarters, on the forenoon of April 5. They requested 

that in/view of the many labour disputes occurring at 

present, arbitration be instituted. At each place, the 

Relegates were promised that their request would receive

consideration.

Tien Tsang Paper Mill (Chinese) - strike continues

The strike of the workers of the Tien Tsang Paper 

Mill, No.313 North Fu Tang Road, Pootung, which commenced 

on April 2 to enforce demands for an increase in wages 

(vide I.R. 3/4/37), continues this morning, April 6.

Kung Yih Cotton Mill (British) - strike situation

The strike situation in the Kung Yih Cotton Mill, 150 

Robison Road, 0„0.L., which commenced on April 1, 1937, 

remains unchanged this morning, April 6.
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At 2 p.m.April 3, the 19 workers who, it is alleged, 
received injuries during the clash between the Municipal 
Police and strikers, proceeded to the Nantao District 
Court and requested medical examination as they intended 
to take legal action against the management. Their request 
was granted by the Nantao Court and medical certificates 
were issued to each individual.

At about 10 a.m. April 5, about 200 of the Kung Yih 
Cotton workers held a meeting in the premises of the Kan 
Kung Primary School, 121 Brenan Road, O.O.L., when the 
following resolutions were discussed and passed
1) That Tai Koh Liang (Jfy, $1 [L ) and five other workers be 

detailed to call on the Bureau of Social Affairs and re
request mediation in the present dispute.

2) That pending a settlement of the dispute, no workers 
should call at the mill on April 9 for their wages.

The meeting was presided over by one Hsu An Sz (71 ?’J )>
a worker of the spinning department of the Kung Yih Mill.

China A,B.C,Underwear and Wearing Mill (Chinese)-strike, 
"situation

In connection with the strike of the 230 workers of 
the China A.B.C. Underwear and Weaving Mill, 1099 Connaught 
Road, 0.0.L,, which commenced on IfeTch 30 in order to enforce 
a demand for the reinstatem^ar of 2 dismissed workers (vide
I.R. 2/4/37), a mediat^piimeeting was held in the factory 
under the auspiq^sof the Bureau of Social Affairs on the 
afternoon^ptf^April 5, when the following terms of settlement 
werex^eched I-
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labour

Local Chinese Silk .<eaving Fsctoriea - strike situation

In compliance with an orde-f of the Bureau.of Social 

Affairs end the local Tengpu Instructing the workers of the 

local silk, weaving factories, who declared a general 

strike on March 3Q/to enforce demands for better treatment, \ / 

to resume work/bn the assurance- that they would be given 

a 10% incrjr&se in wages, the workers of approximately 60 

factories in the Settlement (including extxa-Settlement 

Roasts) and 4 factories in the French J^cess ion,(about 25% 

of the total number) resumed Work on April 3. The 

remainder are expected to resume in the near future.

Kung Yih Cotton Mill (British) - atrike situation

The strike situation in the Kung Yih Cotton Mill,

150 Robison Road,. 0.0.1», remains unchanged this morning, 

April 3.

At 9.30 a.m. April 2, sev'n representatives of the

workers and ninete* woo, it is alleged, were

injured during the clash between the Police and strikers 

on April 1, proceeded by motor truck to the Civic Centre 

and petitioned the City Government and the Bureau of Social 

Affairs to render assistance in the present dispute.

Similar calls were paid to the local Kuomintang Headquarters, 

Feng Ling Jao, off Route GhjLsi, the Chinese. Ratepayers’ 

Association, 59 Hongkong Road, and the Shanghai Citizens’ 

Association, 16 Rue de la Porte du Nord, during the 

afternoon of the same day.
On April 2, the strikers organized-six picket groups 

each consisting of thirty persons for the purpose of preventing; 
workers from breaking the strike.
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Kung Yih Cotton Mill (British) - strike of workers

Following the declaration of a strike by the workers 

on the early morning of April 1 (vide I.R. 1-4-37), the 

management of the Kung Yih Cotton Mill. 150 Robison Road. 

0.0.L. ordered a lookout later the same day. It is learned 

that several representatives of the strikers and 19 workers 

who are alleged to have received injuries during the clash 

between the strikers and the police on April 1, will 

proceed t the City Government and the Bureau of Social 

Affairs on April 2 to submit an appeal for mediation in 

connection with thdr demands for better treatment.
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Kung Yih Cotton I'ill (British) - Strike of workers
At 5.45 a. . April 1, approximately ^,000 day and 

night shift workers, of the Kung Yih Cotton ’'ill (British), 
150 Robison Road, O.O.L., declared a strike and commenced 
to destroy machinery and equipment in an endeavour to 
force the management to accede to the following demands j-
1. That the new staff engaged by the management be discharged, and vacancies such as “engineers" be 

filled by experienced workers at present employed.
2. That the . .an. .¿e.nent make an assurance that no worker 

be dismissed without reasonable cause.
3. That when a worker is on leave and a substitute is 

engaged, full pay for the substitute be paid by the 
management.

4. That workers be given extra pay for increase in work.
5. That the management establish a club, to be Controlled 

by workers, for the benefit of the workers.
6. That the rice allowance be restored, and the 10f* 

deduction in pay effected last year be abolished.
7. That wages be paid for the period of the recent strike.
8. That an agreement between the management and the 

workers be signed if the above demands are accepted 
by the management*

Following the refusal of the e iployees to leave 
the mill premises, a clash took place between the workers 
and the Municipal Police who eventually succeeded in 
ejecting the strikers. During the ensuing melee a
number of workers were injured. io arrests were made.

Hiscellaneous
Local Tangpu entertains Fayor At Te Chen and Dr. H.R. Kung

Under the auspices of the local Tangpjj<*USe ‘roosung- 
Shanghai Garrison Commander's ’’geegiarrirters and other 
official and public b£d£^§7 a tiffin party for yayor 'Tu 
Te-.Chen, Dr. 'kung and Mr. o.K. Yui, Acting Mayor of



April 2, 1937 Afternoon Translation*

Hwa Mei Wan Pao dated April 1 and other local newspapers t- 

CLA3H AT KUNG YIH COTTUN MI3J,

As a protest against the refusal by their 
management to comply with their demands for better 
treatment* the entire body of the workers of the Kung 
Yih Cotton Mill a British concern, at No.
150 Robison Road* O.O.L., went on strike at 6 a.ta.
April 1. The Gordon Road Police Station was notified 
and more than 20 detectives and uniformed policemen 
were detailed to the mill tb maintain order*

£ Just at the time when Mr. Zing Tuh Pang 
)> an engineer of the mill* was in conversation 

with the police officials* the workers on the upper 
floor of the mill opened the window to look downstairs* 
and in so doing a piece of wood attached to the window 
became loosened and dropped upon one of the policemen 
downstairs. The police official at once rushed upstairs 
and demanded from the workers an explanation.

Noticing the presence of police officials* 
the workers became excited and all rushed downstairs. 
The policemen downstairs* upon learning of this, at once 
went upstairs and assaulted with batons the workers they 
met. A clash thus ensued which resulted in great disorder 
in the mill.

Consequently* the Gordon Road Police Station 
was notified by telephone by the detectives* and more 
than 30 additional Chinese and foreign policemen were 
sent to the scene of trouble in two riot vans* while 
at the same time more than 80 policemen in four riot vans 
were detailed from the Reserve Unit* Upon noticing the 
presence of so many police officers* the workers became 
more excited.

Upon learning of the trouble* a party of 
police Was detailed from the Gordon Road Sub
Station and the Detective Squad of the Police Bureau* 
but as they were refused admittance into the mill* they 
were unable to render protection. Later* more than 80 
members of the S.V.C. arrived at the scene in fiour vans, 
but they were soon withdrawn as the workers had already 
been dispersed.

During the dash between the Municipal Police 
and the workers, 19 workers were injured in the head.
11 of them who sustained serious injuries were conveyed 
to the Chung San Hospital* while the remainder were sent 
to the Lester Hospital for treatment.

Following their ejection from the mill, the 
workers held an urgent meeting^at 5 p.m. yesterday at 
House No. 7 Min Sun Lee (A/X £ ) alleyway off Brenan 
Road at which it was resolved that the local Tangpu and 
Government authorities be notified of the circumstances 
of the incident and be requested to open negotiations. 
During the meeting, representatives were appointed to 
make appeals to the local Party and Government organs in 
the afternoon.
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Hwa Mei Wan Pao dated April 1 and other lo<tal newsp

CLASH AT KUNG YIH COTTON MXIj,

As a protest against the refusal by their 
management to comply with their demands for better 
treatment* the entire body of the workers of the Kung 
Yih Cotton Mill a British coneern, at No.
150 Robison Road* O.O.L., went on strike at 6 a.m. 
April 1. The Gordon Road Police Station was notified 
and more than 20 detectives and uniformed policemen 
were detailed to the mill to maintain order»

Just at the time when Mr. Zing Tuh Fang 
), an engineer of the mill* was in conversation 

with the police officials* the workers on the upper 
floor oi" the mill opened the window to look downstairs* 
and in so doing a piece of wood attached to the window 
became loosened and dropped upon one of the policemen 
downstairs» The police official at once rushed upstairs 
and demanded from the workers an explanation»

Noticing the presence of police officials* 
the workers became excited and all rushed downstairs» 
The policemen downstairs, upon learning of this* at once 
went upstairs and assaulted with batons the workers they 
met» A clash thus ensued which resulted in great disorder 
in the mill.

Consequently, the Gordon Road Police Station 
was notified by telephone by the detectives* and more 
than 30 additional Chinese and foreign policemen were 
sent to the scene of trouble in two riot vans* while 
at the same time more than 80 policemen in four riot vans 
were detailed from the Reserve Unit» Upon noticing the 
presence of so many police officers* the workers became 
more excited»

Upon learning of the trouble* a party of 
police was detailed from the Gordon Road Sub-*
Station and the Detective Squad of the Police Bureau* 
but as they were refused admittance into the mill* they 
were unable to render protection. Later* more than 80 
members of the S»V»C. arrived at the scene in flour vans, 
but they were soon withdrawn as the workers had already 
been dispersed.

During the dash between the Municipal Police 
and the workers* 19 workers were injured in the head.
11 of them who sustained serious injuries were conveyed 
to the Chung San Hospital, while the remainder were sent 
to the Lester Hospital for treatment»

Following their ejection from the mill, the 
workers held an urgent meeting at 5 p.m. yesterday at 
House No. 7 Min Sun Lee (A/X £ ) alleyway off Brenan 
Road at which it was resolved that the local Tangpu and 
Government authorities be notified of the circumstances 
of the incident and be requested to open negotiations. 
During the meeting, representatives were appointed to 
make appeals to the local Party and Government organs in 
the afternoon»
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Many Injured, In Rioting 
At Kung Yik Cotton Mill;
Stay-In Strike Declared

Reserve Unit Called Out To Evict 3,000 Day And 
Night Hands; Detachment Of Russian Regt. 

On Scene As More Trouble Expected
ONLY $1,000 DAMAGE ESTIMATED;

’’’“^LOCK-OUT IS DECLARED

Almost 50 workers were injured, 11 of them sustaining 
fairly serious injuries, Wiany window panes were broken and 
machinery damaged in a riot which broke out at the Kung Yik 
Cotton Mill, one of the Ewo group, at 150 Robison Road, early 
yesterday morning. The Reserve Unit of the Shanghai Muni
cipal Police had to be called out to reinforce the officers of 
Gordon Road Police Station in evicting 3,000 workers of the day 
and night shift from the factory premises. The rioting was 
expected to reach serious proportions and two detachments of 
the Russian Regiment, S.V.C., were rushed to the scene and 
stood by on Robison Road awaiting eventualities.

t 
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The workers were finally evicted 
and a lock-out was declared by the 
management. A check estimated 
that only about $1,000 worth of pro
perty damage was done. A large 
number of window panes were 
broken and slight damage was done 

[to several of the looms. The situa- 
I tion was quiet last night, a small 
detachment of police standing guard 
at the factory. No demands had 
been submitted by the workers.

The trouble started shortly before 
6 o’clock when the 1,500 night shift 
workers were scheduled to come off 
work and the same number of day 
shift hands had come to replace 
them. When the time came for the 
change of shifts, the night shift 
workers refused to leave the pre
mises, while the day shift hands 
all trooped into the factory.

A rather curious situation arose, 
part of the workers wanting to 
work, while the other part refused 
to let them do so. Mediation was 
immediately commenced and a call 
was put through to Gordon/ Road 
Police Station, a large squad of 
polic under Inspector R. C. Hall im
mediately turning out.

Refuse To Leave
The workers were finally given 

the alternative of cOfttlhuing to 
work or leaving the factory. They 
refused to do either and then a call 
for reinforcements was put through 
and the Reserve Unit under Chief 
Inspector J. F. Lovell rushed to the 
scene in the two Red Marias. The 
two pohee vans drove into the fac-1 
tory compound and it was then that i 
the rioting commenced, workers 
breaking window panes and throw
ing bobbins at the police and the 
van standing below. Minor damage 
was also done to several of the 
looms.

A party of police was then rush
ed through the back of the factory 
and the slow process of pushing the 
workers out commenced. Further 
difficulty arose when fights * started 
inside the factory between different 
factions of workers. ? Some wanted 
to continue to work, while others 
ordered them to stop. Most of the 
2,600 female workers wanted to con
tinue to work, while the trouble 
was mostly carried on by the 400 
odd coolies.

The general advance of the police 
to clear out the workers started at 
about 7 o’clock, and the factory 

premises and the compound were 
all cleared within half an hour. A 
number of workers were injured, 
not all by the police, but some in 
lighting among themselves. Eleven • 
were rushed in ambulances to the j 
Sacred Heart Hospital, while many - 
others had their injuries attended 1 
to by ambulance men on the spot.

Old Trouble
The rioting, the strike and the 1 

subsequent lock-out declared by ' 
the management date back to ' 
February 19, when a dispute arose 1 
between the management and the 1 
workers and, it is understood, was 1 
temporarily settled. The trouble yes- { 
terday, it is strongly believed, has 1 
been started by outside elements, 
instigated by the various male and ' 
female heads of groups, who lately * 
have been deprived of a large 1 
amount of “squeeze” by the new ’ 
system of wage payment devised by 1 
the management. 1

Previously the wage money was 
all paid to the foreman or fore
Woman, who paid off their group ; 
of workers. For about' a month now 
the management has issued the • 
wage money direct to the workers, 
with the result that the “squeeze” , 

. taken by the heads of groups is 
I eliminated.

It has been stated that the work- 
i era wént on strike in order to en- 
' force a demand for an increase in 

wages. However, up to late yes- 
! terday afternoon the management 
! of the factory had not received any 
formal demand.

Workers’ Meeting
A meeting was called by the 

workers yesterday afternoon at 
which it was decided to petition 
the Bureau of Social Affairs to help 
them in mediating with the man
agement and also to obtain medical 
fees for the injured men. It was 
also decided to maintain that the 

' management should be held fully 
i responsible for the riot and the 
j damage resulting from it. They 

also decided to insist on being 
granted all the demands made on 
February 19. including one for an

J increase in wages.
i ' It was learnt last night that the 
: riotous workers decided to petition 

officials of the Bureau of Social 
Affairs to-day for assistance in settle- 
ing their trouble. They claimed, at 
a meeting held last night, that they 
had presented eight demands to 
their management. The Bureau, it 
was further learnt, would try to 
mediate on Monday.

They demanded that besides the 
I engineer who must be appointed by 

the mill management other officers 
of the mill should be ejected and old 
workers put in their place. They 
asked for guarantees against dis
missal of workers, prbportional in
crease of wages for more working 
hours, a club to be financed by thè 
mill but managed by workers, re
storation of last year’s wages, which 
were reduced by 10 per cent., and 
payment of wages during the strike 
which they called on February 19.



March 1, 1937.

Kung Yih Cotton ?T111 - strike ends

The strike of the Kung Yih Cotton Mill (British), 150 
Robison Road, which commenced on Feb. 18 owing to a number of 
workers being paid off following changes in the working system 
came to an end this morning, March 1, when the full complement 
of day shift employees reported for work
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In compliance with this order, 200 strikers out 
of a total of 1,700 hands appeared for, work this morning, 
February 26th.

It is beli&rea that a large number of strikers 
were prevented from resuming worx: by pickets posted in 
-Chinese territory*

Bwp Cotton kill (British) - Handbill found
Copies of a handbill calling upon the workers of 

the Ewo Cotton Mill, 670 Yangtszepoo Road, to support the 
Kung Yih kill (British) wbrkars, who declared a strike on 
February 18, were found in the Ewo Cotton Mill at 7 a.m. 
on February 25th. This document purports to emanate 
from the"Whole Body of Kung Yih Mill Workers."

Miscellaneous
Chinese Medical practitioners1 Association » Meeting 

Seven committee members of the Chinese Medical S'
Practitioners’ Association held a meeting at 9 p.p< 
February 25 in their office, Lane 156, No.58x^moy Road, 
when the question of an order issued by the C.*'.^. 
requiring Chinese medical practit^eliers to register with 
the Authorities was discusse±< It was decided to ask 
the French Concession Chinese Ratepayers’ Association to 
request the C.l'.F^/to rescind the registration order.

Native Banlçefs’ Guild -• to hold annual meeting
Nine committee members of the Native Bankers’ Guild 

held a meeting at 2 p.m. February 25 in their office at 
276 Ningpo Road, when it was decided to hold the annual 
meeting of the Guild at 2 p.m. March 2 on the guild premises.
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Kung Yih Cotton Kill - strike situation

At 5 a.m. February 25 a proclamation issued jointly by 
the local Tangpu and the Bureau of Social Affairs, instructing 
the strikers to resume work, was posted outside the mill.

In compliance with this order, 200 strikers out 
of a total of 1,700 hands appeared for work this morning, 
February 26th.

It is believed that a large number of strikers 
were prevented from resuming work by pickets posted in 
Chinese territory.



February 26, 1937. Afternoon Translation.

Central China Daily News and other local newspapers:

FGH LUEN SILK FILATURE WORKERS ON STRIKE

The Foh Luen Silk Filature ) on Tien
Road, Chapei, employs about 600 workers of boti>-ff€xes.

As a protest against the rejecjieifof their demands 
for better treatment and an inoreasg^erfwages, the 600 
operatives went on strike yest^j?diymorning. Both the 
management and the strikgj>e^liave submitted reports to the 
Bureau of Social AfJJaifs and have asked for mediation.

It i£p-trficierstood that this morning the Bureau will 
detail officials to mediate in the dispute.

Central China Daily News and other local newspapers!

THE STRIKE OF KUNG YIH COTTON MILL WORKERS
In connection with the strike of workers of the 

Kung Yih Cotton Mill ( '£ )> Robison Road, the
representatives of workers of various departments yesterday 
afternoon held a meeting at which it was resolved that five 
representatives be appointed to request the Bureau of Social 
Affairs to mediate.

Yesterday the management posted up a notice 
advising the strikers to return to work, but none of the 
strikers reported for duty.

Star Daily News ) publishes the following comment s~

CRITICISM OF S.M.C.

In the past the authorities of the Foreign 
Settlements used to permit the showing of films darogatory to 
China, such as "Welcome Danger" and "Shanghai Express".

According to yesterday’s papers, the Central 
Film Censorship Committee has published a notif icatipri^ 
stating that a film entitled "We Who Are About tp^Tiie" 
produced by the Peacock Motion Picture Corporation had been 
banned by the Shanghai Municipal Counoil-x^'''””^

This film deals with the li£e'x'in gaol of a person 
who has been wrongfully imprisoned^-etfid is based on the actual 
experiences of an American nam^d^Lampson. A responsible 
official of the S.M.C. sta^etihat the picture is not 
suitable for exhibition>tii Snanghai as it is liable to induce 
>ri saners to oreatejti'iiuble.

As a matter of faot, there is no chance for 
prisoners tojMJe the picture. The S.M.C. is very cautious 
about pri>e!iers, yet it has allowed films derogatory to China 
to be_^hcwn in the Settlement. This shows that the S.M.C. 
is^-erfraid of trouble being created by prisoners, but is not 

-Afraid of the Chinese people. Are we Chinese inferior 
even to prisoners”?
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February 25, 193®. Morning Translation.

Min Pao and other local newspapers:-

THE STRIKE IN THE KUNG YIH COTTON JHLL

Despite mediation by the local Tangpu and 
other Government organs, the strike in the Kung Yih (zZ\ ) 
Cotton Mill on Robison Road in the western district of 
Shanghai remains unsettled.

With a view to preventing the dispute from 
assuming serious proportions, the local Tangpu and the 
Bureau of Social Affairs yesterday issued a joint notification 
ordering the strikers to resume work pending a settlement 
of the dispute.
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The Spinning and Winding Department o^Ji^'Sing
Yen No.l Kill which closed in^JUa^^vening of February 17 
following a strike cTfthe night shift hands (Vide I*R. 
18/2/37) resumed work cn February I84

Kung Yih Cotton Mill r strike continues
Cwing to the suspension of operations by workers 

in the Spinning Department and the subsequent shortage 
of cotton yarn, the management of the Kung Yih Cotton 
Kill closed down the ether departments at 6 p»m. February 
18« Some 1,7CC hands were thus affected.

The situation remains unchanged this morning, 
February 19, and although the strikers have not yet 
submitted any demand to the management, their represent
atives appealed to the Bureau of Social Affairs for 
assistance on February 17 and 18 when the following 
demands were expressed.
1. That all the foremen and juvenile workers who have 

been discharged be reinstated.
2. That, if the above mentioned demand is not accepted 

by the management, a retiring gratuity equivalent
to 6 months1 wages be issued to each of the dismissed 
foremen and workers.

3. That engineer Zing Tuh-ming be dismissed.
A meeting will tQke place in the forenoon of 

February 19, 1937, between representatives of the 
strikers and a representstive of the Bureau of Social 
Affairs for the purpose of discussing the demands.
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February 23, 1937.

Kung Yih Cotton kill - strike continues

The Kung Yih Cotton kill, 150 Robison Road, closed 
down again at 5*30 p.m. Feb. 22. the number of strikers 
having resumed work being insufficient to continue operations.
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February 22, 1937.

Kung Yih Cotton Mill - strike situation

In accordance with a notice posted by the management 
outside the mill gate at 4 p.m. February 21, instructing 
all workers to resume work on the morning of February 22, 
some 170 workers out of 1,700 hands of the Kung Yih Cotton 
Mill, 150 Robison Road, reported for. work at 5.30 a.m. 
this morning, February 22. A large number of workers were 
prevented from entering the mill by pickets serit .out by 
those who are dissatisfied with the terms of compromise 
agreed upon between the Management and a delegate of the 
Bureau of Social Affairs on February 20.



SECRET 2 NOT ?0R FHESS PUBLICATION
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POL

SPECIAL BRANCH

INTELLIGENCE REPORT
Political

Movements of Notables
From Nanking 

Arrived at 7 a.m. February 19 ;* 
General Hsu Zoong-ts, Vice President of th^ 

Control Yuan*

3rd Anniversary of the Inauguration of ffie New Life 
Movement

Under the auspices of the Shan^nai New Life Movement 
Acceleration Association, a general meeting to commemorate 
the 3rd anniversary of the Lriauguration of the New Life 
Movement was held betweej/lO a.m. and 11.20 a.m. February 
19 in the Chinese Chapif'er of Commerce, North Soochow Read, 
when eight hundred/persons attended. During the proceedings 
paper slips beaming slogans on the New Life Movement and 
copies of Ure MParty Voice11 Volume III, Issue No.6 published, 
by the Izical Tangpu containing articles on the movement 
wereydistributed among the audience.

Labour
Kung Yih Cotton Mill - strike of workers

The Kung Yih Cotton Mill, 150 Robison Road, remained 
closed this morning, February 20, following the strike 
of 174 female workers of the Spinning Department (vide
I.R.  18/2/37).

At 2 p.m. February 19, the following demands were 
presented to the Mill management by the strikers through 
the medium of Mr, Tsang Tso^-jang, representative of the

hp , S. B. R3GISTKÏ

Bureau of Social Affairs : 
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1) Tn^t ti.e bevtrt diac.arged loremen eacn be given a 
retiring <,rc.tuity equivalent to four months' wd<_es in 
addition to .tneir superannuation, ana tne payment be 
maue in a lump sum instead oi by instalments•

2) That the workers discharged after February 8. 1937 
be re-instated.

3) Tn case trie sec.nd demand is not granted, these 
ex-workers will e^ch be given e retiring gratuity 
to ten aonths' wr es.

4) That assurance be given that no workers will be 
discharged in future.

5) That all newly engaged employees be paid off.

6) That all workers’ wages be paid for the perioa of 
the strike.

’’’hese demands me now receiving the cons id«rc.t ion 

of the mill management.

Hung Shing Hosiery Factory - Agitation of Workers

The Hung Shing Hosiery Factory, a Chinese concern 

located ut 221 Rue du Zarche, whicn closed in December,

1936. for New Year nolidays, re-opened on February DCth, 

wnen thirteen dismissed workers turned up and demanded 

re-instutement• This demand w^s supportedZoy tne 300 

workers of the factory. The Managemairx, however, 

rejected the demand, end declare»a lockout on February 

19th to counteract the aftt/zilon of the employees.

At 10 a.m. FebpCary 19th, ten Coimjlttee ''embers 

of the 2nd Distriyt^Knitting Workers’ Union held a meeting 

in the Union Office, 2b Sicn .lien Sz Loong, Nantao, when 

it was decided to refer the dispute existing in the Hung 

Shing Factory to the Chinese Authorities.
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11) "Down with the Japanese Imperialists’."
The ’"h ~ll2~l"7i Vuii'-LL 1 n~lr' to 

^Cg^a-toi u 11! lh^ 3rd. Plenary Cession. 
Labour

Sing Yeu No.l Cotton luill - strike of workers >
At 11 a.m. February 17, approximately 100 day shi#t .

operatives of the Spinning and ¿finding Depar tmentp/of the 
Sing Yeu No.l Cotton Mill,No,37 West Soochow/Road, stopped 
work and demanded that the clerical staf^who had been 
discharged be re-instate- and that aZwage increase of 5 
cents per day be granted. Thi^/movement was supported 
by 300 night shift hands o£Zthe same department who 
sbsented themselves frpm duty in the night of February 17/18. 
The management reused to consider these demands and 
threatened toz/aisn'.iss those workers who were dissatisfied 
with the,/^rtsen,c working conditions, whereupon the strikers 
of the day shift returned to work unconditionally this 
■morning, February 13» It is expected that the night 
shift strikers will resume work this evening.

Kung Yih Crttcn Mill - strike of workers
The No.l and 2 forewomen and some 174 of the 300 

female workers of the Spinning Department of the Kung Yih 
Cotton Mill, 150 Robison Road, failed to put in an appearance 
at 5.30 a.m. this morning, February 18, 1537, without giving 
any reason. Owing to a lack of hands, this Department was 
closed down, the 126 workers present being sent away«- 
Operations are being continued in other departments, hut it is expected that the Winding and Reeling Department will be compelled to suspend oneration later in the day x owing to a shortage of yarn in consequence of the closing of the spinning Department.
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MEDIATION IN MILL 
STRIKES FAILS____________‘Discussions On To-day • 

Over Dismissals By 
Managements’ Official mediation in the strike of workers of the Shing Yu and^Kung Yi Cotton Mills, all located in Robinson Road, brought no definite results yesterday. The striking workers who began their strike on Sunday still insisted that all of their demands be accepted. Further negotiations are expected to be carried on to-day.Workers of the Shing Yu mill called the strike because their management recently 'dismissed some officers. Yesterday the man- ' agement was reported to nave . accepted some of the demands presented by the strikers, including the one asking for 10 months* wages for those who were dismissed. The demand for an increase of wages by five per cent, was turned down.Labour unrest in the Kung Yi cotton mill was caused by the recent dismissal of workers of several departments. The angry workers are scheduled to petition Chinese authorities to-day, asking that the dismissed workers be reinstated or be given six months’ wages. They will also demand the dismissal of an engineer.



February 16, 1937.
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Afternoon Tranelatian*-

Min Pao and other local newspapers'.

LABCUR TRCUBLS IN HSIN YUI COTTCN MILL

As a protest against the dismissal of certain 
members of the staff by the management, the workers of the 
Hsin Yui ( 3m ) Cotten Mill, No.8 Robison Road, went on , 
strike on the morning of February 14.

As no satisfactory reply was given bviteemanage- 
ment to the six demands submitted by the striKjyrti, the 
workers on the morning of February 15 appointed nine 
representatives to submit an appeal to,.the local Tangpu, the 
Bureau of Social Affairs and the General Labour Union 
d emand Ing : -

(1) The recognition of the Workers* Union as the 
representative ef thejtK’fkers,

(2| The rcstcjjMrfion of operations.
(3) A ra^tfetion in the number of working days to four 

per week.
(4) A 5f increase in wages.

/z'l5| The cessation of unreasonable discharges of workers. 
(0) The maintenance of the present system of working.

Min Pao and other local newspapers:

THE SITUATION IN KUNG YIH COTTCN MILL

The strikers of the KUng Yih ( 7'^. ) Cotton 
Mill, No.150 Robison Road, held a meeting on the night of 
February 14.

At 10 a.m. February 15, 14 representatives were 
appointed by the strikers to submit an appeal to the local 
Tangpu, the Bureau of Social Affairs and the General Labour 
Union demandings-

(1) The payment of a retiring gratuity equivalent to 
six months’ pay to each discharged foremen and worker in 
accordance with the regulations governing the discharge 
of foremen.

(2) In case the first demand is not granted, the 
discharged foremen and workers be reinstated.

(3) The dismissal of the engineer 2ing Tuh Min

Sin Wan Pao (Tientsin telegram):

CCUNTERFBIT NOTES IN TEE NORTH

Large numbers of counterfeit bankigp&es have 
appeared in Tientsin and Peiping. J/^jay'cf the dens 
manufacturing these counterfeit rntafr^iere raided. These 
counterfeit notes are manufa/xUrr'e'd and uttered mostly by 
ronins.

On F^bxerSfy 15, the Hopei-Charhar Political 
Council infejnaed the Tientsin City Government to the effect 
that any person arrested for counterfeiting banknotes in 
fnttrie would be executed as a warning to others.

(■
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February 15, 1937.
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Afternoon Translation.

Lih Pao and other local newspapers:-

LABOUR TROUBLE AT THE KUNG YIH COTTON MILL

The Kung Yih ( LZ ) otherwise Known as the 

Ewo) Cotton Mill* Robinson Road, employs about 3,000 workers.

Yesterday the management posted up a notice 

to the effect that the labour contract system is to be 

abolished and that some 300 workers including seven foremen 

will be discharged.

The workers demanded that they each be given 

a retiring gratuity equivalent to six months’ pay. The 

negotiations had no result.

The workers subsequently held a meeting at

which representatives to sufomit an appeal to the local Tangou 

and other government organs to-day to effect their reinstatement 

were appointed.
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February 15, 3937. Afternoon Translation.

Lib. Pao and other local newspapers

LABOUR TRO! BLE AT THE KUNG YIH COTTON HILL

The Kung Yih ( 45 otherwise known as the 
Ewo) Cotton Mill, Robixson Road, employs about 3,000 workers.

Yesterday the management posted up a notice 
to the effect that the labour contract system is to be 
abolished and that some 300 workers including seven foremen 
will be discharged.

The workers demanded that they each be given 
a retiring gratuity equivalent to six months’ pay. The 
negotiations had no result.

The workers subsequently held a meeting at 
which representatives to submit an appeal to the local Tangpu 
and other go eminent organs to-day to effect theic reinstate
ment were appointed.
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Shafick Georg» HATEM arrived in Shanghai from Trieste 

on September 5, 1933» in the s.s. *Conte Verde.*1 From the 

Allene* Passport Declaration Jform he filled up prior to dia- 

embarloaent it would appear that he ia an American who was 

hern in 1910 at Buffalo» N.C. Giving his home address aa 
Roanoke Hapids, N.C., U.S.A., and his profession as doctor 

of medicine» he travelled on U.S, passport Mo. 519 issued on____

August 3, 1933, by the American Consulate-General at Geneva,_____

which bears a Chinese visa issued on August 11 of the same_______
year at Trieste, He stated that he intended to remain in 

Shanghai for an indefinite period and that his object in 

caning to this city was to practice medicine»____________________

____ On September 11» 1933, Dr. Hatem, in company with Dr, 

R,D. Levinson» applied for registration with the Shanghai 

Medical Board. They presented doctor*s diplomas of the 
University of Geneva issued in 1933. After the local Consulate- 

General for Switzerland had been communicated with iregarding 

the validity of their qualification papers, their applications 
were approved and their names were included in the Shanghai 

Municipal Council*s register of medical practitioners for 1934,

________ On January 16, 1934, Dr. Hatem and Dr, Levinson___________

established their offices in Room 406» No, 10 Kiukiang Road 

(Continental Bank Building) which they occupied until November 

of the same year. Dr. Hatem*s office address in 1935 was 39 

Peking Road. Bnquiries at Jardine« Matheson & Co»» Ltd», 

owners of the premises, show that Dr. Hatem*s name never 

appeared on the list of tenants and that, in all probability, 

he shared an office with either Dr. B. G. Lobsovsky or Drs.______

Ivy & Robinson in the same building. Xt will be recalled that
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Morri a Appelman (d. 5180) upon his return in Shanghai from 

Nagasaki on August 16, 1934« mentioned. Dr* Hatem as a reference 

in hia Aliens* Passport Declaration Form. Further, it will_____

be recalled that Dr. Lobsovsky (died in 1935) who was an________

official dentist to the staff of the local Soviet Consulate. 

was also connected with Morris Appelman. It would, therefore, 

appft^r that it was Dr. Lobsovsky with whom Dr. Hatem shared 

an office at 39 Peking Road.________________________________________

On April 26, 1934, Dr. Hatem applied at the S.M. Police 

Traffic Office for a driving licence. On that occasion he gave 

his address as No, 588 Yu Yuen Road and produced a note bearing 

the signature of Mr. B. Farkas. Hungarian, who at that time 

resided at Ho. 749 Yu Yuen Road, to the effect that he was 

permitted to drive a motorcar- owned by Mr. Farkas. On June 26._

1935, Dr. Hatem renewed his licence and gave his address as 

Apt. 4, No. 260 Yu Yuen Road. He has not appeared at the

Traffic Office since that time and there is nothing onymcord_____

to show that he owns or uses a motor car.__________________________

______ Tn November, 1935. Dr, Hatem in reply to a communication

from the Public Health Department gave hie office address as_____

Apartment 4» 260 Yu Yuen Road. He also intimated that Dr,________

Levinson intended to leave Shanghai Shortly._______________________

At present it appears that Dr. Hatem is still residing at 
the above address but that he does not receive patients there. 

Reference to the available hong lists for 1934. 1935 and 1936 

shows that Dr. Hatem*s name is mentioned only in the hong list 

for 1934. It does not appear in the telephone directory for_____

1936 (summer edition)»___________ __________ _________________________

______ Dr» Levinson referred to above arrived in Shanghai from
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Geneva via Trieste together with Dr. Hatem. On the Aliens* 

Passport Declaration Form he entered the following particulars

Robert Daniel Levinson, American, born in 1906, at Hew______
York City. Home address* 1325 Rast 13th Street, Brooklyn,

K.Y., U.S.A. Doctor of medicine. Holds American passport 

Ko. 514 issued on July 27, 1933, by the American Consulate- 

General at Geneva, which bears a Chinese visa issued on 

August 11, 1933, at Trieste.

______Upon arrival in Shanghai he took up his residence at 58S 
Yu Yuen Road. His present address is not known and it appears 

that he left -^hnnghai some time towards the end of 1935.

inquiries show that Flat 4, 260 Yu Yuen Road, has been 
occupied since February, 1934, by Mr, and Mrs. Henry A. Leiben- 

B0P>H.A. Leibenson, 58, is a Latvian of Jewish origin and is 

a teacher of music by profession. He is reported to have 

been resident in Shanghai for many years. On September 5, 1933 

he returned to this city ffom Switzerland together with Dr. 

Hatem and Dr, Levinson» At that time he was in possession of 

Latvian passport No. 665 issued on 10,7.32, at Shanghai. He 

gave as references the following persons» Mr. Vernon Caton,_____

48 Tewqple Lane and Miss F. Lipzer, 588 Yu Yuen Road.

_______It is of interest to note that among the passengers who 
arrived in Shanghai on the s.s."Conte Verde*on Sept. 5, 1ST 

was Mrs. CHANA KORNIG, 27, German (D.6227), She travelled on 

German passport No, 18fr»67/32 issued on 16.6,32 and visaed on 

10.7.1933 at the Chinese Embassy at Berlin. She also stated 
that she arrived in Shanghai to join her husband, R.Koenig, 

whose address she gave as “No. 2/4 Nedhust Road“ (?Medhurst Rdj 

_______Attahhed herewith is a photograph of Dr. S.G. Hatem._______  
Officer i/c Special Branch.

A . D.S.I.
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VIRTUAL SLAVE 
CONDITIONS IN 
PLATING TRADE
Report Made by Medical 

Association

WORKERS’ HEALTH BAD

Metal Dust Causes Many 
Complaints

SPECIAL TO THF. “N.-C.D.N.”

Conditions amounting to virtual 
slavery are revealed in the report oi’ 
the Chinese Medical Association on! 
the chromium plating and polishing 
industries in Shanghai. The ixporl., 

i drawn up by pr. pernard E. Read, 
S Dr. S. G Halem, and Messrs. Dju Yo- 
g bao and Lee Wei-yung, analyzes the? 
¿living and working conditions of; 
“employees in the trade and shoy/s| 
I that both are hopelessly inadequate, |

The majority of the workers are' 
Ibetween tho ages of twelve and 

twenty years, according to the in-1 
I vestigation; and far from being the 
| benevolent and paternal system it is| 
I often represented to be, the appren-I 
|tiee system in this trade is shown to 
• be heartless and cruel. Chinese laww 
I requires apprenticeship contracts, but» 
I in actual fact these are seldom made. J 
/The report states:

Boys Farmed Out .
’‘The apprenticeship system inB 

China, of which this is an example,® 
»has often been described, but per
il haps nowhere do its evils demon- ' 
/ st rate themselves more clearly than» 

jj||in the trade now studied. There is a 9 
generally accepted view that th*B 

JM owner of a factory or workshop fre-|j| 
quently takes into his service youngB

|| lads who come from his own townK 
Mi of origin and are known to him and 9 
M| that on this account he exercises a9

B paternal interest in their whole well-9 
being, even though they may have to 9

E work very hard. The present study|B 
MB has revealed that while this may beII 
99| the case to some extent, a situationM|

Biar otherwise exists concurrently. Angfe 
H entrepreneur, who may have paid aBI 
9 visit to a country district, will bringj

back a small boy • promising the^M 
¿‘parents that he will have him taughtB

a trade. He goes from workshop toN 
| workshop, till finally he finds aB 
I master who is in need of another un-B

Miy paid assistant. He hands the boyM 
g over and for this may receive a sumB 

lllll of some $5 for his services, and the^BB 
i new master may not even know hisB 9 

gjfet name or any facts concerning h,*m> ItB 
IkB9 is obvious that should He fall ill, or^BB 

£ become injured there is little sense9BB 
B of responsibility'' on the pari of the9B| 
p manager or owner of the workshop, g

“In order to discover with somefl
I exactitude to what extent there is a J 

turnover in the employment of young- .
y er lads a list of workers in ten plating
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September 1935 and checked in Jan-

. uary 1936. Out of 192 workers, 29 or 
115 per cent, had within a three 
| months’ period either left employment 
I or been dismissed. This drop cannbt■ 
I be attributed to any depression, since® 
I the worker in each place was re-® 
| placed. Since 70 per cent, of the^M 
I workers in the group of 200 medically® 
■ examined were lads under 20 years® 
I of age, it is obvious that the turn-®|H| 
| over is a large one and would in-W 
| dicate that some very casual relation-?
| ships exist. No general figures fOi'^^flB 
| turnover in other trades are avail-^H 
| able for comparison, but the percent-®®®fe 
| age is sufficiently high within the|j|j®| 
I short period to be significant. Neither^B® 
I is it known to what extent the dis-fl
J pensing with the worker coincides*
* with his attaining an age and experi-fl 
1 ence when he would have to bej 

given remuneration for his services.® 
It is, however, known that when the^MM 
boy has served an apprenticeship ofaM 

E three or four years and is demanding® 
■ that he receive some pay, it is often® 
I found convenient to replace him byfl 
B a younger unpaid boy in good health^ 
B fresh from the country.”

Converted Dwelling Houses

Most of the chromium plating fac-® 
| tories in Shanghai are converted® 
I dwelling houses. They are usually® 
I an ordinary Chinese house or shop.3 
I containing one larger room and afl 
B kitchen downstairs and two rooms® 
B above. The front room, facing the® 
B street, is usually adapted for buffing» 
B and polishing, while the kitchen fre-»
| quently has «plating vats installed.* 
® The floor of the workshop is the! 
® sleeping place of the apprentices! 
f whose bedding by day may be seem 
I rolled up and placed in a corner of 

the dusty polishing room. Lofts. I 
| though the exit from them is pre-1 
| carious in case of fire at night, are! 
i nevertheless regarded as superior! 
| sleeping accommodation and are1 

•• chosen ¡by the older workers.
The conditions in the workshops® 

j are often appalling. The hours of fl 
■ work average out to eleven hours a® 
B day. In polishing shops six or eight® 
f buffing or polishing wheels are® 

I crowded into as small a space as® 
B possible. The older workers graduate® 
E to wheels nearest the doorway where fl 
B there is more air and light. The;< 
■ newest apprentice mans the wheels® 
| farthest from the open air. He is® 
I visible only dimly through the dense® 
| cloud of dust which perpetually ® 
I arises from the wheels as the metal ■ 
I is polished with the use of abrasives, B 
* The dust never settles, for the shaft- B 

ing, being attached to the wooden f 
g ceiling of a building not designed to | 
I carry an industrial load, causes a | 
| vibration which keeps the dust always J 
| in motion.

The effect of these conditions upon! 
5 young workers can be imagined, and} 
i the sickness rate among them is ex-1 
I tremely high. The report referred toj 

■ gives details of the different diseases ] 
< found among the workers in the fac- 

i tories examined. Many of them arei 
| directly attributable to the conditions) 
J under which the youths have to earn’ 
, their keep. NasaL respiratory and ? 
lung complaints are common among 
them, as can be understood when it 

| is realized that the atmosphere they-; 
■:4 breathe for eleven hours of the day I 
I is laden with metal dust and the? 
I fumes of acids and other chemicals i 
I used in the industry.
| In the International Settlement it 
| is believed that more than 1,200 work- 

fContimied on page 10)
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Death of a Rumanian Jew at the Red Rose Cafe, 
Cabaret, Ho« 123 Jukong Road, Chapel,

At 6 a. m. on the 29-12-3«, the undersigned, with 

the assistance of the French Police, again visited 

Passage 9, House 6, Route de Grouchy, but Jean Bartolomeu 

was absent, and it was learned he had not visited there f 

since the morning of the 27-12-36, date on which 8, 

Wiengarten was murdered.

Between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m, on the 29-12-3«, 

D,S, Barton kept observation on the house, but Jean 

Bartolomeu failed to put in an appearance.

Between 7 p.m. and 12 midnight on the 29-12-36, 

the undersigned and D,S, Barton, with the assistance of 

the French Police, visited the Auditorium,and brothels 

and bars on the Avenue Joffre and Route Des Soeurs, when | 

it was learned Jean Bartolomeu had not been seen for

V four or five days, prior to which he had resorted to 

? these places.

On the 30-12-36, a description of Jean Bartolomeu

was circulated by teleprinter for information of all 

foreign detectives, stating he was wanted for questioning, 

no results accrued from this. Passenger departments of j 

shipping companies were also warned.

The undersigned has visited cabarets in the 

Settlement, French Concession and North Szechuen Road 

area, seeking for information,^this resulted in one 

named Mr. Riberio, a Portuguese subject, being met at
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| RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
11.30 p.m. on the 5-1-37, in the Red Rose Cafe, Jukong 

Road. He informed the undersigned that his friend one 

Mr. Dentici, an Italian subject, had met Bartolomeu on 

the 28-12-36. On request, Mr. Dentici and Mr. Riberio 

attended Dixwell Road Station on the morning of the 6-1- 

37, when Mr. Dentici gave the following information.

On the 28-12-36, he saw Jean Bartolomeu, at his home 

and office, Passage 1284, House 19, Rue Lafayette, when 

Bartolomeu informed him that he had had a quarrel with 

his paramour, and did not wish to sleep at his home, 

Passage 9, House 6, Route de Grouchy, that night, so 

I asked Mr. Dentici if he could sleep in Mr. Dentici’s 

I office. This was permitted, and after leaving early 

the following morning, Bartolomeu, returned later when 

Mr. Dentici was out.

Mrs. Dentici, however, saw him, and she observed 

his demeanour was very nervous. At about 7.30 p.m. on 

the 29-12-36, Bartolomeu again visited Mr. Dentici, 

carrying a small valise, and told him that his paramour 

had given him $50.00 and a Chinese, name not mentioned, 

had also given him $50.00, this $100.00 he said waa for 

his fare to Tientsin, where he had been promised a 

year’s contract with the Grand Hotel, as an electrical 

fitter, at a salary of $130.00 per mensem. He further 

stated that he was leaving for Tientsin that evening by 

the 11 p.m. express train.

Mr. Dentici noticed Bartolomeu was wearing a new
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suit of clothes, and also he had had his head shaven, 

Mr. Dentici has not seen him again since that 

evening.

It would appear that Bartolomeu has left Shanghai,

but, in vie* of his divulging his destination, it would 

not appear likely.that he has gone to Tientsin

Mr, Dentici, *ho is a member of the Special Police,

of the French Concession, knew Bartolomeu when he was 

employed in the armoury of the French Police, which 

position he was dismissed from 18 months ago. He has 

not had employment since.

His paramour, Lydia Efremenko, Russian, employed at

I Metropole Cabaret, residing Passage 9, House 6, Route de 

Grouchy, was questioned by D,S, Barton and Detective 

Ivanoff of the French Police, at 4.30 p.m. on the 6-1-37. I 

She stated, that at about 8 p.m, on the 28-12-36, she 

quarrelled with Bartolomeu, over his relations with other I 

women, when she told him not to visit her again. He 

left the house and she went to her work.

At about 8 a.m, on the 29-12-36, he again visited 

her, when she contends that she gave him an amount of 

money in the region of 130.00 to $40.00, at that time he 

appeared very upset, and said he was leaving Shanghai, 

but did not give his destination.

The veracity of the paramour*s statement is to be 

doubted, as she is in very poor circumstances, and if she 

did give Bartolomeu money, she would naturally know the
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gm mint. She could not give a detailed description of

Bartolomeu that morning, but stated he was still of an 

unkempt appearance»

Dr. Wong Wha has been informed of the foregoing and 

stated he will notify the P»8. Bureau at Tientsin, for 

them to make enquiries»

The two coolies, namely Tsang Sz Ying ( ‘Mt ) and 

Ts Ah Jing ), employed at the Red Rose Cafe, give

! the following description of the foreigner who entered the 

room shortly after 1 p.m. on the 27-12-36 and left about 

3 p.m»

"Male foreigner, height about 5*5*, medium build, 

long thin face, dark complexion, dark long hair, 

slight growth of beard and moustache, wearing a 

dark brownish coloured overcoat, and dark coloured 

soft hat»**

This description is also given by the coolie Tsu 

Miau Kung ( , employed by Chen Chee (”/9 general

store, 217 Woosung Road, referred to in the initial 

repor t»

This description tallies with that given by the 

French Police of Bartolomeu, prior to Mr. Dentlci having 

seen him with his face and head shaven.

Enquiries proceeding. // ,
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Death of a Rumanian Jew at the Red Roa»

Cafe, Cabaret, 123 Jukong Road, Chapel

The undersigned acting on the instructions of

quarters

scene.

In a bedroom on the 1st floor of

East corner of thesituated at the South

Samuel Wiengartena bed lay the body of

Rumanian Jew, manager

was lying on its left

on the head

of the bed

key in the lock

Dr. Wong Wha and party arrived at

visited No. 123 Jukong Road, the Red 

Dr. Wong Wha, Officer i/c, 3rd Dept,

the P.A.. to D.C (Crime}, at 9.30.a.m

Rose

P.S

on the 28.12.36

Cafe, to meet

Bureau Head-

about 10.15

m, prior to which the D,D.O."C* Division, visited the

the premises,

dance floor, on

aged 77 years,

of the Red Rose Cafe. The body

side, and had extensive burns on

the feet, hands and face. There were also two

The bed clothing and mattress

was badly burnt. There was severe scorching

and wooden cupboard adjacent. The room was

wounds

of

of

in

the bed

the wall

a general

disorder, a broken bottle was lying among some debris

near the bed, and electric wiring hanging on the head

A safe in the corner of the room had a

At 10.30.a.m on the 28.12.36, Procurator Wong

Kwung Kyi of the Shanghai District Court,held an
it. ¿r

inquest on the body, subsequent to Doctor Sung Kwei Tongb

è

>
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examination*

Mr A. Wiengarten, manager of the Maxima Cabaret,

Ko* 45 Avenue Edward Vll, identified the body as that

of his brother*

Following the inquest photographs of the body 

| were taken by officers of the S.P.8. Bureau* The body 

;was later removed to the Chengtu Mortuary for an autopsy*

Dr. Wong Wha informed the undersigned verbally, 

that the result of the autopsy was, that death was caused 

by a blow on the head with a hard instrument, the burning 

| of the body followed*

It appears that at about 3*45*p*m* on the 27*12*36, 

a coolie of the dance hall observed smoke issuing from 

under the door-way of the bed-room, he raised an alarm,

and several Russian and Portuguese employees of the dance 

hall, who were on the ground floor at the time, came to 

the dance hall and smashed in the door. The door has a 

yale spring lock affixed* They found the bed on which 

the deceased was lying in flames which they extinguished 

with buckets of water.

The P*S* Bureau, Borth Szechuen Road Police Station 

were not informed until 4*45.p.m. on the 28.12*36*

The books of the dance hall shew takings of about 

$900*00 during the Christmas period* Mr* A Wiengarten 

contends that deceased had about $2000.00 in the safe- 

this and money on the deceased’s person had been stolen.

along with several cheques of unknown amount*
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
These cheques were believed to be on the Banque 

Beige pour L’Etrange. The undersigned informed the 

bank of the alleged theft«

All the employees of the dance hall were taken to 

the P.8« Bureau Headquarters on the night of the 27.12« 

36 for questioning« they were released on the evening 

pf the 28.12.36« Names of these individuals have not 

j yet been obtained by the undersigned«

Until a late hour on the 28.12.36, nd finger prints 

| or definite clues at the scene of crime had been obtained 

by officers of the P.S.Bureau» however, everything

I points to murder and robbery«

Enquiries by the undersigned and D.S.I. Van Tuh Feo, 

I results of which have been passed on to the D.D.O«*C* 

Division, and Dr. Wong Wha, points to a foreigner being 

the culprit«
A coolie by the name of Tsu Miau Kung (¿Ma employ

ed by Chen Chee general store, No. 217 Woosung

■oad, at about 2«30.p.m« on the 27«12.36, delivered an 

order of butter abd wine to the deceased, in the room

where he met his death. At that time a foreigner,whose 

description somewhat coincides with the description of 

a foreigner given by two coolies of the dance hall, in 

the P«S« Bureau Headquarters, who saw the foreigner 

entering the room shortly after l«p.m. on the 27«12.36, 

and leaving about 3.p.m. the same day, was seen by this

coolie in the room. 



ntnNbLA jjdN Or* BRUNCH POLIOS REPORT 2705/K LaTED ô.l»

SUBJECT: rarest of a communist suspect named CHSWfl WM U Tfart*
<ff il* >•

RJujjjktiMCE: Suppression of communism in the Prerich Concession* 
Tseng Pong ( £ ) Secondary Schhol, Route Prosper
Paris.

S' 
s««-

At 10.30 p .m, January 6, 1937Russian auxiliary Constables 

Mos. 20 and 49 and Chinese Policeman No. 617 brought to Central 

Station one named CHEN TUNC TSLE pf? ), who was proceeding

in a westerly direction by ricsha along Rue Bourgeat, and who, 

when arrested and searched, was found in possession of twelve 

books, which he was hiding in a coverlet.

<»ith the assistance of U.S. WRIGHT of the Settlement 

Police, Sergeant OUSSaKOVSKY raid±ed No. 37 Tou Poh Li 0>,

Avenue Foch, the home of the arrested man. This raid, however, 

gave no results.

In view of the fact that a piece of paper bearing a 

scheme of an organisation project was found and seeming sus

picious, the individual was detained for further enquiries.

TSENG PONG (
$ ‘

aind is the younger

CHUNG TUNG TSIE is 25 years of age, a teacher at the

) Secondary School, Route Prosper Paris, 

brother of one CHENG TUNG WU )>

chief of the Shanghai Secondary School, establsihed by the
* Vv <

Kiangsu Provincial Government (.

Interviewed, Mr. HOU TSANG SHIH ( ), head of

the Tseng Pong Secondary School, Route Prosper ^aris, confirmed 

the statement of CHENG TUNG TSIE.

a little later, uih. CHENG TUNG .»/U (), elder brother 

of the arrested man, came to the station and stated that he

act as a guarantor for the honesty of, and political activities of

his brother

There being insufficient proof, and aching in accordance

with instructions, CHENG TUNG TSIS was released and handed over 

to his brother. The Chinese Police, however, have been informed 

of these suspected activities.



Shanghai Secondary School, 
Ju Min Road, Nantao.

Shanghai, January 7,1937

TO THS POLITICAL SECTION OP THE FRENCH POLICE.

Gentlemen,

I have the honour to inform you that my 

younger brother TUNG ISIS ()» a graduate of the 

Fu-Tan University, is now a teacher of the Tseng Fong 

( JE- |&C ) Secondary School. His ideas and activities 

are quite honest and I take all responsibility for them.

Signed and sealed:

CHENG TUNG WU.

Chief of the School.



STaTSMSNT UzdU «T ICUiD^UaRToìRS at 9 a.M. JAHUaRY 7,1937 BY
CHSNG TUNG TSIB )• TA££N BY B»S. J. P1SRLÜ.

Q. •ftiat are your names, age, profession, place of birth and. where 
is your home?
Uy name is CHAN TUNG TSIL alias CHAN YaO j£aO )• 2
native of Lukian (Ailhwei), residing at 37 Tou Fob Li, «.venue Poch, teacher at the Tseng Pong (j£_ ) Secondary
School, Route Prosper ■‘'arie.
How long have you been in Shanghai?

A. Nine years.
.¡¿here were you educated?

a. I was educated at the Shanghai Secondary School, established by the Kiangsu Provincial Government. Uy brother is the Head of this institution. In 1932 I went to the Pu Tan University, from which I graduated during July 1936. I4- remained four months unemployed during which period I lived with my elder brother. Towards December, thanks to him, I secured 
a post as a teacher at the Tseng Pong Secondary School, Route 
Prosper jraris. I have never been concerned in politics.

Q. The piece of paper bearing an organisation scheme appears to us to have at least some political object.
a. Luring the evening of January 4, 1937 the head of the school 

held a meeting of the ten school teachers and requested us to 
each form some ideas for the organisation of a military training scheme for the school. The Shanghai Military Traning Committee with offices in Nantao - I do not know the exact address - 
had asked the Head to take these measures* (The Headmaster of the School confirms this part of the statement.) I there
fore prepared this scheme, and perhaps the other teachers did 
the same as I did.

General Group

Propaganda Section

Workers Employees.
StudentsI-___________
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Assistance to French Police.

At 12.20a.m. 7-1-37, D.S. Oussakovsky and C.D.C. 307

D.D.O. *AB.

attached to the Special Branch. French Police brought to 

the station a male Chinese Zung Tong Ts 25, An-

whei, T/tencher, 37/504 Avenue Jfoah and requested 

assistance to visit the mentioned address to search for 

Communistic publications.

Enquiries made by C.D.C. 213 and the undersigned 

ascertained that the above mentioned person was stopped 

at 10p.m. 6-1-37 on Route des loeurs, P.O. by a Police 

search Party and when searched was found to have a small 

quantity of communistic literature in his possession.

The arrested person stated that he was a teacher

| employed at the Tsung Phung Middle lohool, on

. Route Prosper Paris, P.O.

The necessary assistance was rendered, but nothing 

j of an incriminating nature was found amongst his effects.

Enquiries learnt that the arrested person had

removed into the Avenue ¿boh premises on 4-1-37.

0. i/c Special 
Branch.







N.K. .. ?»!
File No,..:..:.:....

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE, 
n 77^/

S. 1. Special..J3ranchSwKw, .
REPORT ? „

D<»zi..F.e.b.ru.a.ry... 3...... z gil •

Subject yen Hel-Gaku, Korean ftadlCaY?

Made by........ta Forwarded by. 1D..J..3...........................
________ With reference to my previous report dated January 13.----- - 

-1937, CQ-ncerning Yen Hei-Gaauitt g? ), a Korean radical.---------  

-d-Jaave to._state that this individual, who has been detained----

in the local Japanese Consulate lending Investigation since_____ 

his arrest on January 7, 1937, was escorted to Korea by members— 

.of the-Japanese Consular Police on board the s.s._ "Hsian Maru"----

to be handed over to the Korean Authorities.____ The vessel_____

-left here _on-February 3, 1937._________________________ ____________

D. C. (Special Branch).



January 25, 1937.

MAINICKI

BRITON USES ABUSIVE LANGUAGE TO’,’ARDS JAPANESE 
MARINE

Insults of f or signers tfixfards 
Japanese marines continue to occur, whilst the^iifst 
incident which took place at the corner of LMrfighong 
and Miller Roads has not yet been settlg/K*^

At 6.30 n^afij&nua ry 24 an 
inebriated British subject spoke>fei>a Jcpanese marine 
who was on duty on Rc.nge Roa^r^ut the latter did not 
interfere with him. Th^x^ritish subject, however, did 
not leave the place anjjxiaid in Japanese to the marine 
•’Bakayaro” (damn fopi’f. The marine with the assistance 
of a member of timer's.M.P. first took the man to the 
Japanese KavaJ^tsnding Party Sub-Station on vhapoo Road; 
later he wittfsent to Hongkew Station where is now under- 
goine>j<f6ss examination; the police,however, are faced 
withTaifficulties because the prisoner was very drunk. 
The authorities will punish him severely.

KOREAN REVOLUTIONIST TO BE ESCORTZJD TO KOREA

A Korean revolutionary named 
Yen Byung Hak who was recently arrested in the French 
Concession by the Japanese Consular Police will be 
escorted to Korea on the s.s. ”Hai An Ifiaru" on January 31.

ISIS THEATRE TO DEMAND COMPENSATION FROM ITALIAN 
AUTHORITIES

The Isis Theatre »as recently''* 
exhibiting a film of the Italian expedition in Abys^ârfiia, 
but it was suppressed by the Chinese author it iesx^ll owing 
a complaint lodged by the local Italian ConsjEkfr authorities. 
The management of the Theatre in quest!onj^Xith the support 
of the local Soviet authorities, presepA'ëa a demand to 
the Italian authorities reouestingax€atisfactory settlement 
regarding the suppression of the^iilm or compensation for 
losses sustained because thej^was no real reason to 
prohibit the screening of.pMie picture which was approved 
by the Censor of the N**»ilcing Government. The Italian 
authorities are renpiCed to have stated that the film 
was not a true airdry of the Italian expedition but contained 
false Hshotsj>iihich injured Italian interests. It is 
belie vedjtiiat the Nanking Government Censor is being 
criti£i-£ed for passing the film without giving due 
considération to international susceptibilities.

y



January 12, 1937. Morning
'^Date. .

Lih Pao and other local newspapers:

M
M

KOREAN INDEPENDENT PARTY LEADER ARRESTED

At 4 a.m. January 7, Sub-Inspector Fujii, 
Interpreter Hashizume and three other officers of the local 
Japanese Consular Police applied to the French Police for 
assistance to arrest one Yeu Byung Hak ) > leader of
the Korean Independent Party, who was reported to be staying 
in the Bing An Lodging House » Rue Chu Pao San,
French Concession. With the^assistance of the French 
Police, the wanted man was arrested at 7 a.m. the same day 
in Room No.148 of the lodging house.

According to information released by the Japanese 
authorities, Yeu Byung Hak is the leader of the Korean 
Independent Party and was one of the ring-leaders of the 
Korean Independence Movement which broke out on March 1, 
1919. Later, he proceeded to Manchuria where he remained 
several years after which he went to Nanking. In March, 
1933, he organized the Korean Revolutionary Party and in 
July, 1934, he was appointed an executive member of the 
New Korean Independent Party. He is also connected with 
the Racial Revolutionary Party and the Kuomintang. He 
came to Shanghai at the end of 1936 and his presence here 
became known to the Japanese authorities through his 
canvassing for subscriptions towards an Independence Fund.

Lih Pao and other local newspapers:

ATTEMPTED ESCAPE OF A RUSSIAN PRISONER FROM THE 
SHANGHAI SECOND SPECIAL DISTRICT GAOL

At about 10 a.m. yesterday, a Russians inmate of 
the Shanghai Second Special District Gaol on Rde Massenet 
created a disturbance over the quality of thir bread. A 
warder investigated. The Russian managed/co leave his cell 
and attempted to escape but was re-captun^c. He was 
ordered by the Governor of the Gaol to Me handed over to 
the French Police to be dealt witM. /

Sin Wan Pao and other local newspapers (Nanking telegram):

JAPANESE MROPLANEJg APPEAR 0VERCHINESE TERRITORY

The Ministry of/Foreign Affairs has lodged a 
protest with the Japanese authorities over the flying of 
Japanese aeroplanes oyer Chinese territory.

A member of the Japanese Embassy, in a verbal 
reply, stated that kne matter concerned the Japanese military 
office.

Sin Wan Pao and oxher local newspapers (Chengchow telegram):
/ JAPANESE RON II? 3 IN CHENGCHOW

/ On January 11, the Japanese Consul in Chengchow 
called/on General Shang Chen, Chairman tf the Honan Provincial 
Gov ej^nnent ¿and tendered an apology over the action of Japan ess 
ronins in Chengchow in plotting against a disturbance of the 
peace in that province.
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G. 45M-1-36
File No......x- .

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 7/'2z/
S. 1. Spe.clal Branch, 

REPORT . „ /

Subject.......Arrest.in.the...Frenchl. Concession of a■.KoreanRadical n^ed

Yen.Hei Gaku.

Made by.........D-...-S-.--.Kamashlta............... Forwarded by

Acting on Information received, a party of the local
Japanese Consular Police in conjunction with the French Police 

conducted a raid at room No. 148, Ping An Ho tel ,

.Avenue Sdward VII, at 7 a.m. January 7, 1937, when a Korean

allaa Yen Den-Mel (bi-’ì?-Hfl ),

'en Hei-Ko(j^^ ), alias Yen Hel-Shun(jiL^ ), was 

d and a number of documents were seized. The Korean

is at present detained at the Japanese Consulate,

Yen was born In Chusél-Hokudo, Korea, in 1894, He was

involved in the "Banzai Riot11, which took place In Korea on

March 1, 1919, but though pursued by police he succeeded in

g to Manchuria, After having travelled considerably in

he arrived in

Government which was established In Shanghai In 1919, In March,

1933, Yen together with his colleagues organized a radical

organization known as the Korean Revolutionary Party In ranking.

Tn the following year he joined the'New Korean Independence_____

Party and was appointed as a member of the executive committee.

It Is stated that Yen arrived in Shanghai from Nanking

on December 12,_ 1936, with the object of making contact with

a certain group, and that whilst residing here he sent several

threatening letters to local Korean residents demanding funds

tail«’.

Deputy Commissioner, Special
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January 12, 1937. I - Morning Translation.
I

Lib Pao and other local newspapers«

KOREAN INDEPENDENT PARTY LEADER ARRESTED

At 4 a.m. January 7, Sub-Inspector Fujii, 
Interpreter Hashizume and three other officers of the local 
Japanese Consular Police applied to the French Police for 
assistance to arrest one Yeu Byung Hak )» leader of
the Korean Independent Party, who was reported to be staying 
in the Bing An Lodging House (, Rue Chu Pao San, 
French Concession. With the assistance of the French 
Police, the wanted man was arrested at 7 a.m. the same day 
in Room No.148 of the lodging house.

According to information released by the Japanese 
authorities, Yeu Byung Hak is the leader of the Korean 
Independent Party and was one of the ring-leaders of the 
Korean Independence Movement which broke out on March 1, 
1919. Later, he proceeded to Manchuria where he remained 
several years after wnioh he went to Nanking. In larch, 
1933, he organized the Korean Revolutionary Party and in 
July, 1934, he was appointed an executive member of the 
New Korean Independent Party. He is also connected with 
the Racial Revolutionary Party and the Kuomintang. He 
came to Shanghai at the end of 1936 and his presence here 
became known to the Japanese authorities through his 
canvassing for subscriptions towards an Independence Fund.



oUBJECT • Office of the ttache of the i^inistry of Communications 
of the Japanese Embassy in China, located at 805 Ave.Foch»

REFERENCE : J apanese Embassy in China»
the French

■M
M

M

Protection of foreign notables residing in
«ìAaaQpjic e s s i on.

HjRè^ort No. 4789 of January 7, 1937

1936 the 

ie Attache

of the Ministry of Communications to the Japanese Embassy in 

China, We also indicated in this report that the gentleman 

acting as Attache was Mr» T» YAMATO,

On January 7, 1937 the Municipality forwarded to us under 

reference No. 4789 a printed note from Mr» YAMATO (see translation 

attached of this document) and a rough plan indicating the locat

ion of No» 805 Avenue Foch. i

According to enquiries put in hand, it appears that Mr» 

YAMATO, an officer of the Ministry of ±kx Communications of the 

Japanese Government» has been detached to the Japanese Embassy in 

China, with a view to improving the present state of communicat

ions between the two countries, nis most important work 

relates to matters affecting telegraph services, mails, maritime* 

communications, aviation, radio, etc», etc,,•••»•».

It is to be noted, however, that representatives of the Mun

icipality of Greater Shanghai and the Telegraphic Administration 

of the Ministry of Communications of the Chinese Government, w£en 

approached by us, stated that they had not been informed of the 

installation in Shanghai of the offices of the Attache of the 

Ministry of Communications of the Tokyo Government» These two 

administrations know nothing of the matter.

On the other hand, Mr. CHEN CHOW VI' ), Chief of the

,5W^^méh$¿ioned in our report 1485/ì

installât ion at No Avenue Foch of

of December 19

the Office of

local office of the Waichiaopou, No, 6 Tifeng Road, informed our 

Chief Inspector No, 301 that about ten days ago he had received



a visit from a member of the Japanese Embassy» who informed him 

of the existence of an office of the Attache of the Ministry of 

Communications of the Government at the Embassy at No* 25 Whangpoo 

Road and that the personnel of this office were residing at No» 

805 Avenue Foch.

In finishing this report it should be stated that No. 805 

Avenue Foch has been probably chosen for its proximity to the 

Japanese Embassy (128 Seymour Road) and to theiresidence of Mr. 

IWAI, Commercial Attache (837, ¿venue Foch).



December 15, 1936«

Sir,
I have the honour to inform you that I have been 

sent to Shanghai and attached to the Japanese Embassy in 

Shanghai by the Ministry of Communications with the object 

of introducing improvements in the realm of communication» 

between China and Japan,

The necessary preparations, carried out by the 

Japanese Bureau of Telegraphs since November 11, 1933, 

now having been finished, offices have been installed 

on December 15 at the following addresses»-

First Office» No« 805 Avenue Foch, French Concession, 

Office of the Representative (Resident 

Official) of the Ministry of Communications,

Second Office» 2nd. Floor of the Japanese Embassy, No, 25 

Whangpoo Road, Shanghai.

Signed» T, YAMATO.

Secretary of the Ministry of CnTnimin teat ions 

and concurrently secretary of the Ministry 

of Foreign Affairs,
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No.............

REPORT

3»1, Spécial...¿ranbh ^agÿ7' ’ 5
I—LÆ..<=?

Date...^..1?..2.?... jp 37 ,
„ ,. , Memorial ...servicein ..hono’iAof j^yscputs ..kille^.in.u^ap.ei...-..at.teinp.tedL 
u fe —ïoutïon' of’ antï-j apiÜriêse pictorials ïy members of the national 
...... Salyat.iP.n..federation. ...T..... £¿1... .1....M\f..........................................

Made ¿y....A?*..i.»....?Afe--41?..e.”lAs.h.8... ,..Forwarded ,i>y.. . ÎLJJ.........................
\ / \ \ /

A memorial service in honour of four ooyscouts, who
lost their lives while assisting the 19th Koute Army during the 
1932 Sino-Japanese nostilities, was held at 9.30 a.m. «January 31 

_ in the Shanghai Public Cemetery, Kaochingmiao, Aiangwan. About
One hundred and sixty persons including 120 boyscouts and 40 
boys and girls claiming to oe members of the Shanghai Various 
Circles Jiational Salvation federation attended.

___ ______During the proceedings, several members of the national 
Salvation federation attempted to distrioute copies of a 
pictorial entitled "A pictorial in commemoration of the 5th 
Anniversary of the January 28 incident." i'he pamphlets were, 
however, seized by boyscouts and ourned, while those responsible 
for the distrioution were assaulted. further incidents were 
avoided by the intervention of members of the bureau of folice.

The service concluded at 10.30 a.m. and the assembly 
dispersed quietly._

__ _______A copy of the pictorial together with translation As____ 
hereto attached.



1) Cruel Japan starts hostilities.

2) Japanese soldiers arresting residents indiscriminately and 
and massacring them.

3) Japanese soldiers setting fire to nouses in chapel.

4) The JKOrth Railway Station set on fire oy Japanese planes 
dropping incendiary combs.

5) Japanese soldiers cruelly arresting residents.

6) Merciless armed Japanese soldiers guarding the streets and 
preventing citizens from escaping.

7) The Commercial *ress and the oriental library on fire.

8) .After killing residents, Japanese stripped them of their 
clothes and wore these clothes so as to pose as Chinese. 
The Japanese soldiers disposed of the bodies of the Chinese 
residents by throwing them into the Soochow creek. numerous 
Chinese lost their lives in this manner.

9) Hong Soong-mow, ceneral onager of the international -Dispensary 
and several employees were arrested by the Japanese troops
and tragically done to death.

10) Slogans

a) “Continue in the spirit displayed during the January 28 
incident and declare war upon Japan in order to recover 
our lost territory!"

c) “Cease civil war, settle the Sian Revolt by peaceful means!“

c) “Unify the armed forces, extend the Suiyuan defensive war!"

d) “Release the arrested national salvation movement leaders and
pardon all political offenders!“

e) “Enforce the democratic principles and convene at once a
national conference to discuss national salvation!"

f) “Down with all Uhinese traitors, eliminate all pro-uapanese
elements in the government!*

11)
to
27) Descriptions of the activities of Chinese people and troops.

*

'-■■■ ' ■- -
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File No.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S.l, Special B ranch.jt^poox / J 
report January 29, fQ37.

Subject.....HaMbdlls bearing on the ’•Anniversary of the January 28 Incident’*.

Made by

(Sino-Japanese Conflict in Shanghai) obtained by Municipal Police 
on January 28, 1937.

D • I •Kuh. Pao Hwa .............Forwarded by '■g - - ............

Herewith attached are two handbills bearing on the

Ahgiyersary of the January 28 Incident, which were obtained 
by the Municipal Police in Western uhapei on January 28, 1937. 

A summarized translation of these pamphlets is given hereunder:»
(1) Handbill entitled "Why should we commemorate the January 28

Anniversary?** dated 27/1/37, purporting to emanate from

_ the Shanghai Anti-Japanese and National Salvation Association» 
This document denounces Gen. Chiang Kai Shek as a national 
traitor and accuses him of having abolished the 19th Route 
Army which had resisted the Japanese in Shanghai in dis- 
regard of his order to retreat. In conclusion, the people 

are urged to exterminate all pro-Japanese ele ments and 

to unite and arm the labour and peasant masses for the 
purpose of conducting a desperate struggle against________
Japanese imperialism.

(2) Handbill bearing on the “Anniversary of the January 28

Incident** dated 25/1/37, purporting to emanate from the
Executive Conmittee of the Kiangai Provincial Committee

Gen. Chiang Kai Shek as a despotic dictator who enriches

himself by exploiting the people and also as a national

traitor for having contracted secret agreements with
Japan and for having failed to support the 19th Route

support the Red Armies whoAfighting for national emancipation

Army during the fighting in Shanghai. In conclusion, the 
people are urged to overthrow Gen. Chiang Kai Shek and to

of the Chinese Communist Party. This cb eumeni describes

____D . C . (Speelal Branch )
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SECRET - NOT FOR PRESS PUBLICATION
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

SPECIAL BRANCH
Intelligence Report

Political
Movements of Notables

From Hangchow
Arrived at 12 noon January 27 '

Dr. W,W. Yen, formjr'imbasgadcr to U*S*S.R.
To Soo chow

Departed at12.45 p.n. January 27 I-
Mr. Wu Ting-chong, Ministry of Industry*

January 28 Anjiiyersary__- Commemoration activities
In commemoration of the anniversary of the outbreak 

of Si no-Japanese hostilities in Shanghai, local radio 
stations will not operate on January 28, 193', with the 
exception of the Yuen Chong Broadcasting Station, 7 San 
Zang Fang, Rue du Marche, which will broadcast a special 
programme bearing on the occasion, and the Shanghai City 
Government Broadcasting Station, Civic Centre, which will 
broadcast a programme of lectures on hygiene, education 
and radio knowledge, but no musical items will be included.

The Office of the Special Kuomintang Delegate for 
Seamen's Affairs will hold a meeting at 9.30 a.m. January 
<.8 at 14 Tai Zai Li » Zao Ka Road, Nantao, in r.nmnem.?ration 
of the occasion.

A .usement resorte in the three municipal areas of 
Shanghai will operate aa usual to-day. National flags 
will be displayed at half mast throughout Shanghai.



D.
J>8

1.40 a.m.2^47 from C.D.I. Ross (Special Brandi) .._

Circulate the following message to Hongkew 

and West Hongkew and inform D.C. (Divisions), 

D»0. HCMj D.I. Moore and D.S.I. Coyne at 7.30 a.m. 

in the morning.

It is reported that certain members of 

National Salvation Association may attempt to 

hold a meeting in conmemoration of the outbreak 

of 1932 hostilities in the Chinese Chamber of 

Commerce between 9 and 10 a.m. January 28, 1937.

z J7

All concerned informed.
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G. 45M-I-36
File No...

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. £)

s.l, Special Branch^tíe», z ^7
REPORT 1 __

Date.. Jqnuetfy.'. a?y t9 37.
Subject ^^..A^iy^nsary °f. the.Outbreak of Sino-japanese Hostilities in

Made

Chape!.. January 28 1937

by. .P.«.î.»..Kûh...P.ao». Hwa .Forwarded by........

I have to report that no indications have so far

come to hand regarding the plans of local communist and/or
radical elements to stage organized demonstrations to
commemorate the 5th Anniversary of the Outbreak of Sino-
Japanese Hostilities in Chapei which falls on January 28,
1937.__________________ ________________________________

T>-C’C^
i According to information obtained by the French Police,__

i members of the local National Salvation Movement have planned
__ to assemble at the North Railway Station at 10 a.m> January

28 and thence proceed to the Shanghai City Government,
Civic Centre, for the purpose of making an appeal for the____

I release of their arrested leaders* ____________________ _

Only one specimen copy of a handbill entitled *Pre-______
pare for the Commemoration of the January 28 Anniversary,11

-dated 13/1/37, purporting to emanate from the Shanghai Anti- 
Japanese and National Salvation Assoc iation was obtained by 

the Municipal Police on January 16. Apart from outlining
■.^t&e significance of the anniversary, this document calls_

the support of the Chinese Red Army and the anti-Chiang 
Shek troops in their endeavour to restore the lost
71_ ^¿/Territory and concludes with the following slogans:-

1. To conmemórate the January 28th Anniversary, wo rkers should
declare strikes, students suspend studies and traders
suspend business!____________________________________

2. Down with Japanese imperialismi
3. Overthrow the Kuomintang vho are responsible for the ____

decline of our country to its present state I
4. Long live the Chinese Communist Party I

5. Long live the rhinf».<w Youth League of the Commmist PartyL—
H. /ajo-
D. I.D.C* ¿Special Branch).



January 27, 1937.
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Divisional Memo No«175.
Divisir :ial Officers.(D.D.O., for information) .Officers i/c Districts.

January 28 - Anniversary of Commencement cf Sino~Japanese ~~Ho's'tïl~itiês~~at Shanghai.
There is at present no indication of any organised 

distui’bance 04? demonstration on this date.
Divisional Officers and Officers i/c Districts must 

be prepared to take special precautions at short notice on 
the lines indicated in paragraphs 1 - 5 of Divisional Memo 
No.119, dated September 3, 1935.

Deputy Commissioner (Divisions).
Distri’ ution: -

C. P.
P.A. (C.P.)E. C. ( Sp. B ch. )D. C. (Crime)
D.C. (Japanese)D.C, (Chinese)D.C, (Specials) (information)
A.C.  (A. & T.R.)
A.C,  (Traffic)
0« i/o (R.U.)0. i/c Training DepotC. i/c Mounted Boh.C.C.ri,- fl.Commandant ,• S ,V. C, y I



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
S.2,Special -...Br^c^^^^gc 

REPORT ^.... January 26, /s> 37.

Subject Precautions taken by Chinese Police on January 28, 1937.

Made bj.......................and............................. Forwarded by......... ..............................................................................

Dr. Hung Chi, Chief of the 2nd Department, Police 

Bureau, telephoned stating that all Police Stations under the 

Police Bureau of the Shanghai City Government have received 

orders to take precautions against possible trouble on January 

28, All available men will be kept in barracks, made ready to 

turn out any moment.

At the same time he would appreciate any information 

which may be gathered by the S.M.P. and would co-operate in 

every way possible. With this object in view, General Tsai 

will forward a letter to the Commissioner of Police.

__________________________ y------ Superintendent



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ,0'^ '
La«« 7Lzj' ^y \

s.2, Special}Br.an.chSflBtafc ~ *■■- j

REPORT
D«z<»...January...l9>.„Z9 37 *

Subject Communistic propaganda advocating strikes on January 28.

Made Ify...................................  Forwarded by.......

Dr. Hung Chi, Chief of the 2nd Department, 8.C.G.

Police Bureau, upon being furnished with a copy of the 

translation of the attached circular, was requested to co- 

operate in the taking of precautions against possible trouble on 

January 28 and In tracing the source of these pamphlets so as 
to check their distribution.

_____________Dr. Hung replied that he would co-operate In every_ 

way but expressed the opinion that the distribution would not 

have any effect on shop-keepers and students; as for the 
labourers, the attention of the General Labour Union should be 

called to the matter._______________ ____________________ _________

I communicated with the Tangpu accordingly and 

requested that instructions be leaped to the General Labour_____ _

Union to be on the alert._______________________________ _ _________



. File No.....____
‘ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Section I, SpecialBranch«. .
REPORT ------//

D^<?..Janiiaryx^LB.»...yt9 3^7
Subject (in full) Communist Prooganda bearing on the 11 Anniversary of the Outbreak

Made

...of...Sino*Japanese..HoB.t.ilitiea in Shengh.?i.(2g.,.l.,3.21chained,by..^nicipal Poli 

.in Chapei area on January 16,1937.
;I'«Rqh ^~o-*drya...................Forwarded by.............................................. .................................

I forward herewith, together with a summarized_
translation, a copy of a handbill entitled ^Prepare for the

—donraemoration of the January 28 Anniversary,* dated 13.1 >37, 

__ purporting to emanate from the"Shanghai Anti-Japanese and_______ 

__ national__ Salvation Association,* twhinh was obtained by the

Municipal Police in the Chapei area on January 16» This_____

doci,iment, w» ite name implies, deals with the Anniversary of 

the Outbreak of Sino-Japanese Hostilities in Chapei on 

January 28, 1932. and exhorts the general public to declare 

__ a general strike on_that date to commemorate the occasion

and to support the Chinese Soviet Government.____



Summarized Translation of a handbill entitled "PREPARE FOR THE 
COMMEMORATION OF THE JANUARY 28 ANNIVERSARY,• dated 13.1.37, 
purporting to emanate from tne SHANGHAI ANTI-JAPANESE AND 
NATIONAL SALVATION ASSOCIATION, which was obtained by the 
Municipal Police in the Ch^jboarea on January 16, 1937.

January 28th fire years ago was the date when the 
fascist Chiang Kai-shek sold Shanghai to the Japanese imperialists 

whose military, aerial and naval forces bombarded Shanghai. 

The same date also marks the brave resistance offered by the 

Chinese troops and people as well as the defeat of the Japanese 

imperialists*
■s a step to attack Soviet Russia and the Chinese 

Revolution, Japan, with her“bloody" meausres, captured our four 

North Eastern provincesin September 1931 and subsequently 

invaded Shanghai.
In Shanghai, Japanese dwarfs* were defeated by the 

19th Route Army. The traitorous Chiang Kai-shek, seeing that 

the continuation of war would be disadvantageous to himself 

as well as Japan, despatched the 88th Army to attack the 19th 

Route Army from behind* More than 70$ of the troops of the 

most brilliant anti-Japanese 19th Route Army lost their lives 

and the war thus ended.
Were there no Chiang Kai-shek and traitors of his 

kind in existence, our country would never perish and we could 

maintain our independence foreover*
At present a large number of the Red Armies who are 

genuinely anti-Japanese and national salvation troops, together 

with other anti-Chiang Kai-shek units, are gathering in the North- i 

West in a united front (? against Japan)*

While preparing for the commemoration of the January 

28th Anniversary, we should support the Red Annies and the anti

Chiang Kai-shek troops in their endeavour to restore the lost 

territory.
tar slogans are as follows t-

1) To commemorate the January 28th Anniversary, workers should 



deelare strikes» students suspend studies» end traders suspend 

business!

2) Down with Japanese Imperialism!

3) Down with the traitorous Chiang Kai-shek and other Fascists!

4) Overthrow the Kuomintang who ere responsible for the decline 

of our country to its present state!

5) Celebrate the victory gained by the anti-Japanese Red 

Armies!

6) Support the Chinese Soviet Government!

*f) Long live the Chinese Comrainist Party!

8) Long live the Chinese Youth League of the Communist Party!

Shanghai Anti-Japanese and National 
Salvation Association

13.1.37.
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File No-—..—-.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Special Branch
REPORT Da/g. Je-nuary....21

38 |

Subject The*3un.Huow.an..lÄQ"l.HLif e..EveMng...New3»^

Made by. and .Forwarded by..........V. »B.» 1.«... Ro ss

The *Sun Huo wan Pao"(*Life livening Hews*

Lane 228, Burkill Road, is published and edited by Woo Nung Hwo 

( ) > assisted by Ki Zau Tseng( ) > formerly____  

a member of the editorial staff of the defunct *Chen Pao*

(“Shanghai Morning Post* ), and Tsang Sin Ts( 1

a mosquito paper journalist

---------------- Publisher of the---------------------------------------------------------

"Sun Huo tian Pao*, resides together with his parents, Mr. and

Mrs. G.R. Favacho, at No. 260 North szechuen Road. He received

his education in the Assumption College, Bangkok, Siam.__ From.

1917 to 1924 he worked for the Taou Kung Mow Cotton Mill.

Hangkok and returned to shanghai_ sometime later and—in 1931---------
joined the firm of T.K. Chang and Co., manufacturersj-of electric

bulbs. In consequence of the outbreak of the sins-Japanese 

hostilities in January 1932, his services were dispensed with. | 

Recently he was introduced to one H.H. Woo who, he believed, * 

I

was a well known Chinese newspaperman. An arrangement was 

reached whereby Mr. A»A» Favacho would lend his name to be 

used as publisher of a Chinese newspaper to be known aa the 

"Sun Huo wan Pao" for a consideration of £50 a month. His duties 

were to take care of the outside business of the paper; he was

not to interfere in any fashion whatever with trie poi icy.of the

paper. Mr. Favacho ways that an agreement was drawn up and.

an application for the registration of the paper fnrward-ed tn
the Portuguese Consulate, 1050 Rue-Lafayette.—Prior to registra
tion being granted, the Consulate stipulated that articles of a 

political nature affecting China or Portugal must not be published

Mr. Favacho having given the necessary assurance, the registration

-»¿■R*®



3s File No.........
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

..................................Station,
REPORT 

Date............ .....................zp

c / -2-Subject............................................................................................................................................................................................

Made by. Forwarded by.

was effected and a certificate issued, with the issuance 

of this certificate the paper is practically immune from 

interference by the Chinese Censorship Bureau and any person 

having a complaint to make against the journal would have to 

make it against kavacho, as publisher» in the Portuguese________ _

Consulate«__________________________________________________________________________________________

___________ according to Mr. kavacho, the capital of the paper is____  

__ $5,000. He admits that he has never had any experience of________ 

—Chinese newspaper work. Hi a object in entering into a working

—publish plenty of news.---------------------------------------
Mr. Braga, Chancellor of the Portuguese Consulate, 

upon being interviewed, said that registration was granted 

on the following understanding i-. 

1« That the object of the registration was to enable the 

_____ newspaper to publish news ahead of other journals because 

_____ foreign registration would render the paper immune from______  

_____censorship._______________________________________________________
2. That nothing of a political nature concerning China or

Portugal or any other country would appear in the new paper« 

_________ On January 18, representations were made by Mr« Tong, 

Secretary to Mayor Wu Teh Chen, and later by a representative 

of the krench Police requesting the cancellation of the------------

registration on the ground that N.H. Woo was in the habit of------

publishing articles derogatory to the Nanking G over nine nt_and------ -

its officials.__ AB the Portuguese Authorities object to their----

citizens meddling in the political affairs of China or of SUV-------

other country. Mr. Java c ho was called to the Consulate and--------- .
ordered by Mr. Braga, Chancellor, to discontinue publication at



File No...è s
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT
Station^

Subject
-3-

Date. *9

Made by. Forwarded by.

Mice and to surrender the registration certificate» This 

document was returned to the Portuguese Consulate on January 20j

—1937 ____________ ________________________________________________________

------------------ Ur. Braga also mentioned that his attention had been----  

—drawn tn an objectionable article concerning a General Liu--------- I
which appeared in the issue of January 18._______________________ _

An examination of the paper was made by S.5 and an 

article was found dealing with General Liu Chung Hwa, Chairman 

of the Anhwei Provincial Government, in an unfavourable light.

A curious thing about the article is that the heading read, 

»General Liu Shih of Honan Provincial Government", obviously 

a mistake. A translation of this article is appended herewith.

------------------- The *Sun Huo wan Pao" appeared as usual on January 19 

.—hut the name of Mr. Pavacho, the publisher, and the Portuguese 

-----registration, etc, had been deleted.____________________
Woo Hung Hwo(^-^^5 ), publisher and editor of the 

"Sun Huo Wan Pao", is notorious for his blackmailing activities. 

After severing his connection with the "Holmes* a
mosquito newspaper, he started the "Great Daily News*('A ^*3^ ) 

in |935.

On January 15, 1936, he was sentenced by the Shanghai 

Special District Court to a fine of $30, suspended for two 

years, for publishing an indecent article in his paper on

__ December 14, 1935.__ ________________________________________________ .

_____________On August 25, 1936, he was fined $200 and his paper 

was ordered to be suspended for publishing slanderous articles 

__ against local_ educational circles. He appealed to the Second 

Branch of the Kiangau—rfigh Court and on October 19 the High Court 

quashed the original sentences passed by the Court of .First
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Instance and imposed on him a fine of #50 only« It wa» 
really an attempt to extort money from a certain school» whose 

principal is a member of the executive commi11ee of the local 

Tangpu Headquarters«when, instead of receiving hush-money 

he sustained a heavy loss, he decided to publish the "Sun Huo

wan Pao* under foreign protection. He is using the characters 

"Run Huo"("Life") in the name of his paper because newspaper 
readers, especially students, are fond of subscribing for 

periodicals published by educationalists such as Chow Tao ¿'eng
, Doo Chung Yuan( it ) and Ching Chung Hwa 

( ^¡£,4*^ ) and bearing such names as "Life Weekly*( ,

*New Life Weekly* ), "Mass Livelihood Weekly* )

"Perpetual Life Ueekly" t ). etc._________________ _________
___________It is reported that Mr, Wong Pei Yuen( zmjzzzz 

lawyer« is helping Woo Nung Hwo in publishing the "Sun Huo Wan 

Pao*.________________________ _ _______________________________ ________
According to Mr, Chen Ko Zung, Chief of the local 

Newspaper Censorship Bureau, woo Nung Hwo has neither submitted 

a petition to the shanghai City Government applying for regis

tration nor has he forwarded to this Bureau proof of reading 

matter for censoring._________________ _____________ _______________ _

__________ continuing, Mr. Chen stated that he sent a letter to

the management of the "National Herald* requesting them to 

discontinue the printing of the "Sun Huo Wan Pao* but his 

request was disregarded. He intends to ask the Shanghai City

court to issue instructions ordering the suppression of this

Government to communicate with the Shanghai Pirst Special District
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POLICE.

Five of the number

At 11 a • m• May J21, oWrrT~*70 Wsilk>weave?
.TOEastern District, led by Zung Sih-.vao UyF yt* 

nf the 4th District Silk Weavers1 Union, Lane
Road» arrived at the Civic Centre
interviewed officials of the Shanghai City Government
the Bureau of Social Affaire and requested assistance in_

ng the following demands
_ 1

seized from the offices of the 4th District Silk Weaver;
Union on Hay 14

24/36 Yulin Road, re-engage all old hands

would investigate the matter.

Consequentlyin the Eastern District to go on strike

District went on strike during the night of May 21/22 and
it is feared that the agitation may he pvf.pnded.

A. number of these weavers were» however, not

Police on charges of illegal detention and intimidation

t both places they were informed that the Chinese Authorities

2» That the 21 Union members now in the custody of the municipal

fled with the reply and decided to induce the weavers

That the Ching Sing Silk Weaving Factory, Lane 464,
be forthwith released.

(Special Branch)

through their agitation, a number of the weavers in the Eastern
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File No-----------
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REPORT May 21. '37.

„ i- f„m Mei Foong Branch of the 4th Di strict„8ilk._Jeayers ’„Union. 
Subject {¿u jun J------------------ -----------------------—

- Cudgels .seized by the _Mu^cipaX-^filA.ce.Jlorif i_Sßat.ed^— — 

Made by .. .D..S a I,k Kao Yen-ken Forwarded^ ------

_ The cudgels which were seized by—the—Municipal—£olice_  
in the Mei Foong Branch of the 4th District—Silk—./eaver s *—Uni nn ,— 

lane 155, 63 Haichow Road, on May 19r_were taken be.f.OJe the___ —
1st Special District Court on May 20 £Pr disposal,—when they__ -
ordered to be confiscated._______ -- —

D. C. (Special Branch).
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_ ¿ÌT,_________________ :_ ______________________________ _________________________ ___

---- On the morning of 20/fi/37 an application was made to—

the S.a.D. Court for the .11 apuani of an wnndpn h.'t.an&>—

seized in the Branch Office of the 4 th nUtrtet Silk—

LtSAvara« Union situated at fia/lfifi Haich»w lined and v han—

"D

Copy forwarded to ¿pacial Branch

I em. Sir

Yours bediently.

_ after nil evidence hadbeen presented, the following decision

D.D.O
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four cudgels were seized

of the General Labour Union
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*2 ¥¥S•1» Sp e c i.al ..Branch _.
REPORT _ **?/

Date May. .. ig 37.»
in the Eastern .District - Situation

Ka.9.. X?.P.7Ji lì... F orwarded by

On the authority of a search warrant issued by the
Special District Court» the Municipal Police raided the

__ Mei Foong Branch of the 4th District Silk Veavers* Union
Lane 16b, 65 Haichow Road, at 9,40 a.m. May 19

___________According to uung uyoeh-ling » a
of the Mei Foong Silk Jea-vinc: factory, 83 Haichow Road, who

then in the Union oifi. these weapon^ were used by 
groups during the last in February, and

March» 1937
seizure/will be taken before the Court on

May 2D for disposal

he‘case against the 21 members of the 4th District
ïeaverr1 Union 138 Chining Road, who were 
ted by the Municipal Polie on Mav 14 on charges of

illegal detention and intimidation, came up for further 
hearing at the 1st Special District Court on May 19, when it 
vias again remanded to 2 p.m. May 25

It is learned that Yih Shing-vung a
worker of the Loong Zung Silk "fearing Factory» Lane 464» 9-11
Yulin Road, and six other weavers called at the offices of

4th District Cigarette Factory_ /orkera?__Union 
42 Bayside Road, at 9 a.m. May 19, and interviewed a leading 
rd mini t te e member of the Union naned Mr. Chow Hsueh-slang

h who is concurrently reading Q.OLimi.t.teeL_mtmLber,
The callers requested.

Mr. Chow to ask the mansg^ment of the Chi ng._fli ng Silk.
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'feaving Factory, (Lane 464, 24-36 Yulin Road) to provide 
tail for the 21 silk weavers now in custody on charges of 
illegal detention and intimidation, and to ask the Bureau 
of Social Affairs to abandon the case against Yong Zung-kau 
on a charge of interference with the lawful discharge of______
public functions._____ They also intimated that in the event
nf failure in the negotiations, the silk weavers throughout---

| Shanghai would unite and declare a general strike. Mr. Chow _ 
refused to entertain the requests and the interview terminated 
without result.______________________________________---

---------------It will be noted chat Yih Shin—vung was a_________
leader of a picketing group who visited a number of silk 
weaving factories in the Eastern District on the evening of

__ May 14 and attempted to induce the weavers to declare a____— 
strike as a protest against the arregt bv the Municipal____

-- Police .during the same evening of the 21 members as--------------- ----- - 

referred to above. __The »tatter was later reported by  
---a number, of weaver^ to the Yulin Road Station and formed______

the.... .subject of a E.I.R. Ko.615/37 dated May 15, 1937

D, C, (Special Branch)._____'



May 21, 1937. Morning Translation»------

(1) That a special office be established in the For0gn 
Settlements by the Shanghai City Government to/undertake 
the registration of opium addicts and issuing/of permits.

(2) That the opium addicts be allowed to buy opium on
production of their permits. 7

(3) That smuggling of opium be strictly prevented.
It is said that the authorities/ of the foreign 

Settlements are quite in agreement with the Chinese 
authorities on principle. The detailejr procedure, however, 
will have to be decided after further discussions.

Taking the results obtained at the informal 
conferences as a basis, Mr. O.K* Yul will write to the 
authorities of the foreign Settlements formally asking them 
to carry out the measures. /

/
Meeting of the 25th Branch Citizens’ Federation

In connection With the sale of narcotics in 
Hongkew and Chapei by Japanese and Korean ronins and the 
assault on a policemany/the 25th Branch of the Shanghai 
first Special District Citizens* Federation held an urgent 
meeting at 10 a.m. yesterday* with Mr. Wei Laung-hsi 
in the chair, and passed the following resolutions:** ’
(1) That the Citizens* Federation be requested to petition 

the City Government to suppress the sale of narcotics.
(2) That a letter be sent to the Police Bureau asking it to 

detail additional men to take part in the campaign 
against/narcotic offenders and to give protection to 
the residents,

(3) That/a letter be sent to the authorities asking them to 
in^tal letter boxes to enable the people to submit 
secret information.

(4^/That the authorities be requested to negotiate for
/ the punishment of the person who assaulted and severely 

injured a policeman, for the issue of medical expensess 
and for an assurance against a reourrenoe of the 
incident.

Lih Paoi**

SILK WEAVERS IBS HE MANIFESTO

As a protest against the unreasonable sealing 
up of the Weavers' Union and the arbitrary arrest of workers 
by the Municipal Police of the International Settlement, the 
silk weavers of the 4th District of Shanghai yesterday 
issued a manifesto requesting the people throughout the 
country to uphold justice and to extend them unanimous 
support.

Min Pao and other local newspapers (Nanking telegram) !•

MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY W.XNTS FACTORY INSpECTIOjMffiTTLED

In view of the fact thatthe-ljuest ion of 
inspection of factories in the iDtefnational Settlement of 
Shanghai is still pendingjL,,t-hr€^Shanghai City Government wae, 
again instructed onMay-^Oby the Ministry of Industry to 
accelerate itspegtfiiations with the S.M.C. so as to bring 
about anearTysolution of the problem.
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In view of the large area covered toy the 4th District

Silk Weavers' Union, Lane 130, 138 Chining Road, it was

one on TBitsihar

Road and the other on Haichow Road, The Union Head

—Office controls about 2,000 weavers in the employ of 120

factories in the Wayside and Yulin Road District«?, while

the two branches between them control about 1,150 employed

in concerns on Ward Road and vicinity and on Haichow Road

The particulars of the Branches are as follows x-

.’»ard, Road Branch of the 4th District Silk Weaver s'.-Itoi on

iz

Date of Formation t Mhy 1, 1937

» a worker
_ _ ilk Weaving 

Factory, Shun ChilT JLi ('jjt yj , 
Chemulpo Road, and living*at lane 57 
42 Tah Woo Ka, off Tsitsihar Road.

Sung Chi en-fap a , a work er of
the Wei fah (® ) silk*Weaving Factory,
Wei Ying Li ( 4-x . Th orburn Road,__
and living at Lane 772, 42 Ward Road.

Membership x____ About 800 weavers in the employ of 40
factories on Ward Road and vicinity.

______Address : Lane 57, 46 Tah Woo Ka, off Tsitsihar Road 
(recently removed from House 42 of the same 
alleyway) (Yulin Road District)._____________

Yuan Tgeng-hwa (X , a worker of 
the Vee Kee Silk Weaving
Factory, Fuh Hwa Ta, Chemulpo Rond,___
and living at 82 Chung Woo Li, Tah Woo

Persons in Charge

ÄilllM

Tong Zung-kau a worker
of the Kyung Sung ^i Ik Weaving Factory, 
lane 126, 59 Linching Road. jsow 
detained at the 1st Special Di stript___
Court in connection with a charge made 
by an official of the Bureau of Social 
Affairs for interfering with the 
lawful discharge of public functions__
(Vide Special Branch reports dated
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Moh Sao-tsing (X * worker of the
Yu Yuan Silk paving Factory, Chung
Shing Li, Ward Road, and living at 847 Ai 
Wen Fang, Ward Road.

Remarks : This branch of the 4th District Silk Weavers1 
 Union is not cooperating with_the_Head Office,— 

It is learned that this branch is directed by 
______ ---------------- .Vu Meng-ling_____________ a committee member of___ 

the 4th District7 <?i§al,ette Factory Workers’ Union 
________________ -__ wha i? My ryhffiw f------ 

a heading figure of the General .Labour Union. 
----------------------------- It is stated that Chow Haueh-siang aspires  

to exercise full sway over the silk weavers in 
the Eastern District and intends,to work for 
the downfall of the executives of the Head 
Office of the 4th District Silk 'Yqavers1 Union,, 
who, it is reported, ar® backed Up by

____ _____________ Mr. T.nh Ching-dz (nF ?. nf the 1anal -----------  
Kuomintang and Mr. King Tsih-moo (^5 : )
of the Bureau of Social Affairs.------------if_________

2. Mei Foona Branch of the 4th District Silk Weavers' Union____

_____ Address * Lane 165, 63 naichow Road lYanfrtezepoo District).

Date of Formation t May 2, 1937.

_____ Membership 1 350 weavers in the employ of the Mei Foong_____ 
Silk Weaving ltec|ory, 83 Haichow Road.

Persons in charge : Ying Chwahg-ching, living at 217
_____________Haichow Road.
________________________________ Chang T.-.h1BT lUftj»- UTin,

at 173 Haichow Roa<& *A'>

Remarks » This Branch also seeks to usurp the power of 
the »arent organization as the result of_______
dissatisfaction which has arisen with the 

_____________ executives of the latter for their dictatorial 
attitude in all affairs of the Union. The 

_____________ leading members of the Branch are in sympathy 
with their employers, the management of the

Following the arrest of a number of

s of the_________

4th District Silk Weavers1 Union, Lane 130, 138 Chining Road,

the Union has been more or lesa disorganized. The leading____

 members of the Union have absconded._____ ______
D.SÎ.I,

D. C. (Special Branch)
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-Sir,:________________________________________________
with reference to the previous report on the above____

subject- In which it was reported that the re were 50 or 60 
wnod»n batons at the branch office situated 63/165 Haichow

Roa*?, F Search Warrant Ko. 2021 was obtained from the S.S.D.

Court during the afternoon of the 18/5/37 and executed at
9,sn a.m. 19/5/37 by a party of detectives under D.S.I._____

______ Th a nffiea of the branch is situated in the upstairs I

- front room of th« «hove address while the remainder of the 
house is occupied by various persons employed at the Mei 

Woong ( ) Sil* weaving Mill, 83 Haichow Road.

Tn one corner of tn^

2 inches in diameter

found 29 round wooden

on« A'lG11 in ifength and 2 inches in diameter, two halves

$ similar t^o the abo^e eid 3 r.uad wooden batons
These last had

for lanyards.turned a-andlea ano holes.
One person fucountered in the room and he gave the

) and declared that he was

•»Drt

a writer ^t the Mei Foo ng Silk Weaving Mill on night duty 

of police ha was reading a newspaper, and no books

nr documenta were in evidence

Copy forwaxb- 
ed to D.C. —

j CB.B.M

I 
wi

Questioned regarding the batons, be stated that they_

mudR for issue to certain members of the union committee 

tn he used in times of strike to keep unruly members quiet. 

This statement of course can not be believed. 
The batons were removed to the station and an applica

I am, Sir,_____________
Yours obediently,

¡O<
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Sir, _______ ___________ _________

C.D.C. 108 reports as follows?-~

Having failed to obtain the approval of the Local 

Kuomintang and other political authorit1 es, workers of 

the Mei Foong Silk Factory« 63/166 Haichow Road,__have been 

unsuccessful in establishing the Workers1 Recreation Club, 

and it was learned that this club has now been re«»organ!zed 

_ under th« name of the Branch Office of the 4th District

I am, Sir,

Silk Weavers1 Union, <tith a number of 350 members, of 

which they divided into 70 sections each containing 6  

members«_______________________________________ ___ _______________
The membership fee will be 20 cents per month from 

__ each weaver and 10 cents from the other workers. There 

_ are about 60 or 60 be tons, each about 4* in length, in_____

the union and enquiries by detectives failed to obtain any 
information regarding the proposed use of these batons.

The eight persons mentioned in Intelligence report
dated 12/5/37 have authorised the formation of this branch.

Yours obediently,

D. S. I.
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the Ching Sing

Ba

denounced,

as referred to above

be requested to have all documents seizedby

Police on May 14, returned, to

tha Union forthwith.___

function

3« That the silk weavers in the gestern

to carry on work peacefully.

to the arrest o

Tong Zung-kai

Baatern District, ware distributed by Union followera among -

In_the
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28

*jy
Yulin Road

16th. May, 37.

Between 2. p.m. and 3.3o.p.n>. 15-5-37 the following 

representatives of the 4th. Diet, weavers Union were 

summoned by Sung Lih Yau, secretary of the'4 th. Diet. 

Weavers Union to attend a general uStof/held at 19-33 

Baikal Road. The premises of the Shanghai Silk Factory.

The following resolutions were passed:-
(1) The representatives request the xuomingtang and 

Political authorities to get back all the documents and 

ehops of the 4th. Di st. Union which were seized by the

Polias on the 14-3-37.

(2 ) The work of the 4th. Diet, union to be carried on 

by members supplied by Braneh Unions*

(3) All factories are to be induced to carry on their 

work peacefully and not to strike.

’ It may be pointed out that on the night of 14-5-37 

(when the 21 p er so niTar rested at the 4th. Diet. Union) 

several Union ^embers proceeded to the silk factories 

and informed the workers to go on strike in some 

instances they entered the factories and stopped the 

machinery, this offence was made the subject cf F.I.R. 

•18/37.

The 4th. Bist. Silk Weavers Union (Ward Road

D.O. (Divs.) 
D. 0. (Crime ) 
o.a.iip.ir.)
B.D.0. -ir

Branch) have now changed their address to House 48*
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The 4th Digtrict Silk leavers1 Union, situated at 

lane 130, 138 Chining Road, was formally inaugurated on_______

December 20, 1936«_____it is in possession of permit No,560____

.1936^

This Union deals with affairs of silk we avers_____ _______

, employed in the Settlement east of Hongkew Creek and claims--------

to comprise a membership of about 3,000 workers/'employed in_____

108 concerns in the area mentioned,Monthly membership fees 

range from §0>10 to &0«20,The total monthly income of 

the Union is said to be in the region of ^150>

The following persons are in charge of the Union

_under the secret direction of Mr, King Tsih-moo

Bdta££---emplQyee of ..the Mediation section of the 3rd Department

the Bureau of Social Affairs :-

Yao_________ (4^ ) , ex-worker of the Ching Sing Silk_______
Weaving Factory, Lane^64, 24/36 Yulin Road.Living at 
7 Ching Teh Fang ( Ford Lane, off Yulin Road.

2ung Feng-ping(/g, worker of the D^h Sing Silk '/paving 
Factory, Lane 464 Yulin Road. On leave to his native 
home in Chekiang._____________________________________

eu Pah-tsoon^(^’i^^ ). ex-worker of the Ching Sim 
; Weaving Factory, Lane 464, 24/36 Yulin Road 
’_____ in the Union offices.__________________________

u Yuin

Chi Tsao

ex-worker of the Jing Jah Silk -
Weaving Factory, Sing Hwa Li, Tien Pao Road, Chapei.
In March, 1937, returned to hip native home in Chekiang.,

* 
ex-worker of the Yung Chong ) i

Silk Weaving Factory, Sz Tsang L ong, Chien Ka An Road, 
Chapei. In Ifarch, 1937, left fur Chinkiang.__________ __

Sung Jen-ching(, a worker of the Heng Foong (7^^ )
Silk Weaving Factory, Haiohow Road.Living at 21 

_____IMh Teh Li ( ), Linching Road.__________________

Factory, Lane 464 Yulin Road. Living in the Uni on 
offices. ______

Tsai Sao-hung (^7^), ex-worker of the Tien Fnh Silk Weaving- 
Factory, Ydng An Li, Point Road. Living at 20 Ziang 
San Li, Fuh Hwa Road, Chapei.
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;_________ At the time the inauguration, the Union had only

a few supporters amonp; the weavers in the Eastern District, 

hut through protracted agitation and propaganda it has__________

succeeded in increasing its membership quite considerably• 

This campaign was fulfilled in March, 1937, with the advent of 

the gwOs t r i k e$ of silk weavers throughout Shanghai, when 

the weavers of the Eastern District joined the Union for the 

advantages to be gained by united action«_____ffith the end of 

the .strike on March 3 and 4f the Uni m gradually-began to___

lose favour amongst the workers until it became a parent to 

them that a number of the owners had no intention of adhering 

to the terms of the agreement arrived at between the workers_____

and employers through the mediation of the Bureau of Social_______

.Affairs______ The 4th District Silk havers1 Union then again

commenced agitation on behalf, of . the-Workers—in hope, of_____

securing more rigid adherence to the terms of the agreement«

The strikers of the Ching Sing Silk leaving Factory»  

Lane 464, 2^/36 Yulin Road, are now using the Union premises______

as a centre for the distribution of free food»_______________________

 Among the 3,000 members of the-Union, there are a 

number of radicals who are continally advocating the use of 

unlawful means by which to obtain recognition of their demands* 

They frequently come into conflict in this respect with the 

executive members of the Union, who are more or less under the

sway of the local Kuomintang and the Bureau of Social Affairs*

———- — y

D. C, (Special Branch).___________
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”18 -t No. 35/37
Yulin Hd 

April 23, 37.

34«

Sirs

At 5*40 p.m. a male Chinese owned Shu 4yung Tuh 
( 11 |t>) 39 An Loh Sbng» Ward Hoad» came to this

station with a name card bearing the name of Tsang 

Tso thang ) representative of the social Affairs

Bureau on which was written*»*! came to the 4th. Distrlot 

•* eavers Union and have been surrounded by workers who 

will not allow me to leave. Please send Police to give 

me assistance.*

D.S.I. Lee Yee Tong» C.D.S. 98 and C.D.C. 321 

accompanies by the undersigned proceeded to the house 

occupied by the 4th. District Weavers Union and met 

Mr. Tsang Tso Chang leaving the Union premises at 138 

Tong Loh Pong, ./hashing Hoad, he was being escorted by 

the workers of the 'Tien Hwa* Silk factory, Ward Road.

.Mr. Tsang Tso Chang when questioned stated he had 

,/Sc been sent to the Union at about 2 p.m. 23/4/37 to dis» 

cuss the strike of the weavers of the 'Tien Hwa' factory 

A , with a view to approaching the factory management. About

3 p.m. even date» a large niriber of the 'Ching Shing' 

factory weavers arrived at the Union premises and demand

ed that ho attend first to the reinstatement of the 10

dismissed workers from the 'Ching Shing' factory. Palling

to cumply with their request they threatened to assault 

him and hold him as a hostage until the dispute was. fini«i

shed.
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Mr. Tsang Tso Chang stated he was unable to point 

out the persons who threatened him and states he did 

not wiah to take action against them in any case*
The undersigned then interviewed -he President oftia 

Standing Committee of the Union named Wo Yao )

and the Secretary named Taung Shi eh Yao when
it was explained that they could not allow such acts 

to go on in the Union premises* It was also drawn to 

their notice that a number of pamphlets had been issued 
recently bearing their Union Chop itiich called people 

to go on strike to obtain their demands. This it was 

pointed out could not go on and would ultimately lead 

to the closing of the Union*

Tsang Tao Chang was escorted to the highway and 

allowed to go*

too Yao, President of tun Stare ing Commettee of the 

4th* district weavers Union, is a dismissed *Ching Shing* 

Factory worker who was diomiosed in 1936. He ia now un

employed. This was pointed out to the representative of 

the Social Affairs Bureau as not being in order aa the 

permit granted for the forming of a Union was definitely 

for employees and was not a lodging place and home for 
unemployed*

Taung Shieh Yao, Secretary of the Union is a paid 

OBg>loyee recommended and sent by the Local Kuomintang 

Party to aot as secretary* This mar. has never been aa 

employee of a silic factory* j- »* >
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The leaders of this Union have no control of the 

members who will resort to violence to obtain their 

ends and the Union premises are the best suited for 

any suoh acts.

Copy to 1 
D.C.tDiVS.)
D.C. (Crime)

D.C.(3/b)
D.D.O«(D)
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45M-'-s* SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. p

.... Yulin Hoadb^^/

REPORT .
Date..JfVU aflth

Subject .PP.®.®4®fi._®Y the<th Division of the Silk Weavers Union,No.17

Lane 832 Thorborn Joad. 

• Made by............D.».S*.Z.»...L.®® Yee Tong, fry........... ........................ I
____________________________________________________ —' * I

sir, — _____________________

__C.U.3.17J reports that the 4th Division of the Silk Weavers 

Un 1 on 17/832 Thorborn Road was formerly opened t 

on 2012-31 with thefallowing offLeer a: •_

1-era bar a on the Standing Go .mit tee:

Wo Yao______ t

Lung j?£ne ring }

Kyi ng Tao Kyi )

_______

____ ii£aerves.

___ LeoC’
Chen Shi

Teal Ciao Hung

Reserve;

Chien Lal )
ihr Ing Hou ?ah(/>W /X )

nemberehip ¿’eeJ-

Entranoe fee Is 40 cento per person and the ¡nonthly



Extract from Intelligence Report of Dec. 21, 1936

4th District Silk Weaving Factory Workers* Union - 
Inaugurated

The 4th District Silk Weaving Factory Workers’ Union 

was inaugurated during a meeting held in the Young Men’s 

Lecturing Group Society Building, Chung Hwa Road, Nantao, 

in the afternoon of December 20. About 600 Chinese 

including delegates from the local Tangpu, the Bureau of 

Social Affairs and the General Labour Union attended.

During the meeting, union regulations were passed, 

and an executive committee of seven members and a supervisory 

committee of three persons were elected«

This union has an office at 17 Teh An Li )»
Thorburn Road
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File
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. q

S»l, Special Branch«j>ipx7wnf/ J 
REPORT Dg(e January 23, I?37. '

x
...Fathe r land Re se arch Society......................................................................

Made by.. P • §. I. Prqko f lev Forwarded by.

__ Beginning from November, 1936, notices have been appe aring
X /Cou ojClXf t

Xj. 23'°) * in local Russian newspapers from time to time announcing publie
4. 77i¥ lectures on political subjects held under the auspices of a

_ Russian organization known as the “Fatherland Research Society1*. 

The lectures were held between 8.30 p.m. and 12 p.m. either

. at the Ukrainian Club, 640 Weihaiwei Road or at the 2nd Russian 
Club, 81 Chusan Road.,_

Two of these lectures were attended by the undersigned,__

On both occasions the audience did not exceed 50 persons. 

Admission was free and open to any member of the public.________

The routine adopted by the Society for their meetings is as_

follows:- after a lecture on a previously announced subject__

has been delivered, those present are invited to ask questions 

or to express their respective views on the subject. The_______

function is concluded by the lecturer’s address covering all___

points raised during the discussion..
The subject selected for the previous lectures related to

the internal and external policy of the government of the

U.S.S.R*, the Russian Red Army, the Communist International, 

the Fascist movement and various political factions of Russian 

emigres. The general trend of the lectures may be described 

as definitely pro-Fascist. They were conducted in an orderly 

manner.
The Society in question was formed in February, 1936 by a 

group of members of the local Branch of A»A. Vonsiatsky’s 

“All-Russia People’s 7 evolutionary Fascist Party** who, after

a period of work under K«A* Stekloff, haad of the branch, had 

come to the conclusion that he was utterly unfit for his post 

owing mainly to his lack of'education* During VonaiaMky*e____



File No........ ....
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.................................. Station,
REPORT

Date................................... 19

Subject...................................... .........................

Made by. Forwarded by.

sojourn in Shanghai in March, 1936 representatives of the 

opposition group endeavoured to win the favour of the **Leadei,w« 

However, the latter paid no attention to their representations

__regarding Stekloff, following which the opposition group,______  

some 40 members strong, severed their relations with Stekloff 

and registered with the Russian Emigrants1 Committee as a 

non-political body under the name of **Fatherland Research___
Society*« They established their club at 107 Love Lana which 

functioned until July, 1936« The activities of the Society 

were then temporarily suspended and were resumed only in 
October of the same year«

B.M»  Norlander and G«M« Fedoroff are reported to be the  

leading members of the Society« These individuals* antecedents 
as known to this office are as follows

Boris Michailovitch Norlander, Russian, was born in 1896 _ 

at Vladivostock. Former student of the Tomsk School of

Mining Engineers he left the U»S«S»R« for China in 1922 and 

subsequently resided in Harbin where he was employed as a 

chauffeur in the garage of the Chinese Eastern Railway« 
In 1926 he became a Soviet citizen in order to keep his 

employment* However, he was discharged in 1929« In August, 

1930 he arrived in Shanghai from Harbin« He registered with 

the Russian Emigrants* Committee and shortly afterwards 

obtained his present employment with the Shanghai Land 

Investment Company, 100 Jinkee Road, as a chauffeur and 

bodyguard. His last known address is 70 Wayside Road«

George Moiseyevitch Fedfiyggg^ Russian was born on 1/8/1897 
in the Transbaikal province. He is reported to have served
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but later to have deserted to the *redsH. According to his 

own statement he was a member of the Russian communist party 

for about ten years» During this period he graduatedfrom a__
Soviet school for political instructors, following which 

he served in this capacity with various military units stationed I 

in the Maritime province» In 1929 he appeared in Manchuria, 

declaring that he had been disappointed in the Soviet rule.___

He was subsequently employed as a teacher in the Three River 
province, Manchuria, for some time, after which he worked as a | 

ticket inspector with the omnibus company in Mukden« Towards 

the end of 1932 he arrived in Shanghai and has since been residiig 

in this city» Some time 1935 he joined the Stekloff group. 

He has been without a fixed employment while in ShwnghfH.

________ So far there seems to have been nothing in the activities 
of the Society to which an objection could be raised from 

the Police view point. 





Special Sranch Reports
Miscellaheous Station reports.
Cutting fro m Foreign press.
Extracts from Intelligence reports and 
Chinese newspaper translation.

5. Telephone messages for circulation 
through C.C.R.

Copies of correspondence to Council from S.M.C. Road Coolies’ Mutual Aid Asso’n.

8.
9.

10.

P.V.D. Coolies Nos. 45 and 296 - Activi -ties of and watch on.
Unrest among casual coolies of P.W.J,
Arrest of Jong Saung Zai and 2 others for 
intimidation on 29.6.37.Raid on 8/351 Elgin Road, house of Mr.Chen Kiu-feng. 7.7.37

Arrest and conviction of Chen Kiu-feng at 8/351 Elgin Rd. 10.7.37.
11. Arrest of Wong MacGregor and Tah Kuo for rioting at Baikal Roads corner.30.6.37.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. r
CRIME DIARY.

...........*AW.___ Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:—Kisc .433/37. -----Central ..Police Station-

—_3.Qldi._^ujci8........... ip 37»
Diary Number:— 1« Nature of Qffence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

record”of Investigation.”

AEPREiiiuiTATIViàb Oi COOLIES ATTACKS» 
TO P.w.D. StfGIN ROAD REPOT ATTEMPT 

, TO juBHIT A PET IT 1014 TO MR. T.K. HO 
» DEPUTY SECRETARY, S. M. C.

At '*.20 p.in. 30-6-37, Inspector White end party of 

Police incluning D.S.I. Pei Sheng and the under- 

fa igiied attended Room 161, Administration Building with 

reference co two representatives, named Lee Kyung Tsung K

Coolie 140.46, residing Nyuin Yue Li, 

Tungcho* Road Extension., Chapel, and Mang Tsau Shiu

7^) ■> Cr..ing Road, Chapei, who were there on 

bent If ox the Highway coolies attached to Eawgin Road 

i.W.L>. i.ehot(of which there were about ten or more waited! 

on Hankow Road outside the Administration Building) to 

present two demands as follows:-

F\U^

‘ "bp

(1) That the highway coolies and sewerage coolies be I 
issued with separate netal badges, as against 
that which is now the practice of issuing badges | 
and numbers at random among them when congregati | 
ing at the Depot for work each morning*

(2) That highway coolies continue to clean the high-I 
v/ay drain sewerage instead of the sewerage 
coolies.

Mi'. T.K. Ko declined to interview the representativetl

or consider their demands as same was not in accordance

with his duties and did not concern him.

Representatives were informed to that effect and

this they did with no untoward occurrence.

i jP i_



File No.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Central .......Station,/.
REPORT 7?^-February 26, 37,

Subject.L...9.9.9AA.®?...in^®?yi®wing Mr. Yu Ya Ching...........

Made ¿y... In.ap., ...Brownrigg.....
ufficer in charge

In accordance with your instructions the undereigned pro

seeded to Mr. Iu Ya Ching*s office at 93 Canton Hoad at 3. 30_pm. 

_26-2-37, to ascertain the nature of the interview sought by 

_repreaentatives of the P.W.D. coolies with Mr, Yu Ya Ching.— 
_______At 4.45 p.m. 26-2-37, the following representatives put in

appearance t

Ho. 57

Ho. 45 Li Kyung Sung
Ho.210 Liu Fei Vung /MX:

No.195 Kwei Boo Yang ------

Ho.296__ yong Saung ¿ey 

11 was ascertained by the undersigned that these men wished

fàV-,

to see Mr. Yu Ya Ching to aak him to use his good offices in 

^Registering a protest on behalf of the Highway coolies of the

P.y.D. owing to the new regulations regarding badges.________

_____ It appears th t in the past the "Sewarage* coolies were

issued with a yellow badge whilst the "Highways* coolies had a 

grey badge and in addition "Casual" coolies had a Med badge.
_ According to the representatives these badges are now going to 

be withdrawn and Green badges issued to both departments (Green

badge shown to undersigned had "Highways* stamped upon same but [ 

representatives stated that the Green badges were all the same). |

The "Highways* coolies were now afraid that as *Road Hepairs* by

W.D. were now very seldom, that with the amalgimating of the

Departments *3 ewerage & Highways" the "Highways* coolies 

?‘/would be made to suffer by utilizing "Sewerage* coolies when any g

work became necessary on roads instead of gigaging the old

"Highways* coolies to perform said work



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
.... Ç en t ral....... Station^

REPORT JFebniary 26â i9 37.

. Kefer^ce P. J/.D. cooliea interviewing Mr. Yu Ya Ching.............................

Made ......................... Forwarded by...........................................................................................
officer in charge.

Mr. Yu Ya Ching was absent on the arrival of the represen— 

tatives and had not returned by 6 p.m. 26-2-37, when the 

undersigned left said offices._ _____

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

In spec to r.

D. 0. "A" Div.

D. C. (Special Branch)
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Uisc. No* 73/37*
Feb. 1st, 37.

5^ i H

strike of r.W^ Rofcd Construction Coolies 
(Special branch Intelligence Report 30-1-37)

On the instruction of the Officer i/c District a

party of unifora iolice and detectives were detailed for 

duty on Benton Road where at about 4.45p*m*, Monday, 

February 1, 1937 the same five P.W.D. strikers mentioned 

on diary 1 of the above report dated Jan* 30, called at 

the office of Mr. YU Ya Ching at No. 93 Canton Road. He 

received them end stated that he would interview the

Chairman of the Municipal Council on their behalf and 

t/( they may return to call on him again at 5p.m. Feb. 2,

1937.

The five strikers left the building and vicinity



Mise. No» 73/37•

1.

Centre1
Jan. 30th, 37.

Strike of P.W.D. Road Construction Coolies 
(Special Branch Intelligence keport 30-1537)

At about 12.45p.m. Saturday, Jan. 30, 1937, about 60 
coolies of the F.W.D., strikers, called at the office of 

Mr. Yu Ya Ching at No. 93 Canton Road to present a petition " 
requesting the letter to intercede with the Shanghai 
Municipal Council on their behalf concerning the decision 

of the P.W.D. to introduce a new system for engagement of , 

coolies.
Mr. Yu Ya Ching interviewed five of the strikers 

named (1) Wong Tsaung Lai (35^^), No. 296, (2) Lieu Hwei 

Vung No. 200, (3) Lt Ching Tsung No. 45,
(4) Wei Boo Ying (^’No. 57 and (5) Tsai Foo Yoong 

_z7
No. 195 and stated that he would place the matter 

before the Council on Monday morning Feb. 1, 1937 and 
granted the five representatives permission to call on 

him again at 5p.m. same date.
The coolies then disperse quietly from the vicinity 

Inspector Everest and party of Police had attended from 
Central Station on the instruction of Officer i/c District.

This party of coolies previously called at No. 59 

Hongkong Road, at about 12.30p.m. same^gage to interview 

a representative of the Chinese Rate-payers Association, 

however no responsible person could be located to interview 

two of the strikers who entered the building whereupon 
they left to call on Mr. Yu Ys Ching as described.
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> SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S*l> Special. Branch
REPORT A -rw

Date. Apr il..23x.....i9 37.
Subject............Articles of Association of the Shanghai International Settlement...;..-’

Road construction Coolies mutual Aid Association»
Made by J? .• S .• T le T.........Forwarded by.......... ...............................................................................

Attached is a translation of the Articles of Association 
of the Shanghai international Settlement Road Construction 
Coolies mutual Aid Association»

M
M

N
M

l
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SHANGHAI INTERNATIONAL SET ILEI JBNT ROAD CONSTRUCTION 
COOLIES 'ÏLTUAL ATJ ASSOCIATION_______

REGULATIONS

Art. 1. The Association is formed by the road construction 
coolies and so 3 named the Shanghai International 
Settlement Road construction Coolies mutual Aid 
Association »

Art. 2. The Association will follow the Three Principles of 
the People, promote friendship between coolies and 
endeavour to improve tneir knowledge.

Arte 3. This Association is established at Lane 351, -No.8 
Elgin Koad.

Art# 4e The Association will deal with the followings-

a/ to encourage the development of national spirit 
in order to solidify the union of coolies»

b) to do its best to propagate the Three Principles 
of the Peoples

c/ to exterminate injurious customs and habits and 
to endeavour to facilitate the work of the coolies.

d) to establish a school for the coolies.

e) to improve the living conditions of the coolies.

f/ to protect coolies from being oppressed by their 
employers•

g/ to establish a labourers1 bavin&s Society and 
organize a voolies1 Welfare Association.

h/ to jieal with applications of members for financial 
relief.

i) to mediate in all disputes between the coolies.

ji to consider and act on any equitable suggestions 
made by the coolies.

Art. 5. All road construction coolies who are in possession 
of badges issued by the S.^.c. will be eligible to 
join the Association.

Art. 6. Members of the Association will be entitled to the 
following privileges»-

I a) ihe power to vote -and eligibility to the various
committees of the Association.

bJ The power to propose and to criticize.

cl All other privileges mentioned in these regulations.



Art. 7. The duties of every member will be tot-

a> observe the regulations of the Association and 
its decisions.

b) attend meetings regularly.

c) pay membership fees punctually.

dJ give advice to the Association freely on request.

Art. 8. members who fail to observe the regulations and/or 
decisions of the Association will be deprived of 
special privileges and will be liable to be expelled 
from membership cf the organization.

Art. 9. The Association will have an executive committee of 
¿9 members and 6 reserve members, all of whom will be 
elected at a general meeting of the members.

Art. 10. The standing committee will be elected by the Sxecutive 
Committee.

Art. 11. The Association will establish five sections*-

1) The General Affairs bection

2> The Organizsi ion w

3/ The Propaganda a

4) the Mediation «

5i The investigation «

each of which will be under the control of a chief and 
a vice-chief who will be elected from members of t he 
executive committee.

Art. 12. Service on the various committees will be entirely 
honorary and such term of service will be one year, 
committee members, however, will be eligible for re
election at the end of each term of service.

Art. 13. Meetings of the Association»-

H There will be one general meeting in each year.

2) The executive committee will meet once a fortnight.

3/ The standing Committee will meet once in a wee^»

Art. 14. Any of the above committees will be empowered to call 
a meeting at any other time should the business to 
be transacted be of an urgent nature.

Art. 15. At all meetings of the Association the majority vote 
required to carry a proposal put before the meeting 
my st consist of a number in excess of one half of 
the attendance.
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Art. 16. Finances of the Association and Membership 
Feesi

Members will be required to pay an entrance 
fee of $1.00 and a weekly subscription of 
$0.10.

Special contributions to the funds of the 
Association may be raised at any time subject 
to the approval of th a majority of the 
Association members.

Art. If. The regulations governing the administration 
of the various sections have yet to be drawn 
up and will be separate from these regulations.

Art. 18. These regulations will come into force when they 
have been passed by the first general meeting 
of members.

P. T. 0.



The first duty of the Association will oe to 

carry out the work defined in Art. 4 of these regulations.

A portion of the membership fees received will 

be alloted to a sinking fund for promoting the welfare 

of the members.

kl/ Members who sustain irjury in the execution 

of their duty or who are otherwise incapacitated through 

sickness may apply to the Association for medical expenses 

<2/ ■“•embers who contemplate marriage and members 

who suffer the loss of a relative through death will be 

entitled to a loan from the Association of an amount not 

exceeding $100.00, the interest due on such loan to be 

.5% per mensem.

Where a member dies at an advanced age, his 

heir may apply for a donation from the association of 

$100.00 to defray funeral expenses.

\4^ The Association will open a free supplementary 

school for its members.

i5) The association will engage a legal advisor 

to safeguard the rights of its members.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
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REPORT . ,, ¿o -yi
Date...kpX.Xl.....2.0-»-.... 19*' •

Subject Maintenance of watch on the house of Chen Kiu-feng. ......

Made by......Pa.S.a.I.,.....LaUXiei .Forwarded by.

_____________ A party of Municipal Police was posted outside

Lane 351, No,8 Elgin Road, on April 19 with the object of 

preventing persons of the coolie type from entering the

alleyway, as a result of which no P.W.D. road construction

coolies called at ghen Kiu-feng*s home on that date.
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File No..............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 775^

S. 1, Special Branch /M/0/1/
REPORT . j . . q -tnDate......April....1.9,... 19 37 •

Activities of Chen Kiu-feng in connection with the attempted 
.......rncorpoif t i'on ’ of” the ’P’.W’.D.7’CodIies Miut ual Aid Society into 

a Branch of the Peasants, and...Labourers Livelihood Improvement
Associât ion.

D.H.L... . . laurier.. . . . .Forwarded by......t

The signboard entitled the branch Office of the

Shanghai Municipality Peasants and Labourers* Livelihood 

Improvement Association" ( 1 )>__

hitherto exhibited in Lane 351, 8 Elgin Road, outside Chen 

Kiu-feng*s home was removed at 1 p«m. April 17, on the 

instructions of Chen Kju-feng._______________________________

The meeting of representatives of P.W.D. road

construction coolies, scheduled to take place at 6 p.m.

April 17 in Chen Kiu-feng*s home, Lane 551, No.8 Elgin Roadx 

was not held as the result of action on the part of the 

Police of West Hongkew Station who occupied the alleyway 

end prohibited the workers* representatives from entering 

Chen Kiu-feng’s home. Chen Kiu-feng received a prior 

warning from West Hongkew Station to cancel the meeting and

it is learned that he acted on this warning.but owing to _

insufficient time being given he was unable to convey the

notice of cancellation to all concerned in time. Of the 

40 persons who were turned away the following coolies were

—^recognised 1-________ __ _______________ _____________ ____

Wong Shang-zaj ( X 7X-xf ),ex-Ctrolie No.296, camet.?*

2oo

at 5.45 p.m.

& ), Coolie No.8, Ewo Road

$
Section, c'-mat 5.45 p.m. ____

Ting Teng-koo (7 ), coolie No.143, Shunteh

_______________ Road Depot, came at 6 p.m. ________________

 Chang Zang-ehing ), ganger, Shunteh Road Pepot,

came at 6.15 p.m, on a bicycle.

_________ Shu Kiu-lung _____wf> )♦ number unknown, Soo chow

Road Uppnt,, eftniR at fi.20 p.m.______
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Hsia Kuo-fu (), ganger No.8, Dixwell Road

Depot, came at 6.25 p.m.

Zu Siao-pap__ (fl^T), coolie No.107, Dixwell Road_____ .

Depot, came at 6.30 p.m._



fm. 2 File No.
8 4SM1-3'' SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

8*1» Special Branch, .
REPORT Arw 4 "I IQDate. APr11.... 19 »... ,y37.

Subject Paid ^»W.D. road construction coolies to the home of

................................... Chen..Kiu Feng,

Made by.......J?*S.I......Lan?ier.... ........... .... p'orwarded by.........................

The following coolies visited lane 351, No.8 Elgin

Road, the residence of Chen Kiu Feng,on April 18t-

Kame
Time of 
Arrival

Time of 
Departure

Wong Shang Zai 4.30 p.m. 4.45 p.m.

ex-cooli e No.296•

Liu Hwan Wen, ____ 4.50 p.m. 5 p.m.

coolie No»200• ______

Li Kwei Ling, _______ 6.25 p.m. 6.30 p.m.

coolie No.77. _____
Chen Kiu Feng was absent when the above coolies

viaited hie honee._____________________________________________

About 10 other men who were obviously P.W. D. coolies 

but who are unknown to the Police, came to the mouth of the 

alleyway separately at various intervals between 6 p.m. and

6.15 p.m. with the intention apparently of visiting Chen

Kiu Feng. They left without entering the alleyway on observing 

police patrols posted in the vicinity.

D. S. I.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S*l, Spe-cial Branch« SsMiam
REPORT

Subject

Date.. April...17.»..... zpS?.

ion Ooolis s * Repre s entat iyes at 
the home of Chen Kiu jreng.

Made by.....D *8^.4. »..Daur 1er Forwarded by..

___ „_ Some J^O persons claiming to be representatives of the coolies of the
(Shuriteh Hoad Depot) held a meeting at 7 p.m. il

at No.8, Lane 351 Elgin Road, the residence of Chen Kiu Feng,
advisor to the P.W.L. Road Construction Coolies Mutual Aid

Association•

________ Chen presided and addressed the attendance stating that

as the shanghai Municipal Police has prohibited the r.w.jj.

Road Construction Coolies Mutual Aid. Association from function— 

ing in the Settlement, the Association had in consequence been

,^^Incorporated into the Peasants and Labourers Life improvement
dissociation of which a branch had been established in the

./■'/
¡ÎXA^ttlement. coolies who wished to Join the Branch were________

required to observe its regulations and to unite _ _______

together in order to promote the welfare of the workers and 

to protect themselves from being oppressed by the Authorities»

They would, however, be required to respect the wishes of the

Au th o r i t i e s and wou.ld not be permitted to utilize the________ ___

influence of the organization in furthering any unlawful

activities* coolies and foremen should work together peace-

fully and not to resort to retaliative measures by reporting

each other to their foreign employers*____ In conclusion* Chen -

requested the attendance to give their opinion on the subject*—

As no_suggestions were forthcoming the meeting was adjourned___—
at 7,50 p*m, when the coolies departed*_____________ ____ _________

The following P*W*D* road construction coolies visited_____

Lane 351, No«8 Elgin Road „.on April 16*- __________ ______________ _
Time of Time of

_____ Name____________ ___________ arrival _________ departure__________

Wong Hung Sung,________________6 p.m._________ 8*20 p*m*________

foreman 47. ____ ________ ;_______________ __________ —----------------- g—



File No.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Station,
REPORT 

Date.  / 9

Subject..........................................

Made by.............. -,_________________________  r orwarded by____  
_............» 2 -______ ...................

Li Fob Ling, A ,A___6*30 p.m. 8 p.m._____
foreman No.51.

---- TanFoh Zlang,--------------------------- - ,A ■  6.30 p.m.________ 8 p.m.
ganger No. 51.

Zu Slao -rao, „_ 7 P.m.__________ 8.10 p.m.
____ coolie «O.107

Li Ching Tsung, ™ ln _----------- ----- - --------------------------------------- 7*10 P»m. 8.10 p.m.
___ coolie No.45.

Li ^wei Ling, 7 in _ _ _------- —-_______ x?___________________ __ ' .*u p.m. 8p.m.
coolie "0.77. 

neia "-uo J'U, n ~ ----------------------------- --------------------- 7»IS p.m.8.10 p.m._________
ganger No.8.

Liu Nwan Wen, ~—.....................................  ZaIS p.m.________ 8.20 p.m._______
coolie No.200.

•^u Slao San is. 7 ir _ „ .------------------7*15 p.m.___ ____ 8.10 p.m.____

coolie No.6.

"■wan Boo Yu in, 7 9n „ „ ____--------------------------- ?--------------------- -------- pein,_____________ __________________
coolie No#195a

Shu Chiu Lung, 7.^ „  „ , -------------------------------------------------------- C»^0 p.m.____ 8.10 p.m._______
coolie of Soochow ltd. Depot.

—»°n« 7.30 B„. fl„,n
ex-coolie No.296. ______

light other coolies whose names ar® »«v- .--------------------------- ----------------------- are unknown, visited the______________  
premises between 7 p.m. and 8 p.m,

---------- The *b°™ 20 «»«1U1. th. .„.J,

which th. meeting 
In a 1



___FM. 2
G. 45M-I-36

File No..............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

8.1, Special Branch xxxx?teHcx 
REPORT Date Aprii .16,...... ,9 37.

t Visits paid by P.W.D, Road Construction Coolies to the home.of

................... .Chen .Kiu-f.eng.....

Made ¿yD^S.-I.^Laurier.... ...Forwarded by.

The following P.W.D. road construction coolies visited

Lane 351, No.8 Elgin Road, the residence of Chen Kiu-feng _ 

( ) between 6• 20 p.m. and 7.10 p.m. April 15 t-

Wong hung-sung I ), foreman ho.47.______

tisi a Huo-fu __ ( ) > ganger ho.8_____

__ Kwan Bao-yuin ( ) » coolie ho.195

Liu Hwan-wen____ i —*____ HCU200-
Four other coolies» whose names are unknown and who are 

attached to the Shunteh Road Depot» alsolvisited the premises _



* n

FM. 2 j File No.............
° *5M’,'S6 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Meeting of representatives of coolies

of Antung Road Depot

e dinner party concluded at 9.IQ p.m. when the e-ooli..

S.l, Special Branch.
REPORT Dat? April 15,............37.

Xuhier.t Activities of the $$.W.D. Road Constructions Coolies in con-
' ........................... hectìón' witli ’ thè’ P.TF.Di Rôâd Côhstfüctïon Coolies’......

Mutual Aid Association.
Made ........................... Forwarded by..... .....................................(Ù J £....................-

The following P.W.D. road construction coolies called 

at Lane 351 No.8 Elgin Road, the residence of Chen Kiu Peng, 

between 6.35 p.m. and 7.10 p.m. April 14:-

x Coolies Nos. 45, 47, 77, 107, 200, 195, and Tsueh Yiu

___Liang ), (number unknown, attached to Ewc..RqacLDepo-tl - 

and ganger No.8._______ _________________________

Chen Kiu Peng was again absent from home and as a result 

the coolies left the premises at 7.20 p.m. and proceeded to 

the Hai Hwa Leu Restaurant No.286 North Chekiang______

Road, where they had dinner.
It was decided amongst these coolies during the course 

of the meal that representatives of the coolies employed in 

the various P.W.D. depots would attend the following meetings 

at Lane 351 No.8 Elgin Road with the object of discussing

P.W.D. regulations governing the treatment of coolies, as well 

as matters coneerning the incorporation of the P.W.D. Road

rii 21-6 p.m

Construetiopgr Coolies Mutual Aid Association into a branch of 

the Peasants and Labourers Life Improvement Associationl»

April 16 & 17-6 p.m. Meeting of representatives of coolies

of Shunteh Road Depot

April 18 & 19 - 6 p.m. Meeting of representatives of coolies

of Soochow Road Depot.

April 20 - 6p.m.

April 22-6 p.m

Meeting of representatives of coolies

of Dixwell Road Depot

Meeting of representatives of coolies

of Ewo Road Depot



FORM NfrJ 
G. 40M.* a'c File No.............

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
...............................Station,

REPORT
Date.................................... i 9

Subject...................................................................................................................................................................................................



File No.FM. 2
G. 45M-1-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

_ Visits paid by P.W.D.
Subject.....................................................................

s . 1, Spec.i.al x>r shc.h,..skkjös?
REPORT April 14, 37,

Coolies to the home of Chen Kiu Peng.

Made by...... Forwarded by

The following P.W.D. coolies visited Lane 351, No.8

Elgin Road between 5.40 p.m. and 8.15 p.m. April 13:-
Time of Time of

Name Arrival Departure

Tan Foh Ziang 5.40 p.m.8.10 p.m» _____________

foreman No.57._______________________________________________
Li Kwei Ling 6.30 p.m.7.50 p.m.

coolie Mo. 77________________________
Zu Siao Pao A ¿J,____________ 6.40 p.m._______ 7.50 p.m.

coolie No.107 

Wong Shang Zai ), 6.40 p.m.8.10 p.m.

ex-coolie No.296

Kwan boo Yuin 8,00 p.m.8.15 p.m.

_____coolie No.195_______________________ _________________ ___________
Chen Kiu Peng was absent from home when the abov^nentioned. 

coolies paid their visits. Xt has been learned that coolies

Nos. 77 and 107 visited with the object of reporting to

| Chen Kiu Peng the following alleged malpractice on the part 

of No.l foreman, Loh >eng Nyi ), attached to Dixwell

jRoad Depot,__

As a rule, ten coolies are required to stand by on__  

Sunday at the Ewo Road Depot. Last Sunday, April 11, although 

the No.l foremen Loh Peng Nyi arranged to have only 3 coolies

stand by at the.Ewo Road Depot he requisitioned for wages in

respect of ten coolies on the pretext that the remaining seven

coolies were on duty elsewhere. In this false requisition

Loh submitted the names of seven coolies towards whom he is

known to be sympathetic, and with whom, it is suspected, he 

is working in collusion. Of the seven coolies who were 

represented as having done work which, actually they did not



FM, 2
G. 45M-Î-36

File No..............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.......... ..........  Station,

REPORT
Date.....................................l9

Subject.............................. _ .............................................................................................

Made by............. ..........................................................Forwarded by....................................................................................... ........
- 2 -

do, Nos. 25, 109, 110, 147, attached to the ^wo Road Depot

are known to have been included» It has also been ascertain

ed that Loh Feng Nyi on April 13, 1957 issued to coolies Aos. 22, 

46, 60 and 88 a sum of money in excess of the amount earned by. 

each in one week»2______ _

The callers intended to request Uhen ffin #eng to negntiata- 
with the P.W.D. Authorities with the object of adopting measures 

_for the suppression of this form of malpractice» _______



File No.FM. 2
G. 45M-1-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S.l
REPORT

Special Branch, jsxxkoc,

Date. April 14,......z?37
Subject Arrivais „anddeparture s„ofP. w.D. coolies at-..and. from the

.......................home., of Chenaiu;..Fe.ng*................. ............................................................
Made by... P.*S • I •.. Laur ÌOT................... Forwarded by........-.. £).. ^0.. c£.....................................

The meeting of gangers scheduled to take place at 8, 

Lane 361 Elgin Road, at 5 p.m. April 12 was not held owing_

to the non appearance of the gangers* representatives, consequent, 

it is assumed, upon the coincidence of the Chinese Ratepayers • 

meeting which it was known Chen Kiu Feng was predisposed to 

attend.______________________________________ __________________ __

___ The following P.W.D. coolies visited Lane 351, House 8 
Elgin Road, be tween 5 p.m. and 7«10 p.m. April 12:~

_____ Kame___________ _ ____ Time of arrival___Time of departure__  
Wong Hung Sung 5.30 p.m.7 p.m.

_________________  
foreman No .47

Hsia KUo Fu )___________5.45 p.m.__________7.10 p.m.
ganger No .8___________________ •_____________ _________ _________

_ Zu Siao Pao (^J’ )___________6 p.m.______________7 p.m.________  

coolie No.107

Pu Siao San Tse _______ 6 p.m._____________ 7 p.m.________
p—s coolie No.6_________________ ____________________________________

iqrain Boo Yuin () T )_________ 6.30 p.m.__________ 6.50 p.m._____

si. ^4oolie Ho, 195 ____________ _____________ ____________________

Shu Chiu Lung _____5.30 p.m._______________ 6.40 p.m.______

coolie of Sooc how Road_________ ‘_________ _________________

depot.___________ _____ __________ j_____________ ___________________
Tsueh Yiu Liang (^K^> K) 6.05 p.m. 6.45 p.m.

coolie of Ewo Road

Depot. __________ _____ _______________ /I_____________________________

.............—----------------------
-7Tt--------------C. Dfi. I-

—D.C. (Special Branch).------- ------------------------------



File No.FM. 2
G. 45M-I-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S.2,Spe-cial Branch...Stxovxr>, 
REPORT . __

Date.......April. .14»....zp37.
Interview with Mr. W Kai Sien, leader of local Tangpu re activitiesoUu ] CCt................ ........................... ......  .......................  ........ ...........................................  

.........o.f..Ch.en..Kiu-f.eng.

Made ..................................  Forwarded by........S.Up.t*...Tan..Sha.o-li.ang........................

________Mr... Wu Kai Sien,—the leader of the local______________  

Tangpu, was interviewed this morning and supplied with a _____ -

summarized account of the attached report re efforts nf___________

Chen Kiu-feng to establish a branch office of the Peasants 

and Labourers Life Improvement Association at 8/351 Elgin 

Road in order to induce P.W.D. workers to Join it.

Mr. Wu atated that the Peasants and Labourers 

Life Improvement Association is located in Kantao and is 

a legitimate organization but there is no branch office 

_authorised in the Settlement. He will publish in the 

Chinese press on April 15 a declaration to the effect that 

no persons have ever been authorised to establish a branch____

office of the Association.

___________If the S.M.P. will write officially to the 

Kuomintang Headquarters re the existence of the branch S 
office, the Tangpu wi11_write to the Court or the Police 

Bureau to take suppressive measures.



I



FM. 2 -
G. 45M-1-36

File No
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Section 1, Special Br.
REPORT

Date Apr.11 .12»...." 19 '3 7

Subject ...The...act ivit le s of „Chen j in çon ne c tio n with the

P. W...D Road. Co ns t;ruçit ion Cool les

Made by. D.k8.».I.«....Laurier . ..Forwarded by... .
Being dissatisfied, with the decision of the Public Works

to place the gangers in the, same category asthe— 

reducing the increment weather remuneration of the

former from full to half a day’s pay for those days on which

they are unable to work owing to adverse weather conditions«

representatives of the gangers will hold a meeting at 5 p.m,

April 12 at Ho. 8 Lane 351, Elgin Road« to discuss the measures

to be adopte d i n oppos1 ng the decis ioilqf_th eir_empioyexs

Steps have been taken to have this meeting reported on

The following coolies and gangers visited No. 8« Lane

351, Elgin Road, between 5.30 p.m. and 9 p.m. on April 10 and I.

11, respectivelyt-

Name Date
Time of 
arr ival

Time of 
departure

Wong hung Sung_____ April 10

( £ ), ---------------------y-----------------------------------—
foreman No* 47.

Hsia Kuo-fu

ganger No. 8

Li Ching-tsung

coolle No. 45

Kwan Boo-yuin__

JOlt-Ta

Ditto

Ditto.

6 p.m,

6.15 p.m

6 p.m

5.50 p.m

7.10 p.m.

7.15 p.m

7 p.m

7 p.m,

coolie No* 195.

ex-coolie Mo.296

Liu Hwan Wen______ ____Ditto__________6.30 n.m. 7 n.m.______

Coolie No. 200.

Wong Shang Zai Ditto 6.20 p.m. 7.20 p.m.



r
FM 2 $ File No-............

•• SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Station,

REPORT _Date................................... ‘9
-2-

Subject.......................................................................................................................................

.Forwarded by.............................Made by..........................................

Name Date_____
Time of 

_  arrival
Time of 

__ departure

Pu Siao San Tse A«. 1 1 6*20 p.m. 7.20 p.m.___
(•<•'- > Y )•
coolie No. 6.

Wong Shang Zai,_ April 11. ___ 5•10 p. m... __ 6 a 3 0 P am. -
ex-coolie No* 296.

T.lu Hwan Wen,_____________April 11.______ 5.3Q p.m. 6.20 p.m.
coolie No. 200.

Li Kwei Ling April 11. ______ 6 p.m.________ 6.20 p.m.____
( >
coolie No. 779
Antung Rd. Depot.

Ting Tung Koo____ ____ April 11. 6 p.m. 6.30 p.m.
(i )■
coolie No. 143.

Pu Sjao San Tse, ________April 11.______ 6 p.m.________ 6.25 p.m,
coolie No* 6. ___ ________

---- 6.50 p.m.
coolie No. 8

Vong Hung Sung,_______ April 11.______ 5.30 p.m. 6.10 p.m.
Foreman No* 47.

The following signborads were mrected over the entrance 

to Chen Kiu-feng«e house JLn_Lane_ 351, No. 8, Bigin Road, at 
3 p.m.. April 10, 1937t-_______ ______ _  ____________
(1) Shang Yu Fellow Countrymen^ Assoc lattcnf-*- I

(2) The Shanghai Municipality Servants'Employn^nt' Agencies
Federation(J> if

(3) The Shanghai Municipality Tailor Shop ProprietorsTAseociation, 

Special l.atrlet Office.(^l>^

J



File No..
G. 45M-1-36

Subject

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

............. .................... Station,
REPORT 

Date...... ..  [ q

*3-

Made by.

(4) Peasants and Labourers Life improvement Associâtion

Forwarded by.............................................

_______ The following data concerning the above societies has 

been obtained from Special Branch records and is forwarded 

for information»»_____________________ ______________________

______ The Shang Yu fellow Countrymen*s Association, which wan__  

formerly located at No, 602 Tsepoo Hoad and which ceaaed 

functioning in 1936, was under the direction of Chan Kiu-fgng, 

who was one of its committee members. In October and Nnvembpr 

1934, this Association held several meetings in support of______
Liang Tong fongUR*>N>£ ), a member of the anti-Japanese______ __

terrorist movement, who was arrested by the shanghai Municipal 
Police on October 19, 1934, in the Yoeh Lai Pried Goods Shop, 

354 Canton Road, and charged with attempted murder by throwing 

a bomb.

_____ The Shanghai Municipality Servants* Employment Agencies 
federation was formed in November 1933 with offices at Lane 

341, No. 5, Avenue Edward VI1. This federation, by its

activities, aroused opposition from the french Police. It 
ceased functioning in March 1936» owing to lack of support.

3) The Shanghai Municipality Tailor Shop Proprietors' 

Association was farmed in June 1932 and had a branch office 

at the former address of the Shang Yu fellow Countrymen*s_

Association, 602 Tsepoo Road, with one Ho Yu Ching )
as chief executive. The main offices of the Association____

are located at the Shien Yuen Temple(^7 )» Siao Bi Loong,

Nantao. This association is in possession of a certificate 

of approval issued by the Tangpu.■

faA _______The last organization mentioned above, the Peasants and



FM. 2 
G. 45M-Î-36 File No...,.........

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.....................  Station,
REPORT 

Date..............ig

Subject......................................

Made by. For warded by...............................

Labourers Life Improvement Association was formed on February 26, 

1937, with offices in the Young Men*s Lecturing Group Society.____
Nantap. The promoters of this association, whose names are

given hereunder, are either attached to the Bureau of Social 
Affairs, the local Kuomintang Headquarters or the General Labour 

Union:»______________________________________________________________
Wong Sien Ching( ), Chief of the Labour Dispute Mediation

Department of the Bureau of Social Affaire.

_  Wong Kong), member of the labour Dispute______ ' 

_______ Mediation Department of the Bureau of Social Affairs.
Loh ling flhu- ( member of the Peopled Training

Department of the local Kuomintang Headquarters.__________

Xu Yao member of the Investigation Depart-

________ ment, of. the local Kuomintang Headquarters._______________

Chun xu Ding ), committeeman of the General lebour

__________Union.________________________________________________________________

Reports have been received to the effect that Chen Kiu-
teng is making efforts to organize a branch of this Association 
In the Settlement

/wd that all P'.W.D. Road Construction Coolies will be induced

to join it.________________________ _ ____________________________



FM. a File No,............
G 45M136 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S• 1•j Sp• .B?#......Station,
REPORT 1 T T inDate..... ............................ ¡9 37•

Subject Çhen Kiu-feng......................................................

Made ¿y....G..n»Xi...Sih.T8e-liang ...Forwarded by.... JdL.

Following the receipt of instruction from the Shanghai__

Municipal Police to cease his activities in forming the Inter-__

national Settlement Road Construction Coolies' Mutual Aid._______
Society on March 8, Chen Kiu-feng M - ) reluctantly 

complied with the order by ostensibly announcing the cessation 
of preparations for the formation of the Society and cancelling 

the inaugural meeting of the Society, which was scheduled to 

_.take place in the Ningpo Fellow Countrymen's Association, 480
Yu Ya Ching Road on March 14. This pretence however was kept___

up for only a very short time in order to allay the attentions__

of the Chinese Authorities for, about two weeks -later he-wrote— 
a letter ostensibly on behalf of the road construction coolies, 

to the Municipal Council asking for permission for the formation

of the above Society. At the same time, he exhibited outside

his house the signboards of several other public organizations 

some of which have long since ceased to function and others which 

exist in name only. Ria object in the prominent display of 

these sygnboards at his house is undoubtedly to mislead the ____  

organizing the Road Construction Coolies' Mutual Aid Society

Realizing the extreme difficulty with which

Coolies* Mutual Aid Society, Chen now contemplates enlisting 

the sympathy and influence of the Kuomintang in fostering his

::s»vement for the exploitation of these coolies.
The local Tangpu has under its control one organization

5*^' ntitled the Peasants and Labourers life Improvement Association

» shaI: It is to this Association that Chen has

turned for assistance. It is learned that he has submittad



G. 45M-1-36
File No.............

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

. ............ .................. ...Station,
REPORT

Date................................... ig

Subject.............................................................................................................................................................................................

•2*

Made by................................................................... Forwarded by.............................. . ..................................................

an application on behalf of the road construct!on_____

____coolies to this Association for joint membership^ and has_____
already arranged to establish a branch of this Association__

at his house» ______________________________

Preparations for_enforcing the movement have however __ 
been temporarily shelved owing to the fact that Chen has_____

recently been busily engaged in securing his re-election

__  as committee member in the annual election of_the Chinese
Ratepayers* Association which was held on April 12»



—L*L—2— File No...............
8 45H'S6 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. Jis

S.l, Special Branch^/Z/
REPORT _

Date.... April 10,...... '937*

Subject................... V^tclibeingin.iint'iiried:. on ...the.house ofChen. Kiu-feng...........................

Made by......ILS*!.* Lam.l.eX .................Forwarded by.......~ $J>. i$..................................

A watch was maintained at Chen Kiu-fens’-A 

house, Lane 351, 110,8 Elgin Road, between 5 p.m. and 9 p.m._____

April 9 when the following persona were observed to enter the 

house :-
_______ 6.25 p.m. _ P.wJB./^o.8 named Hsia Kuo-fu (IT ) 

_____________________ arrived.

________6.40 p.m._____ Tai Foh Ziang )« P.W.D. foreman, 

_________________________Thorne Road Depot, arrived. _

Both the above persons left the place at 7 p.m. by which time 

_ Chen Kiu-feng, who had left home earlier in the day, had not 

_ returned home. It has been ascertained that Chen Kiu-feng__  

__ ie bus!ly engaged in the Chinese Ratepayers* Association 

election campaign. The election of twenty-seven representatives 

. will take place at a meeting which will be held on April 12_____

and it wi11 not be until after this date that Chen will have____

__any time to spare for the affairs of the road construction 

coolies.__________________________ ___ _______________________________



__ fm. 2 ' File No............
G 45M 136 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Special Branch* 3KXKXZ
REPORT a -

Date. Apr:U.9,...... z937.

Subject Slight unrest amongst P.W.D. road construction coolies and the

27s*

activities of Chen Kiu Feng.

Made by.. P. •S...I....Laurier......................Forwarded by...... ....

There are signs of unrest among the foremen and gangers 

of the P.W.D. road construction coolies attached to the

Dixwell Road Depot in consequence of the dismissal on April 6 

of foreman No.145, Hsu Kwei-hai and also as a ______

result of the new arrangement whereby the gangers receive only 

half a day's pay for those days on which work is suspended_____ 

through inclement weather.

_ At 6.15 p.m. April 8, the dismissed foreman, no.145, 
accompanied by two foremen, named Kuh Ah Foh (ffiftiW) (Antung 
Road Depot) and Wong Hung Sung b (Dixwell Road Depot) __

together with a ganger named Hsia Kai Fu (X-/<|y) (Dixwell__

' Road Depot) called at Lane 351, no.8 Elgin Road with the object 
of consulting Chen Kiu Feng (/^^^) on the matter. _

Twelve P.W.D. road construction coolies subsequently 

called at the above address but owing to the absence of Chen_

Kiu Feng they dispersed without holding a meeting.

The following P.W.D. coolies called at the home of Chen

Kiu Feng between .the._hcurs of 5 p.m. and 9 p.m. April 8>

At 6.Q5 PAin.__ Coolie Mo. 195 Kwan Pu Yung ) XSooc h

Road Section) arrived on foot.

20 p.m. Coolie No.200 Liu Hwan Wen (Antung Road

_Section) and Coolie No.77 Li Kwei Ling )

____ (Dixwell Road Depot) and 2 unknown coolies arrived

_________________on foot.____________________
At 6.38 p.m. Coolies named Dao Zuh Tsz (^^¿,) (Ewo Road 

Depot) and Li Ping Kao (^ (|wo Read

______ __________ Depot) and 3 unknown coolies arr-tvad on foot.



f
___ FM. Z 
G. 45M-1-35

Subject

Made by........

File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

............ Station, 
REPORT

Date....... ....................ig

-2-

............................................... ....... ..Forwarded by..............................................................

6»43 p.m. Two unknown Chinese (foremen) arrived on bicycles- 

At 6*52 p»m» Two road coolies (unknown) arrived»

At 7»10 p.m. All persons mentioned above left the house in 

dif fere nt dire cti ons•____________ .

At 7.15 p.m. Wong Saung-zai ( ) (Ex>coolie No.296)>_

Coolie No.6 Poo Siau-san-tsz /J* ^¡r ) 

(Ewo Road Depot) and an unknown coolie arrived at 

the alleyway and on seeing the departure of a —— 
number of other men, themselves left without

_________entering the premises.______________________________
. I

it is reported that the dismissed foreman fln-145 ttsn KwRi-hai I



File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S.l, Special branch J
REPORT . n

Date.. April...S*......I9 31./

in connecti on with .the 

of the P.W.D.Road Construction Coolies* Mutual Aid Society.
Sub,M... Act .i.T.J.U«s.. 
formati?.?

Forwarded by__Made by.....D.S.I—furiar.

At 7 on April 3rd, nine PeO. Road Construction 
Coolies called on Chen Kiu-feng($^ /lJ , principal mover 

in the formation of the P.W.D, Road Construction Coolies*_______
Mutual Aid Society, at his home at 8, -Lane 351, iilgin_Roadj and 

requested him to prepare for them a petition to be submitted

to Mr. Yu Ya Ching, Chinese member of the Council, soliciting 

the latter’s assistance in securing permission from the Council 

to organize the above Society, it has also been learned that 

a draft of this petition has already been prepared by Chen 

Kiu-feng and is to be signed by twenty Coolies* representatives

and submitted to Mr. Yu Ya Ching through Chen Kiu-feng._________

In view of the foregoing and pursuant to the action taken 

by this branch on 8th March (vide report of 9th idem on the 

subject) D.S.I. Laurier, after informing D.O.IICM Division of

Certificate of Approval, were hanging on the wall,

Tsu Lan Sung, when questioned, denied that Chen Kiu-feng 

had disregarded the warning issued to him by the police on 8th

Larch to cease his activitiea in thft Satt.lpmftnt. in t.hP -formation 
of the above Society. He added, in extenuation, that since

the pr°P0sed action, proceeded with Clerk Liao Chung Chien and
S.l. Brown of West Hongkew Station to 8, -L>ane 351, Elgin Road 

and interviewed 'i'su Lan Sung ( ), Secretary of the

above Association, in the absence of the principal, Chen Kiu-feng

It was observed on entering the premises that the character 

of the meeting hall mentioned in Special branch report of 9th 

March had in no way been altered apart from the fact that two 

^'enframed certificates, made out in favour of the Welding 
Factory Owners’ Association, one of which was issued by the 

local Tangpu on April 23, 1934 and which is in the nature of a
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receipt of the warning the hall had been used only as a meeting 

place for members of the Welding Society and pointed, as 

evidence of the truth of his assertion, to the certificate on 

the wall» He admitted that no licence in respect of the

Welding Society had been obtained fromthe Council»

It has been ascertained from enquirte amongst ex-members 

of the Welding Society, that this Association was formed.on 

April 23, 1934 with an office at 278, lungchow Road», the address 

of one named Wong Yong Tang ( ), who was.elected

^>resL<^en^ Jk^sooiation oyer a Committee of sixteen_________

members»____ However, through lack of financial support the______

Association was forced to close down in October,1936 since which 

date its activities have ceased entirely»

_view of the foregoing it appears obvious that Chen &lu~ 

_en8 had no intention in the first place of paying any attention 
to the request of the police to close the meeting hall but, 

instead, adopted the expediency of camouflaging the real use to 

which the hall was being put by exhibiting on the walls certi

ficates pertaining to the now defunct Welding Society, with the 

object of allaying suspicion regarding the real nature of his 

activities»  _______________________________ __________________

______ A watch was kept on Chen Kiu-fengfs home during the early 

evening of March 7th with the object of ascertaining further 

particulars regarding the meetings which it is at present only 

suspected are held there» Ho meetings were held on the evening in 

question but several P»W»D.coolies visited the house» A list 

giving t|ie times of their arrivals and departures is^attached hereto 

D.C.( Special Branch) ~ ' P.
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List of arrivals at and departures from the home of Chen 
Kiu-feng, Lane 351, No.8 jfilgin Hoad, between 5 p.m. and 
9 p.m. April 7, 1937 as witnessed by C.D.C.356_______

P.W.D.Road Construction Coolie No.45, Li Ching-tsung, entered 
the house at 5.45 p.m. and left at 8.05 p.m.

Wong Sung-zai (ex-Coolie No.296) arrived at 6.20 p.m. and 
left at 6.40 p.m.

Liu Hwan-wenl Coolie No.200 ) arrived at 6.50 p.m. and left 
at 7.55 p.m.

Wong Eung-zai (ex-Coolie No.296) arrived at 7 p.m. and left 
at 8 p.m.

Coolie No.107 Dz Siao-pao arrived at 7.10 p.m. and left at 
8.05 p.m.

Ganger No.8 Hsia Kuo-fu, Coolie No.195 Kwan Pu-yung and 
another coolie, unknown, arrived at 7.30 p.m. and left 
at 8.10 p.m.

An unknown Chinese of the coolie type entered the house at 
8.20 p.m. and left at 8.30 p.m.

The watch was maintained till 9.05 p.m. Chen Kiu-feng was not 

at home during the period of the watch, he having left home 

at 2 p.m. for the Chinese Chamber of Commerce.
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Commencing from March 31, 1937, Chen Kiu-feng ),

Committee Member of the 1st Special District Citizens’

Federation and principal advisor to the P.W.D. road construct-

ion coolies in their endeavour to organize a mutual aid society,

has secretly distributed some 8Q0 membership badges of this

society to the road construction coolies.A specimen of this

badge is hereto attached.

It appears that Chen Kiu-feng and several representatives 
( <■/ xft

of the coolies including Liu Hwan-vung (Coolie No. 200. Antung
(

Road Section), Kwan Boo-yuin (Coolie No. 195, Soochow Road
-qr - ”MT' ® , "" ~ '

Depot) and Hsia Kuo-fu (Coolie No. 8, Dixwell Rd. Depot), in

defiance of the instruct ions of the Municipal Police issued

on March 8 ordering the cessation of the activities of the

Society, have, in spite of a temporary lull, resumedtheir

efforts to form an organ izat ionrf..
At present, the pr0moters are not active but are awaiting

a reply from the S.M.C. to a petition which they submitted in

the name of the Society on March 20, 1937 requesting permission

;anize a Society

Chen*s home located at No. 8, Lane 351, Elgin Road, is

sed as a communication address, and as a place to which coolies*

representatives of various districts pay flying visits from time

to t imoj___ It has, however.beenaaoertained that his.JiQme.-haa-----

D.C. (Special Branch)



Secretary ueneral

Translation of letter to Secretary General 
and Mr. T.K. no from the International 
Settlement Ro-id Workers ’ Mutual Aid 
Assoc iation.

Dated 20th March, 1937.

P.W.y. Road workers; Proposed Association

In the spirit of mutual assistance and co-operation we, road 

foremen and permanent workers, have organized this Association to 

accelerate the speed of our work and to eradicate irregularities. 

The Association is an advantage both to the Council and to the 

workers. Because some unscrupulous person who schemed to obtain 

irregular guns there lias been some misunderstanding between the 

workers and the Council. It was not until the Council declared 

that it had no intention to reduce the number of workers that we 

began to realize the situation. It is evident that the Chief

Foreman was responsible for the withholding the wages for the three 

holidays and for the dismissal of workers on 30th January last.

To avoid misunderstanding and irregularities in future we beg to 

state our object and plan as follows for your considerations”

a. Organization and plan of work

1. The object in organizing this Association is 

ship promote knowledge and the spirit of mutual 

assistance among its ¿embers.

2. Members of this Association are road workers 

to foster friend

respect and

(including Tore-

men and permanent workers) employed by the Hiblic Works Departman 

of the Council} non-workers are not eligible for membership.

3. This Aegociation will endeavour to improve the quality SdP
¿«1-.U»

and accelerate the speed, to prevent irregularities, to pfess 

welfare of road workers and to establish free schools, dial 

loan offices, etc., for workers.

4. rhe work of this Association is solely for the welfare as 

Bi

workers} it will never engage in politics.

b. Requirements of the Association

1. To guard against the Chief Foreman making false reports MU 

the number of workers employed, and, to prevent wasteful e; 



the Council is asked to issue numbered caps to workers*

*e find that many foremen Chief foreman are very wealthy) 

having become rich by forming a league with theiz* subordinates 

and falsely reporting more workers than the actual number employ

ed. For instance, a piece of work at certain place may require 

200 workers) the Chief foreman sends only 100 men to take up the 

work» ue obtains info «nation beforehand and when it is proposed 

to inspect his books and register, he temporarily engages a 

sufficient number of loafers at 5 cents per capita to make up the 

shortage* This dishonest practice has existed for a long time) 

but unfortunately the Council is unaware of it. After the 

establishment of this Association the Council will from time to 

time be informed of all irregularities. If numbered caps are 

issued, dishonesty may largely be eliminated*

2. From time to time the Council must send officers to the place 

where work is proceeding to call the roll of workers, and then to 

check the number with the number entered in the account book*

3. Kain coats to be issued to workers so that they may work in 

rainy weather*

4. Foremen must not be held responsible for irregularities 

committed by the workers* If a foreman does not satisfactorily 

supervise his subordinates and his negligence is considered 

punishable, a fine not exceeding one day’s wage may be inflicted* 

Formerly fines imposed on "iron-badge" foreman for negligence 

while supervising woricers amounted to seven days' wage* This is 

excessive* ¡Supposing a foreman is fined four times in a month, 

it aaaas that he receives no pay for that month which would\b« 

unreasonable*

5* Unless a worker has made some serious mistake he must not, 

be discharged. If discharge is necessary, the facts of the case 

must be announced to his fellow workers in Justice to all, so 

that misunderstanding iaay be avoided and the action serve as a 

warning*



6» When an extra "brasa-badge'1 or ”iron-badge” foreman is 

required he must be chosen from among the road workers after 

examination} this to encourage workers and prevent irregularities.

7. To avoid confusion the design of badges for road workers 

should be different from those used by other orkers. (The 

Public Works department recently proposed to change the road 

workers* badges. We would not have objected were it not for 

the fact that badges of the same design were also to be issued 

to sewer workers} this being likely to lead to complications» 

We have no wish to take over the work of others} neither do we 

wish road-building work to be taken over by others} for purposes 

of distinction different badges are necessary.)

8. The Council should issue a solatium for every road worker who 

is injured or dies in the discharge of his duty»

9» A number of workers formerly employed to transport sand and 

cobbles have been discharged} they should be reinstated»

(Five workers were formerly employed for each carload of cobbles} 

that number has now been reduced to two, and they can only obtain 

work for two or thx’ee days in a week» As a result,sand and 

cobbles accumulate} the Chief foreman then invited a contractor 

to undertake the transportation anu he makes out false accounts 

to enrieh himself» The workers formerly engaged in transportation 

have thus been deprived of their daily employment, *e beg the 

Council to abolish the contract system and have the transportation 

done by workers daily appointed by the Public *orks Department.)

c. Detailed statement of past facts

We road workers have mostly been employed by the Public Works 

Department for a number of years and have rendered satisfactory 

service» The public Health Department arranged with a contractor 

to undertake the work in connection with sewers for a period of 

15 years» On expiry of the agreement in February this year, the 

Sewerage Section of the Public Health Department was to be



amalgamated with the Public Works Department; from that date no 

work, except repairs, would be required for sewers. As the sewer 

foreman feared that the 2000 workers tinder him might lose employ

ment, he managed by using his influence with various parties to 

oust the road workers so that the vacancies might be filled by his 

own men. On 19th January the rublie Works Department issued a 

notice discharging road workers on the pretext of retrenchment} the 

notice is as folio ws;-

rtThis Department has been instructed by the Council to 

economize in all possible ways. All salaries have been re

duced. Economy in labour is also to be effected. 

dangers apd Gradel coolies;

On and after January 30, 1937, until further notice, in all 

districts, except Rubicon Sub-district, gangers and Grade 1 

coolies only will be employed. These gangers and coolies will 

be ¡»id weekly as at present, but, with the exception of special 

duty men, will receive pay only for the time during which they 

actually work and will be subject to daily engagement and dis

charge, as circumstances may require. The rates of pay will be 

as at present, that iss-

Gangers $0.79 per day

Grade 1 coolies $0.65 per day»

Rubicon Sub-district >
In Rubicon Sub-district, in addition to gangers and Grade 1 

coolies, Grade 2 and 3 coolies < 11 also be enployed. All coolies 

will be paid in the manner laid down for gangers and Grade 1 

coolies and will receive the same daily pay as at present, that 

is;-

Gangers

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

coolies

coolies

coolies

$0.79 per day

0.66 •

0.57 •

0.49 •



Special Duty mont

lot more than 50 men in each area will be eelected, by

merit, from artisans and Grade 1 coolies, for special duty 

work and these men will be employed on a permanent weekly basis. 

These will be trained men who show ability in their work. They 

will be selected by the Assistant engineer and Chief inspector 

of the area concerned. In their own interests coolies are 

warned that the paying of gratuities, directly or indirectly, 

to foreman or any other employes of the Council is unnecessary 

and prohibited. Offenders will be dismissed. *

The road-workers were much alarmed by this notice, especially 

by the rule that in each area there would be at most 50 workers 

selected to perform special work. The so-called special duty men 

refer to us who number 1,200 permanent workers, 200 of whom are 

occupied in each area. According to the new arrangement only 500 

Class 1 workers, Including road workers and artisans, were to be 

selected. So besides the artisans, only over 20 of us would be 

employed. Thus about 9Q£ of the present number of workers would 

be dismissed. There was consternation at such wholesale dismissals. ’ 

On 21st January 32 workers in Soochow Koad district were suspended, 

and badges for over 300 temporary workmen in Antung Road district 

were withdrawn. This was actually what happened. The »orkers then 

held several conferences and three représentât Itos were elected 

from each district. The representatives were sworn in and after 

several days* discussions they agreed on 25th January to appeal to 

the Citizens* Federation and the Chinese Ratepayers* Association

for assistance. On 27th of the same month, the Road Workers* 

Mutual Aid Asso. was formed. A Manifesto Was issued specifying the 

seven reasons why workers should not bo dismissed«-

1. Reduction of salary and staff should affect only senior officers 

drawing salaries of several hundred to several thousands of dollars 

per month.



2. The cause of economic depression Is to be found In the

Increase of unemployment« 

3« Recently the Municipal roads have been «tended and widened 

and work on road building has Increased dally. 

4« As vehicles Increase in numbers dally* and roads are 

easily worn out and torn up there Is much more repair work to 

be done.

5. The original workers rendered meritorious service during the 

Sino-Japanese hostilities in 1932, by working under showers of 

bullets«

6. Very recently in all other professions wages have been in

creased* but we have never asked for any increase*

7. To engage temporary workers will lead to abuses* and such 

workers cannot be easily assembled«

The public being sympathetic towards us* feeling ran high« 

Unexpectedly on the morning of 30th January the Soochow Road 

district arbitrarily enforced the new regulations and dismissed 

workers Nos* 170 and 171| a strike followed» The 1*200 road work- | 

ere elected representatives who appealed to the Citizens* 

federation, Chinese Ratepayers' Association* Chinese Co

Secretary and Chinese Councillor Mr« Yu Ya^-chlngf on the 

following day they appealed to the City Kuomintang Party 

Headquarters* Bureau of Social Affairs* and the City Qovt« 

The proceedings which extended over four days were orderly, 

and no incidents occurred. Mr. Yu Ya-ching having taken up 

the matter with the Council* assembled the representatives of 

roadworkers at offices of ths San Peh Steam Navigation Co«
A 

at 5 p«m« on 2nd February. After advising them to resume work 

he replied to the representatives as followsr- 

1« The Council has decided to deal with the matter according 

to the old practice and will not reduce the staff.

2. Separate relief measures will bo adopted if no work can be 

done on account of rain or snow« ,



>
3. Road worker» and »ewer worker* shall attend to their respect- 

It* work and shall not interfere with each other.

4» The question of issuing numbered caps as a check against 

abuse may be taken up with the Council later.

6. The badges will not be changed* they will remain according 

to the old regulations.

The sole object of the representatives of road worker* is to 

secure employment. They are satisfied since the workers are 

allowed to continue their work according to old regulations. On 

3rd February, all the workers, including the 32 discharged, 

returned to work. The workers Nos. 170 and 179 resumed work at 

the same time, after zi Mei-seng had provided them with tempor

ary badges. The matter was thus completely settled.

During the strike, it was discovered that Zi-Mei-seng, a 

foreman in the Soochow Road district, had fraudulently kept back 

three days wages due to the workers for the New Year Holidays. 

After the Mutual Aid Association protested against this he 

agreed to release the full amount of the wage*.

Over 300 temporary workers in the Antung Road district were 

discharged, and their badges have not yet been re-issued. They 

have appealed to the Citizens' Federation, the Chinese Rate

payers' Association and the Chinese Councillor Mr. Yu Ya-chlng 

for assistance In recovering employment. On 18th February the 

following statement made by the Council was published In various 

newspaperst- 

“Offlclal statement made by the Council concerning 

discharge of road workers. Two weeks ago various Chinese 

newspapers reported that 90^ of the road worker* employed 

by the Public York* Department would be discharged.

Yesterday and the day before yesterday the Press reported 

that the number of worker* would be reduced by drawing 

lots on 28th February. These report* are absolutely 

incorrect.

7



Up to the present the Council has not Intended to reduce

the number of road workers. The above reports are believed 

to have been fabricated by certain individuals who alleged 

that the Council was about to curtail the number of workers 

but consented to make certain concessions as a result of 

protest. The purpose of these false reports is to extort 

money from the workers. The newspaper reports concerning 

working time and wages are also at variance with facts. 

In winter the workers work Bf hours per day. and in summer 

9 hours per day* The wages of first class workers are 65 

cents per day; half that amount io paid to those who perform 

no work on rainy days and holidays* and the full amount is 

paid to those who work on such days. Each year three days 

are allowed for the New Year holidays* and one day for the 

Dragon Boat festival. On such days full wages are paid and 

those who work as usual on such occasions are given double 

wages. These are facts.* 

According to the above statement* the Council does not 

propose to reduce the nunber of roadworkers. How did it come 

about that the Sooohow Road and Antung Road workers were 

dischargedY it is believed that some foreman of the Works 

Department* in league with each other* committed irregularities 

to deceive their superiors and to oppress their subordinates* 

and thus they brought about the discharges. How could the 

workers know the intrigues of the foremen? The above mention

ed reports were certainly not fabricated. An official 

notification remains in a conspicuous position in the offices 

of the Public Works Department. Has the Council not been 

informed of thisY As far as we know* the ethane of the 

discharges was that the drain workers were trying to t.^ke over 
the work of the road workers. Evidence has lately been found 

I
to prove this fact. There were originally 191 road workers 

in the whole district of Tatung Road and Markham Road, '«hen 

the old badges were changed for new ones* as many as 401 badges 

were issued. Apart from the
' 4 •• -A
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original 191 road workers, the remaining 210 workers are all drain 

workers. Evidently the drain wo liters are trying to encroach on 

the work of the road workers« Should trouble arise in future, how 

will the road workers be distinguished from the drain workers? 

We therefore sleeted representatives again to appeal to Mr« Yu Ya 

Ching to ask the Council not to require a change in the badges« If 

the change is deemed necessary, the drain workers and road workers 

should be provided with different badges for the purpose of 

identification. Specimens of tiree kinds of badges, viz» 1 New 

Badge No«143, 2 Drain Workers* Badge No«296 and 3 Road Workers 

Badge No«57 were handed to Mr. Yu Ya Ching for investigation«

At that time the services of road workers Nos« 170 and 179 in 

the Soochow Road district had been dispensed with« Neither the 

foreigner nor the foreman admitted responsibility* The road workers 

in that district, learning that these two workers were some time 

ago the cause of a strike, and were now again discharged, proposed 

to resume the strike« On being informed of the matter this 

Association issued the following notice urging the workers to 

peacefully carry on their duties and not to create any disturbance» 

’•According to a confidential report the cards belonging 

to road workers Nos« 170 and 179 in the Soochow Road northern 

district have been withdrawn by McLellan(?) and their ser

vices ordered to be suspended, and the road workers in that 

district have proposed to start a go-slow strike as a protest 

against the action«

We find that sympathy should no doubt be extended to road 

workers who are unreasonably discharged) but as the Council 

has declared that it has no Intention of reducing the staff)

I

the withdrawal of the cards must be due to some other reason* 

we shall take the matter up with ths Council and hope that
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but peacefully carry on their work as usual pending a 

settlement of the question.“

Since the issue of the above notice road workers have all 

kept quiet and we accordingly requested the Council not to dis

charge the two workers. On the 8th instant, at roll call time, 

the foreigner, Jetmore (?) falsely accused road worker No.296 

in the bixwell Road district of breach of regulations) the 'r~ ’‘Ker 

was fined half a day’s wages, as a matter of fact the ca.i of 

that worker was in the hands of Mr. Yu. The foreigner o. 1/ did 

this in spite, which provoked the road workers to go on Sv-^ke. 

As soon as the matter was made known to the Association the 

workers were urged to resume work. Fortunately no untoward 

incident occurred, and on the morning of the 9th work was resumed, 

as usual. It was never expected that Wetmore would again charge 

worker No.296 as the ringleader in the strike, aid order him to be 

discharged. This discharge would have culminated in a second gener 

al strike had it not been for the fact that warning had repeatedly 

been given by this Association to the workers against creating 

disturbances. The situation has remained cAlmj but in a state 

of unrest we fear nothing can prevent trouble breaking out. 

The above is an account of what has been going on.

The Secretary-General and Mr. T»K. Ho are asked to investigate 

the above three questions and to deal with the matter step by 

step.

(Chopped) International Settlement Hoad 

Workers’ Mutual Aid Association.

P.S. When the above letter was drafted but had not been sent out, 

an official was sent by the Council's Political section to the 

Association to advise the discontinuance of all activities, on 

receipt of these instructions, which we could not oppose, wo 

caused all meetings to be suspended and refrained from making any 



statement» Th« purpose of organizing th« Mutual Aid Association 

is solely to promote the welfare of its member«» Road workers 

who have no connection with each other and are left without any 

supervision, are Joined together in a regular organization which 

will lead them along the regular track, thu« enabling the 

Authorities to easily exercise control, forestall unfortunate 

incidents and prevent the men from being lured into wrong doing 

by reactionaries» The advantages of such an organization can 

therefore be easily seen« The Secretary-General and Mr» T.K.Ho 

are asked to permit the foxmat ion of the Mutual Aid Association 

under the direction of the Council» The Aeeociation will funct

ion according to law, and will offer its co-Operation«

Reply solicited*

(Notes Received for translation noon, Saturday, 20th March, 1937)
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and gangers of

With reference to the attached anonymous letter

containing allegations against certain foremen and gangers of 

the P.W.D., regarding the formation of a union, I have to 

report that of the six persons whose names are mentioned, 

five are known to the Municipal police, viz

1, Wong Hong-sung foreman

2. Chang Zang-shing (3ft ), ganger

3, Li Poh-ling ), foreman

4. Sung Yi-yoong ( A ganger.

5. Chu Kung-sung____ ( ), foreman

Of thefive personslistedabove,Tournamely __

Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4, were among the representatives of the

coolies who were instrumental in forming the Internatipnai__

Settlement Road Construction Coolies* Mutual Aid Society in

their own position.

with the organization

in the letter as *»

January, 1937. The activities of these four representatives 

re practically negligible, however, as the affairs of this 

ciety were monopolized by the coolie representatives.

Their objects in participating in thia movement 

were for the purpose of appeasing the coolies and aafeguarding

Of these five persons, the remaining one, No.5, was 

merely an ordinary member of the society and took no part in

its activities

Subsequent to their learning that the existence of 

this society was prohibited by the Municipal Authorities, all 

these foremen and gangers have gladly severed their connections

« ; identified.
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As the Chinese character, "Tsz Chah", denotes •sensation* 

or •feeling", there is every likelihood that there is no each 

person in existence, bearing this name.

According to the postmark, the letter was posted 

at 10 a.March 13, at the 9th Sub-Office of the Chinese 

Post Office, located at Carter Road.

Discreet enquiries among foremen and coolies have 

failed to elicit any trace of the writer of thia letter or 

information which may throw light on this complaint. There 

it, however, some difference existing between the road 

construction coolies and the sewerage coolies owing to the 

former’e strong objection to the latter’s amalgamation with 

I them, through the adoption of * new badge.

The strong objection of the road construction 

coolies to the change of badges may be attributed to the _ 

belief that by the adoption of new badges, the sewerage coolies 

who are permanent coolies will be automatically amalgamated 

with the road construction coolies, who were originally on 

the permanent staff. By this amalgaoation, the road 

construction coolies are of the opinion that they will lose 

the preference to which, they consider they are entitled in 

view of their former position.

Chen Kiu-feng committee member of the

1st Special District Cltlsene* Federation, who was the 

principal advisor to the P.T.D. road construction coolies in___

the format!an of the Society* haa al®oet severed his relation _ 

with the coolie» since he received instructions from the  

Municipal p<iice to suspend his activities Jtegarding the-----------
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Society. He is now busily engaged in making preparations 

for the coming election of the committee of the Chinese

. Ratepayers1 Association in order to secure his re-election. 

The International Settlement Road Construction_____

Coolies* Mutual Aid Society haa now practically ceased to

_ function although no formal anno uncement of its dissolution 

has been made. Its title may be used by certain unruly

e1ements later on whenever an opportunity offers. As far as 

can be ascertained, all the principal promoters among the____

coolies, whose enthusiasm has been dampened to a great degree 
by the dismissal of coolie named Wong Shang-zai (Ko.296) on 

March 8 are now confining their attention to their ojrn Job, 

presumably bidding their time before indulging in further 

activities.________________—___________ _________________ _______



Translatioh 
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of Anonymous Letter deceived by Post 
1937.

March 16,1937.

To the Officer in charge special Branch.

Certain persons who have no connection witn the 

Public works .Department of the S.M.C. are at present 

instigating the coolies and foremen of the P.W.D. to 

form a Union. Anyone who refuses to join the union is 

treated as a “reactionary*. The promoters are very careful 

in avoiding Police attention. It is requested that the 

Special Branch will place the representatives of all 

districts under strict surveillance or get rid of them 

in some way in order that their activities may be stopped 

and the unrest removed. The names of the district 

representatives are as follows s-
General Representatives : .Foreman Wong Hong sung(^^^ J 

Ganger Chang Zang Shing(f£#L-% )

Western Diet, Representatives : Foreman Chu Kung Sung( )
Ganger Chang Zang Shing)

Central List, representatives : Foreman Li Foh Ling(^^^) 
Ganger Sung Yi Yoong^i^ )

Eastern uia> • - _ ,1 i-et/representatives : Foreman Wong Hong Sung( g. <X i )
Ganger Chang Changf

ZA7X/

Tsz Chah(^13''^ )
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G. 22000-1-28 I dnA.i-J4.ii lTj”JvtP7’ !
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

8*1» Special Branch.
REPORT 1 Date ,z__ ’

Dateqg-g™L..j9y-< J

Subject (in full)..........Exchange. of P.W.D... Cooliea* badges.

j- k.. D.P.S. Henchman _ , ,, 7 7 A 7Made by. w............... Forwarded by O.,^.

Information hae been received from Mr. Law of the P.W.D.

to the effect that providing the attitude of the cooliea ia 

favourable an attempt will be made at 6 a.m. on 22nd March 
to change the badgea of the cooliea at the Antung Road and

Dixwell Road P.W.D. Depots. If the cooliea at the above 
mentioned depots accept the new badgea the change may also 

be effected at the Soochow Road Depot on the aame date,

22nd March.

D. P. S.

f
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S.l, Special branch6X30«;
REPORT ' . ,„

o . Date. .MftXGhu.JlA*.__ ¡a 37»V-
of P.W.D. Road Construction Coolie Mo.».296»

Made by.... C.D*!.. Sih Tse-liang Forwarded by. ........... .................................................

Wong Shang-zai ), ex-coolie bo»296 of the

_ Bixwell Road Depot visited the P.W.D» Administration -Building, 

Hankow Road, at 10 a«m. March 13, 1937 for the purpose of___

_ __ requesting reinstatement» Clerk Wong of the P»W»D»who__

received him stated that as he had already appealed to Mr.___
Yu Ya-ching for assistance it might help his case if he 

could secure a letter of recommendation from Mr» Y„ Xa-ching. 

The ex-coolie then withdrew.------------------------------------- ------ -----------
At 5 p»m. the same day Wong Shang-zai called upon Mr«

Yu Ya-ohing at the San Peh Steamship Company, 93 Canton Road 

and explained the situation to him» in reply mt, Yu “Sbi-ching 

promised to approach the P.W.D. authorities in the matter--------
and to give a reply in three days»_______________

_______ The $45 deposit money paid by the road construction______  

_coolie to_the Ningpo Fellow CountrymenrB Association for_the__  

use of the hall was refunded to the coolies* delegation on

D» C. (Special branch)______________________________________

___------------- Distribution:---------------------------
____________D»0»s "A” & “C* __________________

Commr.of Public Works.

~ .......
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Section 1, Special Branch 
REPORT

Date.March.... IQ*......¿9 37

Subject.... T-W^n^.-RQad.-CoHstructlaD.. Cocliea..-. Unrest.

Made by._£.*X)*\s

At 1.30 p.m. March 9, 1937, the dismissed Road Construct
ion Coolie No. 296 Wong Saung-zai( ) called at the San
Peh Steamship Navigation Co., 93 Canton Road, for the purpose 
of enlisting the assistance of Mr. Yu Ya-ching in securing
reinstatement. Mr. Yu Ya-ching interviewed him at 6.30 p.m
when Wong explained his case. In reply, Mr. Yu stated that 

* he could render assistance only if Wongfs dismissal resulted 
from the dispute over the badge, and that he could not assume 
any responsibility in the present case. Eventually, Wong
was toldtp call again on March 10, for any information 
which might be available.____ _________

C. P. I

X5fc /? ' •- C

^Dg-Cial Branch)

I®
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G 4SM '-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE, i
S.l, Special Branch

REPORT , '
Date. March.12,..... z937.

Subject. P.W.D. Road Construction Coolies.

Made by........C.,.D,I.. Sih. Tse-liang ..Forwarded by.

At 3.30 p.m. March 11, 1937, Wong Shang-zai^- •̂ HQ

(X^X4~ )» the dismissed road construction coolie of the

P.W.D. Dixwell Road Depot, accompanied by five coolies_

named Liu Hwan-vung ) and Tsai Fu-yung ),

both attached to Antung Road Section, and Sung Zoong-yuen___ _

_____ ( ), Hsu Kiu-loong ) and Wong Lih-sung

( X X i ), who are attached to Shunteh Road Depot, called___

at the Secretariat of the S.M.C. Administration Building, 

with a view to obtaining an interview with Mr. T.K. Ho, 

Chinese Secretary. As Mr. Ho refused to receive them,____ __

they subsequently left and went to the San Peh Steamship_____

Company, 93 Canton Road. At 3.45 p.m. Mr. Yu Ya Ching,

Chinese counci11or of the S.M.C., interviewed them, and 

during the interview they submitted the following requests t-

1. That the Hingpo Fellow Countrymen*s Association be urged__

to refund the $45 paid as deposit by the coolies for the 

use of the hall on March 14.___________________________________

2. That the dismissed coolie be reinstated^

In reply, Mr. Yu promised to arrange with the

Ningpo Fellow Countrymen*s Association for the refunding of 

the money and stated that with regard to the dismissal he 

had made enquiries at the P.W.D. and discovered that it was

due to the coolie**a failure to observe the rules of the

Depot and that the coolie^ had instigated his colleagues 

to declare a strike. In conclusion Mt. Yu Ya Ching______

remarked that he was unable to do anything in the matter

and advised the coolies not to create disturbances but to 

work peacefully and diligently. The delegation withdrew

4.15
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The delegation subsequently went to the Ningpo

Fellow Co untrymen^ Association» 480 Yu Ya Chi ng Road, with 

the object of receiving back the $45, but owing to the 

absence of the accountant were told to come again_on_

March 12, 1937._____________________________________

L D. C> (Special Branch)
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

k^Date....—.—i.    .
S.l, Special ]|ranch

REPORT nDate Mar ch....Il,...... z 9 37.
Subj ect...........Çhen Ki u- f eng ( Â.kA...y................................................... .. .................. ...................

I

Made by. Ç.D.I.sih Tse-liang juj.
The watch on the movements of Chen Kiu-feng,

'principal advisor to the International Settlement Road 

Construction Coolies* Mutual Aid Society, was maintained 

on March 10, 1937 with the following results :

At 11.45 a.m. March 10, Chen left the Chai Loh 

Hotel, 250 Yu Yah Ching Road where he had stayed over 

____ night. He returned to his home at Lane 351, Ho.8 Elgin

Road by ricsha._________________________________________________________

____At 7 p.m. he left home in his private ricsha No.8364

and arrived at the Chai Loh Hotel. Thirty minutes later he 

left and went to the cabaret located in the Ta Fong Hote1 

31-33-35 Avenue Edward VII (French concession). He stayed

50 _a»m. March 11, when he left and arrived at

his home at 2.05 a.m^

Enquiries made at the hotel reveal that he visited 

\ the hotel in the morning to pay his bill

During his stay at home during the day, road

^construction coolie Mo.45 Li Ching-tsung )

^attached to Dixwell Road Depot, called on Chen at about 
A
noon and enquired about the holding of the inaugural meeting 

of the Coolies* Mutual Aid Society on March 14, 1937 in the

Ningpo Fellow Countrymen’s Association. In reply Chen 

stated that the plan for the meeting had been abandoned in 

order to avoid further complications in view of the great 

dissatisfaction of the Settlement Authorities towards the

Society following the rash conduct of coolie No.296 in 

connection with his dismissal. He advised the caller to

solicit the assistance of Mr. Yu Ya Ching in obtaining the 

$45.00 paid to the Ningpo Fellow Countrymen’s Association
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File No......

.... Station,
REPORT

2
Date. 19

Subject

Made by .Forwarded by____

as deposit for the hire of the hall for the meeting. In

____conclusion Chen Kiu-feng remarked that it was not advisable____

for the coolies to make frequent visits to his address in

future. Coolie No.45 left at 1.20 p.m

At 7 p.m. March 10, some ten coolies attached to

the Shun Teh Road Depot visited Chen's home for the purpose

of discussing a private quarrel between a coolie and a

On the advice of Chen, these coolies did not hold

a discussion but left his house.
According to information received, Chen Kiu-feng

has agreed to dissolve the Road Construction Coolies' Mutual

Aid Society, but dare not inform the coolies of his decision

partly because he will "lose face" and partly because he 

fears the coolies will take action against him. He has

already collected a sum of more than $1,000 from coolies

____to defray the expenses of the Society. Of this sum, $600

____ has been spent in furnishing the house accommodating the_____

office of the Society, and providing funds for the printed

ie announces the dissolution of the Society

the coolies will naturally demand the refunding of the money

and Chen is not in a position to comply with this demand.

He is now hoping that the Society will die a natural death

C. D. I

D.C.  (Special Branch).



EXTRACT FROM INTELLIGENCE REPORT DATED 11/3/37

Chapel District Squatters' federation - Inaugurated

A new organization entitled the “Chapel District 

Squatters' Federation" was formally inaugurated at 2 p.m.

Yarch 8 in a hut situated at the corner of Chung T?wa 

Sing Road, and Pu Zuan Road, Chapel. This organization 

is directed by Chen Kiu-feng, a committee member of the 

First Special District Citizens' Federation.

The following squatters form the Standing

Committee of the Federation :-

Liu Feng-san

Li Teh-chong

Liu Tsing-siu

fee Tuh-yu

Tong Chi-an

(4'^»

t i )
Out of 20,000 squatter families, about 400 

are members. The Federation plans to collect $0.10 

every month from each family for the purpose of 

conducting welfare enterprises among the squatters
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S»l, Special
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March .10^._ 19 37.

Made ¿y. .C.D.I.....Sih.Tee-liang .Forwarded by.. ..................................... -J?../..............

A close watch wae maintained on March 9 on the 

movements of Chen Klu-feng, principal advisor to the _ 

International Settlement Road Construction C001iea Mutua1

Aid Society, with the following results »-_
He remained at his home at Lane 351. No.8 Elgin 

Road, until 3.15 p.m. when he left in a Johnson hire car 

No.18599. Discreet enquiries subsequently made elicited 

the information that he was proceeding to see squatters on 

Chung Hwa Sing Road» Chapel.

___________ He was later located on Chung Hwa Sing Road.____  

Chapel, where he was addressing some 70 squattera.________

At 4 p.m. he left Chapel in a ricsha and went to 

the Chinese Ratepayers* Association, 59 Hongkong Road. He

left at 5.20 p.m. _,

__________ At 5.45 p.m. hé arrived at the Chai Loh Hotel
Room

250 Yu Ya Ching Road, and hired/No.118, where he stayed 

throughout the night. According to the employees of the

hotel, he received no visitors of the coolie type.________

_____ However, during the evening of March 9, 1937, 

10-chiu ), a member of the local Tangpu, called 

/on Chen at the hotel and conveyed to him the Tangpu*s 

decision forbidding the organization of the Coolies* Mutual

_Aid Society, and instructing him to sever his relation® 

‘ with the coolies. In reply, Chen stated that he had no

desire to organize the Society and that in order to avoid 

er connection with the coolies he intended not to

In conclusion he remarked that

coolies of all depots were peaceful except those, of the
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__e1eraenta and agitatora
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S.l, Special Branch, jssjrqc

REPORT rarch 9,....... i?37.

Subject................... P.W.D. Road Coattraction .Coolies-„-..Jinrest....... ...............................

Made by....Q.«..Sih...Tse. Liang Forwarded by

At about 7 p.m. Larch 8, 1937, some thirty road constructjor

coolie s gathered at the office of the International Settlement

Road Construction Coo1ies* Mutual Aid Society, Lane 351, No«8 
 Elgin Road. Half an hour later Chen Kiu Feng ), JOI

. principal advisor to the Society, addressed the attendance__

stating that they should not resort to a declaration of .a strike 
as a demonstration of their grievance, but always refer the 

dispute to Mr. Yu Yah Ching, Chinese member of the S.Li.C» for 

negotiation. _ Coolie No.296 Wong Saung Zai who was

— the cause of the dispute at Dixwell Road Depot on the morning

__ of Larch 8 which resulted in a transient strike of coolies at 

__ the depot, declared that the coolies went on strike of their 
own accord and later resumed on his persuasion. He promised to 

be careful in future. The coolies dispersed at 7.40 p.m. with

ut arriving at any decision

Addressing the gathering, Chen kiu Feng made no reference 

to the order he had received from the Police to close the 

office and remove the Society from the Settlement

At 6.30 a.m. ¡.larch 9, when coolies were attending the 

morning' ro 11 call at the Dixwe 11 Road Depot, the P.W.D 

authorities announced the dismissal of Coolie No.296 Wong

Saung Zai. After a brief argument with the r.tf.D. authorities, 

the dismissed coolie left the depot. At 8 a»m« he arrived at 

the office of the Society and interviewed Chen Kiu Feng to whom

he explained the recent development, Chen advised him to____ _
summon all delegates and call on Mr. Yu Yah Ching at his office 

in the dan Feh Steamship Navigation Co., 93 Canton Road during 

the afternoon ¡larch 9, 1937 for the purpose of enlisting his
assistance in securing re-instatement. Chen added that
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Made by.......................................................................Forwarded by..........................................................

in emphasizing their request, it should be pointed out to______

hr. Yu that ./ong’s dismissal was the result of the handing_____

ovei* of nis badge to hr. Yu several days ago« In conclusion,__

Chen added that should hr» Yu fail to give any satisfactory -..  ..
answer, ^ong Saung ¿ai should take his luggage to San Peh______

Steamship Co» and sleep on its premises; so as to clear him-

_ self of any responsibility for any action which might be taken 
by the coolies in future, ./ong Saung Zai agreed and left the 

address at 9.20 a.m.______________ _

D.C. (Special branch)

flt
ol

M
h



Extract from the Morning State 
dated 9-3-37

DISRUPTION OF WORK BY P....D ROAD CONSTRUCTION dOOLIUS"

Vide Morning State dated March 8, 1937s-
At 8.45 a.m. on the.advice of a representative of the 

3oad Construction Coolies Mutual Aid Society work was resumed 
by the Road Construction Coolies attached to the P.w’.D. Depot 
Tjixwell Road.

SITUATION A.M. 9-3-37

At 6.30 a.m. 9-3-37 at the Dixwell Road Depot Mr. Law
P.W.D. dismissed from work coolie No.296. This coolie following 
dismissal left the Depot closely followed by Police, and a large 
gathering of coolies.

The gathering walked along Dixwell Road to Yalu Road where, 
coolie No.296 jumped onto a passing F.W.D. lorry proceeding 
towards Point Road.

The coolies, numbering about 100, who had followed 296 
then dispersed and returned to their respective jobs of work.

C.D.I. Ross.

Inspector
Officer i/c District.
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Subject S*M*P* warning to the Shanghai International Settlement Road 
....... U6ns’tra'cti6n*‘CTooliesr^ (unlicensed) ”t^^ 

functioning in the Settleinent.  ............................ .

Made .........................Forwarded by.. ......... .............. ...... .

With refei'ence, to the report of Larch 8th on the transient

strike of the P.W.D. road construction coolies, and the activities 

uf the Shanghai International Settlement road construction

Coolies' Liutual Aid Society} the illegal nature of this

organization’s functions, and the Labour Law which the existence
"C«

of the oociety contravenes, were communicated to P.O./division.

On the instructions of the P.O. ”0” Division^ the

■ Inspector in charge of Jest Hongkew Station, at 5 p.m, on_
larch 8th accompanied by a party of uniformed police, proceeded 

to the offices of the above Society, situated at House 8, Lane

. 351

b signboard or other indication of toe Society's 

activities could be seen over the door of the house or in the 
lane leading to it.

tr— ------------------------------------------ ■,-----------------------------------------------------
It was ascertained, on entering,that the premises are

occupied by one Chen iiiu Feng ), President of the 

‘^niety, and his family, who live on the first floor. The

"W\ AQ$ySuna floor is taken up with a kitchen, in rear of the building,

an office, adjoining which is a large room where the meetings 

of the Society are held. This room contains fcur tables, 

placed end to end, around which are arranged 18 chairs, whilst 
two rows, each of 9 cane-seated stojls, are ranged along the

sides of two walls. The room appears to have been recently 

renovated; the furniture is new and a large electric clxande 1 ier 

hanging from the centre of the ceiling and two electric lamp 

brackets on the walls appear to have been recently installed.

Chen hiu Feng was interviewed by-6h±g£ Inspector'Eva 
in the presence of the rest of the police party, and was 

told that his organization was illegal and that neither the
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Shanghai Municipal Council, the local Tangpu or the Bureau of 

Social Affairs approved of it. He was reminded that the 

Society was operating without a Club licence and that the____

o.d.C. would not grant one even if one were applied for. He__

* was given two days1 notice to close the meeting room and told

that no more meetings were to be held in the Settlement.
’ He was warned that should he disregard these injunctions that _ I . 

he would be proceeded against by summons. Two representatives 

of the Special Branch were present during the interview.

With regard to the meeting of delegates of the P.W.D. -------------------------------- -
road construction coolies convened for 6 p.m. that evening; _ ----------
Chen Kiu Feng was instructed to cancel it»  . I

He agreed to comply with the instructions given him by . --------------- ■ ——
_ "Chiefs Inspector Hya, and gave his assurance that when the 

coolies* delegates arrived at 6 p.m. they would be sent away.

The police party left the premises at 5.30 p.m. leaving a _ 

detective in the vicinity.________________________ _________________

__  x (• _____
_____  D. S. I.

P.O. (Special Branch).__________



Art, 37 Labour Law

A labour union may be dissolved by the competent 

authority for any of the following reasons:«

(1) Failure to fulfill the essential requirements 

for the founding of the union.

Art. 16» Labour unions of workers (public utilities) 

shall have no right to conclude collective agreements.

Art. 11. A director of a union shall be a member of 

the union (a worker or ex-worker) unless otherwise approved 

by proper authority.

Art. 27 (S) A labour union, officers or members shall not 

commit any of the following acts:-

(0) Collect membership fees or any funds without 

authorisation.

Art. 47. Any breach of Art. 27 Fine up to $200.

Police Law

Art. 33 (1)

Work or business contrary to mandate or regulations.

Bye Law xxx iv Club licence



Illegal labour organisation not approved by 

the Tangpu nor Social Bureau*

No club license applied for and same if appH®^

for will not be granted*

He must close forthwith and not attempt to

reopen in the Settlement*

(Signed) K.M.B*

Special Branch. March 8,1937.

Note

D,0.  will probably give them a day or two grace*

If further difficulties can prosecute Chen under

labour law (consult M.A.) no club licence (bye laws) etc.etc
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Chen Kiu-feng )^ principal advisor to—
the S.M.C. Road Construction Cooliee* Mutual Aid Society,

is a committee member of the 5th District branch citizene_L

Association, and the 18t Special District uitizens•

—federation, i\ortn ¿qodiow ialsoonthe committee

of the Chinese Ratepayers * Association, Hongkong Road

His past activities may_be summarised as follows t-

__ He participated ,; the Commit.!,ee

—of Various Bodies to Support Patriots, organized by the 1st

Special
the arrest and conviction of persona by the Municipal Police 

for bomb-throwioi

In_ Dec e mb er, 1936, he promoted the Leather Article

__ Workshop Owners’ Association, located at Ping Tsz Zoe Club

Yunnan Road. ..His activitiea were cut short owing to the____
__ strong opposition of the traders concerned, on the ground

**>

that he himself was not a leather article trader.

He was a member of the Smuggling Prevention Soclety

?^&f Shanghai Various Circles organized at a meeting held on

June 24, 1936, BMl by the 1st Special District Citizens*

-- federation

He was advisor to the squatters in the eastern and

Western Districts in forming the Shanghai Municipality

Squatters1 federation in

to demolish squattars« huts

As far as can be ascertained, Chen Kiu-feng has nn

. regular employment or business, and appears,do obtain bin---
living by taking advantage of opportunities to form nrganii’ftt.innti

D. I.
D. C. (Special Branch)
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Made by.....? ’.F..* taaJ1 Forwarded

On the early morning of 8th March a dispute occurred at

the jJjxwell Road F.W.D. Depot between road construction coolie 

Ko.296 Nong Saung Zai ) and P.W.D. Inspector J. Weidman.

This dispute arrose as a result of the 1.;/.D. Inspector *8_

refusal to give employment to coolie Ko.296, who had recently__

— been suspended, and was the cause of a "tai-kung" strike of a__
few hours duration, the coolies refusing to go to work as a_____

protest against the inspector’s action.____________________ '______

Coolie No.296 having: been refused employment went to the

offices of the P.N.D. Road Construction Coolies mutual Aid______
Sigin Road and stated his case .ppears that he

ceived little sympathy and was told that the remainder of the

coolies at the L>ixwell ad Deoot would at once resume work 

(The coolies resumed work at 8.45 a.m. )

Road, but while pa

Ifter visiting the offices of his association Coolie No.296 

announced his intention of returning to his home at 407 Jansen
•test Hongkew Station he stopped to 

speak to a number of P.W.D. road construction coolies who were 

working outside I-olice Station. S.P.C. 662 who was standing at 

the entrance of the station witnessed the arrival of coolie 

No.296 and saw the coolies gather round him. Anxious to find 

out what was going on he approached the coolies and overheard 

coolie No.296 use the Chinese word for strike, "Bo-Kung1* 2- ). 

Chinking that No.296 was endeavouring to induce the other 

coolies to strike he spoke to him, but was told not to interfere. 

S.P.C. 662 then arrested the man and took him inside the Station.

Shortly after two other road construction collies, No«107 

Zu Yung San and No.275, .fong Yung Sung ( T^),

were arrested for loitering outside the West lioagkew Station,------
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__ ■bheil’ intention apparently being to request the release of 

coolie r»o.296. Yuan Siao Sz Ts , a road construction

coolie and witness of the arrest of coolie ho.296 was taken 

to the Station and when questioned stated that coolie h'o.296 

had not tried to induce the coolies to strike but was merely___

relating to them the events that had taken place at the Dixwell 

Road Depot that morning.______

Coolie no.296 when questioned stated that he was not______
endeavouring to induce the coolies to strike but was explaining 

to them why he had refused employment that morning.

There being insufficient evidence to warrant a charge,_

the three coolies were released, at 12.25 p.m.

During the course oi~ the morning, 8th Larch, two letters _ 

concerning the arrestof coolie ho.296 were received at the_____

West Hongkew Station; one letter was from the Hoad Construction 
Coolies’ Mutual Aid Society and the other from the Shanghai 

Municipality Citizens’ Federation. Letters and .translation 

hereto attached.

______________
D. P. S.

D»C. (Special Branch)» ^^24*

_______________________________________________________

„ C 1 _______________

_____4 ' ■ ___________________ ___________________
J____________



Translation of a letter from the International Settlement 
Road Construction Coolies' Mutual Aid Society to Vest 
Hongkew Police Station on the morning of March 8, 1937

This morning* a disagreement arose between Mr* 

Weidmann of Dixwell Road P.W.D. Depot and a road 

construction coolie named Wong Saung-zai ( f- ) when 

the former prohibited the latter from resuming duty. 

This disagreement resulted in the whole body of coolies 

declaring a tai-kung strike. On learning of this 

movement» this Society instantly persuaded the coolies 

to resume work. At present normal conditions prevail. 

Unexpectedly, Wong Saung-zai and others were arrested 
while passing the corner of Raining and/^hanse Roads. 

Consequently you are requested to release them in order 

to remove any misunderstanding and preserve peace and 

good order.

The International Settlement Road 
Construction Coolies' Mutual Aid 
Society. March 8» 1937.

West Hongkew Police Station.



Translation of a letter from 1st Special District 
Citizens* Federation dated March 8t 1937

Haining Road Police Station*

Dear Si ret

We are in receipt of a letter from the Shanghai 

International Settlement Road Construction Coolies* 

Mutual Aid Society stating as follows

“This morning a foreign officer named Weidman 

attached to the P*W*D* Dixwell Road Depot oppressed 

the road construction coolies there and caused a "tai-kung* 

strike*

"This Society immediately sent a representative 

to advise the coolies to be calm and to await a settlement 

of the dispute» The coolies accepted this advice and 

resumed work» Unexpectedly» a road construction coolie 

named Wong Song-zai ( ) 9 who resumed work on

the advice of the representative of this Society» was 

subsequently arrested and detained at Raining Road 

Police Station*

"The arrest and detention of the coolie has 

alarmed the other coolies« With a view to preventing 

the incident from becoming aggravated» we request your 

Federation to uphold justice and send a letter to the 

Police Station requesting the release of the coolie in 

order to ease the minds of his colleagues**

Please have the coolie released immediately 

in commiseration of the miserable life he is leading*

(Chopped) The 1st Special District 
Citizens* Federation
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Dixwell Road Depot

Made by.......C..D.I.K...Sih..Tse-liang .Forwarded by

At 6.30 a.m. March 8* 1937» when the road construction

coolies of the P.W.D.Dixwell Road Depot attended the morning 

roll-call, coolie No.296 Wong Saung-zai ( f who had

been suspended for the past few days for failing to produce 

his working badge, arrived. Instead of taking up his usual 

position in the line of coolies, coolie .bo.296 approached mt, 

Weidman , P.W.D.Inspector, who was superintend!ng the. roll-call, 

and demanded that he should be given work, mt. Weidman told_

the coolie that if he wanted to work, he must take his place in 

the line of coolies. This the coolie refused to do and as a 
result was told he would be fined a sum equivalent to 1/4 day's

pay. The coolie then declared that he would not accept this 

punishment andin consequence was told by mr. Weidman that he 

would not be given work for the day in question, march 8« This 

decision of the P.W.D. Inspector caused general dissatisfaction 

among the remainder of the coolies who, as a protest, refused 

to go to work and at 7 p.m. declared a "tai-kung" strike.

The strike was, however, called off at 8»45 a.m. on the 

advice of a messenger from the Shanghai International Settlement

•tfioad Construction Coolies* Mutual Aid Society

It is learned that representatives of the coolies will 

f hold an urgent meeting in the office of the Society, liane 351

No•8 Bigin Road at 6 p.m. March 8, to discuss the matter

___________ Copies of a notice announcing the inaugural meeting _
of the Mutual Aid Society at 2 p.m. march 14, in the Ningpo_____

ellow Countrymen's Association, and admission tickets to th<

n J
meeting, were distributed among the P.W.D.road constraction

¿.coolies on the afternoon of March 7

/A

u
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TRANSLATION

Notice No*2 of the Shanghai International Settlement Road

Construction Coolies* Mutual Aid Society

Notice is hereby given that the formation of the

Road Construction Coolies' Mutual Aid Society is now 

completed and it is announced that a general meeting ej 

road construction coolies will be held at 1 p*m* March 14 

in the auditorium of the Ningpo Fellow Countrymen's Association» 

Yu Ya Ching Road* Please attend the meeting and produce 

the attached admission ticket*

(Chopped) The Shanghai International 
Settlement Road Construction 
Coolies* Mutual Aid Society*

March
Republic of China*

» the 26th Year of the

The Shanghai international Settlement Road Construction 
Coolies' Mutual Aid Society

General Meeting of Road Construction 
Coolies

Address

The Ningpo Fellow Countrymen's 
Association» Yu Ya Ching 
Road*

Uaa
1 p*m* March 14» the
26th Xear of the Republic 
of China*

Admission Ticket

I
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Subject .............. Activities of P.tf.D. Road Construction Coolies.

Made by . 9^.1..*. 3ih Tse-liang Forwarded by........Îl\.AcS

Between 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. March 5, 1937, some

twenty representatives of the P.W.D. road construction 

coolies, gangers and foremen held a meeting at the office 

of the Coolies* Mutual Aid Society at Lane 351, nouse No.8

Bigin Road, to discuss the plan of forming the coolies,

gangers and foremen into^ a Mutual Aid Society. Chen Kiu- 

feng ), Pri ncipal adviser to the coplies, stated

that he would assume full responsibility and lead them in 

the movement. He also promised that he would never be

influenced by an outsider to change his decision.The

representatives of the road construction coolies then

requested Chen to ask Mr. Yu Ya Ching, Chinese councillor 

of the to return the coolies' badges which were

JLoaned to him as specimens a few days ago, Chen agreed to_ 

look.into this matter. Finally it was decided to hold the 

inaugural meeting of the Mutual Aid Society at 2 p.m. March 

14 in the Ningpo Fellow Countrymen's Association, 480 Ya 

Ya Ching Road. ______ _____ _______________________________

_____ ____ Mimeographed copies of the following notice*were 

iven to those present to be distributed among their

1) Notification No.3 of the Shanghai international

Settlement Road Construction Coolies* Mutual Aid

Society. ______________________________

2) Draft of an agreement between road construction • 

coolies and foremen of th*' P.W.D.

Translations of both pamphlets are attached to this report.___

2^¿'a (XcC à a 
'-----------~7 Ji Z ’

_________________ c* ___ _________
D. Ce (Special Branch) ' </e
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TRANSLATION

Notification No.3 of the Shanghai International Settlement 
Road Construction Coolies* Mutual Aid Society

Secret Information has been received to the effect

that the badges of Coolies Nos.170 and 179 attached to the 

Soochow Road Depot were withheld by Messrs. McLellan and 

Hayler and the two coolies were thus compelled to suspend 

work. As a consequence the workers in that district are 

now contemplating a •tai-kung" strike as a protest.

It is unfortunate that the services of these two 

coolies were terminated without fault on their part. The 

Council having declared that it has no intention of reducing 

staff, the withdrawal of the badges of the coolies may 

possibly be accounted for in some other way.

Coolies should work as usual pending negtoations

by this Association with the authorities*

I



TRANSLATION

Draft of an agreement between the road construction 
foremen (Brass and Iron badges) and coolies of the 
International Public Works Department.

Because we, both foremen and coolies, are of the 

labour class and have close working relations, we should aid 

each other so that we will both live in prosperity. With 

this aim in view, we decided to organize a mutual aid society 

to promote our welfare. Hereafter both foremen and coolies 

will maintain a united front.

The following terms are agreed upon by representatives

of both sides; any one side or individual who fails to observe 

this agreement will be dealt with by the Society.

Art. 1. During working hours, coolies should follow the 
directions of the foremen, while the latter should 
behave properly towards the coolies. Each should 
do his duty diligently.

Art. 2. After working hours, both foremen and coolies enjoy 
equality, no jealousy should exist between them.

Art. 3. When a coolie is lazy or behaves badly, the foreman

I
 should not report it to his senior, but should note 

the number and name of the coolie concerned and. 
report to the Society through the representative 
(? of the foremen). The society will give advice 
to the coolies or punish him.

Art. 4. j. The coolies should not report to their seniors
|r (ranks higher than foreman) any smbesslement, illegal 
I act, or other breach of regulations, committed by 
I their foremen.

Art. 5. If foremen are guilty of oppressions, the coolies 
should not opeir direct negotiations with their 
foremen but should report the matter to the Society. 
The society, on receiving the report, will investigate 
the case and punish, if necessary, the foreman 
concerned.

Art. 6. If the S.M.C. authorities oppress the foremen, the 
coolies should afford them, the foremen, their 
wholehearted support.

Art. 7. If the S.M.C. authorities oppress the coolies, the 
foremen should afford them, the coolies, their 
wholehearted support.

Art. 8. The coolies and foremen should support each other 
at all times.



Art. 9 The foremen and coolies should support their 
leader and obey him.

Art. 10. The foremen and coolies should strictly adhere to 
and support the regulations of the Society.

Art. 11. The foremen and coolies will reject exploitation 
by any party, or clique.

Art, 12. Should any one fail/ to observe this agreeement, 
it will be regarded as a sign that he is willing 
to forfeit his qualifications as a coolie or 
foreman and is willing receive punishment from 
his colleagues.

Art. 13. There are altogether three copies of this agreement; 
one is kept by the representative of the foremen, 
one by the representative of the coolies and the 
remaining one by the Society.



G. 45M-1-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
S.l, Spécial .branch xxxîâXâJÇ

REPORT DaZi, March 4,......... t9 37•

Subirti P»W.p. Road Construction Coolies - activities.

Made by. ...Sih Tse-liang........ Forwarded by....

The badges which were submitted as specimens by the 

p.W.D. road construction coolies' delegation to Mr. Xu xa-ching 

at 4.30 p.m. February 26 are three in number and belong to_the__ 

following cooliess-
No.296 Wong Song-zai ( / ) (Dixwell Road Depot)

No. 57 Tsai Fu~yung ( Ä-) (Soochow Road Depot!

No.143 Ting Teng-karl

.ci

) (Shunteh Road Depot)
The removal of the P.W.D. Road Construction Coolies'

Mutual Aid Society from Ping Tsz Club, 3 Dz Dzoh Li, Yunnan Road

to No.8, Lane 351 (Van Ziang Li), Elgin Road, was completed on

_ March 2, 1937, when Chen Kiu-feng ( ,/L ), committee______

_ member_of__the 1st Special District Citizens* Federation and the~

&

formation of this society took up residence at the new address
some 20

Between 8 p.m. and 10 p.m. March 3, 1937, Chinese 

laiming to be representatives of the coolies, gangers and 
oremen of various P.W.D. depots assembled at the office of the 

ociety, when Chen Kiu-feng distributed among them copies of

-.receipt books to collect contributions of $1 each among their

¿ellow workers towaxds Abe fund raised for the use of the

.society._ A specimen of this receipt is attached to this report
with a translation.

The following were among those present at the office

society ____________________________________ _ ________

Li Ching-1sung ( , Road construction coolie.
Liu Hwei-vung ( )> • « N
Kwei Boo-yuin ( y r̂  ), ***, »

Li Ping-kao( ¿fa ) » **' •

Soo Siao-pao ( Jiy ‘J’ *______**
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Kuh Ah-foh ( )> claiming to be a ganger
formerly attached to Antung 

__ __________ _________________________________ Road Depot»____________________

________ Tang Sing-lai ( claiming to be a ganger
formerly attached to Ewo

_____________________________________________ Road Depot»_________________

Kao Yung-ling ( ), claiming to be a ganger
——-------4_ attachedToDixwell RoadT

_______________ Depot»_________

________ Chu Hung-kwei ( )> claiming to be a ganger
formerly attached to Thorne 

______ __________ Road Depot»________________

Tang Eoh-ziang ( ). claiming to. .be, a ganger_____
formerly attached to Thorne 

____________ __________________________ _.____ Road Depot»_____________________ 

__  Li Foh-ling ( Xtl? jdb )* claiming to be a ganger 
attached to Soochow Road 

______________________________________________Depot.__________________________
eV’ . tit.-

_______ Soong E-yung ( >*>> w? )» claiming to be a ganger
attached to Soochow Road

_____ ____________ ______________________ Depot»_________________________

Chang Zang-sing( 4 ) > claiming to be a gangerjf ormerl
attached, to Tatung Road 

____________________________ , _______Depot»__________________________
Liu Van-tsung ( 4 y ), claiming to be a ganger

!______________attached to Shunted Road Pepot



TRANSLATION

Receipt

Received from.»••«••••••... the sum of $1

as contribution towards the fund for the formation 

of the Road Construction Coolies Mutual Aid Society.

As soon as the society is formally established, this 

sum will be regarded as entrance fee and A membership 

card will be issued in exchange for this ¿eceiptHas 

no further receipt will be issued)»

The Shanghai International Settlement

P.W.D. Road Construction Coolies

Mutual Aid Society

Date

(Couhterfoil)

Received from ¥1 national

currency as contribution towards the fund for the formation 

of the Mutual Aid Society»

Date
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Activities of P.W.D. Rosd Construction Coolies.

....... Forwarded by.

At 4 «30 p.m. Liar ch 2, 1937, six P.W. D. roadconstruct-
ion coolies natied Li Ching-tsung llflk Liu Hwan-wen_____
Cffij X- ), Kwan Boo-yung Wong Lih-sung )
and ¿ung Zoong-yuen in company with Chen Kiu-feng_

their principal adviser, called at the ¿an Peh____
Steamship Company, 93 Canton Road* At 6,30 p»m* Mr» Yu Ya 
Ching, Chinese councillor of the interviewed the
representatives and informed them that the o.l-.C* had already 
made concessions to the coolies by agreeing to issue half___

for rainy days and full wages for New Year holidays*
With regard to the question of the exchange of badges» Mr*_____
Yu Ya Ching stated that he would negotiate further with the 
Council* In conclusion, he asked the delegates to write down 
any further requests which they desired to put.forward* Chen
Kiu-feng then submitted the following written requests

The badges of road construction coolies and the sewerage 
coolies should be different.
The total number of road construction coolies attached to
the Shunteh Road Depot is only 191, and yet some 401 new_____ 
badges were issued vzhen the exchange of badges took place
sometime ago. Consequently the sewerage coolies must have 
been included with the road construction coolies. This
inclusion will inevitably lead to confusion and trouble in 
future*

3* All road construction coolies should be given a cap bearing 
a number.   

4. In view of the recent reported dismissal of 42 foremen of 
road construction coolies, the coolies fear they may suffer 
the same fate in the future*____ 
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S.l, SpecialBranch,
REPORT »»«««>, iD«z^..l:^rch lj....l ^37 •

Activities of P.tf.D. coolies and gangers.

by....C*P.*. Sih_ Tse LiangForwarded by....... &^... ■. ,d,,..................

The S.M.C»' Road Constructions Coolies* Mutual
Aid Society, which lias offices in the Ping isz Club
3 Dz Dzoh Li, Yunnan Road, will shortly be removed to House No«8 
Lane 351 Rig in Road.____  ,________________

Chen Kiu-feng ), committee member of the 1st
Special District Citizens1 Federation and principal advisor to 
the coolies, will, in a few days, take up residence in the new 

_ offices of the Society.
At 4 p.m. February 28, fifty gangers of various ____

P•W.D. depots met at this new address when Chen Kiu Feng 
addressed them and emphasized the necessity of forming a 
Mutual Aid Society. In order to make the Society powerful_____
the speaker added, the following points should be observed»-___
1. All coolies, gangers and foremen should combine and 

support the Society.
Any unequal or illegal treatment accorded to coolies by____
the authorities should be reported to the Society.____
Should the authorities dismiss any coolie without substantial 
cause, coolies should unite and oppose the dismissal.

Subsequently a coolie named Hsu Kwei Hal
claiming to be ganger No. 145 attached to Dixwell Road Depot, 
reported that his service would be terminated at the end of
March, ¿37 according to a notice he had received several 
days ago* It was decided to enlist the assistance of Lir. Yu

A
K’

A .\ 3
\

Ya Ching, Chinese member of the S.M.C., in the matter.
A delegation of several gangers will call on ijr. Yu at his
office in the San Peh Steamship Company, 93 Canton Road, at____

| 4 p.m. March 2, 1937._______________________________
__________ During the meeting'—three representatives nf the______
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coolies named Wong Saung ¿ai (No»296), Liu Hwan Wen (No.200) 
and Kwei<Boo Yung (No.195) were present»_________________

notices prepared by Chen Kiu Feng in the name of___
the Mutual Aid Society, have been printed and will—be dis-?___
tributed among coolies in a few days, A copY_Q-f_Jbhe
pamphlet is hereto attached together with a translation»



x'itV<$lATION

Notification No.I of the International Settlement Road 
Construction Coolies Mutual Aid Association, dated 
February ......... 1937 •_______________

Unrest due to a decision by the authorities 

to reduce staff exists amo jst us, the road construction 

coolies. However, through the assistance rendered to us 

by Mr. Yu Ya Chir^j, we shall not be thrown out of work, 

x'he °.L.C. has declared that there has not been a decision 

to reduce staff and at the same time announced the following 

conditions of labour; -

’’Jerking hours for the ./inter Season will be 8^ hours 

a day, and for Summer 9 hours a day. The wages for 1st 

class coolies are $0.65 per diem. For wet days and . 

holidays, those who do not work will be given half-pay, 

while those who attend for work will be entitled to 

their full wages. There will be three holidays for the 

Lunar New Year and one for the Dragon Boat Festival j full 

wages being paid to the coolies. Those who work on these 

holidays will receive double pay.“

The coolies are therefore notified to work peacefully 

and without disturbance. Hereafter all coolies should be 

diligent at their work, do their duty, and not interfere 

with the work of others. Those who disobey these 

instructions or conduct illegal activities which are 

detrimental to. the good name of this Association will be 

reported to the o.M.C..



r
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,. Activities of Chen Kin Fong in connectionwith.P.W.p.cpolies..........
o #0/ eci ........ - - • ............... ....... ..........

Made l/y........................ .???$!•. Forwarded by.....I«L ..Sll.a.<3-.1.i.a.n.S*........................

On the matter being referred to Dr« Hung Chi of 

the Police Bureau and Mr. Chang Yen Cheng of the

local Tangpu, both officials state that although they are most 

willing to help they ere puzzled what to do in the matter 

because the functioning of Chen KLo^Fong took place in the 

Settlement that he never came near to the Chinese Authorities,

he did not sign his name or call in person in connection with _ 

the application for registry, The Tangpu is forwarding a 

copy of its reply in rejecting the application and basing on 

this Mr. Chang is of the opinion that the S.M.P. has the ri gh t,

as the Chinese have always done to close the office of the
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Subject........................their..........................................................
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\lade by ■— T.S.e-.li.ang: Forwarded by....... .$. ■ ........ ..................

_bt_ 7.30 p.m. February 25, 1937, some thirty road----
construetion coolies including 21 delegates from various depots, 
assembled in the offices of their Mutual Ajd Society at the—
Fing Tsz Club ), 3 Dzu Dzoh T.i )t Yunnan Rnad--
One of their number, hitherto unknown to the Folicef informed— 
the coolies that Mr. Pardoe of the F.W.D. on the morning at— 

February 2.0 r 1937, h--.d stat£-d. thg_t the exchange of working 
_ badges wo.uld take place—on. Saturday. February L7.----When—

questioned by the cooliee concerning the suggestion of _ ___ _
inserting an explanatoxx-Sonouncement. in the Chinese .press----
or of addressing a formol—letter__to the Cnnlieq T/ntnal Aid_____

Society explaining the exchange of working badges, Mr. pardoe 
replied that neither suggestions could be adopted. In______
conclusion, the speaker urged the coolies present to give______
careful consideration to the., matter-»--- Subsequently Chen K1u-—

feng cogaiti-pp member of—the 1st Special District---
Citizens* Federation vdiP if the only non-coolie taking an----------

active interest in the-formation nf-the Coolies' Mut-ual aid-------

<o assisting the coolies in the movement toSociety, ana, wno 1- ------ =— -- »
X- tk. no-« ovotem 0 f-the_P^ W. D., then made the fnllnwing-----,»\Vo ppo e e t ne __ne u \ if

"yd* s ta t eme n t. ——--- ------------
wj-f the 9re not sincere in their promises to

„ „11prnative but to refuse to accept the_______you, you -- ------------
OYnhangp of workin^b^g^------WleJ°a are under my leadership

vnn to ha cheated.—I have written a
In this letter, it is

I will never
letter to be addressed to the S.M.C 
definitely stated that there should be a diffprenne <------- —Hk£ierencg__in colouf
between the badges issued to road 
-those issued to eewerage conljea.

construction coolies and
Without waste of time you
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-^jaust compile a list of all coolies working for the P..V.P., and
•—must submit this list to the S.M.C. before the foremen submit

- their list which may be inaccurate.__________________ 
___________ "Copies of a pledge form (a copy of this document____  

is hereto attached, together with a translation) have been__
_  given to foremen for distribution among coolies. Fill _them_ 
_ in at once. '»Vhile on duty, there is a difference of rank
_ between foremen and cooliee but in the offices of the Society 

everybody is equal, "When unit?/ haa been achieved, foremen__
I and coolies will have to suspend work whenever called upon to

I I do so by the Society.____ ____________________________________
 _______wWe have decided to refuse the exchange of working
badges unlees a difference is made between road construction 
coolies and sewerage coolies.11 .Y

’ i After some discussion, it was decided to send four
delegates to call upon Mr. Yu Ya Ching, Chinese member of the

' S.M.C. at his office in the San Peh Steamship Company, 93______
Canton Road, at 4 p.m. February 26, 1937, for the purpose of

z’ | requesting his support.__The meeting terminated at about 8 p.m,
_____________

_ ___---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

________ ___ ________________ c. I»_______________

Pi.n. (Spenial—Hr anch )___________
0^:-



Translation of a pledge form issued by the S.A.C-. Road 
Construction Coolies’ mutual Aid Society

S.^-.C. Road Construction Coolies' wiutual Ajd Society.

............ I, the signatory of this pledge, 
declare myself willing to participate in the formation of 
the Shanghai Municipal Council Road Construction Coolies’ 
Llutual A|d Society in order to promote mutual benefit. I 
will abide by the rules, regulations and instructions of the 
society. Should I fail to observe the regulations, etc, I 
am willing to subject myself to public judgment. In order 
to show my willingness, I sign this pledge form together with 
particulars of my antecedents. 
Name of pledger : 
Age : 
Nativity : 
No.of S.A.C. badge : 
Years of service : 
Address :

Signed or chopped ........

Da te :



G. 45M-1-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
S.l, Special branch

REPORT February 26,37.

Subject Exchange of badges atthe P.W.D.L Depot,Soochow Road

Made by.... D..P..S.«.... Henchman ......Forwarded by......

Information has been received from Mr. pardoe of

the P.W.D., to the effect that on February 25, 1937 he

interviewed at the Soochow Road Depot, five representatives 

of the Central District p.W.D. coolies. He informed them

___ that he proposed to carry out the exchange of badges on the

I____morning of February 27, and that it was his intention that

the road construction coolies* badges should be numbered

.from 1 to 500, and the sewerage coolies, from 501 to 750.

The representatives agreed to accept this proposal.

The exchange of badges has already been carried

out without trouble in the Western District.

P.O. (Special Branch).



—FM- a File No..............
s -45M-'-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S.2,SpecialBranch. SDtiatt,
REPORT .... February 26i9 37.

^¿•^Application from F.W.D. coolies for registration of their union with 
local Tangpu.

Made l/y....... ............. ®^d._...........................Forwarded by.....^hao-liang.

At a committee meeting held in the local Tangpu 

on February 25, it was decided to reject the application of 
the P.W.D.coolies for the formation and registration of an

MM
VI

D. C. (Special Branch)»

A U Association. An official reply to this effect will probably

ilk
be issued this afternoon.__________________

------- --------
____________________________________xg _

Superintendent.

Mt----------
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S.l, Special Branch 
report ^February 23, 37.

„ ,. p.W.D. Road Construction coolies of Dixwell Road Depot Subject........................................................................................................................... ■■■ ...................................
- Meeting

Made by..... ................. -Si.h_.T®e.“liang Forwarded by.........

At 6 p.m. February 22, 1937, twenty one road 

construction coolies claiming to represent coolies attached 

to various P.W.D. Depots held a meeting in the Kung Wu_________
Teashop, 174 Ying Ka Zah Road, chapei. Li ching-tsung 

( Ar), coolie attached to Dixwell Road Depot,____

___ presided and stated that during an interview on the morning 

___ of February 22, 1937, the P.W.D. authorities explained the 

__  inadvisability of discriminating between road construction

__ coolies and sewerage coolies in the distribution of work.

___ The delegation^urged to drop any further agitation in

connection with the matter, a general discussion then took 

place and it was decided that should the P.W.D. authorities

That badges of different colour be issued so as to

differentiate between those coolies who had been

empioyed on the permanent staff under the old system;

and those who would be employed together with the old

cooliee as casual labourers under the new system.

_ given against the discharge of coolies without reason

___ insist upon enforcing their new system, they be requested to 

__ adopt the following measures 

__It was decided to convey these measures to the

Authorities at 10 a.m. February 23.______________

That after the exchange of working badges assurance be

a ÄL

P.W.D

.C. (Special Branch)
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 7
S.l, Special Branch

REPORT
Date. Eëb* . ..... I 9 37 e

P.vT.D. Authorities interview Road...Construction Coolies
o f the .Central., and ...Northern .Dis.tri.ct.s

Made by Forwarded by

At ahout 4.40 p.m. February 22« in the compound of 
the Central District Depot, Soochow Road, the P.W.D. authorities 
interviewed the road construction coolies of the Central and
Northern Districts, when_the revised conditions governing

s were discussed and read
over to them in Chinese, The coolies were told that copies 
of these conditions written in Chinese would be posted in
the Depots and godowns.___It was also announced that the 
numbers of new badges to be issued for the Central Distrlet 
coolies would be from Nb«l to No«250« and those for the
Northern District from No.251 to No.500, while badges from 

>:JTo«501 to No«750 would be issued to sewage construction coolies
There would be no change in the working system, with the 

' j&xception that the cleaning of drains, which was hitherto 
handled by road construction coolies, would in future be done

The road construction coolies fearing 
that they would not get as much work as usual expressed 
dissatisfaction with the latter point 
then explained to them that if they had any complaints

Concerning the new system, their representatives could report 
irect to the P.W,D, authorities._The coolies were further 

advised not to suspend work in furture, because of the loss 
which both parties incurred«

During the course of the interview, the coolies 
demanded that double pay be issued to them for Christmas and
Foreign New Year Holidays. The P.W.D, authorities promised M

M
M

N

to grant them, as an alternative, three days holidays to be 
taken by groups in turn; the coolies expressed their
satisfaction with this -offer
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REPORT
Date February 23, [t) 37

Subject........P.W.D. Road Construction coolies

Made by......p.P.S. Henchman ..Forwarded by.

At_10.30 a.m. February 23, twenty-one representatives

------ of the road construction coolies of various p.W.D. depots

------summoned to the P.W.D, offices, Administration Building,

Hankow Road, and were interviewed by Mr. Pardoe who announced

___that the following measures would be adopted in order to

settle all differencss now existing between the p.W.D. and

____the coolies

1. That the total number of road construction coolies of

various depots be fixed at 1,200, and that at each 

depot, sufficient badges,numbered consecutively from

No.l upwards, be issued to road construction coolies

Sewerage coolies would receive badges, consecutively 

numbered, but of higher number than those received by 

the road construction coolies

2. That sewerage and drainage cleaning work be entrusted

to sewerage coolies because they are more experienced 

in this work

3, That a group photo of coolies now employed at each depot

i,
be taken so that in future only those coolies who appear

in the photo will be permitted to work

4. A reduction of coolies nay take place in three months'

time.

The representatives expressed their willingness

to accept the new badges, and promised to consider the 

other items and give a reply on Monday, March 1, 1937.

As far as can be ascertained from the attitude of

the representatives, the coolies do not wish to accept 

Conditions Mos.3 and 4 but are willing to accept Conditions

Hos.l and 2, provided that they are permitted to perform
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REPORT J_________ 1Q
Date. J

yn.re.8.t...ajnong.rpad construeti.onappliesat Dibell, ¿toad Depot.........................

Made X8e-liang ..Forwarded by 

At 3.05 p.m. jseoruary X7, 1937, «alle six casual cooiies 
attacned to me nixwell no ad. Depot were attending to sewerage*___

cleaning work at ringliang ¿toad near Dalny Hoad, wree male________

Chinese riding uicycles approached them and warned tnem to cease 
work as they desired to take over tne work tnemselves, ine 
tnree intimidators sunsequently rode away, wnile tne casual_______

cooiies continued their work witnout furtner interference.

¿inquiries among tne cooiies snow tnat the tnree intimidators 
are oelieved to ue road construction coolies now assigned to _____

the northern Area and attacned to tne .uixwell no ad. hepot, and 
that tne cause of tne intimidation was due to opposition to tne 
engagement of casual cooiies on sewerage cleaning work, which;, 
as a rule, is undertaken uy road construction coolies, _____

_______It is learnt that in necemuer, 193Ó following tne decision 
Qi tne x.tf.D, autocritica to reduce tne nignway staff and 

r2 re-allocate tne working area, tne JMwo no ad and aawgin no ad

f depots were auolisned and the 220 and 110 permanent road con-

struct!on coolies attacned to tnese depots were transferred to___

‘ithe nixwell ¿toad Sewerage i>epot. xhe latter originally employed 
on its staff a numoer of casual coolies woo undertook sewerage___

work, in cunsequence of tne new arrangement, the numoer of 
casual coolies was reduced to S3, and following tne transfer of 
the road construction coolies from kiwo ¿toad and aawgin no ad 
Depots, tne nixwell ¿toad aewerage nepot, was renamed nixweli ____

Road Depot, mese changes took place on xiaceguer 16, .1936,_______

Since tne oeginning of tnis year, casual coolies,naving no

regular sewerage joo, were given sewerage cleaning work to 
perform, tnis work as a rule, is undertaken by road construction 
coolies. xhe assignment of this type of lauour to casual__________
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.Station,

coolies did not incur muon opposition from tne ro&d construction

__ coolies until tne end of January» 1937» wnen tne

_ authorities announced the transfer of all road construetion___

coolies from tne permanent staff to tne casual list» it was

— also to ue understood tnat tne numoer oi coolies employed

would depend on tne amount oi work on. nand. as a consequence

assignment oi sewerage cleaning work to casual laoour will

eventually result in a reduction in the amount ot work available 
for them

At 5 p.m. Feb.17, 1937, two road construction coolies of

the Dixwell Road Depot named Li Chi ng-1 sung fir ) and

Wong Sang-zai (JE_ ) interviewed Loh Feng-nyi ( (£- $')

Ho»l Foreman of road construction coolies at the Dixwell Road

Depot, and demanded that all work within the province of road

____conetruction coo11es be assigned to them instead of to outsiders

Loh keng-nyi verbally agreed, out remarked tnat tne final

decision would rest with the x»w»D» authorities

uonsequently, tne casual coolies wno were working on tne

sewerage cleaning work at xingliang noad on xeo.17,1937, nave

Deen withdrawn,

¿he situation is ueing carefully watened and any furtner

information will lorm tne sunject Qi anotner report*

¿a’
D.C.(Special Branch)
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Branch. Snuiaon.S.2»Special 
REPORT Iebruary..l?*y37Date..

Subject Application from P.W.D. coolies for registrati cm of their union with

local Tangpu
Made ¡/y... and „ j j L Supt. Tan Shao-liang..rorwarded by........ ^...

At 3.30 p.m. February 16* Mr. Wang Chia Zu__
a member of the Investigation Department ( j/Q )

of the local Tangpu,called at this office and produced a petition 

signed by four road construction coolies and stamped by 51 other 

coolies of the P.W.D. requesting permission for the formation 

and registration of an Association to be called “The Mutual

Aid Association of the p.W.D. Coolies of the International 

In reply* I stated that I would forward a report to my superiore

for instructions

upon him that there was no necessity for workmen connected

the work of certain agitators,who desire to make use of such

a union to their profit

Mr. Tsu replied that should the S.M.C* consider

h-
the subject before the Tangpu gave the necessary permission

In an interview with Mr. Tsu Hsueh Van, the head

of the local General labour Union* this morning* I impressed

Mr. Wong asked for the views of the Council on

With public utilities to form a union; that the application 

was signed by a small percentage of the workers and is only

Settlement.*

Superii

such organization undesirable, he would arrange with the

FSITangpu to reject the application. 

W C. (Special Branch)



translation of a petition submitted to the Executive Conmittee 
of the Shanghai Special District Kuomintang Headquarters by 
the Shanghai International Settlement Road Workers Mutual Aid 
Association.

February 5,1937.

We, the 1,200 road workers in the International 

Settlement, have worked day after day without an organization 

of our own. For the mutual aid and protection of road 

workers, we are forming a Shanghai International Settlement 

Road Workers Mutual Aid Association to safeguard the 

interests of road workers. We hereby submit to your 

Conmittee two copies of papers which give the biography of 

the promoters of the Association for your approval and for 

the issue of certificates.

Signature of petitioners:»

Lee Chin Chung )

Liu Huan Wen )

Chang Pu Yin

Wang Man Chai ( J )

Office of the Association!

No.3,Chi Su Lee ), Telephone No.95191
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REPORT ! A r ;
Date February 17, 19

Subject (in full) Ac tivitiesofP.W.D.gangers.

Forwarded byMade by D.I.Sih Tse-Hang

___________ At 6.30 p.m. February 16, 1957, seme thirty gangers_____  

attached to the Sawgin Rond P.W.D. Depet held a conference____

in a teashop at 253 Urga Road, when Hsu Fah-ming _____

__  Ganger No.10, presided.A general discussion took place________  

on a report to the effect that the P.W.D. Authorities were _

contemplating a reduction in the number of gangers. It was-------
decided to request the Authorities to take all dJ.smJ.jsed_________

gangers on as permanent coolies or,as an alternative. to JLsaue—

to them a retiring gratuity.
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POLICÉ.
Speçiap. Branch xx-txxx,

. X6ti9 37.
denial by P.W.D. authorities.

Made ¿y. P.P.-S. ..H.enchjnan...................Forwarded by__

At 9 &.m. February 15, 1937, Mr. Pardoe, Highway 

Engineer of the P.W.D. summoned ten representatives of coolies 

from both the Central and northern Districts to his office in 
the Administration Building and explained that there was no

truth in the press report alleging that the new system of 

drawing lots in order to decide who should be employed, would 

be brought into operation on February 28, 1937. Should there 

_be_an increase in the amount of work to be done, he continued, 
extra workers would be employed, and if there should be a 

decrease, coolies already in the employment of the P.W.D. would 

_ be chosen by ballot or the choice left to the coolies themselves
The delegation subsequently withdrew»_______

At 6.30 p»m. February 15, six foremen of road 

.. Qonstruction coolies of various P.W.D. depots held a conference

._at the S.M.C. employees* Club, Continental Emporium Building,__

and discussed the press report which alleged that the foremen 

had deducted coolies* wages during holiday period«- It was  

decided to request the P.W.D, authorities to investigate the 

matter and to publish a correctioninthe press.



4W

February 15, 1937. -r ^2^ ' Morning Translation.

National Herald and other local newspapers .-
THL, S.M.C. .tND ITS ROAD WORKERS

The Shanghai Municipal Council had originally 
1,400 road workers. The newspaper report that the Council 
has 1,200 road workers is incorrect because the S.M.C. had 
already dismissed some 40 foremen unconditionally on 
January 2. These dismissed foremen were not given any 
retirement gratuity or pension.

The road workers have to work 12 hours a day and are paid only 70/ per diem.
The S.M.C. has now fixed February 28 as the date for the drawing of lots to decide which road workers 

are to be discharged. The workers will probably organize 
some movement when the time arrives.

Coolies Sond Letter to S.M.C,
The International Settlement Road Coolies’ 

Mutual Aid Association yesterday sent the following letter 
to the Shanghai Municipal Counnils-

"The notification issued by the Council some time ago stating that a majority of the road coolies will 
be discharged created great anxiety among the road workers. When Hsu Mei Sung J U? ^ )» a foreman of the Soochow Road 
District, held back'three" days’ wages of the coolies and 
dismissed fifty coolies,all coolies went on strike.

"Afterwards, the Council gave an assurance that 
it would not discharge the coolies. Mr. Yu Ya Ching, one of 
the Chinese Councillors, personally told the coolies* 
representatives that the Council had made no decision 
regarding the discharge of xoad coolies, but that it 
intended,owing to financial stingenoy,to assign work to the 
coolies by the drawing of lots'. If the coolies opposed 
this measure, work would be distributed among the coolies 
without drawing of lots, and the Council would refrain from 
engaging any new coolies until all the old hands had been given work. If any new coolies were employed, they would be 
discharged the moment that the work required a smaller 
number of coolies. Relief measures would be devised 
regarding work on days of rain or snow. Sewerage coolies 
and road coolies must not interfere with each other, but 
confine themselves to their respective duties. Should a foreman show favour to any one side and tries to take away 
by force the badge issued to a road coolie, a complaint 
should be made. As a further means to prevent malpractices 
by the foremen, numbered caps would be issued to the coolies.

"Upon receiving this assurance, the road coolies 
resumed work.

"Hsu Mei Sung, however, cannot evade responsi
bility for the strike. Seven years ago, Hsu was a 
mechanic. He made a fortune by undertaking sewerage work. 
When the sewerage work was completed, he obtained a position 
as foreman in the Public Works Department. In order to 
give work to the several thousand workers formerly employed 
by him, he persuaded the authorities to discharge the road 
coolies. He has also been oppressing road coolies. All



the coolies in other districts were paid w^ges for the 
three days' holiday at the solar New Year, but the workers 
of the Soochow Road District did not receive any pay for the 
money was misappropriated by Hsu Mei Sung.

"Recently, Hsu Mei Sung attempted to force 
the road coolies to change their badges for new ones so that 
he could mix his own men with the coolies. When the coolies 
refused t© give up their badges, Hsi Mei Sung issued new 
badges to double the number of the original road coolies. 
The badges issued to sewerage cooxies, road coolies, 
permanent and temporary workers are of the same shape* His 
intentions are obvious.

"Thus, the road coolies could no longer be 
distinguished from the sewerage coolies, and the road 
coolies will not be in a position to argue should they be 
discharged as sewerage eoolies. All the present road 
coolies are thus in danger of being discharged.

"For the sake of peaoe and order of the 
community, and the livelihood of road coolies, we request 
you (1) to detail an official to make an investigation;
(2) to issue the wages for the thre-. days’ holiday at the 
solar New Year to the road coolies of the Soochow" Road 
District; (3) to dismiss Hsu Mei Sung.

"We advise the Council not to change the 
badges as this would give rise to confusion and trouble, but 
should the Council deem this inadvisable, we suggest that 
different badges be issued to different groups of workers 
so that they may be distinguished one from another. We 
also request you to issue numbered caps to the coolies in 
order to prevent false reports being made regarding the 
number of coolies.”
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Date.. F^bx^ry. 15lf5> 37.
„ ,. . Unrest among P.W.D. Hoad Construction CooliesSubject.......................... Hff .... =>•..........................

at Sawgin Road Depot.
Made by -.-D.-l... Sih..T.ae.-li.a.ng... Forwarded by........ .......................................................... ............

An attempt made at 6.30 a.m. February 15, 1937,
____ hy the authorities of the Sawgin Road P.W.D« Depot, to-- -__  

exchange the identification badges of all P. W.D. road 
construction coolies attached to this Depot for new ones-
was frustrated by the coolies who refused to accept the _ 
new badges or go on duty. Subsequently the P.W.D.____ ____  I

____ authorities agreed to postpone the exchange for the time 
being and at 7 a.r.i, all coolies resumed duty.

D. I.



° 45M', 3S SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
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REPORT

Subject......

Made by. Forwarded by... ............................................................................................. |

The strike of the 1,500 P,itDt rOad construction 
coolies, which commenced on January 30, 1937, was celled off 
during- the evening of February 2, and all coolies resumed 
work at 6.30 a.m.this morning, February 3, 1937.__J’ifty coolies
of the Soochow Hoad Depot, whose badges were withdrawn by the 
P.ff.D. authorities in January, 1937, were also reinstated, 
being issued with badges, and accorded the same treatment._as__ _ I
the others*
________ resumption of work .was the result of a discussion 
on the new system governing the engagement of coolies ty the

betvzeen ¿¿r» Yu xa-Ghing and ur* Yei i^oh-Su, Chinese 
members of the and- a delegation of five coolies________
accompenied by Chen ^iu-ifeng A> ), Committee ¿¿ember 
of the 1st Special District Citizens1 federation» at 4«45
February 2 in the office of the San Peh Steamship Company93
Canton Road» During the discussion» iir. Yu Ya-Ching reiterated
the statement made by th( authorities to the foremen on

hich embodied the following three points 
za^eelwould be paid for working days only
selection of coolies would be by ballot instead of by

personal choice by foremen as hitherto
ufficient work on hand» the number of

/r\

coolies would not be reluced during the coming few months.
After some discussion, the delegation accepted the 

firct two conditions end requested that the propossri hr lint____
system be cancelled and that coolies be given liberty—to -- -
arrange among themselves to work on alternate shifts« in 
Uki-ition they also recuested hr. Yn Ya-Ching and ,.ir. Yai n.-oI-i-Su 

to negotiate -,ith the anthoriti fts_an t’rie.-foll nwi np; i------
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Made by.................................................................. Forwarded by............................. .....................................................

1) That in future coolies engaged in sewerage construction

to work v;i th ordì nary road construction coolies»
v;0rk as well as cobbled stone street work be not transferred

2) That in orde r to prevent the mis-use 0f authority' by foremen
. hat bearing a_____________all coolies be provi deh with. a uniform

______n Uli

*** ± e L LX Yu-Chin? promised to forward their requests and
brin”: lestion 0f rTanti n;.- an allowanes for any lengthy
period of rainy days, . ith the authorities, whereupon th

__ delega tion consented to call off the stri ice and instruct all
coolie s to resume work on the morning of .February 3»__________

The del.egation left st 5*45 and proceeded to the
Office of their mutual Aid Soci etv« in th e PixlR Tsz Club

---ttS 3*. A^9) >—3 Dz itzoh.kii, Yunnan Hoad, where a conference wan 
held, during which it was decided to resume work on February 3 
and to entrust Chen Kiu-feng with the task of approaching the ----  . —------------— , ,.. . .. —.. —. ———
S»L«-C» through ur« Yu Ya-Chinr for the issue of pay for the 
period of the strike»  -:
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Date-J^^TS..j... 19 37 .

Subject List.^..Pr®se5t..being..cwi^..out.bx..the...pÄIÄD.*...................

Made ...... Slid ............Forwarded by....Q• P.?.ï.î...Rp8.8

Hereunder is a list of the more important works at 

present being carried out in various parts of the Settlement 

by the M.D.:_________________________________________

Western Area
______Road______ Section_________ Nature 0 f work____

Lucerne Road W» of Edinburgh Road — ___ •_______ _ X -

Gt. Western Rd. Bridges 7 and 11 Making box culverts.
Fraser Road Bridge No.12___________

•i -
ii tt a

Avenue Haig_____ S. of B*well Road. Laying sewer connection.
_ Haiphong Road__ Ferry - Singapore Rds» -Laying 21* drain»_____
x Rockhill Avenue Bridge No.2 Repairs•______________

Haiphong Road E« of Gordon Road_______Laying 3*0* culvert.
X This is not yet in hand but will be put in hand in a  

__________day or two•_________ __________________________

Central Area

q? Road Cad •_Lot 51

SOQ01OW Road

Dixwell Road

E< of Fokien Road

Northern Area
Japanese Garden

Drain and sewer connect- 
ion.

Moving Coffer dam.__

Laying connections.
Minghopg Road Bet. Woo sung & 

Seward Roads
Raising footpath.

N. Soochow Road N. of North Shanse Rd, Repairing Bunding,

Eastern Area

_____ It is expected that coolies will be vorking on Pingliang 
Road between JTirgkuo and Linching Roads tomomow (3/2/37)and 

on drain connection on Pingliang Road corner of Tsitsihar Road

D • C® (spéc ial Brane h)
Ce Dt IÇ.
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Date.....Feh«. £,___ m g,?
bject. .......Aç t, i yi ti ee...of ...P./ff. p.....Road. Cons txuc t.ion „Coolie s.

Made -by . Si h. .Tse-1 i ang F orwarded by.

Five _x epr esentatives oft he coolies named Li Ching- 
tsung. (4*4- ) (coolie No.45), Liu Ewan-Tung(£'j X. )

—, (Coolie No.200), Kwan Bu-yuin . (Coolie No.195),
- _ Tsai Fu-yung ) (Coolie No.57) and Wong Shang-zaj_

) (Coolie No.296) called at the San Feh Steamship
— Company, 93 Canton Road, at 4.45 p.m. February 1, 1937, and

9

interviewed Mr. Yu Ya-ching who asked them to call again at 
yet5 p.m. February 2, 1937, as he had not/discussed the question 

with other Chinese members of the Council.
—At 7.30 a.m. February 2, 1937, seven representatives

. of the road construction coolies of the F.W.D. Soochow Road
_ Depot, called at the Depot and interviewed the foreigner in 

charge who, through the interpretetion of Chinese foreman 
Zee Mei-sung, re-iterated the declaration made by the P.W.D,
authorities to the effect that the only changee in the new 
system were _____________ _
a) That wages be issued only for working days.________________
b) That selection of coolies for work There fewer workers

than available are required will be by ballot instead of 
individual choice by foreman._________________

_______ The callers were assured that the S.M.C. would not----  
dismiss a single worker and were persuaded to instruct all 
strikers to resume work immediately. Expressing their 
satisfaction with the arrangements, the callers stated that 
owing to time required to circulate this information, work____

--<Quld not be resumed earlier than February 3, 1937.Before
.ersing, the callers were.advised to instruct all striker^ 

y to interfere with coolies who had been eent out to attend
o important work on streets.____
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The delegation then proceeded to the hot water__and_
—-Xea shop, No.211 Amoy Road, and informed the representatives_ 
—^nd coolies of various districts of the result of the. 
-—-interview. After some discussion it was agreed to wait for

. Yu Ya Ching'e reply before any decision was reached. 
—At 6.30 a.m. February 2, 1937, some thirty repre-____ _
— —Sentatives of coolies assembled in a tea-shop, Heng Feng Road. 
—^Chapei, off the Markham Road Bridge, when Dao Tsih-ts 
——_gnd Wong Lih-sung ), two of the leading delegates,
—-Stated. that Chen Kiu-foong a committee member of

1st Special District Citizens' Federation, had advised____
■^Jthat coolies engaged in sewerage construction as well as 
-——trucks transporting road construction material should be_______
-- prevented from working. It was decided to send out picket.___ 
___jn small groups to various places in the Eastern end Western 
■—■JUstricts to intimidate sewerage and transportation coolies._____
_-At 6.50 a.m. an attempt made by pickets to prevent 
__ trucks from leaving the Shunteh Road Depot was frustrated by 
._ the Municipal Police.__________ _______________________________ _
___________ At 6 a.m. February 2_, 1937, some 200 striker._________ 

assembled at the Ewo Road Depot for the purpose of drawing__
their wages. They were however addressed by Wong Shang-zai 
(~^ coolie No. 296, who declared that coolies* badges__
once withdrawn by the P.W.D. authorities in issuing wages would 
not be re-issued, thus depriving them of the opportunity to 
retain their positions as permanent coolies. Subsequently 
Wong persuaded the cooliee engaged in transporting___road------
construction mater lai to~ join the strike; he, however,------ -—

i 
a *
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- 3 - _______________

immediately left with the strikers on the arrival of the 

Municipal Police*_____________________________________________________

The following two cases of intimidation have al so___

come to notice:- .________________________________________ ____________ _

At 8*15 a*m* February 2» 1937, 50 coolies engaged 

in sewerage construct!on work on Pingliang Road, west of 

Ljnching Road, were intimidated by about 10 strikers with 

the result that the former left their work and returned to 

the Fn tung.RaadDepo 

At 10*10 atm, February 2, 1937, a P«W.D« truck 

was stopped on Edinburgh Road by some 20 strikers who 

demanded free transportation to the Fah Hwa Village* _ The 

demand was complied with by the driver, who afterwards 

returned to his depot*___________________________________ ____________

/as

------ £—-------
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Subject Activities of PaW.D« Road Construction Coolies#
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In order to avoid interference from the authorities,

the road construction coolies of the F#\7#D# depots decided 

on January 31, 1937 to send a delegation of 35 persons to 

the ¿Shanghai City Government, Civic Centre, for the purpose

■M
H

BR
m

n
m

m
m

m
i

of submitting r.-n appeal for assistance in their dispute with _

the F, v#D. It was aleo decided to inform all delegates to 

assemble at the Iwa_ yang Fao Ching Lur Teashop, Faoshan Road _

near Boundary Road, Chapei, at 8 a»m# February h These_____

35 delegates arrived at the teashop at 10 a#m# end are now_

___proceeding to the City Government by motor truck, in company 

with Chen Kiu-foong ( committee member of the 1st __

special District Citizens* Federation, who has been assisting 

the coolies#_ ______________________________________________

't about 7 a#m, February 1, 1937, some 100 strikers 

gathered on Kungping Road near the ¿Settlement boundary, with 

the intention of proceeding to the Civic Centre, Eventually, 

they decided to appoint five delegates to call at the City_____

Government, whilst the others should disperse and re-essemble _ 

at'the .swine'place at 5 p.m. to-day, or 6 e.m, February 2 in 

order to hear, the result of the appeal# During the general 

discussion copies of a printed handbill entitled manifesto 

issued by the Road Construction Coolies* LLutual Aid ¿Society*1 

were distributed among the coolies by their representative 

named Wong Lih-sung ( -i )# (Translation of this handbill 

is attached to Special Branch Report dated January 28, X937)#

Groups of strikers gathered on Dalny Road this 

morning, February 1, 1937, apparently in observance bf the_____

instruction received by them on the morning of January 30 

but, quietly dTspereed awing to the preaen.ee of the Municipal

preaen.ee
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 , ___ - 2 -_ 

Police .__________________________________________ ____ ___________-—

It is lenrned that a mediation cie.eting was held_____ _

in the Nyi Feng Teashop, 695 Chekiang Road, between 9 ___ _

end 10*30 - January 30, 1937, when Zee xei-sung ( )>_

ITo.l foreman of the ¿oochow Road Depot, and seven delegatee-----

of the strikers were present« Zee llei-sung announced that _ 

the l.W.D, authorities had agreed to issue working badges 

every day to not lees than 150 coolies engaged in road______ „

construction work excluding badges for 15 coolies engaged_____ _

in work on cobble stone streets* It was then pointed out 

by the coolies that in reality the number of coolies 

attached to the uoochow Rood Depot was 184 end that in_________

_ qqyigq of the new arrangement to engage orily 150 coolies, 

___ 34 cooljfts would be unemployed.—Zee gug-tested that all of 

___ the 184 coolies be t^ken on by rotation. The delegates 

of the coolies promised to consider the suggestion, but 

intimated that work could not be resumed unless the disputes 

in other depots Jfere settled sPtU.f.actorily.-------------- _
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Subject Activities of the S.m.C. road construction coolies.

Made ¿y,...?.-..1..^.Ll3.6.7.lianS Forwarded by

At 10 a*m* February 1, 1937, tnirty five uninese coolies
claiming to represent strikers of various depots, who had
assembled sit the nwa Yang Kao Shing Juur reashop» 7 ^aoshan Ko ad,
left by motortruck for the uivic Centre*
committee member of the 1st Special District citizens1 rederation 
who has been assisting the coolies in the strike movement, 
accompanied the delegation*

When the truck arrived at xi xueh *ei Hoad, it was stopped
by the Chinese Police who told the delegation they could proceed 
no further* After some argument, it was arranged that fifteen 
delegates be permitted to continue the journey. ihe delegation 
interviewed one named rfong ling i #1<- j, a staff memoer of 
the -Bureau of Social Affairs, who, after receiving their petition, 
advised them to refrain from any illegal activities as the S.^.G.
was an administrative organ, out await patiently the outcome of 
the negotiation oy mt. xu xa Ching, whereupon they withdrew.
________ 1‘he delegation subsequently proceeded to the local xangpu, 
when one named van h-uo-zung k , staff memoer of the
leople*s Training -Department, interviewed them and instructed 
that they notify al1 strikers to preserve peace and order pending
investigation by the xangpu. ¿he party then returned in a body 
to the temporary office of the mutual Aid Society in the .ring 
1'sz Club i ), 3 Dz Dzoh xd, xunnan Koad, where uhen hiu-
feng advised the delegates to return at 4 p.m. to tha Society in

c order to proceed in a body to the office of the San leh steamship
v* ACompany, 93 Canton Koad, to hear the result of negotiation from

mt. xu Xa Ching,____xiefore dispersing. Chen and the delegates
advocated that should the answer from -uir. xu xa Ching regarding 
the mediation prove to be unsatisfactory, attempts should be

1
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--------------- ------------------- ------- - ------- ________ _ __________ —-----------
At 12*25 p*m* January 30, some thirty Chinese claiming

to represent Road construction coolies of various depots^.

who are on strike, proceeded in small groups to the Administration 

..8C»_______________ Three of the delegates named hiu it wan #en  

_ (z Ching Taung ( ) and Tsai too xung ____

interviewed Mr* T» K» tto, Chinese Assistant Secretary» and_____ __

submitted a petition for the cancellation of the decision of 

the JH*W*D* regarding the new system of engaging coolies* in 

reply mt* ho. promised to refer their petition to the council* 

whereupon the delegates withdrew»
xhese representatives suceequently called, upon mt» Yu 

Yah Ching Chinese member of the S.ja.G. at his office

in the San Peh Steamship co.; 93 Canton Road.» and, made a similar 

appeal. They were advised to return at b p.m« February 1, 1937»

A subsequent visit by these delegates to the Chinese 

Ratepayers' Association resulted in a promise by the Secretary 

of the Association that the matter would be taken up with the

8.M.C.. ________________________________________

it is learned that some 70 delegates of these coolies will

proceed on the morning of February 1» 1937 to the Shanghai city 

Government; the bureau of Social Affairs and the local langpu 

to appeal for assistance» i'he number of appelants may oe greater 

as some of the coolies may participate in the visit of their own 

accord» imp definite plan has been foiaed as to how to proceed to

»tH. the City Government» The coolies will assemble at various places

No.fr
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REPORT pJ/f January 50. y&U

Subject.... Unrest among P.W.D. Road

Made by____P•.?..*..............Forwarded by.

One of the causes of unrest among ¡'«W^D* road 

construction coolies over the introduction of new system

xs reported to be that a number of the permanent—cop 1 iea_____

at present employed at various depots have obtained their_____

working number-badges by payment« _________________

2 There are certain loafers who, it is reported,_______

ally with the senior staff and obtain working number-badges

____ in the loafers name» .-fter working for some time, he sells  

it to any person who desires a job but has no way to obtain 

one» The price of the badge varies from &80.00 to $120*00  

each» J\fter selling his badge, the loafer will arrange with 

his old acquaintance to obtain another one which he will again 

sell later on»__ It is reported that a. number of coolies___

now holding number-badges have been the victims of this 

malpractice ». _______________ _________

Consequently, when the new system is introduced 

these coolies will suffer an irrevocable loss, and as they 

have no other way to obtain redress, there is every ___________ 

possibility that they will enforce their opposition by________

intimidating new coolies selected*______________ ________________

D» C, (Special Branch)
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’■■"-A937.
Subject...................Road. Cpnetiuct.i on.. Cool ieg..-...U.ni.es.t

Made by..... P. S...McKeown Forwarded by.

_________ A rumour is prevalent among the P.W.P. road 
construction coolies of various depots to the effect th«=it 
the P.W.D. authorities have decided to withdraw the working 
badges of the permanent staff at 6 a.m, January 30, 1937,____
A number of the coolies are advocating the declaration of_____
a strike to oppose this measure and it is also stated that____
they are prepared to support the strike by assaulting—atxikg--
breakers and damaging road surfaces.'

D. C. (Special Branch)
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Subject P.W.D. Road Construction Coolies - Activities

Made by .Pa?... Sih...±.8 8“ ^A.......Forwarded by

The coolies assembled at. the Rwo Road Depot and other
localities in the. Eastern District were warned by four
cylists at 10 a.m. to-day, to postone their proposed appeal

i to the City Government to 7 a.m. Monday, February 1, 1937«
i when all coolies should assemble on a piece of vacant ground,
i off Dalny Road, ne^r the Settlement Boundary«___________ I It is also learnt that the strikers have decided to

appoint seventy delegates, representing the coolies of the_
original seven depots, to make an appeal to the S.M.C._______
between 11 a.m. and 12 noon to-day, January 30. After their 
visit to the Administration Building, they will proceed to 
call on Mr. Yu Yah-chi ng, Chinese member of the S«M«C» at____
his office in the San Peh Steamship Company, 93 Canton Road, 
and then the Chinese Ratepayers * Association, 59 Hongkong 
Road, for the purpose of appealing for assistance.

....... ... ........ ................................................................................................ ....................
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Date...................................19

TTrirest among r»W»D» Road Construction coolies.
Subject.....■■■.......................

international Settlement Road construction coolies mutual
Aid. Society held a secret meeting in the ring xsz club» xnq»3 

Dz Dzoh hi, mnnan Road, at 7»lb p.m. January 29 and decided
that should the r».i»D» Authorities actually put into effect
their decision regarding the transfer of permanent coolies tn 
the casual staff in the early morning of January 30 (at about
6 a.m.), a strike oe declared at once, and that all coolies oe
instructed to proceed to the Administration ^uilding,
to make appeal» xt was also decided that visits snotild also 
oe pald to the Chinese Ratepayers* Association, xiongkong Road 
for the purpose of requesting Chinese members of the Council 
to render assistance and to the Shanghai City Government and
the Tangpu for a similar purpose»

At present, there are five r.tf.D, depots, langjt.f»a in 
the followi ng distriets t- _____________________ ______

•Antung Ro ad Depot (mlin Road district)
Ewo Road Depot (Jayside)_____

./»// Soocnow Road Depot (iiouza)____________________ _________
Shunt eh Road (Sinzaj_______________________________ __
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Subiect ^nrest among P.V.D. Road Coolies - formation of the**Shanghai 
' MUhioipallty ’Internatlonal Settlement Road Construction Coolies 

Mutual Aid Society*

Made by...... Forwarded by.

The meeting of representatives of the S.M.C. P.W.D.

Road Construction coolies» which was scheduled to take place 

in the Chinese Chamber of Commerce Building» North Soochow 

Road» at 5 p.m. January 27» 1937» was not held owing to the 

presence of a large number of members of the Municipal Police 

in the vicinity_of. the Chamber.In order to avoid the 
attention of the public» the representatives eventually

_ assembled in the Ping Tsz Club ( )» 3 Dz Dzoh Id» 
Yunnan Road. At 7 p.m. about 100 persons had turned up and 

a meeting was then held. Liu Hwa-vung 4% <1- )> a

coolie of Antung Road Depot, who presided» explained that the 

object of the gathering was to discuss the decision of the

S.M.C. to reduce the number of permanent coolies and transfer

hose affected to the casual staff The following resolutions

ÒZI L a. •
yftre then discussed and passed t-

That a society entitled "The Shanghai Municipality Inter» 

national Settlement Road Construction Coolies Mutual Aid

Society" be formed» and that

it£ temporary office be established in the Ping Tsz Club»

3 Dz Dzoh Li» Yunnan Road

That a manifesto be issued (a copy of this manifesto is 

'Attached to this report with translation as Appendix "A"). 
Àhat an executive committee of fifteen members be appointed 

(a list of their namesand addresses is attached to thia

report as Appendix "B").______________________________ _

That a letter be addressed, to the S.M.C. requesting it to 

cancel its decision regarding the reduction in the number

of the permanent coolies._____________________________
*<1, That should it be necessary» appeals be made to the local
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Chinese Authorities and public bodies for assistance«

6) That should any ooolie be dismissed, a strike be 

declared immediately«

The meeting last about twenty minutes, the gathering 

dispersing at 7«30 p.m.

Subsequently the fifteen members of the committee held 

a meeting in the club, and discussed ways and means to enforce 

_ the movement* The following resolutions were then passed »-
1) That efforts be made to find accommodation for the office 

of the Society.

2) That the membership fee of the Society be fixed at 50 cents 

each for the time being«

3) That a registration be taken of all coolies.

The meeting terminated at 9 p.m._____________________



APPxii:jIX

Translation

rfe have been in tne employ of tne Shanghai Municipal 

Council as road building coolies for many years, ihe 

prosperity Shanghai enjoys at present is traceable to our 

efforts in building roads. it is a surprise to us that 

we are all dismissed. Recalling tne past efforts we nave 

exerted and anticipating what will oe in store for us in 

future only increases our resentment. Since the Shanghai 

Municipal council has turned a deaf ear to our request for 

reinstatement, we are compelled to form a strong organization 

with a view to opposing determinedly the council's oppression 

>*e hope that assistance will oe rendered to us oy the public 

in order that we may not oe homeless»

According to tne Shanghai Municipal council, the 

discharge of the road coolies is to curtail expenses of the 

Council, but as a matter of fact, the wages of the road 

coolies numbering more than one thousand amount to no more 

than the salaries of ten of the Council's senior foreign 

employees, if the uouncil is sincere in its intention to 

carry out a retrenchment policy, the big salaries of its 

senior foreign employees should be reduced. ihere is no 

necessity of dismissing more than one thousand road coolies, 

whose unemployment will only increase tne social unrest 

prevailin' at present.

Concerning the road work, since more roads are ouilt 

and widened and more vehicles are put into operation, more 

road coolies should oe employed instead of reduced, ihis is 

the second point that the dismissal of the road coolies is 

unreasonable.

Employees inrvariow5 trades have demanded increases 

in wages during the,past several years, out we nave not 

submitted any demand for an increase. ihe dismissal of the



loyal road coolies shows another aspect of tne unreasonableness 

on che part of the council.

During tne January 28 incident, all tne defence 

works were erected oy the road coolies, wno accomplished 

the assignments in the midst of gunfire. A number of tne 

road coolies were injured andkilled in line of duty, it 

is unreasonable as well as callous on tne part of tne council 

to dismiss these faithful and meritorious road coolies.

in a word, the dismissal of the road coolies oy the 

Council is aosolutely unreasonaole and is an act of contempt 

for the Chinese. Jhen the council requires our services, 

it calls us in and when our services are not needed, we are 

dismissed witnout considering the meritorious services we 

have rendered. ihe Council thinks that the road coolies 

will submit to its decision, out we will not suomit to the 

dismissal to the detriment of tne dignity of the country. 

,/e will oppose the decision until a satisfactory settlement 

is reached.



List of memoers of the Executive committee of the
Shanghai municipality ±ntern<tional ¡settlement Koad
Construction Coolies mutual Aid Society

Address mepot to wnicn attached

xmo. xuan 
xungcnow

x»o.7 Lai Shun mi,
ringliang

XU hl ,
Ko ad»

bawgin ko ad*

Antung Koad»

Kwan Bu-yuin
< //I * ¡A '

upstair Room over 
entrance to Shing 
Li, mei Sin Road, 
Chapei»

the 
Sung

xhorne Koad»

#ong Lih-sung
* & •£ )

x* 0.2/4 Str a?/ hut, 
mapai Koad»

^arkham Road»

Dao Tsih-ts 
I F-tf) i.

ko»2/4 Straw hut, 
mapai Koad»

markham Koad»

Sung ¿oong-yuan xio»27 lienfoh xd, 
hung ¿00 Sing Koad, 
Chapei »

xatung Road»

Tsai Fu-yung 
1 5 'f % 1 

Wons Shancr-zai

Li Kwei-ling 
‘X**. >

Kao King-pao
1 fH'T )

Ting ¿¿ing-tang

Li Ping-kao

Tsai iu-liang 
k /¡t # & ) 

S*u Chien-ling 
1 '

x<o»13 Shing l‘eh hi, 
Kwang Zao Road,Chapei.
¿so.407 Janeen Koad»

rno.184 Mukden Koad.

boochow Road»

Kwo Road.

Sawgin Koad»

Antung Road.xio.51 uhaoyang Koad»

iso.99 Yang 
Chapei.

Ka Pang Ko ad, xnorne Road.

xatung Road»xio.18, Lane no.3
Kwang Zao Road,Chapei.
*vong Shun Shing, back 
of xangchow ^ruild, x*u 
Zai Road, Chapei»

x»o»59 Dao Ka ¿'an Koad, 
xiong unen, htiapei.

Soochow Road»

>0 Road.

upstairs room of hah uhen
Mei wine Shop, -ualny Kwo Road» 
Road»
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Unrest among R.^.D, Road Doolies.
Subject...........................................................................................................................................................................................

Made ¿y... .P.». - i- »- ..........Forwarded

Chen Kiu-feng ( f^7 tv )> Committee member of the

2) That a manifesto be issued to acquaint the public with the
decision of the S.u>C. to expel Chinese coolies in the name
of retrenchment and that appeals be made to the local

1st Special District Citizens* Federation is arranging to hold 
a meeting of delegates of the road coolies of various S.m,cm

depots at 5 p.m. to-day» January 27 in the office of 
the Association in +he Chinese Chamber of Commerce -ouilding-. 
ITorth Soochow Road. The discussion at this meeting will f 
it is oelieved, be confined to the following» which.lias_Jieeu__
prepared by Chen Kiu-feng:-_________ _________ ___
1) That a society entitled "The Shanghai municipality xntern*-

tional Settlement Road Construction coolies mutual mid______ 
Society" -fA ) be formed. 2 * *

Chinese **uthoj and public bodies

?Cr L Th&t ten delegates of coolies be elected as members 
of the Committee of the Society*

S' That in opposing the decision of the S to reduce the
amber of coolies, the following opted

b) That the S be urged to cancel its decision
b) That all coolies retain their employment pending a

c) That should any coolie be actually dismissed, a general

S-1’Ct
11 |i'

strike be declared*
Simultaneously, <Jhen Kiu-feng has approached Chinese

newsreporters of local news agencies to render assistance in
the matter by conducting propaganda in favour of the /coolies
through the medium of the press* rhe propaganda, uhen has
jf-Plained, should contain the following points*-
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1) The policy of retrenchment should confine itself to highly
paid staff»________________________________________

2) The economic depression in Shanghai is due to the increase 
in the humber of unemployed»

3) Widening and extension of streets increase* the work of the
coolies arid require3r,ore men»_

4) Increase in the traffic damages the road surface»----- _------------
5) The merits of the coolies during the past years should not oe 

overlooked»____ | 
__6) While workers of other trades all receive an increase in - 

wages, road coolies only desire to retain their job.
it is learned that a movement i.s afoot among t’-'e road 

coolies to collect 50 cents from each worker for the purpose of
■ raising a fund to defray the expenses incurred in furtherance
of their opposition to the S.ix.C. ------- --

As far as can oe ascertained, then's office in the
1st Special District Citizens* Federation, Chinese Chamber of 
Commerce £>uilding, north Soochow Koad, as well as the .ring iaz 
Club ( 5^7 a-/':-' ), 3 Dz Dzoh i>i, xunnan Koad (x>ouza District), 
are used as the main communication addresses between uhen and 
the coolies, while the latter are,as their customary rule, 
n ■ > u " ............. . " .... ' ’ , ‘ . .. , .... . .. .. -i-
using various saa11 teashops and hot water shops on Amoy and 
Urga Roads and vicinity as meeting places.

¿A' A' _________

A£C _ ZZ

.D* X*

——5 -
D. C, ecl al .Branch)   ___________________

J
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Subject P’W.D. Road. Coolies..............  ...............

Made by............................................. Forwarded by..... ...... .............................................. ...............................

At 11 a.m. January 25, 1937, ten Chinese claiming__
to represent p.w.p. road coolies of various_deppts_called____

_ at the 1st Special District Citizens1 Federation, Chinese_____  
Chamber of Commerce building, North Soochow Road,_ anh____
submitted a petition for assistance in opposing—the decision.., 

of the S.M. C. to reduce the number of permanent coolies.____These coolies were received by Chen Kiu-feng (“7^ )>__

committee member of the Federation, who promised to refer__ 
their request to a committee meeting which would be held on

____ January 27, and asked them to return at 3 p.in. January 27 
for a reply. These coolies subsequently made a similar 
appeal to the Chinese Ratepayers’ Association, 59 Hongkong
Road, where Dau Loh-jin, ), Secretary of the
Association interyiewed^ them and promised support of their _  
petition. The callers withdrew at 12.15 p.m

The names of the ten delegates are as follows

Kwan Boo-ying
Li Ping-kao
Dao Zuh-tsz
Wong Lih-sung

Li. Ching-tsung
Liu Hwan-vung

Sung Tsoong-yuen( )

Tsai Foo-yung
Wong Saung-zai

Bee Teh-sung

A translation of the petition is attached to this

It is reported that the decision to make this
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appeal to the Citizens^ federation was precipitated by the_
___ first mentioned delegate, Li Ching-tsung ),_______ _ 

(Sawgin foad “Depot), who is a close associate of one named 
Tang: An-ping ), a well-known agitator in connection
with the Squatters in the iangtszepoo .District. The latter 
who has been on close terms with Chen Kiu-feng, a member_____

____of the Citizens* federation, following the agitation_____  
regarding squatters, advised Li Ching-tsung to enlist the_
assistance of the Citizens* federation and introduced him 
to Chen Kiu-feng. It is reported that it was Chen who 
drafted the petition in question.

The secret rendezvous of these delegates is siid to 
be in a teashop on the east end of the Yangtszepoo bridge.

D. C. (Spec i>al Branch).



Translation

Petition for belief for S.M.C. Road, coolies

'Ye have been in the employ of the 8.1. C. 

as road coolies for a period of from ten to twenty 

years. We have been carrying out our duties 

diligently in all kinds of weather and in some 

cases of loyalty to duty some have even sacrificed 

their lives. With the meagre wages we are barely 

able to support our families. We are really living 

from hand to mouth.

To carry out a retrenchment policy, the S.M.C. 

has decided to dispense with the services of 90% of 

the road coolies at the end of January.

When we heard of the intention of the 8.M.C., 

we all became much alarmed. When the settlement was 

first established with spaces here and there, the. 

Council employed more than one thousand coolies to 

clean the streets, and a large number of casual 

workers in case of need. During the past several 

years, the number of roads has been increased and 

their surfaces have been widened. The number of 

vehicles has also been increasing. In consequence 

of these factors, more road coolies should be employed 

instead of discharged. It is callousness on the part 

of the S.M.C. to discharge a large number of the road 

coolies on the ground of the present business depression.

The enforcement of the retrenchment policy in 

our direction will not only throw us out of employment 

but deprive our dependants of the means of subsistence. 

We have been loyal to our duties and have done nothing 

against the law. To discharge us is contrary to the 
* 1 

International Law.



We request you to uphold justice and 
lodge a protest with the Council against the 
illegal dismissal and to demand the cancellation 
of the decision.
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Date Jan.... 25.»...19 37.
Unrest among P.W.D. road coolies.

Forwarded by.........^QQ.re

_  Unreet at .present exists among road coolies employed.

of the Rubicon Road Depot, 0.0.1, in consequence of the
decision of the S.^.c, to reduce with effect from Febr ua rx  JL»—
1937, the number of permanent workers. So far these

—haye._nQ_.umon or nesting place and most .Of. their discussi^3^ 
take place when they turn up fnr duty at the depot in the... 
morning.___________________

____________A list showing the location of l.W.D. Depots 
gether jwith the number of men employed* and a copy of a

__notice introducing the change in working condition* from 
February i, are attached-________



■4

List showing the location of P.W.D. Depots, together 
with the number of men employed____________ ________
Kame and -Address of Depot
Central -rea Depot, 

933 Soochow Road (Central, Louza &
Eongkew Districts)

Erenan Road - Rubicon 
Road.

Western -Area Depot,
Shunteh Road
(Sinza, Bubbling V7ell,&
Gordon Road Districts.)

Dixwell Road Depot 
(Eastern Area Depot Ko.l), 
9 Sawgin Road (Kashing Road 
and Wyeide Districts)

Eastern «rea Depot Ko.2, 
2 Antung Road (Yulin 
Road and Yangtszepoo 
Di stricts)

Total Ko«of coolies
384

245

445

489

486



lUSZICTOBG' COPY HO. 118
Gr e H. 0« iio«519/20 (IDNFIDFSTI’i January 8-, 1937.

l&gGHAI _1 lUTICIZaL COUNCIL 
2U3LIC _' 'OKYG B.JPGHliL/b'T

Thia Department h^s been instructed, by the Council t o 
economise in all possible ’./ays. Ail salaries have been reduced. 
Jcosomy in labour i: also to be effected.
G.-ngers  and Grade I Ciolies.

On and after J-nuar.v 30th.. 1937. until further notice
in all districts, except Hubioon Oub-ciistrict. gangers and Grace I 
coolies only will be employed. These gangers f nd coolies will be 
paid weekly, as at present. but, with the exception of -special cut; 
mon will receive pry only for the tine during which they acturlly 
work and will be subject to daily engagement /nd discharge as 
circumstances may require. The rates of may ’ill be ns at present 
that is:-

Gangers 0.79 oer day
Grade I Ooolies ?0.6o " "

.iubicon Sub-1)i strict
In Bubicon Sub-district, in addition to gangers and 

Grade I coolies Grade II and III coolies ’ ill also be eriployod. 
¿11 coolies i ill be paid in the manner lain do' n for gangers and 
Grade I coolies and ’ ill receive the seme daily pa’/’ as at present 
that is:-

Gangers p0.79 per day
Grade I Coolies 0.65 " "
Grade II " 0.37 " "
Grade III " u.49 " ”

Selection of Labour.

The coolies required will be selected by lot on the da 
before pay a ay (Sundays exaopted). If on any day curing the
course of the -/eel: it is considered necessary to increase or decrep 
the number of ooolies. those ’’ho are to be engaged or discharged vi 



b@ indicated by ballot on the day concerned. Bach ballot 1A11 bo 
supervised by the Chief Inspector in charge of the Area concerned 
and the Inspector in charge ;f labour ifi the depot concerned. 
Speci al Juty lien.

Kot wore th; n 50 Lien in each area ''ill be ideated, 
by nerit frra arti irns.mid Crude I coolies, for special duty 1 ork 
ana these non will be employed on a po mane nt weekly basis. Thes 
will be trained non who show ability in their work. They will« he 
selected by th-> Assistant Jngineer and Chief Inspector of the Area 
concerned.

In their own interests, cooli warned that the
Laying of gratuities. directly or indirectly, to Torenon or any 
other uLiployuus of the Council is unncccssary and prohibited. 
Offenders will be ui i d .is jd.

Hi^h’. a.vs ^n<inecr.
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March 3, 1937. Afternoon Translation.

Ta Kung Pao and other local newspapersl-

THE NURSING TRAINING SCHOOLS

The Bureau Of Health and the Bureau of Social 
Affairs issued the following joint notice yesterday:-

"It has been found that certain persons, using 
the name of the nursing tranining school, are attempting to 
defraurd the public. Persons who establish nursing training 
schools must possess special qualifications.

"It is hereby notified that any person who 
desires to establish a nursing taining school must first 
register with the Bureau of Social Affairs. Its insteruotOBS 
must be examined by the Bureau of Health. Persons who 
have already opendd bursing training school should also 
obaserve this orocedure. Offenders will be dealt with."



In Chinese

>»■■■■*

February 15, 1937.

¿00 Lee Bing, Bsq.,
Chief Secretary,

for Commissioner of Police Bureau,
Shanghai City Government Police Bureau.

Sir,

I have to acknowledge receipt of your despatch 

No.108 dated January 30, 1937, and in reply to inform 

you that the matter is receiving attention.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Commissioner of Police.





F _ — -- ---------

. r ■’ «rail I
v^irr« Fife A&..^..Bi-GiSTH. %•

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. S.B.D.^2^. 2
8.1, Spec ial Braaah ^Shmr,

REPORT Date... tir ua^y .0 >..; 9 7 ■—* *1

Subject-------- Letter from the Shanghai City Government police Bureau
C^O ;*i

........................... 5 e...IL. legal .Ex.istence^ of ^ti-poison^Societles...........................................

..... .................................................... ......Forwarded by.......  _________ j

’,71 th reference to the instructions of D. Ç. ( Special

Branch) to report on the publication and the activities of 

first aid training s0cieties in the Settlement, mentioned 

in the attached letter from the Shanghai City Government

Police Bureau, enquiries have been made and the following

— The People's Ambulance Training mstitute_

) was located at 359 Jflrburgh Road

——_ and was promoted by the following persons ___________

WOng Choh-ying ), a medical practitioner

with an office at 359 iffiburgh Road.He is in 

possession of a registration certificate Ho.485

i ssued from the Health Ad mi ni s t rat ion of the
♦*v* Executive Yuan of the National Go verraient on

lfe.y 25, 1933, and a similar permit from the

Sianghai City Government Health Bureau.

Tsang Yue-ming ( ), Director of the YUe Ming

Hospital, Nan Chu Ka Jao, Erench Concession.

Kao lah-hwa , a medical practitioner

in the employ of the Yue Ling Hospital.

Chen Bei-yuan ( ), a teacher of the Li Sung .

Primary School ( )» Odu Ka Jao, French

Concession.

a staff member of the

Stock Exchange, 422 Hankow Road, who is residing

at No.3 Van Yien Li ( ), Burkill Road

He received anti-gas knowledge from the Red

Cross Society.

On^Deceipber 5, 19gG,^the institute inserted
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Made by Forwarded by

advertisements in local Chinese press canvassing members to 

receive training,with the result that fifty-two persons 

answered the enrolment. Earing registration, each member 

paid to the institute $1.00 as tuition and $0.50 as 

miscellaneous fees. A further collection of approximately 

$0,90 each was made on those members who attended the class, 

for expenses incurred in using experimental materials.

A class was formally opened in the evening of 

Escember 16, 1936 on the premises of the Ts ing Men )--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------—■_— 
primary School, 66 Tsingtao Road, '.Vong choh-ying and 

Koo Yee-sz, two of the promoters acted as teachers. Of the 

fifty-two persons registered only twenty-nine actually 

attended the class between 8 p.m. and 10 p.m. every night 

for a period of sixty hours and completed their course of 

training on January 22, 1937. The majority of those persons 

who attended the class were shop assistants.

On January 27, the Institute again inserted 

advertisements in the local Chinese press for the purpose 

of soliciting members, but this attempt was apparently 

frustrated by the Bureau of Social Affairs who gave an 

instruction to the institute in the form of a let ter on 

the following day rejecting its application for registration. 

As a result, the signboard of the Institute, 359 jjybu rg h Ro ad, 

has been removed, although the attitude of the promoters 

towards the action of the Bureau in question remains to be 

seen. 

According to Wong Choh-ying, one of the promoters, 

the Institute was established for the welfare of the public, 

and since its establishment, more than .$100.00 have been
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expended against some $90.00 received from students.____
Enquiries have also been made regarding the book_____

entitled -Knowledge for Aerial precautions
and it has been ascertained that the publication was issued 
from the Paople’s Aerial Research Society
Ho .30 Yuan (hong Id, Route yailon, Trench Concession.
This society, which was promoted by one Ts iang Sz-yao _ 
( jRT dr dd— ), came into existence in 13a. y, 1936, and 
immediately after its formation, a total of 10,000 copies 
of the book were printed. Of this number, approximately 
9,000 copies have been sold, while the remainder are still 
being offered for sale in the Trench Concession. Due to 

this society has nowprohibition by the City Government 
ceased, functioning._________ _

A copy of the book “Knowledge for Aerial precautions"
i s attached, to this report._______ _ _________ ________

A

D. I.
D. c. ( Sp ecial Branch).



Translation of Despatch No.108 from the

City Government Police Bureau.

January 30,1937.

To the Shanghai Municipal Police.

According to information received by the 

City Government from the Aviation Society, the 

Shun Pao on June 15,1936, published a report regarding 

the anti-poisonous gas practice exhibition by the 

People's Anti-Poison Pirst Aid Research society. 

This society was not registered and its activities 

were improper. The Shun Pao on November 12 published 

a report regarding a book entitled “Knowledge" for 

Aerial Precautions" published and sold by the People’s 

Aerial .Research society. On December 5 the Sin Wan Pao 

published an advertisement by the People's Ambulance

Training Institute, another illegal body. Investigations 

were later made and it was ascertained that the last 

named body had an office at 359 Burkill Road and the 

promoters were Wong Chueh Ying, Chen Bai Yuen, Tsang 

Yue Ming, Kao Pah Hwa, Koo Yee sz. Wong Chueh Ying said 
* 

that his Institute had applied for registration to the 

City Government Social Bureau and the Tangpu.

Tsiang Sz Yao, publisher of the People's Aerial

Research Society's magazine "Knowledge for Aerial 

^Precautions", stated that his Society had removed to No.30

ïuen uhong Li, Route Vallon, Prench Concession. He

published 10,900 copies of the first and second issues 

of the "Knowledge for Aerial Precautions" and that after 

all copies had been sold, no further issue would be 

printed.



Society, 

now 

is in

-2-

as regards the People’s Anti-Poison Kesearch 

this was established by one Zien Zee Bih and is 

being controlled by Yang Tsoo Zung. The office 

French Concession»

the foregoing societies are illegal bodies as they 

are not properly registered with the Authorities» 

Furthermore all aerial societies or offices should be 

controlled and operated by the Aviation Society.

It is therefore requested that these societies and 

their activities be suppressed« As regards the book 

"Knowledge for Aerial Precautions*» an application should 

be sent to the Ministry of Interior for censorship and 

registration«
toApart from writing the authorities concerned in this 
A

matter, this letter is forwarded with the request that 

the above mentioned societies be suppressed«

Soo Lee Bing,

Chief Secretary,

for Commissioner of Police Bureau.
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Subject A* Nicolsky* cqx>did«te for employment as Driver of Reserve Unit*

Made by........... P? S.I. ......... Forwarded by ........................................

______ Herman Alexwndrovitch NICOLSKY* Russian» was born on_________ 
. June 11/ 1910 at Blagoyeschansk, Amur Province. According

to his own statement he fled from Vladivo°to^k to Manchuria_____

in 1924 together with his cousin and subsequently resided in 

Harbin where h° attended a commercial school for about four 

years. Soon upon leaving the school he proceeded to Shanghai 

in quest of employment* arriving in this city in the end of 

September* 1928._______On January 11» 1929 he joined the__________

Russian Detachment* S.V.G.______ From 1*9.32 he has been attach

ed to the Transport Office* S.V.C. Headquarters.

On 6.12*35 he married Miss Rogneda S. Gantimurova. His 

elder aister is the wife of Mr* A. G. Kuropatov* an employee 

of the Chinese Maritime Customs* who at present is in Swatow. 

He states that apart from his sister he has no relatives in 

China.• 

Nicolsky is registered with the Russian Emigrents* 

Committee* 118/1 Houlmein Road on the strength of an emigrants 

passport issued at Harbin. In the Committee*s register the 

date of hia birth is stated as 16.6.1907. In this connection 

Hicolsky explained that he had given a false declaration to the 

Harbin Police regarding his age in order to obtain a separate 

passport* __ _____________________

_______Discreet enquiries «»mong members p-r the Russian Detachment 

reveal that" he is regarded with suspicion by some of them on___

account of his antecedents. It appears that the suspicion is 

based snlely on a rumour that while in Harbin he was employed 

for some time as a chauffeur with the Far Eastern’ Bank* a Soviet 

institution. However* no confirmation of this rumour can be 

o b t« ined._____________ _______ _________ _ _______________________
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Date.

File No.

..............Station,

....................... '9

Nicolsky h"° " cls°n record with th« Russian Det-c hme n t 

and while in Sh"ngh"i h<=> did not com» to the notice of thn 

Municipal Police in connection with any activities of

undesirable nature.___________________________



File Nd..:.,.:.Z- 
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S«l, Special Branch« xxxia!,.
REPORT £>^ February J

..... :...student 4.e port e d fr om “Japan' ’ 
.........on suspicion of being connected with communists*

by...D Kuh Pap_Hwa........... .....Forwarded by........................... .................................................

With reference to the attached report on the subject of 

Sheng Tseng Yien, Chinese student deported from Japan, ihn______

wds suspected of being connectsd with the activities of members 

of the Communist Party, I have to state that this individual 

arrived in Shanghai on January 25. 1937, on board the 8.8«_____ _

"Tsukuba Maim". Following this, he proceeded to the China 

Hotel, No«160 Kweichow Road, where he stayed until the morning 

0^' Januai*y27. During his sojourn in the hotel, he had no______-

visitors and seldom went out. It is said that he has since.------

returned to his native place in Chekiang Province«_

Particulars of the aforementioned suspect have been 

recorded by this office for future reference«i-------

D«C* (Special Brandi)
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Subject.......Inf.O.rm8.tlon..regarding...a.Ch.ine se. ..Student .named Sheng ...Tseng Yien.

Made by.......3—.S^...Kaffl.ashi ta

_ The following report dated January 20, 1937, regarding
a Chinese student named Sheng Tseng Yien has been received by
±iia local Japanese Consular rol1c8 from the Tokyo Police:- 
______ Sheng Tseng Yien(]^ ), aged 23, native of Siao_____  
Hsi en -W-- ), Chekiang Province, graduated from the Chekiang 
University Agricultural School, Hanchow, in June 1934, and______
arrived in Tokyo in October of the same year for the purpose____

¿¡fa

of studying^Japanese language,_____Between February and March, _
1935, he was taught Japanese by Hamako Watanabe, a communist____
.suspect,.-residing at Ko. 59 Komarome Sedagicho, Kongo Ward._____
He also attended the Toha School in Kanda Ward In March,
1936, he was admitted to the Special Class of the First High
School, Tokyo.___________'
_______ He is suspected of being connected with communi sts^prior
.. to his_arrival-in>_apan^ On several occasions he interviewed
Sakuro Watanabe,_ a relative of Bamako Watanabe, who is now_____

Sheng has given the sum of £en 170 to Hamako Watanabe

further the activities of Sakuro Watanabe

was detfrimental to peace and order he was Instructed to leave 
the country,____ He leCt for Shanghai by the s.s, "Tsukuba

As it is considered that the Sheng's residence in ^apan

s.

for living expenses. He also intended to supply funds to

MaruH-whiah-aallad from Yokohama on January 19, 1937

attempting to reestablish thellZenkyo11, a communist labour union

(Speciileiipanch) ; ’
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¿„¿y^Case against Liang Ngoh, ex-Detective Inspector,S.C.G.Police Bureau,
before City Court for extortion and making false accusation against 
Commissioner Tsai._ , • m «-l. u

Made tfy............................................... ................ Forwarded by..........

Detective Liang Ngoh(ffi£* ) was taken on about a 
year ago by ex-Chief Detective Officer Chi Yuen Fu, but was 

dismissed in ¡September last when Mr. Liu Hwa,the present Chief

Detective, took over charge.
After leaving the Force, it was discovered that Liang

Ngoh, during his tenure of office had extorted a sum of $100 I 

from a Buddhist monk named Cheh Yen living in the City, in 
connection with a charge of opium smoking but had failed to 

effect the monk’s release as had been promised. The Detective 

had also filed a petition with the Executive Yuan charging 

Commissioner Tsai with receiving bribes from subordinates on 

their appointment and from opium smugglers who transported 

contraband to Shanghai.
This so enraged General Tsai that he ordered the 

arrest of this ex-Detective and handed him to the City Court 

for trial. P

The case is still pending. It is doubtful whether

the ex-Detective is in a position to prove his accusation against 
General Tsai and it is a certainty that he will be convicted 

on the extortion charge as the complainant (the monk) will

appear in Court to give evidence.
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inspecting ¿ondition

Britain in September

policy towards China

American and british BQLICY

.V
£

B»'.’
vjLprll 13, 1937 i

TOWARDS-CHINA '

Mr.’Kirkpatrick, who*'is now

in China,’will return to Great

to submit a report on an economic

which he is going to draw up with

the British Ambassador who has lately been in the South

.1

on an inspection tour. His report to the British’

Government will undoubtedly affect Britain’s soonomic

policy towards China. The British Ambassador stated

that China’s friendly attitude has reached a climax now that

the Canton-Honkow railway construction work and the linking

of the Canton-Hankow Railway and the Kowloon Railway are

progressing favourably

British military men and

experts are proceeding to Hainan Island from Hongkong

and Singapore to make investigations, and the amount of

British capital to be invested in Hainan Island is

reported to have been decided. Only Britain enjoys a

monopoly of activity in the South while France is

maintaining a quiet attitude The American Ambassador

is reported to have asked his government for instructions

regarding American activities in the South. It is

expected that Great Britain's monopoly may create a new

situation in the South where America has always co-operated

with Great Britain

A

I
♦

'»a>-' -a.



February 27, 1937 Morning Translation

Lih Pao publishes the following editorial comment*

BRITISH GOVERNMENT GIVES HINT TC JAPAN TO INVADE CHINA

In the Defence Loan debate opened in the House 
of Commons on February 25, Mr. "MacGowen", a member of the 
Independent Labour Party, denounced the British Government 
for having given a hint to Japan to expand her influence 
in China in order to prevent the migration of Japanese into 
Australia. This speech at first hearing seems to be 
strange, but upon closer study of Britain's Far Eastern 
policy in the past, Mr. "MacGowen's" statement is not without 
grounds*

The short-sighted politicians and diplomats 
of England were of the opinion that, so long as the robbers 
did not rob them of their property, they oould let the 
robbers prey upon others, particularly if there was a 
possibility that the robbers, after plundering others, 
might help them to deal with those parties that they disliked 
This policy wajs followed in the Far East and Europe by 
British politicians, but Great Britain has not only been 
indirectly affected but suffered direct losses also.

Last winter, the British Government began to 
have a true understanding of the situation and realized 
that the ambitions of an aggressive nation are unlimited 
and that "bribery" is not always the best inducement.

For her own sake and for the sake of peace, 
Great Britain should no longer give ground to any aggressive 
nation.
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Translation from Japanese Press Feb, 2
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BRITAIN'S POLICY TO' ARDS CHINA AND JAPAN

The Nippo publishes the following 
Comment***

Mr. W.Mi Kirkpatrick, Special 
Representative of the British Government Export Credits 
Guarantee Department, arrived in China on January 11. On 
January 30 he met the British Ambassador in Shanghai and 
received instructions regarding his work.

Mr. Kirkpatrick is reported 
to be leaving for Peiping and Tientsin at the beginning 
of this month where he will hold an inspection.

To-day the center of British 
influence in China is located at Hongkong, whence the 
British people are aiming to expand their influence 
towards the North up to Peiping. On the completion of 
the Canton-Hankow Railway, the British people will expand 
their influence in Canton, Hunan, Hupeh, Honan and Hopeh 
provinces. According to an expert who has returned 
from an inspection trip along the Yangtsze Vall®X the 
economic power along the Yangtsze Vally is completely in 
hands of the British people. This is not the result of a 
proposal made by Sir Frederick Leith-Ross or Mr. Kirkpatrick, 
it is a policy adopted by the anti-Japanese elements in 
the British Government and a group of British capitalists who 
are suffering from over-production.

Japanese economic activities in 
the North have improved, for the Chinese desire Japanese 
capital and skilled workers. Last year when Mr. Tsuda,
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President of the Kanebo Cotton Mill, visited Tientsin, 
Peiping and Tsinan, Chinese capitalists proposed co-operation 
in cotton, cement, paper and glass production because 
they cannot carry out their own business owing to the 
government tax having to be paid twenty years in advance.

Certain people are undertaking 
propaganda against Japanese economic activities. In spite 
of this , the people in the North are welcoming Japanese 
co-operation. It is difficult for Japan to see why Mr. 
Kirkpatrick should want to make an economic investigation 
in the North and not at the place where- the British 
people have economic influence. Since the year before 
last strikes have frequently brokai out at the Kaftan 
coal mine, a British concern, o* ing to lack of capital. 
The business of the mine has been failing since the year 
before last owing to frequent strikes. British influence 
in the North is waning.

British activities in the North 
are liable to arouse suspicion in Japan, the stabilizing 
Power in the Orient. If Great Britain desires peace 
in the Orient she should cease her activities in the North, 
if Greet Britain ignores this point and continues her 
economic activities in the North she would have to stand 
face to face with Japan and this will bring China into 
an international dispute. For this reason, Japan cannot 
overlook this matter. The Anglo-Japanese Alliance 
was intended to promote world peace but to-day the 
Anglo-Japanese Alliance no longer exists •
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With reference to the attached anonymous letters dated 

28/1/37, addressed to Wayside and Central Police Stations 

on the subject of six alleged communists, I have to report 

that the principal individuals referred to in the letters _

are Zung Loo ng Ts and Zung Chuen Poh ),

particulars of whom are given hereunder:- -

Zung Lodng Ts: Age 23, native of Kwangtung, height 5 *6", 

__________________ medium build, dark red complexion, usually 

___________________ dressed in foreign style clothingj a graduate 
_________________from the Shanghai Law University, Kiangwan. 

___________________He came to Shanghai 8 years ago and was until 

recently employed as a teacher in the Toh Zai 

) Primary School, No.4, Lane 685, Seward 

_;Road, and not the Jin Zung Primary

School, No.9-11 Lane 642, Seward Road, as 

stated in the anonymous latter.____________
___________________He together with his wife, Pan Ling (¿J., 

age 18, and family, resided in the rear room 

___________________on the ground floor of the Meu Shing Fruit Shop 

___________________ ), No*714 Seward Road (almost opposite 

___________________ the»Toh Zai Primary School) for a period of two 
months and later removed to the Tsing Hwa 

___________________Primary School, No.287 Chaoufoong Road, about 

___________________a fortnight ago, where he is now employed as 

___________________a teacher. The address No«287 Chaoufoong Road 

___________________is that of a foreign style dwelling house which 

__________________ is rented by the Tsing Hwa Primary School and 
____ is not Zung»s residence as alleged in the letter 

Zung Chuen Poh; Age 30, native of Taishan ), Kwangtung,



Gf 4OM-9-3A File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.................................Station,
REPORT 

Date.ig

S ubject................................................................................................................................................__ ....

Made by..............................................................Forwarded by.........................................-.......... ....................................
__________________ _________________ - 2 - _________________________________

height 5’7*, slim build, dark complexion, 

wearing foreign style clothing} ex-teacher of 

the Zung Yuen Middle School, Tai-shan___

(£ , Kwangtung. His second visit to Shanghai

was in the Spring of 1936 and until the fall 

term of that year he was employed as a teacher 
in the Toh Zai Primary School, No.4, Lane 685 

Seward Road; at that time he resided with his 

wife wu Pai Yen and family in the room

___over the kitchen at the Kwan Ming Optical and

Dental Supply Shop, No .712 Seward Road. He is 

_now employed as a teacher at the Tsing Hwa

Primary School, No.287 Chaoufoong Road and has 

taken up residence at the school.____________ 

From the foregoing it will be seen that both men were until 

___recently employed as teachers in the Toh Zai Primary School, .

No.4, Lane 685 Seward Road, but, owing to frequent altercations 

with the schodnaster over the non-payment of their salaries, they 

severed their connections with the school and have now entered

___into the services of the Tsing Hwa Primary school, 287 rhaoufoong 1 
Road. Some twenty pupils of the Toh Zai Primary School followed 

them and joined the new school. This move has incurred the ill- 

feeling of their previous employer.________________________
The Tsing Hwa Primary School was established at the begin

ning of 1937 by one ffu Wen Fu age 28, native of

Kwangtung, a graduate of the Taishan College Kwangtung,
I 

who recently arrived in this city. The opening ceremony took 
place on February 2, 1937. I



"sTJoirj^W File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.................................Station,
REPORT 

Date.19

Subject....................................................................................................................................................................................

Made by................................................................ Forwarded by..................................................................................
- 3 -

_ regarding the possible subversive activities of the foregoing 

suspects as well as the remaining four individuals have so____

. far proved of no avail and there is no record with the Special 
Branch of communist raids in connection with these schools nor 

is there any record on file concerning the alleged suspects*

In summing up one may say that the general tone of the 

letters» the date (prior to the opening of the Tsing Hwa School) 
on which they were sent» the groundless allegation of a raid 

on the Jin Zung Primary School as well as other wild allegations 

__and suggestions» all this tends to indicate that the writer is 

_ moved by spite with a view to causing annoyance to rival schools
The postal cancellation marks on the envelopes indicate

that the letters were posted at the C.P.O* Branch Office, No*456 

Broadway East, at 9 a.m* and 10 a*m* January 28, 1937 

respectively.___________ ____________________________________ _
An examination of the handwriting contained in the attached 

letters was made by Clerk May Yoh, handwriting expert^who** 

certified that the letters were written by one and the same 

person*z



Mia0 . File No. 33 .
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

..... W8y8id«
REPORT Aq ' ^7

Date... .<?•»•.... «9,..... z 37^
Subject. »tttoted snonymous letters*

Made *y.... ........................................................... Forwarded by.......................................................................................

sir,

The following »re translations of two anonymous letters 

received at Bayside Station at 11*30 a.m. and 2.30 p.m. 

respectively on 28.1.37:- 

"3ir,
We beg to report that prior to the knowledge that Marshall 

Chang J's sub Liang was collaborating with the communists and 

planning a rebellion in Sian, coranunism in Shanghai had already 

attained a lot of influence. When seven members (lawyers) of 

the National Salvation Association were arrested by the Govern

ment of this Municipality, we petitioned the officials request

ing them to arrest the communists who obtained the signatures 

of labourers anti instigated them to create trouble as a protest 

_ against tl^ Central Government. No attention was paid to our 

request. At ¿resent communist zung Yong Tsl, etc ore busy 

provoking ignorant male and female workers to create trouble In 

the rear and thus assist their comrades in Sian. Members of the 

local government are still un»w»re of this. We have heard that 
the movements of these instigators are secret and thus it Is 

difficult for detectives to locate their rendezvous unless 

they are experienced in dealing with communistic oases and know 

the affairs of the interior. Moat of the communists live in the 

Settlement as a means of protection. They live in foreign 

dwellings as if they were bona-fide residents. They also 

establish schools for the purpose of diss aminating propaganda 

amongst the workers, in addition they have recruited a number 

of youths whom they have formed into a "Red Army" and "Demonstra

tion Croup". They have also organized a party entitled the 
"Sing Song Group" which sln’gs the "Community Line".



G. 45M-1-36
File No.............

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
.......... Station,

REPORT
(2) Date................................. z9

Subject....................................................................................................................................................................................

Made by. .—Forwarded by.

Please make discreet enquiries In order to remove those 

trouble-makers. The addresses of those communists will be given

in a further letter as soon as they can be ascertained.

Koh Ts Yong

Ida ng Veng Ding

Zau Tab Su

Please excuse us for not

"Sir, _______________ __
This is to report that one Zung Leong Ts was formerly a 

communist in Ku a ng tu ng Province, he fled to Shanghai when an 

antl-communist drive was insugersted there by the authorities, 

he concealed himself in the Foreign Settlement, Shanghai, where 

he was once employed by the ’Jin Zung Primary School* as a 

teacher in communistic literature. At the same time be was

engaged in secretly inciting workers in the Eastern District 

along Choufoong and sast Seward Roads. lie made good his escape 

when teaoliers of the above mentioned school had been arrested.

His last address was a fruit shop at 714 Seward Road, from

where he removed to a foreign house at 287 Ghaoufoong Road. He 

has a large quantity of communistic literature for dissemination

Another communist named Zung Chuen Poh who recently removed 
from Paining Road to a rear upstairs room of the Kwan Ming Co. 

712 Seward Road, visits Zung Yoong Ts, 287 Chaoufoong Road,

corner of Tongshan Road where they hold secret meetings. This 

man also possesses a number of communistic books. From the

Information you may trace the place and find the communistic 

literature. These oonmunists are full of cunning tricks and they 

have the power to Incite others.



File No.............
s. «sb-Zs>« SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.................................Station,
REPORT

(5) D”‘........" .... ..............

Subject................... ..........................................................................

Made by.... ......  .........................b orwarded by.

Before you raid the premises you have first to make certain 

secret enquiries during the daytime. Female communist V.u Kong 

Chiu is delegated by the party to secretly incite female workers 

whilst Lee yung Ts, Yang Kwan YUen, Lee Kong, Wu Koo Li etc, are | 

employed in distributing literature of a communistic nature 

and inciting workers to commit violent acts.

They are prepared to combine with labourers in Shanghai___
to promote a general strike in Shanghai in the near future for 

the purpose of causing disturbances.

______ Zu ng Yoong Ts will take the position of leader in charge 

of the 3rd organization of the gas tern District whilst Zung

_ Chun Poh will take the 5th organization, ftu Kong Chiu will be 

in charge of the womans section. _________________ _ __________ _
They are also planning to assassinate General Tsai Ching 

Chuen.

_______________ ______________ Not signed.**

Detectives have been detailed to keep the addresses 

mentioned under observation and to make discreet enquiries in

the vicinity with a via» to ascertaining whether there la any



Fll. 1

Memorandum.
POLICE FORCE.

MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, . .February 1, 1937, Shanghai,..................... ........ .......... ia$......... IOfficer i/c Central Registry.

The attached 3 anonymous letters 
received at this station refer to 
Communists etc, forward to you for 
disposal according to P. 0. No. B.
8249.



Translation of precis of anonymous letter addressed 
to Central Police Station, froochow Roa?

Undated*

Chen Yung Tzu, a cornmuni st-band it, hename a communist 

when he was formerly in Canton and escaped to Shanghai when 

the Kuomintang was purged. He continued his activities under 

the pretence of being a schoolmaster and was nearly arrested 

when the Chin Chen Elementary School was raided the year 

before last. Recently he has been seen in the district of 

Seward and Chaoufoong Roads where there are many factories. 

Formerly he resided at No.714 Seward Road. -New he rented 

House No.287 Chaoufoong Road and keeps a number of communistic 

books. Chen Chun Po, another communist, formerly resided 

at Haining Road and has now removed into House No.714 

(in a room over the cook house), Seward Road. He occasionally 

visits House No.287, corner of Tongshan and Chaoufoong Roads 

for the purpose of attending secret meetings* They would 

never confess anything unless they are tortured when they 

Should be interrogated. Wu K’ang Ch’iu who incites female 

workmen is a female bandit. Li Wen Che, Yang Kuan Yung, 

Li Shao Kang and Ho K’u Lei etc. are engaged in activities 

such as communication, propaganda and riot. With an intent 

to create disturbances, Chen Yung Tzu is i/c of the 3rd 

Section, Chen Chun Po i/c of the 5th Section, Wu K’ang 

Ch’iu i/c of the Women’s Section in the Eastern District 

of Shanghai. They also plan to assassinate General Tsai 

Chin Chun etc.



'translation of precis of anonymous letter * 
addressed to Central~Police Station, Foo- 
Cnow Roaci

Undated*

Further to our letters, we wish to inform 

you that the communist-bandits reported therein 

who reside at No.287 Chaoufoong Road, now man 

a school entitled "Chin Hua Elementary School". 

Under the name of running a school, they carry 

on their communistic activities with a view to

creating disturbances. According to their regu

lations of the school, the Institution is not 

run in accordance with the educational policy 

of the Government. That they dared to sovietize 

education etc. must be banned.

(Signed): Chang Ting Yu

Shao T*a Shi
4



/*
Translation of precis of anonymous letter 
addresT^d to Central Police Station, ?oo^ 

chowRoad;

Undated.

Before the staging of the coup at Sian by 

Chang Hsueh Liang, local communists were very 

active. When the Shanghai City Government arrested 

seven leaders of the National Salvation Association 

communists incited workmen of the various factories 

to ha^rass the Government. Meantime Chen Yung Tzu, 

a communist, is arain inciting Ignorant workmen 

with a view to creating a disturbance. As soon as 

his address is ascertained, a further communication 

will be forwarded.

(Signed) : Kuo Tzu Yung

Chanr Wen Ting 

Shao T’a Shi
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Organ To 
Fight Slave 
Traffic Due
Child Welfare Ass’n 

Sponsoring New 
Organization

FOLLOW RULES OF 
JAVA CONFERENCE

Jabin Hsu Announces 
Plans For Health 

Contest In May

and
Java

the

An organization to co-ordinate 
the battle against the traffic in 
women and children will be started 
soon in Shanghai, it was announced 
yesterday by Mr. Jabin Hbu, 
General* Secretary of the National 
Child Welfare Association, at a 
meeting of the Executive Com
mittee of the association.

Delegates from various local or
ganizations interested in the pro
blem will meet shortly to organize 
such an organization.

The group will also attempt to 
carry out the resolutions adopted 
by the Conference for the Preven
tion of Traffic in Women 
Children held recently in 
under the sponsorship of 
League of Nations.

Mr. Hsu also announced plans 
for a child health contest to be 
held in May to arouse public 
interest in the health of children 
in Chapel.

The Chapel Child Welfare Clinic, 
conducted by the association, will 
be used as headquarters for the 
contest.

Approximately 500 children, rang
ing from the ages of l.to 10, are 
expected to participate in the 
contest. The children will be given 
preliminary physical examinations 
from May 24 to 26. The final ex
amination will be held on May 27.

Winners in the contest will be 
awarded prizes contributed by 
interested firms. The prizes will be 
given on May 29 in the clinic.

Among the Executive Committee 
members present at yesterday’s 
meeting at the Chinese Bankers’ 
Association were:

Dr. R. Y. Lo, Mrs.irffjl 
w- mw- Mr. Ling Kong-hou. Mr.

Andrew V. Wu, Mrs. Huang Siu- 
feng, Mr. Hsiung Hsi-llng and Mr. 
S. U. Zau.
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MEASURES AGAINST 
WHITE SLAVERY

Mr. H, C, Chen Describes 
League Conference

OVER 25,000 PROSTITUTES 
IN CHINA

A suggestion was put forward by 
Mr, H. C. Chen, of the Educational 
Department, S.M.C., yesterday that 
an International anti »kidnapping 
society should be formed, for the pur
pose of ensuring the welfare, pro
tection, and employment of needy 
womfen in Shanghai, and for providing 
special homes and relief for Russian 
women. Mr. Chen was addressing 
members of the British Universities 
and Schools Luncheon Club on the 
recent conférence organized by the 
League of Nations to discuss measures 
for eradicating the white slave traffic 
menace.

Mr. Chen said that the civilization 
of a country could to a large extent 
be measured by the standard of the 
women it had produced. Slavery used 
to be very widely practised, and 
although now a fraction of what it 
used to be, it had been replaced by 
another evil traffic in women and 
children.

From 1924 to 1926, the League sent 
out a Commission of Enquiry into 
the traffic in women and children, 
following which a report on the 
situation was issued. In 1930. the 
League turned to the East. Another 
Commission of Enquiry was sent out, 
and spent years in the Orient. 
The report which Was issued com
menting On the white slave traffic 
stated that of the 17,000 women and 
girls who were registered as foreign 
prostitutes, only 174 were actually 
found to be occidentals. Practically 
the whole number of “foreigners“ 
were found to be orientals. There 
was probably an equal number of 
unregistered prostitutes. In China, 
the report stated, there were 5,000 
registered, and from 20,000 to 25.000 
unregistered prostitutes. The white 
slave traffic in the East, therefore, was 
one of great importance.

Women Abducted
Nine nations were represented at 

the conference, and there were 30 
official delegates from these nations, 
in addition to 30 representatives of 
government and voluntary organiza
tions. There were, continued Mr. 
Chen. W known^aSès of feWm 
in Shanghai every year, besides many 
cïsês of which no record was ihade. 
Woman and girls were also abducted 
in~ other parts 4Î China toHbe^soId 
as prostitutes. The girls ^ere sold 
to the Eastern provinces, w "re men 
far oulmumbered wobiëh, id hoys 
were sold to the Southern provinces, 
beingjsenf into the country by over-~ 
seas Chinese.___ _

Mr. Chen mentioned six items on 
the agenda at the conference to show 
the kind of problems dealt with 
Among the questions discussed was 
closer co-operation between Chinese 
police and the police of foreign con* 
cessions in coping with the white 
slave traffic, the protection of women 

j and children migrating ' to Eastern/ 
I cbilMnes/the possibility bTsfl56Kshing 

licensed brothels in the
Far East, collaboration, between the 
police and private organizations, the, 
appointmeni of women judges and 
police to Protect When Trbm 
gamckerg, and. /the protection of 
Russian women in the East.

Among the resolutions passed were 
I those for the establishment of a 
5 Bureau of Information with regard 

to the white slave traffic, and the 
appointment of a liaison officer in the 
Far East to co-ordinate the Various 

I efforts being taken to combat the 
I traffic.
| With regard to venereal disease, 
J Mr. Chen pointed out that from 70 to 
g 80 per cent, of the prostitutes in 
B Shanghai were diseased among the 
j high grade, and 80 per cent among 
| the low grade. Steps must be taken 
| to abolish the disease by medical and 
! social measures. Closer collaboration 
| was required among the private 
1 organizations. Delegates to the con- 
I ference had approached wealthy 

philanthropists who would be willing 
to contribute money for the upkeep 
of a competent person in the Far 
East to deal with the problem of 
Russian women living on this side of 
the world.

Mr. Singloh Hsu was in the chair, 
supported by Mr. W. S. King.
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Prostitution Serious Menace 
To^SKanghaVs Welfare

League Conference delegate Lectures On Question 
Before Luncheon Club; Advocates Interest In 

Vital Social Problem Here Immediately

taken to combat ?

of

speaker 
experi- 
of Na-

venereal disease,’ 
out that from 70 
the prostitutes in

at
30

be-

■ •ejTlaçp'J

HUI W

The question of traffic in women 
and children was discussed in a lec
ture by Mr. H. C. Chen, Chinese 
Education Officer of the Shanghai 
Municipal Council, in a lecture be
fore the British Universities and 
Schools Luncheon Club. Mr. Chen 
suggested that an organization in 
the nature of an anti-kidnapping 
society on an international basis 
should be formed here. This, he 
said, should concentrate on the wel
fare, protection and employment of 
women in Shanghai. The 
based 
ences 
tions

Mr.

his remarks upon his 
at the recent League 
conference in Java.
Chen said that the civiliza

tion of a country could to a large 
extent be measured by the standard 
of the Women it had produced. 
Slavery used to be very widely prac
tised, and although now a fraction 
of what it used to be it had been 
replaced by another form of slavery 
—traffic in women and children.

From 1924 to 1926, the League 
sent out a Commission of Inquiry 
into the traffic in women and chil
dren, following which a report on 
the situation was issued. In 1930, 
the League turned to the East. 
Another Commission of Inquiry was 
sent out, and spent 1| years in the 
Orient. The report which was 
issued commenting on the white 
slave traffic. Of the 17,000 women 
and girls who were registered as 
foreign prostitutes, only 174 were 
actually found to be occidentals. 
Practically the whole number of 
“foreigners’* were found to be 
orientals. There was probably an 
equal number of unregistered pro
stitutes. In China, the report stated, 
there were «5,000 registered, and 
from 20.000 to 25,05*0 unregistered 
prostitutes. The whi.e slave traffic 
in the East; therefore, was one 
great importance.

Many Delegates
Nine nations were represented 

the conference, and there were 
official delegates from these nations, 
in addition to 30 representatives of 
government and voluntary organi
zations. There were, continued Mr. 
Chen, 400 known cases of abduc

tion in Shanghai every year, 
sides many cases of which no record I 
was made. Women and girls were' 
also abducted in other parts of 
China to be employed as prostitutes. 
The girls were sold to the Eastern 
provinces, where men far out-num
bered women, and boys were sold to 
the southern provinces, being sent, 
into the country by overseas Chin- 1 
ese.

Mr. Chen mentioned six items on 1 
the agenda at the conference to; 
show the kind of problem dealt 
with. Among the questions discuss
ed was the closer co-operation be
tween Chinese police and the police 
of foreign concessions in coping with' 
the white slave traffic, the protec
tion of women and children migrat
ing to Eastern countries, the possi
bility of abolishing licensed and 
tolerated brothels in the Far East, 
collaboration between the police and 
private organizations, the appoint
ment of women judges and police 
to protect women from traffickers, 
and the protection of Russian 
women in the East.

Disease Rate Here
Among the steps taken by the de

legates was the establishment of a 
Bureau of Information with regard 
to the white salve traffic, and the 
appointment of a liaison officer in 
the Far East to co-ordinate the vari- < 
ous efforts being 
the tr$$Q,....

With regard to 
Mr. Chen pointed 
to 80 per cent, of 
Shanghai were diseased among the 
high grade, and 80 per cent, among 
the low grade. Steps must be taken 
to abolish the disease by medical 
and social measures. Closer col
laboration was required among the 
private organizations. Delegates to 
the conference had approached 
wealthy philanthropists who would 
be willing to contribute money for 
the upkeep of a competent person 
in the Far East to deal with the 
problem of Russian women living 
on this side of the world.

Mr. Singioh Hsu was in the chair, t 
supported by Mr. W. S. King.
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iNo, -Map Anti-Slave Drive

legates were Mr. H. C. Chen, Chinese Educational Officer of the SJMLC. and Miss Hilda Chen, Secretary of 
th» Waichiaopu Shanghai Office, who are shown in the above picture with representatives of other

Representative cf nine Far Eastern countries gathered at Bandoeng, Java, last month to study measures 
for Dushing the anti-slaverv campaign in the various nations in the Orient. ‘Among the Chinese de- I

Delegates Back, Tell Of
Anti-White Slave Plans
League Of Nations Bureau Here To Be Sought 

By Conference, Says Chen, Fresh From Java--------"j Shanghai, he said, is considered j
Aiming to bring effective co-jin the Far East as the center of 
viinaHnn in tbia romnaian aorfilnst 4-hn r-Inv« trnARn mVi«ordination in the campaign against 

the slave traffic in China, a 
League of Nations bureau with 
permanent headquai^ers in Shang- 
1W W Tientsin is likely to bn 
eStumiSlied, Mf. H. C. Chen, dhiu- 
JSe delfgffCi of the Far Eastern 
’Anti-Slavery conference at Bando
eng, Java, told pressmen yesterday I the foreign shipping companies and 
upon his return here. 1 the Chinese police authorities. The

I A recommendation asking the! League of Nations Bureau, he said, 
League to establish such a central! will be asked to advise the Chinese

I anti-slavery office was adopted by] Government as 
the Bandoeng meeting, and Mr. I governments on 
Chen hopes that the * Bureau will- project, 
open for work here in the latter; T*r* : ~ 
part of this year.

Returning with Mr. Chen yester
day were Mr. Hsiung Hsi-ling, noted 
philanthropist and one-time pre
mier of the Peking Government 
Mrs. Hsiung; and Miss Kwang Jui- 
wu, Superintendent of the Hsiang 
Shan (Peiping) Orphanage.

Mr. Chen, who is the Chinese _______ 
educational officer of the Shanghai j • -------
Municipal Council, represented thelpjng ¿»mpanies asking 
National Child Welfare Association, the, much.noeded co-operation.

Hslung Acted as the | conference, Mr. Chen said, 
chiet_ adviser of the Chinese dele-!a}g0 recommended that the pro- 

posed League Bureau should re- 
; ceive. regular reports from all parti- 

anti-i cipatihg countries regarding the 
[traffic in women and children. At 
the same time, the central anti
slavery office will be made respon
sible for distributing and collecting 
vital information cn the slave 
traffic.

In this way, he pointed out, the 
co-operation not only extends to 
the foreign and Chinese authorities 
inside of China, but also among the 
various nations in the Far East.

Apart from these measures, the 
Bandoeng meeting also recom
mended that the various national 
anti-slavery groups should embark 
on an educational and publicity 
campaign aimed at the abolition of 
licensed or tolerated houses cf pro*

the slave traffic. The Anti-Kidnap
ing Society here was intrumental in 
discovering 
of children 
year.

Another 
opted by 
aimed to bring co-operation between

Employ More Women
Another resolution of the meet-

1 ing advocated that the participat- 
' ing nations should employ more 
! women in anti-slavery work.

Regional conferences sponsored 
by the League and similar to the 

lone held in 1935 in Hongkong 
J should be called to discuss mea- 
] sures for pushing the anti-slavery 

* I drive, it was decided.
Regarding traffic in Russian wo- • 

men, the conference adopted a re
solution fcr the creation of another 
League of Nations office to super
vise the work.

Funds to support this special 
office, however, are to be raised by 
the League among various phil- 
anthrcpic organizations.

The Chinese delegation, com
posed of eight persons, played an 
active part, Mr. Chen said, in the 

; conference. The delegation was 
J j headed by the Chinese Consul-? j 
I ; General at Batavia.

no less than 400 eases 
slave traffic during last

well as foreign
this particular

important measure ad- 
the anti-slave meeting

Co-operationWant Foreign
Mr. Chen explained yesterday that 

if the foreign shipping firms could 
be persuaded to co-operate actively 
in the anti-slave drive, the result 
would lead directly to an improve
ment of the present situation.

The City and the National 
Government, he said, would be 
asked by the League Bureau to

j letters ' To the ship-
for

gation.
Co-ordinating Agency

The proposed League 
slavery bureau will act 
co-ordinating agency in bringing 
about proper co-operation between 
Chinese and foreign Settlement 
and Concession authorities in their 
anti-slavery war.

Mr. Chen pointed cut yesterday 
that in the League of’ Inquiry report 
it was revealed that in Shanghai 
there is no co-operation whatsoever 
among the Settlement, Concession 
and City Government authorities in 
the anti-slavery campaign.

as a
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Concessions Hit For 1 
Aiding Women Traffic

Allegations Of Chinese Envoy 
'Refuted By Jordon

BANDOENG, Java, Feb.
(Reuters).—A strong attack against 
foreign concessions in China, with 
an implication that they tended to 
aid traffic in women, was made by 
the Chinese delegate at today's ses
sion of the League of Nations con
ference on traffic in women anti 
children.

The Chinese delegate alleged 
.that foreign concessions did not 
"properly control the granting "oT 
passports for women., 
1 ’Inè alienation was denied by a 
British delegate, Mr. A. B. Jordon, 
representing the Straits Settle
ments, who reviewed the measures 
taken to prevent traffic in women 
in the East.

He pointed out that China’s cen
tral office dealing with the matter 
Was only established in 1933.

The conference today also dis
cussed the establishment of a Lea- 

¡gue central office.
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b. e. R 1IA^

LEAGUE REPORT ON
WHITE SLAVERY

MEET PUBLISHED
GENEVA» Feb. 2.—(Transocean 

Kuomin).—M. Joseph A vend, the 
Secretary-General Of the League 
of Nations, today published the re- j 
port of the work of the East * 
Asiatic Central Committee which 
is now meeting in Bantung, Java, 4 
to plan a co-operative campaign 1 
against white slavery.

The British Empire, the United J 
States, France, China, India, Japan, ? 
the.Netherlands, Portugal and Siam 
are represented on the committee. { 
It is working on a basis established . 
by the League of Nations’ commis
sion which has investigated the 1 
conditions in numerous harbor . 
cities of the Far East in 1930-31 * 
and ascertained that white Maye K( 
trade is st4h carried on to a con- .

extent esneciaUv in the t 
coasfol e4He* of India..., China.

aind Manchuria__  ,
Wtreme satisfaction is ex- < 

pressed here over the fact that the . 
conference again is being held un- 
der the auspices of the League of J 
Nations.
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TRAFFIC IN WOMEN 
CONFERENCE

Japan Appoints Two 
Representatives To 

Go To Java
TOKYO, Jan. 8.—Two Govern

ment officials were appointed to
day to represent Japan at the con
ference of. the League of Nations* 
committee on the^Trahic in Women? 
a0P Children t opening, at ¿andun^ 
J^va, on February 2.

Tlie selected officials were: Mr. 
Yuzo tsono and Mr. Yuichi Tanaka, 
respectively secretaries of the Min
istries of Foreign and Home Affairs.

Convocation of the conference, 
which is expected to last for about 
two weeks, was recommended by a I 
committee of inquiry dispatched to 
the Orient some time ago by the 
League’s Advisory Commission on 
the Protection and Welfare of Chil
dren and Young People.

The conference will be attended 
by representatives from Japan, i 
China, the, Netherlands East Indies, 
Siam, Portugal, Spain, Great Bri
tain, France and an observer from 
the Upited States.—Domex.
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ANTI-WHITE SLAVE 
CONFERENCE

China’s Former Premier to 
Attend Meeting

The Chinese delegation to fixe Far 
Ëast AnH-WfrUe Slave Conference, 
convened under the auspices of the 
league of Nations, will leave Shang
hai aboard the ~^ss. « Tjisaroea on 
January^ 19 for Bandoeng, Java, to, 
attend the meeting which is to open 
olî* FëBrUâTyZ---------

Thé delegation~w5H include Mr. 
I|sung-Hsi-ling, former Premier of^ 
China and now president of the: 
Skvastika Society in China, Miss. 
Kwang Jui-wrr, superintendent of 
tfie Hsiang Shan Orphanage of which 
Mr. Hsiung is the director, and Mr.? 
iChen Kéh-chin, a member of the 
Œiina National Child Welfare Asso-* 
cta/tion and director of the S.M.C, 
Chinese Schools.

Mr. Farsan T. Sung» Chinese Con-3 
su-General at Batavia, has also been 
instructed to attend the meeting. Th« 
League is calling the meeting tœ 
discuss ways and means to suppress*] 

(the sale of women and children inn 
this part of the world and it i® 
stated that China, Japan, Siam?] 

| France , Portugal, the Netherlands!] 
I India and Great Britain will senÆl 
représentatives to take part in th<! 
deliberations. The United State»] 
and thé Philippines will send audi^l 
torsi to sit in at the discussions.

According to the present agenda,] 
the delegates Will seéfc to esiftblishg 
closer co-operation lfetwéféùthq3
policecountry irò 
ari fa riih dhwn white
traffickers, The questions__of Jin J
migration jaAd protection of emigr-r
-abte, aboHTOn erf WcfcrQffi of!
prostitution and the WBkp Rnsatani 
prtfflffty M ™ Far East will—also 
cdnfe fotaHeqqsftin.

Mr. Hsiung, who will be accom
panied by Tris wife, it is learned, will 
make a tour of the South Seas fol
lowing the closing Of the conference 
to inve^igate child welfare work. 
—Central News. ________
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China To Join Confab 
Against t Whit^ Slavery
Nations To Discuss Preven

tion Traffic In Women
GENEVA, Oct. 26.—(Havas).— 

China* * today signified her willing
ness to participate in a conference 
of “central authorities of Far East
ern States” to consider the preven
tion of traffic in women and child
ren in the Far East. The confer
ence is being held at Bandoeng, 
Java, on February 2, 1937.

jW-nohne fnrre* 
interest^r to sunnrr^ ti™. white

*51ie ^conference will also examine , 
problems connected with immigra
te.I ______ ........................ J

Of the various powers concerned I 
only the Soviet Union has refused t 
> , rftyesenUtlvea—'France |
India, Japan, the Netherlands, Por
tugal, Siam and the United States 
all agreeing to be present.

Measures will be considered aim- | 
ing at securing closer co-operation





NORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS,

FEB 1 2 1939

Hoiigkew Celebrates 
Empire Day

A festive spirit, prevailed north of 
Soochow Creek yesterday as Japanese 
celebrated the 2,599th anniversary of, 
the founding of the Japanese Empire, 
the Shanghai *‘J4ainichi” reported.

Hongkew streets were gaily beflag- 
I ged with Rising Sun emblems, while 

1 official ceremonies were carried on at 
I schools, the Japanese Consulate, and 
the Shanghai Shrine.

Japanese civilians Assembled at the 
Japanese Cemtral Primary School on 
Range Road, at 8 a.m. and bowed in 
silent homage toward the Imperial 
Palace in Tokyo. Ceremonies in 
which all present bowed to the Im
perial Portraits were held at all 

. schools under the supervision of the 
Japanese Residents’ Corporation, 
beginning at 8.30 a.m.

Mr. Yoshiaki Miura, Japanese Con-1 
sul General, led similar observances 
at the Japanese Consulate-General, 
where local Japanese officials and civilian leaders gathered.A brief special service was held 
hythe Shanghai Shrine at 10.30 a.m., 
followed by Shintoist ceremonies half 
an hOtir later, the Japanese daily, 
stated.
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Japan's Empire Day ceremony which took place at the
Shanghai Shrine on Klangwan Road at 11 a.m. February 11 and____
lasted for about forty minutes was attended by some 900____ _
Japanese officials and civilians.Among those personages 
were General I. Matsui, Commander-In-Chief of the Japanese 
Forces in Central China; Rear-Admiral D, Ohkochl, Commander_____
of the Japanese Naval Landing Party; Rear-Admiral T. Honda, 
Naval Attache: Mr, S. Okamoto, Consul-General: Mr. M, Amanof 
President of the Japanese Residents' Corporation; and Mr, T.____
Urabe, Japanese Member of the Municipal Council.
_______ Precautionary measures were taken during the ceremony___  
by the staff of Djxwell Road Station, the Japanese Naval___ ___
Landing Party and the Japanese Gendarmerie but no untoward __
Incident occurred
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THE CERBTCTîx op JAPAN* S EMPIRE DAY

Of th* Ton>orrow, February 11, ia the iiini^crs^ry 
Í,!J® • ocession of the Bnperor Jimmu nnd is a national 
3trníh?f Ti» V ',*m* q ocremony will be held nt the 
3h nghsi Jin sha Shrine, Kiangwan Road,
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________ The 2597th., Anniversary of the accession to the throne______ 

of the .Smperor Jimmu, first Japanese monarch, was celebrated, 

locally with a ceremony at the Shanghai Shrine which commenced 

at 11 a.m. February 11, 1937,

Nothing of an untoward nature occurred during the ceremony 

which concluded shortly before mid-day,

Members of the Special Branch and Dixwell Road Station 

carried out observation duty in tha vicinity of the Shrine 

during the course of the proceedings,_____The following___________

detectives attended from the Special Branch«-________

D.S, Pitts, D.S. Larby and B,S, Kamashita and



^py from Daily Report of Officer in charge of Dixwell Road Police Station.

^iday, 12th. Feb. 1937.

FESTIVAL Of 
NATIONAL 
POUKDATIC» 
DAT AT JAP
ANESE SHRINE.

Between ll.a.m. to 11*30.a.m. 11-2-37 at the Japanese 
Shrine* Klangwan Road, a ceremony in connection with the 
festival of National foundation Day was held, Some 1*000 
students representing various Japanese schools, Major General 
Uta, Military Attache to the Japanese Embassy, Rear Admiral 
Okawatchi* Commander of the J.N.L.Party and otherJapanese 
notables attended. Japanese Consular Police were on duty 
Inside the Shrine.

DrO. -C* 
-B* Oi (Dive) z 
0. C. Sp.B’ch.*/
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The 2,597th Anniversary of the Accession of the Emperor

Jimmu, will fall on February 11, on which day local Japanese 

schools maintained by the Japanese Residents Corporation, 

Japanese Navy and Japanese Consulate-General will respectively___
hold a ceremony offering congratulation to Mis Majesty during 

the morning« In the Japanese Consulate the ceremony will be_____
held by members of the Consulate between 8 a«m« and 9 a»m> 

The public will call on the Consulate between 9 a«m< and 10 a «m«

Local Japanese residents will observe the National Foundation 

Festival on February 11« In connection with the festival, a 

ceremony will be held in the site of the Shanghai Shrine, Kiangwan 

Road, at 11 a«m« under the auspices of various Japanese public___

bodies* * A large number of Japanese residents including high_____  

officials are expected to attend« The programme of the ceremony 
is as follows j-

1», Religious ceremony« _

Hoisting a Rising Sun Flag

Message or congratulation to be read by Mr« Amano, the

• Pre d® nt of the Japanese Residents Corporation«

^^«y’shnging of the National Foundation Song«______________________

5<k Cheers of three ^Banzai*«_______________________________________

_____ The finotion will last about one hour«_______________________

In connection with the ceremony to be held in the compound

of the shrine, representatives of the Japanese Residents________
Corporation, Japanese Consular Police, Japanese Naval Landing 

Party, Japanese Military Police and Japanese Company of S«V«C«

gathered at the Japanese Club at 2 p|m* Feb• 6 to consider 

precautionary measures and decided as follows:
1« Precautionary measures will be adopted from 10 a<m«
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------- --------- -  ------------------------------- 2 - 
2. Policing of areas surrounding the dirine and regulation_

__ of traffic will be undertaken by the Municipal Police•
. ...3« Precaution within the site of the shrine will b e controlled 

by the Japanese Consular Police«
—4«_JChe Japanese Naval Landing Party will post sentries, at_
__  strategic places in the vicinity of the shrine«___________

5« Japanese Military Police will detail several members in____
uniform and plain clothes for duty«1

__6« Precaution at the Rifle Range will be controlled by the 
____ Russian Unit, S«V«C« stationed at the Rifle Range« Tn thefl 

connection a request will be made through the Japanese 
Company S.V.C« • _

7« Japanese Residents* Corporation will issue special badges___
____ to photographers on demand*
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Information has been received from certain Japanese

sources to the effect that the United National Salvation

Association, taking advantage of the festival of the Kaochiao

Temple on ¡¿ay 8, proposed to convene a meeting of its members

there

Some 2,000 persons representing various member groups

proceeded to Kaochiao on May ô and stayed at hotels and private

houses. On the morning of Nay 8, officials of the Association 

took them to the beach of Chuensha (P| 1/ North Kaochiao,

ere the meeting was held.

Precautionary measures were adopted by a detachment of

the Peace Preservation Corns specially detailed for duty

Commander

. of. .the Chinese Naval Landing Party

A search .for,traitorous spies were made before the opening of

the meeting.______________________________________________________________________

In the course of the proceedings, speeches were delivered

by men specially despatched from the Central and by officials
■ wasr————————————

the Association, the gist of which kx as follow»:-

"The United National Salvation Association admits that

Nanking Government committed errors during the past years

It is to be regretted that the Government failed to take

positive action in resisting the invasion of Suiyuan by the

enemy. The Hupei-Chahar Political Council is adopting the

^go-called "pro-Japanese policy". This policy is quite_________
different from that of the 29th Army which fought so bravely 
F ------------T——
against the Japanese at Hsi Feng Kou ). The negative

policy adopted by the Government led the organizations of

various—circles—ST&dual 1 -y—to become—anti—government" instead—

SO
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of anti-Japanese«_________________________________________________

_"While the Sino-Japanese negotiations were in progress«_____

fignting broke out in Suiyuan hut General Chiang Kai Shek________
refrained, from taking part in the fight. For instance, Jesus 

Christ met his death by crucifixion in order to save the people« 

It is therefore impossible for anyone to save the nation without 

risking his own life. The Central Government did not adopt a 

firm attitude because it was feared that should the Government 

despatch its army to the front the Kwantung Army would inevitably 

sent out Japanese forces to assist the Mongolians, which would 

result in the cutbreak of hostilities between the Chinese and 

Japanese forces in North China and in Shanghai«____________________

"China is making preparations to fight Japan but is not 
certain of winding a complete victory over Japan at the present 

-Stage.«__ Sino-Japanese negotiations would be re-opened shortly.

.It would, be favourable for China to prolong the negotiations_____

as long as possible because China's preparations for war are

nearing completion.__ It is also to be noted that the struggle

of political parties in Japan is becoming intensified than ever. 
If China could successfully bring about the unification of the 

nation, of the thoughts, of the action and of the policy, Japan

might be defeated easily»___________________________________________

-9Sung Chun Dz (and members of the former North-

Eastern Armyandnattional salvation association should not have

assassinated Japanese civilians and service men, an act which 

is to be regretted.

"The status of the United National Salvation Association

is different from that of the former National Salvation

Association.__ It is a joint organization of all olaooos of_______
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societies« Its operations are focussed, on Japan and are

carried out under the secret direction of the Central___________1

Kuominteng.___________________________________________________________ 1

_____ "We do not intend to publish what we have said in writing« J

It is to be hoped that all of you be rest assured having full

confidence in the government." __________________ _______________

■ ............
________ ________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________D. S. I._________________________ '

Assistant Commissioner (J)_________ _______________________________ _

KS
h

M
H

H
M
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Unified.National..Saly.atipn..Le.ague...of. ..the. Shanghai Various Circles

.......... newly...formed..............  

Made by.. P.».!.».. Sih..Ts.e-.lA.ang ..Forwarded by..........

Some twenty persons consisting of important members 

of the local Tangpu and public bodies held a dinner party 

in the Lien Hwa Club* 470 Hankow Road» at 7 p»m. February 15» 

Doong Ying-pei () » Chairman of the Standing Commit tee 

of the local Tangpu» presided over the function.__ During the

proceedings» it was decided to form in the name of various 
local circles an organization to be entitled "Unified National 

Salvation League of the Shanghai Various Circles (_t

$ for the purpose of directing political movements

in Shanghai.

_________It is learned that the movement for the formation of 
this organization was initiated by Pan Kung-chai ),

Chief of the Bureau of Social Affairs and member of the Standing 

Committee of the local Tangpu» who was acting on the instruction 

from Chen Li-fu )» Chief of the Central Kuomintang_

at Ranking. The sole object of this formation is to conntaraat 

the activities of those politicians and their follower* who_____  

are advocating compromise and cooperation with the communists*

This League has established HQ office and the local 

Tangpu Headquarters» off Peng Ling Jiao» serves a communication
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Movements of Notables

From Nanking

Arrived at @«26 p.m. April 1 I —

General Wu Te-chen, ex-Mayor of Greater Shanghai.
General Chang Te-kiang, member of the C.E.C/of the 

Kuomintang.

Arrived at 7 a.m. April 2 I- /

Mr. Ma Teao-tsing, Mayor of Nanking*/^
Mr. pah Wen-wei, member of the C.E/v. of the 

Kuomintang. /
Mr. Mah Hwan-teang, -do-

To Nanking /

Departed at 11 p.m. April 1 I-/
Mr. Ling pah-sung, member cf the C.E.C. of the 

Kuomi ntang•

From Hangchow /

General Chiang/Kai-shek, Chairman of the Military

Affairs Commission, arrived at the Lunghwa Aerodrome 

from Hangchow/oy air at 12.40 p.m. April 1.

General Han Fu-chu, Chairman of the Shantung 

Provincial Government, and General Liu Da, pacification 

Commissioner of Honan, arrived in Shanghai from Hangchow 

b/rail at nocn, on April 1.

Unified National Salvation Movement Campaign
- concluded

The Unified National Salvation Movement Propaganda

Campaign, sponsored by the People’s Educational Institute, 

Nantao, which commenced on Maroh 20, 1937, concluded on 

April 1, During this period, lectures bearing on the 

significance of the movement were delivered daily in the 

People’s Educational Institute, Wen Miao Road, Nantao.
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March 27, 1937.

Unified National Salvation Movement Propaganda Campaign

A lecture meeting in connection with the Unified 

National Salvation Movement Propaganda Campaign, sponsored 

"by the People’s Educational Institute, was held in the 

Institute, Wen Miao Road, Nantao, between 10 a.m. and

11.30 March 25, some 200 persons attending.

Zi Tsuh Siang ( » a member of the People’s

Educational Institute and Chiang Kien Pah (3^^), an 

employees of the Bureau of Social Affairs gave lectures 

in which they stressed the importance of the Movement.



March 24,
777*^ 

* 2 - J

.Ann i verear y of the Leath of Lung Zoong-yuan
- cheervaneg

In commemoration of the anniversary of thpZ^Qg,^^ Of 
Lung Zoong-yuan, a veteran Kuomintang mem]>ér, a meeting 
was held by the local Tangpu at its hZadquarters, Feng 
Ling Jao, off Route Ghisi at lOXfm. March 23, when 
approximately eighty per eonj^at tended.

A similar meetine/ws held at 9.30 a»m. March 23 
by the Chung Hwa Seamen’s Special Kuomintang, at 14 Tai 
Zai Li, Zao^Ka Road, Nantao, some forty members being 
present^

Unified National Salvation Movement Propaganda 
Campaign - formal opening ceremony

A meeting marking the formal opening of the Unified 
National Salvation Movement Propaganda Campaign, sponsored 
by the People’s Educational Institute (Vide IeR. 22/3/37), 
was held in the Institute, Wen Miao Park, Wen Miao Road, 
Nantao, between 10 a<m. and 11.30 a.m. March 23» Luring 
the function, speeches bearing on the significance of 
the Movement were delivered by Mr. pan Kung-chan, Chief 
of the Bureau of Social Affairs, and Lr. Herman Liu, 
Principal of the University of Shanghai» Some 200 
persons were present.

Price’s Candle Factory (British) * unrest among^>erflcere
The management of Price’s Candle Fg^Cory, 5 Robison 

Road, on March 23 granted the t>fiowing concessions in 
reply to the workers’d^iflSnds fox a further increase in pay 
and better tr^>tiient (Vide 15/3/37).
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People 1 s Educat i o na 1_ Institute - Uni fl ed Nations 1 
Salvation Movement insugurated

The Unified National Salvation Movement Propaganda 
Campaign, sponsored by the People’s Educational Institute, 
Wen Miao Road, Nantao, was inaugurated on March 20, when 
lectures relating to the movement were delivered in the 
Institute between 10.30 a.m. and 11.30 a.m* before an 
attendance of about 100 persons. A meeting to mark the 
formal inauguration of the campaign will be held in the 
Institute on March 23.

The Propaganda Campaign will continue until March 31, 
during which period, speeches bearing on the significance 
of the movement will be delivered daily in the Institute.

The premises of the People’s Educational Institute 
are decorated with posters bearing inscriptions, such 
as ’’Resist the Enemy and Oppose Insults”, and ’’the 
Unified National Salvation Movement is the only means to 
recover the lost territory.”

Anniversary of the arrival of the Nationalist Army 
in Shanghai (1927/

In commemoration of the anniversary of£Jre arrival 
of the Nationalist Army in Shanghai^i^S?), now renamed 
the ”Shanghai Festival*, the^JPiople’s Educational 
Institute held a mee^jrflgat 10.15 a.m» March 21 in its 
premises in tja<<wen Miao Park, Wen Miao Road, Nantao, 
when EjjS'fe than two hundred persons attended.



March 23, 1937. Mo m i ng

Eastern Times and other local newspapers

THE UNITED NATIONAL SALVATION MOVEMENT

It had originally been arranged that the 
inauguration of the United National Salvation Movement which 
had been under preparation for a considerable time by the 
People's Educational Institute, Wen Miao Road, Chinese City, 
would be held at the main hall of the Institute at 10 a.m. 
March 20 and that Mr» Pan Kung Chan, Commissioner of the 
Bureau of Social Affairs, would be present, with Dr. H.C.E. 
Liu, President of the University of Shanghai, attending to 
deliver a speech on the subject of"The United National 
Salvation Movement and Training of Citizens".

Owing to the steady rain which has been 
falling during the last few days, the People's Educational 
Institute has found it impossible to affix to the building 
the prepared drawings and posters bearing slogans, end has 
therefore decided to postpone the inauguration to the 
morning of March 23.

Hwa Mei Chao Pao and other local newspapers

CHINESE 0pICIAL DEPORTED FROM JAPAN .

Mr. Wong Zing San tL| ), Cheirmaifof
the Kyushu Overseas Chinese Association and member^-di the 
Executive Committee of the Osaka Branch of the 
Kuomintang Party, has been deported from JapanZoecause of 
his participation in patriotic movements arnZnis protests 
against the ill-treatment of Chinese residents by the 
Japanese authorities. s'

He arrived in Shanghai at 3 p.m. March 18 
on the s.s. "Shanghai Maru". It ijrl earned that he will 
proceed to Nanking to make a repdrt to the Overseas Chinese 
Affairs Committee.

Lih Pao (Peiping telegramLzs—

BAN OjKTHE PLAY "GOLDEN FLOWER"

.s The Ministry of Interior at Nanking has 
sent a tele^rem to the Peiping City Government ordering 
that th^Zplay, "Golden Flower" ( be banned on
the gpdund that the story lowers the prestige of China»

J' It is therefore feFred that the play which
wars to have been shown at Peiping on March 23 will not be 
staged»



March 19, 1937. / Afternoon TranslutiuMr--

Min pao and other local newspapers 4-

THE UNITED NATIONAL SALVATION MOVEMENT

The United Natiqnal Salvation Movement 
which has been under preparation for a considerable time 
by the People’s Educational Institute, Wen Miao Road, 
Chinese City, will be inaugurated at 10 a.m. to-morrow, 
March 20.

Mr. Pan Kung Chai, Commissioner of the 
Bureau of Social Affairs, will be present to open the 
inauguration ceremony, while Dr. H.C.E. Liu, President 
of the University of Shanghai, will deliver a speech.

It is learned that speeches will also 
be made on certain days this month by representatives 
of the various local educational and cultural institutes, 
and Government and Party organs.

Shanghai xvwangtung Pao publishes the following
letter received from one who signs himself "A Resident 
on East w'oochang Road" 4-

'.7HY IS EAST WOOCHANG ROAD NOT MACADAMIZED?

I have resided on East Woochang Road/ror 
some three or four years, but in spite of the improveMlent 
in the buildings along the aoad, the road itself hajr never 
been macadamized. In order to enhance the good appearance 
of the street, and to give convenience to traffie and 
prosperity to the district, the road should be/macadamized 
instead of being left in its present state which causes 
inconvenience to all. For what do we pay iXnd tax and 
Municipal Rate to the S.M.C.? What is thjrPublic Works 
Department doing? Is it not worthwhile jCq improve the 
road conditions in this densely populated district? For 
what purpose was the Public Works Department established 
by the Council? /

National Herald and other local newspapers?-

LICENSING OF EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES IN FRENCH CONCESSION

Acting/on instructions from the French 
Municipa.1 Council, the/French Police at 2 p.m. yesterday 
arrested some 10 owners of employment agencies on Rue du 
Lieutenant Petiot ayra Boulevard de Montigny, French Concession 
for failing to pajr the $6 quarterly fees for the licences 
which were introduced this year*

/ Upon learning of these arrests, the owners 
of other employment agencies became disturbed and at 3 p.m. 
yesterday detailed representatives to submit an appeal to 
the Chinese Ratepayers’ Association.

/ In view of the fact that the income of
these employment agencies is very small, the Ratepayers' 
AssocZation will request the French Municipal Council to 
eitjzer exempt the owners from payment or to make an 
appropriate reduction in the amount of licence fees*
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.March 4, 1937 ♦

NICHI-NICHI

THE NATIONAL SALVATION GRAND LLAGUE

The Shanghai Various Circles 
United National Salvation Grand League was formed not long 
after the Shanghai Cultural circles had issued a manifesto 
advocating united national salvation* The Kuomintang, 
the educational organizations, the Chambers of Commerce in 
Yunnan, Ninghsia, Honan, Hupeh and Shensi Provinces have 
sent telegrams to the Shanghai Various Circles United 
National Salvation Grand League supporting its acitivities.

HIPPO

THE S.M.C. ELECTIONS 
(ty Mr. Edo)

There are two important points 
to consider in connection with the Municipal elections/ One 
is to revise the election system and the other is to patch 
the Councillors in order to ascertain whether they a/t 
serving in accordance with the wishes of the ratepayers.

In the nomination of Candidat s 
for electionJapanese Consul will confer with a/few 
persons to select the candidates; the majority of the 
ratepayers know nothing about the matter. The Japanese 
Councillors who have been elected in such a/manner are 
connected with big concerns. The only exception is Mr. 
Okamoto, a former Councillor, who represented thettDochakuhaM 
( meaning persons who have resided in Shanghai for a 
compratively long time and who conduct tneir O’n business).

The services rendered by 
Councillors is very important in the /Interests of residents 
and their respective countries. Therefore, it is not 
right that the selection of such ipfportant officials should 
be in the hands of a few personsy The system of Municipal • 
elections is somewhat feudalistic because candidates are 
chosen without the vieT® of the/persor^ nominated being sought.

The political system in Shanghai 
is very peculiar because ityds the Consular Body which 
decides the number of candidates to represent each country 
on the Council. It is h^ped that in future candic’etes will 
be elected to represent yche wishes of ratepayers as a whole. 
There are two political'classes in Shanghai; one represents 
the big firms and cotyon mills; the other represents 
ratepayers vho have /ived in.Shanghai for a comparatively 
long period and whyc onducv^Wwn business. The pr sent 
Councillors represent the former class. The system has no 
provision whereby candidates who can represent both classes 
may be selected^ The candidates who represent big companies 
and cotton mills are employees and are liable to be transferred 
from Shanghai at any time. Such transfers take plac very 
often, therefore, they can have no time to study the situation 
properly and their interests are limited to the interests of 
their employers. Naturally the interests of the ratepayers 
are overlooked. The two Japanese representatives on the 
Council should be elected from among the members of the Dochaku 
ha str that they may serve the interests of the Japanese 
comifunity in a general way. If it is impossible to elect two 
ofrthem from the Dochakuha, then at least one should be. 
selected.

(To be continued)



February 17, 1937 Afternoon Translation.

Hwa Mei Wan i'ao dated Feb.l6(Peiping telegram)«

JAPANESE PLOT RESTORATION OF MONARCHY

According to reports from Tientsin, a meetincx' 
attended by representatives of the Japanese military, 
the ’’Manchukuoan” Government and the East Hopei Goverm>€nt 
has been held to effect co-operation between the Chinese, 
the Manchukuoan and the Mongolian peoples with a uiew to 
restoring the monarchy. Under the armed njrotection of
a certain nation, a movement will be initiate« to escort 
Henry Pu Yi to a place inside Shanhaikwan arid to seize 
Peiping and Tientsin. Should this plam fail, a bogus 
monarchy will be set up in East Hopei^iith the traitor 
Ying as emperor. /

Central China Daily News and other local newspapers«

UNREGISTERED PRIVATE SCHOOLS

Thepe are more than 1,000 private schools in 
this locality. It is learnt that the Bureau of Social 
Affairs of tj>e Shanghai City Government has ordered that 
should anyx^rivate school which is not registered with 
the Chipe'se authorities be found enrolling new students, 
it will be suppressed.

Shun Pao publishes the following article »-

\/HAT IS THE POPULAR FRONT?

(Continued from yesterday»)
People connected with the popular front hold 

the view that China’s war against the enemy must be placed 
under the direction of the Chinese Communist Party. 
They are inducing people to join them. Thus, tho united 
front is the front of the Communist Party and people 
working for the united front are the "teeth and clawe" 
of the Consnunists and later the Party will swallow the 
*teeth and claws’* with the object of expanding its influence 
and showing gratitude to its fatherland, the Communist 
Internationale. It will have no regrets even when its 
own country and people are sacrificed.

A movement of the people throughout the 
country favouring resistance to the enemy with armed force 
is necessary to deal with the national crisis. The first 
thing to do is to arm the people and give them military 
training» The popular front is opposed to the Government 
giving military training to the people, although it is, 
at the same time, loudly shouting that the people must be 
armed. The persons who promote the popular front desire 
to create disturbances. This is a oonmon trick of the 
Comnunist Party.



February 17» 1937 Afternoon Translation

The popular front uses the slogan» "Chinese 
should nqt fight Chinese*» Cf course, they refer to the 
red bandits. The red bandits cannot be regarded as 
Chinese people for their fatherland is the Communist 
Internationale and not China» They are conducting all 
kinds of unlawful activities in order to let the enemy 
have a chance to invade China» How, then, can they be 
regarded as Chinese?

We thus see that the popular front is really 
the communist front. We should do oux best to annihilate 
this front. People who follow the popular front should 
come to their senses and surrender to the Three Principles 
of the People for the salvation of the nation.

It is said that the Chinese Communist Party 
is now fully aroused for it is in danger of ruin} it is 
also being said that the communists should be received 
if their desire for resistance to the enemy is sincere. 
This is not correct. When the communists took part in 
the Chinese revolution, the Communist Party swore that 
they would observe the doctrines and discipline of the 
Kuomintang. But when they had obtained a little influence, 
they attempted to overthrow the Kuomintang» Since the 
September 18 Incident, the Communist Party has been 
conducting propaganda for resistance to Japan. Furthermore 
the Party gave out that they would dispatch troops to the 
North to fight Japan and used such titles as the Anti
Japanese United Army» During the January 28 Incident, 
when the Chinese soldiers were resisting the enemy in 
Shanghai, the national troops in Kiangs! were transfered 
to Shanghai to take part in the fighting« When the 
Kiangsi troops reached Nanohang, the Communist Party 
attacked Chi An. The Kiangsi troops returned to Chi An 
and overthrew the communists» But they were too late 
to be of any use to the Chinese troops in Shanghai.

This not only shows that the Communist Party 
has no idea to resist the enemy, but that it is doing 
its utmost to obstruct the national troops in their 
resistance to the enemy.

If the Communist Party is sincere, they should 
surrender to the Government.
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Horning ïfàï'iBlull'üiIFebruary 20, 1937.

Min Pao and other local newspapers

THE UNIFIED NATIONAL SALVATION MOWŒNT

The Bureau of Social Affairs of the Shanghai 
City Government has issued the following instructions to 
all local private primary schools

’’This Bureau, with a view to enabling 
pupils of local primary schools to understand the meaning 
of the unified national salvation movement, has drawn up 
seven rules governing the enforcement of unified national 
salvation teachings in all primary schools in Shanghai, 
copies of which are forwarded together with this order 
for strict observance.11

The Bureau of Social Affairs has also 
instructed local public and private middle and primary 
schools to the effect that commenc ing with this term 
they must include in their curriculum the address delivered 
by Generl Chang Kai Shek to General Chang Hsueh Liang and 
Yang Hu Cheng and the manifesto on united national salvation.
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(THE CHINA; pRgSS,rTOURSpAYzFEBRUARY“18,

Issues Policy
-

Manifesto Urging Unity
Circulated

The United National Salvation 
LeagueT^which was formed by vari- 
ousLlocal^public bodies following a
meeting on Monday at the Pootung 
Native Guild building, has" issued 
a manifesto io the nation urging k 
the consolidation of the newly ' 
achieved national^unftv?^^"

AÌ1 internecine warfare, unrest 
among the people and alien en
croachments upon* the country dur
ing the past 20 years, the manifesto
declares, have been the result of 
lack of unity, the existence of 
remnant feudalism, and the regional 
occupations by unscrupulous war
lords.

in order to repel the advances 
of alien foes and to set the coun
try in order, the declaration states, 
the best way is through the uni
fication of the country and the 
centralization of authority under 
the Central Government.

Moreover, the manifesto says, 
the relief of rural economy, the 
reconstruction of the country and 
the restoration of prosperity to the 
nation are dependent upon national 
unity.

Continuing, the manifesto cites 
the fact that with the liquidation 
of the Liang-Kwang impasse last 
summer, the country was able to 

' turn down some unreasonable de
mands presented by a foreign na
tion, but unfortunately the recent 
Sian revolt threatened to plunge 
the country into disunity'and chaos 
once more.

Finally, the manifesto appeals to’, 
the people of all walks of life in the 
country to join hands together in- 
•eliminating warlords and “traitors’j 
by strong public opinion’ and moral 
pressure.

Aside from the manifesto to the 
nation, the newly formed United 
National Salvation League has also 
.t?nt a circular tetegriam to the 
people and public bodies in the in
terior and a petition to the Third 
Plenary Session of the Fifth Central 
Executive Committee of the Kuo
mintang, now in full swing in Nan
king, reiterating the above mention
ed points.

I



S. LL REGISTRY

No. s. B. D..-.2.2.22^

THE NORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 193711

Over 300 delegates representing 
various local Chinese commercial or
ganizations, labour unions, schools, 
and government offices, held a meet
ing at the Pootung Residents Guild, 
Avenue Foch, on Monday afternoon, 
at which a movement was started 
to form a Shanghai Public 
Bodies’ National Unification and Sal
vation League. An executive com
mittee of 100 members was appointed 
by the meeting which announced that 
they would treat, as the nation’s 
enemies, Communists and militarists 
who tried to interfere with the ”work 

I of national unification. M>r--



February 17, 1937 Warning Translation

National Herald and other local newspapers :-

TEE UNIFIED NATIONAL SALVATION LEAGUE CF PUBLIC 3CDIES

The following manifesto has been issued by the 
Unified National Salvation League of Public Bodies in 
Shanghai which was inaugurated on February 15:-

"As a result of the September 18 Incident, China 
lost the Three Eastern Provinces and Jehcl. Since then 
the influence of our enemy has extended to the borders of 
Peiping and Tientsin«

"All this is due to our country not being 
unified. During the past twenty years the country was 
overrun with civil wars and calamities of nature and this 
gave our enemy their chance.

"To-day national unification is necessary so that 
we may undertake national reconstruction and recovery, 
resist alien invasion and recover the lost territories.
To prove this, we need only refer to the extension of the 
control of the National Government to Kwangtung and Kwangsi, 
which enabled us to reject the demands of the enemy and to 
resist the bandits directed by the enemy in Suiyuan.

"The Sian revolt shows that feudal forces are 
still in existence in China. The people can do much in 
bringing about a real national unification by wielding 
public opinion against traitors and warlords."

The League has also sent a circular telegram to 
all newspapers in the country as well as a petition to the 
Third Plenary Session in both of which they advocate 
national unification as a means to save the country.

Min Pao and ether looal newspapers s-

TKE DEMANDS OF THE TRAMWAY WORKERS

In connection with the dispute betwexi the 
management and the workers of the ShangharEJ^fctric 
Construction Company, Mr. Chu Kwei Ling //-).i°f..
the Bureau of Social Affairs, Mr. YuiJiBro tfiu ( ijfi.),
Secretary of the local Tangpu and M^srs. Chu Hsueh Wei 
( AL ) and Chung Yue Ding ), Chairman and
Standing Committee member respectively of tne General 
Labour Union, paid a furtjj^r call on Mr. Ewing, General 
Manager, and Mr. Ho Ts^Yui, Comprad ore of the Company at 
3 p.mi yesterday tc^etfediatc in the dispute.

With exception of the demands for an increase 
of wages andjMr the payment of a retirement gratuity 
accordingpto the number of years of service which will be 
furthMztfiscussed at 3 p.m. to-day, all the other demands 
werpxfhoroughly discussed and satisfactory results 
Attained.



February 17, 1937 Afternoon Translation.

Hwa Mei Wan Pao dated Feb.16(Peiping telegram):

JAPANESE PLOT RESTORATION OF MONARCHY

According to reports from Tientsin, a meeting 
attended by representatives of the Japanese military, .z 
the "Manchukuoan" Government and the Bast Hopei Governmarft 
has been held to effect co-operation between the Chpr^se, 
the Manchukuoan and the Mongolian peoples with apriew to 
restoring the monarchy. Under the armed^piotection of
a certain nation, a movement will be initialed to escort 
Henry Pu Yi to a place inside Shanhaikwatfand to seize 
Peiping and Tientsin. Should th^af'plan fail, a bogus 
monarchy will be set up in East He^ei with the traitor 
Ying as emperor.

Central China Daily Nejwrand other local newspapers» 

JJM^EGISTERED PRIVATE SCHOOLS

There are more than 1,000 private schools in 
thi^iocality. It is learnt that the Bureau of Social 
Affairs of the Shanghai City Government has ordered that 
should any private school which is not registered with 
the Chinese authorities be found enrolling new students, 
it will be suppressed*

Shun Pao publishes the following article i-

WHAT IS THE POPULAR FRONT?

(Continued from yesterday.)
People connected with the popular front hold 

the view that China’s war against the enemy must be placed 
under the direoticn of the Chinese Communist Party. 
They are Inducing people to join them. Thus, tho united 
front is the front of the Communist Party and people 
working for the united front are the "teeth and claws" 
of the CoBBnunists and later the Party will swallow the 
"teeth and claws" with the object of expanding its influence 
and showing gratitude to its fatherland, the Comnunist 
Internationale. It will have no regrets even when its 
own country and people are sacrificed.

A movement of the people throughout the 
country favouring resistance to the enemy with armed force 
is necessary to deal with the national crisis. The first 
thing to dn is to arm the people and give them military 
training* The popular front is opposed to the Government 
giving military training to the people, although it is, 
at the same time, loudly shouting that the people must be 
armed. The persons who promote the popular front desire 
to create disturbances. This is a oomnon trick of the 
Communist Party.



February 17, 1937 Afternoon Translation

The popular front uses the slogant ^Chinese 
should not fight Chinese*« Cf course, they refer to the 
red bandits. The red bandits cannot be regarded as 
Chinese people for their fatherland is the Communist 
Internationale and not China* They are conducting all 
kinds of unlawful activities in order to let the enemy 
have a chance to invade China« How, then, can they be 
regarded as Chinese?

We thus see that the popular front is really 
the communist front. We should do out best to annihilate 
this front. People who follow the popular front should 
come to their senses and surrender to the Three Principles 
of the People for the salvation of the nation.

It is said that the Chinese Ccnxounist Party 
is now fully aroused for it is in danger of ruin; it is 
also being said that the communists should be received 
if their desire for resistance to the enemy is sincere. 
This is not correct. When the communists took part in 
the Chinese revolution, the Communist Party swore that 
they would observe the doctrines and discipline of the 
Kuomintang« But when they had obtained a little influence, 
they attempted to overthrow the Kuomintang« Since the 
September 18 Incident, the Communist Party has been 
conducting propaganda for resistance to Japan. Furthermore 
the Party gave out that they would dispatch troops to the 
North to fight Japan and used such titles as the Anti
Japanese United Army« During the January 28 Incident, 
when the Chinese soldiers were resisting the enemy in 
Shanghai, the national troops in Kiangs! were transfered 
to Shanghai to take part in the fighting. When the 
Kiangsi troops reached Nanohang, the Communist Party 
attacked Chi An. The Kiangsi troops returned to Chi An 
and overthrew the communists. But they were too late 
to be of any use to the Chinese troops in Shanghai«

This not only shows that the Communist Party 
has no idea to resist the enemy, but that it is doing 
its utmost to obstruct the national troops in their 
resistance to the enemy*

If the Communist Party is sincere, they should 
surrender to the Government«



Morning

Shun Pao publishes the following article I-

(Ccntinued froto yesterday.)

(To be oontinued.)

Chipa Tiàies and other local newspapers ?-
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Transía i ion

The people of a nation mut be firmly united 
especially at times of national crisis. They must carry 
on their united movement under central leadership, so 
that their aim to bring abbut the emancipation of the 
race may be attaihed*

The Kuomintang has already established the 
foundations of national unification. Even the Sian ooup 
could not shake them. This is the great highway to the 
salvation of the Chinese race, it is also a serious 
menace to the Chinese Communist Party. As it 
find any opportunity to create disturbances in 
China, the Communist Party is doing its utmost 
the people in order to weaken their unity.

Tho object of tne popplar front is not the 
salvation of the nation.

THE UNIFIED NATIONAL SALVATION LEAGUE
300 representatives of various public bo 

in Shanghai held a meeting at the Pootung Fellow Provincials’ 
Association Building at 5 p.m. February 15 to inaugurate 
a Unified National 
Shanghai•

Salvation League of Public Bodies in

following resolutions were passed:-The
(1) That the regulations of the League be 

revised and passed.
(2) That
(3) That

telegram be sent to the Third 
Plenary Session requesting it to accept the views contained 
in a manifesto issued by this League.

(5) That representatives be elected to make 
an appeal to the Third Plenary Session at Nanking.

An Executive Committee consisting of 100 
persons was then elected. The members includes Messrs. Tu 
Yuet Sen (Chairman of the Shanghai District Association), 
Vang Hsiao Lai (Chairman of the Chinese Chamber of Commerce), 
and Wang Yung Wu (General Manager cf the Commercial Press), 
Waung Pah Chi (General Manager of the Sin Wan Pao), Ma Ying 
Liang (Manager of the Shun Pao), Pan Kung Pi (Chief Editor 
of the China Times), Hu Chen Ts (Chief Editor of the Ta Kung 
Pao), Hu Pu An (General Manager of the Min Pao), and Ling 
Pah Seng (Chief Editor of the Central China Daily News), etc.



SECRET - NOT FOR PRESS PUBLICATION 
shanghai MUNICIPAL POLI cl

SPE C BRANCH
INTELLIGENCE REPORT

Political
Movements of Notables

To Nanking
Departed at 11 p.m. February 15

Mr. Chang Kung-chuan, Mjjjie't^r of Railways.
Mr» Tseu Lija^^TTcTe Minister of Finance.
j^-.-'^fihang Ting-fan, member of the C.E.O, of the

Kuomintang.

Unified. National Salvation.League of the Shanghai Various "Circles ( e il’l kW ) newly formed
Seme twenty persons consisting of important members 

of the local Tangpu and. public bodies held a dinner party 
in the Lien Hwg Club, 470 Hankow Road, at 7 p.m. February 
15. Doong Ying-pei ( ’¿£7 ), Chairman of the
Standing Committee of the local Tangpu, presided over the 
function. During the proceedings, it was decided to 

1 form in the name of various local circles an organization 
to be entitled ^Unified National Salvation League of the 
Shanghai Various Circles«( )
for the purpose of directing political movements in

I " ' Shanghai.

Anti-Japanese Propaganda
On February 15, slogans of an anti-Japanefj>« nature were 

found written on waDs and electric poje^iocated at the 
following places I-

Connaught Road^-hear Ferry Road. 
Baikal RoAd^nd Paoting Road corner. 
Yuenfeohg Road near Hsian Road. 

^Eteymour and .avenue Roads corner. 
Bast Yuhang Road near Chusan Road.



February 15, 1937« Afternoon Trails! at^LO^* *2 ‘

Shun Pao publishes the following article t-

WHAT 13 THE POPULAR FRONT?

To understand the meaning of the so-called 
popular front, one must first know something about the 
principal promoters &f the front»

At the seventh conference of representatives, 
the Third Internationale passed a resolution regarding 
the establishment in China of a popular front» The 
struggle of this gigantic Spviet movement is to bo combined 
with the anti**Imperialist popular movement that is being 
developed throughout China.

The Chinese Communist Party also passed a 
resolution to foim various kinds of national salvation 
organizations under the leadership of the Communist Party 
to oppose the present Government»

From the above, one can see that the 
Coninunist Party is directing the popular front and the 
latter is only a puppet of the Communist party. The 
Chinese Communist Party is on the verge of elimination 
due to the pressure by the Government troops» For 
this reason, the Communist Party is obliged to employ 
the popular front to seduoe the Chinese people. Tho 
words "popular front* are frequently met with in various 
periodicals. Cf course, some people are working for 
the popular front because they had been coerced or bribed, 
while others believe that the promoters of the popular 
front are really working for national salvation. These 
people do not know that the persons connected with the 
popular front are but puppots.

(To be continued»)



nhina Times and other local newspapers i-

h "NATIONAL SALVATION BY UNIFICATION11 KQVJ1LNT

A "National Salvation "by Unification" Movement 
is being promoted by presidents and professors of local 
universities, principals and teachers of middle .nd primary 
schools, authors, journalists and members of the industrial 
and commercial circles. They have drafted a. manifesto .j 
the movement -nd are inviting persons to sign it.

The following is an abridged transit tion of 
the manifesto s-

I.
•The year 1937 will not be a. peaceful year; 

there will be constant threats of war. In order to be 
prepared to deal with the enemy when war actually breaks 
out, a real national unification is essential.

II.
"History has shown that no nation can be strong 

without national unification; a nation is always strong if i t 
is unified. It is important tha-t^we should be able to 
recognize clearly the forces tha t/wo rking against national 
unifies tion.

III.
"There are three kinds of forces working against 

the unification of China viz., (1) the warlords who are the 
remnants of feudalism, (2) the Chinese Communist party £nd 
the so-called ’Popular Front’ or ’United Front’ and (3) the 
traitors such as Pu Yi, Ying Ju Keng, Prince Teh end Li Shou 
Hsin. These force* must be crushed.





CONSULAAT-QENERAAL DER NEDERLANDEN
VOOR MIDDEN-CHINA.

* TEL. AD. HOLLANDE.

■¡»•Ml.
SHANGHAI.

s. b. rlc’s . ;
Na S. B. D. .

l^Date... . .... 3
26th February 1927.

Sir,

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your 

letter No.D.7793 dated the 25th instant regarding Miss 

A.M.Kichenbaum and to thank you for the information con

tained therein.

I have the honour to be,

Consul.

Maj our K.M. Bourne,

Officer i/c Special Branch,

Shanghai Municipal Police,

SHANGHAI
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Date. XQbTUAXy. .24». zp 37

Subject.. Ctammunlcatifin.dat6d..2.2.37...from-the Netherl-a«da Goneulate-Gen-eral 
............ regarding Miss Alexandra Bichenbaum. ...................
Made by. B.-S-*-!-,... Makaroff . ..Forwarded by... .....,iSjUJ..cZ................................. .......

Miss Alexandra Mlchallovna Eichenbaum, Russian Jewess,

was born on December 29, 1907 at Warsaw, Poland«______  •____ _
In 1918 she came to Shanghai from Harbin together with___ _

her_father and Jias since been residing in this city« She 

received her educat ion in one of the local convents«

_______ From 1926 to 1928 she was employed as a steno-typist 
with Brewer & Co«, Manufacturing Chemists and Wholesale

Druggists,5 Szechuen Road« Towards the end of 1928 the_____
above company went into liquidation and Miss Eichenbaum _____ _

secured the posit ion of a secretary with Messrs« Swain & Co«, 
Leaf Tobacco Dealers, No« 1 Canton Road, in which capacity 

she worked for the following two years»__________________________

__ __ During the period from 1932 to 1934 she worked with 
the Carolina Leaf Tobacco Co«, 3 Museum Road, after which she

Joined the Australian Produce Co«, 320 Szechuen Road, where............

she was employed until 1935. Prom 1935 to the end of 1936______
she held the position of a secretary w1th the Sherwin Williams 
Co., 113 Kluklang Road.

Miss Eichenbaum's present employer, Mr. W.E. Haarmann, 

is known to the local german Consulate-General ae a general 

manufacturers* representative in the Par East who occasionally__

visits Shanghai in the course of his business« It is reported___
that he was divorced or is living separately from his wife,__
an American. Nothing detrimental is known by the Consulate 

r e g ar ding him. ____________ ________________________

 Miss Eiohenabum's father, who was a well known local______

merchant, died about two years ago In Hongkong._______ <----------------
She is registered with the Russian Emigrants' Committee.__

118/1 Moul ms In Road------- - -------------------------------- ------------------------------

iSjUJ..cZ
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February 25 37.

J• Van den Berg, Esq•,

Netherlands Consulate-General, 

Shanghai.

Sir,

X hare the honour to refer to your letter 

No. 485, dated 9th February, 1937, and to inform you 

that Miss Alexandra Michailovna Bichenbaum, Russian 

Jewess, was born on December 29, 1907, at Warsaw, Poland 

She came to shanghai from Harbin in 1918 and has since 

been residing in this city. She is registered with the 

Russian Emigrants’ Committee, 118/1 Moulmein Road.

From 1926 until the end of 1936, she was employed as 

a steno-typist or secretary with various local firms, 

including the Carolina Leaf Tobacco Co., 3 Museum Road, 

the Australian Produce Co., 320 Szechuen Road, and 

Sherwin Williams Co., 113 Kiukiang Road. Her present 

employer, Mr. W.B. Haarmann, is known to the local 

German Consulate-General as a general manufacturers* 

representative in the Far Bast and occasionally visits 

Shanghai in the course of his business.

Miss Bichenbaum* s father was a well known local 

merchant who died in Hongkong about two years ago.

Nothing is known against Miss Eichenbaum either 

politically or criminally,

I have the honour to be, 
sir, 

four obedient servant, 
(Sd) K- B°urne’ 

Deputy Commissioner 
(Special Branch)



CONSUptAT-GENERAAL DER NEDERLANDEN 

Z VOOR MIDDEN-CHINA.
TEL. AD. HOLLANDIA.

No. 485.
SHANGHAI, 9th

i shahohai
S Ei REGiSTR f
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February 1937 ,

Sir,

I have the honour to inform you that Miss Alexandra 

Eichenbaum has applied to this Consulate for a vise for 

*■ admission into the Netherlands Indies,

She is in possession of 8 passport No,311884/7298 

issued by the Bureau of Public Safety st Shanghai on the 

17th June 1936.

According to her passport she was born in Warsaw in 

1907.

She states to be secretary to Mr .W.E.Haarmann, a German, 

who is a factory representative for the Far East.

Miss Eichenbaum resides in Shanghai at 1377 Avenue

Road, apartment 315, and intends to leave for Manilla at 

the end of this month together with Mr.Haarmann.

They will stay for about 2 weeks only in the Netherlands

I should be much obliged to you if you would let me

from a political or moral point of view

I have

SHANGHAI

Maj our K.M.Bourne,
Officer i/c Special Branch, 

Shanghai Municipal Police

know, if possible, whether anything is known against her

Indies

the honour to be
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The attached, extract from the April 16th 

issue of the North China Daily News, entitled. 

“No Crime To Be A Communist* was taken to the

li. A.’s Office on 17.4.40, with a view to 

ascertaining whether the S.S.D.Court had received 

any instructions on the law relating to Communists.

The matter was taken up with the president 

of the Court by Ifr. Lea, A/M. A. and the following 

information conveyed to the Special -Branch by 

Inspector Pike, attached to the M.A.’s Office, 

on 25.4.40, viz t-

* Tie only thing a supposed Communist can «

be charged with is Endangering the Internal 

Security of the Chinese Republic.“



NORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS.

»PR 1 61939

No Crime to Be a
Communist

Man Sought for Six Years 
Acquitted Under Latest 
Chinese Regulations

A Chinese Communist charged in ■ 
a Shanghai court with endangering 
the Republic of China may be 
declared not guilty because the- 
Regulations Governing the Punish-: 
ment of Those Endangering the 
Existence of the Republic have 

! been revised. This has just been 
j revealed in the Third Branch 
I Kiangsu High Court where Judge 
I Wu acquitted Hsiung Yu-wu, an 

■ alleged member of the Chinese 
! Communist Party, who has been , 

wanted by the French police here 
for some years and who is still at | 
large.

The judgment simply reads that j 
Hsiung Yu-wu, who is charged with 
endangering the Republic, is ac- 

! quitted. It was also said in Court; 
that, although the police have been .

| looking for Hsiung for six years, j 
i they have not been able to find him. | 
I He was summoned by the Court 
I several times but he failed to appear 
and the Court had then to serve 
public notice, but he again did not 
make an appearance.

The Supreme Court studied the 
case and referred it to the High 
Court where a lawyer Was appointed 
to present arguments in favour of 
accused. The case was discussed in 
Court and the Judge stated that 

j since the regulations had been 
j revised there could be no punish- 
; ment for Hsiung. In the past he 
! might have been sentenced to heavy 
! prison terms or death.

Hsiung was wanted together with I 
several other Communists including * 
Mrs. Ho Lung, wife of the famous 
Chinese Red army leader who, is ■ 
now fighting on the front, and Ho 
Kan-ch eng, brother of the general. 
Mrs. Ho and the general’s brother 
were arrested six years ago. The 
former has already served her j 
prison term, while the latter died 
of illness during imprisonment.

■ . j
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In order to promote cooperation between the Kuomintang

and the Chinese Communist Party, and to improve the direction

of military operations during the present resistance-campaign

against Japanese aggression, the National Government has 

recently invited Messrs Chow Ung Lai ), Secretary

of the Chinese Communist Party, Mao Shih Tung ),

a red army commander, and Zing Paung Shien alias 

Area

Honan Province.

Shantung Province

to /¿.

Shansi, Shensi and 
Charhar Provinces»

a standing committee member of the com

munist Central, to be advisors of the State Council, while 

the Chinese Communist Party has, at the same time, establish

ed a Liaison Office in Hankow with Gen» Yih Kien 

jBgL prominent figure in the Canton Uprising in 1927, and Mr. Pan
Han Nien (/4'/'Ì4 ), a member of the Propaganda Department of 

the Chinese Communist Party, in charge

Apart from making the above arrangements, the National

Government has re-adjusted the various fronts as followst-

Responsible Defensive Forces and 
 Commanders

The 8th Route army (former red 
troops) under Generals chu Teh 
(■$— ) and Peng Teh HWei

Central troops under Gen. Liu

Provincial troops under Gen 
Han Fu Chu (#/J^ )•

Northern Ki angsu with 
Hsuchow as Headquarters 
at present.

Central and Kwangsi troops under 
the command of Gen» Li Chung jen 
(-^ $4« ), the prominent Kwangsi 
military commander.
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Area

South Anhwei and
Anhwei-Kiangsi "borner.

Chekiang & Fokien 
Provinces.

Kiangsi-Chekiang and 
Fokien borders.

Kwangtung and Kwangsi 
Provinces.

Responsible Defence Forces and 
Commanders

Central and Kwangsi troops under 
Generals Pai Chung Hsi ( & ) 
and Chen Cheng (f<£ ).

Central and Kwangtung and other
provincial troops under General 
Chang Pah Kwei )•

Former remnants of the red armies 
along the Fokien-Kiangsi border 
who were recently re-organized as 
the 4th Route army under General 
Hong Xing )» a red army
commander.

Provincial troops now placed under
the control of Gen. Li Chi Seng 
(# ).

Conscription is being rigidly enforced in inland places 

in order to build up new and efficient armies to replace most 

of the provincial troops who are engaged at present in the 

front lines as their ability Wing much below standard* 

Hunan and Kwangsi have been made two training centres and 

General Chang Chi Chung 7 ), commander of the Chinese

forces in Shanghai at the beginning of the local hostilities, 

who is now Chairman of the Hunan Provincial Government, has 

been appointed to take charge of the training of these recruits.

Gen. Chang was formerly Dean of the Military Academy in Nanking 
and is repeated to be an expert in military training.

The 8th Route Army is likewise accelerating the building 

up of new units. Mr. Chen Shao Yu ), better known

as Wong Ming (t ), alias "Golubieff, • General-Secretary 

of the Communist Central in 1931, has been appointed Chief
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of the Political Department of this army, to assist in the 

training of the masses in Shansi, Shensi and Charhar provinces, 

in order to prepare them for guerilla warfare behind the 

Japanese lines.

XLoZ

D. I.

D.C. (Special Branch)



IMPORTANT CHANCES 
ARE FORESHADOWED

Former Red Leaders In 
China Are invited'To

Important Posts
Since the fall of Nanking im

portant changes in the military, 
political, and economic situation of 
the country are to be noticed. All 
efforts are being made to mobilize 
the entire country, to carry on 
armed resistance to the bitter end ! 
states the “Social Daily News ” 

/P Military Affairs: General Chiang 
4 Kai-shek, Chairman of the Military 
Affairs Commission, will make changes and readjustments in the 
command on various fronts. The 1 
Shansi-Shensi front, it is reported,' will be delegated to the Eighth 
Route Army, all troops being placed

I under the command of Generals ChuI Teh, Peng Teh-hwei, Hsu Hsiang- I I chen, and other ex-Red Army com- I I manders, who will be appointed to | various important military posts in IShansi and Shensi provinces.On the Peiping-Hankow Railway, General Li Tsung-jen will be ap- I pointed commander of the Chinese forces, being shifted from his I present station on the Tientsin- 
Pukow line. The troops on the!

I Tientsin-Pukow Railway will beI placed under the command of Gen- • 
| eral Tang Sheng-chih. On the I | Kiangsi and Anhwei fronts, the troops stationed there from Yunnan, Kweichow, Szechwan, and Hunan will be put under the command of General Pai Tsung-hsi. On the Chekiang and Fukien front, the crack units of Generals Hsieh Yu, Miao

"?an’ Wu Chi-wei and Hwang Chi-hsiang are stationed, with Gen- eral Chang Fa-kwei as commander- in-chief in this area. In South, China, if serious fighting expands i to that area, General Li Chi-sen will be appointed commander-in- chief at Canton.
Political AffairsImportant changes will be made in the government at Chungking Mr. Chou En-li and General Mao Tze-tung, leaders of the former Chinese Soviet districts, will be appointed to high positions in the government. General Mao and Mr. Chou, who have been stationed at Yenan and Linfeng respectively, have arrived at Nanchang in response to a summons from General Chiang Kai-shek. Both of them will I play an important political role in the future. The State Council, the highest Government organ, will have from five to seven members.
Foreign Affairs

Mp Eugene Chen former Chinese ported to have gone to Moscow. Mr? 
ChCnLi-lli has tWiC^gi^g~lonCTos^ 
cow, flnd is now staying in the 
soviet Capital, it is reported that 
plose relations are now being ma in
dued between China~~^d‘~S'ovipf 
Russia- In Kweichow and Hunan 
Soviet military exnert?s are training 
new Chinese troops.



Kuomintang-Red , 
Unity Arranged

Communists Ask United 
Front Against Japan 

In Xmas Message
(United Press)

HANKOW, Dec. 28.—Indication 
that plans were afoot for per- 

; manent and intimate co-operation 
hetweéh" thediìnèsé 
ffarty land »the Kuomintan; in, 
forming a united front against 
Japanese aggression was given in 
a manifesto issued Christinas Day 
by the Communist Party.

The manifesto, issued in con
nection with the current situa
tion, declared interalia, “Th»? 
Central Headquarters of the 
Chinese Communist Party wishes 
to announce to the entire nation 
that there is a strengthening of 
intimate cooperationbetween 
the Kuomintang and the Coifi^ 

1 'munisf Party ' in the most im- 
Pprtant task to consolidate a na
tional united front against Ja-~ 
panese aggression.

Need Realized
“The two parties have now 

not only realized* the absolute 
necesity to co-operate but they 
have become determined to effect 
a more intimate union. ,

“The Chinese Communist Party . 
has decided to co-operate with ! 
the Kuomintang not only during 
the campaign of resistance against ■

I the Japanese but also after the j 
eventual victory, in the work to

I instruct a new China,
“At the present dangerous I 

juncture, the Communist Party I 
likes to suggest that the Chinese | 
nation should perform along the I 
folowing lines:

“1. Mobilize all national mill- | 
tary material and financial re
sources and man power. Do our 
utmost prolong-—resistance
against warfare in North China 
and, protect Sankow, 
" “2. Consolidate, enlarge and 
unify the national Revolutionary 
Armies.

Stronger Gopemment
*3. Strengthen the National I 

Government.
“4. Carry out the National I 

Defense economic policies. -■
“5. Organize, the masses to I 

assist in the resistance campaign. 1 
| “6. Increase: international pro- ,

paganda work.
“W$ are definitely confident 

that we could defeat Japanese 
g Imperialists because we have the I 

sympathy of democraticcountries \ 

L hated both by their own people 
| Ijl-Japanpowers 
1 abrogdZL—

Diplomats Busy 
(United Press)

HANKOW, Dec] 28.—Coincident
al with the ’united States having 
expressed satisfaction with the 
settlement of the Panay incident, 
observers here were noting with 
interest today maneuvers on the 
Sino-Soviet diplomatic frint.

They attached more than a 
passing significance to the apoint- 
ment of the new Russian Am
bassador to China, the sudden 
arrival of Mr. Wang Min, Com
intern delegate after a five-year 
exile in Moscow, and the impend
ing return of the Chinese Am
bassador from Moscow. Interest 
was also centered on semi-official 
circles of the appointment of Mr. 
Sun Fo as the new Ambassador to 
Russia.

The Ta Kung Pao this morning 
voiced its hopes in an editorial 
that Mr. Ivan Luganets-Orelsky, 
new Soviet Ambassador to China, 
would hasten his Government to 
unite with other powers to take 
positive action against Japan.

The Chinese daily believed that 
a Russo-Japanese war was inevit
able and that the mere conclu
sion of the Sino-Soviet Non-ag- 
gression Pact was not effective 
enough.



Russian Help
Said Welcome

Red Manifesto Banned;
USSR Said Only One < 

To Extend Aid

over

(Transocean-Kuo Mi'i)
HANKOW, Dec. 28.—A Tran> 

ocean representative today inter
viewed a number of leading Chi
nese personalities in order to dis
cover their views concerning the 
rumors that China was on the 
way to being ^bolshevlged?* '

At the headquarters of the Chi
nese Communist party he receiv
ed the assurance that although 
the party still continued to exist 
it had nevertheless renounced for 
the time beingth^carrying out 
Qt>Jitgram or confiscation^ 
private property and the 
threw of the existing govern
ment by force.

Cooperation
The danger to which China was 

exposed had caused the Com
munist party to seek cooperation 
with the Central Government in 
order to strengthen the resistance 
to Japan. Therefore the Red 
Army as such had been, dissolved. 
jnd incorporated. 4n
ffie Central army, 

i It was further stated that the 
Communist party did not insist 
on soviet RussianTTnferventian 
hut wbuid welcome help from any 
^iae7"~The future of the Chines^ 
Communist party after the _war 

yet.he.J®^exk .It was 
nevertheless certain that snQUld 
QieiparULhe reajghi^Lft  ̂A. 
body it would be prepared to work 
lexifier wlfli the govefnrhWt Th 
full consciousness of Its ~ respon
sibilities as Independeht pgrty? ~ ~ Appeal To’Nation

The Communist spokesman 
thereupon translated the latest 
party manifesto which will be 
published shortly. The manifesto 
appeals to the Chinese nation to 
make the necessary sacrifices in 
order to strengthen national resis
tance and to create united China. 
Inquiries at the offices of the 
leading Chinese newspapers here 
revealed the fact that by order of 
the government the manifesto had 
not been admitted for publication 
as the Kuomintang was anxious' 
to prevent any intensified Com-; 
munist propaganda.

The official spokesman of the 
Communist party denied that the 
influence of the Communist party« 
was increasing. He added that if 
China desired to adopt a Com
munist regime she would not 
hesitate to admit it ¿tnce every 
country was entitled to choose 
its own form of government. 
China had however no intention 
of exchanging the principles en
unciated by the founder of the 
Chinese republic, Dr. Sun Yat- 
Sen, for the doctrines of Moscow 
because China had come to re
cognize that Sun Yat-Sen’s teach
ing alone can bring salvation to 
China.

Friendly Gesture 
reply to the question whe- 
the forthcoming reconstitu- 
of the Chinese government

Tn 
ther 
tion 
might result in placing certain 
Communist leaders in leading 
positions as a friendly gesture 
towards Moscow, the Foreign 
Office spokesman (declared that 
this was not intended.

The spokesman admitted that 
China cultivated friendly rela
tions with Moscow in the belief 
that help could ¡be more easily 
obtained from Soviet Russia, who 
herself was menaced by Japan, 
than elsewhere. China needed 
teip and the great Western pow
ers were unwilling to give it. The 
Soviet Union alone had the 
courage to prove her friendship 
to China. China was grateful for 
every assistance and the nation 
that first stretched out the hand 
of friendship would have great 
advantages in China in future.



December 30, 1937 afternoon Translation

Ta kei ’¿Bn Pao of Dec.29 and other local newspapers (Hankow 
tel egram) a

CHINESE COhkUNIST pABTY ISSUES MANIFESTO

The following manifesto was issued by the 
Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party on 
Chri s tma s Day » -

MThe co-operation between the Communist Party 
and the Kuomintang to strengthen the united front against 
Japan is being gradually intensified« The Communist 
Party and the Kuomintang have decided to establish closer 
relationship in future« Besides co-operating with 
the Kuomintang during the period of military operations 
against Japan, the Chinese Communist Party will work 
with the Kudmintang for the reconstruction of a modem 
China after final victory has been achieved« At this 
time of national crisis, the following work should be 
carried out immediately>-
1) 4» mobilization of the human power, materials and 

financial resources of the country. Every effort bo 
made to prolong the resistance in North China and to 
defend Hankow*

2) The revolutionary troops throughout the country be 
strengthened and enlarged«

3) Dae organization of the National Government be 
str eng thened«

4) An economic policy for the defence of the nation be 
enforced«

5) The people of the country be organized to participate 
in anti-Japanese hostilities«

6) '•¡he propaganda work be expanded«
“We are confident that China will defeat tho 

Japanese Imperialists, because the democratic nations 
throughout the world are in sympathy with China* The 
people of Japan and of the world detest the Japanese 
mili ta rists, *
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In October 1936 - prior to the Sian Coup d*Etat - the

Chinese Communist Party changed its original policy of *cla 

struggle* and endeavoured to adopt a programme of co-operation 

with the Kuomintang with a view to achieving a common front 

against the incessant Japanese aggression. In the early stages, 

the Nanking Government doubted the sincerity of the communists»

but as the necessity for future co-operation between the two

par ties bee ame i ncreasingly apparent, negotiations through an 

exchange of representatives appointed by Nanking to Nga-Yao-pao

), then the Red capital in North Shensi, or vice versa,

were carried out. Nothing tangible, however, resulted from 

these conversations, and when the Sian incident of November

1936 occurred, all hope of liaison between the two parties

was abandoned» However, strange to say, the incident accelerated 

the delayed union - the formation of a united front against

/¡^national aggression» especially Japan

During the Sian Coup d*Etat (November 12 to December 25) 

certain leaders of the Chinese Communist Party, such as Mao

Shih-tu ng ( -6 %•> ), commander of the Red Army, Çjaaw J£n-lai

)» once Secretary of the Chinese Communist Party, and 
Zing Paung-shien ( //JC), ex-Chief of the Chinese Communist

Youth League, were given an opportunity of conferring with

Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, when an amicable understanding

was reached. This conference gave rise to many false rumours

which were calculated to camouflage the real motives for

convening the conference. The conclusion of an agreement 

containing eight clauses was, however, emphatically denied by 

both parties

On his return to the South, Generalissimo Chiang Kai-ghek
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retired for a time to his native village at Fenghwa, Chekiang

Forwarded by

Province, to study the situation and to await crystallization

of the views of his colleagues in the Nanking Government. As

soon as he had won over a majority in support of his propoeal

for a rapproachment, he proceeded to the capital to attend the

Third Plenary Session convened in ■B'ebruary 193ftt when the________

declaration of the reunion was received without opposition»

This reunion of the Government with the Chinese Communist

Party brought about the following political changes:-

___  1 ) The initial change in name of the Chinese Red Army______

to "The People*s Revolutionary Army* formerly known_____

ae the "E igth Route Army of the National Revolutionary _

___ ______Army.* _ _____ ____________________________ __________________

2) The deletion of the nomenclature "Chinese Soviet

__  _____ Republic. "_____________ _______________________ ___  _______

_____  3) The release of political offenders throughout the

___________ country._____________________________________

______ 4) The cessation of communist propaganda attacking the

Nanking Government._ ____________________________________ _ ___ _

______ 5) The regular payment of 100,000 soldiers of the People*s

___________Revolutionary Army by the Nanking Treasury._______________

______ 6 )__ The exchange of représentâtives and the establishment

___________of offices at S i anjf She ns i ), Fu-e ze( No r th She n s i ),________
____ Nanking and Shanghai: Chang ChungfC^-^) being the______ _

Government repreeentative at Sian, Yih Chien-ying________
_________ & ), the communist delegate at .Nanking, and____________ _

Pan Han-nyien(iB^^ ), Chief of the Shanghai Office

___________residing in this city._________________ _ ____________________ _

The rapproe^phment brought a cessation of internal strife
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and a period of peace eneued - followed by signs of growing 

prosperity in China. The leaders of all political parties 

assembled and held round-table conference at Lushan and 

elsewhere to diecues the problems of national defence and______

industry, and measures on the future development of China’s _

resources were drafted. Had these circumstances been________ _

allowed to continue, the nation would, in time have attained

_ a standard of progress, both militarily and economically,___ 

hitherto unknown in China.________________________________________

On the other hand« no sooner had internal peace been restored 

wi thin China Proper, than the country was faced with external

on the Mont go1ian border and the new menace at

_ SuiyuAp gave the Chinese people a fresh impetus for a nation- 

wide anti-Japanese campaign which resulted in the arrest of 

eeven leaders of the local national salvation movement in 

November 1936. The Chinese Government perceived that through 

the apprehension and conviction of these so-called radicals, 

the intensity of the movement would be greatly reduced, _

However, this step met with much opposition, especially among

on the Government to adopt a stronger attitude towards foreign 

aggression-________________________________________

Perceiving the sudden change in the attitude of the Chinese

Government towards her, Japan accused the Kuomintang of__________

fostering Communist co-operation in its fight against Japanese 

policy in China and used this as a pretext for large-scale_

aggression.________ ____ ________________________ '________________

The Lukuochiao Incident of July 8 marked the commencement 

of this policy of aggression on the part of Japan and at the
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same time signalized a wave of anti-Japanese sentiment, * 

unprecedented in the history of China» against which the 

government was unable to continue to execute its policy of 

passive resistance,_____ ____________________ ______ _

During the Shanghai conflict which lasted from August 13 

to November 12, soldiers of the various military units and 

members of different political clio.ues, including the eeven 

released leaders, united in a propaganda campaign on national 

salvation 1 ines. So far no friction or jealousy between_

the two parties has come to light since the rapproachment________

be tween the Kuomintang and the Chinese Communist Party in their 

so-called "United Front" policy against Japan’s armed encroach

ment,_____ _ :__________

D. I
A

D.C.(Special Branch)
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With reference to the attached newspaper reports to the 

effect that Mr. Chow Ung Lai» Vice-Chairman of the Revolutionary

Military Council of the Chinese Communist Party, recently visit

ed Shanghai with the object of re-organizing the Party, I._have__

to state that this information lacks confirmation.The report_

Following the conclusion of a rapprochement durijng the

Spring of 1937 in consequence of the Sian incident between the

ommunist Party and the Nanking Government» the former issued

an order instructing that the ^Central Political Bureau
(I ) (chief executive organ) together with its

various branches be replaced by organs to be entitled "Distrfct
vM Offices of the Special Area of the Chinese Republic

In May 1937 one named Chang Kuo Zeu a member

takeM Ach^of the Communist Party, was i
few. charge of the "Shanghai Office of the Special Area of the
***W<«*^ L. 'dr rtfl a-l 77 k t tfChinese Republic* If •/ . At the beginning

of June Chang was instructed to invite local professors to___

proceed to the North West to give lectures to students of______
the North West University in Shensi. At the same time he 

was given» through another member of the Communist Party.

several letters written by Mr. Chow Ung Lai and addressed______

to some of the professors who were formerly friends of Mr, Chow. 
On being approached by Chang with these letters the professors

suspected that Mr. Chow was in Shanghai hence the outcome of 

the rumour of Mr. Chow’s visit here.
From reliable sources the following information has been

obtained regarding the present relations between the Communist

Party and the Kuomintang«»
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Mr. Chiang Ching Kuo Gene raltes imo

Chiang Kai Shek and an ardent believer in communism, who

-returned to China from the U.S.S.R. in April, 1937, is now

being made use of as a liaison officer by the Nanking Govern-

mant, the Chitieae Communist Party and the D.S.S.R._

He is at present residing in Chi Kou * ), Fenghwa, 

Chekiang, where Marshal Chang Hsueh Liang is staying more or 

less under detention. Recently several meetings between 

representatives of the Nanking Government and the Communist 

Party were held in Chi Kou and the folLowxn^ are amongst the 
more important resolutions which were passed during these______

meetings*-________________________________ _______ ____________________

1. That Generals Chu Teh ), Mau Shih Tung 

_ Yih Kjen Ying < and 7 others (names unknown? be________

appointed to be commanders of the 10 divisions of the_________

_ reorganized red armies.__________ ___ ____________________________

2, That the reorganized red armies be called »National___________

Revolutionary Armies." )

5. That anything affecting the "National Revolutionary Armies1* 

be discussed by the 10_divisional commanders and Gen. Koo__
Tso Dong Chief of the Field Headquarters at

Sian, before a decision is made.

4. That the Military Commission of the Nanking Government be

invested with the authority to direct the "National

Revolutionary Armies" after the Government has declared.

war with Japan.__________________________________________

When the above resolutions were first put forth by the 

delegates of the Communist •»'arty, they were refused con-____ 

sideration by th a Kunmintang repra»wntat i vaa at. the meeting.
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on the grounds that they were contrary to the terms in settling 

the dispute between the two parties* However, in order to 

smooth the situation, the Communist delegates declared that in 

exnhanging for the agreement of the Kuomintang with these ___ .
resolutions the Communist Party would forsake the control of 

all the remnant red troops in Fokien, Klangsi and Anhui, and 

permit the Kuomintang to reorganize and place them under the____

control of Gen. Chang Pah Kwei Commander of the

Bandit Suppression Troops at the border of Fokien, Kiangs1,

_ Anhui and Chekiang Provinces, With the approval of____________  
_ Gen. Chiang Kai Shek, the Kuomintang representatives eventually 

accepted these conditions, /___ _______________________________

It is reported that Gen, Chien Pah Chun and
__Mr. Chang Chung ^ ), a member of the C.E.C. of the 

Kuomintang, were amongst _the representatives of the Kuomintang_

while Gen. Yih Kian Ying, one of the prominent red army com- 

the Communist Party at the above conferences

The two parties are at present discussing the problem of

has yet been reached in connection with the matter

P.C. (special Branch)

•ess to be held on November 12, 1937, No decision

of communist delegates at the next National
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With reference to the attached translations from the

"Diamond", a Chinese newspaper in its Issue of June 18, and the__

Hippo, a Japanese newspaper in its issue of June 22, 1937,  
regarding the visit to Shanghai of Chow Ung Lai (Ml Q K )> a 

Chinese communist loader: I have to state that the origin of

the information is unknown. However, the information is__________

reported by the Japanese paper ment ioned above_to have emanated___

from Chinese quarters. Judging from the fact that the____________
informât ion regarding Chow Ung Lai's visit to Shanghai appeared 

in the three local Japanese newspapers on the same day, it 

would appear that the information emanated from the same 

source and was published without confirmation.

_________ The local Japanese Consular Police were visited regarding

this matter when the undersigned was informed that the Japanese 

authoritles had also received information that the communist___

leader was in Shanghai. However, the Japanese Authorities are

in possession of other information from a different source that 

Chow Ung Lai is in Lushan. The Japanese Consular Police state 

that so far they have received no ewaiiwbie information___________

cegarding the whereabouts of Chow Ung Lai, but „in view of the_____

present conciliatory attitude of the Kuomintang toward the 

Chinese Communist Party, it.may be taken for granted that it 

would not be impossible for Chow Ung Lai to pay a secret and

undetected visit to Shanghai.



NIP PO

CHINESE STUDENTS ACTIVE TO REORGANIZE COMMUNIST PARTY

Since the arrival of the comnunist 
leader» Chow Ung-lait in Shanghai Chinese communists are 
active towards re-establishing the communist party. The 
communist organizers, who have received a secret order 
from Chow Ung-lai to re-organize the communist party, are 
active among the students' national salvation associations 
of various universities.

About a week ago the United 
University Students' National Salvation Association held a 
meeting of representatives of various students' national 
salvation associations at a certain Peiping restaurant on 
Foochow Road and discussed ways and means for future 
propaganda. The following resolutions were passedt-

1. That the movement for the release of ths seven 
arrested popular front leaders be accelerated.

2. That the regulations governing the elections of



June 18, 1937. Afternoon Translation

The Diamond (£" ) «-

REPORT OF CHINESE COOUNIST STAYING AT BURLINGTON HOTEL 
FOUND UNTRUE

Yesterday the "Shanghai Mainichi", a local 
Japanese daily, published a report stating that chbW Ung- 
lai ( AJ £ )» a prominent member of the Chinese
Communist Party, had arrived in Shanghai and was staying 
at the Burlington Hotel, Bubbling Well Road. The report 
added that Chow Ung-lai would leave Shanghai for abroad 
in company with General Yang Hu-cheng fl. tA. ) on s>s. 
"President Hoover" on June 29.

Acting on information contained in the above 
report, a number of newspaper reporters called at the 
Burlington Hotel to seek news but they could not locate 
Chow Ung-*lai. subsequent enquiries made at the local
residence of General Yang Hu-Cheng and other quarters 
also failed to confirm the information. After some 
study, the reporters realized that the report published 
in the Japanese newspaper was entirely a fabrication.



THE SHANGHAI TIMES, THURSDAY, JUNE 17, 1937J

Japanese Report Noted 
Communist, Chou En-lai,

On Stealthy Visit Here
Red Chieftain Declared Here To Negotiate With 

Kuomintang Leaders For Delegates At 
National Assembly Gathering

EXTRAORDINARY PRECAUTIONS TAKEN TO 
AVOID FASCIST ATTEMPT ON LIFE

Chou En-lai, the Communist leader for whose head General 
Chiang Kai-shek once offered $100,000, was reported yesterday 
by all three local Japanese newspapers to be in town.

The Vice-Chairman of the Revolutionary Military Council 
arrived in Shanghai “two or three days ago,” these dailies said.
He was stated to be a guest at 
Well Road.

Surmises on the purpose on 
ing to the newspapers.The Shanghai “Mainichi” said the Red chieftain was here to continue negotiations with Nanking leaders on three points. These were given as:1. —The appointment of eight Communist delegates to the National Assembly.2. —The contents of a draft resolution to be jointly adopted by the various factions at the Assembly.3. —The adoption of measures to pacify Mohammedan tribes in Sin- kiang now engaged in a revolt against Soviet-backed administrators,

Visit At RulingBefore coming here, the “Mainichi” further stated, he visited General Chiang at Kuling and also stayed for a while in Nanking. This is his second sojourn in Shanghai, the Japanese daily asserted; On'hTs 

the Burlington Hotel, Bubbling

Mr. Chou’s visit varied accord- previous trip, earlier this month, he conferred with Mr. T. V. Soong, chairman of the board of directors, of the Bank of China and one of the two principal negotiators in the release of General Chiang in Sian in December last year; General Yang Hu-chen, leading figure in the revolt who is now preparing to take a trip abroad, and others, the paper said.The Shanghai “Nippo” and the Shanghai “Nichi-Nichi” linked Mr. Chou’s visit to an attempt to rebuild the Chinese Communist Party.Mr. Chou, the two dailies said in similar reports, was given a sum of money by General Chiang to proceed abroad in company with General Yang.“He apparently has no intention of doing so,” the Nichi-Nichi” said. Another rumour, reported by the two dailies, was that he would proceed to Sinkiang by air “accompanied by a well-known newspaper editor.”
Fears Fascist Attempt“Because of the fear of a Fascist, attempt upon his life,” the Shanghai “Nichi-Nichi” added, ”Mr. Chou is registered under an assumed named and extraordinary precautions are being taken to safeguard his safety.”1 This is the second prominent: 'Chinese Soviet official reported by the Japanese press to have visited! Shanghai recently.On June 5, the Japanese papers, said that Chu Teh, chairman of the Revolutionary Military Council, had’ been a house guest at the home of; General Chiang Kai-shek in the French Concession from May 26 to 29, when he had flown back to Sian.These reports lacked confitmation..Mr. Chou, who was active in; Shanghai during the Nationalist advance from Canton, studied in i Japan and in Europe. He is credit-} ed with having organized the; Chinese Communist League in Paris in 1919. When the Kuomintang, I ! controlled by General Chiang broke with the Communists in 1927, Mr. Chou joined Chu Teh and others to organize the Chinese Soviets in Kiangsi, where he became a commissar in 1931.



June 26, 1937 THE CHINA WEEKLY REVIEW

Communist Leader Arrives in Shanghai to 
Re-establish Party

The Shanghai Nippo June 22 stated that since the secret 
penetration into Shanghai of Chow En-lai, noted Communist chief, 
the movement for the reestablishment of the Chinese Communist 
Party has been tactfully expanded. Upon the secret instructions 
given by Chow En-lai, his followers allegedly commenced their 
activities in the establishment of the branch headquarters of the 
Chinese Communist Party in various local universities and colleges 
in collaboration with the United Student National Salvation As
sociations in these different educational institutions. About a 
week ago, Mr. Chow had a conference with representatives of the 
national salvation associations of the students in a Peking restaurant 
on Foochow Road, at which a decision was reached, among others, 
to demand the revision of the regulations governing the election of 
representatives to the National People’s Congress.

UUUpj V»vu«M __ ____ t , .. «

GEN. CHIANG’S SON AND CHOW EN-LAI ALLEGEDLY 
CONFERRING ON REBUILDING OF RED PARTY

Chiang Ching-kuo, son of General Chiang Kai-shek, who 
recently returned from a period of study in Russia, is conferring 
with Chow En-lai, vice-chairman of the Revolutionary Military 
Council of the Chinese Soviet, regarding means to rebuild a 
legalized Chinese Commjunist Party, according to a report pub

lished in the Shanghai Mainichi, 
June 17. The reorganized 
Communist party, the Mainichi 
said, would be radically 
different from that which 
created the Chinese Soviet 
Government in Juikin, Kiang- 
si, and would abandon the 
tenets that it advertised pre
vious to the Sian coup of 
Dec. 12 last year. “Gen. 
Chiang feels/’ the paper con
tinued, “that so long as the 
Communist party intends to go 
along with the Kuomintang in 
creating a new nation, there 
are no grounds for opposition. 

“He appears to be of 
the opinion that two great 
parties can exist side by side 
in the manner followed by

Chow En-lai other democratic nations, ’’the
Japanese daily asserted. Chow, 

who was said to have flown to Kuling in company with “ano
ther Communist,” Is. endeavoring to rebuild the Communist 
party so that it would not have to bow to the dictates of the 
Kuomintang at the National People’s Congress on Nov. 12 this 
year, according to the Mainichi. Unless. they regain their strength 
by then, the paper pointed out, the Reds would be heavily 
outnumbered by the Nationalists. Other subjects being discussed 
between Chow and the Generalissimo, the journal added, 
included the selection of Communist delegates to Congress, the 
adoption of a joint resolution by all factions and the pacification 
of revolting Mohammedans in Sinkiang.



NIP PO

CHINESE STUDENTS ACTIVE TO REORGANIZE COMMUNIST PARTY

Since the arrival of the conmunist 
leader* Chow Ung-lai, in Shanghai Chinese communists are 
active towards re-establishing the communist party. The 
communist organizers, who have received a secret order 
from Chow Ung-lai to re-organize the communist party, are 
active among the students' national salvation associations 
of various universities.

About a week ago the United 
University Students’ National Salvation Association held a 
meeting of representatives of various students* national 
salvation associations at a certain Peiping restaurant on 
Eoochow Road and discussed ways and means for future 
propaganda. The following resolutions were passed»-

1. That the movement for the release of the seven 
arrested popular front leaders be accelerated.

2. That the regulations governing the elections of 

representatives to the National Assembly be rcvis.d and that 
students be given the right of voting.

It is noteworthy that a large 
number of girl students attended the meeting.



NIPPO ✓

COMMUNIST LEASER MEETS MADAME CHIANG KAI-SHEK 
IK SHAMGlgff

It is reported that Chu Teh* 
¿hairman of the Red Army Affairs Committee* arrived in 
Shanghai on Wednesday last and held a conference with 
Madame Chiang Kai-shek at the latter's hone* During the 
conference he informed Madame Chiang of the Red Army 
Situation and the result of the co-operation between the 
National Government and the Communist Party» It is said 
tnat there are 100*000 Red soldiers in Shensi* Kansu* 
Hunan and Szechuen Provinces» Chu Teh left again for 
Sian on Saturday»

The C»C* Corps at Sian murdered 
two body guards of Chow Ung-iai during an attempt on the 
life of the latter* For this reason* the Nanking Government 
is perturbed about the activities of the C* 0« Corps»
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Following their expulsion from the Central Provinces of 
China the Chinese red armies moved up into the West and North
west where the barren and inaccessable nature of the country 
curtailed their food and ammunition supplies, thus considerably 
weakening the morale of the forces.__

Soviet Russia, seeking to strengthen her position in
relation to China and at the same time watchful, of_ Japan’s. 
increasing influence in the Far East, made a proposal to
General Chiang Kai Shek suggesting that Russia would assist
China in her efforts to organize a strong Central Government 
if China, for her part» would incorporate the Chinese Com
muni st Party with the Kuomintang»

In spite of the efforts of Marshal Chang Hsueh Liang, 
whose troops were in close proximity to and friendly with 

e Red armies, to persuade him to accept this proposal» 
meral Chiang refused and continued with his bandit suppression

campaign
With the ocourrence of the Sian incident» however» 

change in the situation took place and General Chiang promised 
his kidnappers that he would reconsider the question pertain
ing to the Red armies and endeavour to arrange an amicable
settlement

On April 3» 1937, it is reported, Chow
of the Chinese Communist Party, accompanied by Chang T*soong__

a member of the C»JS»C, of the Kuomintang and a, 
follower of General Peng Yu Hsiang, a sympathiser of th£
Communist Party» arrived at Penghwa and confered with-General 
Chiang» The dispute between the Kuomintang and the Communist
Party was discussed and an agreement containing the
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terms was reached:- ___ _____________________ ______
1 # That the Communist Party abandon its efforts at the  

dissemination of propaganda»_____________ ________
2> That the Chinese SovietGoyernment be abolished* --- ------
3• That the Red Armies be re-organized and formed into ten 

divisions; that they be considered as a part of the_ ___
regular Government army#___ 2_____________

__4# ^^Q-t the Red Armies when re-organized be stationed in—their 
former districts and that ten divisional commanders be __

_aPP0inted by the National Government#____________7___ _
5» That if the occasion arose the Government Rhonlj be

prepared to resist Japan#___________________ _
__6# That political rights should not be reserved exclusively 

for Kuomintang members#~
2 • That a democratic Government be established#________________

_ 8. That Chu Teh and Mau Shih Tung, the two prominent commanders 
of the Red Armies, be sent to Moscow on the completion of 
the reorganization of the Red Armies#________________

It is further reported that Chow Ung Lai accompanied by____
seven others including^the undermentioned, recently left for____
Moscow: -___ _____________ ____ _

L» Sung Hing Kiu ), age 31, a native of Pengtien#____
Chief of Chang Hsueh Liangfs bodyguards and a ringleader in
the kidnapping of General_.._2hi_________ ----------------- -----

8, Miao Chien Chiu ( age 36, a native of one of
the North Eastern provinces; a prominent member of the C.Y, 
Clique of the Chinese Communist Party.

As far as the recent labour trouble in Shanghai is con-____
concerned there seems little reason to believe that the
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Communist Party is to blame; it is possible, however, that 
certain members of the Party, knowing that a compromise had 
been reached between the Communist Party and the Kuomintang
and with a desire to bring themselves into a prominent jpos.itiont
may have attempted to instigate certain of the strikes^..

Recent strikes in Shanghai may be attributed in a great 
degree to both of the following reasons*-
jl* General increase in the cost of living»

Workers emboldened by the knowledge that the Kuomintang„is__
making every effort to win the support of the labour classes 
in Shanghai, strike with the assurance of support, either 
open or otherwise, of the Cxovernment»

0 Clerk

fS

D._C. (Special Branch).
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Problem of Reconciliation between the National Government and the

Chinese Soviet Republic

by D*I* Kuh Pao Hwa __ Forwarded by.

In compliance with the instructions of the D,Ce (Special

Branch) on the attached report» I have to state that further

enquiries have been made regarding the problem of_reconciliation 
between the Chinese Republic Special Area Government (until

recently known as the Chinese Soviet Republic) and the National

Government, and the following is a resume of the circumstances

surrounding the proposed amalgamation of these two bodies^

« The proposed reconciliation was initiated in February

1956 when the Chinese Communist Party distributed a circular

letter to political parties» military units and the masses 
throughout the country urging all parties to unite against

Japan, Simultaneously, another circular letter was addressed 

by the Chinese Red Army to commanders of the various Government 

military units, including Gen. Chiang Kai Shek, suggesting

/__that a conference of Government and Communist Militarists be___

_ convened to discuss the formation of an anti-Japanese army»_____

com^gised of Government and Communist soldiers»

In pursuance of its new policy of effecting a cessation_

civil strife and of forming an "Anti-Japanese United Front*,

Chinese Communist Party expressed its willingness to 
ii\5jift>olish the Chinese Soviet Republic and to place the Red Army

under the control of a Military Affairs Commission in which

the Communists would be given proportionate representation.

^»1 The Government authorities, however, doubted the sincerity 
of the Chinese Communist Party and consequently paid no heed

to the proposal

Following the failure of this attempt at rapprochement,

a

the Chinese Communist Party, reverting to basic principle
of racial revolution, moved for a reconciliation with the
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North-Eastern troops and Gen. Yang Hu Cheng’s army in the North- 

Wes t. It is claimed by the Communist Party that this recon-_____
ciliation has met with unqualified success» but it is generally 

thought that this success is only evident among the lower ranks 

of the two armies mentioned.

During the month of November 1956» Gen. Chiang Kai Shek_____

tried to bring pressure on the military units in Shensi to 

extend their anti-bandit campaign, but the latter» in view__
of their partial reconciliation with the Communist Party, 

were unwilling to renew hcstilities with the Reds. This__________

refusal resulted in the Young Marshal’s invitation to Gen.____

Chiang Kai Shek to give an instructive lecture to the former's 

troops at Sian. The Generalissimo accepted the invitation_

and, despite the negative advice of his loyal subordinates,_______ I
proceeded to the Shensi capital, where the young officers of 
—the aforementioned armies brought about the Sian Coup d’etat 

which resulted in the detention of Gen. Chiang and a number 

of prominent Government officials.

There are indications that during the negotiations which 

followed, the eight demands submitted by the mutineers for 

the release of the Generalissimo and his entourage, were accepted 

and endorsed by Mr. T.V. Soong, but with the refusal of the 

Nanking authorities to countenance acceptance of these demands, 

the general situation at once assumed a more serious aflA&&t ¿urecr 

and hostilities between the two parties seemed imminent. 

The peace-loving faction of the Nanking Government, however, 

succeeded in checking the hasty decision of the Government___

radicals and the release of the Generalissimo was obtained 
after further negotiations.
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At this junction, preparations were in progress for the___

convention of the Kuomintang Third Plenary Session. Although___

the proposed rapprochement with the Chinese Communist Party 
moved by Madame Sun Yat Sen and seconded by 13 other prominent

government officials was not discussed by the congress^_a___

compromise was vaguely hinted at in a mahifesto drafted by Mr.___

Wang Ching Wei and issued on the termination of the Session._____

It is believed that henceforth the Nanking Government will_____  

evince a more moderate attitude towards its opponents

Mr. Chang Chung, a member of the C.E.C. of the Kuomintang,

was detailed sometime ago to open negotiations at Sian with___

representatives of the Chinese Communist Party on the Problem__

of reconciliation. Discussions aiming at reaching a definite 

formula are now in progress, but, owing to the present serious

illness of Gen. Chiang Kai Shek, an expeditions settlement___ 

of the problem appears doubtful

D. I

D.C. (Special Branch)
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With reference to_the attached newspaper report to the 
effect that the Chinese Communist Party in the North-West 

has accepted the measures drawn up by the Kuomintang Third 

Plenary Session, that all the Red forces be reorganized and 

placed under the control of the Military Affairs Commission 

at Nanking, that Party leaders including Gen. chu Teh and

Gen. Mao shih Tung will voluntarily dissolve their Soviet

Government and cease their Red propaganda, I have to state 

that this informatAon lacks confirmation. The report probably 

arises out of the following circumstances»-

Prior to the convention of the Third Plenary Session 

v advance information was obtained by the Communist Party to the 

effect that the Kuomintang would move a proposition to the

Congress to the effect that no rival government be allowed to 

exist as long as the Central Government remains in power, 

otherwise it would amount to an open challenge to the existence 

of the National Government. .Being aware of what was likely to 

¡transpire, the Communist Party at about the same time as the

Third Plenary session was convened, declared that the Red Army 

would henceforth be known as the *Anti-Japanese Revolutionary

Army" P), while the Soviet area would be termed the 

“Practical Land Test Area* (i fe). The change of the

nomenclature of the Red Army is in accordance with the Anti- 

Japanese United Pront Policy of the Communist party and is 

intended to clearly indicate to the masses the objective of

this army. The functions of the Red Army, however,still

remain unchanged.

No Information nas yet coiae to hand regarding the acceptance

by the Communist Party of' the measures drawn up by _ Third_____
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Plenary Session or the possible amalgamation of the two ad- 
mlnistrative bodies together with their respective auxilliaries



Hwa Mei Wan Pao dated March 4 ;-

RED ARMY TO BE REORGANIZED BY NANKING

\ According to reliable information, the
Communist Party in the North-West has accepted all the measure 
for their surrender as drawn up at the Third Plenary Session 
of the Kuomintang. All the Red forces under the Communist

j Party will be reorganized by the Central authorities and will 
be placed under the control of the Military Affairs Commission 
while the leaders of the Communist Party like Chu Teh aid

Mao Tse Tung will voluntarily dissolve their Soviet Government 
and cease their propaganda for the sovietization of China. 
After they have given up their military snd political work, 

these leaders will be sent abroad.
It is learnt that the Communist Party has

I already started to make arrangements with the Central author
ities to carry out the arrangements. The Central Government 

^.qrthas already sent an important official to ihe North-West to 
handle the negotiations.



MAINICHI (¡-J-J 7,
CO-OPERATION BET' ELN NANKING GOVERNMENT 

AND COMMUNIST PARTY
The Main!chi publishes the foilct. ing leading articlei-
As a result of the Third 

Plenary Session the Nanking Government is reported to 
have decided to bring about a change of the Japanese, 
German and Italian Ambassadors to China as the first 
step to be adopted against the joint defence policy adopted 
by these three countries.

Japan had proposed co-operation 
with China against the communists for the safety of the 
Far East, but the Government and the people of China 
misunderstood Japan’s motives and charged Japan with
being an aggressor. The co-operation must deal with 
the- Chinese communist party and the red army but its 
motive is to put a check to the Soviet’s advance and 
influence. Should China no-operate with the communists 
the anti-communist campaign will become a seri jus question 
for Japan. The Chinese communist party 
may cease its anti-Chieng Kai Shek and anti-Nanking 
Government activities in returfl for Nanking’s co-operation. 
The communist party will then play a great part in China’s 
politics and Soviet Russia will derive much benefit 
because the Comintern will be pulling the strings behind 
the scenes. The temporar; inactivity of the communists 
is a part of their tactics, they will never co-opereta 
to support a government of capitalists and imperialists.



/MUiCtfl "KEM&ASS OF CHIANG KAI SEEK EFFECTED JY COMMUNIST 
<-.1.^7 " IfcAflER

A special telegram from Hanking 
reports that serious attention is being paid to the 
activities of the red troops in Kansu and Shensi Provinces 
as it is likely to cause international complications 
between Japan, Manchukuo, China and Soviet Russia, After 
the Sian incident the National Government completely

ceased its anti-communist campaign. Furthermore the 
Kuomintang and the Communist party are coming closer 
together after Nanking reached a compromise with the 
forces of General Chang Hsueh Liang and General Yang 
Hu Chung. Co-operation between the National Government 
and the Communist Party is approaching.

Chow Eng Lai, a leader of the 
Communist Party, who rendered great service in the release 
of General Chiang Kai Shek from Sian, negotiated with 
General Chiang Kai Shek at Fenghua for the unification of 
the Kuomintang and the Communist Party. This question 
was heatedly debated at the Third plenary Session. As 
a result, four conditions were drawn up for co-operation 
between the National Government and the Communist Party. 
Mr. Chang Chong, member of the C.E.C.,was dispatched to 
Shensi to conduct the negotiations \ ith communists. 
Eventually the communist party accepted the conditions 
and it was decided to carry out the following four measures:-

1. That the Chinese Soviet Government be cancelled;
thrt the Nanking Government be recognized as a united 
government and the central authority of anti-Japanese 
organizations; that positive support be given to the 
Nanking Government.

2. That the title of red army be abolished and
be put under the control of the Military Affairs Commission.

3. That all communistic propaganda and anti-Nanking 
Government activities be suppressed.

4. That class struggle be abandoned.



Hwa Mei Wan Pao dated March 4

RED ARMY TO BE REORGANIZED BY NANKING

According to reliable information, the 
Communist Party in the North-West has accepted all the measures 
for their surrender as drawn up at the Third Plenary Session 
of the Kuomintang. All the Red forces under the Communist 
Party will be reorganized by the Central authorities and will 
be placed under the control of the Military Affairs Commission, 
while the leaders of the Communist Party like Chu Teh and 

Mao Tse Tung will voluntarily dissolve their Soviet Government 
and cease their propaganda for the sovietization of China. 
After they have given up their military and political work, 

these leaders will be sent abroad. z
It is learnt that the Communist Party has 

already started to make arrangements with the Central author
ities to carry out the arrangements. The Central Government 
has already sent an important official to ihe North-West to 
handle the negotiations.



February 24, 1937. Afternoon Translation.

Hwa Tung Ya Pao dated February 23 (Nanking Telegram)

THE COMMUNISTS AND THE. NANIZING GOVERNMENT

Following the peaceful settlement of the 
Shensi trouble, the red bandits, taught by their bitter 
experiences Iduring the past few years and now fully 
realuzing the favourable tendency of the people towards 
the National Government, are contemplating surrender to 
the Nanking Government. As a matter of fact, they 
are already contemplating disbandment. When the Third 
Plenary Session was in progress at Nanking, the communist 
bandits conducted extensive propaganda reagrding their surrender 
to the National Government. They advocated the concentration 
of the whole strength of the nation for resistance against 
XX.

The National Government resolved to give the 
communists a .chance for repentance. It is learned that 
the communist -arty, with a view to proving its sincerely, 
has announced the severance of its connection with the
Third Internationale



THS THIRI PLENARY SESSION

The Mainichi publishes the 
following leading article:»

The Third Plenary Session closed 
yesterday after discussing the conmunist problem. The 
important proposals submitted to the Session and the 
results of the discuss!ors have net boon made public.The three proposals reported to have been submitted to the Session by Sian and ¿he 
other prop sals reported to have been submitted by General Peng Yu Hsiang, General Li Lieh Chun, Madame 
Sun Yat Sen and General Chang Chun have not been made 
public. The anti-Japanese proposals and the result of
the pro-communist discussion are being kept secret. In 
the declaration issued by the Third Plenary Session no 
mention was made of the anti-Japanese policy, but pro
European and pro-American intentions were expressed.

Mr. Chang Chi, an elder statesman 
strchgly advocated a great change in China's policy 
towards Japan. It is said that no change will be made 
in the anti-communist campaign, but General Chiang Kai 
Shek purposely read the eight demands submitted by Sian 
at the Third Plenary Session and requested a discussion. 
Thus General Chiang Kai °hek has fulfilled his promise 
made at Sian, but it cannot be said that the proposal 
has been accptedr as General Chiang Kai ^hek’s anti
communist policy has been changed and the campaign has 
now ceased. The important business of the Session
was to deal with the Sian incident, but the Sian demands 
have teen neither accepted nor rejected. As regards 
anti-Japanese policy, no definite decision has been 
reached. All problems still remain unsolved.



February 22, 1937 Afternoon Translation

Crystal J'/ó) publishes the following articled
NANKING GC VEHEMENT AND THE COMMUNISTS
According to a person arriving here from Shensi 

the Communists in Shensi and Kansu Provinces have completely 
come to their senses. Cn February 10 they informed the 
Third Internationale of their severance from the Communist Party.

Meanwhile, the Communists have made known in a written declaration five points, three of which are as 
followss-
1) The Soviet organizations of Communists in the five North

west provinces, namely, Sinkiang, Kansu, Shensi, Tsinghai and Ninghsia will be abolished.
2) The comrades in the North-west will unanimously accept 

the guidance of the Chinese Kuomintang and obey the orders 
of the Central military authorities at Nanking.

3) The policy of incendiarism, massacre of people, landlords and capitalists and immorality will be abandoned.
The Communists are ready to surrender to the Nanking Government. It is understood that the Central 

authorities will conduct a careful study into the matter and 
will probably accept the Communists on certain conditions.
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Complete Recantation Of 
Red Tenets Asked Before 

Reconciliation Possible
C. E. C. Makes Known Conditions Precedent To Any 

Dealings By Nanking With Communist Element, 
Whose List Of Crimes Are Enumerated

IMPORTANT RESOLUTION PASSED AT 
THIRD PLENARY SESSION

NANKING, Feb. 21.—Complete recantation of Communistic 
doctrines and abolition of the Red Army and Government are 
first' conditions which are held absolutely necessary for a 
reconciliation with the Communist-bandits, according to an 
important resolution passed by the sixth general meeting of the 
Third Plenary Session of t£e Fifth Kuomintang Central 
Executive Committee aftemebn.

Echo Of Year 1931These, the resolution points out, are facts which need no enumeration. The crowning crime of the Communist-bandits, however, was what they had done since September, 1931, when China was plunged into a grave national crisis.Taking advantage of the Government’s preoccupation with the external menace, the Communists attacked Kangchow in Kiangsi during the Shanghai War. Later during hostilities along the Great Wall in 1933 they attacked Fuchow and menaced Nanchang. In both cases they hindered the free movement of Government troops for national defence.Now having been driven to the Northwestern corner of the country, where livelihood is difficult and where foodstuffs are scarce, the Communist-bandits began to spread reports of their alleged willingness to surrender.The resolution then says: With universal brotherhood at heart, the Kuomintang is not disposed to de-
Until and unless thci Communist-bandits sincerely repent 

their past mistakes, obey the Three People’s Principles, abide by 
the nation’s laws and strictly adhere to military discipline, there 
could be no question of the Central Government again taking
thj»m into its fold, the resolution declared.The resolution, which was moved by the Presidium, listed four major conditions under - which ïhe Central authorities would be prepared toI effect a reconciliation with the Red bandits who have during the last decade been such a disturbing factor in China’s internal stability and peace. These four conditions

Alongside with these subversive activities, the Communists propagated Red theories and worked for the ’ downfall of the revolutionary and. national reconstruction movement' led by the Kuomintang. They also tried their best to hinder the eastward advance u of the Nationalist Forces against Shanghai and Nanking as well as the northward

prive any people of a chance to re- - form and start life anew. However, in view of their past deceit and the pitfalls which the Kuomintang had previously fallen into, it must not repeat its mistakes again.The resolution then enumerates ! the four major conditions absolutely necessary before the Party will consider a reconciliation with the Reds.The resolution in conclusion declares that no nation on earth can tolerate the existence within its territory of any organization which is detrimental to the interests of theare:. First, abolition of the Red Army and its incorporation into the unified command of the nation’s armed forces;Second, unfication of Government power in the hands of the Central Government, and dissolution of the so-called “Chinese Soviet Republic’’and other organizations detrimental to Government unity;Third, absolute cessation of Com-munistic propaganda, which is diametrically opposed to the Three People’s Principles; andFourth, stoppage of class struggle which splits society into antagonistic classes and invites mutual destruction.
History Of CommunismThe resolution, which was received by the plenum with acclaim, first gives a brief account of the Communists in Chinese politics.When Communists were individu- | ally admitted by the late Dr. Sun Yat-sen into the Kuomintang in 1924, the resolution states, promise was given that they would work for China’s national revolution. Not only did they not keep their promise, but they actually worked for the splitring of the Kuomintang.At the beginning, the Kuomintang, always lenient and tolerant,

march on Chengchow and Loyang.Besides, they were also responsible for the reign of terror in Hunan and Hupeh, and caused a division between Nanking and Hankow. Because of the Communists’ antirevolutionary activities, the Northern 'Expedition almost came to a standstill.
Class War IncitedLater, the Communists openly organized the Chinese Red Army and

State and the whole people, and which depends on external forces for its activities. For preservation , of the last glory of the Republic ’ and consummation of the Three • People’s Principles, the Red scourge must be annihilated root and branch.—Central News.
demoralized the basic structure of the Kuomintang. They incited class warfare in the hope to seize governing power.In order to consolidate the foundation of the Party, to carry the Northern Expedition to a successful conclusion and to save the people from suffering, the Kuomintang came upon a momentous decision to purge its rank and file of Communistic elements.After that, for more than 10 years, the Communists continued their propaganda among the people and created disturbances at various pro- | vinces, including Kiangsi, Kwang- , tung, Fukien, Chekiang, Hunan, and Hupeh.Having the protection of the people as its main responsibility, the Central Government found it necessary to seek the annihilation of the

General ExodusNANKING, Feb. 21.—A general exodus of C.E.C. members who have, been gathering here to attend the Third Plenary Session of the Fifth . Central Executive Committee of the Kuomintang during the past seven , ' days, will begin immediately after ; its closing ceremony to-morrow , '■ morning.i Called by business, several of the ' members have left Nanking to-day. ! Among them were Mr. T. V. Soong, . member of the Standing Committee i of the National Economic Council, who flew to Shanghai this noon, and General Huang Shao-hsiung, Chairman of the Hupeh Provincial Government, who took-off by plane for Hankow this afternoon.—Central1 News. k I—— <
Plenary Session To Adjourn > NANKING, Feb. 21.—The Third Plenary Session of the Fifth Kuo- i m intang C. E. C.. which has been in ,session during the pas formally adjourn to-morrow morn- | ing when a lengthy manifesto will be issued.| Several important changes in* the • personnel of the Central Party Head- | quarters were announced at the sixth general session this afternoon.Mr. Chen Kung-po, former Minister of Industry, was appointed | Head of the People’s Training | Department, replacing Mr. Chou Fu- ■ hai, who has submitted his resigna- ■; tion.I Mr. Shao Li-tse, former Chairman of Shensi, was made Head of the , Central Publicity Department, suc- | j ceeding Mr. Liu Lu-ying.—Central News.

Communist-bandits by armed Thanks to the heroism of the forces, armed

betlie ; a
e
T

had hoped that they would soon veck, willwake up to their mistakes and make amends for their misdeeds.The hopes of the Kuomintang, however, were doomed to disappointment. After the Nationalist Forces had taken Hengchow and Changsha in Hunan, in 1926«, and Jater extended their occupation tq Hie Wuhan Area, the Communistic elements tried to sever the ties tween the Kuomintang and masses.

comrades, the Government succeeded in uprooting them from their "strongholds, and in restoring peace and order in regions where, for many, years, there was a reign of terror and destruction.Since their general collapse in Kiangsi in 1935, the Communist-bandits have been fleeing to Szechwan, and the.Northwest. They not only terrorized the people, but also wantonly killed them by the thousands. Houses were burned down ruthlessly and the economic institutions completely destroyed in cities and villages. -
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Nanking’s Possible Otter 
To Communist Party

Important Resolution To Be Discussed At Final 
C.E.C. Meeting To-day; Outline Of Terms In

Resolution; Propaganda Must Be Ended
NANKING, Feb. 20—The third 

plenary session of the Central Exe
cutive and Central Control commit
tees decided this morning to con
vene a National People’s congress 
on November 12.

A manifesto on the conference, 
which will be issued to-morrow, 
will give:

1. —A detailed explanation of the 
Kuomintang’s foreign policy and 
will outline the general policy by 
which the Chinese government will 
conduct foreign relations.

2. —It will explain the purpose 
and functions of the National Peo
ple’s Congress and will express the 
determination of the Kuomintang 
to suppress the Communists in 
China through China’s own efforts.

3;—It will stress the necessity of 
improving the economic conditions 
of the people and developing 
China’s resources.

The proposal made by the Chin
ese Communist Party for co-opera
tion with the Kuomintang and the 
National Government will be discus
sed at the concluding meeting of 
the conference to-morrow after
noon.

Terms To Communsts
A resolution on the following 

lines will, it is learned, be sub- 
, mitted:

That the proposed co-operation 
of the Communists be accepted 
only on the following conditions:-

1.—The * Chinese 'Red Army is to 
I be abolished, and the forces com- 
. prising it made part of the National 
: Army under officers appointed by 
the military authorities.

2. —The Chinese Soviet Govern
ment is to be abolished and all 
organizations now under its con
trol shall be under the authority 
and orders of the National Gov
ernment.

3. —The Chinese Communist Party 
shall not spread communistic pro-| 
paganda.

The resolution, which, it is pre
dicted, will be adopted, will fur
ther provide for the continuance | 
of the anti-Communist campaign if 
the conditions laid down are not 
accepted.—Reuter.



February 20, 1937.

Shanghai Evening News 
report on February 19
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published the following

MADAME SUN YAT SEN SUEMITS A SUGGESTION TO THE THIRD PLENARY SESSION EDR~RfiSISTANCE TO JAP&N
On the morning of February 18, Madame Sun 

Yat Sen issued from her residence in the French Concession 
a. written statement to which was attached a suggestion 
that she had submitted to the Third ¿PLenery Session of 
the Kuomintang at Nanking»

In this suggestion, she advocates a '»united 
front" for the salvation of the nation. This suggestion 
also bears the signatures of General Feng Yu Hsiang, 
Mr. Sun Fo, Mr. Chang Ching Kiang, General Li Lieh Chun, 
General Lu Chung Lin’Land eight other members of the C.E.O, 
of the Kuomintang»

* ■ The following is the proposal sutmitted by
Madame Jbun Ya.t Sen to the Third Plenary Session of the 
Kuomin/feng *“

' "At this time of national crisis, the eyes
of the people are turned upon the Third Plenary Session. 
China has reached the final stage in enduring Japan’s 
invasions and is prepared to make the last sacrifice* 
The provoking attitude of the Japanese has caused the 
anti-Japanese movement in China to become more vigorous» 
Japan’s plot to seize North China will never be successful. 
The activities of the Japanese and the bandits in invading 
Suiyuan have failed because of the resistance put up by 
the Chinese soldiers» The oppression of China, by Japan 
will also meet with failure» ' The detezmination of the 
Chinese people to make no further concessions to Japan 
and their preparations to recover lost territories are 
full of significance»

"It is most unfortunate that certain 
politicians have as yet a vague understanding of these 
conditions and have sacrificed China because of their 
fear of Japan. These politicians pay too much attention 
to the strength of Japan and belittle the strength of 
the Chinese people.

"These are the reasons why Japan can never 
overcome China t-
1) The financial power of Japan is weak; she is not in

a position to maintain war for any long period of time.
2) The Japanese people are opposed to war and are 

dissatisfied with the dangerous policy adopted by 
their militarists»

3) There are defects in Japan’s military plans, while her 
tactics are not modern*

4) The Chinese people are determined to offer resistance 
to the bitter end*

"The position of Japan in the Far East 
is so unsatisfactory that she cannot dispatch even 20 
Divisions to fight China. Even if Japan can send 20 
Divisions, it will not be sufficient, for the well-trained 
Chinese forces that are ssattered in different parts of 
the country are prepared to sacrifice their lives for the 
nation*



’•Relief should be given to the peasants» 
The people must be given freedom to hold meetings and 
to deliver speeches while political offenders should be 
released. Censorship of the Press must be abolished.

’•The Chinese people are fully aware that 
the Government realizes the importance of the cessation 
of civil strifes for they obstruct preparations to resist 
foreign invasion. Unification of the ocuntry will enable 
the Government to form a national defence front to deal 
with foreign aggression; The Chinese people should 
fight together with those peoples who treat us on a basis 
of equality. Soviet Russia, Great Britian, America and 
Prance are in sympathy with China’s anti-Japanese movement, 
therefore the Government should make good use of this’*.

I
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IIADAME SUN YAT SEN, GENERAL FENG YU HSIANG AND OTHERS 
• ■ MAKE joint statement at third plenary session

Madame Sun Yat Sen, Geheral Feng Yu Hsiang 
and others who strongly advooate Dr* Sun Yat Sen’s Three 
Principles of the People and that Soviet Russia, the Chinese 
communist pafty, Chinese labourers and Chinese peasants 
must co-operate as one body in order to save the Chinese 
people from becoming slaves, have jointly issued the 
following statement to the Third Plenary Session

"China is now facing the greatest national 
crisis in her history. The eyes of the entire Chinese 
people are focussed on the Third Plenary Session which is 
now in session at Nanking. China has been driven to the 
last stand. A final sacrifice is inevitable. The anti
Japanese movement has become very strong. The Government 
has failed to accept the strong demand. The Chinese people 
who can no longer tolerate national humiliation at the 
hands of Japan; they will attempt to recover lost territory. 
The conclusion of disgraceful treaties with Japan should be 
opposed at any cost. It is a matter of regret that we 
have a number of politicians who are not able to see the 
true situation and who are Suffering from an illness called 
"fear of Japan"» They believe too much about Japan’s

\j strength and under-estimate too much China’s strength», 
The Japanese people themselves are against war. The 
Chinese people are determined to fight to the last soldier. 
We are sure that victory will be ours should the Government 
put Dr. Sun Yat Sen’s will into practice.

"The National Government should immediately 
improve the people’s livelihood. Some improvements have 
been made during the past two or three years in the 
construction of railways and oommunioations, but the people’s 
livelihood has not been improved. Farmers are still suffering 
from feudalism and are being forced to pay heavy taxes. 
People living in cities are suffering from unemployment. 
The only solution is to observe Dr. Sun Yat Sen’s will by 
improving agriculture and national industries.

"If the Government want to move the people 
it should call a general national meeting and select able 
men for government service without showing special favour 
to members of the Kuomintang. The people should be given 
equal suffrage. In order to encourage universal suffrage, 
the Government should abolish censorship of publications 
as soon as possible and give freedom of speech, assembly 
and organization and release all political prisoners.

"It is regretable that there are
still a number of persons who cannot understand that to 
save the country civil war must first be eliminated. It is 
ridiculous to say that the communists must first be destroyed 
before Japan can be opposed. A militaristic nationalism 
is invading our country, therefore our country has been 
devastated. We,Chinese,do not want to level our rifles at 
our own people. We must first raise a national defence against 
a foreign enemy. Our late leader Dr. Sun Yat Sen warned us 
not to estrange ourselves from the Powers and to secure 
co-operation of Powers such as Soviet Russia, the United 
States, Great Britain and France which treat us on an equal 
basis



._ Editorial Comment
------------------------------
The Mainichi publishes the following 

leading article
The question of China’s foreign policy 

was discussed by the Third Plenary Session in camera. 
General Ehang Chun’s speech on China’s foreign policy, 
which was delivered at the Third Plenary Session on 
February 17, was not made public. We are suspicious of 
such secrecy. Judging from our special telegram from 
Nanking, it is clear that China is preparing for war 
against Japan and that she does/intend to improve Sino- 
Japanese relations in a peaceful manner.

The Chinese communist party shocked the 
Kuomintang by offering to the Third Plenary Session a 
proposal to cancel its plans to overthrow the National 
Government and to introduce reforms in Soviet Districts 
provided the Kuomintang adopt an anti-Japanese policy. 
Mr. Yu Yu Jen, Chairman of the Supervisory Yuan, is reported 
to have requested the Session to accept the proposal. 
According to certain sources of information, one Chu Yin 
Lai, representing the Chinese communist party, called on 
General Chiang Kai She.k at Fenghua prior to the submission 
of the proposal to the Third plenary Session and secured 
General Chiang Kai Shek’s approval for the proposal.

On February 15 an inauguration meeting 
of the Various Circles United National Salvation was held. 
In the past, the anti-Japanese popular front was opposed 
to the national salvation association, but now the two 
bodies are working in oo-operation.

The Third Plenary Session has restored 
the civil rights of General Chang Hsueh Liang, the leader 
of the Sian incident, recognized the communist district 
in China, halted the anti-communi st campaign under the 
cloak of unification and ordered the expeditionary forces 
to Charhar and East Hopei to suppress the local forces.



ur. Hue Wan Pao ) of February 18
COITUNIST PARTY'S OFFER TO THE 3RD PLENARY SESSION

Owing to the bandit suppression campaign launched by the Hanking Government» the Communists in the 
North-West are in danger of being wiped out*

According to foreign newsp jpers» a telegram in the name of the Communist Party has been sent to the 
Third Plenary Session of the Kuomintang. It is learned 
that the telegram states (1) that the Communist party is 
willing to give up its armed force» (2) that a reorganization 
of the Red Army will be agreed to, (3) that the Party will 
surre^^^^to the National Government and (4) that it will 
subject^To the orders of the Military Affairs Commission.

The telegram also oontained two strong demands 
for freedom of the Press and the release of political 
offenders.
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February 16, 1937. Afternoon Translation.

Hwa Mei Wan Pao dated February 15

CITIZENS FEDERATION'S TELEGRAM TO THIRD PLENARY 
SESSION

On the morning of February 15, the Shanghai 
First Special District Citizens' Federation and its various 
branches sent a telegram containing the following five points 
to the Executive and Supervisory members of the Third Plenary 
Session;-

(1) It is known to all tha tithe principal 
cause of our national crisis is external aggression, lack 
of military and political unification and weakness of the 
administrative bureau, as witness the recent uprising in 
Shensi and Kansu. The Third Plenary Session should devise 
ways and means to consolidate the foundation of national 
unification.

(2) The political tutelage by the National 
Government has lasted ten^years. Last year the National 
Government proposed the holding of a National Citizens* 
Convention to enable the people to participate in the 
administration of political affairs. Owing to disturbed 
conditions, the proposal could not be carried out. The 
Third Plenary Session should fix a date for the convocation 
of a National Citizens' Convention so as to strengthen the 
foundations of our Government.

(3) The uprising in Shensi and Kansu has 
been settled, yet in view of the fact that the trouble 
had lasted for more than one month, the remnants of the 
bandits were able to revive their activities, thereby causing 
great distress to the people of the two provinces. The 
Third Plenary Session is, therefore, requested to devise 
measures for the relief of the distressed people with a 
view to bringing about peace and order in Shensi and Kansu.

(4) The plight of North China is becoming 
increasingly dangerous, while the various provinces along 
the coast are coveted by the aggressor. For this reason, 
we must strengthen our national defence to resist external 
ingasion. The Third Plenary Session should draw up an 
estimate for national defence.

(5) Lastly, the Third Plenary Session 
is requested to accelerate economic reconstruction of the 
country and improve transportation with a view to improving 
the living conditions of the people.

The Holmes (Comment)

CHINESE KILLED IN MOTOR CAR ACCIDENT

According to newspaper repO'rts, a Chinese 
was killed during the lunar New Year be-iidays by a motor car 
driven by a subject of a friendly^ntfiion who was not 
qualified to drive a car.

If the driver in this case had been a 
Chinese and the victim" a subject of the friendly nation, 
most probably the- residents of Shanghai would have been 
busily engaged in removing their homes and would not have 
been able to enjoy the New Year holidays.



February 14» 1937. Morning Translation

Lih Rao and other local newspapers»

THE THIRD PLENARY SE33I0K C? THE KUOT1NTANG
According to information given out by General Yang 

Hu, the Woosung-Bhanghai Garrison Commissioner» General 
Chiang Kai Shek will leave for Nanking to-day or to-morrow 
to attend the Third Plenary Session of the Kuomintang*

General Li Tgun Jen, Pacification Commissioner
} for Kwangsi, will fly from Hankow to Nanking on the morning 

of February 15.

Hsi
A telegram from Taiyuan reports that General Yen 

Shan will fly to Nanking to attend the Session»

General Yu Han Hou, Pacification Commissioner for 
Kwangtung, arrived in Shanghai on board the German liner 
Gneisenau at 2.30 p.m. yesterday» He was given a warm 
welcome by Mr. T.V. Soong, Mayor Wu Teh Chen, General Yang 
Hu, Dr. Wang Chung Hui, and other high government officials*

At 4 p.m. yesterday, General Yu, accompanied by 
Mayor Wu Teh Chen, called on General Chiang Kai Shek to whom 
he made a report.

General Yu will leave for Nanking by the Express
to-night



S.2, Spec ial Branch .¿bucato,

File No.FM, 2 
G. 45M-1-36 HAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT
Date. February . 25 * z 9

Subject Disagreement between members of C.E.C. during session at the 

3rd Plenary Conference over policy adopted towards the Red Army.

Made ÿy and r j j L Supt. Tan Shao-liangForwarded by................ .................   °.

Information has been received from an authentic source

to the effect that during the session of the 3rd Plenary

Conference, hot argument took place between members of C.E.C.

over the question of dealing with the Red Army in the South-

West. A small section of the members supported by Mr. Sun Fo

advocated that peace be made with the leaders of the Red Army

that the ary be given a special area where they can be stationed

and supplied with equipment by the Central Government in order

that their services may be utilized against Japan and so that

China may have a united front to deal with outside aggression

The proposal was eventually turned down by members of

Wei faction

the Chiang Kai Shek clique assisted by those of the Waung Ching 

General Chiang was present when the decision

was made

-
Since his return to China* Mr. Waung Ching Wei appears

to have co-operated very harmoniously with General Chiang Kai

Shek and it is 1argely due to this co-operation that resolutions

put forward by certain opponents advocating a declaration of

war in order to embarrass the Government were not given

<1 on s ide ra ti on

Rumours have been current that the following changes 

the Government service will soon take place«-

Dr. Wong Chung Hui as Minister of Foreign Affairs and 

concurrently Vice President of the Executive Yuan

Mr. Chang Chun to be Mayor of Shanghai
Mr. Wu Teh Chen as Civil Governor of Kwangtung
General Chu Shao-liang as Chairman of Anhui Provincial

Government.

It is reported that Mr. Chang Chun prefers td go to
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Chekiang as Civil Governor of that province
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G. 45M-1-36
File No.

MUNICIPAL POLICE.

s.2,Special Branch, .'i&xxoc, 
REPORT _ . „„

Date. February 23,^ 37
¿'«¿/«z.Changes.in.the Central Tangpu as a result of the 3rd Plenary

Conference.

Made l/y....... and Forwarded by........»iPt... Tan bhao-liang

The significant changes that have taken place in

the Central Tangpu as a result of the above conference indicate 

that some compromise has been reached between Mr* Waung Ching

Wei and Generalissimo Chiang Kai Shek
Mr. Chen Kung Po(ex-Minister of Industry and a

strong supporter of the Waung*s clique) has been appointed Chief 

of the People*s Training Department of the Central Tangpu in
place of Mr. Chou Fu Hai ( a member of Chiang's clique). This 
important change re-establishes the influence of Mr. Waung's 
party in certain sections of the branch Tangpus in China and 

will probably prove disadvantageous to the local Tangpu in 

connection with its control of labour organizations) especially 

in the settlement of labour disputes etc. and will increase 

the complications already existing with the Whampoa clique
I understand that the foreign policy, especially

with regard to Japan, will not be changed* War is not 

considered advisable unless the aggression is of such a nature 

^that it is unbearable. internally every effort will be made 
to^ effect a strong unification of the country. A decision———- - - ------------------ ----- ------

^«Cs arrived at to continue the campaign against the reds.

There is another important appointment in the

Central Tangpu, that/Mr. Tsao Li Tz (ex-Chairman of the Shensi

Provincial Government and at one time Secretary to General

Chiang Kai Shek) to the position of Chief of the People's
Propaganda Department in the place of Mr* Liu Lu Yen, a leader

of the South-West clique (Kwangs! clique)
Other changes in the Government service have not

yet been announced

Siperintendent•
D.C. (Special branch)
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General Chang Ting Van, ex-Mayor of Shanghai and _____

Chief of Staff to General Pei Chung Hsi of Kwangsi, who is __

being paid $1,000 per mensem by Generalissimo Chiang Kai Shek to 

act as mediator between Kwangsi_and Nanking, has failed completely 

In his efforts jto persuade Generals Li Chung Jen and Pei Chung 

Hsi to at t end the 3rd Plenary Conference at Nanking«________________

Instead, the two Kwangsi milltary leaders are said to 
have instructed their deputy Mr. Hwang Yu Chu, the Civil

Governor of Kwangsi, to present the following demands to Nankings- 

--- (1) A declaration of the Government*s policy towards Japan? 

- as to vj he trier war is to be declared or the pro-Japanese 
/policy of making concessions is to be continued.

(2) An explanation as to why the troops in the North, North- 

_______ West and in the South_are being treated differently to 

__ _____ Nanking, soldiers.__________________________________________  
There are also demands for an explanation regarding

appointments to positions in the Government being confined to 

men of General Chiang Kai Shek’s clique

It is also reported that the attitude of the Kwangsi

leaders has the tacit support of General Yen Hsi San, General

Han Fu Chu and General Sung Cheh Yuan, none of whom are attending

the conference in person but have simply sent delegates.________
In view of the above, there is little hope of General

Chang Ting Van being appointed Mayor of Shanghai.

Great importance is being attached to the outcome of

the conference in regard to diplomatic policy. The likelihood of 

changes being made among the pro-Japanese ministers in the 

^present Government is being closely, .watched bv Japanese diplomats

frt Nanking
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Meanwhile, Messrs. Wang Ching Wei and Sun Fo are

busy negotiating an understanding with the Kwangsi delegates; 

if they succeed, they will naturally lay claim to some of the

Government posts f or_mgmbers of their particular clique

Super intenderli

C. (Special Branch)
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Enquiries confirm that owing to the illness of

Mr. Ku Meng Yu, the Chief of the Publicity Department 

of the Central Kuomintang Headquarters, Hankow, Mr. Chou 

Fu Hai, the Deputy Chief, has taken over this important 

post as from May 2«

Mr. Chou is a veteran political leader of the 

South attached to the clique of Mr. Waung Ching Wei and 

this appointment serves to indicate the close cooperation 

between General Chiang and Mr. Waung.

The position was hitherto held by Mr. Zau Lih Tsz

(an adherent of General Chiang) , a man of leftist tendencies 

(see report re his attitude in the case of the »Voice of China")



,---------------------- .
Chou Fu-hai Assumes. Office I

As Acting Publicity Director]
HANKOW, May 3.—(Kuomln).— 

Mr. Chou Fu-hai formally assumed 
office yesterday as Acting Director 
of the Central Party Publicity 
Department, owing to the illness of 
Mr. Ku Meng-yu.

Mr. Ku was recently elected Dir
ector of the Central Party Publi
city Department by the 4th Plen
ary Session of the 5th Central Ex
ecutive Committee of the Kuomin
tang. Messrs. Chou Fu-hai and 
Koliington K. Tong were elected 
Assistant Directors. As Mr. Ku is

unable to attend office on account j 
I of illness, Mr. Chou has been ap
pointed Acting Director.

Interviewed, Mr. Chou said that 
the woifc of the Publicity Depart
ment will be guided by the Manifes
to issued and the Outline for the 
Campaign of Resistance and Na
tional Reconstruction adopted by , 
the recent Extraordinary National 
Congress of the Kuomintang. 

I Internally, the alm of the pub’i- 
(city work is to promote national 
unity/ concentrate the nation’s 
strength, and foster public con
fidence in the campaign of resis
tance, Mr. Chou added. Externally, 
efforts will be made to present to i 
the world an accurate picture of 
the political, economic, cultural and 
military situation in this country.
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With reference to the attached newspaper cutting on the

above subject» I have to report that following the deoision

recently arrived at between the Chinese governmental officials

and Communist authorities» all "Red* publications criticizing

the Chinese Kuomintang and/or National Government which were

published prior to the rapproachment between the two authori

ties in 1937, be seized and destroyed,in order to avert any

7 utt WÌ

possible misunderstanding among the lower ranks of the

Communist fraternity« This would account for the series of

raids conducted on bookstores by the Chungking gendarmes on

April 21 which does not, however, tend to indicate any possible

friction between the two administrative bodies» which the

< report would seem to convey

Another instance which would illustrate the harmony

isting between the Hankow Government and the "Red** leaders

is that following the recent election of General Chiang Kai-shek

as Chief Executive of the Chinese Kuomintang Party» held at

Chungking in March 1938» the generalissimo suggested the

a famous

"Red* commander, as his second in command of military operations

which suggestion was unanimously agreed upon and adopted by the

Congress«

D.C.(Special Branch)



CHUNGKING RAID FOR 
“RED” BOOKS

Spread Of Red Influence 
Is Said Causing

<■ Concern
CHUNGKING, April 22.-A large 

narty of city gendarmes, headed by 
a young officer, raided bookshops 
in Chungking yesterday, securing I 
large hauls of new Chinese books I 
which they carried off in baskets’ (

Every book/ store was thoroughly 
ransacked.

Police headquarters declined to 
comment on the matter to-day, 
stating that the action was taken 
on orders from “higher authority."

Inquiries in other quarters, how
ever, revealed that the confiscated 
hooks consisted of Communist pub
lications.

It is generally understood that 
the raids form part of the policy 
of suppression of “extremist” pub
lications and those containing criti
cisms of the Chinese Government’s 
policy.

It is reported that there has late
ly been considerable nervousness on ! 
the part of the Kuomintang Party 1 
at the rapid spread of Communist.; 
doctrines and influence throughout 
China, giving rise to fears that, 
at some future date, “the tail may i < 
wag the dog.”

The relationship between ’Com
munists and the Central Govern
ment is reported to have been the 
subject of serious discussion in the 
recent Kuomintang Congress held 
at Hankow.

It is possible that the raids were 
one of the results of these dis
cussions.—Reuter.

i ■ \
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Reds Deny 
Opposing 

Kuomintang
Pamphlet At Hankow Is 

Described As Clever 
Forgery

HANKOW, April 27.—A widely- 
circulated pamphlet entitled the 
“Chinese Communist Party’s Policy,” 
which alleged that the Chinese 
Communist Party was plotting to I 
isolate the Kuomintang, eventually 
overthrow the Nationalist Govern
ment and set up a Communist State 
in China, was denounced as “a very 
clever fprgery^y tffe well-Knqwn 
Communist leader. Mr Chnw Fn? 
lai, inan open letter pubHshedtoT 
gay in the Communigt Party organ.' 

| »sin Hua Jih Pao”.
I ~Mr. Chow, who negotiated with 
General Chiang Kai-shek during the 
Sianfu incident for co-operation be
tween the Communists and the Kuomintang, flatly denied the 
alleged attempt to undermine ¡.he Kuomintang Government.

He reiterated the Communist 
Party s “sincere desire to co-operate 

I with the Kuomintang in a united 
. front against Japanese aggression”, 
and expressed confidence that “unity 
and victory for the Chinese cause 
will disprove the ugly rumours”,— 
Reuter,



Breach Between 
Kuomintang and 
Reds is Widening

Chinese Communists Accused 
of Breaking Faith

PROPAGANDA INCREASE 
PERTURBS HANKOW 

Hankow, Mar. 12.J1U11IKVW, -----------

Friction between the I
and the Chinese CommunWtPartyis 
becoming daily more acute _ T»?| 
Kuomintang authorities are parti [ 
cuBfly perturbed by *he '
propaganda being conducted by We.. 
Chinese Communist Party.— I
T6r example, the ,w«““tion of, 

“Hsin Hua Jih Pao, local official | o?gan the Chinese ConnniW 
Party, has reached thefigure of over 
M.OOO copies daily. The 
ot the paper in Hankow is compara 
tively small but what is alarming the 
Chinese Government authorities id \ 
that agents ofthe Chinese Commun^t., 

¿Partyare pushing, vigorously th* 
circulation of this paper in all pro
vides especially in small townsand, 
“TGF^e same time, a number of 
booklets such as "Autobiography^of 

' Mao Tse-tung,” “Biography o i Chu
Teh?- "History of the Long March 

¡of the Chinese Red Army, The 
1 Kiiti-Japanese «h Route Army are . 
1 being sold everywhere, as no wore 
(than a few cents is being asked for 
leach copy of these.

Military Break Possible

Kuomintang circles accuse the 
Chinese Communist Party of having 
broken faith. At first these circles 
state, it was agreed that under the 
leadership of the Kuomintang, the 
Chinese Communist Party would 
support the present government m 
its resistance against Japan.

Now, they say, the Chinese Com
munist Party is talking about_“CU=- 
aneratinn” on an., eoual footings Spm€ . 
Kuomintang argue,
that^uHlfts the Chinese Coffimunjst 
Party accepts the leadership of the 
Kuomintang, General Chiang Kai- 
shek must use the 500,000 troops he . 
sfOThas"under affiTm. a “shoW- 
do wrin ~w ith the C ommunists.

Tn the Communist Party ranks it 
is** reported that all is not smooth 
either Chow“ En-Iai,the Chinese 
Communist Party leader, who was 
mainly responsible for the liquida
tion of the Sian in-cideni and to the 
subsequent rapprochement between 
the Kuomintang and the Chinese 
Communist Party twhHe still enjoy* 
ing~tHe confidence of the Chinese 

I Communist Party leaders, is being 
vigorously denounced in the lower 
ranks of the Chinese .. Communist. 
Party as a “traitor^’ These elements 
are demanding the expulsion of Chow 
En-lai from fe
~ In this connection, it is interest
ing to note that Chow En-lai, who 
iias been most active in Hankow 
acting as the official spokesman for 
the Chinese Communist Party, has 
been “recalled.” It is understood 
that hOSOfiSi^^



COMMUNIST FRIENDS
Reports from Hankow of increasing 

friction between the Kuomintang and the 
Chinese Communist Party only serve to 
illustrate how difficult it is for men of 
would-be moderate views to co-operate 
with the Red agitators. It appears that 
the Kuomintang authorities are seriously 
perturbed by the insistent large-scale 
propaganda being conducted by the 
Chinese Communist Party, and that 
deliberate attempts are being made to 
undermine the position of General Chiang 
Kai-shek, notwithstanding the promise 
given by the Communists that they would 
support the present Nationalist Govern
ment for the term of the wai with Japan 
and would refrain from their peculiar 
propaganda. According to a Reuter 
message from Hankow, some Kuomintang, 
elements even argue that unless the 
Chinese Communist Party accepts the 
leadership of the Kuomintang, General 
Chiang Kai-shek may have to use the 
half-million troops he still has under arms 
in a “show-down” with the Communists. 
It seems hardlv_likebu. however,.. that It 
will come to that- The Communists can
not be in such force, we feet in Central 
China as to challenge seriously Chiang’s 
authority. Moreover, the situation is 
further complicated by the departure from 
Hankow of Chow En-lai, without doubt 
the ablest of the Red leaders in China. 
It is suggested that some obscure dispute 
between Chow En-lai and some of his own 
subordinates lies behind this but it is 
possible that he has taken umbrage at the 
attitude of some of the Kuomintang 
officials. It is understood that the Red 
leader has returned to Shensi where the 
majority of the Communist forces are now 
massed. Yenan, in the north of this 
province, is generally reputed to be the 
Red “capital” and there will no doubt be 
an attempt in that area to make a strong 
resistance to the Japanese troops should 
they elect to cross the Yellow River in the 
Yen-Shui area. .Shauld ChftW fin-lgi 
become involved in operations here, it is 
possible that Hankow will hear no more 
of him. The other "Red leaders, however, 
may continue to prove rather difficult 
‘‘friends“ foryKaF-Sh^k^ 
administration.__ It seems that talking a
Communist to one’s bosom is an easier 
matter than getting rid ofliim.



THE RED LEADERS 
OF CHINA

Kuomintang-Communist 
Alliance Found Not 
Wholly HarmoniousHANKOW, Feb. 15.—The alliance between the Chinese Red Army (now the 3th Route Army) and the Kuomintang is by no means firmly nveted 7 JMany Chinese Government leaders here express the view that the Chinese Communists should not be relied upon very far... course, is due partly tothe bitter social cleavage between the respective groups on which the Kuomintang and Communist power is based; but it is also a reflection of the Chinese Government’s disillusionment over the prospect of effective assistance from Soviet Russia.The well-known Red leaders, Chow En-lai and Wang Wing, who are both in Hankow at present are openly stating that direct participation by Soviet RussiaTIn^mo^, 

Japanese.,,.hostilities would at this] junSlUre ‘ more harm than good" to China.” _ "------- —J L^aHlcïpâtîon by Russia^ th ex argue, would cause Germany and H9JjL_to_intervene on 'Japan’s “ side under thé Anti-Com in tern Pact.5 ¿¡sp, they assert, alien -the..sympathy at present shown’ to Ch ina by the Uni^Lgtates and Great Britain..^e attitude of the Chinese Communist leaders is viewed with considerable misgivings here.A few months ago there was a good deal of talk about “a movement to the Left” on the part of the Chinese Government. Much ■ *ess of this is heard ~ to-day.“ Reuter. " 1
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Chiang Lauds Red Leaders

(United Press)
HANKOW, Feb. 10.—Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, 

through his local headquarters, today dispatched an apprecia
tive message to Commander Chu Teh and Vice-Commander Peng 
Ten-huai, of the Eighth Route Army, for their military 
‘Successes” against the Japanese.

"I am extraordinarily happy that you have repeatedly 
inflicted heavy losses onThe Japanese by ambushing them,” 
the Generalissimo said, “and hope you will direct the various 
units quickly to launch ¡attacks so as to extinguish the enemies.”

Observers here regarded as significant publication of the 
Generalissimo’s letter at this time in view of the dissension 
which has been reported brewing between the Communist and 
Kuomintang groups. They recalled that only yesterday, Com
mander Chu Teh launched the first Communist counterblast 
against recently expressed Kuomintang aspirations for dicta
torial rule under the Nationalist Party.

Chinese unofficial sources were of the opinion that the 
Generalissimo would bring all pressure to bear upon the two 
political groups in order to achieve a “united front” against 
Japan.



Communists, And Kuomintang
MONG the many fundamental changes! 

which hostilities in China have brought! 
must be numbered a breakdown of Kuomintang 
dictatorship. Although Japanëse declarations' 
that “China has gone communist” are obvious
ly unfrue, certainly Japanese pressure againàt 
the National Government has compelled it to 
re-admit the Communist Party to important 
participation which gives every evidence of be
ing at least as durable as that Government.

In a Hankow interview with a German news 
agency, Chou En-lai, one of the leading mem- 
berTCt the COmnrtnrfot Party, blandly remarked 
that after the war was finished the Communists 
would be willing to play the political part to 
which they were entitled ih a democratic j 
regime. This makes at least two long assump
tions—that after the war is over there will still 
be Chinese political parties, and that there will 
be a democratic regime. However, at the pre
sent stage that may be as good a glance into, 
the crystal ball as any.

Chou said that the Communist Party had 
closely collaborated with the Kuomintang since 
the beginning of the hostilities, as security 
against foreign aggression was the essential 
condition of China’s national existence; that 
the party would not be dissolved, but had 
voluntarily undertaken to reorganize the Red 
Army as an integral part of the Chinese na
tional army; and that while the Kuomintang- 
Communist entente of a decade ago had been 
disturbed by “the failure of the Kuomintang to 
realize its social and political program” both 
parties were now equally interested in seeing 
China emerge successfully from the war and in 
establishing a democratic republic.

Throughout the interview it was clear that 
Chou felt confidence that collaboration between 
Kuomintang and Communists could continue 
beyond the period of emergency, and form part 
of a durable peacetime political set-up. From 
the Kuomintang side there has been virtually no 
expression on this point. In fact, it seems a fair 
assumption that the Kuomintang leadership 
feels an acute self-consciousness in thé matter 
of the Communist entente, and if there is any 
real cordiality from this quarter it is certainly 
not apparent to the ordinary observer. The | 
Kuomintang almost inevitably must feel that it 
has embarked on a marriage of convenience, 
with little or no element of love or even liking, 
and with divorce an ever-present possibility.

It would appear that the Communists this 
time have met many of the objections of the 
extreme Left Wing (Trotskyists). They have 
retained their own party organization, they 
have established their own newspaper at Han
kow, they are carrying out their own policies | 
militarily including reorganization of the arihy : 
for a predominately guerilla type of warfare 
and at least some degree of propagandizing and 
arming the peasantry. It is not clear how 
extensive this military work is, but certainly the I 
former Red Army, now the Eighth Route Army, 
1$ being given a free hand at last and equally 
certainly Red commanders are playing a pro
minent part in training the new troops which Î 
will replace General Chiang Kai-shek’s modern I 
forces so devastatingly shattered at Shanghai. |

Naturally it is difficult in such trying times 
to forecast the future of the Kuomintang and 
the Communists but it seems safe to say that 
the longer and more trying the pressure of 
Sino-Japanese hostilities, the more must the 
Communist star be in the ascendant. Long 
and hard experience has taught China’s Reds 
a technique of up-country fighting which is 
unsurpassed, as General Chiang learned to his 
sorrow Moreover, there is an inevitable trend 
toward leftist policies if for no other reason 
than that the Reds are close to the peasant 
masses as fvi Kuomintang is not.

China’s Kuomintang was an instrument of 
the bourgeoise, and that class is rapidly going 
by the board with the general ruin of China 
which Japan is bringing to pass. Most ob
servers feel that the Kuomintang can never 
regain its past ascendancy, although it is un
likely that in any Immediate future the Com
munists can gain any complete control either. 
Thus a protracted period of two-party rule 
seems indicated.
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Reorgani ^tion of ^the. Central Kyom.intang..Hea.dq.u.ar.t.er.a.K..
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c by and Supt. Tan Shao Liang

Forwarded by........................................ ......,..........

___________ Referring to the reports dated March 1 and January 28, 

on the subject of opposition by the C.C. Clique of the Central 

Kuomintang Headquarters (the highest political organisation in 

Hankow) to the admission of communists in government service,

information has been received that Generalissimo Chiang Kai Shek,

.in order to ensure closer cooperation with the nowriiiniatfl,_______

has ordered a re-organization of the Central Kuomintang Head-___
quarters. As a result of these measures, Mr. Chen Li-fu(?%^^ ),

the influential leader _of the C.C. faction, 1

(/ 
J
cr! y

his positions as member of the national Counci

oY*gaY)Ishl 1 QTt department of* frhff KuoffiLint-ajn/? fund.
to Chungking as Minister of Education, Mr, Hsu En Tseng (It ), 

the Deputy Chief of the Organisation Department of the Central

__ —the- former cJhief of—the—ilhanghaX-Tangpu.------------------ ——
As already reported the organisation department of the

Central Tangpu under Mr. Chen Li-fu and Mr. Hsu En Tseng has since 

^927f been very active in the campaign against communists in 

various partgfof China and their agents in Shanghai encountered 

many difficulties in making arrests, several having met deaths

ttailst in the execution of duty. The removal of Messrs Chen and 

Hsu from their present positions is a new development in the__

political Situation which tends to show ths sincere de.qire _Qjf___

Generalissimo Chiang Kai_ shgk to cooperate with tha commnnig-t------

Party.---There are, however, nn indications that Generalissimo—
Chiang has given up his interest in the Organization Department— 

of the Central Kuomintang because Mr, V/u Kai Sien is known as 

his very loyal supporter but is more moderate and diplomatic_____

towards his political opponents.--------------- -- --------------------------------------
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Itis significant that Mr. Chao Lih TszC^ )_i

__ Chief of the eentrai Propaganda Department of the Central_____ __ 

Tangpu, remains in his position as he is very close to the 

leftist elements and at one time he gave permission for the__ 

publication of the »Voice of China*»

It is al ao interesting to note that the re-organization 

of the Central Tangpu was decided at a conference presided over

by Generalissimo Chiang Kai Shek and at which the noted

—communist leader Chow En Lai was also present

The news was not received with surprise here.

The stubborn attitude displayed by Chen Li-fu and his adherents

___during recent years has not only displeased the rival party

_(the fascists or the Blue Shirts) but has_____

-— ar©used- strong opposition frog, the docing family ..( i ne 1 nd ing Dr.—

¿rs. ri.H. -Kung» Hrs-.- Chiang and T.V.Soong) whom the
C.C. Party strongly attacked in connection with speculations

in cotton and debentures»

F. a. to D. c. (Sp. Hr.) Superintendent»

D. C. (Special Branch)
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the C.C. (Central Club) Clique of the Kuomintang»

At Hankow the Field Headquarters have repeatedly_

__  issued orders praising the successes attained by the 8th Route

..—has—exercised great care to keep their members under control___

and warned them that the present circumstances leave no room

Further to report dated January 28» there has

__ (Communiat) Army, and the Central Kuomintang« it would appear»

As to local conditions, the Blue Shirts have .since

for internal quarrels» The cooperation between the Kuomintang

___ and communists is more strengthened by the appointment of
------General Yih Chung Ying( OUx- Chief of Staff to the 8th

Route Army, to Canton to train recruits»_______________________

been up to present no open conflict between the communiats and

tion have nearly all departed for Hongkong or Hankow leaving

behind a few unimportant members of the General Labour Union»

desire to meddle with labour matters openly although they will

not be slow to resume such activities if the war situation

terns favourable to China

It is reported that certain ex-members of the

Social Bureau and Tangpu have been engaged in refugee relief

work and certain ex-members of the Education Bureau are conduct-

same control and propaganda activities will undoubtedly be

some of whom are postal employees. These have not shown any

ing schools so as to earn a living.__ When the time comes the

control of labourers. Leading figures in the latter organ!sa-

revived
D.C.(Special Branch)
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Communist Party.
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With reference to the report in the "Ostasiatischer

Lloyd* dated January 25, 1938, enquiries have been made amongst 

ex-government officials and no confirmation can so far be____ __

.obtained locally re the alleged raid ona communist newspaper__

. and the arrests rade in connection therewith._______________

________ The Hin Hwa Daily News,—the only Chineae-Homiriunist
publication in Hankow, appears to be still in operation.

The cause of the fire in the Soviet Consulate

still remains a mystery although the Chinese Authorities gave

out that the outbreakmay.Lave, been caused by an explosion of__ 

the stove or boiler.

As regards the growth of opposition to the leftist 

circles reported in the last paragraph, it will appear that 

amongst the several cliques operating in the Central Kuomintang, 

the highest political organization in Hankow, two most influential

be worth mentioning. These are rivals but have 

the same object of pledging their loyalty to Generalissimo

Chiang Kai Shek.___One of these is the C.C. Party organised by

Chen Li Fu and Chen Ko Fu and the other is the Blue

Shirts society run by Gen era! „Tai. Li eh.___The former is backed

up by Kuomintang members holding civil positions throughout 

the country whilst the latter receives the support of the

Whampoa students especially those connected with the Military-----

Since 1927, the Q.C.Barty

A,ffaira Cmnmiasi on.----(The terrorist gang in Shanghai is reported
V \ -***-■«•*** "

he a hrannh of the Rlue Shirts)

has been responsible for the arrest of numerous communists and.

their agpnt.8 in Shanghai have been assassinated on several--------------  

occasions when carrying out their duties.

Although a change in this attitude haa brought
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Made by. ..Forwarded by.

- about by the admissionof communists in the Kuomintang and in

the armv as a result of the Sino-Japanese ho atilities,, members_

_ ofthe C.C. Party are.said.tobe st ill...ojiposed to.leftist and_

_al way 3 t o - b e a 1 e r t aga in a t the spread of cornmunigm amongst their

—followers-jathQ-are composed nf_ labourers»----------------------------------- - -

_______________ Unlike the C.C. Party the Blue Shirts have 

comparatively little interest in the labourers, their past___

__ efforts especially--in Shanghai to obtain sympathy from—the—

- working masses having proved fruitless.—Consequently the--------- -

- Blue Shirts-are-reported to be on more—favourable terms-with---
the Communist Party» 

No information has however been received here

re an open conflict between the Communist Party and the _

C.C. Party of the Central Kuomintang»

u £
--------------
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f ?Translation of extracts from the local German newspaper 

"OSTASIATISCHER LLOYD", dated Jan. 25, 1938.

The following announcement appeared on tie

front page of the Tuesday issue - January 25, 1938«

The representative of the German State railways -

Herr S. Lahrmamn - informs us that the advertisement

which appeared in issue No.l of the "China Outlook"

dated January 15, 1938, has been inserted without

his knowledge or consent.

(Prom our own correspondent)

Several Chinese raids have taken place on the 

premises of the communist newspaper which was recently 

started in Hankow. The engine room and compositors* 

room were demolished and two persons arrested.

The Soviet Consulate in Hankow in which are 

also housed the Soviet Embassy, was completely burned 

down on the very day fixed for the presentation by the 

newly appointed Soviet Ambassador of his credentials in

Chungking The presentation was postponed until yesterday

While the Soviet Consulate in Hankow states that the calamity 

was due to an accident, it is generally considered here that 

it was the result of incendiarism

This latter belief is held on account of the

rapidity with which the entire building was consumed by

flames

At the same time,it is pointed out that

opposition to the leftist circles is growing rapidly



Shanghai Ningpo Daily News /■/£ ^o-i- '")

CHOW UNG-LAI'S STATEMENT t FORMER COMMUNIST LEADERS 
TO SUPPORT THREE PRINCIPLES OF THE PEOPLE INSTEAD Off 
COMMUNISM AND TO RESIST THE ENEMY UNDER LEADERSHIP^OF

GENERAL CHIANG KAI-SHEK ~~

Misunderstanding may still find room 
in the minds of a certain section of the public who do 
not comprehend the real situation following the assumption 
by Chu Tuh ( ) and Bang Tuh-hwei ( >Uit* ) of their
new posts as Commander and Deputy Commanaer oi the 8th 
Route Army.

While returning from Kuling sometime 
ago, a reporter of this paper met^andihad a lengthy 
conversation with Chow Ung-lai ()?]£%- )> a communist 
leader, aboard the s.s. "Wuhu". 7 Aooording to a statement 
by him, they have fully realized the impractibility of 
enforcing communism in China for the next several decades 
and the total collapse of the talk of class struggle 
when faced with a united racial front. This is because 
the existence of China is now at stake. With ten years' 
bitter experience, they fully comprehend that only the 
Three Principles of the People oan save China and that 
the present national crisis can only be averted under 
the leadership of General Chiang Kai-shek. For this 
reason, they are now willing to renounce their former 
creed and believe in the Three Principles of the People 
and will undertake the work of resisting the enemy and 
saving the nation under the guidance of General Chitng 
Kai-shek. Chow Ung-lai added that they would soon issue 
a statement to express their stand.

According to information gathered by this 
paper, the National Government has almost completed its 
bandit suppression work. The men under Chu Tuh and others 
who have long ago surrendered to the National Government 
have been reorganized. The National Government and 
General Chiang Kai-shek will not waver in their spirit 
for the extermination of communism and even Chow Ung-lai 
himself has mentioned that he will give up the communist 
propaganda work. However, the Japanese foes, seeing 
the consolidation of the Chinese front, are fabricating 
rumours and making mischief with the object of causing 
dissension. They are even accusing the Sino-Soviet 
Non-Aggression pact, an ordinary expression of peace and 
friendship between nations, as a bolshevik ^alliance. 
Such sheer fabrication and false accusation will surely 
not gain any credence from the thinking public»



September 23, 1937. Morning Translation

Shun Pao and other local newspapers (telegram from Pushih, 
North Shansi) t-

MANIRESTO ISSUED BY THE CHINESE COMMUNIST PARTY

The Chinese Communist Party issued the following 
manifesto on September 22

“Dear fellow-countrymenl With due sincerity 
the Central Executive Committee of the Chinese Communist 
Party declares before the people throughout the country that 
at this time when the very existence of our nation is at 
stake, we have reached an understanding with the Chinese 
Kuomintang and decided to take up the duty of aversion of 
the national crisis. It is known to everyone <of us that 
unless our people are united, we shall not be able to defeat 
the aggression of the Japanese Imperialists, The founding 
of the unity of our people will mark the future of our 
independence and emancipation. However, we must bear in 
mind that in order to realise our hopes of a bright future 
as an independent, free and happy New China, it is essential 
that every warm bioOded citizen of China should strive hard 
with perseverance.

"It is the desire of the Central Executive 
Committee of the Chinese Communist Party to avail itself 
of this opportunity to suggest the following general points 
for our struggle

"(1) In order to secure the independence, 
freedom and emancipation of our nation, it is of primary 
importance that we should definitely and immediately prepare 
and start a revolutionary war of resistance for the recovery 
of all our lost territory and sovereign rights.

"(2) We must bring about a democratic rule and 
convoke a National Conference for the purpose of regulating 
the Constitution and defining a policy for the salvation of 
the nation.

"(3) To bring happiness to the people, it is 
necessary to extend relief to famine sufferers, improve 
the living conditions of the people, develop finances for 
national defence and ameliorate the sufferings of the people.

"The above points are urgently needed in China 
and are the sole aim of our struggle. We are confident 
that they will be waimly welcomed and supported by the 
people. It is the wish of the Central Executive Committee 
of the Chinese Communist Party to exert its utmost hand in 
hand with the entire body of the people towards these general 
ideals. The Central Executive Committee of the Chinese 
Communist Party is fully aware that in proceeding with the 
task of attaining this glorious aim it has to overcome many 
obstacles and difficulties and it will first of all meet 
with the hindrance and destruction of the Japanese Imperialists. 
With a view to eliminating any pretexts that may be used by 
the enemy to further their intrigues, and to removing all 
doubts and misunderstandings, it is deemed necessary by the 
Central Executive Committee of the Chinese Communist Party 
to clarify its whole-heartedness in the work for ths 
emancipation of China, and for this reason the Committee 
hereunder pledges before the people throughout the country:-



September 23, 1937. Morning Translation

"(1) That this Party will exert its utmost 
to bring about a concrete realization of the Three 
Principles of the late Dr. Sun Yat-sen, which constitute 
the most essential elements of China to-day*

• (2) That all reactionary policies and 
communist movements that tend to overthrow the political 
power of the Chinese Kuomintang Party will be suppressed 
and that the high handed policy of confiscation of land 
from landowners will be stopped*

"(3) That the present form of Soviet 
Government will be abolished so as to introduce a democratic 
form of government as a means to bring about the realization 
of the unification of the political administration of 
the coun try*

"(4) That the Bed Army and its colours will 
be abolished and reorganized as the Nationalist Army to 
he under the control of the Military Affairs Commission 
of the National Government for mobilization to bear the 
brunt of the present war of resistance against the enemy* 

"Dear Bellow countrymen J The impartial, 
frank, unselfish and conciliatory attitude of this Party 
has already been made manifest to the eyes of the entire 
nation by means of its utterances and movements, and must 
have already been favourably approved by the public. Now 
with a view to bringing about a wholehearted co-operation 
with the Chinese Kuomintang Party as a means to strengthen 
the peaceful unification of the country as well as to carry 
out a sacred war of national revolution, we are prepared 
to carry out immediately our promises which have so far 
not yet been materialized, such as the abolition of the 
Soviet form of government, the reorganization of the Bed 
Army, etc., so as to facilitate the unification of the 
entire national strength as a means of resistance against 
an aggression by a strong enemy.

■In view of the strong infiltration of the 
enemy and the gravity of the crisis, we have to urge the 
400,000,000 of our fellow countrymen to unite themselves 
on a more friendly basis. The Chinese, being a great 
and an old nation, will remain unconquerable. Let us be 
united for the sake of national consolidation and fight 
to overthrow the Japanese Imperialists and their oppression! 
Victory will unquestionably belong to us, the Chinese Bacel 
Long live our war of resistance against Japan! Long live 
the new China of independence and freedom!"



Min Pao and other local newspapers (Sian telegram) I- &

COMMUNIST LEASERS PLEDGE SUPPORT TO GOVERNMENT AFTER FORMATION 
OF 8 TH ROUTE ARMY

Chu Teh and Bang Tuh-hwei have been appointed 
Commander and Deputy Commander respectively of the 8th Route 
Axmy and have issued the following circular telegram to the 
nation upon their assumption of the new aimy posts i-

"The Chinese nation is at present facing her most 
critical stage as a result of aggression and invasion by the 
Japanese bandits. Our armies have petitioned the National 
Government to make use of their services in resistance 
against the enemy. This is a task that we should not hesitate 
to take up. Fortunately due to the nation’s stubborn 
determination for a war of resistance that makes the country 
entirely united in one consolidated mass, we were appointed 
on August 22 by order of General Chiang Kai-shek, Chairman 
of the Military Affairs Commission of the National Government, 
Conmander and Deputy Conmander respectively of the 
Nationalist Sth Route Army» Consequently, the Red Armies 
have been reorganized into the Sth Route Army and we have 
since assumed our new military posts» This organization 
having now been completed, we have left eastward to fight 
the enemy. We pledge our unwavering support to General 
Chiang Kai-shek and will follow the footsteps of the other 
national armies in sacrificing our lives on the battlefield, 
with the determination of resisting the enemy to the bitter 
end as a means to regain our lost territories as well as to 
struggle for the independence and liberty of the nation.*



The Diamond dated July 28i

COMMUNIST. LEADERS ABANDON TWR POLICY
Painfully aware of their past mistakes, chu Teh 

and Mau Sh}h-tung, notorious Communist loaders, have no* 
given up their Communistic theories in favour of the Three 
Principles of the People. They issued a mimeographed 
pamphlet recently giving reasons for the change in their 
attitude.

It is believed in political circles that Chu Teh 
and Mau Shih-tung have come to the conclusion that to 
folio* the leadership of General Chiang Kai-shek is the 
only way to save the nation under the present circumstances
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MAINICHI

CHINESE BROADCASTING STATION DISTRIBUÌING 
PROPAGANDA

A Domei telegram from Tokyo / 
dated July 14 reports that the Chinese A.K. broadcasting 
station is engaged in broadcasting fabricated reports 
on the northern situation in Japanese, English, Gejman 
and French. /

AMBASSADOR KAWAGOE ISSUES STATEMENT /

A Domei telegram from Tientsin 
dated July 14 reports that Ambassador K^tagoe has issued 
the following statement»- /

"The futureTBituation depends 
upon the observance of the agreement by the 29th Army« 
Japan is adopting a generous attitude, endeavouring to 
prevent the situation from becoming graver, but there 
is a limit even to generosity«/ The present movement of 
the Central Army must be considered separably from the 
present situation because the latter was caused Jy the 
29th Army« I may remain in Tientsin for three or 
four days. I am not informed that Nanking is des i spins 
of my early return« zX-day I shall call on the Comnander- 
in—Chief ,General Katpuki. No important officers of 
the Hopei-Charhar Political Council have asked for an 
interview and I have not considered one«"

RED LEADERS PLEDGE SUPPORT TO GENERAL CHIANG, 6HEg- -w

/ A Domei telegram from Nanking
reports .that on July 13 Chou Teh and Mau Shih-tung, ^ed 
leader^, sent a telegram to General Chiang Kai*»shek 
informing him that they were ready to fight Japan at the 
order of the Central Government« Sending a telegram of 
thanks, General Chiang Kai-shek informed them that he 
Would ask for their co-operation if the time came*

HIPPO

COMMUNIST LEADER ATTENDS LUSHAN CONFERENCE

It has been ascertained that 
on July 11 upon receiving an invitation from General 
Chiang Kai-shek, Chou Ung*-lai? communist leader, flew to 
Lushan and. attended a conference« After the conference 
he flew to Shensi* It is understood that he went there 
as the red army was asked to participate in the northern 
military operations« However it is believed that only 
10,000 red soldiers may be able to fight«
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COMMUNIST PARTY LEAPS LUS HAN CONFERENCE» ANTI- 
JAjPANESE SENTIMENT TO BECOME STRONGER

The Lushan conference will open 
on July 15 and. close on July 23. Importance is attached 
to the results of the conference as about 300 professors, 
about 100 representatives of various news papers and 
other publications and leaders of other political cliques 
besides the Kuomintang are to attend the conference to 
discuss government policy.

Since June, Chow Ung-lai, 
representative of the communist party, has been busy calling 
on General Chiang Kai-shek at Lushan to consult with him 
regarding the aspirations of the communist party and various 
legist parties. The government policy, which is drawn up 
in accordance with the agreement concluded between the 
communist party and the national government, will be the 
casting point of the Lushan conference.

According to information received 
from certain quarters the following are important proposals 
to be submitted to the conferences*

1. That the National Government permit other political 
parties to participate in discussing national policy 
besides the Kuomintang which Was formerly the sole political 
party in China.

2. That the law governing offences against the internal 
security of the republic be abolished.

3. That the protection of freedom of speech and 
publication be reconsidered.

4. That the draft of the constitutional law be revised.
The above proposals were made by 

the communist party some time ago* Thus the communist party 
is leading the Lushan conference* As a result the anti* 
Japanese sentiment of the Chinese people will become stronger, 
thus throwing a dark cloud over Sino-Japanese relations.

JUNIOR CAPTAIN TANAKA TRANSFERRED TO TSINGTAO

Junior Captain Tanaka, assistant 
naval officer to the Japanese Naval Attache, wilizleave 
here for Tsingtao at 2 p.m. July 8 on the Sj^<noten Maru, 
being transferred to that port as navaljpstfidential officer. 
Junior Captain Tajiri will arrive in Shanghai from Tsingtao 
on July 16 on the s.s. Tsingtao Maputo succeed the former 
officer. -s'

NIPPO

FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF ESPERANTO TO BE OBSERVED 
AT^NlNGPO EEÎLO^ COUNTRYMEN*¿ASSOCIATION ON /

JULY 14. ——
\ K It is reported that under the

auspices of the Shanghai Esperanto Association , which is 
affiliated with the communist party, arrangements have been
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COM1'UNI ST LEADERS CHOU THE AUD MAU SHIH-TUNG TO LECTURE 
on'military Tact ics at lushait"

According to information received 
from reliable sources the communist leaders Chou Teh and 
Mau Shi-tung have been invited to deliver lectures on 
military tactics to several hundred young military officers 
of the Central Government army during the summar military 
training at Lushan. Tt is expected that they will 
give lectures on the theory p.nd practice of war based on 
their own experiences*



July 6, 1937.

MAINICHI

ACTIVITIES OF COMMUNIST PARTY;HOW WILL THE NATIONAL 
GOVERNMENT BEAL WITH THEM?

The Mainichi publishes the 
following leading articlej-

It is an interesting matter 
to consider what attitude will be adopted by the Chinese 
communistyparty after its agreement to co-operate with the 
National Government. The influence of the conmunists' 
anti-Japanese activities was not great before the co-operatj m, 
but the National Government is now attempting to co-operate 
with the communists, recognizing the 'party 5s present 
influence in anti-Japanese activities. The masses* 
movement for the release of the seven arrested leaders, 
which is directed by the communist party, is a political 
movement with the object of realizing a popular administration. 
The growth of this movement is a menace to the Nanking 
regime* General Chiang Kai-shek and his clique are 
attempting to prevent the movement from growing by changing 
their present dogmatic administrative policy at the Lushaun 
conference to be held as from July 15.

The communist party, which has 
succeeded in revising the regulations governing the elections 
and the organization law by means of moving public opinion, 
is now endeavouring to elect leftists and to destroy 
public confidence in the representatives elected by the 
Government , through the influence of the Students* National 
Salvation Association, the Women's National Salvation 
Association and the Professors' National Salvation Association. 

The National Government's policy 
is to pacJ’y anti-Government elements by listening to 
public opinion to a certain extent and then to deal with 
the national salvation groups. For this purpose the 
Government has called a conference of educated persons at 
Luehan to consider the matter.

NICHI-NICHI

JAPANESE AUTHORITIES TO ASSIST FORMOSAN EDUCATION IN SHANGHAI
It is reported that 680 

Formosans are residing in Shanghai and that at the en^ef^ 
last year they formed a Formosan Residents* Guild^ecfisisting 
of 130 members to represent them. Every Popaetfan fami ly 
has been seriously considering the educ^Mrtmof its children 
as the majority of the children are^attending Chinese schools 
where anti-Japanese lessons arg^b€lng given. In view of this 
the Second Section of thejapanese Consular Police have decided 
to assist the local FonfibsarS so that their children may 
receive a Japane§>--6aucatlon. An Inspector of the Second 
Section of tjxe<focal Japanese Consular Police who is leaving 
here on^july 13 on a tour of inspection of Formosan education 
at various places in China, will proceed to Formosa with a 
-wfew to securing financial assistance from the Formosan 
Government for Formosan education in Shanghai.
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sources, which action is prohibited in the agreement 
reached between the two countries. China isjjwrattempting 
to rebuild the railway in question completely as a part 
of her five year plan for the conetmCtion of railways.

When we consider such activities 
together with the activities of the Revenue Guards, we must 
open our eyejtltr the danger to the privileges we have 
secured- in Shantung and to the interests of our residents 
th€re.

MAINICHI

GENERAL MEETING OF NATIONAL SALVATION ASSOCIATION 
AT Y%N-Afr~"

i On April 12, 1937 the North-
West Younanea'a National Salvation Association held a 
general meeting at Yen-an,a Red city in Shensi Province. 
390 persons were present.

The following make up the 
honorary presidium of the Associations- Madame. Sun Yat-sen, 
General Tsai Ting-kai, Ma Siang-pah, General Koc Tso-dong, 
General Chiang Kai-shek, General Yen §hih-san, Mau Shih- 
tung, Chu Teh, Chow ung-lai, General ang Fu-cheng, General 
Chang Hsueh-liang, General Hu Chung-nan, General Fu Tso-nyi, 
Tsang Mai-chi, Oo Lung, Ling Pah-chu, Ling Piao, Bang Tuh- 
hwei, General Feng Yu-hsiang, Tseu Tao-fun, Chang Kuo-zeu, 
Madame Liao Chung-kai, Dao Ying-ts, Dr. Sun Fo, Kuo Hung- 
tsing and Yang Tsing-yui.

The presidium of the meeting 
consisted of 23 persons, including one Mohammedan, one 
Mongolian and one Korean. Communist leaders, Mau Shih- 
tung and Chu Teh delivered speeches* The presidium 
issued the following telegram addressed to the Nanking 
Government|-

1. "^he National Salvation movement leaders should 
be immediately released.

2. Sincere and peaceful unificationof the country 
and prevention of national humiliation should be brought 
about. Emancipation of the Chinese people should be 
completed.

The following is the gist of Mau Shih-tung's 
speech»-

"Sin ce the September 16th incident in Manchuria 
international relations and the internal political situation 
in China are greatly changed. 7e are now faced with the 
destruction of our country and people. We are hoping to 
effect resistance against foreign Powers, the unification 
of China and improvement of the people's livelihood. The 
north China incident in 1935, the Sian incident, and the 
recent Third Plenary Session show the seriousness of the 
national crisis. We must perform our duty by resisting 
Japan. We have changed all our slogans in the interests 
of our people. we now must destroy x x imperialism which 
attacks us. Is the only way for us to save our people 
and country} we must cease civil war and fight against our 
foreign enemies.

The presidium held a meeting 
and appointed a standing presidium and five committees. 
Meetings were held over a period of five days.
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POLICY TO j£ ADQPT-J) BY CHINLSL COMMUNIST PAftTY
TO.7ARDS JAPAN AND KUOMINTANG . I

’ • r" -r 1 1 ' * 1 »T. > J

(Continuation of Kay 11th’s translation)

Miss Smedley- How can ’’you 'apply 
the principle of the united front in the Soviet district 
and other districts? For instance how will you deal 
with merchants, educated people, landlords, farmers, 
labourers and army?

Mau Shih-tung- e do not treat 
merchants in a discriminatory manlier» e are advocating 
the development of national commerce and industry. The 
Red Army has been giving protection to merchants every
where. Of late , the Red Army gave protection to merchants 
and did not confiscate any land from landlords in Sian and 
Sanyuen. Thus the Red Army won the favour of the public. 
In the Soviet district trade is free, educated persons 
are protected , experts , literary men and artists are 
receiving favourable treatment, and lands are not 
confiscate d from landlords unless the latter oppose the 
anti-Japanese and national salvation movement.

As regard labourers, efforts are 
being made to introduce better treatment.

Towards the National Government 
army efforts are b‘ing made to secure close co-operation 
so as to turn all rifles against Japan and to cease civil 
war. The Red Army has fought the National Government 
for the past ten years, but we are prepared to forget 
the past and wish to fight for our country.

Miss Smedley - Does the new policy 
of the united front mean that the Chinese communists have 
become nationalists, to form a national united front?

Mau Shih-tung- As I have stated 
our aim is to resist Japan and to protect China. In 
order to bring this about the civil war must be stopped 
and individual interests must be sacrificed for public 
interests. Every member of any party must know this 
principle. The communist party will never work for 
individual or one-party interests, but for the interests of 
the whole nation.(To b. continued).
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hai Evening Post & Mercury, Monday, April ’26, 19ÌFF

Red-Kuomintang
Pact Concluding

■ Reconciliation Looms
■ As Talks Conclude,

Troops Shift
Negotiations concerning the re- 

, conciliation of the Kuomintang 
» and the Chinese communists in 
} line with the four principles laid 
i down by the third plenary session 
i of the Central Executive Com- 
t mittee at Nanking last February 
I are today reported to have reach- 
c ed the concluding stages.
i Mr. Chang Chung, member of 
> the C.E.C. who has been conduct- 
a ing the negotiations with the 
z communist leaders in Northern
* Shansi, has returned to Sian from 

Nanking after reporting on the
1 results of the conversations to the 
j government leaders. It is stated 
3 that Mr. Chang has already re-

sumed the negotiations in North 
Shensi after the Nanking trip with 

a a view to obtaining an agreement 
\ at an early date. He passed 
’ through Kaifeng on his way from 

Nanking to Sian and North Shen- 
e si about 12 days ago, it is re- 

ported.
To Disband Army?

i
j Unconfirmed reports declare 

that the tentative agreement 
reached in Northern Shensi pro
vided, among other things, for 
the establishment of a commis- 

" sion composing of communist and 
Nanking appointees ostensibly for 

« the disbandment of the Red Army.
* The commission, expected to be

2 headed by Chow Dn-lai, influential 
o Red leader, would be in charge of 
f the Soviet regions with head- 
. quarters in Fushih. it will also 
' be in charge of the “nationaliza

tion” of the Red Army which,
I however, is to remain inside t> 
j present Soviet area. Both the 
1 communist and Nanking autho- 
’ rities desire the rest of the Red
* Army in their present ireas. The 
5 former is afraid of splitting of the 
- force for eventual disbandment 
a . and the latter considers the step a

precaution against communist in
fluences.

The Soviet government, Soviet 
areas and Soviet titles will be 
abolished fcllowing the conclus
ion of the agreement. Chtt Teh 

. and Mao Tsz-tung, the agreement 
I is also stated to provide, will go 

abroad, presumably to Soviet 
Russia. These reports, however, 
etill lack official confirmation.

No Big Change Seen
Meanwhile, reports are current 

today that Nanking is seriously 
considering a plan to “nation
alize” the Northeastern Army 
which is traditionally and his
torically a' force headed by Gen

eral Chang Hsueh-liang, the im
portant political figure now with
out a post. No major changes are 
expected in the command of the 
forces but the organization of the 
troops would be strictly in line 
with the Central Government 
army. The monthly appropria
tions for the army will be in
creased by $30,090 or $40,000 from! 
the present allowance of $2,000,- 
000, it is said.

A special committee will be esta
blished to take charge of the 
changes. The committee is likely 
to be headed by General Hu 
Shih, pacification commissioner of 
Honan and Anhwei provinces. 
Steps for the enforcement of the 
reported scheme were discussed 
in Kaifeng recently by General 
Chen Cheng, administrative vice- 
minister of war. General Chen 
was returning *to Nanking today 
to report on the negotiations.

Cavalry Remains
General Yu Hsueh-chung’s 

troops which are a part of the 
Northeastern Army, have arrived 
at their new garrison posts in 
Anhwei from Kansu and Shensi 
areas. The entire evacuation of the 
Northeastern Army from Kansu 
and Shensi has now been com
pleted. Only the cavalry units 
under General Ho Chu-kuo are 
remaining in Shensi.

General. Chang Hsueh-liang is 
still in Fanghua and no new apu* 
f^untmeut lor him ha» been men- 
tyoned so far, __ _

/DjjJ
f-W
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GEN. YANG HU-CHEN
TO TOUR ABROAD

Sian Rebellion Leader to Go . 
to Nanking for Passport

Nanking, Apr. 25.It is i eported that General Yang Hu-dhen, Pacification Commissioner for Sian, will leave for Europe and America before the end of the month on an investigation tour. The Shensi leader is expected to proceed here to arrange with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs for his passport. Mrs. Yang j ds understood to have arrived at Shanghai to await her husband.Rehabilitation measures agreed for the North-west are being instituted by General Ku Chu-tung, Director of the Sian Provisional Headquarters i of the President of the Military Affairs Commission.—Kuo Min.



Tlie Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, Saturday, April 24, 1937

Communists Ask '
Patriot Release

Appeal On Behalf Of 7 
Salvationists Made 
To Kuomintang

An appeal for the immediate 
release of the seven leaders of 
the All-China National Salvation 
Association arrested in Shanghai 
on November 23, last year, has 
been issued by the Central Com
mittee of the Chinese Communist 
Party with headquarters in 
Fushih, Northern Shensi.

The communists also asked an 
immediately revision of the Emer
gency Law for the Suppression 
of Ciimes Against the Safety of 
the Republic under which the 
seven leaders and three others 
are being charged at the Kiangsu 
High Court in Soochow. “We de
clare that real preparation for a 
war of resistance is to grant de
mocratic rights to the masses of 
the people,” the manifesto, dated! 
April 12, declared.

The manifesto, as whole, is 
worded in a much more concilia
tory tone than were Communist 
documents of the old days. “We 
expect the sincere reconsideration 
of enlightened leaders of the 
Kuomintang in this case,” it said 
in part, instead of branding the 
Nanking leaders as “traitors”, as 
the former documents did. An
other salient feature of the mani
festo is that it based its argu
ments more on the San Min Chu 
I, or Dr. Sun Yat-sen’s political 
teachings, than on communism.

Meanwhile, the seven leaders 
are still in the Kiangsu High 
Court cells waiting for the formal 
trial, said to have been schedul-, 

I Rd for April 28. A postponement 
likely. *

¿iDJJJ’
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MAINICHI

POLITICAL CO-OPERATION BET/EEN SOVIET RUSSIA AND 
CHINA» INTERNAT~ICNAL UNITED FRONT AGAINST ’ 

' JAPAN

The Soviet Ambassador, Mr. 
Bogomoloff, who has been conferring with the Foreign 
Minister, Mr. Wong Chung-hui, in order to promote Russo- 
Chinese relations, returned to Shanghai on April 15. He 
will return to Nanking before April 20 to exchange opinions 
with the Chinese authorities and with the American, 
British and French representatives regarding the promotion 
of Russo-Chinese relations.

A close watch is being kept on 
the nature of Soviet Russia's new policy towards China 
which has been brought here by the Soviet Ambassador and 
is not known to the public, because it will greatly affect 
the situation in the Far East.

According to information received 
from reliable sources, Soviet Russia's policy towards 
the Far East has taken a step forward in declaring peace 
between the Kuomintang and the Chinese communist party 
and unifying all anti-Japanese factions in China. The 
Soviet authorities in China are actively engaged in 
promoting Russo-Chinese relations by turning the direction 
of the Chinese communist activities which have been 
obstacles to the promotion of Russo-Chinese relations.

The following is believed to 
be the Soviet’s plan regarding conclusion of a treaty 
with China and regarding her policy towards Great Britain, 
America and France in relation to her policy towards China 

Soviet Russia has been endeavouring 
to conclude a conmercial treaty with China for the past 
two or three years but without success due to China’s fear 
of the powers’ suspicion regarding a Russo-Chinese treaty. 
Soviet Russia will open negotiations with China to change 
the Russo-Chinese commercial treaty drafted previously 
into a conmercial and political treaty on the principle 
of mutual benefit, in order to enable Soviet Russia to 
comnence her economic activities in the North by exporting 
war materials and heavy industrial products to China, and 
to enable China to export tea and agricultural products 
to Soviet Russia. Soviet Russia will open negotiations 
with the Chinese, the British, the American and the 
French authorities in China to form an international 
united front against Japan for the purpose of maintaining 
peace in the Far East.

FLOOD OF ANTI-JAPANESE PUBLICATIONS

A Daito telegram from Tientsin 
reports that the Japanese military telephone lines in the 
North have frequently been cut in violation of the Umetsu- 
Ho Ying-ching Agreement and at the same time the number of 
anti—Japanese publications hue increased. Between March 1 
and 14, 25 anti-Japanese magazines and 19 anti-Japanese 
pamphlets were published in Tientsin and 27 anti-Japanese

M.jJ,



COMIUNIST LEADER TO PROOF'J TO FENGHUA

As the negotiations between the 
Kuomintang and the Chinese Comiiurist Party for co-operation 
have come to a final point, Chow Ung -lai, leader of the 
Chines« Communist Party, will proceed to Fenghua at the end 
of this month to conclude an agreement with General Chiang 
Kai She* for co-operation. Thf questions waiting for 
solution are the number of the Red Army to be retained 
and the upkeep for the army thich is to be paid by the 
Nanking Government, which maintains that only 30,000 
soldiers at $100,000 a month should be retained,while the 
Communist Party demands 60,000 soldiers and $500,000. 
The Nanking Government wishes to appoint a vice- 
commander-in-chief and political training officers 
of the army from Nanking while the Comiunist party 
is opposed to this. It is r ported that as regards 
the governing pover of the Communist Party over 20 
tat 8 in the northern Part of Shensi, the southern 
sne ^an8u an^ a part of Suiyuan Province ere a 
comntl < istrict* Therefore» it is believed that a 
»nd iu iae wil1 t>e reached betv een the Kuc®intgr.g 
antt the Communist Party.



Eastern Daily News

MAU SHIH-TUNG REPORTED GONE TO EUROEE

Mau Shih-tung jfk.) * military -eader of 
the Communist bandits» was in Weinan» Shensi» a few days 
before General Chiang Kai-shek» Chairman of the Military 
Affairs Commission» was freed by the insurgents from Sian.

It is said that Miau left for Europe in 
the middle of February overland via the North-west. The 
truth of this report is not known.



THE SHANGHAI TIMES, TUESDAY, APRIL 27, 1937

AMONG COMMUNISTS IN SHENSI

Mr. Earl H. Leaf, manager of the United Press Bureau in Tientsin, 
returned to his headquarters from an extensive tour in the North-West 
including Shensi where he visited Communist leaders. This photo, taken 
at Yenan, Northern Shensi on April 6, shows Mr. Leaf interviewing 
Communist leaders. Left to right.—Mao Tze-tung, Mr. Leaf, Chu Teh, 
Miss Yieh Fang-kwei. »»tar. *r ru. i-nt (Domei.



NIPPO

POLICY TO BL ADOPTED BY CHINESE CCMMUNlSfiiPlPTY- ;*:ii’ Pi'i! 
TO ARDS JAPAN AND KUOMINTANG • ■ ~ r.-rj.-S'
■ . ..................   -........ ■— Hl £>• lU-Vl-il*»*.

( Continuation of Hay 14th’s trahsjJaOon) -

Miss Smedley- What ^£>a.^th^. j^L*dh ¿i, 
submitted by the Communist Party for peaceful solution, of 
the Sian incident? I hope you will give an explanation 
of it.

Hau Shih-tung- It was not an 
accident but a natural consequence. Since Japan started 
x x activities everybody has been desirous of ending civil 
war and combining to resist Japan. About 4 years ago the 
Communist Party made a proposal for an anti-Japanese 
co-operation between the National Government and the 
Communist Party, on three conditions. On August 1, 1935 
it issued a declaration and later sent a letter to the 
Kuo».!, tang proposing the formation of a united front.
During the Sian incident a certain section of our people 
were engaged in promoting civil war, thereby endangering 
China. The political situation in China at that time 
showed that large-scale civil war was to be,. expected 
at any moment* Japan was thus offered an opportunity 
and China was faced with a most critical situation. A
section of Japanese people and a large number of Chinese 
believed that the Sian Incident had been engineered by
the conmunist party, but their belief was wrong. The 
incident was caused by the different political views held 
by Chinese politicians regarding the anti-Japanese question 
and introduc tioiP^reforms into the government. We
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nippo

POLICY TO BE ADOPTED BY CHINESE CCMflJNIST PARTY 
TOWARDS JAPAN AND KUOMINTANg

(Continuation of May 15th*s translation)

Mias Smedley- setae say that 
the present policy of the CommunistParty towards the 
Kuomintang is submissive. What do you think about it?

Mau Shih-tung - Japanese do 
not like to see the communist party adopt such a policy, 
because they wish to see the communist party fight the 
Kuomintang, Oo-operation between the coumunist party 
and the Kuomintang is a blow to Japan's policy towards 
China. Japan's opposition to our policy means that we 
are adopting a correct policy. Undoubtedly we are 
making a great concession to the Kuomintang in the 
interests of our people by changing the name of the army 
and ceasing confication of lands, Buch a concession 
is absolutely necessary in order to resist Japan and 
save the country. The Kuomintang is making very 
slow progress yet among its members anti-Japanese feeling 
is growing daily. This was proved when the Third Plenary 
Session was held. persons who care about their 
private interests while neglecting public interests are 
pro-Japanese,

Miss Smedley- ?/hat is your 
attitude towards the Three Principles of the People?

Mau Shih-tung- We obey the 
principles, otherwise we would not have joined the 
Kuomintang between 1925 and 1927, A number of our 
communist party were fomerly important members of the 
Kuomintang. Our present duty is to apply the Three 
Principles by resisting foreign Powers and adopting the 
system of a true republic. There is no difference 
between our principle and the Three Principles of the 
people. In other words we are struggling to apply 
these principles. In his Three Principles, the late 
Dr. Sun Yat-sen stated that persons who know hot? to 
cultivate should own the land. This principle agrees 
with our principle of land ownership. The late Dr. 
Sun Yat-sen also was a follower of communism.



May 15, 1937.
Pat«,...

Morning Translation.

National Herald and other local newspapers ?-
NEW INSTRUCTIONS FROM CENTRAL KUOMINTANG TO TANGPUS

The local Tangpu Headquarters yesterday received the following order, No. 4848, Character "Shi*o" ), from the Central Executive Committee of the Kuomintang:-^
"To assist popular movements and to protect proper 

opinions is the unified policy of this Party. It was the object of the Revolution launched by this Party to arouse the people and seek liberty and equality for China; therefore 
we should not suppress any lawful speech or movement of the 
people, but should lose no time in promoting and cherishing them.

"In recent years, the nation has been faced with increasing difficulties; she is surrounded by dangers on all 
sides. In order to eradicate rebellious elements and 
strengthen the national foundation, it is particularly 
important at this moment to observe the unified policy of this Party by giving the greatest possible freedom to the expression of opinions and according constant assistance and 
guidance to the popular movements, so that the people may, 
under the leadership of this Party and its policy, concen
trate their will, unify their movements and endeavour 
harmoniously to accomplish the difficult task of rejuvenating and saving the nation.

"If, however, due to inadequate knowledge or 
prejudicial and violent sentiments, some people should go 
beyond lawful limits in their speeches or movements, or even attempt to subvert the Government or injure the Republic 
under the cloak of patriotism, such acts must be restricted 
or suppressed according to law.

"In enforcing the above mentioned polidy, it is also 
important, as fundamental measures, to accelerate the training of the people and push ahead social education, local autonomy, co-operative movements, etc. thereby 
increasing the knowledge of the people, strengthening their 
organization, stabilizing their livelihood and making every 
one of them a productive member of society and a worker for 
the welfare of the country. The people’s speeches and movements will then be in accordance with the national 
policy of solidifying the strength of the people and 
concentrating the national power, and the policy of this 
Party of assisting popular movements and protecting proper opinions will be able to materialize."Apart from writing to the National Government with 
a view to having its various subordinate organs instructed 
accordingly, this Committee hereby orders all Tangpus to 
observe and instruct their subordinates to observe the idea 
set out in the preceding paragraphs.Chiang Kai-shek, Wang Ching-wei,

Chu Cheng, Feng Yu-hsiang, Ting Wei- 
feng, Yih Chu-ti-ang, H.H. Kung, 
Chow Lu and Chen Li-fu,

Standing Members of the C.E.C. of the Kuomintang."
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Date. ....I

. Kin Jun Kan, aged. 26,' who was
arrested .in the tycencjfi Concession as the result of an 
explosion whilst manufacturing a bomb which gave away 
the secret, Was likewise tried in Korea and received a 
sentence of four years’ imprisonment.

NIKO

POLICY TO KE ADOPTED BY CHINES:.. COMMUNIST PARTY 
TOWARDS JAPAN AND KUO11 INTANG

(Continuation of May 13th*s translation)

Mau Shih-tung - As regards the question of 
class struggle the following plans will be adopt di

fl) If landlords and capitalists continu- to oppress 
the farmers and labourers without considering th ir 
better treatment the latter will be rendered unable to 
resist Japan. As a result our nation will perish and 
capitalists and landlords will become slaves. For this 
reason, educated capitalists and landlords should make 
efforts to improve the political and industrial life of 
the people for the sake of our nation. If capitalists 
and landlords cannot share their food with farmers and 
labourers the latter must starve. 7e cannot prote*t
the interests of the people unless traitors and running 
dogs are removed. In order to carry out this plan 
we submitted a proposal to the Kuomintang and should 
receive a sincere reply if the latter desires to look 
after the interests of our nation.

(2) Jarmers and labourers are poor yet they are the 
very foundation of China as the majority of the population 
belongs to these classes. Without them we cannot 
protect our country and resist Japan. Unless their 
political and economic life is improved their complaint 
against the Government and the Kuomintang will never be 
removed. We always put demands which are necessary for 
resistance against Japan. We have abandoned the policy 
of confiscating lands from landlords in order to improve 
the livelihood of our people.

The plans suggested by the 
coranunist party were drawn up with a sense of patriotism. 
Certain persons say that communists are internationalists, 
that they do not care about the interests of a particular 
race and that they do not wish to protect their own 
country, but Chinese communists love and protect their 
country although they are world revolutionists. They 
desire to resist Japan to the last drop of their blood 
in order to protect China. Everybody knows thet for
the past 15 years the Chinese communist party has been 
directing the movement for national ©mancipation. M 

Miss Smedley- If you succeed in 
establishing a Chinese NatidW?.! Front Government what will 
you do with Japan regarding peace? Are you going to 
can. on negotiations with Japan?

Mau Shih-tung-If Japan desires 
to make peace with us we will not refuse to negotiate 
with her.
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The following are our conditions 
for peacej-

(1) Japan should abandon her policy of invasion of 
China, cancel Hirota’s three principles of continental 
policy, respect China’s independence and place the two 
countries on absolutely equal footing.

(2) Japan should return Manchuria to China and 
abolish the East &opei Autonomous Government.

(3),  (4), and (5) conditions omitted.
(6i Japan should suppress smuggling. ~
(7) Japanese in China should not adopt/violent 

attitude tovards Chinese.
7e can open negotiations with 

Japan only when she agrees to the above mentioned points. 
7e are strongly opposed to conducting negotiations while 
the territorial integrity of China is being sacrificed.

Miss Smedley- Is a Sino-Japanese 
war inevitable?

Mau $hih-tung- Yes, it is inevitable 
Since the German-Japanese agreement was concluded, the 
danger of war between Japan and China has increased.

Miss Smedley- The Japanese 
authorities maintain that do-operation between the National 
Government and the Chinese communist party endangers peace 
in the Orient. ’./hat is your theory regarding this?

Mau Shih-tung- The meaning of 
peace in the Orient as advocated by Japan is greatly 
different from what we mean by peace in the Orient. Peace 
to us means allowing out people to lead a peaceful life 
and trade with all powers in peace.

Miss Smedley- A Sino-Japanese 
war does not agree with the plan for world peace. Is 
there any way to reconcile these two plans?

Mau Shih-tung- A Sino-Japanese 
war does not agree with the'plarr for world peace, but 
only Japan desires war while the majority of world Powers 
desire peace. There is only one way to prevent war 
and that is to make Japan subject to world opinion by means 
of co-operation between China and all other world powers 
which oppose Japan’s x x policy. If this is impossible 
China must choose war. Tor the maintenance of world 
peace one must repel an invader.

Miss Smedley- Do you believe 
that the Nine Power Treaty, theKellog pact, and the 
League of Nations can prevent Japan from attacking China? 
’Jhat use will the treaties be in case of a war between 
Japan and China?

Mau Shih-tung-These treaties 
express merely a hope for world peace. Tor this reason, 
invaders oppose peace treaties. The treaties may impose 
moral punishment on a country like Japan but cannot prevent 
Japan from invading China. Such treaties cannot have 
any important effect in case of a war between Japan and 
China as they hafe no political significance. A new 
treaty of the Powers bordering the Pacific is absolutely 
necessary if it is desired to prevent Japan from invading 
China. Cnly thus can Japan be forced to maintain peace.

Miss Smedley- Do you think that 
China can fight Japan after united front Government is 
formed? Even then will you not need further preparations 
for war?
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Mau Shih-tung- It depends upon 
the Japanese attitude. If Japan attacks China we will 
have to fight her at any time. e do not challenge 
Japan to war. Our policy is a defensive one. Thus 
we must make speedy preparations, to defend ourselves. 
'Je are opposed to a long peri oo/prepa rat ion and to the 
plan for compromise while preparing for war.

Miss Smedley - Do you think that 
China can vanquish Japan in a war through her own finance 
and resources only and without the assistance of other 
Powers? Can China finance such a war?

Mau Shih-tung- China .just fight 
even though she cannot secure assistance from other 
Powers. I believe China’s resources and geographical 
conditions will enable us to operate military activities 
for a long period. The ten years’ history of our Red 
Army supports my belief. We must remember that, in 
case we secure assistance from other Powers, Japan will 
not be alone as Germany will assist her according to 
the agreement concluded. ’Je advocate a united front 
of Great Britain, America, Prance, Soviet Russia and 
China on the Pacific Ocean, because it will be for the 
good of all. Japan’s attack on China will not only be 
a calamity for China but also for the world. Germany is 
also an evil influence as she concluded a treaty with 
Japan and these two countries are invaders. China, 
America , Great Britain, France and the Soviet should 
form a united front as quickly as possible otherwise 
they will be attacked.

Miss Smedley- ’/ill Japan’s 
finance and trade be effected in case of such a war if 
she is in an ally of Germany and Italy? Can Japan carry 
on such a war with the assistance of Germany and Italy?

Mau Shih-tung- Japan cannot 
receive any benefit by waging a var on China. Japan’s 
victory over China would result in her financial ruin. 
Japanese capitalists are aware of this point. Japan 
has concluded an alliance and is endeavouring to secure the assistance of Germany and Italy towards war. Japan 
is dreaming of world dominion, but I do not think she 
will get it. (to be continu'd)
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proceed towards Miao-hong Tsung. Acting on information the Chinese police dispatched a number of officers who succeeded in dispersing the crowd.

NIFrO

POLICY TO EE ADOPTED BY CHINESE COMMUNIST PARTY 
TOWARDS JAPAN AND KUOMINTANG

The following is the nature of a conversation between an American lady reporter 
named Smedley and the communist leader Mau Shih-tung 
regarding the future policy to be adopted by the Chinese 
communist party towards Japan and the Kuomintang:-

Miss Smedley- Is the present united front policy being adopted by the communist party 
fundamentally different from the policy you described 
to a reporter named Edgar Snow last autumn?

Mau Shih-tung- There is no difference.
1) Our united front is for resistance against 

Japan, Je do not oppose all imperialism, only the 
particular imperialism wnich is invading China, We are seeking the sympathy of Great Britain, America, France 
and Soviet Russia in connection with our anti-Japanese movement and we endeavour to cultivate friendship with these countries.

2) Dur united front is national. This means that it includes all parties and all classes of people 
except traitors. Certain people say that the communist party is advocating a people’s front, but this is a mistake. 
The united front of the communist party is a national united front and not a people’s united front such as is being advocated in Spain.

3) The following are the important aims of the anti-Japanese national united front:-a) reace and unity.b) War against Japan.
cj Freedom of the people.d) Nanking Government to accept all parties and dismis pro-Japanese officers.
e) Government administration be reformed and the 

system of universal suffrage and a people’s republic be instituted.
f) To improve the people’s livelihood.gj To improve commerce and industry.
h) To eo-operate vith the countries which sympathize 

with China in resisting Japan*
Miss Smedley- What sacrifices have you made in order to complete the anti-Japanese united national front?
Mau Shih-tung- In the summer of 1927 the Kuomintang abandoned the united front of Kuomintang and the communist party as well as the co-operative 

policy of China and Soviet Russia which was adopted by the 
late Dr. Sun Yat-sen, thus making the communist party bear 
the responsibility of national revolution. Since then the communist party has co-operated with Soviet Russia 
against the National Government. The policy adopted by 
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the communist party was natural and correct. Following 
the Sept ember 18 incident the communist party issued 
a declaration demanding the end of civil war and attempted 
to compromise with the National Government on three 
conditions. These were rejected ty Nanking and accepted 
by the 19th route army. The Nanking Government 
carried out an anti-communist campaign.

On August 1, 1935 the communist 
party issued a manifesto declaring formation of an anti
Japanese and defensive government and in December, 1935 
issued another declaration announcing a party resolution 
to form a people’s anti-Japanese united front. The 
declaration won the favour of the people as well as of 
a number of the Kuomintang members, but the National 
Government still stuck to its old policy. In August, 
1936 the comunist party again sent a lergtiy letter to 
the National Government requesting it to convert the 
civil war into one against Japan and to reform the 
government system in accordance with the three principles 
of the late Dr. Sun Yat-sen. The letter won the favour 
of many Kuomintang members, but no reply was received 
from the Kuomintang.

After the Sian incident the 
National Government was fac d with a critical situation 
and desired internal peace. On February 10, 1937 
the communist party sent a telegram to the Kuomintang 
setting out the following conditionsi-

1. Soviet Government to be made a special 
section of the National Government and the red army to 
receive instructions from the Military Affairs Commission 
of the Nanking Government under the name of the National 
Revolutionary Army.

2. Republic be introduced in the area under 
the control of the special section*

3. The plan to over-throw the National Government 
to be abandoned.

4. The policy of confiscating lands from land 
owners to be abolished.

These proposals 
were carri d out and and removed all doubts 

and enabled the formation of an anti-Japanese national 
united front between the Kuomintang and the communist 
party (To be continued).
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FINAL STEP FOR CO-OPERATION BET’..'LEN NANKING GOVERNMENT 
AN  ̂COMMON IS~T~TARTY t JOINT COMMITTEE TO DISSOEVE 

' BSD ARMY

The question of co-operation 
between the Nanking Government and the Chinese Communist 
Party is drawing public attention as it will bring a 
great change to the Nanking Government administration. 
The movement for oo-operation has been greatly advanced 
since Mr« Chang Chung, a member of the Central Executive 
Committee, returned to Nanking after holding conferences 
with Chow Ung-lai, representative of the Chinese Communist 
Party, and other important communist leaders in Shensi«

On April 26 the Central Political 
Council held a meeting at which a final decision was 
reached regarding the four conditions submitted by the 
Chinese Communist party for co-operation with Nanking. 
A few days ago Mr. Chang Chung left for Shensi to reach 
a complete agreement regarding the co-operation. According 
to information received by certain quarters, one of the 
four conditions states that a tentative agreement will 
be concluded regarding the dissolution of the Red Army. 
For this purpose a joint committee will be formed with 
Chow Ung-lai as chairman. The Committee will re-organize 
the red army in the present Soviet district and the 
re-organized army will remain where it is, as neither 
party wishes to see it moved. All Soviet terms used 
in the government and the district will be abolished, and 
Chu Teh and Mau Shih-tung, leaders of the communist party, 
will proceed to Soviet Russia in accordance with the 
agreement•

"RECORD OF NATIONAL CRISIS" CONFISCATED
On April 23 theS*3sii7**and 

the City Government police Bureau raijied^aChinese book 
store known as the Reading Life&oelety located at No. 
71 Love Lane and seized 30Qjopfaa of a pamphlet entitled 
’’Record of National Cri»t€*.

On Ayril 26 the First Special 
District Court- Issued an order for the confiscation of the 
seized-pamphlets , as a result of the trial of the case. 
Tire "Record of National Crisis” was drawing public 
attention because of an abusive expression used on page
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NICHI-NICHI

FINAL COMPROMISE BETWEEN NATIONAL GOVERNMENT 
AND COMMUNIST PAR1Ÿ

A special telegram from Nanking 
reports that at 10 a.m. April 24 Mr. Chang Chung, member 
of the Central Executive Committee, who had returned to 
Nanking after holding conferences with Chow Ung-lai, 
representative of the Chinese Communist Party, at Sian 
to compromise with the latter following the Third 
Plenary Conference held at Nanking, passed Kaifung on 
his way to Sian to bring about a final compromise 
between the Nanking Government and the Chinese Communist 
Party. Luring the last conferences no definite 
understanding was reached for re-organization of the 
Red Army and abolition of Soviet districts.

Mr. Chang Chung is a member of 
the Feng Yu-hsiang clique and the pro-Soviet party as 
well as being one of the directors of the Sino-Soviet 
Cultural Society.

NIPPO

ECONOMIC ACTVITIES OF GREAT BRITAIN AND AMERICA S' 
IN CHINA

The Nippo publishes th^^ 
following leading article*-

Among powers whicja'are exporting 
their products to China recent statisticishcp that 
America occupies the highest positiorpz^ America cannot 
overlook the trade activities of Japan and Great Britain 
in China and she must compete with them in order to 
secure the widest market in Ctoina. For this reason, 
America recently sent Mr. pjstirson, President of the 
Export and Import Bank, t-o China.

As a result of the arrival of 
Mr. Kirkpatrick and Mr. Pearson in China, the economic 
activities of the Powers concerned will become conspicuous 
as well as their political activities to expand their 
influence. /' These activities will not bring any good 
to China. 7e people in the Orient are opposed to such 
activities because they will endanger peace in the 
Oriept'. It is to be hoped that the National Government 
will be warned against the economic activities of the 
Powers in China which will turn China into a colonial 
market for their products.



Shanghai Pao (~t ) (April 24)

CHINESE COMMUNIST PARTY SURRENDERS TO GOVERNMENT

With a view to strengthening her 
international position, Soviet Russia is compelled to give 
up, for the time being, her scheme to bolshevize the world» 
The Chinese Communist Party will have to alter their policy 
now that support from the Internationale is discontinued»

During the recent Third Plenary Session 
at Nanking, it was resolved that the communists be granted 
a chance to surrender. After this, one clique of the 
Chinese Communist Party suggested that they obey the National 
Government unconditionally and struggle for national salvation 
under the direction of the Government, while the other 

blique desired that the National Government should designate 
certain Helens in the North-West as a special area for the 
communist troops and that the Government should immediately 
deolare war with XX. The first clique was victorious as 
a large number of the communists supported the suggestion 
that they surrender to the National Government unconditionally. 
Sometime ago, Phow Ung-lai (jf) $ ), Mau Shih-tung )
and Chu Teh (-T ^& ) met in North Shensi and discussed the 
future policy of the Communist Party,

The Communist party in China has now 
suspended all activities, and the red band on their uniforms 
and the half moon and sickle flag on their hats has also 
been taken away. Therefore, there is no special insignia 
for the so-called communist troops at the present time. 
The connection between the Communist Party in China and 
Soviet Russia has been completely severed.

The Chinese Communist Party has thoroughly 
understood the policy of the National Government. We hope 
that they will observe the Three Principles of the People 
and work for the country under the leadership of the 
National Government,
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Hwa Mei Wan Pac dated February 15

CITIZENS FEDERATION'S TELEGRAM TO THIRD PLENARY .
SESSION

On the morning of February 15, the Shanghai 
First Special District Citizens’ Federation and its various 
branches sent a telegram containing the following five points 
to the Executive and Supervisory members of the Third Plenary 
Session

(1) It is known to all that the principal 
cause of our national crisis is external aggression, lack 
of military and political unification and weakness of the 
administrative bureau, as witness the recent uprising in 
Shensi and Kansu. The Third Plenary Session should devise 
ways and means to consolidate the foundation of national 
unifiesti on.

(2) The political tutelage by the National
Government has lasted ten years. Last year the National I
Government proposed the holding of a National Citizens’ 
Convention to enable the people to participate in the 
administration of political affairs. Owing to disturbed 
conditions, the proposal could not be carried out. The
Third Plenary Session should fix a date for the convocation 
of a National Citizens’ Convention so as to strengthen the 
foundations of our Government.

(3) The uprising in Shensi and Kansu has 
been settled, yet in view of the fact that the trouble 
had lasted for more than one month, the remnants of the 
bandits were able to revive their activities, thereby causing 
great distress to the people of the two provinces. The 
Third Plenary Session is, therefore, requested to devise 
measures for the relief of the distressed people with a 
view to bringing about peace and order in Shensi and Kansu.

(4) The plight of North China is becoming 
increasingly dangerous, while the various provinces along 
the coast are coveted by the aggressor. For this reason, 
we must strengthen our national defence to resist external 
ingasion. The Third Plenary Session should draw up an 
estimate for national defence.

(5) Lastly, the Third Plenary Session 
is requested to accelerate economic reconstruction of the 
country and improve transportation with a view to improving 
the living conditions of the people.

The Holmes (Comment)

CHINESE KILLED IN MOTCR CAR ACCIDENT

According to newspaper reports, ajikthese 
was killed during the lunar New Year holidaysjjy^fimotor car 
driven by a subject of a friendly nation.-whS" was not 
qualified to drive a car.

If the driver'in this case had been a 
Chinese and the victjjD^rsubject of the friendly nation, 
most probably the"i‘esidents of Shanghai would have been 
busily engaged in removing their homes and would not have 
be&fr-'kb'ie to enjoy the New Year holidays.

J
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

REPORT

File.No.. |......
POLICE.j Ao. S'. B. ¡J, r72.Z..T......
opecia 1115^ ^nch^2...<3£0CX2s, 2

Date. dbba.23-.___ 10 31, (
Subject ........Cnmmunis.t..handb.ill..delivered. by..ro.at to. ph^ngh-wi. .Football ^®b.c.i?.-.t.ion

119 JS-nking no-d, on February 19, 1937.

Made^ ^y.....P*I.<i..Kuh„I^.p„Hy.a....... Forwarded^ by.......... ...............................................................................

With, ref erence tn. the e t t.ched. co py_Qf_ ...? c QBHHun 1 st— 

circular dated February 10. 1937, which was delivered on February

-IQ, by the Post to the Shanghai Football Assoniation,..Fo.119,------

Nanking Rond, I h; ve to report th- t the document in question-------

reproduces telegr-m containing proposals purporting to h°ve  •

-been sent to the Third Plenary Session and drafted by the Central 

Committee of the Chinese Communist Party calling for co-OP.eratlnn 

with the Kuomintang- -nd the National Government.1

_______________ The problem of reconciliation with the communist-

_ bandits was, however, fully discussed < t the Sixth general meeting

—of the Third Plenary Session of the Fifth Kuomintang Central____

Executive Committee on the afternoon of February 21 when the_____

_ fallowing resolut ion .was, parsed _________________________________

;That until and unless the communist-bandits sincerely

IÉ
H

M
M

M
m

repent their past mi stakes, obey the Three People * s _Pr_in c iplee,_

abide by the Nation’s le,ws -nd strictly adhere to military______ 

_ diseipline,-there_QQUld_he_nQ-questicn of the Centr-1 Government 

accepting their offer of reconnillation.____________________

---- -------------------- The resolution, whi oh waa moved by the Presidium, 

. listed four m-ijor conditions under which the Central Authorities 

_ would be prepared to effect - reconciliation with the Red ban its, 

_ which are as follows:-__________ _ ______________________ _______________

_1) The 'bolition of the Red Army and its incorporation 

______________ into the unified command of the nation*s armed forces. 

______________ 2.) The unification of Government power in the hands of 

______________ the Central Government, and the dissolution of the 
so-called »Chinese Soviet Republic* and other 

organizations det/rimental to Government unity.

'3) The absolute cessation of communistic propaganda

File.No
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File No...
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

..................................Station,
REPORT

Date...............................tg

^ject..

^ade h...................................................................Forwarded by...................................................  .....................................

which is diametrically opposed to the Three 
people1s Principles»
4) The stoppage of the class struggle which 
splits society into antagonistlc_classes and  

_ _________ invites mutual destruction»________________________
_ The text of the telegram contained in the aforementioned 

circular sMomewhPt agrees in principle with a similar document 
obtained by the Ifanicihal Police on January 5« 1937» containing, 
a circular telegram which purports to have been jointly_____
despatched by the Central Government of Soviet China and the 
Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party and which 
advocates the convening of a joint conference at Nanking of

„ Kuomintang and Party representatives to discuss national 
problems»______________________________ -

__ ____ Discreet enquiries made regarding the author or authors___  
_ of this missive have so far been without result» The postal , 
—cancellation.marks on the envelope indicates that the letter___  
 was posted at 9 p»m» 18/2/37, but the character indicating the
_place of postage is undecipherable»__________________________

D.C. (Specæl Branch.)
------- It is suggested that the 3ecretary of the Shanghai

Football Association be informed verbally of contents of
*<iira,n3Iation and asked to forward further pamphlets of a____

milar nature received by them direct to this office•



Front

P. O. BOX 1965
Mémorandum

TEL. 16521

SHANGHAI FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION 
{Affiliated to the Football Association, England') 

ROOM 4B

1 1 9 NANKING ROAD
c, , . Feb. 19thShanghai,..........

rp The Shanghai Municipal Police

Present

Der .♦ Sirs

7193
.ÉL

A. /n33

The enclosed letter was received in this morning*4 mails

and understanding that the letter is of an anti-governmental nature, 

I am forwarding it to you with the request that you please inform me 

as to the nature of its contents and any steps you would like taken 

in the matter.

Yours faithfully,



Central Registry,
S.M.P* Headquarters, 

February 19, 1937.
To

H.E.  /liera Esquire, 
Central ?e istrar.

Attached handbill purports to have been circu
lated by the Central Executive Committee of the 
Chinese Communist Party and reproduces a telegram 
recently sent to the Third Plenary Session of the 
Central Executive Committee of the Kuomintang now 
meeting in Nanking, in that the Communist I arty 
proposes that the following be adopted as national 
policy.

(1) To stop all civil fighting and concentrate 
national resources against foreign aggression.

(2) Freedom of speech and meeting and re
lease of all polit’cal offenders.

(3) f meeting to be held of all parties, fac
tions and armies for national salvation.

(4) To complete as quickly as possible all preparations to resist Japanese ap resslon.
(f) To improve the living conditions of the 

people.
In th/ event of national policy, the 

to
the above being adopted as 
Communist Party guarantees

(1) discontinue its efforts throughout the 
country to overthrow the National Government by 
force,(2) to rename the Soviet Government as the 
Chinese Republic Special Area Government and the 
:'ed Army as National Revolutionary Army which will 
be under the direct control of the Nanking Govern
ment and its Military Affairs Commission,

(3) to carry out fully within the territory 
under the Special Area Government the Min Chu 
Principles, and(4) to discontinue the policy of confiscation 
of landowners * land.

In making the above proposals public, the 
handbill further seeks the support of the recipient 
in the best interests of the nation and people.

For your information please.

Translator
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File No.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
. , A, JSI, Special Branch XScxxw,

REPORT
Date. February. 17 19 37

Made

der...Min,e.sko,...ESubject... Alet; ian.Gipsy.,...acquires. Chinese citizenship

Forwarded by...

With reference to the attached translationfrom 
the wMin Pao“ of February 5, 1937 on the subject of a «ussian 

je migrant named Alexander Minesko, enquiries show that he is 
a Gipsy, who was bora in 1905 at Rostov-on-Don, South Russia»_

Minesko, a dancer and musician by occupa t io n ,came 
to Shanghai from Harbin in March 1930.

During the period from 1931 to 1936 he and his wife _ 
Valentina Minesko, also a dancer, frequently visited pairen,__
Hankow, Hongkong, Makao, Amoy, Swatow, and Canton working in__
their professional capacity.____

Minesko was formerly registered as a Russian emigrant 
with the Shanghai City Government Bureau and held Registration 
Certificate No.11396 issued on March 27, 1930.

Nothing detrimental is known by this office concerning
him either politically or criminally.



2) 77^5
IT.

J/. FOREIGNER BECOMES NATURALIZED CHINESE CITIZEN

Mr. Alikaandra Minesko publishes an 
advertisement in to-day’s issue of ”Min Pao" and other 
local newspapers announcing his naturalization as a Chinese 
citizen in accordance with Article 2, Section 5, of the 
Chinese Naturalization Law*
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SHANGHAI IBICim FCU?V
RL.QlSIRY

No. S. B.
S. 1, Speciat^aaftÔu^A^..-^

REPORT February..17 j., ijO?i—$

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Subject....... J.Q.s.?.e.f..Maj.O.rj...Hungarianîl alleged deportee from. Japan.

***** ¿y.... .D>.S.«...?ittS.....................Forwarded by... xZL^^g... ..¿L/ X

With reference to numerous reports appearing in the 
local press during the last few days to the effeet that a__
Hungarian named jossef Major had been deported from Japan on 

grounds of espionage, I have to report that the gentleman in 

question has been interviewed and the following informati on
secured: -__________________________________________________

Joszef Major» Hungarian» born at Czecze on January 2,_
904» is inpossession of Hungarian Passport No.629.181 issued 

rat Paris on March 14» 1927 and which has been renewed every 

interests in Japan.

when its validity was renewed for a further period of one year 
by the Spanish Consul-General in Tokyo who looks after Hungarian

In the autumn of 1930 Major was in the united Kingdom _

and France» whence he travelled to New Zealand to take up a

I__post as a professor in French at St, Patrick's College» Welling-?
. ton. He arrived in Wellington on December 16» 1930._______ ____

Major» who speaks several languages, was invited in 1932 

, by the 3emi~religious omotokyo sect to act as a language teacher
and translator to this organisation and in February 1932 he 

Af ^3.

arrived in Japan to take up his new duties.
V>______ In March 1934 he voluntarily left the Sect and remained 

with the
Swiss Import and

--------------His life in Nagoya was undisturbed. until January 1&»------
_ 1937 when he was interrogated by the Nagoya Police regarding-----

his association with the Omotokyo Sect, which it should be____ 

mentioned was banned and dissolved in 1935 by the raparla»
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No.

Station,

Subject

REPORT
-2- Date.

Made by. Forwarded by.

_ authorities on grounds of lese majeste. Majors personal effects 

and private letters were subjected to the close st scru tiny -and_

he was detained in the Nagoya Police station where he was required I 
to translate all documents and correspondence in his possession

into English.,______
______ After being detained for one month with no charge hanging_  

over his head, Major wrote to and requested the Chief of Police 1 

of the Aichi Prefecture for permission to leave the country._

Permission was obtained andheleft Japan on the s.s. "Shanghai
MaruM which arrived here on February 14, 1937.___________________

During his detention in Nagoya, no mention was made to Major 

of espionage and no charge of any kind was preferred against, him, i 
He is also emphatic ip his assertion that he was not deported___  !I

from Japan, his departure being entirely voluntary.___________

He is now residing at Hoorn No. 402, Foreign Y.M.ç.A-, ISO -

Bubbling Well Hoad._____ being made for him .
t0 resume business with the Shanghai branch of Messrs. Liebermann,

Waelchli & Co., No. 8-10 Rue du Consulat, but should these arrange 
ments fail to materialise, he will return to Hungary.___________

Major avers that he has never been concerned in any political/

activities and has no

the impression that his linguistic abilities - he atudiad In th* 

languageschool of the Sorbonne University, Paris - -have________  
resulted in his present plight*__________________________________

He is not likely to cause the Municipal Police any trouble, 

but any of his future activities of interest to this office_ ____n will form the subject of further reports 

---- S.—^PftQial Branch)



«/«ÄZ.A'^FOREIGN AND CHINESE PEPORTSES PR CM JAPAN ARRIVE 
IN*SHANGHAI

Yesterday a Hungarian named 
_ Joseff May er, age 34, who was deported by the Japanese
S-’ ' Government for espionage in Japan, and a Chinese deportee

/j named Chang Tuh Chang, age 47, arrived in Shanghai on 
X/i*< the s.s. Shanghai Maru»



Tfie Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, Monday, February 15, 1937

Italian Savant, 
Deportee Arrive

German Deportee Here, 
Faced Spy Charges

In Japan
An Italian savant, whose re

search into things Japanese 
brought the reward of an audience 
with the Japanese emperor, and a 
Hungarian who studied conditions 
in Japan so closely that the aut 
thcritics branded him a potent
ial spy,” have arrived in Shang
hai by the Changhai Maru.

Thev are: Dr. Giuseppe Tucci, 
who spent threFifl«® hs lecturing 
in Japanese universities and cul
minated his stay by founding the 
Insituto Italo-Glapponese, and 
Mr. Josef Major, 36, a former em
ployed dFTlWSerman trading firm ( 
of Liebermann, Waelchi & Co.

Similar To Germans
“Though' apparently very quiet, < 

Japanese students are very similar 
to the German in their eagerness 
to learn,” Dr. Tucci told reporters 
on his arrival.

The Italian professor saw a 
similarity^ not only between the 
national characteristics of Japan 
and Italy, but in the political and 
economic issues now facing both 
nations.

He attached great significance 
to cultural exchanges between 
Japan and Italy which will be 
promoted by the Institute.

Dr. Tucci was met at the Way
side Wharf by representatives of 
the Italian Consulate-General uM 
the Embassy. He later1 proceeded 
to the Casa Dltalia where he de
livered a lecture on the “Problems 
of Culture in Modern Italy.”

Dr. Tucci and Mme. Tucci sail 
fcr Italy by the Conte Rosso this 
afternoon.

Deportee Here
Mr. Major, who was deported 

by the Japanese authorities, stu
died at Sorbonne University in 
Paris where he became interested 
in the teachings of the Omotokyo 
sect, which was later banned by 

1 the Japanese government.
He was arrested at the YM.C.A. 

in Kwwara-machi, Nagoya, on 
January 12 and charged with at
tempted espionage.

Alter landing, Mr. Major re
gistered at the Foreign Y.M.C.A.



JTHECHINA PRESS,-'TUESDAY,-FEBRUARY 16,¿W-

Major Denies 
Stories Of Spy; 
Role In Japan
Hungarian Tells Difficul-' 

ties With Nipponese
On Arrival Here

Reports circulated by Japanese 
' newspapers and news agencies that 
he had engaged in “attempted 

j espionage” work and that he was 
' deported from the country were em
phatically denied here yesterday by 
Mr. Josef -Hungarian'- who 
had resided in Japan aye. W.

Mr. Major arrived in* Shanghai 
Sunday aboard the s-s. Shanghai 

. Maru after being detained in 
; Nagoya for more than a month. He 
i termed Japanese reports that he 
had traveled in Manchuria, Korea ‘ 
and Formosa with sinister intentions 
as being “ridiculous, adding that he 
had never been in the two former 
areas and that his one trip to 
Formosa was only for purposes of 
a short holiday.

Reports were also published in 
(Japanese papers that Mr. Major 
| employed Japanese women to act 
as espionage agents for him. This 
he emphatically denies.

Hired In New Zealand
Recounting his experiences in 

Japan, Mr. Major said yesterday 
that he first went there from New 
Zealand at the invitation of the 
semi-religious sect Omotokyo to act 
as a language teacher and trans
lator during the year 1932. Be 
voluntarily left th© employment of 
Omotokyo in 1934 to accept a posi
tion 'With Liebermann Waelchli & 
Co., Swiss importing and exporting 
firm, at their Nagoya branch.

His life in Nagoya was undis
turbed until January of this year 
when he was questioned by Nagoya 
Police regarding his association 
with the Omotokyo sect. His per
sonal effects were carefully inspect
ed and nil his correspondence sub
jected. to the closest scrutiny. His 
etters, written Mn live or six 
anguages, proved somewhat of a 
tumbling block for the Nagoya 
>olice. He was required to stay 
n a special detention cell and 
ranslate the letters into English.

The. Japanese tnen translated them 
into Japanese.

Requested Freedom
After four weeks of detention, 

Mr. Major states that he requested 
that he foe given his freedom. It 
was suggested to him that he 
write a letter to the chief of police 
requesting permission to leave the 
country. This- he did. Permission 
was granted and he boarded the 
Shanghai Maru for Shanghai.

During his incarceration, Mr. 
Major states that the subject of 
espionage was not discussed and* 
that he was at a loss at the- time 
to understand the reason for his 
detention. He is equally as non
plussed by reports appearing in 
Japanese papers since his de- L 
parture.

I V

/ A I /
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February 15, 1937.

FOREIGN AND C INESE DFPORTEES FROM JAPAN ARRIVE IN ~SHNNGHÄI * "

Yesterday a Hungarian named
Joseff Mayer, age 34, who was deported by the Japanese 
Government for espionage in Japan, and a Chinese deportee 
named Chang Tuh Chang, age 47r$ arrived in Shanghai on 
the s.s. Shanghai Maru.
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SiiAKBHAI POLICE j
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE No. S. B. D.
sa» bpecifa»;.^

REPORT 1

Subject.. Reported arrival in Shanghai of Wong Ping (
important member of the Trotsky Clique#

Made by.......P.«.1..«...?.11.^...?^.0...?^8 F orwarded by

7/ith reference to the attached newspaper translation bear
ing on the above subject, I have to state that diligent enquiries
made through various sources by the Chinese staff of Section I
have so far failed to obtain any confirmation of the report»
The local Chinese and Japanese authorities upon being confidential 
ly approached are likewise unable to cast any light on the subject

It is absurd to state that ffong Pingfs activities resulted
in the formation of the Shanghai City Students National Salvation
Association on October 15, 1936, and the publication of an 
official paper entitled the «Struggle* because it is generally
known that the local National Salvation movement was originally
fostered "by the ¿octal Democratic Party end that the *Struggle*
WS8 once an organ of the Stalin Clique.

.Although the name 7/ong Ping does not appear among the
records of the Special Branch, it has been added to our iden-
tification carde for future reference.

D. I.



NIPPO / -J / ¿/Mi )

WONG PING SECRETLY ENTERS SHANGHAI

It is reported that the Trosky- 
Party in North China, which is anti-Japanese, anti-Stalin 
and anti-Nanking,has sent to Shanghai a man named '.'ong 
ping, an important member of the party,to secure more 
comrades and to promote party affairs.

Vong Ping's activities resulted 
in the formation of the Shanghai City Students National 
Salvation Association on October 15, 1936 and the 
publication of an official paper called the "Struggle". 
This paper is being distributed among newspapers, schools 
and ¡labourers. The party and the students national 
aalvjbtion association had planned to distribute inflammatory 
Jttcndbills and create disturbances in Chapei on January 28 
btit their plan was frustrated by the precaixionary measures 
adopted by the Police bureau.
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Miso 116/41

(3)

yangtszepSZZ^
QCt. Í¿íh, fCt¿f

Strike, Heng Foong Silk Wearing Factor^, 23 Haiohow Road.

Smith

Sir»

Further to strike report Miso. No. 116/41, enquiries 

at the Heng Foong ( ) Silk Weaving Factory have

now ascertained that all strikers unconditionally return» 

ed to work on the 14/10/41, the management having refused 

to grant an increase in wages.

Owing to the management engaging new employees, the 

strikers became alarmed and thus returned to work.

The management has promised to immediately inform 

the undersigned should there be any further signs of 

unrest.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,



Mise n«/4L

I2) Oct. 12th

-i 4 13 (uStrike, Heng Foo ng H/4, ) Silk Weaving Factory, 23 Haichow Rd.

D.S.I. Smith

Sir,

Further to strike report (Miso. 116/41) enquiries 

have now ascertained that the management of the Heng 
Foong ('fj-q'» ) Silk leaving Factory, 23 Haichow Road 

have now employed six new workers (male) who started 

work this morning.

Mono of the strikers have returned to work, and 

so far there has been no further demands or any 

untoward incident.

I'eteetives still keeping observation.



r F. 19 , .x————— --Instituted 12-24G. 500-11-39.
a iso. 116/41«

F. SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE’ *r

REPORT ON STRIKE 7 77#

........"I>*...............  ..Division

Yangt«s«poo.......... Station UcteWr 19th, I9-41o

Time and date reported. Time and date S’ B' informed 10w l6 16/10/41«

Time and date strike commenced.. g a* m* 10/10/41« .....................................................

By whom reported___ 10Sr --------- ---- ----------

Trade or profession of strikers..... Silk ....

Number of strikers.. S3 . .Male. 82 ..... Female Apprentices..................... .......

Employer’s name, address and business.... ffpong (•ML- --•)-u-tlk «♦»▼Ing Fa«tory»

23 Halohow Koad. Proprietor Taang Yue T*u ("^-X 4«

Union to which strikers belong.... Ko a« Union members« ............................ ...................

Cause of strike and demands made by strikers.. g a«m» 10/10/41-th«- fflale worker«

declared•* «trike to enforce a demand for an increase in wag«« of 20%.

6 p.m. 9/10/41«When did discontent amongst strikers first commence.

What action (if any) did employers take to remedy cause of discontent prior to commencemei 

of strike. H«ne.

What action (if any) have the employers taken to meet the demands of the strikers

The proprietor informed the strikers that due to trade depression..he 

could not grant their demand whioh 
will be pald off on the 13/10/41«

Names and addresses of strike leaders.......................

resulted tn them walking out* they

Has the strike or its cause any political inspiration

Meeting places of strikers. 23 Hatchow

Number of persons arrested for offences arising out of strike....

Particulars of literature (if any) circulated relative to strike...

à.. io.ÿr
Name and address of printer of such circulars....... ....... ................. ................ -

Precautions taken by Police... 5mottrw...jro<yptnil..01|-errwittaai.

Investigating Officer....>¥^.^...|^m..^..e„j^.|h. ........ *

Subsequent reports on tbe same strike should be submitted eport Forms for general use.



also* 110/41

Yangtssepoo October 10th, 41«

8 lbw«. 10,w -*

6 a.m. 10/10/41.

c.r.s. 106.

Silk Weavers«

82 82 • •

10/10/41«

Heng Foong *eaving Factoryi

23 Hal oh ow Bead« Proprietor Tsang YU« Pau ( = x° /• 

Hen-union members.

At 6 a«*. 10/10/41 the ¡sale worker« 

declared a strike to enforce a demand for an increase in wages of 20%.

0 p«a. 9/10/41«

Hone«

The proprietor info med the strikers that due to trade depression ho 
oould not grant their demand which resulted in then walking out« They 
will be paid off on the 16/10/41«



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. s *•- y y y T
Wfcîéz.epop.'"^^““ J

REPORT (3) LJ . *' “----
' ' Dtye.. M&roh. .2nd....ip 39.

Subject......ïtirther .report; on strike at Hung..Foongsilk Filature,......................... .........

23 Ha i e how Roa d

Made by.... .T>*.S*.Xa Kennedy . . .Fdrvoarded by

Sir,

The undersigned, D.3.I. Sung Ah ïbh and C.D.C. 108 

proceeded to the Hung Foong Silk Filature, 23 Halohow 

Rood on the afternoon of 1/3/39 when the following 

arrangîments were made. Property consisting of bed 

clothing etc belonging to the strikers who refused to 

go back to work, after negotiations between them and 

the Management, was removed to the factory, where it 

could subsequently be collected by the men concerned. 

The Management posted two Indian watchmen outside the 

Filature Quarters with instructions to keep out any of 

the former employees who refuse to work and consequently 

have no right to occupy the premises. On 1/3/39 thirty 

of the strikers resumed work, making a total of 47 males 

employed out of the usual staff of 57» The filature 

was operating this inst. with a full complement of 

workers.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

n.i\o. -D*

Copy forwarded to 0. i/o 3.B,



G, yOM-^1
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. S. He-GiSTRT
^Siatton?'

Further report (2) JtPote«x.
' ' Date.....7ttk.JSlh* -x 9 39.

Subject........... lather report on 8t.rike...at  .jawg..Eiong .SUk-SUature,-

23 Ralchow Road.

Made by. I• Kennedy For warded by.
4

Sir,

Further enquiries were made at the Rung Soong 

Silk Filature, 23 Halchow Hoad, this a.nu by the 

undersigned, D,S,I, Sung Ah Foh and C,D»C. 108, It 

was ascertained that all the old employees are still 

on strike, but seventeen new weavers have been engaged 

by the Management and commenced work this a.m. The 

filature quarters at Nlngwu and Haiohow Roads corner 

were visited by detectives accompanied by Tsang Yue 

Pau, manager of the filature. It was explained to 

the few striking employees who were present, that if 

they did not commence work at once, they would be 

ejected from the quarters, as they have no right to 

occupy the premises st present, sent across the Garden 

Bridge and their passes confiscated, No disturbance 

of any hind has occurred at the filature so far, but 

a great deal of the labour trouble which has been 

experienced Is due to the weak policy adopted by the 

manager Ts^ng Yue Dau regarding his employees,

I am. Sir,

Your obedient servant.



---- F ’ * .9.----Instituted 12-24 
G. 2000-10-33.

Wi SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

REPORT ON STRIKE „/*
............................... ............. Division

Yangtvzvpoor Station ........

Time and date reported... ¿^30epe®e and date S.B. informed.

Time and date strike commenced............I ..................................... .......

By whom reported.....................................108«.........................................................................................

Trade or profession of strikers................Silk Tilature -arkere«..........................................

N umber of strikers  57 4 Male........t>7<.... Female  Apprentices............................
Employer’s name, address and business..Toang - Pa»^—^¡38 t^aiehow Hd»................

..............................................Silk filature ¡tanager*.....................................................................

Union to which strikers belong.................Uot me^bere»

Cause of strike and demands made by strikers...m account of new foreman mmed Teah Yih

...... -Pah -4 )̂• who waa oir ^3w9w39* °tx-fkeys demnnd the driswiaeal oi

< h iw man before ^they resume work.

When did discontent amongst strikers first commence.... Kmolity eee &awe -Wen OA strike at th

WlS to cmmencement

of strike..........A-M -^reTtouw -rtr-kke*- ”wi cahly .

What action (if any) have the employers taken to meet the demands of the strikers

'o- a-ctltm taitm ty -the emplnyerr sor far«

Names and addresses of strike leaders....... ^o-t ;<nowni

Has the strike or its cause any political inspiration.

Meeting places of strikers
Mot knowne

Number of persons arrested for offences arising out of strike

Particulars of literature (if any) circulated relative to strike

--Kew--/

XA
-We- arreeOr

sene«

Name and address of printer of such circulars. ............. .....................................................................

' remine« kejrt under wbwervatl^» 0*?VCr 108

......

Precautions taken by Police.

Investigating Officer.............

Subsequent reports on the same strike should be submitted on the Report Forms for general a*e*



FORM NO. 3
G. IOM 10-38

Mise. File No., 240/38
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Yanglçsepço ¡Sfatio^ff^

REPORT ( 2) _ I t^,a On.* ' /Date ¿nd» ...19 38.

Subject (in jull)...... Hei?8 Yoong Silk Filature, 23 Hatchow Road.

Made by ........?» ?• I. Keimedÿ Forwarded by.

Sir,

All the male workers of the above mentioned filature resumed 

work at 7 a.m. 1/12/38 and at 10 a»m, same date presented the 

following demands to the management.
1. To dismiss foreman Wong Kuo Shang < WH ).

2. Release of two workers in Police custody on a charge 

of assault»

3. To reinstate 8 workers who were dismissed for taking 

part in the strike»

The first demand was complied with by the management but 

the other two demands were not entertained» However the 

workers seemed satisfied with the action taken, and the filature 

is working at full capacity this inet»

I am. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

■■ 4 ....
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

—--- ==--------- *--- ■»*
...............................Division.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 167/38. ............. Police Station.
ITov ember 30 th, i9 38

Diary Number:— g Nature of Offence:— 36*

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Please see below.
Places 

visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
At 10.45 a.m. 30/l 1/38 C.T.C. 108 arrested a male

V . _ J
Ohinefe named Houi Foh Chong ¡£)t 28 years,

native of nophIng for b^ing concerned with several

other male Chinese in the assault on the person of the 

complainant at 6.30 p.m. 29/11/38. The accused is 

one of the employees of the Heng Foong Silk Filature, 

23 Halchow Road, and the cause of the assault is the 

complainant’s refusal to stop work when the rest of the 

n^-le employees at this filature went on strike.The canpit | 

attended Y’noo Station this P.M. subsequent to the 

arTeet of the accused, and nonltively identified him as 

one of hie assailants, charred accordingly and will be 

brought before the 3. Court on 1/12/38.

All the male employees of the Heng Foong Silk 

Filature are now on strike, but all the female workers 

are still employed. Chinese detectives attached to 

this station have been Instructed to continue enquiries 

among the workers in order to effect the arrest of the 

other culprits responsible for this assault. It is also! 

known that a number of the employees are only too 

willing to resume work, but axe frightened of reprisals 

from several of the strike ringleaders. Enquiries

are being conducted along this line and if evidence io

secured that intimidation is being used, to keep the 

willing employees away from the filature, then the 
necessary action will be V-ken by the Police

D. 3. I
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38 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLIÇE.

huCiSTRY

•
CRIME DIARY. 1 N

Crime Register No... 167/38. ........Y.?J>O7.....
Nov. 30th, . . .........io »

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence:— 36•

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

7.30p.ni.-10p.nl» 
29/11/38

e

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

Scene of crime, 
and office.

Place or description of 
premises. Outside Heng Foong Silk Filature, 23 Haichow Road.

Time and date of offence. 6.30 p.m. 29/11/38.____________________
». „ m reported. 7.30 p.m. 29/11/38.

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

Wong Yue Ziang ), silk weaver, House No.
unknown, Yu Yih Fong, Y*poo Road.

Number of criminals with One arrested and charged.
full individual description.

Loo Tsung Hsiang 28, Zaushing, 1^/silk
weaver, residing country house off Ningwu Road.
Two male Chinese not in custody >

1. Koh Ts Loong ( I age about 27-8, native o
Zaushing,M/silk .weaver.country house Ningwu Road.

2. Tsu Yu Chong ( K age about 25-6, native of
Zaushing, M/silk weaver, country house Ningwu Road

Arrests. 1 by detectives.

Classification of property 
stolen.

- Value $

Classification of property 
recovered.

Value $

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered.
(b) Position, appearance and marks on 

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

Full Details of Method used
Accused assaulted the complt by striking him

in Committing offence. on the body with their fists.
In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 

all the points (c) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (toçls etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc*
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking
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CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)

(j) What staff employed on premises ?
(k) Are they all ‘'old” servants I
(l) ' If not, what was their last employment

and for how long V
(m) What was their “characters"?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason ?

(o) Are old servants suspected ?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected ?

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer).

At 7.10 p.m. 29/11/38, a telephone message was 

received from the Heng Foong Silk Filature, 23 

Haichow Road, reporting that one of the workers had

been assaulted. C. D.S.60 and the undersigned

attended where it was ascertained that one named

Wong Yue Zlang (T ) 22, Kompo, S/veaver, 

residing Yu Yih ^bng, Y*poo Road, had been assaulted

by several other employees on account of his refusal? 

to strike with them for higher wages. Complt 

identified one Loo Tsung Hsiang 28,

Zaushlng, H/silk weaver, residing country house off j

Hingwu Road, as having taken part in the assault.

This man, taken Into cu'stody at the Heng Foong

Quarters, Ningwu Road, denies having participated 

in the offence, in view, however, of the fact that 

he was identified by complt amongst about thirty 

other employees he is charged accordingly.

Further enquiries will be conducted on the 

30/11/38 with a view to bringing about the arrest

of the others concerned in this case, of whom, 

complt states, two only of whose names he knows as 

Koh Ts Loong ( if i ) and Tsu Yu Chong ( ).

A remand will therefore be requested at the S. S.D.

Court at a.m. 30/11/38.

Complt’s injuries were certified at the Lester 

Chinese Hospital to be "Bruises of hand and Héma

tome scalp* requiring 4 days treatment.

The strike at the above mentioned company has

been made the subject of Mise. Report 240/38.

hr.
*'D. S. 222

Sen.Det. i/c.
D.D.0. *D"
Copy to Officer i/c S.B.
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Wise. File ]^0 240/38.
G. SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

• I HuGiSIRY

REPORT 38.

„ .. Labour trouble in silk filature in Y’poo District.
Subject...................................................................................................................................................... -...................

A 11 7 ' 'rX—^C-4,^ Jt J
Made -------.................... ... -—Forwarded by................................'.................................................................

sir.

At 2.45 p.o. 27/11/38 a telephone message was received at 

this station from the Heng Too ng (4'i ) 811k Filature. 23

Haichow Road, to the effect that they were having trouble with 

several of their employees.

C.D.S.13, C.r. C.307 and the undersigned enquired and 

ascertained the following facts. Five workers named Zung To 

Hylen ). 30, .rdr^ei, country house Ningwu Road. Wong

Toeh IMh { \\ ). 27. -Mushing, 22 Zung Ts Li. Linching Road. I

Zung Ts San ( ?^f ), 3b, Zauohing. seme address, Ching Dah 

Mau ( Zauohing. eame address, end fau Ching Dee

( 26, Zausking. country house I&ichow Road, had on

25th Inst, e^rcuoed their dissatisfaction with the texture of 

the silk cloth which they were engaged in making, saying that 

it vas vory hard tc wceve, therefore they wished for an increase 

in salary and thia 'jco agreed *o uy the tuanuger of the factory» 
/ 

one Tsang You Dau ( * who w®4» willing to give them an

increase of $2.23 on each ten rolls of cloth manufactured. 

Tn spite of this however, they did not return to work, thereby 

leaving the manager with no alternative other than to dismiss 

them.

On their being paid off on 27th the remaining workers

gathered in the main office for a conference. This led to the 

Police being Informed and the attendance of the above mentioned 

officers, on hearing all aspects of the situation the five

dissatisfied workers were asked if they wished to remain or 

leave their work. They decided to leave and were duly paid the 

money due to them. The remainder of the workers some 60 in 

number were then asked if they wished to support the five 

already dismissed by leaving their work and quitting the
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Subject.......

.................................. Station,
REPORT 

Date........... ............19
2«

Ma tie by. ..Forwarded by.

premise* or returning to their work. After bome talk they 

finally elected to return to their work and proceeded to do *o 

In a quiet and orderly manner. Detectires then left the 

factory«

Home time later a further moopage rm* received from the 

factory caying that those do workero hud stopped work« 

Detectivee arnin attended the scene and Informed the workers 

that if thev did not i~’* to caxry on working it was a matter 

for dieoueeion between tuc.neolvee and their employer*. They 

were duly warned with regard to the possibility of their 

creating a disturbance.

I er1, sir.

your obedient eefvant,

_______--------------------------------------------------------------- ------

»• X
Uen. De*.« i/o.

D.D.O.

Officer i/c



-----Instituted 12-24 <,
G. 2000-10-33-

* SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE »«. a«/».

REPORT ON STRIKE
WDW — . . .............................................Division

Yangtesepoo Station Sovember 27th, •.
27« 11,38. ................ ......

Time and date reported. ___ __ Time and date S.B. informed...
_ , , , , -■ , 2*30 p.m< 27*11<38.Time and date strike commenced.... ..............5................ ................... .............................
„ , . Tsang Yeu TWu ( X £ /¿I ), manager.
By whom reported............................. <r........ rx.......................................................4.....<.......

Trade or profession of strikers...... .......................................... ..............................................................

Number of strikers.... T®...........Male—...............FeWSle.....................ApjWBtices...........................

Employer’s name, address and business.... *99«S «IIX ’*!**«*•?

Union to which strikers belong.... ~..................................... ........................................................... .....

Cause oi strike and demands made by strikers... of ‘*’• . ,“1-

demanded Increare of .ages owing to the cloth being of . difficult 

nature to weave. Reinetatement of five dismiseed.

When did discontent amongst strikers first commence.. ...wivi»*.............................. 4^.........

What action (if any) did employers take to remedy cause of discontent prior to commencement

of strike Granted f Ivo weaver.10 rollB oi «lath.

What action (if any) have the employers taken to meet the demands of the strikers

3o far none.

Names and addresses of strike leaders...... ®9

to help fl>e dismissed.

Has the strike or its cause any political inspiration.... .* .•...........

Meeting places of strikers....... .T............................................ ............... ................................................ .

Number of persons arrested for offences arising out of strike....... *................................................

Particulars of literature (if any) circulated relative to strike....... T.............................. ................ .

Name and address of printer of such circulars......... e.........................................................................

Precautions taken by Police..... ftt.. JNMMI... 3PO..4.il|tUTl>mil0S»

Investigating Officer.........  P*8». .5lop 11 Slid C»P*.Cf lQ8
>4. 
y .......................... .......... ......
Subsequent reports on Hie same strike should be submitted on th Report Forms for general use.



FORM NO- 3
G. 4QK-,~38 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

i :ii>a ^File No..SiiS^^•

Date ...Q.9.$.«;.„15.thx....rp 3®., 
Dah Sing (i'-'k'] ) Silk leaving Factory on strike.T)rv qinr ( vZ T T J Fl IK vetivili^ .rcaMuvAjf Uii fcSbl lK-e«

Subject (in full)______ __ .........................................................................................................................................................

Made by..... ^d...d.'.b....^..^...d.-^-—-----^'-d........Forwarded by...................................................................................

C.D. S. 170 report? that all the male and female operatives 
of the Dah Sing Silk Weaving, Factory at Lane 464/46 Yulin hoatj 

returned to their work since 6.30 p.m. 11-10-38.
The management and the workmen in the New Factory at 23

Haichow Toad came to an agreement on 10-10-38. From now on 
there will be no discount of their work and they will be paid 
according to the actual length of silk they have woven. The 
workmen in the old factory are entitled to the same treatment.

D. C. (Sp.Br.) direct.



s. SSm-’-3.Ì SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLIC^.^’

£ i 77^a 
ta;-;—<( 
REPORT Dflte__——X

Date 38 /
Subject ^a>1 )Silk weaving Factory on strike»

Made by. D.S.I.Lee Yee Tong

C.P.S.17O regortr that the Dah Sing Silk weaving Factory

situated at house 42/8 Lane 464 Yulin Road went on strike since 

7 a.ti, lo/lo/38. 33 male and 3 female operatives a:e effected.

The trouble was originated on 6/10/38 when the workmen

demanded their half month’s wage be paid to them on 7/10/38

instead of IC/10/38, so they could use the money before the Mid- f 

Autumn Festival. The management only granted an advance of half 

of their wages which was due.tfn 7/1Q/38 the workmen went on strike 

and presented two demands to the said management,(1)Increase of 

wages (2)less deduction of one roll of silk weaven by them.October I 

8th, and 9th. were general festival holidays, work was not re»

Burned, rhe manug jiuent and workmen came to an agreement at 3 p.m.

9/IO/38 when the demand of increase of wage was set aside and

D.6.I.

the management granted less deduction by one yard per roll 
x?■of silk.

D.D.O. (Di
D.C.($<B)

At 6 a.m. lo/lo/38 all the workmen returned to their work

without any trouble. At 7 a.m. same morning, a number of workmen

from the new factory 

management) came and

situated nt 23 Hale how the same

requested the workers to hav? a sympathetic

strike with them. As they went on strike at 6 a 10/10/38 be-

cause they still had some differences with the management with

rega-d to the treatment. All workmen in the Dsh Sing silk weaving

Factory complied v;ith their requ^^fr—left their factpry quiet*. I ^7 4***^*vVV«v * C* I » I

ly at 7 a.m.
Chang Yu Tao(^'^_|’^) ,the proprietor of the factory,was 

interviewed by detectives and he stated that he experienced no 

trouble with the workmen in his old factory at Lane 46.4/46 Yulin 

Road. Apparently they will return to their work as soon as the 

trouble is settled in the new factory,23 Haichow Road.



Mise. File
’• SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICES

..Y{,n6t..8 «
JUrther REPORT (4) V‘ œt? ïl./T^faO»

,, labour trouble at Heng Thong Silk Filature. .3 Haichow Road.Subject________________________________ r.-------.7?------------------------ ..-----------------------------

, D.S.I. Kennedy r, . , L .Made by........TT.YT.................. ?Y.................... Forwarded by___ __________ ..____________ ___ ___ ...--------

Sir, 
- — 

At ? p.ra. IC/10/38 four of the workers employed at the Heng

Foong Silk Fiiiiture, >'3 JTv.ichow Hord ap-roached the manager

Ts- ng Yue T>u ( ^9 ) ^nd after their demands were met, work

was commenced on the morning of 11/10/38. The four workers 

concerned, names as foiiows:-

Dc ong Soong Ling ('j’ ^¡t. #£•), Bung Ts Srn ( *h ),

Wong Yuen F-’h ( ),A Zung Peh Zeu( ),
I 

have been responsible for considerable unrest at the above 

mentioned filature since the factory commenced to operate on 

<5/8/38, and were to blame for a strike which occurred at the 

mh Shing Silk Fit' tare 46 toong sung Li» Yulin Rood on 10/10/38,| 

thia filature also being under the some management ae the Heng 

Ibong. The four men Concerned were warned by the Police

that in the event of ?ny further trouble caused by them at 

either filature, that arrangements would be mode with the

Japanese H"V'’i landing Party, »nd they would be liable to 

expninion south of the Soochow Creek, "nd their papees confisca

ted. Ttth Shing Riik Filature is 'iso operating normally 

thin Inst.

I r.m. Sir,

Your obedient servant

B. D» 0.

Officer i/o S.B.
V

(Copy forwarded).
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M
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE,

REPORT

S. 0. REGISTRY 
^MPSPÄ«*^ 
Da0b4r,—

DatK...7T.’’.............. i 9
Subject ’ahour trouble at Heng Tbong Silk Filature, '3 nuidhuw '0*0.

----------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------

Made by........* ______  .......Forwarded by____ ........___ ■'■-------------------__ ----------------

Sir.

At 9.10 a.m* 7/10/33» C.B.G. 108 reported that workers 

of the Heng Sbong Silk Til ture, 3 1X1 chow Rod had gone 

on strike as a protest against the raan-gement who refused to 

cceiernte the payment of their wages.

yiquirles made by C. TX.G. 108 and the undersigned ascertain

ed the foilowingt-

The Reng Jbong Silk Filature, 23 H? ichor Road resumed 

operation on 25/8/38 employing a total of 100 worker» including 

80 males and 2D femries. workers used to receive their

wages on the 11th of every month. At 7 a.m. 7/10/38 

workers approached the iranagenent requesting that owing to 

the approaching of the ¿fiddle Autumn Festival their wpges 

be paid to-day. The management refused to accept the request | 

which caused the workers to go on strike. lien the onager 

of this filature vae interviewed he corroborated the above 

statement regarding the workers demanding tht their monthly 

wages should be advanced by one week. on his refuse! to 

do this, an the employees - a-ie end female - wiked out. 

No trouble reg rding the care is expected by the Police.

I am. Sir.

Your obedient servnt.

Officer i/o S.B, (Copy forwarded).
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4th further

3len<' Koo ng silk Tearing

"“•t w,ws.J?MrRY i 
MUNICIPAL POLICE!

REPORT March 20, 37,Date..j-rr.::..:...................-rf> 
Factory no.23 Haiohow Road.

,, J L ©•S.I. L1U Wen Chao , , , S'y> Inept. 0. i/c
Made by................................................................ Forwarded by.. ................................... -

sir. 

At 2 p.m. 17/3/37, Zien Zee Pao ( repre8entatire of

the above mentioned factory, Zu ng Voong Ping ), Shen Jen

Kyung ( (- ^> ) representatives of the employees, Woo Y&o jL )

representntive of the Union attended a meeting ftt the Bureau of

Soo lax Affaire, Shanghai city Government, and through the mediation

of Jon Tai Moh ( fl a” official attached to the said bureau,

the labour dispute was amicaliy sett let when representatives of

both parties agreed to the following conditions and signed a

writ ten document to this effect:»_______________________________________

(1) Uearareraent of silk to be taken according to the standard 

so ale.
(2) Average increase of wages to be effected below UJf.

(3) 30 cents allowance for each employee per day for suspension 

of work over one day due to shortage of raw material.

3C aunts allowance for each worker per day for suspension of 

work over 3 deyo when machines are under repairs or changes.

intelligence 
^Epcwa

«*-■ 1

(4) 5 cents ni^it meal allowance for each employee i-i the weaving

department and 10 cents, each in the spinning department.

(b) forking hour not to exceed 11 hours.

(6) 2 days holiday in a month via the 1st and 16th. The wages

for workers in the spinning department are issued as usual.

(7) Increase of wa^es for employees in ®xe spinning deportment to

be effected twice a year, the minimum rate of increase should

be 1 cent.

(8) An increase of 3 cents per day to be effected to each worker

in the spinning department.

(9) 80 employee to be dismissed by the management without a reason.

(10) Members of the silk weaving employees* union to be given
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Yangts:

REPORT
¿Station,

Dale ¡92

....... Forwarded by.

first opportunity when any of them applies for employment.

(11) Thia agreement may be revised at the request of the employers

and employees at the time when the silk weaving trade

adopt uniform system regarding the treatment of employees

The ¿op employees of the factory are working peacefully

and no further trouble is expected

I am. Sir

Yours obediently

D.D.0.*D"

association and the silk weaving employees union decide to

'is

Sen» Det

Copy forwarded to Officer i/c S.B
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, Date £./ -t./_Jj

Heng Foonr, Silk leaving Factory (Chinese) - Labour 
dispute settled

In connection with the demands of the workers of
the Heng Foong Silk Weaving Factory, Haichow Road, 
for a general improvement in treatment and a 30£ wage
increase (Vide l.R. 17/2/37), the management has granted 
minor concessions to the workers as a result of mediation 
by the Bureau of Social Affairs. Among the demands 
accepted by the management is the issue of a food 
allowance when operations are suspended owing to a 
shortage of material. *£he question relating to an increase 
in wages was shelved until business improves.

Fuh Shing ) printing Press (Chinese) - Agitation Z
among primers

Fifty printers of the Fuh Shing printing irtss, 
400 Foochow Road, went on strike at 4 p.m. February 28 
as a protest against their employer's failure to pay 
their wages as customary on the last ^gfy of the month, 
but resumed work at 7.o0 the mj&ex day when they were 
promised payment on ¡"arch 1.

Yoong An Tang medicine, sj^p_jChinese) - Closed
The Yoong An Tqjig Medicine Shop, 196 Rue du Pere 

Froc, whicn recer^iy closed owing to business depression, 
has received a demand ior the payment of retiring 
gratuities^equivalent to one year's salary from twenty ex
employées .



g ' SriAkti..' i I*. !• IF Al PClICtT^i
• «M-r.36- SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE'? JTNa S. B.

„ Yanife«fta.Q^..,.W0^£.. ^71
3rd further REPORT 

n - ± Date "agBir; ..’2 y 37 r~ 
Subject..........li±jtuaAioxi..Mt...ih<..He.ng..y.<M»jng...(...T.^7.....j?...J.fiilk.T«.c tory, To, 23

.... ..................Ha.ic.hQB--Po.ad.*.................................
by..... ...........................................................Forwarded by.......^xJUa^LXw^.a.

At 9 a.m. 12/&/37 Zien Zee Pao Turn; zeu Ttire
vT y

("T—C g ). two representatives cf the ru-nr, -e me nt of t he
a eve factory, 3un& Voon£ Mng ( TDOh. t-T Zang %eu

)» E'ht r. Jeu Kyung ( )t anc ?ot) yHq )
reprerentetWe of the 4th r>i r tr k t f.ilk ’■•et virg Tade Union, 

met at the bureau of foe tul Affair»' in tie pr e » rce of Tua ng T 

Jang official of the «>a id bureau vho acted as 

mediator to fettle the cure.

As a retuit oi the o it-cuBFion, the repret e ntati vee of the 

factory a^tfed to cowly v 1 th the demand (To« i.e. to pay 

.V' centt board in., f-nd lc- ~- iy < allowance to each employee in the 

event of curpenr lon when weavin;' machine? are under repaire

or changes.

Toe factory repret ent .tiveB refused to comply v ith other 

demands —oy —**o c 1ftTs .________ _____________________ ______
_______ Tnt: true tioce >. ere ¡.xv t.t> th-t the n^na re ■cent of the factory 

saould Huomit a lurch r petition on i;3/l/37 to the eaid bureau 

__ ivin,_ de tfails oi the fcale of met and treatment of otlrier 

silt factory CTSployeer for the purport of conyarit'.on and that 

ti.f -..orker? chould carry on eork ar usual before a pettlament

of the < t~ F.e could be reached._______________

_____ ”i, it rhjft wnrktrt- are oyer ting now

-1) .n .0--------- a®?-----
Officer i/c S.B.
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district on the grounds that their continued presence 

will result in a vzholesale removal of residents from tja^t 

area and the ruination of shop keepers establish^« there.

Labour

Shanghai Municipality Factory Inspec^on Office - 
inauguration

A new organ entitled the.ZShanghai Municipality 

Factory Inspection Off ic^X( _h ~ )

was formally inaugurated on February 22, 1937, with one 

Dien li7oo-chingz( W ) in charge. The Office is

attached tothe Bureau of Social Affairs and was 

established with the approval of the Shanghai City 

Government.

Heng Foong Silk leaving Factory - situation

The situation in the Heng Foong Silk weaving Factory, 

23 Haichow Hoad, is normal, although the dispute between 

the management and workers regarding a general improvement 

of treatment and a 30% wage increase remains unsettled. 

For the purpose of discussing wajge and means to solve the 

issue, the Bureau of Social Affairs convened a meeting of 

representatives of the employer and workers of the factory 

at 2 p.m. February 22, in the Civic Centre. The repre

sentatives of each party refused to yield,and the meeting 

broke up without any compromise being reached.

Kung Yih Cotton Mill - strike continues

The Kung Yih Cotton Mill, 150^kfSIson Road, closed down 

again at 5.30 p.m. Feb.^S^x* -̂*^the number of strikers 
having resumedwoj>k^eing insufficient to continue operations- 1 

du '_______
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Heng Foon# Silk Weaving Factory - Situation

The situation in the Heng Foong Silk Weaving 

Factory, 23 Haichow Road, is normal.

On the advice of the Bureau of Social Affairs, 

the female workers of the factory have agieed to cease 

agitation against the decision of the management requiring 

them to hang their badges on a wooden board (Vide I.R. 

19/2/37).

With reference to the demands of the employees for 

a general improvement of treatment and a 30^ wage increase 

(Vide I.R. 17/2/37), the Bureau of Social Affairs have 

decided to convene a meeting of delegates of the management 

and the workers tnis forenoon, February 22, in the Bureau, 

to discuss ways and means for an amicable settlement.

Yung Mou Saw Kill - Strike Fnds

At 6 a.m. February 20, approximately 150 out of 

260 workers of the Yung Jou Saw Fill, 400 Brenan Roaeff 

0*0.L. went on strike, and carried out intimidajzion among 

their colleagues of other departments, with/the result 

that work was suspended in the same fo^noon* The strikers, 

however, did not explain the reason for the agitation, nor 

submit any demands to the Management, although it was 

believed that the strike wias declared as a protest against 

the recent dismissal, by the Management of some thirty 

casual workers.

The agitation later came to the notice of the local 

Kuomin^eing Headquarters and the General Labour Union who 

i^ai^diately sent officials to the I.ill for the purpose of



_ Fite No. 29/37 .
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. r ¿J. ?/ 7#

... iangtazepoo Station, /
2nd further REPORT ______

FM. 2
G. 45M-1-36 .

Jebífel#,..........z9v7,

Subject.....................S-LtSUi.i.Q.Q.. &t..,ih.c..lie.b£..Jf.QPn& . «¡L. a.i Ik. f p.q t o ry..77.0 *....23..............
............... Haicho.’x Kufìd^...................................................  .........................

Made ¿y . .¿•.S^.I>---Á4Í.y..J(f?.P..Chao .... Forwarded by.... A I napt.» 1/c.<......................................

___ :dLr : - ___________

------- ——¿-L-.JÍ13C—a*a*«—A 2/3.2.»—QUly òv m^le wunnra on day ahift 

---re pur teg fur duty at tueaoQVn aifinuo*>j hdup.tr ial caneem*
-Hi—xl « uv—a> \£• q—date »—*¿ en—s i rm -di ÍÍ&. x rr ae n tat ive

-----új—Lb¿—Àureau—of *>QC¿.ai—Lifnirs, proc^Aded tu the f nctory where 

____t ùx .. 4 í L1 u X' u I Ci 11 <> l f___LtC__ ■ <«* ; í ,_______________ d- unlr ^orkera end 45 

_______aùxlIc—ikerti XefiU&dLS work—llù—1Uzí/¿>7> It wae agreed 

____that—tile—150 feu ale—murker a—on d.^y *ju¿ nie,ht ¿Jiift.fr &'nuld hang 

____thft-lx,.number taha un. tile, víQftden board_ sa ip^irr.d ¿y the umnagw 

___ aen.V-.uf .xbR factonr. c.t;¿ half js,7*ü wd. 1J paid to th«

fPI.U Ip_ teiirorr t>y thr jh'r n l i’-.r th<* ■• u., » r.K jen Of work__

for cj./ht al-iift cn li/2/37 and dnv ehlft for t'.p coming of__
1 Q /Vt xigy ^4f *4 r 0______________________________ ___________ __ _______________________ .

___________,.:prding wp deaanda ^ade by th? niirpluynns to better_______  

?■!•<» Pt ip nt and ._ 1 nc rr nor wa»~:nt?, It was pgi*p^d that 13 _I* p X* seHr_

.'£ tb? and 1 rppra H<=»ntatlvA from th» factory .

■,?ould tin»! at thn £ur"flu of Social affairs at i n.w. on «2/2/37 

wh»n negotiation ..oild La. ? jIpc«* tu discuss tap matter and 

_  aottle the vast?. Prcua 6:30 p. i. lJ/^/37, l.,u or/.Brg on____  

night shift r?£-urn*d work and at. 6:30 a.nu 2C/£/a7t th» 150 

v/orkpra on dry ¡¿hift did as well._The 30b workers of th»

factory o.re at p rasa nt carrying un the, work uniiond 1 t.iunally

Officer i/c. 8.B.
D.C. (Crime) .................. ___

hdup.tr
%25c2%25bfJiift.fr
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE '
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lot f*nw»)» « Libate-------- -SJuHiQ-ny...
1st further report

/ ,tt OV.
th® Her?,? Fnong ' *1* f, i «« ’ V

' 811k Factory U0.*i3 Haichow

Road.

Made .............Forwarded by....... .......................................... I^.L.?..’....^«

Sir,

75 female workers nnd ir w».l® worker« on day shift reported 

for work nt the nbor* concern nt 6.3r n. '. IS/?/;: 7, nod at

12.30 P«"1- *“▼*« date 6f «nl*‘ orknrs reported fO5 work.

75 ferule WOJ 'ere and 3P r?> woikere or ,4. i.t bbift

reported for work ft G\3C n. iq?»/™ ..— ---------------------------------- ------- -—LL * V'/ ?. ■*/.&": • - ®v®n dote,

th® 75 femnir workrra suddenly rtn'r.i ------------------------------------------------ _ h^o. oeg work and Irft the fact cry 
owtru: to thr fact that they w<,r^ MrwiAllpf tc hr. their nunb^

tabs on thr Y/oodm boajrd ae r^quir^d bj tlr» rr*r n^nt of thr

fnctorv>_________________________ —-—____ —............................... ..

thr managamrnt iff wnitinr for m.

Bureau of social Vfair« to setri® the CRga..understood 

tMat if there la no r^ply fro.? th® ¡rtj ~Hur?au On 19/S/37, a fur- 

-thniL2gt.ltIon wtjj^br_«jWt£nd by th® mnace^n^nquectlog 

jrorapt n«sistance 1^ s®ttlinc th® cr-se.

~~1t •ation r>r.n!nn>. tt. ^rnoin. .

DaD.0. »D"

Officer 1/c s.b. _______________________
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Anti-Japanese progc.gc.nda
During the morning of the 18 th February, 1937, the^-"' 

following anti-Japanese slogan® were found chajiwtron 
walls in various streets in the waysjjd»e<Eis trict l-

"Down with those whoperflf^rassistance to the
Japanese I®
"Declam>w£r on JfpanJ® 
’’Eown with those who ally themselves with Japan I”

Labour
Heng Foong Silk Weaving Factory •» situation

The Heng Foong Silk Weaving Factory, 23 Haichow Rood, 
is Operating as usual this morning, but unrest still 
preVc ils amon,_ the employees owing to tne fc.ct the t the 
demands of the workers for a general improvement in 
treatment and a 30/ wage increase (vice I»R. 17/2/37) hav.- 
not been complied with.

In tne evening of February 18, the factory resumed 
night operations when 75 female and 38 male opere fives 
reported for work. At 8.30 p.m. the 75 female hands 
stopped work and left the factory as a protest against 
a decision of the management .requiring them to hang their 
badges on a wooden board. The management has decided 
to bring the matter to the notice of the Bureau of Social 
Affaijrs and request mediation

Sing Yeu Cotton hills - situation
The situ tion in the Sing Yeu Ho .l>»cr^2Cotton 

•fills located at 37 West Soocfjpw Roau and 8 Robison Road 
respectively, is normal.
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is expected that the Winding and Reeling departments will 

be compelled to suspend operaticjp-iiier in the day cwing 

to a shortage cf yarjj>Mfi*'consequence  of the closing of the 

Sp i nni ngJÎAçrfiftme nt.

• '<<■ x v * '■ ■’1. - ■ ■

Heng Foong Silk Weaving Factory - situation

In connection with the demands of the workers of the

Heng Foong Silk «/eaving Factery, 23 Haichcw Road for a 

general improvement cf treatment and a 30/é wage increase 

(vide I.R.17/2/37), no reply has yet been given by the 

management« The factory is operating as usual this 

morning, February lb with some 120 hands, but the night 

operations have been suspended for the time being.

Miscellaneous

China Navigators1 Federation - proposed meeting in 
frew Asia Hotel

The China Navigators’ Federation, 505 Chupg Hwa Road, 

Nantao, will hold a dinner party in the Ne^Asia Hotel, 

Tientsin Read, at 6 p.m. February 20, ifi cd'i abration of 

the 10th anniversary of the inaugjj^ation of the Federation. 

A circular notice to the abovp/effect was issued to members 

on February 17.

Local Peace Pregeryyffion Corps - change of oillet

The Stokes/dtfortar Company, 150 strong, of the 2nd 

Regiment o^the local Peace Preservation Corps, stationed 

at Sung's Garden, Chung Shan Read, was transferred to a new 

biiiet in the Kiangnaa Arsenal, Kaochongmiao, on February

•• • ’
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

REPORT

.•r!‘'irurrr:t. rriiCE 
Kiel*. File 'N oQ WPU/fry I

POLICE. , s. b. D^ZZIL
Taagtjez^o....r^<L.„/7
Date.....jbb. 17^! rv VH

at the Heng Foo ng ( "f ) öilk -aotoxy, No. 23 Haichow
Object.........®

Ro«d

^»de by.... _■?. 8• I. ¿4«.... •«/»«.........Forwarded by........ ’ T n8°€ • °* -V«....................................

 *t 1 P«"U 17/2/37, C.H.C. 1J8 reported that the employees 

of the above aenti^aed concern hnd gone »a strikea protwat

»¿Soldat th» maoagrswat xVx ¿Uli to comply with th«*lr dmnoiafla 

to b*t t**r tr«*atneht a:ai increase wages tfc- 30?».

_____ recrj^t of th** report, ^.L.c. Io8 and th* undersigawd_____  

ia^dintely proceeded to th* f-ctoxy where Mr. Taming Yeu fleo___

( J|E ) the ^roprlator woe interviewed aud th«* following _

ascertained ;«.I

Th«» f nctoiy in qu«»Ption nmiloye a conplninnnt of 3(X) workers 

including ISO aifilne ~>-‘nd 150 f*^el»a. At 6.30 a.n. on 15/2/37, 

th» day enift wcrk^rn n&out 15n In number turned up to work aft*»r t 

th«* Ch In«* a* rte>w Y«»ar holiday. Thry ccrri*d on working until

8 n.m. 15/2/37, gh*n thr 15o doy shift aorta»ra euddrnly stopped I

work, loft th* factory to declare a atrlta*._________________ _________ |

>t about 4 p. n. 15/2/37, 13 repr*gcntativ*B including ong Yu*h

Fah ( tl F) ) »£jd twaxva otharti interviewed th«» lannaagr ¿lan

Za*I* ( ) and oubuiittod a jpetltion with the fo 1 lowing

de .nnd a.

^HTFL \ The standard in*asun».nrnt for eaoh roll of silk b« 45 feet

instead of 43 feet.

2. Sog increase of wages

_3«__3 cent a boarding and lodging allowance to b* old to each

a.aployee when the weavioK machines are under renelrs» _____

-** orklng hour not to exceed loj hours.________

b.__ Two doys* holiday in a Month and wages are to be nnid w

usual.

5. <ages for coolies are to be increased twice a year.

7. lo cents allowance to b« .mid to each worker on nlrht shift.
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•y ft, S File No.............
*• 48,‘-'-*6’ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.......................... Station,
REPORT

Date................................... tg

Subject..................................................................................................................

Made by Forwarded by.

8» To worker to b* dlgmisaed without a ¿ooJ reeaon.

Th* representatives x-*Quested ti1^* to glv* a

I a-n, Sir,

Tartly at 3 p»?!» 15/1/3?» " '’d the , inetead of giving 

* dof 1 ilt* r*?ly to th* «¿tm feubrt»itt»d a p*tition to th*

Byrew of Social Affairs. *t 2 p,ju on 16/2/37, 7 sang 1 soo___

«^nng I representative of bureau of Soolni Affnim»__
Woo Tso ( )» Htai uh ( ^4$ ) r*~orefi*nt nt 1v*b of th*___

<th District “ilk *tvlni: 7 rage Pilon c^loQ at th* fnctorv where

. they interviewed the .-y^nccer *hr r<?srna*Btatlv*a of th* workwga 

for» > mi let ion.__ an r*Edlt i ? th* unotlijg,. it Rf.g niywd that

t\r, worker--- wall B'.-.rt . on th* of 17/2/37, and

th* .?>nnat<;n¡r-nt ooul'i t.< ^iJ*r ti.oir dn.mndB before giving a 

definite reply. At 6,30 «,&, oa 17/5/s? only 2o am lee end 

12 fe»a»l*8 among th* dry e lft workerc turned up to work, the 

rest failed to ann*or. So far there is no sign of disturbance 

and policemn has been posted outlaid* th* fnotary ac a precau

tionary oeasurs agpinst disturbance by strikers,

Copy forwarded to Special drench.
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REPORT ON STRIKE
9 ■ =

..........................    Division

... X®®. 84.® ?.®.P 9.®............ Station . ?eb ru®UT.. 1.7. th«. 193 Me—

Time and date reported.... ’1^2/37. ...Time and date S.B. informed....4x3®.. p.«Jm.«. 17./2/37

Time and date strike commenced..... .. ........................................................ .

„ - CeJUCe 108«By whom reported.... ...... ... r." .............................. ...................... ............ ..............................

Trade or profession of strikers..............8418..X®.®X.i.8B*............  ................................................

Number of strikers__ __ _____Male.....T^?.____Female........“.......Apprentices...........................

Employer’s name, address and business  ..?®®.4®5f A 

No« 23 Halehow Road«

Union to which strikers belong__ Th®..4 th .Piotriot .Silk..f.e.8Ying..Tjr.ad.e.-Ilnlon«

Cause of strike and demands made by strikers__ ^®®.®8®i.'.i®.®t...of...th*

failed toL <*0^pJX’..”4.^l 1^. .4*^^ to better treat»o®t

and Increase wagea«

When did discontent amongst strikers first commence.... ...................................................................

What action (if any) did employers take to remedy cause of discontent prior to commencement 

of strike—..  ................................. .................. ............................................... ?. ........a.i——

What action (if any) have the employers taken to meet the demands of the strikers 
By raqueetiife tha Bureau of Social Affaire of the Shanghai City 

Government for mediation«

Names and addresses of strike leaders.....A®®?..W.lfMt....

Houm Mo* 7 Lane 2181 Yangtasepoo Road and several others whose 
address are unknown at present«
Has the strike or its cause any political inspiration..... ............ *.......... ......... .......................... ..........

Meeting places of strikers___ ..................... ............................................................   —

Number of persons arrested for offences arising out of strike...... ......................................... ..........

Particulars of literature (if any) circulated relative to strike.... ............ ................. ........................

Name and address of printer of such circulars................................. ....................................................
n . . . ~ P Policeman posted 11 vicinity of th* factory.
Precautions taken by Police........ ......     -.......-.....................................

D.S.I. Liu Wen Chao and V«D.C. I08*
Investigating Officer........ ......:.................................................................................................................

Subsequent reports on the same strike should be submitted on the Report Forms for general use.
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BEPOBT '»•
Subject -^arl albert nans ZMIJILH, former leader of German Communist Party in

^rtmund, Prussia movements in China.

Made by. Forwarded byPitts

________ Reliable information has been raceived to the effect

that a German communist named Aarl Albert nans ar-_____ _

rived in Shanghai during 1936 from Paris and later made his______

way to the interior where he is now employed in a Chinese________

'engine e r i n g c o n c e rn.______________ __________

f _____As a result of enquiries made it has been ascertained_____

that Feidler was formerly leader of the German Communist

Party in Dortmund, Westphalia, Prussia and only relinquished_____

his post when Hitler came into power and purged Germany of

all reactionary elements. Zeidler then fled to Prance__________

where he remained until the latter part of 1935.

________ Zeidler arrived in Shanghai from Marseilles with his______

wife Selma ¿STDIMiH (nee HAAS) on January 16, 1936 on board_______

the Messageries Maritimes s.s. “Maréchal Joffre11 and for _____

* ^ome time in the first half of 1936 was residing at No> 153C

Spute de s Soeurs.___________________________________________________

'S/ -rtn engineer by profession, Zeidler endeavoured to

secure employment with Messrs. Garlowitz soon after his arrival

here, but as he was unknown locally and could produce no sat-

isfactory references of service in Germany, his efforts

were in vain. Later, however, - in June or July, 1936 -

he was successful in making contact with a Mr. H.C. HU, the
managing director of the West China Development Corporation,

403 Shanghai Mank building, 40 Ningpo Hoad. Through the

medium of Mr. Hu, Zeidler obtained a post as an engineer

on a year’s contract with the Corporation's head office in

Chungking. Zeidler, accompanied by his wife, proceeded to

Chungking to take up his new duties during, itis bellevéâï 
------- — --------- --------------------------- ;-------------------- ■ —6—’ ■ —
July, far >aa eap4>er ascertained? he is stillin
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Date.................................. 19
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Subject................................. .......................................................................................................

Made by Forwarded by

Chungking« ____ - .______ ______________

Prior to leaving Shanghai for the interior and after 

securing the position» Zeidler visited the local German Con- 

sulate-General and stated that he and his wife had no German 

passports and requested that they be issued with new documents

in order to permit them to travel freely in China and else- 

where. Questioned as to how they had en/tered China with-

out proper documents by the lierman consular representative»

the individuals in question were able to give an explanation 

sufficiently plausible to indface the Consulate-General to 

issue new passports without its suspicion being aroused as 

to the identities of the applicants. On July 15» 1936

Zeidler was issued with German Passport No. 253/36 and his 

wife with Passport No. 254/36 by the local German Consulaue-

General.___ .both documents are valid for a period of one year

and were issued with the proviso that the recipients obtain

details of their previous German passports from the German 

foreign Office in Berlin and forward such particulars for

purposes of recording and information to the local authorities.

Up to the present» however, neither of the Zeidlers have

approached the local authorities to declare the required 

details.

as far as can be ascertained Zeidler made no contacts of

a political nature during his stay in Shanghai, but further 
enquiries are being made in order to cover .this point. As it 
is unknown whether he is at present working on behalf of the
Chinese Communist Party or the ihird International, Mr. Hu, 

the managing director of the .vest China Development Corporation 

has not been approached for information, in order toavoid.



G. 40M-9-35 File No.............
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..................................Station,REPORT
Date...................................19

Subject........................................ .................................................................................................................................................

Made by.............................................................. ....Forwarded by.................................................. ......................... ..........

embarrassing Ze idler» who may now have thrown all his political 

principles overboard.in this connection it must be mentioned 

that quite a number of refugees from Germany, who left their 

home country on account of their difference in political con

victions» have now dropped these convictions and are earning 

honest livelihoods in China«

it now transpires that ¿eidler and his wife travelled to 

Shanghai on a iiansen x^assport - ho. 6560, Series 0. 1156, issued 

on November 2d, 1955 by the ministry of foreign Affairs in 

Brussels, .Belgium. This type of document is only issued 

to political refugees and persons of no nationality.

Neither ¿eidler nor his wife are Jews._____

Zeidler was born at itegensberg, .Bavaria on January 8, 

1895 and his description is as followsx-

Age 42,  Build; medium._________________

Syes; blue____________ Hair; fair.________

Pace ; oval._____________ ________

Mrs. Zeidler was born at Dortmund, Prussia on June 15, 

1894 and is described as followsx-________ _

Age; 42. Build; medium.

Byes; Blue. nair; auburn,

Pace; oval.

Borwarded herewith are photographs of Mr. Zeidler and Mrs.
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| New Spanish Consul 
Explains Attitude

Here to Protect Spanish 
Subjects and Interests

The ‘North-China Daily News” 
has received the following communi- 
cation irom Senor Pedro de Ygual, 
•the newly-arrived Consul-General for 
Spain:—

The war over, Spain’s only desire 
is tq live in peace amongst the 
nations. Our most vehement desire, 
at present, is the reconstruction pi 

. our country; work and peace are our 
ideals.

We have suffered greatly due to the 
misconception of several Governments 
that deceived by false propaganda do 
not know what has really happened 
in Spain. My most sincere wish is 
that no other country has to endure 
what we had to.

Italy and Germany have helped us, 
! not only with technicians and soldiers, 
• but also with their moral support. 
I Our gratitude must be effective. That, 
| however, does not mean that we are ' 
i bound to them by any other obliga- i 
i tion than the one derived from the 
l Anti-Comintern pact.In the event of war Spain wishes 1 toi remain neutral as long as she is iiot forced to intervene. We will keep and strengthen our Army and Navy because we believe it is necessary to be strong, but without animosity nor boasting.Spain sends me here to look after and protect the Spanish subjects and interests. Our wish is to obtain the recognition of the .present Chinese Government. We do not want to interfere in the home policy of the country. But we will fight to get our extraterritorial rights, because these rights are not a concession granted by China, but an imposition of the foreign countries to previous Chinese | Governments. While there is a single country that enjoys extraterritoriality in China we must regain possession of such right.My visit to the Mayor of Shanghai has been diversely, commented and I wish to state clearly that it was i surely a courtesy visit.I take the opportunity of this in- i terview to thank my colleagues for j the affectionate reception given to me I and in which I see the deepest sym- | pathy towards the New Spain of those persons who really know what ourI glorious movement signifies.
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Don Pedro De Ygual 
Assumes Charge Of
Spanish Consulate

Th© Shanghai Municipal Coun- 
2il has been notified that Don i 
. edro de Ygual has assumed 
AmXli °f 4118 t Spanisil Consulate I 
General from June 6. •

- 180o9
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NORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS,

NOV 241933

Spanish Rights:
A Point Explained

To the Editor of the
“NoRTrt-ChiNA Daily News*’

.Sir,—With reference to a letter 
dealing with Judge Li’s judgment 
published in your correspondence columns this morning, will you allow 
me to explain that since the Spanish 
Government have withdrawn their consular bodies from this country and no Spanish Consular Court is functioning at present, Spanish subjects now come under the jurisdiction of Chinese courts. The judgment was based on an Order promulgated by the Executive -Department of the Judicial Yuan. Your correspondent is advised to read the full text of the judgment for further enlightenment.N. L. Lieu. Shanghai, Nov. 23.
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China Court' 
Hears Pleas
By Spanish

Fathers Claim Italian 
Jurisdiction; U.S.

Firm Slicing
A ME1CIMT. _ -------

CHINESE JUDGE 
PLANS JUDGMENT

Fischer Insists Case
Should Go To Italy 

Consular Court
Avoiding an intermediary 

ruling over the question ol 
whether ..^or not the Italian 
C^HulaLe-Gencral7w^utIiQH^ed 
hyth£...Spanish KPveinmeiit in 
BurgpjL^aa-its representative. 
fiaTjuriadiction pyfir.^pani- 

Shanghai^ Judge Li 
this morning again adjourn
ed the hearing of the 
protracted litigation between* the 
China Realty Company, Fedei al 
inc., UJ3.A., and the Spanisn 
Augustianian Procuration for a 
week in the First Special District 
Court and announced his inten
tion to continue the hearing and 
deliver judgment upon its conclu
sion.

Judge Li indicated that th* final 
judgment may be a decision on 
the question of jurisdiction and, 
with equal possibility, one on the 
China Realty Company’s claim for 
$700,000’. together with, interest. 
$20,000 attorney fees and costs. 
It will all depend on the plead
ings and evidence by the two 
parties, he said.

IR
H

M
M
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M

Asks Dismissal
As the one-week adjournment 

was announced and the session 
coming to an end. Dr. O * Fischer, 
representing the Catholic mission, 

i reiterated that he intends to press 
[ the question of jurisdiction. Dr. 
Fischer contends that the Italian 
Consulate-General has jurisdic
tion over the Spanish Augustinian 
Procuration and, in a previous 
session, asked for an. Immediate 
dismissal of tl^ case against hp-_ 
clients.

When the hearing of the pro
tracted suit was resumed this 
morning, Dr. Fischer asked for a 
further adjournment to study the 
arguments filed by Attorney L. C. 
Yang, who ¡appeared for the Amer
ican realty concern, in reply to the 
contention that the Italian Con
sulate-General has jurisdiction 
over the Spanish here. Dr. Fischer 
oointsd out that he receive a 
duplicate of the arguments as late 
as 4,50 pm. yesterday, giving him 
little chance to prepare his case; 
At this juncture, the court inform
ed the lawyer that the document 
wro only filed with the court at 

| 3.40 pm. and it only showed the 
efficiency of the court authorities 

I in having the duplicate delivered 
an, hour after its filing.

Question Important
Pleading for a-n adjournment, 

Dr. Fischer said that the ques- 
tion of jurisdiction is animport-

ggfflng WaFhewas not 
trying to threaten the court with 
that statement. Jt involves the 

several nations, he point
ed out. He ~fll6b declared that he 
was not prepared to proceed with 
the case itself until , the question 
of jurisdiction is decided.

Attorney Yang, who appeared

for the China Realty Company, 
strongly opposed the request for 
adjournment. He pointed out 
that it was Dr. Fischer who raised 
that question of jurisdiction and 
that his arguments were merely 
replies to the former’s conten
tions, He also declared that 
during the last few sessions, when 
Dr. Fischer asked for adjourn
ments, he had produced letters 

: from the Italian Consulate-Gen
eral and subsequently a protest 
over the failure of the Chinese 
cohrt to heed the Italian claim of 
jurisdiction over the Spanish.

Chinese Claims
In his written arguments filed' 

with the court yesterday Attorney1 
Yang contended that the Chinese 
court has full jurisdiction over the 

• Spanish mission. He quoted the 
| instructions from the Ministry of 
Justice in which all courts were 

[ ordered to take jurisdiction over 
j Spaniards, now that the consular 
representatives have left their 

[posts, voluntarily discarded ex- 
[ traterritorial rights, and there are 
[no lawful instititions in which 
cases against the Spanish may be 
heard. TheChinese obligations 
and rivhtslo^take _ juriSiSfcn 
cffiar Spanish cases, he contends, 
couldnoi be interfered with by 
diplomatic or consular authorities 
oPa third power, meaning Italy 
in this particular case.

Attorney Yang also argued that 
treaty rights of one nation mayt 
be not transferred to another na-1 
ticn like a note in circulation and! 
suggested, if necessary, the court 

[ask for instructions on this issue 
from the Ministry of Justice.

Rome Office No Reason
j The fact that the Spanish 
■ mission has an office in Rem* does 
’not imply that the Italian govern
ment has jurisdiction over it, the 

-Attorney for the American realty 
¡firm went on. Most of the Catholici 
missions have offices in Rome and 
their existence does not imply a 
change in jurisdiction, he said.

He further contended that the 
fact that the Augustinian Pro
curation is Spanish is beyond 
question.

The suit is of long standing, it 
involves a sum- of $700,000, ac
cording to the plaintiff, loaned to 
the Catholic Mission which gave a 
mortgage on the Hwa Shing 
Wharf; Pootung, as security. The 
property was said to have been 
¡sold by the Mission to the China 
Motion Picture Finance Associa
tion, which has also been- named 
a defendant in the China Realty 
Company action. The case took
on sudden political significance 
when the Spanish mission raised 
the question of jurisdiction.

The hearing will be resumed at 
9.30 next Friday morning.
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Italian Jurisdiction Claimed by
Spanish Catholic Mission

Realty Action Continues in First Special Court;
Italian Consulate Letters Quoted By Counsel

LEGAL arguments on the question of whether the Italian 
Consulate-General in Shanghai, authorized by the Burgos 

(Nationalist) Government in Spain to act as its representative 
here, has jurisdiction over Spaniards in Shanghai, occupied the 
whole of the hearing of the action brought by the China Realty 
Co., Federal Inc., U.S.A., against the Augustinian Procuration and 
the China Motion Picture Finance Association in the First Special 
District Court before Judge Li yesterday.

The plaintiffs seek judgment for $700,000 together with inter
est, and $20,000 attorney’s fees and costs, the first-named sum 
being, according to the plaintiffs, a loan to the Catholic Mission 
which gave a mortgage on the Hwa Shing Wharf, Pootung as 
security. This property was later sold to the China Motion Picture 
Finance Association, they allege.

Representing the plaintiffs Mr. L.
C. Yang of Yeh & Co. proceeded with 
his argument on jurisdiction and said 
that two letters had been received, 
one from, the former Spanish Consul | 
and the other from the Italian Con- I 
sul both claiming jurisdiction over 
the Augustinian ¡Procuration. On the 
question of jurisdiction, Mr, Yang 
stated that under Article 1 of the 
Rules of Procedure, the jurisdiction 
of a court was determined by the | 
residence of the defendant. Under I 
Article 2, the jurisdiction of the 
Court over a foreign corporation or 
a foreign organization capable to be 
a party to an action was determined | 
by the head office of such corpora- I 
tion in China. Under Article 22, 
where the civil courts had jurisdic
tion over the same party, the plaint* 
iff might select one of such courts I 
which had jurisdiction. Under 
Article 40, an organization with 
representative might sue or be sued.

‘‘In view of the above laws, the 
defendant, Augustinian Procuration, 
which has a representative and has 
its head office at No. 2, 1220 Avenue 
Road, is certainly subject to the 
jurisdiction of this court. There may 
be other courts which have jurisdic
tion over this defendant, but the 
plaintiff has already selected this 
court and has brought the action 
here,” Mr. Yang continued.

Mt. Yang referred to the order of 
the Ministry of Justice No. 1314, 
which states, “Since the incident in , 
Spain diplomatic offices of that coun
try have withdrawn from China and 
have abandoned their extraterri
torial rights.' There are no courts 
of that nationality which can take 
jurisdiction in a case where a Span
ish citizen or company is sued. In 
the interests of law and order, it is 
decided that where a civil or cri
minal action is brought against a 
Spanish citizen, all courts which 
have jurisdiction shall take jurisdic- I 
tion over such Spanish citizens. We I 
hereby order that our courts take i 
jurisdiction over Spanish citizens 
where civil or criminal action is 
brought against Spanish citizens and 
they have to report to this Ministry 
of the proceedings taken in such 
case.”

Spanish Nationality
Mr. Yang stated that under this : 

order all Chinese courts are under 1 
Obligation to assume jurisdiction over | 

Spanish citizens or companies and , 
that their action should not be j 
Interfered with by diplomatic officers | 
of any country. As to the question 
of the nationality of the Augustinian 
¡Procuration, Mr. Yang stated that 
he had produced Exhibits 7 and 8 
to prove that the Augustinian Pro
curation was of Spanish nationality. 
He claimed that this was corroborat
ed by the letter from the former 
Spanish Consul dated August 12, 
1938, adding that even counsel for 
Augustinian Procuration admitted at 
the last hearing that the body was of 
Spanish, nationality. He also referred 
to a letter written to the court by 
the Italian Consul-General of Septem
ber 1, 1938, stating that the Augus
tinian Procuration, a religious in
stitution, was ¡Spanish before. He 
claimed that all this was conclusive 
evidence that the Augustinian Pro
curation was and still was of Spanish 
nationality.

He then pointed out that the time 
to determine whether the court has 
jurisdiction over a certain case is 
the time of filing of the action. He 
referred to Article 27 of the Civil 
Procedure on this point, and said 
that after the filing in this action on 
July 23, 1938, the court on August 
29 was confronted with a. certificate 
produced by the counsel for the 
Augustinian Procuration. The Certi
ficate read as follows:—“To whom 
it may concern, this is to certify that 
the Augustinian Procuration in 
Shanghai is under the Italian jurisdic
tion, Shanghai, 25th August, 1938, 
Acting Consul General for Italy.”

This certificate was followed by a 
letter from the Italian Consul Gen- ! 
eral on September 1, '1938, and he I 
read an extract from the letter which ! 
stated:

“I have to bring to your notice that 
I protost against the learned Judge’s 
questioning of my certificate and wish 
to point out that in spite of the fact 
that the Augustinian Procuration, a 
religious institution, was Spanish before, 
the same according to instructions 
received from my Government enjoys 
full Italian protection in China, in as 
much as the local Procuration forms 
only part of the religious order of the 
Augustiniana. the general procuration 
of which always has been and still is 
in Rome, Via del S. Officio, No. 25, and 
consequently is not subject to Chinese 
jurisdiction. It is therefore hot within 
the competence of the- Judge to require 
details and reasons for my court as
suming jurisdiction.
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Consul’s Letter
¡Mr. Yang argued that this letter 

from the Italian Consul conclusive
ly proved that the Augustinian Pro
curation was and still was, of Span- i 
ish nationality and that there was 
no change in the status of the mission 
before or after the filing of the 
action. ¡Before the filing of the ac
tion it was a Spanish mission with 
offices in ¡Rome, a part of the Augus
tinian order and after the filing of 
the action it was still a Spanish mis
sion, a part of the Augustinian order 
and still with offices in Rome. He, 
therefore, claimed that the letter from k 
the Italian Consul proved conclusive- i. 
ly that the court had jurisdiction [ 
over the Augustinian Procuration.

If the Italian Government could i 
claim jurisdiction over a Catholic : 
church merely because it has or 
maintains an office in Rome, then 
that Government would have jurisdic
tion over all ¡British, American, 
Belgian and French, catholic missions 
scattered all over this country, and 
the jurisdiction of that Government 
would extend to 5,000,000 Catholic 
Christians in China and 10,000 Catholic 
churches in China. He says that 
the fact that this mission has re
gistered its property with the Italian 
Government is no reason why this 
court should lose jurisdiction over 
this mission. It is common know- I 
ledge that many Chinese register 1 
their real property through foreign 
agents in the foreign con
sulates in Shanghai, but that does 
not oust the jurisdiction of this court 

I over such Chinese. He also states 
{that the fact that certain members of 
¡the Augustinian Procuration have re« 
j gistered themselves with the Italian 
¡Consulate is also no legal ground to 
¡oust this court of its lawful jurisdic
tion over this mission. Needless to 
say there are Chinese, Spanish and 

¡other foreign Christians who belong 
¡to the Augustinian Pro-curation—there 
¡cannot be sueh a thing as all the 
members of that Church registering 
themselves with the Italian Con
sulate,” Mr. Yang added.

Still Spanish
Dr. G. Sellett, for plaintiffs, then 

stated that the facts upon which 
jurisdiction rests were not in dispute.

■ He said that he might accept the 
statemeht contained in the letter of 
the Italian Consulate dated Septem
ber 1, and if he did so, he came to 

• the question that the court had juris-i 
diction over the Augustinian Procura
tion. The Augustinian Procuration

i which was before the court was a 
I religious organization, organized in 
Spain, not in Rome or 'anywhere else, 

1 and for many decades has been known 
i in this country as a Spanish religious 
. organization.

The Augustinian Procuration had 
for many decades been subject to 
the jurisdiction of the Spanish Con
sular Court in China and had not 
been subject to the Italian jurisdic

tion or Italian Consular Court in 
i China—the facts upon which juris
diction depended had never been 
changed and the letter of the Italian 

jConsulate did not indicate the change 
; of a single fact upon which jurisdic- 
j tion depended. He stated that under 
I the circumstances, he could not see 
how through a mere decision the 
Italian Consulate could assume juris
diction over the Augustinian Pro
curation.

Judge Li then stated that the court 
would hear argument on the whole 
case,

A Protest
Dr. O. Fischer for defendants then 

said that he protested against the 
extraordinary procedure of the case. 
The case was before the court and at 
the last hearing Mr. Yang asked for 
an interim ruling regarding the .ques
tion of jurisdiction. He then stated 
that he had made no political threats 

i at the last hearing as stated by Dr. 
Sellett, but merely emphasized that 
the case was very complicated, in

i’ volving quite a large sum and he 
; wished the court to exercise great 
; care. He said until the question of 
jurisdiction was decided, he would 
request the court not to proceed with 
the case.

Answering Dr. Fischer’s request for 
an adjournment, Mr. Yang said the 
question of jurisdiction was brought 
up not by plaintiff but by the defend
ants. This question was brought up on 
August 15 up to date many days had 
elapsed and counsel for defendant 
should have prepared everything in 
the case and should not have asked 
for further adjournment. The ques
tion of jurisdiction was a simple 
matter.

Judge Li then said he would not 
render judgment on the question of 
jurisdiction, but would decide when 
the whole case had been heard. He 
adjourned the case to 9 30 a.m. Sept
ember 16.

Dr. Fischer reserved the right to 
make further argument on the ques
tion of jurisdiction at the next meet
ing.
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CONFIDENTIAL
gimJECTt vare of interests of Spaniards (followers jb£ Az

General phamCO) by Italian diplomatic re^ident- 
atives in china.

40
J

REFERESQEt Chinese jurisdiction affecting Spanish nationals in 
China.
Spanish Civil War • Repercussions in Shanghai.
Extraterritoriality.
Sino-Spanish and aino-Italian relations.

Since his resignation on September 1* 1936 from the post 

of Consul-General for Spain in Shanghai, Mr. E.V. FERRER has 

been known as the official representative, locally, of the 

Burgos Government (General franco).

After the recognition of the surges Government by Italy 

and Germany, the diplomatic representatives of these two pwwvww 

Powers in China received instructions in which they were invited

to consider ar. PEKKER as "consul" of the Government of General

Ifranco and to render him all assistance

As a result of the move of the ranking government in

tending Chinese jurisdiction to Spanish nationals, Mr

fBRRBR requested instructions from Burgos and solicited tho

Italian consulate's protection over the interests of his 

9*
fellow countrymen in Shanghai

According to certain information difficult to verify 

and 'which is given under the usual reserve, the Italian 

^ç0^nVular authorities in Shanghai have received instructions 

^rom Rome, to the effect that Spanish nationals in Shanghai

who are supporters of General franco • should enjoy the

official protection of the Italian uonsulate-ceneral until

^the situation in Spain has 

According to various

been terminated

Shanghai circles, the first example

Italian protection extended to a Spanish national is seen

in the oase of the Reverend rather P. cerezal, vice-president

the "American securities corporation,8 who was'accused of

1 libel oy Mr. SAhCHEZ (See attached article from tho "China Press

of April 30, 1937). The 1st. S.S.D. Court summoned rather

CERBZAL to attend court, but he refused, stating that hr
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an Italian subject* A representative of the Court proceeded 

to the Italian Consulate-General in order to verify the 

statement of die accused. the representative was informed 

that Father CEREZAL was registered at the Italian consulate«- 

General* The Italian Consular authorities, however, refused 

to state the exact date of his naturalisation*

The case was remanded sine die in order to permit the 

Chinese judicial authorities to complete their enquiries*
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Spaniards May Obtain Legal 
Protection Of Italians

Persistent Rumours That Italy Will Assume Legal 
Jurisdiction Over Citizens Of War-Torn 

Nation; Authorities Non-Committal
Persistent rumours that Italy will 

henceforth assume the position of 
legal "guardians” of Spaniards resid
ing in Shanghai were received 
laughingly by Italian Consular 
authorities.

“Where did you hear that?” 
demanded Judge R. Rapex, when 
questioned yesterday. “I have 
heard nothing about it.”

According to reports, however, 
Italian recognition of the Franco 
government will be extended to 
secure the de facto continuation of 
extraterritorial rights for Spaniards 
in China, although the Chinese 

Government has already announced 
its intention of assuming legal * 
responsibility in the absence of any 
recognized official of the Spanish t 
Government.

This belief is heightened by the : 
recent case in which a priest, ‘ 
alleged to be a Spaniard, was sum
moned to the First Special District 
Court on a charge of slander 
brought against him by a Russian. 
In this case the priest claimed that 
he had acquired Italian citizenship 
—although not by virtue of the re
cent alleged agreement. The Chin
ese court requested the Italian 
authorities for written confirmation 
of this fact and the suit is still 
pending.

Protege Cases Not New
The practice by certain countries 

of extending privileges for one 
reason or another is not new to 
Shanghai, although it has not be
fore been applied except in 
individual cases or during the early 
days of the foreigners in China.

The East India Company assum
ed jurisdiction of every person 
within their factories and an out
growth of this practice was the 
“British protected person,” most of 
them being originally of the 
Jewish colony in Bombay. In the 
early days, the Amercian Consul 
assumed jurisdiction for Swedish 
citizens and nationals of at least 
one more country.

Interesting developments as to 
the status of Spaniards must prob
ably await the time when some 
charge is brought against a Spanish 
resident here, and whether or not 
at that time Italian protection will 
be afforded to Spaniards withou* 
regard to their political sympathies 
in the present civil war.
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SPANISH DIPLOMATS 
QUARREL

Tokyo, May 17.
The trouble between the new 

Spanish Chargé d’Affaires, Senor 
Alvarez, and the former Chargé 
d’Affaires, Senor Demolina, is still 
unsettled. Senor Demolina, who was 
dismissed by the Spanish Govern
ment for siding with the Franco Gov
ernment, is still holding out in the 
Spanish Legation, the gates of which 
are strongly barred. Senor Alvarez, 
who cannot enter the Legation, con
ducts his business in an hotel.— 
Reuter.
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SPANISH CASE IN 
CHINESE COURT

Father Cerezal Claims 
To Be Italian ; Case

Again Remanded
The case for defamation started 

by Joahim Sanches against Rev. 
Father P. Cerezal, came up again 
yesterday before the First Special 
District Court.

The Judge having stated that “he 
could not be satisfied with the 
assertion of thé Italian Consulate 
that the defendant is an Italian,” 
has made known that further very 
serious inquiries will be made con
cerning the alleged nationality of 
Father P. Cerezal, as a great ques
tion .of principle is hereby involv
ed,” has again remanded the case.

Mr. Paul Premet appeared on be
half of J. Sanchez, the complainant; 
the defendant was not present in 
Court.

The Judge, addressing the 
Attorney, informed him that a 
Court official had called on the 
Italian 'Corfsuldte ' since the last 
hearing, asking if father Cerezal 
was under to the control of The local 
Italian Court.

Following the answer that "he 
was,” the Court official wanted to 
know the date on which Father 
Cerezal became an Italian subject.

To that question the representa
tives of the Italian Consulate re
fused to answer.

Mr. Premet, on behalf of the com
plaint, pointed out that the ques
tion before the Court was a ques
tion of principle.

According to International Law, 
he stated, any Court had full power 
to decide whether any defendant 
summoned before it, was subject to 
its jurisdiction; and any Court had 
the right and duty, in case a de
fendant declined its jurisdiction, to 
know in what way and since when | 
he had lost his former nationality.

Furthermore, Mr. Premet stated 
that only a statement by the local 
Italian Consulate that “Father] 
Cerezal is Italian” should not satisfy 
the Court. j

He reminded the Court that ’ 
Father Cerezal appeared in the 
books of the U.S. Department ofj 
Commerce here as being of Spanish 
nationality and that the said offices t 
had not received, so far, any 
notification of any change in Father t 
Cerezal’s nationality.

In conclusion, Mr. Premet strong
ly insisted on the Court issuing a 
warrant against the defendant.

The Judge, after having declared 
that he would take the case into 
consideration, remandçd the çasçt
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Warrant For 
Arrest Of 
Priest Asked
District Court Order * 

For Father Cerezal
Sought By Sanchez

DEFENDANT FACES 
DEFAMATION COUNT

Father Claims To Be
Italian ; Accuser Says 

He Is Spanish
Mr. Paul Premet, French attorney,! 

yesterday afternoon asked the I, 
First Special District Court toil 
issue a warrant for the arrest of h 
Father Cerezal, Vice-I*fssïdënTp 
and“" Managing Director" of" tfiff i 
ffmerlcSri Securities Corporation, I j 
Federal" trie.", ~~UK7C (SpffiHfc !1 
FaTTfersî,' fflf hL<TMIgFeJo. appear 1 
lCT5T^TTYg~'Tfnjunal In answer uTa i 
summons?“’"'The case concerned is one brought 4 
against the lather by Joachim San- ! 
chez, former Shanghai importer 

'and exporter, charging defamation of 
' character. Father Cerezal claims

Italian nationality and the Italian ■ 
Consulate-General has confirmed 
that claim.

In asking for the warrant, Mr. 
Premet’ stated that Father Cerezal 
appears on ths books of the United* 
States Department of Commerce as 
a Spanish citizen, and added that 
the American office has. not yet re
ceived any notification of a change 
in the priest’s nationality.

Name Registered
Father Cerezal *s name was re- f 

glstered with Dapartment of Com- j 
meres several years when the ‘ 
American Securities Corporation ’ 
was formed. The business of this ■ 
concern is to handle the financial 
affairs of what was formerly the 
Augustinian Procuration.

The case against the priest arose 
out of remarks he allegedly made 
against Sanchez’s character six or 

• sevsn years ago in connection with 
a dispute brought before the FirsA 
Special District Court concerning a . 
land deal. The name oi Sanchez, 
Who had previously left town, was 
brought into the argument, and 
Father Cerezal is declared to have 

’ accused him in open court of 
• fraudulent dealing. Sanchez re- 
! Turned to Shanghai recently and 
upon hearing of the alleged accusa
tion, commenced to take action*. At 
the time he returned, there was no 
Spanish Consular Court but shortly 
after the Chinese tribunal assumed 
jurisdiction of Spanish nationals in 
Shanghai, he filed his complaint 
with that court.

Father Cerezal was issued a 
summons but he immediately claim
ed Italian nationality. At a hear
ing 10 days ago, Sanchez’s attorney 

I asked that this claim be investigate 
!ed and at the beginning of yester
day’s j session, the court announced j 

[the results of the inquiry.

Date Not Revealed
The court stated that a repre

sentative from the tribunal had 
been sent to the Italian Consulate- 
General and that he had been in
formed that the priest was under 
Italian jurisdiction. The court 
further stated that the representa
tive asked for the date on which 
Father Cerezal had changed his 
nationality but that an answer was 
not received.

In arguing the matter, Mr. 
Premet told the court yesterday 
that according to international 
law. any tribunal has full power 

’to decide whether or not any de- 
,fendant summon sd before it is sub
ject to its jurisdiction. He added 
that any court also has the right 
and duty, in the event a defendant 
declines jurisdiction, to demand 
adequate proof of a change of 

I nationality. H’e further contended 
¡that Father Cerezal has not pro- 

i| vided adequate proof and that the 
'court is justified in issuing a war- 

I rant for his arrest.
‘ The court concluded the hearing 
' by announcing that it was taking 
■ a serious view of the case and then 

remanded the matter sine die.



April 30 37

Municipal Advocate,

J.O. Sanchez v. P. Oereeal.

In reply to the enquiry contained in 

your letter dated April S3, 1937, Police enqu

iries show that the Rev. Pedro Cerezal is reg

istered at the Royal Italian Consulate-General.

(Sd) K. Bourn.
(Sd) K. M. n

Deputy Commissioner in charge.
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Subject£ J*£?. § sal

Made by.....r !-•- - - P-r o-k o -f- i- e-v- ___Forwarded by.

«/ith reference to the attached communicatinn Hated
April 23, 1937, from Mr« R» Tt Bryan, Municipal Advocate, Mr» 
C. Marchiori, Italian Vice-Consulwas interviewed by the____
undersigned on April 26« He states that Rev» Pedro Cffr<SZAL 
is registered at the local Italian Consulate-General as an 
Italian subject»

-4L
LL

D.___ S.___ I

D* C» (Sp^dial Branch)____________________________________
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April 20 37
National status of Mr* P. Ceresal.

*ith reference to the attached communication dated 
April 23, 1937, from Mr. R, I. -Bryan, Municipal Advocate, Mr 

C, Marohiori, Italian Vice-Consul was interviewed by the 
undersigned on April 26. He states that Rev. Pedro CEREZAL 

is registered at the local Italien Consulate-General as an 

Italian subject.



PHONE
19040 JBhanghai ^tlunicipal (Council

CDffire of tfje (dSInnicipal jAbborafe

April 23, 1937.

Commissioner of Police,

J. C.Sanchez v. P. Ceresal
The above entitled case is a private criminal 

prosecution for libel pending before the Shanghai 
First Special Area District Court. The accused, 
P. Ceresal, refused tj accept the summons served 
upon him by F. S. 175 and C. P. C. 2030, on the 
ground that he is not a Spaniard, but an Italian. 
The Court is contemplating the issuance of another 
summons and in the meantime, requests that you cause 
this matter to be investigated.

Will you kindly therefore ascertain whether or 
not Ceresal is an Italian subject, as claimed by him.

v.

Municipal Advocate
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Two Spanish “Legations” Now 
Functioning In Tokyo

TOKYO» April 14.—Spain’s dual 
government to-day had its exact 
replipa in Tokyo.

Representatives of the Valencia 
and the Burgos regimes each 
held forth in their respective 
“legations?*

Senor Jose Luis Alvarez, 27-year- 
old former college instructor in 
Osaka. Who was officially gazetted 
as Spanish Charge d’Affaircs on 
April 1 and whose letters of ap
pointment were accepted by the For
eign Minister, Mr. Naotake Sato, on 
April 6, is occupying^ single room 
in the ‘Marunochi Hotel, whiefi ne 
calls “The Legation/* K

Senor Juan Gomez de Molina. 
Counsellor, whose letter of recall 
was filed with the Foreign Office 
on April 1, however, still is ip 
possession | of the Spanish Legation 
buildings in Hyofeeicho. in the exn 
elusive Aaabu district

In addition to Senor de Molina, 
who had become Chargé d’Affaires 
since the departure of Senor 
Santiago Mendez de Vigo, Minister, 
in August, genpr Francisco del 
’Castillo, former Consul in Kobe, 
and. Señora' ^eT Castillo J. are 'oc
cupying the official. buildings.

Senor De Molina last month 
made preparations to leave the 
Legation, but suspended packing 
operations after reportedly receiving 
a cablegram from Minister de 
Vigo, now in, Paris.

He has steadfastly refused not 
only To hand over the" Buildings 
and an inventory of the furnish- 
ings, Tut haseyendeclined to see 
Senor Alvarez, Republican Charge 
d’Affaires.

Senor Alvarez has charged Senor 
De Molina with having destroyed 
the Republican flag of horizontal 

► red, yellow and purple stripes.— 
Domei;
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The Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, Friday, April 2, 1937

Spaniard Falls Down 
Steps, Breaks Bone, 

Dies, Inquest Finds |

i Extending its jurisdiction over 
Spanish nationals, 'who have been 
temporarily deprived of their ex’- 

f . tra territorial rights as an after- 
8 math oFflie cml^varinSpain and 

the absence of proper diplomatic 
and consular representation in thus 
cbuhlry7'lhe First Special District 
Court this morning conducted an 
iiiqucst oyer the body of Ppnciano 
Mangfipg^ 68-year-old Spanish
watchman born in the Philippine 
Islands who died at the General 
Hospital as result of a fatal in
jury received during a fall.

Employed at the Bell Lumber 
Company at 117 Thome Road. 
Mangling fell down the stairs at
4.30 pm. on March 16. He was 
sent to the General Hospital two 
days later and it was found that 
he had broken his rib. He died 
yesterday morning.

A verdict of death due to ac
cidental injury was returned by 
Procurator Tang at the Public 
Mortuary this morning. The body 
was handed over to the daughter 
of the deceased.



THE NORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 31, 1937

The Executive Yuan has instructed 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and 
other departments of the Government/ 
that* upon a ruling of the Judicial! 
Yuan, all Spaniards in China, during» 
the absence pF their T consular rep reg 
sentativesj will be subject to^hin^g 
'pfbl5ctlpn_.5nd_Chinese law.
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¡Case Against 
Spaniard Is 
¡Dropped Here 
Suit Brought By Greek 

Reported Settled 
Out Of Court

The first case involving a Spanish 
citizen to he brought before a 
Chinese tribunal in Shanghai has 
been settled out of court and tne 
matter dropped.

Mr. Paul Premet, local attorney, 
representing Mr. A. K. Michael, 
Greek, in a suit against Mr. A. J. 
Valles, Spanish, appeared"'T before 
J he First Special District Court 
yesterday morning and stated that 
a settlement had been reach.

The attorney continued that 
since an arrangement had been 
concluded between the two par
ties, che claim would accordingly 
be withdrawn from the court.

History of the ease dates back to 
about two years ago when Michael 
obtained judgment against Valles 
in the Spanish Consular Court. 
The judgment was never fully ex
ecuted and the plaintiff took the 
matter to the First Special District 
Court several weeks ago.

It was the first case to be filed 
in the Chekiang Road tribunal 
under the new Nanking ruling 
which places Spanish nationals in 
China under the jurisdiction of 
Chinese law in the absence of con
sular jurisdiction.

Another case against a Spaniard 
is now pending in the same tri
bunal. The defendant is Mr. K 
Reyes, and the plaintiff is the 
Shanghai Commercial and Savings 
Bank. Mr. Reyes is being sued for 
$1,454.50 back rent, and the case 
is scheduled to come up for hear
ing Monday morning. A summons 
has already been issued.



JHiE CHINA PRESS, 1 WEDNESDAY, MARCH 24, 1937

ANOTHER SPANIARD 
IS DEFENDANT IN 
SPECIAL COUR'r.

Mr. E. Reyes, Spanish citizen, is 
the second person of his nationality 
to be summoned to appear in the 
First Special District Court as de
fendant in a civil claim, The sum- < 
mons was issued Monday and it 
orders Mr. Reyes to appear in court 
on March 30.

Plaintiff in this case is the trust ! 
department of the .Shanghai Com
mercial and Savings Bank and the 
sum involved is $1,454.50. The 
bank alleges that Reyes owes this ' 
amount of money as 16 months’ .■ 
bank rent.

The first summons issued against - 
a Spanish citizen was that asking 
for the apnearance in court of Mr.
J. A. Valles. Plaintiff in the case 
was A. K. Michael, Greek. The 
latte*’ was siting fbr execution of 
iudgment on an old debt handed 
down in the Spanish Consular 
Court some time ago and never col-, 
lected.

Sine » neither the plaintiff nor the ■■ 
defendant have anpeared in court > 
on the days set for hearing, it La $ 
believed, that the case may have f 
been settled outside. Two sum- , 
mouses were served on Vales but he , 
Failed to answer both.



THE CHINA PRESS, MONDAY, MARCH 22, 1937

Ruling Due 
By Shihfahpu 
On Standing 
Of Spaniards

■

Summonses Here Being | 
Ignored; Authorities

Seek Instructions
A ruling which will definitely 

clarify the legal status of Spanish 
citizens in China is now being con
sidered in Nanking by the Ministry 
of Justice officials as a result of 
the failure of several Spaniards!#.. 
dhSWjMr summonesof the First Spe- r 
ciai District Courts— ~t

In a recent petition to the Minis
try, the local Settlement court 
officials asked whether Spanish 
citizens who failed to appear on 
summons should be arrested ac
cording to the customary proce
dure.

A decision on the question, it 
was stated, is pending in the next 
few days.

Spanish nationals in China, as a 
result of the civil war in their na
tive country, have been without an 
accredited diplomatic representative. 
The National Government, through 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
announced sometime ago that ex
traterritorial rights, formerly en-; 
joyed by Spaniards, are now in
effective.

Local courts were notified at the 
same tirxn that Spanish citizens 
when they are sued or prosecuted 
should be dealt with in the same 
manner as other foreigners who 
are without consular jurisdiction.

Several summonses, it is under
stood have been issued by the Set
tlement court against local Span
ish residents for civil suits. In 
none of these cases, it is reported, 
had the respondents complied with 
the order of the Court to appear.
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March 21, 1937 Horning Translation

Sin Wan Pao and. other local newspapers (Nanking telegram)

SPANISH EXTHAiatiHITOKlALITY ABOLISHED

On March 20 the rational Government issued, the 

following order to the Judicial Yuan:-

'• According to a report submitted by the Ministry 

of Justice, the Spanish Minister and Consuls residing in 

this country have, owing to the civil war in Spain , 

vacated their posts one after another, thereby the rights of 

extraterriotriality enjoyed by the citizens of that nation 

residing in this country are cancelled. Henceforth all 

litigations, both criminal and civil, should be dealt with 

by the competent Chinese Courts of the districts concerned. 

A circular order to this effect has already been issued 

by the Ministry.•
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Police Order dated March 13,1937

No» O» 4570

Kesidents of Spanish nationality involved 

in criminal cases and breaches of byelaws and 

regulations thereunder, are to be treated as 

persons without extraterritorial rights so long 

as there is no recognized consular representative 

present in shanghai. 'I

t F 9 M 1 B’ ■ I® I



Central China Daily News and other local newspapers (Nanking 
telegram)» - J 7 (fl. m >

STATUS OF SPANISH CITIZENS IN CHINA
The Ministry of Justice has issued a circular 

order to all the Courts throughout the country to the effect 
that with a view to preserving public peace and order and 
to protecting the people’s legal rights, all cases involving 
Spanish citizens in China are to be dealt with by Chinese 
Courts 1» view of the fact that all the Spanish Consuls 
in China have left their posts and the consular jurisdiction enjoyed by Spanish citizens has been voluntarily abandoned 
because there is at present no legal organ to deal with 
lawsuits involving Spanish residents in China.

China Evening News dated March 3 (comment)
The Assumption of Jurisdiction Over Spanish Citizens

Our Government has decided to exercise jurisdiction over Spanish citizens in China and the various Courts have 
been ordered by the Judicial Yuan to this effect. Hereafter, 
all Spanish citizens will be dealt with by Chinese Courts.

Since the resignation of the Spanish Consul-General 
in Shanghai last October, Spain has had no Minister or 
Consular representative in China; therefore, she can have no 
Consular jurisdiction. In any case, Consuls r jurisdiction 
is a most unjust and unfair system.

We hope our Government will launch a movement as 
soon as possible to recover our legal rights and abolish 
Consular jurisdiction.
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Spanish Residents Here
To Be Given No Special 

Consideration In Courts
Chinese Government Not Recognizing 

Extraterritorial Status Of Nationals;
To Prosecute Cases

Spanish residents residing in 
Shanghai who are involved in legal 
proceedings in the special district 
Chinese c-curts of the city will be 
treated in exactly the same wav as 
the nationals of other countries 
who do not enjoy extraterritorial 
rights in China. The Chinese 
Criminal and Civil Codes will be
followed to the letter of the law 
in administering cases in which 
Spanish citizens are concerned, 
First Special District Court officials 
told a China Press representative 
yesterday morning.

Only two or three civil actions 
against Spanish residents are now’ 
pending in the Settlement tribunal 
but definite action has been taken 
in these cases as a result of 
instructions received from Nanking 
which give the Chinese courts au
thority to temporarily assume juris
diction over Spanish nationals.

Being Made Test Case
A test case .is being made of a 

nvil action brought against Mr. 
I. A. Valles, local Spanish resident, 
>y a Greek subject, whose name 
oould not be obtained yesterday by

The China Press. A summons has 
• already been issued but it has not 
¡been served. Court employees have 
made an effort to serve the sum
mons but Mr. Valles has not been 
available.

It was stated yesterday that a 
I second summons will be issued next 
i week and if employees of the court
1 meet with failure in their efforts to 
¡serve that, another will be issued 
I the following week. This third 
summons will be the last. In ac
cordance with the Chinese Civil 
Code, a warrant of arrest will then 
be issued, and the Shanghai Muni
cipal Police will be asked to take 
the complainant into custody.

The case itself is only a small 
matter, involving payment of a few 
hundred dollars. It was first heard 
in the Spanish Consular Court in 
1935 and judgment was handed 
down in favor of the plaintiff. The 
judgment was never settled in full, 
however, and the plaintiff recently 
revived the case in the Chinese 
tribunal when the Spanish court 
ceased to function.

May Try To Settle
At the time the action was I 

presented to the Chinese tribunal, 
definite instructions regarding the 
jurisdiction of Spanish nationals 
had not been received. Now that 
they have, the way is clear for the 
courts to proceed.

It was learned yesterday frcm 
Spanish sources that an attempt 
may be made to settle the case 
out of the court. Whether this will 
be possible, however, is another 
matter. It was reported at the 
court that the tribunal will make 
it necessary for any settlement, if 
one is made, to be completed I 
through the regular court channels. '



THE CHINA PRESS. THURSDAY, MARCH 4, 1937

JURISDICTION OVER SPANIARDS

THE National Government has finally decided to assume 
jurisdiction over Spaniards in China. The decision 

has been reached as the result of the lack of diplomatic or 
consular representation. Since the withdrawal of Mr. 

Julio Larracoecha. formerly Acting Spanish Consul-General 
in Shanghai last autumn, Spaniards have enjoyed no 
official representation, while at the same time cases involving 
their compatriots have been accumulating which are liable 
to affect their own interest as well as that of other na
tionals.

In order to obviate the difficulty which has thus arisen 
the National Government has decided to assume jurisdic-j 
tion over the small number of Spaniards. The intention! 
is a most iriendly one. The extension of Chinese jurisdic
tion will clothe them with certain ’privileges which may 
entitle them not only to seek the protection of the ter
ritorial Government but also to carry on trade with other 
nationals. Should their anomalous status be permitted to 
continue, it is highly probable that no one would care to 
deal with them for fear of the want of means of legal 
redress.

The chief question which remains to be answered is 
whether the Chinese jurisdiction over the Spaniards will be 
relinquished once the political condition in their homeland 
is sufficiently stable to permit the maintenance of a com
petent consular or diplomatic representation in China. To 
this question no final answer may be given. It would 
appear correct to suggest that once extrality, is ter
minated it cannot} be re-established without the consent 
of the territorial Government. Precedents may be found 
|o support this view and it is certain that the National 
Government of China will not agree to the reinstatement 
of an antiquated system in this enlightened age. For all | 
practical purposes other nationals dealing with the 
Spaniards may confidently look forward to legal protection i 
from the Chinese Government and the Spaniards them- ’ 
selves should be happy over the termination of a status ■ 
which has doubtless caused them not a little embarrassment I 
in this cosmopolitan community.
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China Takes Jurisdiction 
Over Spaniards

Nanking, Mar. 2.
In view of the present absence 

of Spanish diplomatic and con
sular representation in China, the 
Chinese Government has decided 
to assume jurisdiction, over all 
Spanish nationals in China, a 
spokesman of the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs announced this 
afternoon. Orders to this effect 
have been issued by the Ministry 
of Justice to the Chinese Courts. 
According to information frbm 
judicial circles, a few cases in
volving Spanish nationals are al
ready pending in Chinese courts.

It will be recalled that Spain 
has had no consular or diplomatic 
representation in China since 
Senor Julio Làrracoechea, acting 

I Consul-General for Shanghai* and 
I concurrently Chargé d’Affaires, i 

resigned in October last year.—
I Kuo Min.
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Extrality Rights 
For Spaniards 
Lost For Time

, ,1

China Announces For
mal Assumption Of 

Jurisdiction
NANKING, Mar. 2.—(Cen- 

tral).—A Waichiaopu spokesmax 
stated today that the Chinese 
Government had decided, in view 
of the present absence of Spanish 
diplomatic and consular represen
tation in Chings to assume juris- 
diction over all Spanish nationals' 
In China? and? orders~To jthis ef- 
Tgct had been issued by the Mini- „ . 
stry of~JusHce to Chinese „courts.

, ’ According to information from
judicial sources, a few cases in
volving Spanish nationals are 
pending in Chinese courts.

It will be recalled that Spain 
has had no consular or diploma
tic representation in China since
M. Julio Larracoechea, acting 
Consul-General for Shanghai . 
and concurrently Charge d’Af- 1 
faires. resigned last October.

Loses Extrality Rights
NANKING, Mar. 2.—(Reu

ters).—Spain, at least temporari
ly. has lost her extraterritoriality 
rights in China.

Owing to the absence of 
1 Spanish diplomatic and consular 

representation, the Chinese Gov
ernment has decided to assume 
jurisdiction over Spanish sub
jects throughout the country.

Orders to this effect have al
ready been issued by the Minis
try of Justice to all Chinese



The Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, Tuesday, February 23, 1937

E.F. Ferrer, Spanish
Consul, Denies Any

Ex-Officials In City
The presence of any ex • 

officials or former commercial 
attaches of the Spanish Con
sulate-General in Shanghai was 
denied by Senor E. F. Ferrer 
in an interview with tne 
Shanghai Evening Post this 
morning. He also denied all 
published reports concerning 
changes in the status of Spanish 
citizens here due to the war 4n 
Spain.
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Spain Without 
Envoy Here, 
Says Official
Waichiaopu Spokesman 

Clarifies Situation
On Relations

t - -----
NANKING. Feb. 22—(Kuomin).— 

“Spain at present has no diplomatic 
or consular representatives in 
China,” declared a spokesman of 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs this 
afternoon in an interview.

“On September 1 last year,” the 
spokesman recalled, “the former 
Spanish Minister, Senor Garrido y 
Cisneros, notified the ministry by 
telegram that Senor Eduardo 
Vasquez Ferrer *had ceased his 
functions as Spanish Consul-Gen
eral for Shanghai, and that the 
Vice-Consul, Senor Julio Larracoe- 
chea, had taken charge of the 
Consulate-General at Shanghai.”

“On September 7, the former 
Spanish Minister again requested 
this ministry to cancel Senor 
Ferrer’s «equator.”

“Both telegrams were confirmed 
by notes bearing the respective 
dates, and were duly. acknowledged 
by the ministry,” the spokesman 
continued.

“On October 5, 1936 the Spanish 
Minister, in a note to the ministry, 
announced his own resignation, as 
well as the resignation bf Senor 
Ricardo Muniz, second secretary of 
the Spanish Legation in China.”

“On October 15, Senor Larracoe- 
chea called at the Shanghai Office 
of this ministry and informed the 
official there that, because of the 

. resignation of Senor Garrido, he 
, had been appointed Charge d’~ 
t Affaires ad interim; The informa- 
■ tion was further confirmed in a 

report received later by the Minis-
• try from the Chinese Legation in- 
1 Madrid.” *

“On October 24, however, Senor I 
; Larracoechea notified the Shanghai 
' Office of this Ministry that he had 
1 resigned from all the official posts 

in China.”
J “Since then,” the spokesman 
’ stated, “there have been no diplo-
• matic or consular representative^ in 

China directly appointed by the 
Spanish Government and recognized 
by the Chinese Government-”

“The Chinese Government,” he 
fitOtred? “cannot recognize any per£

“claims to represent Spanish inters 
estij nrrnrs country.”
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Unprecedented Scandal Inx
Shanghai

SPANISH EX-CONSUL INVOLVED; MYSTERIOUS
ORDER FOR

I About 130 Spaniards are living 
iSjw in Shanghai without con
sular represent a* ion and with
out any < fficial authority to 
whom they may appeal in 
time of need and without any 
superior functionary whatsoever 
iq take c fficial c gnizance of 
their legal capacities in China

The Spanish c immunity is* 
at the present iltae a legally ; 
incoherent and ruddeless mass! 
uprepreseot« d by any authority < 
recognized by the na1 local 
government of China»

I On Mr. Ferrer's resignation, 
tbe vice-consul, J. de, Larraco- 
Iechea, became acting consul 
and tbe representative for 
Spanish residents in this city, 
but last N< v mber Mr. Larraco- 

i echea suddenly disappeared 
from SbbDghai. beiievedly 
aboard tbe German vessel 
Gneiseoau. On bis disappear
ance, Spanish residents ceased 
to be represented in Shanghai.

Qf all the Spanish residents 
io this city, only one claims to 
represent Spam in Chinn and 

|h*s name is Edrdo Vasquez 
. Fe* rer.

In statements node over the 
telephone to a detective of the 
Shanghai Munici al Police. Mr. | 
Ferrer has dec ared that he 
was still issuing Spanish 
passports. In another statement 

.made over tbe phone to the 
I same detective Mr. V. Vizenzioo- 
jvicb, formei chancellor of the

Spanish Consulate, said that 
Mr. Ferrer was the consul* 

'general appointed by tbe 
Spanish Nationalist Government 
(Franco government).

There is no rravn to doubt 
that Mr. Ferrer appoint- 

led coDsul-general by the R. bel 
Government in Spain, bar_ tbe_
Chinese governing nt ah»n< wilb 
most other nations hfill.. ,rft- 
cognize ’he Madrid government 
an the _Jegal government of 
Spain and thus any person 
appointed by any oth«*r authorl-

I ijF than jtbia go ye rn men t has 
inn diplomatic standing in 
China.

| Mr E F. Ferrer wbr bd* 
Ip inted < »Daul-general in Shang
hai by the monarchist govern-

|ment in Spain in 1930 La*»t 
¡September, he resigned his 
'post and a notification to that 
effect was published in tbe 
Municipal Gazette for Septem
ber 11. 1936.

PASSPORTS
I Shortly after Larracoecbea’s 
iLcparture, Mr. Ferrer is alleged 
| to bavi transferred all tbe 
archives, furniture, seals and 
other things pertaining to tbe 
Spanish government from tbe 
former consular offices at 1409 
Avenue Juffre to his own pos
session.

With no consular representa
tion in this city, a curious 
situation, viewed by some 
members of tie Spanish com 
munity with alarm, by others 
with indifference end by, the 
CooFuInr Body wi'b downright 
puzzlement has arisen.

There is no ptrwn or official 
°r organ who may order the 
arrest of a Spanish citizen for 
some crme committed and as 
long as China; recognizes the 
♦’X'raterritorialhy rights *of 
Spanish citizens, any Spaniard 
may lawfully deny any police
man, coming with any charge 
or complaint, tbe right to ar
rest him.

How long this situation will 
last remains a matter of con 
cern to the Consular Body and 
tbe Spanish, community and 
depends upon tbe attitude of 
tbe Chinese government.

The whole position? of Span
ish representation in this 
country was brought to a bead 
last Wednesday when a Spanish 
citizen, formerly connected in 
an official capacity with the 
Spanish Consulate, complained 
to police beadquarters that 
Spanish passports were being 
printed without authority at 
tbe Lee Hing Printing Company 
at 583 Szecbueu Road.

In company with a detective 
of the SMP this citizen called 
at tbe shop and found that 
50 passports were printed aod 
ready for delivery. On investiga 
lion it was found that tbe 
printing company was a legal 
concern and bad been printing 
passports and letterbeads for tbe 
Spanish Consulate for a number 
of years. The blocks used in tbe 
printing process belonged to 
tbe company, having been 

made by them from designs! 
tendered some time ago.

Further investigation revealed* 
that 50 passports and 1001 
letterheads with tbe Spanish! 
emblem h «d been ordered by 
Mr. V. Vizeuzinovicb, former 
chancellor of tbe Spanish ' 
Consulate. This was confirmed 
by telephone and Vizenzlnovicb 
said that be ordered tbe 
material to be printed on 
iostruc i>ns of tbe Spanish 
consul general. When told by 
police that no fueb consul at 
present existed »n Shanghai, 
Vizerzinovicb answered that 
tbe consul was tbe one 
appointed, by tbe Spanish Na
tionalist Government.

To confirm this statement tbe 
detective called on Mr. Ferrer at 
bis home at tbe Catbay Man
sions Mr. Ferrer answered that ' 
be is still issuing passports, 
and bad ordered tbe present 
ones to be printed to be given; 
to persons Who wish to go to. 
Spain.

j As tbe proprietors of the, 
printing company did not wish* 

ltd b’ome entangled in an 
^international situation" they 
agreed to let tbe detective 
take tbe passports for the, 

’time being. At this point,i 
however, tbe detective found> 
that bis functions as a police 
man were not adequate to 
c<ver tbe situation aod be 
went with the Spanish com*! 
plainant to see Mr« R. T,' 
Bryan, municipal Advocate, |
S.M.C.

According to statements 
given to the press by authori
tative people, neither of these 

.officials could see any course 
of action that might possibly 
be taken without abrogating 

¡the ex'raterritoriality privileg
es of Spanish citizens in China. 
There did not and does not 
exist any Spanish authority to 
say that Mr. Ferrer had no 
right to print the passports. 
If there were to be a com
plaint, action would have to be 
taken by tbe Chinese authorit
ies.

There, tbe matter rested. Tbe 
passports were returned to the 
printing company. As they 
were ordered on tbe authority 
of Mr. Ferrer they are bis 
property.

Tbe question has now arisen 
whether any Spanish citizen
may not print passports in
Shanghai and dodge 

I doing so. Io t he 
'one Spanish citizen 
do so and further 

arrest for 
opinion of 
they may 
than that

may commit any cri ne with
out fear of legal arrest.



¡SPANIARDS HERE I 
I TO BE AMENABLE I 
I TO CHINESE LAW I

NANKING, Feb. 20.—«Central). I 
—In absence of both diplomatic I 
and consular representatives cf I 
the Loyalist Spanish Govern- I 
ment, which China still re- I1 
cognizes, all the Spaniards in 1 
China will be amenable to Chin- I 
ese law in the same way as citi- | 
zens of non-extrality nations, it II 
was pointed out in diplomatic If 
circles here today.

In thus placing Spaniards I1 
under the protection of Chinese I 
laws, it was stated, the Chinese II 
Government has the precedent I 
in its treatment accorded to I 
Russians in China during the I 
Russian Revolution and before I 
China’s recognition of the So- II 
viet Government. 1|
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Spanish Consul Denounced
A •'('nmini(tPii (’riiYif»”

* Ferrer Lacking 
Authority Here, 
Says Ex-Attache

Spaniards Of Shanghai 
Unrepresented; New 

Statement Issued

U.S. CONSULATE
DODGES PASSPORT

Government Of Burgos 
Not Recognized 

By China
Promising that Spanish rcisii- 

dtnts of Shanghai will soon have 
a legal representative here and 
openly denouncing Mr. Eduardo 
Vasquez Ferrer as a “bogus” con
sul and defying him to take 
jurisdiction over Spanish citizens 
in Shanghai» Mr. 1. J. Sanchez, 
commercial attache of the Spanish 
Consulate in Shanghai in 1920 
and 1931, this mom Ing issued a 

; statement to the press denying 
that Ferrer had the authority to 
levy a fine or give a decision in 
a traffic case, as Ferrer was re
ported to have said he had.

. In line with a story printed in 
this newspaper yesterday, Sanches 
claims that no law or law 
authority exists in the Spanish 
community at present and com
pletely refutes Mr. Ferrer’s state
ments that this condition Is im
aginary.

'•Bogus Consul’’
The signed statement of Mr. 

t’ancliez follows:
“The question of court jurisdic

tion is one to be decided by the 
i Chinese government and Spain.

As stated in a letter to Sir John 
, Brenan, Ferrer is a bogus consul 
i and I defy him to issue a war- 
' rant for my artrest If he thinks 1 
am labelling against the authority 
of his court.

*1 do not wish to commit an 
offence intentionally but, as a 
motorcar driver it is possible foi 
me to accidentally break any of 
the traffic regulations and in this 

* case X defy the S.M.P. to report 
the matter to Ferrer and defy 
him (Ferrer) to impose a fine 
upon me. He refers In his state
ment reported' in a morning 
newspaper that on January 22 the 
S.M.P. traffic department referred 
a case against a Spaniard to him. 
To this effect I will send a letter 
Of complaint to the secretary of 
the Shanghai Municipal Council 
to stop this illegal procedure.

Committed Crime1
“That no law or law authorities 

exist at present is not imaginary. 
Ferrer has committed a crime 
ordering the printing of the pass, 
ports and the S.M.P. with al] 
the facts in their hands can not 
arrest him and can not seize the 
printed matter without the ordet 
o* a competent authority.

“Ferrer should know that any 
passport issued by him is uselein 
and that local authorities will 
not recognize them.

“In due course and sooner than 
expected Spain will have here in 
Shanghai its legal representative 
and then all these irregular activi
ties of Ferrer will be stopped.”

Signed Passport
In connection with the state

ment about passports it is known 
that Ferrer signed his name as 
consul for the Burgos government 
on the passport of the young son 
of Mrs. Linda Cohen recently and 
that this passport was brought 
before the American authorities 
to be visaed.

It so happened that the pass
port was issued sometime ago by 
Ferrer when he was consul-general 
for Spain in Shanghai; the pass
port has about three months to 
run before it expires. Wishing to 
avoid difficulties, Cohen went to 
Ferrer to have the passort re
newed and Ferrer renewed it in 
his “capacity” as consul for the 
Burgos government.

Ignored Renewal
As the United States does not 

recognize the Burgos government 
as the national government of 
Spain, local American officials were 
of course unable to recognize the 
renewal made by Ferrer and have 
chosen to ignore the renewal but 
to honor the old passport whicn 
has not yet expired. As Oohen 
intends to enter the United States 
as an immigrant, the question of 
renewing 4ijs -pi*-sport will Hot 
arise.

In cases where Spanish passports 
have already expired it is believed 
that no governments, with the pos
sible exception of Germany and • 
Italy, would recognize passports 
issued by representatives of the 
Burgos government.

Status Unaffected
While Mr. Ferrer claims that he 

is still recognized by the majority 
Of Spanish citizens in Shanghai', 
as the representative of their I 
country and while this statement, 
¡may be true, it does not effect his 
status one iota, it is pointed out.* 
The government of China is the 
only body that can recognize Mr. 
Ferrer as consul for Spain and. 
sd far the Nanking government 
has not recognized the Burgos 
government and hence does not 
recognize Mr. Ferrer who claim’s 
to represent that government.

Commenting on Mr. Ferrer’s 
Statements as reported in a morn
ing newspaper today to- the effect 
that he is still exercising his 
authority as a consular judge, 
handling police cases and levying 
fines when necessary, sever
al consular officials and Spanish 
citizens this morning admitted 
that Mr. Ferrer simply and plainly 
has no authority to do so.
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t Ferrer Saysj 
è He Still Acts j 
j As Consul Here » e
* Denies Strife In Spanish 
a Community; Passports

Question To Fore
While Qjfictiuly no Spanish con- 

i sular service exists in Shanghai or 
* any other cities in China, com- 
i plaints against local Spaniards are 
i still being filed by the Shanghai 

Municipal Police with Mr. Eduardo

<
< Not Up To Consular Body

The question of jurisdiction over 
Spanish nationals living in Shang-I 
hai or elsewhere in China is not a 
matter for the Consular Body, 
members of that group told The

Vasquez Ferrer who resigned his 
1 post as representative of the Re- 
/ publican Spanish Government on 
I August 3«, 1936.

Mr. Ferrer, who says that he has 
1 since been renamed to his post by 
' ¡the Spanish Nationalist Govern- 
Tment (Franco Government), re

vealed to The China Press last 
night that he is still exercising his 

J authority as a consular judge. 
s handling police cases and levying 
s fines when necessary.

To all intent and purposes, he 
j. said, he still represents the Spanish 

community in Shanghai and is ex- 
e ercising Spain’s extraterritorial 
e rights in consular jurisdiction, al- 
e though the Government which 

named him to his post has not been 
e recognized by the National Govern - 
e ment of China.
V Denies Factionalism Here 
f The aged Spanish official, who 
I had been Spanish Consul-General
* since 1930, denied yesterday that as
* a result of the war in Spain, the 
0 Spanish community of 130 people 
t here is tom by strife, denuded of 
1 legal rights and thrown into a

situation whereby no law or law 
authority exists.

To prove that he is still re
cognized by the Shanghai Muni- 

; cipal Police as a Spanish Consul- 
: General in Shanghai, Mr. Ferrer 
I showed a China Press reporter 
J a ccpy of a traffic complaint filed 
! by the S.M.P. on January 22. This 
; was against a Spanish citizen and 
' Mr. Ferrer, despite his unofficial 
; capacity, says he has the authority 

to levy fine cr give any other kind 
’ of decision in the case.

The version that no law or law 
authority exists at present in the 
local Spanish community, Mr. 
Ferrer said, Is more or less 
imaginary. “The Spanish ’people 
here as a whole, except for an in
significant minority, recognize me 
as their Consul and ftiy authority 
attached thereto,” he said.

From official foreign consular 
sources, it was further learned yes
terday, that despite the general 
impression otherwise, Spanish 
citizens here are still subject to 
arrest, in the event that they 
happen to corffihit crimes.

In regard to civil actions, steps I 
are now being taken, as a result j 
of the present ornclal non-existence , 
of Spanish consular officials, to • 
determine the procedure in hand

Chima Press idst night but ' 
rather an issue between Spain and

I the Foreign Ministry. Since there I 
■jis no Spanish consular service ini 

Shanghai, it was stated, the Foreign 
Ministry at Nanking is in a positon 

■ to take the initiative and set ma
chinery in motion implementing ex
traterritorial rights, thereby bring-

I ing the Spanish citizens in the 
j country under tlie jurisdiction of 
? tlie Chinese courts.
, In the event that a Spanish 
|i citizen should commit a crime of a 
i major nature, the matter of juris- 
H diction would be referred to the 
J Foreign Ministry at Nanking. The 
I man, however, would not be pcr- 
Hmitted to remain at large by the 
! j local' police, The China Press was 
l told. Rather, as an enemy of so- 
? ciety and a criminal, he would be 
f arrested and detained pending a 
> settlement of the jurisdiction issue. _ ____ w ____
j, after which he would be handed ¡has addressed a letter to Sir John 

’ iover to the authorities empowered! Brehan, British Consul-General 
to act against him. »and senior consul, protesting. He

. The present action, the nature of ¡asserts that Mr, Ferrer’s taking 
' which has “not been revealed, but | over of the archives of the Spanish

which is believed to be civil, is ex-1 Consulate Général last year was 
pected to provide the necessary test I unlawful and asks for action. He 

refers to the present situation in 
Shanghai as regards Spanish re
sidents as “Intolerable.” He adds 
that unless the Consular Body 
takes steps to take the, archivés 
away from Mr. Ferrer, he will pre
sent the case to the Foreign Min
istry at Nanking.

The China Press was informed 
by consular Body members last 
night that it was unlikely that the 
Body would act since the affair 
was not its concern.

Mr. Ferrer tçok the 
the consulate-general

• after the disappearance of Mr. j. 
de Larracoechea, who became act
ing consul for the Loyalist Gov-

1 einment after Mr. Ferret’s re- 
l signation, and then left town.

passports because of his appoint
ment by the Nationalist Govern
ment.

The ccmplainant against Mr. 
Ferrer and his printing of passports

I

case for settlement of the issue, at 
¡least, on a temporary basis.

Question Of Passports
The question of jurisdiction of 

Spanish citizens residing in Shang
hai arose yesterday when it

I was revealed that Mr. Ferrer, 
structed that some Spanish pass- 

I ports be printed.
| The order for the passports was 
'given to the Lee Hing Printing 
Company by Mr. V. Vizenzinovich, 

j former chancellor of the Spanish 
^Consulate-General under Mr. 
.¡Ferrer. Vizenzinovich fold the 
¡police that instructions to do so 
I were given Kim by Mr. Ferrer.
[ Mr. Ferrer told the reporter that 
he is issuing passports to Spanish 

‘residents who need them.
j The investigation into the order
ing of the passports was made on a 

i coiriplaint taken to thè police by a 
Spanish resident of Shanghai 
named Sanchez. The police found 

i that such an order had been issued.
He is said to have informed the 

I police that he had placed the order 
i and explained that he issued in
structions for the printing of the

archives of
last year

ling such cases.
About three weeks ago, an action 

was brought in the First Special j 
District Court on Chekiang Road, ; 
the Settlement Chinese tribunal, 

'against a Spanish citizen. In view J 
of the fact that the Spanish* > 

^government recognized by China 1 
«enjoys extraterritorial privileges, 
be case was rejected, it was, 
\ted, and referred to the S.MC.
\ matter was brought to atten- [ 

v of the Consular Body, it was 
tpd', and it was recommended 
the case be placed before Nan- 

-ts Tor decision-
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Spain And 
Extraterritoriality

SPAIN’S EMERGENCY has developed a sensational 
“China angle” which in our opinion vitally affects 

the other extraterritorial nations.
Disclosure of the fact that Spain now competely 

lacks recognized consular representation in Shanghai 
creates most dangerous potentialities.

It is our belief that the extraterritorial nations and 
Spanish residents In Shanghai, whatever Spanish political 
belief, should move without delay to bring about a 
situation of recognized consular representation—for if 
they do not, China cannot be blamed for taking matters 
into her own hands in fashion distressing to the Spaniards, 
and bound to be regarded by other extraterritorial Powers 
as setting a most undersirable precedent.

As matters stand, the Spanish Consul has resigned 
and the Spanish Acting Consul-General has disappeared, 
leaving in Shanghai oniy the former Spanish Consul who 
has set up shop in the role of Consul for a revolutionary 
Government not recognized by China.

This situation came to light as result of the activities 
of this gentleman in printing off passports said to be for 
issuance to persons wno might desire thus automatically to 
become citizens of Spain. Not mentioned but obviously a 
possibility is the fact that White Russian ex-officers, 
desperate here and anxious to fight either for or against 
a revolution anywhere, might be glad to become Spanish 
citizens thus easily and take up arms for a Spanish 
White movement. That the former Consul has no more 
legal right either to print passports or to issue them to 
non-Spaniards is, however, a problem rather for the 
Spanish themselves to settle than for others to view with 
more than interest and curiosity. The extraterritoriality 
issue is fundamental, and affects others vitally.

Perhaps it may be argued that merely because a 
nation has exterritoriality, tnat is no reason why it should 
concern itself with the existence of a scandalous situation 
of another extraterritorial nation. The point is this: 
since Spain at present lacks any means of administering 
her own laws against Spanish citizens here, there is the 
most excellent of opportunities for China to say that 
Spanish extra territoriality has virtually abolished itself 
and that Chinese law and courts will henceforth apply to 
Spaniards in China.

Which, we submit, is an extremely poor method of 
progressive abolition of extraterritoriality. It has dan
gerous potentialities for all extraterritorial Powers, 

I obviously; the abolition of extraterritoriality should be a 
j question not of the temporary embarrassment of some 

extraterritorial nation, but of universal agreement that 
the Chinese judiciary has developed to a point where 
retention of extraterritoriality is not necessary.

We all know that the Spanish Government has more 
than enough troubles. But the appointment of a 
regularly recognized Consul here need be little more than 
a formality. We are certain that there must ba qualified 
men here ready and anxious to serve as an honorary 
matter if necessary. The Spanish community is generally 
law-abiding and there should be no backbreaking 
assortment of duties for a Consul. But in, any event, 
as a matter of urgent necessity the present situation 
should not be allowed to progress further.



Legul Silence Binds 130 Shanghai Iberians 
Without Consular Representation; Passports 
Issued By Former Madrid Consul Questioned

| Consular Body Facing 
Delicate Task; Police

Said Without Power
j Ferrer, Resigned Representative O£ Regime 

Recognized By China, Claims To Function 
With All Governmental Prerogatives

COURT OF CONSULS INVOLVED
By JACK BELDEN

^JOME 130 Spaniards are today living in Shanghai 
without consular representation without fear of 

arrest, without any official authority to whom they may 
appeal in time of need and without any superior func
tionary whatsoever to take official cognizance of their 
legal capacities in China.

The Spanish community is at the present time a 
legally incoherent and rudderless mass unrepresented by 
any authority recognized by the national government of 
China.

FERRER CLAIMS POST
Of all the Spanish residents in this city, only one claims 

to represent Spain in China and his name is Eduardo Vas- 
quez Ferrer, consul-general for Spain from 1930 until Septem
ber of last year, when he resigned! his post.

In statements made over the telephone to a detective 
of the Shanghai Municipal Police, Mr. Ferrer has declared
that he was still teinng 
Spanish passports. In an
other statement made over 
the phone to the same detec
tive, Mr. V. Vizensinovlch, 
former chancellor of the 
Spanish Consulate, said that, 
Mr. Ferrer was the consul-! 
general appointed by the 
S panish Nationalist G overn - 
ment (Franco government).

Madiid Still Recognized
There is no reason to doubt! 

that Mr. Ferrer was appoint
ed consul-general by the» 
Rebel Government in Spain,* 
but the Chinese government* 
along with most other; 
nations still recognizes the Madrid . 
government as the legal govern-* 
ment of Spain and thus any per
son appointed by any other 
authority than this government: 
has no diplomatic standing in 
China.

Mr. E. F. Ferrer was appointed 
consul-general in Shanghai by the( 
monarchist government in Spain 
in 1930. Last September, he re
signed his post and a notification 
to that effect was published 
In the Municipal Gazette for’ 
September 11, 1936.

Vice Consul Disappears
On Mr. Ferrer’s resignation, the! 

vice-consul, J. de Larracoechea, 
became acting consul and 
the representative for Spanish, 
residents in this city, but; 
la&t November Mr. Larracoechea 
suddenly disappeared from Shang-1 
hai, belieyedly aboard the German; 
vessel Gneisenau. On his. dls-‘ 
appearance, Spanish residents 
ceased to be represented in t 
Shanghai. ... .................. I

Shortly after Larracoechea’s de
parture, Mr. Ferrer is alleged to; 
haye transferred all the archives, 
furniture, seals and other things 
pertaining to the Spanish govern
ment from the former consularoffices at 1409 Avenue Joffre to his 
own possession.

Consuls Puzzled
With no consular representa

tion in this city, a curious situa
tion, viewed by some members of 
the Spanish community with 
alarm, by others with indifference 
and by the Consular Body with 
downright puzzlement, has arisen.

There is no person or official or organ who may order the arrest of a Spanish citizen .for some crime committed and as long ar China recognizes the extrater. 
ritcriality rights of Spanish citizens, any Spaniard may lawfully deny any policeman, coming with any charge or complaint, the right to arrest him.

Depends On NankingBlow long this situation will last 
remains a matter’ of concern <o the Consular Body and the Spanish community, and depends upon the attitude of the Chinese government.The whole position of Spanish 
representation in this country was brought to a head last Wednesday when a Spanish citizen, formerly connected in an official capacity with the Spanish Consulate, complained to police headquarter^ that Spanish passports were being printed without authority at the Lee Hing Printing Company at 
E83 Szechuen Road.

Passports FoundIn company with a detective cf the SMP this citizen called at the shop and found that 
50 passports were printed and ready for delivery. On investigation it was found that the 
printing company was a legal concern and had been printing passports and letterheads for the 
Spanish Consulate for a number of years. The blocks used in the printing process belonged to the . company, having been rr.sde by them from designs tendered seme time age.Further investigation revealed that 50 passports and, 100 letterheads with the Spanish emblem had been ordered by Mr. V.I Vizenzinovich, former chancellor I of the Spanish Consulate. This i j wais confirmed by telephone and i Vizenzinovich said that he ordered the material tc be printed on instructions of the Spanish, on-

< sul-general. When told by police that no such consul at present existed in Shanghai, Vizenzinovich answered that the consul wa*s thei one appointed by the Spanish 
Nationalist Government.

Admits Issuing Passports
To confirm this statement, the detective called Mr. Ferrer at hie home at the Cathay Mansions Mr. Ferrer answered that he is still issuing passports and had ordered^ the present ones to be printed to be given to persons who wish to g? tc Spain.

Detectives StumpedAs ths proprietors of the print- . 
ing company did not wish to become entangled in an “international situation” they agreed to ■ i let the detective take the passports . for the time being. At this point, ; however, the detective found that • his functions as a policeman were • not adequate to cover the situation and he went with the Spanish I complainant to cee Mr. R. T. J Bryan, municipal Advocate. S.M.C. ;During the interview with Mr. Bryan, it so chanced that Mr. E. A. Long, secretary of the Consular Body, was precent. According to | statements given to a representa- i tive cL the Shanghai Evening . Pest, by other persons present at T the conference, neither of these officials could see any course of action that might possibly be taken without abrogating the extraterritoriality privileges of Spanish / citizens in China. There did not | and does not exist an*/ Spanish ; authority to say that Mr. Ferrer 
had no right to print the pass- 1 
ports. If there were t: be a complaint, action would have to be , taken ’ by the Chinese authorities.

Passports ReturnedThere, the matter rested. The passports were returned 10 the printing company. As they were 
» ordered on the authority of Mir.Ferrer they are his property.The question has now arisen whether any Spanish citizen may j not print passports in Shanghai; and dodge arrest for doing so. In’ the opinion cf one Spanish citizen' ti?ey may do so and. further than } that may commit any crime j without fear of legal arrest.



Cculd Dodge Arrest
If a Spanish, citizen were* to 

commit anything short of murder | 
' he would probably be able to 
' dodge arrest temporarily and in 
the case of murder he would 
probably be detained pending a 
decision on the status of Spani
ards with residence or domicile in j 
China.

Aroused by what he terms “an 
intolerable state of affairs,” the j 
original complainant against the 
printing of passvorts at the Sze- 
chuen Road address has address
ed a letter to Sir John Brenan, 
senior member of the Consular 
Body in Shanghai.

Fa?tf Outlined
The first part of this letter out- \ 

lines briefly the facts obtained by > 
police investigating his original j 
complaint and goes cn to say:

“Due to ths fact that Spain 
at present still enjoys the 

I privileges of extraterritoriality,

. the S.M.P. can not seize this 
printed matter and further
more can not stop the activi
ties of this bogus consul (re
ferring to Ferrer). Your 
Honor knows as well as I do 
that these activities are irre
gular and the person or per
sons engaged in them are 
committing an offence to the 
¡legal government of Spain 
and at the 'same tirrte creating , 
the possibility of a disturbance 
which may be prejudicial to 
Settlement interests.

“Again I have to refer .to 
your Honor to the letter ad
dressed by me to the French 
Consul General, a copy of 
which I sent to you on the 
25th November 1936. I request 
you once more to take up this 
matter with your colleagues of 
the Consular body and the 
Fr ench authorities otherwise I 
shall be compelled to take this 
matter up with the Minister 
cf Foreign Affairs in Nanking 
and request them- to seize all 
the archives, furnitures, seals 
etc. pertaining to the Spanish 
Government, which are at 
present in the unlawful posses
sion* of Mr. Feirer, being 
aware of what may be the re
sults.

“Trusting that your Honor 
will do the utmost in this 
matter, I remain:

“Yours faithfully:0 
Presents Problem

i Up to the present, this letter 
has not been answered, but it is; 
believed that a copy of it has J 

' been sent to every consular re- 
preventative in Shanghai.

What will come of the present 
i impasse remains a moot question, 
I but certain Spanish citizens are 
j now in communication with the 
■ Spanish government at Valencia! 
(Loyalists) and letters have been 
dispatched within the last two 
days urgently requesting the 
Valencia government to appoint a 
representative in China or to 
delegate consular powers to some 
ether country such as France.

French Concerned
While the present plight of the' 

Spanish commjun ity has been t 
called to the attention of the 
Fiench authorities here, it has 
been intimated that they are un-' 
able to act without direct authori
zation from Paris.

An answer ft expected to reach 
Shanghai from the Valencia go
vernment within three weeks 
time, but if some* solution of the 
problem has not been found by 
that lime, a direct request will be 
made to "the Nanking government 
to handle the situation as it sees. 
fit.

/



COPT OF POLIOS REPORT DATED

FEBRUARY 17, 1937.

Printing of Soanish Government Passports by the

Lee Hing Printing Coy., 533 Szechuen Road.

At 13 noon on February 16,1937, Mr. J. Sanches, 

Spanish citizen, proprietor of the Shanghai Stucoo Company, 

505 Honan Road, was referred to D.S.I. Rhind by the P.A. to

D.C.  (Crime) with a complaint that Spanish Passports were 

being printed by the Lee Hing Printing Coy., 583 Szechuen 

Road, without proper authority as the local Spanish Consulate- 

General closed down some two months ago since when Spain has 

not been represented in Shanghai by any duly accredited person.

From the Municipal Gazette dated September 11,1936, 

it will be seen that Dr. E. V. Ferrer resigned his post as 

Consul-General for Soain sometime previous to that date and 

that he was succeeded by the Acting Consul-General Mr. de 

Larracoechea. This latter official, however, left Shanghai 

about two months ago without appointing a successor and as a 

result the Consulate building in Avenue Joffre was closed 

down.

In these circumstances, it aopeared that Sanchez, 

as a private Soanish citizen, had every right to make the 

complaint he did provided his information as to the printing 

of passports was in accordance with the facts. He assured 

D.S.I. Rhind that he had actually visited the Lee Hing

> Printing Company and had seen the passports for 

himself, adding that these documents were being sold indis

criminately to members of the public.

Accordingly, D.S.I. Rhind and D.S.I. Chu Shou Ling, 

accompanied by Sanches, called at this shop and interviewed 

one Mr. Tsu Tsung Kwang who described himself as

the manager and part- owner of the company. This person
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disclosed, without any hesitation, that as recently as 

February 7 last an order was placed by a Mr. Vezenzinovich, 

professedly in behalf off the Spanish Consulate-General, 

for (l) 50 Spanish Jfessporta and (2) 100 Letter Sheets 

headed "The Consulate General for Spain" and bearing a 

printed impression of the seal of the de jure Spanish 

Government. He stated that these articles had already been 

printed and he was awaiting the return of the customer to 

pay for them and take delivery. In fact, in proof of this, 

he showed that the articles had already been made up into 

two parcels which lay on a counter in the Shop. Attached 

to one parcel was an account made out to Mr. Vezenzinovich, 

c/o Spanish Consulate, in which the articles were itemized 

against the prices charged which came to $7.50 in all.

It was noted that the seal of the de jure Spanish 

Government was embossed on thè covers of the passports. In 

this connection, the manager stated that the company had 

several seals in the printing works, that these were the 

property of the company and that they were made from designs 

furnished by the Consulate some five or six years ago. He 

pointed out that the company had undertaken the printing of 

different matter for the Consulate for the past ten years. 

He expressed his willingness to surrender the blocks, 

passports and letter sheets to the Police if there was any 

likelihood of a question arising as to the legality of 

printing such matter at the present time.

The undersigned and D.S.I. Chu during their visit 

to the Shop saw no evidence to suggest that the passports 

were being offered for sale to members of the public. In 

fact, the Shop and its personnel enjoy a good reputation 

for respectability and there is no foundation for the 

allegation made by Sanchez that the passports are being 

indiscriminately sold
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D.S.I. Rhind, on completion of these enquiries, 

telephoned to Mr. V. Vezenzinovich and In conversation with 

him learned that he had placea the order at the request of 

Dr* E. V. Ferrer whom he recognised as the present Consul» 

General. He explained that he himself has held the position 

of Chancellor at the Consulate for a number of years« thia 

being quite true.

D.S.I. Rhind then telephoned to Dr. Ferrer at his 

home at the Cathay Mansions and he freely acknowledged that 

the articles and passports had been ordered at his request. 

He stated that he is now the Consul-General for the Spanish 

"National ’• Government and that he intends to issue the 

passports to persons desirous of returning to Spain. It 

was explained to him that the Police had been brought into 

the matter as a result of a comolaint made by Sanchez who 

contended that there was no Spanish Consul-General or 

authorised representative in Shanghai at the present time. 

Upon hearing this, he described Sanchez as a crook and 

swindler who had come to the notice of the Settlement Police 

and the French Police at different times and he advised that 

any complaint from him should be completely ignored.

The undersigned finally went with Sanchez to see the 

Municipal Advocate for his advice in the matter. The M.A., 

owing to the fact that Sanchez disputed the authority of 

Dr. Ferrer to act as Consul-General, called in Mr. Hill, 

Secretary of the Consular Body and after a consultation with 

him came to the conclusion that no police action could be 

taken in the matter. He added that while an application 

could be made to the 8.S.D. Court for the confiscation of 

the oassports etc., it was nofpolitic to take this course 

for the reason that it might jeopardize Spanish Extraterri

torial rights in China. Mr. Hill promised to take the



matter up with the Consular Body and urge them to inquire 

aa to Dr. Ferrer’s authority to perform the functions of 

Spanish Consul“General.

It might be stated« in conclusion« that Dr. Ferrer’s 

description of Sanchez as being a crook is well-founded 

inasmuch as he has been associated with the bogus firm of 

Palmer A Ireen, 33 Nanking Road, and concerned with Neilwye 

and Soriano in oeerating gamoling houses in the Settlenent 

and French Concession.

Certified true copys
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Shun Pao - Notice re naturalisation in China—ef"a~German-

Jew appearing on 28.6.40

Made by..........Riarazya ........................ Forwarded by...... ......

Reference the query of P.A. to T).C. (Special 

Branch) appended to attached translation of a notice 

appearing in the Shun Pao of 28.6.40 in connection with 

the naturalisation of one "Hanna" in China, enquiries 

made by C.D.C. 230 Chang Yeh show that the advertiser 

is named Hannach, a German-Jew of 28 years of age. 

Mr. Hannach is one of the shareholders of the Sino- 

Chemica Co., Room 401-3, House 133 Yuen Ming Yuen Road. 

His application for naturalisation which was made 

through lawyers lieu Shih-fang ) and Won£

Chien ( who have a joint office at Room 407,

House 133 Yuen Ming Yuen Road, has been approved by 

the Chungking Government.

D. C. (Special Branch).
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Known as Mr. Ma, a young 
Englishman in Chungking who 
works in the Chinese Publicity De
partment and broadcasts daily in 
¡English from Station XGOX is a 
popular but mysterious figure.

His real name is J. A. Me- 
Clawsland. but he won't respond 
to it, preferring Mr. Ma. Tall, 
thin, and always unshaven, he 
icoks like a monk in his inevit
able long Chinese gown. He 
lives a frugal, hermit’s life, 
hates publicity, shuns foreigners, 
and resents visitors. To callers 
his usual query is: “Why do you 
waste your time and mine?'*

Educated at Oxford University, ho 
receives a meager salary of $50 per 
month. The Publicity Department 
offered him $300, but he protested 
that he couldn’t “spend that much.’*

He has applied for a Chinese 
passport, ani is due to become a 
Chinese citizen in 1941.

Frenchtown Scene
Early yesterday aftemoqX at 

the Intersection cf Avenue du 
Roi Albert ana Rue Retard, a 
riesha puller pleading with an 
Annamite constable for the re
turn of his confiscated license. 
The policeman X adamant.
Some two spore yards down the; 

street, all thy more obvious because 
of the crowd gathered around it,_ a 
portable gambling table catering to 
“Ba-ba-Xeh” -enthusiasts. People 
laughingly bet' money and lose. 
The policeman doesn’t interfere.
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Young Briton Who Wants 
To Become A Chinese

But Must Wait Until He Has Completed His Five 
Years’ Residence; Now Attached To General 

Chiang’s Headquaretrs At Hankow
HANKOW, August 27.—Mr. Allan

John McClausland,
Englishman attached
Chiang Kai-$hek*s 
here, who recently 

the young 
to General 
headquarters, 
applied for

naturalization as a Chinese subject,
will, it is understood, not be granted 
Chinese nationality—for the time 
being at any rate. <

Mr. McClausland has only been 
in China two years and the law I 
requires at least five years* resid
ence in China before anyone can 
be naturalized.

It was at first thought that, owing 
to Mr. McClausland's close proxim
ity to the Generalissimo, this time 

i formality might be waived. Now, 
’ however, it is understood that the 
Chinese authorities feel they can 
make no exception in his case.

Mr. Clausland came to China in 
August 1936.

Educated At Oxford
Educated at Oxford, he studied 

Chinese for 10 years by himself 
before he left England for China.

Asked what prompted him to 
study Chinese, Mr. McClausland 
said it was just curiosity in the 
beginning. He had already studied 
Latin, French and Italian. It was. 
difficult to get a good Chinese 
teacher in England so he decided 
to study Chinese himself.

He used the famous Kang Hsi 
dictionary, the dictionary edited by 
Emperor Kang Hsi of the Manchu 
Dynasty, in his studies, and in the 
following ten years he read most 
of the Chinese books in the libra
ries in England.

Then he became so fascinated 
with China that he decided to leave 
his parents at Christchurch, near 
Bournemouth, two years ago to 
come to China.

Edits Magazine
' Arriving in Shanghai he became 
quickly associated with a group of 
Chinese writers, including" Liu Yu- 
tang, who wrote “My Country and 

My People.” They started the 
monthly magazine “West Wind,’* 
the first issue of which appeared 
on September 1, 1936.

Now Mr. McClausland is publisher 
and editor-in-chief of the magazine, 
which continues functioning in 
Hankow. It is one of the most 
popular periodicals in China to
day, featuring translations into 
Chinese as it does of articles from 
foreign publications and special 
articles on social life in Europe 
and Asia.

.Now at Headquarters
Mr. McClausland joined the 

Chinese Generalissimo’s Head-1 
quarters when the Chinese Govern- 1 
ment moved to Hankow from | 
Nanking. - He has been connected 
with the publicity department of 
the Ministry of Political Affairs.

I His official title with the head
quarters is a technical expert, while

I his main work is to translate 
Chinese news into English and 
broadcast such news in English over 
the Hankow radio broadcasting sta
tion every Tuesday, Thursday and

1 Saturday evening at 9 p.m.
In China Mr. McClausland is 

known as Ma Ping-mo, or a man 
of good manners and peace.

When Reuter’s correspondent met 
Mr. McClausland, or Mr. Ma as he 
prefers to be addressed, at a 
Chinese Government office recent
ly, he was conversing in Chinese 
with several Chinese officials about 

j his present work.
Likes Chinese Clothes

Mr. McClausland was proud of 
I his black silk Chinese long gown, 
| which he declared was the “most 
H comfortable clothing in the world.”

Tall and slender he has dark hair 
i, parted on the side, heavy eye-brows 
I > and deep-set eyes. He is not 

married and declares that his 
family have no objections to his 
becoming Chinese.—Reuter.



Local Briton Becoming 
Chinese Citizen Shortly

John Alban McCausland, Oxford 
‘University graduate of 1935, ex
pects to become a naturalized 
Chinese citizen by the'end of this 
month.

His decision, McCausland told 
an interviewer in Hankow, was 
motivated by liking for the Chin
ese, whorx inodes of living, cus
toms and traditions were in closer 
harmony wit h his own ideals of 
existance. He stated that he felt 
more at home in China and found 
here a greater opportunity for the 
future than elsewhere. Further
more, he wanted to work among 
the Chinese people, and as such 
he wanted to be one of their own 
instead of remaining foreign to 
them.

. Mr. McCausland arrived in 
Hankow from Shanghai early in 
Juqe, Dressed in a black Chin
ese long gown, he refused to talk

with his interviewer save in the 
Chinese language. He also wish
ed to be addressed as Mr. Ma 
Pin-ho, which, he said would be 
his legal Chinese name when his 
naturalization becomes effective.

Mr. McCausland, who is 26 years’ 
old, arrived in China in 1936, 
having graduated with a B.A. 
degree from Oxford University a 
year previously. After his arrival, 
he spent most of his time in 
Shanghai, teaching English to the 
Chinese. Meantime, he also edited 
a magazine in Chinese, entitled

Humanity Magazine? which 
& devote3**tcT political and social 
subjects. He can read and write 
Chinese well.

Tall, slim and saturnine, Mr. 
McCausland has now become Mr. 
Ma of the Political Training De
partment of the National Military 
Council, Hankow,



November 1» 1937* Afternoon Translation.

Ta Kung Ino and other local newspapers#

U.S, OITXW TkKBS OPT CHINESE PAFEBS

]£r» H.F. Lowler, age 30» an American 
citizen* has joined the Transportation Corps of the 
50th Group of the Chinese Chamber of Commerce Boy Saouta 
He was formerly in the employ of the Ford Motor Car 
Factory, Pootung*

Mr» Lowler will undertake to drive cars 
and to do repair work* He will also assist in the 
rescuing of wounded soldiers at the front*

Mr» Lowler has resigned from his post in 
the Ford Factory and has become a naturalized Chinese t 
citizen* His Chinese name is ''Loh Wei-foong" (
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July 26, 1937. Horning Translation.

Sin Wan Pao and other local newspapers published the following 
article on July 25:-

RULES FOR ISSUE OF CERTIFICATES TO NATURALIZED CHINESE 
CITIZENS

The Police Bureau was on July 24 instructed 
by the Shanghai City Government to comply with the 
following order received from the Ministry of Interiors- 

As a means of proof, naturalization 
certificates should be issued to those foreign subjects 
who have been naturalized as Chinese citizens and their 
wives and children as well as those who have secured 
Chinese citizenship through marriage, adoption, etc. A 
set of revised measures has been drawn up for the issue 
of such certificates, whereby the applicant (if he or 
she is a minor, the certificate can be applied for by 
his or her parents on behalf) should submit an application 
written in both Chinese and foreign languages according to 
forms together with two 4" copies of his or her photograph 
showing the head and shoulders and $0.60 as "procedure fee" 
to t e local district authorities for t ansmission to the 
Ministry of Interior as a means of reference as well as 
for the purpose of issuing the necessary certificate.



A w File No.............y f? /)
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 

Section 1, Special J^ranch 
REPORT ft S- -------D«z<?April......5,........I9 37.

Subject..GbMNlS.9.ionofan American misFiDnary^Care Marvin Hensley.

Made by P.-.-I-* ^°-hwa ....... ..Forwarded by .....fl.J.J......

With reference to the attached newspaper translation, I 

have to report that according to information obtained from 

official sources at Hanking, the American missionary answering 

the Chinese name of Han En Chi(-%£jt)), whose proper name is 

Care Marvin Hensley, applied for Chinese citizenship to the 

Social Bureau of the Hanking City Government about the middle 

of February, 1937 and received his naturalization-permit from 
the same Bureau on March 19. Mr. Hensley is known to have 

been devoted to the missionary work in South China for a period 

of some 18 years.

The information that Mr. Hensley's wife and son will come 

to China from Los Angeles this autumn for the purpose of 

obtaining Chinese naturalization lacks confirmation. There is 

no indication, whatsoever, that the former - who opposed her 

husband's proposal to obtain Chinese naturalization two years 

ago - is likely to come to China and fallow the example of her 

husband. ______________________________________________________

Particulars concerning the aforementioned individual have 

been recorded for future reference, there being no previous 

record of him in the Special Branch.



Shun pao (Nanking telegram) ?- ^x>-3-3y

AMERICAN MIS"IONATO TAKE OUT CHINESE NATURALIZATION

Mr. "Han En Chi" , a native of
Los .Angeles, has been in China for eighteen years under
taking missionary work in Kwangtung Province.

Last month he applied for Chinese citizen
ship, and yesterday he received from the Nanking City 
Government a permit for his naturalization as a Chinese 
subject.

He has always opposed extra-territoriality 
in China which he deemed unreasonable. He has never 
wished to be protected by his Consulate and he has already 
returned his American passport to the American Consulate.

He gives as his reason for taking out 
Chinese naturalization the fact that he admires the 
dignified and courteous attitude and the righteous 
character of the Chinese people.

His wife and son will come to China this 
Autumn to be registered as Chinese citizens.

<DJ JU



March 20, 1937.
Data..........

Morning TrafrSiatron

Shun pao (Hankow telegram)i-

SECOND COURT INVESTIGATION CONCERNING LIU LU YIN

Liu Lu Yin, a C.E.C. member who was 
arrested in Shanghai in connection with a political^jwtfrder 
end who was later handed over to the judicial ay^WIorities 
in Hupeh, was formally questioned for the s^etfnd time by 
the ’VUchang District Court, It is le^rfied that he 
personally wrote a statement admitt^wgregret for his 
actions.

Chen Huan T^erfig, the assassin of General 
Yang Yung Tai, ex-Chainnan of the Hupeh Provincial 
Government, has also been transferred to the same Court, 
and was quest! onetfs epara tely by Procurator Chu Tseng Chan.

Shun. Pào (Nanking telegram)?-

AMERICAN MIS0IONA4Y TO TAKE OUT CHINESE NATURALIZATION

Mr. "Han En Chi" (j^a. $ ), a native of
Los Angeles, has been in China forneighteen years under
taking missionary work in Kwangtung Province.

Last month he applied for Chinese citizen
ship, and yesterday he received from the Nanking City 
Government a permit for his naturalization as a Chinese 
subject.

He has always opposed extraterritoriality 
in China which he deemed unreasonable. He has never 
wished to oe protected by his Consulate and he has already 
returned his American passport to the American Consulate.

He gives as.his reason for taking out 
Chinese naturalization the fact that he admires the 
dignified and courteous attitude and the righteous 
character of the Chinese people.

His wife and son will come to China this 
Autumn to be registered as Chinese citizens.

National Herald and other local newspapers?

GAMBLING DEN RAIDED

The other day a gambling den operated by^-a 
Russian named "Victor Akman" $££9 Fjliii']) on Yu Yydff"1ioa d 
was raided by the Municipal police and s evennerSons of 
German and Russian nationality, includl^g-*Victor Akman" 
himself, a journalist and a musiciajtrtfere arrested. Owing 
to the fact that Yu Yuen Roadie^Sn extra-Settiement road, 
the case was handed over. t<r^ihe Shanghai District Court at 
Nantao for trial, ' "

-'TTiq case was heard yesterday and "Victor 
Akman" wa^e€ntenced to two months* imprisonment (or a fine 
of sil per day) on a charge of assembling persons to gamble 
for the purpose of gain. The remaining accused were 
fined $20 each.
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Xmerican Takes
¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥

Out Chinese Citizenship
¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ * " ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥

Missionary Hopes Wife In V, S. Will Follow His Example
V V ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥

.NANKING, Feb. 17.—(Special). 
~~A new life begins at forty for 
Carl Marvin Hensley, red-haired, 
blue-eyed, California-born mission
ary wlio has been in China .since 
1919. He has taken out naturaliza
tion papers to be a Chinese citizen 
and surrendered his American pass
port to the Embassy here.

Hensley comes from a long line of 
people who have migrated and kept 
on thè move for the past 300 years, 
becoming citizens of whatever land 
they have permanently chosen to 
live in. Of that conglomerate stock 
jtnown in the United states as “100 
per cent American”, he traces ms. 
Ancestry back to Anglo-French | 
stock on the Isle of Wight off thei 
coast of England, from which spot 

iftey sailed nearly three centuries 
?àgo to the southern American 

colonies. The Hensley line gradu
ally migrated west and Anally settled 
in southern Missouri from which!

V ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥
stat© grandfather Hensley and his 
Pennsylvania Dutch wife crossed 
the plains going west in the early 
’Fifties, eventually landing in Cali
fornia. On his mother’s side, ne 
comes from another lihe of Anglo- 
French whn crossed the Atlantic 
and settled in New England to be
come old colonial stock, finally leav
ing in the early ’Fifties tn go to 
California by ship around the Horn.

Born In 1897
Hensley 'was born in Willets, 

California in 1897, moved to the 
southern part of the state where he 
met and married Miss Mabie Lowe 
of Indiana, both of them going to 
Los Angeles to study, being ordained 
ministers in 1919. Shortly after be
ing ordained, the Hensleys came 
to China and started work in 
Kwangtung province where they 
have been active in several places,; 
notably Sainam in the Samshux dis-! 
trict living with Dr. and Mrs

¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥
George M7 Kelley, and Kunyiu in 
the Namhoi district- He has been 
back to the United States on furlough 
only once, and then only due to 
illness. His wife and two daughters 
are at present on their second fur
lough and expect to return to China 

I soon.
I Questioned as to his reason for 
becoming a Chinese citizen, he said, 
‘‘I have learned to love this land 
as my own land and her people as 
my own people. I expect to spend 
the rest of my life in China, the 
land of my adoption, therefore I 
appealed to the Chinese Government 
for the privilege of citizenship. I 
have been considering taking this 
step for over two years, and in 
doing so I trust it will help in a 
little measure to increase the long-1 
standing feeling of friendship existing 
¡between America and China. I am 
willing, if necessary, to lay down my

¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥
life in the interest of China's 1 
spiritual, moral and social welfare", g

Wife Daughters Unaffected
Hensley has been in Nanking for« 

twp months, his petition for citizen- I 
ship has been nominally accepted I 
and except for a few formal details, 
is a Chinese citizen. The step he g 
has taken will not affect the citizen- 
ship of Sts wife and two daughters ,1 
who all speak Cantonese fluently, ® 
giving them the individual privilege S 
of choosing- He hopes, however, 
that Mrs. Hensley will follow his 3 
footsteps and become a Chinese 3 
citizen in the near future on re- S 
turning from'furlough in the United 6 
States.

The proclamation of .Hensley as a 
¡Chinese citizen will make him the > 
second American to take this step® 
in Nanking. . The firstjas, Mrs,® 
Paul P. Twfrfem, also a resident ofW 
long standing in made B
thfi_£h.ange last month.
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2Vflk.s b D 7*°*^ s.2»Special Branch^oeiae, ‘
REPORT

Subject. ^®W8Pap®J* report re naturalization of 46 foreigners at wanking.

«.......- - ..!?*   ...........Forwarded iy...... .?*?»• tan Shao-liaag. .............

With reference to attached report in the China
Press of 18.2.37 to the effect that 46 foreign residents in

Nanking had taken out naturalization papers with the Social 
Bureau of the Nanking Municipality» enquiries made at Police

Bureau of Shanghai City Government show that no information 
has been received locally from Nanking in regard to this matter.

A private letter of enquiry was accordingly 
dispatched to the Nanking Municipality, to which a reply was 
received this morning. A translation of the letter, which is

self-explanatory, is attached.

superintendent•



translation of a letter from the Nanking Bureau of 
Finance addressed to Supt. Tan Shao-liang.

February 18,1937.

Your favour has been duly received.

The report that 46 
registered with our bureau for

foreigners have 
naturalization as

Chinese citizens is not true.

A few days ago, an American named

Care Marvin Hensley took out naturalization paper 
from thisAbureau. He is now residing in the Li 
Chih Society, Chung San East Road, Nanking.

The original English name of the naturalized

American is herewith attached for reference.

Tours sincerely,

(Signed): Pan Ker Ya of the bureau of Finance 
Nanking.



THE CHINA PRESS. THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1937

46 Foreigners In
Nanking Naturalized

Admiration Of Chinese Cul
ture Said Cause Of Step

Altogether 46 foreign residents 
in Nanking have acquired Chinese 
citizenship during the past eight t 
years, according to a report just ' 
released by the Nanking Bureau of1 
Social Welfare.

Of the 46 foreigners, 12 are 
Koreans, 10 Japanese, 10 Germans. 
4 white Russians, 4 Americans, x 
Indjans. one Dutch, one Belgian 
nndj^fQ Rritw

Admiration for Chinese culture 
and business interest were said to 
be the main causes that promoted 
them to be naturalized.





Covering; Index to File D#7803
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1* Strike and demonstration of workers of Toyoda

Cotton Mill# 
Activities of Fob Lee Society#

2 Alleged seizure of pistols from home of 3z Foh 
Ling, overseer of Toyoda Cotton Mill#

3# Handbill bearing on strike in Toyoda Cotton kill

Cutting from Chinese and foreign press*

NOTE Activities of Chung Hi Association see D#6449
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G. 45M-1-86 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

File Npt

No. s. a. j
S. 2, Special/ ^<ftpch..-y PaóneREPORT .

Subject Alleged seizure of Distols in the house of Sz Foh Ling near Chung

San Bridge by the Zau Ka Doo Police.

Made fa.....................and..............................Forwarded by...........Supt. Tan Shap-liang,

There are no Policeman bearing the name of Yang 

Ching Ziang ^.4*4- ) attached to stations in the Zau Ka Doo 

Division. This information was referred to Chief Inspector 

Sih, who, after making further enquiries, reported that, 

according to his informer, this Policeman (a Sergeant) was 

transferred on the morning of February 20 (the day of the 

attack on Zau Ka Doo Station) to the Chinese Police Training 

Depot on Lunghua Road.

Enquiries were accordingly made at this institution 

and it appears from the file kept at Headquarters that this 

Sergeant was transferred to the Training Depot on February 19, 

one day previous to the trouble.

An investigation was conducted by Mr. Hwang Hwa 

and statements by this Police Sergeant and two other Policemen 
of the Chung San Road Sub-Station (^®^were° on duty at the time 

of the trouble)were taken at his office. It appears from 

these statements that Sz Foh Ling, the Mill foreman, had only

one pistol (a licenced one) in his possession and he had never 

handed it to any Policeman. Mr. Hwang Hwa does not think 

further investigations are necessary.



Statement of Lin Kwan Tin age 40, native of
Kweichow»_______________________________ ____________________________

I am the patrol officer attached to the Chow 

Ka Jao Sub-Station* I was traneferred to this

Station on the 1st instant* I have been in the Bureau 

less than three months* Formerly, I was in the Peace 

Preservation Corps* At 5*20 a.m. February 20, workers 

surrounded the house of Sse and took Sze Foh Ling, Shih 

Ching Chung and two others to Chung San bridge. As there 

was a big crowd, I sent policemen to give protection*. 

I ordered the crowd to elect representatives to have a 

talk in the Sub-Station. After a considerable length of 

time, they detailed four representatives to the Sub

Station* Sse had a pistol in his possession but he did 

not hand it to any policeman. A confusion took place* 

Later, the officer i/c of the Branch Bureau also came and 

ordered the workers to disperse. The representatives 

together with Sse and three others were taken by the Chief 

do the Branch Bureau to discuss a settlement* From the 

|beginning to the end, I did not see any of the four pistols 

iwhich were said to have been handed to the policemen.



Statement of Yang Ching ZiangH^/^Zi),Sergeant Bo.175, age 3 
native of Hopei. _____ I____________________________

I have served in the Sau Ka Doo Police Station 

from the 16th year of the Chinese Republic. I have been 

promoted Sergeant and am now attached to the Chung San Bead 
<7 «i »v/ 

Sub-Station. At 9 a.m. February 19 I pro-ee-eded to the 

Training Depot from the Sub-Station. (I was transferred there 

for special training). The Toyoda Cotton Mill case happened 

in the forenoon of February 20, when I was not in the place, 

so 1 do not know of any details. Sze Foh Ling came to the 

Sub-Station on February 20 but I had already left. After I 
left the Sub-Station, 1st class Policeman Yuan Yung Seng(-^^cc 

was appointed to take charge of the Sub-Station. Yuan is a 

native of Su Chien ), Kiangsu. He has served in the Sub 

Station for four years. His number is 3202. When Sze Foh 

Ling came to the Sub-Station, Ling Kwang Tin patrol

officer of the Chow Ka Jap Sub-Station, was in the place also. 

I heard this when I returned to the Sub-Station on Sunday.



March 8, 1937.

Copy of the Report submitted by Yuan Yung Seng Acting
officer i/o the Chung San Road Sub-Station.

In connection with the report on the atrike of 

workers in the Toyoda Cotton Mill on February 20, I have to 
report that when Xhand a policeman named Ti Yien Nienf^|j^’M_ ) 

was making a search of pedestrains at the Station Road Section 

at 4 a.m, February 20, they saw some 20 fierce looking men

having the appearance of workers approaching from Zau Ka Doo« 

When they reached Chung San Bridge, they scattered about the 

North side of the Bridge and at the various cross roads. Tke 

I followed them and regarded their movements with some 

suspicion. I. asked them what was the matter, but they gave 

no reply. About 10 minutes later, a policeman named Chao 

Yi Pan reported the presence of workers on the North

side of the Chung San Bridge who were obstructing other workers 

from going to work. I immediately telephoned to the Branch 

Bureau requesting that policemen be sent there to maintain 

order. The Chief of the Branch Bureau replied that he would 

proceed there himself. At 5.30 a.m. See Foh Ling sent a 

girl of about 16 years of age from the Toyoda Mill to suhnit 

a report to the Sub-Station to the effect that there were 

workers in Sze Foh Ling's house attempting to kidnap Sze to 

the Workers Union. The girl requested that I go there with 

the policemen Ti. We persuaded the workers not to go to 

their Union but to come to the Police Station. The Policeman 

Ti Yien Nien did not see any pistol in Sze Foh Ling's house 

and no pistol was handed to tie Police. When Sze Foh Ling 
was brought to the Station, the Policeman Sui Chien Tang^^.^^’) 

on duty at the Station door saw Sze Foh Ling take out a pistol 

and hand it to his wife. All the workers demanded to come 

to the Sub-Station, but they were dissuaded by Ae. I then



( 2))

asked them to detail one or two representatives* The 

workers agreed and sent four representatives (names not 

known) to the Sub-Station* Later* these workers* 

representatives together with Sse Foh Ling were taken to 

the Branch Bureau in a Police car.

This is to report to the Chief of the Section.

(Signed) Yuan Yung Seng,Acting officer 
i/o Chung San Road Sub-Station



T-Vsirfee SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.I j
S. 1, Speq Ul.^ranc^A», 

report Date Jiarch ,14.. ...19 37 •
Subject. Pistols. seized.by...workers.pf..:the. T;pyoda^ ..
....... ah..the..hQme...o.f...^z...?.Qh.Ling...(^^.^.^>)--*...  ■■■•.............
Made .......... Forwarded by............ ...................................U..J...tL.................................

In rnnnection with the alleged seizure of four---- __
pistols by the workers of the loyoda Cotton lilill at the-------
home of one named oz Fob Ling,—an overseer of the Lili,--------- ----

in a straw hut near the Chungsan Boad Bridge in the early---
morning of February 20, 1937, it is reported that Chinese _ 
Police attached to the Chung ¿»an Road Sub-Station inter- 
cepted the workers responsible for the seizure on their 

__way back to the mill and confiscated the four weapons. 
The police officer to whom these weapons were handed over,____

j'S reported, was Sub—Inspector Yang Ching Ziang ___

a _____ _
 _



Mill and handed over to Police Bureau, Shanghai City Government.

fm. a . File No.........y .
6 45M '-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S. 2, Spe cial... Brandi. Suoao,
REPORT February 25, 37.

^foyo&w
Pistols alleged to have been seized by strikers of the Kung Yi Cotton

Made .....................and Forwarded by........?uPt.Tan Shao-1iang.

Regarding the paragraph of attached report in connection 

with the alleged seizure of four pistols in the house of Sz__

Foh Ling, an overseer of the Kung Yih Cotton Mill, on the north 

end of Chung San Bridge, enquiries made of Dr. Hung, Mr. Hwang 

Hwa and Mr. Waung Ta Jui indicate that no pistols were handed 

over to the Police Bureau by the mob who attacked the house.

It appears from records of the Chinese Police Arms
Foh Ling(/?^^^^)Licence Section that Sz holds a licence to

carry firearms but he has not made any report of the loss of

his pistol or any other pistol and the Police are therefore 

unable to verify whether the story is correct or otherwise.

Dr. Hung has ordered an investigation.
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S. 1, Spec-da 1,. arane h. Smäjw,
REPORT

Date.......June.. 29,.... ¿9 37.
Subject---------- J!oyQda...Co.tt.C!n..Mi.ll.- ..resume. work.

Made by.....c.D<z^..sih..Iae-li.ang?,... Forwarded by.

On June 20, the sixty porters of the Toyoda Cotton

util (Japanese), Brenan Road near Chung San Road Bridge, who

together with their contractor were dismissed by the management,

submitted the following demands through the Foh Lee Society,

16 Iao Wen Tang Loong, Jessfield Road, Q.Q.L»?-

1, That the dismissed porters be re-engaged and that their
wages be increased from 50 cents per day to 80 cents.

the porters
3.-That the wages of a porter on leave of absence be divided 

_  among the other porters unless a substitute is engaged to

dp his work.

4. That no porter be dismissed without reasonable cause.

of $200 be granted to any worker who
_ suffers injury in the perfo mance of his duty.

¿94

'eu-

Asa-result of negotiations conducted between TZr. Pan
a staff memberof the Foh Lee Society,

a Chinese representative of the managemen the sixty porters

^and their contractor were re-engaged and they resumed work on

June 21 pending further negotiations in connection with the

other demands.____
A complete settlement of the dispute was brought on

June 27 when, through the efforts of Er. Pan of the Foh Lee

Society, the management and the porters agreed to the following

termsi-___________________________________________________________
(1) That wages will be increased by 4 cents per day.___________

That, in case of heavy work, a further increase of 5 cents 
per day will be granted.________________________

(3) That tips will be equally divided among the porters.

(4) That none of the present porters will be replaced by new
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Date___ ,_____________ 19 .
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Made by...............................................  Forwarded by.

hands .

(5) That, when a. porter is injured at work, the contractor__
____ will pay medical expenseSj>_______________________________
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S.l, Special. Branch..i/aiilil'
REPORT

Date. May 20,.......7? 37
Subject.................Toyoda Cotton Mill (Japane se) - Di spute over the.......

control of Shanghai Municipality Western District
.............................Fo reign Co tt on Mill Workers * Foh.Lee Society.,........
Made by ..... C,.D . I... Sih Tse -Hang.......Forwarded

______________At 3 p.m. May 19, 1937, a meeting was held by

some 50 representatives of the workers of the royoda Cotton

_. Mill, in the office of the Shanghai Western District______________  I
Foreign Cotton Mill Workers' Foh Lee Society, 16 Ting Kong .

_ Li, off Jessfield Road, O.O.L., for the purpose of welcoming I

_ one Mr. Pan Yeu-nung JL ) who claimed to have been__________ J

appointed by the local xangpu to assist in the supe rvision ____  “

— of the activities of the Foh Lee Society. MnTsu Yung-kong_______
r , one of the most influential figures in the

----- Society, presided and introduced Mr, Pan Yeu-nung to the----------  
.-- attendance. Subsequently he stated that in compliance____________

.... with instructions from the la? al Tangpu he had been____________ ___

— reinstated in his position in the Society, while Messrs.

— Chen Pah-Hang ( fc- J, Wong Zuh-ming ( J- idF g/^ ) and________

— Kao Yueh-zung ( ) had been removed from administrative

— positions in/the society.______________________________________________________

•rhe meeting tenninated at 4..p.m.________________________
Mr.

It is to be noted that/Tsu Yung-kong was recently

instructed to sever his relation with the Society by Mr 
»Loh Ying-chu (, a conmittee member of the local

^/Tangpu, but subsequently reinstated in his former position 
by the Tangpu, in consequence of an appeal by the worters 
of the Toyoda Mill.

______________Messrs. Chen Pah-liang, Wong Zuh-ming and Kao_________  
Yueh-zung were responsible for the attempt to remove MT. Tsu 
Yung-kong from office.

_______ Mr. Pan Yeu-nung ) is not a staff member 
of the local Tangpu but is a private follower of Mr. Loh_______



File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.... ....... Station,
REPORT

Date.... .. ... .... ... .......19

Subject..................................

Made by...............................  Forwarded by...................................................................................

_____________ - a -
of the local Tangpu, and assists Mr« Loh Ying-chu in 
mediating in labour disputes and supervising labourers'

__ activities in the Western District« Up to the present, 
Mr* Pan has participated in mediation of disputes concemii 
workers of the Kung Yik Cotton Mill and the workers of the 
silk weaving factories.__ _



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No............. f

Section 1» Spec lai Jhranch 
REPORT

Subject........ Toyoda Cotton Mill (Japanese) «Dispute oyer the control of
Shanghai Municipality Western District Foreign Cottnn Mill Workers*

................ F.oh.Lee.SQci.e.ty...Settled*..................................... .......................................................

Made by. ....Sih Tse-iiang..........Forwarded V..........

______ In connection with the discharge by the local Tangpa of 

one named Tsu Yung-kong( ) from, the management of the 

Shanghai Municipality Western District Foreign Cotton Mill 
Workers* F oh Lee Societyp^^^-^^^-ffiM*^/^)» IS Ting Kong Li, 

off Jessfield Road» 0• O.L., on May 12, it has been ascertained 
that Tsu has been reinstated in his former position in the --------------------------------------------------------------------------
Society on the instructions of/Loh Ching«dz IL— ),____________

committee member of the local Tangpa» This sudden change was

the result of an appeal made by four representatives of the______
workers of the Toyoda Mill on or about May 13 to Loh Ching«dz, 

to whom the callers stated that should the Tangpa persist in the

dismissal of Tsu Yung-kong from the Society, all workers would

sever their connections with the Society as a protest. In 
'(view of the workers* decidedly unfavourable attitude towards

the Tangpa*s decision, Loh Ching-dz agreed to rescind the order 
of Tsu*s dismissal.

The reinstatement of Tsu in the Society has removed the

unrest among the workers of the Toyoda Cotton Mill

In order to avoid possible trouble with the workers,Chen

Hang and a few of his associates, who were responsible for 

recent dispute, are absenting themselves from the office of
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S. 1, Spec! ar^BranCh gaotoax;-----

REPORT .... fiay 15;™93T.~

SubjectToyoda Cotton Kill (Japanese) - Court proceedings 

........................... against labour agitators /.... y.........................................................

Made by.....P.-.P/.i.!.....Sih Tse-liang.....Forwarded by.... ..................................... ..................................

The remaining two of the four persons arrested by 

the Chinese Police on April 14 for being concerned in the 

attack by strikers of the Toyoda Cotton Mill upon the 

Jessfield Village Branch Police station were sentenced on 

April 30, 1937 to 40 days1 detention, to be suspended for

___ two years.___ It is to be noted that the other two defendants 

were each sentenced on April 24 to one year and two months’

__ imprisonment (Vide Special Branch Report 26/4/37).______

Sz Tsing-tsung ), a clerk in the employ

of the Toyoda Mill, who wasarrested on March 23 by the

___ judicial Police attached to the Shanghai District Court for

___ being concerned in the attemptsmurder of Sung Chien-tai

---on February._19_a—1.937, hag—been released owing to lack of_______



Poet Office, presided and stated that he had been assigned

__met with strong opposition from the majority of the

Pah-liang declared that it was the decision of the local

reach an agreement on the matter and the meeting ended

It is to be recalled that following the dismissal
of Van pang-wu (>£), principal figure of the Society

monopoly of the affaire of the mill unquestionably incurred

nfluence among workers of the Toyoda Mill automatically

Tangpu'e decisiontorelieve him of hie position and appoint 

one named Chen Pah-liang who is believed to be_____

Tangpu that Tsu should be discharged from the Society and 
suggested that all workers of the Toyoda Mill shoold suspend

Workers* Poh Lee Society ( -fc J-fr'l

At 8 p.m. May 11, 1937, some 100 workers of the

in consequence of the riot on February 20, Tsu Yu ng-ko ng

a "tutee” of mt. Chu Hgueh-fan. one of the moat influential__

the displeasure of the local Tangpu, thus lead!ng to the

an ex-worker of the Toyoda Cotton Mill, possessing strong

S. 1, Sp eci al Br a neh tf/t/c/i/
REPORT

assumed full control of the Society« Tsu's high handed

attendance who are Tsu's followers. Subsequently Chen

No.16 Ting Kong Li, off Jessfield Hoad, Q.O.L, One named

of the affairs of the Society, This announcement, however

work on May 12 and proceed to the local Tangpu to confirm I 
the decision to dismiss Tsu. Those present failed to________ I

Di.I.•....Sih Tse-1 iang ..Forwarded

CONFIDENTIAL
File No.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Toyoda Cotton Mill held a meeting in the office of the
Shanghai Municipality Western District Foreign Cotton Mill

by Mr. Loh Ying-chu ), a staff member of the local

____ Tangpu, to succeed Tsu Yung-kong ( ) in *he control

Chen Pah-1lang () claiming to be an employee of the

Date. May..... 14,......ipS?
Toyoda Cotton Mill (Japanese) - Dispute over the 

control of Shanghai Municipality Western District 
Foreign Cotton Mill Workers' Foh Lee Society.
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- 2 - _________

figures in local labour circles, to take his place«

On learning of this decision from his followers 

who attended the meeting held in the Society on May 11« 

Teu Yung-kong instructed all his followers not to suspend_____

 work on May 12. Chen Pah-liang received this information____
one

___through his associates/named Wong Zuh-mj ng (3- '3^ . who______ 

is a fitter in the Toyoda Mill end one named Kao Yu eh-zung — 
( ), ex-worker of the same concern, and instantly

compiled a report to the Jesefield Village Branch Police_______

___Bureau, alleging that Teu was fomenting a strike among mill 
hands. Tsu was then summoned by the Chinese Police jto the 

Jesefield Village Branch Bureau and later taken together 

with Chen Pah-llang, Wong Zuh-ming and Kao Yueh-zung to the_

local Kuomintang Headquarters* __ _____________________________

At the Kuomintang Headquarters, Tsu was asked by______
Loh Ying-chu to explain why he should instigate the workers 

to declare a strike.__ In reply Tsu strongly repudiated the

allegation, but nevertheless was instructed by Loh Ying-chu 

to suspend his activities and not to approach the office of 

the society for two weeks pending investigation by the Kuomintang 

authorities into the matter.___________

As pr eviously reported, Tsu Yung-kong exerci sea 

much influence over the majority of the workers of the Toyod.a_.__ 

Cotton Mill, esnecially the 100 formal representativea oi.........

the workers, these representatives serving as_links between 

the ¡¿nciety and the workers. Should the TangpU' insist upon 

_ Tau.*a discharge from the ^ocietyj thexe la every likelihood 

that agitation will arise among -the woikexK Of the Toyoda_
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Cotton Mill

any new development will form the subject of a further

report«

D» C« (Special Branch)

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No..

i'he eituation is being carefully watched and
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S.l, Spe c (al ¿Bran ,

Date. /Ær --....
Subject............. T.oyoda..Cotton Mill (Japanese) - Court Proceeding^

REPORT

............ again st labour agit a. t or s............ ..
Made ¿y.....CxDSih...¿'se-liang....... Forwarded by... .......

Of the four persons arrested by Jthe Chinese Police

on April 14 for being concerned in the attack by strikers_____

— of the Toyoda Cotton ITill upon the Jessfield Village

Branch Police Station (Vide Special Branch Report dated ____

— April 22, 1937), two of the accused named Hsu Zung-lih________
—_ ( ) and Tseu Doong-woo (7^ ft* ) were each________

sentenced on April 24 at the Shanghai District Court,

____ Mfcntao, to one year and two months* imprisonment.____ The

case against the remaining two named Jui Kwei-shiang___
) and Tseu Ah-ching ( /A ), both females,

was remanded sine die.



File No.G. 45M-I-3?
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S. 1, Special Branciigjjjjj^
REPORT .... April 22,..... /5,37

Subject........T.pyoda Cotton Mill -Court...proceedings against

labour agitators

Made h.....Tse-liang................................Forwarded by.

Further to the Special Branch Report dated April 6, 

1937, the case against the sixteen persons who were arrested

— by the Chinese Police for being ringleaders in the attack

_ upon the Jessfield Village Branch Police Station on

__ February 20, 1937 following a strike of the workers of the

----- Toyoda Cotton Mill, was heard on remand at the Shanghai___  

__ District Court, Hantao, during the afternoon of April 21. 

Fourteen of the sixteen accused were each sentenced to one_

rear and two months* imprisonment for causing bodily harm

—to Police officers and interfering with the lawful discharge

of public functions. The other two named Choh Hung-fah____

and Yang Ah-nyi )> who were released _

on bail in February, 1937, failed to put in an appearance

The following are the names of the fourteen defendents

who are now under detention by the Court pending their appeal 

against the judgment

Tsiang Ah-sze[ Tseu Lien-chong , 

Yang Yuan-tien Woo Chin-sung * )>

Liu Tseng-chi Yu Hao-dah>

Chen Tseng-sung( ), Tsang Wen-yuan

Tsang Ah-aan ,Wong Ah-san )»
Chen Tseng-kup ( ), HU Sei-hou (^)Q).

Kan Soong-ling ( , Zing Chao-sung

_____ On April 14, four other persons were arrested by the

Chinese police and handed over to the Shanghai District court 

on a similar charge. The case was heard on April 21 and 

adjourned tp April 24.

D.C. (Special Branch)



G. 45M-1-3C File No.......
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

8*1» Special. -branç.lJzÎüGx^
REPORT

Date.......April...6»..... 19 37

Subject.... T.ojrpda,.Cotto>n„.Mill..-..ast.iyi.t.i.e.s.. of...agi.t.a.t.o.ra*............................ ................

Made by C.»p, I »Sih Tse — 1 lang..... Forwarded by........ ...iU.d

Toyoda Cotton Mill and subsequent attack by the strikers upon - 

the Jessfield Village branch Police Station on February 20,

1937» sixteen of the as sailants who were arrested, by the Chinese

Police and later handed over to the Shanghai District Court for_
investigation have been officially charged by the Procurator_

0f the Court with causing bodily harm and interfering with the

_ lawful discharge of public functions» The 16 defendants were-_

released on ball» The last hearing of the case took place on

April 4 at the Court» hantao, when it was remanded sine die

owing to the absence of two of the 16 defendants, and the Court 

ruled that the guarantors be held responsible for producing the 

two absentees in question*

Sz æs ing~tsungC$dL ìiÉ- a clerk in the employ of the

Toyoda Mi11, was arrested on March 23 by the Judicial Police

a11ached to the Shanghai District Court for being concerned in the

on February 19,

Hsueh-fan (

attempted murder of Sung Chien-

1937 and is still detained by the Court,

With reference to the Poh Lee Society» also known as the

flghai Municipality Western District foreign Cotton Mill_____

rs’ Poh Lee Society t
I , ^6 zf*i2

has been ascertained that Van Pang-wu (■ 7 / ~__ ) fpvinc.ipa'1

figure of the Society who was responsible for instigating the 
demonstration and riot has incurred the displeasure of Chu 

J. two

welIknown leadersin local circles, and in order to placate 

the Chinese Police» they have dismissed Van from his di recthr

ship of the Society» Van,following his dismissal, attempted

to .join the Chung Nyj Society application was refused
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Consequently fearing that the Chinese foliae might take eteps 
against him for his share in the riot, Van has absconded to 

Banking. His wife is still working in the Sung Sing ho.l Cotton

Mill.___________ _______________________________

One named Wu Veng-pang ( , a staff member of

the local Tangpu, and a clerk of the flu Chow Soap factory_______
I

Workers* Union, has been appointed by the local I'angpu and the

_ General Labour Union to take Van Pang-wu*s place in directing

the activities of the Poh Lee Society. it is learned that_____

despite his appointment« Wu has not yet officially taken over

his duty, as he realizes that without first...securing the-------------

workers1 support, he cannot exercise authority.----- With this----
object in view, Wu, it is stated, has been soliciting assistance I

_ from one named Tsu Yung-kong ( , an active member

_ of the Foh Lee Society, but so far without appreciable success.
Accordingly, for the time being, Loh Ying-tso i ),I

a staff member of the local I'angpu, unofficially manages the 

affairs of the Society._____________________________________ _________

_______ 1'su Yung-kong, who is an ex-worker oftnaioyoda Cotton------  

Mill, possesses strong influence among workers of this Mill.----

and it is said that he was very active during the May 30th inci

dent in 1925. Although he is not officially a staff member 

of the local Tangpu, ‘1‘su is in receipt of a monthly allowance 

of $20 from this organ for services rendered. On the other hand, 
he is also a’tutee^f one named Li 1‘so-sung (  

staff member of the Chung Byi Society.______ ________________

Prior to the demonstration on February 20, 1957, Tsu was

already very active under the leadership of Van Pang-wu in
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Jealousy over money matterà the Foh l»ee Society is in receipt 

of a monthly subsidy of $60 from the local Tangpu) was not______

in favour of Van,who preferred the cooperation of Sung Chien-tai, 

the victim of the attempted murder»________________________________
Following Van's dismissal from the General l»abour Union 

and from the Foh Lee Society» Tsu Yung-kang automatically assumed

full control of the Society» pending the appointment of a new 

giipervisor- Taking advantage of this transition period, Tsu 
decided to eliminate the influence of Van Fang-wu and his

_ followers as far as possible. This decision was believed to

be responsible for the arrest of Sung Chien-tai on ¿larch 13 by

the Chinese Police at the request of the management of the mUI- 

_to whom Tsn reported that Sung was contemplating arrangements—- 

_ for another strike.__ ________________________________________ —

nont.inues

waa dismissed ogling to-lack of evidence.___ it is learnt that

was brought before the Court on March 17 but the ca§S-

ial Branch)

was subsequently discharged from the Mill._______________

At present, Xh has Influence over the majority of the

the Toyoda Cotton Mil» while Van Fang-wu and Suiag----
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.......................... of.. t.he .Commit tee...of. the Foh.. Lee Assoc i ation.............................. .....

Made by..........D*.S^L^...Umemot.Q.«.............. Forwarded by.....................

In connection with the attempted murder of Sung Chien Tai,

information has been obtained from the management of the Toyoda

Cotton Mills to the effect that a hearing of the case against 

six persons charged at the instance of Sung Chien Tai was held 

at the Nantao District Court during the afternoon of March 11.

Only three defendants, namely, Shi Foh Lin Chao

Wei Shu ) end Chen Chih Hs i an g (iK- X« appe a red

before the Court. Shi Foh Lin and Qe^ip Wei Shu denied the

■’ 5 TO 1937

charge, Chen Chih Hsiang, who admitted that he was the man 

responsible for the stabbing of Sung Chien Tai, made the

following statement

"On November 16, 1936, Sung Chien Tai came to my home and 

.friftked me to engage a number of loafers as he was planning to 

create a disturbance at the Toyoda Cotton Mills. As he 

promised to give me a tempting reward, I accepted the offer.

He did not keep his promise, however, and treated me with 

indifference. Following the organization of the Foh Lee 

ARsociation Sung became a member of the Committee of this 

^>ciety. I repeatedly approached him with a view to securing 

a 'position in the mill through his influence, but he refused 

fouy pay heed to my entreaties. Being indignant over this apathy

on the part of Sung. I decided to make him pay for this so I

motives, on the early

morning of February 19.”

—Asst. Commission
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by the Chinese Authorities.

Made .............and...................................Forwarded by........D.„I. Nakamura..................................

A meeting of labour delegates, representing Japanese

Cotton dills in the Western District, was recently held at 

the Pah Kong News Agency, Hankow Road, under the chairmanship
, . Chairman

_ o f Van Pang .Vu UCvy ff*2) as mb or of the committee o f_ the

Cotton Mill and organize labour unions to deal with the

management.__________________________________ _____________________ _
5) That 'efforts be made to popularize the activities of the

Foh Lee Association._________________________

According to information obtained from the Toyoda Cotton 

Mills, Sung Chien Tai a member of the Commi11ee

of the Foh Lee Association, was handed over to the Chinese 

Authorities by the management on the morning of March 13 when

Foh Lee Association. Van Pang Wu who attended the meeting 

together with Tsu Yong Kong Secretary, addressed j

the meeting and alluded at length to the necessity of supporting! 

the noh Lee Association which he maintained was the only labour 

organ working solely in the interest of the workers and j 

napahle of waging war against the capitalists.

si
The following were the principle points particularly 

si get! bv the sneaker in the course of his address: -

«

ri ) That each and every representative strive hard to make 
United efforts to secure the registration of all the workers

in their mills with the Foh llee Association

2) That efforts be made to ascertain the identity of all the

running-dogs of the managements

3) That active propaganda be conducted in each mill with a 

view to winning support for the association.

4) That all workers should not overlook the profitable

^¿UllCALji^^iyexperience they have had recently from the strike in the Toyoda * 5
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he reported for duty at the Toyoda No. 1 Cotton Mill._ This 

action was taken as a result of information furnished by the_

_ General Labour Union and the Foh Lee Association to the effect 

that as Sung Chien Tai was planning to create disturbances___

it would not be advisable to permit him to stay in the mill.

This strange attitude of the General Labour Union and the 

Foh Lee Association is attributed to the existence of friction 

among the leaders of the above labour organizations.

______ D. I.

Asst. Commissioner, (J)



Ta Kung Pao and other local newspapers i-
TBB .TBCTJ3UC TH THE , COTTO&,ILL

Sv.rg Uli5 Tai ( )> a worker of the
Toyoda Cotten Kill,, .wag scabbed and injured on February 
by Shih Foo Ling (7x>'j, a private detective, and 13 
others»

Evidence has now been secured and Sung has 
retained lawyer Wong Tao Shing ( l^ldL# ) to file a 
criminal prosecution against Shih and'othere in the 
Shanghai District Court at Nantao«
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Made bj............. .................and........................Forwarded by........3«»It. Tan 3haO-liang.......................

It is alleged by a high officer of the Police

Bureau that Mr. Chu Hsueh Van has gone to Nanking in response

to a call from the Central Tangpu in connection with the 

labour trouble at Zau Ka Doo on February 20 in which Col. Tan 

was assaulted and the Zau Ka Doo Police Station was partly

destroyed by the mob. The affair formed the subject of a 

complaint made by Mayor Wu Teh Chen.

It is learnt however that Mr. Chu’s explanation

of the affair has satisfied certain members of the Central

Tangpu and that he has been appointed as the Chinese delegate

to the Labour Conference in Geneva and will set out on an

important mission on behalf of the Government.
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S.P.O’s Office, He.«sdquHrter&^Srax
REPORT 

D^..Mar.ch. .2...19 37.
Subject..........report, .on..the..strike of the workers...of the.Tpyoda

..................Co.t.ton..Mill............................................................

Made A«............. and................................. Forwarded I... N«kamura...............................

Further to my previous report of February 26, 1937, on 

the strike of the workers of the Toyoda Cotton Mill, I h°ve 

to state that the following information has been obtained 

from a responsible staff official of the Miil:-

1 Sung Chien Tai OTho was stabbed on the early

morning of February 19, reported for duty at 6 a.m. March 1.

Sung states that he has not yet completely recovered but was 

instructed by officials of the Foh Lee Associ«tion to attend 

the mill Just to lf*nie«se11 the m«n«gement. He declined to I 

ft was reported that Van Pang Wu Tsu Yong

Kong (/tx )» Sung Chien Tai ( and Wong Chai Min

disclose °ny inform«tlon regarding the attack on his person.

The 16 workers of the mill who were arrested by the

Chinese Authorities on the morning of February 20 when they 

attacked the Jessfield Village Branch Bureau and subsequently

released on bail of $100 each, reported for work on February 

22. They were, however, absent on February 25 presumably

to appear before the Court.__The case against them is still

nding.

The management of the mill has requested the Chinese

ic 4 Authorities to deal with these workers severely according to law 
M. P OV’

T" and is carefully watching the proceedings of the case.__________

—______ Wong Chai Mint I V), who was referred to as Weiung (?£-)

in my previous report of February 26, is employed in the

Taypda No. 2 Cotton Mill and represents the said mill on the 

aamm1tt.ee of the Foh Lee Association. lie has been absent

the gtriks although he informed the management to the

be unable to attend the mill owing to „
_  some priwate reasons.

aamm1tt.ee
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have failed to answer summonses issued, against them by the 

Chinese Authorities» What measures the Chinese Authorities ___

would take against these leading members of jthe Foh Lee 

Association are being watched with interest by the officials 

of the Mill»

According to the management, the allegations that Shi 

Foh Lin ( ArvrS; , Shi Ching Tsung ( jlL Q-) and Ÿuan Yih______

Fang . staff of the Personnel Department of the

Toyoda Cotton Mill» were responsible for the attempted 

murder of Sung Chien Tai is entirely groundless, the assailants 

being the disgruntlec^/loafers who owe him grudge for the recent 

exploitation. The management was reluctant to divulge their 

names for the time being because it is believed that they would 

give themselves up to the Police in the near future.
It is also reported that following the strike Sung Chien 

Tai and other leading members of the Foh Lee Association made 

the Mang Yuan Hotel on Hupei Road their Headquarters

from where they directed operations.
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_______ /according tin reliable information obtained by this office 

to-day the workers of the Toyoda Cotton Mills especially those 

members of the ^oh Lee Association have become considerably_

agitated nn learning of the rearrest of the 16 men originally

charged with riotous act at the Jessfield Branch Bureau and 

there is a persistent rumour that they will declare a strike 

as a protest against the action of the Chinese authorities.'

The millhands were to have walked out immediately after

IB
I

receiving their wages at 2 p.m. to-day, but this plan did>not 

materialize. Meanwhile, it is also reported that the strike 

has been put off till Wednesday, 3.3.37. '

_______ Tt would apoear that the 15 men who had been bailed out

by the Nantao District Court were suddenly rearrested to-day 

by order of the procurator who declared that he would press______

the charge against these men. This decision on the part of_____

the authorities became knfQpn to the leaders of the ?oh Lee______ 

Association who came to the conclusion that the only alternative

or them to win the sympathy of the workers was to call

general strike immediately, 
su Hsueh ?an(% an official of the Shanghai

Labour Union, returned from Nanking on 1.3.37 and

after his return he announced that the Nanking Government have

given a formal recognition to the Toh Lee Association and there

fore he would proceed to Zau Kao Doo on 2.3.37 to convoke a 

nfeeting and inform the members of this government’s decision.

^e stated that a formal inauguration will be held at the office 

of the association and the following three points will be dis-

(I) That. Cplnne! Ton be nHviserl nnt tn be 3n selfish -38
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__to remain in the job after having mercilessly assaulted and__
oppressed the workers.

(2) That the management accord formal recognition to the 1
?oh Lee Association and agree to defray expenses towards its
maintenance, (General strike to be declared on Wednesday
3,3«37 in the event of the management refusing to acquiesce
n this demand).

(3) That all the running-dogs of the management to be _
taken into custody.

01

Vr. n Uv e ha r a__________

Assistant Commissioner.---------- ---- ______,—__________ _____ _

/
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In connection with the recent strike of the workers 

of the Toyoda Cotton Mill, further information has been 

obtained from reliable Japanese sources to the effect that

following the organization of the Foh Lee Association Sung___

Chien Tai (, a committee member of the Association, 

engaged about 13 loafers to make use of them to expand the 

influence of the newly organized society over the workers of 
I

various industrial concerns. The Association having succeeded I 

in enlisting a large number of workers, numbering 3,000 persons

Sung Chien Tai severed his connections with the loafers as 

their services were no longer required. Being dissatisfied 

with the action taken by Sung, the discharged loafers 

repeatedly demanded of him for their reinstatements which was 

therefore, believed that the attempted murder 

of Sung Tien Tai was perpetrated by these disgruntled loafers

Van Pang ;7u (# a in ), Chairman of the Foh Lee Association 

king advantage of this incident, shifted blame on Shi Foh
Shi Ching Tsung (0 4M and Yuan Yih Fang 

POV- S
staff of the Personnel Department of the Toyoda

Cotton Jill, deliberately accusing them of the attack on Sung

Chien Tai. As a result of this allegation, at a meeting held 

O- members nf the For Lee Association on the night of February 
I^l^which was presided over by Van Pang WU, it was proposed to 

ck the three aforementioned persons. The plan was.carried 

but on the morning of February 20

_____ It is also learned that Sung Chien Tai and another worker 

of the Toyoda No. 2 Cotton Mill named Waung (;£.), who is a 

member of the Association, are being kept in confinement by
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Van Pang WU for fear of the exposure of the true facts as

Waung has the knowledge of the circumstances surrounding the 

affair» 

_____The fact that the three clerks in question reported for 

duty as usual tends to support the belief that they took no 

part in the assault on Sung Chien Tai as alleged by the 

officials of the Fob. Lee Association.

L.__
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Police Force.
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER (JAPANESE)

¿Shanghai ^ïumdgal Oljuiicfl.

February 24,______

The/Pon & Japanese Cotton

<J- 6vcf<f *

Mills

A report similar to the one attached herewith 

has been received from the local office of the Japanese 
Cotton Mill Owners’ Association of China. The of

ficials of this association are desirous of curbing 

the activities of the 7oh Lee Association, the notorious 
labour agitation organ, and they maintain that inasmuch 

as this association, which is under the direction of 

one Van Pong Wu, tne chairman, had deliberately in

stigated its members to resort to acts of violence 
on February 20 when they attacked the Jessfield Village 
Sub-Station, there is ample reason to anticipate further 

troubles in the near future as long as these men are 

permitted to operate unrestricted.
Unless drastic measures are taken by the Police, 

they assert, to suppress the activities of this 

association, tne situation will be considerably ag
gravated and eventually lead to untoward incidents 
between these undesirable elements and members of the 

Japanese Naval Landing Party stationed at the Toyoda 
Cotton Mill and other places in the Western District 

for the purpose of according protection to Japanese 

property.

In view of the foregoing circumstances, the 
of the Japanese Cotton Mill Owners' Associationofficials
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In connection with the recent dispute of the Toyoda 

Cotton Mill, a responsible staff official of the Mill was 

interviewed on February 23, 1937 and the following information 

was obtained;-.______

The dispute was settled through the mediation of Mr, TU_____

Yueh-shen (^3^, ) and the strikers resumed work at 6 p.m.______

February 20. The situation is at present quiet.____

______ Tn the middle of November last year, the workera. of._the

Toyoda Cotton Mill declared a strike at the instigation of 

outsiders. Upon resuming work, they have been as diligent 

and obedient as they used to be prior to the strike.

Following the organization of the Foh Lee Association

) at the beginning of January this year, the attitude 

of the workers, especially male workers, suddenly changed for 

the worse. They became slack and radical and frequently_________

refused to obey the orders, of the forafflen,Those who seemed____ ...

to be representatives of the Association used to ie.aye their_____

posts without permission to keep in touch with other represen

tatives. They held meetings at various places and forced ____

pay membership fees.__ A number of eases occurred outside the

The output has therefore been considerably reduced._____________

Those who claim to be representatives are mostly young 

and unintelligent persons who have no experience whatever of 

the working of the mill. They behave arrogantly in the___________
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.¿presence of workers and are always planning dis turbanc e s in 

their respective rooms. It was feared that disorder in the 

mill would be intensified and the occurrence of conflicts 

between foremen and workers would become inevitable owing to 

the activities of the undesirable elements of the Association. 

_The attitude of radical members of the Foh Lee Association 

and its propaganda work resemble those of Communists although 

the Association is stated to be a bona fide labour union for I

_ mutual aid and to have a certain support from Mr. Tu Yueh Shen.

iifhatever may be the object of the Association, it is clear f

from the facts that the Association is actively engaged in I

instigating Joyal workers to become disgruntled and in directing „ 

_ them along the path of Communism._ I 
_______information was obtained_by the management of the Mill I

to the effect that Sung Chien Tai (Jf ), Vice-Chairman I 

nf the Fnh T-ee Association, who is employed in the Toyoda No. 1 I 
Cotton Mill and represents the said mill on the Committee of I ' 

the Association, was attacked by three members of the

Association on the early morning of February 19. At first_____

not much importance was attached to this incident as it was 

regarded by the management of the mill as purely an internal___
faud among the members of the Association, xxx±x±x&xky however, I 

on the afternoon of the same day Van Pang WU I

Chairman of the Foh Lee Association, assisted by his secretary I • 

named Tsu Yong Kong (Z1< JL )» convened a meeting of the 

millhands of the Toyoda Cotton MilJs who are registered with 

the Foh Lee Association* This meeting took pleloe in the 

Headquarters of the Association in Jessfield Village opposite 

__the Chinese Police Stations Addressing the meeting which lasted I

1
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till late at night, Van Pang Wu made a detailed report on the__

* attack of its official. Shortly after 10 p.m. Van announced ___
would

that from then on the meeting xabtA be held in camera and 
did j

requested those who jto not agree with the policy of the _____

Association in coming to this decision to withdraw. Whereupon~ | 

the majority of a little over a hundred workers left the

* i meeting leaving about 30 men. Addressing these men Van Pang WU |

suggested the following lines of action in retaliation for the I 

j __ attack on Sung Chien Tai;-I

(1) That the workers rush the Chinese Police Station

in Jessfield tillage.

(2) That steps be taken to attack three Chinese clerks , 

employed in the Personnel Department of the Toyoda Cotton Mill. 

________ (3) That steps be taken to prevent the morning shift

workers who turn up for Work at 6 a,m.February 20 from going 

to work.________________________________ ______________________________

________Fearing leakage of information regarding the plot, none 

of the participants were allowed to leave the office of the 

Association, and shortly after 4 a.m. the men were divided 

into two parties and one was detailed for the attack on the 
clerks named Shih Foh Ling Shi Ching Tsung (I

and Yuan Yih Fang -sl -ft ) while the other was drafted . I
-------------------  ■   ........ 1  ■■■ 1' 1 ■' 1 " r................ .——------- ————————————_________ __________________________ 1 

to the Police Station. The former attempt, however, was 

frustrated by the vigilance of the Police Officers of the 

Jessfield Sub-Station who immediately notified Colonel Tan, 

i/c of the 6th District, who succeeded in rescuing the three 

clerks. For their own safety, these clerks were escorted 

from the mill quarters to the Sub-Station by a score of

___Policemen under Colonel Tan. Several tumfTiwtex: hundred_______

j_____ .....________ ........ 1
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members of the Foh Lee Association then made an attempt to 

rush the Sub-Station so the Colonel was obliged to transfer 

the clerks to the Jessfield Village Branch Police Bureau. 

On arrival at the latter Police Bureau the party encountered 

enraged and unruly mob which had attacked the Police Bureau 

a short while previously. In the ensuing melee Colonel Tan 

and several other constables were more or less seriously 

injure# while the three clerks in question managed to make______

good their escape by mingling with the crowd._____________________

_______ The management of the Toyoda Cotton Mills were somewhat 

surprised when early morning shift due for work at 6 a.m.

February 20 failed to report for work and began to make__________

enquiries when the above incident was brought to light. Being 

anxious to have the trouble settled as soon as possible, the  

management immediately sent a representative to solicit the_____

assistance of Tu Yueh Shen who the management has reason to_____

believe is interested in the activities of the Foh Lee 

Association. Tu Yueh Shen readily agreed to mediate in the_____

strike and due to his efforts the strike was called off right 

away, the workers resuming work from 6 p.m. February 20.

Various theories have been advanced regarding the motive 

for the strike, but the management attributes same to the 

ambitious plot of the Foh Lee Association to expand its 

influence in the mills which met with a stern opposition from 

the conservative element headed by the three clerks in question. 

The officials of the Foh Lee Association are all well known_____

members of the General Labour Union as well as the Chinese______

Communist Party and their principal aim is to spread Communist
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It will he recalled that Van Pang WU and his secretary

Tsu Yong Kong played important parts in the previous strike ___

in the Toyoda Cotton Mills which took place in November last 

year when these men were responsible for the extensive sabotage. 

In this strike Van's wife also took an active part in inciting

the workers to resort to violence and struggle against the

capitalist

D. I

Assistant Commissioner (J)
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A number of workers of the Toyoda Ko.l cotton Mill,

200 Jessfield Road, O.O.L., declared a strike at 6 a.m.

February 20, 1937. By means of intimidation they succeeded 

in inducing the workers of the Ko.2 Mill, jessfield Road,

0.0. L. to join the movement, a total of 4,500 hands were 

affected. The strike was called off at 6 p.m. February 20 

1937 on the instructions of the local Tangpu when some 1,000

workers on the night shift of both mills resumed, with the 

‘remaining 1,250 resuming on February 22. The situation in
the Mill is now normal

According to information collected, the strike is

the outcome of rivalry between two digues among the workers,

I

which was brought toa head on February 19, 1937, when one 

named Sung Chien-tai ( ), who was one of the 

ringleaders during the strike and demonstration at the Toyoda 

Mills on Kovember 17, 1936, and is at present a member of the 

preparatory committee of the "Shanghai Municipality Western 
District Foreign cotton Mill Workers* Foh Lee Society

)» was assaulted at his

I home at Chungsan Road on February 19, 1937.

________ These two cliques have not adopted any special name, 

but workers have divided themselves into two sides > one

side consisting of those of fiery sentiments, the majority 

of whom took a prominent part in the labour agitation________

recently, while the other side includes those faithful to 

the management. Following the strike of workers in Kovember, 
1936, those of the anti-management clique, with the assistance 

of the General Labour Union and indirectly the local Tangpu, 

formed the above mentioned Foh Lee Society, ostensibly for
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the purpose of promoting mutual welfare among workers, but 

in reality, for exercising control over the labour activities

___ among the Toyoda mill workers, and uniting them in casejof

___ any dealings with the management of the Mill. This society____

____is governed by a preparatory committee of twelve workers of

the Toyoda Mills including Sung Chien-tai, the victim of the

assault, and is actually controlled by one named van pang-wu

(•<^ ), a delegate from the General Labour Union. The

office of this Society is located at Ho.16 Ting Kong Li________

), nicknamed Lao Wen Tong Loong ),_____

off Jessfield Road, O.O.L.

_____________ As the singular object of the Society is to counteract

any action by the management regarding the workers, consequently

members of this Society, especially the promoters, consider

themselves the target of the hatred the management, and

therefore the antagonism between the two cliques increases

every day. The difference was brought to a head on February 19

by the assault upon Sung Qhien-tai, a committee member of the

Society, because the anti-management clique imputed this

assault to the plot of the pro-management clique, at the

instigation of the management.________ ____________________________

_____Subsequent to the assault, a delegation of workers

of the Mill, headed by one named Sung Ping iXJ ) > called

at the jessfield village .Branch Police Bureau and requested

that two persons named Sz and Mao, employees of the Mill,

who were believed to be connected with the attempted murder

case, be brought to justice at once. This request was

rejected by Col. Tan, chief of the jessfield village Branch

Bureau of the Shanghai City Government police Bureau, owing
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palling to obtain satisfaction from the Chinese

to lack of evidence.

Police, the workers of the flo.l cotton Mill decided to stop

working on the morning of February 20 as a protest against

the incident and countermeasure against the management.

__________________ A party of some forty strikers proceeded at the same
time to the home of Sz Foh-ling(-^& ), an overseer of

the Mill, who was one of the two suspects, in a straw hut on

the north end of the chungsan Road bridge, where, it is said,

______four pistols, one of which was covered by a pistol licence,__  
were seized. These weapons, it is reported, have already

been handed over to the Chinese Police.__________________________________

In the meantime, another party of strikers proceeded

to the No.l Mill and took into custody three employees of______

the mill including 3z Foh-ling, with the object of taking______

them to the office of the Society. Chinese police under
' ------- ------------- ----- ...................................... ■

the direction of Col. Tan arrived on the scene and persuaded

the strikers to hand over the prisoners to be dealt *with by

law. Eventually col. Tan succeeded in obtaining possession

of the prisoners, to the dissatisfaction of the strikers, 
______ and together with delegates of the strikers proceeded in a

motor car to the jessfield village branch Police Bureau.

Before their arrival, however, some 3,000 workers

______ had already assembled on Jhssfield Road in the vicinity of

______ the Branch Bureau for the purpose of appealing to the chines»

Police for the arrest of persons responsible for the

attempted murder of Sung. On Learning of the taking over
of the prisoners by col. Tan, the crowd was enraged and

commenced to attack the bureau premises to which they did
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considerable damage. Col. Tan who had arrived at the .Bureau 

through back entrance was set upon by the rioters with the____

result that together with two policemen he was slightly 

injured.Eventually s ome 200 policemen of the Re serve Uh it 

of the Chinese Police Bureau arrived on the scene and____

succeeded in dispersing the rioters by firing several shots. 

Four of the demonstrators were wounded; and subsequently 

treated in theRed Cross Hospital, Avenue Haig. Three of 

____ them were later discharged from the hospital, but the____________  

remaining one is still detained in the Chung san Hospital, 

Feng Ling Jao, off Route Ghisi.

Subsequently the Chinese Police arrested sixteen 

persons in connection with the riot, and these prisoners 

 were handed over to the Shanghai District court in the 

evening of February 20, 1937.__

_______________ Between 2.15 p.m. and 3.30 p.m. February 20, 1937 

delegates of local Chinese Authorities consisting of chiang 

Wei-soo_________ ), representing the local Tangpu, Huang

Vee-ming (>£) and Tang Zing-kwei ( )>______

representing the Chinese Police Bureau, Wong Sien-tsing 

), representing the Bureau of social Affairs,_______

and Chu Hsueh-fan ), representing the General________

_____Labour Union, held a meeting in the local Tangpu Headquarters, 

Fang Ling jao, off Route Ghisi, and decided upon the 

_following measures for the settlement of the incident :- 

_____ 1« That work be resumed at 6 p.m. February 20.

2. That persons responsible for the attack upon the 

Jobafield Village Branch Police Bureau be punished.

3. That Sz Foh-ling who has been accused by workers of
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being concerned, in the attempted murder of sung chten-bat 
____ on February 19 be dealt with according to law.

4» That those among the arrested persona who are found to be 
not guilty of the attack on the Police Bureau be released 
on shop security._____ __ ___________________________ _____ ______________

D.C. (Special Branch).
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1.

LABOUR UNRBST AT "TOYODA" COTTON MILL, 

200 jySFIfl-n ROAD.

At 6.50a.m. 20/3/37, a telephone message was 

received at this station from the "Toyoda" Cotton Mill, 

200 jessfield Road, reporting that approximately 3,000 

workers on the day shift had failed to report for work 

at 6a.m. egwn date and that trouble was anticipated.

D.8.I. Harvey, D.C. Sugimoto and party of uniform 

police Immediately proceeded to the above mill. Mr. 

Mlnura, Chief of Personal Dept., was Interviewed and 

stated that Just before 6 a.m. even date, large numbers 

of the male workers of the mill were picketed so as to 

cover all approaches to the mill and were Instructing 

the female workers to return home pending a meeting 

which the male workers intended to hold at the head

quarters of the "Beneficial society for the Workers 

of foreign Cotton Mills” 16 Loh Wung Dong 'i )

Xau Ka doo, near the 6th Division station of the 

S.G.fl.P. Bureau.

AB far as Is known by the operators of the mill 

the unrest has been brought about because of the asssuit 

by stabbing of one, sung plh Tai the "Toyoda”

Mill workers • representative to the above named society, 

at about 12.30 a.m. 19/2/37, in Chapel on the opposite s 

of the Soochow Creek to the Toyoda Mill supposedly by * 

member of a rival society.
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The male workers of the "Toyoda* Mill are now 

aemaoding the arrest of Sung Plh Tai *■ assailant and do 

not Intend to return to work until this Is done.

The 6th Dlvision of the 8.C.G.P.Bureau were 

informed with regard to the male workers intlmiaatmg 

the females at about 6 a.m. even date, ana a party of

Polioe under Col. Tan Bo Shoo went to the various places 

whore the pickets wore posted. At about 6.30 a.m. Col. 

Tan was Informed that a largo body of male workers had 

proceeded to the 6th Division Station. He Immediately 

returned to the station alone and upon arrival was 

confronted by a very hostile crowd who refused to be 

pacified and subsequently almost wrecked the station and 

Col. Tan received a minor Injury to his head.

Hol. Tan was taken away in the (Jhapel emergency 

' ambulance and at the time of making this report his 
'x*u^r^*<a*^^horoabouts are unknown.

C/l Clissold and D.I. Toon« attended and posted 

a party of uniform police on the two mills operated by 

the Toyoda Co.

D.u. and D.D.O. "b" and C.D.I. Boss, Special 

Branch Info mod. /

Son.Det.i/o.
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further to Btagry 1» Colonel Tan Hqi Shao on being 

interviewed, by Chief Inspector CllssSld and 3*1. Toon at 

hia home stated that he received information at about 5.50 

a*m. 20/2/37 t* the effect that a number of male workers 

of the Toyoda Mill were picketing oertain pointe in the 

vicinity of the Mill» with a view to intimidating the 

workers from entering the Mill at 6 a.m.

The reason for the attitude of the workers was 

aseertained to be as follows1-

During the early hours of 19/2/37 one named Sung 

Jih Tai (fl >- ) the Toyoda Mill workers representative 

to the benifioial Society (® for the workers of the
A 6/)

Japanese Cotton Mills» was stabbed by an unknown male 

Chinese whilst in bed at his home situated in the Mill 

quarters North of Chungshan Road Bridge.

Sung Jih Tai was removed to the imstor Chinese 

Hospital and was later discharged as his stab wounds were 

not serious*

on returning home» Sung Jih Tai found out that 

the person responsible for the attack on him was one 

named Sso Voh Lin* #, ) a guard of the Toyoda Mill*

Be reported the natter to the Jossfiold Village 

Braaeh Station» S.a.C.Police mireau, and requested that 

action be taken against his assailant*
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Seeing that there was no action being taken by 

the Police Bureau» Sung Jih Tai accompanied by a large 

number of male workers posted pickets during the early 

morning of 20/2/37 on various points in the vicinity of 

the Mill in order to stop the workers attending.

Shortly after a number of workers approached the 

Charge Hoorn of the Jesafield Village Branch Station» 

demanding the arrest of Jung Jih Tai's assailant»

Being confronted with a very hostile crowd a call 

was put through to the Special unit of the Police Bureau 

at lantao for assistance»

Before the arrival of the Special Unit the crowd 

began rioting and the station greatly damaged» whilst 

Col» Tan and a Chinese Constable received minor Injuries 

to their head and body» they were immediately removed 

to the wed Cross hospital» Avenue Haig» where they were 

discharged after receiving dressing.

On the arrival of the Spools! Hilt, a baton charge 

was ordered to clear the rioters» and as many workers still 

remained on the premises of the Station causing a 

disturbance» some 8 or 9 shots were fired towards the 

ground» during which one of the mill workers named Tsang 

Vung loong (3 ) age 31,native of Kompo, residing

in a straw hut off Robison Road was injured by a stray 

bullet» causing injury to his right knee» ho is at 

present detained in the Rod Cross Hospital»



Stn. Ref *Bo.47/37

S. ehhet 3.

The following five mill workers were also injured.

during the baton charge» their injuries are of a minor 

nature and all were discharged from tht Red Gross Hospital 

after dressing.

(1) Tsu Ying Li ( •T' ) age 30* Kompo.
(2) HSu 2ung 14 x ) ago 21, Shanghai.(3) Tseu Pong Za( )ij iii) ) ago 84, Klongsu.
(4) Tseu Ah lying k f ) age 24, Hangchow,
(5) 3ze J*oh Ling( re til 4i» «»“*««•
The latter io also a guard employed at the Mill,

There wore about 15 workers arrested at the scene 

by members of the Special Unit.

This incident io being investigated by Inspector 

W®° Y1 Hung (JÊ vl />£ ) who took possession of the 

doctor's chits of the injured persons.

to resano

Copy to Officer i/o Speaial Branch

It is reported that the workers expect 

work at the mill from 6 p.m. 20/2/37.



fecial Branch

Sund y

Bubbling .»ell

February 21st

labour unrest 
at the"Toyoda 
Cotton Mill» 
200 Jeesfield 

Rod. Station 
Ref« 47/&7.

At 6.50 a.m. 20-2-37, a telephone message whs received 
at Bubbling .fell station fro:’ the Toyoda Cotton Mill,200 
Jeasf ield Read reporting that approximately 3000 workers on 
the day shift had filled to r»port for work» fit party of Police 
immediately proceeded to the nd 11 where it web learned thet 
large nwubers of the rmle workers had been picketed on the 
virions approaches to the mill and instructed the : emale 
’orkers to return home pending a meeting which the male workers 
intended to hold at the headquarters of the ‘’Beneficial society 
for the workers of foreign Ootton Mi Ils”,16 Loh /ung Jong.Zau 
Ka Soo, ir. regard to the stabbing of one of the foyoda Hill 
workers representative named dung Jih Tai at 'buut 12.30 a.m. 
19-2-37 in Uhnpei.

■A party of uniform Police from this station were posted 
on the two mills operated by the “Toyoda*.

At 7.35 a.m. 20-2-37, as a result of a telephone oall 
from Gel Tan Bo shoo, police from Bubbling ell station 
proceeded to the 6th division l.C.G.^.Bureau where it was 
learning that at about 6.30 a.m.a large nunber of male workers 
proceeded to the charge room of the abovw station and demanded 
the arrest of sung*s assailant. The crowd being hostile, a 
call was put through to the J pedal Unit at Nantao but before 
their arrival the crowd partly wrecked the station and Col Tan 
and a Chinese Constable received minor injuries.

on the arrival of the Special Unit, baton charges were 
made and some 8 or 9 shots fired towards the ground by the 
Police with the result that one the mill workers was shot 
in the right knee. Five mill orkers also received minor 
injuries fr<»n baton charges and IS were arrested.

At 6*0 p.m* 20-2-37, approsi>mtely 50 of the strikers 
resumed work and the situation is at present quiet.

Search Party
Radio Van 90

r.^.57 inuggs in charge of an armed search party operated 
on various roads in the district between 7 a.m.-7,30 a.m. and 
st end by at Toyoda Mil between 7,30 a»m.*ll a.m. on the 
20-2-37, no reports, no arrests,

/J // >/ >„
Inspector

Officer in charge
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Mil nn?;

s. D. hü

REPORT

Subject andbill addressed to the¿..workers of’..Toyoda Co.tV
. JessfieId Road, Q•Q«L•

Made by......P.i.2L?...^y)l_.Fao Hwa Forwarded by.

I forward herewith a translation of a handbill addressed
to the workers of the Toyoda Cotton Mill, 200 Jessfield Road,
O.O.L., purporting to emanate from the Shanghai Labour Federatiorf
which was obtained by the Municipal Police in Western Chapei 
on February 25« This document, apart from denouncing the _
Police Chief of the district concerned, exhorts the workers to I 
declare strikes„and_stage_demonstrations as a protest againS-t__ |
the alleged atrocities of imperiali sts aid the oppressive jneasurM

■M
M

M



Summarized translation of a handbill entitled '•Letter to the entire body of workers of the Toyoda Cotton Kill” obtained by the Llunicipal ■Police on February 25« 1937

Dear Labourers,
fhe imperialists are continuing to attack the poor 

and labouring masses* For the sake of our rice bowls, 
we have to endure all kinds of suffering and to work 
like beasts. The imperialists, however, have no sympathy 
for our hard life but oppress us in every way rendering our 
existence almost impossible.

The Foh Lee Society ), organized by the
Kuomintang» claims to work for the welfare of the workers, 
but, in reality, it extracts money from the labourers. 
The officers of the society are now at loggerheads simply 
because they are dissatisfied with the distribution of booty. 
Sung Chien Tai labour representative, is a straight
forward. man and works for the emancipation of the labourers. 
He does not receive any bribes from the imperialists. For 
this reason the imperialists hate him and instigated their 
running dog Sz Foh Ling to make an attempt on his
life. Such a criminal should be immediately arrested and 
punished, but the running dog Col Tan Pao Shcu )
released him. Therefore the workers became angry and attacked 
the Police Station. During the disturbance Col. Tan ordered 
his men to arrest 16 of the workers. These workers have been 
sent to Court and are still in custody. The existence of 
such a running dog of the "dwarf slaves” as Col. Tan Pao Shou 
cannot be tolerated and we cannot dissolve our anger towards 
him even if we eat his flesh, drink his blood, and sleep on 
his skin. Let us concentrate our strength and conduct a 
desperate struggle against this kind of running dog. Me will 
request other workers to support you for the purpose of gaining 



the final victory. We hope you will not fall into the 
trick of the imperialists and will not surrenders 
Our slogans are as follows
1. Strike and demonstrate againsL the imperialists.
2. Eunish 3z Foh Ling and his instigators.
3. Expel the running dog Col. Tan Pao Shou.
4. Demand the release of the arrested workers.
5. Overthrow Japanese imperialism.
6. Overthrow all of those who betray and oppress the workers.

Shanghai Labour Federation.
February 20, 1937.
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March 25 37.

My dear Hill,

I have to acknowledge receipt of your * 1
letter dated 24th March, 1937, and to thank

you for the information contained therein.

Yours sincerely,

(Sd) K 'A-

i

k*. L. Hill, Esq.,

H.B.M. Consulate-General,

Shanghai.

urrìè.

i ■1



jfebruar' 23 3?.

My dear Steptoe*

I have to acknowledge receipt of your

letter dated 22nd February, 1937, enclosing a 

notice regarding one Leonard kvan Brayshaw* and

to inform you that the matter is receiving attention«

fours sincerely*
I

(Sd) K M. Bourne.

H. N. Steptoe* Jfisq«* *

H.B.M« Consulate-Ueneral,

Shanghai•



BRITISH CO^SULATEAJEHERAL» 

___ - „SHANGHAI.

22nd February 1937.

My dear Bourne,

I understand that the person who forms

the subject of the attached notice may visit the Far
East. If he comes to your notice would you let me

knc ».

Yours Sincerely, 

-

Major K.M. Bourne M.C.,
Shanghai Municipal Police,

Foochow Road,
J-Z es £



BRITISH CONSULATE-GENERAL,
P.O.Box 269. SHANGHAI.

24th March 1937.

My dear Bourne5

With reference to my letter of February 

22nd 1937., I write to inform you that L. E. BRAYSITAW 

was arrested on December 12th 1936 at Bowen, Queensland, 

Australia and that steps are being taken to secure his 

extradition.

Major K.M. Bourne M.C.,

Shanghai Municipal Police,

Foochow Road.

Yours Sincerely,

5(^X1 *
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No.

^ci^dran^o».
REPORT

Subject Communication dated February 15 1937 from J. SxdJl’T
.applying for.jgosi.tipn as interpreter

Made by.... Forwarded by

.¿ith reference to the contents of the attached oommuni-
cation dated February 15, 1937 in which one J. MTT applies 
for a position as interpreter, 1 have to report that this 
gentleman was interviewed at xJolice Headquarters during the 
afternoon of February 23, 1937 when the following information
was obtained:-

Jacques SANFT, Spanish Jew, was born at Constantinople
on august 14, 1877, both his parents being Spaniards». He

i educated in Constantinople and in xtlexandria, Egypt
Later he spent two years in faris, where he studied French

R' whilst working in a factory there. He worked in a store
belonging to his uncle in Constantinople for some six years,

in 1900 came to China, where he has been ever since
his residence in China, the greater part of which

been spent in Shanghai, danft has been employed as follows
1) 1900 until 19O3.»»with the French Municipal Council, 

conducting a canteen for the French troops. (reference
produced)

2) 1903 until 1909...with the Eclipse Film Co
ation which is now defunct, (no reference)

an organis-

3) 1909 until 1911...with the Poole Illustrated Lecture
Company, taking films of Chinese life in Canton, Hankow,
Peiping, Hangchow, Swatow, .»moy, Foochow, etc, (reference
produced)

4) 1911 until 1915.».night clerk at the Palace Hotel
(reference produced)

) 1915 until 1926».»manager of the Hongkew and Empire
Theatres under the ownership of the now defuncjt Ramos 
■Amusement Co» (reference produced)._________



File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

...........Station,
REPORT

Subject Date...................................19
----

Made by ................................................................................................................... ..................................................

.............................................Forwarded by........................................... ..............................................

—-_ 6) 1926 (March until September)««« Salesman with Messrs»
——   Hall and Holtz (no reference)«_____________________ _____
—--- 7) 1926 until 1936««« salesman in the Wine Department off

__ Messrs« Hirsbrunner (reference produced)«
Since March 1936 Sanft has been selling wines and like 

——beverages on his own account«______________________ ____
"—^11 references produced speak of Sanft in high terms,
—leaving little doubt as to his honesty and ability in the_____

—-—positions he held»_______________________________________ ____
-He has previously made applications to the French Police 
^___for employment as an interpreter, but up to the present has 

been unsuccessful in his quest»
he was examined cursorily in this office and he displayed 

a good command in spoken ^English, French, Russian, ¿punish, 
German, Italian, Portuguese, but he admitted himself that 
his knowledge of the written languages was almost negligible« 
Ho attempt was made to test him in ^rabic, Greek or furkish«

Sanft is at present residing at apartment No, 5, No« 375 
avenue du Roi albert» His telephone number is 73611«

He has no police record in either the International

(Special Branch)«



375 Avenue du Roi albert, 
King albert Apts. Apt. No. 5

Shanghai, February 15th. 1937

Shanghai Municipal Council, 
Police Department, 
Shanghai.

Gentlemen : -

As a desirable resident of Shanghai for the last 
36 years in the business world and with unquestionable referen
ces on account of the present day changing conditions and pos
sible present or future openings for a qualified interpreter, 
I beg to lay for your consideration my application for such a 1
position»whole or part time.

1 speak fluently b of the most principal languages 
namely; - Spanish, English, French,+ German, ¿reek, Turkish, Russian, 
.arabic, and other mess important languages.

it appears to me that the knowledge of so many 
languages in an important international city such as Shanghai, is 
an enormous advantage to any of your Departments when dealing legal 
matters, for speaking without understanding both litigants when 
defending their cause, is slow and unsatisfactory.

1 shaxl appreciate if you will be good enough to 
circularize my application to your other departments that may 
require my services in the future and oblige.



THE SHANGHAI TIMES,
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 3, -.1937

“BLOOD ALLEY”CLASH 
UP. IN COMMONS• \_____ ,__

Fight Between British ' 
Soldiers, Italian

Bluejackets < ■
" - ■ i

EDEN SAYS INCIDENT | 
SETTLED AMICABLY M

LONDON, March 1.—The recent 
clash between Italian sailors' anti 
British soldiers in a cabaret on Rue 
Chu Pao San, Shanghai, known I 
locally as “Blood Alley,” was dis- I 
cussed in the House of Commons to- I 
day. *

The subject &as raised by Mr. W. 
A. Burke, Labour Member for I 
Burnley, who asked whether the, 
attention of the Foreign Secretary, 
Mr. Anthony Eden, had been drawn 
to the attack by Italian naval men i 
cn soldiers belonging to the Loyal 
North Lancashire Regiment, and 
whether he proposed to make repre
sentations to the Italian Government 
en the matter.

Replying, Mr. Eden detailed the 
affair.

“I understand,” he added, “that 
the incident has been amicably » 
settled by the respective command
ers. Italian bailors visited the in
jured Britons in hospital with pre
sents, and are inviting a party of 
British troops to an entertainment 
aboard their gunboat. The last part 
of the question, therefore, does not 
appear to arise.”—Reuter.

Outcome Of Isis Fray
The clash referred to above took 

place on Sunday night, February 21, | 
and was attributed to a squabble over 
a woman which culminated in hot re- 
marks being passed by the Britons over , 
the alleged poor sportsmanship of the ' 
Italians who wrecked the Isis Theatre ‘ 
the night' previously. Battle began i 
with a few men in one cabaret but ] 
soon spread the length of the cabaret ] 
street, involving some 80 men. (

Bars and various other weapons be-

RUE CHU PAO SAN IN.
THE LIMELIGHT

We have it on the authority of Holy 
Writ that “evil communications corrupt 
good manners” but sometimes we are 
almost led to the belief that rapid 
communications are injurious to com
monsense. Thus j the matter of the clash 
between Italian sailors and British 
soldiers a few days ago in a cabaret in 
the Rue Chu Pao San at Shanghai, some
times referred to as “Blood Alley,” was 
raised in the House of Commons on 
Monday by Mr. W. A. Burke, Labour 
Member for Burnley, who wanted to 
know, inter alia, whether the Foreign 
Secretary proposed to make representa
tions to the Italian Government on the 
incident. Fortunately, Mr. Eden was 
able to reply that he understood that the 
incident had been amicably settled by the 
respective commanders. Italians sailors 
had visited the injured Britons in hospital 
with presents, and were inviting a party 
of British troops to an entertainment 
aboard their gunboat. The last part of 
Mr. Burke’s question, that is to say, with' 
reference to making, representations to 
the Italian Government, therefore did 
not appear to arise. This local settlement 
is, of course, just what should be, and 
we do not believe for a moment that the 
slightest political significance arises in 
such a cabaret incident. Such isolated 
incidents will arise from time to time and 
their settlement by the local commanding 
officers is the proper way to deal with 
them. If there had been any suggestion 
of constant serious friction between the 
armed forces of Britain and Italy in 
Shanghai, or any other port, it might have 
been necessary to make it a question for 
Governments to consider but happily this 
is not the case.

side fists were employed in the fight, 
with the result that three British ‘
soldiers suffered painful injuries and 
had to be confined to hospital. The 
fight was finally broken up by French 
Police in co-operation with military 
police squads.

A

nA



Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, Tuesday, March 2, 1937

Shanghai “Blood Alley” Clash Discussed 
in Commons; Incident Involving Italian,

British Service Men Settled, Eden Says
(Reuter’s Agency)

T ONDON, Mar. 1.—The recent clash between Italian 
sailors and British soldiers in a cabaret on Rue Chu I 

Pao San, Shanghai, known locally as “Blood Alley,’’ was 
discussed in the House of Commons today.

The subject was raised by M^. W. A. Burke, Labor | 
Member for Burnley, who asked whether the attention of 
the Foreign Secretary, Mr. Anthony Eden, had been drawn 
to the attack by Italian naval men on soldiers belonging 
to the Loyal (North Lancashire) Regiment, and whether 
he proposed to make representations to the Italian 
Government op the matter.

Replying, Mr. Eden detailed the affair.
“I understand,” he added, “that the incident has been 

amicably settled by the respective commanders. Italian 
sailors visited the injured Britons in hospital with presents, 
and are inviting a party of British troops to an entertain
ment aboard their gunboat. The last part of the question, 
therefore, does not appear to arise.”

• '<***.— Il I IM H,l   Il,



THE NORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1937

SUNDAYS INCIDENT 
AMICABLY CLOSED

Italian, British Authorities 
in Agreement

Yesterday a conference between 
the British and Italian authorities 
took place and it was agreed that 
the unfortunate clash on Sunday 
night between men of the Loyal 
Regiment and naval ratings from 
the Italian gunboat Lepanto was the 
outcome of the previous evening’s 
disturbance. So far as could be 
ascertained by the authorities, the 
number of Italian sailors involved 

« was not more than twelve, the 
British soldiers being six in number, 
although it was -possible that other 
parties, became involved.

Both parties agreed that there 
was no fighting in the street. As a 
result of these investigations, the 

! Brigadier of the British Military 
, Forces and the Italian Naval Com
mander considered that the incident 

• was amicably closed.
Yesterday morning, an officer of 

the Lepanto, accompanied by six 
Italian sailors, paid a friendly visit 

’ to the British Military Hospital, 24 
Central Road, where the'two injured 
men were being treated, and left 
flowers and sweetmeats with message 
of sympathetic enquiry. The two 
soldiers are expected to leave the 
hospital by the end of the week.



February 24 37

Dear Rennie,

Reference to your note of February 24,

I send nerewith the original statement in French 

with a translation into English,

The solution you suggest appears the best

under the circumstances and it is satisfactory that 

the Italians have made some gestures of friendship 

and regard the affair as at least undesirable«

Yours sincerely.

(Sd) K Bcurne-

Cautain T.G. Rennie,
Brigade Major,

British Military HQs, 
Tlfeng Road,
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Translation from French 

The Chef-Adjoint de la Garde 

To Monsieur le Directeur des Services de Police*

«• «■» •»

I have the honour to make a statement of facts 

witnessed by me on Sunday« February 21» when a fighting 

took place between Italian sailors and British soldiers 

at the Charleston Cafe» Rue Chu Pao San.

X arrived to Rue Chu Pao San at about 9*15 p.m., 

having been informed by the Officer i/c Post Mallet that 

during the Saturday night there had already been some 

altercations between Italian sailors and British soldiers. 

The police on duty in the street was increased and 

included Sub-Inspector Mannsville» i/c of the section, 

Sgt* Choquet, Auxiliary Guard Tomashevsky, four Auxiliary 

Guards and several Chinese policemen. The Italian patrol 

consisted of two Won-Commissioned officers and two sailors, 

while two Non- Commissioned officers and 3 or 4 soldiers 

comprised the British patrol. Two altercations took place 

at the Frisco Cabaret at about 9*30 p.m. and 9*43 p.m. 

respectively between Italian sailors and British soldiers* 

They were of little importance and resulted in an exchange 

of several blows of fists. The order was px&pax promptly 

restored by the Italian and the British patrols and the 

Police* About 10 p*m* my attention was attracted by 

shouting coming from the Charleston Dance Hall* 

Accompanied by Sub-Inspector Mannsville and other police 

officers I rushed to the place* Reaching the entrance 

at the same time as the British patrol» I saw 2 British 

soldiers being pushed out of the dance hall by 3 or 4 
Italian sailors. Having entered the hall immediately, 

I saw on my left 3 or 4 Italian sailors attacking 2 or 3 

British soldiers. One of tho Italians was armed with a 

big club which appeared to me to be the log of a chair*

The British patrol hurried to rescue their men,be Ing



almost immediately followed by the Italian patrol* Th« 

dancing partners of the establishment and several American 

sailors, who did not participate in the fighting, kept 

at the end of the oafe near the bar*

As shouting was audible from the lavatories at the 

farther end of the hall, I ran to that place followed by 

8*1* Manneville, and saw another Italian sailor armed with 

a big piece of wood, who endeavoured to penetrate into 

the lavatories where 2 British soldiers who had already 

been wounded, took a refuge* Upon being seized by S*I* 

Manneville, the sailor immediately turned round and was 

about to hit with his club when, upon an order shouted 

by the man in charge of the Italian patrol, he stopped* 

I ordered two policemen to clear the dancing hall with the 

assistance of the patrols, leaving in the place only the 

wounded British soldiers, the dancing partners and the 

American sailors. At the time when the hall was being 

cleared another small incident took placet the manager 

of the establishment received several blows of fist from 

an Italian sailor and the Police and the Italian patrol 

had again to intervene* The man in charge of the Italian 

patrol ordered his men to board an Italian Navy truck 

which was stationed in the Rue Chu Pao San in order to 

send them on board their ship* The man in charge of the 

British patrol got their wounded men together at the 

Lazare Bar, after which they were taken to the hospital 

in an ambulance* It should be noted that at the time the 

Police and the patrols intervened at the Charleston Cafe, 

there were in the place only 6 or 7 British soldiers, about 

10 Italian sailors, mui 3 or 4 American sailors (who did 

not take part in the fighting) and the personel of the 

establishment*



Following the entry of the two patrols into the hall, 

about lb Italian sailors, who, no doubt, were attracted 

by the noise, also entered the cafe, but did not take 

part in the fighting, which had already been stopped« 

About 30 British soldiers who were in other dancing 

halls tn the vicinity, did not interfere. There was 

no fighting outside the place.

No incidents took place after that time. The 

Italian patrol, however, remained in the street until 

midnight in order to send on board their ship any 

Italian sailors who might have arrived from other places



Translation from french 

The Chef-Adjoint de la Garde 

To Monsieur le Dlrecteur des Services de Police»

as * em

I have the honour to make a statement of facts 

witnessed by me on Sunday* February 21* when a fighting 

took place between Italian sailors and British soldiers 

at the Charleston Cafe* Rue Chu Pao San.

1 arrived to Rue Chu Pao San at about 9»15 p.m., 

having been informed by the Officer i/c Post Mallet that 

during the Saturday night there had already been some 

altercations between Italian sailors and British soldiers. 

The police on duty in the street was increased and 

Included Sub-Inspector Mannsville, i/c of the section* 

Sgt» Choquet* Auxiliary Guard Tomashevsky* four Auxiliary 

Guards and several Chinese policemen» The Italian patrol 

consisted of two Mon-Commissioned officers and two sailors 

while two Non- Commissioned officers and 3 or 4 soldiers 

comprised the British patrol. Two altercations took place 

at the Frisco Cabaret at about 9.30 p»m» and 9.45 p.m. 

respectively between Italian sailors and British soldiers» 

They were of little Importance and resulted In an exchange 

of several blows of fists» The order was yxayaz promptly 

restored by the Italian and the British patrols and the 

Police» About 10 p»m. my attention was attracted by 

shouting coming from the Charleston Dance Hall» 

Accompanied by Sub-Inspector Mannsville and other police 

officers I rushed to the place» Reaching the entrance 

at the same time as the British patrol* I saw 2 British 

soldiers being pushed out of the dance hall by 3 or 4 

Italian sailors» Having entered the hall Immediately* 

I saw on my left 3 or 4 Italian sailors attacking 2 or 3 

British soldiers» One of the Italians was armed with a 

big club which appeared to me to be the leg of a chair.

The British patrol hurried to rescue their men,be Ing



almost Imiaedlately folloved by the Italian patrol» The 

dancing partnere of the establishment and several American 

sailors* who did not participate in the fighting, kept 

at the end of the oafe near the bar*

As shouting was audible from the lavatories at the 

farther end of the hall, I ran to that place followed by 

S*I* Mannsville, and saw another Italian sailor armed with 

a big piece of wood, who endeavoured to penetrate Into 

the lavatories where 2 British soldiers who had already 

been wounded, took a refuge* Upon being seised by S*l* 

Manneville, the sailor Immediately turned round and was 

about to hit with his club when, upon an order shouted 

by the man In charge of the Italian patrol, he stopped* 

I ordered two policemen to clear the danolng hall with the 

assistance of the patrols, leaving In the place only the 

wounded British soldiers, the dancing partners and the 

American sailors* At the time when the hall was being 

cleared another small incident took place* the manager 

of the establishment received several blows of fist from 

an Italian sailor and the Police and the Italian patrol 

had again to Intervene* The man in charge of the Italian 

patrol ordered his men to board an Italian Navy truck 

which was stationed In the Rue Chu Pao San in order to 

send them on board their ship* The man In charge of the 

British patrol got their wounded men together at the 

Lanare Bar, after which they were taken to the hospital 

in an ambulance* It should be noted that at the time the 

Police and the patrols Intervened at the Charloeton Cafe, 

there were In the place only B or 7 British soldiers, about 

10 Italian sailors, and 3 or 4 American sailors (who did 

not take part In the fighting) and the personal of the 

establishment*



» -s-
Tollowing the entry of the two patrol* into the hall* 

about lb Italian sailor», who, no doubt, were attracted 

by the noise, also entered the cafe, but did not take 

part in the fighting, which had already been stopped* 

About 30 British soldier* who were in other dancing 

halls tn the vicinity, did not interfere* There was 

no fighting outside the place*

No incidents took place after that time* The 

Italian patrol, however, remained in the street until 

midnight in order to send on board their ship any 

Italian sailors who might have arrived from other places



POLICE FORCE.

COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE.

P. 0. BOX NO- 158.

¿-I r
JBljangljai (Municipal I

February 24 /&- O..c.

Dear Rennie,
Your note of Februarv 23, 1937.
As spoken by phone, I am soi-ry we cannot 

help you in regard to the affray in Rue Chu Rao san. 
The matter is in the hands of the French Felice and 
we can thus hardly initiate separate investigationJ 
furthermore at this date it is verv unlikely we could 
obtain any evidence of value not more easily obtainable 
by the French Police.

If any information should come to our knowledge 
you will be immediately informed.

Yours sincerely,

Captain T. G. Rennie,
Brigade Major,British Military Headquarters, 

Tifeng Road.



February 24 37.

Dear Rennie*

Your note of February 23* 1937.

As spoken by phone* I am sorry we cannot 

help you in regard to the affray in Rue Chu Pao San. 

The matter is in the hands of the French Police and 

we can thus hardly initiate separate investigation! 

furthermore at this date it is very unlikely we could 

obtain any evidence of value not more easily obtainable 

by the French Police.

If any information should oome to our knowledge 

you will be immediately informed.

Yours sincerely*

Captain T. G. Rennie*
Brigade Major*

British Military Headquarters* 
Tlfeng Road.



British Military Headquarters, 
Tifeng Road, Shanghai.

23 rd Feb ni ary, 1937.

Dear
I rang up Ross this morning in 

connection with the affray "between the Italian 
sailors and the h°yals«

I enclose for your information - the 
report from Commandant Fabre and the statements 
we have collected from witnesses.

As you see, the evidence of the 
British soldiers point to an unprovoked attack. 
Fabre’s report is non-committal. The statement 
"by the manager of the Charleston Cafe is of 
little value.

The fact that the incidents on 
Saturday occurred shortly after the Isis Theatre 
show is to some extent circumstantial that the 
Italians initiated the disturbances. There is, 
however, no definite and unbiased evidence that 
the attack by the Italian sailors on Sunday was 
unprovoked.

In view of the fact that British • 
soldiers were injured, the Brigadier considers 
that every effort should be made to obtain 
evidence as to whether the attack was, or was 
not, provoked.

Could you please let me know if you can obtain any further infomation which can 
give a bearing on the incident.

Yours

Major K.M. Bourne, M.C., Headquarters,
Shanghai Municipal police, 

185 Foochow Road, 
SHANGHAI.



.Shanghai

22nd February, 1937.

To brigadier Telfer-bmollett, 
€ oaupnncing British. Forces, 

hnnghai -re,.

>ear General,

I have the honour to inform you that on 
Gaturaay 20th and Sunday 21st February several rows took 
place in different dancing haunts in CHU PAO BAN ROA,) 
between Italian Marines ana British solders.

w hat toox place nt the Charleston Cafe 
on Saturday aid not. ^appear to be very serious and only 
amounted to a few “blows. Order was imaodiately restored 
on the arrival of the French x ollce ana the English and 
Italian patrols.

The incidents on Gunday night were more 
serious. After two incidents of no importance st the Frisco 
Cabaret, a much more serious one developed at the Charleston 
Cafe about 10«p«m, At the tine when the police, followed 
by the English and Italian Patrols entered the Cafe a 
veritable battle was going on between & or 6 Italian Marines 
anc about an e^ual number of British >oldiers. It appeared 
that at least two of the Italian Marines used large sticks 
to hit the English soldiers with. Five nglic.h soldiers had 
been more or less wounded, three of them had been sent to 
Hospital. At the moment when the Police, assisted by the 
Patrols, emptied the Cafe, an Italian hit the Manager of the 
Charleston. Ho was almost immediately hauled away by the 
commander of the Italian Patrol. After these incidents the 
man i/c Italian .atrol ordered his men to get into a baa 
which was awaiting them, anu saw them all in. The five 
wounded English soldiers were, at tne command of the man in 
charge of their Patrol, sent to Hospital in an ambulance.

be uo not know what the origin was of the 
argument which rapidly developed into a fight, ¿e do not 
propose to find out. ia must draw certain conclusions from 
from the incident, to which I would respectfully draw your 
attention.

In the first place, the Military Aatrols, as 
a matter of fact, glvt excellent results when they are 
concernes with taking slightly drunk soldiers back to Barracks 
but they are not much use for intervening in more serious rows 
because they too easily take sides for their own nationals, 
which after all is only human, but the row will thus become 
more serious.

The only answer would be, if we fear the 
recurrence of such incidents, to organise mixed Patrols 
composed of picked Police and N.C.Os of each nationality.

I should be very grateful if you would give 
me your xkm*m opinion of this formula for complete neutrality.

A second



22 Février 1937.

Le Chef de r>ataill'.n L. FABKE 
Directeur des Serviceb de Police

au Bri^adier-oensral TLLFER—SMÜL.ETT

Gciüinanding, Lritish Forces
Shanghai Area

GÜANGHAI.

j’ai l’honneur ae voue faire con

naître que le samedi 20 et le dimanche 21 Février, plu

sieurs bagarres ont éclaté dans différents dancings de 

la rue Chu Pao San, entre marins italiens et soldats 

anglais.

Les incidents qui ont eu lieu samedi 

au Charleston Café ne paraissent pas très sérieux, et 

ae réduisent à un échange de coups de poings. .Jordre 

fut rétabli immédiatement à l’arrivée sur les lieux de 

la police Française et des patrouilles anglaise et ita

lienne.

Les incidents de dimanche soir ont 

été plus sérieux. Après deux algarades sans importance 

au Frisco CaDaret, une bagarre beaucoup plus sérieuse 

se produisit au Charge ston Café vers 32 heures« Au 

moment où la Folles pénétra dans le café, suivie Immé

diatement par les patrouille a anglaise et italienne. 



r

un« véritable bataille mettait aux prises S ou 6 marins 

italiens et un nombre à peu près égal de soldats anglais. 

Il fut constaté que 2 au moins des marins italiens uti

lisaient de gros bâtons pour frapper les soldats anglais» 

5 soldats anglais avaient été plus ou moins blessés, 3 

d’entre eux auraient été admis à l’h8pital. Au moment où 

la Police aidée des patrouilles, faisait évacuer le café, 

un marin italien frappa le manager du Charleston. H fut 

presqu*aussitôt maîtrisé par le Chef do la patrouille ita

lienne. A la suite de ces incidents, le Chef do la pa

trouille italienne ordonna à ses hommes de se rassembler 

dans un camion qui les attendait, et les fit rentrer à 

bord, bes 5 soldats anglais blessés furent, sur l’ordre 

de leur chef de patrouille, envoyés à l’hôpital dans une 

ambulance.

Vous ne connaissons pas les origines de l’al

tercation qui s’est rapidement transformée on bataille« 

Mous no cherchons pas à les connaître« Mais nous devons 

tirer de oet incident des enseignements sur lesquels j’ai 

l’honneur d’attirer respectueusement votre attention.

Bn premier lieu, les patrouille s militaires» 

telles qu’elles fonctionnent actuellement, donnent d’ex

cellents résultats lorsqu’il s’agit do renvoyer à la ca

serne dos soldats légèrement excités, mais ollos sont de 

peu d’utilité lorsqu’elles interviennent dans las jpgarro:

car elles prennent trop facilement parti, et cola ost 

d’ail leurs humain, pour leurs propres nationaux. La ba

taille devient alers plus sérieuse. Le seul remède serai'



lorsque nous craignons des incidents, d'organiser dos 

patrouilles mixtes, composées de gradés do la Police ot 

do sous-officiers de chaque nationalité. Je voua serais 

reconnaissant do me donner votre opinion sur cette formule 

de neutralité maximum.

Une d-uxième conclusion s'impose, c'est qu'il 

est absolument indispensable, dans des cas comme celui-ci, 

de donner à la disciplina une force supérieure à celle de 

l'échauffornent dos esprits, même si ce dernier est justi

fié. Cola évitera do faire jouer à notre Police un rôle 

profondément ingrat, rôle qu'elle n'assume que lorsqu'elle 

j est contrainte, et qu'elle préférerait voir remplacer 

par une esprit do camaradério internationale qu'ici nous 

désirons de toutes nos forces. Mais ce résultat ne peut 

être réalisé que par une entente antre les divers comman

dements.

En vous demandant de me donner votre avis sur 

ses suggestions, qui n'ont d'autre but que do mettre fin à 

des dissentiments regrettables ot do maintenir l'ordre 

public dans les quartiers fréquentés par les militaires do 

toutes nationalités, veuilles agréer, Mon Général, l'assu

rance de mes sentiments les pins respectueux./.



Tot*
Th® L.A.P.H.,

Shan# al Area* 
»SMSWWWM»«»*»« SO—OB

Sir,

X have to report that at Shanghai on the flat« February lojjy 

at about 10.PC w.a., X was on duty in Uabaret Street »here X saw a 

crowd rushing Into the charleston Uabaret. I followed and there 

I saw about fourty Itaiion Gallon« and about ton drltleh foldlore.

The Oabaret r«ee tabled a battle-field) Sritlsh Bold lore were 

nursing injuries oauaod by batons used by the Itaiion Sailors.

The injured arltiah Goldlore, five of then» were conducted 

to "Steves* uoay uafo to await the arrival of an ambulance to 

conduct them to the arltish military Hospital) They were ae follows) 

uo.’idijl633 Pte. o. aennett» *D*aoy.f

Pnd.on. The Loyal *ogt.

(severe head injuries).

I«o. dSSPOB Pto. J. fioblnoon, H.Q.Flng»

PnS.an. Tho Loyal aegt.

(swollen ja*» stated that he wan etruok bv an I tai ion 
Sailor whilst dancing)

Ao. hPflOOe Pte. Ponfrot» *D" Soy.»

Pnd.an. The Loyal Regt.

(sadly out lip. stated that ho was struck three tines 

on faoe and head by Xtaiion Gallons. He also stated that the 

1 tai Ion naval Patrol etruok hla with a oaten).

Ao. 33950A7 Pte. L. HOathOOtO. *V*GOy..

Pnd.an. Tho Loyal kegt.

(Stated that he had boon hit on head with a baton by on* 

of Itai ion Naval Patrol) also struck with a chair).

ho. 1SS81P4 Pto. r. arayehaw. *D*Goy»t

Pnd. an. lhe Loyal «egt.

(rore-ar® out. stated that he had been «truck on aro 

and head by baton, used by one of tho Xtaiion Pavel Patrol).

The ambulance arrived about 10.*0 p.n. and conducted the 

five soldiers to the s.M.Hospltal.



the following three acid tor« war* detained»

Wo. >‘’Klft33 Pte. 3. aennett» wD*Ooy.» 

Jio.’OfBPOp • j, ftootnson» fl.Q.win^»

fco.^PeOO1? • poafret» ’D^Ooy»»

rnd.»n.The oy&l wegt.

Lieut, alanahet» i'ranah aivlllan Pol loo» Uantral Polio« Station 

InforoM a« that he haa no oharge to prefer| he la rendering a report 

to the erltish Military ««oad ju&rtara.

Lieut, alan'het ulno stated that the itulion waval Patrol slid 

not use baton« on arltiah hoMlere.

The Itallon fl aval Patrol» aonnanded by a Petty Offioor» belong 

to the M.N.*Lopentof.

I did not «ee the ooourronoe» it had rubelded «hen I entered 

the Jabarot.

-’hannhai

n /p/1057

(5d). L. GARDNER» •errt ♦»

uorp« of Military Police.



To »

The D.A.P.M., 
Shanghai Area,

Sir,

I have to report for your Information that 

at SHANGHAI on the 9lst February,1937, about 10-°5 p,m, 

I was on duty In RUE CHUA POA SAN where I was called 

Into the CHARLSTON CABARET.

I went In and a disturbance was taking place 

between Italian Sailors end Brtlsh Troops, several 

of the Italian Sailors had pieces of piping In their 

hands,

Five English soldiers were lying on the floor 

one of the soldiers was bleeding profusely f rom the head»

I Imedlatel ordered all the Brltsh soldiers to 

leave the cabaret and with the assistance of my patrol 

all the Injured were taken to the Cosy Corner Cafe, were 

I rendered first aid, pending the arrival of the 

ambulance ,

The five soldiers were taken to hospital, ftes 

Bennett, Pomfret and Robinson of the °nd,Bn,The .Loyal 

Regiment were detained, Ptes Heathcote and Brayshaw 

were allowed to proceed to their barracks.

6*) c» A

Shanghai, 

22/2/37. Corps of Military Police.



Statement oado öy rto. 9CB87P Pte. ueathoote L. Pnd^m. Ths Loyal

Meaiment.

On the Piet.»* ebruapy l'»37 at about 10.IB o.m. I an tere d 

the Charleston «abaret. aue Chua Poa San.

At about 10.30 p.m. I was sitting at a tabla natch tn a my 

friends. Privates Boafret, aragehaw and hoblfteon. danoing.

Suddenly about twonty(PO) Itaiions (I reoorml«ed the* by 

their uniform») entered the Cabaret and set about all nreeent. 

concentrating their effortn on the writieh Troops.

One Xtai ion aeoroaohed me and «truck me on the arm and in 

«elf defense X neoiced him over on to the floor with a chair.

I was able to keep the ataiions at bay until the arrival 

of the Military and Civil Police.

(Sd). E. HEATHCOTE, Pte.

Taken down by ae on the PPnd,l>ebruary 1037.

(Sd). o. SMITH. Lieut.

Pnd.mn. The Loyal R«rt.



Statement made by ao. *55194 Pte. rfra^haw, Pnd.rfr.ihe Loyal Regt.

On the Piet. February 1937 I visited the Oharloeton Uabaret 

Sue Ohua Poa San at bout 10’3J >*»* 1 wa® witil Privates Pomfret,

Robinson and Heathcote, of We Pnd.-n.Tha Loyal Megiment.

A crowd of Italion Sailors (I recognised them by their Stalion 

uniforms) were sitting on the far side of the Dance Hall. Pte. 

Pomfret and 1 >’ot up to dance and it was then that I saw one of the 

I tai ions strike» Pte. Hob inson for no apparent r aeon .

This sailor was soon joined by what apneare"’ to be a Patrol 

of italion Sailors armed with batons.

They set about all rfrltish Soldiers present (about seven of U(?.i 

I myself was struck on the head and the elbow. In self deforce I 

tried to nroteot myself bv using a chair.

In a short time the trouble was stopped by Military and Givij 

Policemen*

(Sd). f. rfaA^SHAW, Bte.

Taken down in my presence on PPnd.February 1937.

(Ld). o. Smith Lieut.

Pnd.rfn. The Loyal Kegt.



r
Statement made by Mo. 3854798 j te Bound G.

2na Bn. The Loyal Regiment.

On 21st February 1937 t about 7.45.p.m. I 
entered the CHARLESTON CABARET, Rue CHAO PAG SAN, 
in company with Pte Bennett.

At about lO.p.m. I was watching my friends 
dan cing when suddenly a large crowd of Italians 
rushea into the Cabaret an- set about the British 
troops (who seem to be the only men present) with 
batons.

The sudden attack was quite unexpected ana 
beyond my apprehension.

I was attacked and before I could, protect 
myself I was pi actically knocked out by a blow 
in the ribs and head.

As I was getting up to go for he)p the Police 
arrive on the scene.

(sd) C. BOUND. Ete>

Taxen down on 22nu February, 1937 by Lieut C.J. Smith, 
2/Loynl Regt.



No.3853994 Pt®. Orchard A., 2nd43n. The Loyal Regiment states

At Shanghai on ths 20/2/1937 I was in the Charleston Oabaret 

in Rue Ohua Poa San with about five other British Soldders; there 

were also in the Cabaret about eighteen Italion Sailors sitting on 

the opposite side of the dance floor.

At aproximately 9.30 p.m. there was one British Soldier and 

one Italion Sailor only dancing on Jhe dance floor. The Italion 

suddenly struck at the British Soldier dancing for no apparent 

reason. As this happened all the other Italions suddenly got up 

and rushed across the floor at us yelling and shouting and throwing 

chairs and tables at us.

The British Police Corporal and Two G.M.Ps. tried to stop the 

Italions but were unable to and the Police Corporal got knocked out 

in trying to do so. The Italion Police also interferred and 

order was Eventually restored.

All the Italions were ordered out of the Oabaret. When 

they had gone out all my friends went to the latrine and I was left 

in the Oabaret by myself.

Suddenly I saw four Italions inside the Oabaret coining to

wards me and at the same time I saw the remainder of the Italions 

coming back in.

They went for me and I don* t remember clearly what happened 

until I was told to get up as all was quiet again.

(Sd). A. W. ORCHARD, Bte.

Taken down at Shanghai on the 22/2/1937 by Lieut. E. H.

Leschallas, 2nd.Bn. The Loyal Regiment.

(Sd). E.H.LBSOHALLAS Lieu?.



Mo, 3445190 Pte* Vasty,Wv, Pnd.Bn. The Loyal regiment states)

At Shanghai on the P0/?/1937 I was in the Charleston 

Cabaret in the Rue Ohua Poa San with about five other British' Soldlere

At aproximately 9.30 p.m. there was one British Soldier 

lancing and one Italion dancing on the dance floor? on the other 

side of the room there were about eighteen Italion Sailors sitting 

down at tables.

The Italion «he was dancing suddenly struck at the 

British Soldier dancing for no apparent reason whatsoever as far as 

I could see.

At the same time all the Italion ¡Sailors who were sitting 

at the other aide of the room c^iae across the dance floor towards 

the British Soldiers» shouting and yelling and started to throw 

chairs and tables at the British,

The British Police dorporal and two j.tf.P's tried to 

interfer» but the Corporal w e knocked out. The Italion Police 

also came in and order was eventually restored.

All tTie Italions were ordered out 4f the Cabaret, I then 

nsnt off to the latrine with about three or four other British 

Soldiers. Th^re was one Italion in the latrine who immediately 

started arguing.

The Italion then walked out of the latrine by himself, 

I followed out soon after and 1 saw four Italions ^olng towards 

Private Orchard who was by himself with obvious intent to hurt him.

At the same time all the otuer Italions came back into 

the Jabaret and then another rough house started.

I, then» found myself in the middle of the riot, on the 

floor with sever«1 Italions over me,

I don’t remember anything else until I «as picked us 

out side by a Military Policeman and sent to a nearby Polio Station 

where they took my particulars.

W. VESTT, ' Pte.

Taken down at Shanghai on PP/p/1937 by Lieut. E. H. 

Leschallas, Pnd.Bn, The Loyal Regiment.

(Sd), E. ti. Leschallas, kleut.



Statement by No* 3852024 Corporal D.M. CRONIN,
2nd. Bn« The Loyal Regiment.

On 21st February. 1937, at about lO.p.m. I
was in the Frisco Cabaret (corner of RUE CHU POA SAN and 
AVENUE EDWARD VII). I was dancing on the dance floor. 
There were only two couples. The other nan was an 
Italian sailor. As we were dancing we brushed against 
each other. It was an accident. I made no attempt to 
touch him. I turned round to apologise, but before I had 
time to do so he struck me on the jaw and the mouth with 
his fist. He struck me about three times, and I fell to 
the ground. The attack was so sudden that I aid not have 
time to defend myself, ^hile I was picking myself up (1 
was in a dazed condition) I saw him run to pick up a 
chair. He picked the chair up, but at that moment the 
Italian Naval 1 atrol interfered and stopped him. I walked 
back to my seat.

When this incident happened it was the first 
time I had noticed thia Italian. I had done nothing to 
provoke him, or any other Italian.

I was accompanied in the Frisco Cabaret by 
two Bandsmen {Bandsmen Garrity and Broomhead). I had 
left them to dance, and as we were occupying a table 
in the cornea they did not witness the Incident.

(sd) D.M. CRONIN. Corpl.

Taken down by me on 22nd February, 1987.

22.2.37. Lieut. ]|||L I

/X D.A.P.M.



Statement« 3*1» oy Mr. v©«e«ianR (an Armenian) the ■s»n»>t«r ©f 

the Shari«aton wat>*ret.
NO. 1.

PO - P • 193?.

1 «a sorry to Infor» you that an aool’’«nt hasnehed tonight 

at 10.15 p.B. at the Sharlweton ~afo.

A drltlah Soldier danoed »1th a girl and a Itallon nailer 

'■’11 the aasM. *hlle danolng tho Sailor pushed tho i? old lor, 

\ 
Other Sailor« oame and u fl^ht started el th the three 

British Soldier«. A Military Polloeoan oaao and «as otruok by 

an 1taiIon Sailor.

At 10.40 P.o. tho itallon Sailor Game again and e\tarted 

ftrht with »rltleh Soldier«• 1 \
j ¥ 

Tno fight wae stopped by the «iritlah Military Pol^oe. Vt
I (v 

» aa. \\

Meepaotfully. | \ \

■ana ;.?ar •
Ho. P. \ t

«/ I
OO-P-1937.

I am the nanaywr of tho Jharleaton Jabarety (Rue Jhua Fou 

an). I wan In the Jabaret on the Plot, i-ebruary 1937 at about 

10.30 p.o. About five ungllah soldiers, and about ton Itallon 

fallers wore In the wabarot. one nn,^llah Soldier and one Itallon 

Sailor were danoinij with girls. I wont out to the lavatory, 

«hen 1 oame book 1 saw an English soldier fighting with an Itallon 

bailor. Then everybody Joined in the fighting. T e drttleh 

Military and Itallon »aval Patrols and the Fronah Felloe then 

arrived und reetdred order. ihe Soldiers on< Sailor« were all 

ordered out of the wabaret.

(Sd). A. MOBEBIAHZ,

Taken down by me on the P3rd.February 1 '37

(3d), m. A. lole, Lieut.,
D.A.P.M.
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British, Italian
Fighters Recover

Battle In Blood Alley 
Puts Cabaret Row

Out Of Bounds
As a result of a miniature war 

between about 80 British Soldiers 
of the Lcyals Regirhent, and naval 
ratings from the R. N. S. Lepanto, 
Italian gunboat now in Harbor, in 
Rue Chupaosan on Sunday even- 

. ing, two British tommies are de- 
1 tained today in the Military Hos
pital, while several others are re
ceiving attention to their hurts. 
The quarrel, * which had its start 
on Saturday evening, is believed 

| to have begun from some Tom
mies’ remarks concerning the - 
sportsmanship of Italian sailors | 
in rioting in the Isis Theatre on } 
Saturday afternoon.

Authorities are still making in
vestigations, but no official state- . 
meats were made. Owners of the J 
bars and cabarets along Rue Chu- 
p a osali, the tamed Bloo d Alley of 
Shanghai, would make no state
ments, concerning the fight, which

* started out with two soldiers and 
two sailors and finally involved 
about 89 men in a street fight.

i r me eye-witnesses, however, 
stated that the fight began in thè 
Charleston Cafe when an Italian 
sailor and British soldier came to 
blows when the sailor took the 
Tommie’s girl away. Reinforce-
ment^ were soon forthcoming, and 
the fight spread to the road, 
where French police and military 
and naval patrols succeeded in

I breaking up tile fight after one 
British soldier was down with con
cussion of the brain, and several 
men of both sides suffered minor 
injuries.

Today the cabarets on Rue 
Chupaosan were closed to bcth 
Loyals and Lepantos, while 
doubled patrols were oh watch on 
Blood Alley, as .investigations 
were being carried out. 

■......



rHC NORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS, TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1937

BRITISH SOLDIER
BADLY INJURED

Suffers Concussion in Fight 
with Italian Sailors

NEARLY EIGHTY MEN IN 
STREET AFFRAY

Two British soldiers, one with 
severe concussion, were being de
tained in the British Military Hos
pital yesterday, while two other 
soldiers and three or four Italian 
naval men were injured in a fight 
late Sunday evening in the Rue

• Chupaosan between men of the 
Loyal Regiment and naval ratings 
off the Italian gunboat Lepanto. The 
street in question, which is lined 
with cabarets frequented with ser
vice men, was closed to men of both 
forces yesterday.

The whole affair is still the subject | of an investigation by the authorities j concerned, and no official statement | could be secured yesterday. After sifting the various accounts of eye- | witnesses and other interested par- j ties, however, it appears that the j trouble really started on Saturday evening,' when an argument broke I out between two British soldiers and some Italians. This was stopped by 
i the Military Police.On Sunday evening, however, the Italian seamen apparently turned up in greater numbers. At about 10 
p.m., a soldier of the Loyal Regi-• ment in the Charleston Cafe objected ‘ to the appropriation of “his girl” byan Italian naval rating, and an argument ensued. Blows were exchanged and with men of both services rallying to the support of their respective men the fight became general.A number of chairs were brokenin the melée that ensued, and bottles began to fly about the place, while the cabaret girls fled; the manager and his assistants attempted to stop the fight, which soon spread into the roadway. The sounds of the trouble penetrated into the Frisco Café, at the corner on the opposite side of the road, and more men rushed into the fray#( until observers estimate • that about forty British soldiers and i a similar body of Italians were en- I gaged.

“Black-Jacks” Used?It is alleged that the naval ratings, ready for trouble, had armed themselves with “black-jacks” and pieces of lead piping, similar to those used in the Isis Theatre riot of the day before, and that as a result one British soldier was beaten so badly about the head that he suffered à concussion of the brain. French, British and Italian military police and shore patrols, reinforced by French police constables who are always on duty nearby, managed to separate the combattants, and within five minutes or so the fight was over.I The injured men were taken to j hospital, three of the soldiers being j later released after treatment; what injuries were suffered by the Italian sailors could -not be learned last night. The whole area was subsequently declared “out of bounds/* This order applied to all British servicemen, and a number of British bluejackets were seen being turned away last night by the British Military Police.Last night, the district was' quiet. The patrols of French policemen had been doubled, and frequent visits to all cafés in the vicinity were conducted by British Military Policemen and Italian Shore Patrols throughout the evening. Questioned by the 
“North-China Daily News,” the managers of the various establishments refused to say anything about 1 the affair, and insisted that it “was 
nothing.”

A
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Eastern Times and other local newspapers

ALLEGATIONS AGAINST CHINESE E’AKTER KO, 97

v/ith reference to the accident involving 
two motor trucks which occurred at 5.45 a.m. Februanr 22 
on Yangtszepoo Road and in which three fish hawkers yfere 
killed and four others were injured,, the drivers ofirthe two 
trucks named Chang Keng Foh( ) and Woo Shaft Yuen
( 1$ ) were arrested and arraigned before tJre Shanghai
First Special District Court yesterday morning«^'

In requesting the Court to is^sue a writ of 
detention against the two accused, Assistant/municipal 
Advocate Chang Tien Yingfjja. ) said»- /hen questioned
at the Police Station, the second accused/^/oo Shao Yuen, 
driver of truck Ho. 16499, stated that whpile driving along 
Yangtszepoo Road he saw Chinese Warder 97 Hong Shuan 
Tsaung( $ ) standing on the sid^ of the road signalling
his hand for the truck to stop and to/give him a lift. The 
driver stopped his truck and this wgfe the cause of the 
accident. The Chinese Warder denied the statement and is 
now in Court.M

Chinese Warder^io. 97 Hong Shuan Tsaung 
made the following statement in^Court »- "After leaving 
Ward Road Gaol, I was on Yangtszepoo Road when I heard a 
noise of the wooden railing Ak the truck No. 16924 being 
smashed and saw a number ofi-fish hawkers fall from the truck. 
I did not ask the truck 16499 to stop."

The fir^ft accused Chang Keng Foh, driver 
of the truck No. 16924yystated »- "I drove from the Fish 
Market with 23 fish hankers. While passing the place of 
accident, the truck driven by Woo Shao Yuen suddenly overtook 
mine from behind an^r immediately afterwards it suddenly 
stopped. I turner my truck to the right so as to give way 
and while making/# turn in a westerly direction, the railing 
on my truck bro^e down, throwing seven fish hawkers off the 
truck. The accident was due to the failure of the driver 
of the other /»ruck to give a signal while stopping."

J' The second accused Uoe Shao Yuen, who was 
defended W1 lawyer Van Kong(^ ffd ), stated »- "I had only 
8 fish haunters on my truck. Chinese ’’larder No. 97 stopped 
me to gi#e him a lift to Euirhead Road. I then lifted my 
hand ajra signal to the driver of the truck behind me to

Judge Hsiao bih Feng(iM) ) adjourned 
th^case and ordered the two accused to be remanded in 
cubtody.

Lih Pao t-

FIGHT BET/K N BRITISH AND ITALIAN SERVICEMEN ON RUE
CHV PAO SAN

Rue Chu Pao San is usually frequented by

I
 foreign inrrines who go there to dance.

Last Saturday afternoon a quarrel took place 
betwren two Italian marines from the "Lepanto" and two

I British soldiers because a girl taken there by the Italian 
marines had joined the company of the two soldiers. On the
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February 24, 1937. Afternoon Translation

next day the Italian marines went back to create trouble 
with the British soldiers. About eighty men were gathered 
by both sides and a melee took place on the street. They 
were stopped by the French Police and the Military Police 
of the two nations. One of the British soldiers sustained 
a serious injury to his head; minor injuries were suffered by 
a number of men on both sides.

Both the British and Italian military 
authorities are making an investigation into the incident. 
In the meantime their men will not be allowed to go to the 
cabarets on Rue Chu Pao San.
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Hwa kei Wan Pao korning Edition and other local newspapers *- /3-3-3g

MR, LIEU LOO-YING RELEASED

According to a telegram dated March 1g from 
Hankow, kr. Lieu Loo-ying ), a member of the Central
Executive Committee of the Kuomintang, who was arrested in 
Shanghai about a year ago in connection with the murder of 
the late General Yang Yung-tai, former Chairman of the Hupeh 
Provincial Government, and later extradited to Hankow, has 
been released as he has expressed his willingness to under** 
take a certain important mission«



January 26, 1938 Afternoon Translation

The Shanghai Pao (,X * s mosquito paper *-

Tni> NS.V CHIN/. YOUTHS* SPECIAL APPAlRb CORPS
x Pollowing the arrest of hr. Liu Lu-ying

(■^'1^1^ )» formerly a member of the C.E.O» of the 
Kuomintang of the National Government, in Shanghai on 
February 24 last year in connection with the assassination 
of General Yang Yung-tai t)u )» the former Chairman 
of the Hupeh Provincial Government, the "New China Youths’ 
Special Affairs Corps1, which was promoted and financed by 
him,was dissolved. Siao Shih-yung <% HtH > was then 
the Chief Cantain. -

The Corps was divided into three branches. 
The first branch worked in South China, the second in 
Shanghai end the thud in the North and along the Yengtsze 
Valley. The monthly subsidy to this Corps amounted to 
$^,000 only of which the Chief Cantain received #500, 
the balance being used as expenses for the upkeep of 
the branches. Thus, the Corps wae always short of funds.

After the arrest of Mr. Liu Lu-ying, the 
Corps lost its subsidy of ¿2,000 per mensem and had to 
suspend operations.

Of late information has been received to 
the effect that the **New China Youths* Special Affairs 
Corps"hss resumed its activities in Hongkong. It is 
probably being directed by former members who are still 
connected with Mr. Liu Lu-ying although the latter is 
at present serving a term of imprisonment. At present 
its Chief Captain is one Huang (-^ ) who was formerly 
connected with Government circles "tend is a returned 
student from Japan. Nothing is known as to the source 
of its income.



Sin Wan Pao and other local newspapers t- p f^C. S'

LIEU LOO-YING SENTENCED TO TEN YEARS* IMPRISONMENT
In a judgment issued at 2 p.m. October 30, 

the Hupeh High Court sentenced Lieu Loo-ying, a member of 
the C.E.O, of the Kuomintang, to ten years' imprisonment 
in connection with the murder of Genera,! Yang Yung-tai, 
the former Chairman of the Hupeh Provincial Government,



Ta Kung Pa© publishes the following telegram from Hankow »-
THg CASg , JPAJNST LISU LOQ~YING, A C.B.C, MEMBER.

At 9 a.m. July 20, Mr. Lieu Loo-ying, member 
of the C.E.O. of the Kuomintang, who is charged with being 
connected with the assassination of General Yang Yung-tai, 
ex-Chairman of the Hupeh Provincial Government, submitted a 
statement to the Hupeh High Court requesting that he be 
transferred to some other Court for trial and that the 
hearing be temporarily suspended pending a ruling from the 
Supreme Court,

The High Court has decided to suspend the 
hearing of the appeal filed by Mr. Lieu for the time being.
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May 15, 1937. Morning Tran lation.

Hwa Mei Chao Pao and other local newspapers(Hankow telegram)s-

CASE AGAINST C.E.C. MEMBER TO BE HEARD AT WUCHANG TO-DAY 

The case against Mr. Liu Loo-ying, a member 

of the C.E.C. of the Kuomintang, will be publicly heard 

by the Wuchang District Court at 8 a.m. May 15, 

investigation into this case having been completed and 

formal prosecution instituted on May 4.
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May 10, 1937. • Morning Translation

Sin Wan >ao and other local newspapers :-

CHARGES AGAINST LIU LOO YING, C.E.O, MEMBER

In connection with the murder of General 
Yang Yung-tai, late Chairman of the Hupeh Provincial 
Government, the following charges have been framed by the 
Chief Procurator of the WUchang District Court against Liu 
Loo-ying ( J ), member of the Central Executive
Committee of the Kuomintang

Facts of the Case

The accused Liu Loo-ying was elected Chief 
of the Propaganda Department of the Central Kuomintang, but 
did not assume his duties. When the People’s movement 
Committee was formed in the South-West last year, Liu Loo»

* | ying was elected a Standing Committee member. Being jealous
of General Yang Yung-tai, late Chairman of the Hupeh 
Provincial Government, General Chang Chun, former Minister 
of Foreign Affairs, General Chiang Tso-pin, Minister of 
Interior, Mr. Yu Fei-pang, Minister of Communications, and 
General Chiang Kai-shek, Chairman of the Military Affairs 
Commission, Liu loo-ying and othersinstigated their 
subordinate named Yang Siao-ming ( ) (alias Zee
Chun * Yang Er-chien , Yang Yeu-sung
Yang Pah-kwang , Yang Chi-cheng 7$)$ and Zee

(Chao ) to form an assassination organization in
Shanghai. Owing to lack of opportunity in Shanghai, the 
organization was enlarged and the sphere of its activities 
was extended to Nanking and Hupeh. AH directions continued 
to be issued from Shanghai* Yang Siao-ming, using the alias 
of Zee Chun, drew up a plan and gave his assassination 
organization the name of "Chinese Youths’ Anti-^apanese 
Traitors' Extermination Special Affairs Corps" with a view 
to inducing followers and covering up its real purposes. 
As Standing Committee member of the People’s Movement 
Committee, Liu Loo-ying approved the plan and made the 
following written remarkst "A sum of .#2,000 has been ear
marked as monthly allowance to be remitted by Zu Wen( ^)” 
(vide evidence No. 1). Following,, this Yang Siao-ming 
gathered together Siao Tseng / '<& ) (alias Siao ?ei-wei

Vai Gee~8U (^JtX ), Liang Chiu-pao )
Ctnese •three^persons are at large), and the accused Yhng 
Gee-sing cousin of Yang Siao-ming), and Chun Pah-
chow ( «<0 nephew of Yang Siao-ming, alias Chun pah-sung 

Chun Shao-s i en and Lung Ting^^- ), to
carry out the plan approved by Liu Loo-ying. Yang Siao- 
ming also ordered Li Chuen-chien ( JL < )» a member of
the Corps, to undertake delivery of messages.

In May of the same year, Yang Gee-sing and 
Chun Pah-chow, on the instructions of siao Tseng, proceeded 

J to Lusha» to investigate the movements of General Chiang Kai-
ghek. They found that the place known as S*an Ying Jac

I1"818 lonely and suitable for an attack. The resul + 
oithis investigation was reported to Siao Tseng by Yang Gee
sing (vide statements of Yang Gee-sing and Chun pao-chow)t

M
m

m
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In August, Yang Siao-ming called Yang Gee-sing 
and Chun Pah-chow to Shanghai hy letter and personally teld 
them to go to Nanking to investigate the movements of General 
Chang Chun. He also gave Chun Pah-chow $70 and told him to 
buy a pistol and then go from Nanking to Hankow to assassinate 
General Yang Yung-tai. On arrival at Nanking Yang Gee-sing 
made one investigation in company with Chun pah-chow and two 
investigations alone, as a result of which he held the 
Chinese Overseas Reception Office to be the most suitable 
place and accordingly wrote to Yang Siao-ming so that 
preparation for the assassination could be made. Chun Pah- 
chow bought a pistol in Nanking and brought it to Hankow, 
It was then September and Yang Siao-ming was already in 
Hankow before Chun arrived. Yang Siao-ming used the alias 
“Zee Chao". He andjSiao Tseng, Vai Gee-su, Liang Chiu-pao 
and Zao ping-yong fl? ) concealed themselves in House
No. 39 on San Chiao Street ( 2 ) and in the Hsin Tai
An Lodging House, Just at that time Cheng Sih-chao 
alias Tan Wen-sing X » Tan Zoong-hsi^^ and Cheng
Tah X.t ). a friend of Vai Gee-su, was also in Hankow and 
met Vai* Knowing that Cheng Sih-chao wds of a violent 
character, Vai induced him to join the assassination 
organization as an active assassin. A pistol which was 
secretly bought in July was handed to Cheng Sih-chao. Yang 
Siao-ming took charge of all affairs and showed the photo
graph of General Yang Yung-tai to the assassins so that they 
might recognize him. At first Liang Chiu-pao was detailed to 
wait at the San Tao Street in Wuchang where
General Yang Yung-tai was Bound to pass when he went out, 
and to try to obstruct traffic when General Yang was passing 
so that Cheng Sih-chao and Chun pah-chow might be able to 
shoot. The plan was twice not carried out owing to 
hesitation on the part of the persons detailed. Th^r later 
waited on the stre-t near the Provincial Government, but 
again could not carry out their plan owing to the heavy 
guard there. It was then decided to execute their plan at 
a jetty in Hankow.

In the morning of October 25, Yang Siao-ming and 
Zao ping-yong came to /uchang and learned^at General Yang 
Yung-tai was going to a banquet to be given at Hankow and would 
stay there for two or three hours. They followed General 
Yang and on arriving at the Hankow side of the river, Yang 
Siao-ming told Zao Ping-yong to stand at the People's 
Enquiry Office to mark the spot, while Yang himself returned 
to the Hsin Tai An Lodging House and ordered Cheng Sih-chao 
and Chun pah-chow to go to the jetty, each carrying a loaded 
pistol, and wait there. Yang Siao-ming went secretly to the 
jetty to supervise the others and give directions. At 
3 o’clock, General Yang Yung-tai arrived in a car. Before 
GeneraX Yang had walked far after alighting from his car, 
Cheng Sih-chao stole up from behind and shot him twice in the 
back, both shots inflicting mortal wounds. General Yang 
died from the wounds soon afterwards, Cheng Sih-chao was 
arrested on the spot, while Liu Loc-ying, Chun Pah-chow, 
Zao Ping-yong, Yang Gee-sing and Li Chuen-chien were later 
separately arr-sted at wuhu, Nanking aid Shanghai, This 
Court was then ordered by the Hupeh High Court to enquire 
into the case.



kay 10, 1937. Morning Translation

Evidence and Charges

The evidence obtained by the Procurator during 
preliminary investigation is sufficient to show that the 
accused Liu Loo-ying is suspected of having committed an 
offence and in accordance with Section 1, Article 230 of the 
Code of Criminal Procedure, a public prosecution is instituted.

The penmanship of the plan for the formation of the 
’’Chinese Youths’ Anti-Japanese Traitors* Extermination Special 
Affairs Corps”, which was drawn up by Zee Chun, is found to be 
the work of Yang Siao-ming which fact was corroborated by 
Yang Gee-sing (vide the record of investigation of karch 23). 
The remark appearing on the back of this plan, viz. "A sum 
of $2,0C0 has been earmarked as the monthly allowance to be 
remitted by Zu Wen" was written by Liu Loo-ying, who has made 
a conf ess tion to this effect.

After the plan wa.s approved, Yang Siao-ming, under 
the cover of anti-Japanese and traitors’ extermination work, 
undertook to intensify the assassination organization and 
posted his agents at Nanking, Hankow, etc. to carry out 
surreptitiously the assassination work. For instance, 
in May last year he instructed Siao Tseng to write to Yang 
Gee-sing and Chun Pah-chow asking the latter to proceed to 
Lushan to investigate the movements of General Chiang Kai- 
shek« In August, he wrote a letter asking Yang Gee-sing 
and Chun Pah-chow to come to Shanghai to give them verbal 
instructions and also instructed Yang Gee-sing to act as a 
communication agent to investigate the movements of General 
Chang Chun, former Minister of Foreign Affairs, in Nanking 
and to select a place to perpetrate the crime. He gave 
Chun Pah-chow $70 to purchase a pistol and told him to 
proceed to Hankow to commit a murder. He himself arrived 
at Hankow before Chun Pah-chow and supervised the work under 
the assumed name of Zee Chao. On October 25 last year he 
was present on the wharf in front of the Hankow Custom House 
and directed Cheng Sih-chao and Chun Pah-chow in the fatal 
shooting of General Yang Yung-tai, late Chairman of the Hupeh 
Provincial Government.

Separate statements made by accomplices Yang Gee
sing, Chun Pah-chow, Cheng Sih-chao and Zao Ping-yong all 
point to this conclusion* From the evidence gathered, it 
shows that the steps taken by Yang Siao-ming in carrying out 
the murder and in the posting of agents in Nanking and Hankow 
all correspond to the plan of Liu Loo-ying. It is an 
established fact that Liu Loo-ying has instigated Yang Siao- 
ming to organize an assassination organization to commit 
murder. Liu Loo-ying, however, argued sayings "It was 
prfor to the revolt of Liang-Kwang authorities that I was 
app tinted a member of the Standing Committee of the People's 
kovement Committee and that I put the remarks on the plan. 
At that time I was forced by circumstances end wrote the 
remarks according to verbal instructions of others. I had 
absolutely no idea of the contents of the plan. I was 
also not in charge of the funds, I had long resigned 
my post as a member of the People's Movement Committee 
and I have actually no knowledge of the present case."
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The plan approved by Yang Siao-min$ contains 
the following: f,(2) Expenditure on activities to /
those in abnormal times. (3) Reserve funds during abnormal 
times are not to be included in tiie activities1 expenditure» 
A certain sum of the reserve funds must be laid aside as
a preparation for travelling expenses when it becomes 
necessary to abscond"» The title of their organization 
includes the words "To Exterminate Traitors" and everybody 
may know at a glance at the title of the organization that 
it is an assassination body. Liu Loo*ying states that 
this organization forms part of the schemes made by the 
People’s Movement Committee. Liu was directing the 
affairs of the Committee and furthermore it was he who 
approved the expenses for the special service corps. 
There is no reason to believe that he had no knowledge 
of all this. On Page 16 of the statement personally 
written by Siao Cho-hsu ( g. ), there are accounts 
concernihg Liu Loo-ying’s directing of the work of 
assassination. The statement of Siao may be adopted and 
believed, for they were closely connected. Despite the 
fact that accomplices Yang Gee-sing and Chun Pah-chow 
have made some remarks regarding the instigators of this 
case, yet it will be difficult for Liu Loo-ying to explain 
that he was not responsible for joint instigations in the 
case, Prom all their actions, they have committed 
offences under Article 28, rhe latter paragraph of Section 1 
of Article 154, Sections 1 and 2 of Article 29 and Sectional 
and 3 of Article 271 of the Criminal Code and should be 
dealt with according to Article 55 of the same Code for 
joint instigations of assassination«

M
M

M
m

DEATH ANNIVLRSARY OF MR. HU HAN-MIN TO B3 
COMLUEOR^TLD TO-I AY

The Shanghai Special District Kirtfinintang 
Headquarters publishes the following notice in the 
advertisement columns of the "Sin \£a*f''Pao", the "Shun pao" 
and other local newspapers

May 12 will ba^tlie first anniversary of the 
death of Mr. Hu Han-min» As it happens that the 
Coronation ceremojay^of the King of England will also take 
place on that day, the meeting to commemorate the death 
anniversa»jrof Mr. Hu will be held at 10 a.m. May 10 at 
the auditorium of the Headquarters» All local organizations, 
public bodies, schools and various Tangpu branches are 
hereby notified to send representatives to participate 
in the commemoration meeting. The national flag will 
be hoisted at half-mast during the day»
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March 24, 1937 Afternoon Translation,

Ta Kung Pao (Hankow telegram):

THE LIEU -iU YING CASK

As a result of interrogation and investigation 
by PrCcurators Waung Lien ()£-$. ) and Chu Chen Tsai 

( » wbo are responsible for the management of the
murder case of General Yang Yung Tai, formerly Chairman 
of the Hupeh Provincial Government, accused Chuin Pah 
Chu ( has admitted that he did fire two additional
shots after Gene al Yang had been shot by accused Zung 
Sih Chao ( X and had collapsed to the ground.

With the exception of one named Wong Kwang 
Chung ( ), the other accused all admitted that
they had taken part in the matter. It is said that 
strong evidence to prove Lieu guilty of the crime is 
provided by two kinds of documents bearing signatures 
written with Lieu's won hand. The preliminary 
hearing of the case will be held by the District Court.



March 20, 1937. Morning Translation

Shun pao (Hankow telegram)

SECOND COURT INVESTIGATION CONCERNING LIU LU YIN

Liu Lu Yin, a C.E.C. member who was 
arrested in Shanghai in connection with a political murder 
end who was later handed over to the judicial authorities 
in Hupeh, was formally questioned for the second time by 
the TVUchang District Court* It is learned that he 
personally wrote a statement admitting regret for his 
actions.

Chen Huan Tsang, the assassin of General 
Yang Yung Tai, ex-Chairman of the Hupeh Provincial 
Government, has also been transferred to the same Court, 
and was questioned separately by Procurator Chu Tseng Chan.
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Central China Daily News (Tientsin telegram)»

THE SMUGGLING IN NORTH CHINA
According to an investigation, the smuggled goods 

stored at Ghong-luan ( ) and other hslens have been
transported to Tientsin. The value pf the smuggled 
goods stored in a certain Concession is estimated at more 
than ¿80,000,000.

On the morning of Mareh 7, the Tientsin Custom 
House seized more than 20 bags ef smuggled sugar at Pei-kwan 
(it id).

Central China Daily News (Hongkong telegram)*

COUNTERFEIT NOTES BEING CIRCULATED BY JAPANESE IN 
’KWANG TUNG*

The Japanese are doing everything to forward their 
invasion of/China. Besides lauhohing a tremendous economic 
invasionyOf China by aiding the smuggling in Fokien and 
Kwangtuhg Provinces so as to affect the revenue of the 
Chinese Customs, the Japanese are conspiring with Chinese 
traitors and are circulating large quantities of counterfeit 
notes in Kwangtung Province.

Eastern Times (letter f rom Hankow)»

THE CASE OF LIEU LOO YING

Upon arrival at Y/uchang under escort, Lieu Loo 
Ying, a member of the Central Executive Committee of the 
Kuomintang who was arrested in Shanghai for being concerned 
in the murder of General Yang Yung Tai, former Chairman of 
the Hupeh Provincial Government, was handed over to the 
First Gaol for detention by order of the Procurator of the 
Hupeh High Court* It is reported that Lieu Loo Ying
is being accommodated in the office of the Chief of the 
Detention House and is very well treated. He will be 
tried by the Hupeh Eigh Court soon*

The report that Zung Sih Chao (J'Y, <£.)» the
assassin of General Yang Yung Tai, has been executed is not 
true, because Zung will be confronted with Lieu Loo Ying 
at the hearing.

Social Daily News publishes the following article
written by Li Ah Mou »-

THE THREE FEARS OF JAPAN

Japan is afraid of three things» (1) qo-^Op erat ion 
between Great Britain and the U.S.A.» (2) the abrSngthening of 
Soviet Russia and (3) the unification of Chiflh.

These things have now all tTOme to pass, and, 
ironically enough, all this was due to Japan herself. If 
Japan had not tried so hard expand her influence in the Far 
East, Great Britain and ,tire U.S.A, would never have found it 
necessary to co-operat'd with each other; if Japan had not 
directed her urputifted attention to Siberia, Soviet Russia 
would have, J<tfoted her whole energy to her Five-Year Plan and 
wouldhave increased her armaments in the Far East; if the 
S^tember 18 Incident had not happened, the Chinese warlords 
would still be fighting one another to-day.



March 7, 1937. Morning Translation

Central China Daily News (March 6) s-

WCHANG HIGH COURT TO TRY LIEU LOO YING

Lieu Loo Ying, a member of the Central Executive 
Committee of the Kuomintang, who was recently arrested in 
Shanghai for being concerned in the murder of General Yang 
Yung Tai, former Chairman of the Hupeh Provincial Government 
arrived at Hankow under escort at 4.30 .p.m. March 5. He 
was later placed on board a vessel and taken to Wuchang 
where he is now being held at the Detention House of the 
High Court.

At a meeting held by the Central Supervisory 
Committee of the Kuomintang on the afternoon of March 5, 
it was resolved that Lieu Loo Ying be deprived of his Party 
rights for three months, pending his trial by the Wuchang 
High Court.



ILarch 4, 1937* I Date 
Afternoon T^pnsIatTon' r _____

ja Mei Wan Pao dated Mar.2 (letter from Hankow);

THE CASE OP LIEU LOO YING

The following particulars have been obtained 
regarding the murder of General Yang Yung Tai, foimer 
Chairman of the Hupeh Provincial Government, in connection 
with which Lieu Loo Ying, a member of the Central Executive 
Committee of the Kuomintang, was recently arrested in 
Shanghait-

In order to keep an appointment with the American 
Consul, General Yang Yung Tai came to Hankow last year 
on the day of the State funeral of the late Mr. Hu Han Min, 
former Chairman of the Central Standing Committee of the 
Kuomintang. After the appointment, the General returned 
in company with his wife. Whilst alighting from his 
car, General Yang was shot at. He died at the Long Jen 
Hospital. The assassin Zung Sih Chao ( ¿R. ) was
arrested on the spot by a post duty policeman. Subsequently 
Koo Ih Vai — j'h ), Loo Zing Ning ) and Wen Mow
Kung ( ci ), three ringleaders in the plot, were 
apprehended.

Chuin Pah ^huan ), Siao Sheh Shui CaU/Bf» )
and other accomplices of the arrested men arrested at Hanking 
and Shanghai were escorted to Hankow on February 8.

It is understood that amongst the arrested persons 
are two university professors and one senior officer of a 
certain official organ. It is said that important evidence 
against one Lieu Loo Ying has been secured at Hongkong.

Lieu Loo Ying, native of Yung Peng Hsien (), 
Kiangsi, B.A. of California University, was at one time Chief 
Secretary to the Chinese Kuomintang Branch Headquarters, 
editor of a newspaper known as "Young China" in America, 
and professor of Futan University, Chung San University 
and Chi Chi University, he is also member of the C.E.C. of 
the Kuomintang, member of the Examination Committee and Chief 
of the Central Propaganda Department. He was much respected 
by the late Mr. Hu Han Min.

At the beginning of the Kwangtung-Kwangsi trouble 
last year, Lieu Loo Ying went to Kwangsi from Hongkong and 
then to Nanking after the trouble had been peacefully settled. 
Not long afterwards, he returned to Hongkong. It was 
subsequently reported that he had formed the so-called 
"Chinese Youths Special Affairs Corps of the Revolutionary 
Aimy Group", a secret organization, and that he was in league 
with Wong Yia Chiao ( )» ot the Axe Party. He
engaged agents and detaflecT them to Nanking, Shanghai, Peiping 
and other places to undertake the assassination of high 
government officials. After his successful plot to 
murder Mr. Tang Yu Jen, the former Vice Minister of Foreign 
Affairs, Lieu Loo Ying became very active.

The real name of the man Zung Sih Chao who 
assassinated General Yang Yung Tai is Tan Wen Hsin (7,£xir» )• 
He was at one time a junior military officer. Chuin Pah 
Chuen is also one of the ringleaders. Following the 
murder of General Yang, Chuin Pah Chuan secretly escaped 
to Shanghai but was eventually apprehended at Wuhu.

Mr. Lieu Shou Bang (’ Chief of the Field 
Headquarters Military Court, is reported to have left for 
Nanking to make a report to his superiors on the Court 
proceedings in this case and to ask for instructions. The 
affair will probably be transferred to the Nanking Supreme 
Court.



March 3, 1937. Morning Translation*

<Ta Kung PaA and other local newspapers s- 

MR, LIEU LOO YING ESCORTED HUPEH

As Mr. Lieu Loo Ying, a member of the C.E.O, 
of the Kuomintang, is wanted in connection with the 
murder of General Yang Yung Tai, former-Chairman of the 
Hupeh Provincial Government, and of Mr. Tang Yue Jen, 
ex-Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs, the Shanghai First 
Special District Court has ordered that Mr, Lieu be 
handed over to the officers of the Hupeh High Court 
to be dealt with.

At 1 a.m* March 2, ten policemen of the 
Police Bureau of the Shanghai City Government, in company 
with Mf. Tsang Foh Sung t an official of the
Hupeh High Court, escorted Mr. Lieu to the s.s. "Kiang An" 

) of the China Merchants Steam Navigation Company.
The vessel sailed for Hupeh at 4 a.m. yesterday.

# It is learned that Mr. Lieu’s family sent
some men to accompany him on the way,

I Ta Kung Pao and other local newspapers i-

MAYOR WU ENTERTAINS GENERAL YU HAN MOU

General Yu Han Mou, Pacification Commissioner 
of Kwangtung, who came to Shanghai from Nanking the other 
day after attending the Third Plenary Session, will legve 
for Canton on March 5.

At noon yesterday, Mayor Wu Te Chen / 
entertained General Yu at the Park Hotel. Amongst the 
local prominent persons present at the reception were 
Messrs Tu Yuet Sen, Wong Shiao Lai, Yu Ya Chj^ig, O.K. Yui 
and Pan Kung Chan. /-

Ta Kung Pao and other local newspapers (Nanking telegram) s-

DR, H.H, KUNG TO TAKE PART IN CCONATION OF BRITISH KING

Dr. H.H. Kung, Jfice-President of the 
Executive Yuan and concurren/Jly Minister of Finance, will 
leave for Great Britain in/a. few days to take part in 
the coronation of the Brprish King.

It is reported that Dr. Kung will return 
after three months. /

Sin Wan Tao and local newspape rs >•*

506 CHINESE DEPORTED DURING JANUARY AND FEBRUARY
< \A ’

/ On Marsh 2, the Chinese Overseas Affairs 
Bureau/iepor ted that, during the months of January and \ i 
Febnr&ry this year, 506 Chinese were deported to China 
frpm foreign countries*



March 2, 1937. Morning Translation

Shun Pao and other local newspapers

C.E.C, MEMBER.TO BE EXTRADITED TO HUPEH

Mr. Lieu Loo Ying, a member of the Central 
Executive Committee of the Kuomintang, who was arrested at
1.30 a.m. February 24 in connection with the murder of General 
Yang Yung Tai, former Chairman of the Hupeh Provincial Govern
ment, and Mr. Tang Yu Jen, former Vice Minister of Foreign 
Affairs, was charged on remand before Judge Feng Shih Teh 
(# at the Shanghai First Special District Court at
10.50 a.m. yesterday.

c j, Mr. Lieu was defended by lawyers Wong Ziu An_
( £ ), Zoen Yoeh Hwa( % ) and Ho Shiao Nyoenfi'f £,
while the Shanghai City Government Police Bureau was represented 
by its legal adviser, Mr. Tsang Chi Voong(,A •i'C'M*).

Mr. Paul Y. Ru, Assistant Municipal Advocate, 
informed the Court that an official from the Hupeh High Court 
was due in Shanghai at about 11 a.m. and requested the Court 
to adjourn the hearing until 2 p.m.

Lawyer Tsang Chi Voong of the Police Bureau 
said? "The Court and the Police Bureau have received despatches 
from the Hupeh High Court. As everything is in proper order, 
I request that the case be heard immediately.”

Lawyer Tsang then produced the despatch to the 
Court.

Judge Feng stated that the Court had received 
a telegram from Mr. Zung Sze Tseng( it to *)» Chief Procurator 
of the Hupeh High Court; he also understood that the Shanghai 
City Government had also received a telegram.

At the request of Mr. Lieu and his lawyers, 
the document was read out. Briefly it stated that Mr. Lieu 
was concerned in the murder of General Yang Yung Tai and that 
in view of the gravity of the case his extradition was 
requested. v

At this juncture, Mr. Tsang Foh Sung(yg , 
an official from the Hupeh High Court, arrived with the document.

Judge Feng said: "If an accused is arrested by 
authorities other than, a judicial organ, it ie necessary for 
this Court to examine the evidence against him before granting 
his extradition. As the Hupeh High Court is a competent 
judicial organ, its request for Mr. Lieu's extradition is 
granted."

Mr. Lieu's lawyers requested the Court to 
allow Mr. Lieu to be released on security before granting 
his extradition.

Mr. Lieu then requested the Court to conduct 
a careful investigation into his case and to release him on 
security before granting the extradition. Mr. Lieu further 
stated that if the Court refused to grant his release on bail, 
he would engage lawyers to file a protest.

Judge Feng stated that the Court could not 
refuse the request for Mr. Lieu's extradition and that a 
protest would not stay the procedure. He then ruled that 
Mr. Lieu Loo Ying be handed over to the official from the 
Hupeh High Court and that the Shanghai City Government Police 
Bureau provide an escort.



March 2, 1937 Morning Translation

Here the Court rose* Mr» Lieu was taken 
back to Chengtu Road Police Station where, after the 
necessary formalities, he was removed to the Shanghai City 
Government Police Bureau at noon.

The following is the document from the Hupeh 
High Court requesting Mr».Lieu's extradition

v . "It has been confessed by Zung Sih Chao
{pK ), Chun Pah Chow( ) and other prisoners
arrested for the murder of General Yang Yung Tai, former 
Chairman of the Hupeh Provincial Government, that the murder 
was planned by Lieu Loo Ying. This man has also organized 
two reactionary bodies known as the 'Revolutionary Army 
Group' and the 'Chinese Youth Special Affairs Corps' with 
agents scattered throughout the country to undertake 
assassinations. His extradition to this tribunal is 
therefore requested."
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Shun pao and other local newspapers ?-

C.E.C. MEMiER TO BE EXTRADITED TO HUPEH

Mr. Lieu Loo Ying» a member of the Central 
Executive Committee of the Kuomintang, who was arrested at
1.30 a.m. February 24 in connection with the murder of General 
Yang Yung Tai, former Chairman of the Hupeh Provincial Govern
ment, and Mr. Tang Yu Jen, former Vice Minister of Foreign 
Affairs, was charged on remand before Judge Feng Shih Teh 
(# at the Shanghai First Special District Court at
10.50 a.m. yesterday.

c Mr. Lieu was defended by lawyers Wong Ziu An_
( i' , Zoen Yoeh Hwa ( Jfv g ) and Ho Shiao JTyoen(t*f ,
while the Shanghai City Government Police Bureau was represented 
by its legal adviser, Mr. Tsang Chi Voong(,A >0/5*).

Mr. Paul Y. Ru, Assistant Municipal Advocate, 
informed the Court that an official from the Hupeh High Court 
was due in Shanghai at about 11 a.m. and requested the Court 
to adjourn the hearing until 2 p.m.

Lawyer Tsang Chi Voong of the Police Bureau 
said? "The Court and the Police Bureau have received despatches 
from the Hupeh High Court. As everything is in proper order, 
I request that the case be heard immediately.”

Lawyer Tsang then produced the despatch to the 
Court.

Judge Feng stated that the Court had received 
a telegram from Mr. Zung Sze Tseng( it Th Chief Procurator 
of the Hupeh High Court; he also understood that the Shanghai 
City Government had also received a telegram.

At the request of Mr. Lieu and his lawyers, 
the document was read out. Briefly it stated that Mr. Lieu 
was concerned in the murder of General Yang Yung Tai and that 
in view of the gravity of the case his extradition was 
requested. >

At this juncture, Mr. Tsang Foh Sung( »
an official from the Hupeh High Court, arrived with the document.

Judge Feng said: "If an accused is arrested by 
authorities other than a judicial organ, it is necessary for 
this Court to examine the evidence against him before granting 
his extradition. As the Hupeh High Court is a oompetent 
judicial organ, its request for Mr. Lieu's extradition is 
granted.”

Mr. Lieu's lawyers requested the Court to 
allow Mr. Lieu to be released on security before granting 
his extradition.

Mr. Lieu then requested the Court to conduct
> a careful investigation into his case and to release him on 
; security before granting the extradition. Mr. Lieu further 
i stated that if the Court refused to grant his release on bail, 
he would engage lawyers to file a protest.

Judge Feng stated that the Court could not 
refuse the request for Mr. Lieu's extradition and that a 
protest would not stay the procedure. He then ruled that 
Mr. Lieu Loo Ying be handed over to the official from the 
Hupeh High Court and that the Shanghai City Government Police 
Bureau provide an escort.
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Here the Court rose. Mr. Lieu was taken 
back to Chengtu Road Police Station where, after the 
necessary formalities, he was removed to the Shanghai City 
Government Police Bureau at noon.

The following is the document from the Hupeh 
High Court requesting Mr. Lieu’s extradition

\- . "It has been .confessed by Zung Sih Chao
), Chun Pah Chow( and other prisoners

arrested for the murder of General Yang Yung Tai, former 
Chairman of the Hupeh Provincial Government, that the murder 
was planned by Lieu Loo Ying. This man has also organized 
two reactionary bodies know as the ’Revolutionary Army 
Group’ and the ’Chinese Youth Special Affairs Corps* with 
agents scattered throughout the country to undertake 
assassinations. His extradition to this tribunal is 
therefore requested."
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February 27, 1937. Morning Translation.

Ta Kung Pao and other local newspapers:-

THE ARREST OF MR. LIRU LOO YING

Mr. Lieu Loo Ying, a member of the C.E.G. of 
the Kuomintang, was arrested on February 24 at the 
Yangtsze Hotel in connection with the murder of General 
Yang Yung Tai, former Chairman of the Hupeh Provincial 
Government, and Mr. Tang Yu Jen, ex-vice Minister of 
Foreign Affairs. He is now being detained at Chengtu 
Road Police Station and is favourably treated. His 
meals are sent to him by his family and his wife visits 
him occasionally. Persons who desire to see him must 
first get permission from the Police Station and the 
approval of Mir. Lieu himself. So far, he has received 
only one or two visitors.

His case will be resumed on the morning of 
March 1 when an application for his extradition will 
be made by the Chinese authorities.
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February 27, 1937. Horning Translation.

Ta Kung Pao and other local newspaperss~

THE ARREST OF 1.01, LIEU LOO YING

MR* Lieu Loo Ying, a member of the C.E.C. of the Kuomintang, was arrested on February 24 at the 
Yangtsze Hotel in connection with the murder of General 
Yang. Yung Tai, former Chairman of the Hupeh Provincial 
Government, and Mr. Tang Yu Jen, ex-Vice Minister of Foreign -.Affairs. He is now being detained at Chengtu 
Road Police Station and is favourably treated. His 
meals are sent to him by his family and his wife visits 
him occasionally. Persons who desire to see him must 
first get permission from the Police Station and the 
approval of Mr. Liue himself. So far, he has received 
only one or two visitors.His case will be resumed on the morning of 
March 1 when an application for his extradition will 
be made by the Chinese authorities.
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THE RESIGNATION OF DEPUTY COMMISSIONER
TAJ IMA /

At 4 p.m. February 26..-the
Standing Committee of the Japanese Amalgamated: Association 
of Street Unions will hold a meeting at tjjejapanese 
Club to consider the resignation of Deputy Commissioner 
Tajima of the S.M.P.

EEC OBSTRUCTION OF TTOfgfli COTTON MIU CASS

/"The Toyoda Cotton Mill 
strike, which was caused by the stabbing of one Sun Yen 
Tai, representativejf the Toyoda Cotton Mill workers, 
resulted in an attack on the Zaokadoo Folice Station 
and injury tp-'Che officer in charge. The trouble was 
eventually.^'settled by the General Labour Union.

On February 23 the Shanghai 
District Court Procurator’s Office dispatched several 
officers to the Zaokadoo Police Station to conduct a 
Reconstruction of the attack. The Third Department of 
the City Government Police Bureau took a statement from 
the officer in charge of the Zaokadoo Police Station. 
This statement was forwarded to the Procurator's Office.

THE ARREST OF MR. LIEU LOO YIN

Mr. Lieu Loo Yin, a membeybf 
the Central Executive Committee of the Kuomintang, was 
arrested in front of the Yangchow Hotel in the International 
Settlement by detectives of the '/oosung-Shanghai Defence 
Commissioner’s Headquarters on suspicion that he was 
concerned in the assassination of General Yang Young Tai 
and Mr. Tang Yu Jen, Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs.

The Chinese authorities should 
follow the proper procedure when they desire the arrest 
of an important political suspect in the International 
Settlement. In the case of the arrest of Mr. Lieu Loo 
Yin they have failed to observe this procedure. Their 
action is likely to give rise to .a serious question" 
between the Chinese authorities and the S.M.C. The 
S.M.P. will not lodge a protest, but the Municipal Council 
should take up the matter and lodge a protest.

The Mainichi publishes the 
following leading article

After the close of the Third 
Plenary Session, the Central Standing Committee discharged 
Mr. Lieu Loo Yin from the Central Propaganda Department 
while the Executive Yuan dismissed Mr.Lieu Ki Vung, who 
belongs to the same clique as Mr. Lieu Loo Yin, from 
the Kwantung provincial Government, and appointed General 
Li Tsung Jen and General Pah Soong Hsi as Commander-in-Chief 
and Vice Connander-in-Chief respectively of the Fifth 
Route Army. Mr. Lieu Loo Yin was arrested in Shanghai 
on February 24. General Li and General Pah will dissolve 
the Independent Fourth Army and on March 1 will take up 
their new positions with the Central Government.
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Political significance is 
attached to the arrest of Mr. Lieu Loo Yin because of his 
anti-Central Government activities as well as the 
assassination of General Yang Young Tai and Mr. Tang Yu 
Jen. General Li and General Pah’s obedience to the 
Central Government and the loyalty of Kwangsi are also 
worthy of attention.

Mr. Lieu Loo Yin played an 
important part in bringing about co-operation between 
General Chiang Kai Shek and Mr. Hu Han Min when the 
latter returned to China from abroad. After the Second 
Plenary Session in July, 1936, Mr. Lieu Loo Yin was 
appointed Chief of the Centre 1 Propaganda Lepartment, 
but he failed in this work. He returned to the South 
and prevented Mr. Hu Han Min from coming to Nanking and 
worked against the Central Government. After Mr. Hu Han 
Min’s death he succeeded in persuading the military leaders 
in the two Kwangs to oppose the Central Government. Mr. 
Lieu also attempted to bring together the popular front 
and the remaining members of the revolutionary independent 
government established in Pokien. He is believed to be 
connected with the Sian incident. It is not certain 
whether he is the principal in the assassination of 
General Yang Young Tai and Mr. Tang Yu Jen, but it is 
undeniable that the assassinations were planned by him. 
Mr. Lieu is dangerous to the Nanking Government because 
of late he was actively engaged in an attempt to establish 
an independent government. Mor this reason, he was 
arrested by the Nanking Government as a warning to other 
radical elements who are opposed to Nanking.
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THE RESIGNATION OF DEPUTY COMMISSIONER
TAJ IMA /

At 4 p.m. February 2f> the 
Standing Committee of the Japanese Amalgamated Association 
of Street Unions will hold a meeting at the Japanese 
Club to consider the resignation of Deputy Commissioner 
Tajima of the S*M.P* S'

RECONSTRUCTION OF TOYCDA ff^TTON MIL! CASE

Thjr Toyoda Cotton Mill 
strike, which was caused bjr the stabbing of one Sun Yen 
Tai, representative of tj>fe Toyoda Cotton Mill workers, 
resulted in an attack on the Zaokadoo Police Station 
and injury to the officer in charge. The trouble was 
eventually settled/tfy the General Labour Union.

/ On February 23 the Shanghai 
District Court.Procurator's Office dispatched several 
officers to the Zaokadoo Police Station to conduct a 
reconstruction of the attack. The Third Department of 
the City Giovenament Police Bureau took a statement from 
the officer in charge of the Zaokadoo Police Station. 
This statement was forwarded to the Procurator’s Office.

THE ARREST OF MR* LIEU LOO YIN

Mr* Lieu Loo Yin, a membe^/of 
the Central Executive Committee of the Kuomintang, was 
arrested in front of the Yangchow Hotel in the International 
Settlement by detectives of the Woosung-Shanghai Defence 
Commissioner’s Headquarters on suspicion that he was 
concerned in the assassination of General Yang Young Tai 
and Mr* Tang Yu Jen, Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs.

The Chinese authorities should 
follow the proper procedure when they desire the arrest 
of an important political suspect in the International 
Settlement* In the case of the arrest of Mr. Lieu Loo 
Yin they have failed to observe this procedure. Their 
action is likely to give rise to .a serious question'' 
between the Chinese authorities and the S.M.C. The 
S.M.P. will not lodge a protest, but the Municipal Council 
should take up the matter and lodge a protest.

The Mainichi publishes the 
following leading articlei-

After the close of the Third 
plenary Session, the Central Standing Committee discharged 
Mr. Lieu Loo Yin from the Central Propaganda Department 
while the Executive Yuan dismissed Mr.Lieu Ki Vung, who 
belongs to the same clique as Mr* Lieu Loo Yin, from 
(the Kwantung provincial Government, and appointed General 
Li Tsung Jen and General Pah Soong Hsi as Commander-in-Chief 
and Vice Coranander-in-Chief respectively of the Fifth 
Route Army* Mr. Lieu Loo Yin was arrested in Shanghai 
on February 24» General Li and General Pah will dissolve 
the Independent Fourth Army and on March 1 will take up 
their new positions with the Central Government.
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attached to the arrest of Mr. Lieu Loo Yin because of his 
anti-Central Government activities as well as the 
assassination of General Yang Young Tai and Mr. Tang Yu 
Jen. General Li and General Pah’s obedience to the 
Central Government and the loyalty of Kwangsi are also 
worthy of attention.

Mr. Lieu Loo Yin played an 
important part in bringing about co-operation between 
General Chiang Kai Shek and Mr. Hu Han Min when the 
latter returned to China from abroad. After the Second 
Plenary Session in July, 1936, Mr. Lieu Loo Yin was 
appointed Chief of the Central Propaganda Lepartment, 
but he failed in this work. He returned to the South 
and prevented Mr. Hu Han Min from coming to Nanking and 
worked against the Central Government. After Mr. Hu Han 
Min’s death he succeeded in persuading the military leaders 
in the two Kwangs to oppose the Central Government. Mr. 
Lieu also attempted to bring together the popular front 
and the remaining members of the revolutionary independent 
government established in Fokien. He is believed to be 
connected with the Sian incident. It is not certain 
whether he is the principal in the assassination of 
General Yang Young Tai and Mr. Tang Yu Jen, but it is 
undeniable that the assassinations were planned by him. 
Mr. Lieu is dangerous to the Nanking Government because 
of late he was actively engaged in an attempt to establish 
an independent government. For this reason, he was 
arrested by the Nanking Government as a warning to other 
radical elements who are opposed to Nanking.
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Sin Wan Pao publishes the following telegram from Hankow

THE MURDER OF GENERAL YANG YUNG TAI
Zung Sih Chao(/^/^£ one of^wo men accused of

the murder of General Yang Yung Tai, former Chairman of the 
Hupeh Provincial Government, has several aliases. His real 
name is Tan ./en Sing(^®. £ <1). He is a native of Kweichow 
Province, not Szechueh? -X -¥ <&

Hsiao Sheh Shu(i^) ) is a member of the staff 
of the Central Kuomintang Headquarters, but he does not play 
an important part in this case. Hsiao Sheh Shu and ten other 
prisoners, among whom are two university professors, have been 
removed from Shanghai and Nanking to Hankow for imprisonment 
there. Yang Er Chien(^7 ) and his accomplices are 
still at large. The evidence discovered in Hongkong bears 
the signature of Mr. Lieu Loo Ying, a member of the Central 
Executive Committee of the Kuomintang, and shows that it was 
he who had planned the murder. Mr. Lieu Ziu Bang(4i , 
Chief of the Military Court of the Field Headquarters 
in Hankow, who is handling the case, proceeded to Nanking the 
other day to submit a report.

The case was twice tried at Field Headquarters on 
February 10 and 12, and it was generally believed at the time 
that Tan Wen Sing and Chun Pah Chow(^ the actual
murderers, would be given capital punishment, while the other 
prisoners would be referred to the Supreme Court at Nanking 
to be dealt with. Subsequently, telegraphic instructions 
were received from Nanking ordering the Field Headquarters to 
postpone the passing of sentence on the prisoners, because of 
the discovery at Hongkong of new evidence relating to Mr. Lieu 
Loo Yinghp intrigues. The new evidence was taken by Mr. Yu 
Tseh(-^4? )> a Departmental Chief of the Police Bureau of 
Nanking, to Hankow where, after phototastic copies had been 
made, it was again brought back to Nanking.

After murdering General Yang Yung Tai, Chun Pah Chow 
fled to Shanghai. Enquiries showed that he was on intimate 
terms with a prostitute named Lau San(^i ) in Hankow. The 
girl was persuaded to come to Shanghai by air, but Chun Pah 
Chow had gone to Nanking and subsequently to Wuhu where he was 
finally apprehended and escorted back to Hankow.

Mr. Lieu Loo Ying had organized two reactionary 
bodies known as the "Revolutionary Army Group" and the "Chinese 
Youth Special Affairs Corps" whose agents are scattered through
out the country for the purpose of murdering important officials 
of the Party and government. Generals Chang Chun, Yang Yung Tai, 
Huang Fu and others were marked for assassination. It is learned 
that members of the "^evolutionary Army Group" are required to 
take an oath when joining; the oath contains this injunctions 
"Obey the directions of Mr. Lieu Loo Ying."

The following persons have been arrested and detained 
at the Military Gaol at Hankow for their part in the murder of 
General Yang Yung Tai:-» chief culprits: Zung Sih Chao (alias 
Tan Wen Sing) ancL Chun Pah Chow; suspects: Lo Zing Ning(>-|tf ), 
Wen Mou Kung( $ 'g ), Koo Ih Van(#$ -"R ), Yang Gee Sing * 
tfMUr) , Hsiao Sheh shii Z&o Ping Yoong( > tw jy, ),
Wong Kwang Tsongi i ), ’Huang Ching Ling(-$ w»), Yoeh 
Chien ChungHfr w* ), Ling Yoong Chung(ipf ), Yang Siang
Van($b * 7ft Ching(4^ ^^f), Chiang Teh Zeng
< ft tfc £ Li Chur; Chien(^.^F^ ) and one female.
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Shun Pao and other local newspapers:

ARREST OF C,E,C. MEMBER

-i i»30 a.m. February 24, Mr. Lieu Loo Ying
(ka ) 9 a member of the Central Executive Committee of 
the Kuomintang, was arrested by detectives of the Shanghai 
City Government Police Bureau in front of the Yangtsze 
Hotel TUnnan Road, wher* he has been staying
since February 21 after attending the Third Plenary Session 
at Nanking» At the time of his arrest, Mr, Lieu was 
accompanied by his wife. His arrest is due to definite 
proof having been found connecting him with the murder of 
Mr. Tang Yu Jen ( -i ), the former Vice-Minister of 
Foreign Affairs, and General Yang YUng Tai (££ )» the
former Chairman of the Hupeh Provincial Government.

4 _ Mr, Lieu was brought before Judge Feng Shu Feh
(>}?-<$&) at the Shanghai First Special District Court at 
10 a,m, yesterday. An application was made by Mr. Paul 
Y, Ru, Assistant Municipal Advocate, for a writ of detention 
against Mr, Lieu and was granted.

The case was adjourned till Monday next, March 1. 
As Mr, Lieu is a member of the C,E,C, of the 

Kuomintang* he is being well treated by the S.M.P, and has 
a room to himself at the Louza Police Station,

Shun Pao (Nanking telegram):

Diligent enquiries at various quarters elicited 
the information that Mr. Lieu Loo Ying had, some few years 
ago,secretly organized a reactionary body known as the 
"Revolutionary Army Group," with himself as the leader. 
He also formed the "Chinese Youth Special Affairs Corps* 
with agents at Nanking, Hupeh, Shanghai and other places, 
to undertake assassinations. He appropriated a monthly 
allowance of $2,000 for the expenses of the Corps and 
entrusted one Hsiao Zu Ven , his follower, to manage
the Corps, In addition, he posted communications agents 
in Kiangsu, Chekiang, Anhwei, Kiangsi, Hupeh, Nanking and. 
Shanghai, and earmarked a sum of $1,000 far the expenses. 
Special attention was paid to Shanghai and Hupeh,

Following the murder of General Yang Yung Tai in 
Hankow last year, the authorities arrested two men named 
Sung Sih Chao ($ ft ) and Chun Pah Chow (and 
a number of accomplices. When questioned, the prisoners 
admitted that it was one Yang Er Chien (f-J^ )• Rn
accomplice, who originated the plot on instructions from 
Lieu Loo Ying, and that Yang had also attempted to murder 
other important officials after the assassination of 
General Yang Yung Tai, Yang Er Chien's address in Shanghai 
was later secured, but he managed to escape before the 
arrival of the detectives, A watch was kept at his home 
in Shanghai, One day a man named Hsiao Sheh Shu (^5 & )•
who had arrived in Shanghai from Hongkong, proceeded directly 
to Yang's home to pay a call, Hsiao Sheh Shu was arrested 
by the officers and on being interrogated, he stated that 
he saw Hsiao Zu Wen at Lieu Loo Ying's home in Hongkong, 
that after he was told of General Yang Yung Tai's murder 
he was asked to go to Shanghai to instruct Yang Er Chien
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verbally to return immediately to Hongkong. The prisoner 
added that the murder of General Yang Yung Tai was 
instigated by Lieu Loo Ying,

With Lieu Loo Ying now under arrest, fit is lesrned 
that the authorities will make public Lieu Loo Ying’s 
reactionary organizations and assassination plans.

It is also learned that Lieu Loo Ying is 
suspected of having a part in the murder in Shanghai, 1935, 
of Mr, Tang Yu Jen, former Minister of Foreign Affairs.

Shanghai Evening News of February 24s

Mr. Lieu Loo Ying’s Antecedents

. Mr, Lieu Loo Ying is a native of Yung Foong 
( ), Kiangsi Province. He studied in California
University, and graduated with B.A. degree. Whilst in 
America, he acted as the chief executive officer of the 
Chinese Kuomintang Branch in the United States and edited 
the “Young China*” Upon his return to China, he was 
appointed head of the Social Science Department of Futan 
Univeisity and professor of Chi Tse University and Chung 
San University* He is also member of the C.E.C. of the 
Kuomintang, a member of the National Government, Acting 
Vice President of the Examination Yuan, and Chief of the 
Propagan da. Department of the Kuomintang* He was a close 
follower of Mr. Hu Han Min, the late Chairman of the Central 
Standing Committee of the Kuomintang. He is known as 
an active member of the Neo Kuomintang Party. Following 
Mr. Hu Han Min's death, he edited the publication of a 
monthly periodical called the “Three Principles of the People.”

During the Kwangtung and Kwangsi trouble last 
year, he went to Kwangsi from Hongkong and undertook 
propaganda against the Central Government, Following the 
peaceful settlement of the Kwangtung and Kwangsi affair, he 
visited Nanking but returned to Hongkong shortly afterwards. 
After Mr, Hu Han Lin’s death, he attempted to lead Hu Han 
Lin's Clique and to reorganize it into a Neo Kuomintang 
Party, but he failed,

Recently he went to Nankihg to attend the Third 
Plenary Session. He came to Shanghai before the dose 
of the conference. At first he stayed with a friend off 
Route Mare sea but later he registered at the Yangtsze Hotel,
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Shun Pao and other local newspapers:

ARREST CF C,E.C, MEMBER

$ At 1.30 a.m. February 24, Mr. Lieu Loo Yihg 
(^| )> )» a member of the Central Executive Committee of
the Kuomintang, was arrested by detectives of the Shanghai 
City Government. Police Bureau in front of the Yangtsze 
Hotel (^>-y fift/ii), YUnnan Road, where he has been staying 
since February 21 after attending the Third Plenary Session 
at Nanking. At the time of his arrest, Mr. Lieu was 
accompanied by his wife. His arrest is due to definite 
proof having been found connecting him with the murder of 
Mr. Tang Yu Jen ( fa -i ), the former Vice-Minister of 
Foreign Affairs, and General Yang Yung Tai ), the
former Chairman of the Hupeh Provincial Government.

£ Mr. Lieu was brought before Judge Feng Shu leh
) at the Shanghai First Special District Court at 

10 a.m. yesterday. An application was made by Mr. Paul 
Y. Ru, Assistant Municipal Advocate, for a writ of detention 
against Mr. Lieu and was granted.

The case was adjourned till Monday next, March 1. 
As Mr. Lieu is a member of the C.E.C. of the 

Kuomintang, he is being well treated by the S.M.P. and has 
a room to himself at the Louza Police Station*

Shun Pao (Nanking telegram):

Diligent enquiries at various quarters elicited 
the information that Mr* Lieu Loo Ying had, some few years 
ago, secretly organized a reactionary body known as the 
•Revolutionary Army Group,• with himself as the leader. 
He also formed the *Chinese Youth Special Affairs Corps” 
with agents at Nanking, Hupeh, Shanghai and other places, 
to undertake assassinations. He appropriated a monthly 
allowance of $2,000 for the expenses of the Corps and 

e entrusted one Hsiao Zu Wen his follower, to manage
the Corps. In addition, he posted communications agents 
in Kiangsu, Chekiang, Anhwei, Kiangsi, Hupeh, Nanking and 
Shanghai, and earmarked a sum of $1,000 for the expenses. 
Special attention was paid to Shanghai and Hupeh,

Following the murder of General Yang Yung Tai in 
Hankow last year, the authorities arrested two men named 
Xung Sih Chao ($1 £&. ) and Chun Pah Chow (4^ ^¡j~) and
a number of accomplices. When questioned, the prisoners 
admitted that it was one Yang Er Chien (f-i, )> an
accomplice, who originated the plot on instructions from 
Lieu Loo Ying, and that Yang had also attempted to murder 
Other important officials after the assassination of 
General Yang Yung Tai. Yang Er Chien*s address in Shanghai 
Dfas later secured, but he managed to escape before the 
arrival of the detectives. a watch was kept at his home 
in Shanghai, One day a man named Hsiao Sheh Shu (iff £ fji ), 
who had arrived in Shanghai from Hongkong, proceeded directly 
to Yang’s heme to pay a call. Hsiao Sheh Shu was arrested 
by the officers and on being interrogated, he stated that 
he saw Hsiao Zu Wen at Lieu Loo Ying*s home in Hongkong, 
that after he was told of General Yang Yung Tai’s murder 
he was asked to go to Shanghai to instruct Yang Er Chien
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verbally to return immediately to Hongkong. ^he prisoner 
added the t the murder of General Yang Yung Tai was 
instigated by Lieu Loo Ying.

With Lieu Loo Ying now under arrest, it is lejmed 
that the authorities will make public Lieu Loo Ying’s 
reactionary organizations and assassination plans.

It is also learned that Lieu Loo Ying is 
suspected of having a part in the murder in Shanghai, 1935, 
of Mr. Tang Yu Jen, former Minister of Foreign Affairs.

Shanghai Evening News of February 24»

Mr. Lieu Loo Ying’s Antecedents

. , Mr. Lieu Loo Ying is a native of Yung Foong
( ¿K- * ), Kiangsi Province. He studied in California
University, and graduated with B.A. degree. Whilst in 
America, he acted as the chief executive officer of the 
Chinese Kuomintang Branch in the United States and edited 
the "Young China.” Upon his return to China, he was 
appointed head of the Social Science Department of Futon 
Univeisity and professor of Chi Tse University and Chung 
San University. He is also member of the C.E.C. of the 
Kuomintang, a member of the National Government, Acting 
Vice President of the Examination Yuan, and Chief of the 
Propaganda. Department of the Kuomintang. He was a close 
follower of Mr. Hu Han Min, the late Chairman of the Central 
Standing Committee of the Kuomintang. He is known as 
an active member of the Neo Kuomintang Party. Following 
Mr. Hu Han Min's death, he edited the publication of a 
monthly periodical called the "Three Principles of the People.”

During the Kwangtung and Kwangsi trouble last 
year, he went to Kwangsi from Hongkong and undertook 
propaganda against the Central Government. Following the 
peaceful settlement of the Kwangtung and Kwangsi affair, he 
visited Nanking but returned to Hongkong shortly afterwards. 
After Mr. Hu Han Lin’s death, he attempted to lead Hu Han 
Lin's Clique and to reorganize it into a Neo Kuomintang 
Party, but he failed.

Recently he went to Nankihg to attend the Third 
Plenary Session. He came to Shanghai before the olose 
of the conference. At first he stayed with a friend off 
Route Maresc® but later he registered at the Yangtsze Hotel.
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JAPANESE MARINES TO HOLD SHAM FIGHT

At an early hour on February 26 
a large body of the Japanese naval landing party andX 
a section of bluejackets from Japanese warships ho>< in 
port will hold a sham fight in the area east of Nur th 
Szechuen Road(Setclement) and along North Szechuen 
Road extension. . Rear-Admiral Okohchi Jin.ll
direct the operations. /

NICHI-NICHI /

MR, AMANO CALLS ON MUNICIPA^TREASURER

At 1XL30 a.m. February 24 Mr. 
Amano, ^hairman of the Japanese Residents Corporation, 
called on Mr. Ford,Treasu/er of the S.M.C., and informed 
him of the financial difficulties of the Corporation. 
He desires to secure mòre grants from the S.1I.C.

CHINA TO I&éUL MILITARY BONDS

/ A special telegram from Nanking
dated February 24 reports that General Chiang Kai bhek 
is making/war preparations against Japan. He is reported 
to be negotiating with financial circles in Shanghai 
for the issue of military bonds for use in the re- 
orgahization of the national army and to expand the air 
fq/ce.

ARREST OF MR. LIEU LOO YING AND K7ANGSI EaRTY»S 
ATTITUÌ3E ~

The arrest of Mr. Lieu Loo Ying 
by officers of the Woosung Shanghai Defence Commissioner's 
headquarters was not effected with the assistance of the 
Municipal Police. This is likely to give rise to 
serious political question.

Mr. Lieu Loo Ying was formerly 
the right hand man of the late Hu Han Min as well as 
of the South-West Party. After Hu Han Ein’s death 
Mr. Lieu became very active in close touch with General 
Li Tsung Jen and pah Soong Hsi,

It is interesting to vatch what 
attitude Generals Li and Pah will adopt towards Mr. Lieu's 
arrest which has come at a time when the relations 
between the South- 'est 2arty and Nanking are becoming 
closer.
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Nanking Court 
To Try Liu

Yang ■ Murder Suspects 
Testify In Wuchang

HANKOW, July 23—(Kuomin).— 
The appeals of the several accused 
involved in the assassination of Mr. 
Yang Yung-tai, former Chairman 
of the Hupeh Provincial Govern
ment, were heard yesterday at the 
Hupeh Provincial High Court.

5 Liu Lu-yin, suspended member cf 
the C.E.C., and Chlung Po-chou, 

s having asked for a change of juris- 
r diction, will have his appeal heard 
f by the Supreme Court at Nanking.

Chen Hsi-chao, the man who 
fired • the fatal shot at Mr. Yang, 
maintained a defiant attitude 
throughout the hearing yesterday. 

' He asked the Judge to give him a 
speedy death.

Li Chun-chien and Wen Mou- 
kuan were granted bail on account 
of illness.
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LIU CASE DECISION 
DRAWS APPEALS

Procurator, Family Of 
Murdered General 

Are Restive
The filing of appeals in courts 

in Wuchang is the order of the 
day, as besides the appeals filed by 
Mr. Liu Lu-yin, suspended mem
ber of the Central Executive Com
mittee, and three other persons, 
against the Wuchang District 
Court’s sentences ranging from 10. 
years’ imprisonment to death on the 
charge of assassinating the late 
Governor Yang Yung-tai of Hupeh, | 
the chief procurator of the district; 
court itself, and the family of the 
deceased governor have also filed 
appeals.

While Mr. Liu is seeking an ac
quittal, alleging that the court has 
based its decision entirely on 
imagination, the other accused 
think that the sentences of life 
imprisonment and death are too 
heavy for them. On the other 
hand, Judge Chu Chen-tseng, chief 
procurator of the district court, is 
not satisfied with the judgment 
either. He filed' his appeal wi*h 
the Hupeh High Court on Friday.

His petition to the high court, it J 
is reported, expresses dissatisfaction | 
with part of the judgment, but it 
has not been ascertained exactly to 
which part he takes exception. The 
family of the deceased governor 
thinks that the court has neglected 
its civil 'claims to such an extent 
that it is deemed necessary to file 
an appeal in order to ask for more 
money to be paid by the accused, 
who have been ordered to pay some 
$30,000,

fe
w

m
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Liu Makes High 
Tribunal Appeal

Suspended CEC Man 
Fights Ten-year-«*

Jail Term
Three days before the expiration 

of the time-limit, Mr. Liu Lu-yin, 
suspended member of the Central 
Executive Committee of the Kuo
mintang, yesterday filed his appeal! 
with the Hupeh High Court in ‘ 
Wuchang against the 10-year jail 
term imposed by the Wuchang 
District Court on charges of in
stigating the murder of General 
Yang Yung-tai, the late chairman 
of the Hupeh provincial govern
ment, last October.

The »former influential South
west politician is also fighting 
against the Wuchang District

1 Court decisions depriving him of 
civil rights for five years and re
quiring him to pay jointly with 
three other convicted murderers 
$20,GOO compensation and $10,000 
heart-balm to the survivors of the 

' assassinated governor.
Declaring that the judgment was 

. rendered entirely on basis of im- 

. agination, Mr. Liu asked the High 

. Court to order a speedy trial and 
»' acquittal. He took strong ex

ception to the lower court judge 
’ who, he pointed out, ruled out all 

of the points in his favor. The 
“China Youth Anti-Japanese and 
Traitor Extermination Special 
Service Corps” which he organized 
in Canton, he said, was reduced 
by the judge to “China Youth

• Traitor Extermination Special 
■ Service Corps,” thus hiding the 

genuine motive of the organiza
tion.

Mr. Liu was sentenced in the 
Wuchang court sometime ago. 
Three others were also sentenced, 
One to death, on charges of being 
the murderers. Following the pro
clamation of the sentences, the 
Yang family filed an appeal with i 
the High Court pressing for the 
supreme penalty for the alleged i 
instigator, Mr. Liu. The other ac- 1 
cased also filed appeals while Mr. i 
Liu submitted his petition yester- t 
day. 1----- - -



Continuing, Mr. Liu said that he 
cared little for fame and wealth.

»the accused 
friends. If 

in financial 
accused) is
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Former Kuomintang Officer
Gets 10-Year Sentence

Two Others Must Pay Supreme Penalty For Killing 
Of Hupeh Governor; Payment Of $200,000 

, / Also Ordered; Liu Makes Appeal
JU

Mr. Uu Lu-ving. suspended mem
ber of the Central Executive Com?1

firiffe SoCth-WesT^v^ ________
L- 1!Lyg?5S jrcPrisontnfrnt y&sterrtnV 
by theviruchang District Court for: 
instigation of the assassination last 
year of Général Yang Yung-tai, late 
Governor of Hupeh. Cheng Hsi- 
chao and Kung Po-chou, who were • 
found to have actually participated | 
in the shooting of General Yang, j 
were sentenced to death. Tsab I 
Ping-yung was sentenced to life im- { 
prisonment and Yang Chi-hsin was 
given two years. The other accus
ed. were acquitted.

Besides beihg given prison terms, 
"the accused were also sentenced to 
pay $200,000 to the family of the 
deceased governor and $10,000 as 
the “comfort fee.” It was leârnt 
that the accused had told the judge 
that they, would appeal against the 
judgment' ■

The passing of the sentences yes
terday concluded one of the most | 
important political crimes ever 
committed in this country. It will ' 
be recalled that General Yang was 
brutally shot and killed at a wharf 
in Wuchang after attending a 
meeting. Cheng Shih-châo, thé 
.murderer, was caught red-handed I 
and through his confession the other1 
accused were arrested. Mr. Liu Lu-’ 
ying, who was alleged to be the 
organizer and financial supporter of 
the assasination gang, was arrested 
in Shanghai more than a month ago 
while he was about to leave 
Yangtze Hotel with his wife.

1
1

the1

Final Dramatic Plea 
HANKOW, June 5.—The

rriittee and a well known pbiitldian1 Because of his utter disregard for 
r'- - - —— was sentenced//fame and wealth, he sacrificed the 

pests of Director of the Central 
Party Publicity Department and 
Vice-Presiddnt of the Examination 
Yuan, which he had declined when 
offered to him.

“Since I'am not interested in fame 
and wealth, how can I be accused 
of scrambling for power and profit?” 
he added; -He said that heha^been 
connected with the Kuomintahg for 
more than 20 years, Although he 
had achieved nothing for the Party, 
he has always loved and defended 
the Party and has faith in the Cen
tral authorities, especially General 
Chiang Kai-shek, President of the 
Military Affairs Commission.

Hongkong Statement
When the latter was in captivity 

in Sian last year, he (the accused) 
was seriously concerned over Gen
eral Chiang's personal safety, and 
issued a »statement in a newspaper 
in Hongkong opposing the use of 
military > force against the Sian 
rebels for fear of possible danger to 
General Chiang's life.

Mr. Yang Yung-tai, 
said, was one of his 
Mr. Yang’s family is 
difficulties, he (the 
willing to assist them in his private 
capacity as a friend, but not as a 
responsibility imposed by Law. The 
family of the late Mr. Yang, it will 
be noted, has filed a suit for dam
ages against Mr. Liu Lu-yin for 
instigating the assassination.

The accused added that General 
Chiang Kai-shek is a faithful ou>- 
ciple of the late Dr. Sun Yat-sen 
and the responsible leader of the 
Central Government. He said that 
he has complete confidence »in 
General Chiang and had never in
vestigated the latter's movements 
with a view to doing him harm.

The accused then said thaV be 
would leave the legal aspects of his 
defence to the 'edre df fils awyur, 
and requested Judge Liu for per
mission to leave the Court on ac
count of fatigue and illness. The 

' request was granted.
Cheng Hsi-chao was next called 

to the stand. He said that he join
ed the assassination “organ” in 
September last yean and fired twice 
at Mr. Yang Yung-tai bn October 
25 last year.

Kung Po-chou, another accused, 
denied all responsibility for the 
crime. He said that he knew noth
ing about the attack on Minister 
Chiang Tso-pin’s motor car in Nank
ing on October 10 last year.

Tsao Pirig-ytmg, Yang Chi-hsin, 
Li Chun-chien, Nieh Ching^chuan 
and Wen Mao-kuan were then ques
tioned. Their answers were similar 
to their depositions at previous 
hearings. •

The lawyers for the defence ana 
the prosecution then addressed the 
Court. The lawyer for the family 
or Mr. Yang Yung-tai, besides ask
ing for damages, requested the 
Court to mete out the severest 
punishment to the accused.

The hearing was concluded at 2 
p.m., after which the judges retir
ed to deliberate and prepare the 
judgment of the Court.—Kuo Min.

final 
hearing of the case against Mr. Liu ‘ 
Yu-yin, suspended member of the' 
C.E.C., and seven other suspects^ 
accused of complicity in the as- * 
sassination of Mr. Yang Yung-tai," 

! the late Chairman of the Hupeh r 
Provincial Government, was held 
yesterday at the Wuchang District’ 

. Court. j
Judge *Liu Hsien-chi, of the

1 Criminal Division, presided, Besides 
Mr. Liu Lu-yin, the other accused 
present were Cheng Hsi-chao, Kung

' Po-chou, Tsao Ping-yung, Yang [ 
Chihsin, Li Chiin-chien, Niehl 
Ching-chUan, and Wen Mao-kuan. 
Mr. Liu wore as old flannel suit 
and appeared to be sick

After explaining the charges, 
against the accused, Mr. Chu 
Cheng-tsan, the Public Procurator, 
said that, by order of the Procura
torate attached to the Hupeh Pro
vincial High Court, the Court is J 
requested also to investigate the* 
attack on General Chiang Tsd-pin. ! 
Minister of Interior, on National » 
Independence Day (October 10) . 
last yhar at the Capital whfen Min
ister Chiang’s motor car was 
by a bullet.

Denies Complicity
Mr. Liu Lu-yin was then 

to the stand. He said that 
not ihstigate the assassination of 
the late Mr. Yang Yung-tai. In 
fact, he added, he had never even 
“dreamt of committing such a 
crime.” He had been a disciple of 
Dr. Sun, Yat-sen, the late Party 
Leader, for a number of years, and 
had been engaged principally in 
literary work. He said that he had 
never been entrusted with any 
post of concerte political respon
sibility.

struck

called 
he did
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ASSASSINATION TRIAL ENDS
Final Hearing of Case Against Group Alleged to ;

Have Slain Former Hupeh Governor
Hankow, June 5.

The final hearing of the case against 
Liu Lu-yin, suspended member of 
the C.E.C., and seven other suspects 
accused of complicity in the assassi
nation of Mr. Yang Yung-tai, the late 
Chairman of the Hupeh Provincial 
Government, was held yesterday at 
the Wuchang District Court.

Judge Liu Hsien-chi, of the 
Criminal Division, presided. Besides 
Liu Lu-yin, the other accused present 
were Cheng Hsi-chao, Kung Po-chou, 
Tsao Ping-yung, Yang Chi-hsin, Li 
Chun-chien, Nieh Ching-chuan, and 
Wen Mao-kuon, Liu were an old 
flannel suit and appeared to be sick.

After explaining the charges against 
the accused, Mr. Chu Cheng-tsan, the 
Public Procurator, said that; by 
order of the Procuratorate attached 
to the Hupeh Provincial High Court, 
the Court is requested also to in
vestigate the attack on General 
Chiang Tso-pin, Minister of Interior, 
on National Independence Day (Oct. 
10) last year at the Capital when 
Minister Chiang’s motor-car was 
struck by a bullet.

Liu Lu-yin was then called to the 
box. He said that he did not instigate 
the assassination of the late Mr. 
Yang Yung-tai. In fact, he added, 
he had never even “dreamt of 
committing such a crime.” He had 
been a disciple of Dr. Sun Yat-sen, 
the late Party Leader, for a number 
of years, and had been engaged

principally in literary work, He 
said that he had never been entrust
ed with any post of concrete political 
responsibility.

Continuing, Mr. Liu said that he 
eared little for fame and wealth. 
Because of his utter disregard for 
fame and wealth, he sacrificed the 
po«.ts of Director of the Central Party* 
Publicity Department and Vice- 
President of the Examination Yuan, 
which he had declined when offered 
to him.

Always Defended Party

“Since I am not interested in fame 
and wealth, how can I be accused 
of scrambling for power and profit?” 
he added. He said that he had been 
connected with the Kuomintang for 
more than 20 years. Although he 
had achieved nothing for the Party, 
he has always loved and defended 
the Party and has faith in the Central 
authorities, especially General Chiang 
Kai-shek, President of the Military 
Affairs Commission. When the 
latter was in captivity in Sian last 
year, he (the accused) was seriously 
concerned over Gen. Chiang’s person
al safety, and issued a statement in a 
newspaper in Hongkong opposing the 
use of military foree against the Sian 
rebels for fear of possible danger to 
General Chiang’s Hie.

Mr. Yang Yung-tai, the accused 
said, was one of his friends. If Mr. 
Yang’s family were in financial difficul
ties, he was willing to assist them
in his private capacity as a friend, 
but not as a responsibility imposed 
by law. (The family of the late Mr. 
Yang, it will be noted, has filed a 
suit for damages against Liu Lu-yin 
for instigating the assassination).

The accused added that General 
Chiang Kai-shek is a faithful dis
ciple of the late Dr. Sun Yat-sen and 
the responsible leader of the Central 
Government. He said that he has 
complete confidence in General 
Chiang and had never investigated 
the latter’s movements with a view 
to doing him harm.

The accused then said that he 
would leave the legal aspects of his 
defence to the case of his lawyer 
and requested Judge Liu for permis
sion to leave the Court on account 
of fatigue and illness. The request 
was granted.

Admitted Firing
Cheng Hsi-chao was next called. 

He said that he joined the assassina
tion “organ” in September last year, 
and fired twice at Mr. .Yang Yung- 
tai on October 25 last year.

Kung Po-chou, another accused, 
denied all responsibility for the 
erime. He said that he know nothing 
about the attack on Minister Chiang 
Tso-pin’s motorear in Nanking on 
October 10 last year.

Tsao Ping-yung, Yang Chi-hsin, Li 
Chun-ohien, Nieh Ching-chuan and 
Wen Mao-kuan were then question
ed. Their answers were similar to 
their depositions at previous hearings

The lawyers for the defence and 
the prosecution thep addressed the 
Court. The lawyer for the family of 
Mr. Yang Yung-tai, besides asking 
for damages, requested the Court to 
mete out the severest punishment to 
the accused.

The hearing was. concluded at 2 
p,m., after which the judges retired 
to deliberate and prepare the judg
ment of the Court.—-Kuo Min.
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Liu Denies
F'

Charges At 
Hupeh Trial
Revolutionary Career 

Told; Verdict Ex
pected Soon

HANKOW, June 5.—(Central) 
Repetiton of his flat denial to | 
charges of complicity in dastardly | 
attempts on the lives of five high 
government officials, including Gen.

i Chiang Kai-shek, was made by Liu 
' Lu-yin, former Chairman of the 
| Central Publicity Council, at the 
| third session of the open trial 
against him and seven other sus
pects yesterday.

The verdict of the trial, which 
started last month, was expected 
to be announced some time today.

Garbed in an old flannel suit and 
wearing a forlorn look, Liu Lu-yin 
strongly pleaded ignorance of all 
the charges levelled against him, 
namely complicity in the assassina
tion of the late Gen. Yang Yung- 
ta>i, former Chairman of the Hupeh 
provincial government, last October 
25, and in the attempt on the life 
of Gen. Chiang Tso-pin, Minister 
of Interior, last October 10 in I 
Nanking.

Relates Career
|

Going briefly into his some 20 
years of revolutionary career, Liu de
clared that he has always been a 
faithful follower of the late Dr« 
Sun Yat-sen, founder of the Kuo
mintang, and of Gen. Chiang Kai- 
shek, the recognized leader of China.

During all these years, however, 
Liu continued, his work has been 
mainly consisted in writing and not

* in actual politics.
I That he has never strongly in- , 

dulged in fighting for political
} power, Liu said, could be proved that 

the fact that he had twice given
’ up high positions in the Central 
' Government in order to devote his
1 time to bringing about a rapproche-
* ment between Nanking and the 

Southwest.
Stressing particularly his uh-'

2 wavering loyalty to and absolute 
’ confidence in the Generalissimo, 
' Liu declared that when the Sian
* Mutiny broke out last December, 
" he was greatly concerned over the 
r personal safety of the Generalis- 
■» simo.

Because of his great concern over 
‘ the personal st rety of Gen. Chiang, 

Liu went on, he disapproved at 
the time the policy of using force

* in settling the Sian question, which 
view he said was published in all j 
Hongkong papers.

Ref erring to the suit filed by the j 
famuy of the late Gen. Yang Yung- * 
tai, asking for compensation for the :

> education of the children, Liu 
stated that he would be willing to ‘ 
help in a private capacity, but not 
as bound by legal obligations.

1 Liu also denied that he had ever
* participated in any activities in 
l trailing the movements of the

Generalissimo.
Liu’s Sentence Postponed | 

HANKOW, June 6.—(Central).—> 
In view of the delicacy of the Yang 
Yung-tai murder case, the Wuchang 
District Court has postponed its 
pronouncement of the sentence on 
Liu Lu-yin, former director of the 
Central Publicity Department, and 
his accomplices until tomorrow or 
next Monday.

™ 1
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¡Judgment Slated
1 In Trial Of Liu
Wuchang Court Finishes 

Hearing; Prisoners
Deny Charges

Judgment was scheduled to be 
given today or tomorrow by the 
Wuchang District Court in the 
case against Mr. Liu Lu-yin, 
suspended member of the Central 
Executive Committee of the Kuo
mintang and once a prominent 
politician of the Southwest group, 
who is charged with having al
legedly instigated the murder of 
General Yang Yung-tai, the late : 
governor of Hupeh, plotted the 
death of Generals Chang Chun, 
Chiang Tso-pin and Yu Fei-peng, 
and organized an assassination 
gm

Decisions also were .to ba hamU 
ed crown at the same time in 

• the case against four others who 
are on trial under charges of Mr. 
Liu’s “executioners.” These in
cluded Chen Shih-chao, youthful

* ex-soldier who confessed that he 
' fired two shots at General Yang 
' at Hankow last October 25.
a

Trial of the sensational case 
was concluded at Wuchang Dis- 

’ trict Court yesterday afternoon. 
’ The session began at 9 a.m. be

fore a packed court and was not .
* adjourned until 2 pm. when the
1 10 defense counsels and the pro-1 

secutor had completed the argu- 
•f. ments. During the trial, the 
1 prosecutor requested the court to
* question the accused if they were 
t involved in the attempt on Gen-
* eral Chiang Tso-pin, minister of!
* interior, on October 10, last yearj 
' in Nanking. It was revealed that! 
s General Chiang’s car was short
t at on that day although the 
I minister was not wounded.
, All of the accused denied the 

new chargés. None admitted any
I although the minister was not 

wounded-
All of the accused denied the 

new charges. None admitted any 
part in the assassination of 
General Yang except Chen. Mr. 
Liu again emphatically denied the 
charges preferred against him, 
adding” that he 4s a loyal sup
porter of General Chiang Kai- 
shek. The- court finally retired at
2 p.m. and a long consultation 
was held in chambers behind 
closed doors. Unless fresh cir
cumstances arise, the judgment is 
expected to be delivered today or 
tomorrow.

Mr. Liu was arrested in Shang
hai last February when he return
ed from Nanking after meeting 
several high government officials 
there. An American-educated 
scholar, Mr. Liu was an. ardent 
follower of the late Mr. Hu Han- 
min. During the Kwangtung re
volt, he played a prominent part

I in the Southwest, having suoer- 
| vised the each for General Chen 
Chi-tang when he assumed the 
post as so-called commander-in- 

. chief oe the Anti-Japanese Com
bined Forces.
‘ When Chen was ousted from 
Canton. Mr. Liu proceeded to 
Kwangs! and played another im
portant role there until Generals 
Li Tsung-jen and Pai Chung-hsi 
finally gave up and submitted , 
themselves to the central author
ities.

, June 5, 1937
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Shun Pao and other local newspapers (Hankow telegram):- 
TEN YEARS1 IMPRISONMENT. FOR LIU LOO-YING, C.E.O. MEMBER, l

IN THE CASE OF IfflRDER ~OF GENERAL YANG yUNG-TAI 7

In a judgment delivered at 2 p.m, June 5 in 

the case of the murder of General Yang Yung-tai, former 

Chairman of the Hupeh Provincial Government, the Wuchang 

District Court sentenced Liu Loo-ying to ten years’ imprisonment 

with denrivation of civil rights for five years for 

instigating the murder $ Cheng Sih-chao ( ) and Chuin
Pah-chow ( *5^ ) to the de? th penalty with deprivation of

civil rights for life for committing the murder; Zau Ping- 

yoong ( to life imprisonment, and Yang Gee-sing

( Jr ) to two years’ imprisonment. Li Chun-chien 

( i~ ), one of the accused, was found not guilty, while one J 

Nieh Ching-zien (5^ ) was sentenced to two years’ penal

servitude for trafficking in arms and ammunition.
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Date

June 1, 19S7. korning Translation

Ta Kung rao publishes the following telegram from Hankow

ASSASSINATION OF GENERAL YANG YUNG-TAI : CASH AGaINUT 
MR. LIEU LQQ-YING TO B E HEARD ON JUNE 4.

The case against Mr. Lieu LOO-ying
member of the Central Executive Committee of the Kuomintang, 
who is charged with being connected with the assassination 
of General Yang Yun^-tai, ex-Chairman of the liupeh Provincial 
Government, will be heard at 9 a.m. June 4. If necessary 
those accused, charged against whom have'been dropped by the 
Courts, will be summoned to appear to confront Mr. Lieu and 
other important accused.
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Yang Family 
Files Suit
Against Liu

Claim $218,560 Over 
Official’s Death; Trial 

Continues
HANKOW, May 17.—(Central).— 

One of the latest developments in 
the open trial of Liu Lu-yin, I 
former Chairman of the Central [ 
Publicity Council, and nine other 
suspects, at the Wuchang District ■. 
Court was a damage suit filed by 
the family of thé late Gen. Yang 
Yung-tai, former Chairman of 
Hupeh, who was assassinated last 
October 25.

The damage suit was filed today, * 
the second day of the trial, by Mr. ’ 
Hsieh Sheng-chi, attorney for the , 
Yang family, asking for compensa-

I tion of $218,560 from Liu Lu-yin, ( 
i Cheng Hsi-chao, Kung Po-chow. 
j Ysao Ping-yung, Yang Hsiao-mlng 
and Fan Hsi-shu, who are all 
charged by the indictment as 
having been responsible, directly or 
indirectly, for the death of the late ‘ 
Gen. Yang.

Today’s trial opened in the morn
ing before a packed courtroom. The 
first trial was held last Saturday.

Denied All Charges
As at the first trial, the defend* 

ants today likewise denied flatly 
all charges against them as con
tained in the indictment. The 
denials were punctuated with 
evasive answers.

Tsao Ping-yung, one of the nine 
suspects at the trial, today retract
ed completely the confessions 
which he had made previously at 
the Metropolitan Police Board in 
Nanking, the Generalissimo’s Pro
visional Headquarters in Wuhan, 
and at the Wuchang District 
Court.

Liu Lu-yln answered the ct^ges 
filed against him by the pro .ra- 
tors c" the Wuchang District < jurt 
hi a 3,000-word statement which he 
issued today, enumerating seven 
reasons as a defense of his inno
cence.

J _____ /
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Trial Of Mr. Liu Lu-ying 
Begins AtHankow

7,000 Word Indictment Alleges He Plotted For 
Assassination Of Leaders; Was Arrested In 

Settlement Here As Leaving His Hotel
HANKOW, May 15.—The open 

trial of Mr. Liu Lu-ying, suspended 
member of the Central Executive 
Committee of the Kuomintang, be
gan in the Wuchang First District 
Court this morning.

In the indictment—a 7,000-word 
document—Mr. Liu is charged with 
having:

Instigated the assassination of ’ 
General Yang Yung-tai; Governor : 
of Hupeh, last year;

Engineered a plot to assassinate, 
among others, General Chiahg » 
Kai-shek, the Premier; General 
Chang Chun, former Foreign Min
ister; General Chiang Tso-pin, Min
ister of the Interior; and General
Yu Fei-peng, Minister of Communi- * 
cations;

Committed various offences 
against public peace and order.

Author Of Slip
The indictment alleges that Liu 

Lu-ying was the author of a slip of i 
paper found in the possession of i 
Yang Yung-tai’s murderers contain
ing instructions for the assassination.

The names of ten other persons 
are included in the indictment, of i 
whom six are at large and four in 
custody at Wuchang.

Two of the accused have already 
been sentenced to death for the ' 
murder of General Yang, including J 
the man alleged to have been the * 1 
actual murderer.

Mr. Liu, who is a graduate of the 1 
University of California, Was arrest- 1 
ed in Shanghai in February as he 1 
was emerging from a hotel in the < 
International Settlement in the early 
hours of the morning.

Later he was taken to Wuchang 
for trial after extradition proceed- ‘ 
ings.

Wrote Manifestoes
Mr. Liu was a member of the •

i Cantonese faction of the Kuomin
tang. He was the author of several 
manifestoes issued by the South- 
West authorities during last year’s 
abortive movement against Nanking.

During the Third Plenary Session 
of the Central Executive Committee 
in February he visited the capital, I 
but a few days later left hurriedly ’ 
for Shanghai,—Reuter.
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Open Wuchang Trial 
/ Of Liu F or Murder
Suspended C.E.C. Man 

Faces Court On 
Plotting Charges

ALLEGEDLY BACK 
OF YANG KILLING

Charges Of Attempting 
Deaths Of Other

$ Leaders Made
: HANKOW, May 15.—(Reuters) 
The open trial of Mr. Liu Lu-ying, 
suspended member of the Central 
Executive Committee of the Kuo
mintang, began In the Wuchang 
First District Court this morning. .

In the indictment-—a 1,000-word* 
document—Mr. Liu is charged withj 
having: I

Instigated the assassination of 
General Yang Yung-tai, Governor 
of Hupeh, last year

Engineered a plot to assassinate, 
among others, General Chiang Kai- 
shek, the Premier; General Chang 
Chun, former Foreign Minister; 
•General Chiang Tso-pin, Minister 
of the Interior; and General Yu 
Fei-peng, Minister *of Communica
tions.

Committee various offences 
against public peace and order.

The indictment alleges that Liu 
Lu-ying was the author of a slip 
of paper found in the possession, 
of Yang Yung-tai's murderers con-i 
taining instructions for the assassi-l 
nation.

The names of 10 other persons 
are included in the indictment, of 
whom six are at large and four in 
custody at Wuchang.

Two of the accused have already 
been sentenced to death for the 
murder of General Yang, including 
the man alleged to have been the 
actual murderer.

Mr. Liu, who is a graduate of 
the University of California, was 
arrested in Shanghai in February 
as he was emerging from a hotel 
in the International Settlement in 
the early hours of the morning.

Later he was taken to Wuchang 
for trial after extradition proceed
ings.

Mr. Liu was a memb.tr of the 
Cantonese faction of the Kuomin-V 
tang. He was the author of sev
eral manifestoes issued by thei 
Southwest authorities during last I 
year’s abortive movement against 
Nanking.

During the Third Plenary Session J 
of the Central Executive Committee ’ 
in February he visited the capital, 
but a few days later left hurriedly 
for Shanghai.

memb.tr
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Liu Trial Opens 
Before Tribunal

Relatives Of Assassin 
Victim File Claim

For $300,000
Freising for conviction and 

severe punishment of Mr. Liu bu
ying, suspended member of the 
Central Executive Committee of 
the Kuomintang, accused of 
having instigated the murder of 
General Yang Yung-tai, survivors 
of the late chairman of the Hupeh 

s provincial government have sub
mitted a petition to the Wuchang 
District Court and filed a civil 
claim of $300,000 damages.

Facing charges of instigating the 
assassination, plotting, the murdef 
of Generals Chang Chun, Chiang 
Tso-ping, and Yu Fei-peng, and 
alleged offenses against public 
peace and order, Mr. Liu was 
facing the Wuchang tribunal today 
together with four others, includ
ing two arrested immediately fol
lowing. the assassination in Han
kow last November.

Passes Issued
Although the trial was open to 

the public, only persons armed 
with special passes issued by the 
tribunal were admitted into the 
courtroom. In securing the passes, 

'the applicants were required to 
register full details about them
selves and agree to subject to 
search when they entered the 

[courtroom. The precautions were 
taken because of rumors that Mr J 

Liu’s alleged assassin group, known 
as tlie China Youth Special Ser
vice Corps as pointed out in the 
indictment, was to stage some 
disturbances in the court.

The trial, which is expected to 
be protracted, will be continued on 
Monday although judgment is ex
pected to be delayed for several 
weeks in view of the political 
significance of the case. In event 
of a conviction, Mi*. Liu is en
titled to file an appeal to the Hu
peh High Court and then the 
Supreme Court in Nanking.

13 Released
As the five were facing court 

today, 13 other suspects, found to 
be innocent by the procurate after 
a thorough investigation lasting 
several months, have been releas
ed. They regained their freedrom 
yesterday.

Mr. Liu was arrested in Shang
hai last February when he return
ed to the city from Nanking. He 

I was ordered handed over to the 
‘ Wuchang authorities by the First 
Special District Court.
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Instigation Of Assassination
Charges Leveled Against Liu

By Wuchang Court; 10 Named
Former CEC Member Faces Serious Indictment 

Involving Plots Against High Government 
Officials; Was Arrested Here February

FORMAL charges of having allegedly instigated the murder} 
of General Yang Yung-tai, the late Hupeh governor, 

engineered a plot to murder Generals Chang Chiun, Chiang1 
Tso-pin and Yu Fei-peng, and committed offenses against!

public peace and order were preferred against Mr. Liu Lu-
lying, suspended member of the Central Executive Committee 
| of the Kuomintaner bv the nrocurate of the Wuchang District 

—Court in an indictment filed and
just ¿released.

The indictment included the
names of 10 other persons, four 
now in custody of the Wuchang 

; tribunal apd six still at large. 
' Among the four, two were charg

ed with actual assassination of 
. the late Hupeh governor at Han- 
i kow last November. They are 

Chen Shih-chao, who was caught 
red-handed after the murder, 
and Kung Po-chou. arrested in a 
hotel a few hours later. The two
others, Tsao Ping-yung and 
Yang Che-sing, were . charged 

' with aiding and abetting in the 
* murder and plotting to murder 

respectively.
s Said Ordered Deaths
» In the 7000-word indictment

against Mr. Liu, who was arrest- 
, ed in ths international Settle- 
’ ment of Shanghai in February, 

the procurate alleges that Mr. 
Liu was the author of the slip 
of paper found in possession of 
the murderers. The paper con
tained instructions to assassinate 
General Yang and is said to have 
been signed and chopped by Mr. 
Liu.

The University of California- [ 
educated politician was also ac-i 
cused of being ths organizer of' 
the China Youths Traitor Exter- r 
mination Special Service Corps, 
an assassination gang, and of 
having allegedly plotted to kill 

'General Chang Chun, former for- 
• eign minister and now chief
secretary of the Central Political 
Council; General Chiang Tso-pin, 

-minister of interior and- formerly 
ambassador to Japan; and Gen-
eral Yu Fei-peng, minister of 
communications. It is noteworthy 
that the three on the alleged 

! “black Ifct” are members of the 
so-called “Political Science Divi
sion.”

Arrested Here
Mr. Liu was arrested in Shang

hai late in February shortly atter 
a trip to Nanking, during the 
third plenary session of the C.E-C. 
He was coming out of the Yang
tze Hotel when he was accosted 
by Garrison Commander’s Head
quarters agents. He was finally 
taken to the police station and 
brought to the First Special Dis
trict Court the following morn
ing. A legal battle against ex
tradition was fought but Mr. Liu 
was finally ordered handed over 
to the Hupeh High Court.

An ardent follower of the late 
Mr. Hu Han-min, Mr. Liu was 
director of the Central Publicity 
department although he never 
assumed his post. He figured 
prominently during the Kwang- 
tung and Kwangsi agitations 
against Nanking last year.
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CHARGES AGAINST
C.E.C. MEMBER

Ten Alleged to be Involved in 
Assassination |

Hankow, May 6. I
Formal charges have been brought* 

! by the Public Procurator of the j 
Wuchang District Court against Mr. J 
Liu Lu-yin, suspended membenof *the 1 
C.E.C., and nine others alleged to bek 
involved in the assassination off the 
late Mr. Yang Yung-tai, Chairman of 
the Hupeh Provincial Government 
Of the nine others accused, five are 
already under detention, while four 
are still at large.

In the formal indictment, the Public 
Procurator asserts that some of the 
accused are guilty of joint assassina
tion, while others are guilty of aiding 
and abetting in murder, disturbance 
of peace and order, or making pre
parations for murder. Liu Lu-yin is 
alleged to be guilty of participation 
in murder, instigation of murder, dis
turbance of peace and order, and 
making preparations for murder.

All the accused, the indictment 
adds, are guilty of violating Article 
29, Section 1 of Articl e 154, and 
Sections 1 and 3 of Article 271 of J 
the Criminal Code.—Kuo Min. }

. r. ------------------------
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MACHINATIONS OF BIG 
BLACK HAND GANG

Young Men’s Corps For 
Extermination Of 

Traitors
Mr. Liu Lu-ying. suspended mem- 

: ber of the Central Executive Com
mittee of the Kuomintang, who was 
arrested in Shanghai last February, 
has npw been formally charged with; 
instigating the murder of General i 
Yang Yung-tai, late Governor of 
Hupeh, engineering a plot to murder 
Generals Chang Chun, Chiang Tso- 
pin and Yu Fei-peng and commit
ting offences against public peace 
and order, by the Procurator of the 
Wuchang District Court. The Pro
curator has drawn up a 7,00p-word 
indictment against Mr. Liu and 10 
other persons, only four of whom 
are in custody.

Among the four, two were charg
ed with actual assassination of the 
late Hupeh Governor at Hankow 
last November. They are Chen 
Shih-chao, who was caught red- 
handed, and Kung Po-chou, arrest
ed in a hotel a few hours after the 
murder. The two others, Tsao Ping- 
yung and Yang Chi-shing, were 
charged with aiding and abetting 
the murderers and plotting to mur
der respectively. According to the 
indictment, Mr. Liu was the author 
of a sheet of paper allegedly found 
in the possession of one of the ar
rested men. The document was an 

» order to assassinate General Yang 
and was alleged to have been signed 
and chopped by Mr. Liu.

Mr. Liu is also alleged to have 
organized the China Young Men’s 
Traitor Extermination Special Ser- 

■ vice Corps, an assassination gang. 
• The list of would-be victims of th<j 

corps is said to have included Gen- 
» eral Chang Chun, former Minister of 

Foreign Affairs, General Chiang 
Tso-ping, Minister of Interior and 
former Ambassador to Tokyo, and 

: General Yu Fei-peng, Minister of 
Communications. These Generals 
together with the murdered Gener
al Yang, are said to belong to the 

; so-called “Political Science Divi
sion,” a clique that is in power in 
the present Government.

Mr. Liu Lu-ying is a supporter of 
the late Mr. Hu Han-min and figur
ed prominently during the Kwang- 
tung and Kwangsi oppositions to the 
Nanking Government last year. He 
was arrested by representatives from 
the Lunghwa Garrison Headquarters 
while he was walking out from the 
Yangtze Hotel.
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Full Details 
Of Liu Lu-yin 
Counts Given 
In Indictment
Sensational Revelations 

Made Of Plots To 
Kill Leaders

CHIANG MARKED 
FOR MURDER

How Yang Yung • tai 
Assassinated Told 

In Document
HANKOW, May 6.—(Central).— 

¿Sensational facts of a dastardly plot 
to assassinate an array of high 
Chinese government officials were 
contained in an indictment filed 
with the Wuchang District Court 
by the procurate against Liu Lu-yin, 
C.E.C. member and formerly Direc
tor of the Central Publicity Depart
ment, and nine accomplices, it wa.r 
learned here today.

The high government officials, or 
whose lives the accused were cited 
by the indictment to have plotted 
attempts, include Gen. Chiang Kai- 
shek, President of the* Executive 
Yuan, Gen. Chang Chun, formerly 
Foreign Minister and now Secretary- 
General of the Central Political 
Council. Gen: Chiang Tso-pin, Min
ister of Interior. Gen. Yu Fei-peng. 
Minister of Communications, and 
the late Gen. Yang Yung-tai, for
merly Governor of Hupeh, who wa; 
assassinated last October 25.

Extremely jealous of the above- 
mentioned officials, the indictment 
charged, Liu Lu-yin organized an 
assassination gang in Shanghai 
early last year to carry out the 
dastardly plot.

Shifted Scene
After realizing the lack of opport

unity in Shanghai due to circum
stantial factors, thé indictment said, 
Liu directed the gang to shift its 
attention to Hupeh and Nanking 
beginning from last April.

This secret organization,"according 
to the indictment, was formed under 
the name of “China Youth Anti
Japan and Traitor - Eradication 
Special Service Corps”.

The nine accomplices indicted 
are:

Kung Po-chow. alias Kung Po-j 
sheng, alias Kung Shao-hsien, Kung 
Kung-ting, aged 37, native of 
Kweichow.

Cheng Hsi-chao, alias Tan Wen-4 
hsin, aged 28, and native ofj 
Kweichow.

Yang Chi-hsln, aged 20, and 
native of Kweichow.

Li Chun-chien, aged 16, and 
native of Klangsu.

Yang Hsiao-ming, alia« Yang 
Erh-chien, alias Hsu Chun-chao, 
alias Yang Yu-seng. alias Yang Po- 
kun, alias Yang Chi-chen, native 
of Kweichow.

Hsiao Pei-wéi, native of Kwei
chow,

Fan Chi-shu, native of Kweichow, i
Liang Chlu-pao, native of Shang-1 

hai.

The last-named four are at large, i
In May last year, the indictment I 

: continued, two members of the gang. [ 
namely Yang Chi-hsln. Kung Po- 
chow were sent to Killing to ascer- 

i tain the whereabouts of General
issimo Chiang, and were Instructed 
to select Kwan Y1 Bridge, a quiet 
spot, as the favorable place to carry 
out their plot.

After Chang Chun
Last August, the indictment 

added, the same two members were 
recalled to Shanghai and were in
structed to go to Nanking to as
certain the whereabouts of Gen. 
Chang Chun, then Minister of For
eign Affairs.

Kung Pp-chow, the indictment 
stated, was paid $70 for the pur
chase of a pistol, with which he 
was told to proceed to Hankow to 
assassinate Gen. Yang Yung-tai, : 
the Hupeh Governor.

In September last year, the in- j 
v dlctment went on, Yang Hsiao- 
ming was sent to Hankow with 
four other members, all under as
sumed names, and rented house No. 
39, San Chlao Street, to map out 
a suitable location to carry out their 
attempt on Gen. Yang’s life.

All equipped with photographs of 
Gen, Yang, the gang, according to, 
the indictment, had failed to carryi 
out their pwt twice, due to incom
pletion of plans.

2 Shots Fired

Finally, on October 25 last, the 
indictment stated, the assassination 
was carried out successfully while 
Gen. Yang was boarding a launch : 
on the Wuchang bund.

Two shots were fired, the indict-: 
ment said, and both hit Gen. Yang, 
who succumbed to 1 wounds. 
Cheng H&i-chao, the assassin, the 
indictment said, was arrested on* the, 
spot, while his accomplices were sue-: 
cessively apprehended in Wuhu, 
Nanking and Shanghai.

The indictment contained factual 
evidences of the various plots, 
which, the indictment said, were 
engineered by Liu LU-yin,

Formal hearing will be held 
shortly in the Wuchang District 
Court in an open trial, it Is learn h 
ed.
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Alleged Assassination Gang j 
With LocalHeadquarters ;

Serious Charges Made In Indictment Of Liu Lu-ying ' 
In Connection With Murder Of Late General

Yang Yung-tai; Other Plots Revealed
According to the detailed indict

ment drawn up by the Wuchang 
District Court against Mr. Liu Lu- 
ying, suspended member of the 
Central Executive Yuan, who has 
been charged with instigation of the 
murder last .year of General Yang 
Yung-tai, late Governor of Hupeh, 
the head office of the assassination 
gang which is probably the largest 
one of its kind in China was locat
ed in Shanghai, maintaining bran
ches in Nanking and Hupeh.

It is alleged that because of 
jealousy Mr. Liu refused to go to 
Nanking to take up his post as the 
head of the publicity department of 
the Central Kuomintang, but acted 
as a member of the standing com
mittee of the Mass Movement Com
mittee created by the politicians in 
the South-West. His jealousy made 
him determine to murder General 
Yang Yung-tai, General Chang'

Chun, the then Minister of Foreign , 
Affairs, General Chiang Tsao-ping, f 
Minister of Interior, General Yu 
Fee-pong, Minister of Communica- ’ 
tions and General Chiang Kai-shek 
himself.

By virtue of his position he 
organized an assassination gang in 
Shanghai under the name of Young 
Men’s Anti-Japanese and Traitor 
Extermination Special Service Corps 
with headquarters in Shanghai. In 
April of last year seeing that there 
was practically no chance for carry
ing out their programme in Shang
hai they established branch offices 
in Nanking and Shanghai. Yang 
Hsiao-min who has many other 
names, was appointed to look after 
the corps and was to be present at 
the wharf when General Yang was 
murdered.

Yang Hsiao-min is said to have 
presented a written plan for organ
izing the corps to Mr. Liu for ap-' ■ 
proval. Mr. Liu is alleged to have 
approved of the plan promising in 
writing that he was willing to give 
$2,000 as monthly expenses for the 
corps. Mr. Liu is further alleged to- 
have confessed to have made the 
promise, although he denied that he 
had any knowledge of the assas
sination plot. The .indictment ex
plains however, thait any person 
would know that the organization 
aiiried at assassination.

The indictment quotes the alleged 
confessions made by other arrested 
men, including the one who was 
caught red-handed following the 
murder of General Yang, pointing 
to Mr. Liu’s guilt. Members of the 
gang are said to have made several 
investigations in Nanking and Kill
ing with a view to plotting the 
murder of General Chiang Kai-shek 
and General Chang Chun. Several 
attempts on General Yang’s life are 
stated to have been made by the 
assassins before they actually shot 
General Yang at the Wuhan Wharf.

/I



Liu Protests 
Ignorance At 
Hankow Trial 

_ I

Court Packed As Hear
ings In Murder Plots 

Case Conducted
HANKOW, May 16.—(Central). 

—The first courtroom of the Wu
chang District court was packed to 
capacity at the open trial of Liu 
Lu-yin, former Chairman of the 
Central Publicity Council, through- [ 
out the entire day yesterday.

Attired in a grey flannel foreign 
suit, Liu was tried together with -~ 
nine other defendants, charged in 
the indictment as his accomplices 
in engineering a plot to assassinate 
five high government officials.

Four of the .nine alleged accom
plices, Yang Hsiao-ming, Hsiao 
Chun, Fan Chi-ching and Liang 
Chiu-pao, however, are still at 
large.

Only three were brought to the 
i court to answer questions yesterday, 
namely Liu Lu-yin, Kung Po-chc/w 
and Cheng Hsi-chao. It was the 

I last-named who fired two shots at, 
and killed, the late Gen. Yang 
Yung-tai, former Chairman of the 
Hupeh provincial government, at 
Hankow last October 25, and was 
arrested on the spot.

Has 2 Attorneys
Liu was defended by two attor

neys, Wang Chao-hsiang and 
Chang Kuo-chung. The trial was 
presided by Chief Judge Liu Hsien- 
chi.

The judge, in trying Liu Lu-yin, 
first introduced documents seized 
at No. 77, Pan HO Tao, Hongkong, 
one of which was an outlined plan 
of the “China Youth Anti-Japan 
and Traitor-Eradication Special 
Service Corps,” drawn up by Yang 
HsiaO-ming, alias Hsu Chun.

These documents, according to 
the indictment, showed the signa
ture of Liu.

Answering these charges, Liu 
gave no definite replies. Replies of 
similar nature were given to the 
charges regarding the assassination 
plot, which, according to the indict
ment, aimyd at killing five high 
government officials.

The officials were Gen. Chiang 
'Kai-shek, President of the Execu
tive Yuan, Gen. Chang Chun, for
mer Minister of Foreign Affairs 
and now Secretary-General of the 
Central Political Council, Gen. 
Chiang Tso-pln, Minister of Inter

ior, Gen. Yu Fei-peng, Minister of 
Communications, and the late. Gen. 
Yang Yung-tai.

Liu, however, definitely stated 
that he had no connection ip. the 
killing of the late Gen. Yang in 
Hankow last October 35.

Confidence In Chiang
Questioned by the judge as te* his 

attitude toward Generalissimo 
Chiang Kai-shek, Liu replied:

“There is not the last doubt that 
I have perfect confidence in the 
Generalissimo?"

Liu further explained that during 
the last few years he had sacrificed 
the official posts of Vice-President 
of the Examination Yuan and 
Chairman of the Central Publicity, 
Council merely fol- the purpose of 
bringing about unity within the 
Party.

Liu also stated that he had never i 
paid any Interest in the activities of! 
the Southwest at that time, i. and. 
following the death of the late Mr.j 
Hu Han-min, former Chairman of 
the Standing Committee of the 
Central Executive Committee of the 
Kuomintang, he said, he could then 
have proceeded to Nanking to 
assume his pcfct.

He remained in the south, Liu 
said, to take charge of the funeral 
arrangements for the late Mr. Hu,
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Liu Protests
Ignorance At!
Hankow Tria

(Continued from Page 1, Col, 
but before such arrangfelhents w< 
completed, the Southwest impa 
broke cut, thereby arousing put 
suspicions in him.

Liu’s trial was temporarily $ 
journed at noon, and will be c< 
tinned on Monday, May 17.

| The afternoon session was i 
I voted to the .trial to Cheng H 
'chao and Kung PO-cheng.
I Cheng admitted that he joir 
the “China Youth Anti-Japan a 
Traitor-Eradication Special Serv 
Corps” last September under t- 
direction of Yang Hsiad-ming, n« 
at large.

Tells Of Murder
Cheng who was arrested afi 

shooting the late Gen. Yang li 
October 25 gave a full account» 
how the assassination was carr; 
out.

Kung Po-chow, however, ga 
several replies to questions whj 
were in variance with what he H 
previously confessed.

Bfe admitted, however, that 
went to Shanghai twice last ye 
upon summons of Yang Hsia 
ming, during which visits he h 
received from Yang $70.

The court was adjourned It 
yesterday afternoon, and will 
resumed Monday morning.
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FORMER OFFICIAL ON
MURDER CHARGE

Alleged Instigator Of 
Political Killing 

Held For Trial
Mr. Liu Lu-ying. suspended mem- 

bél of fnlé Central Executive Yuan, 
who was arrested some weeks ago 
in Shanghai and escorted to Han
kow in connection with the mur
der of General Yang Yung-tai. late 

. Governor~of Hupeh, will be charg
ed with instigation of the crime. 
The Wuchang District Court has 
obtained strong evidence against 
him, according to Chinese reports. 
Mr. Lu Shih-tseng, chief procurator 
of the Hupeh High Court, has 

I gone to Nanking to make a report 
on his findings.

Mr. Liu, it will be recalled, was 
arrested in front of the Yangtze 
Hotel by representatives of the 
Lunghwa Garrison Headquarters co-operating with the Settlement police. He was arrested, it v^as al- 

< leged, because several suspects in j connection with the Yang assassination had testified that he was the instigator of the crime.After several day’s detention by the Settlement police Mr. Liu was escorted to Hankow by 10 Nantao police officers.
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Liu Yu-yin Appears
For Second Hearing

In Wuchang Tribune
I With the courtroom cleared of 

spectators and newspaper repre
sentatives. the Wuchang District 
Court yesterday afternoon con
ducted a second preliminary 
hearing on Mr. Liu Yu-yin, the 
suspended member of the Central 
Executive Committee of the Kuo
mintang, held on suspicion of * 
being the instigator of the assas- c 
sination of General Yang Yung- - 
tai, the late chairman of the ’ 
Hupeh provincial government. t

During the session, which last
ed for more than three hours and 1 
which was held in camera, some J 
15 prisoners, including the con- - 
fessed murderer, were questioned A 
by the court. They were arrested 
in Hankow, Wuchang, Shanghai j 
and other places before Mr. Liu c 
was taken into custody in Shang- > 
hai. i

It is now declared that the pro- ’ 
curator handling the preliminary ’ 
hearing is concluding his case and 
will soon draw up an indictment 
against Mr. Liu.

FILE
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LIU CASE
HANKOW, March 19.—The sec

ond hearing of Mr. Liu Lu-yin, 
member of the C.E.C. in suspension, 
who was arrested in Shanghai last 
month and extradited here for al
leged complicity in the assassina
tion of General Yang Yung-tai, 
former Chairman of the Hupeh 
Provincial Government, was held 
in camera at the Wuchang District 
Court at one o’clock this afternoon.

Mr. Liu, together with a score 
of other suspects, were brought in 
the court for questioning which 
lasted for. three hours.—Central 
News.
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Kuomintang Man 
Faces Tribunal

Liu Ln-yin Gets First i 
Hearing In Wuchang 

District Court
Mr. Liu Lu-yin, member of the 

• Central Executive Committee ol i 
t the Kuomintang, whose special ( 
t privileges have been suspended for t 

three months pending his trial on t 
charges of-having instigated the I 

I murder of General Yang Yung- g 
. tai,, the late chairman of the j 

Hupeh provincial government 
faced the Wuchang'District Court v 
for a preliminary session Satur- ( 
day, according to reports from f 
^Hankow today.

' During the session, Mi*. L|u i 
1 emphatically denied the charges 

and asked for a speedy trial in 
order that his innocence may be 
proved. The judge adjourned tlie

> case indefinitely and it is expect- . 
ed that all of the other suspect ; 
in the case, including Chen Chili* 
chao, the confessed murderer, will 
be arraigned before the court 
during the next* hearing as wit- ' 
nesses for the prosecution. Chen 

' and the others are alleged to have ' 
implicated Mr. Liu as the “master
mind” of the alleged assassination ‘ 
gang.

Arrested in Shanghai and hand- ’ 
ed over to the Hupeh High Court 
by order of the First Special Dis
trict Court, Mr.T Liu is detained * 
in the court cells incorfimunicado. 
He is accorded preferential treat- ’ 
ment but deprived of the right to 
receive callers. Only on the first 
day of his detention there, his 
brother was allowed to interview 
him. During that interview, Mr. 
Liu advised his brother to return 
to Shanghai to resume his teach
ing job. He also asked his brother 
to delay retaining the services of j 
a lawyer for his defense.

While in his cell, Mr. Liu spends 
most of his time composing poems 
and reading ancient classics. He 
Was not allowed to read news
papers, it is understood.
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ORDINARY MURDER
CHARGE

Mr. Liu Lu-ying to be Tried 
by Hupeh District Court

Hankow, Mar. 8.
Mr. Liu Lu-ying, a member of the 

Central Executive Committee and 
until recently chairman of ♦he central 
publicity bureau of the Kuomintang 
in Nanking, will be tried in the Hupeh 
District Court instead of the High 
Court.

The charge against Mr. Liu, who 
was arrested late last month in Shang
hai, is complicity in two assassinations 
—those of Mr. Tang Yu-jen, Vice- 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, in 1935, 
and of General Yang Yung-tai, 
governor of Hupeh, last year.

The accused will not be tried in the 
High Court on the ground that the 
case is one of “ordinary murder.” No 
date for the trial has yet been fixed.— 
Reuter.
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LiuJLu-j/ing To Be Tried In 
Hupeh District Court

Case One Of “Ordinary Murder”; Date Not Set; 
Charge Of Complicity IrTTwo Assassin-

ations Of High Chinese Officials
HANKOW, March 8.—Mr. Liu Lu- 

ying, member of the Central Execu
tive Committee and until recently 
Chairman of the Central Publicity 
Bureau of the Kuomintang in Nan
king, will be tried in the Hupeh Dis
trict Court instead of the High 
Court.

The charge against Mr. Liu, who 
was arrested late last month in 
Shanghai, is complicity in two assas
sinations—those of Mr. Tang Yu-jen, 
Vice-Minister of Foreign Affairs, in 
1935, and of Genera] Yang Yung- 
tai, Governor of HUpeh, last year.

The accused will not be tried in 
the High Court on the ground that 
the case is one of “ordinary mur
der.” No date for the trial has yet 
been-fixed-

The Shanghai Municipal Police 
carried out the arrest of Mr. Liu 
at the request of the Chinese author
ities. He was seized outside a hotel 
in the International Settlement early 
in the morning of February 24.

Later Mr. Liu. appeared before the 
Chinese Court where an application 
for his extradition was made in 
behalf of General Yang Hu, the 
Shanghai and Woosung Garrison 
Commander. The police remanded 
Mr. Liu in custody pending further 
investigation.

On March 1 his extradition was 
granted by the First Special Dis
trict Court following applications 
from officials of the Hupeh High 
Court who flew specially from Han
kow in order to attend the hearing, 

f The defence pleaded that the ap

plication should be supported by 
evidence with a view to establish
ing a prima facie case. This, how
ever, was rejected by the Court.

Three days later, the . accused, ac
companied by relatives and friends 
and guarded by Chinese police offi
cers, arrived in Hankow.

Mr. Liu belonged to the Canton 
faction in which he had been close« 
ly associated with the late Mr. Hu 
Han-min, former chairman of the 
Central Executive Cbmmittee.V- 
Reuter.
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District Court
Gets Lju Case

Kuomintang Official 
Dodges Hupeh High 

Tribunal
(Reuter’s Agency)

HANKOW, Mar. 8.—Mr. Liu.
Lu-ying, member ofrtfie Central ’ 
Executive Committee and until re
cently chairman of the central 

. publicity bureau of the Kuomin
tang in Nanking, will be tried in 
the Hupeh District Court instead 
of the High Court.

The charge against Mr Liu who 
was arrested late last month in 
Shanghai, is complicity in two as
sassinations those of Mr. Tang 
Yu-jen, Vice-Minister of Foreign 
Affairs, in 1935, and of General 
Yang Yung-tai, governor of 
Hupeh, last year.

The accused wilf not be tiled in 
the High Court on the ground 
that the case is one. of “ordinary 
n»order”. No date for the trial 
has yet been fixed.

The Shanghai Municipal police 
canted out the arrest of Mr. Liu 
at the reouestof Chinese authori
ties. He. was seized outside an 
hotel in the International Settle
ment carW in the morning of 
February 24.

Mr. Liu belong to the Canton 
faction in which he had been| 
closely associated with the late Mr. 
Hu Han-min. former chairman of 
the Central Executive Committee.

---------------------
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I LIU INCOMMUNICADO AS

• j INVESTIGATIONS INTO

HANKOW ACTIONS GO ON
Investigations into the alleged 

complicity of Mr. Liu Lu-yiri, 
former C.E.C. member, in the 
assassination of General Yang 
Yung-tai, are beinc conducted 
by officials of the Hupeh High 
Cours in preparation of the 

• opening of the trial this week, 
i Chinese reports reaching here 
I yesterday from Hankow stated. 
I Mr. Liu, who arrivet: in Wu- 
I chang in the custody of Court 
i officials, is now being lodged in 

in special cell. During the time 

when the investigation if in 
progress, the former C.E.C. 
member will be refused per
mission to see any visitor’, in
cluding his wife, who went with 
him to the Wuhan city.

The inquiry, the report said, 
Is being personally conducted 
by Mr. Wang Chien-ching, 
Chief Procurator of the High 
Court. Hankow dispatches stated j 
last night that Mr. Liu’s 
trial is slated to start sometime j 
thk week. e
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LIU JSENT TO HANKOW 
UNDER HEAVY GUARD
Ten Constables Escort 

Former C.E.C. Man;
Family Leaves

Mr. Liu Lu-ying,^member of the 
Central”~^Kxecutive Committee and 
former head of the Publicity De
partment of the Central Kuomin
tang Headquarter who was recent
ly arrested here and extradited on Monday to the Hupeh High Court 
for trial in connection with the 
assassination last year of General 
Yang Yung-tai, Governor of Hupeh, left here yesterday morning for 
Hankow aboard a China Merchants* 
steamer under the escort of 10 
Chinese police officers.

Besides the police officers Mr. Liu 
was also accompanied by some of 
his relatives and Mr. Chang Fu-sen, secretary of the Hupeh High Court, who flew here on Monday in order to secure Mr. Liu’s extradition from the First Special District Court within whose jurisdiction Liu was arrested last week.
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MURDER SUSPECT IS I 
HANDED OVER

I Lieu Loo-yin^ Ordered to be 
Sent to Hankow

OFFICIAL FLIES HERE 
TO ESCORT HIM

Mr. Lieu Loo-ying, a member of th 
^Central Executive Committee of th 
Kuomintang, who was arrested in th 
Settlement last Wednesday by detec■ 

.tives of the Shanghai and Woosungj 
Garrison Commander’s headquarters»? 
is now in the hands of the extra-3 
Settlement Chinese authorities, bavins 
been ordered to be handed over by| 
the First Special District Court 
yesterday morning.

A representative of the Hupeh* 
Provincial High Court took an aero-: 
plane from Hankow and arrived ini 
Shanghai about 11 am. yesterday for 
the sole purpose of escorting to the 
up-river city Mr. Lieu, who, among 
other things, is being suspected of 
being concerned in the assassination! > 
in Hankow, of Gen. Yang Yung-taij 
former chairman of the Hupeh Pro-< 
vincial Government, in 1936. Mr. 
Lieu, it is further alleged by the 
Chinese military, is also suspected of 
being concerned in the murder of the 
late Mr. Tang Yu-jen, former Vifie-j 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, in 1935.

Strong objection to Mr. Lieu’s ex-, 
tradition was voiced by Mr. Lieu1’ 
himself and his several lawyers who 
alleged that the arrest without a; 
warrant was illegal and that, further! 
more, there was no prima facie evid-, 
ence against him.

The Judge pointed out that he, 
could order Mr. Lieu’s extradition 
because the Hupeh Provincial High! 
Court was a competent law court.' 
Mr. M. G. Tsang, legal adviser to the{ 
Shanghai City Government Police| 
Bureau, told the Judge that his 
Bureau had also been requested in a 
telegraphic message by the Hupeh 
tribunal to assist in securing Mr. 
Lieu’s custody.

After a legal battle lasting over 
half an hour, the Judge gave his de
cision to the effect that Mr. Lieu be 
handed over to the Hupeh High Court 
with the assistance of the Shanghai 
City Government Police Bureau.
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LHJ EXTRADITED
Alleged Assassin Gang 
Chieftain Sails Heavily 
Guarded For Hankow

Speaks 30 Minutes
J In his fight against extradition 
.yesterday morning. Mr. Liu main- 
| tained, in an outburst of oratory 
| that lasted for more than 30 minu
tes, that he had been illegally 

| arrested and that for this reason 
• he should be turned loose.

At the beginning of his state- 
1 ment, he made two requests of the 
j court. He first asked that he be 
; accorded adequate protection from 
•the Chinese Military authorities by 
( the Settlement tribunal and se
condly, that his case be handled in

Settlement Judge Transfers Accused To Hupeh) 
Court; Dramatic Outbursts Mark Hearing;

Prisoner Pleas Against Extradition
Mr. Liu Lu-yin, former Director of the Publicity Department of the 

Kuomintang Headquarters, whose extradition to the Hupeh High 
Court was granted in the First Special District Court yesterday morn
ing after a heated session which lasted the major part of the forenoon, 
was on his way to Wuchang this morning where he will stand trial for 
being concerned in the murder of Mr. Yang Yung-tai, Chairman of 
the Hupeh Provincial Government, last year.

The wanted man was formally handed over to the High Court 
authorities, sent here from Hupeh to take him into custody, at the 

'_______________ ;—-—r Louza Police Station at 1 p.m., one
-1 hour after the court session had 

concluded. He was taken to Bureau 
of Police Headquarters and kept 
there until late in the evening when 
Hupeh authorities, with him in 

‘their care, left for Hankow.
‘ Mr. Liu sailed aboard the steamer;

I 1 Kiangnan. He was taken to the 
'ship at 1:50 this morning, The 
¡China Press learned after a careful 
I check, under a guard of 10 men. 
I The ship was scheduled to sail at
4 a.m.

From Hankow, the party will 
’proceed across the Yangtse to Wu- 
I chang where the Hupeh High Court 
is located. His trial is expected to 
start before the end of the current 
week.

Interviewed by a China Press 
reporter at the court yesterday 
morning, Mr. Liu stated that he 
had no idea why he had been 
arrested.

“Very Bewildering’*
“I am inn: cent of these charges 

they have brought against me," he 
told the newsman in excellent Eng
lish. “It is all very bewildering U 
me. I would like to make a mart- 
illuminative statement to Thi: 
China Press, but since I don’t know 
what it's all about myself, how can 
I?

“But haven’t you any suspicions 
as to what it is all about?” the 
reporter wanted t6 know.

Mr. Liu answered this by stating 
that he supposed secret agents had 

} been spreading false rumors about 
him to Generalissimo Chiang Kai-; 
shek that he (Liu) was machinating 

i against General Chiang.

I1 “But Chiang is a good man,” he 
said. “Why Should I do that?”

The man continued that he knew 
of no reason why he should have 
been implicated in the slaying of 
General Yang. He declared that 

» Yang was his friend. “He helped 
me and i helped him,” he said.

The scene cf this' interview was 
an outer office of the court where 
Mr. Liu was brought and kept for 
a few moments before he was 

\ returned to the Louea Station. He 
’ was surrounded by Settlement 
I police officers, who, however, made 

nc- attempt to break up the inter
view. On the spot was the suspect's 
pretty wife and her female com- ! 
panion. After the interview, he, 
issued a few instructions to his 
wife, and then accompanied the' 
police to a waiting van for trans
portation back to the station.

accordance with the letter of the i 
law.

His chief fear, it appeared, was 
that he would be handed over to 
the military authorities for trial by 
a military tribunal. He was in
formed, however, that it was not 
the military authorities that had 
requested his extradition but the

• Hupeh High Court.
Courtroom Packed

The courtroom yesterday morning 
Was literally packed. Spectators, 
many of them Cantonese, filled 
every available seat and square inch 
of standing space. The case was 
originally scheduled to start at 
9.30 p.m. but the court had pre
viously been informed that an 
official from the Hupeh High Court 
at Wuchang was on his way to 
Shanghai by airplane and probably 
would not arrive until noon. The 
hearing was accordingly delayed.

The court representative put in ! 
his appearance at 11 o’clock.

His plane had arrived from Han
kow at about 10 a.m. and he had 
proceeded immediately to the court | 
by automobile. He stated that his 
name was Chang Fu-sheng and 
that his mission in shanghai was 
to take Liu back to Wuchang with 
him for trial. He presented a 
written request from the Hupeh 
tribunal together with information 
containing the nature of the charges 
against the suspected man.

- The Hupeh tribunal informed the 
local court that it wanted Liu for 
the purpose of trying him on 
charges of being concerned in the 
murder of General Yang Yung-tai, > 
Chairman of the Hupeh Provincial i 
Government, last year. The Hupeh 
authorities were in possession of 
evidence indicating that he had 
been involved, it was stated.

Says Accusation False
Asked what of this, Mr. Liu de- 

! dared that he was an innocent 
man and that he was being falsely 
accused. Then the battle against 
extradition really got underway and 
the fight lasted until nocn with Liu 
and his defense attorneys doing 
most of the talking.

After Liu had raised the question 
I of illégal arrest, Mr. M. G. Tsang, 

legal adviser to the Bureau of 
¡Police, who was present in1 court,

I .

pointed out that his Bureau had 
hot arrested the suspect but that 
he had been taken into cüstodÿ by 
detectives of the Woosung and 

i Shanghai Garrison and handed over
. < Id- the Settlement >uithorities.

Mr. Liu Was how in the hand.# 
of the Settlement ..police, it was 
pointed out, and further the Hupeh 

, High Court w^n^d iihn on a mur- 
. der chargé, therèfore Jt followed 

that he should be handed over, the 
Bureau of Police representative 
added.

The matter was too serious to 
pass over lightly, it .was stated, and 

;since Mr. Liu...was in custody and 
wanted ip Hupeh (or being allegedly 
concerned ‘ in an assassination, Mr. 
Tsang could see no reason why he 
should be liberated by the First 

I Special district Court. The evid
ence against him was of such a 
nature, it was stated, that the 

j Hupeh authorities deemed it reces- 
Isary to bring the man to triai.
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Liu Extradited To Hupeh 
Court On Despatch

Former C.E.C. Member Argues He Was Illegally 
Arrested, No Prima Facie Case Made; Alleged 

To Have Plotted Killings; Heated Hearing
After a heated hearing at which 

the three defence counsel and the 
prisoner . himself heatedly protested 
against the illegal' arrest and made 
a strong plea that the law be ob
served and a prima facie case made 
out, Mr. Liu Lu-yin, 44, former 
Chairman of the Publicity Depart
ment of the Central Executive Com
mittee, was ordered to be extradit
ed . to the HUpeh High Court by 
Judge Feng in the First Special 
District Court yesterday morning. 
Mr. Liu is wanted to answer to al
legations of having instigated the 
murder of General Yang Yung-tai, 
Governor of Hupeh, in Hankow 
last November.

No prima facie case was made 
out in court yesterday and when 
Liu himself in a passionate address 
protested against this, Judge Feng 
pointed out that under the Rendi
tion * Agreement a man could be 
handed over, without evidence be
ing heard, to a qualified court of 
law. In answer to protests that 

1 Liu was unlawfully arrested, Judge 
Feng pointed out that as he was 
already in custody, he was not con
cerned with the question of arrest, 
but with the handing over.

Liu was ordered to be handed 
over to the representative of the 
Hupeh Court, who arrived in the 
courtroom at 11.10 a.m. with a 
formal application. ' Liu was order
ed to be handed over to his custody. 
From the court he was taken back 
to the Chengtu Road Police Station, 
and handed over to the Police Bureau 
officers. It was expected he would 
be sent to Hankow either last night 
or to-day.

The case, which was heard before 
a packed couilroom, ewas delayed 
nearly two hours as the judge wait
ed for formal communications from 
Hankow.

Appeals For Protection
Mr. Liu, who was wearing a fur- 

lined Chinese gown, stood calmly in 
the dock and made a strong appeal 
for protection under the existing1 
laws of the country as well as his 
personal safety. He repeatedly de- ! 
dared that his arrest had been il- j 
legal and demanded that his case ' 
be handled through regular legal i 
channels.

The lawyers for the defendant 
asked for further delay and invest
igation of the case and requested 
the judge to release Mr. Liu on bail, f 
This request, however, was rejected.

The communication received by r 
the First Special District Court from 
the Hupeh High Court at Hankow 
stated that the suspects arrested in 
the murder of General Yang Yung- 
tai last year confessed that Mr. Liu 
Lu-yin had engineered the plot. I

The note went on to say that Mr. 
Liu also formerly organized the 
‘‘Revolutionary Army Group’* and 
the “China Youth Special Service 
Corp,*’ which are reactionary organ
izations. The Hupeh court request- 
ed the extradition of Mr. Liu in ’ 
order to carry out a further in- 
vestigation of the assassination.

. 1 . *
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Kwangsi Leaders 
Standing By Liu

Generals Li, Pai Delay 
Carrying Out Nanking

Official Rites
Generals Li Tsung.jen and Pai 

Chung-hsi, influential Kwangsi 
leaders, have postponed the cere* 
mony for their assumption of the 
new Nanking appointments as 
commander and vice-commander 
of the Fifth ftoute Army, original
ly scheduled to take place in 
Kweilin, the new Kwangsi pro
vincial capital, this mcming.

Although it was officially an- 
trounced in Kweilin that the delay 
was due to the failure of General 
Huang Shu-chu, chairman of the 
Kwangsi provincial government 
appointed by Nanking to officiate 
at the oath-taking ceremony, to 
return to Kwangsi in time, it is 
generally believed that the post
ponement was arranged as a re
prisal against the arrest of Mr. 
Liu Lu-yin, their close associate, 
in Shanghai on charges of being 
involved in the assassination oi 
General Yang Yung-tai, chairman 
of the Hupeh provincial govern
ment, and Mr. Tang Yu-jen, vice- 
minister of foreign affairs. Mr.

; Liu was handed over to the Hupeh 
High Court in Hankow by ths 
First District Court today.

Described as a “master-mind* 
of the Kwangtung-Kwangsi revolt 
last year and chief of the “South
west political group,” Mr. Liu is 
closely associated with the 
Kwangsi group. He was in Nan- I 
ning until General Li yielded to ; 
the military pressure of the Nan
king authorities last year.

The San Francisco branch of 
tlie Chinese Kuomintang has just 
telegraphed to the Central Kuo
mintang Headquarters in Nanking 
on behalf of the arrested member 

(of the Central Executive Com- 
|m.ittee. His immediate release is 
requested. While Mr. Liu was in 
San Francisco, he served as editor ( 
of “Young China,** a weekly 
magazine, and also served as ; 
secretary-general of the Kuomin- j 
tang headquarters in that city! 
with control of all of the Kuo-1 
mAiitaiW branches in the United | 
States. Mr. Liu obtained his de-1 
gree as bachelor of seiep.ce at th? I

■ University of California.

« » ------
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I Liu Extradited 
By Hupeh Court 

In Hot Session
CEC Man Handed Over 

By Settlement Court 
To Face Charges 
i - ■

LAWYERS, JUDGE, 
PRISONER ARGUE

No Evidence Presented ;
To Implicate Man

In Yang Murder
-~' —...... I

Amid scenes of hot bickering, ' 
constant recriminations and plea 
that the law be observed, Mr. 
Liu Lu-yin, former chairman of * 
the Publicity Department of the . 
Central Executive Committee was 
extradited from the Settlement 
this morning and handed over to 
a representative of the Bureau of 
Public Safety who will in turn : 
hand Liu to the jurisdiction of 
the Hupeh High Court for trial 4 
on charges oi instigating the ‘ 
murder of Yang Yung-tao, chair
man of the Hupeh Provincial 
Government, in Hankow last 
November.

No evidence of any kind im
plicating Mr. Liu in the murder 
was presented in the First District 
Court this morning and a group 
of defense lawyers used this as a 
ground of appeal against tne 
handing over of their client 

Dramatic Dispatch 
Answering this, Judge Feng 

claimed that the Rendition 
Agreement between the Chinese 
authorities and the Settlement 
provided that a modem law court 
c uld obtain jurisdiction of a 
person by simply requesting it 
and identifying the man wanted.

A dispatch from the Hupeh 
High Court was presented with 
dramatic suddenness to Judge 
Feng when a clerk of the Hupeh 
court, just arrived by airplane 
from Hankow, rushed in to the 
courtroom and gave his creden-, 
tials.

Declares Ignorance
Mr. Liu, speaking to a repre

sentative of the Shanghai Even
ing Pest and Mercury, declared 
that he did not know what the 
case was all about. He said that 
he had been held up by guns and 
illegally arrested, stated that he 
thought secret agents had carried 
false reports to ¡Generalissimo 
Chiang Kai-shek.

After Mr. Liu had been kept 
waiting in the courtroom for over

I two hours, Assistant Municipal 
Advocate Paul Y. Ru got up, told 

i the judge that a representative of 
the High Court of Hupeh was on 
his way to Shanghai, but evidently 
bad been delayed by bad weather. 
He suggested a remand of three 

} hours, stating, that it would be 
I better if Liu were handed to the 
High Court and not to the Bureau 
of Police. Mr. Liu broke in and 
paid he did not know where the 

■*—- O/tn» P)
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¡evidence wa'3. “This is not just,” 
' he said. M

Extradition Asked
After short bickering, Mr. M. 

. G. Tsang, legal adviser to the 
; Police Bureau, handed a letter to 
i Judge Feng which he had received 
from the Hupeh Court. This let
ter asked for the extradition of 
Liu, said h<? had been implicated 
by some of the 15 persons convict
ed in Hankow of complicity in the 
murder of Yang Yung-tai. He said 
that according to the rendition 
agreement, if a modem law court 
made a request for extradition, it 
was to be granted on identification 
of the person wanted.

Three defense lawyers jumped to 
their feet, said that a man arrest
ed in the Settlement should be 
extradited only after presentation 
of evidence. According to criminal 
procedure, the accused must be 
tuspected of a crime, if the ac
cused had tried to escape, he could 
be detained, but the accused had 
hot.

Interruption
Ru jumped up to announce that 

a representative of the High Court 
had suddenly arrived.

Liu interrupted him.
“I have not absconded. The 

evidence is not sufficient to im
plicate me. If there had been an 
investigation beforehand I would 
be willing to surrender. This is a 
serious matter and can’t be dealt 
with this way.”

Question Of Evidence
Judge: This is not a question of 

whether the accused is a criminal 
oi* not. Is not a question of 
evidence.

Liu: Somebody is trying to im
plicate me wrongfully. Who is 
going to pay me for tne damage 
done?

Judge: This court cannot find 
you guilty or not guilty. The 
Hupeh court will find you guilty 
op not guilty. If some other in
stitution wanted to extradite you 
we could question it, but since the 
court asks for it, we shall not ask 
for evidence. You’ll get protection.

“An Outrage’’
Lawyers for Lou again jumped 

up. They said the arrest of their 
client was an outrage. “The Ac
cused ' should never have been 
brought to court. He was illegally 
arrested. And thus lie should not 
be extradited.”

Judge: This Is not a question of 
whether he was arrested wrong
fully or not. If he had not been 
arrested there would be no way to 
deal with the case, but since he is 
already here the question of ar
rest does not arise.

Bail Demanded
Lawyers, accused and a re

presentative started to speak all 
at once, the lawyers claiming that 
Liu had been arrested without 
merit of warrant, and demanded 
bail for Liu. After a heated de
bate, Liu said that he had suffered 
greatly. HUs reputation had been 
impaired. “I’m not an ordinary 
criminal. My name is in the past 
history of the Kuomintang. Every
thing done In such a hasty way is 
not right.”

Lawyers for defence: According 
to the Constitution no man may 
be arrested Just by willing it. The 
warrant Is wrong and Liu should 
be released.

Cerne To Take Liu
After more arguments, the clerk 

' of the Hupeh dbùrt took the wit
ness stand and declared, “I am the 
clerk of thè Hupeh High Court 
and I come to take th? Yu*lin.”

Liu asked the judge if the man 
had really come from the court. 
As the judge was writing his sen* 
fence, Hu launched into a long 
plea. ‘‘What crime did I commit? 
We must save our country’s name. 
Even if I did commit a crime this 
is not according to law. There 
is not the least suspicion against 
me. I must defend myself. I re* 
quest the law.”

The judge stated that every
thing had been done according to 
law and ordered Liu handed to 
the Hupeh High Court through 
the Bureau of Police.

A reporter of the Evening Post 
asked Mr. Liu if he had any state
ment to make.

“What statment can I make? 
I have nothing to do with this 
case. I don’t know why they hold 
me or what is the cause.”

Used gSuis

Just before Liu was hustled away 
in a car, the reporter asked him 
if detectives had used guns against, 
him.

“Yes, they tried to get me away. 
They all had guns, but I jumped 
into the driver’s seat of my car 
and refused to get out. This was 
nothing more than a kidnap at
tempt.”

Asked if he knew who was be
hind his arrest, Liu replied that 
he supposed secret agents had 
been spreading false rumors about 
him to General Chiang and had 
said that he (Liu) was machinat
ing against Chiang. “But Chian? 
is a good man, why should I d* 
that?”

“Yang Was My Friend”
Liu also declared he knew no 

reason why he should be implicat
ed in the murder of Yang. “Yang 
was my friend. He helped me and 
I helped him.”

Two persons have already been 
sentenced to die for the m.Urder 
of Yang and 13 others convicted 
by the Hupeh High Court, which 
claims that Liu was implicated 
luring the trial ais instigator of the 
murder.

c
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Odd Case Of Mr. Liu
* SPBRtAwfewU ■ ......................

PECULIAR CIRCUMSTANCES surround the. 
* case of Mr. Liu Lu-yin, member of thei 
Central Executive Committee of the Kuomin
tang and follower of the late Mr. Hu Han-min, 
who will appear for the second time at the 
First Special District Court on Monday.

Frankly we do not thoroughly understand 
the'case, nor does the conduct of detectives 
of the Shanghai-Woosung Garrison greatly 
assist in shedding light upon it.

When Mr. Liu emerged early last Wed
nesday from a hotel in the International 
Settlement, these detectives, with drawn 
pistols, tried to force him Into a motorcar. 
Perhaps Mr. Liu is a very hardened criminal 
indeed; we have no information about that. I 
But for detectives thus to attempt the role 
of illegal kidnappers clears no issue concern
ing his misdeeds real or alleged.

Considerable uproar followed the incident 
with the result that a Chinese constable of 
the Settlement police assumed jurisdiction 
and Mr. Liu went to Louza Station which he 
evidently preferred to Chinese territory. Sub- 
i^uehfly'There were allegations that ~he had 
been in some fashion involved in the mur
der of General Yang Yung-tai, governor of 
Hupeh, last November, and the murder In 
Shanghai on Christmas Day, 1935, of Tang 
Yu-jen. But no proof has been openly 
adduced despite one hearing in open court.

The problem which interests us is whether 
such proof, on at least a prima facie basis, 
will be forthcoming on Monday. Friends of 
Mr. Liu assert that he is no murderer but 
victim of a “policial frame-up.” This is a grave 
but by no means unprecedented charge and 
we incline to the belief that it should have 
the effect of inducing special scrutiny of the 
charges against him—nothing more and no
thing less.

In other words, before Settlement author!- 
i surrender jurisdictjonthey should see to

U PglSLmm xa believe that 
f tau EM. done something other than tall 
into pqTtjcfil disfavor. This is not to he, 
come involved in Chinese politics, but rather 
the precise opposite. _
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LIU RELATIVES SEEK [ 
AlOP iOUN FO
Arrested Kuomintang 

Member May Go To
Hupeh For Trial

Mr. Liu Yu-nien, a brother of 
Mr. Liu Lo-ying, member of the 
Central Executive Committee of the 
Kuomjptang, who was arrested here 
on Wednesday on suspicion that he | 
was involved in two political mur- | 
ders, went to see Mr. Sun Fo, | 
President of . the Legislative Yuan, . 
here yesterday soon after the 
latter's arrival from Nanking. Mr. 
Liu was accompanied by Mr. Sun 
Ching-yar, another member of the ! 
C. E. C.

j Although the exact purpose of * 
| Mr. Liu's visit to Mr. Sun was not 
known it was generally believed that 
it was in connection with his bro
ther’s arrest. Mr. Sun, however, 
declared to a press interview that the 
arrested official would be dealt with 
strictly according to law.

It is reported that the extradition 
of Mr. Liu Lu-ying is being 
anxiously awaited by the provincial 
authorities in Hupeh, where he may 
be tried with several others in con- 

■ nection with the assassination last 
year of General Yang Yung-tai, 
then Governor of the province.

Formal extradition to the Chinese 
authorities of Mr. Liu is expected 
oh Monday when he will be 

; brought up in the First Special 
District Court for trial. It is fur
ther reported that in trying to 
obtain Mr. Liu's extradition, local 
Chinese authorities will charge him 
with instigating the assassination of 
the late Hupeh Governor rather 
than that of the late Vice-Minister 
of Foreign Affairs, Mr. Tang Yu- 
jen, who was shot dead on Christ
mas Day, 1935, in the Concession.

a
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“ILLEGAL* ARREST”

2 Editor, The China Press
Sir:—The spectacular arrest of 

Mr. Liu Yu-viQ. a high Chinese of-.
i ficial, in front of the Yangtse
3 Hotel at 1:30 a.m. last Tuesday, by 
. detectives of the Shanghai-Woo- 
i sung Garrison Headquarters 
, amounts to kidnaping. The authori- 
1 ties cannot countenance such il- 
, legal acts. Mr. Liu is charged with 
l instigating murders» but so far no 
t. ¡proof has been adduced.
*1 The question of handing Mr. Liu, 
' [over to the Chinese authorities is I 
-•a delicate matter without proof of
* 'the charge. The Settlement 
5 [authorities simply cannot afford 
r’tc encourage kidnaping in this 
‘ Settlement in favor of outside

authorities. The Chinese author!-1
* ties know the procedure how|
* to obtain the arrest of a|

person in this Settlement, but it I 
did not follow the right method.! 
What would the Chinese authorities! 
say if the British Consul had sent! 
a British policeman to arrest or) 
kidnap a British subject residing I 
in Chinese Territory without [ 
first notifying the Chinese authori
ties there? Mr. Liu’s case is exact
ly like it.

The Settlement authorities must 
be jealous of its administration
and must not allow such trespass 
to happen again. If Mr. Liu is 
handed over, it simply means that 
the Settlement authorities are en
couraging kidnaping and acquiesce 
in the arrest of a person in the 
Settlement by outside 'authorities 
without a warrant. It is absolutely 
illegal to arrest a person first to 
issue a warrant after his arrest. 
Why was not a warrant issued in 
this case? The outside Chinese 
authorities absolutely ignored the 
Settlement authorities and were so 
sure that they would’ be able to 

’carry away Mr. Liu to Chinese tcr- 
jritory without being interfered with.
Their plans werst miscamea and 
Mr. Liu is still in the settlement.

TM illegal arrest of W, m^y 
prove a boomerang when China 
demands the ^boljtjonoi extrality. 
The foreign Powers whose nationals 
stillenjoy^ extraterritorial jnivilegesj 
wflF nev^^ee to surrender ex^ 
tfalfty; because what the Chinese 
^hbrities couldC dp To Lfu, they

M. .^rican, 
a Trenchman, an Englishman or ^a 
«Tapanesg_ subject, Wltfi^extraiity, 
tHcyare^protected and oould only 
be arrested/on a warrant from his 
consular authorities.

r It seems not worthwhile to press 
for thé extradition of Mr. Liu at 
thé present moment, .otherwise it j 
will give extrality Powers an ex
cellent argument and unique oppor-j 
tunity to reject China s plea for thei 
early abolition of extrality.

Yours truly 
ItJL. Lansing[

- ‘-I- ! .............. '“1 ..... ..
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Liu Hearing To 
Be In Camera
C.E.C. Man To Face Ex

tradition Proceedings
* —II»

Reporters of local newspapers 
will probably be excluded from the 
courtroom tomorrow morning at the j 
First Special District Court when 
Mr. Liu Lu-yin, former head of the 
Central Publicity Department of the 
Kuomintang, is brought before the 
tribunal to face definite extradition 
proceedings.

Although no definite announce
ment to this effect has been made, 
it was reported last night that the 
session will most likely be held in 
camera.

Suspected of being implicated in 
the murder of General Yang Yung* 
tai, Chairman of the Hupeh Pro
vincial Government, last year, and 
Mr. Tang Yu-jen, Vice-Minister of 
Foreign Affairs, in 1935, Mr. Liu 
was arrested in Shanghai in front 
of the Yangtse Hotel, Yunnan Road, 
on Wednesday, February 24:

He was brought before the court 
the following day when represen
tatives of the Woosung-Siianghai 
Garrison stated that he- was want
ed by the Chinese authorities. 
Evidence against him was not pre
sented, however, and a remand until 
Monday was granted in order to 
give the local garrison time to 
establish a prima facie case.

It was stated last night that the 
Chinese authorities will present the 
necessary evidence together with a 
formal request for extradition when 
the case comes up Monday, it was 
also reported that if extradition is 
granted, the suspected; man will 
be taken to wuchang to stand trial 
in the Hupeh High Court for the 
slaying of General Yang.

i
i 
I i 
t

t 1
f
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LIU Tii.BE DEALT I WITH ACCORDING

TO LAW, SATS SUN
Mr. Liu Lu-yin, C.E.C. mem- 

. ber, who was arrested on Feb. 24 
oh a charge of alleged complicity

• in the murder of Gen. Yang Yung- 
, tal, late chairman of the Hupei 
i provincial government, and Mr.
• Tang Yu-jen, Vice-Minister off 
■ Foreign Affairs, will be dealt with
t in accordance with law, declared 
i Mr. Sun Fo, president of the Legis- 
i lative Yuan, upon his arrival here
• yesterday morning from Nanking 
» by train.

In regard to the Red problem in 
; China, the Legislative Yuan head . 
> said that should the communists 
t abide by the four measures as pro

mulgated by the recent Third Ple
nary of the Fifth Central Execu
tive Committee of the Kuomintang 
and demonstrate their efforts for ! 
the country by actual deeds, they 5 
will be allowed to come to the 

.Government fold peacefully.
I The present slowdown in Japan’s 
[diplomatic relations with China, 
Mr. Sim opined, is only for the 
time being.

Mr. Sun confirmed the report 
that he will leave for the south to 
inspect the reconstruction work, of 
Kwangtung and Hainan Island, 
but the exact date for his depar
ture has not yet been fixed.
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Liu Extradition
Waited By Hupeh

< High Tribunal
Assassin Plot Suspect

Faces Local Court
Monday

COURT OF HANKOW 
SEEKS CONTROL

Prisoner Languishing 
In Steam-Heated

Jail Cell
Mr. Liu Lu-yin, member of the 

Central Executive Committee of 
the Kuomintang arrested here 
early Wednesday morning for 
alleged complicity in the murder 
of General Yang Yung-tai and 
Mr. Tang Yu-jen, will be escort
ed to Hankow under armed sur
veillance to face the special tri
bunal where some 17 others are 
being held on charges of being i 
involved in the shooting of the) 
late Hupeh provincial government 
chairman last November

The extradition of the distin
guished prisoner, however, still 
depends on the outcome of the 
Monday morning session at the 
First Special District Court. Ar
rested in front of the Yangtze 
Hotel, Yunnan Hoad, inside the 
International Settlement, Mr. Liu 
is now in custody of the Settle
ment police on a writ of detention 
issued by the Chinese court. He 
is held in a special private cell in 
the Chengtu Road station with 
privileges to be served with his 
own meals and receive members 
of his family.

Formal applications for his 
custody are to be made by repre
sentatives of the Shanghai- 
Woosung Garrison Commander’s 
Headquarters at the First Special 
District Court Monday morning. 
It is understood that the Lunghwa 
representatives will charge Mr. 
Liu with being instigator of thé 
assassination of General Yang hl 
Hankow rather than accusing him 
of being the “master-mind” in the 
murder of Mr. Tang in the French 
Concession on Christman Day, 
1935. By centering their atten
tion on the Hankow case, possible 
arguments for Mr. Liu’s transfer 
to the Second Special District 
Court in the French Concession 
to face the murder chagres would 
be out of the question.

Assistant Municipal Advocate 
Paul Y. Ru will represent the legal 
department of the Shanghai Muni
cipal Council at the session on 
Monday morning, it is understood.

Kwangsi Orders Reprisals
On February 25, the day fol- 

lowng the arrest in Shanghai of 
Mr. Liu the Klwangsi Provincial 
Government ordered all district 
authorities in the province to sup
press organizations which support 
the Nanking regime, the Shang
hai Nippo, Japanese daily, de
clared yesterday.

The Kwangs! authorities regard 
the arrest of Mr. Liu as the first 
step in an attack on Kwangsi by 
the Central Government, the 
paper added.
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Lin Extradition To
Be Debated Today

Will Face Murder Charge If 
He Is Handed Over

r Application for the extradition of; 
!Mr. Liu Lu-yin, C.E.C. member, will i 
be made this morning by the re» * 
presentatives of the Woosung-1 
Shanghai Garrison Headquarters at' 

I the First Special District Court at [
9 o’clock this morning.

Mr. Liu, arrested here last week, 
'’Will be brought up to face charges - 
‘of alleged implication in the mur- i 

, ders of General Yang Yung-tai, late 
; Hupeh Provincial Government ■ 

: Chairman, and Mr. Tang Yu-jenJ 
late Vice-Minister of Foreign Af-! 
fairs.

The charges, involving allegations 
of Mr: Liu’s leadership of a nation
wide assassination gang, are likely i 

■to be heard by the Court in camera. 
' If the extradition is granted by 
¡the tribunal, Mr. Liu will be handed 
¡over to the Chinese authorities to. 
¡stand trial for murder.
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¡French Taking! No Liu Case Action
An emphatic denial that he is 

the “guiding hand” in perpetrating 
the murders of General Yang 
Yung-tai and Mr. Tang Yu-jen 

j was yesterday made hy Mr. Liu Ui- 
- yffir <<- E. jnejnbei» Who. was 
arresled here _jn front of the 
Yangtse Hotel, Yunnan Road on 
Wednesday.

Police officers of the French Con - 
cession. ' JKhere tha. murder of 
Mr. Taqg took place told Chinese 
neysmen yesteglay, Chat they are

not planping to take any action in 
Mr. Liu’s case. -
~~Efr. Liu’s reply to the charges 
hurled against him was circulated 
among local Chinese newspapers in 
pencil-written statements issued 
by his wife, who was arrested with 
him. but later released.

Apart from denying that he had 
anything to do with the allegedly 
subversive organizations, the “Re
volutionary Army Corps,” and the 
"Chinese Youth’s Special Service 
Division,” the former chief of the

Kuomintang’s Publicity Department 
stated that he is loyal to the Party 
principles.

Mr. Liu was yesterday getting 
settled down in his private steam- 
heated cell at the Chengtu Road 
Police Station, where his wife was 
allowed to bring him food and 
visit him. He will appear in the 
First Special District Court Mon
day when Chinese authorities are 
expected to present formal charges 
aud ask for his extradition, __
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w , r, . i Made Director
Liu Strondv it was, according to the

£*i J paper, who engineered last year’s
e z>11 reconciliation between Mr. Hu

||4*ttlPk< I nil 1*0'0 and General Chiang Kai-shek. As 
Vt-lllVo V.411mI u.v reward for this service he was 

appointed director of the Kuo- Í if Miirdn«’ Pl of tnintang’s Publicity Department. v“l 111 111 tlv I I lUl on his arrival in Nanking he, 
, however learned that the “Cheng 

----------  Hsueh Hui,’’ or the “Political
• tt c? 1 Science Society,” was stronglyPrisoner Urges Speedy opposed to the inclusion of 

a np Euuthwestern leaders in the Nan-Action loProve k;ng administration.

Innocence

JAPANESE PAPER 
BRANDS OFFICIAL

Southwestern Rebellion 
Engineered By Liu,

Says Mainichi
Mr. Liu Lu-yin, member of the 

Central Executive Committee of 
the Kuomintang now detained at 
the Chengtu Road police station 
pending extradition proceedings to; 
face charges of being concerned 
in the assassinations of General 
Yang Yung-tai and Mr. Tang 
Yu-jen, today emphatically denied 
the Nanking charges that he is 
head of the “Revolutionary Army 
Corps” with plots to wipe out the 
leading figures in the National 
Government.

Distributed among the various 
newspapers, the statement’ was' 
written in pencil and distributed 
through ’Mrs. Liu, who is allowed 
to see him at the private and 
steam-heated cell in the Chengtu 
Road station. In addition to the 
emphatic denial against* the 
charges, Mr. Liu also pledged his 
loyalty to Kuomintang principles 
and urged speedy court action to 
prove his innocence. One salient 
feature of the statement is that 
it is couched in a very calm and 
reconciliatory tone, different from 
the various anti-Nanking procla
mations which Mr. Liu is alleged 
to have written for the Kwang-

KANGSI TELEGRAM SENT
General Li Tsung-jen and Pai 

Chung-hsi are today known to 
have sent a joint telègram^tôthe 
Nanking authorities yesterday in 
connection with the arrest in 
Shanghai of Mr. Liu Lu-yin, mem
ber of the Central Executive Com
mittee, on charges of being the 
instigator of political assassina
tions. '

Details of the important com
munication from the Kwangsi 
leaders could not be ascertained 
in Shanghai this morning. The 
reaction of the Kwangsi leaders is 
closely watched as Mr. Liu is 
closely connected with them., es
pecially during the threatened 
rebellion last year.

tung-Kwangsi faction during the 
revolt last year.

Said “Master Mind”
Liu was today described by the 

Shanghai Mainichi as the “master
mind” behind two recent major 
anti-Nanking revolts.

Liu, the journal asserted, has 
played a major role in instigating 
the Southwestern revolt of last 
summer and the Sian coup, of 
December.

»The man, the Mainichi said, 
has been a close follower of the
late Mr. Hu Han-min and was 
one of the leading members of 
the civilian Southwestern clique.

Went .South
He, therefore, the journal went 

on, returned South, persuaded 
Mr. Hu to give up his plans to 
join the Nanking Government, 
and initiated, with the support of 
¿he Southwestern military clique, 
¡various political anti-Nanking 
activities.

Mr. Hu’s death supplied further 
stimulus to his activities, and he, 
finally, succeeded in persuading 
! the Southwestern military leaders 

to raise the banner of'revolt.
Effort For Naught

Liu’s efforts were brought to 
naught, the Mainichi declared, by 

! the flight of General Chen Chi.
» tang, the Kwangtung warlord, to 

Hongkong, when, his air force 
'absconded to Nanking.

Undeterred, Liu continued his 
^underground activities, establish- 
' Ing connections with the leaders 

of the late Fukien Independent 
. Revolutionary Government, the. 
1 Popular Front movement, and the 
< Tungpei forces In the Northwest.

“For this reason, there is no 
I ■ doubt that Liu has played an im- 
i portant rart in staging the Sian 
’ coup.

‘'Serious Foe*’
i *‘We do not know it Liu has 
‘ been the master-mind behind the 

assassinations of General Yang 
Yung-tai, Governor of Hupeh, and 
Air. Tang Yu-Jen, Vice-Minister 
for Foreign Affairs. It is, how
ever, quite conceivable that he 
instigated »both murders.

“Mr. Liu’s efforts to mluster all 
tnti-Nanking elements in an 
effort to overthrow the Central 
Government have finally made 
him one of the latter’s most 

? serious foes ’’ the journal asserted
“His arrest may not only lead 

to the coflaose of the antl-‘Gov- 
ernment intrigues, but will also 

I rsrve as a serious lesson to all 
’ discontented politicians and gen. 
[ era is out of jobs.
I “This, In turn, should be a dls- 

ij tirct contribution towards the es
II tablishment of constitutional poll-! 

tics in this country/’ the daily 
concluded.

■
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Gang Plots 
On National 
St ale Laidi
Against Liu
C. E. C. Member Said

Leader Of 2 Big
Assassin Groups

YANG MURDER
SUSPECTS TALK <

10 Held ~ At" Hankow j 
Reportedly Say Liu

Responsible
A web of incriminating evidence 

lor allegedly directing subversive ( 
and assassination plots was yester
day being wove** by Nanking, Han
kow, and Shanghai police and 1 
military authorities around Mr. Liu J
Lu-yin, C. E. C. member, who, was 

arrested here Wednesday in front of 
the Yangtse Hotel.

From Hankow a dispatch received 
here last night stated that repeated 
questioning of the 10 suspects 
arrested! for the killing of General 
Yang Yung-tai, late Chapman of the 
Hupeh Province, revealed that Mr. 
Liu was the alleged guiding hartd
in perpetrating the murder.

Police and military authorities in 
that city claimed to have come into 
possession of papers signed by Mr. 
Liu tn which He gave orders to tne j 
.suspects in the Yang case. Several 
of the arrested men, it was stated, 
pointed to the former publicity chief 
of the Kuomintang as the man who 
directed the killing.

Mr. Liu, Hankow military and 
police and military officials further 
alleged, also “death listed” General 
Chang Chun, minister of foreign 
affairs, as one of the victims in his 
assassination plots.

'Nanking Reports Received
Reports reaching here yesterday 

from Nanking stated that Mr. Liu 
is the alleged head of a nation-wide 
reactionary and political assassina
tion organization responsible for the 
killing of General Yang and Mr. Tang 
Yu-jen, late Vice-Minister of For* 
eign Affairs, who was murdered in 
Shanghai on Christmas Day, 1935.

Liu, these reports charged, is the 
chief of the so-called “Revolution
ary Army Corps,” and thè “Chinese 
Youth Special service Division.” 
Members of these two subversive 
groups, it was stated, were dispatch
ed by Liu to Shanghai, Hankow, 
Nanking and other important points 
to carry out assassination plots.

An expense allowance of $2,000 a 
month was given to Hsiao Ju- 
wen, a close associate of Liu, to be 
distributed among the members of 
the assassination group scattered 
in various cities.

In Kiangsu, Chekiang, Anhwei, 
Hupeh and Kiangsi cities, Liu was 
alleged to have maintained agents 
with an expense account of $1,000 a 
month- Special attention by these 
alleged killers was paid, according to 
Nanking reports, to the capital and 
Hupeh.

Planned To Kill Others
Following the murder last year 

of Gen. Yang Yung-tai in Hankow, 
the two assassins, Cheng Hsieh-chao 
and Kung Po-ehou and another 
important culprit, Yang Chi-hsin, 
have been arrested. In their con- j 
fessions they revealed that one { 
Yang Er-chten had been instructed * 
by Liu Lu-yin to carry on his work 
at Hankow. It was originally 
planned that after Gen. Yang was 
assassinated the members would 
also kill other high Government 
and Party officials.

Detectives investigating the case 
learned that Yang Er-chien resided 
in Shanghai and went there to ar
rest him. Yang was not in when 
the police raided his house. Detec
tives, however, continued to keep 
a close watch on the premises.

Later on one Hsiao Ju-hsu, who 
came to Shanghai from Hongkong, 
was picked up by detectives when 
he called at Yang Er-chien’s , 
house.

When questioned by the authori
ties Hsiao Jo-hsu declared that he 
met Hsiao Ju-yin in Liu Lu-yin’s I 
residence in Hongkong, who describ- j: 
ed the details of the assassination 
of Yang Yung-tai in Hankow’ Hsiao 
Ju-yin, according to Hsiao Jo-hsu’sl 
statement to the authorities, urged t 
him bo go to Shanghai to urge i 
Yang Er-chien to immediately re- y 
turn bo the Colony. Hsiao Jo-hsu y 
also declared that the assassination p 
of Yang Yung-tai was instigated by j 
Liu Lu-yin. v

To Make Statement s.
It is learned that the authorities 

who are in charge of this case are 
. planning to make public the evid

ence regarding these reaction
ary organizations and assassination

• plots engineered by Liu Lu-yin.
/ 'It is also reported that Liu is

suspected to have been connected 
with the murder of Tang Yu-jen, 
Vice-Minister of Foreign Affairs, 
who was killed in Shanghai on 
Christmas night 1935.

Residing in Hongkong for the 
past few years, Mr. Liu recently 

—■ ____-**VV «Hl“
■jtendl any of the meetings of the

’ Central Executive Committee of the

I ________ ...
; came to Nanking but did not at-' 
Hendi any of the meetings of the 
j Third Plenary Session of the Fifth'

1 -------------- ' -
1 Kuomintang held between Feb. 15
1 and 22.

Gets Special Cell
Liu was yesterday transferred from

Louza to Chengtu Road Police
a
C

station yesterday in order that he s 
may be given special treatment of t 
a private cell and steam heating. He t 
has also changed his foreign cloth
ing toTà Chinese long 'gown and 
allowed to eat food brought to him ! £ 
by his wife, ’

This special treatment was ac
corded to him as a result of an 
order of the First Special District 4 
Court where he will be brought up } 
again Monday.

Officers of the Woosung-Shanghaft 
Garrison Forces were yesterday pre
paring their case for formal ex
tradition of Liu at the hearing 
Monday.

-
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AUTHORITIES PROBE 
LIU’S AFFAIRS

C.E.C. Member Detained 
At Chengtu Road To

Appear Monday
Shanghai Chinese authorities are 

still investigating the affairs of Mr 
Liu Lu-ying, a member of the Cen
tral Executive Committee and former 
Publicity Minister of the Central 
Kuomintang Headquarters, who was 
arrested here oh Wednesday on sus
picion that he was involved in the 
assassination of General Yang Yung- 
tai, late Governor of Hupeh, and 
Mr. Tang Yu-jen, late Vice-Minister 
of Foreign Affairs.

After a short court hearing, Mr. 
Liu was taken to the Louza Police 
Station and later transferred to the 
Chengtu Road Police Station, where 1 
he is being detained in a special 
room. He will be brought up in . 
the First Special District Court 1 
again on Monday, when Chinese.^u- c 
thorities here are expected to press * 
for his extradition.
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SURPRISE ARREST 
IN SETTLEMENT

Member of S.E.C. Suspected 
of Part in Assassinations

DETAINED BY MILITARY
Mr. Lieu Loo-ying, a member of 

the Central Executive Committee of 
! the Kuomintang, was arrested at 1.40 

Hoad, by 
Garrison 

Mr. Lieu, 
recently,

j a.m. yesterday on Yunnan 
j officers of the Chinese 

Commander’s headquarters, 
who arrived in Shanghai 
Stayed in the Yangtze Hotel, and it 
was in front of this hotel that he 
was met by Chinese military detec
tives.

Several hours after his arrest, Mr. 
Lieu appeared before Judge Feng in 
the First District Court when an ap
plication was made by Mr. Paul Y. 
Ru, Assistant Municipal Advocate, ’ 
and granted by the Judge for Mr.| 
Lieu’ll temporary detention cm the 
ground that he was suspected of 
being concerned in the assassination 
of Gen. Yang Yung-tai, former chair
man of the Hupeh Provincial Govern-. 
meat, in Hankow. 1936. and Mr. Tang 
Yu-jen. former Vice-Minister of For-! 
tign Affairs, in Shanghai, 1935.

The prosecution mentioned that the 
men from the Garrison Commander’s 
office informed the Louza Police Sta
tion of Mr. Lieu's arrest after they 
had already held him. • Mr. Lieu, not 
knowing that the men holding him 
were public officers, shouted, which 
attracted the attention of a Chinese 
police constable from Louza Station.

Two representatives from the Gar
rison Commander's office applied for 
Mr. Lieu’s handing over, but the 
Assistant Municipal Advocate said 
further investigations were necessary. 
No ©filial despatch had been received 
from the Garrison Commander, it was 
pointed out.

In answer to the Judge, Mr. Lieu 
said that his arrest was a great sur
prise to him as he had nothing to 
do with the assassination of either 
Gen. Yang or Mr. Tang. While he 
was iff Hongkong, he received an in
vitation to proceed to Nanking to 
attend the Third Plenary Session of 
the C.E.C. and he accepted and went 
to Nanking from where he had come 
to Shanghai, Mr. Lieu said.

The Judge ruled that Mr. Lieu be 
brought before’ him again next Mon
day morning and a request for 
Lieu’s release on security was 
granted

Mr. 
not
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Liu To Get 
South Help
In Trouble
Assassinations

Instigated By CEC
Said

Member

PLOT NETWORK
RECEIVES AIRING

Garrison Police Kept 
Watch On Liu Home;

Evidence Gathered
Formal charges of allegedly 

being the instigator of the assas
sinations of General Yang Yyng- 
tai in Hankow and Mr. Tang Yu- 
jen in Shanghai will be preferred 
against Mr. Liu Lu-,y in, member 
of the CentfaT Xxecuuve Com
mittee of the Kuomintang, by 
Nanking authorities if and when 
they win the extradition proceed
ings in the First Special District 
Court, it is learned today.

Arrested in front of the Yang
tze Hotel, Yunnan Road, yester
day morning, Mr. Liu is being de
tained at the Chengtu Road 
Station and will face the court 
again Monday morning when the 
Shanghai-Woosung Garrison Com
mander’s Headquarters will make 
a formal application for his ex
tradition. Mr. Liu was transferred 
from Lcuza Station to Chengtu 
Road Station yesterday afternoon 
in order he may be given the 
special treatment of a private cell 
with steam heating. He has also 
changed his foreign dress into a 
Chinese long gown and allowed 
to eat the food brought in by 
his wife. The special treatment 
was accorded him in accordance 
with a ruling of the First Special 
District Court.

Named By Prisoners
Semi-official circles in Nanking 

declare that Mr. Liu’s name was 
given by the four persons now in 
custody for being involved in the 
murder of General Yang Yung- 
tai, the late chairman of the 
Hupeh provincial government, in 
Hankow last November. Mr. Liu, 
It is further alleged, is closely 
connected with the assassination 
of Mr. Tang Yu-Jen, vice-minister 
of foreign affairs, in Route 
Gaston Kahn on Christmas Day, 
1935. His. aUeged conneetion in 
the latter case, howeyerL were not 
specified. *'

Mir. ~Xiu, the Nanking semi
official circles charge, organized 
an allegedly reactionary group 
known as the “Revolutionary Army 
Corps” with himself as the leader. 
Under the alleged organization is' 
a “Chinese ^outh Special Service 
Division/ , which, It is

Hupeh, Shanghai and various 
otbér1 wradur sagas? 
smation plots. The monthly ex
penses of the division amounted 
to $2003 and the division was 
headed by one Hsiao Ju-wen ML 
Lu’§v close associate^ E'Ts stated.

his 
liu

Kw^n^j 
reaction 
who are known

the

1937

Had Agents
In IGangsu, Chekiang, Anhwei 

Kiangsi, Hupeh, Shanghai ana I 
Nanking, Mr. Liu, it is further 
alleged, stationed “communica
tion agents” with monthly expenses 
of $igoo.
fg-yvfiUd -KAPking and Hupeh it 
is said. When General Yang was 
assassinated in Hankow last? 
November when he was return
ing to Wuchang from a luncheon 
in the American Consulate-Gen
eral, the assassin, Chen ghlh-chao.. 
was immediately arrested ' Two

¿*”8 Chi-lMin, were later taken 
IHto custodyT" They Implicated

Srh-chlen, who, accord
ing to their statements, was en
trusted by Mr. Liu to direct the 
Plot to murder General Yang and 

i other higher political and military 
figures in the Wuhan area.

Police investigating the case 
anally obtained the Shanghai ad
dress of ^ang. a raid was carried 
out but Yang has already esc :ped., 
Officers kept a watch on the 
Louse and trapped one Hsiao Ju- 
&hu.- who arrived frem Hcngkcng.f 
Hsiao is taid to ha 
ISanETwSs^sMÎl7,bv Uu'TeadeF* 
..Of me “Chinese Youth Special ' 
SGal££Dlvision“ to recall' , 
io Hongkong. Hsiaô sait’ that he 
met l'h^ lejldfer in'MT Liu’s ^5ng-" 
kerr ¿¿to«,, JT* 
thutJMü;, Tgju to teWd to gipu

To Disclose Statements
Nanking, authorities in 

charge of the case are preparin 
the statements

Ml
- Mr. 

Liu has been taken into custody. 
* The shanghai Fvening FosF®F 
morning also learned that the 
order for Mr. Liu’s arrest was j 
sent to the Lunghwa Headquart
ers by the Military Affairs Com
mission, of which General Chiang 
Kai-shek is the chairman.

Watched 
of the Kwangsi 

to be

esse a

The 
leaders, 
closely connected with Mr. Liu, 
fa being watched. Generáis x* 
Tsung.-jen and Pai Chung-hsi 
were scheduled to assume the new 
posts as commander-in-chief and 
vice-commander-in-chiet of the 
Fifth Route Army, the new title 
of their crack Fourth Army Corps, 
on March 1. Mr. Huang Shu- 
chu/ chaiiman of the Kwangsi 
provincial government, arrived 
from Nonking today after attend
ing the C E.C. session but he cculd 
not be approached for a state
ment this morning.

It 
that 
been

is reliably learned, however, 
the Kwangsi leaders have 
informed of Mr. Liu’s arrest 

teleg ¿ ms are expected frnm 
them this afternoon guaranteeing
the innocence of the arrested 
C.E.C. member, Mr. Liu, it is said, 
was official delegate of the 
Kwangsi leaders to the , C.E.C. 
session.

A veteran member of the Kuo
mintang, Mr. Liu, educated in 
California, was a close follower of 
the late MT. Hu Han-min. He 
arrived from Hongkong recently 
and proceeded to Nanking. He 
never attended the C.E.C. sessions. 
When in court yesterday morning,; 
Mr. Liu vigorously denied 
charges.

It is learned that during 
brief stay in Nanking. Mr. 
interviewed high officials of the 
Kuomintang, including Messrs. 
Chen Ko-fu and Chen Li-fu. They 
are claimed to have given Mr. Liu 
assurances of personal safety de
spite his part in the Kwang.tung- 
Kwangsi impasse of last year. Mr. 
Liu, however, did net meet Gen
eral Chiang Kai-shek when in the 
capital city. 
—
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Transfer Of'
Liu To Come 
Before Court 
Here Monday 
Ex-Party Official Nabb
ed Here, Linked To 

Yang-Tang Murders
FORMERLY HEADED 

PUBLICITY OFFICE
Garrison Representative, 1 

S.M. Police Make
f Arrest :

Formal request for the extradi- j 
tion of Mr. Liu Lu-ying, former ■ 
Chairman of the Publicity Depart- | 
inent of the Central Executive I 
Committee of the Kuomintang, ar- | 
rested in Shanghai yesterday on 
suspicion of having been concern- { 
cd in two assassinations of pro- : 
minent Chinese officials, is expect- : 
ed to be made before the First 
Special District Court next Mon- . 
day morning, The China Press 
learned last night.

Mr. Liu was arrestecT about 1.30 ' 
a.m. yesterday as he walked out of j 
the Yangtse Hotel on Yunnan Road. > 
The arrest was*made by detectives 
of the Shanghai and Woosung i 
Garrison Headquarters operating i 
with the Shanghai Municipal • 
Police. He was brought before the 
court about 10 a.ni.

Garrison officials present inform-!! 
ed the tribunal that the former I 
C.E.C. member was wanted in con-1*;; 
nection with the slaying of General ; 
Yang Yung-tai, Chairman of the 
Provincial Government of Hupeh, 
last November, and the assassina* 
tion in Shanghai on Christmas I 
Day, 1935, of Mr. Tang Yu-jen, j 
then Vice-Minister of Foreign 1 
Affairs.

No Time To Get Warrant
The spokesman for the Garrison. < 

himself a detective and chief of a 
group which had trailed Mr. Liu ( 
since late Monday night, informed 1 
the court that secret communica- 1 
tions had been received from Nan- 1 
king asking that Liu be picked up. I 
The detective stated he did not * 
ask the Settlement tribunal for a ] 
warrant of arrest because he and i 
his men had no time to go into J 
such a formality^ He was kept J 
busy, he declared,’ trailing Liu.

When the wanted man stepped 
out of the Yangtse Hotel early yes- \ 
terday morning, he and his jnen f 
went into action immediately, it | 
was brought out, and then gave I 
Mr. Liu into the custody of the » 
SM.P. The detective continued 
that he was certain the authorities 
at Nanking would make formal re
quest for extradition in a few days, 1 
possibly by Monday, and the case 
was remanded until then.

Mr. Paul Y. Ru, Assistant Muni- t 
cipal Advocate for the S.M.P., in
formed the court that Mr. Liu 
could not be handed over without 
a prima facie case having been 
established. He added that thus 
far, no such case had been est
ablished and reminded the court 
that the man had been picked up 
without a warrant. Speaking on 
his own behalf, Mr. Liu branded 
the suspicions against him as un
founded. He stated that he had 
always been a supporter of the 
principles of Dr. Sup Yat-sen and 
had never engaged in subversive 
activities against the state. He 
continued that If he had been j 
engaged in such activities, it was ‘ 
hardly likely that he would have 
gone to Nanking from Hongkong 
to attend the C.E.C. plenary con- ; 
Terence.

Mr. Liu, who was just relieved of 
his post as chief of the Central 
Publicity Bureau during the recent 
Government sessions in Nanking, is ; 
a graduate of the University of j 
California. He was at one time 
director of the Compilations Com- ‘ 
mlttee of the Central Government. 
That was when Hu Han-min was . 
active in the Government.

Arrived 10 Days Ago
He arrived in .Shanghai from ’ 

Hongkong about 10 days ago and 
then went to Nanking apparently 
to attend the C.E.C. sessions. It ' 
was reported yesterday that al
though in Nanking, he did not at
tend, but complained of a sore 
throat and returned to Shanghai • 
foui’ days ago. He was trailed bv > 
detectives from the day after his 
return. He was a member of the H 
C.E.C. since 1929 and was reappoint- p 
cd to the Publicity Committee in r 
January, 1936. He spent most of 
his time, however, in Canton, 
Nanning and Hongkong. Mr. Shao 
Lih-tsz was appointed his suc
cessor.

Asked to sign a statement of 1 
what he told the court. Mr. Liu. re- ‘ 
fused, saying that he would first • 
have to read the record of his re
marks before he would put his! 
signature to it. His attorney, Mr. 
Wong Shou-an, asked for his 
client’s immediate release but this 
was not granted. Mrs. Liu, who was 
arrested with her husband, has been 
released.
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Member Of C.E.C. Held As 
Assassination Suspect

Arrested On Secret Instructions From Nanking On 
Suspicion Of Part In Two Killings; S.M.P. 

Oppose Extradition—Little Evidence
municated with and confirmed 
this.

Extradition Opposed
When Liu was brought before 

Judge Feng yesterday morning a 
representative of the Shanghai- 
Woosung Garrison Commissioner 
made an application for him to be 
handed over. Assistant Municipal 
Advocate Paul Y. Ru, who had 
first outlined the details of the 
arrest, opposed the request for ex
tradition, pointing out first, there 
was little or no evidence produced 
against Liu and, secondly, if even 
there were evidence that Liu was 
connected in some way with the 
two political assassinations, it was 
for the civil court to apply for his 
extradition and not for the milit
ary authorities.

In addressing the judge, Liu 
protested against his detention 
without any proof being produced 
that he was concerned in two mur
ders. Judge Feng did not grant the 
request for extradition yesterday, 
but remanded Liu’s hearing until 
next Monday." In the meantime 
Liu will be detained at the Louza 
Police Station. The prisoner com
plained about his treatment at the 
police station and the judge made 
a request that special treatment be 
accorded to him.

In both cases suspects have been 
arrested. Soon after the shot had 
been fired which killed General 
Yang in Hankow, it will be re
called, a Cantonese youth armed 
with a pistol was arrested and he 
readily confessed to the crime. His 
detailed confession has never been 
made public.

Two suspects have been arrested 
here in connection with the murder 
of Mr. Tang Yu-jen, who was shot 
dead in front of his French Con-

Alleged to have been concerned 
in the assassinations of General 
Yang Yoong-tai, Governor of Hu
peh, in Hankow last November, and 
the killing of Tang Yu-jen, former 
Vice-Minister of Foreign Affairs, in 
the French Concession on Christ
mas Day, 1935, Mr» Liu Loo-ying^ 
44, member of the Central Ex
ecutive Committee of the Kuomin
tang, was brought up on a writ of 
detention before Judge Feng in the 
First Special District Court yester
day morning.
. Mr. Liu was arrested by officers 
¡of the Shanghai-Woosung Garrison 
’Commissioner’s Headquarters, at 
about 1.30 yesterday morning when 
he stepped out of the Yangtze 
Hotel on Yunnan Road. His arrest 
*md the detention of his wife, who 
was with him, looked very much 
Hike a kidnapping. When Mr. and 
Mrs., Liu walked out of the hotel 
and attempted tp step into a 
waiting motor car, six officers of 
the Shanghai-Woosung Garrison 
produced pistols and ordered Mr. 
Liu to step into their motor ear. 
He, however, yelled for a police
man, who was standing nearby, re
sulting in the whole party proceed
ing to the Louza Police Station.

There the Chinese officers re
quested the Settlement police to 
arrest Mr. Liu. As the Chinese 
officers failed to produce a dispatch 
warrant, doubt arouse whether | 
there was any right to arrest the 
man. Later it was ascertained that 
a secret order had been sent on 
February 22, for Liu arrest. 
General Yang Liu head of the 
Nantao Police Bureau, was com- 

i cession residence. They are being 
detained by the Second Special 
District Court. Several hearings 
have been held; At first they con
fessed to the crime explaining that 
they had murdered Mr. Tang for 
patriotic reasons because the late 
Vice-Foreign Minister was pro- 
Japanese. At the latest hearing, 
however, they repudiated their 
confessions. On no occasion did 
they mention the instigator of the 
crime,

Publicity Chief
Mr. Liu, who has just been re

lieved of his post as chief “of the 
Central Publicity Bureau, is a 
graduate of the University of 
California and was. a director of 
the Compilations Committee under 
the late Hu Han-min. He is also 

■stated as having played a promin
ent part in the abortive Kwang- 
tung-Kwangsi rebellion last sum
mer.

The reaction of Generals Li

Tsung-jen and Pai Chung-hsi, 
Kwangsi military leaders, who on 
Tuesday were appointed commander 
and vice-commander of the Fifth 
Route Army, to Mr. Liu’s arrest, 
is being watched.

Mr. Liu arrived from Hongkong 
about 10 days ago, hut remained 
in Shanghai until a week ago. He 
did not attend the Third Plenary 
Session saying that he was suffer
ing from throat trouble. He re
turned to Shanghai on Sunday, the 
day. he was relieved of the post of 
Director of the Central Publicity 
Department of the Central Kuo
mintang Mr. Chen Kung-pao, for
mer Minister of Industry, was ap
pointed as his successor.

Native Of Kiangsi
A native of Yung-feng, Kiangsi. 

Mr. Liu was born in 1895. After 
attending schools in his native 
place and Shanghai, he went 
abroad to the United States where 
he obtained the degree, of Bachelor 
of Science at the University of 
California. Since his return to 
China he taught in various uni
versities and, at the same time, 
secretly worked for the Kuomin
tang. He held the first official post 
as director of the Compilation 
Bureau of the Legislative Yuan be
tween 1928 arid 1931 when Mr. Hu 
Han-min was serving as president 
of the law-making body. During 
that peril d he concurrently held 
the post as director of the Central 
Publicity Department,

In 1932, he was appointed vice- 
president of the Examination Yuan 
but he declined the post. He has bee i 
a member of the C. E. C. since 1928. 
Reappointed to the Publicity De
partment in January, 1936, Mr. Liu 
never assumed his post', spending 
most of his time in Canton, Nan
ning and Hongkong.
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Prominent CI
Signor (iuil 
Italian Chat

Until
April, of Sig 
ambassador * 
Abrcsset Deal 
of the Emba 
d'affaires, say 
king.

style of f literature.” Mr. Oda 
formerly served as a chancellor in 
the Japanese Consulate at Hang
chow. They will be followed by 
Mr. Kan Kikuchi. Mr. Nyozekan 
Hasegawa, and M!r. Toson &hi- 
mazaki, the ‘ big three” of Japan’s 
literary world. Mr. Zen Yazaki a 
well-known commentator on cur
rent events, will arrive at about 
the same time. Mr. Shimazaki 
recently passed through Shanghai 
on his way back to Japan from 
the P.E.N. Club Congress in Buenos 
Afres.

the a

i Here On Su
In Murder 0 Through t 

Railway, 6,27( 
have been si 
since the Cl

1

DELEGATE SEIZED
IN MOENING EAZD
ON YANGTZE HOTEL

Liu Lu-yin, Hu Han-min Associate, Graduate 
Of University Of California, Apprehended 

In Yang Yung-tai, Tang Yu-jen Deaths

Hsiao Sung-chin Off 
jo faii On Chiana_ 

Signs Nothing
Asked to sign a statement of 

what he had said in court, Liu 
said he would first have to read 
a record of his remarks before 
he would sign it.

Mrs. Lip Hwa-sz, Liu’s wKe, 
who was originally arrested with 
him, has been released and was 
in court this morning conferring 
with Mr. Wong Shou-an, lawyer 
for her husband.

The reaction of Generals LT 
Tsung-Jen and Pai Chung-hsi, 
Kwangsi military leaders who yes- [ 
day were appointed commander ' 
and vice-commander of the 5th 
iRoute Army, to the arrest of Mr.

Woosung Garrison Seeking Custody
Charged in secret communications from Nanking allegedly 

with being concerned In the murders of General Yang Yung- 
tai, governor of Hupeh, last November and the murder of 
Tang Yu-jen on Chrstmas Day, 1935, in Shanghai, Ml*, Hu 
Lu-yin, piember of the Central Executive CommiCfee’of tne 
Kuominang and a follower of the late Hu Han-min, was 
brought before Judge Feng in the First District Court this 
morning on a writ of detention.

Much Rice 1 
To Canton

¡Liu is being closely watched in 
’view of their close connection.
During the Kwangtung and 
Kwangsi troubles, Mr. Liu played 
a prominent role in Canton and 
later in Nanning, directing the 
political side of the * agitation 
against Nanking.

From Hongkong
Mr. Lu arrived from Hongkong 

about 10 days ago. Although the 
C.E.C. plenary session opened on 
February 15, he remained in 
Shanghai until a week ago. He
did not attend the sessions, saying 
he was suffering from throat 
trouble. He returned to Shang
hai on Sunday, the very day on 
which he was relieved of his post

Arrested early this morning by Settlement police after 
what looked suspiciously like a kidnapping attempt by detec
tives of the Shanghai—Wbosung Garrison Headquarters, Liu 
is now lodged in Louza Police Station until next Mnndsv
.when he will be brought to court 
again.

Met By Detectives
Liu, who claims to have return- 

led to Shanghai four days ago 
! after attending the 3rd plenary 
¡session of the Central Executive 
j Committee in Nanking about 1:30
o’clock this morning came out of, 
the Yangtze Hotel on Yunna» 
Road in company with his wife. 
Detectives of the , Woosung Gar
rison, who had evidently been 
trailing him, produced pistols and 
attempted to force him into their 
ear. Instead of complying with 
their ‘‘pointed’’ requests, Hu yel
led fair help. A C.P.C. on duty 
came running in answer to his 
call with the result that Liu was 
finally taken to Louza Station.

The detectives of the Woosung 
Garrison after the arrival of Set
tlement police then requested their 
help in arresting Liu. As they 
aid not produce any dispatch for 
Liu’s arrest another one of 
Shanghai’s curious police situa
tions aroce. There was some 
doubt that a dispatch existed. It 
was learned that a secret order, 
bad been sent from Nanking on 
February 22 asking that Liu be 
taken into custody. General Yang 
Hu was finally contacted and it 
was alleged that the secret order 
actually existed. High Settlement 
over to Chinese authorities to the 
Liu on a writ of detention and 
leave the question of his handing 
over to Chinene authorities to the 
judgment of the Firsts District 
Court.

Feared Kidnappers
Liu, brought to court this morn-» 

| ing, declared that he thought de
tectives were trying to kidnap him 
last night and that was the reason 
ho shouted for help.

i “They claim that I am concern
ed in two murders. Why don’t 
they produce proof? Then I will 
have no objection to my arrest 
and detention.”

Returned Students
Mr. Liu. who was just relieved 

of his post of chief of the Cen
tral Publicity Bureau during the 
recent government sessions in 
Nanking, is a graduate of the Uni
versity of California and at one 
time when Hu Han-min was a 
power in the Central Government 
was director of the Compilations 
Committee under Hu. The former 
publicity chief is also alleged to 
have been ah active particlbani 
in the abortive Kwangtung- 
Kwangsi rebellion last summer.

He mentioned his connection 
with the government to the judge 
this, morning, claiming that he 
was a well-known official and had 
no reason to hide anything.

Asks Freedom
Saying that he had received 

poor treatment in the police 
station, Liu asked to be allowed 
his freedom on security. At this. 
Assistant Municipal Advocate Paul 
Y. Ru jumped to his feet and 
pointed at the weU-tailored clothes 
of Mr. Hu.

“Look at his necktie and his 
collar. Most prisoners are not 
allowed to wear a necktie.”

Liu said he had not been able 
to sleep all last night, also asked 

I for cigarets. The judge there
upon requested that the police

as the director of the Central 
Publicity Department cf the Cen^ 
tral Kuomintang, because “he 
failed td attend office for a long 
time.” Mr. Shao Llh-tsz, formerly 
chairman of the Shensi provincial 
government, was appointed his 

' successor.
A native of Yungifeng, Kiangsi. 

Mr. Liu was bom in 1895. After 
attending schools in his native 
place and Shanghai, he went 
abroad to the United States where 
he obtained the degree of Bachelor 
of Science at the University c?
California. Since his return to 
China, he taught in various uni- 

| versitiès and, at the same time, 
secretly worked for the Kuomin
tang. He held the first official 
post as director of the Compila
tion Bureau cf the * Legislative 
Yuan between 1928 and 1931 when 
Mr. Hu Han-min was serving as 
president of the law-making body. 
During the period he concurrent
ly held the post as director of the 
Central Publicity Department.

In 1932, he was appointed vice- 
president of the Examination Yuan 
but he declined the post. He is 
member of the C. E. C. since 1929. 
Reappointed to the Publicity De
partment in January, 1936, Mr. Liu 
never assumed his pest, spending 
most his time in Canton, Nan
ning and Hongkong.

station give Liu good treatment.
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ASSISTANCE TO GARRISON COMMISSIONER’S HEADQUARTERS

The accused Lieu Loo Ying was again arraigned before j 

the S. S. D. Court on the morning of 1-3-37, when the 

following Judgment was handed down:-

wLieu Loo ling allowed to be handed over to the 
representative of ths Hupeh High Court for trial, 
and to be escorted by the Shanghai City Government 
Poli«® Bureau -’

handed over to Chang Foh

the Hupeh High Court, Hankow,

Chief of the 3rd Section of I

Polios Bureau and Inspectors I3
Hsu Bang Pei and Yang Feng Kyi of the Garrison

Coumilsslower’ s Headquarters at 11.20 a.m. 1-3-37 at the

Accused was accordingly

Sung Shief Clerk of

Hwang ilwa,together with Dr

4-hA Shanghai City Government

S. S. D. Gourt.

Copy tor 0.1/O..SP- 
' RbK
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Time at which visited in

investigation begun I course of 1
and concluded each day investigation]

each day |

‘ RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

ASSISTANCE TO GARHISOii COMMISSIONER’S H^AiXiUART^KS

The accused Lieu ^ing appeared before the S.S.D.

Court on 24*2*37» Than ne was ordered to be detained until 

1-3*37 The Garrison Commissioner1s Headquarters failed 

to produo* the n^oossary warrant or order for nleu’a 

extradition•
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course of 
investigation 

each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

ASSISTANTE TO GARRISON jUAUJd-SXuLHH’S h-:..XXtÜART,3<&

At l.SO e.m. L4~2-37, Detaotiv® Tsze Yu Sing

( ) 'it tuoi.»ì l to tx.* Oevri eon joxxnissloner’ a Head”

quarters, Lungi.’«» c-me to the Station and requested 

aa®l®t«nae In brlxxgltxg two ao^uauniata from the Ynngteze

Hotel.

J.D.Ì..U6 and tue undarelgned liiuiad lately attended

and found that Ost autivaa bung

Yi attached to V»u .

one Lieu Loo Ying ) and

while about co ontti»

License No .1.347«

T’aoi «nd Lung i*low

.O .■ J'idquartere had ai’reeted

Lis wife «leu ¡iva Sz

their iiotor aar, S.M.3«

Blnyuiriea aaoertalned th«t at about l.'5Oa«xa.

24-L-37, the tLras dateotlveb aoove observed Lieu Loo

Ying’s nuauiTaur with the oar outside the Ysngtsze Hotel 

on Yunnan Road and h»d waited 1'or uieu to ooaie out. ’VLen 

Lieu oame out of the Yunnan Road enti*anoe ox* the hotel» 

the det active6 produced pistols and telling x4.au to keep 

quiet» attempted to foroe xj.ni into the Garrison’s oar 

No.6474 which wae waitlist. on Yunnan <^>*«d« Lieu however 

raised an el' rm and J.P«(J.69ii on duty at the Yangtsze 

x«otel responded» lhe representatIves ox* the above 

Headquarters thereupon sent one of their number to the 

Station as recorded» They told d»P»3»698 that they were
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1
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I course of
■ investigation^

each day
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

attao^ec t~ rsh but iaX‘au<;d Lo produce

thsit* warrixxt

vT’. tc t... ' «-I <v 1 OilLJLou Loo 44 $
i.fttXVif Ox 4.° U > S L ? * C t,£lT t. Lk. '¿k* ¿> h dit? in be I1 Of tfiS

J<E*Js u’ t:iv A’o: Intnng -nd for ruany years chief of 

tna Proprft*nd^ Di?ri t/ent ox’ ths Nanking Government* 

be al&o ctntrd tb. t he &as a olcse follower of the late 

Hu Hen Mln wall known politician»

A ?/. <at«r ileu and his wife had been

brought to tue St.-.tlui ctors Heu Bang Pi 

and c «-^-L ♦-. / atleui’ed and stated that Lieu

and his wife »era vant.d on a secret order from Hanking 

recsivid ¿y the Gcrrlsoa jo^wd.scloner’e EecdcfuarterE on 

«,¿-¿•37» According to the secret order Lieu and hla 

.vif« were i&i>liat.ted st being concerned in the aaBRSEina« 

tions of Yang Yoong Tai <k»verner of iiupeh in

November, 1936, in Hankow »nd Tang Yu Jen C/^. )• Vioe

Minister of Foreign Affairs, on Rus Gaston Kahn, ?,J» in 

1935«

Lieu Loo Xing denied being concerned in either 

of these oases and stated that althou&i he was again

elected as chief of the Propaganda Department l^st year, 

Le did not attend office and remained in retirezuent in 

Hongkong, However he was invited to attend the 6th
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Plenary Session held in NanKing from li -2-37. i»ieu 

actually attended and returned from Nanking four days 

previously. Since tnen :.s bad .een staying with his 

wife at t home ox’ his fatner-in-iEW named Hwa Tuoh

Sai ( at 27S Rue harasca, P.q. On the evening;

ox' 23-1-37, Lieu ».ent to visit a friend named Lee Ts 
Chipg. ( k|) lh Room L’o.330 of the Yangtsse ^otel. A*

1.30 a.m. 24-2-37, as na was l&avla^ the hotel he was 

arrested as described. A
Special Branch ware coi-munic’ted with and D.S.

Pitta ar.d D.S.I. Shih Chian Shih attended and took a 

statement from ^ieu uoo Ying. J.D.l. Ross and Supt. 

Tan Shao Liang Special branch wore also informed.

Supt. Tar coinuunionted with Gen. Yang Hu (. J, Garrison

joEunis si oner who stated that ne was unaware of the 

existence of a warrant for the arrest of Lieu Loo Ying.

D.S.I. Shih however telephoned to Gen. Yang Hu at 4.30a.m. 

24-2-37 and learned that a secret order was actually 

in existence. At 5.40 a.m. an instruction from Gen.

Yang Hu to Joi. ’’long of tue Garrison to arrest Lieu m>0

Ying for the above assassinations was brought to tne 

Station by members of the G.G.H’s staff.

Mr. T. Robertson. D.v).”A" was oocucunioated with

and gave instructions that Lieu Loo Ying be brought before
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m
m

h
m

h
m

m
h

h
m

m
i

the Jourt on a n’rlt of Deter tlon*

rilb u m w Sx > u-ieu1 & v IXe no t ba 1 ng ms n11 or e d 

j.n the order iron mb jvi ieaseclj t.ie Garrison

□oraialsf’ionert¿5 headquarters not desiring hex* further

detention ♦

/?
D«S«36£

C.D.S.31Ö

D>û>U»,l/ln Dlv>



Translation of an Order from Yang Hu

Just received a telegraphic Instruction from the 

Chairman of tlie Military Affairs Commission (General 

Chiang Kai Shek) to the effect that ^ieu loo Ying, 

principal (instigator) in connection with the 

assasination of Yang Yoong Tai and Tang Yeu Jen, 

to be arrested Immediately and brought to justice* 

Commander Wong Zau Wai Is hereby ordered to act 

accordingly.

( Chopped & Sij iied)

Yang nu.

Peb*£3*



Ideu Loh-ylng ¿Ilfat) ago 44, worried
Kiangsl. d.s. mt«

D.8.I. ühih Wu-ohien

After finishing ay education at the University of 
California in IMS» X returned to China and worked a« secretary 
of the Publicity »spartnent of the Sationaliot Government under 
Dr. 3un Yat-sen. Gradually X received promotion and in about 
1988 aaoanod charge of thio department. X remained chief until
about IMO.

After thè lata Mr. Hu Wnn orto rotumod fresi Hurepe 
in 1988» he aestased thè post ef Proaident ef thè Legislativo 
YUan» and fresi that tino X worked under Min ao a director ef thè 
nwpdlotlons Coraittoe.

Xn 1980 Bta Han-ming wus dotalned by thè Batlonalist 
Oovomnont and X teak part in thè discussione whleh ovwntually lod 
to his release and pesos between Wortring end Canton.

I After thio X left ay post as Ohiof ef the fnbUeity
Department in Hanking» and wont to Canton» where X spent ny tian 
in precwtlng good relations between ths opposing factions in an 
effort te naiatain internal pease in the party.

X have roe al nil in Canton ever since» eave far a nunher
of visits to Wartring on party affairs.

Recently X wo invited by Wanking to attend to the 
Plenary Seesion ef the 8th HbMOdntaw Oongmoo no a Member ef the 
O.X.C. and X as sept od. X attended various nesting* oonnootod 
with the Mooion ant left WOrtrlw four days ago for Manghal, 
whore until last night X resided with nr Mfo*8 parents at m
One Mareswi

last night X wont to the Ybngtono Hotel to too certain 
friends whose name X^iiot prepared to divulgo» and was tahsn



Liu Luh-ylng (page 2)

later detained la the manner of which you are aware.

I am nob a oonaniniot and am not oonnooted in any way 

anti-Blue Shirt aotiTitioa. I have never taken part la any 

politioal crimes. either directly or indirectly9 and am 

unable to understand the reason for Ml detention.

k
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File No.

„ Real cause for the arrest of Liu LuSubiect...................................................................................................

POLICE.
8.2, Sp.eciaI^ranch.«s/>O^

Date.......March 3
Ying, C.E.C. member.

zP37

Made j/y and Forwarded by.......

,f\
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------

Mr« Liu Lu Ying was put on board the'Kiang-an about

midnight March 1-2 under an escort of deputies of the Hankow

Court and officers of the Police Bureau

The decision to send him to Hankow made by Mayor

W on account of demands being made by various parties from

/B^nktHW-for the handing over of the prisoner and Mayor WU 

thought the proper cause to adopt was to allow the prisoner

to be given a fair trial

Information has been received from a fairly reliable

source that the arrest of Mr. Liu Lu Ying was due to his re-

actionary activities against Nanking and to the formation of
X

the so-called "The Hew Kuomintang of China" which aims at

the overthrow of the present Central Kuomintang of Nanking

The murder of General Yang Yung Tai was simply put forward as

a ground for his extradition* The suspicions against Liu

became stronger because although he went to Nanking he failed

to attend the conference but hurried back to Shanghai to

continue his activities Liu chose Shanghai as a base

operations because he knows that C.E.Os members will visit

Shanghai after the conference was over

It is alleged that Mr« Liu is responsible for the

C r 

sMf

edition of many books distributed to various parts of China 

denouncing Chiang Kai Shek (see file relating to books which 

came from Tientsin through Thomas Cook & Sons). From

correspondence intercepted by the postal censors, it appears 

that Mr. Liu had succeeded in inducing General Sung Cheh Yuen

of Chili (Hopei) and General Han Fu Chu of Shantung to Join

the New Kuomintang of the South-West which is also being

supported by Generals Li Chung Jen

!

I



REPORT
Date. ¡9

(2)

Forwarded by.

It is significant that none of the above Generals

ing that seems to exist between these Generals is being

regarded with much misgivings by the Nanking Government

It may not be out of place to mention that Room 630

application for pistol licence)

It is probable that one of these gave the information

taken too oMfc into his confidence in regard to his activities-—————— ------------------- /----------------------------------------- ---------------------------- —---------------------------------—  ----------------------

of the Yangteze Hotel which Mr. Liu Lu Ying visited on the

attended the 3rd Plenary Conference. The apparent understand-

File No.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

about Mr. Liu to the Nanking Authorities. He must have

Kwangsi, and a number of Kuomintang members_who are of the 
late Hu Han Min’s clique.

Station,

Subject

Made by.

Superintendent.

G. 40M-9-35

night of arrest, was booked and paid for hy Mr* Tser Pah Kan 
(4/ ) and other unemployed politicians (see file re Tser’s

D. C. (Special Branch).
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Commission er

□EV 26
of Police.

1937. ,
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The following is the statement of the facts 

relating to the attempt made to arrer Lieu Loo Ying 
(flM) outside the Yangtsze Hotel (Yunnan and 

Hankow Roads corner) at 1.30 a.m. on February 24, 1937 :

According to the staff of the Garrison Commissioner 

Headauarters, a secret instruction was received direct 

from the Nanking Military Council signed by General Chiang 

Kai Shek on February 22. 1937, ordering the arrest of Lieu 

Loo Ying for instigating theassassination of Tang Yu Jen, 

Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs,in the French Concession in 

1935 and Yang Yung Tai , Governor of Hupeh. This instruction 

was received by the "Special Investigation Section (alleged 

Blue Shirts) of the Headquarters without passing through 

the Garrison Commander, General Yang Hu and without his 

knowledge. (This was admitted by Inspector Yang Vung Kyi 

of the Garrison at Louza Station )•

Information was apparently obtained that Lieu Loo 

Ying would visit the Yangtsze Hotel and accordingly several 

of t.ie Lunghwa detectives were posted in the Yangtsze notel 

and vicinity on February 22, 1937. T£is is borne out by 
a door boy of the hotel, named Li Yah Pao (4M) who 

observed them during the evening of February 22, 1937, 

when he was on duty. At about 10 n.m. on February 23, 1937, 

the same detectives were again observed by the door boy 

Li patrolling the hotel and vicinity. Just after 10 p.m. 

Lieu and his wife arrived and proceeded to Room 630 of 

the hotel, occupied by one Lee Ts Ching( J-f&) who 

according to Lieu Loo Ying is a Shanghai business man. 

Lieu’s Chauffeur parked the car on Yunnan Road on the 

West side facing Northwards and near the rear entrance of 

the Yangtsze Hotel. The chauffeur then proceeded into the 
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hallway of the hotel where he remained conversing 

with other chauffeurs. No attempt was made to arrest Lieu 

Loo Y.ng on his arrival. At 1.25 a.m. on February 24, 

1937, Lieu Loo Ying and his wife came outcf the hotel 

lift and went out of the Yunnan Hoad door of the hotel 

followed by the chauffeur. .During Lieu’s visit to the 

hotel the Garrison Commissioner’s detectives had succeeded 

in parking their motor car Licence No. 6474 behind Lieu’s car. 

to the South and facing Northwards. As Lieu Loo Ying then 

walked along Yunnan Hoad in the roadway towards his car, 

the Garrison detectives moved towards him and commenced 

to surround him and his wife.

It is evident that they were not sure of the 

man as they allowed him to approach his car apparently for 

the purpose of identification. As he reached his car some
| 

of the detectives showed Lieu their r>istols (according to 

Lieu) ordered him to keep quiet and enter the Garrison Car 

No. 6474. Lieu, however, refused and succeeded in opening 

the door of his own car. The detectives attempted to drag
■ 

him away but Lieu held on to the steering column of his 

car while his wife came to his assistance and attempted 

to push away the detectives. On observing this Lieu’s 

chauffeur ran back into the Yangtsze Hotel and shouted 

for Police, saying that a number of men were fighting 

with his master. The door boy Li ran out and observed a 

large number of men including those whom he had previously 
seen patrolling the hotel some attempting to drag juieu juoo 
Ying out of his car while others stood around. The offside i 

door of motor car No.6474 was open and other detectives 

stood by the door in readiness to push Lieu Loo Yinc into 

their car. Li heard Lieu Loo Ying’s wife asking why they 

wanted her husband and one of the detectives stated 

"after he has been to prison he will know why". Then 

another detective in foreign clothes ordered the others
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not to talk toomuch but to pull Lieu away. The same detective
then shouted to the bystanders who commenced to gather, warning 
them to stand back or they might be shot. This man out his
hands in his trousers pocket as if holding a pistol»

shop assistant naned Loh Yoong Ling
of the Yangtsze Cigarette & Exchange Shop next to the
Yunnan Hoad entrance of the hotel was engaged in fetching
the shop shutters, from the rear entrance of the hotel when the 
a ttempt to pull Lieu Loo Ying into Garrison Car commenced.
He also observed three or four men attempting to drag Lieu from
his car but after a man in foreign dross had warned onlookers tha 
that he would shoot, he returned to his shop. He did not 
actually see any pistols being on the other side of Lieu Loo 
Ying’s car.

By this time, however, C.P.C. 692 on special duty at
the Hotel responded to the chauffeur’s alarm and came out of 
the Yangtsze Hotel. The C.P.C. did not see any pistols 
displayed. He approached asking what was the matter /and 
was told by the detectives to go away and not interfere 
as it was none of his business. Thev further stated that 
they were from the Garrison Commissioner’s headouarters• 
When the C.P.C. asked for their warrant cards they refused 
saying that they had secret instructions. The C.P.C. then asked 
the Garrison detectives whether they were kidnappers and this 
question apparently calmed them down and they agreed to send 
a man to Louza Station to report the matter. The arrival of 
this man, Detective Tsze Yu Sing(J^X^4), at 1.50 a.m.

on February 24, 1937, was the first intimation to the Station 
of the Garrison Commissioner’s He^dqurters intention to arrest 
Lieu Loo Ying.

D.S. MacAdie and C.D.S.316 were called and the above 
detective stated that members of the Garrison Commissioner’s 
Headquarters had arrested a male and female communist outside 
the Yangtsze Hotel. On proceeding to the Yangtsze Hotel by 
Station motor car, only two detectives named Sung Tsei(l4J$ip)

* /
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and Zung Mo Yi(4^^A^ ) were observed by D.3. MacAdie and 

C.D.S. 316 on the roadway outside the Yangtsze Hotel holding
Lieu Loo Ying and his wife. C.P.C. 692 was standing by.
The Garrison motor car No.6474 had been used to convey detective
Taze Yu Sing to the Station to make the iratialreport.
All present were brought to the station. At 3 a.m. on
February 24» room 630 of the Yangtsze Hotel which Lieu Loo
Ying had visited, was searched by D.S. Pitta, D.S.I. Shih S Chief
Special branch, and U.S. MacAdie and C.D.S. 316, but nothing 
incriminating was found. It was learned that the room had 
been engaged by one Lee Ts Ching one month ago. The room was 
empty at the time of the visit. According to Lieu Loo Ying, 
he also visited the room 630 on the evening of February ¿2, 
1937, and stayed the night.

As already remarked General Yang Hu was unaware of the 
order for the arrest of Lieu Loo Ying. Consequently when 
Sunt. Tan Shao Liang telephoned to him at the request of 
C.D.I. Ross at about 3 a.m. the former was told by General 
Yang Hu that he was unaware of the existence of such a 
warrant. Apparently however Colonel Wong of the Garrison, 
seeing that the affair had become public, went to Yang Hu's 1 
in the French Concession and explained the casebecause at

si

4.30 a.m. on February 24, when J.3.1. Shih S Chien telephoned to' 
the Garrison Commander at his home he said that a secret 
order was in existence and at 5.40 a.m. sent over by Inspector 
Hsu Bang Fi an order to Colonel Wong to arrest Lieu x»oo Ying, 
chopped by himself*

Mr. T. Robertson, D.0.''4", was kept informed of the 
situation and gave instructions that should an order for 
Lieu Loo Ying’s arrest be forthcoming that he be placed 
on a Writ of Detention.

( 3d )3.C.Young



STATEMENT OP PACTS CONCERNING THE

ATTEMPTED ILLEGAL ABLEST IN THE SETTLEMENT OP 
Lieu Loo Ying ( ^7 1a ' ) and his wife Lieu Hwa Sz 

( *^| ) by detective» attached to the Garrison

Commissioner's Headquarters on Pebruary 24* 1937«

At I»50 a.m. 24-2-37, Detective Tsze Yu Sing
(Jfc X x attached to the Garrison Commissioner's 

Headquarters, Lunghws* came to the Station and requested 

assistance in bringing two alleged communists from the 

362, R.WLHacAdie and C.D.S.316 immediately
and found that Detectives Sung Tsei (I/tL -'-J )

Mow Yi attached to

had arrested one Lieu Loo Ying

Lieu Hwa Sz

the same Head-
U.

while about to onto)

Yangtsze Hotel on Yunnan Road.

D.S 

»trended 

and ’’ung 

quarters 

his wife

thoir motor car, S.M.C. License No.1347.

Enquiries ascertained that at about 1.30 a.m.:»- 

24-2*39, the three detectives mentioned observed Lieu Loo 

Ying's chauffeur with the car outside the Yangtsze Hotel 

on Yunnan Road and had waited for Lieu to come out. 'Phen

Lieu emerged the detectives produced pistols and told 

Lieu to keep quiet and attempted to force him into the 

Garrison's car No.6474 which was waiting on Yunnan Road. 

Lieu however raised an alarm and 0.P.C.692 on duty at 

the Yangtsze Hotel responded. They told C.P.C. 692 that 

they wore attached to "Special Headquarters** but refused 

to produce thoir warrant cards. Detectivo Tsss Yu Sing 

) thon proceeded to the Lousa Police Station 

ao recorded.
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Brought to the Station» Lieu Loo Ying» age 44» 

native of Kiangae» stated that he was a member of the 

C.B.C* of the Kuomintang and for many years chief of 

the Propaganda Department of the Nanking Government.

He also stated that he was a

Hu Han Mln well

close follower of the late 

known politician.

A few minutes after Lieu and his wife had been 

brought to the Station Inspectors Hsu Bang Pi 

and Yang Yung Kyi attended and stated that Lieu

and his wife were wanted on a secret order from Nanking 

received by the Garrison Commissioner’s Headquarters on 

22.2.37. According to the secret order Lieu and his 

wife were Implicated as being concerned in the assassina

tions of Yang Yoong Tai )» Governor of Hupeh» in

November 1936 in Hankow and Tang Yu Jen ),Vice

Minister of Foreign Affairs, on Hue Gaston Kahn» P.O. in 

1936.

At 4.30 a.m. 24.2.37 the Special Branch (3.M.P.) 

ascertained from General Yang Hu ( ■) that a

secret order from Nanking was actually in existence for 
the arrest of Lieu Loo Ying (%*) W fX'") end at 5.40 a.m. 

24.2.37 an instruction from General Yang Ht to Col. Vong 

of the Garrison to arrest Lieu Loo Ying 

brought jro Lousa Station by rsorosentativos of the Garrison 

Commissioner’s Headquarters. The wife of Lieu Loo Ying 

was not mentioned in the order and she was released. 
Lieu Loo Ying 1*^.) will be brought before the 

Shanghai Special District Court on a writ of Detention.



D.C. Grime

Please let me have draft of facts for Secretary- 

General. I shall add my view.

Ko one can be arrested in the Settlement except 

by the S.M.Police on their own authority or the 

authority of a warrant issued by the 1st S.D.Court.

Please get someone to impress this on the

Garrison Commander’s HQs and inform them that if such 

independent functioning is attempted by their detectives 

again, I shall order the detectives to be locked up and 

detained till a guarantee given that such action will 

not be taken again.

P.W.G.
24/2 I
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

Subject

Made by.

SHA?-3H

I K,File No....T:x......
j Aa 5. B.

3rancK..3W5E®;------
REPORT

........... i9 37
Arrest of Liu Lu Ying

and Forwarded Tan Shao Liang

_ The arrest of Liu Lu Ying is reported to have been 
-based on a statement made by one Siao Za HsuCffi^/jt ) who, 

CM
-annording to Chinese Authorities,...was arrested at the hQUafl-.flf 
*Yang Hsu Chien() in Route Delastre, french Concession.

The french Police have no record of the arrest but received_____ 

about four-jnonths ago an annlication from Soong wu Detectives 

to raid a house of Yang Hsu Chien but found the latter had 

absconded. Siao is said to have alleged that he had been______

to the house of Liu Lu Ying in Hongkong where he received________

instructions to proceed to Shanghai to warn Yang to return to 

Hongkong._______________________________________
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
S.l. Special Branch *2

REPORT February24,,/p 37^/

Subject........... Arrest of'Lieu Loh Ying a.MAzI'.....)... ....

Made fy...,........................and Forwarded by.... .P* ......Coyne

With reference to the arrest of Lieu Lobbying__________

at the request of the Woosung-Shanghai Garrison commander's
***-*<€*• ”

Office, according to the person responsible for the arrest, 

he received a telegram from General Chiang Kai Shek at____________

11,30 p.m. February 23, instructing him to effect the_____________

arrest immediately.__________________________________________________________

Kot knowing where the wanted man might be located,

___agents were sent to cover hotels and other likely places in  

the Settlement, the French Concession and Chinese controlled 

territory.It was only after Lieu had been located that

 General Yang Hu was informed and asked to issue the necessary 

_ warramt, hence the reason he knew nothing of the matter when

first communicated with by the Municipal police

The informant stated that Lieu had been in Hanking

with the object of forming a party to oppose the present

Government, but meeting with no success, and realizing that____

his movements were being watched, he left for Shanghai with

the intention of returning to Hongkong on the s.s.

"/ Ann ^President Hoover

S-_— -- DooumenDocuments seized by the Hongkong Police when

Wong Ming San, a follower of Wong Yah jao, was arrested

were found to have been written by Lien. These documents 

which were handed over to the Chinese Authorities when the 

trisoners were extradited, revealed a plot hatched by Lieu 

(^.assassinate certain Government officials alleged to be

Japanese.

________ Photographs of some of these documents are to be

published in the Press, the object being to show the 

public that the arrest was not made with any ulterior
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motive but was fully justified

I.

D.C. (Special Branch).
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Silk Mill Hands
Refuse To Return
WMMgNMSMSSBfMH*

Many 'Strikers Ignore 
Order, Seek Trip

To Nanking
By this morning 80 per cent of 

the 2000 workers who walked out 
several days ago in protest against 
the police 'action in raiding a 
union headquarters and arresting 
some 40 members were still refus
ing to resume work. In the 
western mill area where four 
factories are affected, some 600 
of the 800 strikers remain idle, 
while in Chinese controlled ter
ritory only 350 of the 1000 workers 
of the Mayar Ching Wei and num
ber one mills are back at work.

Strikers tills morning . stated 
that they had sent 15 delegates to 
Socchow to prepare demands 
which will be submitted to the, 
Government at Nanking, this 
method of holding meetings out of 
town having been adopted follow
ing the strong action taken by the. 
local Chinese police against unions 
recently. Workers do nob intend 
to resume until the Government 
has forced employers to carry out 
a compromise worked out by the 
Bureau of -Social Welfare some 
time ago whereby old employees 
would be re-employed.

Meanwhile, further arrests have 
been made among the strikers. One 
woman was arrested in Nantao in 
front of the Mayar number one 
mill yesterday morning for alleged 
intimidation towards loyal workers 
while two men were taken ip to 
police custody this morning.

A short-lived strike took place 
at the Tovoda Cotton Mill because 
of the dismissal of 60 porters j 
when a new contractor was em-{ 
ployed. The walkout took place! 
yesterday, but by this morning the 
old porters and contractor were 
back again. However, the men 
are making demands for increased 
wages now and other Improve-1 
ments in working conditions.

The Hwa Foong Flour Mill 
where serious rioting took place 
several days ago when new hands 
were hired to replace the strikers 

I was working normally this mom- 
• ing after a compromise solution to 
: the trouble had been reached 
through the mediation of the local 
Tangpu. Dismissed hands are each 
tr receive a gratuity of $30. Some 
80 men are affected by this deci
sion, but the sum has not been 
paid as yet. When the mill re
opened this’ morning, 186 workers 
reported.

Delivery coolies of the China 
Times cf 130 Avenue Edward VII 
who declared a strike several days 
ago in protest against the dis
missal of two of their number 
were back at work today, greatly 
subdued. The two were allegedly 
dismissed because they also de
livered papers for rival newspaper 
offices.
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Silk Strikers
'» Return To Jobs
: Six Hundred At Work 

Today, Concluding
Lengthy Strike

With their ringleaders detained 
at the Garrison Commander's 
Headquarters in Lunghwa and 
facing strict disciplinary action 
threatened by the Bureaus ot 
Police and Social Affairs and the 
City Kuomintang, more than 600 
strikers of the Mayar Silk Weaving 
Factory returned to work at 6 
o'clock this morning, concluding a 
walkout of many weeks marked by 
disorders and clashes with police.

The number of workers who 
resumed operation this morning 
represents but 50 per cent of ‘the 
usual complement. Some strikers 
defied the orders while many are 
understood to be returning to 
Shanghai from their native homes 
and are expected to return within 
the next few days. The authorities 
had previously decreed that all of 
them must return before 6 o'clock 
this morning and those who failed 
to show up are automatically dis
missed. All was quiet when the 
workers resumed this morning 
under supervision of large squads 
of Chinese police officers.

The conclusion of the silk weav
ing strike followed the onslaught 
on the Third District (Western 
Shanghai) Silk Weavers’ Union off 
Brenan Road Wednesday night. 
That night, 40 alleged ringleaders 
of the labor agitation were arrest
ed. bringing the total number of 
arrests in connection with the 
Mayar dispute to 50. Thirty-six 
of them were handed over to the 
Garrison Commander’s Headquart
ers today to face the military 
tribunal. Four others were re
leased. The 10 previously arrested 
agitators are also in the Lunghwa 

I headquarters.
More than 100 workers, all 

members of the Union, yesterday 
called on the City Kuomintang 
Headquarters and requested the 
return of the union fittings, docu
ments and furniture confiscated by 
the police Wednesday night. The 
Tangpu officials promised to dis
cuss the issue with the police au
thorities.
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I Ultimatum Is Issued Against 
~ Silk Mill Strikes Here

All Idle Workers Must Return To-morrow Or Face 
“Resignation Of Their Own Accord”; High 

Authorities Are Confident Over Idea
With the arrest yesterday morning 

of the five ringleaders of local 
Chinese silk filature workers, who 
are alleged to have been behind all 
strikes called in recent months and 
who have long been wanted by the 
local courts on charges of intimida
tion and other offences, and more 
than 10 of their assistants, local 
Chinese authorities are confident that 
they have the situation in hand and 
have issued an order requiring all 
idle silk filature workers to return 
to work to-morrow before 6 o’clock. 
Those workers who refuse to .do so 
will be held to have “resigned of 
their own accord.”

According to a reliable Chinese 
source, Wang Hou, alias Wang Shih- 
hsiung, for whom an order of arrest 
was issued by the Shanghai City 
Government long ago sj^qMlg^al 
Chinese silk filatures have been 
troubled by numerous strikes, riots, 
and demonstrations is among the 
arrested persons. The other arrested 
ringleaders of the strikes are G. S. 
Sheng, F. Y. Hu, Tu Fah-sen and Yi 
Yeo-yung, all of whom have been 
serving with Wang as officers of the 
Third District Silk Filature Workers 
Jnion in the extra-Settlement road 
■»ear Brenan Road. Wang is secre- 
ary of the union. They are all 
jeing detained at the headquarters 
jf the Nantao Police Bureau.

The arrest of these men has 
îvidently caused uneasiness among 
striking silk filature workers espe
cially those of the Mayar Silk Works 
vhose 10 factories were all forced 
o be closed more than a week ago 
m account of labour unrest. More 
han 1,000 of them yesterday morn- 
ng protested against the arrest of 
heir leaders and they besieged the 
essfield Village Sub-Station of the 
Mantao Bureau Policé demanding 
he release of the arrested men. They 
ilso demanded the return of the 
documents seized at their union 
leadquarters following the arrests. 
They were finally persuaded to leave 

the place by the police from Nantao 
headquarters, who explained to the 
workers that they had gone to the 
wrong station to petition.

Warning Order
In a strongly worded order jointly 

issued by the Nantao Kuomintang 
Headquarters and Bureau of Social 
Affairs yesterday morning workers 
were warned against further disturb
ances and required to return to 
w’ork before 6 p.m. to-morrow. The 
order further stated that the Mayar 
Silk Works Company had been 
ordered to carry out an order issued 
previously by the Bureau regarding 
the treatment of workers including 
the increase of wages.

The order was issued at the in
stance of a petition from the 
management of the Mayar Silk 
Works in which a detailed report on 
a riot staged in the Nos. 1 aAd 2 
factories of the company in Nantao 
w’hich forced the management to 
close all affiliated factories. It .was 
alleged in this petition that on ¿une 
13 when about 400 workers had re
turned to work under official super
vision some workers who were 
allegedly abetted by ringleaders of 
strikes went to the company on the 
pretext of returning to work but 
secretly forced those willing to wfork 
to quit. The stay-in strikers were 
also forced to fast as no food was 
available in the factories.
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Silk Filature Workers’
Unions Smashed, Chiefs

Are Held Under Arrest
Disbandment Ordered By Bureau Of Social Affairs 

Following Recent Disturbances; New Groups To 
Be Organized Under Kuomintang Leadership

WORKERS “RUN WILD” HELD RESPONSIBLE 
FOR SHANGHAI LABOUR TROUBLES

Strong measures to quell growing disorganization in 
Shanghai’s silk industry were taken yesterday by the Bureau 
of Social Affairs when an order was issued smashing up the silk 
filature workers’ unions which were behind the recent strikes 
and disturbances at various mills here, and which are declared 
to have been directly responsible for the closure of numerous 
Chinese filatures and a costly burden to those which have
managed to survive the disturbances.

j. I ’

Coincident with the disbandment 
of the old unions, Kuomintang 
Headquarters were requested to im
mediately organize another silk 
filature workers* union under Kuo
mintang leadership.

Leaders of the old unions were 
arrested immediately the closure 
order was issued according to Chin
ese reports last night, and a num
ber of them appeared in the First 
Special District Court yesterday and 
were sentenced on sabotage counts

Misled by inefficient union lead
ers, the silk filature workers had 
run wild, declared officials at the 
Civic Centre yesterday, and they 
had therefore been plunged into the 
recent labour troubles and disturb
ances.

Three Unions Closed
The decision calling for the 

closure of the unions was reached 
at a recent joint meeting held by 
officials of the Bureau of Social 
Affairs, Nantao Kuomintang Head
quarters and Nantao Police Bureau. 
In ,accordance with* this decision the 
Bureau issued the order yesterday.

The orde^* affected three unions, 
the Preparatory Committee of the 
First District Silk Filature Workers’ 
Union, the Third District Silk Weav- 
Factory Workers’ Union and the 
Fourth District Silk Filature Work
ers” Union.

The Fourth District Silk Filature 
Workers* union, which is located in 
the Tsaokadoo district, where many 
silk filatures are located, it will be 
recalled, was the scene of disturb
ances just over a week ago. Twenty- 
one leaders and members of the 
union were arrested by the Yulin 
Road police and subsequently sen
tenced by the First Special District 
Court. They were found guilty of 
having manhandled a worker who 
went to work when his co-workers 
were on strike. They were also al

leged by the police to have forced 
workers of* silk filatures in the 
Eastern district to strike.

The chief object of the strikers 
was to obtain a wage increase; The 
Bureau of Social Affair» acted as 
an intermediary and wias able to 
offer them a IQ per cent, wage in* 
crease which was settled after many 
negotiations.

There are still some managers and 
workers who disagree with this 
order. All workers, numbering 
about 6,000, of the Mayar Silk*Works 
are.still idle as their management 
was. forced to close all its factories 
last week owing to a fresh labour 
dispute.
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11 Powerful Labour RingII Is Aim Of Agitators11 Throughout Shanghai ■'~rlr'v
I Police Check Silk Weavers’ Organ Through Arrest 

Of 21 Unionists For Intimidation And 
Illegal Detention; Trial To-day

i PROMINENT FIGURES WORK BEHIND THE 
SCENES TO WIELD NEW POWER

Special to “The Shanghai Times”
Behind the scenes of the widespread labour disturbances 

which have recently wracked Shanghai’s most important 
industries—cotton, silk, transportation—are prominent figures 

j who are working for revolutionary changes which may ultimate- 
; ly affect the lives of toiling thousands, for better or for worse, 

well-known for their political intrigues tn the 
city overalong period of time, are aiming at the creation of 
a highly potent weapon* —a labour organization which will 
embrace all fields from the small, home-industry type , of busi
ness to factories employing thousands of hands.

* This revolution, for it is a move
ment founded on force, has been 
long in coming. Modern Industrial 
methods are comparatively hew in 
China, and the labour organizations 
up to the present have generally 
been separate groups within fac
tories, or at most controlling certain 
districts. This was due to the fact 
that much labour was formerly ob- 

| tained through individual con
tractors, who were responsible for 
a certain group of hands. When 
strikes occurred, Settlement Police 
were usually able to settle the mat
ter through mediating between the 
factory management and the labour 
contractor.

Changing Scenes
But the scene has changed radical

ly since the turbulent days of 1925 
to 1927. The Chinese Government 
has come to be recognized as the 
paramount authority for- maintain
ing law and order, and the Bureau 
of Social Affairs is its dirfect agent.

Labour is more permanently fixed 
than in the early days, but with 
more certainty of employgient there 
has also come a more embracing 
union movement. 1 ’At*' present the 

‘ silk weavers, the cotton Weavers, 
the cigarette workers and others all 
belong to a rather loosely-knit or
ganization. The separate branches 
act independently in stakes, but 
all contribute to a common food 
fund and especially for the support 
of parasitic groups of leaders. This 
is a situation which probably will 

, not exist for long, the authorities 
believe, for the advantages to be 

t gained by those Who could mani-
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pulate great masses of workers are 
too great to be overlooked.

Police Check Silk Union
Yulin Road Police last week hit 

at what is believed to be the hotbed 
of agitation among silk weavers in 
the Eastern District and arrested 21 
leaders on charges of intimidation 
and illegal detention. They will 
face the First Special District Court 
this afternoon.

These men are leaders of one of 
seven silk weavers’ organizations. 
They are not professional agitators 
or gangsters, but they are rapidly 
assuming the former status by virtue 
of their easy, parasitic existence. 
Such men are ripe material for sub
bosses under a central directing 
board.

Fifteen of this group are being 
charged with intimidation, while 
the remaining six are also charged 
with having forced Tsang Ziang- 
ling, a weaver, to the union in 
Chining Road on May 12, where 
they hung a Sign around his neck, 
reading “a running dog of the Ching 
Shing Silk Filature and a traitor to 
the union.”

They took a photograph of him 
kneeling with this sign around his 
neck, but police have located the 
photographer and it is believed that 
he will be able identify the 
ringleaders.

Another private action of a similar 
sort is pending against members of 
the same organization by an official 
of the Bureau of Social Affairs. They 
kidnapped him as he was trying to 
make mediatory overtures to strik
ers of the Ching Shing Filature.

Heavy Sentence Unlikely
These offenders can get a max

imum of three years in gaol or a 
fine of $300 under the charges for 
which they are held, but it is 
thought unlikely that any severe 
sentence' will be passed.

But it is not the individual cases 
which bother the authorities 
seriously—it is the steady move to
wards union combination which un
doubtedly will play a decisive part 
in labour relations of the future.
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Scores Hurt
In Mill Brawl

Scores of workers were injured, 
one seriously, during a fight be- 

. tween two rival gangs of employees 
of the Mayar No. 10 Silk Mill at.

> Pa Tze Chiao, Chapei, at 11 o’clock : 
1 Monday night.

The fight was started when one
• faction of the workers advocating 
. resumption of work announced that
• they were going to welcome back
I Mr. Wang Tsu-chiu, superintendent ;
> of the mill. This aroused the host- 
. ility of the other faction that 
, stood for continuation of the strike.

Both gangs of workers, totaling 
more than 500, assembled in front 
of the jnill and during the free- 
for-all that ensued, one of the 

. workers, Wang Pel, was seriously
• injured in the head, back and arm, 
, while many others received slight 
, bruises.
j The fight lasted until 5.50 a.m. 
, yesterday morning when a squad 

of police from the Chapei Dls- 
trict Bureau of Police arrived on the

’ scene and broke them up.
The faction siding with the man

agement of the mill won the day 
when later yesterday morning more 
than two-thirds of ‘the employees 
resumed work.
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Lack Of Materials Causes j 
Mayar Works To Close

Shortage Attributed To Strike Of Workers Of No. 1 
Factory, Who Demand 10 Per Cent. Wage

Increase; Nanking Petitioned
Owing to lack of raw materials, 

as a result of the strike called by 
the workers preparing silk for 
weavers, the 10 factories of the 
Mayar Silk Works, the biggest of 
its kind in Shanghai, were forced 
to close their doors yesterday. The 
management of the filature has tele
graphically petitioned the Nanking 
authorities to intervene as local 
officials have made futile mediatory 
efforts.

The closed factories had depend
ed on the No. 1 factory in Da Pu 
Chiao, Nantao, for refining silk. 
Wdrkers of this factory called a 
general strike three days ago ex
plaining that they had failed to get 
a 10 per cent, increase in wages as 
ordered by the Bureau of Social 
Affairs, to which thé management 
took exception. Since all other fac
tories have used up their silk pre
pared by the No. 1 factory they 
could not continue their operations, 
according to the petition.

With the exception of the No. 4 
and No. 9 factories which are 
located in Ferry Road and Sicca- 
wei Road respectively, all other fac
tories of the filature are located in 
Chapei and Nantao. A notice an
nouncing the closure of the fac
tories was posted by the manage
ment last night alleging that the 
responsibility for the wholesale 

closure of factories should rest with 
the striking workers.

In their petition to Nanking, the 
management alleged that local offi
cials had failed to arrest and punish 
the ringleaders of the various strikes 
suffered by silk filatures, and 
that as a result the ringleaders 
have become more malicious than 
ever. The strike called by workers 
of the No. 1 factory which, it was 
alleged, was instigated by the ring
leaders, might deal a death blow to 
the filature, it was asserted. Sim- < 
ilar petitions have been sent to the - 
Bureau of Social Affairs and Nantao 
Kuomintang Headquarters explain
ing the reasons for the wholesale 
closure of factories.

Fresh labour troubles are loom
ing in practically every silk fila
ture and weaving factory as man
agements have refused to increase 
wages by 10 per cent, as was order
ed. The filature managèrs have 
brought thejr grievances to the di
rect attention of the Shanghai City 
Government instead of the Bureau | 
Of Social Affairs, which * ordered 
the increase trying to meet the I 
striking workers halfway. The . 
Bureau officials, however, still con- 
tinued their mediatory efforts yes- ' 
terday in persuading the strikers of ; 
the No. 10 factory of the filature 
to return to work.
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Silk Filiature
Walk Out Eases

¡Majority Of Laborers 
Return To Work;

6500 Still Out
With the exception of the Ching 

Sing Mill, al! silk filatures ;n 
Shanghai which went on strike 
last Wednesday were open today 
and the majority of silk work
ers were back at their jobs.

Twenty-five hundred workers of 
the Sing Vue Factory where 
trouble broke out about ten days 
ago when the management de
clared a lockout for the purpose 
of installing new machinery were 
still not working. The manage
ment of the mill has posted a 
notice asking all workers to re- 

i sume their jobs tomorrow morn- 
i ing. This does not include the 56, 
workers whose dismissal has been 
a bone of contention between mill; 
hand and employers.

The strike in the Tien Tsang 
mill continues as workers are de
manding increased wages. Con
ditions in the Kung Yik mill, 
scene cf ttye strike’s me st serious 
trouble, Remains unchanged and 
the management is still ‘enforcing I 
a lockout, j. .

Two alleged leaders of the 700 
workers of the Mei Foong ¿ilk 
strikers who attempted to get the 
F actory to cease work last Satur
day were up before the First Dis
trict Court this morning on a 
charge of committing an offence 
against public Order. One of these 
men, Tseu Pah-socng, is an alleg
ed union leader.

It is understood that repre- 
r--»nraHves of both th local Tangpu 
and the Bureau of Social AT airs 
called on Police and requested 
that the prisoners be released and; 
the charge against them dropped 
in order that further trouble 
might not be precipitated. This 
request was denied.
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STRIKES IN SHANGHAI
Information previously in the pos-^ 

session of those whose business it is to 
know such things that labour unrest was 
likely to be manifest in Shanghai this 
Spring is unfortunately proving to be 
true, for at the moment there are over 
12,000 silk filature workers and about 
3,000 cotton workers out on strike. It is 
pleasing, however, to learn that there are 
no immediate signs of the strikes spread
ing to any greai extent^ although, of 
^urse/iFall depends on"how the present 
situation is handled and whether wise 
counsels are going to prevail over the 
machinations of agitators. The use of 
that word “agitators” as deliberate in this 
connection, and is not a word we should 
use in reference to legitimate labour 
organizers—the responsible heads of pro
perly-constituted Unions. In the case of 
both the silk workers and those employed 
at the Kung Yik Cotton Mill the demands 
being made are unreasonable, and have 
been so judged hy^the Bureau of Social 
Affairs which makes it its business to 
advise on the settlement of labour dis
putes. What has happened at the Kung 
Yik mill clearly illustrates the point. 
Although the workers there are better 
paid than in some other cotton mills of 
Shanghai and although a good many of 
them are known to be satisfied with 
conditions, the demand has been made 
that a blanket 20 per cent, increase in 
pay and some other concessions should be 
granted. The Social Bureau has advised 
that a 10 per cent, increase would be a 
more reasonable request, and the owners, 
viewing the attitude of the strikers as 
unreasonable, have been forced to declare 
what amounts to a counter lock-out, 
saying they will keep the mill shut until 
moderation is shown. In the case of the 
silk workers, regarding whom there has 
been trouble for a considerable time past, 
the Social Bureau recently “ordered” the 
workers back to work on terms which 
were held to be reasonably fair pending 
the discussion of other points, but therg ¡3 
was the usual behind-scenes intimidation h 
and ageneralstrike of filature workers - 
was deciared-^-orrather, imposed—oh 1 
Tuesday night, ~ ‘3

As was stated in this column yester- L 
day in another connection, we are all in t 
favour of labour being given its just and
fair share of the profits of industry, and 
we also hold the belief, as must everyone 
else who is acquainted with conditions 
among the labouring masses of this
country, that China is in need of nothing 
else quite so much as the raising of the 
economic status of the people. And if, 
because of a bumper cotton crop, rising 
world prices and a good demand for 
cotton products, the mills of Shanghai are 
in more profitable operation than they 
have been for a good while past, it is only 
fair that the workers, who have also been 
sufferers by the depression, should be 
given an encouraging deal. But that is 
quite a different matter from the unrest 
which is deliberately provoked by so- 
called- labour leaders who areilniowh^to 
be political self-seekers and not always

unconnected with Moscow The bogey of 
Moscow is, perhaps, all too often trotted 
out by labour-scare^, employer st :hut 
definite evidence is in tha hands of official 
circles here to show that’4here is a direct jl-j - ,u ]- -n y-*———11—■—m—b—mb   —

link between^ current labour agitation 
and both financial and_ ideological

of the KremTm.^ 
The knowledge that labour unrest was 
being planned has proved to be true, and 
the _ corollary already indicated must, 
unfortunately /“be regarded as also true.

• Preachers are at work, organization lies 
in the background, and any sign of weak
ness in the face of such intimation would 
undoubtedly be further exploited and the 
general situation made to go from bad to 
worse. For this reason it is to be hoped 
that the Chinese authorities, who have 
shown commendable strength in this 
matter of unreasonable labour demands 
in the recent past, will continue to give 
their support on the side of fair- 
minded employers and do their own 
counter-propaganda in the interests of . 
industrial harmony. We do not think 
there is any need for alarmist fears, but 
there is need for wise counsel and the 
exercise of good guidance by those best 
placed to offer it. One can only hope that 
the present strikes will be quickly settled 
before the disaffection spreads to other 
concerns.

All over the world within recent 
months there has been agitation and 
movement by labour for better conditions. 

. France has been through a serious phase 
of sit-down strikes, America is going 

? through it now, there are labour demands 
5 in Britain, and in practically every coun- 
) try of the world there is ferment on the 
b labour side of industry. The use of the 
g strike weapon for the securing of fair 
r conditions is a perfectly legitimate thing, 
> but a very big question has been raised
2 of late by the growing connection 
1 between organized labour and Leftist
3 politics of an ideological character. It is 
» also not without misgiving that vast

power is seen passing into the hands of 
the heads of great omnibus Unions, at 
the beck of whose fingers many thous
ands of workers can paralyze.the basic 
industry of a country. It is not only a 
question of wages which is being raised, 
but into whose hands is to rest the 
dominant political power.
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Silk Workers 
Parade Halted 
TnYangtzépoo
Union Men Try To Levy 

Tax On Management
Of Mei Foong Co.

DEMONSTRATION SAID 
LAST FLARE-UP

Two Leaders Arrested And 
Detained; Meantime 25 

Per Cent. Start Work

A parade of 750 workers 
from various silk filatures in 
Yangtzepoo and neighbouring 
Chinese territory briefly upset 
expectations of police yesterday 
afternoon that the strike situa
tion had been entirely settled 
by the stern order of the 
Bureau of Social Affairs on 
Friday evening, ordering the 
workers to resume, pending 

. negotiations between Chinese 
authorities and the various fac
tory managements.

The parade, which started from 
Thorburn Road, was ill-timed, how
ever, for the workers reached the 

. Mei Foong/ Mill in Haichow Road 
; at the same time as did police units, 

and the union delegates who de- 
( manded from the management a 
. contribution towards their organiza

tion fund, were given short shrift. 
Two union men were arrested and 

1 the rest dispersed peacefully.
Promised a 10 per cent, increase 

in wages if they would return to 1 
t work without further agitation, some 

25 per cent of silk workers in the 
three municipal areas were at their 
jobs yesterday morning. The re- 

. mainder were expected to be work- 
, ing by Monday morning, following 

the usual last-minute argument 
which usually accompanies such a 
settlement. Of the 233 silk factories 
which have been on strike since 
Wednesday, 60 in the Settlement 
were operating yesterday and four 
in the French Concession.

Delegates Are Dismissed
The Yangtzepoo ‘parade started ‘ 

at 3.30 and reached the Mei Foong 
Mill at about 4‘ p.m., to find police 
and several lorry-loads of the 
Russian S.V.C. members standing by. 
Several delegates got into the mill < 
and demanded that the management 
pay something towards the union 
fund. They met with a fiat refusal F 
and were ejected.

There was some amount of argu
ment outside the mill gates and then 
the crowd, upon advice of police, 
dispersed without noticeable trouble. 
Meantime, the 100 workers of the 
Mei Foong Company, a small organ
ization, adjourned to their compound ' 
and were lectured by their foremen. 
The Reserve Unit stood by for 
several hours but no further demon- j 
strations were attempted. ;

Police believed that{ the parade 
was merely a last flare-up, a sort of 
**face-saving” arrangement by union 
leaders before complying with the 
official order by Chinese authorities. 

’ Strike conditions still attend the 
Kung Yih Cotton Mill, scene of dis- 
turbauces on Thursday, and 3,000 
workers were still locked out yester- 

{day. The Sing Yue Cotton Mill has 
;not been able to persuade its 2.500 
workers to return, while the A.B.C. 
Mill is also closed. One hundred 
workers on the night shift at the . 
Tien Tsang firm in Pootung joined 
an equal number of day shift work- i 
ers yesterday. They are demanding ’ 
that a recent pay cut be restored 
and that an increase be granted.
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12,000 Silk Strikers Still ’ 
Restive Here Yesterday

No Major Disturbances Reported, But Requests Are 
Sent To Bureau; Silk Merchants Take Stand 

And Urge Harsh Strike Block
Refusing to call off their general 

strike, more than 12.000 workers of 
all Chinese silk filatures in Shang
hai remained restive yesterday. 
They held meetings and sent peti
tioners to various Government or
ganizations asking that the Bureau 
of Social Affairs rescind its order 
offering a 10 per cent, increase of 
wages as a condition for settling 
the strike that must be accepted by 
silk merchants and their striking 
workers. No major disturbances 
were reported.

While the strikers demanded a 
20 per cent, wage increase, the

Bureau officials tried to meet them 
half-way in their orders which also 
forbade workers to demand any
thing in connection with the ques
tion of wage increase. The peti
tioning workers, numbering more 
than 100, went to the Bureau in 
the morning, but Mr. Hsu Yar-fu, 
a department head, told them that 
it was impossible for the Govern
ment to withdraw the order. A 
written petition was also sent to 
the Bureau. ,

Silk merchants also took a firm 
attitude. They held meetings yes
terday to discuss the Bureau order 
and, as a result, they petitioned the 
Bureau requesting the officials to 
stop mediation and to employ 
“effective” methods to prevent 
workers frorr °alling strikes. They 
also appeale j the police of the 
three MuriS^/klities asking that 
their property be protected.

Official Promise Given
At a press interview, Mr. Hsu 

Yar-fu stated that the workers 
should return to work after hav
ing been officially promised a wage 
increase of 10 per cent. Should they 
iefy the order, the./ would be dealt 
with according to law. He regretted 
.hat the Bureau order, which was 
ssued after careful consideration 
lad been given by Mr. Pan Kung- 
ffian, Commissioner of the Bureau, 
iad been misunderstood. Besides 
iromising the wage increase, the 
workers were given other financial 
advantages, including payment of 
wages on national holidays, etc.

Eight men arrested for disturb- 
mces in the Wayside District of the 
Settlement on Wednesday were 
»rought before the First District 
3ourt yesterday and charged with 
iffence against public order. One 
)f the men proved to be a carpen- 
er, and claimed to have had no
hing to do with stoning a policeman 
md attempting to intimidate work» 
?rs. Hearings were remanded until 
text week.
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Mill Strikers 
Stone Police 
In Two Riots
Clash With Settlement 

Officers In Wayside;
Chinese In Nantao

DEADLOCK CONTINUED 
AT CONFERENCE

Ten Per Cent. Increase Is 
Rejected By Workers In 

Meeting Last Night
•

Striking silk filature workers 
clashed with both Settlement 
and Chinese police in brushes 
yesterday morning, but the 
remainder of the day passed off 
without serious incident and, 
late last night the Situation in 
the affected areas was reported 
to be satisfactory. The clash 
with the Settlement police 
occurred at Wayside, where a 
smart response was made to a 
call put in by a Chinese con-1 
stable when he was attacked by j 
strikers, and eight of the riot
ers were arrested.

The incident took place at about 
9.30 a.m., when some 200 strikers 
assembled outside the Yung Tsoong 
Silk Filature on East Yuhang Road 
and attempted to intimidate work- , 
ers there. A Chinese policeman in
tervened and was man-handled by. 
a group of the strikers, being fur
ther attacked when he tried to put 
in a call for assistance from Way
side Station. The call was eventu
ally put through and the rioters 
were dispersed after meeting the 
police with a barrage of stones and 
rubbish*

Almost all of the 223 silk fila
tures located # m the International 
Settlement, French Concession, Nan
tao and Chapei, were at a standstill 
yesterday as a result of lhe general 
strike called by the silk filature 
workers union at eight’ o’clock on

a wo uninese police officers were 
hurt and their uniforms torn, many 
strikers received minor injuries and 
two trucks were badly damaged 
early yesterday morning when more 
than 500 striking workers tried to 
force, their way into the main mill • 
of the Mayar Silk Works in Hui 
Tffng Road, Nantao, to persuade 
workers there to join in the walk-

■ out. Seventeen were arrested but 
were released after official 
mediatory efforts had been made.

Trouble flared up late on Tuesday 
night when the representatives of 
all Shanghai silk filatures decided 
to declare a general strike. They 

fwere alleged to have tried to force » 
j men remaining at work to join i 
J them and at about 1 a.m. yesterday j 
more than 500 of their number $

1 gathered around the main mill of J 
the Mayar Silk Works. Despite the % 
efforts of the police they tried to t 
break into the mill. -g

Two trucks loaded with goods I 
were trying to leave the mill when t 
the workers attempted to force their p 

I way into the mill. The chauffeurs p 
. of the trucks were manhandled and » 
the trucks were badly damaged with 
stones and other weapons. r

A policeman tried to stop the P 
workers but was driven away and s

' his uniform was torn in several 
places. Another officer who was a 
hurt had his coat stolen, it was re- c 
ported. .<

There was every possibility that 
the trouble would be augmented as ( 
official efforts to settle the matter t 
again resulted in a deadlock last I 
night. Officials of the Bureau of * 
Social Affairs and Nantao Kuomin- 1 
tang Headquarters tried to meet the 1 
striking workers half-way by re
questing that their wages be increas- 1 
ed by 10 per cent, and that they I 
rhould return to work to-day. ‘

This offer however, did not satisfy ' 
the strikers, who at a meeting held 
yesterday morning demanded an 
[increase of at least 20 per cent.

Tuesday evening; following the 
breakdown of the negotiation wi|h 
the employers for the increase 
wages. ' —.......■ ' :■'/'**/ •••

Only a few of the small filatures 
scattered in alleyways and in spe
cially converted houses were report- > 
ed to be working yesterday, and 
even these were ordered to stop by v 
the 12,000 striking male and female
workers
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15,000 Workers Strike
In Local Silk Mills;
Wage Increase Wanted

Wages Main Point

I General Walk-Out Call
ed Last Night After 

Parleys Fail 
¡WORE EXPECTED

TO JOIN TODAY 
1130 Plants All Over City 

Affected; New Talks 
Slated Today

Climaxing two weeks of inter
mittent labor trouble punctuated 
by sporadic bursts of violence, some 
15,000 workers of Shanghai silk 
weaving factories last night called 
a general strike.

The walk-out, which ranks as 
the most widespread in the year’s 
labor disputes, had already caused 
the shut-down of more than 130 
mills at midnight last night.

A large body of day-shift work
ers, whose exact number could not 
be determined last night, is ex
pected to join the tie-up this 
morning.

The decision to call the general 
strike was reached late yesterday 
evening following a deadlocked 

1 “peace conference,” which broke 
: up without achieving a compro- 
i mise after 6 pm.
I Mills All Over City

As a result of the serious labor 
situation arising out of the strike, 
the Ministry of industry last night 
instructed the Bureau of Social Af
fairs of Greater Shanghai to work 
for an early settlement of th© 
trouble. A special representative 
of the Ministry was last night re
ported to be coming here to take 
part in the negotiations.

Silk mills affected by the tie-up 
last night are scattered in the 
city’s three municipalities. Settle- 
and Chinese police last night were 
standing by, watching for any 
sign of disturbance. No violence 
was reported, however.

Last night’s general strike came 
as a result of a long-standing dis
pute originating from the workers’ 
demands for shorter hours, Increas
ed wages and general improvement 
in treatment.

Less then two weeks ago, strikes 
in individual factories broke out. 
At that time, it was evident that 
unless some urgent steps were taken 
the situation would lead to a 
general flare-up.

To smooth over* the trouble, a 
mediation body was formed, con
sisting of the workers’ and employ
ers’ delegates, as well as officials of 
the Bureau of Social Affairs and 
Kuomintang Headquarters. This 
organization was charged with the 
duty of working out a compromise 
satisfactory to both the workers 
and the mill owners.

Successive “peace conferences” 
were held but at none of these mee«-* 
ings could an agreement be work» 
ed out. As far as could be learn* 
ed, the crux of the dispute seemed 
to lie on the wage increase ques
tion.

On the employers’ side, it was 
offered that all filature workers get
ting at present wages below 50 
cents a day would be given a 15 
per cent raise. Those receiving more 
than 60 cents per day were not to 
be given any increase.

This offer was flatly rejected by 
the workers* delegates who de
manded the following schedule for 
wage increases:

(a) Those getting below $1 per 
day—30 per cent raise.

(b) Those getting above $1 per 
day—15 per cent raise.

(c) Those getting $2 per day—« 
10 per cent rr^e.

Officials of the Bureau and the 
Party who mediated failed to get 
the two opposing parties to modify 
their demands and oiler. The con
ference was deadlocked.

When news of failure of the 
“peace conference” spread among 
the mill workers, emergency meet
ings were called to study tactics to be 
taken. At 9.30 o’clock, ¡the call 
for a general strike was issued and 
mills in uhe city closed one after 
the other.

To Confer Today
Officials of the striking mill 

hanas, together with representatives 
from various mills, are scheduled to 
hold an emergency conference 
this morning.

Court No. 5 at the First Special 
District Court yesterday was crowd
ed with persons coming to watch 
the fate of the three silk filature ! 
workers arrested Monday by 
Yangtszepoo police. Their heads 
were swathed in bandages.

One of the men had hurled a 
large rock at Probationary Sergeant
M. O. Lovell and then tried to out- 
sprint the officer. It seems that 
the latter represented the police in 
the athletic games here in 1935 and 
he had little difficulty in catching 
up with the worker.

All three were charged with 
offenses against public order and 
were each fined $20.

A short skirmish between police 
of Yangtszepoo and hawkers oc
curred yesterday morning near 
Plngliang Road as a result of the 
hawkers’ failure to comply with a 
police request to remove their mer
chandise because licenses had not 
been obtained. The trouble was 
quickly finished and the hawkers 
dispersed from the scene.
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General
Strike Of

Filatures
Situation In Local Silk

Industry Serious As 
Talks Deadlocked

A decision to call a general strike 
of all local silk .filatures was arriv-1 
ed at at*a’*7ñeeííng" of representa-' 
tives of workers in the various 
factories held at 9 o’clock yester
day evening, following the break-. 
down of negotiations with employ- | 
ers held earlier in the day at thei 
Bureau of Social Affairs.

Notwithstanding the fact that a' 
general strike of all filatures was I 
called at 8 o’clock, as late as • 

j midnight a number of factories in i 
the Yulin Road and Yangtzepoo dis- | 
tricts were reported to be operating » 
with night shifts.

An attempt to reach a settlement 
was made yesterday by representa
tives of workers and employers, ¡ 
when discussions were held in the . 
presence of Mr. Pan Kung-chan, 
Commissioner of Social Affairs. : 
Thirty common demands on a basis | 
of collective bargaining were pre
sented. An agreement, was_ reached 
on almost all the demands with The 

"exception of that conceiving_ a
wages increase.

The trouble in silk filatures in 
the eastern area had been brewing 
for over a week and resulted in dis
turbances on Sunday and Monday 
afternoons. Three strikers, who: 
stoned officers of Yangtzepoo Police 
Station on Monday, when the lat
ter were dispersing them, were 
fined $20 each in the First District 
Court yesterday morning.

Most of the union workers were 
on strike yesterday, but doubts were * 
expressed in certain quarters whe-I 
ther non-union workers would join( 
in the general walk-out,
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Silk Mill Hands
Stone Police in

Eastern District
New Trouble Quelled and 

Three Men Arrested

OTHER WORKERS WALK j 
TO CHAPEI

Another çlash^ between $ilk factory 
, workers and the Settlement Police 

occurred in the Eastern district yes
terday afternoon, resulting in the 
dispersal,of about 500 persons by 
uniformed men and detectives from 
the Yangtszepoo Station after the 
mob had stoned tfre Police. No-one 
was seriously injured' in the en
counter, which resulted in the Police 
charging the crowd with batons at 

’ Ying Ziang Kong, near Linching 
Road.

The 500 workers, principally 
- strikers, went to the Yuan Ling Silk- 
; weaving Factory. 484 Linching Road, 

at 1 p.m. in order to persuade the 
? workers there to join their union.

The strikers surrounded the grounds 
► and when the Police arrived they 
t threw stones, slightly injuring several 
t policemen. The crowd was dispersed 

effectively at Ying Ziang Kong, near 
I by, and no attempt was made by the 

demonstrators to form again. Three 
r men were arrested and taken to 
, Yangtszepoo Station.

Morning Demonstration

Earlier in the day, between 250 and 
300 men and women workers, in
cluding some of the strikers from the 
Ching Shing Factory, Yulin Road, 
had demonstrated in the Settlement 
and Chinese territory.

These workers congregated at 10.30 
a.m. in a vacant ground at the inter
section of Ward and Whashing Roads

I and then proceeded in groups, via 
Ningkuo Road, towards the Civic

! Centre. As they passed into Chinese 
territory they formed a procession 
and were joined by about 300 other 
workers, mainly from the silk filatures I 
in Yangtszepoo. It was understood I 
they were headed towards the Mayar ! 
Mills, where a ‘'go-slow” strike is in

, progress, as one of their destinations, j 
In Chapei, the workers held a meet

ing in front of the Tomb for the' 
Victims of the May 30 Affair. De
mands were drawn up calling for 
better treatment for the workers and: 

■tfor the prompt release of a striker! 
; | who had been taken into custody.

The Chinese Police were taking no 
I risks, however, and they promptly 

j [ interfered and dispersed the gather- 
: ing.
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Silk Spinners
Out On Strike, 
Thousands Idle

■ Hundreds Of Filatures 
In City Close Down;
1 2,OOq Quit Work

LABORERS DEMAND
1 INCREASED WAGE

Factories Paralyzed ; 
Mediation Fails ;

Police Watch I
There is no silk being spun in 

Shanghai* today.
The worst labor strike of the 

year gripped the Settlement, Nan- 
tao and Chape! last night and 
swarmed over into Frencht>vn to
day. Twelve thousand silk work

ers are idle; 220 silk mills, factor
ies and Workshops are shut down; 
union leaders are making de- 
manos, employers are rejecting 
them, but no trouble has broken 
out, and, no rioting has occurred.

More Idle Expected
At 8:36 o’clock last night, the 

workers of the Foo Yik Silk Mill 
at 1032 Hart Road left their jobs 
and set in motion a city-wide 
strike for better wages and better 
working ~ conditions. Up to noon 
tcday there: were known to be 11,- 
944 workers on strike from 220
mills, but this number will 
probably be increased on the re
ceipt of further reports.

The strike called last night 
came as a result qf the failure of 
two weeks of protracted negotia- 

« tions and bickerings between silk 
employees, employers and thé 
(ocal Tangpu. On March 17, silk 
workers called a mass meeting on 
a piece of waste ground, and drew 
up a set of demands which were 
presented to silk mill owners. The 
demands were not met. a long 
sericus of negotiations followed, - 
with the Tangpu trying to act as; 
mediator.

Session Deadlocked
Last nignc, woraers decided to 

can a gene.tu suuce when a ueau-
* locked conference broke up with

out achieving a comprise after 6
r p.m.

® as a result of this strike, the
* .ohowxiig condition prevails:

i number oi striktts, there are 
■ probably several hundred more 
j mill workers who will be affected.

Strikers Factories
Settlement

East. Dist. 4000 169
West. Disi. 576 7
Extr. Sevt. Rds. 8J3 6

Frenchtown 1560 20
Nantao 3000 10
Chapel V

In addition to the above known

p Highei Wages Wanted
j Up until the present time, no 
) outside influences have yet been 
5 detected m tne strike trouble ano 
I. it is heid that the workers are 
/ simply demanding highei wages 
t ana better working conditions. 
[ There is a union behind the strike 
i that originally is said to have de- 
| manded a lo per cent blanket 
I raise. The management countered
* with a refusal to grant a raise 
| to those workers receiving over

60 cents a day. This offer was 
j in turn rejected by the workers 
I who are said to have submitted 
r the following schedule for wage
• increases:
I (1) Those getting below $1 per 
| day—30 per cent raise.

(2) Those getting above $1 pei 
| day—15 per cent raise.

(3) These getting $2 per day— 
| 10 per cent raise.

Mediation Fails
Officials of the Bureau of Social 

j Affairs and the local Tangpu who 
■ mediated failed to get the two 
I * parties to agree on a compromise 
I plan. Negotiations were deadlock- 
fed.

Police of the three areas are 
| not on the lookout for any cases 
! of sabotage or any disturbances 

that might conceivably take place 
and it is reported that a repre- 
senative of the Ministry of In. 
dus tries has arrived in Shanghai 
to try and settle the situation.—♦-- :---
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Trouble For 
Filatures In 
Eastern Area
Strikers Throw Stones 

At Police; Three 
Are Arrested

CROWD DISPERSES TO 
CHINESE TERRITORY

Yulin Road, Yangtzepoo 
Police Keep On Alert 

Throughout Day

The trouble which had been 
brewing for the past week in 
the silk filatures in the Eastern 
industrial area, came to. a head 
yesterday, with an attempt 
being made by some 300 work
ers to hold a meeting on a 
vacant piece of ground in the 
Yulin Road Police district in 
the morning, and the stoning 
of police officers of Yangtzepoo 
Police Station in the early 
afternoon, when they attempt*« 
cd to disperse a ciowd of 
strikers, who gathered outside 
a filature on Linching Road.

The attempt to hold a meeting on 
a piece of vacant ground in Ward 
Road near Whashing Road at about
10.30 a.m. came as an aftermath to 
the trouble which occurred on Sun* 
day afternoon outside the Ching 
Shing Factory at Lane 464, Yulin 
Road, when a detective was injured 
and one worker arrested.

The incident in the Yangtzepoc 
district, which occurred at 1 o’clock 
was of a more serious nature. Here 
a crowd of about 500 male anc 
female silk filature strikers sur
rounded the Yuen Ling Filature a* ( 
484, Linching Road, with the ide; 
of persuading the workers of the 
factory to join their union. The 
management of the factory imme 
diately informed the Yangtzepoc 
Police and officers rushed to the 
factory.

In the meantime the 70 male anc 
50 female workers of the factory 
pointed out to the crowd outside 
1lwrl they did not wish to join the 
union. The police then told the 
crowd to disperse. They refused tc 
do so, saying that their delegate waf 
inside the factory. When it was as
certained that this was not the case, 
the crowd was again ordered to 
move. They retreated in the direc
tion of the Chinese territory (Yint 
Ziang Kong) in the meantime | 
throwing stones and bricks at the 
police. Officers charged the mob and 
three men were arrested. They will 
be charged in court to-morrow.

March To Civic Centre
The crowd which gathered on the 

piece of vacant ground at Ward 
Road and Whashing Road in the 
morning, was much more orderly, 
and persuasion on the part of the 
police resulted in the crowd, estimat
ed at about 300, dispersing in small 
groups. They walked in small 
groups«'along Ningkuo Road into 
Chinese territory. Once in Chinese 
territory they formed a procession, 
and, on being joined by another 
group of about 250 workers from 
the Yangtzepoo district, they start
ed their march towards the Civic 
Centre.

The procession never reached the 
Civic Centre, but a meeting was 
held on the way and it was decid
ed to march back into the Settle
ment and petition the management 
of the Ching Shing Filature to effect 
the release of the worker arrest
ed on'Sunday afternoon. In the al
ternative/it was decided to march 
straight to the Yulin Road Police 
Station and demand that their col
league be released.

Shortly after the meeting at 
which this was decided upon, the 
crowd was dispersed by the Chin
ese Police. Officers of the Yangtze
poo and Yulin Road Police Station, 
however, were standingaby through
out the day yesterday.’

A large number of filatures in the 
Eastern area have been on strike 
for about a week. Yesterday, the 
number of the idle workers swelled , 
due to it being a holiday, all union 
workers demanding a holiday on 
the occasion of the anniversary of 
the 72 Canton Martyrs of 1911.

Further disturbances are hourly 
expected in the Eastern area, pend
ing settlement of the whole ques
tion. A set of demands have been 
presented by striking workers, but 
they are considered to be utterly 
out of the question.
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Mill Workers 
Dispersed By 
Police Forces
Called Out To Break 

Up Demonstrations;
Bricks Thrown

Several minor disturbances fea
tured the situation on the Shang
hai labor front with trouble in the ! 
silk filatures of the Settlement 
holding most of the spotlight. Two 
demonstrations occurred, one on a1 
vacant lot at the corner of Ward 
and Whashing Roads and the other 
at the Yuen Ung Silk Filature, 484 
Lincheng Road. Workers stoned 
the police during the latter affair.

At 10.30 a.m., about 300 men and 
women workers.of the Ching Shing] 
Silk Factory, 464 Yalu Road, who 
went on strike Sunday, gathered 
on a vacant piece cf land off Ward 
Road near the corner of Whashing 

i Road and attempted to hold an 
indignation meeting. . They were 
dispersed by the police and moved 
off into Chapei where they were 
joined by workers from other fila- j 
tures.

In Chapel, the group proceeded 
to parade up and down the streets, I 
shouting slogans as well as express-1 
ions of their poinion of the 
filature owners. The Bureau of, 
Police went into action and dis- ; 
persed them. No injuries were re-j 

¡ported either in the Settlement or 
Chapei.

•Shortly after 1 pm.. the dis
gruntled workers managed to col
lect together again in a body and 
marched to the Yuen Una Silk 
Filature. 484 Lincheng Road, and 
surrounded the place. The idea 
was to create a sympathy strike.

Police reserves from the Yang- 
t«#coo Station were rushed to the 
scene and encountered difficulty irr 
breaking up the strikers. The 
latter were prepared for the officers 
and let loose with a barro ge nf 
stones, bricks and other missiles. No 
serious in Juries were reported on 
th’ side of the police.

The officers moved quickly de
sole the stones and dispersed the 

] mob in short order. Three workers, | 
rfrffieved to be agitators, were ar-, 
^?s*ed.

Conditions at the Shing Yue 
Cotten 'Mills. No. 1 and No. 2. on t 
Robison Road, scene of rioting last i 
Thursd^. remained quiet yester- 

The mills were rs opened in 
the morning and àll workers were 
back oh the job, _ i
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Two Men Injured 
As Strikers Rush 
Yangtszepoo Mill

Office Damaged by Crowd 
Seeking Manager

POLICE QUICKLY CLEAR 
SILK FACTORY _ _

Trouble broke out again on Shang
hai’s labour front yesterday afternoon ’ when the striking workers of the - 
Ching Shing Silk Factory, in Yang
tszepoo, tangled with members of the 
staff and the Police in the compound 
of the establishment.

The disturbance, in which two men • 
were so seriously injured that they 
had to be sent to hospital, started at > 
about 3 o’clock. At that time some . 
150 of the strikers, reinforced by the 
loafer element, went to the factory - 
premises in Lane 464, Yulin Road, 
and attempted to enter the compound 
in order to speak to the manager. 
Members of the staff tried to prevent 
them from entering and at the same, 
time telephoned for Police assistance.

A fight ensued in the course of ' 
which a foreman employed at the • 
mill and a Chinese detective-constable | 
from the Yulin Road Station were 
beaten badly, while others suffered 
less serious injuries. Some damage 
was caused to the windows and furni
ture of the office. A Police party 
from Yulin Road finally dispersed the 
crowd 'and cleared the premises, 
arresting one man as a leader of the 
disturbance. Quiet was quickly 
restored and a Police watch placed 
about the mill.

The injured foreman was taken to 
the Sacred Heart -Hospital and the 
Chinese detective to the Police Hos
pital.

Meeting Frustrated
Later in the afternoon the workers 

attempted to hold a meeting on 
vacant property at the intersection of 
Whashing and Ward Roads. Another 
turn-out of Police was made from the 
Yulin Road Station, and the crowd 
dispersed without -hesitation.

The situation was quiet last night.
At the Sing Yue Cotton Mills, 

, where a lock-out exists, pending the 
outcome of negotiations between dis
gruntled workers and the manage
ment, no developments were reported 
yesterday. A disturbance occurred 
on Thursday morning when a mob 
of 600 forced the gate of the No. 7 
Mill at 8 Robison Road, but yester
day both mills were quiet.
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WORKERS STORM MILL,2HURT\
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Plant Dispute Leads To Riot; Strikes Continue
if. if. # if. if. if. if. if. if. if. if. if. if.

Labor trouble among Shanghai’s 
mill workers again flared up in 
violence yesterday when some 150 
striking employees « of the Ching 
Shing Silk Weaving Factory, 464 
Yulin Road, stormed the plant and 
attacked police officers stationed on 
the premises.

As a result of the melee, one 
Chinese detective and one mill fore
man were slightly injured. A worker 
was arrested during the riot.

The storming of the silk weaving 
factory occurred shortly after 3 
o’clock when some 1'50 men tried 
to enter the mill and see its man
agement. When they were barred 
from entering, the workers attack
ed the officers, Later they rushed 

into the compound and smashed up 
part of the office furniture.

Police officers rushed from the 
Yulin Road station dispersed the 
mob before further damage could 
be done. Policemen were posted 
outside the mill last night to pre
vent any further violence.

Less than an hour after the riot, 
a large group of workers gathered 
at a vacant lot at the corner of 
Whashing and Ward Roads for a 
meeting. They were dispersed by 
police officers.

Meantime, labor disturbance 
among workers of other local mills 
remained unsettled yesterday. Em
ployees of the Mayar No. 10 Mill 
in Chapei were still out on strike 

despite mediation of the Bureau of 
Social Affairs and Kuomintang 
officials.

In Nantao, workers of three 
mills were on strike yesterday 
following a demonstration early in 
the morning. Reports last night 
stated that the workers at these. 

1 mills are preparing to resume work I 
I this morning. |
| At the Shing Yue Cotton Mill,. 
1 Robinson Road, where workers' 
staged a riot Thursday, operation1 
is slated to resume this morning. 
The striking workers decided to caff 
off the walk-out following a tenta
tive settlement worked out by Kuo
mintang and Bureau of Social 
Welfare representatives.
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March 1. 37. j

The Chairman and Secretary, 
German Community, 
P.O. Box 1118.
Shanghai.

I.

Sent I emen,

I have to neknowledF* receipt of your letter 

dated February 28, notifying that Mr. O.P. Srennscheldt 

will be in charge of the German senevolent Society with 

authority to render assistance to no«dy Gormans and to 

receive contributions for. and sign on behalf of, the 

Society.

I am. Gentlemen,

Tour obedient servant,

T. W. Gubb
Deputy Secretary.
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POLICE K

Shanghai, 28th. February, 1937.

To the Secretary,
The Shanghai Municipal Council, 
Administration Bldg., 
209 Kiangse Road, 
Shanghai.

Dear Sir,

Please be advised that from to-day’s date 

Mr. O.P. Brennscheidt, Shanghai, P.O. Box 1115, will 

be in charge of the "Deutsche Hilfe Shanghai", the 

German Benevolent Society.

Mr. Brennscheidt is hereby authorised to 

handle all cases of rendering assistance to needy 

Germans, to receive contributions fbr the Society 

etc. and to sign on behalf of the "Deutsche Hilfe 

Shanghai.*

Yours faithfully,
DEUTSCHE GEMEINDE SHANGHAI 
(German Conraunity Shanghai)

Chairman Secretary.

Mr. Brennscheidt will sign as follows:

O.P. Brennscheidt.
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Min Pao and other local newspapers *-
THB -SLW.SAO-CKING

Sung Sao-ching (ffi ^'native of 
Nantungchow, is an ex-C.D.C. of the S.M.P. In ..conspiracy 
with his accomplice named Kiang Chao-chovr( té- % ft] ) , he

C formed the Shu Kwang Law Office whose purpose
was solely the contracting of management of lawsuits for 
others and extortion. He has made a very handsome fortune 
as a result of this unlawful "business during the past several 
years. Lately» owing to unequal distribution of the unlaw
fully secured property, a private prosecttion was brought up 
against him by Kiang Chao-chow, who, however, later disappeared
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when the matter was referred to the Municipal Police for 
investigation by the Shanghai First Special District Court. 
Sung Sao-ching, as well as his wife Sung Chu-sz (Jj^ K»)» 
were arrested and as a result of proceedings» they were found 
guilty of the charge. Consequently, Sung Sao-ching was 
sentenced to five years’ imprisonment, in addition to a fine 
of $1,000 for offences of successive extortion and was deprived 
of his civil rights for a period of 10 years, while his wife 
was sentenced to 1 yearfe imprisonment for giving false 
evidence* She was acquitted on the charges of contracting 
management of lawsuits of another and extortion.

As before stated, this case was initiated through 
a private prosecution brought against Sung by his accomplice 
Kiang Chao-chow. However, as the facts outlined in the 
prosecution indicated a criminal charge, the Court, after its 
receipt of this prosecution, referred the matter to the Central 
Police Station for investigation. As a result of enquiries 
conducted by Asst. Supt. Loh Lien-kwe and other police officers, 
the following oases which were managed by Sung Sao-ching and 
his accomplice Kiang Chao-chow, who is now at large, since 
the winter of 1931 up to March last year,were^ brought to light»-
(1) Extortion of $40,000 from Wu Teng-ying ()•a Sung 

only gave ^12,500 to Wu’s sister, Sung Wu-sz TM- & )» 
and the rest he misappropriated. This aroused the 
dissatisfaction of Sung Wu-sz who afterwards wrote a 
letter to this effect to the Huchow Guild. ~

(2) Extortion of $70,000 from Chow Hsiang-yung (J?lz"W /' ). 
Sung only gave $5,000 to Wu Ngoh-hu () > while 
the rest was misappropriated by him together with Tang 
Kia-pang (X ) , the late Manager of the Great 
World Amusement Resort on Avenue Edward >

(3) Extortion of $40,000 from Sze Tuh-tse (jC ).
(4) Extortion of $67,000 from Loh Kwan-tseng v ),

$30,000 was given to Loh Chu-shang ), while the
remainder was taken by Sung.

(5) Extortion of $20,000 from Hsu Mou-chong JXT" K»-) •
$3,000 only was given 10¿Pafi^hao-sz ( , the
mother of Pan Sih-yen (z® .l . .

(6) Extortion of $47,000 from Chiang Yang-sz (.
According to the lengthy judgment handed down 

by Judge Chien Hung-nieh (4^ Pti'T. )» Chief of the Criminal 
Division of the Shanghai First Special District Court, 
although some of these crimes were committed by the accused 
prior to the promulgation of the new Criminal Code, they 
were, however, punishable for extortion following their 
contraction of management of lawsuits of another according 
to the old Criminal Code.

The accused were, therefore, sentenced as above 
mentioned in accordance with Articles 28. 56, 346 (Section 1), 
157 (Section 2), 55, 37 (Section 2), 42 (Sections 2 and 3), 
2 (First Half of Section 1), and 168 of the Criminal Code 1
and Articles 291 (First Half) and 293 (Section 1) of the 
Code of Criminal Procedure»
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Huge Extortion | 
Case Re-Opened

Prisoner Admits Guilt 
In Court; $244,000

Said Involved
Kong Zau-tseu, alias Kong Zu, 

42, who was arrested last week by 
Chinese detectives Yang Hsin- 
kwang and Chang Yun-hung- of 
the Crime Branch Headquarters 
in Nanking in connection with ex- 
tcrtJon activities in Shanghai to
ff e th er with an ex-detective of th* 
Settlemmf poUc^ jiuriDg illfi jast 
few" years, when brought to the 
ffitt Special District Court this 
morning admitted that he extort- 

____  ; ed large amounts from variwis 
j -people but not as much as the 
,,^44,000 the police allege.

Recording to the evidence pro
duced by Municipal Advocate Pau’ 
Y. Ru. who charged the man with 
extortion, Kong was connected 
wifh no less than 14 known cases 
of extortion involving hundreds of 
thousands of dollars. Among his 
near victim was George “Playboy’ 
Hardoon whom Kong tried to get 
in his hands and instigate a law
suit against Mrs. Hardoon. His 
victims number some 50 wealthy 
persons in Shanghai, according to 

• the advocate. No witnesses were 
present in court, hewever, and the 
advocate requested the judge tc 
name those whom he would like 
tc question so that they could bri 
asked to come to court during { 
the hearings.

It is alleged that Kong together 
with the ex-detective Shen Zo-^ 
ching, who was sentenced to five 
years in jail last March, made in: 
timate contacts with rich people 
and after digging up scandal^ 
ranging from rape to disappropria
tion extorted money with the aid 
of gangsters. Ry this means it 
is eswnated tjyit during four years 
they exMMfrmore than $500,000 

Among Kong's victims was Wst- 
Shih Ching-yen, a well-known 
actress of the Peiping stage. It 
is also alleged that the two chief 
criminals opened a law office on 
F.ue Auguste Boppe in the Con
cession formerly known as the Chu 
Kwang Law Office. Cut of the 
14 known cases against him only 
three extortion cases involving in 
all £244,000 were brought against 
the man today. Hearing was re
manded until next week.
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Sin Wan Pao and other local newspapers (Tientsin telegram) t-

SUPPRESSION OF NARCOTICS IN JAPANESE CONCESSION AT 
TIENTSIN iLJiNY PERSONS FOUND TO HAVE RECEIVED BRIBES

In connection with the anti-narco tic campaign^' 
being carried on in the Japanese Concession at Tiep>sin, the 
Japanese detectives and policemen have seizedlazrftmber of 
account books in the home of a notorious dp*gtraffi eke r 
named Chen Kwen-yuan ), alreajjjr^w custody. These
books contain detailed entries aste<the payment of bribes 
to certain persons on certaindartes. A great many impor
tant Japanese officials will be implicated. The Japanese 
authorities contemplajs-^ot handing over this case to the 
Chinese author!tiejj^in order to prevent the scandal from 
spreading. They are forcing, by means of torture, some 
Chinese police officers, whom they have dismissed and 
deta.irjxfj to confess to the corruption.

Shun Pao and other local newspapers

APPEAL BY COUPLE SENTENCED FOR CONTRACTING LAW SUITS: 
DECISION UNCHANGED

Recently Sung Sao~ching was arrested and
charged before the Shanghai First Special District Court 
by the Municipal Police with having contracted the management 
of lawsuits for others and taken over the property of others 
by unlawful means. In consequence, Sung Sao-ching was 
sentenced by the Court to 5 years’ imprisonment and a fine 
of $1,000, with deprivation of civil rights for a period of 
10 years, while his wife, Sung Ts Sz C&fli s who was 
charged by the Police with giving false evidence, was 
sentenced to one year's imprisonment.

Dissatisfied with the judgment, the couple filed 
an appeal with the Second Branch of the Kiangsu High Court. 
Consequent upon their hearings, President Yoh Hwa and 
Judges Bang and Siao yesterday delivered the following 
decision in the presence of Mr. Kan Ching-sien, Assistant 
Municipal Advocate of the 8.M.C. »- 

"Original judgment is maintained. As 
regards the fine of $1,000 imposed upon Sung Sac-ching, 
it may be commuted to labour for a period of six 
months."

National Herald and other local newspapers s-

SMUGGLED GOODS BOYCOTT MOVEMENT SUPPORTERS TO HAVE 
OATH-TAKING CEREMONY “

The Smuggled Goods Boycott Mov§merrt^Committee will 
set a date for members of various^Japerttes to take oath 
against dealing in smuggled satrtTs. Messrs. Wong Shiao-lai 
(3. and Tu Yue^swrg^Xp- ) will be invited to 
supervise the cgjtemtfny.

On. -June 27 a large propaganda meeting will be 
held ju»d6r the auspices of the Committee.
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Date /£ I /-
Min Pao and other local newspapers l-

THE KA YAU MJRDER CAS3

ces passed
e murder of 
were brought

ed King Tao-chucn and Zung
Chien Tuh Apartments. In 

that they were asked to go

. Lf f. Nau Yung-fu Tn-), Wong Tseng-
A’/W /L )» Chao Yuin-hung (¿2. Js !•$)» KinS Tao-oh

180 Kwei-sun 4) and Zu ng Un
¡Mr j8«m)» who are appealing against the sen

on them by the Shanghai District Court for 
a Japanese resident named Kayau in Shang 
before the Kiangsu High Court at 2 p. 
Court announced .that enquiries made 
Apartments (-f^. revealed t
already closed down. (The ac 
Ung-ming were arrested in t 
their statements they st 
there by a detective

yesterday. The 
egarding Chien Tuh 

this establishment had

ih (/JE )» the Court therefore 
ister of the Apartments.) A letter 

had been sent to e Shanghai City Government Police 
Bureau askingzirt to instruct the owner of the Apartments 
to presenthimself at the Court with the register» but 
no rcplvjiad been received. Likewise» no reply has been 
received to an enquiry sent to the Yangchow authorities 
cono€rning the escape of Shih from the prison there.

wished to see the r

Hearing of the case was remanded pending replies.

Lih Pao I- z/

KEW METHOD OF SMUGGLING COPPER BY CERTAIN
nationals

In view of the repeated diag^very of 
copper smuggling by the Customs» the peoplg^of a certain 
nation will change their smuggling method’s by turning the 
copper coins collected into bars before exportation. It 
is now learned that the people of ascertain nation have 
recently established a chemical jr^rks called the Tung 
Yang () Chemical Tffada Eetotory at the corner of 
Ningkuo Road and 19hrd Road/it the sole purpose of smelting 
copper coins.

¡A y *p.m. yesterday a large quantity of 
copper coins was tratisported into the factory.. A crowd of 
children watohed^Xne conveyance with interest at the doorway. 
This annoyed the people of the certain country who furiously 
drove off the children with wooden staves.^ As a result of 
this» a bey named Chiang Wen-ahieh ( )» age 12» was
hurt ijr'the leg and was sent to the Sacred Heart Hospital 
for treatment«

Min Pao and other local newspapers t~
THE CASE AGAINST SUNG SAO-CHING

Sung Sao-uhing (^4 native of
Nantungchow» is an ex-C.D.C. of the C.M.P. In-.coneniracy 
with his accomplice named Kiang Chao-chow ( vi-7^ i » he 
formed the Shu Kwang Law Office whose purpose
was solely the contracting of management of lawsuits for 
others and extortion. He has made a very handsome fortune 
as a result of this unlawful business during the past several 
years. Lately» owing to unequal distribution of the unlaw
fully secured property» a private prosecition was brought up 
against him by Kiang Chao-chow» who» however» later disappeared
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April 16, 1937. Afternoon Translation.

■when the matter was referred to the Municipal Police for 
investigation hy the Shanghai First Special District Court. 
Sung Sao-ohing, as well as his wife Sung Chu-sz (jfzf' K,) , 
were arrested and as a result of proceedings, they were found 
guilty of the charge. Consequently, Sung Sao-ohing was 
sentenced to five years’ imprisonment, in addition to a fine 
of $1,000 for offences of successive extortion and was deprived 
of his civil rights for a period of 10 years, while hie wife 
was sentenced to 1 yearfe imprisonment for giving false 
evidence. She was acquitted on the charges of contracting 
management of lawsuits of another and extortion.

As before stated, this case was initiated through 
a private prosecution brought against Sung by his accomplice 
Kiang Chao-chow. However, as the facts outlined in the 
prosecution indicated a criminal charge, the Court, after its 
receipt of this prosecution, referred the matter to the Central 
Police Station for investigation. As a result of enquiries 
conducted by Asst. Supt. Loh Lien-kwe and other police officers, 
the following oases which were managed by Sung Sao-ohing and 
his accomplice Kiang Chao-chow, who is now at large, since 
the winter of 1931 up to March last year,wer^ brought to light*-
(1) Extortion of $40,000 from Wu Teng-ying ( * Sung

only gave ¿12,500 to Wu’s sister, Sung Wu-sz (¿1- < 0U), 
and the rest he misappropriated. This aroused the 
dissatisfaction of Sung Wu-sz who afterwards wrote a 
letter to this effect to the Huchow Guild.

(2) Extortion of $70,000 from Chow Hsiang-yung *' ).
Sung only gave $5,000 to Wu Ngoh-hu (J* Wfl), while 
the rest was misappropriated by him together with Tang 
Kia-pang ), the late Manager of the Great
World Amusement Resort on Avenue Edward JTII. „

(3) Extortion of $40,000 from Sze Tuh-tse (jc ).•
(4) Extortion of $67,000 from Loh Kwan-tseng Ufi, »

$30,000 was given to Loh Chu-shang (|£ jL )> while the
remainder was taken by Sung. •A-Hi

(5) Extortion of $20,000 from Hsu Mou-chong JXjT Kz ) •
$3,000 only was given to .Pan-Chao-sz ( the
mother of Pan Sih-yen (/# ’wW)« ,

(6) Extortion of $47,000 from Chiang Yang-sz ( 1 •
According to the lengthy judgment handed down 

by Judge Chien Hung-nieh (Pftif ) , Chief of the Criminal 
Division of the Shanghai First Special District Court, 
although some of these crimes were committed by the accused 
prior to the promulgation of the new Criminal Code, they 
were, however, punishable for extortion following their 
contraction of management of lawsuits of another according 
to the old Criminal Code.

The accused were, therefore, sentenced as above 
mentioned in accordance with Articles 28, 56, 346 (Section 1), 
157 (Section 2), 55, 37 (Section 2), 42 (Sections 2 and 3), 
2 (First Half of Section 1), and 168 of the Criminal Code 
and Articles 291 (First Half) and 293 (Section 1) of the 
Code of Criminal Procedure.
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Eastern Times and other local newspapers »-

THE CASE AG/INST SUNG SAP CHING CONCTJWn

4 Yesterday afternoon the case against Sung 
Sao-ohing ( fa / ) (an ex-C.D.C. of the S.M.P.) and
his wife, Sung Tsu Sz ( |X/), for extortion and
contracting the management of lawsuits of another was 
again heard at the Shanghai First Special District Court 
before Judge Chien Hung-nieh ( aSfc )»

v & Assistant Municipal Advocate Wong Yao-daung 
(ju 7^ X-) addressed the Court, saying» "During the period 
of remand^, the Police have located witness Taung Nian-shuan 
( ) who is at present in Court ready to give
evidence»*

Witness Faung Nian-shuan then made the. 
following statement to the Court »- "Zuhg Faung Sz(^C3^ 
alias Tsu Faung Sz (fa ), who is the mother-in-law of 
the accused Sung Sao-ching, is also my aunt» After the 
conclusion of the Shanghai Hostilities of 1932, I was 
unemployed and depended on Sung Sao-ching for a living. 
Later I worked in the Zu Kwang Law Office 
jointly formed by Sung Sao-ching and Kiang Chao-chow 
( vi. ). At first the law office was located at
No» 19 Chih Oo Faung ( i^T), Rue Porte de 1’Ouest,
but it was later removed to Not 414 Rue Auguste Boppe. 
The crimes for which changes are brought by the Police 
were all managed by Kiang Chao-chow and Sung Sao-ohing. 
The method they used to extort money was either to file 
a lawsuit or to send threatening letters, throw night soil, 
intimidate through the telephone, etc. Subsequently, 
one Ling Ya-yoh </*/), a female neighbour of mine,
was abandoned by Koh Vee-ih ('&=’ ""J, manager of the
Watson Mineral ’Vater Factory, after having been seduced 
by him. Through my introduction, her case was taken 
up by Sung Sao-ching and Kiang Chao-chow who instituted 
legal proceedings arainst Koh Vee-ih in the Second Special 
District Court. At that time Sung and Kiang guaranteed 
that the lawsuit would end successfully. Nevertheless, 
the case was rejected by the Court as invalid, whereupon 
Koh Vee-ih filed a counter-action for false accusation.
Tu Kwang (husband of Ling Ya-yoh, approached me 
regarding the matter. Then I realized that Sung Sao- 
ching and Kiang Chao-chow would be caught sooner or later 
and that I would be implicated. For this reason, I 
surrendered myself to the Police.*

Questioned by the Court, Sung Sao-ching and 
his wife still strongly denied the charges.

After debate between the Assistant Municipal 
Advocate and the defending counsel, Judge Chien Hung-nieh 
gave his decision sentencing Sung Sao-ching to 5 years' 
imprisonment and a fine of $1,000 for the offence of 
extortion, while Sung Ts Sz was found guilty of perjury 
and sentenced to one year imprisonment.
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I NEW CHARGES AGAINST MASTER EXTORTIONIST
, When the police bring Sung Sau- 
ching, former S. M. P. detective and 
alleged master extortionist back in- 

| to the First Special District Court 
4 this morning, he will be confronted 
I with three new charges, one of them 
involving the late Mr. Star Talbot, 

I prominent Nanking Road druggist, 
Hof Sino-British parentage.
i Approximately $200,000 is involv- 

cd in all three charges. The one in 
j which the name of Talbot is con* 

acemed accounts for $40,000 of that 
^figure.
| In the Talbot affair, according to 
1 the police, Sung will be charged 
I with extortion by threat. The story 
lot how he allegedly got this much 
is unique in local criminal history.

It is charged that a few years 
' ago, the late Mi*. Talbot, owner of 
'Yau-hwa Medicine shop on Nan

king Road, put an anti-cholera me
dicine on the market under his own 
label. He registered this label with 
the government.

Saw Opportunity
Sung, it will be brought out in 

court, saw the opportunities of a 
large sale offered by this product 
and put a medicine on the market 
under a similar label.

Mr. Talbot is alleged to have writ
ten to Sung, protesting against tne 
infringement and threatened action. 
But little did the druggist dream 
that he was dealing with the alleged 
king of the local confidence men.

A few days later and Talbot had 
a case filed against him in the Nan- 
tao District Court for infringement 
on Sung’s label.

Mr. Talbot filed a counter-suit hr 
the 2nd Special District Court in 
the French Concession, the district 

ir. which Sung was making his 
anti-cholera medicine.

The cases were never completed 
in court, according to evidence at 
hand. Instead, Sung is alleged to 
have threatened Mr. Talbot on, 
serveral occasions, and_ that the j
latter" finally settled for $4d,o6d._

In the charge that will be pre
sented yesterday, the police will 
contend that Sung and his gang 
delivered threats to the late Mr. 
Talbot by letter and telephone and 
that the latter actually called on 
the police to fuTfil^h' him' with 'an

...
Attorney Assaulted

It will be further offered as 
evidence that on one occasion, 
Sung’s men assaulted Mr. Talbot's 
irttomey;^ leaving
court. They threw a melon, hollow
ed out. and filled with ordure, at 

.the lawyer. It is said to have h!t 
him and broken.

Mr. Talbot died some time ago 
but his business is still being car
ried on by members of his family. ’

One of the three new charges to 
be presented today involves $107,000/ 
In this case, it is alleged that Sung 
extorted this amount of money/ 
from an aged widow, Mrs. Tsiang 
Y ang-sze. He acted as a go-be
tween between the woman and her | 
step-son When the latter attempted 3 
to get some of the money left Mrs. I 
Tsiang by her husband. It is | 
charged that Sung got most of it. $

In the third new charge, it will | 
be alleged that Sung swindled a I 
local pawn-broker out of $65,000.

As matters now stand, six . 
charges have been prepared against | 
thé alleged extortionist.
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Hwa Mei Chao Pao ( ) and other local newspapers :-

THE CASE AGAINST SUNG SAP CHING

-?4 Yesterday afternoon the case against Sung 
Sao Ching (W4/?f) (an ex-C.D.C. of the S.M.P») for 
extortion and Contracting the management of lawsuits of 
another was again heard at the Shanghai first Special 
District Court before Presiding Judge Chien Hung N®eh

Addressing the Court* Assistant Municipal 
Advocate Paul Y. Ru said: "In connection with the charge 
of extortion from wu Teng Ying (■£ brought against
the accused previously, the Municipal Police has now 
ascertained the number and the amount of the native order 
paid by the victim Wu Teng Ying as well as the name of 
the native bank where this order was negotiated. A detailed 
statedent will be prepared for submission to the_Cqurt. 
Both Hsu Mbu Chong ® ) and Pan Sih Yen (>$ '5 $£/),
thecleading figures in connection with the charge of 
extortion from Hsu Mou Chong by the accused Sung Sao Ching, 
are present. The original text.of the contract in connection 
with the *Yao Tse Tsung ) Case’ has been obtained,
on which appears the signature of Sung Sao Ching. The 
Municipal Police now brings the following additional charges 
against the accused

"(1) Sometime in December of the 22nd Year 
(1933) of the Chinese Republic, the accused, by means of 
coercion, extorted a sum of $40,000 from one Mr. Sze Tuh 
Tse The facts are as follows:- Sometime
previous to this, Sze Tuh Tse discharged.one of his coolies. 
In the name of the Chien Sou Hospital ( iz>), the
discharged coolie, in collaboration with Sung Sao Ching, 
the accused, Wong Tseng Chuen (i ), Van Liang Pah 
(® )» Woo Yung Fu ( j£)' ) and others, filed a
prosecution against Sze Tuh Tse" in the Shanghai District 
Court, alleging that the anti-cholera liquid manufactured 
by him was an imitation of the Sze Tao Shih ) anti
cholera liquid which they invented. In the course of this 
lawsuit, they even resorted to acts of coercion .against 
Sze TUh Tse and his lawyer Hsu Shih Hao ''!'>£), as a 
result of which they were able to obtain $40,000 from the 
victim. The Bubbling Well Police Station was notified at 
that time of their unlawful actions by Mr. ’Ro-Ber-S’ 
(& )» son-in-lew of Sze Tuh Tse.

r I "The records taken down by the Police Station 
at that time are now here for examination by the Court.

*(2) In January of the 23rd Year (1934) of 
the Chinese Republic, the accused, by means of intimidation, 
extorttd a sum of $67,000 from one Loh Kwan Tseng (/^ ^ '•
The facts are as follows:- Despite their separation which 
had been effected a long time before, Loh Chu Shang (7^^^)» 
the uncle of Loh Kwan Tseng, appointed Sung Sao Ching to 
secure payment of $67,000 from Loh Kwan Tseng by means of 
prosecution and threats. In addition to the accused, Wong 
Tseng Chuen and Kiang Chao Chow ) both took part
in this case as mediators* Loh Kwan*Tseng and his accountants 
named Yui Sao Ching 'V ) and Pan Hui Tseng (j£.) 
are now present in Court. '
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"(3) The accused sometime ago contracted the 
management, of a case of division of property between Chiang 
Kuo Pei ) and Chiang Yang Sz ( ¿x,). The case
was heard at this Court and had already been concluded, 
but the accused, by means of coercion, secured $107,000 
from Chiang Yang Sz.

"The Municipal Police made formal charges 
against the accused this morning in connection with the 
above mentioned three cases. At the time of his arrest by 
the Police, several powers of attorney of Mr. Wong Sin Kong 
(Sj- )» a Chartered Accountant, and lawyer Nieh Kong 
() in connection with the ’Ma Hung Kwei Case
of the Shanghai Second Special District Court were seized 
at his home. This case will be incorporated into the former 
charges at the next hearing, when Sung Chu Sz ),
the wife of the accused, will likewise be prosecuted." 

Sung Sao Ching, the accused, was then 
ordered by the Court to write down his name, after which 
he was asked as to whether or not the signature containing 
four characters "Sung Sao Ching Ya" appearing
underneath the word "Witness" in the contract concluded by 
Yao Tse Taung was written by him. This he flatly denied.

When questioned as to w ether or not the 
powers of attorney of the Chartered Accountant Wong Sin 
Kong were seized at his home, the accused answered in the 
affirmative, but denied having taken part in the management 
of the lawsuit of this case.

Lawyer Hsu Shih Hao was then summoned and 
was shown for perusal the records of the statements taken 
down on March 3 in oohnection with the "Sze Tuh Tse Case". 
After having made some slight corrections, lawyer Hsu signed 
his name on the document. - .

Detective Inspector "Kuh-Ro~B" (S ) 
of the Police then appeared at Court and stated that he 
had ascertained that the $40,000 paid by Mr. Sze Tuh Tse 
were handed over to Sung Sao Ching at a certain garden 
at Zau Wu Ching ix )•

Hsu Mou Chong then appeared at Court and 
made the following ‘statement:- "At that time Sung Sao Ching 
frequently called at my office and asked for loans from 
me on behalf of pan Sih Yen. For this reason, I asked my 
friend Tsai Foh Daung ) to mediate, with the result
that the matter was settled by a payment of $19,000,"

The following statement was made by Pan 
Sih Yen:-

"At first I knew nothing about the demand 
for money from Hsu Mou Chong. I was only told by my mother 
on the day when the document was to be signed that Mr. Hsu 
was willing Jo pay me a certain sum of money and asked me 
to go and sign the document in order to get the money. As 
I was only on quite ordinary terms with Mr. Hsu and. have 
had no close relations with him, I refused to go because I 
considered it not right to receive money that I did not 
deserve. I agreed to go and sign the document later only 
after I had been strongly urged by my mother, but I returned 
home as soon as I had signed the document* I knew toothing 
of the contents of the document nor of the facts of the 
matter."
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* tc,",, ■'US'. ST.^—- '""~ .r~" ~ •' — 
ij, , The next witness who appeared was Pan Chao

Sz A» ), the mother of Pan Sih Yen, who made the
following statement

' . "It was through the introduction of Koo
Hung Sung *t ) alias Pan Hung Sung $ £ ) that
Sung Sao Ching was asked to conduct the negotiations with 
Hsu Mou Chong. My daughter knew nothing about the affair." 

Addressing the Court, Loh Kwan Tseng said: 
"I was separated a long time ago from my uncle Loh Chu 
Shang. When my uncle was in Japan acting as Chinese Consul, 
he had already spent all his property. Owing to shortage 
of passage money, he was unable to return after he had 
resigned from the post. It was after I had advanced him 
a loan that he was able to come back to China. After his 
return from Japan, he asked me for a loan of $100,000 Lor 
the establishment of a bank to be known as Hwa Chung (jr ) 
or Hwa ) Bank, but I refused because I learned
from enquiries that it was not his proposal. Later he 
prosecuted me at the Shanghai District Court, alleging that 
I had misappropriated the ancestral property which existed 
in the 19th Year of the reign of Emperor Kwang Hsi )
of the now defunct Ching Dynasty. Yui Sao Ching was also 
mentioned as a defendant in this prosecution. At that time 
I appointed lawyer Tsai Nieh Pei ( to represent
me in Court. As I was then residing at Soochow and in this 
respect I was not subject to the jurisdiction of the Shanghai 
District Court, Mr. Tsai told me that it was not necessary 
for me to attend Court. Unexpectedly, however, Yui Sao Ching 
was ordered to furnish security at the first hearing and 
to effect my appearance in Court within three days. The 
matter was later settled, but I did not know how it was 
settled as it was done by Yui Sao Ching and Pan Hui Tseng. 
Later it was ascertained from Yui end Pan that the matter 
was settled after negotiations had been opened with Sung 
Sao Ching and Kiang Chao Chow, The $67,000 was paid at 
the home of Sung Sao Ching. It was at the time of payment 
that I noticed the presence of Wong Tseng Chuen,"

When questioned by the Presiding Judge on 
the basis of the statements made by the various witnesses 
above mentioned, Sung Sao Ching, the accused, still flatly 
denied knowledge of all these affairs.

The case was remanded for further hearing.

Sin Wan Pao (Nanking telegram)»

DELEGATES TO CORONATION OF KING GEORGE VI

Interviewed by our reporter on 
afternoon of March 23, Dr.H.H. Kung, Vice Pre&itront of 
the Executive Yuan and concurrently Minisjtef' of Finance, 
made the following statement:- "I shall leave for 
England on April 2 by the s.s, Victoria to attend the 
Coronation of King George VI^ Whence I shall proceed to 
France, Germany, Italy apd^other countries to conduct 
an investigation intp^-ffieir political and economic 
reconstruction as Well as their industry after the Great 
War, I shaii probably return to China in four montns. 
During the period of my absence, Vice-Minister Tsou Lin 
will take charge of the Ministry ©f Finance but under
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Shun Pao and other local newspapers i-

THE CHARGES AGAINST SUNG SAP CHING
Recently, Sung Sao Ching (lb ) ( an ex- 

C.D,C* of the S.M»P,), native of Tungchow, was arrested 
by Assistant Superintendent Loh Lien Kwei and D.I. Liu 
Chao Kwei of the Municipal Police on charges of fraud and 
contracting the management of lawsuits of another. He 
was arraigned before the Shanghai First Special District 
Court on the following day and was charged under Articles 
157 and 346 of the Chinese Criminal Code for having 
contracted the management of a case of division of property 
affecting^Wu Teng Ying ( a,n^ Sung Wu Kwei Tseng

On the afternoon of March 9, Presiding Judge 
Chien Hung Nieh of the First Special District
Court resumed the hearing of the case.

Addressing the Court,Assistant Municipal 
Advocate Paul Ru said •- “In addition to the charge 
dealt with at the previous hearing, the Municipal Police 
now bring the following additional charges against the 
accused!- ?
1) Yao Yoeh Poo ), native of South Tungchow, owner

of the Yao ¿Ten Shing Building Contractor Company
)• sometime age entered into a Joint 

contract for a certain building with his brother Yao 
Jen Nyi owner of the Yao Zung Shing Building
Contractor Company (iMf• Later Yao Jen Nyi 
died and his son Yao Tse Tsung ('Xk ) ca rfied on his 
father’s business. In 1931, Yao Yoeh Poo desired to 
settle accounts with his nephew for the contracting 
of the building, and asked the nephew to pay him a sum 
of $10,000. Yao Tse Tsung refused to pay the money 
and entrusted the accused Sung Sao Ching with the 
negotiations. The accused then asked one Doctor Tse 
Nan San (mediate. As a result, the case 
was peacefully settled for a sum of $5,000, of which 
Yao Yoeh Poo received $1,500 only,

2) In-December, 1935, the well known actress Pan Sih Yen
(), residing in house No, 2, Dong Foh Li (^)wx), 
Rue Retard, French Concession, asked the accused Sung 
Sao Chin^ to extort a sum of $20,000 from one Hsu Mou 
Chong ( $ ), owner of the Dah Foo ng Cotton Mill
( ± the younger brother of Hsu Mou Daung
compradors of the P & 0 Banking Corporation. Through 
the efforts of lawyer Wu Lin Kwen ( }, who was
retained by Hsu, the case was settled for ’$19,000, 
The actress Pan received only a very small sum of money, 

"Witness Yap Yoeh Poo and lawyers Wu Lin Kwen 
and Koo Kung Ping ) are present in Court, Lawyer
Chen Ting Sui ( is unable to appear owing to
sickness", 4S5, IA/

The statement made by witness Yao Yoeh Poo 
was then presented, o l..

Addressing Wu Sung Pah ( )» the son
of Wu Teng Ying, the Judge said! "This Court has made 
enquiries of your lawyer Chen Ting Sui and he states that 
prior to the settlement of your case, you had received a 
threatening telephone message and certain persons had 
followed your motor car".

The witness Wu Sung Pah denied all this.
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The Judge then interrogated Sung Tsu Sz )
the wife of the accused Sung.Sao.ChingI "Sometime ago, 
a girl n^med Wu Yoeh Ngoo ( ) prosecuted Chow Siang
Yuin ( i| )• The case was managed by your husband 
and was peacefully settled for $70,000. Do you know 
anything about this?"

The woman replied! "Formerly, Wu Yoeh Ngoo 
lived together with me. At her request, I attended 
the Court as a witness. I know nothing else."

The Judge said that this Court had discovered 
that the oase he referred to was managed jointly by her 
husband and one Tang Chia Pang ) since deceased.
Asked by the Judge if that was so, the woman replied 
that she knew nothing about it«

Assistant Municipal Advocate Bu stated that 
the woman is suspected of being an accomplice in the 
case and the Police would make enquiries.

In reply to the Court, lawyer Wu Lin Kwen 
said«- "On a certain day in December, 1935, Hsu Mpu,. 
Chong came to my house at No, 67, Foh Min Tsung ( ),
Avenue Foch, saying« 'Sometime ago, I became acquainted 
with the actress Pan Sih Yen. Perhaps my chits inviting 
her to dinner are still in her hands. Pan regards 
these chits as evidence of intimatp relations between us 
and is demanding a sum of $20,000. .Mediation through 
Sung Sao Ching and Tsai Foh Daung ( ) has proved
successful. A written document stating that there 
had been no connection between Hsu Mou Chong and Pan Sih 
Yen must be procured and the return of the invitation 
notes must be secured.' The document was then drafted 
by me on his behalf. On a certain date Sung Sao Ching, 
Tsai Foh Daung and Pan Hung Sung ( ) came to my
home and strongly insisted that the money be paid in 
the presence of Pan Sih Yen. A fight then took place 
between Sung Sao Ching and Pan Hung Sun. I eventually 
pacified them. Later, Pan Sih Yen and Sung Sao Ching 
came and the document was then written and signed, where
upon the matter was settled on payment of a sum of 
$20,000. Sung Sao C?aing and Tsai Foh Daung were 
mentioned in the written document as mediators. As he 
is in business at Hangchow, Hsu Mou Chong is not in a 
position to attend Court and is represented by chartered 
accountant Mr. Loh Yih Fong ( Jbmz' )."

In reply to the Judge, Mr. Loh Yih Fong stated 
that Hsu Mou Chong would be able to attend Court after 
one week.

Questioned by the Judge, Sung Sao Ching denied 
all knowledge of the matter and said that he never had 
anything to do with the case.

Presiding Judge Chien then summoned Yao Yoeh 
Poo who made the following statement»- "As my nephew 
had refused to pay what was due to me, I became very 
angry and referred the matter to Ying Ziang (♦ 
the proprietor of the Tung Shing Yuan Tea Shop )
on Broadway, who then recommended Sung Sao Ching to handle 
the case. It was agreed that anyyreceived was to be 
divided in the proportion of 40% ana 60% and an agreement 
to this effect was drawn up by Kiang Chao Chow ( rq ). 
Subsequently, the case was settled on paymait of a sum 
of $5,000. Of this amount Sung Sao Ching gave me only
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$1,500, the balance being misappropriated by him. It is 
a fact that Sung Wu Sz was introduced by me to Sung Sao 
Chings she had been living with Sung for about one year. 
At first Sung Sao Ching demanded $200,000, then reduced 
the amount to $120,000, then $70,000 and finally $40,000. 
With the payment of the money the case was settled. Sung 
Sao Ching paid Sung Wu Sz $12,500 only and gave me $500 
as locomotion allowance. I heard Sung Sao Ching say 
that he once followed the motor-car of Wu Teng Ying on 
Szechuen Road."

Lawyer Koo Kung Ping then gave the following 
evidence»- "The case of Sung Wu Sz was entrusted to me 
by Sung Sao Ching four or five days before its settlement. 
When the money was paid at the home of lawyer Chen Ting Sui, 
Sung Sao Ching was also present. Lawyer Chen Ting Sui, 
as the representative of the other party, then handed the 
native order to me and I, in turn, handed it to Sung Wu 
Sz. I have no knowledge whatever of what happened 
afterwards."

The Presiding Judge questioned Sung Sao Ching 
about these matters but he denied any knowledge about 
them.

The Court remanded the cage for one week.

Lih Pao and other local newspapers

CHINESE YOUTH MISTAKEN FOR WOULD-BE ASSASSIN

Certain construction work is being und.or-''^ 
taken by the Japanese Landing Party on the old sits-"3i 
the Tsukinoya Garden at the corner of PixwelL Rdad. and 
Chi Mei Road, Chapei. The work on the office for Japanese 
military officers has been finished^-"'"

At 9 a.m. yesterday Japanese officers 
made An inspection of the office. A Chinese youth named 
L° ) who entered tjie-'^lace to have a look was mistaken 
for a would-be asjsaesin. He was immediately held in 
custody by the Japanese and interrogated. At 6 p.m. he 
was handejl-trtrer to the Chinese Police as a result of 
negotiations opened by Colonel Liang Fu Tso, Officer-in- 
Cha'Tge of the North Station Branch Police Bureau. The 
Police later handed the youth to his relations.
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Legal-Racket Expose 
Due As Ex-Detective 
Faces Extortion Count

Tuesday, March 2, 1037
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Mediation 0IRRT" if"

Judge Dzien Determined To Smash Shyster Ring i 
Preying On Gvil Suit Participants; Silk 

Taipan Said Victimized By Blackmail

Litigations Declared Engineered
*J'HE first gun in what promises to develop into i 

sensational expose of a shyster-lawyer, legal-racket, 
blackmail ring, that has existed in Shanghai for a num
ber of years, was fired in the First District Court this 
morning when Sung Sau-ching, 47, former detective of 
the Shanghai Municipal Police, was charged with 
extorting $40,000 from Mr. Wu Tung-ying, wealthy 
proprietor of a silk filature on Miller Road.

With Chief Judge Dzien expressing himself as 
determined to smash the shyster group whose existence 
i$ said to be known to almost every lawyer in Shanghai, 
further charges of muscling in on civil suits in Shanghai 
involving hundreds of thousands of dollars are expected to 
be laid against Sung within the next few weeks.

SETTLED TO OWN PROFIT
(Evidence is piling up that Sung and a group of lawyers, 

in addition to a melange of loafers and racketeers, have 
insinuated themselves into legit
mate law suits as well as trumped 
up cases, including a well-known 
rape case involving a wealthy 
Chinese merchant several years 
ago and numerous other cases that 
Sung and his group are alleged tò 
have settled out of court to their 
own profit. . I

Recently, an alleged former as
sociate of Sung sent a letter to 
the First District Court reporting 
that Sung had obtained $50 000 
from him by illegal means. Sung 
retailiated with the same charges 
against his former ’ associate. 
Judge Dzien, anxious to get to the 
bottom of what has been a flour-

I

Uhing racket here for many years, 
requested police assistance and got 
it from Cnief Detective Inspector 
J. W. Prince and D, I. Glover of 
Crime Branch Headquarters. Lest 
week Sung was brought before the 
court and remanded in custody on 
suspicion of committing a breach 
Article 157 of the Chinese 
Criminal Code which states that:

“Whosoever, with intent to make 
profit, incites or contracts for the 
management of any lawsuit of 
another, shall be punished with 
imprisonment for not more than 
one year, or detention or a fine 
of not more than five hundred 
yuan.’» <

Extortion Charged
This morning, however, a 

charge 0? extortion was preferred 
against Sung. During presenta
tion of evidence given by As
sistant Municipal Advocate Paul 
Y. Ru it was alleged that a sister 
of Mr. Wu Tung-ying was in* 
itigated by Sung to try and get 
money from her brother.

It was held that an estate left ' 
Wu by his father belonged to Wu 
and his sister but the facts are ’ 
that Wu’s father died insolvent i 
and that the fortune of Mr. Wu 
was built un by his own labors.

With the sister threatening to 
bring, the suit to court, Sung and 
lawyers offered to mediate the 
case. At first they demanded 
$200,000, but later reduced this 
demand to $120.000. The ¿on of 
Mr. Wu told his father not to
pay this amount as it was ex- 
borbitant. Finally a sum of $40,- 
OCJ was naid, but of this amount 
the sister obtained only $12 500.

She did not know how much 
had been obtained bv the lawyers 
and Sung, but thinking that her 
brothe.' had settled for more she 
wrote a letter to her brother’s 
native guild and asked them to 
look into the matter. The sister 
finally learned that her brother 
had given her $40,000, when he 

i learned that she had not received 
this amount he refused to do 
anything about it.

Taking His Time
The matter might have rested 

there, but Judge Dzien became in
terested in Sung’s activities. This 
morning the judge cleared the 
courtroom of spectators' and told 
Sung, to speak out.

“You have nothing to v fear. 
You’ve told police about your 
activities and you have no reason 
to deny them here.”

Hearings against Sung were re
manded to next week and Judge 
Dzien indicated that he wished to 
take ample time with charges, 
bringing them up one by one 
and exploring all their; possibili
ties.

It is known that Sung was con
nected with a lawyer’s office on 
Rue August Bopne and that 
another office had boon set up 
West Gate Road.

In simple terms. Sung, is be
lieved to have extorted money 
from rich people by surripg up 
litigations. WW; ,
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Sin Wan Pao and other local newspapers i-

SUNG SAP CHING CHARGED WITH F AUD
Recently, Sung Sa.o Ching (^^1? ) (an ex-

C.D.C. of the S.M.P. l,_.native of Tungchow/ residing at 
No. 28 Hua Nyi Li ( ), Chang’s Garden (Iflptllj ),
Medhurst Road, was arrested by Assistant Superintendent 
Loh Lien Kwei and D.I. Liu Chao Kwei of the Municipal Police 
on charges of contracting the management of a lawsuit 
and fraud. He was arraigned before the Shanghai First 
Special District Court on the following morning.
... _ z a.m. March 2, Presiding Judge Chien
Hung Nieh oi tiie I’irs‘t Special District Court
resumed the hearing of the case.

Assistant Municipal Advocate Paul Ru made 
the following statement l- ’’The Police have made detailed 
investigations into the case during the period of remand. 
Owing to the short period of the remand, i t is impossible 
to find out all the cases of lawsuit that have been 
managed by Sung. Only the c^e of division of property 
affecting Wu Teng Ying ( V'icv ), the owner of the Zai 
Lun Silk Filature ( 1 ^and his sister, Sung Wu Sz

Wu Kwei Tseng ( Jz A ). Their father left 
no property. Later, Wu Teng Ying became very rich 
through business. Sung Wu Sz became acquainted with 
Sung Sao Ching through one Yab Yoeh Poo ). On
behalf of Sung Wu Sz, Sung Sao Ching filed a civil claim 
for a division of property^ he also filed a criminal 
prosecution against Wu Teng Ying for misappropriation 
and demanded a sum of $200,000. Wu Teng Ting promised 
to pay $120,000, Wu Sung Pah ( ), the son of Wu
Teng Ying, opposed the arrangement0 He consulted
Lawyer Chen Ting Sui ( ) who succeeded in effecting
an agreement with Koo Kung Ping ( ), the lawyer
representing Sung Wu Sz, whereby Wu Teng Ying we s to pay 
Sung Wu Sz a sum of $40,000. Actually, Sung Wu Sz received 
$12,500 only. Some years later, Sung Wu Sz reported the 
lawsuit to the Huchow Guild for she is a. native of Huchow. 
The committee of the Huchow Guild wrote a. letter to Wu Teng 
Ying enquiring about the actual amount paid and a. reply was 
sent by Wu to the Guild. This piece of evidence has been 
secured by the Police. Sung Sao Ching i^now charged with 
extortion under Article 346 of the Criminal Code and with 
contracting for the management of a lawsuit of another 
person under Article 157."

When questioned by the Court, Wu Sung Pah
made the following statement»- ”At first, my aunt Sung Wu 
Sz engaged Lawyer Chen Chun ) to write a letter to my
father. I asked Lawyer Chen Tiri'g Sui to handle the case. 
The affair was settled out of Court. The $40,000 was handed 
by me to Lawyer Chen Chun who, in turn, handed it to Lawyer 
Koo Kung Ping, who was representing my aunt. I never saw 
the person named Sung Sao Ching.

With a view to securing all the facts in the 
case the Court ordered the public to retire.

When the public had withdrawn, the Court 
resumed its interrogation of Wu Sung Pah who stood by his
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eriginal statement.
When questioned by the Presiding Judge, the 

accused Sung Sao Ching denied all knowledge of the affair. 
He said that he did not know Sung Wu Sz or Wu Sung I-ah, and 
that he had never been engaged in the affairs alleged by 
the Police. He added that many persons in Shanghai had 
similar names as his and that he was not the only "Sung Sao 
Ching" in existence. He further stated that he was a 
law-abiding person and had never committed any offence during the past 30 years.

When questioned by the Court whether or not he 
was an opium smoker, he stated that formerly he smoked opium 
but that he had already got rid of the habit»

When further asked by the Ccurt whether he had 
taken any part in the "Hsu’s ) Case Support Committee," 
he denied any knowledge of the Committee*

The case was remanded for further hearing on the afternoon of Marek 9.
k-______________________, „
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Subject (in full)......h-eri;cy^. RäTTER ..- .C.Oînaunication dated July igj igSô fron Pol iah

In accordance with instructions received, the

letter signed by the Commissioner of Police together 

with a copy of a report on Mr. and Mrs. H. RETTER were 

handed to Mr. ROHOMOLEC, Acting Consul-Be neral for

Poland, on August 7 1939 by D.S. Pitts

Mr. BOHOMOIBC had no further useful information

to offer this office in regard to RBTTBR

D.C. (Special Branch)
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Subject (in full)...... Hejniyk SETTER. Communic at .ion. dated . July. 19.. from. Pol ish

....................  Legatio.n*.

Made by.. D.S.--P-itt-S......... .Forwarded by.

Forwarded herewith is a copy of a report of the 

result of investigations conducted by this office into 

the activities of Mr. and Mrs» Henryk SETTER during their 

stay in Shanghai»

These enquiries were instituted in February and 

March 1937 following the receipt of information that 

SETTER was suspected of being a communist agent»

Although every effort has been made to ascertain 

SETTER’S address after leaving Shanghai» our activities 

in this direction have met with no result»

D.C. (Special Branch)



March 5, 1937

Henryk RETTER, Polish Jew«

Henryk BETTER, a Polish Jew, was born at Serajevo, 

Yugo-Slavia on August 21, 1910, of Polish parents of Jewish 

extraction. He studied in Poland until 1929 or 1930, when he 

proceeded to Prance to complete his education* He remained in 

Prance until the summer of 1935 when he came to Shanghai.

Prom 1930 until 1933, Better studied law, economics and 

commercial science at the Universities of Sorbonne (Paris), 

Nancy and Caen and diplomas received by Retter have been seen 

in confidence, leaving little doubt that during the period in 

question, he was legitimately using his time in studying.

In 1933 and 1934 Retter was employed in Paris with one 

N. SIEGEL of 20 Passage des PetitEs Ecuries, Paris.

In 1935, Retter, who by this time had married in Paris 

a Polish Jewess named Hinds RABIKOVITZ., decided that the time 

was opportune for him to endeavour to support his wife and him

self by his own labours, as up to this time he had been supported 

by his parents, and after his marriage, by his parents-in-law, 

who are wealthy people, controlling large seed-oil interests in 

Poland. With this thought in mind he decided to come to Chin* 

to set up an import and export business in various lines. Prom 

the time of his marriage until about two months ago, Retter has 

been receiving a monthly remittance from his father-in-law.

Mrs. Retter is a qualified bacteriologist and after arrival in 

Shanghai unsuccessfully tried to obtain a poet with the French 

Municipal Council as an analytical chemist.

Retter and his wife left Prance in August, 1935, travelled 

overland to Venice, where they embarked on the s.s. *Conte Rosso*, 

on August 10, 1935. They left this vessel in Hongkong on 

September 1, 1935, and remained in the Colony for about 18 days, 

after which they continued their journey to Shanghai on the P. & 0
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a.s. “Chitral.* Retter*s object in visiting Hongkong was

to ascertain what opportunities there existed for him as a 

new business man. He was not pleased with the prospects there 

and left after a brief stay. After arrival in Shanghai on 

September 22, 1935, the Retters stayed at the Metropole Hotel 

until October 1, 1935 when they removed to 941 Bubbling Well 

Road, which was then housing the Western Mansions,

Now during Retter*s voyage to the Far Rast on the s,s. 

“Conte Rosso*, he became rather friendly with a Mr. A.H. ROACH, 

British, employed in the Tea Department of Messrs, Qlivier- 

Chine, 95 Museum Road, who was a fellow passenger, Rett er 

confided his troubles and hopes in Roach, who taking a liking 

to Retter, promised to do what he could to assist him in 

•finding his legs* in Shanghai. Since his arrival here. Roach 

has befriended him in both business and private life.

After Retter had arrived in Shanghai and put up at the 

Metropole Hotel on September 22, 1935, he communicated with 

Roach, who aware of the fact that Better’s finances were in 

none too healthy a condition, advised him to leave the Metropole 

as it was too expensive and move to a boarding-house or a 

smaller hotel. Accordingly on October 1, 1935 the Retters 

removed to the Western Mansions, where they resided for one 

month.

On September 23, 1935 Retter first approached the local 

Polish Legation authorities for the purpose of registering 

himself and his wife as Polish citizens. Although Mrs, Retter 

was in possession of a Polish passport issued in Paris bearing 

her married name, neither she nor Retter could produce other 

documentary evidence (marriage certificate, etc,) to prove to 

the satisfaction of the Polish authorities that they were 

legally married. As a result of this the Polish Legation felt 

that Retter was possibly trying to conceal something of a 

dubious nature, and communicated with its Legation in Paris 
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requesting fall information regarding Retter's activities and 

movements whilst in Trance, following this, the Surete 

Nat ion ale (the Trench equivalent of Scotland Yard) conducted 

investigations into Better's affairs in Trance, and according 

to the information transmitted to Shanghai from Paris, any 

suspicions concerning Better's activities could be regarded, as 

being unfounded, he having led the normal life of a foreign 

student. Information was also forthcoming from Paris which 

permitted the local Legation to register both Better and his 

wife as a legally married couple.

In the latter part of October, 1935 an advertisement 

appeared in the North-China Daily News offering a furnished 

apartment at Plat 3, House 4, Greystone Apartments, 525 

Seymour Hoad. Bosch, still playing the role of a friend, 

arranged with the advertiser to take over the flat on Better's 

behalf as from November 1, 1935. The advertiser, Mr. J.I. 

NIXON, British, in whose name the premises are still leased, 

is the proprietor of Jas. X. Nixon & Co., Cotton end Cotton 

Waste Merchants, 149 Szechuen Hoad. He resides at 310 Hart 

Hoad and enjoys a good reputation locally. Better and his 

wife moved into this flat on November 1, and since that date 

have paid rent of #175 per month to Mr. Nixon.

On October 9, 1935 Better leased Post Office Box No. 

1244, Mr. West, the then manager of the Western Mansions, acting 

as guarantor.

On January 15, 1936, Better took over Office Wo.33 

located on the 3rd floor of the Capitol Building, 142 Museum 

Hoad, having previously made arrangements with the agents, 

Messrs. 8.1. Shahmoon & Co., 83 Peking Road, to lease it for one 

year or more at a monthly rental of $60. He used this office 

for transacting such business in which he was engaged, but as 

will be explained below, his business was not sufficiently 

prosperous to compel him to visit the office regularly, and it 
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has "been established that he was in the habit of only 

occasionally making calls at his office - sometimes three 

and four times a week and sometimes even less» All office 

equipment was furnished by the agents, no telephone was 

installed, no assistant was employed and nobody other than 

Retter himself and the office cleaners ever put foot in the 

office»

Retter gave up this office on February 28, 1937. A 

confidential "look-over* the office in question on March 1, 

1937 failed to reveal anything of a suspicious nature.

Regarding Retter's business activities, it has been 

ascertained that he dealt in the import and export of cloth 

manufactures and piece goods from and to Poland and Palestine, 

and occasionally dealt in sausage casings and tea. He has 

done a small but regular amount of business during the last 

twelve months with Messrs» Jardine, Matheson's, Polish-Chinese 

Trading Corporation Ltd., 150 Kiukiang Road and the Polish 

Import and ixport Co., 320 Szechuen Road» He is a member 

of the Polish Chamber of Commerce, and although far from being 

a "big* business man, is- regarded by members of this Chamber 

as being an honest and straightforward individual»

He receives very little mail from abroad and that which 

does arrive is delivered to him through the medium of P.O» Box 

1244»

One thing is certain - Retter is not very well-off as 

regards money, inspite of the fact that his parents-in-law 

until a short time ago, were in the habit of regularly sending 

him remittances to enable him to support their daughter in a 

fair degree of comfort.

Questioned through a third person Retter was asked why 

he had been absent from Poland since 1929» In reply he stated 

quite frankly in order to evade military service and that if, 

and when he returned to Poland, he was "going to have a good
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try to get out of it for good*.

Ret ter spent many hours each week in the Foreign Y.M.C.A. 

studying intricate chess problems, and playing chess with some 

of the local experts. He was recently successful in a chess 

tournament at the Y.M.C.A, He often played with one M. DIAMANT 

who some years ago came under the suspicion of this office» 

but according to our present enquiries no significance beyond 

their mutual interest in the game can be attached to their 

meetings. Diamant, it should be added» is one of the most 

prominent chess players in Shanghai,

Better's home has been thoroughly checked» but there is 

no indication from its contents that he is engaged in any 

subversive activities*

An unobstrusive watch was maintained over Better's 

movements for twelve days commencing from February 16, 1937, 

but apart from a few business calls of a legitimate nature, 

most of his time was spent at home with his wife and baby 

daughter (born in the Country Hospital in the autumn of 1936) 

and at the Y.M.C.A. playing chess. The surveillance, however, 

revealed one very interesting aspect of a negative nature. In 

the past when watches have been maintained over known agents 

of the Comintern, it has been very noticeable how the suspects 

have doubled, twisted and turned in their tracks and generally 

resorted to methods that would confound and upset any possible 

shad owe r. In Better's case nothing of this kind was observed 

and it is feasible to believe that were he an accredited agent 

of some subversive organisation, he would have taken greater 

precautions to elude any watchers than he displayed when he 

was under surveillance.

During the period of investigation Better has only been 

seen out once with a person other than his wife and child and 

this individual was the Chairman of the Polish Chamber of 

Commerce, whose conduct is irreproachable.
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In the light of information unearthed during the past 

week, it was learned that Retter had made up his mind in the 

early part of February of this year to leave Shanghai for 

Europe* This was before the watch was placed over him and 

before any enquiries had been made by this office regarding 

his activities. From information in our possession, it 

appears that Retter realising his business capabilities were 

limited, that his opportunities for doing business and making 

money were even less, and from the fact that since the beginn

ing of January 1937, he could not hope to receive any more 

remittances from his parents-in-law, owing to certain new 

restrictions placed upon the export of Polish currency, he 

came to the conclusion that the wisest course to adopt was to 

leave China as early as possible in order to avoid starving 

here»

His father-in-law, moreover, had requested him to 

return to Poland and assist him (the father) in his business, 

and as far as can be ascertained such was Retter's intention 

after his arrival in Europe.

On February 15, 1937 Retter advised Mr. Nixon that 

he would be giving up the apartment at Seymour Road on March 

1, 1937. A few days prior to February 15, 1937 Retter made 

his way to the Polish Legation and made forma^fcpplication 

for a new passport to replace the one he held, which by that 

time, had expired. He was issued with Polish Passport No. 

16/37 (414322) issued by the same authority on October 31, 

1936» Both Retter and his wife received visae for travel in 

Austria, valid for one year, an February 26, 1937 from the 

Austrian Consulate-General and transit visae for one journey 

through U.S.S.R. on March 1, 1937 from the Soviet Consulate- 

General»

Retter, his wife and child left Shanghai on March 2, 

1937 on the Soviet s.s. "Sever” for Vladivostock en route for



Poland via Siberia. The fact that Retter travelled on a 

Soviet vessel when leaving Shanghai might appear, at first 

sight, to confirm the suspicions that he is an agent of the 

Comintern, but it has been definitely established that Retter 

travelled on this particular vessel on advice tendered by Ifr» 

Roach. Retter asked Roach for advice as to the Quickest, 
k

easiest and cheapest way to reach Poland from Shanghai, and 

bearing in mind that the trip via the D.K.K. Line to Dairen 

and thence by rail to the Soviet border would entail numerous 

changes, which would not be convenient when travelling with 

a young baby, Roach advised Retter to book through the Soviet 

Intourist Agency to Poland, using the sea-route to Vladivostock 

and thence by rail - a question of one change only. Roach 

even went with Retter to the agency and to the Soviet Consulate- 

General and assisted Retter in making the booking and procuring 

his visae. Mr. Roach is quite a well known man in Shanghai 

and there is no question of his relations with Retter being 

other than those of a friend. In fact the greater part of 

Retter*s friends and acquaintances in Shanghai, who were not 

many, were introduced to him by Mr. Roach»

Retter had three banking accounts in Shanghai - the 

National City Bank of New York, the Chartered Bank and the 

Italian Bank for China. It is not believed that this point 

has any special significance, for it is a well known fact that 

business men, especially those people who are not well off, 

are assisted considerably in their affairs by the fact that 

they have a number of banking accounts, however small they 

may be.

Retter was also a member of the Polish Charity organ

isation Committee and is reported to have helped considerably 

in alleviating distress among local Polish indigent circles.

The enquiries regarding Retter have been made very 
discreetly and it must be said that from the information gained |.
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there is not the slightest evidence to show that he was 

actively connected with any communist apparatus in Shanghai 

or in France prior to his arrival here. All avenues have 

been combed for information regarding this man in the light 

of subversive activities and the people who have been 

confidentially approached during the course of this inves

tigation, have expressed the opinion that Retter was too 

honest and straightforward a man ever to be connected with 

communists or their nefarious work.
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• POSELSTWO 

RZECZYPOSPOLITEJ POLSKIEJ 
W CHINACH

Szanghaj, dn. *....
Shanghaï, le [)

LEGATION 
DE LA REPUBLIQUE DE POLOGNE 

EN CHINE

26 Reute Delastr^

Nr~Br..dXZG.&/l^ •

w sprawie and Mrs. H. Retter;
Objet

enquiry •

Dear Sir,

The Consular Section of the Polish Legation 

in China, request you kindly to inform it 

whether Mr. and Mrs. Henryk RETTER, both Polish 

citizens, are noted in your files.

.« I The Polish Legation in China will be much

obliged if you would furnish it with full details 

that might be in your possession, pertaining to 

the above-mentioned Mr. and Mrs. H. RETTEk.

Their last address was known to be at 525 

Seymour Road.

I beg to remain,

Dear Sir,

your obedient servant,

lÜ"" The Commissioner, 
AdiAg Générai

Shanghai Municipal Police, 

Shanghai.

Drvkarnl« 70092

L ----- —------------ -----------------
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July 20, 39.

Acting Consul General for Poland, 
26 Route Delastre,

Sir

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of 

your letter No.R-31/Ch/14 dated July 19, 1939, 

and in reply have to state that the matter is re

ceiving attention.

I have the honour to be, 

Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Sd. K. M. Bourne.

Commissioner of Police.

WFÏ7



August 5, 39

Acting Consul General for Poland,
26 Route Delastre, 

French Concession.

Sir,

In reply to your letter No. R-31/Ch/14 dated 

July 19, 1939 I have the honour to forward herewith a 

confidential report concerning Mr. and Mrs. Better.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient servant.

Sd. K. M. Bourne.
Commissioner of Police«

CLK/
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Date^.^:9. J?.?...

Subject................. Jew.

Made by.............._________________ _________ Forwarded by___ ............................................................. ........................

________ -¿nquirles cpnducted into the past and present activities 

of a suspected communist agent, whose name was reported to ~be 

"a, better0, have produced the following resultst—___________

j, Henryk RITTER, a Polish Jew, was born at berajevo,_

Yugo-Slavia on august 21, 1910, of Polish parents of Jewish 

extraction,He studied in Poland until 1929 or 1930, when____

he proceded to Prance to complete his education. He remained 

in Prance until the summer of 1955 when he came to Shanghai»

Prom 1930 until 1933, better studied law, economics _____

and commercial science at the Universities of Sorbonne (Paris), 

Nancy and Caen and diplomas received by Petter have been seen 

in confidence, leaving little doubt that during the period in 

question, he was legitimately using his time in studying»

In 1933-and 1934 better was employed in Paris with one

one H» ojLHG-KL of 20 Passage des Petiti^s écuries,

±n 1935, better, who by this time had married in Paris 

a Polish Jewess named Hindu RaBIl^OVfTZ, decided that the time was

Opportune for him to endeavour to support his wife and himself 

his own labours, as up to this time he had been supported by 

ffiis parents, and after his marriage, by his parents-in-law, who 

are wealthy people, controlling large seed-oil interests in

Poland• With this thought in mind he decided to come to China 

to set up an import and export business in various lines» Prom 

the time of his marriage until about two months ago, better has 

been receiving a monthly remittance from his father-in-law. Mrs 

better is a qualified bacteriologist and after arrival in Shanghai 

unsuccessfully tried to ootain a post with the Prench Municipal

Council as an analytical chemist

better and his wife left Prance in august, 1935, travelled
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overland to Venice,_ where they embarked on the s»s»aConte Rosso»1 

on August 10, 1935,ihey left this vessel in Hongkong on 
September 1, 1935, and remained in the Colony fox' about 18 

days, after which they continued their journey to Shanghai on^ 

the 0* s«s» uChitral»M setter’s object in visiting

Hongkong was to ascertain what opportunities there existed for 

him as a new business man* He was not pleased with the pros- _ 

pects there and left after a brief stay* xifter arrival in 

Shanghai on ¿September 22, 1935, the betters stayed at the 

Metropole Hotel until October 1, 1935 when they removed to 941 

Bubbling iVell Road, which was then housing the Western Mansions* 

Now during Better’s voyage to the l*ar bast on the s*s* 

<fConte Rosso,* he became rather friendly with a kr. RClaCH, 

British, employed in the Tea .Department of Tesars. Olivier- 

Chine, 95 Museum Hoad, who was a fellow passenger. Better 

confided his troubles and hopes in Boach, who taking a liking 

to Better, promised to do what he could to assist him in

"finding his legs** in shanghai. Since his arrival here, koach 

has befriended him in both business and private life.

x^fter Better had arrived in Shanghai and put up at the 

laetropole Hotel on September 22, 1935, he communicated with 

Roach, who aware of the fact that Better’s finances were in 

none too healthy a condition, advised him to leave the LLetropole 

as it was too expensive and move to a boarding-house or a 

smaller hotel.accordingly on October 1, 1935 the Betters 

removed to the Western Mansions, where they resided for one 

month.

On September 23, 1935 Better first approached the local 

Polish Legation authorities for the purposeof registering
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himself and his wife as Polish citizens. although lira* ¿tetter 

was in possession of a Polish passport issued in Paris hearing 

her married name, neither she nor better could produce other 

documentary evidence (marriage certificate, etc) to prove to 

the satisfaction of the Polish authorities that they were 

legally married. As a result of this the Polish Legation 

felt that better was possibly trying to conceal something of_ 

a dubious nature, and communicated with its Legation in Paris 

requesting full information regarding better’s activities and

__ movements whilst in Prance. Pollowing this, the Surete 

Nationals (the Pr6nch equivalent of Scotland Yard) conducted 

investigations into better’s affairs in Prance, and according 

to the information transmitted to Shanghai from Paris, any 

suspicions concerning better’s activities could be regarded as 

being unfounded, he having lead the normal life of a foreign 

student« Infomation was also forthcoming from Paris which 

permitted the local Legation to register both ¿tetter and his 

wife as a legally married couple»

In the letter part of October, 1955 an advertisement 

appeared in the North-China Daily News offering a furnished 

apartment at Plat 5, House 4, Greystone «apartments, 525 Sey

mour Hoad. Roach, still playing the role of a friend, 
——————————————————————— -—

arranged with thee advertiser to take over the flat on Retterfs 

behalf as from November 1, 1955. The advertiser, Mr. J«Ji> ........................................——  
NIXON, British, in whose name the premises are still leased, 

W11 W........................................... ‘—" ------------------------------- ------------- ----------------- -
is the proprietor of Jas. 1». Nixon & CO., Cotton and Cotton

Waste Merchants, 149 Szechuen Road. He resides at 310 Hart 

Road and enjoys a good reputation locally. better and his 

wife moved into this flat on November 1, and since that date
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have paid rent of $175 per month to to. Nixon* 

Oh October 9, 1935 Better leased Post office Box No*

1244, to* ¿est, the then manager of the Western Mansions, acting

as guarantor*____ __________________________________

On January 15, 1936, Better took over Office No* 33 

located on the 3rd* floor of the Capitol Building, 142 Museum 

Road, having previously made arrangements with the agents, Messrs• 

8*2* Shahmoon 7 Co., 83 Peking Road, to lease it for one year

or more at a monthly rental of $60* He used this office for

transacting such business in which he was engaged, but as will 

be explained below, his business was not sufficiently prosperous

to compel him to visit the office regularly, and it has been 

established that he was in the habit of only occasionally 

making calls at his office - sometimes three and four times 

a week and sometimes even less* All office equipment was

furnished by the agents, no telephone was installed, no assistant 

was employed and nobody other than Better himself and the office 

cleaners ever put foot in the office*

Better gave up this office on February 28, 1937*

confidential ’’look-over” the office in question on March 1, 1937 

failed to reveal anything of a suspicious nature*

Regarding Better’s business * activities, it has been

ascertained that he d alt in the import and esqport of cloth

manufactures and piece goods from and to Poland and Palestine, 

and occasionally dealtji in sausage casings and tea. He has

done a small but regular amount of business during the last

twelve months with Messrs* Jardine, Matheson’s, Polish-Chinese

Trading Corporation Ltd*, 150 Kiukiang Hoad and the Polish

Import and Export Co*, 320 Szechuen Road* He is a member
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of the Polish Chamberlof Commerce, and although far from being ..   r ' ‘ ’ J ■'r,rr,ur ‘ ’ ■' “   .  j. v. f — 
á “big1* business man, is regarded by members of this Qhamber 

as being an honest and straightforward individual.

He receives very little mail from abroad and that which 

does arrive is delivered to him through the medium of P.O. Box 

1244»_______________________________________________________

One thing is certain - netter is not very well- off as 

regards money, inspite of the fact that his parents-in-law 

until a short time ago, were in the habit of regularly sending 

him remittances to enable him to support their daughter in a 

fair decree of comffort.
Questioned through a third person Better was asked why 

he had been absent from Boland since 1928. In reply he stated 

quite frankly in order to evade military service and that if, 

and when he returned to Poland, he was “going to have a good 

try to get out of it for good.“___________________________________

Better spent many hours- each week in the l^ofreign Y.M.C.Á. 

studying intricate chess problems, and playing chess with some 

of the local experts. He was recently successful in a chess 

tournament at the Y.M.C.-a. He often played with one M.

JI/üautHT, who some years ago came under the suspicion of this 

o?Yleej tout according to our present enquiries no significance 

beyond their mutual interest in the game can be attached to 

their meetings. Biamant, it should be added, is one of the most 

prominent chess players in Shanghai.

Better*s home has been thoroughly checked, but there is 

no indication from its contents that he is engaged in any sub- 

versive activities.____________________________ _____________________

xin unobstrusive watcKamaintained over Better*s movements
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for twelve days commencing from February 16, 1937, but apart 

from a few business calls of a legitimate nature, most of his o 

time was spent at home with his wife and baby daughter (born 

in the Country Hospital in the autumn of 1936) and at the________

Y.M.G.A. playing chess. The surveillance, however, revealed 

one very interesting aspect of a negative nature. In the 

past when watches have been maintained over known agents of the 

^pmintern, it has been very noticeable how the suspects have 

doubled, twisted and turned in their tracks and generally 

resorted to methods that would confound and upset any possible 

shadower. in better^ case nothing of this kind was observed 

and it is feasible to believe that were he an accredited agent 

of some subversive organisation, he would have taken greater 

precautions to elude any watchers than he displayed when he 

was under surveillance.

Juring the period of investigation better has only 

been seen out onee with a person other than his wife and child 

and this individual was the Chairman of the Polish Chamber 

of Commerce, whose conduct is irreproachable.

in the light of information unearthed during the past ----------------------   - — _____________ -- . ___________-----------------------.—- 
week, it was learned that better had madA^up his mind in the 

early part of February of this year to leave Shanghai for 

Europe. This was before the watch was placed over him and 

befogg any enquiries-had been made by this office regarding 

his activities» Jfrom information in our possession, it—--- - — -- ----------- -- I
appears that Better realising his business capabilities were 

limited» that his opportunities for doing business and making

money were even less, and from the fact that since the beginning
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remittances from his parents-in-law, owing to certain new______

restrictions placed upon the export of Polish currency, he came 

to the conclusion that the wisest course to adopt was to leave 

China as early as possible in order to avoid starving here.__

uis father-in-law, moreover, had requested him to______

retxirn to Poland and assist him (the father) in his business, 

and as far as can be ascertained Such was RetterJs intention 
after his arrival in Europe.

___________ On February 15, 1937 Retter advised Mr« Uixon that_____  
he would be giving up the apartment at ¿Seymour Road on March 

1 ,1937. A few days prior to February 15, 1937 Ketter made 

his way to the Polish Legation and made formalapplication 

for a new passport to replace the one he held , which by that 

time, had expired. He was issued with Polish Pusspurt Xio* 

16/37 (414354) on February 20, 1937 by the Polish Legation in 

Shanghai. hrs. Ketter is in possession of Passport No# 

137/36 (414322) issued by the same authority on October 31,1936 

Both Ketter and his wife received visae for travel in Austria, 

valid for one year, on February 26, 1937 from the Austrian 

Consulate-General and transit visae for one Journey through 
U.S.S.R« qn March 1, 1937 from the Soviet Consulate-Greneral«

Ketter, hib wife and child left Shanghai on March 2, 

1937 on the Soviet s.s« rtSeverlf for Vladivostock en route for 

Poland via Siberia. The fact that Ketter travelled on a 

Soviet vessel when leaving Shanghai might appear, at first 

sight, to confirm the suspicions th%t he is an agent of the 
Comintern, but it has been definitely established that Better 

- travelled on this particular vessel on advice tendered by Mr» 
II Roach* Retter asked Roach for advice as to the quickest,
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easiest and cheapest way to reach. Poland from Shanghai, and____

bearing in mind that the trip via the D.K.K. Line to Dairen 

and thence by rail to the Soviet border would entail numerous 

changes, which would not be convenient when ¿ravelling with 

a young baby, Roach advised better to book through the Soviet 

Intourist Agency to Poland, using the sea-route to Vladivos- 

tock and thence by rail - a question of one change only,

___Roach even went with better to the Agency and to the Soviet 

Consulate-General and assisted better in making the booking 

and procuring his visas. Mr. Roach is quite a well known 

man in Shanghai and there is no question of kxa his relations 

with Better being other than those of a friend. In fact the 

greater part of i<etter*s friends and acquaintances in Shanghai, 

who were not many, were introduced to him by Mr. Roach.

Re11er had three banking accounts in Shanghai - the 

National City bank of Nev/ York, the Chartered hank and the 

Italian bank for China. it is not believed that this point 

has any special significance, for it is a ell known fact that 

business men, especially those people who are not well off, 

are assisted considerably in their affairs by the fact that 

they have a number of banking accounts, however small they 

may be.

Retter was also a member of the Polisg Charity organ

isation Committee and is reported to have helped considerably 

in alleviating distress among local Polish indigent circles.

J His description is as follows«-

Age, 27j height; about 5'10”; build, medium; hair, chestnut; 

; eyes, brown; face, oval,Photographs of Kether and his 

wife are forwarded herewith.
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_JL‘he enquiries regarding ¿tetter have been made very 

discreetly and it must be said that from the information gained

. there is not the Qj^ightest evidence to show that he was 
actively connected with any communist apparatus in Shanghai 

or in France prior to his arrival here. .all avenues have 

been combed for information regarding this man in the light of 

subversive activities and the people who have ben jponf idantialiy 

approached during the course of this investigation, have 

expressed the opinion that ¿tetter was too honest and straight- 

forward a man ever to be connected with communists or their 

nefarious work*it is hoped to have better's address in 

Poland in our possession in the near future when a further 

report will be submitted«_______________________________________

D,C. (Special Branch)«
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I beg to forward herewith a tabulated, list of labour_________

unions in the Eastern District. In all there a re at present_____

12 unions in that area. Of this number three are subject-to_____
the control of the Seamen*s General Labour Union and the remain

ing nine to the general Labour Union and the local Tangpu.________

These unions are so far unknown to have any connections with______
the Chung Nyi Association or the Chinese Communist Party.

_____ With the except ion of the three unions under the nnntrnl_____  

of the Seamen*s General Labour Union, Chow TT«»eh-gians(^ ?  
a Standing Committee Member of the General Labour Union, exercises 

opnsiderable influence over the labour unions in the Eastern 

District especially the 4th District Cigarette factory Workers* 
Union, of which he is the Chairman. It is worthy of note that 

Chow Hsueh-siang is a close follower of Chu Hsueh Pan^-J-^Ej), a 

responsible member of the General Labour Union, and Loh Ching-ds 
a prominent member of the local Tangpu, both of whom

are very influential among the local labour circles.



LABOUR ORGANIZATIONS Ifl EASTERN DISTRICT March 22, 1937.

Date of establish No. of Name of (l)principai Under whose Past activities
Name & Address »meat & No« of members supervisor, (2)promoters, influence and

permit br regist- & their & (3) committee members. it is Remarks,
ration certificate employ- function-
issued by Chinese ment. ing.

Shanghai Ocean Steamer 
Tallymen's Mutual Aid 
So o ietyU/^i/.>tX^fijMft, 
26 Chusan Road.
(Wayside).

31.7.36. Permit 
No«13, issued 
by the Office of 
the Special 
Kuomintang 
Delegate for 
Seamen's Affairs.

(1) Standing Committee: 
Taung Yui Sui(J^ f ), 
Tsang Ching Hsunto^t-M), 
Tsui Jing Mei()•
(2) Ling Chong Keut#L£>J, 
Tsang Ching Hsun,
Tsui Jing Mel.
(3) Committee Members: 
Ling Chong Keut
Ho Wen Gi(g^Mf ), Doo 
Mong Yeut^^i^J', Han Koong 
Ying(/l>0>)» Sung Soong 
Zeulxt^J5-)» Wo° Zung

150. 
Tallymen 
of ocean 
steamers 
belonging 
to P.& 0. 
Steam 
Navigat
ion Co. 
(Hr.), 
Melchers 
<5c Co.(G. ), 
Compagnie __ _
des Messag- Zlen( Sung Ling
eries Marl- Van(XJ^jiJ)» Dong Shing 
times(Fr.), San( K> )• 
Lloyd 7

Seamen's 
General 
Labour 
Un ion.

Triestino 
(It.)«

During August, 1936,the 
union Issued a letter to a 
number of tallymen contract
ors to the effect that all 
tallymen should join the 
union or be prohibited from 
working. (G.L.13.8.36).

On 4.3.37 three union 
members were brought to 
Wayside Stn. for attempting 
to force a tallyman of 
Messageries Maritimes to join 
the union. They were released 
after being cautioned.(Wayside 
82/37).

During March, 1937, 
representatives of the union 
intimidated the cargo checkers 
of Messrs. Scurr,Tanner & Co., 
59 Peking Rd., employed in 
connection with vessels tying 
up at China Merchants' Lower 
& Central Wharves, in order to 
force them to join the union.

On 18.3.37, Tsang Ching 
Hsun, member of Standing 
Committee, was warned by S.M. 
P. against resorting to 
intimidation while canvassing 
for new members. (Nile D.7833)



(2)

Name & Address
Date of establish No. of Name of (l)principal Under whose Past activities-ment A No. of members supervisior,(2)promoters, influence andpermit or regist & their & (3)committee members. it is Remarks.ration certificate employ functionissued by Chinese 
Authorities.

ment. ing.

Iwo Steamship 
Tallymen’s Club 
(ft

27, Lane 499', 
Seward Road. 
(Hongkew).

1*1.29. Permit 
No.Sr issued by 
the Office of 
Special Kuomin
tang Delegate 
for Seamen’s 
Affairs.

400.
Tallymen 
of steam 
-ers 
belong
ing to 
Indo-China 
Steam
Navigation 
Co. (Br.)

(1) Zung Yuan Lunghi Â)îty,
(2) Yih Ping Kwei (tffth-fih
(3) Committee Membefst
Zung Yuan Lung, 
Zung Sz Ling 
Liu Pao Sung 
Tsai Kiang Bing 
Van Soh Ying 
Han Tso Pao

Seamen’s 
General 
Labour 
Union.

4th District Silk 
weaving Factory 
Workers* Union .

17,Lane 83fc,Thor- 
burn Rd. (Yulin Rd.)

20.12.36. Permit 
560 issued by 
local Tangpu.

1,400.
Workers of 
Chinese 
silk 
filatures 
in Yulin 
Rd. Dist
rict .

(1) Ho Shao (^T i) ).
(2) Tsai Sao Hunger *2 J.

Zung Voong Ping(TfjSM^)
(3) Committee membersr-
Ho Shao, Tsai Sao.Hung, 
Ting Tuh Ming ),
Zien Nai Kong # )» 
Zung Voong Ping,
Tseu Pah Tsung( ),
Zee Hing ( /£ # ), 
Chi Chao ( % ¿4 ),
Sung Zung Chingiz A 4$)), 
Ching Tso Kyi (/^ihitJÉ-).

Local 
Tangpu.

Believed to be behind 
the unrest among the 
tallymen of the s.s. 
•Prominent”, mdo-China 
Steam Navigation Co., in 
February, 1937, when the 
oompradore of the vessel 
decided to dispense with 
the services of members 
of the club and to employ 
new hands in their stead. 
The oompradore finally 
withdrew his decision. 
(G.L. 4.2.37.)

Believed to be behind 
the strikes of the workers 
of the Mei Foong dt either silk 
Weaving Factorjes(Chinese), 
during February and March, 
1937. (I.R. 25.2.37 and
10.3.37.)



Date of establish No. of Name of (l)principal Under whose Past activities
Name & Address -ment & No* of members superviser,(2)promoters, influence and

permit or regist & their & (3)Committee Members. it is remarks.
ration certificate employ funct ion-
issued by Chinese 
authorities.

ment. ing.

Ewo River & Seagoing 
Steamers Saloon 
Employees' Mutual 
Advantage Associat
ion . (-dl fe >»$

449, Mast
Seward Road.- 
(Hongkew).

28.8.36.
Certificate No.22,
issued by the 230.
Office of the Cabin
Special Kuomin boys of
tang Delegate steataers
for Seamen’s belong
Affairs. ing to

Indo-China 
Steam 
Navigation 
Co. (±»r.)

(1) Wong Zoen Ching(ij^7)
(2) Wong Zoen Ching. 
Zung Yah Zung
Wong Ngoh Zien ( / )
Wan Ngoh Tsar
(3) Committee membersr 
Wong Zoen Ching, 
Tsang Poh Sung 
Wong Kung Doo 
Yui Hwa Ziang 
Oong Liang Hwa 
Pau Dao Pah i t) £■?£)

Seamen's 
General 
labour 
Union.

interfered with the 
appointment of a No.l cook 
to the s.s. “Suiwo", Indo
China Steam Navigation Co., 
in July, 1936.(G.L.30.7.36).

Interfered with the 
dismissal of two saloon 
boys of the s.e. "Pingwo" 
in July, 1936. (G.L.30.7.36)

Endeavoured to force 
the cabin boys on the s.s. 
"Kutwo“ to join the union 
on 24.1.37. wong Zoen 
Ching, principal supervisor 
of the union, was warned 
by the Shanghai Municipal 
Police on 1.2.37.

Promoter»
Daung Zoen Ling

4th District Native 20.2.36. Regist 189. Directorsi
Boat Cargo Porters' ration certifi Porters Daung Zoen Ling
UnionfW^^#*^, cate 58, issued for native Wong Wen Hao
81 Zung Zung Ll,Tseu by Bureau of boats, Zung Ping Kung
Ka Bah Rd.,(Y'Poo). Social Affairs. Soochow Zung Ah Ling

Creek. Sz Loong Sung
fi MH,

General 
Labour 
Union? 
Local 
Tangpu; 
& Zee 
Chun Dao

loafer in 
Hongkew & 
owner of 
Dau Tuh 
Oil Factory, 
158 Rue du 
We ikwe i.

During October, 1936, 
approximately 100 porters in 
Hongkew district, who are 
members of the union, went on 
strike as a protest against 
decrease in wages & subse
quently engaged in a fight 
with the new hands employed 
in their stead. The strikers 
were discharged, & were still 
agitating for reinstatement 
at the time this list was 

compiled

SMMMi



(4)

Date of establish No* of
• Marne & Address -ment & No. of members

permit or regist- & their 
ration certificate employ- 
issued by Chinese ment. 
authorities.

Name of (1 principal under whose Past activities 
supervisor,(2)promoters, influence and
& (3)Committee Members. it is ramarkp.

function
ing.

4th District Hat 
(Machine Made) 
Factory Workers * 
Un ion (<£3 *£) » 
12, Lane 857, Lay 
Road. (Yulin Rd.j

January, 1936.
Permit 534, issued 
by local Tangpu. 110.

Workers of 
Hwa Foh Hat 
Factory, 
(Chinese), 
310 Hochlen 
Road.

4th District Lumber 
Transportât ion 
Workers* Union .
( »4- ),
7 Wfi Nan Road. 
(Y»Poo).

June, 1934.
Permit 316, 
issued by local
Tangpu.

200 
Godown 
coolies, 
China Import 
& Export 
Lumber Co. 
(British).

(1) Lieu Ching Zien(^^^-).
(2) Lieu Ching Zien,

Zung Yui Ding ($<##), 
Loh Zau Slang (^1W^).

(3) Lieu Ching Zien, 
Woo Liang Sz
Tsang Lien Sing(ifc,£# )t 
Zee Tsang Ziangf^##), 
Zung Tsung Moh (ft-ij} 
Kong Sz Kung (a Lieu Wen Ching 0^ 
Lieu Ah Kwel

(1) Yang An Ching (-&#-?),
(2) Tsai Ah Yao (*-^4.).
(3) Committee Membersx-
Jul Siao Ziang 
Jing Zai Fah (jWJL) 
Han Lung Yuin 
Zung Ching Plao 
Hsu Ping Yoong 
King Yeu Zung 
Tsai Ah Yao 
Yao Yung Yao 
Jing Yoong Fei 
Yao Yung Shing 
Zien Zai Kung 
Jing Seu ZungNyl Ah Ao hlfrSl’.

Local 
Tangpu 

& 
General 
Labour 
Union.

General 
Labour 
Union.

On 23.10.36, seven members of 
the union (workers of Hwa Foh 
Hat Factory) were arrested by 
the shanghai Municipal Police 
for assaulting other workers 
who were not members of the 
union. They were each 
sentenced to 10 days* detent
ion, suspended for 2 years. 
(I.R. 27.10.36).

During August, 1934, members 
of the union, who are godown 
coolies of China Import & Export 
Lumber Co., agitated for general 
Improvement in treatment.
(I.R. 7.8.34).

On 4.8134, ex-workers of the 
company threatended other work
ers ag&inst conducting activities 
detrimental to the union.
(I.R. 7.8.34).



Name of
Date of establish No. of (l)principal Under whose Past activities

Name & Address -ment & No. of members supervisor, influence and
■ permit or regist St their (2)promoters, it is remarks.ration certificate employ & (3) committee function

issued by Chinese 
authorit ies.

ment . membe rs• ing.

4th District 
Cigarette Factory 
Workers’ Union . 
( )» 
42, Lane 376, Way
side Road. 
(Yulin Rd.)

Organized in Feb., 
1928 & named Hwa 
Chen Cigarette Co. 
Workers* Union. 
Reorganized and 
assumed the 
present name on 
5.4.31.
Registration Cert. 

20, issued by 
Bureau of Social 
Affairs.

2,400.
Workers 
of Hwa 
Chen 
Cigarette 
Co.(Ch.), 
340 Way
side Rd.

(1) Chow Hsueh- General
siang (^^3^ ). Labour
(2) Chow Hsueh- Uni®n.
siang & Yui Chia 
Sung(4^£ )•
(3) Chow Hsueh- 
slang, Sz Ping 
Zau($&5>Ä), Ying 
Yui Kong (Jät
Woo Mau Ling(#) 
Loo Chi Kongj^tejf), 
Tseu Li Sung(^i. i ), 
Tsang Ah Ching

)»Tong Pai 
Zien (5^>p^J,Loh Ah 
Jui(jiMf^), Sung Ang 
Yoh(xUb$ ), Sung Ah 
Yoong(^i^/J.

On 21.12.34, paper 
slips bearing communistic 
slogans were thrown by 
some unknown person, 
amongst a crowd gathered 
at the entrance of the 
Union offices, where a 
meeting was in progress 
to discuss the opposition 
of the female workers of 
the Hwa Chen Tobacco Co. 
to the collection of 
educational funds by the 
union. (I.R. 22.12.34)

Tsing Zung Health 
Promotion Society 

4* )» *»
Laho 57B,Thorburn
Road.

Oct. 1936. 
Permit 601, 
local Tangpu.

(Still in 
process of 
organization)

Claims to Preparatory Committee: 
have 800. Tsang Fang(^ ), 
Workers Tai Poh Zung (), 
of Yee Hsia Sz (ft. Jtfr ),
Tsoong Nyi Wei (Mb JA’ ),
Cigarette Tsiang Tsung Hengf^'l^i)
Factory, Yui Loo(*£ if-), and
674 Thorburn Tseu TsingC^y /£__). 
Rd.(br.)

Chow Hsueh- 
slang, 
General 
Labour 
Union.

Nothing is known 
against this society.



Barne & Ad dre se
Pate of establish 
-ment A Ko. of 
permit or regist
ration certificate 
issued by Chinese 
authorities.

No• of Kame of (l)principal under whose
members supervisor,(2)promoters, influence
it their it (3)Committee Members. it is
employ- , function-
ment. * ing.

Past activities 
and 

Remarks•

Shanghai Municipality
Shipbuilding Carpenters 

»*) 
30/32, Lane 153, Point 
Road. (Hashing Rd.)

May 17, 1927. 
Registrai ion 
Cert{floate 
No.2, Issued 
by Bureau of 
Social 
Affairs.

972.
Carpenters, 
natives of 
Kwangtung, 
employed 
at Kiang- 
nan Pock 
(Ch.}, New 
Engineer
ing & Ship
building 
Works (Br.), 
St Shanghai 
Pock St 
Engineer
ing Works, 
Pootung. 
(Br.).

(1) Yih Ziang Kao(4>£).
(2) Zung Ping Wu
(3) Zung Ping Wu, 
Yih Ziang Kao,
Wong Yuin Chong (X*4? $), 
Han Zai Piau WW/J» 
Zau Zung Tsong (f'jfcjfe-), 
Li Zoen Liang (^-^^), 
Wong Zoen Tsing (1/0)» 
Tung Yung Hwa (1 £.> ), 
Zung Shiang Zien( 71 ¿-Ij, 
Zung Poh 8z (¿mS’ 
Ling Shoen (ja /i)» 
Wong Tsoh Zai (-£*(>£)» 
Zung Yao Yung
Bang Yuin (j4 j£j, 
Ling Tsai Sing

Local Tangpu 
and

Gene ral
Labour Union.

On 15.9.34, a fight 
took place among a 
section of the workers 
of the New Engineering 
and Shipbuilding Works, 
640 Yangtszepoo Road, 
owing to the existence 
of enmity between members 
of this union and those 
of the now defunct 
Shipbuilding Carpenters’ 
Mutual Aid Society. 
Puring the incident, 
3 unemployed carpenters 
were injured and another 
was killed. (G.L.21.9.34)

Chekiang Labourers’ 
Affairs Committee of 
Shai. Municipality 
Shipbuilding Carpenters’ . 
Un ion (>}> f B

/, 30/32, Lane 
153, Point Rd. (K.)

August 17,1933.

Nil.

700.
Carpenters, 
natives of 
Chekiang, 
employed 
in the 
above 
mentioned

(1) Li Yui Soen
Yih Ziang Kao (<>*/).
(2) ditto.
(3) Tsang Siao Yuin(<f) 
Zung Ping Woo (
Tsang Sung ( ^ i ).

concerns•

This is a branch of the 
Shai. Municipality 
Shipbuilding Carpenter# 
union. It deals 
exclusively with affairs 
affecting union members 
who are natives of 
Chekiang.



Name & Address
Pat* of establish 
-ment A No* of 
permit or regist
ration certificate 
issued by Chines* 
authorities.

No. of 
members 
& their 
employ
ment.

4th District Ship 2.9.28. Registrat 500.
Building Yard ion eertifieate Workers
Workers' Union,

No.3, Lane 519, 
YAngtsaopoo Rd.
(Yulin Rd.)

No.3, issued by 
Bureau of Social 
Affair*•

of New 
Engineer
ing A 
Ship
building 
Wore,Ltd. 
(Br.),640 
Y’Poo Rd.



Name of (l)Prlncipal 
supervisor, (2 )promoters, 
& (S)Committee Membeas.

Under whose 
influence 
it is 
function
ing.

Paet activities 
and 

Remarks•

Woo Soong Lee(^^^j) 
Wong Ching Kwei 
(deceased) (i- 't ) 
Zung Ah Kong 
Oen Pang ( 
Kwei Ling

(3) 
Pau 
Fee 
Kwei Tung Yang 
Saung Lee Fang 
Zao Ah Foh 
Ling Ah Zai 
^au Ah Dee 
Tsui Sing Lai 
Ching Ping Tsoo 
Zien Ah Daung 
Tung Kwei Ziang 
Woo Soong Lee

General
Labour
Union,

During May 1935 the 
Union assited the 
workers of the New 
Engineering & Ship
building Works, 640 
Tangtszepoo Road, to 
negotiate with the 
management for the 
withdrawal of a 
decision to reduce 
working days, A 
compromise was sub
sequently effected by 
the management, 

(I.R. 11.5.35).
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Subject

File No. . . . . . . . J PAL FOlt
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. REGiSTR

S •!> Special-.&£^&£&*--- ,/L—-
REPORT " JrF1-

s L_______ . . -----
Labour Unions m <*est»ern District«

Made ........Forwarded by........... .......................................................... -................

In accordance with instructions from D.C. (Special Branch)

I beg to forward herewith a tabulated list of labour unions

$ I

in the Western District. In all there are at present eight 

unions in that area» Of this number five are subject to the I 

control of the General Labour Union and the Chinese authorities;I 

and two, which were formed by the followers of the Chung Nyi 

Association, are almost inactive at present, but are likely to 

resume their activities when opportunity arises• These seven

unions are so far not known to have any connections with the j 
Communist Party. I 

-------------A he—remain iiy-,_ one is an oi^,anization^ of unemployed cotton |

mill workers, sponsored by ^•o-communistic^gruent)S< who are 
endeavouring to gain influence over the unemPioyp^ but up to

iN
M

M
M

B
M

i

the present its success has been negligible.



LABOUR ORGANIZATIONS IN WESTERN AREA

Name & Address

1,5202.6.30

residing

il rH

General Labour 
Union and 
local Tangpu.

Under whose 
influence 
it is funct
ioning.

Past activities 
and 

remarks.

No • of 
members 
& their 
employ
ment .

3rd District 
Cotton Spinning 
Workers* Union

March 3, 1937

Permit No» 86, 
issued by local 
Tangpu.

Name of (l)principal 
supervisor, (2) promoters 
4 (3) committee members.

(workers 
of Tung 
Yih Cotton 
Mill. )

Date of establish 
-ment 4 No. of 
permit or regist
ration certificate 
issued by Chinese 
Authorities»_______

3 Ying Sih Li 
( W). Ton
quin Road.

(1) Wong Tsoh Bing( ) 
ex-worker of Tung Yih 
Cotton Mill 
at 1009 Kung Yih Fang 
Robison Road.

(2) Ditto.
(3) Executive Committee
Liu Ching Sung T 
Li Kyih Ling (
Kiang Sz Ling ( 
Zee Ah Nieu (
Tsang Ching Pang( 
Bah Tsoong Pau ( 
Koo Yah Zung 
Tsa Chao Sung 
Wong Ah Wen 
Tai Ping Chong 
Zung Ah Pao

«i;
?

following its inau
guration in June, 1930, 
this union instigated 
a strike of the workers 
of the Tung Yih Cotton 
Mill in order to force 
the management to recognize 
the union and to issue 
a monthly allowance for 
its maintenance» The 
strike was later called 
off when the management 
accepted the demand.

During Feb., 1937, 
this union supported a 
strike of the workers of 
the Sing Yui Cotton Mills 
who demanded an increase 
in pay & reinstatement 
of dismissed employees. 
The strikers resumed work 
a few days later when 
the management agreed to 
re-engage the dismissed 
employees.



Name & Address

Sept., 1931 7,500

local
Permit No; 59 
issued by 
Tangpu.

No. of 
members 
& their 
employ
ment.

(

1428 Brenan Rd 
0.0.L.

10th District 
Cotton Spinning 
Workers* Union

Name of (1) principal 
supervisor, (2) promoters, 
& (3) committee members.

2

Date of establish 
-ment & No. of 
permit or regist
ration certificate 
issued by Chinese 
Authorities.

(workers 
of Sung 
Sing 
Cotton 
Mills, 
Noe. 1 
& 8. )

(1) Yang Sz Kong 
worker of Sung Sing 
No. 1 Mill, residing 
at 1430 Brenan Road.

(2) Loh Tsing Yuin(/j£ii£j<£) 
ex-worker of Ming 
Sung Cotton Mill.

(3) Executive Committee 
Fii )Tsui Bai Chong 

Wen Zung Liang 
Zung Koh Ling 
Kao Kwung Sung 
Oong Zoen Woo 
Tsang Oen Zoen 
Tsang Hai Ling 
Zee Ling Kung 
Lieu Tseu Pao 
Zee Yoh Jing



I Under whose 
influence 
it is funct
ioning.

Past activities 
and 

remarks•

General Labour 
Union and 
local Tangpu.

During June, 1932, 
this union instigated 
a strike of the workers 
of the Sung Sing Cotton 
Mills for the purpose 
of inducing the manage
ment to withhold the 
wages of those workers 
who failed to pay union 
membership fees. The 
strike was later called 
off upon the acceptance 
of the demand by the 
management•

I_ -



Name & Address
Date of establish 
-ment & No. of 
permit or regist
ration certificate 
issued by Chinese 
Authorities.

No. of 
members 
& their 
employ
ment .

China General 
Omnibus Co. 
Drivers* Mutual

) 
1171 Connaught 
Road., 0.0.1.

24.3.33.

Permit No.107, 
issued by 
local Tangpu.

300.

(drivers 
of C.G.O.C



(3)

Name of (1Jprincipal 
supervisor, (2) promoters 
& (3) committee members.

Under whose 
influence 
it is funct
ioning.

Past activities 
and 

remarks.

(l)Koong Yien Ching(C 
driver No.202.

(2) Ditto.
(3) Standing Committee:-
Driver 186,Soo Yeu, Ching

( $ < )
• 176,Ying Pah Tseu(7^4 )
• 188,Tsang Ngoh Jien( .it )
• 274,Liang Ngoh Hen( -X I - )
"Executive Committee

Driver 202,Koong Ylen Ching.

• 83, Loh Zoong Foo.-( $ )
* 38, Loo Chun Daung( ¿Tf )

General Labour
Union and 
Local Tangpu.

( ft W )
• 68, Wong Ching Yung

' 2 )

This union is 
believed to be behind 
the agitation among 
the conductors and 
drivers of the China 
General Omnibus Co. 
during January, 1937 
when a demand was 
submitted to the 
management for the 
issue of annual bonus. 
The demand was refused, 
but the unrest sub
sequently subsided.



Kame & Address Date of establish 
-ment & Ko. of 
permit or regist
ration certificate 

I issued by Chinese 
I Authorities.

Ho • of *----- 1
members 
& their 
employ
ment •

X
China General
Omnibus Co«
Conductors’
Mutual Aid

1171 Connaught
Road, 0.0.L. I

22.7.33

1 Permit Ko.129, 
issued by local 
Tangpu.

400

(conductors 
of C.G.
O.C. )



Name of (1) principal 
supervisor, (2) promoters, 
and (3) committee members.

Under whose 
influence 
it is funct
ioning.

Past activities 
and 

remarks•

(l)Wong Chien Tsoong(^^j^)» 
Conductor 278.

(2)
(3) 
Con
II

« 

«

H 

•

II

II 

•

II

Ditto
Standing Committee 

68 Tsaung Tsoh San 
( ' )

288 Zau Tsoong Zoen 
( & & )

40 Kong Kuh Sung( n- 1 f )
Executive Committee

91 Zau.TsiZung
( A' )

22

48

53

71

139

175
275

344
417

290

Ho ng Kwxing jJJaung 
( if f ) 

Ma TsengJiop 
( F )
Zee Tsuh.Dah
( tâ ‘JL )
Ching Zuh Ts ( Æ > Ì )
Yang Ei.Hai
( ,<* Ì
Yih Ching(^>ïf) 
Wong Zang Yung 
( ) 
Zee Sz Kunè(j|^) 
Tsang KwohJoen 
( $ < ) . 
Tang Chi TehC$|$Ì).

General Labour 
Union and Local
Tangpu.

This organiza
tion is believed 
to be behind the 
agitation among the 
conductors & drivers 
of the C.G.O.C. 
during January, 1937 
when a demand was 
submitted to the 
management for the 
issue of annual bonus. 
The demand was refused 
but the unrest 
subsequently subsided.



(5)

Name & Address
Date of establish 
-ment & No. of 
permit or regist

ration certificate 
issued by Chinese 
Authorities.

No. of 
members 
A their 
employ
ment .

Name of (l)principal 
supervisor,(2)promoters, 
and (3)committee members.

Under whose 
influence 
it is funct
ioning.

Past activities 
and 

remarks «

Noh Lee 
(Welfare) Society 
of Employees of 
Foreign Cotton 
Kills, 16 Lao Wen 
Daung Loong, 
Jesefield Road, 
O.O.L.

November,1936.

Obtained permiss 
-ion from local 
Tangpu for its 
organisât ion.

Still in 
process of 
organization.

3,000 
(workers 
of Toyoda 
Cotton 
Mills.)

(1) Van Pang Woo(
Clerk of General
Labour Union & Reporter 
of Dah Kung News Agency

(2) Ditto.
(3) Preparatory Committee
Liu Tsung Chi I )
Wu Ching Sung ( -f )
Zing Chao Sungi Ä" )
Yang Ah Nyi l - ) 
Tseu Li Tsong i (<] A £ \ 
Tsang Wen Yuani ft £ )
Kan Soong Lingi ft ( 
Zung tsung Sent 5 T ) 
Yu i Hao Dah ( /£ A \
Ts lang Ah Bz ( ft ( 
Wu Seu Hou ( ¡t$ f j

General Labour
Union and 
Local Tangpu.

During February, 1937, 
this society supported the 
strikers of the Toyoda 
Cotton Mills in connection 
with the attack upon the 
Jessfield Branch Police 
Station resulting from the 
release by the Chinese police 
of several staff members of 
the mills held by the workers 
on suspicion of having 
instigated an attempt on the 
life of a principal member 
of the society. Considerable 
damage was done to the 
building of the police station 
in question, and a number of 
Chinese policemen including 
their chief and several 
members of the mob were 
injured. Later the society 
succeeded in effecting the 
release of 16 workers arrest
ed during the disturbance.



Name & Address

Kung Yih Cotton 
Mill Employees* 
Club of the Chung 
Nyi Association

),
7 Mina Bung Li 
( ),Brenan 
Road, O.O.L.

Date of establish 
«ment & No. of 
permit or regist
ration certificate 
issued by Chinese 
Authorities.

February,1937

Not registered 
with Chinese 
Authorities.

No. of members 
& their employ 
ment.

Claims to have 
2,000 members 
who are said 
to be workers 
of Kung Yih 
Cotton Mill.



(6)

1 Name of (1) principal 
supervisor« (2) 
promoters, and (3) 
committee members.

Under whose 
influence 
it is funct
ioning.

Past activities 
and 

remarks •

(1) Tseu. Vpong Kyi
(iW&i),lawyer. 
Yau Kwong Nai

Chief of 
2nd District, 
Shai. Police 
Bureau. .

(2) Liu Zung Sun ,
alias Lau Liu, 
ex-worker of Kung 
Yih Cotton Mill.

(3) Executives
Li Tso Sung( $ #/f), 

Inept, of Shai. 
Police Bureau.

Li Tien Jui(^^/J)t 
Chief Executive of 
Chung Nyi As so.

Hwa Kwong () 
Executive of Chuna 
Nyi Asso.

Koong Yien Nan(X^4?) 
female labour 
agitator.

Chung Nyi Asso., 
21 Kung Yih Fang 
( ^9$ ), Rob Ison 
Road, which was 
formed by the 
Whampoa Military 
Academy Cadets 
in 1934.

Organised by the 
Chung Nyi Association 
immediately after the 
declaration of a strike 
by Kung Yih Cotton 
Mill workers on 
February 18, 1937. As 
the strike came to an 
end on 27.2.37, the 
"club* is now almost 
inactive.



Name St Address
Date of establlsn 
-ment St No • of 
permit or regist
ration certificate 
issued by Chinese 
Authorities._______

Ho. of members 
St their employ 
me nt.

Textile Trade 
Employees’ Club 
of the Chung Nyl 
Association .

About

23.11.36

About 100

(mill workers)

House 3, behind 
Central Mint, 
Chung Shan Rd., 
Chape1.

Not registered 
with Chinese 
Authorities.



(7)

Kame of (l)principal 
supervisor, (2) 
promoters, and (3) 
committee members.

Under v.hose Paet activities
influence and
it is funct- remarks,
toning.

Executives
Li Tso Sung(?^^ ), 
Inept, of Snai. Police 
Bureau.

Koo ng Yien NanU'U?^), 
female labour agitator.

Hwa Kwong( Jp w') ), 
Executive of Chung Nyi 
Association.

Chung Nyi Asso., 
21 Kung Yih Pang 

Robison
Rd., v,hich was 
formed by the 
Whampoa Military 
Academy Cadets 
in 1934.

Promoters „ * 
Wong Fu Kwei( I ), 

Committee member of 
Chung Nyi Asso, notor
ious & influencial 
loafer in Western 
District. /

Wong Nan-ziao ( ),
representing Chinese 
workers of Japanese 
cotton mills in Eastern 
District. v-. , <

Tai Teh Zah 
representing Chinese 
workers of Japanese 
cotton mills in Western 
District. c x,

Deu Zoh Tseng),Chang 
Zing Wen( X ), Chow Yueh 
Ying(^^ ), female workers.

Supported the s 
strike of Japanese 
cotton mill workers 
during Nov., 1936 
and solicited the 
assistance of Mr. 
Tu Yueh*sung. The 
strike was sub
sequently called 
off when the 
managements granted 
an increase in 
wages. At preeent, 
it is inactive and 
more or less in a 
state of dissolut
ion. However, 
should opportunity 
arise, it may 
resume activities.
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Date of establish No. of Name of (l)principal supervisor Under whose Past activities
Name & Address -ment A No. of members (2)promoters, & (3) committee influence and

permit or regist
ration certificate 
issued by Chinese 
Authorities.

& their 
employ
ment •

members. it is funct
ioning.

Remarks.

’shanghai Western
[ District Japanese 

Cotton Mills 
Unemployed Workers’ 
Mutual Aid Society.

Dec., 1936 About 100.

Not registered 
with Chinese 
Authorities.

(Ex-workers 
of N.W.K. 
Mills, 
Japanese 
concerns.)

Without fixed 
address. Reported 
to have held meetings 
at the following 
placest- -l1. Wei Hyi(t«f )

Primary School, 
(previously 
known as Tee Ming), 
Lane 284, Nos.4/6 
Mapai Rd.

2. Morning & Evening 
Supplementary 
School,117,Lane 
1080 Gordon Rd.

3.2 unnumbered houses 
behind Toong Hai 
Teashop, Yah Sze 
Loongta^K^) »Ferry 
Rd., 0.0.L.

a

Promoters & active elements»- 
Siau Faung( *»• } alias Faung
Cha ), wanted by
Chinese Authorities for being 
a communist suspect. On 2.2.37, 
on the authority of warrants 
issued at the Instance of the 
Shai. Police Bureau, the S.M.P. 
raided his home at 117 Woo Dong 
Li, Mapai Rd., but without result.

Liang Hal San (J^ ), ex-
communist & ex-worker of N.W.K. 
No.7 Mill.

Lee Min(j£. iihj ), member of 
Western District National 
Salvation Asso., & member of 
Amateur Dramatists Society, 
3, Lane 73, Route Vallon.

Tseu Ah Doo(fcf/^A), ex-worker 
of N.W.K. Mill.

Sze Kyung Yuen alias
Siao Hyi Ts(-hi-4' ), ex-worker 
of N.W.K. Mill.

Tsz Chi ZungUf^w) alias 
Siau Sze Ts (•>• ), ex-worker
of N.W.K. Mill.

Woo Nyi(£ - ) alias Wong 
Woo Nyi(j-i-), ex-worker of 
N.W.K. Mill. Huang Wen Tsang(j^J^),

Zau Siau San Te(tg+=, Tsang 
Kwang YingK^f ), Zung Cha Ying(I$f'^),

Zu ng Eng Nylen(f^5f),Zung Eng Chong (fa O)» 
Li Yung Sung(4,^.^),Siau Paung Ts(-^.^j-), Siau 
Moh BirM>4J* Hwa Zang Cha(TOXf), Han 

the majority of whom'

Pro-communist ic 
elements

Following the 
strike of Japanese 
cotton mill workers in 
Nov., 1936, shout 150 
persons were thrown 
out of employment. The 
majority of them then 
started agitation for 
reinstatement & relief 
and,in this movement, 
assumed the name of 

"Shanghai Western District 
Japanese Cotton Mills 
Unemployadjdt Workers 
Mutual Aid Society." 

At the end of the 
Chinese lunar year they 
attempted to persuade 
Japanese cotton mill 
workers to declare a 
general strike, which, 
however, failed to materia
lize. On 25.2.37, a 
party of 25 persons 
attempted to submit an 
appeal to the City Govt, 
but they were stopped 
on Chun San Rd. by the 
Chinese police.

Anhwei
Han Sau Ching 

the majority of whomTare'ex-N.W.K. workers.





"National Herald." published the following article on February ??SX?37:-

THE WHITE RUSSIANS IN SHANGHAI.

There are xinrat 6,678 employed male White Russians and.

1,484 employed female White Russians in Shanghai. Nearly all the female 

Russians live on their personal attractions. According to an Investigation 

mad by a certain organization,the occupations of the female Russians may

be Glassified as follows:- 

Passage girls............ ...200

Dancing hostesses.............. ...150

Cabaret waitresses^................. 135

Waitresses..................................... 7g

Shop employees........................   .260

Typists and clerks.................... 180

Actresses.......................................120

The rest are mostly "street angels". According to an inve

stigation made at the end of 1936,there are 7.949 unemployed White Rus

sians in Shanghai.

The White Rus ians like to enjoy themselves. Even a beggar 

would go to a cabaret at Christmas time to find enjoyment with his savings 

of a year.

Very few women marry. The main reason for this is that the 

males have not the necessary earning power. Only 84 out of 125 children 

for about 70*) born to White Russians reach maturity. The climate and cir

cumstances in Shanghai are also factors in the law birth rate. Consequent

ly, the number of White Russians in Shanghai is decreasing ebery year.
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'l'HJi NOKTH-C’HlNA DAILY NEWS, THURSDAY. AUGUST 17. 1939

DEATH
^DJAMGARIAN.—-On Wednesday, August 16, 

1939, at his home, 461/53 Avenue Joffre, 
Sedrak Ivanovich Djamgarian, aged 63 years. 
Removed to the parlours of the International 
Funeral Directors, 207 Kiaochow Road. 
Funeral arrangements will be announced 
later. (New York and Paris papers please 
copy.)

Iranian Trading Co. 
■Discount savings ~ank.



rsBMffiHMirorjH'-M.nucE
S. B. REGISTRY 

A. & B Dj-7  ̂

! Date----------— — f

"SLOVO*, June 21,1939

OB'SIBJIEHIE
HacTOfliuHM aoboamtch ao Bceofimaro cat- 

AtHla, MTO AHCKAYHT CEBUHTC BAHK C.M. 
AwaMraplaH h fl. A. BaxmaHH (467, Abchio 
H4o4)(t)p) peopraHM3OB8H kb HacToamee epera 
hocht HassaHle LUauxaH Kpcaht KopnopeSiueH.

C AwawrapiaH

J3OTIG2

It is hereby notified for general information 

that the DISCOUNT SAVINGS BANK S»I. DJAMGARIAN & 

Ya.A.BACHMANI, 467 Avenue Joffre, has been reorga

nized as is now known as the Shanghai Credit Cor

poration.

S. DJAblGARIAN



FORM NO. 3 File
s-40^38 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

C. S. 6, SpeQial..3r.axuih^....Jtexaca^ f
REPORT „

Date............ JuUS.-JlL^ip 38.
Subject (tn full) BAHMANI, Y. A. - departure from Shanghai....................................... ........... .

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Q)..................................  

Made by D.S.> Hocking Forwarded by 

Y.A. BAHMANI, Peidian, formerly connected with 
the smuggling of Iranian opium into China -^D.7992 - left 

Shanghai for Japan on June 11, 1938 aboard the s.s. "Shanghai 

Maru*.

D.C.(Special Branch).



Ï*emorandum on BAHMANI

•January 20, 1938. hûG>iSli
£), ^4-4

/
1

YACHIA AGA BAHMANI

Bahmani, an Iranian, was born of wealthy parents at 

ESHCHALAD, Iran, in 1895. In June 1936, he arrived 

in Shanghai accompanied by his wife, ALLA, and a friend 

of his father, a Russian born Armenian banker named 

SEDRAK DJAMGARIAN or DJAMGAROFF. Bahmani is in 

possession of Iranian passport No. 4925/425 issued 

17.9.34 in Paris and visaed in the same city on 

14.5.36 at the Chinese Embassy. DJAMGAROFF holds 

Iranian passport No. 5019/519 issued and visaed in 

Paris at the same date as Bahmani*s.

Bahmani and Djamgaroff came to Shanghai following 

the failure of the Iranian Government to arrangé with 

the Nanking Authorities for the sale of Iranian opium 

in China, and it is believed that with the idea of 

selling opium through channels other than official, 

Bahmani established the "Iranian Trading Co." and 

the "Discount Savings Bank" at 465 •» 467 Avenue Joffre. 

Both business concerns were originally registered 

with the Iranian Authorities in Shanghai but on the 

closing of the Iranian Consulate, Bahmani made an 

unsuccessful attempt to obtain French protection. 

Through his lawyer Monsieur d’Auxion de Ruffe, he 

arranged for a French Citizen, Monsieur George 

Duclos, to take over a large quantity of shares in 

the companies and then to apply for registration at 

the French Consulate. This application was, however, 

refused and the companies remain unregistered.

With what success Bahmani has followed his

trade in opium is not known but he is reported to



2

have financed one or two ventures of a doubtful nature 
and which are believed to have been concerned vith 
the illicit traffic in drugs. In this respect he 
is mentioned in connection with .Nicholas Reisini.



[ CONFIDENTIAL I
vM. 2^ ‘ ...... i pHe

G 45H '36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Section 1, Special

REPORT A . Q
Date.. August....9,.....j9 37.

Subject.....Balmani, Djamgarian (Djaingaroff ) and Duclos pi sc.?.unÌ. ^av^nSs

Bank. /
/“*..... ......... . V

bdade by D*...Sx HeP.9. F orwarded by............... •...¿ir....S

With reference to the query of the D. C. (Special Branch) 

appended to Special Branch Report No.-p7992, dated 9.7.37, the 

following information has been obtajned:-___________

The efforts of the Iranian Government to arrange with 

the Nanking Authorities for the sale of Iranian opium in China 

having been uneuccessful, it was decided to make an attempt to 

market the drug through unofficial channels, and it_ is believed,

largely with this object in view, that the Iranian Trading Co., 

Room 351 Hamilton House, and the "Discount Savings Bank" at____

Nos. 465-467 Avenue Joffre, were established.

Both concerns,the former in October, 1936, and the latter

A. Bahmani andin February, 1937, were opened by Me

S.I. Djamgarian alias Djamgaroff, Iranian subjects, and until

General was closed in March, were registered

the Iranian Authorities in Shanghai

With the closing of^ the Iranian Consulate and the departure

of Mons. Mir Fendersky for Teheran, Bahmani and Djamgarian,

realizing that they lacked protection, looked round for someone 

enjoying extraterritorial privileges who would invest his 

capital in their companies and becoming a partner, could rely 

upon the support df his consulate if legal difficulties 

presented themselves. They had not to seek far, for with the

help of Mons. d’Auxion de Ruffe, their lawyer, they were put 

in touch with Mons. Georges Duclos, a Frenchman, who had

previously acted in the capacity of private secretary to Mons 
Wilden, former French Minister to China.

Mons. Duclos was interested and proved agreeable to^the

scheme. An agreement was drawn up whereby he was to take 50

¡hares and Bahmani and Djamgarian 25 each in the new company



File No. ............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT
.Station,

Date.......:........................... ¡9

Subject

Made by...................................................................... Forwarded by.

the cap!tai of which was to amount to $100,000. The fact that— 

Duclos’ income was only $225. per month and. thajt he had, little __ _
or no capital to invest did not unduly concern the promoters who 

were content to vote him hie 50 ehares providing they could 

make use of his name and na tionality.

Their plans completed they arranged for Mona, d* Auxion de__

Ruffe to announce the. eetab 1 iehment of the company, and to apply 

. to the French Consulate General for registration. It is at this 

stage that the matter, for the time being, rests._

The follow! ng details have been obtained concerning the 

antecedents of the principals mentioned in the foregoing reportl- 

yachia Aga Bahmani, Iranian, was born in 1895 at Eshchalad in 

Iran. He is the son of a wealthy Iranian financier and was 

sent, at an early age, to e tudy in Russia. He arrived in 

Shanghai, accompanied by Djamgarian, on 22.6.36 aboard the s.s. 

"Conte Verde" from Naples. He is in possession of passport 

No. 4925/425 issued on 17.9.34 by the Iranian Consulate General 

in Paris, and visaed on 14.5.36 at the Chinese Embassy in Paris. 

His wife, Alla Bahmani, was born in 1905 at Reval in Esthonia. 

She is the holder of an Iranian passport (number unknown) issued 

on 26.8.35 at letamboul and visaed on 14.5.36 at the Chinese 

Embassy in Paris. She left Shanghai on 19.4.37 and travelled 

via the U.S.S.R. to Europe. The reason for her departure has 

not been ascertained but it is believed that her destination 

was Teheran.

Sedrak Djamgarian alias Djamgaroff,born in 1879 in Russia, is 

believed to be of Armenian origin. His family are reported to 

have owned at one time, several banking and commercia1 

establishments in Russia but they are said to have lost al1
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___ ______Station ,
REPORT

Date.. .............................z p
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oubiect.................. .........................

Made by Forwarded by........

their money following the Revolution* He accompanied Bahm^nij 
at the invitation of the latterrs father who supplied the 
çapi t 1 for the Shanghai venture,,and who wished to have some» 
one well-acquainted with the intricacies of_finance to advise 
his son. Djamgarian is in possession of Iranian passport 
5019/519 issued by the Iranian Consulate-General in paris and_
visaed at the Chinese Embassy in paris on 14.5.36^ Bahmani____
and Djamgarian reside at 83 Rue Delastre in the French 
Concession*
Georges Duclos, French c itizen, came to Shanghai with the 
French Minister, Mons* Wilden in 1931. During the latter’s 
sojourn in China, Duclos acted as his private secretary, but 
when the minister departed, he did not accompany him, remaining 
in Shanghai* He opened a small import/export business on 
Avenue Dubail and attempted, without great success, to put
through one or two small deale in arms. He subsequently 
relinquished his business and obtained a post at the Canidrome
ata monthly salary of $225. An ex-service man, this eum i_s
augmented by his military pension. He resides at 1244 Avenue
Joffre.__________ _______________________________

Before concluding it may be aa well to make some
reference to a rumour circulated by White Russians in Shanghai,
to the effect that the "Discount Savings Bank" is a concern 
financed by and closely allied to Soviet Russia As a reason
for thie allegation it is stated that the Bank employs such men
as Tretchikoff, Ossipoff and A.A. Petroff? the first is said 
to be a soviet sympathiser and the remaining two are both Soviet 
citizens. Directed against these persons was the pamphlet
referred to.in Special Branch report No. 7826 dated 10.3.37------- T-#

D. SD. C.(Sp€c ial Branch)



• File
v SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. '"T S. REGjSTR^Section 1, Special Branch .........r-vft-<}; I

REPORT n . ■* ■ 1 q & 'xoDate.. ik 'OX.QBh-. ... «¿9. <?."
Subject /UlQny:m pus... leaf let..in.._Rus.sian..c^^ a ..T.fI 
....... in ohanghai,...................................................... | 
Made by............ iXflkQ.t ... Forwarded by.........  ______ __ _____ / ____________ I

_____ ______attached berewj^b together with translation I forward I 
a copy of an anon^irous leaflet in Russian which is reported to I 
have been distributed by post among Russian residents in Shanghai 
recently._____________ _

L---------- f^e.,_referred to in the leaflet isrin all proba-_  |
I bility, tbe 013C0ITN1-Cavings BAffiL 465-4.67 Avenue Joffrei Be_arn_
I Apartments). which was established, in February 11hy t'easr.q I

S.T, Djamgarian (—Djamgnroff)-and^Y^.^, Iranian subjects.i
who u.r. .'ko the owners of the.-IRANIAN TRAniTTr. r;0 />rr>hqnt-s—and 
Cnmmisainn Agents, 351 Hamiiton-j^., ĵ

—--- 3. I



Translation from Russian

RUS8IABS

A new Persian bank . for Russian emigrants has 

been established in Shanghai, Persons pursuing different 

aims are grouping around this bank. Messrs Petroff and 

Oeipoff, Soviet citizens and former members of the now 

extinct Thriftcor Bank» are the technical directors of the 

new bank» and the notorious Mr. Tretchikoff holds the post 

of secretary. The role which the latter individual played 

during hit service with the reds in Harbin and subsequently 

with the Soviet bank of Pogrebeteky in Tientsin» is known 

more widely than these gentlemen may think. The above facte 

point out the strange nature of this Soviet-Persian 

combination of "assistance* to Russian emigrants.

Taking into consideration that the new bank is strongly 

recommended to Russian emigrants by such a bird as 
Chibunoveky» who leads by the^sSiw the so-called Russian 

Merchants Association, and that he is assisted by Messrs 
Tretchikoff and Co. we are entitled to warn Russian 

emigrants to be cautious towards this bank; as there is no 

doubt whatever that a campaign has been launched with a 
view to attracting their hard earned savings and thus 

securing economic control over them in the hands of Soviet- 

Persian combiners.

What surprises us is that a number of persons such 

as Slobodehikoff» E. Kaufman» and L. Arnoldov, who cannot 

fail to understand the nature and aims of the Soviet- 

Persian bank» advertise the enterprise in queetion without 

having neither formal»or moral guaranti^. They must bear 

in mine that» if something untoward happens to this bank.

they will be morally responsible to local Russian emigrants



So, be cautious, Russian emigrant, and do not
enrich the So'viet-Feraian pocket«

Glory to Russia.

A Itafoup of Russian patriots*



PyccKÎe ¿toan
B UJaHxa'b OTKpbiBaercfl hobliw riepcwacKifi ôaHK............

........... juin pyccKMX BMurpanTOB. Boxpyr BToro Óamca rpynnwpyioT- 
Cfl JIIOAH C pa3JIHMHMMH U’fcjIÄMH. TeXHMHCCKHMH AHpeKTOpaMH 
óanxa fiBJiflioTCfl, neuajibHofi nawATw, FlerpoB h OcwnoB-coB'bTCKie 
noAziaHHbie—M3 Tpwc})TKopT ôaHKa, a cexperapeM abjiactca npecjio- 
ByTbïM TpeTMWKOB, poJib KOToparo y KpacHbix b XapôMH'b h saT’bM 
B COB'fcTCKOM Ó3HKOBCKOM npeunpÌATÌM I'IorpeÓ'feUKarO B TflH3MH'fc, 
HSB’bcTHa ôoji'be, hî>m ohh AywaioT, nroyace yxaabiBaeT na CTpaH- 
HVK) CoB-feTCKO-FIepCWIICKyK) KOMÖMHauilO CBOeo6pa3HOft „nOMOlUH“ 
pyCCKHM 3MHrpaHT3M.

Ecjih >xe yqecTb, hto 3tot hobbiw Óanx ycmieHHo cßaTaeT 
pyCCKHM 3MHrpaHT3M TaKOft rycb, KaK MHÓyHOBCKÍH, BOAflUlift Ha 
noBOAv Tax Ha3MBaeMoe KOMMepnecKoe oómecTBO, Jia djiioc TpeT- 
MMKOB h Ko., to Mbi b npaB'fc npenyiipeAHTb pyccKaro 3MHrpawTa, 
HT0Ó OH ÓbTJI OCTOpOXŒ'be B OTHOLUCHIH 3TOrO ÓaHKa, HÓO COBep- 
meHHo HeocnopHMo hast noxoa Ha TpyAOBHA cóepenceHin pyccKnx 
SMHrpaHTOB H 3KOHOMHHeCKÌft 3âXB3T 9MHrpai|ÌH COB’fcTCKO-IlepCMA- 
CKHMH KOMÓHHaTOpaMW.

Hac TOJibKo yAHBjineT, ufo pflA jihu. kotopha He MoryT 
ne oTAasaTb ceó'b ornera b crpaHHbix aajianax CoB'brcKO-nepcwji- 
CKaro ÓaHKa, KaK HanpHM’bp aABOKar Cjioóoahhkob, E. Kay(J)MaH h 
JI. ApHOjibAOB Moryr peKJiaMHpoBaTb aro A'fetfo, ne HM'bfl ajia aroro 
HHKaKOft HH ÿopMdJIbHOH, HH MOpaJIbHOH FOpaHTÍM.

Ecjih c óanKOM cjrynHTcn Ó-fe^a, ro ykaaaHHbifl jiHixa 
AOJIJKHbl nOMHHTb, HTO OHM He yÄAyT He TOJIbKO OT MOpaJIbHOft, HO 
M 0opMajibHoñ He-cyueÓHoñ-orBtTCTBeHHOCTH nepea pyccxoñ 9mh« 
rpaHTCKoft MaccoM.

W rax, pyccKÍñ 3MHrpaHT, óyAB ocTopoMceH h HeoóoramaÈ 
coB'bTCKo-nepcwACKÍñ KapMan. CJiaBa Poccìh.

rpynriA pyccKMx ìiatpiotob.





March 10 37.

Commissioner of Police*
¿À.*1

,-Qv Macao»

Sir»

X have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your 

letter No. 145, dated February 3» 1937, in regard to (1) 

Solomon Aron Jacob Vitenson and (2) Alexander Pavlovich 

Berlinsky, and in reply to inform you that Vitenson, a 

Lithuanian Jew, born on December 15,1332, at Kovno, arrived 

in shanghai from Harbin in 1919 and was employed as a 

salesman in a haberdashery store until 1921 when he left for 

Vladivostock and Harbin. He returned to Shanghai in 1926 

and established the •Ideal” Haberdashery Store, 835 Avenue 

Joffre, where he still carries on business. He is in 

possession of a Lithuanian passport,No.224 issued at 

Vladivostock in 1921.

A.PiBerlinnljy, Russian Jew, born on .September 16, 

1896,at Irkutsk, Siberia, came to Shanghai from Harbin in 

August, 1929 and opened a small watch repairing and jewellery 

store at 307 Avenue Joffre. In 1934, he expanded his business 

having obtained financial assistance from two Spanish partner: 

and established the "Ural” Jewellery Store, 787 Avenue Joffre 

I On June 26, 1936, Berlinsky was fined $50 by the French

Police for receiving stolen property. He is registered with 

the local Bussian Emigrants* Committee*

I have the honour to be* 
sir,

Your obedient servant*

F- *

commissioner of Police*



__ FM. 2 * File No...........
6 45M136 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S • 1 Sp e c i al «by auch »

REPORT March 10,.......¡9 37.

Subject Communication dated February 3, 1937 from the Commissioner of

Police, Macao, concerning S.A.J. Vittenson and A.P. Ketlinsky.

Made by  .?_• S . I . Makar of f Forwarded by

Solomon Aron Jacob Vittenson, Lithuanian Jew, was born

on December 15, 1882 at Kovno, Lithuania.

________ In 1919 he came to Shanghai from Harbin and for the 

following two years was employed as a chief salesman with 

Zron Fein’s Haberdashery Store, at 45 north Szechuen Road.

In 1921 he proceeded to Vladivostok, Maritime Province, 

and subsequently to Harbin, where he stayed for about five 

years. Returning to Shanghai in 1926 he established his

__ present business known as the "Ideal1* Haberdashery Store,_______  

835 Avenue Joffre._______________________________ _____ ___________

_________S.A.J. Vittenson is in possession of a Lithuanian passport

> No.224 issued in 1921 by the Lithuanian Consul in Vladivostok.

Alexander Pavlovitch nerlinsky, Russian Jew, was born on

September 16, 1896 at Irkoutsk, Siberia.
In August 1929 he came to Shanghai from Harbin and

established a small watch repairing and jewellery store at

807 Avenue Joffre._______________________________________________

It is reported that in 1934 two Hai Alai players, namely 

Chatto and Rafael, both Spanish citizens, became nerlinsky’s 

partners in his enterprise, following which he was able to 

expand the business and removed his shop to a larger and 

better premises at 787 Avenue Joffre, which at present is 

known as the "Ural** Jewellery Store.

Berlinsky is registered with the Russian Emigrants*

Committee, 118/1 Moulmein Road.
On June 26, 1936 he was fined $50.00 by the French Police 

for "Receiving Stolen Property".

Apart from the above nothing detrimental is known by this 

°ffice concerning these individuals either politicaj.ly or_______
criminally. A/v ______

’ dTsTiT w.
D.C. (Special Branch).



Macau, February 3, 1937«

prom Comnissloner of police

Macau

Ref« iio. 145

The Commissioner of Police,

Shanghai«

Sir,

I am writing to ask whether your Police Force 

has any information regarding the two undermentioned 

persona whose photographs are attached herewith:- 

Solomon Aron Jacob vitenson, married, 
55 years of age, native of Kovna. Lithuania, 
son of Jacob Vitenson and Doha Vitenson.

Alexander Pavlovich nerlinsky, married, 
41 years of age, native of Russia, son of 
Paul serlinsky and Doha Berlin sky.

The two men came from Shanghai. Vitenson
used to reside at No.835 Avenue Joffre.

Your obedientservant,

(Signed) Rodrigo Brandao Guedes Pinto,

Commissioner of Police^



Macau, February 3, 1937

Krom Commissioner of police
Macau

Ref. No. 145

The Commissioner of Police) 
Shanghai.

Sir,

I am writing to ask whether your Police Force 
has any information regarding the two undermentioned 

persons whose photographs are attached herewith; -

Solomon Aron Jacob Vitenson, married)
55 years of age, native of Kovna, Lithuania, 
son of Jacob Vitenson and Doha Vitenson.

Alexander Pavlovich Berlin sky, married, 
41 years of age, native of Russia, son of 
Paul Berlin sky and Doha Berlin sky.

The two men came from Shanghai. Vitenson 
used to reside at no.835 Avenue Joffre.

Your obedient servant,

(Signed) Rodrigo Brandao Suedes Pinto

Commissioner of Police



COLONIA DE MACAU

Administrado do Concelho 
e 

Comissariado de Policia

N°..145.....

Referencia a. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . n.®

Sltacau/.® 3clevereiro...  ^193^.

‘fàxtno. Snr.

ASSUNTO:
Confidencial lornando-se conveniente conhecer os individuo» abai^o men- 

cionaaos, de que junto as lotograrias, tenho a nonra de rogar a

V»Exu. se digne informar-me do que constar acerca dos me»mos, o 

que antecipadamente agradeqo:

Solo^on Aron Jacob Vitenson, casado, de bb anos de idade, 
natural de xvovna,Lituania, filho de Jacob vi tensón e de uoba 
Vitenson.

Alexander Pavlovich Berlinsky, ua»ado, de 41 anos de ida- I 
ae, natural da Kuasiá, rilno de paúl Berlinsky e de uoba Berline! 
Ky.

M
N

N
VO

M
M

M
M

l

Inrormo V.E^a. que oa referidos individuos vieran de ~han£ 

nai , e que o primeiro residía no prédio 835 da Avenue Jorfre.l

Aproveito a oportunidade para reiterar a V.Exa. os protes-i 

tos da juinha m<aior consideraqáo.

a ben da Naqáo.
-

E^rno. Senhor,

Comietiário de Polilla Municipal em Shanghai.

0 Administrador do Concelno e 
uoiniswário de Policia,int2,

_____
/ Rodrigo arandao üuecres rinto,

Ten.



Dix we 11 Road

12th. May. 37,

Bri tiah subject involved in a fight with Japanese subject.

and Inspector Batson.

Sir,
At 5.15.a.m. 12-3-37, a telephone message was received

from the North Szechuen Road station, S.C.G.P.B. reporting a 

British subject detained there having been involved in a fight 

with a Japanese in the Venue Cafe, Jukong Road and requesting 

that someone be sent to take him over. Inspector Watson 

attended and brought to this Station one named Samuel George 

Shaw, British subject of Japaneee extraction, age 28, ^ship

owner residing at No. 3/195 Route Ohisi.

At 5.30.a.m. 12-3-37, J.P.C. 92 also brought to the Station 

a Japanese named Shigeo Takeda, age 35, dancing instructor, 

residing at No.131 Darrooh Road whom he found on North Szechuen 

Road near Jukong Road bleeding profusely from his right hand, and

who on being taken to the Poo Ming Hospital was certified by the

Doctor to be suffering from "Lacerated wounds of the right hand.
qV ■ >

nôt serious*.

Questioned by D. S. Craig, Japanese detectives and the

undersigned Shaw stated that he waa leaving the Venus Cafe with

two gentlemen and a lady friend when he accidentally bumped into 

Takeda and tramped on his foot, the latter insisting that it was 

done intentionally and demanding an apology with the result that 

. several blows were struck until the parties were seperated by a 
If 
r Russian witness named Nickolay Nickolaevich Chernozooloff and 

z Mr. Levy, proprietor of the Venus Cafe. Mr. Shaw stated he then 

\ got into his linear, Licence No.1216, Chinese Lio. No.3981, when

Takeda jumped on the running board and again demanded an apology.

Nailing to get this he deliberately smashed his fist through the

near side front glass panel sustaining the injuries as stated 

above. This is corroborated by the Russian witness. Mr. Shaw



Continued«

then got down from the car and was arrested by Chinese Constables 

No.2478 and 4684 of the S. C.G.P.B. and taken to the North 

Szechuen Road Station, his car and friend meanwhile, being 

driven away by Mr. Shaw’s chauffeur.

Takeda's statement is substantially the same but the 

Japanese insists that Mr. Shaw was entirely to blame for the 

incident although he admits he does not know whether the first 

collision was intentional or not but considered he was entitled 

to an apology and which not being forthcoming made him take the 

action he did. After these enquiries had been completed neither 

party wished to take any further action and the incident was 

amicably settled by Shaw apologising to Takeda and the latter 

offering to pay for the damage done to the window of the car. 

This was witnessed by Japanese Consular detective G. Miyao and 

Interpreter S.V. Liu of the 3.C.G.P.B. and the Japanese manager 

of the Venus Cafe Mr. S. Sato. All concerned then left the 

Station at 8.30.a.m. 12.3.37,

I am, Sir, 
Tour obedient servant

Inspector«
Officer i/c

0.0. *C*

Special Branch.
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Form No, 3 i * Fife ___
G. 22000.1.^ t . SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

1 I 1 s*3» Special Branch------toast
1 1 REPORT Z^7

Date -May....25» j£ 1 gift,

Subject (in /»zn Policeobjection to two plays submitted bythe"Model Children's

Dramatic Society" for censorship»__

Made $y____ and Forwarded by... D*8*1 •

In compliance with the instructions of the D»C. (Special 

Branch) » Mr, S. T.Chaw (, Chairman of the

_ "Model Children*a Dramatic Society»* 27 Yui Shing north--------- 

__ Sseohuen Road, 0.0.L», was informed at Police Headquarters at__  

—4ü»in. May 24 that the two plays entitled "ASketchcjfChaper"____

Land "A Thief" ( L ) had and—
—Ypund unaùitable for public exhibition and that they ytere------------------



F F°rm No. 3
G. 25,000-1^32 File No.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
S. 1, Spec! al „Branch__

REPORT „ ////
Date.___jJ^W____?2> ip ^7t

Subject (in fully____ Letter addressedby...theL.Model,.Chi .IdrenL^

-------- to „the..-Munl_c_ijDal..Poli c^^^

Made^ , I,Kap Yen-ken Forwarded. by............-

| —-------------------yith reference to the attached letter dated April 26,

----- ^37j_add^sed by the Model Children's Dramatic Society1»,

_27_Yuj^Chi.ng_Pongt North Szechuen_£oad. O.O.T... to the M„nicipfli.

-—-Qllce> requesting censorship of _tw0 piays> entitled *»A Sketch
or Chapel» ) and ,A Ifal))f, ( d b x h>Tt to

. report th.X-th«_,orlpt8 have b.«ajen>,.a and ______

tranglati^ilB_Qf_bpth plays are forward^ herewith a9„Apnendineg— 

rtAH and rtB^__resDectivelv» Both ,e, are of a patriot in-------



Appendix "A

A Sketch of Çhapèi

Time x March 15, 1937.
Place: A family on Paoshan Road.

The play depicts a family consisting of a mother, 
two song and a daughter, the father having been away from 
home for a long time.

One day, when the daughter returns, she reports that 
a man, poorly dressed, is standing outside the house. later 
the man comes in: it is the father of the family.

The elder ^on, however, does not recognize him as
the father, but calls him a Chinese ti.;itor.
The elder son : "In that year of the "January 28" Incident, 

he (the father) was a well known Chinese 
traitor in Chapei. On behalf of the 
x x, he bought over a number of "slaves 
without a nation" to create disturbances 
at the rear.
"You said that we are bound to support him 
(the father). I, however, do not think 
so. In order to earn money, he did 
sell his personality and country and 
become the running dog of the devils.
For our part, we should say that we have 
no father.

thus

"During the"January 28"Incident, he was more 
, or less the native king extorting money 
and committing robbery, arson and murder. * 
¿hen the Incident was over, he realised 
he could not stay in Shanghai and left * for’the North East with his Japanesjb 
sweetheart.
to be a dog.welfare of the race
passion."

In the North East, hepcontiawd 
He did not care for ,t&$ 

but only’ for

Disappointed, the father leaves and the play i
concluded



Appendix ”BH

A Thief

Time * A winter

Place- a place near the factory zone.

The play begin? with a family consisting of a

father and a daughter.

The father 
while reading 
an evening 
paper :

’’The devils again utilize the bandit armies 
to invade Suiyuan.

’’The devils are afraid of the unification of 
China.

The daughter : ”1? it that this time we again refrain 
from r existing?

The father : ”Ho. this time we resist;General Pu Tso-nyi 
ha? already determined to resist the 
enemy•

After selling a quantity of clothing to a second

hand goods dealer, the father leavqj the house. Later a 

thief appears and pjbays his part. He is soon caught by 

the daughter who advises him to go away at once»

The thief : "If I leave, will you call the police?

The daughter i "No, I’ll not. I can swear I’ll not, 
because I am in sympathy with those poor 
people who have no food»

At that moment, the father returns and intends to send the 

thief to the police.

The daughter

taken by the

"Bapa, please release hiia. It is not 
hi? fault, hut the fault of'society-

The play is concluded 

father to the Police.



37 Yue *Ching Fong, 
North Szechuen Road

The Theatrical Censorship Committee, 
Shanghai Municipal Council, 

Shanghai.

Shanghai, 
April 36, 1937.

Sir,

Herewith forwarded two manuscriptions 
namely (1) A Sketch of Chapel, (3) A Thief, 
both are written by Mr. Loo S (& for 
censorship, before permission of performance 
among the primary shools in the International 
Settlement.

Hoping that you will render us necessary 
assistance in education.

Yours sincerely,

s.T.
Chairman, 

Model Child Dramatic 
Association of China.



Forwarded by.

Branch) on the attached report regarding the "Model Children's

¡olitical aspect or innuendo would be permi t.t.arl, 

promised that the Police instructions would be observed.

Dramatic Society,* Chow Shou-ts ( ) » one of the

principal promoters of the society, was interviewed at Police 

Headquarters on March 18 and warned that (a) plays for Settlement 

product i on must first be approved by the Municipal Police and 

(b) no

d.s.i. 9.oyne
Made*]^...... and

File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S. 1, Spec ial .Branch

REPORT Da^.Marcjh .19,/........19 37

Subject "?ltodel„Ch.ildren’s. .Dramatic:...Society.*. ■)......................................

............... -.2romo.te.r..war.ned*..................................................................................

D. C» (Special Branch)
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G. 45M-1-36

Subject........
"Model

File .Nora- pfciliCTHY
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. * T.T, ,J

No. s. u.
S .1, Spe c ial ^ranch/apegRSa. J -

REPORT L<<t *.................. /
Date. Mairch,,. „ 13, ..tg. 37*.

Children’s Dramatic Society" ( /L )

in the course of formation
hlade by......n Q

*• I........ Ka o Ye n- ken___ Forwarded by...

A new organization jto be known as the "Model Children1 s

— Dramatic Society" is in the course of formation with a

— communication address at the Yeu Tuh ( .A ) Primary School»

—27 iui Ching Fong ( ) » North Szechuen Hoad, O.O.L.

The following are the principal promoters x-

_____Chow Shou-ts______( /^] ) >________________________________
a teacher of the Yeu Tuh Primary School.

Koh Ye-ping ( 7^) »
__ an editor of the Tung Nan Evening News,

53/5 Avenue Edward VII (French Concession) and
__ thew*»odel children Monthly"» 27 Yui Ching

Fong» worth Szechuen Hoad» O.O.L*
Chi Siao-noong ( 1/ 1-C ) »

an editor of the "Model Children Monthly".

It is now engaged in canvassing members.Up to the present,

Passages in the script of

The

script of the play "A Sketch of Chapel" is not available

_ Bureau of Social Affairs for censorship prior to their

Ileation

The promoters claim that these plays will be sent to the

the play "The Thief" are of an anti-Japanese nature

"A Sketch of Chapel* )

__________ According to the promoters, the first two plays to 

be rehearsed will be entitled "The Thief" ) an<* __

five children have enrolled with the society as members.

'.Then properly organized, the society plans to stage 

plays in primary schools in Shanghai on Saturday afternoons_

for educational purposes.________________ __________________________

(Special Branch)



March 4, 1937. Afternoon Translation»

Iron News

THd! MODEL CHILDREN’S DRAMATIC SOCIETY

published the following article on Mar.3f

An organization known as the "Model Children's 
Dramatic Society* £ jr *‘l will soon be formally 
inaugurated by members of the "Model Children’s Monthly 
Publishing Agenoy" Most of the members
are students or teachers or primary schools in Shanghai.

This drama tie society will stage plays in 
primary schools on Saturday afternoons in order to arouse 
the interest of teachers and students to dramatic plays.

"A Sketch of Chapel" to be Staged

The new society is canvassing members and will 
be formally inaugurated at a meeting to be held in the near 
future» -s. .

Acco rding to Mr. Chow Shou Ts ( rj -X , a 
responsible official of the society, the first performance 
to be given will include two one-act plays entitled "The 
Thief* (']• ) »nd *A Sketch of Chapei* ( Hfl J’lT)»
both of which were written by Mr. Lu Sz (> y- *• ).

The temporary communication address of the 
dramatic society will be c/o the Yeu TtUi Primary School 
( A , No. 27 Yui Ching Pong $)» Mor th Szechuen
Bead»

9
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China A.B.C. Underwear and Weaving Mill (Chinese)
- Unrest among workers

During the afternoon of July 26, forty representatives 

of the employees of the China A.B.C. Underwear and Weaving 

Mill» 1099 Connaught Road, 0.0.L., held a meeting in the 

Underwear Makers’ Union, 21 Yung Sze Fang, Kying Sze Doo 

Miao, off Connaught Road, O.O.L. It was decided that

Mr. Loh Ching-dz, committee member of the local Tangpu 

"be requested to induce the management of the mill to 

reinstate the female worker who was recently dismissed 

(Vide I.R. 24/7/37) and to enforce the rules of the 

agreement reached in June, 1937, concerning the improvement 

in the treatment of the workers. It was further resolved 

that all workers in the employ of the mill be instructed 

to pay their membership fees to the union.

Local Silk Filatures - Situation

During the forenoon of July 26, eight representatives 

of the local silk filature owners called at the local 

Tangpu and the Bureau of Social Affairs, and requested 

the authorities to petition the Chekiang and kiangeu 

Provincial Governments to remove the ban on the transport 

of silk cocoons to Shanghai. The above ban hag compelled 

a number of filatures to close down, owing to the lack of 

cocoons. The officials of the local Tangpu and the 

Bureau jiY Social Affaire promised to refer the matter 

ter the City Government.



July 24, 1937

- 4 -

one hundred and eighty of the night shift emnl oyeesjent 

on "tai-kung” strike at 3 a.m. July 23, but resumed normal 

work at 6 a.m-entlie same day, when the management agreed 

to reinstate the dismissed worker.

China A.B.C. Underwear and leaving Mill (Chinese)
- Unrest among workers

On July 23, a female worker of the China A.B.C. 

Underwear and Weaving Mill, 1099 Connaught Road, O.O.L., 

was dismissed for having absented herself from duty for 

two days without permission from the Management. Three 

representatives of the workers immediately brought the 

matter to the notice of the local Tangpu, and requested 

that the Management be instsucted to reinstate the
O 

dismissed worker*

In addition, the workers1 delegates requested 

the Authorities to induce the employers to abide by the 

rules of the agreement reached in June, 1937 concerning 

the improvement in the treatment for the workers 

(Vide I.R. 16/6/37).

American Far Eastern Match Factory - Operations resumed 

Operations in the American Far Eastern Match Factory, 

Tseu Ka Jao, Western Chapei, were resumed on July 23r*With 

a normal complement of some 350 hands. Abetftseventy 

workers who were the source of .the"'trouble have been 

dismissed.

It wjli'be recalled that this factory declared a 

IpetfSut on July 1937, in consequence of a •’tai-kung" 

strike, staged by the 420 workers on July 6, as a protest



June 2, 1537. _y 
' z 
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Chin? -A.B.C. Underwear and Weaving Mill (Chinese)
- Strike ende '

Through the mediation of the local Tangpu and the 

Bureau of Social Affair", the strike of the workers of the 

China /-.B.C. Underwear and Weaving Mill, 1099 Connaught 

Road, 0.0.L, which was declared on May 28, to enforce a 

set of demands including those for the reinstatement of 

ten dismissed workers and an increase of 10$ in wages 

(Vide I.R. 31/5/37) terminated at 2 p.m. June 1, pending 

further negotiations by the authorities. Approximately 

120 of the 200 workers who were involved in the strike 

are operating this morning, June 2. The remainder, being 

non-union members, ard being prevented from resuming work 

by pickets posted by the 3rd District Cotton Weavers’

Union, No.5 Ying Sih Li, Tonquin Road (Pootoo Road District)

Local Chinese Silk Filatures - Situation

Two of the four silk filatures located in tile 

Settlement employing 1,500 workers and sixteen of the 

fifty-one filatures situated in Chpiese controlled territory 

employing 6,630 workers are>tpresent operating.

Nakayama. Steel Wo rfrd'l Japanese) - Strike situation

Thestrike of approximately 300 workers of the 

Nak'yajnkSt eel Works, 485 Brenan Road, O.O.L., which 

began on May 28, continues this morning, June 2.
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leaving .Mill.(QilneseJ-workers* actiyitieB.

..................................... ..........................Made by... .D, S . Sh ih S 8U—Ch i en • Forwarded by.

At 9 a.m. June 27, about 40 representatives of_

workers of the China A.B.C. Underwear & Weaving Mil1 (Chinese)«__

held a meeting in the temporary office of the Underwear Makers* _ 

Union« 21 Yoong Sz Jong, Ching Sz Doo Miao, Connaught Road, for 

the purpose of selecting committee members. Mr. Woo Vung-paung, 

a staff member of the Local Tangpu, attended the meeting to_____

miperriee the proceedings.----------------------------------------
_____________During the meeting, which terminated at 11 a.m. Ju»< 

27, the following persons were elected as committee members of

. the above mentioned 'hlon;- 

_________Pan Tsoo Yih ( ), Member of the Standing Com

mittee and concurrently

Tsai Sih Kyi ( , Member of the Standing

Chairman of the Unioni

Committee

Lee Doo Ditto;

Ditto

Zee Lan
Zee Mei Yu in (^

Waung Tsoh Han Secretary;

Tseng Kwei Yai

It was also decided that each member of the Union

.should - y a 20-c.ents membership fee every month.

D.0«(Special Branch).
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China A.b.C. Underwear and Weaving Mill (Chinese) .*s^ua^on,;

Made by.....Ç r.Sih.Tse -Hang;. Forwarded by...■■■•—-■ - — A*'. / C
With reference to the remarks of D«C«(Spe cial Branch)

on the attached Special Branch report of June 21, enquiries 

made at the local Tangpu Headquarters have elicited the 
information that Mr. Woo Vung-paung (j% ) > staff member

of the People's Training Section of the local Tangpu, has been 

appointed by the Tangpu to direct the workers of the A«B»C« 

Underwear and 'Weaving Mill (Chinese), 1099 Connaught Road, 

O.O.L. in the matter of organizing a union. This appointment 

was approved by the Tangpu following the receipt of a petition 

from the workers for permission to organize a union, subsequent 

to their strike in April 1937.
________  There is no doubt, however, that Mr. Woo Vung-paung 

is the prime mover in the workers plan to organize this union»

_Hls object is to embarrass the management of the A»B»C. Under
wear Company, toward whom he entertains some ill-feeling on 

account of a ddepute which arose between him and the management 

in the course of negotiations in connection with the strike of
workers of this factory in April, 1937»
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Section Special
REP^^RT onDate.....*hm?21,.............37«

s^bject QhinaUnderwear ..and Weaving Mill (Chinese) - situation.

Made by..... _O..D*X*.... Sih..Tse^liang ....Forwarded by. ¿L-±,^AL-a. '.£-. X.................................
.. , ______________________________ Z V /st

At 1 p.m., June 20, a meeting was held in the preparatory 

office of the Underwear Makers* Union, 21 Yoong 8ze Paung, 

Ching Sz Doo Miao, off Connaught Road, O.O.L., when Mr. Woo 

Vnng-paung( < , member of the local Tangpu, his assistant
Mr. Pan Yeu-nungpj? ^JgL ), and twenty representatives of workers 

of the China A.B.C. Underwear and Weaving Mill, 1099 Connaught 

ROadf O.O.L., were present.__ _Mr. Woo Vung-paung, who presided,

stated that employees of the China A.B.C. Underwear and 

Weaving Mill were under constant oppression by the management,

broke up.

It is reported that there will be another meeting on

June 29

requested to contribute 20 cents each to cover the expenses 

for the formation of the union.. This suggestion apparently

_and in order to resist such oppression, the workers should

_ female employee of the mill named Zee Lai-tsung(-^¡~ ?^~ ) by

the Chinese police on June 19 on suspicion of being a communist.

ailure to intervene on behalf of the arrested woman. At this

organize a labour union. Subsequently, the workers were

and a labour agitator, who was released on the 20th June. The 

attendance further signified its dissatisfaction with Mr. Woo*s

_jnet_with the disapproval of the attendance who then attempted 

to embarrass Mr. Woo Vung-paung by demanding an explanation as 

to why he had not informed the workers of the arrest of a

>point, the attendance withdrew from the premises and the meeting

D.C._ (Special Branch)
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Price’s Candle Factory (British) - strike of workers 

At 8 a.m. June 15, the 120 employees of Price'a

Candle Factory, 5 Robison Road, declared a strike as a 

protest against the engagement of nonhands and the 

failure of the management to>fomote juvenile workers. 

After negotiations, the--i6anagement promised to give 

preference to the juvenile workers when vacancies arise. 

Consequently, work was resumed at 3 p.m. and the situation 

ia how normal.

China A.Be,C. Underwear and Weaving Mill (Chinese) - 
dispute settled

On June 14, an agreement was reached between the

management and the employees of the China A.B.C. Underwear

and Weaving Mill, 1099 Connaught Road, O.O.L., to mark

the settlement of the recent labour dispute which arose out 

of the workers* demands for the reinstatement of ten dis-

missed labourers and an increase of 10% in wages. In order 

to enforce these demands, the workers, totalling 200, went 

on strike on May 28, but returned to work at the beginning 

of this month on the advice of the Chinese Authorities 

(vide I.R, 2/6/37).

According to the agreement, eight of the dismissed workers 

are to be reinstated,while the demand of the workers for a 

wage increase is to be discussed later. Other conditions 

relating to the Improvement of treatment and the recognition 

of the workers* union were also Included in this agreement. 

It was signed by representatives of the management and the 

employees in the Heng Zoe ), Rue Brenier de Montmorand,

in the presence of an official of the local Tangpu*



! *The Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, Monday, May 31, 1937

Less Red Tape !
IS FOOD 4 for some serious reflec- 

on our Shanghai jurisdictionaltion 
tangles in the disorders which occurred, under 

jthe eyes of helpless Settlement police, at the 
AjBjC^jHJderwear factory off an extra-Settle* 
;mentroad on Chinese territory last week 
when riotous strikers broke windows and beat 
company officials because the Chinese force 
on hand was too small to deal with them.

The Settlement police lacked authority to 
step into Chinese territory and therefore they 
were compelled to stand by and do nothing 
while personal violence and destruction oft 
property went on just beyond the ends of 
their noses. Their personal feelings may | 
better be imagined than described, but they 
were bound by rules not of their making and 
they knew that to move without sanction of! 
authority would instantly jeopardize them and1 
perhaps provoke a political tangle no less* 
serious because of its general senselessness.

The Chinese police, ten in number and up 
against an angry crowd of several hundred, 
could not risk death by going into action and 
in any case ‘their efforts would ha^e been 
futile or perhaps provocative of worse than 
actually happened. They had no authority 
to ask the Settlement police to help. By the 
time their riot van arrived the trouble was 
over and the mob dispersed in safety to itself 
if no one else.

Surely such a situation speaks for itself, 
It is outrageously ridiculous. Political red 
tape may be all very well in its way (though 
in what particular way we’d be hard put to 
explain), but why should it be allowed thus 
to encumber the processes of preserving the 
peace?

We know that already there are means of 
sending police into jurisdictions not their own, 
under escort of the home administration, and 
for employing (for example) Settlement fire 
apparatus in Chapel and vice versa. But 
somehow the machinery of arranging these 
things must be too complex if such affairs as 
that of last week can take place.

It would seem to the lay mind sufficient 
that in any such emergency, where one law- 
enforcement group finds itself up against a 
crisis and there are other jurisdictions’ en
forcement groups within call, it should be suf
ficient for the officer in charge of the out
numbered party to ask for help. Then 
jit be understood that the help is to be 
corded promptly and with no necessity 
further formality.

Riots don’t happen in accordance with
i learned deliberations of gentlemen at glass- 
I topped desks and 
with such things 
sense which may

Qet 
ac-; 
for I

the

those in charge of dealing 
have a store of common 
well be relied on.
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China A.B.C. Underwear and Weaving Mill (Chinese)
- workers create disturbance

At 6.30 a.m. to-day, May 28, approximately 200 

workers of the China A.B.C. Underwear and Weaving Mill, 

1099 Connaught Road, 0.0.armed with wooden staves 

arrived on the factory premises, assaulted and injured 

y* a number of members of the staff, and damaged the 

furniture of the factory. Chinese police were despatched 

to the scene, but prior to their arrival, the workers had 

left the premises. Information was obtained to the 

effect that the disturbance was created by the workers 

in consequence of the refusal of the management to 

reinstate five operatives who were dismissed in April.

Miscellaneous

Stall keepers on Poh Yeu Road, City - prohibited from / 
doing business by Chinese Police .s

Approximately seven hundred stall keepers onPbh 

Yeu Road, in the vicinity of the City Templeiz^antao, 

were recently prohibited by the Chinese Splice from 

carrying on their business on the Undroughfare.

Eleven representatives of/Cnese keepers held a meeting 

at No.6, Lane 297, Rue Eumène Bard, between 7 p.m. and 

B p,m. May 27, when Lrwas decided to request the Shanghai 

City Government instruct the Police Bureau to 

postpone thps order and allot a place to accommodate the 

stallsx^

X A petition to the above effect will be despatched to 

the Shanghai City Government to-day, May 28.
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silk weaving trade. Pamphlets were distributeur at the 

meeting dealing with the difficulties of the managements 

of silk weaving factories owing to smuggling, the high 

cost of material, and business depression.

China A.B.Ç. Underwear and 'leaving Mill (Chinese)
~ labour dispute settled

The dispute between the management and employees 

of the Teaving Department of the China A.B.C. Underwear 

and leaving Mill, 1099 Connaught Road, 0.0.L. over the 

issue of an annual bonus and better treatment, which 

resulted in the declaration of a strike by the workers 

between March 12 and 17 (Vide I.R. 17/3/37), was amicably 

settled on March 18, through mediation conducted by the 

Bureau of Social Affairs. The workers withdrew the demands 

for better treatment when the management agreed to issue an 

annual bonus for the years 1934 and 1935.

Yung Ming Electric Lamp Factory (Chinese) - Strike continues

Ç

The strike of the workers of the Yung Ming YJXctric

L imenced on

M 'ch 19.

0 le National

G Le Conference.

i L Labour

C the U.S.A.
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March 17, 1937.

China A.B.C. Underwear and Weaving Mil <Chinese)
- strike ends ~

Of the 231 wor ers in the Weaving Department of the 
China A.B.C. Underwear and Weaving Mill (Chinese) 1099 
Connaught Road, 0.0.L. who declared a strile on larch 12 
in order to enforce demands for the issue of an annual 
"bonus for the past three years and "better treatment 
(vide I.R. 15/3/37), the Majority returned to- work this 
morning, iihrch 17, on the instructions of the Bureau of 
Social Affairs, a meeting to discuss a settlement of the 
dispute will be convened by the Bureau on March 18
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Subject Strike at "China A .B«C.Underwear & Weaving kill,Ltd* situated

at 1099 Connaught Road O.O.L.

Made by..... ..®.................................Forwarded by......................................... ............................................. ....

3 ir,' __________________________ __ _

At 1.45p«m. 13/3/37 a coolie employed at the China A«B,C« 

Underwear & Weaving ¡¿ill,Ltd,situated at No» 1099 Connaught Road, 

brought to the at-tian a letter to the effect that the weaving___

department of their mill went on strike p.m. 12/3/37»

inquiries by D.3. white and C«D«C. 293 revealed the following;» 

The A«B«C«MH1 No«1099 Connaught Road is situated about 300 yards 

inside the I§rung Sz Doo Miau Lane off Connaught Road,and within 

Chinese Controlled Territory« This Mill however, bears aS«M•0« 

Number plate and has paid S«M«C« Taxes according to the Nanking

Road Office since ip25»6« A our.vnt tax receipt showing that 

$125«88 has been paid to ¿he S«M»C> on the 26/1/37, for quarter 

ending 31/3/37 was seen on file at the above office«

Mr« T.C.Wong, Manager of the A«B«C« Mill was interviewed at

the mill when the following particulars were ascertained;«

The mill has a total staff of d^r and night workers in the various 

departments of 646 workers, 231 males and 415 females«

The mechanics employed in the Weaving department of the mill 

(10) in number) failed to report for night work at 6p«m« 7/3/37, 

the reason for their absence being then unknown to the management«

On the morning of the 8/3/37 only 3 of the 10 mechanics on day 

work reported for work in the weaving department and no intimation 

was given to the management that di8«satisfaction existed.

The weaving department however, carried on short handed until 

6p«m« of the 12/3/37 when the 107 female night workers also failed 

to attend for work, and at 6a«m. the 13/3/37 the day female workers

also failed to attend« Obviously these workers had been influenced

-by the mechanics, who had failed to report for work on the 

7th and 8/3/37«
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(3*2) Date.............................................

Subject................................................:.................................................................................................................

I Made by...............................................  Forwarded by.................................................. ...... ;.........................

______ Th* absence of the workers of the weaving department caused 

the management to close the Winding Department of the Kill an 

the 12/3/37 and the workers in this department numbering 186 

fifties and 26 males were seat back home.

On the afternoon of the 11/3/37 the management of the Hill 

received a letter signed by the following 4 named mechanics who 

ceased work on the 7/3/37________________

(1) Show Ah Ting ( <4^— ) residing Chaoei.

(2) Dai You Sung T )________ do__________________________________

(3) Sen Ah ko on 4^- )________ do__________________________________

(4) Kuo Yao hong )do

which contained the following demands^«»_______________________________

(1) That the management pty all workers one months wages as Bonne

to all workers employed at the mill since 1934» for the years 

1934 <- 35 «» 36.________________________________________________________

(2) That all workers received 10ft of their monthly wages from 

date as a bonus.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(3) That the management dismiss a foreman named "Wong Hung Tai*

(X ) fog hie oppressive manner to workers.

(4) That no workers shall be dismissed without justifiable reason.

The workers of this mill are not known to belong to aqy Labour

Union and the demands made unexpected and such as the management 

state tiæy cannot concede to. dhould the workers fail to return 

within a reasonable time» tne management stated that they would 

have to lay off th? remainder of the workers and dose down the 

facto iy.

Snndqy being a rest dav no workers will attend work at this 

mill on the 14/3/37._______________________________
The i-ana^eraent also stated that the workers at this mill were I

1
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REPORT
Date............................... i g

Made by....................................................................Forwarded by...........................................................................................

¿que of the highest paid in Shanghai•

Whilst attending the mill at 4«45p«m» 13/3/37 with the Inspector! 

-iZc_ with thj oujfcct of iraKiag arrangements to prevent any trouble 

on the premisee» Chapel Policeman 3015 refneed to allow further 

enquiries to be made by the Settlement Authorities stating that 

the mill was entirejy under Chinese Jurisdiction«________________ ___

_______ As these premises are paying and have paid 3«M«C» Taxes

since their removal to that address in 1925« Permission of the 

6th Div« H.qr* Jessfield Hoad was then requested for the 8»M«P» 

to continue furtner enquiries re this labour dispute.

This request was refused» 6th Div« H. <r. stating that they

were the competent authorities and would deal with the matter

themeelvee«
Precautions however are being taken to prevent any intimidatlon
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION DEPARTMENT.

REPORT ON STRIKE

_____ 0°rdwlB<,“1Station _...**>*•... ...19P-...
fiii?

Time and date reported  Time and date I.O. informed-------------- —- 
By whom reported ...£.£9.®.. A ....kSd„J^<lJ3&..lU.ll.*XQ.9.9....GotlMku^tit

_ A „ lO.O.L.) Road.
Trade or profession of strikers c®.....Bad „ASftTfiJMLt _______________ —-------
Number of strikers....??•...... Male .........Female__ _______ Apprentices..........-----------

Employer’s name, address and business—!!£.•.ng and
Dyeing Mill 1099 Connaught Road, c/o same address.

Union to which strikers belong.---- BJd>a------------------------ ------—- ---------—--------------- ------------

Cause of strike and demands made by strikers
6p.m. 7/3/37 resulting in females 8toppMing out at 6p.m. X2/3/37.

Manager lent received ¡jt demands» (please see attached report)

When did discontent amongst strikers first commence---- ---------------------------- --------- ------
What action (if any) did employers take to remedy cause of discontent prior to commence- 
meat of strike___ ^..«»1 ___________________________ _______________ f

What action (if any) have the employers taken to meet the demands of the strikers 
None.

Names and addresses of strike leaders_ -------------------------------------------------------

Has the strike or its cause any political inspiration-------Unj|aiei«n..t.------------------------------

Meeting places of strikers-------5®^?*?..*--------------------------------------
Number of persons arrested for offences arising out of strike—--------------------
Particulars of literature (if any) circulated relative to strike—----------------------

Name and address of printer of such circulars------------------------------------------------------------ *
Precautions taken by
Territory,but pay SUi.C. Taxes. Polios posted to prevent intervention
-on-8.ttl.Bent Reade»— ---- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SENIOfil
J

Udet. i/c. INSPECTOR I/C. D. C. I. 1. O.

1
'd

1

V o

NOTE. “Further” reports should be submitted on the usual Report form.
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Subject (in fuA)i Bank of Communications - 30th Anniversary.-Mating.______ -
I' ........ .................................................

Made by... ................. Kao.. Yen-ken.............Forwarded by ...................’ I

_____________ Between 10«30 a«m. and 11.45 a»m« March 14,—the_______ _  

Bank of Communications held its 30th Anniversary meeting in 

the New Asia Hotel, 422 Tiendong Road. (Hongkew District). 

About 800 persons, including Dr. H.H, Kung, Minister of 

Finance, Messrs Hsu Kai and Tseu Ling, Vice Ministers of_

_ Pinance, Mr. Bang Hsueh-pan, Vice Minister of Communicatinna,_____  

and General Yang Hu, Garrison Commander of Woosung-Shanghai_____

area, attended._____________ ________________ _____________________ _

The meeting was followed by a dinner party and___________I

entertainments in the form of theatrical__performancea, which

_ continued till midnight. _____________ ____ ■

Observation duty was carried out by D.S.I. Kao Yen-ken, 

__ C«D,S. 94, C.D.S, 156 and C.D.C._ 3571------- _ mo untoward incident ------ -- -- III jr .TWi------



Translation of a letter received from the

Bank of Communications 14 The Bund» on

March 13,1937.

March 13,1937.

To the Shanghai Municipal Police.

Between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. Sunday,

March 14, 1937, the Bank of Communications will 

hold its 30th anniversary meeting in the New Asia

Hotel, North szechuen Road. As several important 

Government officials will attend this function, it 

is requested that extra police be detailed for duty 

in the vicinity of the Hotel for purpose of protection.
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REPORT June H.Date J»n« xx> 37^ 1

Subject The Shanghai Municipality Military Uniform Foreman-Tailors

Lien Nyi Society - meeting.

Made bv D»s»1» Shih Ssu Chien „ , , ,iviaae oy...................................  Forwarded by.

The Shanghai Municipality Military Uniform Foreman-

Tailors Lien Nyi Society» 5, Lane 584 Yu Ya Ching Road, 

held a meeting on the premises of the Ningpo Fellow Country

men* a Association» 480 Yu Ya Ching Road, at 1 p.m» on June 10»__ 

1937 for the purpose of electing an Executive Committee.- 

Seventy-nine members were present at the meeting, whilst-----------
Messrs. Loh Ying Chu of the local Tangpu and Tsu Ching Dau

) of the Bureau of Social Affairs attended to supervise_ 
the proceedings. The following seven persons were elected _____

members of the Executive Committee t -________________ _ ______ __

______ 1. Tsang Foo Zung )_________________ _______ ___________ __ ______

2. Zung Ao Ling ___________________ _______________ ___

_____ 3. Waung Kwei Hing________ )_____________________ ______________ _ 

_____4. Yang Lai Sung ( ) _ ____________

5. Yang Kung Sung ( 

6» Yang Meu Ling 

_____ 7» Kao Yung Mao ( ),__________________ ___________ _______  

_______ The meeting terminated at 6.30 p.m. June 10 without



June ®» ^®^7

C.D.I. Ross

The following is the translation of a letter

received at Louza Station:-

*A general meeting of the members of this 

Association will be held at 1 p.m. 10-6-37 

on the premises of the Nlngpo Fellow Country

men's Association, Yu Ya Ching Road, for the 

purpose of re-election of members* »Aside 

from requesting the attendance by members 

of the ”TangH and political organisation^ 

we write this in the hope that you will send 

some officer to attend too.

The Military Tailors 

Association of Shanghai»

5 Zang Chi Li, Yu Ya Ching Rd.

P.S. Between 9 a.m. and

6 p.m. 10-6-37, meals will
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|i Foremen’s Lien byi Society and the Military Uniform Tailors’ Union.

Made ............  .......Forwarded by.......... ...............................................................................

The dispute between the shanghai Municipality Military

Uniform Tailor Foremen’s Lien hyi Society, now located at_______  i

No» 5, Lane 584, Yu Ya-ching Road, and the Military Uniform 

Tailors' Union, Lane 218, 16 Hwei Wen Road, uhapei, oyer the

rate for making military uniforms, which commenced the I 

beginning of March, has been settled as the result of a j 

mediation meeting held under the auspices of the Bureau of Social | 

Affairs on March 25» At this meeting the representatives

_ of both sides agreed to reduce the rate from <0.09 to 10,082 

. per suit, and an agreement to this effect was then signed»_____ _

--------------------------------------—
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S.l, Special Branch
REPORT ..Match 15,.......19 37

Subject Dispute between the Shanghai Municipality Military Uniform 
TailorForemen' s’ L’ien’Nyi ’’Society and’theMilitary Uniform

.....................Tailors' Union.............. .......................................
M.ade by...... .................................................................. Forwarded by.........

A dispute over the rate of pay for making military

uniform has arisen between the Shanghai Municipality Uniform

Tailor Foremen's Lien Nyi Society, Lane 96, No.18 Bubbling

Well Road, and the Military Uniform Tailors' Union, No.ll

Yoong Nyih Li, Wei VUng Road, Chapei.

As. a rule, the uniform tailor foremen act as agents

between the military uniform traders and tailors, and receive
per suit of uniform made. Recently

the uniform traders obtained an order from the Ministry of

Wkr of the Rational Government for 80,000 suits of spring

uniform with short sleeves. The traders accordingly supplied

c. O J /

material to the tailor foremen for making the uniforms at the 

rate of $0.128 per suit, instead of $0.145 as during past

the reduction being made on the ground that the style

of the spring uniform ordered by the Ministry of War has been

changed.__________________,
______With the intention of maintaining the original rate

of commission at the expense of the tailors, the foremen

through their Society, offered the Military Uniform Tailors'

Union $0.075 instead of $0.09 per suit as hitherto paid

This reduction was objected to by the Military Uniform

Tailors* Union, with the result that a controversy arose

between the Military Uniform Tailor Foremen's Lien Kyi

—
Society and the Tailors* Union

On March 11, a meeting of representatives of the

_ Military Uniform Tailor Foremen's Lien Nyi Society and the 

__ Military Uniform Tailors* Union was held in the office of

the society. Lane 96, No.18 Bubbling Well Road for the

se of discussing the matter A delegate from the



G. 45M-I-36 File No.............
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.......................... Station,
REPORT

Date...................................ig
Subject....... - 2 -

Made by..........

_____ General Labour Union was also present^. During this______________ .

___ conference, the foremenarepresentative suggested increasing____  

the reduced rate from $0.075 to $0.08 per suit, but this_ _

concession met with opposition from the tailors, as a result . 

of which the meeting broke up without any compromise being___

reached._______________________________________________________________________ .

__ _____________It is now known that endeavours are being continued___

by the Military Uniform Tailor Foremen's Lien Nyi Society______

_ to reach an amicable settlement with the tailors*_________________

___________________________________________________ 0*»______________ __________ ■_________  

_____________________________________________________ D. I._______________________

p.C. (Special Branch).________ _________________________________________ __

L_______________________________________________04^____________________



REPORT

Sir,

Ruo Ying (/

Wong Rwei Shir g {¡i
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MUNICIPAL POLICE.
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Made by........by.

Bnd of the tailors«
At 10.S0s.ra» 4«J

SHANGHAI
¡¡Lsof^ ^o....gaZ9T<
I Na s. k D.-7” 

......Station.

-------------
„ ,. Re attached letter addresserto Sinea Station from the ’’hlon of tho
Subject..................................................................................................................................................... ........

Foremen of military uniform "’allors, Shanghai ’»inlelpallty

h letter dated S-S-87, was received at thia Station from the

Union of the Foreman of Military Uniform Tailors, Shanghai

Municipality, with office at Lane 96, House Wo» 18, Hubbling 

'Veil Road, reporting that a tailor’s representative named Yta

address unknown, had Instigated a number

of loafers to create a disturbance at the premises of the rnion

following a dispute over the price for making uniforms, die 

cussed during a meeting held by tho represents Ives of the union

the undersigned end C.D.C. *15 visited

the above union to conduct enquiries In this case, but no respon 

s lb le members of this union were located

»t Spem* sane day» two representatives of the union» one named

), who was mentioned In tho letter ss

having been Involved In the dispute, living at 15 Zal uo Pong

Paoshan Road» Chapol» and th© other namod Yann Won 

at House 7, Rfang Shing Li ), *moy Road

same to the Station In response to request by detectives, when

the following particulars were elicited from than.__________
This union normed by 105 foremen, is, »8 a matter of fact 

acting as an agent between the military uniform traders and the

military uniform tailors, tho fprawr laving their union at Dong 

Taung Pong ij]&2 ), hurklll Road with 5S members, and the latter 

at House 11 Yoong Wyi LI ), Wei Yung Road, Chapel
representing 5,p00 male workers

Upon the receipt of a contract '’rom the Military Equipment 

Department of the Ministry of war at Wanking, tho military 

uniform traders quoted price for labouring to the Foreman of
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tailors who then cabled a meeting to be held at the latter’a 

union, requesting the representative of Tailors’ Union to attend 

and discuss the price quoted, after which a reply would be given I 

to the Uniform Traders as to whether the price was acceptable, 

the material being supplied by the traders. This practice has 

b^er carried out fcr several years.__________________ _ ________
Recently the uniform traders accepted an order from the 

Military Equipment Dept, for 80,000 suits of spring uniform. 

They quoted 1?$/ for the making of each suit to the Foremen of 

tailors, Instead of 14jX per suit as during last years, as the 

style of the uniform has been changed from long sleeves to short.

The foremen of tailors wrote a letter to the tailors’ union 
on 1-3-S7, asking their representatives to attend the former’s 

union, where a meeting would be held p.m. MJ’»??, to discuss 

on the subject of the cost of labour being cut. The meetIng 

was accordingly held, and 10 representatives of the tailors 

attended.

The chairman of the union of the Foremen of tailors named

Zee Shing Wei ) was absent at Chinklang, end the meeting j

was presided by Wong Kwet Shing ()> who acted as chairman 

of this union,.who Informed the representatives of the tailors 

of the cut of for each alt of uniform.
These representatives maintained that a cut of -J- cent might 

bo made and that they could not accept such a difference in 

price as quoted by the uniform traders. The acting chairman, 

who was evidently not choosing his words carefully during the 

controversy between the two parties, stated that he was merely 

acting as the president of this meeting and was unable to make 

a decision in the matter. Same could be made on return of the

r
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One of the representa tire* of the tailors named Yu Kuo Ying 

refuted the statement of the acting chairmant stating that ho

made a fool of them in asking them to attend the meeting, at __

which he could not carry out his duty. A quarrel started between 

t ese two persons, and Yu Kuo Ying left the union of the PoiMien

of Tailors using three toning language.__________________________

______ At about 5p.m. S«w«S7. Yu Kuo Ying returned to the above 

union in company with about twenty loaders. in an attempt to 

locate Wong Kwel Shing, the acting chairman, who hd left the 

premises. They were pursuaded to leave the premises by Yang 

Mou Ling and other members of this union,Hou Yu Sung )»

the president of Tailors Pnion and several others, who had 

participated the meeting and who had not left the premises at the 

time.

In fe«r that any further disturbance mav be created at the

union by Yu Kuo Ying and loafers, the attached letter was sent to 

this Station requesting protection._________________________

Wong Kwel Shing stated that a demand had been forwarded to 

the union of the bailors to obtain a settlement of this occur« 

rance. and Police will be informed in due course of the result. 

In tho meantime, he does not require **urther notion being taken 

by Police against Yu Kuo Ying md his accomplices.

Precautionary measure*will be taken when a further meeting

is held at the above union between the foremen of Traders and
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SHANGHAI , I 
' hitM •—

J- H. Liddell 
Elected New 
Council Head
Okamoto Vice-Chairman 

Of First Provisional
Council; 14 Attend

ifoU
' r W'

G- E. MITCHELL, YULIN 
HSr ARE ABSENT

Mr. J H. Liddell, British 
member and director of Liddell 
Bros., Limited, way elected 
chairman of the^Pro visional 
Municipal Council, at the first J 
meeting of councillors held atl 
the Council Chamber, Adminis-1 
tration Building, yesterday | 
afternoon. Mr. I. Okamoto, | 
Japanese, was elected vice-j 
chairman.

Only 14 of the 16 members of the I 
first Provisional Council, created i 
on approval of the Consular Body i 
attended the first meeting for the 
Municipal Year 1941/42. Mr G E ’ 
Mitchell, British, former* vice- 
chairman under Mr. W. J. i 
Kewick, was unable to attend due 
To indisposition, while Mr. Yulir 
Hsi, former Chinese councillor, 
was also absent.

COUNCIL CHAIRMAN

J- H. Liddell

The following members 
N. F.

D.
C.

were 
Allman 

Carriere 
Chang 

Galthe (German),

present: Messrs.
(American), J.
(Dutch). Theodore
(Chinese), A C '* v rr„ ; vvrerman),ïrhf1 (Japanese>» Jabin Hsu

hmese), j. h. Liddell (British), 
£ T. McDonnell (American), Dr j

Messrs.
T. s.
der Crone
(Japanese)
(Chinese).

McMullen 
L Okamoto

Powell (British), R.
(Swiss),. Y.
and L. T.

(American), j 
(Japanese), 

— von 
Yazima

Yuan I

After the business of electing the 
chairman and vice-chairman the 
members of the First Provisional 
Council posed for an official 
photograph. That was all the 
official business done yesterday, 
although it is understood that the 
serious question of rice prices and 
supplies was also dealt with by he 
members of the new Council.

.The various Municipal Commit
tees for the current Municipal 
Year will be announced shortly. I

Yesterday Was the first time in 
the history of S. M. Council that a 
Japanese member has been elected 
vice-chairman.
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Provisional SMC Meets With
-g* 4 < *T- M»

"Kidnaped” Member Present
’ Shanghai's Provisional Council 

officially launched the “new era 
of international goodwill’’ here 
when it met behind strong 
police protection in Council 
Chambers at 4.30 p.m. yesterday 
and. elected Mr. J. H. Liddell, 
Fritish business tycoon, its 
Chairman.

Dramatically dispersing rumers 
that he had been kidnaped as 
a strong figure in the Nhnking- 
Chungking election warfare, Mr. 
L.T. Yuan, 65, veteran business
man and Councillor, stepped out 
cf his limousine and smiled at 
newspapermen and photographers 
gathered behind the line cf 
policemen.

Absent frpm the meeting, how
ever, were Mr. Yulin Hsi, the other 
Chinese Counsellor regarded as 
loyal to the National Government 
it Chungking, anú Mr. T. S. Powell, 
British Counsellor. The first action 
of the Provisional Council was to 
alect Mr. Liddell Chairman and Mr. 
fssaku Okamoto Vice Chairman— 

•the first time a Japanese had been 
«given such a high post in the£.M.C.

Nanking Men Arrive

• Among the first to arrive were, 
. the two new Chinese Councillors^ 
; reportedly backed by Nanking ch
icles: Mr. Jabin Hsu, head of the 
I research department of the Contrail 
i Reserve Bank, and Mr. Theodore C. I 
Chang« Finance Commissioner of, 
Chekiang Province .under the 
Nanking regime.

’ The dozen or so members of the 
S.M.P. guarding the Administration! 
Euilding entrance ^t Kiangse and' 
Hankow Roads tensed themselves 
when a sleek black limousine nosed 
through the traffic at the busy ’ 
corner and glided to the archway.!A

Contables pushed back 
pedestrians. Photographers were 1 
cautioned not to approach the 
driveway. A knot cf rieshas 
and, jaywalkers caught before 
the car was quickly tom apart. 
The car leaped forward and 
pulled up violently in front of 
the doer. Twc bodyguards 
jumped out of the front seat. 
While they stood on both 
sides of the back door, Mr. | 
Chang and Mr. Hsu—the latter i 
with his grey felt hat jammed 
lew ever his forehead—darted I 
into the building.

Strict Precautions

Similar precautions were taken . 
as, ip ones or twos, the other ; 
Cpuncillprs drove up. Constables^ 
stood on guard as far away as the J 
Apposite corner. No pedestrians 
wire allowed to approach the 
corner of Kiangse «nd Hankow 

'Roads. Even a Japanese employee 
of the SM.C., bearing a letter to 
a high S.M.C. official, was turned 
back.

Most of those arriving were i 
people long associated with i 
Council work. Among the ex
ceptions were representatives of 
communities who previously bad 
no. Voice in SM.C. affairs—the 
Swiss» Dutch and German. 
With dignified leisure, his white 
hair glinting above his stalwart 
figure, Herr Alfred Glathe 
stepped out <*f his car and walk
ed into the Administration

[ Building: symbol of the new 
I Nazi voice in an organization 
I against which the Japanese 

have railed as being “controlled” 
by the British. I

Reason for the absence of Mr. 
Yulin Hsi and Mr. T. S- Powell 
from the meeting was not officially 
explained. Mystery also surround-; 
id the sudden and unexpected ap
pearance of Mr. L. T. Yuan, in a 
feh black silk gown, his face 
wreathed in smiles. Reliable: circles 
lad previously reported, his deten- 
Ipn at the Aster House, when he 
Ulegedly spurned an offer to head 
;he Chinese Ratepayers’ Association 
reorganized by Nanking circles.! 
Cater he was said to have been 
saken. to Ningpo, and according to 
\n early report yesterday he was 

‘kidnaped” and held at 76 Jessfield
Road.

Pressure Alleged

The latter report also asserted 
¿bat pressure was being wielded on 
Mr. Yuan and Mr. Hsi, either for 
obedience to Nanking’s wishbs or 
displacement by Nanking men. [ 
Chinese circles expressed the 
opinion that “behind the scenes”! 
action was still being taken on this, 
score. Four Nanking voices on the! 
Council would come “dangerously * 
near” to taking predominance in! 
Settlement affairs from the demo
cratic bloc, these circles said.

Yesterday’s meeting was said 
to be the first of a scries in 
which the Provisional Council 
will consider steps for sweeping 
changes in the Settlement’s 
form of government. The 
Council must, according to re- 
5 elutions passed at the Special 
Ratepayers' Meeting, recom
mend that machinery be set in 
motion for the creation of “a 
more satisfactory form of 
municipal government.”
The Provisional Council must see 

to it that new election methods are 
evolved. Facing it are decisions on 
reassessment of property, reform of 
taxation, and other issues whose 
solution was predicted by Mr. 
0kamo;o, Vice Chairman, when he 
4aid tha, local problems can in the 
municipal year 1941-1942 be met 
.^through the help of every citizen.”

/VI
V
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be so Inclined to bow to the dictates of j big vested interests and it should be able! to take a wider and more detached view | of what is desirable in the interests of I the people of Shanghai as a whole. It} should not hesitate, when devising new j sources of revenue, in trying to find I meads of laying the heaviest burdens on I the broadest backs. It is well known that [ a favoured few are making large profits in Shanghai even under present conditions and the public is interested in seeing that they contribute a fair share of those profits to the upkeep of the town where they are made. We do not advocate, however, any increase or extension of taxation beyond what is strictly necessary as we fear that in the present economic condition of Shanghai it is likely to be damaging to industry. Strict economy is undoubtedly the road upon which we must travel if we are to secure reasonably good results, but by strict economy we do not mean ruthlessly cutting down present expenditure so much as taking action to see that careful thought is given to the matter before fresh expenditure is entered into by the Municipal authorities. A good many people feel that in an emergency like the present something may well be left to future generations to pay and they believe a large-sized loan should be floated to tide Shanghai over its most difficult period. It is a debatable question. The previous Council was cautious in this respect but no doubt the new authority will carefully consider the whole question of financing the administration . from whatever new angles they can get. With new blood in the Council and the assumption of more extensive powers there should be some new ideas. In the past we have had to get used to the lack of these, we are afraid, for the former Council did not encourage them —being so largely possessed with the idea of maintaining the status quo at whatever price. But now we have a feeling that we can go forward and that the new Council may perhaps be relied upon to lead us along the path of some new ways. The war in Europe and the hostilities in China, plus the extremé uncertainty of the general international situation, aré against us obviously but that is no reason why we should sit down with hands folded just waiting for disaster to come to us. We must get going in a new spirit; a spirit of co-operation with, and sympathy for, people who in the past have not been thought to count for very much will help us. There is every reason to have confidence in the long-term future of Shanghai. We want to keep war away from our doors. We want to encourage trade and industry in every way possible. We want to improve our town. And we want, above all, to better the lot of the mass of the manual workers who make life here for the rest of us possible. Health, education and social improvement should be encouraged as often as possible and the disturbed economic conditions should not be permitted to deter us from a forward ¿programme.

OUR NEW COUNCILThe first meeting of Shanghai’s new Provisional Council was held yesterday afternoon when Mr. J. H. Liddell and Mr. Okamoto were duly elected Chairman and Vice-Chairman respectively. The Treaty Powers have now duly approved the establishment of the Council although the Chungking Government apparently declines to do so. The four Chinese notified to attend were Messrs. Yulin Hsi, L. T. Yuan, Jabin Hsu and T. C. Chang and the latter three of them did so. The first two gentlemen are credited with being supporters of the Chungking régime and the latter two of the Nanking Government so that there is a fair division of opinion among the Chinese representatives so far as politics goes although politics as such ought not to enter into i the work of the Shanghai Municipality.: There can be no doubt that our newj Municipal Administration has a laborious! time ahead for every kind of difficulty seems to be facing us. The first requisite to an amelioration of conditions in Shanghai is, in our opinion, an attempt to secure a cheaper supply of food for it is the present high cost of foodstuffs which lies at the root of our economic difficul-, ties. Although the cost of everything in! terms of Chinese dollars has risen tremendously it is the cost of food and ; fuel which presses most severely upon the public; other things can be gone without to some extent but food and fuel all must have. When we remember that the living costs of the workers are now 5.81 times what they were in 1936 the situation seems bad ^enough but when we discover» that actually the cost of rice is ovex' ■ eleven and a half times and that of coal briquettes some fourteen times the 1936 prices we are led to appreciate the situation in most serious form. It is essentialj that rice and coal be brought to Shanghai and sold at a cheaper rate and we look to the Provisional Council to take energetic measures in this respect. A big effort should be made to charter the nécessary shipping and we suggest that, if necessary to stop the present cruel profiteering, the sale of rice should be taken out of the hands of the present rice i merchants and handed over to special , agents licensed by the Council. It would seem that the letter of the law has been stretched a point to admit of the creation of the new administration itself and we hope it will be stretched a point or two more to deal with people who are trying to feather their own nests out of the public distress. While we do not want to see the Council going into trade we do feel that the import and sale of rice must be made a concern of the public authorities as the local rice dèalers apparently will not assist the public in the way we have a right to expect.We hope that the new Council will do everything it can to economize without, of course, permitting reasonable standards of municipal administration from being departed from. Being larger and more representative than the previous f Council, the Provisional Council will not
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The S.M.C
QHANbHAI HAS A NEW governing body ( 

beginning today that is probably going to 
face problems the like of which ^haven’t been 
seen Shanghai in all its troubled history. 
It’s not a good Provisional Council in the view 
of those who prefer to see things done in 
strictly legal style or of those who see 
it as an after Munichmath of appease- .t 
ment efforts but is, as we’ve said be i 
tore, about the best that could be expected! 
under the circumstances. It has its work cut 
out for it and it will need the co-operation of. 
all the national groups here if it isn’t going 
to run on the rocks before it goes very far.

Whether that co-operation is going to bs, 
forthcoming we don’t profess to know. It’s as 
obvious, though, as the ending of a Hollywood 
movie that the Japanese are the people on 
whose co-operation the success of the Pro
visional Council is going to depend and the 
Japanese have promised full co-operation. If 
they live up to that promise everything will 
work out satisfactorily; if they don’t Shang
hai is going to see thunder clouds before the 
year is out. The Japanese have professed 
themselves as being satisfied with the new 
Council arrangement and other nations, in- ¡ 
eluding Chungking, have indicated they don 11 
intend to throw any monkey-wrenches into Í 
the works even though the set-up is not all; 
they’d hoped for. Damned with faint praise 
though it may be the Provisional Council is ; 
now the functioning Government of Shang
hai’s International Settlement for batter or for 
worse. The city hopes it’s for the better and 
is certainly willing to give it the benefit of the 
doubt as long as it warrants it.
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Consuls Delay i 
Replies On SMC

I ■ ■ ■ •
Chungking Opposition 

Believed Causing 
Difficulty

' Absence of any reply from I 
; Treaty Consuls in Shanghai to-’ 
* day continued to hold up estab- 
i lishment of the Pro visional
< Council which was given approval 
of Settlement ratepayers exactly 
eight days ago.

Official quarters here were un
able to explain the reason for the 
continued delay on the part Of ! 
the Treaty Consuls when asked 
this morning.

It is believed that the present! 
delay «of ratification to changes in 
the S.M.C. is being caused through 
the opposition voiced by the » 
Chungking government. »

No indication could be obtain- 
i ed today as to whether separate 
negotiations have been undertaken 
with the Chinese government in 
connection, with the establishment ! 
of the Provisional Council.



NOTIFICATION No. 5428 
(AMENDED)

SPECIAL MEETING OF
RATEPAYERS

Additional Resolution

Notice is ileheby given that in 
addition to the Resolutions to be 
brought forward at the Special Meet
ing of Ratepayers, as published in 
Notification No. 5423 (Amended), the 

[ following Resolution will be proposed 
at the Special Meeting of Ratepayers 
on April 17:—

Resolution IV,
I. That the present Council be 

authorized to request the representa
tives of the Powers concerned to 
consent to the establishment of a 
Provisional Council, as hereinafter 
constituted, to carry on the admin  
istration of the International Settle
ment; that the present Council be 
requested to resign upon the estab
lishment of the Provisional Council;

*

• (3) That the members of the 
Provisional Council shall hold office ’ 
for not less than one year and there- ’ 
after until their successors are law
fully elected or appointed;

I and that the present Council shall, in 
i conjunction with the representatives 
| of the Powers concerned, take all 
necessary action to enable the Provi- 

' sional Council to function within the 
I frame-work of the Land Regulations 
and Bye-Laws, but with the following 
modifications:-—

(1) That the Provisional Council 
1 Shall consist of the following mem-1 
■ bers:—

Messrs. N. F. Allman
J. D. Carriere
A. Glathe

< Y. Hanawa
J. H. Liddell
R. T. McDonnell 

Dr. R. J. McMullen
Messrs. G. E. Mitchell

* I. Okamoto
T. S. Powell
R. Von der Crone 
Y. Yazima

together with four Chinese members;
(2) That the Provisional Council 

of sixteen members, provided for in 
this Resolution, shall be duly and 
lawfully recognized as being in every 
way legitimately constituted, notwith
standing any provisions to the con
trary contained in the Land Regula
tions and Bye-Laws;

(4) That the Provisional Council, 
a^ above constituted, shall have, and 
is hereby granted, during its tenure 
of office, all rights, privileges, powers. 
And authorities of the present Council 
and the foreign ratepayers in public 
meeting duly assembled;.

(5) That the Provisional Council 
shall take over the assets of the pres
ent Council, and assume all the duties 
and liabilities of the present Council 
imposed by law. custom, or contract: 
provided, however, that it shall not be 
incumbent upon the Provisional Coun
cil to hold elections, or initiate the 
calling of meetings of foreign rate
payers;

(6) That the Provisional Council, 
as above constituted, in addition to 
the taxing and licensing powers 
granted to it by the Land Regulations 
end Bye-Laws, shall be and is hereby 
authorized and empowered to impose, 
levy, and collect such other taxes, 
rates, fees, or dues, and to issue such 
other licenses, as it may consider rea
sonable and necessary for municipal 
purposes: provided, however, that 
such other taxes, rates, fees, or dues 
shall be levied, and such other 
licenses issued, only after consultation 
with an advisory committee selected 
from among residents of the Inter
national Settlement; and

(7) That during the tenure of 
office of the Provisional Council, the 
present Land Regulations, except as 
above modified, shall remain in full 
force and effect, and be binding on 
the Provisional Council, together with 
the additional powers and obligations 
conferred or assumed by this Resolu
tion.

II. That the Provisional Council 
shall, during its tenure of office, re
commend to the residents of the 
International Settlement, and to the 
Representatives of the Powers con
cerned, that consideration be given 
to evolving a more satisfactory form 
of municipal government than, that 
provided for under the provisions of 
the existing Land Regulations.

Proposer: Mr. W.' J. Keswick 
Seconder: Mr. I. Okamoto

By Order»' t

G. GODFREY PHILLIPS,
Secretary and Commissioner General.
COUNCIL CHAMBER, 

Shanghai, April 10. 1941.
1205?



The New Council:
And Portuguese Claims

| To the Editor of the 
“NorthtChina Daily News”

Sir,—I admit that the failure of 
the Portuguese to secure the re
commendation of a seat on the 
Council may prove to be on this 
occasion a fortunate event providing 
for them an escape from a maelstrom

, of politics into which a plunge may 
at most drag up some benefits of a 
transitory character. But I write to 
say that under existing conditions for 
the Portuguese in Shanghai no 
municipal governing body without a 
Portuguese member can, to my mind, 

! today be entirely acceptable to the 
Portuguese community. For us,
circumstances, economic and other
wise, are not the same as those of 
yester-years, and apart from a 
natural right to a share in the 
administration of an International j 
Settlement which is to our com
munity more than to any other a 
land of permanent residence, there 
is also our case for fuller considera
tion of our rights and local interests 
which can only be properly pre
sented and cared for by our own 
representative.

It is true that we have a test-
imonial that entitles our community
to attention and) respect:

Amongst the various communities 
which go to make up this cosmopo- 

I litan city of Shanghai none is more 
respected than that of the Portuguese. 
People with a longer connection with 
China than most others, they fill in 
Shanghai a role peculiarly their own. 
Their contribution to the well-being 
of the Port is no inconsiderable one. 
Ths cordial relations which have 
existed between them and the mem
bers of other communities resident 
here are too well known to need 
much emphasis here. The Portuguese 
Coy. of the Volunteer Corps is buit 
one example of how they co-operate 
in the life of Shanghai. It is a 
company of which they have every 
right to be proud, and is a valuable 
contribution to the defences of the 
Settlement! in which they have, when I 
occasion demanded it, served with! 
the utmost loyalty and devotion to 
duty." (From a “North-China Daily 
News" leaderette of June 6. 1940.)

j This fair tribute, however, makes 
í no mention of the possession of 

“vested rights,’* for the very good 
reason that the Portuguese in Shang
hai have very little of them. But j 
what of it ? Are “vested rights” the | 
only thing to count in this Settle
ment? It is exactly because we have 

¡ nothing, because we belong to the 
i honourable working-class that we 
feel the absolute* need of a voice on 
our behalf, one that, when necessary, 
would gently but firmly remind the 
representatives of “vested rights” 
that we, the Portuguese in Shanghai, 
exist and that we possess virtues that. 
go to form strong and useful civic 
assets, assets not fluid like “vested ( 
rights.” Ours is a poor community 
and yet thanks to the admirable 
work of our Portuguese Ladies' 
Benevolent Society in none of the 
many public scenes of abject foreign

I poverty can one detect an unfort- 
| unate belonging to our community.

We have no business interests, no 
property, comparable at all to that 
enjoyed by other communities here, 
but in times of trouble we have an 
efficient and dependable body of 
men ready and glad to undertake the 
protection of the business interests 
and property of those who have* so 
much of the “vested rights.”

Sir, we have met with defeat this, 
year, but it is a Lusitanian defeat, 
it carries no dishonour or disgrace. I 
Peacefully we shall work on towards 
our goal, knowing that there are 
friends from whom we can expect, 
support and that there are others 
who will eventually recognize our 
right, to the common good of the 
entire International Settlement.

C. Diniz

Shanghai, Apr, 11. 3



Tax Reforms:
Some Suggestions
To the Editor of the

“North-China Daily News’*
Sir,—The undersigned has submit

ted to the “Special Committee to 
investigate inequalities of taxation” 
and to the' Committee to investigate 
new sources of taxation some sug
gestions. In view of the coming rate
payers’ meeting he thinks it op
portune to publish some of it. Though 
residing here only two years, he 
thinks himself qualified to write on 
taxation matters, firstly having 
studied the state of this town irons 
the first moment of his arrival» 
secondly having been for 20 years 
an expert on taxation and a well- 
known writer.

Though I have some objections 
against the report of the special com
mittee I accept the recommenda
tions given by it. provided that they 
are introduced immediately. For the 
time being, this is the best, but for 
the future, there must be also a 
reform of the General Municipal 
Rate in the framework of a total 
taxation reform.

Two ideas are the foundation of 
my suggestions:

1, to enlarge the possibilities of, 
taxation for the Council: >

2, to give the Shanghai taxation, 
system a social feature.

The first is necessary due to the 
increasing expenses of the council 
and the eternal deficiency. Also it will 
not be possible to increase the 
revenue in the simple manner of the 
past where only the stamp put on 
the bills for the surtax was changed. 
The second is a necessity because 

i the high cost of living forces us to 
take the taxes from that part of the j 
community which is the best able to 
pay them and not to take them from 
those who are already starving.

j I sum up my suggestions for the 
| reform; shortly:

1, the General Municipal Tax shall 
be reduced for houses at a rent of 
less than $100 to 22 per cent, instead 
of 37,8 per cent now. This deficit ? 
shall be compensated by the reassess
ment of the owner-occupied houses.

2, a tax on gold bars, $2 for buyer 
and seller each per bar. This would 
bring about 1,5 millions per year.

3, a tax on the turnover of the 
stock exchange of 2 1/2 per mille.

; This has been declared reasonable 
by brokers. It would bring about 

-six millions per annum. ’
4, a tax on cotton yarn, $1 per; 

bale would bring about one million 
per annum.

5, licences on silk-merchants, 
furriers, jewellers, milliners etc. 
(only for first class) from $50 a 
month up, would bring about two 
to three millions a year.

Against that I suggest the abolition i 
of all licences on bakeries, dairies, 
other foodstuff industries and a de
creasing of the licence on bicycles— 
from $ 12 to $1. All this would! bring 
a deficit of qnly 0,7 million.

By this way, I hope the Council 
would get a firmer foundation for its 
finance and would find a more 
satisfied population.

Max Klestadt j

Shanghai, Apr. 13.



April 16, 1941.
Divisional ivierno No« 368.
Divisional Officers.D.D.O’s (For information) , 7^ 

ft *

Precautions to be adopted at the Annual Ratepayer’s *. Meeting - April. 17, 1941,
The precautionary measures to be adopted at the Annual 

Ratepayers' Meeting to be held in the Public Stand, Racecourse, 
on Thursday, April 1*7, 1941, will be exactly the same as those 
taken for the Ratepayers’ Meeting held on February 5, 1941, which 
were subject of Divisional memo No. 359 issued February 3, 1941.

It is at present unknown whether the Councillors and 
Officials will arrive individually or by convoy.

In case a convoy is required D.C.(Traffic) will arrange 
and assume responsibility for their safe arrival and departure as 
before.
EXTRA PERSONNEL: In addition to Divisional arrangements already 
made, the following will report to Inspector Collison, at the
Racecourse (main entrance) at 12,45 p.m.

From "B” Division
Bubbling Wellî Sub/Insp. Nadeyeff P/S 178 Stuart P/S 75 Jackson P/S- 708 Maeda P/S 790 Bando.
Sii za: P/S Krutia P/S 195 Jilochkin
Gordon Road: Sub/Insp. V.-oschikoff P/S 154 Mironoff
Pootoo Road: F.S. 213 Levitsky P/S 137 Davis

From "C1 Division
Hongkew; F.S. 32 Wernberg F.S. 695 Tsunemi F.S.678 Sakai

P/S 616 Morioko P/S 824 Ikehata
Dixwell Road: 4 members of Foreign Branch II
Kashing Road: 2 n il it it

From Training Depot
10 Recruits Foreign Branch I

JM.

The Officer i/c
From Reserve Unit
supply a total of 87 men

D.C.
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DistriPution of Lemo No. 368

JM.

c.r.
D.C.(Crime & Special Branch)
A.C.(Special Branch)
S.D.C.
D.C.(Chinese)
D.C.(Foreign Branch II)
A.C. (A. 6c T.R.)

D.C.(Traixic) 
Stations 
Reserve Unit 
Tr. Depot 
Transport Office 
C.C.R.
Liaison Officer (R.A.D.)
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT
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D.

_____File No......................................... _ April 18, 1941.Date.....................................

SUB J ECT s Ratepayers Meeting t- 17 April ,1941,

The Annual Meeting of the Ratepayers took place 

at the Race Course at 2.30 p.m* 17 April, 1941*

The business of the meeting was conducted 

smoothly and without untoward incident. It was closed 

at 3.30 p.m. and all present dispersed quietly.

A.C. (Special Branch)
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Headquarters’?' 
Shanghai Municipal Police.

April 17».......... 19 41

To Secretary & Conmissioner General»

S. M. C.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 
forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No:- YOur letter No. F.&/12
" dated April 8» 1941.

Subiect ’’Federation of Five Organizations of
-------— Chinese Youths•' - letter addressed

to S.M.C.

PAG/.

/t *



April 16, 1941.

"Federation of Five Organisations of 
Chinese Youths" • letter addressed
to S.M.C.

With reference to the attached communication 

from the Secretary and Contnissioner General regarding 

the receipt of a letter from the '‘Federation of Five 

Organisations of Chinese Youths" protesting against 

a decision of the Council to alter the number of 

councillors, exhaustive enquiries have been made 

but no confirmation of the existence of such a 

federation can be obtained. In all probability* 

the letter is the work of some person who desires 

to add force to his letter by adopting the name 

of a federation.

Certified true copy.

PAC/



April 16, 1941. >j *
•Federation of Five Organizations of 
Chinese Youths* - letter addressed to 
S. M . C . 

With reference to the a+tsched communication 

from the Secretary and Commissioner General regarding 

the receipt of a letter from the '’Federation of Five 

Organizations of Chinese Youths* protesting against 

a decision of the Council to alter the number of 

councillors, exhaustive enquiries have been made 

but no confirmation of the existence of such a 

federation can be obtained. In all probability, 

the letter ie the work of some person.who desires 

to add force to his letter by adopting the name 

of a federation.



TO FACILITATE RELuY PAE AS E QUOTE
THIS N UMBER......... .?!?..........................................

ANO DO NOT DEAL WITH MORE THAN
ONE MATTER IN THE SAME LETTER

(Jaunril
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

AprU-S^_____41

Ths Commissioner of Police*

I enclose for your information 

translation of a letter received from the 

Federation of Five Organisations of Chinese 

Youths*

Secretary & Commissioner General*

Enc: 
LC.
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Translation of letter to Secretary 
from the Federation of Five Organi
zations of Chinese Youths.

Dated 4th April, 1941.

Municipal Council: New constitution of 

According to newspaper reports the Council, in order to tide 

over the present difficulties, has decided to alter the original 

number of its Councillors as definitely specified in the Land 

Regulations. This inconceivable step has been agreed to by the British 

American and Japanese Consuls. As the Land Regulations are the con

stitution of the Settlement, the Counoil^hould observe their stipu

lations in its administration; but now, unfortunately, the Council 

has without the consent of the Chinese Government arbitrarily made 

an alteration in order to solve the so called unreasonable "present 

difficulties of the Settlement."

This act is not only unlawful but malicious, unfriendly 

and derogatory to the Great Chinese Republic/ The so-called agree

ment reached between the British, American and Japanese Consuls- 

General is in fact a dishonourable arrangement intended to please the 

Japanese at the expense of the Chinese. While the Council admits 

that no fundamental solution can be found to the present difficult 

situation, it is feared that the agreement will give rise to further 

difficulties of a more serious nature. As a matter of fact, over 90$ 

of the residents in the Settlement are citizens of the Chinese 

Republic. In every matter the Council should consider, first and 

foremost, the question of how to promote the interests and ensure 

the security of the Chinese community. The recent bombing of banks 

affords definite proof that the Council has not sufficient power to 
' *

protect the Chinese people. If the number of Councillors be: increased 

or reduced without justification, the minimum standard of protection 

now accorded to the lives of Chinese in the Settlement will dis

appear. For this reason we beg to request the Council to give 

adequate and careful consideration to the matter. The safety of 

millions of residents in the Settlement depends on the Council’s 

decision in this connection. Should the Council still labour under 

its present illusion, and adhere to a foolish policy of sacrificing

^8# Sant
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people to please a few, then we 
Bible if our fellow countrymen adopt

shall not be entirely respon- 

a policy of self-defence, and

adopt measures that may be even more

(Signed

unsatisfactory to the Council«

and chopped)

Federation of Five Organizations of Chinese Youths
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LDpeNew Composition of Shanghai 

■Municipal Council
Mr. G. Godfrey Phillips Discloses Three Power 
Accord in Important Statement

THE Shanghai Municipal Council shall be composed for a limited 
period of four Chinese, three British, three Americans, three 

Japanese, one German and two members of other nationalities 
subject to the acquiescence of other interested powers, following 
an accord reached by the consular representatives of the three 
powers with a preponderance of interest in the International Settle- 

’ment—Great Britain, America and Japan. This was disclosed to 
the press yesterday afternoon by Mr. G. Godfrey Phillips, Secre

tary and Commissioner-General of the 'Council in a statement 
which he pointed out should not be regarded as an official Council 
statement, but one which he had been authorized to make by the 
consuls of the three powers mentioned. The statement follows:

“The fact that on two occasions the 
Municipal Elections have been post
poned at the request of the Council 
must inevitably have aroused public 

1 interest, and it is felt that some ex- 
* planation is owing to the ratepayers 

whose interests are vitally affected.
For some time past it has been felt 

; by responsible members of the for
eign community that the present 
form of administration of the Inter
national Settlement is not satisfactory 
under present conditions. Some time 
ago there Was published a report of

Senior Consul Calls 
Special Meeting

A notification has been re
leased by Mr. Poul Scheel, 
Senior Consul and Consul- 
General for Denmark, in ac
cordance with Article XV of 
the Land Regulations and at 
the request of the Shanghai 
Municipal Council for the hold
ing of a special meeting of 
Ratepayers at 2.30 p.m. on 
April 17, at the Race Course 
(public stand) for the proposal 
of a resolution that the new 
bye-laws and amendments to 
existing bye-laws published in 
the “Municipal Gazette” of 
March 31, be passed and ap
proved and numbered as set 
out in the gazette.

The resolution will be pro
posed by Mr. W. J. Keswick, 
the Chairman of the Council, 
and seconded by Mb*. G. E. 
Mitchell. It is understood that 
the special meeting will precede 
the annual meeting of Rate
payers, set for the same day.

failed to make any recommendations i stuffs for the population of the city, 
because there was equally divided, To meet these problems there is 
opinion on the vital question of the1 needed the cooperation and goodwill 
qualifications for voting. of responsible persons of ¿11 nation -

Xt has Ibeen felt by many that to I alities. 
hold an election with all its possibili-! 
ties of controversy and exci*'ment I 
would not at the present time be io I 
the best interests of the Settlement. 
An effort has accordingly been made 
to make unnecessary the holding of 
an election and to broaden the basis 
of representation on the Council. 
With this object in view! conversa
tions have for some time past been 
'going on between the consular re* 
presentatives of the three Powers 
with the largest interests in tho 
Settlement, viz: Great Britain, Japan! 
and the United States of America.

Accord Reached
I am authorized to state that these 

conversations have resulted in an 
agreement. This agreement is, of 
course, entirely informal and requires 
the consent of other interested Pow
ers. None the less, the fact that such 
an agreement had been reached was 
considered sufficient to justify the 
Council in requesting the Senior 
Consul to postpone once again the 
holding of the forthcoming election.
* The Consular representatives of the 
three Powers mentioned have au
thorized me to state that they have 
agreed among themselves to recom
mend to their colleagues and the 
Chinese Government that for a 
limited period the Council should 
consist of four Chinese, three Japan
ese, three British, three Americans 
and one German member together 
with two members of other nation
alities. It is confidently hoped that 
this agreement will receive public 
support

Those responsible for the adminis* 
tration of the Settlement today are 
faced with problems of pressing im
portance. I refer in particular to the

—t r . necessity of raising revenue to meet
a Special Election Committee estaib-jrising cost of living and com- 
lished to examine the conduct of m°dities and to the problem of assist- 
Municipal Elections. This Committee provision of essential food-

To Broaden Government Basis
Furthermore, it must have been 

apparent® to all who have taken an 
intelligent interest in the affairs of 
the Settlement that the time has gone 
by when a city of this size can pro
perly be governed by a ratepayers* 
meeting which has to be held in the 
open-air and is attended by thousands [ 
of ratepayers of different nationali
ties and different languages^ A pro
cedure based on the parish meeting 
of a small English township is not 

' adapted to one of the largest cities 
of the world with a cosmopolitan

i population. *•
] As I have said above, efforts have • 
1 ibeen made by the Consular repre- ’ 

’ sentatives of the three Powers with
the largest interests in the Settle
ment, in an endeavour to effect an 
equitable adjustment of the Muni- ' 
cipal constitution which will bring 
about an easier atmosphere and, as 
a result, make easier the handling oi 
the above problems. The present 

' time is not quite opportune for a per- 
! manent solution of Shanghai’s prob
lem*. It has. none the less, been felt 

j that if the Settlement is to survive 
i and its administration to continue, 
¡some effort should be made to devise 
iia temporary solution which will com- 
; mand the goodwill of the majority.

I am not at thia time authorized 
to say more, but I am allowed1 to say 
that every effort will be made in the 

• immediate future, by the three Con- 
: suls-General referred to. to secure all 
jthe necessary consents to render legal 
¡and constitutional the agreement 
; which they have reached between 
j themselves and to provide us with 
f temporary ’ machinery which will 
broaden the basis of our system of 
government and reduce, as far as it 
is possible, occasions for misunder
standing between various nationals.”



Agreement Reached On 
Council Seats

Japanese Given 3 
Berths; Germans 
To Be Represented

The long strived-fOf''in
crease of Japanese representa
tion in the Shanghai Municipal 
Council, and the grant of a 
voice in city affairs to the Ger
man and two other communi
ties, will shortly be recom- 
mendedto the ChineseGovem- 
ment and the Consular Body 
here by the local Consuls- 
General of the United States, 
Britain and Japan.

This was revealed yesterday 
by Mr. G. Godfrey Phillips, 
Secretary and Commissioner- 
General of the who said
he had been authorized to state 
that the American, Japanese 
and British consular represen- , 
tatives “have agreed among 
themselves to recommend to 
their colleagues and the Chin
ese Government that for a 
limited period the Council 
should consist of four Chinese, 
three Japanese, three British, 
three Americans and one Ger
man member, together with two 
mcmln-rs of other nationalities.” 
Coming after long negotiations, 

this agreement—which was describ
ed as “entirely informal”—prompt-i 
ed the Council to request the 
Senior Consul to postpone once 
again the holding of the forth
coming municipal elections, Mr. 
Phillips stated. “It is confidently ■ 
hoped,” he added, “that this agree
ment will receive public support.”

To Belter System
The 1 suggested re-grouping of 

national representatives on the* 
Council would raise the Japanese 
and American seats from two each 
to,three each, decrease the number 
of British seats from five to three,, 
and decrease the number of Chin
ese seats- from five to four. In 
addition it would give a seat to 
the Germans, and a seat each to 
two other nationalities.

Mr. Phillips* statement to the 
press also spoke of the short
comings of the present govern
ing system of this city, and said 
that efforts are being made to 
have this system improved.

“It must have been apparent to 
all who have taken an intelligent 
interest in the affairs of the 
Settlement,” he declared, “that the 
time has gone by when a city of 
this size can properly be governed ; 
by a ratepayers’ meeting which hast 
to be held in the open-air and isl 
attended by thousands of ratepayers}/ 
of different nationalities and| 
¡different languages.

“A procedure based on the parishg 
meeting of a small English town
ship is not adapted to one of the 
[largest cities of the world with a 
^cosmopolitan population.

Try For ♦‘Adjustment” 
“Efforts have, been made by 

the Consular representatives of 
the three Powers with the 
largest interests in the Settle
ment, in an endeavor to effect 
an equitable adjustment of the 
Municipal constitution which 
will bring about an easier 
atmosphere and, as a result, 
make easier the handling of the 
above problems. “The present 
time is not quite opportune for 
a permanent solution of Shang
hai’s problems. It has, none 
the less, been felt that if the 
Settlement is to survive and its 
administration to continue, 
some effort should be made to 
devise a temporary solution 
which will command the good
will of the majority.
“I am not at this time authorized! 

to say more, but I am allowed to 
say that every effort will be made 
in the immediate future, by the 
three Consuls-General referred to, 
to secure all the necessary consents 
to render legal and constitutional 
the agreement which they have 
reached between, themselves and to 
provide us with temporary machin
ery which will broaden the basis 
of cur system of government and 
reduce, as far as it is possible, oc
casions for misunderstanding be
tween various nationals.”

Elections Not Waited
Mr. Phillips began his statement 

by saying that some explanation is 
owing to the ratepayers of the fact 
chat cn two occasions the muni
cipal elections have been'postponed! 
at the request of the Council.

“For some time past,” he stated, 
“it has been felt by responsible 
members of the foreign community 
that the present form of adminis
tration of the International settle
ment is not satisfactory under I 
present conditions.

“Some time ago there was pub
lished a report cf a Special Election 
Committee established to, examine 
the conduct of Municipal Elections. 
'This Committee failed to make any 
recommendations because there 
was equally divided opinion on the! 
vital question of the qualifications j 
for voting.

“It has been felt by many that 
to hold an election with all its 

I possibilities cf controversy and ex
citement would not at the present 
time be in the best interests cf 
the Settlement. An effort has ac
cordingly been made to make un
necessary the holding of an elec
tion and to broaden .the basis of 
representation cn the Council.

Cities Problems
“With this object in view con

versations have for some time past 
been going on between the Con
sular representatives of the three 
Fcwers with the largest interests 
in the Settlement, viz: Great ■ 
Britain, Japan and the United 
States of America.

“I am authorized to state that 
these conversations have resulted 
In an agreement. This agreement 
is, of course, entirely informal and 
requires the consent of other inter
ested Powers. None the less, the 
fact that such an agreement had 
been reached was considered auflfi- 
jCient to justify the Council in re
questing the Senior Consul to post- 
ipone once again the holding of the 
forthcoming election.”
I After revealing the agreement, i 
Mr. Phillips said that “those res
ponsible for the administration of 
thSettlement today are faced 
with problems of pressing impor
tance'' I refer in particular to the 
necessity of raising revenue to meet 
the rising cost of living and com
modities and to the problem of 
assisting the provision of essential 
foodstuffs for the population cf 
the city. To meet these problems 
there is needed the co-operationi 
and goodwill of responsible persons 
of all nationalities.”



Changes In S.M.C.
Membership Proposed
—- ; . .........»

New Alignment Planned
Of National Groups On

The Municipal Council
Diplomatic Negotiations Result In Agreement By 
Japan, Great Britain And United States Whereby 

Membership Is Increased And Redistributed
JAPAN, BRITAIN, ILS. TO HAVE

THREE MEMBERS, CHINA FOUR
revision in the national ^roup representation of
Municipal Council
by the Consular representative
and Great Britain, in a statement

revealed to have been 
of Japan, the 

released on

A radical 
the Shanghai 
agreed upon 
United States
behalf of these Powers at 6.30 last night by Mr. G. Godfrey 
Phillips, S.M.C. Secretary and Commissioner-General.

Under the new plan, which is temporary, and conditional 
upon the approval of the remaining Treaty Powers and of the 
Chinese Government, the membership of the Council will be 

j himself at the request of the 
Japanese. American and British 
Consuls-General here, on the thesis 
that “the public is entitled to an 
explanation of the delay. It means 
just what is says,” cryptically con
cluded Mr. Phillips. The state
ment follows:

“The fact that on two occasions 
the Municipal Elections have been, 

(postponed at the request of the 
¡Council must inevitably have 
¡aroused public interest, and it is, 
felt that some explanation is owing | 

fto the ratepayers whose interests 
fare vitally affected.
i “For some time past it has been 
j felt by responsible members of the j

increased to 16.
The following shows the 

representation:
Proposed 4 

3
Chinese 
Japanese 
American 
British 
German 
Others 2

Point

proposed

Present
2
2 
S

A Turning
This monumental agreement 

marks a turning point in the ad
ministrative history of the Interna
tional Settlement and climaxes a 
long agitation for municipal re
form. The statement makes the 
significant remark that the time __ _ _______ _______________
has past when parochial procedure ¡foreign community that the present a 
patterned on the parish meeting of^form of administration of the Inter

national Settlement is not satisfac- 
¡tcry under present conditions. 
[Some time ago there was published 
la ¿report of a Special Election Com- i 
mittec established to examine the 
conduct of Municipal Elections.1 
This Committee failed to make any 
recommendations because there was 
equally divided opinion on the vital I 
question of the qualifications for 
voting.

Election Inadvisable

a small English township can ade
quately serve one of the largest 
cities in the world, with a cosmo- 

,politan population.
The statement was issued to ex

plain to the ratepayers the reason 
for twice postponing the 1941 
elections, originally set for April 2 
and 3, and now deferred indefinite
ly. It points out the need for har
mony during these difficult times, 
and the urgency of avoiding fric-J 
tion that contest might engender.

Following 
especially by 
munlty, for a 
representation 
forms, which flared into dangerous 
channels early this year in the Race ———- —• ------  •—
Course incidents. diplomatic been made to make unnecessary lhe
negotiations are known to have been * holding of an election and to| 
proceeding privately for some i broaden the basis of representation
time, and their continuance oc- j the Council. With this object in 
casioned the double postponement 
of the elections. Now, however, 
the three major Powers have 
reached an agreement, details of 
which are reviewed in this state
ment.

Is Self-Contained
Pointing out that the statement 

is self-contained, Mr. Phillips said 
he was not in a position to answer 

| any questions, when he summoned 
I a group of newspapermen to the 
(Council Chamber last evening to 
make the important disclosure. It I 

I is not, he pointed out, a Council | 
statement,' but was released through

strong agitation, 
the Japanese com- 
revision of national 
and for other re-

“It has been felt by many that to [ 
hold an election with all its pos-; 
sibilities of controversy and excite- j 
ment would not at the present time j 
be in the best interests of the Set-1 
tlement. An effort has accordingly !

view conversations have fcr sotne 
time past been going on between 
the Consular representatives of the 
three Powers with the largest ^in
terests in the Settlement, viz: Great 
Britain, Japan and the United States 
of America. >

“I am authorized to state that 
these conversations have resulted 
in an agreement. This agreement 
is, of course, entirely, informal and 
requires the consent of other inter
ested Powers. None the less, the 
fact that such an agreement had I



been reached was considered suf
ficient to justify the Council in re
questing the Senior Consul to post
pone once again the holding*  of the 
forthcoming election.

*T am not al this time authorized 
to say more, but I am allowed to 
say that every effort will be made 
in the immediate future, by the 

■ three Consuls-Gencral referred to, 
to secure all the necessary cements 

| to render legal and constitutional 
I the agreement which they have 
reached between themselves and to 
provide us with temporary machin- 
cry which will «broaden the basis 

• of our system qf government and 
! reduce, as far as it is possible, occa
sions for misunderstanding between 
various nationals. ’’—G. Godfrey

I Philips, 8M.C., April 1, 1941.

“The Consular representatives of 
the three Powers mentioned have 
authorized me to state that they j 
have agreed among themselves to 
recommend to their colleagues and 
the Chinese Government that for a 
limited period the Council should 
consist of ft ur Chinese, three Japan
ese, three British, three Americans 
and one German member together 
with two members of other national
ities, It is confidently hoped that 
this agreement will receive public 
support.

Those responsible for the admin- 
istrgticn of the Settlement today 
Qte faced with problems of pressing 
importance. I refer in particular I 
to the necessity of raising revenue 
to meet the rising cost of livihfi 
and commodities and to the problem 

¡of assisting the provision of essential 
foodstuffs for the population of the 

; city. To meet these problems there 
' is needed the co-operation and 
goodwill of responsible persons of 
all nationalities.

Solution Net Permanent

‘’Furthermore, it must have been 
apparent to all who have takjen 

i an intelligent interest in the affairs 
> of the Settlement that the time has 
■ gone by when a city of this size 
! can properly be governed by a rate- 
, payers’ meeting which has to be held 
| in the open-air and is attended by 
1 thousands of ratepayer,; of different 
| nationalities and different language»'», 
j A procedure based on the parish.; 
.meetin? of a small English town
ship is not adapted to one of the I 
largest citie;; of ’he world, twith I - 
a cosmopolitan population,

“As I have said above, efforts have 
been made by the Consular repre
sentatives of the three Powers with 
the largest interest * in the Settle
ment, in an endeavour to effect an 
equitable adjustment of the Munici-

I pal constitution which will bring 
j about an easier atmosphere and, as 
j a result, make easier the handling 
ot the above problems. The present 
time u nut quite opportune for à 
permanent solution of Shanghai’s 
problems. It has, none the less, been 
felt that if the Settlement is to sur
vive and its administration to con- 

’ tinue, some effort should be made 
Ito devise a temporary solution which 
will command the goodwill of the 
majority.



Portuguese 
Seen Getting 
Council Seat

The large Portuguese com
munity has the “best chance” 
of being granted a seat on the 
Council, with the Swiss or one 
of the Scandinavian colonies 
vying for the other berth 
opened by the tentative agree
ment to be shortly placed 
before the Consular Body, a 
well-informed source told The 
China Press yesterday.

The informant, however, 
denied reports that any definite 
agreement had already been 
reached on the score. He ¡joint
ed out that officially the Con* 
sular Body has not even receiv
ed the suggestion on the re- _ 
grouping of Council seats, as 
agreed upon by the Britfehy 
Aiperican and Japanese Consuis- 
General here.
The claims of the different nation

alities must be considered, and “it < 
won*t be for quite some time yet” ? 
before any definite agreement is 
reached, he stated.

Pressure Feared
' ' IOne informal suggestion, he 

revealed, is to have a representative 
from a European country occupied 
by the Germans, and one from an 
unoccupied state. This, he said, 
might result in the Portuguese 
receiving a seat, and a berth being 
offered to Holland or one of the 
Scandinavian countries.

On the other hand, fear that 
pressure might be exerted on 
representatives of the occcupled 
countries may result in the 
other seat being offered to the 
Swiss, who have considerable in
terests here.
Asked whether a seat might be 

offered to the large Russian com- ! 
m unity—larger than any other ’ 
foreign colony next to the Japanese { 

I —the informant said that the Rus- . 
I sians “don’t seem to oe interested” ; 
tin the question. He pointed out | 
that most of the Russians reside in 
the French Concession and not in 
the Settlement.

Fighting For Seat
Portuguese quarters approached, 

on the score revealed that their I 
representatives had informally i 
applied for a seat bn the Council, 
and were doing everything in their | 
power to secure such a seat. The 
Portuguese community in Shanghai, 
they said, numbers about 3,000.

The question of extra representa
tion on the 'Council was opened ( 
Tuesday when Mr. G. Godfrey . 

^Phillips. Secretary and Commis- ; 
sioner-General of the S.M.C., [ 
revealed that an agreement on the 
re-grouping of Council seats had 
been reached by the Consuls- 
Geheral of Britain, America and 
Jttpan.

By this agreement, the British, 
Americans and Japanese would have 
three seats on the Council, I the 
Chinese would have four, the Ger
mans one, and two other com- 

' munities would receive one berth 
| each. The suggestion will have to 
be placed before the Consular Body, 
and will have to be approved both ■ 
by that body, and by the Chinese 
Government, Mr. Phillips pointed 
out.



Chungking Press Criticizes 
Shanghai9 s Election Change

(United
CHUNGKING, April 2.—The local 

press today bitterly criticized the 
Shanghai Municipal Council in 
seeking to appease the Japanese 
and sharply objected against the 
proposed change in the number of 
councillors.

The Foreign Office declined to 
comment on the proposed change 
in constitution of the councillors of 
the Shanghai Municipal Council j 
because it had not yet officially 
appraised the terms of the new 
plan.

Chinese quarters, however, view
ed the plan with disfavor since they 
regarded it as a move of appease
ment which would not likely put 
an end to Japanese demands for 
greater power in controlling the 
International Settlement but would 
only encourage them to agitate for 
more domination.

The Hankow Herald said, “as a 
result of Japanese intimidatic*. and 
pressure amictet unpiecedeQted ter-

Press)
rorism, the S.M.C. finally has 
capitulated . . .

“In appeasing the Japanese at 
the expense of the Chinese the | 
S.M.C. has created an extremely 
dangerous precedent.

“Mr. Godfrey Phillips (Secretary- ' 
General and Commissioner of the , 
S.M.C.) said the S.M.C. wants a 
te*aporary solution, but the solution | 
proposed would never achieve its* 
purpose, and instead will merely • 
aggravate the unsatisfactory situa- I 
tion in the Settlement for the j 
.simple reason that the Chinese 
residents form the undisputed: 
majority and the reduction of their ! 
representation will net serve to j 
command their goodwill . . .

“Phillips’ argument.’’ the Hankow 
Herald continued, “doe.? not seem 
to hold water . . . It has been re
peatedly demonstrated that appease
ment merely whets the appetite of ; 
Jananese aggressors and merely 
will pave the way for deeper Japan
ese < t
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Composition of S.M.C. 
Members Undecided

I 
i Nominations to Close

At Noon on Tuesday
The closing of nominations of 

councillors of the Shanghai Municipal 
; Council at noon on Tuesday will set 
at rest the not inconsiderable specu
lation which dhas been rife regarding 
the composition of the Council mem
bers this year. It is believed that at 
least four if not five British coun- ! 
cillors have already been nominated 1 
as well as the two present American 
councillors. Mr. N. F. Allman and Dr. 
R. J. MacMuUen.

It is understood that various pro
posals have been mooted regarding 
the future composition of the Council 
and it is reported that the final deci
sion will rest with the Consular Body. . 
Pending such action which may be [ 
expected at any moment, the number ’ 
of councillors representing the various 
national groups will be a matter 
for conjecture. Until the nominations 
actually close the names of new 
candidates may be sent in.

Until the results of the election are 
announced Shanghai residents will 
remain on tenterhooks while scruti
neers and their assistants will have 
to cope with the arduous task of 
counting the votes behind locked 
doors.

Chinese circles meanwhile are 
perturbed over the continued absence 
from Shanghai of Mr. Yu Ya-ching 
one of the five and most influential 
Chinese councillors. The fear is ex
pressed in certain Chinese quarters 
that the departure of Mr. Yu Ya- 
ching from the stage of Municipa’ 
activity and public life might result 
in a weakening of the formidable 
Chinese front. Mr. Yu, it has been 
reported, had been the motivating 
factor behind the Chinese group 
concerned with Municipal affairs.

It was learned that it would not 
be improbable for a “Dark Horse” V 
be in the running in the elections 
this year, but such candidates in the 
past have lagged far behind in the 
final reckoning.



New Health, House Assessment 
Bye-Laws Proposed by S.M.C.

Amendments to Existing Bye-laws Also May Be 
Considered at Special Ratepayers’ Meeting

THE Shanghai Municipal Council has under contemplation and 
is taking steps to initiate a special Ratepayers’ Meeting im

mediately preceding the annual Ratepayers’ Meeting on April 17, 
to consider proposed new health bye-laws, a house assessment bye
law and amendments to certain existing bye-laws, it was learned 

i yesterday.
Judge MiPon J. Helmick of the U.S. Court for China has con- 

’ sented to be Chairman of the meeting which will be held at the
1 Race Club stand.
I A seven-fold list of resolutions to 
be presented at the annual meeting 
was contained in a notification issued 

! by the Council yesterday as follows:
1. —It will proposed by Mr. W. IL 

Keswick. Chairman of the Council, and 
seconded by Mr. G. E. Mitchell that 
Judge Helmnick be invited to take the 
Chair.

2. —It will be proposed by Mr. W. J. 
I Keswick, seconded by Mr. G. E. Mit
chell, that MT. T. Beesley, Publicity 
Officer of the Council be appointed 
Secretary to the Meeting.

3. -----The same proposer and seconder
will move a resolution that the Rules of 
Procedure adopted at the previous an
nual meeting be followed at the Meet
ing and to continue in force until the 
adoption of rules of procedure at the 
next annual meeting.

4. —jt will be proposed by Mr. R. J. E. 
Price, seconded by Mr. H. M. Spence, 
that Mr. A. Aeschbach be elected a land 
commissioner for the ensuing year.

5. —It will be proposed by Mr. W. J. 
Keswick, seconded by Mr. G. E. Mit
chell. that Mr. G. A. Haley and Drs. 
T. B. Dunn. R. J. McMullen and W. S. 
Parsons be elected to serve on the board 
of governors of the Shanghai General 
Hospital for the ensuing year.

6. —The same proposer and seconder 
will move a resolution that the Coun
cil’s Report and Accounts for the year 
ending December 31, 1940, be passed.

| 7.—-Tire same proposei- and seconder 
will move a resolution that the esti
mated expenditure for 1941 of the Coun
cil contained in its Budget proposed by 
the retiring Council with the recom
mendations attached be approved and ' 
adopted and that the Council be au- 1 
thorized to impose, collect and recover 
the rates, taxes, dues and fees recom- • 
mended therein and shcmld it be ex- ' 
pedient to do so upon sn<*h terms and I 
<n such manner as the Council may as 
its discretion think fit. to raise a sum 
not exceeding $9000.000 or its equival
ent for the purpose defined in the esti
mate of extraordinary expenditure.

Council Notification
The notification goes on to advise 

ratepayers desirous of bringing fox- 
ward additional resolutions or amend
ments to Resolutions VI and VII to 
give written notice of their inten
tion to Mr. G. Godfrey Phillips, 
Secretary and Commissioner-General 
of the Council before 4 p.m. on April 
9, 1941, for due publication. This is 
provided under; the Rules of ? Pro

cedure governing Ratepayers' Meet
ings.

Ratepayers intending to ask ques
tions in regard to the accounts or 
budget or other matters connected 
with the resolutions are required to 
give written no ticé of their intention 
to the Secretary and Commissioner- 
General at least 24 hours prior to 
the meeting.

Proxies
The Council has given notice that 

under Land Regulation XIX provi
sion is made for proxies of ratepay
ers who are absent from the consular 
district of Shanghai, or who are pre
vented by illness from attending to 
be admitted to vote at meetings of 
ratepayers.

Instrument of proxy or proxy paper 
should be signed by the ratepayer 
who makes the appointment and con
taining a declaration that the ap
pointer will be absent from the con
sular district of Shanghai or is pre
vented by illness from attending the 
meeting. In case of illness the de
claration should be accompanied by 
a medical certificate or be attested 
by a registered qualified medical 
practitioner.

Proxy papers may be obtained from 
the Deputy Treasurer, Revenue Of
fice. Administration Building, 209 
Kiangse Road, and should be return
ed to him duly completed and filled 
out not later than 12 noon, April 16.



Proposed New Bye- 
Laws Announced

Rates, Taxes to Have 
Priority Claim Over 
Rents and Mortgages

I Registrations of doctors, dentists, 
l veterinary surgeons and nurses and , 
* the necessity for medical practitioners | 
I attending sick persons to notify the t 
officer of health of the S.M.C. of all I 
cases of infectious diseases, com-1 
pulsory vaccination and death re-1 
gistrations are included in new bye- I 
laws which have been proposed and 

i will be considered in a special meet- i 
i ing of the Council preceding the 
I annual meeting of Ratepayers.
| A communique was issued by the 
Council yesterday on the proposed 
bye-laws and amendments to Bye
laws XXX and XXXIV. Under the 
new bye-laws the Council is authorized • 
to notify the occupants of overcrowd- j 
ed houses to remedy the situation I 
within a week failing which the oc- | 
cupant shall be liable to a ¡fine not 
exceeding $25. A Council official shall 
be authorized under the new regula- ' 
tions to enter into and inspect such, 
premises at all reasonable »times and 
shall be provided with written au
thorization by the Council.

Spitting in public places» vehicles, 
■ streets and pavements or places detri
mental to public health shall be pro

hibited under the proposed new bye
laws and offenders shall be liable to a 
fine not exceeding $5 for each offence, p 

| Provision also is made in the new! 
regulations for assessment on land, [ 
and the placing of Council*« claims I 
for rates and taxes as taking ■ 
precedence over rents, liens and 
mortgages.

. .v<..



Three- Way Split In I 
Councillors Looming --- -

American, British, Japanese Communities 
May Seat Three Members Each On SMC; 

Chinese To Have Bigger Voice
The American Association was today revealed to be dis

cussing “several measures” in regard to the forthcoming 
S.M.C. elections which may lead to an all-round compramise 
and bring about an increase of both American and Japanese
councillors to three members each, leaving three seats 
British candidates.This much was indicated today, when a committee member of the; American Association admitted to;> the Shanghai Evening l ost that !. measures are being discussed, but;^nothing concrete has been de-; sided yet.”

Three Seats EachIt is understood that among* * the points now under discussion1 by the American Association, is a . likely proposal that the nine scats on the Shanghai Municipal Council be evenly split between t the British, American and Japanese communities. •The .proposal, it is also under-j stood, is likely to toe accompanied] by suggestions that the five Chin-5 ese councillors named on the S.M.C. should be given a bigger voice in Settlement affairs.
No Definite Step YetTip to the present no definite decision has yet been taken by the American Association, it is learned, but talks will continue between the members of the com-, mittee during the week in order achieve an early result.The present discussions held by:he American Association, it may be pointed out, following the negotiations new being held be-, tween the British and Japanese communities for a ^gentleman’s agreement” in connection With this year’s elections.The British, it is understood sought to maintain the ‘‘statu? quo” again this year, but this h I •learned to have been rejected , by J the Japanese who have insisted' that the number of Japanese councillors be increased to at least three members.

for
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JAPANESE RATEPAYERS ASSOCIATION ADOPTS REGULATIONS

On June 6 the Japanese Rate
payers Association adopted the following regulations:- 

Article !• This Association is organized with 
Japanese ratepayers and will be known as the "Japanese 
Ratepayers Association".

Article 2» The object of this association is to elevate 
and improve the interests of the Japanese residents* to 
inorease the strength of the.Japanese vdce in Municipal 
affairs» to cause the S.M.C« /inprove the administration 
and to promote the welfare of the residents«

Article 3« This association will be provided with 
the following officers:- One chairman» 2 vióe-Chairman» 30 
Committeemen» 1.0 Standing Committeemen* one director» two 
clerks and several advisors«

Article 4« The duty of the Chairman is to superintend 
the entire business of the association with the assistance 
of Twhte^hairiaeri and vice-chairman shall act as 
chairman in the event of the latter’s absence«

Article 5« All important matters relating to the 
business of the Association shall be decided by the 
Committeemen«

Article 6« An annual general meeting of the association 
shall be held in April at which re-election of officers» 
receiving of reoorts on business dealt with during past 
year and the discussion of the policy to be adopted in the 
following year will take place«

Article 7« An emergency meeting may be called at the 
request of one-fourth of the entire members«

Article 8« Revisión of the regulations may be made 
with the approval of the general meeting«
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May 15, 1940.

TAIRIKU SHIMPO

S.M.C. SPECIAL ECONOMY COMMITTEE MEETS • JAPANESE MEMBERS
“ TO~SJGGEST RE-ELECTION OF CHAIRMAN

It is reported that at 4.30 p.m.
May 14 the S.M.C. Special Economy Committee, including 
Mr. I. Okamoto, Mr. G. Yasui, two British, two Americans, 
two Chinese, one German, one Dutchman, one French and one 
Italian, held a meeting at the Council Chamber to study 
the financial state of the S.M.C. The meeting is said 
to have decided to study the Municipal estimate. The 
Japanese members were reported to have the intention of 
proposing a re-election of the chairman of the Committee 
but they are said to have dropped their intention for the 
time being. Another meeting of the Committee will be 
held at 4 p.m. May 27.
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SM€ Appoints
11 Committees

Repfeséntatives Picked 
Po’* Mercy Hospital, 

Nurses’ Home

Members of eleven muni
cipal committee were ap
pointed at the meeting of 
the Shanghai Municipal 
Council held yesterday, 
afternoon, and representa-' 
tives chosen for the Victoria! 
Nurses’ Home committee and; 
the Mercy Hospital board oil 
governors.

Thè'committees, each of which ' 
contai# at lerst one member olì 
the Council, are as fellows:

Finance Committee.—Messrs. N.
F. Àllman. H. E. Arnhold, M. 
Den, Yulin Hsi, F. S. Hsu, W. J. 
Keswick, ‘Li Ming, G. E. Mitchell. 
I. Okamoto and H. S. Poulsen.

Watch Committee.—N. F. All- 
man, J. W. Carney, Dr. D. S. 
Chen, Messrs. F. Hoehnke, E. Y. 
B. Kiang, W. J. Lee, R. G. Mac
Donald, I. Okamoto, O. Okamoto 
and Yu Ya Ching,

Works Committee.—Messrs. W. 
GockSon, G. A. Haley, F. J. Hock
ham, Yulin Hsi. Y. C. Hu, K. 
Kuroda, W. J. Lee, G. E. Marden,
G. È. Mitchell and K. Watanabe.

Staff Committee.—Messrs. J. W. 
Carney, W. Guckson, G. A. Haley, 
Y. Hanawa, Yulin Hsi, E. Y. B. 
Kiang5, R. G. MacDonald, G. E. 
Mitchell, I. Okamotò and T. 8. 
Powell.

Health Committee.—Dr. E. G. 
Gauntlett, Messrs. T. rfaraguchi, 
G; A. Haléy, K. C. Hsu, Dr. 
W. S. Parsons, Mr. T. S. Powéll, 
Drs. Seeming Sze, Y. Tongu, Mr.
D. T; Yuan and Dr. Y. C. Yue.

Public utilities Committee.— 
Messrs. N*. f. Alimaff. J. W, 
Carney, G. A. Haley, E. Y. B. 
Kiang, J. H. Lidded, S. Francis 
LiU»., G. E. Mitchell, I. Okamoto, 
'T/.K. T^btsumi and ZUrtin Zaó.

Orchestra and Band Committee. 
Messrs. Ch. Grosbois, A. Harman,
E. F. Harris, L. de Luca, R. G. 
MacDonald, Mrs. Ruyko Miyoshi, 
Messrs. Lee Wei Ning, J, S. Potter 
and Professor B. S. Zakharoff.

,/library Committee.—Mrs. A. 
Baer, Messrs. Yulin Hsi, Paulsen 
Lee, Rev. P. C. Matthews, Mr. 
T. R. Scanlon, Mrs. A. W. Sherriff, 
pr; K. Sugimura, Messrs. Tseu 
YjhrZgp, E. S. Wilkinson and 
ZeA Yih-hao.

Education Board.—Mrs. Lancelot 
Giles, Messrs, y. Hanawa, Victor 
Hanson, W. J. Hawkings, Yulin 
ilSl, &. H. Ling. K. I. Loh, R. G. 
MacDonald and L. T. Yuan.

Rate Assessment Committee.— 
Messrs. H. Berents, C. H. Duff, 
Pehan 14, S. Mizuta, A. P. Nazer 
and L. T. Yuan.

Board of Film Censors..—Dr. p. 
T. Chow. Mr. W. J. Hawkings, 
Mrs. c. T. Hutchins, Messrs. Kiung 
3*ngrwu< T. K. Li, L. de Luca, G. 
M&azaki R. W. Yorke, Dr G 
Kellett and Mr. E. H. Thiel.

Victoria Nurses’ Home Ad
ministrative Committee (Council’s 
Aèfpéèètitàtivès). Mrs. Lancelot 
Giles, Messrs, G. A. Haley and R. 
G; MacDonald.

Mère# Hòspital Board of Gov- 
cmors (Council’s Representatives). 
Messrs. F; W. Massey and J Me-1 
Neill.
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Council Yields \ 
To Japanese 
On Voting Rule

Six out of seven requests to faci
litate voting by Japanese ratepayers 
at the forthcoming elections for 
councillors were acceded to by the 
Shanghai Municipal Council, the 
Shanghai Mainichi said in a .fea
tured report yesterday.

The requests were, the newspaper; 
said, that:

(1) One of the two members of 
the election committee at each poll 
should be a Japanese because of the 
increase in the Japanese vote;

(2) One of the two scrutineers at 
each poll should be a Japanese;

(3) Japanese “coaches” be pre
sent at each poll to give necessary, 
information regarding voting pro
cedure to Japanese ratepayers who 
are not familiar with 8.M.C. rules;

(4) Eledtion forms of Japanese 
ratepayers, who cannot toe easily 
located be sent to <he Japanese 
Residents* Corporation in a lump 
for delivery;

(5) Voting hours toe extended;
<6) Ratepayers toe allowed to sign 

In Japanese.
(1) The names of Japanese can

didates be written in Japanese on 
the voting forms.

Mr. G. Godfrey Phillips, in- ant 
interview wiih Mr. Yuzo Hayashi, 
chairman of the Amalgamated Fed
eration of Japanese Street Unions, 
on Tuesday, the Mainichi continu
ed, agreed to requests 3, 6, and 7.

A “virtual agreement” on the re
maining points, with the exception 
of request 5. was reached on Wed
nesday when Mr. Yoshiaki Miura, 
Japanese Consul-General, conferred 
with Mr. C. S. Franklin, chairman 
of the Council, according to the 
daily.
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Council Economy
Committee

The terms of reference of 
the Economy Committee ap
pointed by the Shanghai Muni
cipal Council in terms of 
amended resolution No. VII 
passed at the recent annual 
meeting of ratepayers, are to 
investigate the possibility of 
effecting economies in the 
municipal administration and 
to examine and report on the 
present organization of the 
Council's administration with a 
view to a reduction of expendi
ture so as to put the Council’s 
finances on a more permanent 
and stable basis. The Economy 
Committee will report its re
commendations for the fullest 
consideration of the Council.

The members of the Economy 
Committee as at present con
stituted are Messrs. T. S. 
Powell (Chairman), J. D. 
Carriere, Yulin Hsi, I. Okamoto. 
The following additional mem
bers have been invited to 
serve:—Rev. C. L. Boynton, 
Messrs. P. Dupuy, C. G. Gadow, 
W. A. Hale, J. H. Liddell, Dr. 
D. Tirinnanzi, Messrs. G. Yasui 
and Yu Ya-ching.
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Economy 
Committee |

Selectedl
Additional Eight Members / 

Invited To Serve On I
Investigation Group /

In accordance with the amended I 
resolution passed at the annual 
meeting cf ratepayers, calling for| 
the increase ci the Economy Com-1 
mittee frrm four to 12 members, I 
the Council yesterday announced I 
that it had invited eight additional I 
members to serve on the com-1 
mittee. I

The members invited to serve I 
are: I

Rev. C. L. Boynton. Messrs. P. I
Dupuy, C. G. Gadow, W. A. Hale, 
J. H. Liddell, D<r. D. Tirinnanzi, I 
Messrs. G. Yasui and Yu Ya- [ 
ching. I

The object of the Economy!
Committee is to investigate the I 
possibility of effecting economies I 
in the Municipal Administration : 
and to examine and report on the t 
present organization of the Council’s i 
Administration with a view to a 1 
reduction cf expenditure so as to 
put the Council’s finances on a 
more permanent and stable basis.

The Economy Committee will 
report its recommendations for the 
fullest consideration of the Coun
cil.

The original members of the 
Economy Committee are Messrs. 
T. S. Powell (Chairmam), J. D. 
Carriere, Yulin H$i, and I. 
Okamoto. *

Supplies Sub-Committee

Mr. E. M. Gran has accepted 
the Council’s invitation to a seat 
on the Supplies Sub-Committee 
which is now constituted as 
fellows:— Sir Robert Calder Mar
shall (Chairman), Messrs. A. j 
Eveleigh, E. M. Gran, F. Hoenhke, 
L. W. Hutton, W. J. Lee, W. 
Mellor and Dr. K. Sugimura. The i 
Committee advises the Council on 
food supply matters.
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’ REPORT

Subject (in full) Proposed recommendations to S.K.C. t Publication
in Chinese Press

Made by..........'.az./n....................... Forwarded by..............

Reference the attached file which appeared in 
the Chinese Press on April 12 referring to certain 
proposals which a prominent American lawyer (N.F. Allman) 
will make at the next S.L1.C. meeting.

The substance of the article was also contained 
in the China Press on same date and is reported as being 
the result of an interview with the gentleman in question 
accorded pressmen on the evening of April 11,

D. C. (Special Branch),



April 12» 1940» Morning Translation*

Ta Mei Pao» Chineae-Amerlcan Daily News» National Herald» 
Sin Wan Pao

AMERICAN LAWYER MAKES SUGG ‘STIONS TO IMPROVE THE 
AiatlSisTRATIO^ OF THE S*M*C*

According to information from foreign quarters 
a well-known American lawyer yesterday made the following 
statement to newspaper reporters x-

*1 will bring up suggestions to the new 
Councillors of the S.M.C* who will commence their duties 
on April 17* These suggestions are made according to 
the present financial condition of the Council and the 
existing political situation in this locality* I would 
like to make public these suggestions at an early date and 
submit them to the S«M.C* when a suitable opportunity'comes* 

”lfy suggestions are as follows !•
(1) The expenditure of the 3.M.C* should be based on the 

currency in use in Shan hai*
(2) Speculation» manipulation» hoarding and other improper 

acts should be forbidder so as to protect the livelihood 
of the residents of the Settlement*

(3) A tax should be collected on both movable and immovable 
property*

(4) All decisions and schemes of the S.M*C. should be made 
public*

(5) Allowances for employees of the S*M.C. should not be 
the direct responsibility of the Council*

I (6) The Ward Road Gaol should be abolished and all the 
prisoners expelled from the Settlement* (Relating 
to this point* careful consideration has not yet 
been given and it has not been decided whether or not 
it will be submitted to the Council for consideration*)”
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Five Economy Resolutions For
New Council Mapped Out

A recommendation that S.MC,|eac^ employee be permitted to de- 
| employee pension funds be taken? signate the currency in which his 
¡out of the general municipal trea-|¡superannuation fund is to be kept 
sury and allocated with American -under the proposed' scheme. When 

'and British insurance firms will be ¡payment is made in Shanghai cur-
rcncy to the insurance company 
each month it can thus be ex
changed into the designated foreign 
currency at the prevailing rate, he 
explained.

The second recommendation will 
task that all pensions due to former 
employees of the S.M.C. be paid in 
local dollars, subject to actual con
tractual obligations of the munici
pality.

Raps Profiteering
Recommendation No. 3 will advo- 

jeate that the S.M.C. immediately 
¡pass a non-profiteering ordinance 
J to protect foreign and Chinese re
sidents earning small salaries from 
unfair increases in rent, feod and 

i other necessary comrfiodities. The 
lawyer pointed out yesterday that 
the French Concession already has 
such an ordinance and that a simi
lar one here would make it possible 
for «the two municipalities to co
operate.

On the subject of rent profiteer
ing he foresaw an S.M.C. Housing 
Committee to license every dwelling 
in the Settlement and fix the 

■rent on it.
The fourth recommendation of j 

the list reads: That all real pro
perty in the International Set
tlement be taxed including un
occupied property.” Commenting, 
the lawyer stated that Shanghai is 
the only city in the world where 
property is only taxed when 
occupied.

Publicity Demanded
Finally the proposal will be made 

that all important matters and 
decisions by the S.M.C. be made 
public and that the individual vote 
of the councillors on these im
portant issues be made public. This 

¡recommendation asks that if council
lors disagree with the majority the 
dissenting opinions be made in 
writing and published for the in
formation of the ratepayers and 
the general public.

“There is no reason for secrecy,” 
the lawyer told The China 
Pkfess.” The ratepayers will be 
better able to understand and 
appreciate the decisions of the 
S.M.C. in important matters and 
ksues if they are told about it.” j

The sixth recommendation con
cerning the doing away with Ward 
Read jail which was described as 
costing; the Ssttlemept-. more than 
$3,000,000 a year, has not been de
fined yet.

made to the incoming Council 
shortly after it takes offifce on 
April 17, a prominent American 
lawyer informed The China Press 
yesterday.

Asking that his name be kept 
cut of print for the present* the 

¡lawyer said he had a list of five 
| recommendations and was working 
i on a sixth which he would submit 
I simultaneously in an attempt to 
I bring about some re-orientation 
I of municipal affairs in view of the 
! present financial and political 
i situation.

Besides segregation of pension 
: funds, the proposals will recom- 
! mend payment of S.M.C. pensions 
in local dollars, passage of a non
profiteering ordinance to protect 
local residents, taxation of all real 
property unoccupied as well as 
occupied, and greater publicity to 
the Council’s deliberations and de
cisions. The sixth recommendation 
which has not been fully worked 
out will ask that Ward Road Jail 
be abolished and its prisoners 
banned from the Settlement.

Security Questioned
The first recommendation advo

cating separation of the super- 
! annuation fund now lumped with 
: the general S.M.C. monies, will be 
made with a view to the future, 
security of the pensions. Were thé 
municipal government to~go bank
rupt at any time under the present 
system the pensions of all em
ployees would be wiped out. To 
avoid such an eventuality the five 

i per cent of his salary paid into the 
; superannuation fund by each em- 
i ployee ¿and the 10 per cent added 
by the S.M.C. should be deposited 
each month with a large insurance, 
company which would not be 
affected by financial collapse of the

I municipality, the lawyer pointed 
out.

Group insurance for all S.M.C. 
| employees will be asked in order 
[that the heirs of men who die or 
are killed on duty may receive fuir 
policy value instead of the non- 
statutory six months pay which is 
usually awarded by the S.M.C.

Local Currency
It will further be advocated that 

all future S.M.C. employment con
tracts be made in local currency to 
be supplemented during periods of 
abnormal exchange by a cost of 
living allowance.

The lawyer will also propose that



¡summarized translation of an article which appeared in Russian 
weekly newspaper “HUS’* on 13-4-4U. Published by the Rus Publish
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Commenting on the outcome of tbeYrecent UnnicipaJ \
elections the "Rus11 writes:«*

Ml‘hus all preliminary calculations made by the various 

groups have been upset» Each group has secured a greater num

ber of votes than it was expected, how that the excitement cre

ated by the election campaign has died away,the voice of com

mon sense and prudence is audible in the local foreign press. 

Comments of various foreign newspapers and,particularly,of the 

"Evening Post’1,deserve full attention.

stressing,in a series of articles, the fact that the 

struggle was conducted not against^any individual candidates, 

but for certain principles,namely: preservation of the status 

quo ( Anglo-American group ) and revision of the present status 

of the Municipal Council ( Japanese group )- foreign press now 

recognize the correctness of the Japanese slogans.

ihe time is ripe for a revision of the status of the 

Municipal Council» rhe new Council is obliged to carry out this 

revision in a painless manner during the course of the current 

year in order to extend the international basis of the ¿>ectle- 

ment.

foreign press are now of the opinion that representa

tives of the three main powers in the Council,i.e. Japanese, 

-dritish and American,should discuss in a friendly manner the 

possibility of a change in the system of national representa

tion, taking into consideration the increase of the Japanese 

community and the interests of the population.

xhe press admit that full consideration should be gi

ven to the suggestions made by the Japanese regarding natio

nal representation in the Council and that certain changes 

should be carried out in accordance with these suggestions.
«JI

-‘•hij moral victory of the Japanese group is »perhaps, 
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more significant than the outcome of the elections which has 

not brought about any changes in the existing situation.

x'here is no doubt that the present status of the Mu- 

nicipal Council win be revised during the current year if,of 

course, the play of events and effects of wars do not change the ft 
present balance of nationalities in ¡Shanghai.

Rollows an outburst directed against the "Novosti Jnia" 
which is accused' Of having introduced "dirty methods in the elec
tion campaign»which was ,on the whole,conducted in a correct Man
ner" .

"foreign groups which utilised the "Novosti Dnia" iior 

the carrying out of their electoral campaign should now feel 

ashamed, Reedless so say that the whole work of Mr. Chilikin 

& Go has aroused general disgust*'

•according to the "Kus", Chilikin’s paper has for many 
years been engaged in a mud slinging campaign directed against 
Russian emigrant community in an endeavour to prove that Russian 
emigrants are an absolutely worthless lot. However, during the 
recent., election campaign the "Novosti Dnia" changed its usual 
tactics and carefully collected all arguments in order to prove 
the great part played by the Kussian community in Shanghai,its 
sound economic position and cultural influence.

" With regard to the outbursts of the "Novosti Unia" 

against the "apanese we think that a suitable reply will be gi

ven by the “apanese themselves when they think fit to do so".

Reiterating the accusations against the "Novosti Dnia" 
which paper is alleged to be directed by the Comintern,the "Rus" 
in conclusion of the article statesi-

'* x'he only real force that can put an end to this dirty 

work is Japan. ■Lhis is why ^hilikin & Go. are so interested in , 

the preservation of the status quo in the Settlement, x'he ex

isting situation enables the bolsheviks to carry out in Shanghai 

the instructions of the Ked Moscow.



Japanese Given Change ' 
In Election Procedure

For Ballot This Year
Six Out Of Seven Requests Made To Council Are 

Virtually Conceded; Scrutineers For Each 
Booth Will Include One Nippon Official

REQUEST FOR EXTENSION OF VOTING TIME 
NOT GRANTED; “COACHES” PERMITTED

Possibly forecasting something;intVe nature of a real lively j 
election for Shanghai Municipal' Councillors this year is the , 
report appearing in the Shanghai “Mainichi,” stating that i 
several requests by Japanese ratepayers have been acceded to | 

* by the S.M.C., through Mr. G. Godfrey Phillips, Secretary and • 
Commissioner-General. \ Requests reported to have been 
granted by the S.M.C. include Japanese scrutineers at each 
polling booth; Japanese “coaches” to be permitted at each poll; 
Japanese ratepayers to be permitted to sign ballot papers in 
Japanese, and the names of Japanese candidates to be printed ' 

“Mainichi” ReportThe following report regarding change in election procedure appears in the Shanghai “Mainichi-’:Six out of seven requests to > facilitate voting by Japanese ratepayers at the4forthcoming elections for councillors were acceded to by the Shanghai Municipal Council, the Shanghai “Mainichi” said in a featured report yesterday.Thè requests were, the newspaper [ 
sb id, that:1. -^—One of the two members of the election committee at each poll should be a Japanese because of the increase in the Japanese .vote;2. —One of the two scrutineers at each poll should be a Japanese;3. —Japanese “coaches” be precept at each poll to give necessary information regarding voting procedure to Japanese ratepayers who are not familiar with S.M.C, rules;

4. —Election forms of Japanese ratepayers, who cannot be easily located be sent to ike Japanese Residente’ Corporation in bulk for delivery;5. —Voting hours be extended; 16. —Ratepayers be allowed to sign in Japanese.
7. —The names of Japanese candidates be written in Japanese on the voting forms.Mr. G. Godfrey Phillips, in an , 

interview with Mr. Yuzq. Hayashi, chairman of the Amalgamated | Federation of Japanese Street I Unions, on Tuesday, the “Mainichi” continued, agreed to requests 3, 6,1 arid 7.A “virtual agreement” on the re- I maining points, with the exception | of request 5, was reached, on Wednesday when Mr. Yoshiaki Miura. Japanese Consul-General, conferred with Mr. C. S. Franklin, chairman of the Council, according to the daily.

on ballot papers in Japanese.
One request, that the voting 

hours be extended, was not grant
ed, according to the same source of

I information.
Efforts to confirm this report! 

through Council sources yesterday I 
proved fruitless, but it is generally I 
understood that certain changes in 
election procedure for the ballot on 
April 10 and 11 have been agreed 
to by officials of the Shanghai 
Municipal Council.

Japanese Enigma
Although the Japanese have not 

yet indicated whether there will be 
an attempt on their part to increase 
Japanese representation on the 
Council during the coming Muni
cipal year, there is a belief exist
ing that additional representation 
will be sought in view of the in- 
cies-sed number of Japanese resid
ing within the jurisdiction of the 
S.M.C. No names of Japanese can
didates for election have yet been 
announced, but in view of the re-

• quests for increased Japanese, 
[supervision of the ballot, it is taken
for granted that something in the 
nature of an attempt to secure a 
third seat will be made next month.

In certain well-informed circles 
it is understood that the present 
ratio and “gentlemen’s agreement” 
of five British, two American, two 
Japanese and five Chinese members 
may be upset at the forthcoming 
elections. There is not expected to 
be any alteration in the number of 

I Chinese Councillors. As the result
• of the straw vot£ among the Bri-, 
tish community, the five candidates 

. for election have been selected. The ^outcome of the straw vote among 
The American community is still 
awaited. Three Candidates have 
been nominated for this vote, two 
of whom will be selected for the 
American quota on the Council.* 
The question naturally has arisen 
whether the Japanese community 
intend to nominate more than their 
two customary candidates. If so, 
there will be the necessity for an 
election and, hence, the anxiety on 
the part of Japanese ratepayers to

1 have scrutineers and “coaches” at 
the varjous polling booths.
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China Evening News published the following consnent on April 0».

AMBXTIOK

The newspapers have told us that the 
municipal elections of the S*M»C* have come to a critical 
stage* The competition in the elections has drawn the 
attention of the general public in Shanghai and clearly shows 
the ambition of a certain p*rty to seize the police rights 
of the International Settlement*

Up to the present* nobody can foretell 
the result of the competition* A united movement has now 
been formed against the ambition of a certain party* 
Speaking frankly, it is desired to consolidate the united 
■front of Britain and America and to combat the mean attempt 
to seize the power of the S»M«C*

The Chinese residents can do nothing 
about the municipal elections* The competition reveals 
the ambition ci aggression of a certain party* No doubt, 
the electiona have some connection with the Far Eastern 
policy of Britain and America* So, no matter what 
consequences the municipal elections may have, the British 
and American authorities should intensify their support to 
China in her war of resistance*

When the real face of the so-called 
establishment of a new order in East Asia is disclosed, the 
word ambition will at onoe be exposed*
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NIPPON PRESS 
DISAPPOINTED 
ON POLLCOUNT!

-

LOSING CANDIDATES 
TAKE UP CALM

ATTITUDE
Hardened observers are of the 

opinion that things in Hongkew 'will 
tighten up as a reactiop over the 
outcome of the Municipal Election. 
Although the Japanese press has 
bean disappointed and has gone so 
far as to state that the sacredness 
of elections and principles of demo
cracy have been violat’d by the 
S.M.C. Revenue Office and the Bri
tish Election Committee, this is not 
the consensus of opinion in Japan
ese business circles. On the con
trary, like good sportsmen, they 
have congratulated the winners and 
have decided to let the matter rest)

Japanese Paper’s Charges
Various charges have been hurled 

at the ‘Council by the Tairiku 
Shimpo over the handling of the 
.lection. The paper stated that 
over 2,000 additional British votes 
had been brought into play by ¿he 
co-operation of the Revenue Office 
and the British Election Committee; 
that obstructions had been put in; 
the way of Japanese seeking to 
vote; that the method of voting 
worked against’ the Japanese and 
that foreign voters had been admit
ted to the polling booths at the 
S.V.C. Drill Hall after <hree o’clock. 
Such charges hold no ground what- 
sosver as Japanese coaches with 
yellow arm-bands were prominent 
at both polling stations.

Hayashi’s Views
-However, the Japanese are more 

determined than ever, for, according 
to Mr. Y. Hayashi, President 
of the Japanese Residents’ Corpora
tion, preparations are now under 
way to obtain a landside in. next 
year’s election.

“It is to be regretted that the 
results of the election fall short of 
our expectations in spite of our solid 
unity and I, as the chairman of the 
Election Committee, lack words to 
apologise for this the Japanese 
residents. The irrationalities of 
the present elec tion system and the 
question of whether the elections 
were fairly conducted would require 
study. However, I believe that ap
propriate steps should be taken for 
their stydy and reform” stated Mr. 
Hayashi.

He concluded by saying: “We 
Japanese shall not complain over 
the results of the election now that 
.the struggle is over. Our aims to- 
! wards the International Settlement 
| are to internationalise if on the 
¡basis of friendly relations and co
operation among various communi
ties, busting the monopolisation of 
the Settlement’s administration by1 
one national group so as to make 
Shanghai an ideal international
city.”
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Japanese Journal Says 
Election was Faked

Wild charges of irregularities 
by the British Election Com
mittee in the recent elections 
for the Shanghai Municipal 
Council, were made yesterday 
under banner headlines by the 
“Shanghai Mainichi”. Officials 
and former officials of the 
Council were implicated in the 
charges, which included British 
voting after the closing of the 
polls, “stuffing the ballot 
boxes,” and fabrication of 
voting passes.



April 14, 1940. Morning Translation.

MAIEICHI I-
BRITISH CAST VOTES AFTER CLOSURE OF POLLING BOOTH.

The result of the recent election of 
the Municipal Council was against the expectation of 
the 70»C00 looal Japanese residents, the 5.2.2 ratio 
for Britain* America and Japan being1 retained.

Prior to the election, the number of votes enjoyed by 
Japanese residents was expected to be from 3,700 to 3,800 
while the votes of the British and Americanswould be from 
3,500 to 3,600. However, the great increase of votes 
cast by Britons, which was disclosed after the election, 
astonished Japanese residents. Behind the increase of 
the British votes there was a cunning method employed by 
British residents. From late at night on April 10 to 
the early morning of April 11 Mr. Middleton, Chairman of 
the Municipal Election Coin ttee, is said to have 
created votes amounting tc ,000 which were oast on 
April II, Further Mr. Lev.. ne, Chaiman of the British 
Election Committee, visited a polling booth shortly 
before the closure on April 10 in company with some 
13 British people, each of whom possessed votes ranging 
from 100 to 200.and these notes arc said to have been 
cast up till 7.30 p.m.
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April 13, 1940'. Morning Translation.

MAINICHI

BRITISH CREATE SEVERAL THOUSAND VOTES IN 
ONE NJGHT BY CHANGING CHINESE PRC?ERfrY fd 

MmsTNAigs.

A heated struggle was staged in 
the recent election of the Municipal Council "between the 
Japanese on one side and the British and Americans on 
the other. The result of the election shows a great 
gap between the number of Japanese votes and those of the 
British and Americans, although the number of votes 
enjoyed by Japanese residents and those of the British 
and Americans were expect., to be almost the same. The 
British residents employer" cunning method to bring such 
a result in order to 'matut _n the status quo.

They arranged impartial equipment 
in the polling booths but, .«mediately prior to the 
election days, they tvmpcrarily transfered houses and 
other immovable estate owned by Chinese to foreigners* 
names, thus securing a large number of votes. By 
employing such a method some 150 votes were oast by one 
person representing various corporations. For inste’.ce, 
Mr. V. H. Bourn., who is claimed to be an ex-employee of 
the Municip..1 ; unoil, cast acme 1,000 votes alone at 
3 p.m. on «if- ill 10. Such a cunning method on the part 
of the British residents has aroused great indignation.



N. F. ALLMAN CHON.
EXTRA CANDIDATE

Primary Election Among 
Americans Needed For

Municipal Council
With the nomim?ion of Mr. N. 

! F. Allman, prominent American 
attorney, by the American Associa
tion, yesterday, it will be neces,- 
sary for local Americans to hold 

' a primary ballot to choose, their 
candidates for the Shanghai Muni
cipal Council this year.^ The two 
candidates already chosen for the 
two Shanghai Municipal Council 
seats by the American Association 
Committee are Messrs. J. W. Car
ney, former councillor, and R. T. 
McDonnell, present aouncillor.

There is no indication yet as to 
whether any other names will be 
forwarded for the primary ballot 
which will be held next week. 
Ünder the byelaws of the Associa- ’ 
tion. candidates for the S.M.C. ; 
must be proposed by ten American 
ratepayers, but from the response 
to the proposal of Mr. Allman, the 
form may be signed by from 50 to 
100 people.

The whole Committee of the 
Association acted as the Municipal 
Elections sub-committee in selec
ting the first two candidates. Mr. 
Carney, assistant manager of the 

! Standard-Vacuum Oil Company, re
signed from the Council last year 
and has been induced to stand as 
a candidate for the coming elec
tions .

Mr. McDonnell, general manage^ 
of William Hunt and Company, was 
co-opted to the Council, on Mr

* Carney’s resignation.
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Three Candidates

Americans To 
Vote Soon For 
SMC Nominees

The name of Mr. N. F. Allman 
was added to the list of candidates 
for posts on the Shanghai Muni
cipal Council yesterday, making it 
necessary for Americans here to 
hold ‘ a primary election soon to 
choose two of a group of three 
nominees proposed by the American 
Association.

The other two candidates are t 
Mr. R. T. McDonnell, present Coun
cillor, and Mr. J. W. Carney, former 
Councillor.

Until yesterday, it was not be
lieved likely that a primary ballot. 
would have to be held, since only 
two nominees had been put for
ward. However, with the nomina
tion of Mr. Allman, it was believed 
possible that the American com
munity may witness a primary 
election campaign between more 
than the three who are already 
candidates. Nominations for the 
primary ballot need the signatures 
of 10 American ratepayers. Dead
line for nominations is Monday, 
when all petitions must rçach the 
secretary of the American Associa
tion, Mr. James M. Howes.

Events in the la-st week have 
provided a drastic change in the 
list of nominations put up by 
Americans for the S.M.C. Mr. 
Cornell 6. Franklin, present chair
man of the Council, was expected 
to stand for re-election until he 
disclosed last week that he would 
not be a candidate in the elections 
this year. Mr. J. W. Carney was 
then put forward, and until yes
terday, only he and Mr. McDonnell 
were expected to run for the posts.
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NORTII-CHINA DAILY NEWS,

SJMLC. Election:.
Increasing Occidental Vote:
To the Editor of the

“North-China Daily News”
Sir,—During the recent Municipal 

BLefstion, the British, American and 
ether voters of Western nationality 
were able, by making a supreme 
effort, to maintain the status quo 
as Regards national representation on 
the ^Municipal Council It must be, 
obvious, however, that we eanhot 
depend on achieving an equally sa- | 
tisfactory result next year, and it is 
therefore imperative to adopt im
mediately whatever measures are pos
sible for increasing the foreign voting 
power.

There is a large reservoir of 
foreign potential votefs residing in 
the French Concession, and it is 4e~ 
sirable that efforts !be made to induce 
a large quantity of these residents 
of the French Concession to transfer 
the®? domicile to the International 
Settlement. It is regrettable that, 
with their interests so closely linked 
with the security of the International 
Settlement, so many British, Ameri
can and other foreigners are com
pelled by force of circumstances to 
reside in the French Concession* 
where, of course, they have no power 
to assist in selecting the governing 
body for the International Settlement.

I suggest that one or more of the 
following measures should be adopted 
tor the purpose of encouraging more I 
foreigners to reside in the Inter
national Settlement:—

(a) The large real estate com- 
I panics, who have been so active in

developing certain areas of the 
Frepcn Concession, as a residential 
neignwurhocd, should immediately 
plan tne building of foreign style 
dwellings and .apartment bqpses on t 
large stale hr the International Settle
ment;

(b) The Municipal Council should 
specify certain areas in the Inter
national Settlement as “Residential 
Areas” in the same way as the 
French Municipal Council have done 
in the French Concession.

w (c) The American and British 
Consuls could charge a larger annual 
registration fee to their Shanghai 

_ nationals who are living outside the i 
International Settlement.

(d) American and British firms 
might consider offering a monetary 
inducement to their employees to take 
up residence in the International 
Settlement.

j If any improvement is t) be effected 
in time to influence the. 1941 Munici
pal Election, it is important that early 
action should be taken on title above 
lines. 4 ; ¿ 4 •

r t BLic Affairs. 
Shanghai, Apr. 13.
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Sinister Tacties Seen

In Local Election
Japanese Papers Critical
Of Methods

Tokyo, Apr. 14.
The Japanese press today launched 

an attack against “sinister” elec
tioneering tactics in Shanghai and 
ascribed the Japanese defeat in the£ 
election for Municipal Councillors to 
the “constitution of the International 
Settlement.”

The powerful Tokyo “Nichi Nichi” 
! said the Japanese defeat was at- j 
tributable to “sinister tactics of the | 
British,” but added that the recent 
failure “will not and must not” pre
vent the Japanese from continuing 
their efforts.

. The “Yomiuri Shimbun” claimed 
the fundamental cause of the Japa
nese failure was the “anachronistic

, existence of land regulations and the 
i International Settlement’s constitu
tion.”

The “Asahi Shimbun” blamed the 
Japanese failure to place five can
didates on the Council to overzealous- 
ness, pointing out that if the Japanese 
had restricted their number of can
didates to three instead of five ‘‘the 
outcome might have been quite dif
ferent.”—United Press.
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Japanese May Oppose 
Tax Increases

Resetting to an urgent mo
tion to take the floor, a Japan
ese spokesman may voice the 
opposition of his countrymen 
residing here to the proposed* 
increase in rates and licence 

fees by the Shanghai Muni
cipal Council when the issue 
will be aired at Wednesday’s 
Foreign Ratepayers’ Meeting, 
the “Tairiku Shimpo’’ predicted 
yesterday.

The Japanese spokesman, the 
daily said, would have to in
troduce an urgent motion as he 
had failed to notify the Secre
tary-General of the Council by 
April 9 of his intention, as re
quired by rules of procedure.



Japanese Will Start 
Immédiate Préparations

For 1941 S. M. Elections
Chairman Of Election Committee States That 

Japanese Will Not Abandon Fight To Give 
Greater Voice To Ideas On Council

AIM IS TO INTERNATIONALIZE ON BASIS 
OF FRIENDLY RELATIONS

Japanese residents in Shanghai ^ill not abandon their fight 
I to give a greater voice to their ideas on how the administra- 
[tion of the International Settlement should be conducted, Mr. 
»Yukichi Hayashi, chairman of the Japanese Election Committee, 
said yesterday in a post-election statement.

“We will begin preparations now to obtain a landslide in 
next year’s elections,” he declared.

“It is not in mortals to com
mand ^success,” he said, “We Jap
anese shall not complain over the 
results of the election now that 
the struggle is over, The import
ance of an election lies not upon 
its outcome, but in the righteous
ness of the platforms at issue.”

Study Fairness
Mr. Hayashi, however, pointed 

out that the question of whether 
or not the election was conducted 
fairly and justly would require 
study, together with “the irration
alities of the present elecion sys
tem of elections.”

“I believe that appropriate steps 
should be taken separately for 
their study and reform,” he added.

In discussing the election re
turns for membership in the 
S.M.C., Mr. Hayashi remarked: 
“It is to be regretted that the re
sults of the election fell short of 
Our expectations in spite of our 
solid unity and 1, as the chairman 
of the Election Committee, lack 
words to apologize for this to the 
Japanese residents.

Oust Monopolization
“Our aims towards the Interna

tional Settlement is to internation
alize it on the basis of friendly 
relations and co-operation among 
various communities, ousting the

monopolization of the Settlement’s i 
administration by one national 
group so as to make Shanghai an 
ideal international city,” the state-1 
ment said. • ’

In promoting the common wel- ' 
fare of the residents in the Settle
ment by carrying out gradual re
forms in the administration of the 
Settlement and by re-examining 
its organization which has not kept 
pace with this progressive age,” 
the Japanese sought to improve 
existing conditions Mr. Hayashi 
pointed out.

“Our insistence springs from a 
noble ideal, unlike one based upon 
egoistic national self-interest. We 
feel that the results of the elec
tion have eloquently shown " that 
our assertions were just and ap
propriate. In spite of the smaller 
number of Japanese in the Council 
against the British and the Amer
icans, we sincerely hope that our 
opinions will be put into practice 
■before long,” the Election Chair
man declared.
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Preparations Under Way 
For Ratepayers’ Meeting

As Election Fever Ends
No Special Resolutions To Be Presented At The 

Meeting; Annual Orchestra Discussion Will 
Not Be Brought Up; Deficit Main Issue

CHAIRMAN WILL GIVE ACCOUNTING FOR 
CONDUCT OF 1939 AFFAIRS

With the excitement over the most hard-fought and most 
widely commented Municipal Election in the history of the 
International Settlement now over, attention is how being 
focussed on the forthcoming annual meeting of ratepayers to 
be held next Wednesday, April 17, at 2,30 p.m. at the Race. Club 
Public Stand.

There will be no special resolutions proposed by ratepayers 
at the annual meeting, as new resolutions had been forwarded 
to Mr. G. Godfrey Phillips, Secretary and Commissioner-General 
of the Council, by 4 p.m. on Tuesday, April 9, the dead-line set 
for all resolutions. However, it is understood that the Chair-
man, Mr. Cornell S. Franklin will be asked a number of ques
tions in the course of the meeting. »

General satisfaction among the 
British, American and other Occid
ental communities was expressed 
yesterday over the result of the 
elections and the retention of the 
status quo. The total of 13,098 
votes polled surpassed all expecta
tions of competent observers and 
the national election committees. 
It was first estimated that about 
8,000 votes would be cast, but, 
later, when an effort was made to 
get all indirect voters to exercise 
their right as ratepayers it was 
estimated that about 10,000 would 
turn out at the polls. The final 
total of 13,098 even with 98 votes 
being invalid, was very encourag
ing, showing that Shanghailanders 
at present are taking interest in 
Municipal affairs.

Japanese Comment
The Chairman of the Japanese 

Election Committee stated yester- 
| day that the Japanese residents in 
Shanghai will not abandon their 
fight to give a greater voice to 
their ideas on how the administra
tion of the Settlement should be 
conducted. He added: “We will be
gin preparations now to obtain a 
landslide in next year’s elections.’’

No Orchestra Debaie
The regular annual debate on 

the question of the Municipal 
Orchestra will not be brought up 
as a resolution at thè Ratepayers’ 
Meeting this year. The m*.in reso
lution will be the proposal for the 
adoption of the Budget for 1940 
and authorization for the Council 
to raise a sum of $16,000,000 by 
various loans.

The question of the large deficit 
will be the main point of discus
sion and it is expected that a num
ber of questions will be asked on 
this point.

Messep Ta Precide
The retiring chairman of the 

Council, Mr. Cornell S. Franklin 
will give the accounting for thè' 

?yeai 1939, He will be assisted by 
Mr. W. J. Keswick, Vice-Chair

man. The chair at the meeting | 
will be occupied by Judge Sir 
Allan Mossop of the British Sup
reme Court for China.

The following are the resolutions 
and their proposers:No, 1.—That our esteemed fellowratepayer, His Honour Judge Sir Allan Mosson, be invited to take the Chair.Proposer: Mr. C. S. Franklin. Seconder: Mr. W. J. Keswick.No. 2—That Mr. E. T. Nash be ap-: pointed Secretary to .the meeting.Proposer: Mr. C. S. Franklin. Seconder: Mr. W. J. Keswick.No. 3.—That the Rules of Procedure in force at the previous annual meeting be adopted for use at this meetfl ing.? Proposer: Mr. C. S. Franklin.Seconder: Mr. W. J. Keswick.(Note:—These Rules cf Procedure will be set forth in the Agenda papers to be furnished to ratepayers at the meeting, in which they will be described as the "existing Rules of Procedure).I No' 4.—That Mr. Erik Crone be elected a Land Commissioner for theI ensuing year.Proposer: Mr. H. S. Poulsen. Seconder; Mr. E. Trock.No. 5.—Election of four Governors of the General Hospital for the .ensuing year.No. 6.—That the Report and Accounts for the year ended December 31, 1939, be passedProposer: Mr. C. S. Franklin. Seconder: Mr. W. J. Keswick.No. 7.—That the estimated expenditure for the year 1940 contained in the Budget proposed by the retiring Council together with the recommendations attached thereto be approved and adopted and that the Council be hereby authorized to impose collect and recover the rates .taxes dues and | fees recommended therein and to raise should it be considered expedient to j do so upon such terms and in such manner as the Council may in its discretion think fit a sum not exceeding $16,CC5,COO cf the equivalent thereof for the purpose defined in the estimate cf Extraordinary Expenditure.Proposer: Mr. C. S. Franklin. Seconder: Mr. W. J. Keswick.No. 8.—That the new Rules cf Procedure already published be adopted and remain in force until the adoption ot Rules of Procedure at the next An- nura, Meeting,Proposer: Mr. C. S. Franklin.Seconder: Mr. W. J. Keswick.(Note:—These new rules of Procedure will be set forth in the Agenda papers to be furnished to ratepayers at the meeting, in which they will be described as the "proposed new Rules of Procedure).
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CONGRATULATIONS TO
ELECTED CANDIDATES
BY SPOKESMAN HERE

Retrocession 
Of Settlement 
Final Object
Abolition Of Extra

territoriality In 
China Desired

CONSTITUTION CHANGE j
IS SOUGHT BY JAPAN

While extending congratula- ■ 
.tions to victorious candidates in 
i the Shanghai Municipal Council 
I elections, Mr. *Ken Tsurumi, 
i Embassy spokesman for the 
’ Japanese Consulate in Shang
hai, at a press* conference held 
last evening, announced that 
the final object of the Japanese 
Government was the retroces
sion of the foreign Concessions ' 
and Settlements in China and j 
return of them to the Chinese | 
people.

The results of the election, con- , 
tinued Mr. Tsurumi, only further 
convinces the Japanese 'community 
that they must continue in their 
efforts to “internationalize’’ the 
Settlement and make it a place 
suitable for everybody to live in.

In congratulating the five British, 
two Americans and two Japanese 
candidates successful in the Muni
cipal elections, the spokesman 
stated that the election was a sort 

jef game that should be conducted 
| according to the rules of sports-| 
I manship, whereby the loser should ; 
I congratulate the winner; However, | 
as a result of the election, namely, ■ 
that again five British, two Ameri-j 
cans and two Japanese form the! 
Council, the feeling among the 
Japanese people of Shanghai that b 
the administration of the Inter- f 
national Settlement ought to be | 
mere international, has only been 
greatly intensified.

Should Be More Suitable!
The Japanese community in 

Shanghai would continue its efforts 
, to carry out its convictions that 
the International Settlement should 
’be a place suitable for everybody 
Ito live in, said the spokesman. 
I This could only be accom plished

I when the place lived up to its 
name—that Gf an “international

I settlement. ”
Asked by a correspondent whe

ther the Japanese had any criticism 
I on the way the election was con
ducted or in the manner in which 

i the Anglo-Saxon bloc obtained such 
a striking increase in votes over 

i previous years, the spokesman 
(replied that an election was always 

:j carried out on the assumption that 
;i it was conducted justly and fairly, 
i He stated that facts of the elec

tion would have to be investigated 
before comment could be made as 

4 to the fairness of the election. As
1 stated before, said the spokesman, 
' the object of the Japanese was to 
: secure a fair representation in the 
affairs of the Shanghai International 

ji Settlement and this objective he 
hoped, would be achieved by law
ful means.

Asked if it was hinted that the 
Japan might resort to unlawful 
means to secur^ this objective, the 
spokesman replied that the Japan
ese would not resort to any unlaw
ful means.

In Shanghai Alone
The tendency in the world to

day was to permit suffrage to be 
carried out on a universal basis 
and not under restrictions of pro
perty owned by certain people, 
said the spokesman. However, in 
Shanghai—and Shanghai alone—

• there still seemed to be an ana
chronic system whereby a man was 
allowed to vote if he possessed 
sufficient property. That Shanghai 
was still allowing this system to 
operate only showed how anachro
nic the regulations in the Settle
ment were.

Asked whether the Japanese 
planned to change the Land Re- 

| gulations or whether it was ex
pected this would by done by the 
hew Chinese regime, the spokesman 
replied the Japanese objective was 
to obtain a reform of the Land 
Regulations but this matter would 
have to be decided with the Coun
cil and the Consular Body before 
taken up by the Chinese authori
ties.

If he went to extremes, the 
j spokesman stated, he could easily 
say that the Council should be run 

j by the nine largest landowners in 
i the Settlement or by the nitie 
| richest millionaires, if there were 
, nine. The Land Regulations were 

archaic, he said, and were intro
duced in 1846 and were revised a 

| long time ago. In a world that is 
; moving forward it is a pity that 
’ such a statute governed the ruling 
: of the International Settlement to
day.
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Japanese Calm, Restrained 
Over Outcome Of Elections

An atmosphere of . calm and restraint yesterday characterized the 
post-election attitude of local Japanese leaders as they surveyed the 
results of the polling which swept the “status quo” * candidates into
office.

getting rich rapidly and then going 
home to Japan, according to this 
same businessman.

The army, he maintained, had 
only a disinterested by-stander’s 
outlook on the election results and 
would certainly not attempt any 
forcible seizure of power' because 
Japanese aims had been thwarted. 
The Tokyo Foreign Office, however, 
was stated to have been deepty 
interest'd in the campaign.

A quiet' “I told you so” atmos
phere pervaded British business 
offices yesterday and was explained 
by one taipan in the succinct words 
of a pseudo-'Confucius sayingi • “He 
who have property win election.”

Britten Opinion
| Another British businessman ven-' 

tuned the opinion that never so 
leng as government of the Settle
ment is conducted according to the 
Land Regulations will the British]' 
and Americans lose control »of it, 
.This is because the franchise is 
’based solely on property qualifica
tions.- The British and American 
interests here control about four 
ime4 the amount of Japanese 
jwned property and to amend the 
Land Regulations requires the as
sent of all treaty powers as well as 
the Chinese National Government, 
at Chungking.

With the election decision known, i 
Shanghai is already seeking the. 
sfequel. “What of the next 12 
months?” was a question asked 
almost universally by those whom 
The China Press interviewed.

Statements were not flowing very 
freely from the lips of new coun
cillors yesterday but one of them, 
Mr. N. F. Allman, American, de
clared that a matter of primary 
importance to the 1940 Council 
would be the dissemination of 
greater publicity as to its problems 
and actions. “Publicity is the 
Council’s best weapon against un
just criticism,” he said.

S.M.C. Publicity
Approached on the same question 

Mr. G. Godfrey Phillips, Commis
sioner-General and Secretary of the 
Council, pointed out that aside from 
political matters he would co
operate with the press to the fullest 
extent in the future as in the past 
in giving out publicity on Council 
affairs.
i Where; politics were concerned, he

While observers here believe that 
Japanese opinion on the .result of 
the municipal elections* has not yet 
had sufficient time to crystalize, 
statements made by leadihg Japan
ese residents * here* generally indi
cated^ that they are ready to 
accept" the electoral outcome ’in the 
spirit of “good losers.’’ In several 
cases, China Fres: reporters who 
canvassed Japanese opinion heard 
the phrase “good sportsmanship” 
mentioned to him by leading 
Japanese residents.

Concrete Japanese expression of 
opinion on the election yesterday 
can be summarized in four cate
gories.

Spokesman’s Views
From the official ¿po®ssman of 

the Japanese Embassy came this 
statement during the press con
ference yssterday.
“Our objective is still fairer re

presentation, and I hope it is 
achieved through lawful means.” 
Previous to this statement, he said 
that it is assumed that the election 
was conducted in a fair and square 
manner. “It must be investigated 
how the election was conducted 
before any comment can be made,” 
he said.

From the chairman of the 
Japanese Election Committee, Mr. 
Yukichi Hayashi, came this post
election statement:

“We Japanese shall not complain 
I over the results of the election now 
that the struggle is over « . • We 
will begin preparations now to ob 
tain a landslide in next year's 
election.”

From the Tairlku Shimpo, reput
ed to be an organ of the military, 

_ came this comment:
“Principles Violated”

The sacredness of elections and 
principles of democracy have beer, 
violated by • the SJVi.C. Revenue 

^.Office and the British Election 
Committee. The latter organiza
tion, according to the Japanese 
journal, had, with the aid of th: 
Revenue Office, increased British 
votes by 2,000 in one day. Fur
thermore, the paper charged, non
Japanese foreign voters had been 
illegally admitted to the polling 
booths after the 3 p.m. closing time.

From a Japanese businessman, 
who asked the reporter to refrain 
from using his name, came this! 
comment:

“Many ‘pre-war’ Japanese resi
dents of Shanghai are secretly 
pleased over the electoral outcome. 
They feel that if; the elections had 
gone against the “status quo” can
didates, foreign capital f^om which 
the settlement derives its prosperity 
would begin to withdraw to the 
detriment of all parties, including 
the Japanese.”

Great Disappointment

The greatest disappointment 
came to the ^"carpet bag” Japanese 
who have flocked Shanghai since 
the 1937 war, with the: object of 

continued, it should be realized 
that they often involve inter
national susceptibilities and in the 
public interest could , not be reveal
ed. Another consideration was the 
Jires'znce of the five Chinese Coun
cillors who are able to give in
valuable advice to the Council 
in its dealings with local Chinese 
matters, but who would be compell
ed to keep silence because of local 
political conditions if their 
views were aired publicly.

Reminded of a resolution passed 
at the Annual Ratepayers’ Meeting 
in 193T> making it incumbent on 
the Council to give t ie fullest

publicity, possible to its delibera
tions, Mr. Phillips advanced the 
view that a resolution of such a 
nature would prcbably not be as 
binding .on the Council as one 
which dealt with the budget for 
example. If it were, he said, it 
would place Shanghai in a unique 
position among the cities of the 
world.

C erring Year
The question of the next 12 

months was given considerable at
tention . by the Japanese Election 
Committee yesterday when its 
chairman, Mr. Yukichi Hayashi, 
announced “We will begin prepara
tions now to Obtain a landslide in 
next year’s election.”

Mi*. Hayashi continued: "We 
Japanese shall not complain over 
the results of the election now that, 
the struggle is over. Our aims to
wards the International Settlement 
are to internationalize it on the basis! 
cf friendly relations and co-opera
tion among various communities 
ousting the monopolization of the 
Settlement’s administration by one' 
national group so as to make 
Shanghai an ideal international 
city.”

Together with the ‘ irrationalities 
of the present election system” the 
question of whether the elections 
were conducted fairly would require 
tudy,” he said. “I believe that 

appropriate steps should be taken 
i fcr their study and reform,” hc< 
added.

Hayashi Talks

Discussi >g the ejection returns,' 
Mr. Hayashi remarked: “It is to be 
regretted that the results of tht 
ejection fall short oi our expecta
tions in spue of our solid unity and 
I as the cnairman ci the Election 
Ccmmittse lack words to apologize 
for this to the Japanese r^sidenhs

Anti-Briiish and anti-S. M. C.l 
Revenue office vituperations was 

iu tered yesterday by the Tairiku 
■ Shimpo which declared the “sacred-, 
ness of the elections and the prin-l 
ciples of democracy” had been 
violated by the Office in conjunc
tion with the British election com
mittee.

Fraud Charged
The paper charged that the elec, i 

tion committee had become worried 
as to the election outcome as late 
as April 10 and had with close co- 
cpsraticn of the Revenue Office 
created 2,000 British votes in a 
single day.

The paper also charged that obs
truction had been put in the way 
of^Japanese seeking to vote; that 

| the method of voting was advan
tageous to British and American 
residents but worked against the 
Japanese, and that non-Japanese 
foreign voters had been admitted 
illegally to the S.V.C. drill hall 
after 3 pin. poll closing time. The 
latter fact is attracting much Jap--1 
anese attention, the Tairlku Shimpo1 
said.
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Election Results Gratify
Foreign Voters

Japanese to Prepare for Next Election According 
To Committee Chairman

OESIDENTS of the International Settlement heaved sighs of 
AV relief yesterday morning after it was revealed that voting! 
ratepayers, with the largest vote count ever recorded in a Shanghai! 
municipal election, fought off the threat of Japanese domination of 
the Council and maintained the status quo for at least one more 
year by sweeping the five regular British candidates and two 
American nominees into office with an overwhelming majority of 
over two thousand votes for each candidate. Biggest flop of the 
election was the poor showing made by Mr. Ranald G. McDonald, 
independent British candidate, who polled only 325 votes out of 
a total of 13,098 ballots cast.

Japanese residents in Shanghai will 
not abandon their fight to give a 
greater voice to their ideas on how 
the administration of the Internation
al Settlement should be conducted, 
Mr. Yukichi Hayashi, chairman of 
the Japanese Election Committee, 
said yesterday in a post-election 
statement.

“We will begin preparations now 
to obtain a landslide in next year’s 
elections,” he declared. “It is not im
mortals to command success,” he said. 
“We Japanese shall not complain 
over the results of the election now 
that the struggle is over. The im
portance of an election lies not upon 
its outcome, but in the righteousness 
of the platforms at issue.’’

Mr. Hayashi, however, pointed out 
that the question of whether or not 
the election Was conducted fairly and 
justly would require study, together 
with “the irrationalities of the pre
sent system of elections.”

“I believe that appropriate steps 
should be taken separately for their 
study and reform,’’ he added.

I result of the appeasement policy on 
the part of the foreign Powers td- 
wards Japan. During the past two 
and a half years, every Japanese 
demand has been accepted by the 
Shanghai Municipal Council; but 
every concession made by the Council 
has been invariably followed by fresh 
demands.

“Japan aims at completely ousting 
the rights and interests of third 
Powers in China. The election is 
merely part of the Japanese pro
gramme. Though Britain and the 
United States may be able to main
tain the status quo this time, it is 
almost certain that stronger Japanese 
pressure is bound to follow.

“To presefve their own interests 
and rights in China, foreign nation
als in this country should urge their 
Home Governments to change their 
policy and give China material assist
ance, in order effectively to check 
Japanese aggression?’ the A<Hsm HUa 
Jih Pao” concludesi—Reuter.

Council Thanks Scrutineers
Results Regretted

In discussing the election returns 
for membership in the S.M.C., Mr. 
Hayashi remarked: “It is to be re
gretted that the results of the elec
tion fell short of our expectations in 

i spite of our solid unity and I, as the 
chairman of the Election Committee, 

. lack words to apologize for this to 
the Japanese residents.

“Our aims towards the Internation
al Settlement is to internationalize 
it on the basis of friendly relations 
and co-operation among various com
munities, ousting the monopolization 
of the Settlement’s administration by 
one national group so as to make 
Shanghai an ideal international city,” 
the statement said.

In promoting the common welfare! 
of the residents in the Settlement by; 
carrying out gradual reforms in the' 
administration of the Settlement and 
by re-examining its organization 

1 which has not kept pace with this 
progressive age,” the Japanese sought 
to improve existing conditions, Mr. 
Hayashi pointed out.

“Our insistence springs from a 
noble ideal, unlike one based upon; 
egoistic national self-interest. We 
feel that the results of the election; 
have eloquently shown that our as
sertions 'were just and appropriate. 
In spite of the smaller number of 
Japanese in the Council against the 
British and the Americans, we sin- | 
cerely hope that our opinions will be i 
put into practice before long,” the 
election chairman declared.

Powers Warned
Chungking, Apr. 13.

A warning to foreign Powers that 
yesterday’s elections to the Shanghai 
Municipal Council should cause them 
to realize Japan’s intention of 
dominating China and completely 
ousting foreign interests, is given by 
the “Hsin Hua Jih Pao,” official organ 
of the Chinese Communist Party, in 
an editorial .his morning.

“The present situation in Shang
hai,” the. daily asserts, ‘‘is the direct

Mr. C. S. Franklin, Chairman of 
the Municipal Council, yesterday sent 
the following letter of thanks to 
Messrs. H. Berents and R. Bringert, 
the scrutineers in the election:—

On behalf of my colleagues and my
self I wish to tender to you our most 
genuine thanks for undertaking the're
sponsible task of acting as scrutineers 
in the recent Municipal Election.

We were fortunate in obtaining the 
help of two Scrutineers who command- I 
ed the confidence of the community and t 
whose readiness to devote unremitting 
attention to details of organization made 
possible the smooth conduct of the 
recent count of votes.

I am sure that' all your fellow-rate- 
payers share in the thanks which I am 
expressing on behalf of the Council.

The Council has been notified by 
the Chinese Ratepayers* Association 
of the election, at a meeting of re
presentatives of Chinese Ratepayers, 
of Messrs. Yu Ya Ching, L. T. Yuan, 
W. Gockson, E. Y. B. Kiang and Yulin 
Hsi as members of the Shanghai. 
Municipal Council for' the year 
1940/41.

The Council has also been notified 
by the Chinese Ratepayers? Associa
tion of the election of Messrs. K. H.- 
Ling, K. O. Hsu, F. S. Hsu, Francis 
Liu, W. J. Lee and D. S. Chen to 
serve on the Council’s Committees 
for the year 1040/41. Mr. T. Z. King 
has been nominated by the Chinese 
Ratepayers’ Association as a Land 
Commissioner for the year 1940/41.
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Abolish All 
Settlements, 
Say Japanese

‘ The final objective of the 
Japanese Government is the 
abolition of extraterritoriality 
here, and eventually the aboli
tion of settlements and conces
sions in China,” the Japanese 
Embassy spokesman asserted 
yesterday in a post-election 
statement.
Since this cannot be achieved 

Immediately, various reforms in the 
administration of the international 
Settlement, as a half-way measure, 
are necessary, he said.

‘‘Of course, an election is con
ducted on the assumption that 
everything is conducted in a fair 
and square manner. It must be 
investigated how this election 
was conducted before any 
comment can be made.

“Our object was and still is 
fairer representation, and I hope 
it is achieved through lawful 
means,” the spokesman stated. 
However, this statement was 
later amended, when he said 
that this did not imply that » 
there would be any resort to 
unlawful means.
British and American residents 

argue that a revision of the Land 
Regulations is not suitable now 
because of unsettled conditions. The 
argument, to the Japanese, is un
tenable, he declared.

“The Japanese aim is to obtain a 
reform of the Land Regulations, 
which are archaic—they were drawn 
up in 1846. In 'a world that is mov
ing forward so rapidly, it is re
grettable that a statute so old 
should govern affairs today,’* he 
continued.

Again attacking the “old-fashion
ed” laws of the Settlement, he re
marked that “the tendency in the 
world now is to permit suffrage on 
a universal basis, not under pro
perty restrictions. But Shanghai 
alone seems to cling to the 
anachronistic system whereby a 
man must have property to vote. 
That this should be true is indeed 
surprising.”

The results of the election clearly 
show the aspects of this anachron
ism, the spokesman asserted, point
edly adding that “if one wishes to 
go to the extreme, it could be said 
that the Council should be run by 
nine (if there are nine), mil
lionaires.”

Concluding, he declared, “! would' 
like to congratulate the successful 
candidates' on their election. An 
election is a sort of a game, to be 
conducted according to sportsman
ship rules. The loser should con
gratulate the winner.

“But as a result of the election,' 
the feeling is heightened rather I 
than lessened among the Japanese | 
community that its platform to 
make the Settlement a truly inter
national place is valid.”



S.M.C. Election
Shanghai’s ten days of excitement concerning 

the Municipal Elections are now over, and as 
the result of last-minute changes in the voters’ 
list a considerable difference in the standing of 
the various community votes was brought about, 
greatly in favour of the occidental nations. The 
closeness of the total votes given for the two 
Ameilcan candidates suggests that the British 
and American votes were cast solidly for them 
and allowing for a certain number of suffrages 
given them by ratepayers of other nationalities, 
it may safely be considered that these 8,000 was 
the greatest number of votes any candidate 
could hope to poll without the assistance of the 
Japanese. The spread of less than 200 votes 
between those cast for Mr. Allman, and the 
lowest successful British candidate clearly in
dicates the solidarity of the occidental voters 
on the question of the maintenance of the status 
quo, while it is to be noticed that the spread 
between the highest and lowest Japanese can
didate being only 33 demonstrates how thorough
ly well organized the Japanese voters turned 

I out to be. There is nothing more significant than 
the astonishingly small vote given in favour of 

i Mr. McDonald. He polled less than three per 
cent, of the total votes cast and in the event 
proved to be not the menace to the selected 
British and American candidates that it was 
believed he would be. Nevertheless it has to be 
pointed out that had the Japanese voted for 
him, as it was thought they would, it would have 
resulted in the Japanese only securing one seat 
on the Council, a result which would have been 
greatly deplored. As a result of this election the 
ratepayers are afforded another year in which 
the present status quo will be retained. It is to 
be hoped that thè verdict of the polls will be 
accepted without resentment on any side. There 
was a grave danger at one time that national 
feeling would rise to uncomfortable heights. 
Happily good sense prevailed all round and the 
election itself was marked by no unfortunate 
incident. It is hoped that the good sportsman
ship for which Shanghai is so noted will pre
vent any deterioration in the existing situation 
and that the results of the election will be ac
cepted by all. If the coming year is devoted 
to a study of the best means of providing the 
Japanese with something approaching the degree 
of representation, which they demand, it is be
lieved the time will not be ill-spent. There are 
indeed few who do not realize that the Inter
national Settlement will sooner or later have to 
embark on a process of evolution which in fact 
has been necessary for several years past, and 
if the problems which are now presented and 
those which may be expected in the near future 
can be dealt with in a purely co-operative spirit, 
it will redound to the credit of the leaders of 
the various communities, and prove completely 
beneficial to the Settlement as a whole.
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S.M.C. ELECTIONS
The result of the ballot for the 

Shanghai Municipal Council illustrates to 
the full the extraordinary interest taken 
by the ratepayers in this year’s elections, 

ilt also demonstrates, of course, that the, 
[appeal made to the British and American, 
' communities to vote only for their owr. 
i “official” candidates and not for any' 
Japanese was responded to by the vast 
majority of ratepayers. The poll was 
headed by the two American candidates* 
and Mr. Allman, who topped the whole 
list, secured the remarkable total of 
eight thousand votes. At the same time 
none of the British “official” candidates 
were far behind their American colleagues. • 
Mr. Ranald McDonald, the independent 
British candidate, w*as at the bottom of 
the poll; he secured only 325 votes and 
therefore, it would seem, obtained few, 
if any, Japanese votes. Two Japanese 
were elected and therefore this year’s 
representation of the Japanese community 
will remain as before in point of numl/er 
of Councillors. There is a difference of 

i personnel, however, as a result of the 
j ballot; Mr. Y. Hanawa is re-elected but 
Mr. O. Okamoto is unseated and his 
place taken by Mr. M. Den. Now that the 
smoke of battle has rolled away, Shanghai 
has, therefore, a Council on the old lines 
but that new situations will have to be 
faced in the not distant future is certain 
and the hope must be expressed that 
both Councillors and public will do all 
that can be done in the general interest, 
and that there will be no harbouring of 
jealousies or unpleasant feelings as a 
result of the ballot. The actual figures 
of the ballot certainly suggest that the 
number of Japanese ratepayers entitles 
them to a larger representation on the 
Council than two seats out of nine and 
perhaps at some time in the future the 
balance will be redressed. But this 
matter may be relegated to the back
ground for the moment. The business of 
the present and the immediate future for 
the whole Council is to do its utmost for 
the general welfare of the International 
Settlement of Shanghai and its people, 
regardless of creed and nationality, and 
especially, and we say it advisedly, to 
have proper regard for the burdens laid 
upon the poor. We will not enlarge on 
this point, or we may be misunderstood, 
but we do feel that all those who live 
and work in the Settlement have a duty 
to the community as a whole which 
transcends mere sectional interests and 

.that the Council should take a lead in 
working for harmonious international 
relations, especially in the matter of 
recognizing the realities of the present 
situation.
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Electoral Verdict Delivered

E election yesterday of the nine 
“status quo” candidates of the 

Shanghai Municipal ’Council was clear
ly the electoral verdict of International 
Settlement ratepayers. With this clear- 
cut decision, the Japanese community in 
Shanghai and the Japanese Government 
in Tokyo must abide in good grace. 
Any attempt to contest the legally de
livered electoral verdict on the part of 
the Japanese would naturally tend to 
confirm the widely-held suspicion that 
their chief objective is to gain control 
of the International Settlement, regard
less of the basis of their claims and the 
legality of their methods.

In putting forth their five candi
dates the Japanese had claimed that the 
number of their residents and the 
aggregate amount of their business in
terests have greatly increased during 
the past year so that there should be a 
proportionate increase in the number of 
Japanese Councillors. Evidently these 
Japanese claims have been refuted by 
the result of the election yesterday. The 
returns, which put the “status quo” can
didates in office, clearly show that the 
Occidental residents here still pay a 
greater amount of rates in the Interna
tional Settlement. Thus, the voting re
turns give proof to the fact that the 
original ratio of Council representation 
of 5-2-2 is justified.

IF the Japanese are at all sincere in 
th£ir pre-election professions that 

they were ready to achieve their objec
tive by the legal method of the ballot, 

then the matter of Japanese represen
tation on the Council certainly has been 
sealed until next April. A year hence, 
an appeal to the voters of the Interna
tional Settlement will again be open to 
the Japanese, and if at that time the 
Nipponese are able to poll more votes 
than Occidental ratepayers, they would 
be clearly entitled to put into effect their 
planks in the Settlement.

The election of the “status quo” 
candidates, however, does not mean that 
the new Council can rest on its laurels. 
The electoral victory was itself achiev
ed only after the most strenuous strug
gle and after the various critics of the 
Council’s past policies had agreed to 
postpone their criticism until the inter
national status of the Settlement 
was preserved. Th^ electoral “united 
front” among the Occidental ratepayers 
here does not mean that thinking resi
dents here are blind to the various 
faults of the Council or that they are 

ready to give blank support to the 
future policies of the new Council.

The criticism which has been 
levelled at the Council for its extrava-1 
gance, and its administrative ineffi-, 
ciency is both well-founded and legiti-' 
mate. It is the duty of the new Coun
cil to take the opinion of a large sec
tion of the local ratepayers ihto consi
deration. Reforms and economy should 
be instituted without delay so that no 
national group in Shanghai will have 
reason to hold the Council up as a 
classic example of “administrative In
efficiency.’*

IT would be exceedingly unpolitic— 
and foolhardy—for the new Coun

cil to adopt the smug attitude of “let 
the public be damned,” which in the 

past has largely characterized the un
varied reaction of the Shanghai Muni
cipal Council toward external criticism. 
The latest Japanese attempt to" gain 
control of the Settlement clearly shows 
how long the Council can continue—and 
the Occidental ratepayers can afford to 
let the Council continue—to operate as 
a government which refuses to take 
public opinion seriously.

When the new Council takes office, 
we repeat, urgent reforms in both ad
ministrative and financial affairs must 
be instituted immediately. Further
more, malicious rumors which have re
flected seriously on the Council must 
ie cleared up at once by the incoming 
members. No government can continue 
to operate as a morally and politically 
solvent body when it allows its prestige 
and integrity to be undermined and 
when it plainly refuses to listen to the 
clamor of public opinion.

IF the Shanghai Municipal Council, as 
it is at present constituted, wants 

to survive as the governing body of this 
international city, it must have the 

eourage and determination to do its own 
house-cleaning. Otherwise, the pretext 
for cleaning house on its behalf will con
tinue to be used by the Japanese as a 
weapon for gaining control of the Set
tlement.

Ahead of the new Council is no 
easy job. It needs a clear head, a 
staunch heart and a strong spine. But 
above all it needs the continued support 
of Shanghai ratepayers, whose civic- 
mindedness as shown in the elections; 
is a newly acquired asset of this cosmo
politan city.
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Election For Chinese Committee
Editor, The China Press

Sir,—The Chinese Ratepayers Association 
has made its own rule that only members of 
the Association may vote for the Chinese 
Councillors in the Shanghai Municipal Council 
elections, while according to the regulations of 
Yangkingpang, the election qualification is, as 
I understand, that any body, residing in the Settlement, and making payment of l|tnd tax to Tls. 10 per year or payment of municipal rate on rental of Tls. 41.61 (or $69.00) is entitled to vote. Hundreds of old Chinese residents who have the above qualifications are thus deprived of their voting privilege. Furthermore the Chinese Ratepayers Association does not send voting circulars to anybody except to its members. I wonder who gives the Association such authority. It is the duty of Shanghai Municipal Council to see that the voting for election to be carried out according to the regulations of Yangkingpang or for the interest of the majority of Chinese tax-payers, and not according to the wishes of the present executive committee of the above Association.Will some body propose a remedy?Yours truly,

Taxation Without Proper Representation. Shanghai, April 6th 1940.



Chinese Councillors
Officially Named '

The Municipal Council has 
been notified by the Chinese 
Ratepayers’ Association of the 
election, at a meeting of re
presentatives of Chinese Rate
payers, of Messrs. Yu Ya 
Ching, L. T. Yuan, W. Gock- 
son, E. Y. B. Kiang and Yulin 
Hsi as members of the Shang
hai Municipal Council for the 
year 1940-41.

The Council has also been 
notified by the Chinese Rate
payers’ Association of the elec
tion of Messrs. K. H. Ling, K. 
C. Hsu. F. S. Hsu, Francis 
Liu, W. J. Lee and D. S. Chen 
to serve on the Council’s Com
mittees the year 1940-41.

Mr. T. Z. King has been 
nominated by the Chinese 
Ratepayers’ Association as a 
Land Commissioner for the 
year 1940-41.
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Land Regulations 
Reform Wanted

Japanese Spokesman on 
Election Result ; Aims to 
Be Achieved

The final objective of the Japanese 
Government is the abolition of ex
traterritoriality in China and the | 
return to the Chinese people of all1 
concessions and settlements, Mr. K. 
Tsurumi, Japanese Embassy spokes
man, revealed at the Japanese press 
conference yesterday in a lengthy 
comment on the result of the Shang
hai municipal election held on Wed
nesday and Thursday. If these aims 
could not be achieved at the present 
time, he said, the reform of the 
administration and constitution of 
the International Settlement was 

| required by the Japanese.
Mr. Tsurumi congratulated the 

| successful candidates in the election 
' which, he said, was a sort of game 
i that should be conducted according 
to the rules of sport whereby theè 

i loser should congratulate the win- 
I ner. As a result of the election, 
however, the feeling among the 
Japanese people in Shanghai that 
the administration of the Settlement 
ought to be more international had 
only been intensified.

The Japanese community, Mr. 
Tsurumi went on, would continue 
its efforts' to carry out its convic
tions that the International Settle
ment of Shanghai should be a place 
suitable for everybody to live in. 
This could only be accomplished 
when the place lived up to its name ' 
of International Settlement.

Japanese Objective .
An election always was carried 

out on the assumption that it was 
conducted justly and fairly, and In 
commenting on this, Mr. Tsurumi 
stated that facts would have to be 
investigated before any comment 
could be made as to the fairness of 
the election. The object of the 
Japanese was to secure fair repre
sentation in the affairs of the Inter
national Settlement and this objec- 
ive, he hoped, would be achieved by 
lawful means. He added that the 
Japanese would not resort to unlaw
ful means to secure this objective.

The tendency in the world today 
was to permit suffrage to be carried 
out on a universal basis and not 
under the restriction of property own- 

! ed by certain people. In Shanghai, 
however, there still be seemed to 
be an anachronistic system whereby 
a man was allowed to vote if he 
possessed sufficient property. That 
Shanghai was still allowing this 
system to operate only showed how 
anachronistic the regulations in the 
Settlement were.

Mr. Tsurumi said that if he went 
to extremes he could easily say 
that the council should be run by 
the nine, largest landowners in the 
Settlement or by the nine richest 
millionaires, if there were nine. The 
Japanese objective was to obtain a 
reform of the Land Regulations and 
this matter would have to be settled 
by the Council and the Consular 
Body.

The Land Regulations, he said, 
were archaic. They were introduced 
in 1846 and were revised a long 
time ago. In a world that was 
moving forward, it was a pity that 
such a statute governed the ruling 
of the Settlement today.
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TAIRIKU SHIMPO.

BRI?ISTT RESIDENTS INCREASED TOTES IN AN 
-------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------

Perturbed by the unfavourable Fitvation 
in the Municipal elections on April 10, the British 
Election Committee, with the understanding of the Revenue 
Office of the S«M«C«, which preserved the right to issue 
the voting passes, started work to increase the number 
of British votes« It is believed that more than 2,000 
votes were created during one day« 

When Japanese applied for voting passes, 
the Revenue Office conducted a thorough investigation 
regarding their qualifications. The Revenue Office and 
the British Election Committee can be said to be one body 
for the former gave every possible facility to the latter 
with a view to defeating the Japanese, ignoring the 
sacredness of the elections and the principles of democracy. 
Furthermore they closed tho main entrance of the polling 
booth in the S«V«C$« drill hall at 3 p«m« as scheduled, but 
secretly admitted foreign voters through the back door after 
3 p*m« The Japanese residents are paying great attention 
to this fact.

The way of voting was advantageous to 
British and American residents but inconvenient to Japanese 
from start to finish« This matter will be taken up after 
the elections this year«

I
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Central China Bally News (Editorial)

RECOVERY OF FOREIGN SETTLEMENTS IN RELATION TO THE 
MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS,

We have already told the general public that 
what the Chinese people should do is to recover the Foreign 
Settlements in China« How should we effect the recovery 
of these Settlements? There are many ways and means that 
may be adopted to attain this end« For instance, negotiations 
may be opened, or steps may be taken to recover the Settlements 
by compulsory means, or even the policy of blockade may be 
adopted« What steps should be taken depends upon whether 
the opposite side is sincere or not«

If the Foreign Settlements cannot be recovered 
in entirety immediately, a’ least the r*covery should be 

* effected by degrees« Which parts of the Settlements should
be taken back immediately? Firstly, the Chinese banking 
organizations in the Settlen. nts must be placed under the 
direct control of the Chinee j Government for these banking 
organizations are continuing acts against the Chinese 
Government and the Chinese people under the shelter of the 
Settlements, For the sake of its existence and of the 
welfare of the people, the Chinese Government must have the 
power to direct or ban banking organizations throughout the 
country, including the banks in the Foreign Settlemer :s. 

Secondly, the Chinese propaganda organizations 
in the Foreign ’cttiements must be placed under the direct 
control of the Chinese Government« There are many Chinese 
newspapers under foreign names, that are publishing 
propaganda matter detrimental to the Chinese Government 
in the Settlements; this must ue thoroughly suppressed,

s j A1 j As to bona fide foredgn-managed newspapers which interfere 
with the home end foreign affairs of the Chinese Government 
in violation of their neutrality, the Chinese Government 
should also exercise its authority against these newspapers« 

Thirdly, the reason given by foreigners for 
the establishment of the Foreign Settlements being to do 
business, the Chinese Government has the right to interfere 
with any political activities in the Settlements except 
the administration of the Settlement authorities, in order 
to guard against political intrigues endangering the 
existence of China that may be conducted under the cover 
of the Settlements*

When the abov xhree things have been carried 
out, the Foreign Settlemer will return to their original 
status, that is to say, '8 for foreigners to do business. 
The best way to obtain the : ¿trocession of the Foreign 
Settlements is to open negotiations first, and whether 
steps should be taken * recover the Settlements by compulsory 

> means will be decided in the light of the result of these
negotiations* At first, the political franchise of the 
Settlements should be removed and then their oonmercial 
franchise should be eliminated.

We should hereafter make endeavours to r cover 
the Foreign Settlements according to the abovementioned 
formula, J n has indicated that she will assist China 
to effect the rétrocession of the Foreign Settlements,



April 11» 1940» Morning Translation*

As to the present Municipal elections of the 
S*M«C», there is no reason why we Chinese people should 
help the British and American candidates to win the 
competition» because to help the British and American 
oandidates to win means helping the Settlements to preserve 
their present status* The existence of the Settlemc .ts 
has led to China's present plight» Therefore» we Chinese 
rather wish t ‘ the Japanese candidates will win in the 
Municipal el.‘?tion® on the following grounds l-
(1) The International Settlement with its existing status 

is under the control of the British and Americans» 
This is a great hindrance io the movement for the 
recovery of all Foreign Settlements» This state of 
affairs can be removed should the status of the Japanese 
in the Settlement be raised. This will prove helpful 
to the movement for the recovery of the Foreign 
Settlements*

(2) We are entirely oonvlnoed that the desire of Japan to 
help China to recover the Foreign Settlements is 
sincere» When we help the Japanese to improve their 
position in the Settlement» it means that we help 
ourselves *

The attitude of the Chinese towards the 
competition in the Municipal elections of the S»M»C» is as 
above and we would like to pek foreigners of other 
nationalities to realize th't their welfare in the 
Settlements in future cannot be assured by the British 
and Americans but only by Oh. na. These foreigners» 
therefore» should attach imp rtanoe to the attitude of the 
Chinese towards the competition in the Municipal elections.
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Forwarded herewith is a pamphlet together
with translation addressed to local European Jewish
refugees during the course of the ;ast few days.

I It apparently emanates from the official British
i and -iimerican Election Committee. This particular 

ucopy was secured from Llr. E. SCHON11ANN, a refugee
and a ratepayer, who resides at If4 Hart Road.

In connection with paragraph Bo. 9, I would
like to point out
permits issued is

that the Çigur of the Japanese 
far too low, while the Settlement

number is greatly exaggerated.
No information has been given by any member 

of this office to any representative of any election 
committee in respect of permits issued.
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Warum alle Emigranten Shanghais fuer die amerikanischen und englischen 
Repraesentanten stimmen:

1. Weil wir den beiden grossen republikanischen Nationen dankbar sind, dass sie uns 
und unseren Glaubensgenossen in ihren Laendern Aufnahme und Existenz gewaehren.

2. Weil wir unser Dasein hier ihrer finanziellen Unterstuetzung und Hilfe verdanken.

3. Weil wir hier nur in Gemeinschaft mit Englaendern und Amerikanern eine Existenz 
werden gruenden und erhalten koennen.

4. Weil die Japaner unseren Angehoerigen die Reise durch Sibirien erneut unmoeglich 
machen.

5. Weil die Japaner den gesamten Handel Shanghais fuer sich monopolisieren wollen.

6. Weil die Japaner Hongkew gesperrt haben, dass ihnen nicht einmal gehoert.

7. Weil die Japaner nur Japanern Arbeit und Verdienst geben.

8. Weil die Japaner uns fuer eine Autobus fahrt 20 cents abnehmen, die im Settlement
5 cents kostet. 1

9. Weil die Japaner uns noch keine 50 Einreisepermits gegeben haben, waehrend die von 
dem Englaender Pits gefuehrte Stelle des Settlements bereits ueber 1000 gewaehrt hat.

10. Weil die Japaner unsere Meining durch Erpressung kaufen wollen und wir uns nicht 
erpressen lassen.

11. Weil wir uns in Shanghai eine Heimet gruenden wollen und muessen, und unsere 
Interessen darum auf Seiten der Englaender und Amerikaner sind.

12. Weil, wenn die Japaner den groesseren Einfluss gewinnen, die Steuern sprunghaft in 
die Hoehe schnellen werden.

Wenn Sie Ihrem Schicksal nicht asiatische Gleichgueltigkeit und Interessenlosigkeit 
gegenueberstellen wollen, dann wissen Sie, was Sie, zu tun haben!

Sie muessen sicher sein, nur fuer die 5 Englischen und Amerikanischen Kandidaten 
zu waehlen,

WAEHLEN SIE NICHT FUER 

RANALD McDONALD
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>hy all ohanghai emigrants are voting for the American 

and British candidates:

1. Because we are thankful to the two great democracies since 

they allow our co-religionists to exist in their lards.

2. Because we owe our livelihood to their financial aid»

3. Because we'will be able to live and create an existence 

only with the English and Americans.

4» Because the Japanese are again preventing our relatives from 

travelling via Siberia.

5. because the Japanese desire to monopolize all Shanghai trade.

6. Because the Japanese have closed Hongkew which does not even 

belong to them.

7. Because the Japanese are giving employment and work to Japanese 

only.

8. Because the Japanese ch rge 20 cents for a bus-fare which 

costs 5 cents in the Settlement.

9. Because the Japanese have not yet given us 50 landing permits 

whereas the Settlement office in charge of the Englishman Pitts 

has given us over a 1000.

10. because the Japanese want to secure our opinion by blackmail, 

but we do not wish to be intimidated.

11. Because we want to and have to found a home in Shanghai and 

our interests consequently are the same as the English and 

American•

12. Because if the Japanese gain bigger influence taxes will 

rapidly increase.

If you do not wish to view the future with Asiatic stoicism 

and disinteredness, then you know what you have to do.

You must be sure to vote for the 5 English and American 

candidates.

1)0 NOT VOTE FOR RANALD MCDONALD.
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"Anglo-Saxon” Front 
Candidates Triumph 
By Substantial Margin

The attempted Japanese 
“blitzkrieg” through the local 
polls floundered yesterday 
without reaching its objective, 
namely the election of live 
Japanese to the Shanghai 
Municipal Council.

The “Anglo-Saxon” front turned 
out to the polls en bloc and elected 
the seven approved British and 
American candidates by majorities 
ranging from 2,800 to more than 
2,000. In other words, the Japanese, 
were “snowed” under, gaining only) 
the usual traditional two seats onj

Wting-came -to an end yesterday 
^'fternopn, the local Japanese press 
«yesterday started to hint that it 
-was displeased' with the balloting 
system.

The?«Shanghai Mainichi charged 
thatnhe action of British residents 
in trying to suppress Japanese rate
payers* at the elections by taking 
advantage of the authority of the 

: Municipal Council has given rise 
ito. much indignation in various 
I circles.”

The Mainichi and the Tairiku 
Shiippo alleged insufficient accom
modations were provided by the 
Council for the Japanese voters, 

incidentally/ this was the same 
allegation made by many foreign

the SM.C.
Here are the final results of thejtions they received.

voters in regard to the accommoda-

election as returned at 3.30 a.m. 
today*

N. F. Allman • • . . 8,000.
J. W. Carney . . . . 7,998.
W. J. Keswick • . . . 7,883»
G. A. Haley . . . . , 7,860.
T. S. Powell . . . . . 7,860.
Roderick G. MacDonald . 7,831.
G. E. Mitchell . 7,830.
Y. Hanawa * . • . . . 5,211.
M. D en . .... . . . 5,205.

Defeated Candidates
I. Okamoto . . • . • 5,203.
K. Kuroda • • • . • 5,188.
O. Okamoto . .,t. . « 5,187.
Ranald G. McDonald . 325.

Officials Miscalculate
- The fact that the voting was light 
both at Hongkew and at the S.V.C. 
Drill Hall yesterday indicates that 
the Council officials in charge of 
arrangements had miscalculated on 
the size of the crowds that would 
Iturn out on the first day of the 
elections. They had expected less 
congestion cn the opening day and 
more voting on the second.

What actually happened Is that a 
jam occurred on Wednesday while 
the voting slumped off yesterday, 
less than 3,000 votes being 
while -some 11,000 votes were 
on the day previous.

However, 
maintains it was all a trick intend
ed to slow vo the Japanese voters.

the Mainichi:
“The British Residents evidently 

thought that busy Jaoanese rate
payers would not be able to wait a 
long time to change their voting 
passes for ballot papers. They be- 

th* Japanese would eventually 
abandon their desire to vote and that 
was why they adopted such mea
sures to suppress the Japanese rate
payers.

“This cunning trick,” continued 
the same paper, “constitutes a viola
tion of the secrecy of the elections 

! and has given rise to high in-
- rate

payers. It is said that'Japanese re
sidents may lodge a strong 
in this connection.”

SMC. officials denied 
allegations last night and 
tained that they had expected to 
handle aboutt,200 votes hourly on 
both days of the election at the two 
polling places. They had not anti- 

i cipated such a heavy jam on 
‘ Wednesday and were required toI 
handle more than 2,COO votes an 

I hour while on Thursday, the voting 
was comparatively quiet.

Largest In Hislony
The total vote polled during the 

elections was the largest in 
tory of this city, vivid evidence' of 
the concerted efforts displayed by 
the British pnd American election 
conjmittees to get their ratepayers 
to the polls. The total ballot was 
13,008 and of this number, 98 Votes 
were declared invalid for the final 
valid count of 13,000.

The scrutineers, Mr. Hans 
Berents and Mr. A. Bringert, 
did not complete the job of 
counting the votes until 3.30 a.m. 
today.
As minutes dragged by towardi 

the hour when the future of. the 
international Settlement adminls-i 
tration would be decided, Shanghai dignation among Japanese

the Japanese

cast 
cast

»r€ss

was quiet but it was not asleep.
Unceasing Telephone Calls 

Telephone calls poured into 
newspaper offices, all asking the 
same excited questions: “Who 
won the elections?” “Has the 
status qu^ been preserved?” 
More than 150 calls were re- 

] reived in the offices of The 
j| China Press alone after mid

night, definite indication that a 
large section of the city was re
maining awake to hear the final 
results of the balloting.
Apparently suspecting that thd 

Japanese cause^was lost before the

protest

these 
main-
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Election Count Under Way
Scrutineers and Assistants Counting Record 
Number of Ballots Behind Locked Doors

TV7HILE Shanghai residents remained on tenterhooks up to an 
W early hour this morning awaiting the results of the municipal 

elections, results which might well have vital effects on the future 
of the International Settlement, scrutineers and their assistants 
continued with the tedious job of counting the largest number of 
votes ever cast in a Shanghai election behind locked doors while 
a detachment of Shanghai Municipal Police stood guard. The threat 
to the control of the Settlement caused by the nomination of five 
Japanese candidates for seats on the council instead of the cus
tomary two resulted in a tense feeling of expectancy throughout 
the city last night and early this morning which increased as the 
hour of reckoning drew to a close.

The result of the vote was:—
Allman N. F. 8,000
Carney W. J. 7,998
Keswick W. J. 7,883
Haley G. A. 7,869
Powell T. S. 7,860
MacDonald Roderick G. 7,831
Mitchell G. S. 7,830
Hanawa Y. 5,211
Den M. 5,205

Unsuccessful
Okamoto I. 5,20¿
Kuroda K. 5,188
Okamoto O. 5,187
McDonald Ranald G. 325

Total votes 13,098
Invalid votes 98
The feverish voting activity which 

had been so noticeable in Shanghai 
on Wednesday had yesterday subsided 
to a state of tense expectancy as prac
tically every resident of the Inter
national Settlement, and even areas 
outside the Settlement, awaited the 
outcome of the most critical elections 
ever to take place in Shanghai, if not 
the Far East.

It was estimated that over 60 per 
cent, of the ratepayers entitled to do 
so voted on Wednesday and conse
quently there was very little excite
ment at the polls. No queues of peo

ple waited in line to vote, as they 
did on Wednesday, but there was 
more or less a constant trickle of 
voters yesterday all day long at the 
Drill Hall and the Hongkew Market.

Local campaign committees were no 
' less active yesterday than they had 
been during the previous days and 
eligible voters who had not cast their 
ballots on Wednesday were exhorted 
to do so yesterday. As to be expected 
there was a last minute rush of voters 
at the two polls to beat the 3 p.m. 
deadline.

The only thing out of the ordinary 
which occurred during the voting 
was the mishap which befell a mem
ber of Shanghai Municipal Police 
when a ballot box fell on his face 
as he was trying to place it against 
the wall. He suffered a slight cut 
above his eye and had to retire for 

¡minor first aid treatment. During 
’their spare moments yesterday, the 
. scrutineers avidly scanned local news
papers for news of the stirring events 
in Europe which tended to dwarf 
even the elections.

As the hour of final reckoning drew 
near early. this morning the office 
of “North-China Daily News” was de- 

| luged with telephone calls from 
\ anxious hundreds who had determin

ed to remain up until the final re
sults were revealed. Speculation was 
rife in Shanghai last night as to the 
outcome of the voting and on the 
whole there appeared to be a feeling 
of confidence among foreign residents 

I that the status quo would be main
tained.
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Review Hits Ont

Frank Comment 
On Elections
In Weekly Here

The Municipal elections which 
ended yesterday are called “farcical 
and probably illegal’’ by a hard
hitting editorial in the current issue 
of the China Weekly Review, which 
will be on the news-stjands to
morrow.

The Japanese “debauched the de
mocratic machinery with methods 
'reminiscent of the worst periods of 
corrupt municipal ad ministr a ci m in 
western lands... .by pauding their 
lists with hundreds or even thou
sands of names of persons who had 
no legitimate right to vote.’’ the 
editorial states,* adding that the 
money supplied for the payment of 
.taxes probably came from the 
«Japanese Army’s secret fund.

Charging > that the consent of 
I foreign leaders to hold the election 
i under these circumstances “reflected 
•little credit on either their intellig
ence or courage,’’ the editorial said 
that “apparently the foreigners were 
committed to an agreement made by 
the chairman, whereby they were 
compelled to accept lists of voters 

^supplied by the Japanese Re
sidents’ Corporation.’’

Delving into greater detail on the 
election methods employed by the 
Japanese, the editorial says: “Six 
months, ago the Japanese had ap
proximately 800 votes. By utilizing, 
their carpet-baggers, ronin and • 
other hangers-on of the Army, they 
artificially expanded their list to 
more than 3,000. I

“Up to a few weeks ago it was 
practically impossible for the Muni
cipal Treasury to collect taxes from 
Japanese property owners. But 
when they realized that it was-' 
necessary to pay their taxes in order 
to obtain the right to vote, they 
almost overwhelmed the tax office 
with the amount of overdue revenues 
they dumped on the counter.”

The article concludes by saying 
that “the foreigners themselves 
should do some house-cleaning after 
the election smoke has Mown away.” 
In particular, it says that, “some- 
thing should be done to clear up 
scandalous rumors Which have cir
culated in Shanghai for1 many 
weeks alleging the receipt of bribes 
by high officials of the Settlement,”
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We, The People
The China Press welcomes the views of its 

readers on subjects of the day, but publication 
in the correspondence column does not mean As the cat
necessarily that the views expressed by corres
pondents are those of The China Press.

A Chinese View On S.M.C.
Editor, The China Press.Sir,—I fully realize that a Chinese taxpayer has no voice whatever in the municipal affairs of the international Settlement of Shanghai. But that does not mean that he cannot express his views and opinions on problems that affect; the daily life of several million Chinese residents ¡. in this international community.For the last few days the S.M.C. elections 1 have .been the center of interest in the local press. Foreign residents are making a big fuss lover the nomination of candidates and election 'of councilmen. Since the Japanese recently 'came out in the open to demand 5 seats on the SM>C., the Americans and Britons are now in an uproar for the maintenance of the so-called 
status quo of international representation, meaning the proportion of Council seats on a 5-2-2 basis among British, American and I Japanese represen tatives.While, the Japanese are agitating for increased representation on the SMC. with plausible reasons, the British and Americans are highly apprehensive of the consequences of Japanese domination over the municipal administration of the Shanghai international Settlement. In fairness to all nationalities the number and proportion of seats on the S.M.C. should be readjusted and adapted to changed conditions. There is no reason under the sun why the S.M.C. should be dominated and con- Jtroled by any single nationality. In an international community everything should be done in a cooperative spirit and on a- democratic basis. And isn’t the International Settlement of Shanghai a “democracy"—-and not a “bureaucracy”?Yet it is painful to admit that the SM.C. has been, traditionally dominated by British •nationals and inefficiently administered by the so-called “pivot boys” with their salaries partly or entirely on sterling basis. For years the STMTlT. ’authorities have played the part of “rubber stamps” with no brain power to devise and adopt proper measures of financial retrenchment and municipal economy. In their secure and powerful position they have pretended to, be blind and deaf to popular _ protest against their autocratic method or running the International Settlement. The concrete proof oftheirincompetency may be found in the tyrannical imposition of municipal taxes be-, ginning from July this year. The dogmatic attitude of the S.M.C. authorities in the financial administration of the Settlement is toe much colored by an air of British colonizers. The S.M.C. authorities have been incurably addicted to the habits of a spendthrift. Why shouldn’t they spend freely and carelessly, if they could always call upon the taxpayers (mostly Chinese) to foot the bill through the! instrumentality of higher taxes and more; loans?The recent announcement of the S.M.C. to1 effect a “tax hike” by 50 per cent and secure| a $10,000,000 (Chinese Currency) loan from the; Hongkong & Shanghai Banking Corporation inorder to cover a deficit of some $5,000.000 is air elementary trick to shield a state o£ inef^cigpcy, 'in municipal administration. In contrast to jthe“Wancial conditions in the French Conces- Ision life is happier in a “bureaucracy” than in; !a “democracy.” This is at least true so far as

the living conditions of the Chinese residents in both areas are concerned. It is most amazing to note that the editorial Comments of local periodicals published by British subjects are still taking an apologetic and condolent attitude toward every move of the S.M.C. authorities.Much ink has been spilled on the salary question of the high officials of the Council, is now out of the bag, we mightjust as well discuss tne matter openly. In the first place, there is no question that the' No. 1 official and Class “A” employees (now ’ better known as “pivot boys” in local parlance) are over-paid. Frankly speaking, if they cannot live in China on a salary commensurate with Chinese living conditions, why can’t they immediately return to the land of their nativity and live comfortably on a fat income in sterling? It is obviously unfair and even ridiculous to ‘earn a good living in China on sterling basis and pay one’s expenses in “fapi” according to commodity prices prevailing in the Chinese market. Honestly, I don’t believe that every Briton or American buys and uses nothing but imported articles from his homeland. No wonder, adventurous foreigners like to tome and stay in Shanghai with the hope of making a fortune in the shortest possible time. Ard do I need to add that many did? Thus the overpaid SM.C. officials have ceased to be public •servants in the proper sense of the term, because they are earning a big salary at the expense of the ratepayers and even in competition with fellow employees of lower ranks.In a word, the ratepayer^ especially the Chinese ratepayers, are just “fed up with” such Hilary scale ahd salary basis. We are perfectly Wilting to pay honest workers of whatever nationality for the. competent management of municipal affairs in Shanghai; but we absolutely refuse to support any S.M.C. employee, Chinese or foreign, of the parasitical type. L’ke- ; wise, we demand the drastic reduction, if not The outright abolition, of the so-called “retire- ment benefits” of former S.M.C. employees in British or Chinese Currency, for they are downright parasites óf colonial exploitation on Chinéese soil.Now the municipal elections of the International Settlement are already on. The congest between the Anglo-American group and The Japanese group is bound to be keen and "bitter. It is difficult to predict the result of [this election, but it is easy to tell that the election results will have far-reaching consequences. ¡Whether or not the status quo of Council ¡seats on a 5-2-2 basis will be maintained, the ■fate of the S.M.C. hangs in the balance. One Thing is sure: the Japanese will ask for a louder voice in the municipal administration 1 iof the Shanghai International Settlement—and they are going to get it even if the 5-2-2 ratio is kept intact. For the British are ever ready to take a realistic policy to appease the Japanese by making all sorts of adjustments, compromises and concessions to keep them quiet. But I am afraid the days of British domination in the International Settlement are numbered and the tottering position of British “rulers” is ready to crumble before long.The current elections will decide whether the International Settlement will henceforth be dominated and controlled by the British or by the Japanese. To the Chinese ratepayers the S.M.C. under British or Japanese domination is a concrete case of relativity. For there is riot much choice between the greater or leaser evil, The Chinese ratepayers were, are * Mnd will probably remain “the forgotten men”—the scapegoats of municipal maladministration and victims of colonial exploitation. It may be argued that this is no time to “change horses in mid-stream,” especially when China is at war with Japan with Shanghai temporarily under Japanese military influence. But the International Settlement of Shanghai is “inter- nationar’ in character and its municipal affairs



should be administered on an “in- ternation'il” basis. According to the policy of open door and the principle of etfual opportunity, there should be no domination of any nationality, whether British, Japanese or American. Popular representation on the S.M.C. should be made on a standard basis and by common consent. It should be decidedwhether the total amount of investment or total number of residentsof each nationality be made the basis 1 of municipal representation. Sb it« seems futile to argue that the British should always have the largest number of Council seats with the suspicious facility to dominate ’and control municipal affairs forever.At this election time, let us all think of the distant future as well as the immediate present. It is a ¡foregone Conclusion that the S.M.C. isn’t run just right. The whole municipal machinery needs thorough overhauling. No time should be lost in making the necessary adjustments to make the Settlement truly ‘‘international.” It should be emphasized that all national groups are entitled to equal representation on a standard basis suggested above. Of course, the Chinese as rightful owners should not 'any longer play the part of the “forgotten man” who pays taxes with little or no representation in municipal affairs. I cannot too strongly emphasize that all Chinese ratepayers must now rise like one man to fight for our civic rights and common welfare in the International Settlement of Shanghai. TV the Chinese this is ¿ the hidden meaning of the present municipal election. All other things are superficial »and unimportant. But «he Chinese ratepayers ought to demand equal representation on the Shanghai Municipal Cohncil.
I Equal Representation.Shanghai, April 9, 1940.
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“Aspersions” Hit

British Straw 
Vote Said 
Democratic
The secrecy of the British Straw 

Vote is completely foolproof, and 
methods employed by the British 
Election. Committee are purely de
mocratic, Mr. H. G. W. Woodhead 
said at the annual general meet
ing of the China Association, held 
in 27 The Bund at 5.15 p.m. yes
terday.

Mr. Woodhead made a detailed 
explanation of workings of the 
Committee to correct “misunder
standing, genuine or otherwise, 
which has led to all kinds of asper
sions on the methods of nomination 
and balloting.*’ "It has been alleged, 
for instance,’’ he stated, "that it is 
a self-constituted committee.”

Ballot slips which are not signed, 
are numbered solely for the pur
pose of avoiding duplication or 
fraud, Mr. Woodhead stated. "The 
Scrutineers do not have access to 
the numbered list, and they would 
only be interested in seeing that no 
numbers were duplicated, or, where 
an allegedly nr-ilaid ballot slip had 
b°en replaced by another, that an 
illicit vote was not secured by this 
means,” he added.

Check By Numbers
"If, for instance, Mr. Brown re

ported that he had never received 
his ballot slip, the original number 
of which was 771, he would be given 
another, but the Scrutineers would 
be requested to treat slip No. 771 
if it appeared in the ballot box as 
invalid,” Mr. Woodhead explained.

"It is scarcely necessary to add 
that one of the objects of enlisting 
the honorary services of prominent 
Chartered Accountants was to en
sure that the secrecy of the ballot 
should be maintained.”

Tracing the history of the Bri
tish Election Comriittee, Mr. Wood
head recalled that in 1935 it be
came evident that if the balance 
of power in. the Settlement ad
ministration was to be maintained 
it was imperative to organize and 
mobilize the British vote.

"Ticket” Nominated
Accordingly, Mr. Woodhead con

tinued, the three local British 
Committees decided to’ nominate a 
British “ticket” of five candidates: 
Messrs. H. E. Arnhold, V. St. J. 
Killery, W. P. Lambe, J. H. Lid
fell, and H. Porter.

"This action was criticized in 
ome quarters,” the speaker con

tinued. “Two independent candidates, 
one a Briton and the other of an
other foreign nationality, were 
nominated. But the official ticket 
was adopted,”

Attendance at the polls that year 
was said to be "deplorable,” and as 

| a result the two Japanese candidates 
headed the list by several hundred 
votes. "It was evident that dif
ferent tactics would have to b? 
adopted if the British voting 
strength was to make itself felt,”

I said Mr. Woodhead.

Vote Mobilized
At a second joint meeting of the 

three Committees held in October, 
1935, it was decided to appoint an 
Executive sub-Committee with power 
to employ a paid organizer to 

I mobilize the British vote, it was 
continued. Lt. Colonel Hayley Bell 
was than appointed as paid Election 
Agent. The name of the Committee | 
was changed to "British Election i

j Conunittee.”
“This Committee felt that the 

practice of nominating its own | 
I ticket was open to serious criticism, 

■ and that it would be more in ac- i 
I cordance with democratic principles 

to call for nominations, and if they | 
exceeded five in number, to select 
the. British candidates by Straw 
Vote,” the speaker went on.

"The Committee approached 19 
qualified ratepayers, to stand for 
this poll, and also invited outside 
noflfination.3. Eventually ten can
didates were duly proposed and 
seconded. It was recognized that 
some precautions must be taken to I 
prevent duplication or forgery of 
ballot slips, so each slip was coun
tersigned by the Election Agent.

Japanese Defeated
"The result of this step was to 

increase the votes polled at the 
1936 election to 3,165, of which all I 
British and American candidates re
ceived over 1,800, and the Japanese 
fell to the bottom of the list with 
under 900.

"It will be recalled that an un
fortunate contretemps, due to the 
overlooking of ballot papers, in
validated this election. But the 
Japanese then withdrew their third 
candidate so that a second election 
became unnecessary,” Mr. Wood
head said.

The meeting concluded with the 
election of the new Committee as 
follows: Mr. J. R. Jones, M. C., 
Mr. P. W. Massey, Mr. M. Mellor. 
Mr. W?P. R4al, and Mr. H. G. W. 
Woodhead, C. B. E.



PVE OFTEN WONDERED * ' by carroll d alcott

Election Sidelights
TXESPITE the apathy of the ¡Shanghai ratepayer in 

years past, the fellow has just given vivid evi
dence of his ability to rise to an. occasion when the 
political situation in the International Settlement 
becomes a bit serious. The so-called units “Anglo- 
Saxon” front was more solid than the opposition 
north of Soochow Creek apparently envisaged when 
it attempted to obtain domination of the Shanghai 
Municipal Council by standing five candidates for the 
elections that closed yesterday.

What the public di Anol know was the fact 
that Japanese were counting on more than 5,000 
votes when they trooped to the polls on Wed
nesday morning. This figure included most of 
the European refugee vote and a 100 per cent 
‘"Aryan1' German vote. A majority of the latter 
did not cast their ballots but nevertheless, the 
Japanese were fairly certain of being able to 
poll in the neighborhood of the 5,000 mark, come 
hell or high water.

But what the Japanese were not aware of and 
I the general public as well is the fact that while the 
Japanese Residents’ Corporation were busy drumming 
up votes by any method that came handy, the Bri
tish assured themselves of a majority by the sub
division of three of the biggest properties in the city.

Despite this mighty effort, it took a united front 
of all American and British ratepayers^ small and big, 
to pass the Japanese and show a substantial majo
rity. Evidence that the united front ¡was working 
almost to a man was to be seen at the end ol 
the first day of the elections. More than 11,000 votes 
were polled during that period. Early reports placed 
the minimum at 5,500, but this figure, it was revealed 
yesterday morning, was about half of the real size 
of the ballot.

Mr. Ranald G. McDonald, the independent 
s British candidate who jumped the traces after 

being defeated in the primaries held by his 

nationals, made a bid for every stray vote. He 
was the only candidate who had election campaign 
circulars printed and distributed t the entrances Of 
the voting places. Some of these were in Jewish aaul 
made an appeal for the European refugee vote.

Members of the American Election Com
mittee took no chances on having a single vote 
go astray. Wednesday morning, every American 
ratepayer received a telegram reminding him of 
his duty to Shanghai and urging him to exercise 
his right to vote. And just to make sure that

. the Americans were<-tmmu£ ouUmembers of'the 
election committee took 'up posts outside the 
polls, checked off the name of each American J 
ratepayer as he left the building. Those who 
failed to vote on the first day were given a 
reminder by telephone early yesterday. Seven 
telephones in the American Club were kept busy 
handling thip routine.

The Japanese had a much bigger task on the!/ 
hands In getting their ratepayers to turn out pri
marily because they had more ratepayers to handle 
than did the Americans. The Japanese solved that 

problem by bringing them to the polls in car and truck 
load lots. More than 1,500 Japanese were lined up 
outside the voting booths at the Hongkew ¡Market on 
the first day of the election long before the polls 
opened.

Handling the crowds was quite a problem, for 
the election officials. A battery of tellers checked 
off the names of voters as they lined up and entered 
the polls and they had their hands full. One of the 
common complaints was that the number of tellers 
was not sufficient to take care of the crowd. How
ever, his complaint seemed more or less unjustified 
when it became known that 11,000 votes had been 
cast on the first day of the election. Election offi
cials had originally calculated that if they could move 
fast enough to take care of 2,000 votes an hour, they 
would be doing well. They did slightly better than 
¡this and I presume they should feel satisfied



Translation of an article which appeared in German daily newspa
per "GELBE POST" on April,lo,1940. Published end edited by Mr.

* . ' A.J.Storfer,17 Canton Road.____________________ v.
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SHANGHAI NAZIS aND MUNICIPAL
ELECTIONS.

We are informed that in connection with the municipal 

elections which will take place to-day and to-morrow a "Ger

man Election Committee* has been formed consisting of members 

of She National Socielist Labour Party. The Committee has ap

proached separately every member of the German Community resid

ing in the Settlement and entitled to vote. The Committee has 

also advised all German ratepayers entitled to vote,who have 

not received voting tickets,to obtain such tickets without delaj 

"VOTE FOR THE FIVE JAPANESE CANDIDATES" is the slogan of the Na

tional-Socialist Election Committee.

It is of interest to note tha4; the German Consulate© 

General does not come forward openly in connection with this 

election campaign. It has been suggested to the German Consu- 
that/ 

late-general it can issue a slogan for German nationals in con

nection with the municipal elections in the same way as other 

foreign consulates do. However, it appears that the Consulate 

has not followed this suggestion. According to well informed 

circles, the German Consulate-General understands the mentality 

and feelings of the Chinese population better then certain of

ficers of the National-Socialist Party,who have been in Shanghai 

. for a short time only and evidently underestimate the ability of 

the Chinese to form an opinion on political affairs and not to 

forget what have learned. This is the reason why the abovementi

oned slogan was not issued by the German Consulate-General. The

U. question is open as to whether or not all "Arian" rrWOtere of the



translation from Russian

APPEALS ambbsssd TO US

An “initiative group of Russian ratepayers'* from the area 

North of Creek appeal to us with a request to vote for the 

candidates who intend to establish a new order in Shanghai.

From the experience gained in Manchuria, Peking, Tientsin, 

Tsingtao and other places we, Russians, know what this order is. 

Owing to the establishment of the new order, Russian employees 

of the Chinese Eastern Railway were deprived of the hard earned 

monies due to them from the superannuation fund; owing to this 

new order thousands of Russian employees of that railway were 

dismissed or offered a miserable pay; owing to this new order 

Russians are arrested and deported from Manchuria without any 

trial at court and many people endeavour to escape from the new 

order to other cities.

Many thousands of these people are in Shanghai at present. 

Ask them about the new order in the places, from which they have 

escaped leaving their homes, and you will know whether or not 

you want the establishment of the new order in Shanghai.

<e are assured by the people from the area North of Creek 

that our life is difficult, that we have not equal rights, that 

we are treated as inferiors, that we are paid miserable wages 

for our work etc.

We cannot boast of living in very good conditions. 

However, we would like to ask the agitators in favour of the 

establishment of the new orders why their representatives, who 

have been members of the Municipal Council for many years, have 

never said a word regarding any improvement in the material and 

legal position of the Russian community? On the contrary, they 

have advocated the disbandment of the Russian Regiment. Their 

candidates have no Russians in their employ.

At the same time the candidates standing for the status

quo, namely s
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N.S'. aLLMAN
J.tf. CARNEY

G «A. HALEY

yf • J • kesw ICE.

RODERICK G. MACDONALD

G «E • MT TOHffiT ,T <

T.S. POWELL

are heads of British and American firms in which thousands of 

Russians are employed.

/e will keep the above in mind when going to the polling 

booths on April 10 and 11. Everyone should go to the polling 

booths on those days.

Vote in accordance with the attached form.

On your participation in the elections depends the 

question - whether or not the new order will be established in 

Shanghai. In other words : whether we can live in Shanghai as 

we have been living until the present time or whether we shall 

have to flee from Shanghai in the same way as Russians have fled 

from the areas where the "new order" has been established.

But where can we go ? Think over this question !

For God's sake do not follow the example of the ignorant 

peasant who refused to help to extinguish a fire in his village 

because he thought that his own house was out of dfinger. Let 

us join the common effort to extinguish this fire.

,Do not forget the destruction of the Memorial Church 

at Tientsin which was erected on the common grave of Russian 

heroes who gave their lives for our Great Motherland.

Following the establishment of the "new order" in 

Shanghai, local Russian churches may expect the same fate.

Oppose the establishment of the "new order".

Everyone to the polling booths !

The sewrecy of voting is fully guaranteed.

Russian ratepayers.
April, 1940.



Kb naMT» o6pamaiOTCÄ.
«IlHuiaTHBHan rpynna Pyccxwxb HajioronAaTejibmnxoBb> M3b 3a MocTa 

oöpamaeTCJi ki> kämt» h npocnrb nacb rojiocoßaTb 3a xanAnAaTosb, CTpeMBiiiHX* 
ch ycTBHOBHTb hobhm nopaaoxb 3Atcb Bi» LUanxa'b.

Kaxoft nopflHOK'b. nawb PyccxuMb wsbisctho no oribiTy Bb Manbq-
xypiw, bt» rieKHH'fc, TnH3HH'b, i-bnnao m AP* M'bcTax'b- ßjiaroaapfl hoboto nopm* 
na Ha KB>ka. pyccxie >xejrb3Hoaopo>KHbie cjiyjxamie jiwnimmcb CBOuxb saniTaT* 
nnxb Aenerb, TpyAOMb il noTOMb sapaöoTanHHXb, öjiaroaapH hoboto nopHAxa 
thchmm ;Kei'h3Hoaopo khiikobt. 6h km ysoAenb kam nepeßeAeHbi na HWinenCKie ox- 
ab ah coAep >xanisi. öjiarOAapa hoboto nopHAxa Pyccxie jiioaw Öe3b cyaa n cjrbA- 
cTßifl ap^CTOBH b a toTcn n Bb jiyqiiieMb CAyqat BHCbiaaioTcn H3b ManbMHiypin, a 
ocTajibHHH cTapaioTCfl ötacaTb orb hoboto nopHAxa xto xyaa Mo>xerb.

Mnorie tmcahk M3b Huxb Tenep-b bt» UlaHxa’b. PacnpocwTe wxb o cyuino 
cth noBoro nopnAxa Tavib, OTxyaa onw 6h>Kajitf, öpocHßb Hacn>xeHHbie w poA- 
nwe MljcTa n Baxtb îicho cTaneTb: hv>kho am 3Tott> nopHAOXb BO3CTa- 
HaBJlHBaTb 3A'bCb.

Hai» 3a MocTa nacT» yetpHioTb, hto HaMb hchbctch naoxo, mto mh ne 
nojibayewcfl paBHonpaßieMb, mto Hacb Aep/xaTb Bb qepHOMb T'fcji'b, mto nawb 
naaTHT'b rpomw n t. a. w Tovy noAoönoe.

XsacTarbCfl naviij ne npuxoAHTCfl. mto naMi> >xnBeTcn xopoiuo. Ho mm 
qecTHo cnpaniHBaeM'b aniTdTopoB'b noßoro nopnixa, noqeMy hxi> npeacraaMBCAH, 
naxoAflCb Bi» MynniinnajiHTe Mnorie roau hm oanwM'b caobomt» ne oÖMOJiBHJincb 
o6t> Ma repiaAbnoMb h npaBOBOM'b yaymueniH noJiO/Kenin PyccKuxTa» a HaoôopOT'b 
AoÖHBajiHCb pac^opMupoBanin Pyccxaro ßoaoHTepcxaro noaxa h none^y hxi> Kan- 
AMAath ne HM'bioT'b hm oahoto Pyccxaro cjiyzKanjero bt> cbohxb npeAnpiHTiax'b.

Bt> to ?xe BpeMB. BbiciaBAiieMbie xanAHAaTH CTaporo nopaAxa» Kaxi» to:

N. F. Alt aian
J. W. Carney
G. A. Haley
W. J. Keswick
Roderick G. Macdonald
G. E. Mitchell
T. S. Powell

ABIflK)TCfl py<OBO THTeJIflMH ÄHTJliftcKMX'b H ÂMeOHKaHCKHX'b (J)HpMb, TA'b paÖO- 
TaiOTTï W HMblOTTi KyCOKTs XJlfcÖa TblCflHM PyCCKMXb AiOAeil.

A noceviy, hah kt> VpnaMb 10 n 11 cero anpfejifl, OyACM-b idmhhtt> o 
BHIUeM3AO>KeHHOM'b.

10 h 11 act kt» ypnaMT».
rioAHaaftTe cboh rojioca no npHiaraeMoft (jjopM'fe.
Ott> nainero yqacTie bt> ßbiöopaxb aaBucHT'b: 6mtb mam ne ÖHTb HOBOMy 

nopHAxy bt> LUanxa'b, a 9to anaqurb: npoAOJiacaTb >KHrb HaM^b, kakt» mm jkw.ih bt> 
Ulanxa'b ao chxt> nopi> HJia ôbxarb orcioAa, kîkt» pasöbraioTca Pyccxie jiioah 
H3T> T'bx'b M'bCT'b, TA^ BOABOpeH'b <HOBHH OOpHAOKl»».

Ho TorAa BO3HHxaeTb BonpocT»: xyAa? HoAyMaATe naia» 9Thmi>.
Bora paAH ne ynoAo6jiflftrec'b PaaaHCKHM'b w Bbtckhm b. RoMHHTe: Hama 

Pyccxafl xara ci> xpato h na nee naiBHraeTca noacapb. HoracHMb 3Toti> no>xapb 
HaillMMb Apy^HMMb BCnOlOXOMb.

He 3a6biaaHTe o BaopaannoMb Bb TanbusHH'b XpaM'b — riaMMTiiMK'b, co- 
opy/KeHHOMb na Bparcxofi motmæ^ naniHXb repoeeb — BOHHOBb, nornGmuxb 3a 
cqacTbe Poahhh — Hameft bcahkoh Pocciw.

He Moryrb ah h 3A^Cb CsaTbie XpaMH noABepmyTbcH npn HoaoMb no- 
pHAK'b Toft ace yqacTH.

He AonycTHMb BoacTaHOBjienifi «Hoboto nopnAxa*.
Bet xi» ypnawb xaKb oAHHb!
Cexperb roAocosaniH rapanTHposanb na 100%.

Anptjib 1940 roAa,
Pyccxie HajioronjiaTejibmHXH.
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| Section 1 .Spécial' Branch^.

Subject (in full) Anonymous pamphlets in Russian advocating|Bupport of Anglo- 
American candidates for election <ko the Municipal Council.

Made by...?'3'1 '.... ?lO^.O.f..iev.’........... . ..Forwarded by.............

Forwarded herewith together with a translation

is a soecimen of an anonymous pamphlet printed in the Rus 

sian language,copies of which were distributed by post to

Russian ratepayers in the Settlement two days ago.

The pamphlet urges Russian ratepayers to vote for the

^nglo-American candidates for election to the Municipal

council and points out the unfavourable effect the es— 

tablishment of 8 „new order« in shanghai by the Japanese

•.) »ould have on the interests 'of the Russian community.
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‘ ub1ect (m full)......Parnphleta..In..Rus.s.la.n...urging...Russian,.ratepayer8.to...v.o.t.e

f qxMt.m. ..Ranald. .licDonald* —..........

Made by........ .P». ..5.«.....P.avlojff. Forwarded ¿y ÇraW^pÎd .

Attached herewith together with a translation 

is a pamphlet in Russian urging Russian ratepayers 

to vote for Mr. Ranald McDonald.

According to information to hand , these 

pamphlets were printed by Ur. G. Siltiitsky , 

41 Route de Grouchy. It is also believed that they 

were ordered by Mr. Lloyd of the * Shipping Review” 

2/306 Peking Road. 
<<

In another pamphlet translation of which is also 

attached , Russian patepayers are urged to give 

their votes to the five Japanese candidates only.

D. S.



April 10 40
Pamphlet* in Russian urging Russian ratepayer* to vote 

for Mr. Ranald McDonald.

Attached herewith together with a translation 

1* a pamphlet in Russian urging Russian ratepayers 

to vote for Mr. Ranald McDonald.

According to information to hand , these 

pamphlets were printed by Mr. 0. Si Hit sky t 

41 Route de Qrouohy. It is also believed that they 

were ordered by Mr. Lloyd of ¿the • Shipping Review" 

2/306 Peking Road.

In another pamphlet translation of which is also 

attached t Russian patepayer* are urged to give 

their votes to the five Japanese candidates only.



CerOllM H 3DBTPS NWROHnUIblbie 
Bblfiopbl.

Mp. Panana MaK^OHajifl - e^HH- 

CTBeiiHMâ, Kanan-
flar b nianxaiicKiii Hynaannanb- 

, Hblü COB^T.

PyccKie, Ebpçh. Hojiakh. 3ctohuw, h Hbitorophie apyrie HapoAbi ne 

HMbK>T caoero npeACTasHTena b LU. M. C. h hoîtomy KawAHAaT. Bbicry- 

naiomlñ bh& aaBMCHMOCTH ot ycnoBHOCTeif, kommm CBaaaHbi Apyrie 

KaHAHAaTbf, HeCOMHÈHHO ABASieTCfl HaHÔOJlfee AAfl HMX (IpieMJieMblM.

ronocyKre n Pmoiw Mokiohomo
Ero HMfl b HSÔHparenbHbix cnHCKax ctoht sa homcpom 9.

Ecjih Ubi ne yß^peiibi b /^pymx KaH^H^arax, 
ronocyitre tojimco 3a —

VAH/Um MAKAOHAJIMA - JV» 9.
Ero anrepecbi - Baum mnepecbi



Translation from Runien,

TO-DAY AID TO-MORROf IS THE D’TB OT THS MUNICIPAL 

SLECTIONS,

Mr. Ranald 1'cDonald • is the only indapendant candidate 

standing for the Shanghai Municipal Council.

Russians * Jews , Poles * Estonians and other nationals have 

no representative of their own on the S.M.C. and therefore the 

candidate who places his candidature before you irrespective of 

the conditions whioh bind the other candidates is the most accep

table to you.

VOTE TOR RANALD MCDONALD.

Hie name on the voting papers appears at No«9.

If you have no confidence in other candidates , vote only 

for RANALD MCDONALD - No.9.

HIS INTERESTS ARB YOUR INTERESTS
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Translation from Russian.

TO-DAY AHL TO-hORROW IS THE D/TB OP THS MUNICIPAL 

ELECTIONS.

Mr. Ranald McDonald - is the only independent candidate 

standing for the Shanghai Municipal Council.

Russians t Jews , Poles 9 Estonians and other nationals hare 

no representative of their own on the S.M.C. and therefore the 

candidate who places his candidature before you irrespective of 

the conditions which bind the other candidates is the most accep

table to you.

VOTE FOR RANALD MCDONALD.

His name on the voting papers appears at No.9.

If you have no confidence in other candidates » vote only 

for RANALD MCDONALD - No.9.
I &

HIS INTERESTS ARB YOUR INTERESTS*
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Translation from Russian

. TO-DAY AND TO-MORROW IS THE DATS ON THS MUNICIPAL 

ELECTIONS,

Mr» Ranald McDonald - is the only Independent candidate 

standing for the Shanghai Municipal Council.

Russians » Jews , Pole» , Estonians and other nationals hare 

no representative of their own on the S.M.C. and therefore the 

candidate who places his candidature before you irrespective of 

the conditions which bind the other candidates is the most aecep 

table to you.

VOTE TOR RANALD MCDONALD.

His name on the voting papers appears at No»9.

If you have no confidence in other candidates 9 vote only 

for RANALD MCDONALD - No.9.

HIS INTERESTS ARE YOUR INTERESTS



A SAMPLE OF THE VOTING BULLETIN

k ? f0r the Shanghai Municipal Council.

p Vote only for the five Japanese candidates , marked wlth 
•TOSS , when putting your votes into polling box.

Oôposen HjiHPöTßjibHDro öKuiJißTemi
b UJaHxaücKiü MyHttUNnaJibHbiti CoetT

ronocyüTe to/iuko sa nsi b anoHCKMX wahahastob. 
oTMtieHHbix HpecTHKOM, ôpocaa sanucKH a MSôwpaTeab- 
HMfl ypHbl.

1 Allman, N. F.

2 Carney, J. W,

3 Den, ¡VI. X

4 Haley, G. A.

5 Manowa, Y. X

6 Keswick, W. J.

7 Kuroda, K. X

8 McDonald, Roderick G.

9 McDonald, Ranald G.

10 Mitchell, G. E.

11 Okamoto, Issaku X

12 Okamoto, OtoicxHi X

13 Powell, T. S.

Ha aahhom Barn 6/iaHKt cAfc/iaine otmIthm cornac* 
ho aîoro o6pa3ija.

rioAana fo/iocob 10 h 11 anptna 1940 r.

XûHKbK) ôasap 2 ara».

your voting paper „ shown thjs 
otlng takes pl.c. on Àprll Iottl ,nd II(h 

Hongkew Market t 2nd Floor.



WHATEVER YOUR OTHER VOTES MAY BE

VOTE FOR NUMBER 9.

“THE PEOPLES CANDIDATE”

9 MCDONALD, Ranald G. X



Die Shanghaier Nazis 
und die S.M.C.-Wahl

Wie wir erfahren, hat sich zu 
der heute und morgen stattfin 
denden Wahl der Councilmit 
gljeder im Settlement auch ein 
“Deutscher Wahlausschuss” ge
bildet, der aus Mitgliedern der 
Nationalsozialistischen Deut 
sehen Arbeiterpartei besteht. 
Dieser Wahlausschuss wandte 
sich einzeln an jedes Mitglied 
der "Deutschen Gemeinde?’ 
.soweit der Betreffende im Ge 
biete des Settlements wohnt 
und das Wahlrecht besitzt. Der 
Ausschuss machte sich auch 
erboetig, allen denjenigen, die 
keine Wahlkarte haben, aber 
Anspruch auf eine solche, sie 
zu besorgen. Die Parole dieses 
nationalisozialistischen Wahl
ausschusses ist: Stimmt fy.er 
die fuenj jopänuoÄaa Kan- 
didaten\

Es ist interessant, dass das 
deutsche Generalkonsulat bei 
dieser Wahlpropaganda nicht 
in die Erscheinung tritt. Es ist 
dem deutschen Generalkonsulat 
wohl nahegelegt worden, es 

moechte, wie andere aus- 
laendische Vertretungen in 
Shanghai, eine Wahlparole fuei* 
seine Konnationalen ausgeben, 
doch ist, wie sich zeigt, das 
Generalkonsulat auf diese An
regungen nicht eingegangen. 
Gut informierte Kreise meinen, 
das Deutsche Generalkonsulat 
habe viel mehr Verstaendnis 
fuer Denkart und Gefuehlsein 
Stellung der chinesischen Be- 
voelkerung als gewisse natio
nalsozialistische Parteifunktio 
naere, die er&t seit kurzem in 
Shanghai sind, und die Faehig- 
keit der Chinesen, politische 
Handlungen zu beurteilen, und 
das, was sie einmal wahr- 
genommen haben, auch niemals 
zu vergessen, offenbar unter- 
schaetzen. Darum ist denn 
auch die oben erwaehnte 
Wahlparole nipht vom General
konsulat ausgegangen und es 
bleibt auch fraglich, ob alle der 
deutschen Gemeinde an - 
gehoerenden “arischen” Waehler 
die nationalsozialistische Parole 
befolgen werden.



i ? April 9, '1940.-7^'^
AMENDED (Instructions dated 8-4-40 4faneellea>*

Municipal Election April 10-11, 194Q
The following men will perform duty in plain clothes at the Polling

Stations on April 10-11.
S.V.C, Drill Hall

1. Clerical Assistants (2)
To check passes against 
voting lists etc.

2. Interpreters - Japanese (3)

3. Interpreters - Russian (1)

4. Liaison Assistants (5)

Hongkew (Market)

U.S. Henchman (SB) 
D.P.S. Killingbeck^ÁA 

(SB)
D.S.732 Mizoguchi(H)
D.S.780 Kümo (H)
D.P.S.630 Shimidzu

(H).
D.S.I. Maklaevsky fw

For messenger work 
between sections

P.S. Buxton (L) 4 Recruits from the 
Depot

5. Table Assistants (14)
Embossing Passes etc. F.S. Miller

F.S.  Cooper
F.S.  Johnson F.S. Levitsky
F.S. Balandenko P.S. Rader
P.S. Orme P.S. Ely
P.S. Tabensky (All B’Well)

F.S. Crawford (D)
P.S. Bowers (L)
P.S. Quigley (Ch.Rd.) 
P.S. Crook (Ch.Rd. ) 
1 Recruit (D)

6. Clerical Assistants (2)

For making out voting 
passes.

S.I. Stevens and 
F.S. Austin (Legal 
Dept.) alternately. 
D.S;I.Beloshenko (H) 
D.S.I. Fedoroff (H) 
alternately.

All duties will report for instructions at 9 a.m. April 10.
Mr. R. Middleton D.T. (Revenue) will be in charge at the Drill

Hall and Mr. P. Ccmery, A.T. (Revenue) at Hongkew.
Printed instructions for Table Assistants are forwarded herewith.

N.B, As there will'be no break for meals all concerned are advised to
take Sandwiches etc. with them.

D.C. (Divisions).
Distribution
D.OJ'A", D.0x-"B‘", D.O. ”CM.
D.C. (S.B.), D.C. (A. & T.R.).
70. i/c (C), (L), (Ch.Rd.), (B.W. ), (H).
0. i/c Depot
Liaison Officer (Legal Dept.)
Copies to D.T. (Revenue) & A.T. (Revenue).

‘ i



Municipal Election ..April 10-11» 1940.
The following men will perform duty jj. plain clothes at the

5. Table Assistants (14)

Polling Stations on April 10-11.
Drill Hall1. Clerical Assistants (2)

To check passes against 
voting lists etc.

2. Interpreters - Japanese (3)
3. Interpreters - Russian (1)
4. Liaison Assistants (5).

For messenger work between sections. 1 Probationary Sergeant (Louza

Hongkew

D.S. Henchman(SB)
D.P.S. Killingbeck

(SB)
Provided by Hongk
D.S.I. Maklaevsky

(SB)

4 Recruits from 
the Depot.

Embossing Passes Etc. F. S. Miller. S/I. Hunt.F.S. Conper. F.S. Knifton.F.S. Johnson. F.S. Levitsky. F.S. Binks.F.S. Balandenko P.S. Rader. F.S. Crawford.P.S. Orme P.S. Ely. 1 Recruit.P.S. Tabensky (All B'Well)
6. Clerical Assistants (2)

N.B. As there will be no break for meals all concerned are

For making out S/l. Stevens andvoting passes. F.S. Austin (Legal 
Dept.) alternately.
1 Detective from (H

advised to take Sandwiches etc. with them.

D.C. (Divisions).
Distribution;
“D.O. ■’rAK7~D^$>' HB", D.O. "C’*, D.C. (S.B.fT D.C. (/. & T.R.) 

0. i/c. (C), (L), (B’W. ), (H) 0. i/c. Depot.Liaison Officer (Legal Dept.) 
Copy to Mr. Comery, Revenue Dept.

cn</.
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Section 1,Special
REPORT

Subject Attitude of the “Novosti Dnia* towards the forthcoming elections of 
the Municipal Council*

.............. Forwarded by.............S.?Pl!„.?.?„£a.8.°.“.‘.......... .................

Russian daily newspaper "NOVOSTI DNIA* pub

lished and edited by Mr. V.A. CHILIKIN,620 Avenue Foch, I 

in its issue dated 8-4-40 carries the following head

lines in connection with the forthcoming municipal elec- I 

tionss-

1. IF YOU FISH TO KEEP THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE I 
INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENT IN EUROPEAN HANDS; IF YOU WISH 
A GUARANTY OF PEACEFUL LIFE AND FORK FOR YOURSELF: IF 
YOU FISH SAFETY AND ORDER IN THE CITY - VOTE FOR THE SE- j 
VEN BRITISH AND AMERICAN CANDIDATES ONLY.

2. HARBIN,MUKDEN AND TIENTSIN CAN BEST TELL TO 
EVERY RESIDENT OF THE SETTLEMENT TO WHOM HE SHOULD GIVE 
HIS VOTE.

3. IF YOU WISH FURTHER PROSPERITY OF THE RUSSIAN 
COMMUNITY IN SHANGHAI - VOTE FOR THE EUROPEAN CANDIDATES!

4. EUROPEANS SHOULD VOTE FOR EUROPEANS ONLY.

5. DO NOT ALLOW YOURSELVES TO HE INFLUENCED BY 
ANY PROMISES»PERSUASION; GIVE YOUR VOTES TO THE EURO
PEANS!

6. RUSSIAN RESIDENTS KNOW FELL ALL THE CHARMS OF 
THE HARBIN MUNICIPAL COUNCIL AND THEREFORE THEY WILL VOTE 
FOR EUROPEAN CANDIDATES.

7. IF YOU WISH TO KEEP RUSSIAN REGIMENT AND SIM- 
PHONIC ORCHESTRA IN WHICH MANY RUSSIANS ARB EMPLOYED - 
VOTE FOR EUROPEAN CANDIDATES!

8. ALL RUSSIAN RESIDENTS HAVING THE RIGHT OF VOTE 
SHOULD CARRY OUT THEIR SOCIAL DUTY.

9. DEFEATISTS FROM THE AREA NORTH OF CREEK. 
THE GROUP OF ZAITSEFF AND METZLER ATTEMPT TO PERSUADE 
RUSSIAN RESIDENTS NOT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE FORTHCOMING 
ELECTIONS. OPEN ANTX-MUNICIPAL COUNCIL PROPAGANDA OF 
MACHINATORS FROM THE AREA NORTH OF CREEK.

In an article published under the latter 

heading the newspaper deals with the anonymous pamphlet 

dated 23-3-40 purporting to have emanated from a group of 

Russian rateoayers and with the attitude adopted by the 

Japanese sponsored Russian newspaper "RUS* tow ards the
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Summerized translation of an article which aopeared in the 
Japanese sponsored Russian weekly newsosper "RUS" on 6-4-40, 
Published by the "Rus Publishing Co.",211 Yangtszepoo Road. 
Editor - P.A. Savintseff.— r - - ■ - — i 1 1— - -r -- -------- — ■ 11» ■ ■! I. <1 I. i<— <  11» «nil* —I I—»1..,.,.»- ...I » I „

MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS.

The forthcoming municipal elections attract general 

attention in view of the fact that the main force in these 

elections will be the Japanese community - the largest and best 

organized community# The five candidates nominated by this 

community will be supported not only by the Japanese voters, but 

probably by a considerable number of ratepayers of other natio

nalities. This,perhaps,would be the correct actionjto take in 

view of the fact that the time is ripe for a revision of the Mu

nicipal administre tion#

follows a sympathetic review of the declarations out
lining the respective views of Messrs Ranald McDonald,V#Den and 
Hayashi on the municipal affairs#

It is import* nt to note in the above statements that 

it is intended to invite residents of all nationalities in Shang-| 

hai,including Russian emigrants, to participate in the municipal 

administration.

vVe,of course, should welcome these statements,for they 

fully correspond to the interests of the Russian community. There 

are a number of very important problems in the life of the Rus

sian community which are waiting for a solution and which can 

be solved only when persons have been included in the Municipal 

Council who regard Russian emigrants not as inferiors,but as mem

bers of one international family governed by a Municipal Council 

not separated from them by a wall of archaic traditions of the 

"colonial rulers"•

We have been in Shanghai for about twenty years,during 

which period we have paid millions of dollars in taxes, tfhat have 

we received? Have we schools maintained by the Council? We are 

ashamed to say that Russian schools in Shanghai are in a worse 

financial position than were village schools in old Russia#

Have we hospitals for the poorer and middle classes of 



the Russian community or a free municipal clinic for Russian pa

tients? Is there as much as a shade of gentlemanly attitude to

wards the qdestion of equal status of Russians in the employ of 

the Council? Are our homeless,unemployed,children and aged people 

cared for?

WE,RUSSIAN RATEPAYERS,WELCOME THE INTENTION OF JAPANESE 

RATEPAYERS TO CARRY OUT A REORGANIZATION OF THE MUNICIPAL ADMINI

STRATION. WE WELCOME THEIR INTENTION OF TAKING ADVANTAGE OF THE 

POSSIBILITIES OF REVISING THE PRESENT SYSTEM OF NATIONAL REPRE

SENTATION IN THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL,which will enable us,Russians, 

to have our representative in the Council who will defend our 

rights and interests.

We are of the opinion that the inclusion of five Japa-'<s 

nese members in the Council will strengthen the position of this 

institution. In order to bring about this situation it would be 

advisable to have more Japanese members in the Council.

We advise Russian ratepayers,who will be called to vote 

at the forthcoming election«, to give their votes to the Japanese 

c ndidates. Common sense demands this action. This offers an ab

solute guaranty that the new Municipal Council including a larger 

number of Japanese members will take into account the needs of 

Russian emigrants and will do all in its power to satisfy such 

needs»



SHANGHAI TIMES.

APR 1 1940

I Japanese Have Not Yet 1 
Named Representatives

For S.M. Council Seats
! Closed Session Of Nippon Residents Held Yesterday 

For Purpose Of Selecting Candidates; Nothing Is
Said To Number, Names Of Nominees

POSSIBILITY OF EXCITING ELECTION 
STILL INTRIGUING RATEPAYERS

Mystery still shrouds the intentions of Japanese ratepayers I
■ in the International Settlement regarding the names and number 
. of candidates to stand for election to the Shanghai Municipal
■ Council this year. It was believed that, following a meeting 
I of the Japanese Election Committee yesterday afternoon,
a statement would be made regarding the prospective Japanese 
Councillors, but the committee met in closed session. The exact 
intentions, therefore, of the Japanese community regarding 
representation on the Council this year are still obscure.It is the veil, of secrecy which has been cast over the Jaapanese I intentions which has given additional zest to the forthcoming poll for Councillors, which is set for April 10 and 11. Should the Japanese Election Committee decide to nominate more than their allotted quota of two candidates, and select three or even more nominees, I a ballot will be necessary and national sections of the community Will marshal voters for a determined municipal contest.As the position stands the Japanese have until noon to-morrow in which to name their candidates. Nominations must be in the hands of the Municipal Secretariat before I that hour. Announcement of candidates will be made shortly after the closing hour.

Another PossibilityAnother aspect which is not to be overlooked regarding the coming election "is the possibility of one or more independent candidates offering themselves for selection. Although the straw votes conducted by the British and American communities have resulted in decisions to nominate the customary quotas for these nationalities, unsuccessful candidates in these primary ballots have not definitely intimated that they will not seek election, irrespective of th£ adverse national ballots.The British community has selected as nominees five candidates, which constitutes the usual British quota under the “gentlemen’s agreement” for proportional representation on the S. M. C. The American community has elected their two candidates. In accordance with time-honoured procedure the Japanese are entitled to two re-

| presentatives, bringing the foreign j quota to nine.
Japanese DesiresHowever, owing to steadily increasing numbers of Japanese in the areas under S. M. C. jurisdiction. there has been an ardent I desire on the part of the local | Japanese community for increased • representation. One question which i has apparently given the Japanese ' election Committee some concern : is whether among the Japanese [ community in Shanghai there are sufficient ratepayers to swing a [ a vote in their favour. It has been admitted that there is an increased = [Japanese' population in the city, j but just how many of these are [entitled to vote at the forthcoming election has been a subject of considerable > investigation by. the ; Japanese Residents’ Corporation.Th a fact that the Japanese community, through their officials, applied for . and received permission to appoint ♦ their own scrutineers at’the various polling booths, were permitted to have ’‘coaches’* for the, guidance of Japanese voters at. the booths, and that the names of Japanese candidates be printed in Japanese, as well as English on ballot papers, has given rise to the belief that more than two Japanese i candidates^ will be named this, year, thereby necessitating an election.The names of the British candidates are: Messrs. George A. Haley, W. J Keswick, G. E. Mitchell, R. G. MacDonald and T. S. Powell.The two American candidates are: Messrs. N. F. Allman and J. W. Carney. *The names of thè Japanese candidates are awaited with interest.



tiuxA PRES-

SMC Nominees
Said Named
By Japanese

Japanese candidates for seats on 
the Shanghai Municipal Council 
were selected yesterday afternoon, 
-and their names will probably be i 
Announced today by the Japanese 
Election Committee, it was learn
ed yesterday.

Although it was first reported by 
the Shanghai Mainichi that the i 
meeting would be held on Saturday 
at 1 p.m., it was understood that 
the session was postponed until 
yesterday.

The announcement must be made 
before noon tomorrow, which is the 
deadline for nominations.

SeVen councillors of the local 
Japanese Residents' Corporation, 
who were elected at a ratepayers' 
meeting on March 26, have been 
approved by Mr. Y. Miura, Jap
anese Consul-General, according to 
the Tairiku Shimpo.

The seven are Messrs. Setsuo 
Iwata, Takashi Tsutsumi, Tada- 
nori Fujii, Tatsuklchi Koga, Tsuyo- 
shi Takai, Kyuichi Yamada, and 
Kyuichi Yamasaki.
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Subject An°nymous pamphlets in Russian urging Russian ratepayers to vote for
Japanese candidates in the Municipal Council

Made by D*S*I. Prokofiev Forwarded by. Supt Meson

—G, 90M-f

Forwarded herewith together with a translation 
are several specimens of an anonymous pamphlet printed 
in the Russian language,copies of which ere reported to 
have "been distributed by mail amongst Russian residents 
two days ago* Purporting to have emanated from an MIni- 
tietive group of Russian ratepayers* the pamphlet urges 
Russian ratepayers not to give their votes to the Bri
tish candidates in the Municipal Council ,but to support 
the Japanese candidates or to return their voting papers 
blank as a protest against the present system of the Mu
nicipal administration.

This namphlet was published in the Japanese spon - 
sored Russian weekly newsoaner WRUSH on 6-4-40 °for in
formation0. There is every reason to believe that it 
was printed by the newspaper in question at the instance 
of the same group who were behind the ’’initiative group 

x
of Russian ratepayers0 referred to in previous reports 
in connection with the forthcoming municipal elections*



Translation from Russian

RUSSIAN VOTERS

The time of the election of the Shanghai 

Municipal Council is approaching.

The “city fathers’* are already agitated and 

worried by the question of whether or not they will 

remain at the helm for another year and keep their 

comfortable and lucrative positions. The new British 

candidates are worried by the question of whether or 

not they will receive a sufficient number of votes 

to enable them to take seats next to those of the 

"city fathers’* and to participate in the present 

inefficient administration and uncontrolled management 

of the affairs of this populous and rich town.

They will need you at the time of elections 

or, rather, your voting papers with * their names’* 

written on them will be needed.

As was the case in past years, you will be 

promised tha t should they be elected they will pay 

attention to your Russian interests and will see that 

the Municipal Council takes into account your needs.

Do not believe them. Things will remain as 

before, if they do not get worse. Once they are 

elected by the duped "second rate citiaens* they 

will have neither wish nor time to think about them.

You want proof? Here are a few facts both 

from the recent past and from the present time, to 

recall which would not be out of place

Following the conclusion of the civil war in 

Russia, White Russians sought refuge in Shanghai. 

The Municipal authorities did not allow them to land 

here* Those who succeeded in landing were received 



coldly, treated in an off-hand manner and called 

parasites on the body of old Russia. Neither work 

nor any positions were given to them and they were 

refused temporary shelter in the vacant Municipal 

buildings. From necessity, however, certain minor 

concessions had to be made later.

Employers began to engage Russians to do certain 

low paid work and the city fathers authorised the 

recruiting of Russian policemen and the formation of 

Russian Volunteer Regiment. On the face of it one 

would think that they did so solely in the interests 

of Russians and not in their own interests. However, 

this was not the case.

Russians were engaged to work in factories and 

offices because reliable and efficient workers were 

required, tovtiom it was necessary to pay only a little 

more than one had to pay Chinese. In the Police, 

Russians were required to deal with Russian affairs, 

which the guardians of law, being unfamiliar with the 

Russian language, were unable to handle. However, 

having engaged Russians to fill the lower positions, 

representatives of perfidious Albion did not promote 

them above the rank of Sergeant or, at the most, above 

the rank of Sub-Inspector.

Where, then, is the equal treatment to which 

all residents of Shanghai are supposed to be entitled 

in the Municipal Administration?

Do you think that the formation of the Russian

Regiment was an act of consideration to Russians • 

just to give them some employment? Nothing of that 



sort. Russian volunteers were engaged on the 

understanding that they should shed their blood for 

the sake of the commercial interests of the “enlightened 

sea-farerstt. Indeed, the selfish Britons neither like 

nor wish to shed their own blood»

And what about Russian schools? We recall that 

an application from a Russian school to the Municipal 

Council for permission to take over, on easy terms, the 

vacant building of a Municipal School for Chinese, in 

Wayside District, was turned down. However, shortly 

afterwards, this building and many others, were given 

free of charge, to Jewish refugees and all necessary 

repairs etc. were carried out at the Council's expense.

How can Russian schools educate Russian children 

if the financial position of -these schools is miserable? 

In the past they were refused any assistance and the 

Municipal Authorities even sent their officials in order 

to have the premises of a Russian school sealed for non

payment of Municipal taxes. Later, however, crumbs 

from the master's table were given to Russian schools 

in the shape of subsidies, which could not materially 

improve their position.

What are the taxes we, Russian ratepayers, pay 

out of our scanty and hard earned means, and why is it 

that European refugees are exempted from the payment 

of taxes on their shops, bars, cafes, etc.?

It would seem that the Municipal Authorities 

do not treat all in the same manner.

Now, let us see what is the attitude of the city

rulers towards the present profiteering vdiich so



badly affects the poorer residents? What are they 

doing in order to put an end to this evil? They merely 

discuss this matter and will do nothing else.

As long as there is no one to represent in the 

Municipal Council the interests of the second largest 

foreign community in Shanghai. • 

DO NOT GIVE THEM YOUR VOTES.
Do not support those from whom you get nothing 

but premises. Struggle for equal rights in this 

international city, in which all nationalities should 

have certain rights.
Help others to establish a new order under 

which you will be granted equal rights.
It is better to give your votes to those who 

regard you as friends - you know who they are - than 

to those who always regarded you as pariahs, who in 
reply to all your appeals for justice, haughtily 

said *do not forget that your are Russians”.

Are you not grieved when you hear these words 

which are repeated only too often?

Then do not creep before the "privileged” nation 

and do not follow the example of small hungry dogs 

which lick the hands of those who mercilessly beat them.

If, for some reason, you refrain from voting for 

those who are really struggling for your Interests, 

then at least do not humiliate yourselves, maintain 
your selfrespect and struggle in a passive way.

Return your papers blank-By doing so you will 

demonstrate your protest against your being deprived 

of legal rights, against the predominance and



arbitrariness of a certain "proud nation", against the 

connivance at profiteering and against the deafhess of 

the municipal authorities to the needs of the less 

fortunate section of the foreign population of Shanghai«

Initiative group of Russian 

Ratepayers.

March 23, 1940, Shanghai-



PyccKie llaoHparenH.
t HacTynaeT speMH BbiôopoB b MyHMUHnaxbHbift Cobít MexAynapoAHaro Cerrexb- 

MeHTn LUaHxaji.
yxe cotijli ropoAa» boxhyiotch h ôesnqxoïoTcsi — ocTanyTca xm ohm eme Ha 

toa y Kopwwxa BjracTM Ha HacHxeHHux xxtÓHbix M’bcTax, a HOBbie aHTxiñcxie xaHAMAaTBi 
TpeBOXCaTbCM MCXblO, COÓepyT XM OHM AOCTdTOHHOe KOXMHeCTBO FOXOCOB, HTOÔbl C*bCTb 
pflAOM c <0TuaMM» h npHHMTb ynacTie b 6e3AapHOM ynpaBxeHÎH h ÔesKOHTpoxbHOM 

XO3flÔHHH3Hbe BO MHOTOXIOAHOM, Ôothtom ropOA'fe.
Ha BpaMH BbióopOB Bbi óyere HyxHH mm mxw B'bpH'be nonaAoôflTbCH Bain h h3ôk- 

paTexbHbifl KapTOMKH, Ha KOTopbix 6yAyr HanncaHbi <hx MMena».
Kax h npexcAe exeroAHo, tbk h Tenepb BaM óyAyT oÔtmaTb, hto b cxysat 

M3ÓpaHÌH, ohm ôyAyT npwHHwaTb bo BHMManie B a ni h pyccxie MHTepecbi h sacTaBMT ro- 
POACKOM COB*bT CHMTSTbCM C BBILMMM HBCyillHblMM Hy X A3 MW.

He BÿpbTe mm. Bee ocTaneTcn nonpexnewy, ecxn ne xyxe. IlocA'b BbiÔopoB c 
oÓMSHyTbiMM hbacxabmh «rpaxAaHaMH BToporp copra», AyMarb o xoTopbix mm 6yAeT 
HexorAa, Aa h ne aaxoneTCH.

HyxcHbi AoxaaaTexbCTBa ?
HxBoxbre, bot ÿaKTbi HeAaBHaro nponixaro w nacTOHniaro, o KOTopbix BecbMa kct3TH 
BCnOMHMTb:

KorAa no OKOH^aHÍM rpaxAaHCxoô bombh b Poccîm Ô’bxbie pyccxie craxn HCxaTb 
yElxHiije b IllaHxa’b, MyHwnwna^bHbiH BJiacTM ne dosbojiaxm mm BbicaxcMBaTbCH c Kopa- 
óxef Ha ôeper, a MicaAMBUJHxcft BCTp’bMajin c xcahhum xo^oakom «a ycTax. TpeTwpoBaxH 
m HasbiBaJiw <mx> napa3MTaMM na T’bjrb óbijioü Poccîm. He npMHMMaxH Ha cxyMÔy, ne 
AasaxH paôoTbi, oTxasbiBaxH bo BpeweHHOM npiioit b cboôoahhx MyHWUwnaxbHbix 
noM*bméH)MX.

. HeoóxoAMMOCTb, OAH3KO, 3acT3Bwxa hx noÔTM HeMHOro Ha ycTynxM.
PaóoTOABTexw ciaxw npeAOCTaBXHTb pyccxwM nepHyx) paôoTy, a OTUbi ropoAa 

paap’biiiMJin npwHHMaTb wx b noxwuix) h cÿopMwpoBaTb w3 AoôpoBoxbueB pyccxiw noax.
Co CTOpOHH Xa3a¿OCb, HTO OHM A*fexaXM 3T0 TOAbKO B MHTepecaX pyCCKMX, a He 

M3 CBOMX pacneTOB» HO 3T0 óbIJIO He Tax.
Ha $aÓpHKM M IwHTOpbl CTaXM npMHMMBTb pyCCKMX TOAbKO HOTOMy» MTO HM Óbl^H JHyxCHM 
noxesHbie w na/ieÆHbie paÓoiHWKM. xoTophiM mohcho Óbixo A^weBO nxaTHTb, HeMHoro 
óoxiwe oDJiaTM XMTaficxaro TpyAa.

nojiMiUM pyccxie noHaAOÓMJiwcb no pyccxwM AtjraM, b xoTopbix öxioctmtcxh 
nopHAxa óes SHaniR Bobina we mofam paaoópaTbca caww. Ho Aonycxan x ceó’b Ha cxyixóy 
Ha hmcimìh aojdkhoctm, DpeACTaBMTeuM KOBapwaro AjibóioHa ne A3IOT pyccxMM cjiy>ne6- 
Haro npoABwxceHÎM Aaxbiiie cepwaHTa w ^wwb b xpaßneM cxynat cyó — HHcnexTopa.

fA’fc x<e TyT paBencTBO b ropoACKOM ynpoKACHiw, b Kotopom npaBa BC’fcx inanxañ- 
CKMX peSMA^HTOB OÓ'bHBXCHbl paBHHMM.

Bbi AyMaere cÿopMMpoBaHÎe pyccxaro noxxa Ólmo axTOM pacnoxoncenin x pyc-' 
CKMM, — OTOpbJX H8ÄO ÓblXO X3X TO yCTpOMTb ?
HwHero noAoÓHaro. Pyccxie BO/ioHTepbi óhjim HaHRTbi c o6H33TexbCTBOM npoawBaTb cbok> 
xpoBb 3a ToproBbie wHiepecbi «npocBMuxeHHHx MopenxaBaTexeÈ>. B$ab cboio xpoBb aron- 
CTH^Hbie ópHTTH npOXMBaTb He JlOÓflT M ne HtexaiOT.

A pyccxan wxoxa? Mbi iiovhmm, xax pyccxoe peaxbHoe ywjime» ne MM'hH cpe^cTB, 
OópaTMXocb K M3HBDMHaxbHQMy CoE’biy c npocbóofi o npeAOCTaBxeHÌM Ha xbroTHHX 
ycxoBÌHX nycTyiomaro MyHMUMnaxbHaro 3A3hìh xMTafìcxoft wkoxh Ha BeftcaftA'fe» ho 3Ta 
npoctóa óbixa OTXxoHCHa, a cnycTH hcmhofo BpeMeHM sto xe 3A3HÌe, xax w MHorie ¿ipyrie, ‘ 
tibiJiH nepeAaHbi ÓeaihiaiHo CBpeflcKHM ót^eniiaM, npw hcm caM MyHHUMnaxMTeT npousBO- 
AMX peMOHT M HyjKHblH nepeCTpoftXM 3TMX 3A3HÌW.

PaSE’b pyccxan nxoja mmìct bosmoìkhoctb BocnwTbiBaTb pyccxwx A^Tefl, xorAa 
0H3 Bxa^MT Hcaxxoe MaTepiaxbHoe cj mecTBOB3HÌe. B*bAb CHaMaxa ew 07xa3biBaxM bo BceM 

m Aaxce MyBMUP.naxbHbiH BxacTM npMxoAwxH onenaTbiBaTb ee sa hcb3hoc MyHMUwnaxbHaro 
Haaora, dotom ctbxm asb3Tb xpoxw c rocnoAcxaro crocia b bwa^ cyócwAÌw, Ha KOTopbiH 
HMHero cyiiiecTBeHHaro'cA’fexaTb Hexb3M.

KaxoA Haxor nxaTWM mh pyccxie waxoronxaTexbiuwxM m3 cbomx cxyAHbix rpoineñ, 
sapaóaibiBaeMbix xpoBbio w no*æMy epponeñcxie ô^xcchuh ocBOÖOÄACHbi * ot ynjiaTbi 
MyHMunnaxbHaro Baxora b cbomx MaraswHax, óapax, xa$e w t. ä-

Kax bmaho oTHonieHie MywnuMnaxiHbix FxacTeñ He cobc^m oAnnaxoBoe.
Tenepb nocMOTpwTe, xax ropoAcxie sanpaBwxbi othocbtech k paaBMBiueñcH 

cnexyxMuiw, xoTopaw csmejm nyBCTBMTexbHHM oópasoM OTpaxcaeTcw Ha HewMyiuwx w Maxo- 
oöesneHHbix rpawAawHax ropoAa.

Mto ohm A'fexaioT a^h npeclnenisi 3toto 3xa ?
Toxbxo o6cy»Aax)T m Aaxbme oócyx<AeHÌfl He noiiAyT.

H'hT. Boxa b MyHHUMnaxbHOM cOB’bT'h ne óyA^T pyccxaro npeACTaBHTexw ot 
BTopoü no MMCxeHHOCTM MHOCTpaHHOw KOXOHÎH U13HX3H, AO T*bx nop HE HECHTE HM 
ÇBOH H3EHPATEJlbHbIJi KAPTOHKH.

He xefrre boah na Hy^xyio MexbHwny, ot xoTopofi bsm hmhcfo, xpoM*b nocyxoB, He 
AaioT. *

EopwTecb sa cBoe paBHonpanie b MexcAyHapoAOoM ropoA'b» rA'b y BC'bx nauio- 
HaxbHocTeft AOXMiHbi öbiTb xaxie to npasa.

IloMorMTe cosAaib hobhw nopwAOK ApyrwM, npw Kotopom Bbi noxynHie oahhb- 
KOBbie npaBa.

JlyHwe oTAafire cbom roxoca rfeM, kto cHMTaeT Bac ApyabwMM, a mx bk 3HaeTe, nexe- 
jiw tIm, kto BcerAa cmmt3X bsc napifiMM, kto na Banin npcbóu 06 oxasaniH cnpaBeAxwBO- 
CTM HaAMeHHo OTB^Max: — <He aaóbiBauTe, eli pyccxie».

Pa31^ BaM He ÖOXbHO CXbIILiaTb HOAOÖHblH» CTasinÍM o6H*iHb!MM9 33í1BJI€HÍH.
Tex He paóoxeócTByñTe xe nepeA <npHBMXXMrwpoBaHHofí> Hanien m He m30Ó 

paxafrre m3 ceóa naxeHbx^io roxoAHyio coóasxy, xoTopan xwxeT pyxy Toro, kto óesxa* 
xociHO m Aoxro ee óber.

Ecxm nosewy xmóo ek BOSA^pxMTecb noAaBTb roxoc aa tíx, kto A*fe^cTBHTexbHQ 
ÓopeTca w 3a bsilm npaBa, to He yBMxaiíTecb m mm^tc nyBCTBa coÓCTBeHHaro aoctomhctbb 
M ÓOpMTeCb, XOTH Óbl naCCMBHO.

OnyCKAHTE B H3EHPATEJ]bHbi« yPHbl nyCTblfl 3ADHCKH.
Stem ibi noA^rpiBeTe CEoñ npoTecT npoTWB CBoero ôe^npaBÎM, npoiMB sacHXÍH h 
CBoeBOxiH wíxoeñ «ropAofí HaijiM», npoTWB noTBopcTBa cnexyx&uiH m óesAywHaro oTHOine- 
nia m}hmlMiiaxbíbJx BxacTeñ x HyxAaM oGesAOxeHHoñ msctm MHocTpaHHaro IHanxsa.

HHMuiaTMBHaH rpynna pyccxnx
HaxoronxaTexbuiHKOB.
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I’VE OFTEN WONDERED ’
- -1  * - -*     ■---  t *..^... -  ., '.

On The Inside
OSSIP going the rounds of local White Russian 

circles is that Ataman Semionoff was imported 
to Shanghai from Manchuria to do some electioneer* 

:ing work among his own countrymen hereabouts. 
This may be the case but the Ataman is not work
ing very hard at it. According to all accounts, he 
is paying more attention to the beautiful blonde in 
his party than to the business of helping the Japan
ese gain control o7 the Shanghai Municipal Council.

When the Ataman walks into a certain swanky 
hotel on the south side of Soochow Creek, he puts 
on quite a show. Close behind comes the blonde and 
directly back of the pair trail a brace of Russian 
bodyguards. ,

Speaking of the- Russian vote, a circular letter 
sent out by a certain local White Russian organiza
tion of importance two days ago advised Russians to 

I vote for the “Russian candidate." Since no candidate 
of that nationality is standing for election to the 
Shanghai Municipal Council the letter is generally 
interpreted as leaving the choice of candidates up to 

j the ratepayer.
Soviet Russian force? in Shanghai, however, are 

| urging Soviet sympathizers to vote among the Russians

' BY CARROLL D ALCpTT

here solidly against the Japanese and Ranald' 0. 
MacDonald. This might be accepted as fair indica
tion that the Russian vote will probably wash itself 
out with about an even division.

One of the big reasons that the British and 
Americans stand a chance of losing the European 
refugee vote is because these people are under’ the j 
impression that the ballot is not altogether secret.; 
They are afraid that the ballot papers might fall? 
into the hands of the Japanese.

I believe it is quite generally recognized that 
the signing of the ballot papers is one of thefaults 
of the present electoral system in the International 
Settlement. However, the ballot is much more secret 
than generally supposed. The ballot papers are seen 
only by two scrutineers who, immediately after they 
have completed their count, take the papers out and 
burn them. It is doubtful if the scrutineers, even 
if they had the time, could take note of the several 
thousand names that will be signed to ballot papers 

in the forthcoming elections. In view of these cir
cumstances, it would seem most doubtful that the 
names of voters and how they vote will fall into, 
the hands of people who could use such information 
fftr purposes retaliation.



Mr. Ranald McDonald
Tells How He Means Tip (

Vote In S.M.C. Election s- “■
. , ---------- Lp»--------- -—i—2-J
Selects Himself, Three British “Straw Vote” Mem_______ __

Both American Candidates, And Three Japanese cuL.™,.
Candidates To Constitute New Council SHANGHAI

._______________  I

EMPHASIZES MAKING OCCASION KIND OF I ,00 
“DOG FIGHT” IS CONTEMPTIBLE K

•The letter given below has been addressed to “The Shang- | 
hai Times” by Mr. Ranald McDonald, the independent British j 
candidate for election to the Shanghai Municipal Council at the 
Annual Elections this week. It will be noted that Mr. McDonald 
states that he intends to vote for himself, for three of the I 
British “straw vote” candidates, for both the American ' 
candidates, and for three of the Japanese candidates, and sets j 
forth reasons.

He urges ratepayers to follow his example in this selection | 
of Councillors and says that if everyone were to take his advice I 
in this matter there would be no trouble in Shanghai, “no |

1940

humiliation, no bitter resentment, no friction, no lasting racial' 
antagonism” and it would mean the inauguration of an era of , 
goodwill, of genuine co-operation, of honest give-and-take, and 
mark the commencement of an era of unparalleled prosperity 
and progress” for this city.

voles, in the hope that if they are 
given to me. they may bring about 
a cleaner, better, freer form of 
Government than any which Shang
hai has yet seen.

4. —Let me remind you also of 
that great American soldier and 
statesman, Alexander Hamilton, 
who was one of the foremost figures 
in establishing American nation
alism, who was born on January! 
11, 1757, on the island of Nevis in 
the West Indies, and whose father 
was a Scottish merchant. He, also 
was a captain of artillery, a private 
secretabry and a lawyer in earlier 
days, and wrote a series of papers 
in .defence of the rights of the 
Colonies against Great Britain 
when the latter was govern
ed by a mad King and an even 
madder Foieign Office who 
between them were responsible for 
one of the greatest blunders or 
tragedies in British history. How 
do you think that he would have 
voted at this Election if he had 
been alive to-day? Can you im
agine him being swayed by the j 
views or advice of the * ‘British . 
nameless nine.” alias ‘‘The British 
Election Committee”? Never. His 
first two votes would have been 
for the two American candidates 
and his third for the free and 
independent candidate^ myself.

‘‘How I Intend To Vole”
5. —iA.nd now. in order that there 

may be mo shadow of ambiguity or 
uncertainty about my views or my 
proposed actions, I will state how 
I intend to vote. In spite cf the 
fact that some of my more ardent 
supporters have announced that 
they intend to vote for me alone,' 
I myself intend to vote and to urge 
others to vote as follows:—

(a) For both American Can
didates :

1. —Allman. N F.
2. —Carney, J. W.

(b) For myself, the British 
Independent Candidate :

9.—McDonald, Ranald G.
(cj Fcr 3 of the British Straw 

Vote Candidates :
fi.—Keswick, W. J.

10.—Michell, G. E.
13.—Powell, T. S.

(d) For 3 of the Japanese t 
Candidates:

12.—Okamoto, Otoichi 
'and two others whose names I have 
not. yet decided upon.

"My Reasons"
6 —-Mv brief reasons for voting in.

S. M. C. ELECTION
To The Editor.

The Shanghai Times

Sir>-—1.—-I should like to he given 1 
the opportunity of stating publicly^ 
how immensely I appreciate the 
scrupulously fair treatment and I 
valuable assistance whch I have re- j 
ceived at your hands, at the hands £ 
of the American community at | 
large, and also at the hands of the t 
•’Shanghai Evening Post’’ in what 
has been to me one of the bitterest 
and mest unpleasant tasks, which I 
have ever felt called upon to dis
charge. The vilest abuse and 
insults have been hurled at my head 
and covert and even semi-open 
threats of varying kinds have beenj 
made against me on numerous | 
occasions ever since the publication 
of the fact that I, a free Scotsman, 
had dared to put my name forward 
for election. On an occasion such 
as this one has to expect the hardest 
of knocks, however convinced one 
may be that one’s motives and 
actions are beyond reproach, and I 
am accustomed to expect every type 
cf blow both above and below the 
belt and to take them without 
serious complaint, unless they 
actually amount to an outrage.

Appeal To Americans
2.—I feel an irresistible urge to 

address the American community on 
my own behalf and at the risk of 
being accused of blatant presump
tion, if not effrontery, to rem’nd 
them, for the purpose of enforcing 
some of my points, of certain out
standing facts in their own glorious 
history.
1 3.—Americans! let me refer first 
to your "Independence Day:* in 
connection with which it has bem 
said:—

*The Fourth cf July marks an} 
epoch in the world’s history. It 
marks the birth of a free nation,) 
with all that implies—a nation ini 
the existence of which the 
oppressed of all lands rejoice, and 
of which every true American is| 
justly proud** and again

"Is life so dear, or peace so 
sweety as to be purchased at the 
price of chains and slavery? 
Forbid it, Almighty Powers!—I 
know not what course others may 
take; but as for me, give me 
liberty or give me death!"

Let me say that those sentiments 
permeate me as I stands a lone In
dependent Scotsman, seeking your



the manner suggested above are as 
follows :—

(a) “For both American Can
didates’’
This is your first and 
foremost duty and is 
fundamental in the interests 
of the whole community, not 
only on account cf the large 
American interests in Shang
hai and China, but, inter alia, 
on account of the splendid 
record of service of Amer
ican members of the Council, 
of their ability and impar
tiality and not least of all 
on account of their demo- ■ 
cratic, their free and 
independent outlook.

(b) “For myself, the British 
Independent Candidate” :— | 
I have expressed my views 
in my “Brief Preliminary 
Election Address” and in my 
numerous and lengthy letters 
to the Press, and a summary 
of possibly rather egotistical 
information concerning my- 
selt has also appeared in 
the press.

(c) “For 3 of the British Straw 
Vote Candidates:”—
The British are clearly 
entitled in my view on 
every ground to 4 members 
—Myseh and the three 
selected Straw Vote Can
didates. If I appear to have 
been invidious in their selec
tion, it is due to lhe accurs
ed methods of secrecy which 
prevail. We can only 
speculate as to the respec
tive merits of each of the 
five frbm such information 
as the Council chooses t(T 
peddle out to uo and from 
what we can glean from 
other sources.

(d) “For 3 of the Japanese 
Candidates’- :— ,
The Japanese are in. my 
opinion clearly entitled upon 
pvery ground, to at least 3 
members this year, and it 
seems to me downright 
lunacy to suggest anything 
else—a lunacy not unlike 
that which led Britain to the 
loss of America.

Even as long ago, I think, 
as about 1936, I was urged by 
the then British Consul- 
General to support him and 
to speak in a campaign 
against the suggested in
crease then of the Japanese 
members from 2 to 3; but I 
had considered the whole 
matter with great care and 
anxious thought and could 
not do so, In fact I stated 
that I might even feel im
pelled openly to fight against 
it, if I thought that evil con
sequences to British inter

ests and to the interests of 
the Settlement as a whole, 
migh er.-.ue. . Ah that has 
happened since that date has 
only increased. th? validity 
and strength of the Japanese 
claim. 1 cannot- imagine 
anything mcr? fatuous and 
mere calculated to lead to a 
major disaster to ¡British 
qrtcriuts and the general 
interests of the Settlement 
than the adoption of an 
arrogant and wholly unrea
sonable attitude of blank 
obstruction to legitim 
Japanese aspirations. The 
senseless and almost crim
inal suggestion that the 
election is a kind of dog 
fighf to the death between 
Occidental and Oriental 
factions is so contemptible 
and so fraught with future 
and lasting dangers than I I 
cannot imagine how any 
calm and balanced mind can 
for one.moment entertain it. 
For God’s sake, remember 
the Council's motto, Omnia 
junetd in uno, and let Sanity 
prevail.

Er?. Of Goodwill
7. —If everyon? . were to follow

this year my advice "with regard to 
voting as ret out in paragraph 5 
above, there would be no trouble 
in Shanghai, iher? would be no 
humiliation, no bitter resentment, 
no frictxr no lasting racial
antagonism. It would mean the in
auguration of an era of goodwill, 
cf genuine co-operation, of honest 
give-and-take, and mark the com
mencement of an era of unparallel
ed prosperity arid progress for this 
great, this unique ‘ city of Shanghai. 
Immediate steps could then be 
taken, in conjunction with the 
Chinese, for drastic and funda
mental changes in the whole 
machinery and methods of Govern
ment not only of. the Settlement j 
but cf the surrounding districts, and I 
it would not then be long before i 
Shanghai became one of the j 
greatest, if not the greatest of the | 
Cities in the World.

8. —Voters of every nationality, « 
let us all co-operate—let u>j work? 
for harmony-—I therefore urge you ’ 
to give my advice at least a trial, 
this year. It can dp no possible 
harm and might prove to be an 
undreamt of success..

Ranald McDonald.
Shanghai, April 6, 1940.
P.S.—Since writing the above, the 

names cf the other two 
Japanesefor whem to vote 
which h^ve been suggested to 
me are

5.—Hanawa, Y. 
and

7.—KubodA, K., -
but there may still be. some- 
further alteration in this 
connection.
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Election Fever Sweeping
Over Settlement As Days 
For Polling Draw Nearer

Excitement Over Selection Of Nine Candidates 
Has Never Been Higher In Municipal History;

National Groups Canvassing For Every Vote

CANDIDATES HAVE ANNOUNCED POLICIES;
NATIONAL RATIO MAY BE ALTERED

Never in Shanghai’s history has there been so much com
ment and excitement over a Municipal Election as that which is 
scheduled at the ballot of Settlement ratepayers Wednesday 
and Thursday. Qualified voters of all foreign nationalities will 
cast their votes for one or more of the 13 candidates who
have offered themselves for selection as. Councillors during the
forthcoming Municipal year.
will go into the discard.

This year, more than ever before,! 
the nationality question has been 
injected into the poll. There are 
two American, five British and five 
Japanese candidates and each 
national group since the announce
ment of nominations has been con
ducting a vigorous campaign for 
election of their respective 
nominees.

For the first time in the Muni
cipal history of the Settlement, the 
Japanese are seekihg to secure the 
election of five candidates. Hither
to the Japanese quota has been 
two members, with five British and 
two Americans occupying the other 
seven seats allotted to the foreign 
community. Five Chinese members 
are elected by the Chinese com
munity, bringing the total to 14 | 
Chinese and foreign Councillors, |

Nine only can be selected—four

strongly for the five JapamT 
ese candidates to the exclusion of 
the American and British candi- ■ 
dates from thé ballot papers. One ■ 
independent British candidate is 
seeking election and his presence 
has - further complicated the out
come, according to well-informed 
circles.

This year there are no clearly » 
defined issues for the ratepayers] 
to decide in casting their votes, • 
apart from the purely national | 
viewpoint. In other years there 
have been certain definite ques
tions upon which election cam
paigns have been based, such as 
the abolition or retention of the 
Municipal Orchestra, the purchase 
of a site for a new town hall, the 
admission of Chinese to the public 
parks, the admission of Chinese to

Only on one previous occasion did 
the Japanese community seek to 
increase their number of candi-
dates. Two only were elected fol- ’ 
lowing a miscount of the ballot, and 
the subsequent withdrawal of the 
additional Japanese candidate.

National Viewpoint
The issue this year is regarded 

among the various national factions 
as of extreme importance. The 
British and American communities 
have been advised to vote solidly 
for the five British and two Amer
ican nominees. The Japanese have 
been instructed to plump .equally

the Municipal Council and other 
questions which have lent a cer
tain amount of colour to the

I campaign.
Voters at the poll to be conduct- j 

ed Wednesday and Thursday will 
apparently have to decide their 
candidates on a purely national 
basis, although the election plat
forms of candidates have indicated 
to some extent policies which may ; 
be adopted by nominees, if elected.

A record poll is expected as every 
Settlement resident with a vote is 
being urged to the ballot boxes. 
Voting commences each day at 10 
a.m. and concludes at 3 p.m.



Fateful Week 
Dawns For
Settlement

One of the most vital weeks j 
in the history of the Inter-j 
national Settlement began* 
this morning, with one clear-; 
cut issue rising starkly from 
the welter of Municipal elec
tion politics.

This week will decide whether the 
Japanese obtain virtual con-

X the Shanghai Municipal 
Council, or whether the status quo 
(or a slightly changed ratio) is 
maintained.

As the campaiams enter the last!
lap before the fateful Wednesday;, The Shanghai Mainichi carried 
and Thursday, feverish ac-ja story, which was picked up and 
tivity was noted in all camps. The I circulated 'by Dome! news agency, 
Japanese bid for domination will be I that' at about 3 p.m. seven British 
hotly contested on all sides in the) and 20 Chinese police officers in 
next few days. (uniform surrounded the vicinity of

I

Two main forces face each 
other bi the battle, and they 
are almost equal in strength. 
The Japanese vote is now esti
mated at about 3,7CO, while the 
“Anglo-Saxon” vote, which was 
estimated yesterday at about 
3,500. was reported growing in 
strergth, as more British and 
American ratepayers are being 
registered on the eligible list. 
The minority vote* also seemed 

to te splitting into two distinct 
eamps. The Latin community— 
Portuguese, Spanish and Italian,— 
have been reported solidly on the 
side of the Japanese, while it was 
expected that part of the German 
and Russian communities would 
also vote for the five Japanese can
didates.

Minority Group
Totaling about 500 votes, (ex

cluding Germans and Russians), 
the minority group is split up as 
fallows: French. 100: Portuguese, 
92; Italian 84; Poles. 49; Canes, 58;
Norwegians. 25; Dutch, 24; Czechs, 

• ?«: Latvians IB; Lithuanians,-15; 
Spaniards, 12; Swedes, 12; Finns, 2 
and other nationalities about 30.

The German vote, totaling about 
700, seems to be divided into two 
parts: one “pro-Aryan”, and the 
other composed mainly of refugees. 
One refugee pointed out yester
day that the methods of the Jap
anese in this respect are much like 
those used by Hitler in his early 
rise to power.

“The activities of the Japan
ese are said to be perfectly 
legal,” he said, “but so were 
those of Hitler. It is a question 
of what happens after power is 
once achieved, ’

Third Power Relations
Informed quarters also pointed 

mt yesterday that the Japanese, if 
they win control of the Settle
ment, will be in an enviable posi
tion as regards relations with Third 
Powers. Heretofore, it -was noted, 
most protests to Japan by Third 
Powers, especially ¡England and 
America, were based on charges 
that the activities had been “ille
gal,” or contrary to international 
law.

However, if the forthcoming elec
tions prove a victory for the Jap-

anese. Third Powers will have no
thing on which to base a protest. 
“It is a case of a semi-totalitarian 
power using so-called democratic 
methods in an attempt to defeat 
the Democracies,” the situation was 
summed up.

An American resident who said
that he was “disgusted with the 
Council's methods,” declared yes
terday that the Japanese threat 
of domination will have at least one 
good effect on the SM.C. and Set
tlement residents, if the threat 
does not succeed. “The big boys 
are so scared now. that they’ll be 
forced to institute drastic reform 
measures. The ratepayers are 
aroused, and they’ll demand ac
tion after this,” he asserted.

S.M.P. Deny Charges
Charges that the Shanghai Muni

cipal Police had intimidated Jewish 
refugees on Friday, so tnat they 
would not vote for the Japanese 
candidates were emphatically de
nied yesterday by Police officers at 
the Wayside Station, in whose dis- 
trict the intimidation was alleged to 
have occurred.

No. 800 Tongshan Road. The Bri
tish officer^ wbre alleged to hâve 
made house-to-house visits to 

¡Jewish refugees and questioned 
¡them, asking whom they were sup- 

j 1 porting in the elections and what 
y were their relations with the Jap- 
lanese. “All this information was 
(recorded by the Police officers,” the 
Japanese paper charged. “The police 

.officers are acting beyond their au- 
rthority; it constitutes interference 
with the elections.”

Said Propaganda
| “Propaganda and Fubbish,”. SM.P. 
officers told The China Press 
yesterday. “It’s a fairy tale that 
«macks of the ridiculous.” A for
mal protest may be entered with 
the Japanese Consulate-General, it 
was reported yesterday, although 
informed circles declared that the 
Police would probably ignore it, as 
being "too silly to deserve any 
serious attention.”

The Chinese press carried lengthy 
editorials on the issue, asking that 
all foreign ratepayers follow the 
¡advice of the British Election Com
mittee and the American Associa
tion, and vote for the seven “au
thorized” candidates: the five 
British and two Americans selected 
by straw votes, of their respective 
communities. “Vote for no ohe 
else,” they said. “Take no chances 
Jef jeopardizing the results.”

Advice to the German community 
to abstain from voting for the Jap
anese nominees was also given in 
the Chinese press. The National 
Herald declared, “Even the German 
residents in Shanghai should not 
support the Japanese candidates, 
because they should understand 
that they are likewise liable to ex
pulsion under the slogan of ‘a new 
order in East Asia.’ Moreover, it 
would be unwise for them to lose 
the friendship of the Chinese by 
befriending the enemy of China.”

Other papers pointed out the im
plications of suçh a move. German! 
trade interests in China would in-1 
evitably be irreparably hurt, they! 
said.
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S.M.C. Elections:
What Do Candidates Say ?
To the Editor of the

“North-China Daily News”
Sir,—Rightly or wrongly, I believe 

that many of the major problems con
fronting the Council are the direct 
and indirect consequence of the 
efforts which have been made during 
the past three years or so to establish 
a new order in East Asia.

I refer particularly to such matters 
as: —

(a) The absence of Council control 
and function in the areas north of 
the Creek.

(b) . The appalling congestion in 
the Settlement arising in the main out 
of the destruction of Nantao and 
Chapel.

(e) The uncontrolled development 
of inferior factories and squatter 
settlements in the Western areas.

(d) The breakdown of the Settle
ment and Concession drainage system 
brought about largely by (c) and 
resulting in serious floodings even | 
when rainfall cannot be considered 
abnormal.

(e) The fantastic figures to which 
the price of rice and locally-produced 
foodstuffs have soared.

(f) The spread of gambling, burg
laries, hold-ups, etc., etc.
One could go on ad infinitum.
I am of the opinion that the present 

Council is as weU able as any other 
to administer ordinary civic affairs, 
and I also believe that the new can
didates offering themselves for elec
tion will be as impotent as the pre
sent Council to remedy matters which 
are affected by considerations outside 
the realm of ordinary civic affairs.

In regard to the latter I may be 
wrong, and it would assist me, and 
I hope the electorate generally, to 
obtain a better appreciation, of the 
qualifications of the new candidates 
if, instead of fulminating upon the 
ethics of the “straw vote,” or of 
oozing platitudes about “national do
mination” and “economic feudalism,” 
or of making sinister and meaning
less references to evils lurking in 
crannies, they would inform us how 
they propose to solve the major pro
blems I have referred to above. What 
are the ways and means open to them 
which are not available to the present 
Council?

B.
Shanghai, Apr. 6.
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Commissioner of Police.

Sir,

SW4B6HAI MHSi ,I?AL mien 
S. B. REGISTRY !

April

^Date________Î___ _!*

The printed matter attached relative to the>

forthcoming Municipal Election*was delivered to this office

at 10.30 a.m. April 6. At 10.35 a.m. Mr. W.M. Macoustra

called and asked if any objection existed to the distribution 

of this printed matter on public thoroughfares. The voting 

paper and the election address will, I understand, be printed 

in the English, German, Russian and Italian languages.

Mr. Macoustra proposes to station Chinese distributors at 

Central Road and Kiangse Road corner, Nanking Road and The 

Bund and at the South end of the Garden Bridge. Distributors 

will be in possession of printed matter in one language only 

and will distribute under the personal guidance of Mr. 

Macoustra. It has not yet been definitely decided on which 

dates or during which hours the distributions will be made.

There is nothing in the address which might 

violate the Council’s proclamation relative to printed 

matter, and I have reminded Mr. Macoustra that no obstruction 

or nuisance must be committed by the distributors on public 

thoroughfares. I suggested it would be preferable for 

he printed matter to be delivered to individuals through 

he post or by messenger.

Mr. Macoustra also requested permission to station

distributors outside the Drill Hall in the Municipal Compound

and in respect of

Secre tar y -General.

this request he was referred to the

A

* J D. C. (Special Branch)
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TaIRIKU SHIMPO i-

UEMAND POR MORE JAPAHE3E REPRESNTATIVES OR 
THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL?

At the outset* we wish to point out 
that the areas surrounding the district of Shanghai have 
been occupied by the Japanese forces and the foreign area 
in Shanghai forms a part of the districts under the 
influence of the Japanese Army. Secondly* the number of 
Japanese residents is rapidly increasing and the 
population has reached 70*000. Ab a result the number 
of Japanese ratepayers has reached over 3,000 against 
2*800 British ratepayers.

It is natural that such a change in 
the local situation should be reflected in the Municipal 
Council and the Japanese demand for more representatives 
is reasonable and in accordance with the changed situation 
The fact that the British themselves have recommended five 
candidates this year would seem to indicate that they 
arc ignoring the changed situation and are regarding 
the International Settlement as their own concession.

It should be noted that the Japanese 
are not attempting to monopolise the Settlement or to 
replace the British by means of increasing the number of 
Japanese representatives on the Council. Mr. Hayashi 
stressed this in a statement issued on April 1. The 
Japanese desire is to remove monopolization by any Power 

kln the Settlement; they intend to establish a system so 
£hat the various Japanese nationals can impartially take 
part in the administration of the Settlement as befits 
its title the •International Settlement*. At present* 
there are many questions pending such as the reorganization 
of the Municipal Council and reconsideration of its 
financial policy. These questions should be settled 
only by a revision of the Land Regulations. Before the 
revision of the Land Regulations is taken in hand* the 
number of members of the Municipal Council must be 
changed impartially in accordance with the prevailing 
situation in the Settlement. The Japanese desire to 
increase their representatives arises from this 
consideration.

We would like to draw the attention of 
the public to the following two polntsl* 

firstly* the Japanese have independently 
decided to recommend five candidates without negotiating 
with the British and .American residents. Wo attempted to 
increase the number of Japanese representatives to three 
in 1936* but owing to the unreasonable election law* we 
were defeated. As the British will not dore to abolish 
their monopolization of the Settlement* this is the 
reason why Japanese have avoided negotiations and have 
independently recommended five candidates. This is an 
indioation of the determination of the Japanese.

Secondly* the Japanese are attempting 
to increase their representatives by lawful means. When 
disputes over the status of the Settlement arose last year* 
it was strongly advocated that the question of the 
Settlement* which is a base of anti«Japanese movement* should 
be settled by force as it forms part of the Japanese military 
operations. But the dcaire for a lawful settlement of the 
dispute prevailed and as a result an agreement was reached 
over the Western Area and Hongkcw district was reopened.
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Should the reasonable demand of the 
Japanese be unfairly ignored and the monopolization of 
the Settlement by the British be continued* Japanese 
may have to give up their efforts to reorganize the 
Settlement by means of lawful measures* in which 
event the Settlement will be again thrown into confusion. 
The party which intends to check the advance of the 
Japanese should be prepared to accept responsibility 
for the conseQuenocs«
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The determined effort of the local Japanese

Residents’ Corporation to secure more than their 

usual ouota of two seats on the Municipal Council
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at the forthcoming Municipal elections is reflected 
in their present activities in the Hongkew ares 
where, among the thousands of Jewish refugees, 

several hundreds are ratepayers.
Should the Japanese capture these votes with

any degree of success they will doubtless be in a 

commanding position insofar as other national blocs 

are concerned.

Several methods have been utilized by the
Japanese to secure these Jewish votes, and it is 
learned in this connection that in the event of 

the Japanese returning five Councillors, a further 
400 immigration permits will be issued gratis to 
the responsible Jewish voters. In addition 

arrangements will be made for prospective newcomers 
to travel via Siberia and Manchukuo, facilities for 
which at the present time are most difficult to 

obtain.
This offer of free immigration permits is, 

most attractive bait to the Jews who know full well 

the plight in which their relatives and friends are 
in Central Europe and if they can be assured that 

the responsible Japanese will keep their word and
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issue the promised permits, it is more than probable 

that their votes will go to Japanese Candidates.

I have drawn the attention of the Jewish

Committee headed by Mr. Kann to the prevailing state 

of affairs and instructions have been issued to all 

refugees that they ere to refrain from meddling in 

political issues.

It has not been possible to ascertain with 

exactitude who, among the refugees, is lending 

assistance to the Japanese, but unconfirmed reports 

indicate that the Juedische Gemeinde, 805 East 

Seward Road, is the driving force behind the scenes. 

This organization is not recognized by the Committee 

headed by Mr. Kann and Mr. Speelman and I know that 

serious differencesexist between the two factions 

due to the leniency shown by Mr. Kann’s Committee in 

its dealings with the rival camp which, however, is 

morally supported to a certain extent by Mr. Silis 

Hayim who is a member of Mr. Kann’s Committea.

D. S

D.C. (Special Branch).
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Japanese Give Order
For Vote Of Emigres

While Japanese canvassers are reported ordering Jewish emigres, 
v ho are qualified ratepayers north of the creek, to vote ¿or the 
Nipponese candidates, all Spanish ratepayers have been summoned 
to visit* their Consul-General to confer on the elections.

"We are not doing this to tell our citizens for whom to vote'* 
said a Spanish Consulate official to the Shanghai Evening Post to
day. “We are only trying to find out how many Spanish voters 
there are.”

There were some 300 Spanish citizens in Shanghai he said, and 
although most lived in the French Concession, there were only 12 
names on the SMC voting list published Saturday. “I think there 
should be quite a few more. That is why Wq have asked cur citizens 
to call at their consulate, for us to make inquiries.”

North of the creek the Japanese have started a campaign to try 
to round up minoiity votes, going round with translators who speak 
cither German or Yiddish. Last minute efforts of the Japanese to 
add more voters to the list are envisaged, despite warning by the 
SMC that this should be carried out early.

No announcement as to how many candidates the Japanese are 
putting up has been made, and it is expected that they will follow' 
their normal custom of sending in the names five minutes before 
noon tomorrow, closing time.
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I have to xepoxt that on 28/3/40 infoxmation was received 

to the effect that a Jewish emigrant was visiting various 

emigrant shop keepers in the Wayside district and requesting 

them to cast theix votes in favour of the Japanese canditates 

at the forthcoming Municipal Flection.

Many premises have been visited by this person amongst 

them the following:« 794* 828 and 808 East Seward Road.

The occupants of these .premises stated that when approached* 

they were informed that every emigrant* living in the “Japanese . 

territory“* and entitled to vote should vote for the Japanese 

canditates in return fox which the Japanese would assist the 

entry of more emigrants into Shanghai.

If the person approached promised to vote as requested he 

was handed a post card size form giving details of relatives 

in Germany whom he wished to bring to Shanghai. This form was 

filled up on the spot and returned.

Before leaving each addresses slip of paper* attached* 

was handed to the prospective voter giving an office address at 

Ho. 165 Chaoufoong Road where further infoxnation of desired* 

might be obtained.

Ho. 165 Chaoufo>ng Road is a licensed foreign lodging 

house managed by one 0. Katz.
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China Evening News of April 5 published the following editorials

ADVICE IO BRITISH AND AMERICAN RATEPAYERS

The result of the coming Municipal elections 
on April 10 and 11 will decide the fate of the International 
Settlement as to whether it will be able to maintain its 
status quo or whether it will come under the domination of 
the Japanese. The whole manoeuvre is nothing but an attempt 
of the Japanese to oust« by political means» the British and 
American interests from the International Settlement. as 
the outcome of the elections will not only affect the future 
of the Settlement but the interests of all the residents as 
well» we would like to offer a word of advice to the local 
foreign ratepayers.

There are two ways to counter the Japanese 
attack on the International Settlement. It is of utmost 
importance that the British and American ratepayers should 
collaborate in a united front against the Japanese and vote 
unanimously for the five British and two American candidates. 
They should not do anything that is liable to undermine their 
own strength or to benefit the Japanese, as their interests 
in Shanghai are considerable and furthermore as they belong 
t the Ang}.o~Saxon race» the British and American residents 
should work in close collaboration and this will be of great 
benefit to them» but a split in their ranks would lead 
disaster for both. At ordinary t_mes there may be some 
discord between the British and American ratepayers» but at 
this time of crisis they should bury their private grudges 
and not create any loophole for others. V«e learn with 
pleasure that the British and American ratepayers» in the 
course of their meetings held last night» have resolved to 
stand shoulder to shoulder in the present Municipal elections. 
The signifioanoe of their move is clear: this concerted action 
by the British and American residents is an indication» a 
reflection of the unanimous stand that has been adopted by 
their respective governments towards the ^ar Eastern problem.

Secondly» the British and American residents 
should endeavour to win over the foreign ratepayers except» 
of course» the Japanese» lest they should be made use of by 
the Japanese. It is possible that with the war going on 
in Europe local German residents» who come next in population 
after the British» Americans and Japanese, may boycott the 
British and take the side of the Japanese. In this
connection» we wish to advise the German residents that if 
they jeopardize the status quo of the Settlement by such a 
move» they would be destroying their own relations with 
China. At this time when the trade between Germany : vd. 
Japan is fast dwindling and when Germany is endeavouring to 
restore her vast trade with China» we are convinced that the 
intelligent German residents in Shanghai «ill desist from 
making any move that will favour the Japanese. On this 
account» it will be wise for the local German community to 
turn out in support of the British and American candidates.
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ab the Chinese community is unable to render 
any assistance in the present Municipal elections» it is 
oily up to the British and American ratepayers to work in 
close collaboration against the Japanese and to win the 
support of other foreign communities. It is a certainty 
that under such concerted action b'r the British and American 
residents* the Japanese political iffsneive against the 
Settlement is bound to end in failure and all future attempts 
to effect domination over the Settlement will be nipped in 
the bud*



National Herald publishes the following editorial I*

The Contest For The Llection Of Foreign Councillors 
Xn.International Settlement

The question of election of councillors in the 
Shanghai Municipal Council has now reached a serious stage 
because of che Japanese violation of the original ratio of 
candidates by increasing the number of their candidates to 
five for participation in the forthcoming election* According 
to regulations governing the organization of the S.M*C** the 
Council has the right to decide upon important administrative 
affairs as well as the right to offer suggestions regarding 
the enforcement of certain important decisions* Consequently* 
it is very powerful and is the supreme administrative organ 
of the International Settlement* In former times the 
councillors of the S«M.C* were elected by the Foreign 
Ratepayers Met ting* It was only during 1928/1930 that the 
Chinese began to be represented in the Council by five members

In the election of councillors this year* a 
dispute of an international character has taken place; it is 
nat so simple as it seems; it is evidently a kind of plot on 
the part of the Japanese authorities who are intending to 
make use of the present contest as a r.eans to seize the 
administrative powers of the S*M«C., thereby enabling them 
to bring the whole of the International Settlement under their 
virtual control*

The Japanese have made known to the public again 
and again their determination in connection with the present 
contest for election of councillors in the 3.M.C. and are 
known to have already made all preparations towards the 
attainment of this end* This suffices to prove that the 
Japanese have long had an envious eye upon the Settlement; 
they now consider it a very rene opportunity for them to 
attain their desired object* That Japan has become so 
envious towards the foreign controlled areas in Shanghai 
is a fact that requires no explanation and is known to all* 
The Japanese forces have been engaged in their campaign of 
aggression against China for almost three years and they now 
realize that they have gone deep into the mire* Consequently* 
they find it necessary to intensify their attacks politically 
and for this reason they consider the seizure of the Foreign 
Settlements an important urgent programme to be carried out 
in their political attacks* The Japanese authorities are 
doing this because they consider the existence of the European 
War a rare opportunity for them to take the place of the
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British people in the leading role in the International 
Settlement. They are demanding an increase of the number 
of their candidates under the pretext that the number of 
their ratepayers in Shanghai has increased, but such an 
increase is recognized by nobody in view of their forcible 
occupation of Hongkew and the Western District. It is said 
that the Japanese authorities possess some means to fill up 
the empty ranis among their ratepayers. This evidently 
proves that they have had the plot under preparation for 
seme time*

The present contest for election of 
councillors in the S.M.C. not only affects the future status 
of the foreign Settlements of Shanr-ai but also the 
International situation in the far -a»i* The Japanese 
not only aim at the occupation of uie International 
Settlement but they are also intending to bring about the 
realization of their idealism for the establishment of a 
new order in last Asia as well as the fundamental expulsion 
from the *'ar Last of the influence of the third party nations 
by means of their control of this far Eastern metropolis« 
Moreover, incase the Japanese succeed in the seizure of the 
administrative power of the International Settlement, they 
will naturally make use of the Council in their conspiracy 
with the puppet organizations in activities detrimental to 
the sovereign rights of China. It is for this reason that 
the present attempt of the Japanese should not be looked upon 
lightly. Xt Is a plot that impairs the rights of all 
parties and should therefore be opposed by all foreign 
residents in Shanghai other than the Japanese themselves. 
The opposition to this plot by the Chinese residents should 
be all the more vigorous^ Even the German residents in
Shanghai should not support the Japanese candidates, because 
they should understand that they are likewise liable to 
expulsion under the slogan of a new order in East Asia. 
Moreover, it would be unwise for them to lose the friendship 
of the Chinese by befriending the enemy of China.

Though the contest has entered a serious 
stage, yet there are still four or five days before the 
official election takes place, sufficient for the various 
parties concerned to arrive at adequate measures to deal 
with the matter* At present it is most important for 
the American and British authorities in Shanghai to 
co-operate with each other concertedly; at the same time 
they should also seek the co-operation of foreign residents 
of other neutral parties* They should understand that 
J ..pan has had an envious eye upon the foreign controlled 
areas of Shanghai for quite a long time. It was due to 
the attitude of compromise and submission on the part of 
the Settlement authorities that the Japanese have become 
more aggressive. Now they are attempting to seize complete 
control of the International Settlement. Xt is time for 
the nations concerned to take positive action to deal with 
the matter. The Chinese residents, though they are not in 
a position to participate in the election of foreign 
councillors, should likewise exert their utmost to co-operate 
with the nations concerned, so as to avert an unfavourable 
change of the local situation. We should understand that even 
after failure this time, the Japanese will make further attempts 
next time. However, time is the most remarkable factor in all 
things; it may be that the Japanese militarists will not be so 
truculent at the election next year as they arc at present.
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Chin se-Americnn Daily News (Editorial) dated April 7 »-

The S*M*C* Elections ; Advice to German «nd Jewish 
Residents 1 Tianghai

The creation o. a New Order in East Asia is 
hut another term for the subjugation of China and the 
expulsion of third party interests and rights fr-m this 
country. In the hope of attaining this object, Japan has 
m^de »11 kinds of attempts, both forcible and political* 
Now she is demanding an increase in the number of Japanese 
Councillors on the S.M«C* as a me?ns to seize control of 
the International Settlement and to convert it into a 
Japanese Concession, If she succeeds in this attempt, not 
only will this ' st stronghold for third party interests 
and rights ir. C ~na disappear but the residents of Shanghai 
will h»ve no s jurance for their safety and welfare*

The foreign residents in Shanghai have always 

been represented by nine seats on the S*M«C., of -.hi ch 
five are occupied by British members, two by zjnerioans 
nd the rest by Japanese, all of whom are elected by 
ratepayers* Ostensibly, the contest seems to be one among 
individuals; fn reality, the contest has actually became 
an international affair* The Japanese desire to increase 
the number of their representatives on the Council from 
two to five* Should all five Japanese be elected, the 
Japanese would have five out of the nine seats on the S*M*C* 
and they will therefore be placed in a favourable situation*

■M
M
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The Council meeting issues ordars in the 
administration of the Council. It is not the Secretary 
and Commissioner-General or the Deputy Secretaries who 
decide the administrative policy of the S.M.C.; it is the 
Council which holds meetings once every two week?. All 
decisions reached at these meetings are handed to the 
Secretory for enforcement by his subordinates. Thus, if 
the Japanese have five seats on the Council, they will 
have supreme control over the Council meetings and they 
can vote for all decisions that are favourable to 
themselves and veto those that are unfavourable. For 
instance, they can vote for a decision to order the Council 
to enter into negotiations over all kinds of matters with 
the puppet organizations, thereby enhancing the legal 
status of such regimes. Si. 4.larly, they will be able to 
order a change in the admin -.*•trative system of the S.M.C., 
or increase the number of Je -anese officials, thereby 
enabling them to seize the entire control of the S.M.C. 
Should the Japanese succeed in the present elections, they 
will have full control over the administration of the 
International Settlement, in that event, not only will 
the neutrality of the Settlement be violated but the 
interests of all residents in the Settlement will be 
seriously Affected. Therefore, it is only natural that 
the Japanese should intensify their activities to brii.g 
about the expulsion of foreign interests from China and 
for domination rf the Orient if they «re given an 
opportunity.

The local British and American ratepayers 
are said to have made preparations to deal with the 
Japanese campaign. According to statistics, the joint 
British-American group can pool 3,574 votes, while the 
Japanese have only 3,600 votes* These figures do not 
include the votes held by German ratepayers or Jewish 
refugees in Shanghai. The former have 300 votes, while 
the latter hold 500 votes. If all these 800 votes are 
cast in favour of the British and American candidates, the 
latter will be sure to get more votes than the Japanese. 
Consequently, these 800 votes will decide the future of 
the International Settlement.

Germany is now engaged in an aimed conflict 
with Britain; therefore it is only natural that the German 
ratepayers will refuse to vote for the British candidates. 
But this does not mean that they will vote in favour of 
the Japanese. They can vot . for the two American candidates 
and withold voting for eith ’• the British or the Japanese. 
We believe that ths wise Ger inn ratepayers must have already 
considered the matter and realized from the lessons they 
received at Tientsin, Tsingtao and other ports in North 
China th»t they will not be able to develop their commerce 
in Shanghai if this city is to be under the control of the 
Japanese. They h->ve already suffered much at the hands of 
the Japanese; consequently they can place no trust in the 
verbal assurances of the Japanese. Therefore, we aro of 
the opinion that in their own interests, to say nothing of 
their concern o er the future of the International 
Settlement, the German ratepayers should refrain from 
voting for the Japanese.
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Now take, for instance, the Jewish rate
payers who are mostly refugees who recently arrived in 
Shanghai. They want to take up residence in Shanghai 
rather than in Tientsin, I igtao, Cant >n and other 
ports in China because fol. ing the withdrawal of the 
Chinese forces from Shanghs , the International 
Settlement h»s remained neu ?al. Consequently, they 
must have enjoyed a certain amount of benefit from the 
neutrality of the Settlement. The Jewish refugees should 
remember that at one time they were refused entry into 
Hongkew by the Japanese—-a fact "‘.hat goes to show that 
the Japanese have no sympathy tov rds the Jewish people. 
Therefore, we may surmise whom the Jewish refugees will 
support in the present elections. Moreover, being 
immigrants In f Ina, they should naturally seek the 
friendship c * 3 Chinese so as to secure more room for 
the development of their commerce* Though the Chinese 
Government is now away from Shanghai» it has never given 
up its sovereign rights over this port. The Chir ese 
Government does not like to see any change in the present 
status of the Foreign Settlements in Shanghai nor does it 
like to see the Jewish refugees vote for the Japanese, 
thereby indirectly affecting the neutrality of the foreign 
controlled arene.

We believe that if the Jewish residents will 
carefully consider all the circumstanbes, they will not 
go so far qs to create opportunities for the Japanese, 
thereby impairing the neutrality of the International 
Settlement resulting in the prevention of the development 
of their legitimate trade under Japahese domination of 
the Orient and indirectly losing the friendship of the 
world because of this blunder—a blunder that will never 
be pardoned by future ger tionS df Jets*
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IJ lütt'- Emigres 
Deciding S’hai

_ ■ Jk Fate
British - American Bloc 
Votes Equal Japanese; 
Jewish Holding Balance 

i NIPPONESE RESCIND VETO 
l ON RELATIVES ENTERING

CITY, WOO WAYSIDE AID
Exchange Drop Enlarges Electorate

Leaving their homelands within.only the past year 
or so, German and Austrian Jewish refugees today hold 
the destiny of the International Settlement of Shanghai 
in their hands.

The emigre vote in the Municipal Elections to be he’d 
next week, eagerly wooed by the Japanese with specious 
promises, and innuendo threats, are seen as the decisive

j factor as to whether the Japanese against the remainder Ulis leaves
| may acquire five members of thei 
' SMC. at the expense of the Bri
tish and Americans, and thus 
gain a position from which they

| may eventually control the Settle-' 
ment.

the German vote as that which 
will swing the election one way 

t- or another.
Increase Seen

i Of the 8C0 German and 
trian ratepayers qualified to 
5C3 are emigres. Many of these 
live north of the Soochow Creek, 
where the Japanese have been 
canvassing them assiduously. 
Next year it is estimated that 
there will be an additional 503 
emigre ratepayers, as more and 
more cf them find their feet lease 
houses and open shops.

The Japanese authorities have 
been particularly active over gain
ing the friendship of the Ger
man emigres, and thus 

' votes, in the past two or three 
days. Whereas a month ago 
they had refused the applies* 
tion of many emigre? for landing

AUS- 
vote,

German Paradox
Actually a paradoxical situation 

seems to ha^e arisen as regards 
the German (and Austrian) vote. 
The Japanese are asking both 
Nazis and Jews to vote for them.

Allotting the minority votes 
either to the British-American 
bloc or to the Japanese, the posi
tion appears to be that the 
Japanese plus Italian and Spanish 
vote roughly totals the British- 
American vote plus French, Por-

[ tuguese and Dutch. Leaving the’; 
Russian vote to cancel itself out, 
he balance of power rests with l ___
he Germans, of whom the bulk “““ ='ZL-p pnihrpR permits for relatives whom thejare emigres*^ shanghftl thf

Taking estimates of the total
number of votes, the balance ^ieet/ : on ^ese emigres

Some former “residents and many 
hew arrivals find that they .are 
qualified ratepayers, because the 
rentals they pay total but Yen 
22, taking the Taels 50 stipulation 
as equalling $70 and converting 
at the official exchange rate in 
force in Japan. With former rates 
of exchange a large number of 
these' would never have been 
ratepayers.

Chinese Stand Pat

their

The Chinese Ratepayers’ Asso
ciation has formally notified the 
Shanghai Municipal Council that 
the five 
Council 
various 
another

Chinese members of the 
and members 

committee will 
term.

of the
serve for

The re-elected five

i

as it were,
British 
American 
French 
Portuguese

I Dutch

is as
2850 
500 
100 
100
24

3574

follows:
Japanese 
Italian 
Spanish

Chinese 
councillors are: Messrs. Yu Ya- 
ching, shipping magnate and the 
doyen of Chinese community 
leaders; L. T. Yuan, prominent 
Chinese merchant of varied in
terests; William Gockson, manag
ing director of the Wing On Com4 
panÿ; Eugene Y. B. Kiang, pro
minent legal practitioner; and 
Yulin Hsi, prominent chartered i 
accountant.

asking them to apply once mor?; 
for these permits.

Japanese Votes
Japanese voters last year total

led a little over io(D. This num
ber has been trebled in the past 
year by many immigrants during 

— that period, who know nothing of 
3800 the history of Shanghai and its 
----- huge foreign investments, and who 

will vote exactly as they are told 
by their authorities.

The increase of 2000 is largely 
due to the fall in exchange.

3500
80
20

The Russian vote totals 234, of 
which approximately 100 live 
north of the creek and will prob
ably be ca voting for the

out

It



SM ELECTION
DRIVE OPENED 
BY AMERICANS

Committee Seeks Vote 
Holders Not Yet 

Registered

POLL PLANS SET 

Under the chairmanship 
of Mr. Wilber Judd, a 
special "get-out-the-vote” 
committee of the American 
Association held its initial 
meeting in the American Club 
at 10 o’clock this morning and 
laid out a comprehensive cam
paign of activity for the 
period before and during the 
municipal election on April 10 and 
11 next week.

Work of various sorts which has 
already been instituted will be 
continued and accelerated, with 
special emphasis at this phase on 
seeing to it that all Americans 
residing in the International Set
tlement and entitled to vote are 
put on the list of registered voters.

Next week the work will enter 
the phase of getting the register 
ed voters to the polls.

Circular Letter
A circular letter is being pre

pared, to go out to American 
voters urging them among other 
things to vote early mi the first 
day, Wednesday. That evening 
a check-over will be made, in 
order to put special pressure on 
voters who have not gone to ths 
polls, and it will greatly facilitate 
the task of the committee as 
well as saving the more energetic 
ratepayers from needless remin
ders of their duty if they will 
vote the first day so that their 
names can be eliminated.

The letter will also request 
American ratepayers to vote for 
the seven official foreign can
didates, pointing out that the 
committee does not assess the 
merits of any individual can
didate but that a vote cast for 
others than the official candidates 
will help destroy the chances that 
one or more of the American 
candidates will be elected.

Arrangements are to be made 
whereby American ratepayers 
who have no way of getting to 
the polls will be provided with 
transportation.

Unregistered Vctes
With reference to the problem 

of unregistered potential voters, 
the committee is following up 
work which started with an Am
erican Association circular letter

sent out March 8. It is under
stood that as result of this letter, 

[ a number of people telephoned to 
the office of the secretary, Mr. 
James M. Howes, at the Ameri- 

. can Chamber cf Commerce, and 
obtained the necessary informa
tion but took no further steps 
when they found that some ad
ditional shew of energy was re
quired. Efforts to stir these 
laggards into qualifying as rate
payers constitute one of the im
mediate jobs being undertaken 
by an augmented office staff 
including a number of volun
teers.

It is pointed out that anyone 
paying rates on housekeepine 
quarters of $31.40 a quarter or 
over in the Settlement (slightly 
more for other categories) which 
means payment of approximate
ly $69 a month rent exclusive of 
tuxes (providing that this does 
not apply to people living |n 
lodging places and hotels) can 
qualify as a ratepayer. Even 
ocq^pancy cf a single room, whe
ther sub-let or otherwise, gives 
this right providing there are 
housekeeping facilities putting 
one into a ratepayer status.

CertificatesSuch persons may fill out a “Certificate of Occupancy*’ to be had from the Deputy Treasurer | Revenue, Revenue Office, Administration Building, 209 Kiangse Read, telephone 12810 extension 27. The certificate must be signed by the landlord or person frem whem sublet. Americans may obtain any further or special information by calling the American Association, telephone 14742, its headquarters being at the American Club, 209 Foochow Road.An official statement specially furnished the Shanghai Evening Post on the subject of voters’ i qualifications gives the entire, technical position in detail, as follows:
Regulation QuotedLand Regulaticn XIX sets outj that:—“Every foreigner, either individually or as a member of a’ firm, residing* in the Settlement/ having paid all taxes due, and| being an owner of land of not less than five hundred taels inj value, whose annual payment of' assessment on land cr houses or-J both, exclusive of all payments in respect of licenses, shall amount to th^ sum of ten taels and upwards, or who shall be a house-; holder paying on an assessed rental of not less than five hundred taels per annum and upwards, shall be entitled to vote in the election of the said Members of the Council and at the public meetings. Provided always that the proxies of Ratepayers only who are absent from the Consular District of Shanghai, or are prevented bv illness from attending shall be admitted to vote at such meetings.”

Thus it will be seen that a vote can be claimed only by virtue cf the ownership of land of the requisite; value or of being a householder (or. renter of an office shop or flat) on a certain minimum assessed rental. In cases where landlords are letting premises for a sum inclusive of rates (such as apartment buildings) the landlords are required to furnish the Revenue Office quarterly with a list of tenants showing the gross; rental paid in each case. They are also re’ quired to sign a declaration that such fates are paid for and on behalf of such tenants. Those tenants named who pay the requisite rental under Land Regulation XIX are given votes.
Living QuartersAlso in cases where living 

quarters are provided by the em
ployer he makes an annual re-' turn to the Revenue Office of the premises occupied by each individual employee and showing the rateable value on which General Municipal Rate is paid by him on the employee’s behalf.Similar conditions prevail in I regard to the occupation cf office premises where the rental paid includes the General Municipal Rate. Forms are supplied by the Revenue Office and upon these must be stated the amount of the General Municipal Rate included in the rental.

ApartmentsOccupation of furnished apartments when the occupier depends upon the landlord for essential ¡services in connection with these | apartments precludes the occupier from being considered a householder within the meaning 
cf Lana Regulation XIX; he is a lodger. The general principle may be set out as fellows:—“To entitle a person to a franchise as a householder he must shew that he occupies a house or a part of a house separately. If’ another person, is really in control cf that part of the house the person living in i^ has not a separate occupation, he is a lodger. On the other hand, if he has an independent occupation which the landlord cannot ’ control his occupation is that of a tenant and entitles him to a franchise as an inhabitant occupier.” ;
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! Japanese Seek To Halt Probe 
I Of Ratepayers9 QualificationsComplaining against’ the activities of officers oi the Revenue Department of the Shanghai Municipal Council in investigating the qualifications of Japanese “indirect” ratepayers, the Japanese Residents Cor- poration yesterday urgqd high officials of the 8.M.C. to curb the inquiry, according to Japanese/ reports,

A spokesman for the Japanese 
Residents Corporation is stated 
to have told Japanese pressmen 
yesterday that the action of 
these “lower grade” Council 
officials constitutes a,violation of 
an understanding between the 
S.M.C. and the Corporation 
based upon a recent exchange 
of letters.The spokesman also was quoted as saying that “these minor of- ’ ficials. apparently prejudiced against the increase in Japanese ratepayers, are acting in disregard of the wishes of higher officials of the Council.” i
Residences Visited By OfficersRevenue officers, accompanied by policemen, the Japanese spokesman continued, had started to visit the residences, godowns and other properties of Japanese who were paying their rates indirectly to the Council and were therefore entitled to vote in the coming elections.This action, the spokesman deplored, had been taken without any j notice of it being given to the Cor- poration. Certificates of occupancy, for persons paying their rates “indirectly,” were forwarded to the ICouncil by the Corporation under Ia written agreement. I
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lower 
world.
stopped 
in their

they 
and 
the

the viewpoint of the Chinese. I know1 many 
What about the high rents,

'NA PRESS.

I’VE OFTEN WONDERED BY CARROLL D ALCOTT

from
will raise the question: 
sometimss excessive rents we are paying? What about 

I Municipal Council waste? What about the orchestra?
What about tire pivot boys? And how about Oils, 
that and the other thing? What about the . sup
charges on power and gas and other utilities?”

I admit that these would be issues of impor
tance under more normal conditions but they fade 
away into obscurity when compared with the much 
greater issue involved in this election—-whether 
or not a Japanese dictatorial administration shall 
be imposed on the Settlement. Actually, the en
tire situation boils to the fact that there) is only 
one issue involved in this election, namely the boys 
from north of Snochow Creek against the people 
who built Shanghai and made it a great city.

Although this is the only issue that the ratepayer 
should expect to solve in this election, it is possible 
to answer, in r single paragraph, all the other minor 
questions that Ranald G. MacDonald and his sup
porters have raised. And in this connection» let me 
ask a question of the average foreign ratepayer in 
Shanghai who is entitled to vote. How is your 
standard of living? Do you have a cook or a. house
boy to look after year apartment? Do you make 
the beds yourself or does a boy do it? Does your 
wife slave over a washtub doing her own laundry?

Thoughts On The Election

THERE are some foreigners in Shanghai who have
been guilty of saying: “Let the Japanese run the 

blooming Council. They can’t do any worse than the 
crowd that ’is already in office. But perhaps these 
people have never been to Harbin. Perhaps 
have closed their eyes to the corruption, vice 
violent crime that has been rampant in 
“badlands” on the western fringe of the International 
Settlement for the past two years or more.

It is quite possible that these individuals have 
ignored the state of condition t in Hongkew; just 
how completely the Japanese have taken over 
control in the northern and eastern districts.

I should also calculate that it is more than 
likely that these people do not know that the 
municipal rate in the International Settlement, 
even with the proposed 50 per cent increase, is 
lower than it is in any other city of any size, 
in China, or Japan, or the whole of the Far East 
for that matter, and certainly it is much 
than the rate in any city of the western

Or perhaps these same people have never 
to consider the fact that were they residing 
home countries, the United States or Britain for in- I 
stance, of any other western nation for that matter, 
they would pay a high income tax and a dozen and 5 __  ____ w ______ _____ __ _______  _
one other-taxes from which they are freed in Bhang-' Certainly ~ she doesn’t? Do you have enough to eat 
hai. * | everyday? D: you have enough to go to (movies? I

And a lot of their women folks would be doing know the answer to that. Box office receipts ¿how 
their own house work.
the Japanese gain control of the International Sei 
tlement, as they are now striving to do, there will I and that attendance is much greater? Do you still 
be a lot of lads and their families leaving this town j manage to go to a night club once in a while? 
for other parts because their new masters don’t want* 
them around. This should be no secret to anyone 
who has lived her? for any length of time. The 
precedent was established at Harbin and Mukden 
and perpetuated at Tientsin and Peiping and is now 
extending into Central Chinq. And when these peo
ple get back home or wherever else they may go, 
they’ll discover just how foolish they were to do so 
much kicking about things here in Shanghai.

Please understand that I am talking about the 
case of the average ratepayer in Shanghai and not

I raise this point because, if tthat both foreigners and Chinese are spending, far 
more money on ¡pictures than they, ever did before

I 
also know tlm answer to that. Seventy <per cent of 
you do. And when you do, you spend more money 
in a single night than you do on your surcharges.

The point is that the standard of living of 
average Shan hai foreign ratepayer today is better 
than he would find in his home country. Hence, 
when it comes to deciding between his minor com
plaints against the administration of the Settlement 
and the greater issue at stake, he has only one choice 
and that is to vote solid for the status quo candi 
dates in the forthcoming election. If
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•T’HIS is n© time for recrimination;
* rather it is the time for urgent, 

but calm consideration of an acute 
crisis In Shanghai’s civic affairs, but 
at the outset it must be admitted that 
the dilemma in which voters find them
selves today as the result of the Japan
ese election bombshell is largely the out
come of ratepayers’ lack of interest in 
their Council matters.

Briefly, the situation is this: The 
Japanese with a certain 3,000 or so 
votes are nominating five candidates 
for the Council; eight other foreign 
candidates (including Mr. R. McDon
ald’s last-minute entry) will share 
the support of approximately 4,000 rate
payers. Both groups will compete for 
the minority votes (foreign ratepayers 
other than Japanese, British and Amer
ican) which number about 1,000 and 
which are as yet the unknown quantity 
in the mathematical problem set out 
above. The nomination of Mr. Mc
Donald has further involved the pro
blem.

If the forthcoming elections are 
voted on a national ticket, and if the 
foreign community is finally shocked out 
of its customary apathy, as it should 
have been by the Japanese action, then 
conjecture may be simplified on the 
basis of the figures given above. There 
are eight foreign candidates, who, if 
elected, would leave only one seat for a 
Japanese candidate; by this token, if 
two Japanese candidates are elected 
then there appears to be no reason why 
the whole five should not be chosen for 
seats on the Council, as a majority for 
two on the national ticket would mean 
a majority for all.

♦ ♦ ♦

*T*HERE are, however, considerations
* other than national prejudice and 

preference which may vitally affect the 
returns next week, and they cannot be 
ignored. The Council’s record from a 
strictly financial view is written in red, 
and its political history is not much 
happier. The imposition of a 50 per 
cent increase in taxation is going to hit 
many pockets, and in times such as 
these a man’s pocket is his most 
vulnerable point, while politically there 
is a small group of ardently pro-Japan
ese foreigners who will support the 
Nippon cause.

Thus there arises a distinct pos
sibility that all five Japanese candidates 
for the Council will be elected, with 
eventual resv’ts that are utterly im

possible to forecast in the existing 
circumstances, but with thf immediate 
result that the Japanese W' .Id be given 
virtual control of the Settlement.

To use a phrase popular with the 
Japanese publicists, “it goes without 
saying” that Japanese Councillors 
would take their orders direct from 
the Army Headquarters in Tokyo, and 
those who have suffered from the 
Japanese Army’s conception of the 
“new order in East Asia” will under
stand what that means. It means the 
rapid and as complete as possible ex
clusion of all foreign participation in 
what the Japanese Army deems to be 
its particular sphere, in short the Nip- 
ponization of the Settlement.

However, all other considerations 
apart, the elections next week are 
certain to be spectacular, with preced
ing campaigns unequalled in the history 
of the Settlement. It was understood 
yesterday that the Japanese ratepayers 
had already received their instructions 
on how to vote and for whom, while 
yesterday afternoon both the British 
and American election committees held 
urgent meetings to discuss the situation 
arising out of the Japanese move. 
Doubtless both groups decided on 
measures to ensure as great a repre
sentation of nationals at the polls as 
humanly possible in order to maintain 
the status quo of five Britons, two 
Americans and two Japanese on the 
Council, and if the elections of 1936 set 
any precedent, then ratepayers during 
the coming week may expect to receive 
a flood of “propaganda.”

The lines along which the Japanese 
will justify their nomination of five 
candidates, obviously will be numerical 
and possibly political necessity, while 
the British and American groups will 
base their claims on economic interests, 
of which they undoubtedly can claim 
the greater proportion in Shanghai.

The national appeal, it is expected, 
will beg the discontents and rebels 
among the British and American com
munities to bury whatever axes they 
may have had in the communal in
terests, while the Japanese will pro
bably do their utmost to grind those 
axes as sharply as possible.

Meanwhile, whatever the outcome, 
Shanghai can look forward confidently 
to only one thing, that the elections 
will be bitterly contested with the 
betting even money to the final count.
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Platform Of Independent^ 
British. Candidate

Ranald G. McDonald Offers To Be A Servant Of 
Ratepayers At Large, Not Nominee Of Any 

Corporation, Clique, Vested Interests
In a brief, preliminary election 

address issued yesterday, Mr. 
Ranald G. McDonald, prominent 
lawyer, and independent British 
candidate for the Shanghai Muni
cipal Council, offered to consider 
himself a servant of the community 
at large, if elected, and not a 
candidate for or the nominee of 
any corporation or vested interest.

Mr. McDonald’s address follows:
1. —I am a British Candidate; but 

I am* not one of “the favoured five/* 
although I am as British as any 
one of them in every single respect, 
and considerably more British than 
some of the .. ‘‘British’’ Election 
Committee. However, although by 
descent I am a Highlander, or 
which I am intensely proud, just as 
the Japanese are of their great and 

I virile race and of its phenomenal 
advance in every direction during 
the last 70 odd years, yet, for thej 
purposes of this election I am, andj 
if elected, I shall be first and fore
most, a Shanglander, so far as 
Shanghai is concerned.

Independent
2. —I am Independent in that I 

am not a candidate for or the¡ 
nominee of any corporation, caucus,' 
clique or sectional or vested 
interest. If I am elected, I shall 
be subservient to none, but consider 
myself the servant of the com
munity at large, and shall»strive 
to be a fearless and impartial 
guardian of the interests of all 
regardless of race or creed.

3. —I am a democrat of the 
democrats and believe in a much 
more democratic form of Govern
ment than has ever been seen in 
Shanghai, and in a larger and more 
representative council. I stand for 
government of the people, by th* 
people, for the people.

Publicity Wanted
4. —I believe in much greater 

publicity as regards Municpipl 
affairs than has ever been granted 
by the grudging plutocrats and 
oligarchs of the past to their Lords 
and Masters, the Ratepáyers of the 
Settlement. Clean fresh healthy

daylight must be allowed to 
permeate all the evil and secret 
nooks and crannies of the Coun
cil system.

5. —I am in favour of an 
immediate and a drastic revision 
of the present anachronistic, 
inequitable and generally ludicrous 
Land Regulations.

6. —If am elected, I shall fight 
for rigid and ruthless economy, 
wherever it is necessary, until the 
finances of the Settlement are 
firmly and securely placed upon a 
solid and unassailable basis, but I 
shll not hesitate to vote for 
capital expenditure wherever or 
whenever I consider it essential or 
even desirable. Squandermania 
must never be allowed to raise its 

I ugly head again.
Wants Town Hall

7. —-I am bitterly and relentlessly 
opposed to the present farcical 
iniquitous and semi-Iraudulent 
system of voting qualifications 
under which the quick may be outvoted by the dead and facti
tious entities. It reeks of lowdown chicanery and manipulation. In short I stand for Public Decency and honest dealing in the Admin
istration.8. —-1 am in favour of a Town• Hall worthy of the Settlement.9. —I am in favour of the retention of the Russian Volunteer

* Regiment, at any rate fcr the pre
sent.

Favours Municipal Lottery10. —I am in favour of a Municipal Lottery, after a careful study has been made of the question.11. —I believe in advertising Shanghai to the fullest possible extent.| 12.—I strenuously maintain thatj the “British” Straw Vote should be utterly disregarded and treated as I
> an evil,, un-British, undemocratic ■ 
and unrepresentative farce. A¡1 fuller statement of my views will, | 41 hope, be made at a later pate.
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S.M.C. Election:
Mr. McDonald’s Platform

To the Editor of the
“North-China Daily News”

Sir,—I am enclosing herewith my 
brief preliminary election address 
and shall be obliged if you will be 
good enough to publish it in your 
journal.

Ranald McDonald.
Shanghai, Apr. 3.

Shanghai Municipal Council 
Election of Council for 1940 

Brief Preliminary Election Address 
of

Ranald McDonald
1. I am a British candidate; but I< 

am not ope of “the favoured five,” 
although I am as British as any one 
of them in every single respect, and 
considerably more British than some 
of the “British” Election Committee. 
However, although by descent I am 
a Highlander, of which I am intense
ly proud, just as the Japanese are of 
their great and virile race and of its 
phenomenal advance in every direc
tion during the last 70 odd years, yet, 
for the purposes of this election I 
am. and, if elected, I shall be firsts 
and foremost a Shanghailander, so 
far as Shanghai is concerned.

2. I am independent in that I am 
not a candidate for or the nominee 
of any corporation, caucus, clique or 
sectional or vested interest. If I am 
elected, I shall be subservient to none, 
but consider myself the servant of 
the community at large, and shall 
strive to be a fearless and impartial 
guardian of the interests of all regard
less of race or creed.

3. I am a democrat of the demo
crats and believe in much more 
democratic form of government than 
has ever been seen in Shanghai, .and 
in a larger and more- representative 
council. I stand fo. government of 
the people, by the people, for the 
people.

4. I believe in much greater 
publicity as regards municipal affairs 
than has ever been granted by the 
grudging plutocrats and oligarchs of 
the past to their lords and masters, 
the ratepayers of the settlement. 
Clean fresh healthy daylight must be 
allowed to permeate all the evil and 
secret nooks and crannies of the 
Council system.

5. I am in favour of an immediate 
and a drastic revision, of the present 
anachronistic, inequitable and general
ly ludicrous Land Regulations.

6. If I am elected, I shall fight for 
rigid and ruthless economy, wherever 
it is necessary, until the finances of 
the Settlement are firmly and securely j 
placed upon a solid and unassailable 
basis, but I shall not hestitate to vote 
for capital expenditure wherever ór 
whenever I consider it essential or 
even desirable. Squandermania must

The Gentlemen’s Agreement / 
! * •

| To the Editor of the , /
“NorthmChina Daily News”

j Sir, On reading the remarks made 
Mr. Makoto Den it seems io me 

' -necessary to raise a question and not 
‘¡Io allow such statements to pass un
challenged.

i Everyone is aware of the extreme 
sensitiveness of the Japanese breast 
to criticism, which is invariably con
strued as anti-Japanese sentiment. It 
is regrettable that no allowance is 
made for British sensibilities and 
anti-British feelings under attack. It 
is pertinent to remind Mr. Makoto 
Den, who alleges “autocratic control 
and an abnormal dictatorial .system” 
by British administration, that the 
(International Settlement was built up 
by British and American effort, in 
co-operation with Chinese, and until 
recently, when a marked deteriora
tion can be observed on all sides, 
without Japanese aid.

It will be necessary for Mr. Den to 
elaborate his statement, and prove 
Where autocracy and a diexatorial 
attitude has been practised. A bare 
Statement of such a sweeping charac
ter is not enough.

A word may be added here as to 
the action of Mr. Ranald McDonald 
in reference to a “dictatorial” attitude. 
One wonders whether Japanese au
thority would tolerate a Japanese 
citizen flying in the face of Japanese 
interests and national pride and 
policy. It seems that here we have a 
Ease where dictatorial methods would 
be justified, with all that is implied 
^hereby.
j! The breaking of a gentleman’s 
agreement, which means what it says, 
gamely an agreement between gentle- 
£ien (and being such, seldom a 
written agreement), shocks British 
©pinion, the more so coming from a 
¡gentleman of Mr. McDonald’s past 
attainments, his brilliance as a mem
ber of the learned profession (and 
who can forget, who heard it, his 
speech ht a Ratepayer’s Meeting in 
(1934), and his farmer position in the 
'-community which he has now j 
¡forfeited.

Charles R. Shaw. 1 
■¡Shanghai. Apr._JL___ ___  .. ¡

-What to Da?

To the Editor of the
“North-China Daily News’’ 

never be allowed to raise its ugly 
head again.

7. I am bitte 1 • and relentlessly 
opposed to the pix . farcical iniqui
tous and semi-fraudulent system of 
voting qualifications under which the 
quick may be outvoted by the dead 
and factitious or fictitious entities. It 
reeks of 1 \ down chicanery and 
manipulation, in short I stand for 
public decency and honest dealing in 
the administration.

8. I am in favour of a town hall 
worthy of the Settlement.

9. I am in favour of the retention 
of the Russian Volunteer Regiment; at 
any rate for the present.

10. I am in favour of a municipal 
lottery, after a careful study has been 
made of the question.

11. I believe in advertising Shanghai 
to the fullest possible extent.

12. I strenuously maintain that the 
“British** straw vote should be utterly 
disregarded and treated as an evil 
un-British, undemocratic and unrepre-j 
tentative farce. A fuller statement of4 
my views will, I hope, be made at ai 
later date.

Ranald McDonald.

‘ Sir—With the date for thé Elec
tions only a week ahead, and with 
7his election the most important in f 
many years, we are without any real | 

/had which may guidé the voter who | 
! has not seriously considered the 
{|prohl®m-

There is real doubt ip the minds 
i jof many as to what they should do.
Î spoke to one Briton yesterday and 

1 jocularly asked him* whether he was 
! ¡ready to “plump” for the five 
! ‘Japanese candidates. To my sur- 
! ¡prise he said he might.
' ;i It is. a definite fact that recently 

J ithe Council has lost the sympathy of 
1 ;many of the ratepayers^ Complete 
indifference to public opinion, resent
ment to suggestions from outsiders, 
injustices in pay (both too much and 
too little), extravagance, etc., have 
\rost for the Council' the support that 
they now need desperately if the 
Settlement is not to be turned over

; t<>’Japanese control.
Someone ought to draw up for the i

benefit of voters òf all nationalities a



I comparison of the status of this place 
under a Council constituted as at 

! present and what its status may be 
if five Japanese members should be 
elected. As at present constituted we 
have and shall probably have again 
under the same Council:—

J. Excess of expenditure, over in
come.

2. Unduly high pay for some ranks 
and insufficient for thè lower grades,

3. An autocratic attitude from the 
Council and the Pivot-Boys towards 
the general public.

4. A genuine attempt to keep the 
Settlement a decent place to live in 
with the minimum of immorality, 
gun-men, gambling, noxious drugs, 
etc., etc.

5. Reasonable liberty of the in
dividual in person and in speech 
(even if no notice is ever taken).
If the five Japanese come in we do 

not know what will happen and have 
as a guide only what goes on in the 
Western District, Hongkew, etc., to 
give an indication, of what we may 
expect are:—

1. A reduction of expenditure, 
drastic and general.

2. Axing of High-Ups.
3. Police and other department re

inforced by Japanese in large 
numbers.

4. Possibly an even more autocratic 
attitude than before.

5. An increase in drugs, gambling 
dens and gun-men (see what goes on 
in Jessfield Road).

6. Muzzling of the press, depriva
tion of the right to express opinion 
freely .(remember Young in Tokyo 
and what already goes on here.)

7. Probably a system of taxation 
giving Japanese a special favoured 
position.
SO, though this Election may give 

discontented people an opportunity 
of getting their own back on the 
existing authorities, it is highly prob- 

! able. that the new Council so ob
tained would be very much worse— 
from the frying pen to the fire.

So the remedy is, plump all your 
eight votes for the six British and 

I two Americans and try to get them in, 
then at the Annual Meeting give the 
Council “the works,” throw out the 
Budget, the proposed new rules of 
procedure and demand another post
poned Meeting at which a new Bud
get designed to meet conditions as 
they really exist shall be presented.

All voters should be told again and 
again that their voting papers are 
secret, they can vote as they^ish 
without any fear of retaliation from 
anyone, and that this may be the 
last opportunity for retaining the 

, existing statbs.

VOTER. < 
Shanghai, Apr. 3.

Another Point of View
To the Editor of the

“North-China Daily News”
SiR,-r-I, for one, do not agree with 

your strictures on Mr. Ranald Mc
Donald. For my part, I only regret 
that one other independent has not! 
come forward as a candidate.

The Japanese have thrown over
board the “gentlemen’s agreement,” 
and it is not up to the rest of us to 
abide thereby. In other words, why 
try to maintain the status quo of five 
British, two American and two Japan
ese councillors, which the Japanese 
do not want? For my part, I think 
we should accept Mr. Ranald Mc
Donald’s candidature as a Heaven
sent opportunity to reply unmis
takably to the Japanese threat, and 
elect Mr. Ranald McDonald, the five ! 
official British candidates, the two 
official American candidates, and one 
Japanese.

We can do it, too! It is not at all 
necessary for ratepayers to vote for 
the full quota of nine councillors.. 
They ean delete from their voting 
papers as many names as they wish. 
In my case, the names to be deleted 
will be all five Japanese candidates; 
and if all or most other non-Japanese 
ratepayers will follow suit, the com
position of the 1940 Council will con
sist of Mr. Ranald McDonald, the 
five official British candidates, the 
two official American candidates, and 
one Japanese.

I do hope Mr. Ranald McDonald 
will get elected. A truly independent 
spirit and outlook are required, and 
this cannot be said of the other 
British, American or Japanese can
didates. U

North of the Creek.
Shanghai, Apr. 3.

A Straight Tip
To the Editor of the

“North-China Daily News”
Sir,—Referring to British Rate

payers letter regarding voting of 
Jewish refugees in your today’s issue 
I beg to draw the attention of the 
foreign community to the fact that 
as a matter of fact nearly none of 
the refugees entitled to vote have 
any idea as to the question at issue. 
Î I am convinced that if properly 
informed all of them would vote for 
the British respectively American 
representatives. I, therefore, beg to 
suggest that your esteemed paper 
publish if possible in the German 
language the main points and a very 
specified instruction as to the tech
nical procedure of voting. Besides 
that you might publish the regula
tions concerning the ability to vote, 
as a considerable number of rate- 
jmyers amongst the refugees have 
not been registered so far.
| AU refugees living in Shanghai 
know how much they owe to this 
city, its generous communities and 
especially the British, who, helped 
them in many instances to a very 
considerable extent. Here the re
fugees have a chance to prove their 
gratitude, and I hope that none of 
them will miss this chance.

H. A. Luedecke. 
Shanghai, Apr. 3.

na
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Japan Daily Warns

Action Hinted
If Elections 
Attempt Fails

An indication of the Japanese 
determination to grasp more control 
over Settlement affairs was given in | 
the warning recently issued by the 
Tairiku Shimpo, semi-official Japan
ese 'Army organ here.

Unless the demands for greater 
representation were heeded, it was 
declared, a possible move to gain 
control of the Settlement by force 
might eventuate.

Should the “reasonable” demand 
of the Japanese be “unfairly 
ignored” and the “monopolization” 
of the Settlement by the British be 
continued, the Japanese may have 
to give up their “efforts to re
organize” the Settlement by “means 
of lawful measures.” If this happens, » 
the Settlement will be “again thrown 
into confusion.”

The party which intends to check 
* the advance of the Japanese should 
'be prepared to accept responsibility 
for the consequences, the paper 
grimly warned.

This announcement was made in 
thé face of repeated statements by 
Japanese authorities that it was not 
the Japanese intention to dominate 
the Council.

The Tairiku Shimpo asserted that 
“when disputes over the status of 

'the Settlement arose last year, it 
I was stronglj advocated that the 
question of the Settlement, which 
is a base of the anti-Japanese 
movement, should be settled by force 
as it forms part of the Japanese 
military operations.”

However, “the desire for a lawful 
settlement of the dispute prevailed,” 
and as a result, the Outside Roads 
and Hongkew pacts were signed.

Japanese candidates already have 
made loud protests over the question 
of the 50 per cent increase in taxa
tion, which must be settled at the 
Ratepayers’ Meeting on April 17.
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March 24, 1940.

TAIRIKU SHIMPO

JAPANESE QffiftbKp» RELATING TO THE ELECTION OF THE 
S.1LC,

The procedure regarding the election of members 
of the Municipal Council is net helpful to Japanese ratepayers. 
In view of this Mr. Hayashi Chairman of the Federation of the 
local Japanese street unions, representing the Japanese 
ratepayers, visited Mr. Phillips, Secretary and Commissioner 
General of the S.M.C. on March 16 and presented the following 
7 demands I-

1) That owing to the increase in Japanese 
ratepayers one of the two election committee members be 
Japanese.

2) That for the same reason one of the two observers 
of the election be Japanese.

3) That as the Japanese are not accustomed to election 
regulations, they should be given a separate palling place.

4) This year a certificate authorising the vote will 
be sent to ratepayers by S.M.G. by post. The ratepayers must 
take the certificate to t he polling place to vote. Some 
Japanese operate warehouses in the Settlement and have a right to 
vote, despite the fact that they do not live in the Settlement. 
In these cases certificates should be handed over to the Japanese 
Residents Corporation by the S.M.C.

5) That in view of the increase in the number of 
ratepayers the period for voting should be extended.

6) That the names of the Japanese candidates on the 
voting sheets should be in Japanese as well as in English.

7) That signature in Japanese on the voting sheets 
should be recognised by the 8.M.C.

After some negotiations items No. 3, 6 and 7 were 
accepted by the Municipal authorities. Regarding item No. 1 
the Municipal authorities stressed that two members of the 
election committee will be British, but that Japanese may be 
appointed as their assistants. Regarding items No. 4 and & 
the Municupal authorities refused to accept them because of the 
land Regulations.

On March ¿1, Mr. Miura, Japanese Consul-General, 
visited Mr. Franklin, Chairman of the 8.M.C. and Mr. Phillips 
and negotiated the unsettled portions of the foregoing demands.

Regarding item No«4, it was decided that Japanese 
ratepayers who desire their certificates sent to the Japanese 
Residents* Corporation should refer the matter to the Japanese 
Residents’ Corporation. The Japanese Residents* Corporation 
will make a list of Japanese ratepayers who desire their 
certificates be sent to that body. The list will be forwarded 
by the Japanese Residents* Corporation to the S.M.C. and will 
secure the certificates on behalf of the ratepayers. Regarding 
item No.2, the two observers- of the election have already been 
appointed by the Municipal Council, therefore the authorities 
promised that appointment of two Japanese assistant observers he 
proposed.

As mentioned above, the Japanese demands with the 
exception of item 5 were accepted by the Municipal authorities.
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Extra reason for this 
dependent candidacy 
Ranald G. McDonald. 
Britons nominated by their com-

Japanese canvassers .for 
votes in the Shanghai Muni
cipal Council elections are 
holding out tempting bait 
to European emigres living 
north of the creek in theirl 
latest move. “Vote for ther 
five Japanese candidates” they* 
say “And we’ll give permis-{ 
sion for your relatives to enter | 
Shanghai.”

The Nipponese have established 
a canvassing office in Chacufoong 
Road, where two Japanese work, 
aided by four emigres from Ger
many. They are doing all they 
can to secure minority votes, in 
their drive to put five Japanese 
on the SMC, instead of’the two. 
accepted for years under a gen- j 
tiemen’s agreement.

It is believed, however, that 
most of the German Jewish 
qualified voters live south of the 
creek, where they are not subject 
to Japanese pressure or blandish
ments. It is also believed that 
only half of the German voters 
in Shanghai are Nazis.

Japanese voters are expected 
to follow their usual tactics this 
year in plumping for their Re
presentatives, and not voting for 
anyone else, and for once the 
American and British voters are 
expected to follow their example,*

munity primary ballot, the extra* 
"¡candidate. Mr. Ranald McDonald. 
; might otherwise split the British 
vote, in that some voters might 
prefer him to one of the five.

By ignoring the Japanese can
didates, British and American i 
ratepayers can vote for the five 
and two nominated in their res
pective straw ballets, and for Mr. 
Ranald McDonald as well, if 
they feel like it. It might even 
J?« possible by this, it is held, to' 
reduce the Japanese councillors 
to one.

The poll commences a week 
from today, to b* held at the 
Drill Hall and Hongkew market 
between the hours of 10 a.m. and 
3 p.m. on two days, following the 
usual systenl.

Intense activity is in full swing j 
among Japanese. British and 
American circles to obtain votes i 
from the smaller representations, 
and to make sure that the rates 
and taxes of their own voters 
ha ve been paid up. A ratepayer ] 
who hasn’t paid doesn’t get a 
voting pass, which has to be pro 
duced at the polling booths.

The official scrutineers who , 
open the ballot box and count 
and tabulate the votes may have 
as many assistants as they like, 
the Shanghai Evening Post was 
informed today. Votes are not 
counted by Council officials.

In past years the majority of |
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attention that can be giv othen
considerations should be j permitted to 
govern the choice of CouncilShanff— 
hai to-day wants men on ik governing 
authority who are prepared tjQ proinutC“ 
the general welfare, including that of the 
poor, and not merely to seek to help 
forward special interests with which they 
may be connected. With thirteen candid
ates in the field for the nine foreign! 
seats on the Council, the ratepayers have 
plenty of room for exercising their dis
cretion. No doubt many ratepayers will 
elect to vote for the whole list officially 
sponsored by their (own national com
munity but some will have the courage 
and good sense to use their own judg
ment. The ballot, it may be emphasized, 
is absolutely secret and there is no 
question of any person being liable to 
persecution if he votes differently ter the 
way in which it is being politely suggest
ed he should. If nationality is to be the 
test, there is undoubtedly a great deal to 
be said for the view that the Japanese are 
entitled to a larger representation on the 
Council. There is no reason .why five 
out of nine foreign seats on the Council 
should be looked upon as the right of the 
British community and many would like 
to see other sections of the population re
presented from time to time. Had only one 
of the seats been offered to the Japanese’ 
community the Japanese ratepayers might! 
have been satisfied, a new “gentleman’s j 
agreement” on the basis Of four British, 
two American and three Japanese Coun
cillors might have been concluded, and 
an election avoided but apparently the 
heads of the British community did not 
feel so generously disposed. As it is to 
be an election on “national” lines with 
“plump voting,” whatever its result, it 
will leave a rather unpleasant taste 
behind, we, fear, at the very time when 
it is least desirable. It is not fair to say 
that the challenge comes from the 
Japanese. The challenge really comes 
from those who want to keep the latter 
from getting a larger representation and 
who are now urging the other foreign 
ratepayers to get busy and vote them 
down. The supposition that British 
interests in Shanghai demand a lion’s 
share in the representation on the Council 
may be well-founded or it may not, but 
what we feel chiefly concerned about is 
the welfare of Shanghai generally. The 
very large Japanese population at present 
in Shanghai and the number of their 
ratepayers give Japanese views a right 

¡to be adequately heard. Moreover, we 
feel that the Japanese Councillors, like 

! the Chinese, are more likely to favour 
¡economy than some of the foreign Coun- 
I cillors who have served us in the past. 
I We have no complaint to make about the 
present membership of the Council but 

I we do feel that there has been far too 
I much carefree spending of the rate
payers’ money in the past. The manner 

hn which the Taels 81,000,000 received 
for the sale of the Electricity Depart
ment to an American company has• 

•• vanished into thin air during the past
decade would seem to be witness to this. I 

I So whether we are to have five Britons | 
| or five Japanese on the Council is perhaps ‘ 
less important than the spirit in which 
all the gentlemen who wish to serve the

* ratepayers in this capacity are prepared, 
i to face the future.

RATEPAYERS AND S. M. C.
The forthcoming election of foreign 

Councillors for the Shanghai Municipal 
Council and the Annual Meeting of Rate
payers which is to follow on April 17 
continue to be the chief topic of conversa
tion in the town and never before have 
Municipal affairs awakened such interest 
as they are doing to-day. Many and 
varied are the views being aired upon all 
sorts of issues connected with our City 
Government but on. one matter there is 
complete agreement—and that is that 
greater economy must be practised and 
that a less expensive personnel will have, 
to be recruited in the future. TheJ 
prospect of a fifty per cent, surcharge on 
rates and on all licence and other fees 
charged by the Council from July 1 is, 
causing the most serious misgiving among 
the poorer classes of residents as it is 

(believed that the cost of living, already 
so high, will rise further as an immediate 
consequence. Some people are openly 
advocating that the ratepayers should go 
en masse to the meeting on April 17 and 
refuse to sanction the increase. This, 
however, is not very likely to happen for 
commonsense tells us that the bill which 
has been incurred has got to be paid and] 
the only proper way in which it can be* 
paid is by raising the rates. We have no 
doubt that the great majority of the rate-1 
payers will come to this conclusion but 
it will be with a stern sense of duty 
rather than lighthearted!y that they will 
put their hands in their pockets. But 
what the ratepayers will insist upon ini 
return is that _the affairs of the Council - 
shall be conducted with greater economy; 
in the future, especially in regard to the 
salaries paid to the “higher ups*’ among 
the staff. While there is every desire to 
maintain the standards set in the past ini 
Municipal administration the demand j 

' that the work shall be done by men who I 
are willing to accept salaries which are ! 
less of a burden on the ratepayers is 
wholly justified by all the circumstances 
of the case. In the jokes and sneers 
which have been hurled against “pivot 
boys” this journal has never joined and 
has no intention of joining; nevertheless 
there has been failure to understand that 
the large salaries paid so carelessly to 
some of the Council’s employees have all 
got to be found by the public of Shanghai, 
many of whom are desperately poor. 
That the Council’s employ should be 
more in the nature of a training ground 
and that promising youths should be 
recruited locally for departmental service 
whenever possible is a widely held view.

For far too long it has been tacitly 
assumed that the control of Municipal 
affairs belongs by right ro a small number 
of men in this town; this idea is largely 
due to past apathy of the ratepayers but 
it has been to some extent deliberately 
cultivated by those who want to keep the 
control of things in their own hands as 
much as possible. This is the wrong 
spirit and it is up to the public to see that 
the general welfare is put first before 
sectional interests. We observe with 
regret appeals being made for “plump 
voting” on national lines at the forth
coming election. Although under the 
circumstances this is understandable, it I 
is unfortunate that at the tvery time when | 
Municipal reform needs the most careful |
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Election Postponement
Discussed

Present Conditions
Justify Move, Say 
Leading Americans
The possibility of postpon

ing the forthcoming Shanghai 
Municipal Council elections be
cause of the current abnormal 
conditions prevailing in this 
city was being discussed in a 
serious way by leading Ameri
can ratepayers of Shanghai 
last night.

The argument has been ad
vanced that since the Council 
is not in complete control of the 
entire Settlement, especially the 
northern and eastern districts 
and other disturbed conditions 
brought about because of the 
hostilities, there is ample ground 
to petition the Consular Body 
of Shanghai for a postponement 
of. the elections, scheduled to 
be held on April 10 and 11.

Move Planned
Although no action has yet been 

taken in this direction, it under
stood that such a move is contem
plated. Meanwhile 4an atmosphere 
of expectancy prevailed in British 
and American circles and some 
minority quarters last night . over 
the possible outcome of the elec
tions if the ballot is held as sche
duled. There was still some Itope 
however, that the Japanese will not 
walk away completely with the vote.

This depends entirely, accord
ing to authoritative American 
and British sources, on the 
ability of the opposition, to the 
Japanese to form a united front 
against the candidates from 
north of Soochow Creek. A 
check yesterday revealed that 
the Japanese can produce about 
3,700 votes while the other rate
payers of the city entitled to 
vote number more than 5,000. Of 
the minorities, the German vote, 
including the German and Aus
trian refugees, is about 600.
Four hundred of the German 

votes are European refugees, the 
majority of whom live north of 
Soochow Creek. Japanese election 
canvassers, according to reports 
current yesterday, are making a 
determined effort to swing the 
emigres into line with promises of 
permitting their relatives to enter 
in Shanghai.

Solidarity Needed
Assuming that the Japanese are 

able to muster 70 per cent of the 
European emigre vote and a part of 
the regular German, or all of it. they

J will still have a battle on their 
hands, provided the other ratepayers 
of the city turn out en mass and 
vote solidly for their candidates and 
cast no votes for even two Japanese 

: candidates, these same quarters de
clared.

Meanwhile, British and American 
authoritative quarters last night re
futed the claim of the Japanese that 
the latter are entitled to greater re
presentation on the Shanghai Muni
cipal Council because they have 
70,000 residents in this city, 98 per 
cent living in thr northern and 
eastern districts.

This refutation is based on the 
fact that in these areas, although a 
part of the International Settle
ment, the Shanghai Municipal 
Council has little or no Control. 
Hence, it is argued, that sisce the 
S.M.C. has practically no Jurisdic
tion over the areas populated by 
the Japanese, it is unfair for the 
Japanese to expect that they should 

I have jurisdiction in the Settlement, 
area south of Soochow Creek. In 
this connection. British and American
quarters point out, the situation 
tantamount to allowing the rate
payers of the French Concession to 
come over into the Settlement and 
vote in candidates residing in 

I Frenchtown onto the Shanghai 
Municipal Council.

Apathy A Problem
Although the opposition to the 

Japanese, in theory stands a chance 
of winning, American and British 

.quarters admit that the apathy of 
i their ratepayers must be taken into
consideration. Of this apathy can 
be overcome, all well and good, but 
it is generally realized that many 
voters, if they turn out, will need 
constant reminding to get them to 
the booths.

While the Japanese strength is 
about even or a little less than the 
total of other ratepayers in the 
Settlement, including the Germans 
and 82 Italian and Spanish voters, 
the Japanese can and probably will 
turn 97 or 98 per cent strong.

The “Anglo-Saxon” vote has 
never, even in times of greatest 
election stress, rallied more than 
80 per cent of its strength to the 
polls. In 1936, when the Japan- 

i ese tried to upset the prevailing 
| status quo by running a third 
' candidate, a bare 80 per cent of 
| the British and American qualiil- ) 
ed ratepayers were dragged to the 
voting booths.

One American authority, in for- 
casting a Japanese victory yester
day, pointed out that even if 2,900,
or 85 per cent of the Americans and 
British registered 1heir vote, a fair 
number would (pick whom they chose 
and would not be influenced by any



International Refugee Committee 
had assured Japanese authorities 
that European refugees would not 
be discouraged from voting for 
Japanese S.M.C. candidates, Mr. 
/Komor issued a statement yester
day alleging this was a half truth 
only.

Mr. Komor declared that while 
it was a matter for each individual 
emigrant to decide which party, if 
any, he was to support, he believed 
that it was the view of both the | 
International Committee and of t 
the Committee for the Assistance 
of European Jewish Refugees in I 
Shanghai, that emigrants should 
remain. neutral and refrain entirely 
from voting.

This view had been endorsed by 
Mr. Ellis Hayim, and by Mr. M. 
Speelman, both Committee members, 
Mr. Komor said, and the attention 
of the Japanese authorities had 
been drawn to the yellow form with 
which every emigrant is provided 
on landing in Shanghai. This 
form recommends abstention from 
all political activity.

The representatives of the Com
mittees had stated that in their 
view exercise of franchise in the 
S.M.C. elections constituted a 
“political activity” in the sense of 
the form referred to. They also 
stated that in their view, emi
grants owed gratitude equally to 
the Japanese authorities for their 
sympathetic treatment in Hong
kew and to the peoples of Europe 
and America for the financial sup
port received. Thus it would be 
inadvisable for emigrants to jeo
pardise their good relations with 
either party by the exercise of 
a franchise, the significance of 
which they probably had scarcely 
had time to realize since their re
latively recent arrival in Shang
hai, Mr. Komor concluded.

Mr. Ranald G. MacDonald, well- 
known local British attorney and an 
independent candidate for election 
issued an election statement vest er - 
day. He called himself a “demo
crat of democrats,” advocated eco
nomies in the Settlement adminis
tration, a Town Hall, retention of 
the Russian Regiment, a properly 
regulated municipal lottery and full 
publicity of the activities of the! 
municipal council. <

pressure from their own people, 
whereas the Japanese could be 
counted on to disregard their own 
views and vote as they tvere 
directed.

The two large minority groups 
of voters, German and Russian^ 
will pretty well cancel themselves 
as factors in the elections with 
about half of each taking opposite 
sides, the same informant declar
ed.

Germans Split
The German group, numbering 

slightly over 600, is split between 
“Aryan” Germans and refugees, 
the latter mostly inhabiting Jap
anese-controlled areas north of 
Soochow Creek. Whether the 
'‘Aryans” vote for the “status quo” 
British and American candidates 
or abstain entirely, the block of 
nearly 400 German refugees will 
cast their lots for the Japanese, 
either because of iritimidations, 
bribery or promises of better con
ditions.

In the same way the 450 Russian 
voters of the Settlement will 
divide their ballots, the large num
ber south of the creek probably 
registering for the American and 
British candidates and those 
dwelling in Hongkew voting for 
the Japanese.

Of the remaining minorities : 
about 100 are French and 100 Por- . 
tuguese. Both will probably vote j 
“Anglo-Saxon.” The 70 Italian 
voters may, with the 12 Spanish' 
voters of the Settlement, side with 
their “anti-Comintem” Japanese 
allies. The 24 Dutch voters and 
the remaining 300 odd voters of 
various other minorities are ex
pected to cast their ballots largely 
for the American and British can
didates.

Minorities Balance
Should all the minorities save 

Germans and Russians, vote with j 
the optimum 85 per cent of! 
“Anglo-Saxons” in the elections, 
the total would about equal the 
Japanese vote. The informant in
terviewed said that the Japanese 
have prepared plans to throw fur- 
ther votes into the breech just be
fore the elections, if it is deemed 
necessary, by paying off back 
taxes of scores of Japanese resi
dents north of the Creek.

Komor Comments
Commenting on reports in the 

Jewish refugee press which alleged 
recently that Mr. Paul Komor of the
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Anachronisms Of Council
Government Should Give

Way To Modern Reforms
Japanese Newspaper Claims That Idea Of British

Holding Majority Of Seats, Despite Number Of
Ratepayers, Should Be Altered By Votes

RIGHT TO VOTE FOR COUNCILLORS MUST I 
NOT DEPEND ON TAX PAYMENTS ONLY
Contentions that, because British interests predominate in l 

the International Settlement the British should have a majority j 
on the Municipal Council, regardless of the number of British 
ratepayers, were vigorously assailed in an editorial published 
by the Shanghai “Mainichi” yesterday.

“With the same logic,” the Japanese daily said, “we may* 
propose that it would be far better to make nine millionaires, 
residing in the 
of argument isThe newspaper“Even anachronistic that the to vote should be dependent the payment of a certain municipal 
rate?* “The British have boasted they are democratic people still seem to

Settlement, municipal councillors. Such a line 
absurd.’* 
declared it was 

right 
upon

having discarded the tradition of 
autocratic control,” the “Mainichi” 
declared.

The Japanese did not intend to 
monopolize the administration of 
the Settlement by taking the place 
of the

I dared, 
achieve 
tion of 
will be 
must 
Settlement with the character of a 
truly international city by accord
ing various communities living

that i 
and 

be proud of that. ! 
Democracy means government for 
the welfare of the majority by the | 
majority. It is usual in democra- j 
des to turn from limited suffrage 
to universal suffrage,” it continu
ed.

Shanghai Britons, the “Mainichi” j J - . ,
said, were disregarding democratic < . ** a ius^ and fair right to parti-

f r'lKtflTQ in il T© O ftm «1 e»4" >•*>**■»principles by opposing a change of; 
the status quo, using this pretext 
as a reason to attack the nomina
tion of the five Japanese candidates.

“The International Settlement of 
Shanghai,” the journal declared, 

j ^should not be a British monopoly. 
The interests of all nationalities 
In carrying out these reforms, we 
represented in its population should 
be equally and equitably respected 
and their free developments 
guaranteed. The forthcoming elec
tions, therefore, may be said to constitute a struggle between the principles of the maintenance of 
the status quo and of reform. They 
will be epoch-making if the Bri
tish agree to make the International 
Settlement an international city : 
where the various national groups i 
will work together in harmony for < 
the development of the city after <

British, the newspaper de- 
“What we desire is tn 

a reform of the administra- 
the Settlement so that it 

adapted to a new situation, 
endeavour to endow the

| cipate in Jts administration,” the “Mainichi” stated.The “many current evils” prevailing in the Settlement were the result of British arbitrary action in disregard of the true character of the International Settlement and achieved by suppressing the voices of various other communities, “Mainichi” contended.The Japanese nomination of five candidates for councillors ____justified by the increase in Japanese ratepayers, the newspaper declared ,In conclusion, the invited the Shanghai '■return to “ _Anglo-Saxons by sweeping ____ wthe prevailing perverse anachronism.” Have not Anglo-Saxons always tided over a revolutionary crisis to proceed along the path of evolution?” it asked.
the right

the

was

“Mainichi” j 
British to I 

mind of 
away ;
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Thirteen CandidateìT Are 
Nominated For S.M.C.

One Independent Nominee 
Will Contest Elections To

Commence On April 10
Five British, Five Japanese, Two Americans And 

One Independent Briton Standing For Selection 
By Local Foreign Ratepayers

SPIRITED CAMPAIGN IS ASSURED WITH 
ISSUE IN CONSIDERABLE DOUBT

Adding another 
Shanghai Municipal 
candidate for the nine available seats for foreign representatives, 
as announced officially by the S.M.C. Secretariat yesterday noon. 
The thirteenth candidate whose name appeared among the 
official nominees was Mr. Ranald G. McDonald, one of the 
unsuccessful candidates in the British straw ballot conducted 

! by the British Residents’ Association.
Mr. Ranald McDonald’s nomination yesterday brought the 

: total of candidates to a “baker’s dozen,” there being five 
I British, five Japanese and two American nominees, in addition. From the ratepayers’ point of viewl Payers and only ninè S.M.Cf seats there has never been a poll with! available. Four of these candidates such important and i mteresting pos-1 ^aYe no chance of selection. The srbilities as that which will be posed) for electors on April 10 and 11. National aspirations and susceptibilities are held to be at stake, an< the outcome will be awaited with more than usual interest.The candidates who have submit- ted their names for election are British:— 

Britissh:—Messrs. G. A. Haley, < 
J. Keswick« Roderick G. MacDonald, 
G. E. Mitchell and T. S. Powell 

British (Independent):—Mr. Ranald 
G. McDonald.
Japanese:—Messrs. M. Den, Y. 

Manawa, K. Kuroda, Issaku Oka-': 
moto, and Otoichi Okamoto.

American:—Messrs. N. F. Allman 
and j. W. Carney.

hazard to the 1940 elections for the 
Council was the entry of a thirteenth

Chinese, who are entitled to five 
seats on the Council, will make their 

I own selection of representatives sub- 
sequent to the foreign election. It 
is understood that the five Chinese 
who are now sitting members will 
be returned.

The election is still about one 
week away. The poll will open at 
io a.m. on April 10 and close at 
3p.m. the same day . Polling hours will be the same the following day, 
after which votes will be counted and the names of successful candidates announced.

No Late Changes
As was indicated in these columns 

¡yesterday, the possibility of one or 
more additional candidate seeking 
election outside of the three . cus
tomary national groups, proved'cor
rect. There was al.r<o the possibility 
in the minds of some keen followers 
of municipal affairs that there would 
be an adjustment of national nom»-; 
nées to the original 5-2-2 ratio, with;

Several Changes
The Japanese community this 

year, in view of the additional num
ber of candidates selected, are taking 
unusual steps to see that a full vote 
is registered by that national group. 
Permission to station ‘‘coaches” at 
the various polling booths for the 
guidance of Japanese ratepayers has 
been approved by the Council. There 
will also be a Japanese scrutineer 
appointed to each booth. Further
more, the names of Japanese candi
dates, for the first time, will be

a view to forestalling an election. j>rint¿d on ballot papers in the Jap-
T .acf.miniifa nf cjtir»h ______________ mi_______  _______________Last-minute decisions of such er 
character have not been unknown in 
the past But each national group 
adhered to its preliminary announce
ment, the British nominating their 
customary five candidates, the I 

i American community standing by [ 
• their two nominees and the Japanese 
I proposing five candidates instead of 
their customary two under the age- ! 
old proportional representation : 
idea.

There are terday 13 candi
dates for selection by foreign rate- ‘

anese language. These concessions 
were made by the S.M.C. prior to 
the announcement of the nomina
tions.

From yesterday until the day of 
the poll, energetic campaigns by 
national groups are to be conducted 
to see that every person entitled to 
a vote makes an appearance at one 
of the numerous polling booths 
throughout the city.

A record poll is expected this 
year.
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13 In Race 
For Berths 
On Council

One of the most vital and 
hard-fought elections in the 
history of the International 
Settlement will be held next 
week, with thirteen candidates 
ibattling for the nine foreign 
Seats on the Municipal Coun
cil.

Shortly after noon yesterday, 
the deadline for all nominations, 
an official statement was issued 
with the list of authorized 
candidates. Five have been 
proposed by Japanese com
mittees, five by British, two by 
Americans, and one is backed by 
an independent group.
The full authorized list as follows: 
British candidates: Messrs. G. A. 

Haley, W. J. Keswick, Roderick G. 
■Macfjonald, G. E. Mitchell, and T.
3. Powell

American candidates: Messrs. N. 
F. Allman and J. W. Carney.

Japanese candidates: Messrs. M.j 
D?n, ¥. Hanawa, K. Kuroda, Issaku 
Okamoto, and Otoichi Okamoto.

Independent candidate: Mr. 
Ranald G. McDonald.

Election Hours
The elections will take place next 

Wednesday and Thursday, and it 
was announced yesterday that the 
poll will remain open from 10 a.m. 
to 3 p.m. on both days.

Notice was also given yesterday 
by the Council that Mr. R.D.K. 
SilbyJ having been proposed by Mr. 
A. w. Buck and seconded by Mr. 
W. Mellor, is considered to be elect
ed «Land Commissioner for the 
Municipal year 1940, in accordance 
with Article VI-A of the Land 
Regulations.

Predictions Upset
All predictions as to the outcome 

of the race for seats on the Council 
were dramatically upset on Mon
day, with the announcement by the 
Japanese election committee that, 
five Japanese candidates, instead of 
the expected two or three, had 
been entered.

| The “gentlemen’s agreement” 
ratio which has been in effect for 
almost a decade had provided for 

; five British, two American, and two 
Japanese members of the Council.

A bitterly-fought election was 
prophesied yesterday by many com
petent observers, who noted that, 
¡almost certainly, the existing ratio 
■ is on its way out. The 5-2-2 ratio, 
[they said, will, beginning next week, 
be almost unalterably changed.

Informed sources declared that 
the Japanese are almost certain not 
to win five seats on the Council, 
but the exact number they will get ■ 
depends directly on the strength of 
the other nationalities’ vote.

They coupled this statement with 
the plea that all nationalities must 
go to the polls next week, and vote. 
Some groups, Including the British 
Election Committee, have adopted 
the slogan, “Maintain the status 
quo!’*

Possible Majority Seen
If all five Japanese candidates 

are elected, this will mean an al
most certain majority on the Coun
cil. Although Japanese officials 
denied that the Japanese com- < 
munity in Shanghai sought to 
“control” the Council, it was point
ed out that a large number or a’ 
near-majority would obviously 
signify a very greatly increased 
direction of SJM.C. affairs.

Reason why the three extra 
Japanese nominees were put for
ward, it was announced Monday, is 
that since the Japanese ratepayers 
in the Settlement now exceed the 
3,000 mark, and thus outnumber 
even the 2,800 Britons, they are 
entitled to increased representation.

This move, they said, was “a 
transitory measure required to 
destroy the existing abnormal state 
of affairs, so that the Japanese 
ideal of a truly international ad
ministration of the Settlement may 
be attained.”

Another indication of the unique 
I characteristics of this year’s elec
tion is the fact that an independent 
candidate, Mr. Ranald McDonald, I 
has broken the ties of tradition by 
allowing his name to be put on the 
list.

The British Election Committee 
met yesterday afternoon, putting 
finishing touches to its campaign, 
and planning to rally . all the 
British voters in the city around 
its platform asking for the main
tenance of the existing ratio of 
councillors. The American election 
groups, including the American 
Association, are also expected to 
meet shortly.



13 Candidates 
Nominated for 
Council Seats
Mr. Ranald G. McDonald 
Standing for Election

Elements of further competition in] 
the forthcoming Shanghai Municipal 
Council election were introduced 
yesterday when the nomination list of 
candidates» which closed at the Ad- 

[ ministration* Building at noon, in
cluded the name of Mr. Ranald G. 
McDonald. On Monday, with the 
addition of five Japanese candidates, 
the number nominated for the nine 
vacant foreign seats on the Council 
was 12, but Mr. McDonald's candida
ture increases this to 13.

The nomination list issued by Mr.
G. Godfrey Phillips, Secretary and 
Commissioner-General, yesterday was 
as follows:

N. F. Allman: Proposed by G. F. 
Richardson and seconded by J. M. 
Hykes. J

J, W. Carney: Proposed by J» 
Fist ere and seconded by J. T. S. Reed.

M. Den: Proposed by Y. Hayashi 
and seconded by C. Fukuda.

G. A. Hayley: Proposed by R. 
Calder Marshall and seconded by J*
H. Liddell.

Y. Hanawa: Proposed by Y. Hayashi 
and seconded by C. Fukuda.

W. J. Keswick: Proposed by A. S. 
Henchman and seconded by F. A. 
Pollock.

K. Kuroda: Proposed by Y. Hayashi 
and seconded by C. Fukuda.

Roderick G. MacDonald: Proposed 
by A. S. Henchman and seconded by
G. H. Wright.

Ranald G. McDonald: Proposed by 
W. M. Macoustra and seconded by 
G. T. Lloyd.

G. E. Mitchell: Proposed by R. 
Calder Marshall and seconded by L. 
J. Davies.

Issaku Okamoto: Proposed by Y. 
Hayashi and seconded by C. Fukuda.

Otoichi Okamoto: Proposed by Y. 
Hayashi and seconded by C. Fukuda.

T. S. Powell: Proposed by J. H. 
Liddell and ’seconded by T. G. 
Drakeford.

The election will be held on 
Wednesday aind Thursday, April 10 
and 11, between the hours of 10 a.m., 
and 3 pm.

Land Commissioner Chosen

I On the proposal of Mr. A. W. Buck, 
seconded by Mr. W. Mellor, Mr. R. 
D. K. Siiby is elected Land Commis
sioner for the municipal year 1940 in 
accordance with Article VIA of the 

1 Land Regulations.
Meanwhile the British and Ameri

can election committees are takifig 
steps to counteract the situation 
caused by the (nomination of five 
Japanese candidates. The American 
committee met yesterday to discuss 
the matter but no plans were re
leased for publication.

A meeting of the British Election 
; Committee was held yesterday eve
ning when the electoral situation, 

I created by the announcement of five 
i Japanese candidates and the nomina- 
! tion of Mr. Ranald G. McDonald, 
j was discussed. It is understood that 
it was decided to make no changes 
in the existing plans and to support 
the 5-5-2 basis of representation on 
the Council and the straw vote 
candidates.

Passes Being Sent Out
Notice is hereby given that voting 

passes are being forwarded by post 
to ratepayers entitled to vote at the 
election.

Voters who have not received their 
’ voting pass by the first post on 
Thursday morning, April 4, should 
apply immediately to the Deputy 
Treasurer-Revenue, No. 209 Kiangse 

I Road (Telephone 12810—Ext. 27) for 
i a .duplicate pass. Application may

also be made in person at Hongkew 
Police Station.

The poll will be opened on Wednes
day and Thursday mornings, April 
10 and 11 at 10 a.m. precisely, and 
will remain open continuously until 
3 p.m. each day.

Polling will take place at the S.V.C. 
Drill Hall, Foochow Road, and at the 
Hongkew Market, 2nd Floor.

Attention is drawn to the rule that 
voters must present their pass at the 
polling place in exchange for a 

! voting paper.
The officials can not be responsible 

for any inconvenience to voters aris
ing from the voters* failure to obtain 
the requisite voting pass prior to the date of the election.

Chinese Press Concerned
A review of Chinese press reports published yesterday reveal that although no editorial comments have been published, prominence is given to the news about the nomination of five instead of two Japanese candidates for the election o£ members of the Shanghai Municipal Council, expressing alarm in news articles and’ headlines and asserting that the "outlook Of the Settlement is a matter 

of great concern,’* since the Japanese aré trying to become the controlling 
factor t in the Settlement adminis
tration.The headline of the news published by the "Shun Pao” reads "Japanese Violate Gentleman’s Agreement,” and "Number of Candidates Increased Without Authority:” It is alleged that the Japanese want to cancel the gentlemen’s agreement in regard to the ratio of candidates reached by representatives of the four Powers, China, Great Britain, the United States and Japan, many years ago. The Japanese announcement of the ] names of their candidates is publish-1 ed. More or less identical reports * appear in other leading Chinese | newspapers.It is stated that foreigners are ’ much surprised by the Japanese an- i nouncement, but it is asserted that it may foe a strong feeler put out by the Japanese so that owing to their insistence, foreigners may give in a 
Jittle. Quoting foreign sources and 
observers, the reports state that the British have many mpre interests 
here than the Japanese and that it has been forecast that Japanese candidates may not all be elected.Although the reports state that British circles believe that the ¡number of British ratepayers is at least equal to Japanese ratepayers, it is said that the latter may make use of Jewish refugees* living north of the creek, it is also pointed out that qualifications of Japanese ratepayers may be questionable. It is not known whether or not all Japanese residing here have been paying taxes to the Shanghai Municipal Council, it is stated.
Japanese Nominee

Issues Statement
“Dictatorial” Regime in 
Shanghai OpposedFundamental reforms in the administration of the International Settlement, how faced with "an unprecedented financial crisis,” were seen as necessary by Mr. Makoto Den, one of the five Japanese candidates for membership in the Shanghai Municipal Council. Mr. Den is vice-president of the Central I China Railways Company, a Sino- [ Japanese joint enterprise.All residents of the Settlement, he said in a statement issued here last night, demanded a reform of “the confusion and the traditional abuses” brought about by the "autocratic control of the Settlement’s administration by a specific nation for almost a century.”In announcing his candidacy for municipal councillor, Mr. Dèn pledged his efforts to break down the existing “abnormal dictatorial system in the Settlement so as to make the International Settlement one that really belongs to those residing 

there.”
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Status Of The Settlement

THE action of the Japanese election 
qommittee in putting forward five 

candidates for the municipal election 
has ciiystalized the issue at this year’s 

polte. J The single question to be decid
ed at the election on April 10 and April 
it is:! Shall the political status and 
the international character of the Inter
national Settlement be changed at this 
time?;I

Sjnce August 1937, the Japanese 
have brought all manner of pressure on 
the International Settlement. They 
have threatened the neutrality and the 
security of the foreign areas by their 
military actions. They have continu
ously ¡used the spearhead of pressure 
diplonjacy to undermine the authority 
and Ihtemational character of the 
Settlement. By the encouragement of 
lawlessness and extra-legal actions, they 
have Repeatedly challenged the ability 
of the Shanghai Municipal Council to 
rule the areas under its jurisdiction.

TJie latest Japanese challenge is 
one at; the polls, which must be met and 
repulsed by the ratepayers of the In
ternational Settlement alone. Unlike 
previous Japanese attempts to gain con
trol of the Settlement, the present elec
tion nianeuvers by the Japanese cannot 
be sidetracked by the diplomatic action 
of the Third Powers. The foreign 
ratepayers in the Settlement must fight 
their forthcoming election battle with
out relying upon any outside aid.

* ♦ ♦

IF the international Settlement and 
the non-Japanese foreign community 

in Shanghai should succumb to the 
Japanese election challenge, it would 

not be because the British and Ameri* 
can Governments .were unwilling to sup
port the Shanghai Municipal Council. 
Neither would such a defeat be the re
sult of tfee much-criticized weak-kneed 
policy! of the S.M.C officials. The re
sponsibility—if the Japanese should 
have jfheir way—would rest entirely on 
the cijvic lethargy of the Shanghai for
eign ratepayers.

In the past, the residents nere hay< 
always relied too much on the actions of 
third powers having an interest in the 
International Settlement to fight their 
battles. When the Japanese sought to 
gain ! control pf the Settlement by 
threat diplomatic pressure and force, 
the ratepayers calmly turned their hope
ful eyes toward Washington and Lon
don, with the confident belief that the 
Britisih and American Governments 

would pull the Shanghai chestnut out 
of the Nipponese fire.

But this time the situation will be 
different. No amount of American 
and British willingness to protect the 
International Settlement could help to 
reverse the verdict of the polls on 
April 10 and April 11. If by default; 
or by internal disharmony, the non
Japanese foreign community should fail 
to deliver enough votes to beat the 
Nipponese, then the Japanese in 
Shanghai would be legally entitled to 
rule the International Settlement with 
their bloc of Council members.

The election platform as announced 
by Mr. Yukichi Hayashi, chairman of 
the Japanese election committee, per
haps deserves the attention of the local ' 
ratepayers. “The Japanese aim,” he 
said, “lies in discarding the dictatorship 
of any specific national group in muni-; 
cipal affairs so that the administration 
of the International Settlement may be 
carried out in a truly international 
manner.”

♦ * ♦

IT does not need an extraordinary 
amount of intelligence to see the 

real meaning of this diplomatically 
phrased election platform. It merely 

means that the Japanese aim lies in the 
discarding of the present dictatorship! 
and substituting for it a Japanese dic
tatorship. It also means that the 
Japanese aim lies in changing the pre
sent international set-up of the Settle
ment into a purely Nipponese adminis
tration.

From the point of view of Shang
hai s future the importance of the muni
cipal election on April 10 and April 11 
can hardly be over-exaggerated. Upon! 
the outcome of the voting will depend! 
the question of whether the Interna
tional Settlement will become a suburb’ 
of Tokyo. Upon the ability of the non-I 
Japanese foreign community to deliver 
votes will depend the question of whe
ther the foreigners here will continue 
to be governed by themselves or be 
governed by their Japanese municipal 
Overlords.

The decision on those important 
questions rests, as we pointed out, not 
with Washington or London. It rests 
with the voters in the International 
Settlement, whose ballots or whose 
failure to cast a ballot may mean the 
difference between the maintenance of 
the international status of the Settle
ment and the Japanization of Shanghai.



Voting Passes 
Forwarded To 
Ratepayers
Full Turnout Of Britons 

Americans, Japanese 
Sought At Polls

CLEAR ISSUE IS PUT 
BEFORE VOTERS

5HANGMA

While national committees 
were holding meetings and 
formulating plans for muster
ing as many ratepayers as 
possible at ttye polls for the i 
forthcoming Municipal Elec
tions, to be held on April 10 
and 11, the Shanghai Municipal: 
Council announced yesterday 
that voting passes are being I 
forwarded by post to ratepay- I 
ers entitled to vote.

The Council announcement stated 
that voters who have not received 
their voting pass by the first post! 
to-morrow morning, should apply' 
immediately to the Deputy TYea- ‘ 
surer—Revenue, No. 209 Kiangse 

¡Road (Telephone 12810-Ext. 27) for | 
a duplicate pass. Application may 
also be made in person at Hongkew 
Police Station.

The British Election Committee 
met yesterday afternoon, following 
the announcement that five Japan** 
ese candidates had been nominated 
to run for the Council, in addition 
tc Mr. Ranald G. McDonald, In
dependent British candidate. The | 
Committee formulated a number of I 
plans for getting a representative 
British vote for the elections.

“The cupport of all British rate
payers for the British candidates 
will be asked,” the secretary point
ed out and added, “the British 
Election Committee will work for 
the maintenance of the status quo. 
He went on to say that evefcy effort 
will be 
payers

1840

made to get all British rate- 
to the polls.

Clear Issue
“The issue is so clear that un

doubtedly a majority of the British 
i ratepayers will come out to vote 
I themselves,” concluded the secre- 
» tury of the British Election Com- 
; mittee.

A representative of the American 
Association stated yesterday that 
the Association would meet to- 

! morrow afternoon and that plans 
were being prepared to get as many 
Americans as possible to the poll
ing stations next Wednesday and 
Thursday. He added that the cam
paign effort of * the Association 
would be the maintenance of the status quo.

Japanese Campaign
The Japanese Election Committee 

was reported yesterday to be work
ing hard, organizing all the Japan
ese ratepayers for the polls. The 
Japanese ratepayers will be called 
upon to turn out en masse to sup- • 
port their five candidates at the 
elections.

Two Polling Stations
The Council hats arranged for 

two polling stations, one at the 
S. V. C. Drill Hall and the other 
on the Second Floor of the Hong
kew Market. The poll will be open
ed on Wednesday and Thursday 
mornings, April 10 and 11, at 10 

i a.m. precisely, and will remain 
< pen continuously until 3 p.m. each

Attention has been drawn by the 
Council to the rule that voters 
must present their pass at the poll
ing place in exchange for a voting 
paper. The officials cannot be re
sponsible for any inconvenience to 
voters arising from the voters’ 
failure to obtain the requisite vot
ing pass prior to the*date of the 
election.
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Japanese T6 
Seek Reform 
In Council

I Unprecedented Crisis In 
Financial Affairs Has '

Been Disclosed
JAPANESE CANDIDATE 

EXPRESSES VIEWS

Fundamental reforms in the 
administration of the Interna
tional Settlement, now faced 
with “an unprecedented 
financial crisis/’ were seen as 
necessary by Mr. Makoto Den, 
one of the five Japanese can
didates for membership in the 
Shanghai Municipal Council. 
Mr. Den is vice-president of 

¡the Central China Railways 
Company, ' a Sino - Japanese 
joint enterprise.

All residents of the Settlement, 
he said in a statement issued here 
last night, demanded a reform of 
“the confusion and the traditional 
abuses’* brought ¿bout by the auto
cratic control of the Settlement’s 
administration by a specific nation 
for almost a century.

In announcing his candidacy for 
municipal councillor, Mr. Den pledg
ed his efforts to break down the 
existing” abnormal dictatorial sys
tem in the Settlement so as to 
make the International Settlement I 
one that really belongs to those 
residing there.”

“Swift Revision”
‘‘Japanese residents,” Mr. Den said 

in his statement,” have consistent- I 
ly maintained their just opinion on j 
the need of such a reform. The 
situation in the international Settle
ment has now reached a stage 
where a swift revision of existing 
conditions is required. The admin
istrative organs of the Settlement 
require a thorough, not a temporary, 
reform.

“As a member of the Finance 
Committee of the Council, .1 have 
done whatever I could to restore 
the Settlement’s finances to a sound 
basis However, the minority, in 
the right, has always been defeated 
by the majority, which was in the 
wrong.

“I opposed the recent proposal for 
an increase in rates and licence fees 
and advocated a thorough re
appraisal of the Council’s finances I 
to restore their foundation. I am1 
confident that the Japanese are not 
alone in realizing the need for a 
re-examination of the Council’s 
financial structure but of its other 
departments as well.

“There are to-day 70,000 Japan
ese sharing in Shanghai the task of 
establishing a new order in East 
Asia. Japanese ratepayers, qualified 
to vote, number more than 3,000, 
constituting the largest single 
national.group of such voters. They 
have the largest voice in the con
duct or municipal affairs and are 

[ in a position to reorganize and 
clear up the atmosphere in the In
ternational Settlement.

“The Japanese candidate in the 
coming elections have entered the 
contest to break down the abnorm
al dictatorial system existing in the 
Settlement so as to make the Inter
national Settlement one that really 
belongs to these residing there.”
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S. M. Elections:
Plea for Compromise
To the Editor of the

“North-China Daily tes”
Sir,—There can, be tew that realize 

the iremenaous value of tne.Foreign 
Settlement who will not deplore true 
fact that the Municipal Elections this 
year will be fought between com
munity and community In what you 
describe as a “trial of strength." One 
limy realizes that the nomination or 
live Japanese candidates, disguise the 
mptive how they will, is a cnauenge 
oh the part of the Japanese com* 
mtanity against the old-time balance 
o£ power here and that if British and 
American ratepayers desire to retain 
seven out of the nine foreign seats 
they will have to muster all their 
voting strength to do s% , If they do 
manage to retain those seven seats on 
this occasion there is no guarantee 
that they will be able to do so in the 
future. The Japanese community is 
hkply to grow in strength and the 
other foreign communities to decline, 
in Consequence of international trends 
anta current happenings in other parts 
ofbthe world.

It is a pity that in the evolutionary 
changes which have come, and must 
continue to come, over this city, no 
machinery xor negotiation, consulta
tion and decision upon such a matter 
as proportionate international repre
sentation upon tlie S.M.C. has ever 
been set up. The Briusn, American 
and Japanese communities are not the 
only ones concerned, though they may 
be numerically the strongest, Ail 
foreign residents go to make , up this 
international community and they are 
all entitled to a sense of participation 
in the Administration towards which 
they individually and severally con
tribute. If the Municipal Elections 
are going to be left to develop into 
an annual “dog light" between com
munities instead of being a contest 
between individuals as to their fitness 
to govern, then Shanghai will inevit
ably lose that corporate international 
harmony which has been one of its 
most valuable characteristics.

Qne wonders whether tne leaders 
of the important communities have 
given that aspect of the matter the 
deep and constructive consideration it 
deserves. This city is not the exclu
sive affair of the big communities, 
neither should it be made an arena 
foriiieir political contentions. It 
needs a co-operative pooling of the 
best of all communities, and the 
British, American . i Japanese lead
ers ought not to be blind to the fact 

¡that in such a co-operative pooling I 
their own best interests will uh- i 
doubtedly lie.

Perhaps it is not yet too late for 
a get-together on this point in the 
search far a formula—for this year 
at least—by which an inter-com
munal contest might be avoided. The 
result of such a contest must inesca- I 
pably leave victors and vanquished j 
with a psychological aftermath of an 
extremely unfortunate character.

Concerned.
Shanghai, Apr. 2.

The Jewish Refugees
To the Editor of the

“North-China Daily News”
Sir,—In view of the Japanese an

nouncement of the desired increase 
of representation on the Council, and 
the threat to the “Occidental” vote, 
I would like to make the following 
observation for consideration by our 
councillors.

The Jewish Community, who have 
approximately 400 votes, and who 
might thereby become “a decisive 
factor” in determining our position in 
the Municipal administration, are 
new to the procedure of the voting. 
I nave been approached by one or 
twb Jews who have asked whether 
the ballot is “secret” or not. Several 
of I this, community have apparently 
befen “canvassed” by Japanese civil
ians, accompanied by a German inter
préter, and have been given a paper 
inJthe form of a “questionnaire,” which 
I am given to understand is a veiled 
threat that should they not vote^fdr 
the Japanese, they will be the suffer
ers, One must understand that these 
peoples are “Oppressed” and know no 
liberty. Their position here is very 
precarious, for they are residing in

I a military occupied zone, with the 
favour bestowed upon them, by that

! military force,
In my opinion, the propaganda, sec

tion. of the Council should get to work 
and allay the worry of those wlao. 
desire to cast their vote in favour of 
thelBritish or American représenta- 
tivjl fear percussion. After all, 
fmajpcial-support of _ the Jewish Re
fugee .Committee, emartat»&.ln the 
mq»n,from EJmdpe and America» and 
th J should be.Impressed on them, to 
obtain either their support, or absolute 
neutrality.

they have done nothing^ tQ,build,;Up 
this port, and it is known that their 
only désire is to live in peace in a 
newly found hav&i.

A British Ratepayer.
Shanghai, Apr. 2.
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US Association Rm
Hold No Tricks

Three Contest I 
for SMC Seats

S’hai Americans Using
Plan Similar 

To British
Ratepaying rnernbers of 

the American Association,! 
qualified to vote at Shang
hai Municipal Council elec
tions, will take part in the' 
primary ballot of the Associa
tion to select two SMC can
didates out of the three pro
posed, Messrs. J. W. Carney, 
R. T. McDonnell and N. F. All- 
man.

This follows the practise of the 
similar “straw vote” v taken by 
local British organizations to 
select the British candidates, who 
this year number seven for five 
seats.

Numbers Unknown
At present the American As

sociation has not checked up to* 
see how many of its 1000 or so 
members are qualified ratepayers. 
American voters . in Shanghai 
total somewhere around the 500 
mark, and it is believed, however, 
that the great hiajority of these 
are members of the Association.

No details have been fixed re
garding the primary ballot, and 
it is expected that a committee 
meeting will be held in the next 
couple of days to fix all arrange
ments.

Membership Open
Allegations that primary voting 

by ratepayer members of the As
sociation only formed a “trick 
clause” in the constitution 
were denied to the Shanghai 
Evening Post today, when an 
official was questioned, “The 
trouble is” he said “that not 
enough people read the constitu
tion. I’ve told, quite a few people 
that they should apply for a copy 
and study it.”

MAs regards membership of the 
Association, it is Open. Any 
American can join it. I’ve never 
heard of anyone refusing to join 
it. Some people whd are not on 
the register today are people who 
have just neglected to send a sub
scription along. The officials will 
be only too glad to get as many 
members as possible.” There is no 
fixed subscription to the Associa
tion. Any Contribution can be 
made.

Other Proposers
Other officiais pointed out that 

there was nothihg to prevent 
Americans from proposing other 
candidates directly to the SMC. 
apart from those of the Associa
tion. “The Association was only 
formed, five years ago. Candidates 
were "proposed directly before 
then, and can be proposed direct
ly now.”

It was pointed out, however, 
that the idea of thé Association, 
whose membership was greatly 
inclusive, in proposing American; 
candidates was to simplify, mat-i 
ters ah d prevent any conflict ofj 
interests. Î
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Americans Pick
Extra Candidate

-------• w
N. F. Allman Chosen; 

Primary Election
Needed For SMC

Local Americans will have to 
hold a primary ballot to choose 
their candidates for the Shanghai 
Municipal Council this year, for 
an additional name is being pro
posed to the American Association 
today, that of Mr. N. F. Allman.

Two candidates already picked 
for the two SMC seats by the 
American Association ‘committee 
are Mr. J. W. Carney, former I 
councillor, and Mr. R. T. McDon
nell, present councillor.

Many Spensers

Under the association’s byelaws, 
„ candidates for the SMC must be 

proposed by ten American rate
payers, but this morning it ap
peared that the response to. the 
proposal of Mr. Allman was so 

' enthusiastic that the form may 
f be signed by from 50 to 100 peo

ple.
There is no indication yet as to 

whether any other names will be 
forwarded for the primary ballot, 
but there are only four days to go. 
Nominations must be In the hands 
of Mr. James M. Howes, secretary 
of thp American Association, on 
or before next Monday.

Persuasion
The whole committee of the as

sociation acted as the Municipal 
Elections sub-committee in pick
ing the first two candidates, Messrs. 
Carney and McDonnell. Mr. Car
ney, assistant manager of the 
Standard-Vacuum Oil Company, 
resigned from the Council last 
year without giving any reasons. 
On this occasion he did not want 
to stand as a candidate but “they 
persuaded me’’ he told the Shang
hai Evening Post.

Mr. McDonnell general manager 
of William Hunt and Company, 
was coopted to the Council on Mr. 
Carney’s resignation. The Amer
ican Association will now have to 
eliminate one from the trio formfed 
by these two and Mr. Allman, the 
Weilknown lawyer, rider and SVC 
officer, provided still more names' 
do not come forward.



Sin Shun Pao (Japanese-own ad Chinese language newspaper) s —

FORTHCOMING ELECTION OF S.M.C. MEMBERS : BRITISH. UNLAWFULLY 
INTERFERING WltH JAPANESE RIGHT OF ELECTION

The monopolization of the S.M.C. by the British 
has been exposed, while the administration of the Council 
has given rise to much criticism.

The election of members of the Council for 
the ensuing year is approaching. The Japanese hope to 
remove this unreasonable monopolization of the S.M.C. by 
the British; on the other hand, the British authorities 
desire to maintain their policy of dictatorship and to 
interfere with the right of the Japanese to elect more 
representatives on the Council.

At present, the Council has five British members, 
two Americans, two Japanese and five Chinese. Such a 
proportion is improper either on the basis of population, 
or political or economic influence. Since the outbreak 
of local hostilities, the Japanese population has registered 
a large increase. The Japanese should have more members 
on the Council than even the British.

The British authorities, who are greatly 
embarrassed over the increase in the number of Japanese voters, 
are devising counter-measures by resorting to mean ac s. 
In December last year, the S.M.C. made public a list of 
persons qualified to vote, in which the Japanese are shown 
to possess more than 2,000 persons. The increase in the 
political and economic influence of the Jap^meae in Shanghai 
and vicinity is an undeniable fact*

Britain must not be allowed to maintain the 
existing status of the S.M.C. The following should be 
remembered when dealing with the matter 2-

1) The S.M.C. should be neutral in the elections and the 
office of elections should be established in the Council 
bui Iding.

2) Formerly, the ratepayers were entitled to vote in the 
elections if they had Paid the municipal tax for six 
months prior to the elections, but this condition was 
cancelled in order to provide facilities to British 
ratepayers.

3) Japanese have appealed for a right to vote for “indirect41 
taxpayers, but this was refused. While this system 
was secretly instituted on behalf of British residents,

the municipa 1 authorities did not inform the Japanese 
of this until it was referred to by the Japanese.

4) The l^nd owned by the British real estate companies is 
permitted to be split up in order to increase the number 
of persons entitled to vote.

y



Japanese Decide to Increase the Number of Their Councillors
bearing a possible change in the status of the 

International Settlement, the British authorities hr -e 
been attempting since the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese 
hostilities to check the advance of Japanese influence and 
had adopted certain steps to check this influ nee* In 
view of the increase in the Japanese population in Shanghai 
and the existing conditions in the Settlement, the Japanese 
residents, supported by various bodies and the Japanese 
army, navy and foreign authorities, are doing their best to 
expand their power in the Settlement.

The Japanese population in Shanghai is increasin 
while the number of Japanese voters is also increasing. 
It is, therefore, natural for the Japanese to demand an 
increase in the number of Japanese members on the Council. 
Worried over the attitude of the Japanese, the British 
authorities have mobilized in an endeavour to check the 
Japanese influence. The residents are dissatisfied with 
the poor administration of the S.M.G. in the past. Even 
the Chinese are hoping that the Japanese influence will 
expand in the Settlement.It is to be hoped that Japanese bodies will 
do their utmost to oppose the arbitrary exercise of power 
by the Settlement authorities.
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h Japanese voters to do 
• year’s elections was 
1 cancelled almost at 
, moment.

Majority Control
Several local observers, apprals - j 

ed of the decline shown in the 
number of Japanese voters, con
tinue to share the feeling, how
ever, that the Japanese would 
renew their efforts to obtain at 
least a majority control of the 
SMC at the coming annual meet
ing.

Moreover, it was pointed out by 
one well-known official when ques
tioned by the Shanghai Evening 
Post on the situation, the com
parisons shown to exist between 
last year’s voting list and the pro- 

| visional list for this year could 
i be considered altogether as 

representing a “final picture,” he 
^pointed out. Strong possibilities 
[ remain that the number of Japan- 
: ese voters would be increased 
prior to the elections “if a fairly 
large percentage of residents in 
the northern areas catch up with 
their obligations on Municipal 
rates.”

USA And Japan
A similar opinion is shared by 

a prominent local businessman, 
who adds his belief that in view of 

i the present world situation and a 
possible “dark period” in US - 

’ Japan trade relationships, Japan 
would concentrate upon improving 
her position in china as an alter
native, and at the same making 

tit almost a necessity on her part
" over

Japanese Voter 
Total Recording 
SurpriseDecline

Nipponese Held Likely 
' To Make Efforts 

For Control

MANY HONGKFW
RATES UNPAID

Campaign For Election [repi

Problem Provided 
For Settlement

Opening gun in 
year’s municipal election
and ratepayers’ meeting has 
been fired in the 
sent by Mr. G. Godfrey
Phillips, Secretary 
missioner General 
SMC, to the Senior Consul. 
Commander L. Neyrone, to fix 
the date of the meeting, while 
a surprise has been occasioned in 
the discovery that Japanese voters*to strengthen her control 
have declined in numbers. Shanghai.

The number of Japanese voters The Land Regulations which 
in the international Settlement of bind the legal powers of tn.e 
Shanghai eligible to cast their Shanghai Municipal Council also 
ballots at the Annual Ratepayers’determine rights and eligibility 

I which are conformed with at the 
Annual Ratepayers’ Meeting and 
the election of the Council.

Voting Qualifications 
Sufficiently clear, Article 19 of 

the Land Regulations describes 
the qualifications which is requlr-i 
ed of voters as follows:

“Every foreigner, either in- | 
dividually or as a member of 
a firm, residing in the (In
ternational) Settlement, hav
ing paid all taxes due, and 
being an owner of land of not 
less than five hundred taels 
($700;) in value, whose annual' 
payment of assessment on land 
or houses or both, exclusive of 
all payments in respect of 
licences, shall amount to the 
sum of ten taels ($14) and i 
upwards, or who shall be a 
householder paying on an as
sessed rental of not less than 
five hundred taels per annum 
and upwards, shall be entitled 
to vote in the election of the 
(said) Members of the Coun
cil and at the public meetings. 
Provided always that the pro
xies of Ratepayers only who 
are absent from the Consular 
District of Shanghai, or are 
prevented by illness from at
tending shall be admitted to

and Corn
ei the

Meeting this year has deceased 
from 2256 to 2024 votes, while the 
total number of qualified voters in 
the Settlement has increased from 
4772 to 5054 votes, according to 
comparisons which have been 
compiled by the Shanghai Even
ing post from the SMC’s final; 
voting list for the 1939 meeting 
issued on March 31, last year, and 
the provisional voting list for the 
1940 meeting which was issued by 
the SMC last month.

Unusual Situation
The figures just indicated lend 

further surprise to the unusual 
I situation which had been anti- 
‘ cipated in several local quarters 
with regard to the coming SMC 
election for 1940, which this year 
is again scheduled to 
early in April, before 
payers’ meeting.

Belief and opinions 
ready been expressed in local 
cles that this year would see a 
concerted effort on the part of 
Japanese voters to obtain a 
maxinrun or majority of Japanese

i councillors elected to the SMC, al
though there were indications a 
few weeks ago that the Japanese 
would “let sleeping dogs 
The expected attempt of

take place 
the

al-
cir-

he.*’ 
the

so at last) 
apparently 
the last

shall 
more

vote at such meetings. And 
no one shall be qualified to be 
a member of the (said) Coun
cil unless he shall pay an an
nual assessment, exclusive of 
licences, of fifty taels ($70), or 
shall be a householder paying 
on an assessed rental of one 
thousand two hundred taels 
($1680) per annum. Provided 
always that this clause 
not entitle any firm to 
than one vote.

List Publication 
*‘A list of persons duly 

qualified to vote according to 
the Regulations to wihich 
these Bye-laws are appended 
shall be kept at the office of 
the Council, and such list shall 
be revised and corrected by 
the Secretary of the Council 
on the first day of December 
in each year, or so soon after 
as may be convenient, and 
published for the information 
of the public in such manner 
as the Council for the time 
being shall think proper.” 
In a broad way, it can be in

ferred that the manner in which 
the election of the Council and 

I the Annual Ratepayers* Meeting 
are held, shows similarity to pro 
cedure which takes place at the 
annual meeting of stockholders of 
a business corporation.

Date Of Meeting
It Is a standing custom abouti 

the middle of January in every! 
year, for the Secretary of the! 
SMC to issue a formal reminderj 
to the Consular Body to fix al 
date for the Annual Ratepayers’ 
Meeting. This has already been 

‘ done this year.
Customary day for the ratepay

ers’ meeting is the Wednesday 
nearest the middle of April, while 
the election of councillors for the 
ensuing year takes place a week 
before the meeting.

Nominations
With regard to the election of 

, members of the Council, the ruling 
of the Land Regulations is fixed 
and clear that such nominations 
must be forwarded in writing at 
least seven days prior to the day 
appointed for the election.

in the case of foreign nominees 
for the Council, each nomination 
must be accompanied by the 
signature of two persons, pro
poser and seconder, who are duly 
qualified voters.

Altogether only nine 
seats are available for foreign 
Councillors. Five Chinese Coun
cillors also participate in the 
membership of the Council, but 

foreign

are elected to office separately by 
members oi the Chinese Rate«*
payers’ Association. The foreign 
representation, by "gentlemen’s 
agreement” for several years past, 
has consisted of five Britons, twoj 
Americans and two Japanese.
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Mr. Yutaro Hanawa, manager of 
the Shanghai branch of the Mitsui 
Bussan Kaisha and president of 
the Shanghai Japanese Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry, is expect
ed to be recommended as councillor 
of the Shanghai Municipal Council 
in place of Mr. Tominosuke Sugi- 
saka, manager of the Shanghai 
branch of the Osaka Shosdn Kaisha, 
according to the Shanghai “Main- 
ichi” yesterday. Being appoint- 

. ed manager of the Osaka branch 
of the newly formed East Asia 
Marine Transport Company, Mr. 
Sugisaka was to tender his resig
nation to the S.M.C., yesterday, and' 
leave Shanghai aboard the N.Y.K. 
liner Kamakura Maru to-day.
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1939 Councillors 
Elected En Bloc

At Noon Today
No Extra Nominations 

Made By Japanese 
Residents Of City

FIVE-TWO-TWO
RATIO UNCHANGED

British Ranks Follow
Recent Selections

Of Straw Vote
There will be no municipa’ 

election this year. The Shanghai 
Municipal Council will continue 
to consist of five Britons, twc 
Americans and two Japanese, to
gether with five Chinese, despitf 
rumors circulating for past months 
that the Japanese were attempt
ing to secure increased represen
tation.

At noon today nominations 
closed at the Administratior* 
Building, and it was found that 
exactly nine names had been re
ceived for the nine posts of for
eign members of the Council, sc‘ 
that no poll will be necessary. I

The American representative; 
are unchanged from those serving' 
at present. They are Messrs
C. S. Franklin, the present chair
man, and A. C. Cornish.

Japanese Unchanged
The two Japanese representa

tives are also those who are serv
ing at present. They are Messrs.
O. Okamoto and T. Sugisaka.

In the ranks of the Britons the 
representatives picked in the re
cent straw vote are the five no
minated. They show two changes 
from the present council, as Bri
gadier-General E. B. Macnaghter 
and Mr. F. N. Matthews have 
dropped out, and Mrssrs. G. A. i 
Haley and T. S. Fowell come in to 
replace them, while Messrs. G. E 
Mitchell, W. J. Keswick and R G 
MadDonald are reelected.

Chinese Councillors
These nine, together with the 

five Chinese councillors whose 
election has not yet been notified, 
will form the Council for the 
forthcoming municipal year.

The election of the Chinese; 
councillors is to take place within! 
the next fortnight. From present i 
indications it seems that there 
will be no change in the present’ 
representation of Messrs. W. 
Gockson, Yulin Hsi, Eugene Y. B. 
Kiang, L. T. Yuan and Yu Ya- 
ching

Today at noon Mr. R. D. K. Silby 
alsc was declared elected as Land 
Commissioner for 1939. His name 
was the only one put forward by 
registered land commissioners for 
the post and in this instance also 
no poll is necessary.
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Mr. Hanawa Accepts
S.M.C. Post

Mr. Yutaro Hanawa, Manager of the 
Mitsui Bussan Kaisha and President 
of the Shanghai Japanese Chamber 
of Commerce and Industry, yesterday 
accepted appointment as a member 
of thè Shanghai Municipal Council tc 
succeed Mr. Tominosuke Sugisaka. 
who has resigned, the “Mainlehi** said 
yesterday evening
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I have to report that Mr. Y. Hanawa, 

Manager of the local Branch Office of the Mitsui Bussan 

Kaisha and concurrently President of the local Japanese 

Chamber of Commerce and Industry, has accepted the 

recommendation of the various Japanese organizations 

asking him to take the post of Councillor to the Shanghai 

Municipal Council in place of Mr. T. Sugisaka resigned.

2. C. (Special Branch).
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T. Funatsu Resigns 
SMC Committee

The resignation from theFin 
ance Committee of 
Municipal Council of Mr- • Fu _ 
tsu has been accepted by «« 
SMC. Mr. Funatsu, who has serv-J 
Zd as a member of the Council 
and its committees since 1927. is 
leaving for Japan shortly.*



TklRIKU SHIlfrO ¿V

SUCCESSOR TO MR. SUGIS >KA «JapaNESE REPRESENTATIVE 
ON COUNCIL

Ml*. Miura, Japanese Consul- 
General, «ho has failed to persuade Er. Funatsu to succeed 
Mr. Sugis?ka retiring member of the S.M.C. is reported to 
have asked Mi. Kanawa» manager of the local Mitsui Company, 
but the offer w->s declined. Mr. Watanaoe, manager of the 
local N.Y.K. Office was also approached by tne Japanese 
authorities to succeed Mr. Sugisaka, but he is said to 
be refusing on the ground that he has recently accepted the 
post of chief director of the Japanese Club.

The Japanese authorities have 
been requested by Mr. Franklin, Chairman of the 8.M.C. to 
appoint a Japanese member of the S.M.C. before next Wednesday.

jjll Our authorities are anxious to
select a Japanese representative as quickly as possible 
because the S.M.C. has to deal with many delicate affairs, 
such as the outside Settlement Roads* issue and finance. 
It is rather doubtful if our authorities will be able to 
select a candidate before tne next Council meeting.

It is reported that Mr. Ito, 
manager of tne local Manchurian Railway Company, Mr. Den, 
manager of the Central China Railway Company, and Mr. Hayashi, 
Chairman of the Japanese Amalgamated Association of street 
Unions, are reported to be prospective candidates.



MB» HA»AV^ TO SUCC3LD MR. SUGISaKa AS JAPANESE
,<- Q _. ' MEMBER OS* THE S.M.C.
'* — ------------------------------ •

It is reported that owing to 
the departure from Shanghai of Mt. Sugisaka Mr» Y. Kanawa»

V manager of the Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, who is a member
V \\ of the Vatoh Committee» will most probably be chosen to 

succeed him on the Council»
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Mr. Sugisaka, head of local office of the Osaka 

Shosen Kaisha and councillor to the Shanghai Municipal 

Council, has resigned his post.

He is scheduled to leave shortly for Japan.

lie. Y. Hanawa, head of local office of the 

“Mitsui-Yoko", Mr. M. Den, Vice-President of the Central 

China Railway Company, and Mr. T. Funatsu, President of 

the local J&nanese Cotton Mill Owners* Association, have 

"been selected as candidates for the post, and the 

appointed person will be published shortly.

A.C.(Special Branch)
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THL RqTLEAPLRS MELT IMG OF THL INTERNATIONAL 
$^TTLLLLNT

, The election of Counci11ore
of the S.li C* has passed oifanoothly* The annual 
ratepayers meeting of the International Settlement 
will be held at the Grand Theatre at 2 p.m. April 19. 
The ratepayers meeting is the only general meetint at 
which Japanese, British, Americans and other nationals 
residing in the Settlement are represented* Great 
importance is attabhed to the meeting because of the 
nature of the organization^ but it will be nothing 
more than a formal affair like other meetings in the 
past.

Shanghai is involved in the 
Sino-Japanese hostilities to an exteht it had never 
experienced before »yet there ate no indications that 
the forthcoming ratepayers meeting will discuss measuits 
to deal with the situation*

Among the resolutions to be dis« 
cussed at the meeting is one which draws attention 
to the increase in the Municipal rate* Foreigners, 
except Japanese, and Chinese residents have been 
voicing their opposition against this inoreaseand it 
is expected that they will raise an objection at the 
meeting* It is reported that the Japanese ratepayers 
will adopt a calm attitude at the ratepayers meeting 
in connection with the increase of the Municipal rate 
because it is revealed that a considerable part of the 
revenue collected from Japanese residents is being used 
for the benefit of the Japanese community*

At any rate it is believed that 
the meeting will be given to understand that an increase 
in the Municipal rate is inevitable and the meeting 
will pass it without any trouble.

Mr. Hayashi, Chairman of the 
Japanese Amalgamated Association of Street Unions, 
has made the following statement» -

“Only the question of the 
increase in the Municipal rate is attracting public 
attention* The Japanese ratepayers will keep a calm 
attitude over the matter. I hope that all Japanese 
ratepayers 'ill attend the ratepayers meeting, but 1 
fear that not many of them will attend because the 
resolutions to be discussed are of little interest to 
them* •'
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originally demanded was the withdrawal of the order for/ 
the increase. The outcome of the foreign ratepayers^ - 
annual meeting has, therefore, greatly disappoin^jstfus.

There is a proverb which say^*The Lord 
helps those who help themselves". If we djesire to bring 
about effectively the cancellation of this increase, the 
only course for us is to consolidatp^Surselves with a view 
to strengthening our opposition^arffa unanimously defer 
payment of our rates, irresppe'five of what sacrifices 
we may have to make.

Even^ari the S.M.C. uses the whole strength 
of its Police For^i^we do not think that it will be able 
to control the^fi^OOO.OOO Chinese residents of the Inter
national Settlement. Let us remind the public that we 
should hpd!a tight to our purse strings with a view to 
attaining our object - the cancellation of the increase 
in the muni c i pal ra te •

Shanghai Public Daily News publishes the following
editorial comment x-

ADVICE TO MR, FRANKLIN

When interviewed by newspaper reporters the 
other day, Mr. C.S. Franklin, the newly elected Chairman of 
the S.M.C., said that during his term of office he would 
endeavour to secure closer co-operation from the various 
public organizations regarding affairs in the Settlement. 
He addedt "I regard Shanghai as my second native place and 
I shall always live here. Perhaps my sons will follow my 
example and reside here. Will I not do my best to make 
Shanghai a better city?" Mr. Franklin sincerely expressed 
his wishes and promised to make every endeavour to improve 
the municipal administration in future.

There are a number of municipal questions 
waiting to be solved, the most important of which is the 
educational problem. The ratepayers in the Settlement are 
paying annually a large sum of money in rates to the S.M.C.» 
but their children still do not get the chance to receive an 
adequate education, not to speak of the children of the poor 
who are left illiterate and wandering in the streets. At 
the Annual Meeting of Foreign Ratepayers held on April 14, 
Mr. J.S. Barr took the platform and made a speech in which 
he hoped that the S.M.C. would curtail the unnecessary 
expenditure in various Departments but at the Same time make 
an ample grant for educational expenses. Mr. Barr's wordd 
honestly represent the wishe^the ratepayers in general.

Speaking on the Council's educational policy, 
Mr. Franklin said that the moment had not come to make it 

public as the new Councillors had had no time to study the 
reports on this problem. What we wish of Mr. Franklin is 
that the Council, in spite of its financial stringency, will 
appropriate an ample sum for educational purposes, establish 
more schools in various districts of the Settlement, issue as 
great a grant-in-aid as possible to Chinese private schools 
so as to accononodate those children who are at present deprived 
of the chance to go to school, and modify the standard measures 
to be observed by those schools in receipt of the grant-in-aidu
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As regards the Extra-Settlement Roads question, 
the Yu Koh Tsung affair has caused a bad impression. As 
an eminent lawyer, Mr. Franklin is naturally aware that the 
Council has no legal ground to monopolize the extra
Settlement roads, an act likely to estrange the sympathieo 
of the Chinese. These roads should be handed over to the 
Shanghai City Government.

Mr. Franklin has also not yet drawn up any definite 
plans regarding the Council’s financial problem; he merely 
expressed his great concern over it. Frankly speaking, 
it will become alomost an impossibility for the Council to 
increase the Municipal Rate as a means of balaeing its 
budget, in view of the strong opposition from the ratepayers 
in the Settlement. Should the Council rashly attempt to 
increase the rate, who will be held responsible for any 
serious consequences that may take place? We sincerely 
hope that Mr. Franklin will adopt and put into force the 
suggestions on retrenchment made by the Chinese Ratepayers' 
Association, a body representing 64;» of the total rates 
paid and over 95^ of the whole population in the Settlement.
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New Council Meets

With five new members, the 19.37*38 Shanghai Municipal Council he!d its first meeting yesterday to elect 
its Chairman and Vice-Chairman. The members shown above are: front row, left to right, Mr. Singloh 
Hsu, Mr. Yu Ya-ching, Mr. Cornell S. Franklin (Chairman), Mr. Htrold Porter (Vice-Chairman), Mr. 
T. Urabe, and Mr. Eugene Y. B. Kiang. Back row, left to right: Mr. Stirling Fessenden, Secretary 
General, Mr. W. If. Plant, Mr. Valentine St. J. Killery, Mr. William Gockson, Mr. Yulin Hsi, Mr. T. 
Yamamoto, Mr. R. G. MacDonald, Mr. W. S- King, Mr. F. N. Mathews and Mr. G. Godfrey Phillips (Coun

cil Secretary).—Photo by L. V. Skvirsky. '«’’I
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MR. C S. FRANKLIN IS 
NEW CHAIRMAN

Mr. H. Porter Elected 
.Vice-Chairman For 

1937 Council
Following the customary proced

ure, the first meeting of the in
coming Shanghai Municipal Council 

* was held yesterday at noon, when 
the only business was the election 
of Chairman and Vice-Chairman 
for the ensuing year.

On the motion of Mr. Yu Ya- 
ching, seconded by Mr. V. St. J. 
Killery, Mr. C- S. Franklin was j 
elected Chairman. He was Vice- 
Chairman during the former Coun
cil-.

On the motion of Mr. E. Y. B. 
Kiang, seconded by Mr. T. Yama
moto, Mr, Harold Porter, c.m.g., was 
elected to the post of Vice-Chair
man.

The Council for 1937-1938 con
sists of JMr. C. S- Franklin (Chair
man) , Mr. Harold Porter (Vice- 
Chairman), Messrs. W. S. King, 
R. G. MacDonald, V. St. J. Killery, 
W. H. Plant. F. N. Matthews, Mr. 
T. Urabe, Mr. T. Yamamoto, Yu Ya- 
ching, Singloh Hsu, E. Y. B. Kiang, 
William Gockson and Yulin Hsi.

The outgoing Chairman, Mr.
H. £. Arnhold, yesterday addressed 
the following letter to Mr. Stirling 
Fessenden:

“I would like through you to ex
press my gratitude to Heads of De
partments and all members of the 
Municipal Service for their loyal 
and efficient work for the Council 
during the three by no means easy 
years during which I have been 
Chairman. I have had nothing but 

peration and assistance.”

-ir
 ir • 

r—
■>
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“SQUANDERMANIA” AND PUBLIC APATHY

THE Annual Ratepayers* Meeting held on Wednesday 
proved to be one of the most inconsequential in re

cent years. The report which Mr. H. E. Arnhold submitted 
is but a resume of various municipal problems which have 

been public knowledge for months past, and though it is 
a thoughtful document, comment extended at this juncture 
may be sheer repetition.

Besides the Chairman, the meeting was addressed by 
two ratepayers. Mr. J. S. Barr, of Medhurst College, 
whose interest in soci^ welfare ^as been long noted, made 
an eloquent plea for continued support of foreign schools 
from the Shanghai Municipal Council. The subject in
deed is deserving of serious consideration and, in our 
opinion, should not be made heir to petty economy schemes. 
Doubtless, the authorities of the schools whose grants from 
the Council may be withdrawn will be able to address 
themselves to the public and to command sufficient favor
able sentiment to remove the possibility of rash decision or 
action on the part of the Council.

What immediately interests the public is the short 
proposal delivered by Mr. Ranald McDonald, British at
torney, in the following words:

Would it be In order to suggest a vote of thanks to the 
people who have been practically responsible for the ex
traordinary squandermania of the last eight or nine years 
since they received $81,000,000 Ifrom an Amterican compare 
who took over the power company?

earnest or in jest, 
There is no doubt 

been unduly liberal

The proposal, whether offered in 
is provocative of mature deliberation, 
but that the Council has in the past 
in dispensing its reserves, and it is also easy, as an after
thought, to show the Council how and where it could have 
saved money or economised on different items of expendi
ture. The “squandermania” as charged by Mr. McDonald, 
even if true, cannot be blamed on the Council alone; in 
fact, the public is as much to blame for permitting it to 
rehr Its near^~^^Council for indulging in it.

* The Council has Tieen generous with its money not 
for one year or two years but ever since its sale of the 
Electricity Department to the Shanghai Power Company. 
At the close of each successive fiscal year the Council 
submitted to the Annual Ratepayers’ Meeting a budget for 
approval, and in addition the Council has had annual re
ports, printed for general perusal. If the ratepayers had 
assumed the responsibility together with the voting prero
gative, they should have long ere this noticed the Council’s 
tendency toward extravagance and, having so 
should have taken steps to stop it in time, 
nothing to be gained over spilt milk; and one 
little to the municipal coffer after its depletion.

Judging by the poor attendance at the annual meeting 
Wednesday, ratepayers were conspicuous by their 
overwhelming absence. Out of 3,000 only 300 were pre
sent. And of the meager ten per cent no one except Mr. 
Barr even took the trouble to introduce any municipal pro
blem? Their"voHngiiEetheir attendance was rather per
functory; and when the ratepayers are inclined to show no 
interest in what tteJZkn^ , is proposing to
do. can there be any wonder that the Council, like all other 
puHfi^jorganigations, is constantly tempted to practice 
whgt Mr. McDonald has described as “squandermania?”

The root of the trouble lies both with the Council 
and with the public. On the one hand, the Council, de
dicated to a policy of “discretion,” has seldom taken the 
public into confidence, and the public, denied confidence, 
has seldom sought to assert its right to demand confidence. 
The CbdHcil is happy to let the public alone except in the 
collection of municipal rates, and the public a.s represented 
by ratepayers whose future lies beyond China is happy to 
be left alone. The one is guilty of commission and the 
other of omission.

noticed, 
There is 
can add



In order to put an end to this anomalous state of 
affairs a radical change in the system and whose future is 
inevitably bound with that of Shanghai should be given the 
majority vote» In this respect, the CfHnese¡more than any 
btheF national group or all other national groups com
bined, should be given the same privilege to pass on the 
municipal budget as welf~as other problems of importance 
confronting the Council.

It is only logical to suggest that a ratepayers1 as- 
sociation be formed of all residents j^atdlessl.o£ nation
ality, and that this association shall elect a group of re
presentatives to exercise the voting prerogative on behalf 
of the entire community. Since the major burden of 
taxation falls on the Chinese and since the Chinese also 
constitute ther majority of the population and of owners 
of real property and industrial plants, they can be counted 
upon to take a deep interest in the affairs of the Settle
ment. Thus a representative attendance will be assured at 
each annual meeting and an intelligent control over the 
municipal administration may be exercised judiciously.

■Until the interests of all ratepayers are pooled to
gether, the annual meeting will have little meaning for 
the public and will draw little attention from the ratepay
ers. Mr. McDonald has pointed out only one of many features 
which require adjustment, but there is no use in pointing 
out anything unless the public is prepared to evolve a 
fundamental solution in the basic organisation for the 
ratepayers.
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Le Journal de shanghai published the following leading 
article on April 15

THE SETTLEMENT RATEPAYERS1 MEETING
The foreign ratepayers of the Settlement 

yesterday held their annual meeting at the Grand Theatre. 
It will be recalled that last month there were no municipal 
elections, the number of candidates being equal to the 
number of seats. Only Messrs. Porter, Urabe and Yamamoto, 
outgoing councillors, figure on the list for 1937 which 
has been passed en bloc in conformity with Article 18 
of the Land Regulations. It was thought at one time, 
following the refusal of Messrs. Urabe and Yamamoto to 
renew their candidature under divers pretexts which brought 
forth the fire of the Japanese press against the municipal 
authorities, that the electoral battle would be violent 
and the ratepayers’ meeting a stormy one.

But, as by a miracle, all passed off in order. 
The elections took the form of a mere communique which 
the S.M.C. remitted to the Press on March 26th. Yester
day^ meeting was as flat and depressed as one could wish, 
not to way boring in the extreme.

Last year, the fate of the Municipal Orchestra 
was in the balance. All those, and they are numerous, to 
whom the Sunday concerts are a real artistic joy, wished 
to retain the musicians. Rarely in the memory of the 
ratepayers had there been such a controversy. The letters 
literary and humorous, which appeared in the columns of 
our English contemporaries, kindled the sacred fire among 
the justly enthusiastic melomaniacs. And at zero hour 
the Grand Theatre was stormed by a crowd who had f.orgotten 
the world crisis and the budgetary difficulties of the 
Settlement.

At yesterday’s meeting a report was read on the 
financial and economic standing of the Settlement for the 
year 1936. There is no doubt that the depression which is 
still being felt in Shanghai has affected the income of 

the Council. In spite of the economies effected last year 
by the S.M.C., there is a large budgetary deficit which 

cannot be allowed to accumulate at any price.
Shanghai knew good times up to the end of 1931. 

In 1929 commerce and industry were flourishing. The S.M.C 
then sold to the Shanghai Power Company its electricity 
department for the sum of 81 million dollars which was 
placed in the reserve fund. The Municipality was rich and 
knew it. In a fit of generosity, the chairman of the 
ratepayers’ meeting proposed to reduce the Rate from 16 
to 14 per cent. Needless to say this motion was adopted 
unanimously.

The incidents of 1932 which for several months 
completely deranged affairs in Shanghai aggravated still 
more the depression which, after passing through America 
and Europe, hit China with full force.

But the reserve funds were still intact. The 
Municipal Council was able to face the storm. And, 
according to Mr. Arnhold, the outgoing chairman, the budget 
equilibrium has been maintained since 1929 by the aid of 
these 81 millions.
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It is obvious that, under thes'e conditions, the 
reserve funds have been considerably reduced.

The S»M.C. realizes without doubt that the rate
payers are not going to be taxed without mercy. But it 
must balance its bjidget without disbanding its last line 
of defence, of which it may have need in extraordinary 
and unforeseen circumstances.

Expenses last year were cut down to the limit, 
and to assure the normal working of the administrative 
machine and at the same time to maintain order in the 
Settlement, it is impossible to-day to reduce any further 
the salaries of the heads of departments and other employeei 
One has seen recently the violent controversy caused by 
the sad cuts made in the pay of the municipal personnel.

It was in these conditions that Mr. Arnhold 
proposed to raise the rate from 14 to 16 per cent and the 
tax from 0.7 to 6»8 per cent from 1st July next.

This increase would bring the Council $1,258,000 
more revenue and it would be equivalent to an extra charge 
of one dollar on each ratepayer.

During the list few days there has been great 
opposition from the Chinese ratepayers, comparable to that 
in 1927 when the rate tyas raised from 14 to 16 per cent. 

Incidents were feared, and the new councillors 
searched for a compromise. The increase will noli not 
take place until 1st January 1938* In the meantime the 
S.M.d. is authorised to meet its obligations by dipping 
still further into the reserve fund. If conditions 
improve, as is hoped, the new municipal tax should not 
lead to serious opposition. But, if no improvement deve
lops, the risk will be considerable. But the S.M.C., 
under the burden of necessity, will no longer hesitate 
to proclaim that the ratepayers must be taxed to a degree 
commensurate with the administrative and financial security 
of the Settlement.
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Chinese Angle Cited
Touching on the status of Chin

ese S.M.C. schools, Mr. Barr pointed 
out that if the proposed principle 
in the ^^mittee’s report is carried 
into effect, it will have a definite 
bearing on Chinese education.

This important connection be
tween the recommendation and the 
Chinese educational facilities in the 
Settlement, Mr. Ban' said, is 
neglected and under-emphasized by 

j the report.
| Mr. Barr referred to Mr. Justice 
j Feetham’s report regarding the need 
i of future development of education- 
| al facilities for the Chinese, point- 
| Ing out that the question can be 

better solved by a closer ¿co-opera
tion among the administrative au- • 
thorities of the three municipalities. > 

Up To Ratepayers
Before concluding his speech, Mr. I 

Barr said that in his opinion the |
* selection of the members of the
• Special Committee on Education by 
’ the Chairman of the Council was 
. badly handled. He averred that

experts should, be included in the 
committee to study a question on 

; policy of such importance.

He asked the Council to give an, 
assurance that before any drastic] 
change was niade in educational 
policy, the question be submitted to 
the approval of the ratepayers.

In replying to his question, Mr. 
H. E. Arnhold, the outgoing chltlr- 

: man, pointed out that the recom
mendations and the entire educa
tional problem are now in the 
hands of the new Council and that 
he is in no position to give assur- 

, aijce as to what that new govern
ing body will do. However, he said, 
educational policy will be treated 
carefully by the new Council.

Mr. Barr’s criticism of the Com
mittee recommendation yesterday * 
brought to the fore a question 
which is likely to become one of the 
political footballs of Settlement 

| affairs during 1937 and 1938. Thei
I* 

Committee’s proposals for handing 
over municipal schools to national 
groups are in essence similar to the 
chief points of a campaign con
ducted on the subject by the local 
Japanese residents.

Others Nationals Silent
I

Other national groups have not 
i yet made any official comment on 
the subject. It "remains to be seen | 
whether the recommendation for 
the Council to abdicate from edu
cational affairs of the Settlement 
will be acceptable to the leading 
foreign residents of the city.

Meantime, the Chinese ratepayers 
are also watching closely which way 

[the Council’s education is likely to 
turn. It, was indicated that the 
Chinese ratepayers are against the 
national group idea and that they 
believe as soon as foreign school*, 
are placed on that basis, the Chin- 

’ ese schools will follow suit. At pre
sent, however, the Chinese ratepayers 
are too engrossed by their campaign 
against the Council’s spending policy 
to have much time to start a drivel 
on the educational plank.

Barr Hits Council’s 
School Policy At 

Convention

S. M. C. SAID\ 
LOOKING BACKWARD

Education Of Children 
Seen As Moral Duty

Of Administration
Sounding the keynote of an issue 

which is likely to dominate the 
activities of the Shanghai Municipal 
Council this year, Mr, J,„J>. Barr of 
the Medhurst College criticized, in 
a speech before HEhe Foreign Rate
payers’ Meeting yesterday, the re-( 
port of the Special Committee on 
Education, which had recently re
commended the handing over of 
Settlement foreign schools to na
tional groups.

In essence, Mr. Barr said that the 
Committee’s recommendation, mo
tivated by the Council’s desire for 
stringent economy, embodies a 
“backward-looking spirit.” He point
ed out that if the various foreign 
schools were handed over to national 
groups, the Council would be shirk
ing from its own responsibility.

Mr. Barr’s attack on the proposed 
change in the Council’s educational 
policy was directed toward a report 
recently made public in which it 

i was stated that the S.M.C. should 
reiterate the basic principle on 
school systems as set forth in the 

1 1922 report.
This 1922 policy embodies three 

main points: namely, that the 
Council does not intend to assume 
the responsibility of educating all 
children in the Settlement that by 
the Land Regulations the Council is 
not compelled or-obligated to edu
cate children and that the Council 
has only a moral obligation to spend 
public money to operate schools.

Implicit Function
Using these points of the 1922 

report as a basis, the Special Com
mittee report recommended that 
measures should be devised whereby 
national groups might assume a 
greater responsibility for education, 
and that a more equitable distri
bution of grants-in-aid to school be 
provided. It also proposed that the 
majority of Council foreign schools 
should be handed over to the na
tional groups, leaving only two 
schools for children of unorganized 
national residents.

In criticizing the basic principle 
of the Committee’s report yesterday, 
Mr. Barr pointed out that while the 
primary function of the Council is 
to maintain law and order and to 
govern, it is also the duty of the 
Council to serve the community 
living within its territorial jurisdic
tion. Education, he continued, is 
therefore an implicit function which 
It should carry out.

“Undoubtedly finance is an all- 
important factor, but if we spend 
too little on education today wc 
shall probably rue it in the future. 
If we had municipal provision for 
more education instead of less... .in 
the long run we would probably find 
that we were saving money in the 
budget... .because we had produced 
good citizens.”
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ANNUAL MEETING OP FOREIGN RATEPAYERS

The apparently dignified Annual Meeting of 
Foreign Ratepayers in the International Settlement was held 
between 2,36 and 3.40 p.m. yesterday (April 14) in a manner 
much resembling a humourous play, in the course of which one 
man on the stage proposed a resolution, another stood up to 
explain it, a third seconded it, while finally the attendance 
signified their approval by raising their hands*

The venue of this meeting was the Grand 
Theatre on Bubbling Well Road., outside whidh and across the 
road theri was a banner inscribed with the words ’’Annual 
Meeting of Foreign Ratepayers." In and around the theatre 
there were a great number of foreign policemen, but only 
between 100 and 200 foreign ratepayers were present*

Not one Chinese councillor was to be found 
on the stage* Judge Mossop of the British Supreme Court 
occupied the chair* Mr. Arnhold as Chairman of the Council 
sat right in front of the chairman of the meeting so as to 
give explanation on any subject if required. The silver
headed Secretary-General, Mr. Fessenden, sat on the left of 
Mr* Arnhold; he was silent throughout the meeting. In 
addition, there were five other foreign councillors and the 
Secretary of the Council»

Right below the stage were the seats reserved 
for the Press which was represented by about ten foreign and 
four Chinese reporters* In spite of the grave atmosphere 
prevailing over the meeting, these gentlemen of the Press 
laughed with each other at the sight of the drama being 
mechanically performed on the stage*

The whole drama centred around Judge Mossop, 
Mr. Arnhold and Mr. Franklin*

When the resolution for an increase in the 
tax for the purpose of enabling the Council to balance its 
Budget was proposed, a foreign ratepayer named Mr. King took 
his stand on the stage and moved the following amendment :- 

"That the increases in Land Tax, General Municipal 
"Rate and Special Rate shall take effect as from 
"January 1, 1938, and that the Council be authorized 
"to take such measures for the balancing of the 
"Budget as may be necessary in respect of a resulting 
"shortage of approximately $1,258,000, either by an 
"additional appropriation from reserve or by such 
"further economies as may be possible, or both*"

The amendment was unanimously carried 
because it was considered to be the most suitable way of 
appeasing the opposition* This matter was settled in a 
few minutes and marked the victory of the opposition raised 
by the Chinese ratepayers from the Chinese councillors down 
to the poorest residents* However, we must not be 
satisfied with this viotory. We must make a greater 
¡effort in conjunction with our government and we must 
struggle for the abolition of consular jurisdiction, 
rendition of settlemen+s and recovery of all lost territory- 
Long live the Chinese RepublicI
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Shanghai Public Daily News ( ) publishes life
following editorial comment : —

At the annual meeting of foreign ratepayers 
in the International Settlement held on April 14, a 
resolution was passed that the Municipal Gate be increased 
as from January 1, 1938«

Following the approval by the S.M.C* of the 
recommendation for an increase in the Municipal Rate, 
various public bodies and residents in the Settlement 
unanimously voiced their opposition. The Chinese 
Ratepayers' Association held a meeting of representatives 
on April 12 when it was decided that the subject concerning 
the proposal by the S*M«C« to increase the Municipal Bate 
from July 1, 1937 be postponed to 1938 for further 
discussion and that the S.M.C* be ordered to exercise 
practical economy towards all unnecessary expenses and 
to press for unpaid rates*

The intention of the Chinese Ratepayers' 
Association is very clear and in its opinion there is 
no ground to discuss an increase in the Municipal Rate 
since local commercial conditions have not returned to 
normal and since the S.M.C» has not done its utmost in 
economizing in its expenses* If the Council respects 
the opinions of the Chinese Ratepayers' Association and 
introduces practical economy by rescinding all lavish 
expenditure, it can balance its budget without increasing 
the rates*

The annual meeting of foreign ratepayers paid 
no heed to public opinion and disregarded the intentions 
of 95% of the whole population of the Settlement* It 
eventually authorized the Council to raise funds to cover 
special expenses and also approved the proposed increase 
in the Municipal Rate from January 1, 1938* This surprises 
us« The impression in the minds of the Chinese residents 
that the meeting of foreign ratepayers is becoming a 
puppet organization of the S«M«C, is increasing daily* 
It seems that the meeting instigates the Council to impose 
upon the ratepayers*

"JTe believe that the present financial 
difficulties of the Council are the general results of 
its lavish expenditure over many years" is the word of 
warning contained in the open letter of the Chinese 
Ratepayers' Association addressed to the foreign ratepayers« 
Not only does it point out the cause of the poor financial 
condition of the S»M«C«, but it also tells us of ways and 
means to be adopted hereafter to deal with the unreasonable 
"squeezing" by the Council. Since the meeting of the 
foreign ratepayers has passed the increase in the Municipal 
Rate, we can only turn down its decision on January 1, 1938 
as a reply to Mr« Arnhold, Chairman of the Council, and 
those who suggested the increase*

Lih Pao (comment)

We cannot agree to a mere delay of six months 
in the enforcement of the increase in Municipal Rate.

We are of the opinion that if the Council would 
only cut down its expenses wholeheartedly, there would be no 
necessity to increase the rate at all.

We are also of the opinion that if the Council 
would seriously demand payment of outstanding rates from the 
subjects of a certain nation, there would also be no nece
ssity to increase the rate«
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FOREIGN RATEPAYERS*MEETING ACCEPTS MUNICIPAL
budESt

The Mainichi publishes the 
following leading articlex-

The foreign ratepayers' meeting 
of the International Settlement was held at the Grand 
Theatre at 2.40 p.m. April 14 with an attendance of 
only 248 probably due to the fact that the meeting was 
held on a week day. The important proposal for an 
increase in the Municipal rate has been postponed for 
six months and there were no interesting resolutions 
passed.

Mr. Amhold, Chairman of the 
Council, delivered a speech lasting 20 minutes reporting 
on Municipal affairs. The ratepayers accepted the 
huge budget of $24,000,000, satisfying themselves with 
the explanation of the chairman to the effect that the 
deficit of $1,250,000 in the Municipal budget will be 
met by a part of the Municipal reserve fund and money 

.saved through further economy measures.
In the course of his speech, 

'Mr. Arnhold gave an explanation to the effect that a 
city in Great Britain which has a population equal to 
that of Shanghai imposes a rate of 64% upon its rate
payers and the rate paid by Shanghai residents is very 
small in comparison*

Mr. Arnhold*s explanation 
simply exposed his ignorance regarding the circumstances 
of Shanghai residents and the wrong idea of the British 
people regarding the International Settlement. ’7e are 
opposed to such an attitude and we hope to have a real 
international administrative organization which 
distributes suffrage among residents properly and 
carries out administration in the interests of all the 
citizens.

The British police officers, 
who draw lerge salaries from the S.M.C. are engaged 
to protect British interests and enterprises conducted 
with British capital. For instance, the British 
Consulate-General has a court, but no police officers, 
while the Japanese Consulate-General employes large 
number of policemen. The British Government freely 
uses the British police officers of the S.M.C. The 
British police officers draw higher salaries and occupy 
higher position than other nationals. They are paid 
with the money collected from the residents in the 
¡International Settlement and a large number of other 
British residents are making their living in the S.M.C.

We must first consider whether 
every national in the International Settlement receives 
equal benefit from the S.M.C. British administrative 
policy cannot be applied here as the characteristics of 
the Shanghai Municipal organization are quite different 
from those of Great Britain. The S.M.C. will be r
regarded as an organization formed for the purpose of 
advancing British interests unless a proper administration 
is introduced by the S.M.C.

We hope that the S.M.C. will 
do its best for all the residents.
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The Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, Monday, March 22, 1937

Chit To “Samurai”
“gAMURAI,” writing in the Shipping Review, 

wants to know how taipans can represent 
r the small or non-salaried man on the Shang- 
I hai Momicipal Council.
r Dear Samurai: Don’t be silly. Taipans do 

• not represent the small or non-salaried man.
t So far as we are aware they make no pretense 

of so doing.^ Shanghai is oligarchic, not de- 
mocratic. Why should anyone say. or think" 
otherwise? The system may be outmoded and 
jt jnay be wrong. But the ^system functions 
beautifully within Jt§Qwn ^natural limits; a 
true proof of how smooth-running a bit Qf fine 
old machinery can be if the proper oil is 
regularly applied.

A
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iAINICHI

JAPANESE GANDICATES FOR IgJNlOIPAL ELECTIONS

At 12.30 p.m. yesterday the 
Councillors of the Japanese Residents’ Corporation held a meeting at the Japanese Club to consider the nomination 
of Japanese candidates for the Municipal elections. The 
meeting decided to endeavour to persuade Mr. Yamamoto and 
r. Yrabe to change their minds and accept the nomination.

At 3 p.ri. Yr. Amano, Chairman 
of the Corporation, and Mr. Hishida called on Mr. Kawai, 
Japanese Consul-General, reported the result of the 
meeting and requested him to persuade Mr. Yamamoto and 
Mr. Urabe to accept the nomination.

In reply, Mr. Kwai informed 
than that he would do his best to carry out their wishes.
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THE SHANGHAI TIMES, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 17, 1937

JAPANESE MEMBERS 
OF COUNCIL

Final Effort To Induce 
Urabe And Yamamoto 

To Run
Assembled in an emergency meet

ing, 37 of the 40 newly-elected mem
bers of the Council of the Japanese 
Residents’ Corporation yesterday 
afternoon unanimously adopted a re
solution urging Mr. Takue Urabe 
and Mr. Takeo Yamamoto, official 
Japanese nominees for the Municipal 
Council, to reconsider their decision 
not to seek re-election.

This was interpreted by the local 
Japanese press as representing a 
final effort of the leaders of the 
Japanese community to break the 
10-day deadlock precipitated by the 
refusal of Mr. Urabe and Mr. Yama
moto to run.

Mr.* Masusaburo Amano, President 
of the Residents’ Corporation, and 
Mr. Itsuji Hishida, chairman of the 
Council, will call on Mr. Yamamoto 
and Mr. Urabe to inform them of 
yesterday’s resolution, the Japanese 
press st id.
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IAINICHI

JA.^.-dvESE CANDIDATES PRO MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS

At 12.30 p.m. yesterday the
Councillors of the Japanese Residents’ Corporation held 
a meeting at the Japanese Club to consider the nomination 
of Japanese candidates for the Municipal elections. The 
meeting decided to endeavour to persuade Mr, Yamamoto and 
Mr. Urabe to change their minds and accept the nomination.

At 3 p.m. Mr. Amano, Chairman
of the Corporation, and Mr. Hishida called on Mr. Kawait 
Japanese Consul-General, reported the result of the 
meeting and reouested him to persuade Mr. Yamamoto and 
Mr. Urabe to accept the nomination.

In reply Mr. Kawai informed
them that he would do his best to carry out their wishes.
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¡Five British 
Candidates In 
1937 Election
Quintette Selected By 

Straw Ballot From 
Nine Nominees

ONLY ONE COUNCILLOR 
SEEKS RE-ELECTION

Pcrter, MacDcnald, Killery, 
Matthews And King Are 

To Face Voters

As the result of the straw 
vote conducted by the British 
Residents’ Association during 
the past week it was announc
ed yesterday that five British 
candidates for the 1937 Shang- 

| hai Municipal Couhcil had been 
chosen by popular vote. Of 
the five selected British 
nominees only one is at present 
a Councillor, the other four 
incumbents having decided not 
to offer themselves for re
election for various reasons.

The five British residents who 
will offer themselves for election 
by Settlement ratepayers on April 
5 and 6 are:

Mr. V. St. J. KiUery, Imperial 
Chemical Industries (China). Ltd.

Mr. W. S. King, Messrs. Harrisons, 
King and Irwin, Ltd.

Mr. R. G. MacDonald, Messrs. Dod- 
well and Co., Ltd.

Mr. F. N. Matthews, Messrs. Lowe, 
Bingham and Matthews.

Mr. Harold Porter, C.M.G., former
ly H.B.M. Consular Service in China,
The five residents who offered 

themselves for selection by mem
bers of the British Residents* As- 

. sociation and who failed to qualify 
i were:

Mr. Ernest F. Harris, Sun Life In
surance Company of Canada.

Mr. S. C. Miskin Asiatic Petroleum 
Company (North China), Ltd.

1 Mr. H. A. R< ’;s, Messrs. Ellis and 
: Hays.

Mr. F. R. Smii t, Metropolitan Land 
Company, Limited; International 
Assurance Company, Limited.

Only One Incumbent
Of the five candidates who are 

running on the British ticket Mr. 
Harold Porter is a member of the 
present Council and Mr. Killery 
has previously held office. The re
maining three, although well known 
here as prominent businessmen 
with considerable experience in 
many civic movements, are all 

. newcomers to the Municipal field.

I The vote in the Ballot represent
ed 70 per cent, of the number of 
papers sent out.

^British members of the Muni
cipal Council who are not seeking 
re-election are: Messrs. E. H. Arn- 

i hold, W. J. Keswick, G. E. Mitchell 
and Brig.-General E. B. Macnaghten.

Everything at the present time 
tends to the belief that a ballot 
will not be necessary this year as » 
the present ratio of American, f 
British and Japanese candidates is 
expected to be. piaintained. Al
though there is still gome uncer- * 
tairrty regarding the Japanese re
presentatives, it has been indicated 
that they will only seek to main
tain their present two seats. The 
American community, has already 
announced their two candidates, 
namely, Messrs. C. S. Franklin, a 
sitting nember, and W. H. Plant, 
a newcv ?r.

Scrutineers Named
Messrs. H. C. A. van Someren, of 

the Java Sea and Fire Insurance 
Co., Ltd., and H. S. Poulsen, Gen
eral Manager of the Great North
ern Telegraph Co., Ltd., have ac
cepted invitations from the Muni
cipal Council to serve as scrutin
eers at the election of foreign mem
bers of the Council for the muni
cipal year 1937.

The dates of the election are 
Monday and Tuesday, April 5 and
6. The closing date for nominations 
is March 27 at noon when it will 
be known whether an election will 
be necessary or hot.
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